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OTtlTUARY NOTICE FROM THE 'TIMES.' JAN. 2^. l^SO-

iury is faU vanuhinfr axvay. Sot the Uast rrmar.

th, \!H.iU Apes ofthe Rnival of Letters, and of tkt . -, -
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"T^JZhe «/

/«j acute, more inspiring as thinkers,
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personalfeelings. He belonged to that scf:

:Zi.n,kas

.Zenith unbounded erudition, accuracy that has never been '-/-<««'• ''^^
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vens exhaustion, and an elegance cf styU that drones ksm alemg. /«

-^/
J*^
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'
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PREFACE.

It is the object of the present work to exhibit, in a series of historical

dissertations, a comprehensive survey of the chief circumstances that

can interest a philosophical inquirer during the period usually denomi-
nated the Middle Ages. Such an undertaking must necessarily fall

under the class of historical abridgments : yet there will perhaps be
found enough to distinguish it from such as have already appeared.
Many considerable portions of time, especially before the twelfth cen-

tury, may justly be deemed so barren of events worthy of remembrance,
that a single sentence or paragraph is often sufficient to give the char-

acter of entire generations, and of long dynasties of obscure kings.

Non ragioniam di lor, ma guarda e passa.

And even in the more pleasing and instructive parts of this middle
period, it has been my object to avoid the dry composition of annals,

and aiming, with what spirit and freedom I could, at a just outline

rather than a miniature, to suppress all events that did not appear
essentially concatenated with others, or illustrative of important con-

clusions. But as the modes of government and constitutional laws
which prevailed in various countries of Europe, and especially in Eng-
land, seemed to have been less fully dwelt upon in former works of this

description than military or civil transactions, while they were deserving
of far more attention, I have taken pains to give a true representation

of them, and in every instance to point out the sources from which the
reader may derive more complete and original information.

Nothing can be farther from my wishes than that the following

pages should be judged according to the critical laws of historical

composition. Tried in such a balance they would be eminently de-
fective. The limited extent of this work, compared with the subjects

it embraces, as well as its partaking more of the character of political

dissertation than of narrative, must necessarily preclude that circum-
stantial delineation of events and of characters, upon which the beauty
as well as usefulness of a regular history so mainly depends. Nor can
I venture to assert that it will be found altogether perspicuous to those
who are destitute of any previous acquaintance with the period to

which it relates ; though I have only presupposed, strictly speaking,
a knowledge of the common facts of English history, and have endea-
voured to avoid, in trcatmg of other countries, those allusive references
which imply more information in the reader than the author designs
to communicate. But the arrangement which I have adopted has



vi Prcjace,

sometimes rendered It nrrrM-^ry to anticipate both name^ and facti,

which arc to lintl a more •

rk.

Tins arran;^cmcnl is jj .:: i*-

torical retrospect. Kvery chapter of the \ let

its particular subject, and may be considcrci in so; , !:-

pendent of the rest. Th«* ord'^r, ron<.'V|ni'n?ly, in v r .. 1

will not be very • r^at

in wliich they .u . . . _ , _ jal

transitions, and to give free scope to the natural association of con-
nected facts, has dictated this arran - •. to which I ^

-

' - myself
jiariial. And I have four\^ its ii. ;cnccs so t: ;i com-
])osiiion, that I cannot believe they will occosioi* i..uch trouble to
liie reader.

The first chapter comprises the history of France from the invasion
of Clevis to liic expedition, exclusively^ of Charles VIII. -- - *

Naples. It is not possible to fix accurate limits to the
Ages ; but thoui,'h the ten centuries from the fifth to the filict;i»ili

seem, in a general point of view, to constitute that period, a less

arbitrary division was necessary to render the commencement and
conclusion of a historical narrative satisfacior\'. The continuous chain
of transactions on the stage of human society is ill divided by mere
lines of chronological demarcation. But as the subversion of the wes-
tern empire is manifestly the natural termination of ancient histor\% so
the establishment of the Franks in Gaul app>ears the most convenient
epoch for the commencement of a new period. Less difficulty oc-

curred in finding the other limit. The invasion of Naples by Charles
VI II. was the event that first engaged the principal states of Europe
in relations of alliance or hostility which may be deduced to the pre-

sent day, and is the point at which every man who traces backwards
its political history will be obliged to pause. It furnishes a determi-
nate epoch in the annals of Italy and France, and nearly coincides
w ith events which naturally terminate the history of the Middle Ages
in other countries.

The feudal system is treated in the second chapter, which I have
subjoined to the history of France, with which it has a near connexion-
Inquiries into the antiquities of that jurisprudence occupied more
attention in the last age than at present, and their drj-ness may prove
repulsive to many readers. But there is no royal road to the know-
lodge of law ; nor can any man render an obscure and intricate dis-

quisition either perspicuous or entertaining. That the feudal system
is an important branch of historical knowledge will not be disputed,

when we consider not only its influence upon our ow-n cons: but
that one of the parties which at present divide a neighbourir^ ^ . ^m
professes to appeal to the original principles of its monarchy, as ihey
subsisted before the subversion of that polity.

The four succeeding chapters contain a sketch, more or less rapid
and general, of the histories of Italy, of Spain, of Germany, and of the

Greek and Saracenic empires. In the seventh I have endeavoured to

develop the progress of ecclesiastical power, a subject eminently dis-

tinguishing the Middle Ages, and of which a concise and impartial

delineation has long been desirable.

i



Preface. vii

The English constitution furnishes materials for the eighth chapter.

I cannot hope to have done sufficient justice to this theme, which has
cost me considerable labour ; but it is worthy of remark, that since

the treatise of Nathaniel Bacon, itself open to much exception, there

has been no historical development of our constitution, founded upon
extensive researches, or calculated to give a just notion of its character.

The ninth and last chapter relates to the general state of society in

Europe during the Middle Ages, and comprehends the history of com-
merce, of manners, and of literature. None, however, of these are

treated in detail, and the whole chapter is chiefly designed as supple-

mental to the rest, in order to vary the relations under which events

may be viewed, and to give a more adequate sense of the spirit and
character of the Middle Ages.

In the execution of a plan far more comprehensive than what, with
a due consideration either of my abilities or opportunities, I ought to

have undertaken, it would be strangely presumptuous to hope that I

can have rendered myself invulnerable to criticism. Even if flagrant

errors should not be frequently detected, yet I am aware that a desire

of conciseness has prevented the sense of some passages from appear-
ing sufficiently distinct ; and though I cannot hold myself generally

responsible for omissions in a work which could only be brought
within a reasonable compass by the severe retrenchment of superfluous

matter, it is highly probable that defective information, forgetfulness,

or too great a regard for brevity have caused me to pass over many
things which would have materially illustrated the various subjects of

these inquiries.

I dare not, therefore, appeal with confidence to the tribunal of those
superior judges, who, having bestowed a more undivided attention on,

the particular objects that have interested them, may justly deem such
general sketches imperfect and superficial ; but my labours will not
have proved fruitless, if they shall conduce to stimulate the reflection,

to guide the researches, to correct the prejudices, or to animate the
liberal and virtuous sentiments of inquisitive youth :

Mi satis ampla
Merces, et mihi grande decus, sim ignotus in aivuiu
Turn licet, extcrno penitusque inglorius orbu

Note.—In 1848 a Supplemental Volume to the " Middle Ages of Europe " was

issued, to be had separately for los. 6d.

In the Preface, Mr Hallam writes, " I was always reluctant to make such altera-

tions as would leave to the purchasers of fonner editions a right to complain ;

"

adding, "These Supplemental Notes will not much affect the value of their cop\."

Also,
'

' That the several chapters which follow the second have furnished no great

store of additions ;" and, " In not many instances have I seen grotmd for mate-

rially altering my own views."

A. M.
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VIEW
OF THE

STATE OF EUROPE
DURING THE MIDDLE AGES.

CHAPTER I.

THE HISTORY OF FRANCE, FROM ITS CONQUEST BY CLOVIS TO THE
INVASION OF NAPLES BY CHARLES VIII.

PART I.—FRANCE.

Before the conclusion of the fifth century, the mighty fabric of em-
pire, which valour and policy had founded upon the seven hills of

Rome, was finally overthrown, in all the west of Europe, by the bar-

barous nations from the north, whose martial energy and whose num-
bers were irresistible. A race of men, formerly unknown or despised,

had not only dismembered that proud sovereignty, but permanently
settled themselves in its fairest provinces, and imposed their yoke
upon the ancient possessors. The Vandals were masters of Africa ;

the Suevi held part of Spain ; the Visigoths possessed the remainder,
with a large portion of Gaul ; the Burgundians occupied the provinces
watered by the Rhone and Saone : the Ostrogoths almost all Italy.

The north-west of Gaul, between the Seine and Loire, some writers

have filled with an Armorican republic ;
^ while the remainder was

1 It is impossible not to speak sceptically as to this republic, or, rather, confederation of

independent cities under the rule of their respective bishops, which Du Bos has with great
ingenuity raised upon very slight historical evidence, and in defiance of the silence of



10 Subversion of tlu Roman Empire.

r..n;n.nv subject lo thc Rnmin <^pirc,and ^-ovcmcd^by^a^ccrum

S .
roihcr wilh an

•ki'. a tribe of
.VI uii>> umc, A '' ••'..,... ^^

Germans lon^ « I with 1 '^

ri^lu bank of i' ,^
Tournay and Cm .n.ccs
sons. Thc result ot ihis victory

^ ^^^
which had previously been conM

.cvcrclv
L'iincc had not been very stnct. so their loss was not /^'> ^^^y"^ ^
pancL u.iu •

. noplc were not too proud to

'con/c.;"p"n'a.:
a'nd patrician, which h. wa.

'°sS™c1cnr^%C"hls, Clovis defeated the Alemanni or Swabia^s

in a ^rca\ battle at Zulpich, near Cologne. I" =°"«r/"^
.'^f

„sit,ssaid,^ded.n.n,.his,:
;Ve"te".m: a convc. to

his Wife Clotilda, a prmccss o.
. •

. , , .,,....

Christianity. It would be a fruiilcbi inquiry, v

in his chanL'C ; but it is certain, at least, that
'

.
; v. . , . ••

nvc been more successful. Thc Arian sect, wh.ca haa ^-•;/^-;^

introduced amon- the barbarous nations, was P^jdommant though

Zmh 'mhout intolerance,* in the Burj,'undian and V.sigoih
apparcnuy >Muiuu

strenuously attached to the

C "tholic'^dc'td'e^^ bdo?e"h!s c:"vcr^on h.-.d'favoured the arms

of Sovfs They now became his most zealous supporters ;
and were

r .^ard i bv h>m with artful gratitude, and by •>". d"«"f^".'^^^ ^
lavish munilicence. Upon the pretence of rehs.on, he, m 507,attacUd

thc early part of Gr. ^^ ^f jj,^ t the left bank ot

1 Thc system of I -^ 1 It
• :> resist the pre*

thc Rhine before Clovi>, ^ccm^ '•,•5 '''^^^l
"''.",:"'', ^Kdcton oi CaiMchc, Calber d

sumption that arises from the discovery of the t
-"ct«a

Clovis. a: '
'—

is as a sort of
• of the emperors, and

" '''" '

. a" :h"r ut:c Tw^^lI'l^i'lSas Kovcn... ,
, ,- r i^ntf Hut it r. .v liccrlheless be true, that

to htcr critical inquirers mio the hi>tor> -f
'^^"k

' vum" ^f fcoman maKistracy whi-h he

;Sc connexion bet 'veen him and thc -"ipirc, a^d the einblems_of Ro^^^WW^
^^^ .^^

bore, reconciled thc conquerc .

.^ appear to have be«u nearly ignor-

de Nivernois. In the sixth t
of a i^»a« in Procopius, where he

ant of Clovis's countrymen. ~ -^
AoziDOfYOi -^nd^cathias givesastrarsdy

seems to mention the Annoricans under the name Apo.pi-XCH
'^f '^f^^

* ^^x^rei^

romantic account of thc F^nks. whom he ^-^o''/-' '^
-"[^^'^J X ITgoT'oo tocZ

us ra xoXXa XP-— P-''^«^'^TI. '^'»^^r^^T^."^r:J^iuciU ^T "e ^.^dom. which

mend their mutvial gainst each other, nor poUuted

had frequently bee .rironicaL
thc land with civil l. v.. ......

_ ci ti; s famous »ow, which, though »c
3 Grecorv of Tours makes a vcrj' rhcicnt-ii s.o.> oi t- s lamou.

cannot di>prove, it m.-xy be pcrniitted to v'.i^yy^t.
^ . _ ^_,^.^ monarchies in Italy,

* A specious objection might be drav ^ These Arian so\-e-

as well as Gaul and Spain, to the srrcat
__^^^^ leaving them m

reigns treated their .Calhohc
-verc re«-rWed for it by their defection ^JfJ-^J":

possession of every cyil pri ' ere ^ •

"J^^ ^^.^^^ ^f pen«cution adopted by the

but in answer to this, it mav . -
.

, ^ V, ^Vuholics of that prox-ince having risen against

Vandals in Africa succecdctl no l^/^"'^^^.V;''^Xnot know what insults and discourage-

them upon the landing of Bel.sanus- 2- 1
1?^*^.;^ ^° °°i esocci^lv from the Arian bishops,

rncnts the Catholics of Gaul '-•"l\^;;l>^f:;^J.,^i'^^^"ot^\u?S^d Theodoric were libera^

in that age of bigoirj- : •;i'^h°ugh the admin. .^tra^on.^^^^^^^^^^^
inlunately connected w,th

and toleranL 3- J.iat the d'>''^^ction of Ar.an ancMUa
j j^ ^^^^ to separate the

that of Goth and Roman, of ccr.queror and conquerea, so uiai

effects of cational from those of sectarian aiumoiitj.



Clovis conquers Gaul—His Descendants. 1

1

Alaric, king of the Visigoths, and by one great victory near Poitiers

overthrowing their empire in Gaul, reduced them to the maritime pro-

vince of Septimania, a narrow strip of coast between the Rhone and
the Pyrenees. The exploits of Clovis were the reduction of certain

independent chiefs of his own tribe and family, who were settled in

the neighbourhood of the Rhine.i All these he put to death by force

or treachery ; for he was cast in the true mould of conquerors, and
may justly be ranked among the first of his class, both for the splen-

dour and the guiltiness of his ambition.^

Clovis left four sons ; one illegitimate, born in 511, before his con-

version ; and three by his queen Clotilda. These four made, it is

said, an equal partition of his dominions ; which comprehended not

only France, but the western and central parts of Germany, besides

Bavaria, and perhaps Swabia, which were governed by their own
dependent, but hereditary, chiefs. Thierry, the eldest, had what was
called Austrasia, the eastern or German division, and fixed his capital

at Metz ; Clodomir, at Orleans ; Childebert, at Paris ; and Clotaire,

at Soissons.s During their reigns the monarchy was aggrandised by
the conquest of Burgundy. Clotaire, the youngest brother, in 558
ultimately reunited all the kingdoms : but upon his death they were
again divided among his four sons, and, in 613, brought together a
second time by another Clotaire, the grandson of the first. It is a

weary and unprofitable task to follow these changes in detail, through
scenes of tumult and bloodshed, in which the eye meets with no sun-
shine, nor can rest upon any interesting spot. It would be difficult,

as Gibbon has justly observed, to find anywhere more vice or less

virtue. The names of two queens are distinguished even in that age
for the magnitude of their crimes : Fredegonde, the wife of Chilperic,

of w-hose atrocities none have doubted ; and Brunehaut, queen of

Austrasia, who has met with advocates in modern times, less, perhaps,
from any fair presumptions of her innocence, than from compassion
for the cruel death which she underwent. **

1 Modern historians, in enumerating these regidi, call one of them king of Mans. But it

is difficult to understand how a chieftain, independent of Clovis, could have been settled in
that part of France. In fact, Gregory of Tours, our only authority, does not say that this

prince, Regnomeris, was king of Mans, but that he was put to death in that city, apud Ceno-
mannis civitatem jussu Chlodovechi interfectus est.

^ The reader will be gratified by an admirable memoir, by the Duke de Nivernois, on the
policy of Clovis, in the twentieth volume of the Academy of Inscriptions.

3 It would rather perplex a geographer to make an equal division of Clovls's emrire into
portions, of which Paris, Orleans, Metz, and Soissons, should be the respective capit.ds. I
apprehend, in fact, that Gregory's expression is not very precise. The kingdom of Soissons
seems to have been the least of the four, and that of Austrasia the greatest. But the parti-
tions made by these princes were exceedingly complex ; insulated fragments of territory,
and even undivided shares of cities being allotted to the worse provided brothers, by way of
compensation, out of the larger kingdoms. It would be very difficult to ascertain the limits
of these minor monarchies. But the French empire was always considered as one, whatever
might be the number of its inheritors ; and from accidental circumstances it was so frequently
reunited, as fully to keep up tiiis notion.

* Every history %yill give a sufficient epitome of the Merovingian dynasty. The facts of
these times are of little other importance, than as they impress on the mind a thorough notion
of the extreme wickedness of almost every person concerned in them, and, consequently, of
the state to which society was reduced. But there is no advantage in crowding the memory
with barbarian wars and assassinations. For the question about Brunehaut's character, who
has had partisans almost as enthusiastic as those of Mary of Scotlmd, the reader may consult
Pasquier, Recherches de la France, 1. viii., or Velly, Hist, de France, tome i. on one side,
and a dissertation by Gaillard, in the Memoirs of the Academy of Inscriptions, tome xxx., on
the other. The last is unfavourable to Brunehaut, and perfectly satisfactory to my judgmeuU
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2

Mayors of the Palacc^CharUs MarUl.

But in 628-638, after Dagol>crt, v>n of Ootaire II, ihc kingt of

France dwindled into personal ii

by later historians as inscnsati^ '.

:

km^^dom devolved upon the mayors of the palace, c: ol

the household, throu^;h \

' * -' ,... ^c ^ud

before the kiuK'. The -^^ this office

important, and still greater wt-.i. '^ *

men of encr^ietic talents and a;
"*-

mand ; and the history of France, for half a century, presents no

nnmts more conspicuous than those of Ebroin and Gn- ' mayors

of Ncuslria and Aubtr.isia, the western and eastern • of the

French monarchy.'-* These, however, : •> violei i a

more successful usurper of the royal y, was J
.

"^al,

tirst mayor, and afterwards duke, of Austrasia ; who unitea wim almost

an avowed sovcrcij^nty over that division, a -•'—'- "'nmand over

the French or Ncusirian provinces, where ; 1
Merovin-

gian family were still permitted to exist. 1 hi* trans-

mitted to a more renowned hero, his son Charles >, alter

some less important exploits, was called upon to encounter a new and

terrible cncmv. The Saracens, after subju},^'»tln'' ^- -•". had penetrated

into the very heart of France. Charles Marte. . »" 732, a com-

plete victory over them between Tours and Poitici:*, m which 300,000

Mohammedans are hyperbolically asserted to have fallen. '1 he re-

ward of this victory was the province of Septimania, which the

Saracens had conquered from the Visigoths.*

Such powerful subjects were not likely to remain lonjj contented

without the crown ; but the circun > under which it was trans-

ferred from the race of Clovis are . d with one of the most im-

portant revolutions in the history of Europe. In 752 the mayor Pepin,

inheritin'^ his father Charles Martel's talents and ambition, made, in

the name^, and with the consent of the nation, a solemn reference to the

I An ingenious attempt is made by the AbW Vcrtot, M<?nL de I'Acad^nie, tome ri, to
'*"'*» ^ .1 1 „-.,,,;... I ;.„r,,tn? ..n. But the leading fact is irre-

'^^Kufet- s. How«cr, the best apology

mllob^ t'

;cro«n^ kings were, iBcffec^

conauered. ai -s a mailer of uecc»sAry submission to a master.

S^'hc oriein 'S. Paris, and Orleans, were coosoWated mio tliat deno-

minated Neusir.a, lu .vh.ch Kur^undy was generally appendant. ^<>''f'^^y^,^}y^^^
bv a mayor of its own election. But Aquitauie, the exact bounds cf which I do not know

was^ from the time of Da^obert I., separated from the rest of the i«»archy. under a ducal

dvnastv. surune from Aribert, brother of that monarch. ^ . . . r* ..v

^S^To^'rs^is above seventy miles dLstant from Poitiers; but I do iH,t find that ^^Fr^^J
antiquary- has been ab'.e to ascertain the place of this great ^«'«7>»^™«*,f«^;?^J^
is remafkab e. since, after so immense a sUughier. we should expect the tesomony of

''Ktict^^l? axles' M^^^^^^^ has immortalised his name, and may justly b« redkoned

among thoseTw battles of which a contrary ev.nt would have essentially ^^^^^^f^
of the world in all its subsequent scenes, with Marathon, Arbela, Metaurus, Chalons, and

LeiDsic Yet do we not judge a little too much by the event, and fo.low, as usual, m the

wile S fortune
°

Has not more frequent experience condemned those who set the fate of

emofr^s upon a single cast, and risk a general battle *nth invaders, whose greater pen! is m
dela ^ Was not tlSs tS^atal error bythich Roderic had iost bis kmgdom ?

^
W^'{P«^

that the Saracens could have retained any permanent Vo^^^on c£Jt^^^^^i^^
of a victorj? And did not the contest upon the broad cluunpaignrf Poitouafrord them a con-

siderable prospect of success, which a more cauuous poucj- would ^T? '"'f^'^,,, -v.-
* This conquest was completed by Pepm m 759- The "^habitants pr^rred the^

liberties by treat}-, and Vaissette deduces from this solemn assurance the pn^ilegei of

Languedoc
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pope Zacharias, as to the deposition of Childeric III., under whose
nominal authority he himself was reigning. The decision was favour-

able ; that he who possessed the power should also bear the title of

king. The unfortunate Merovingian was dismissed into a convent,

and the Franks, with one consent, raised Pepin to the throne, the

founder of a more illustrious dynasty. In order to judge of the im-

portance of this revolution to the see of Rome, as well as to France,

we must turn our eyes upon the affairs of Italy.

The dominion of the Ostrogoths was annihilated by the arms ot

Belisarius and Narsus in the sixth century, and that nation appears no
more in history. But not long afterwards the Lombards, a people for

some time settled in Pannonia, not only subdued that northern part ot

Italy which has retained their name, but, extending themselves south-

ward, formed the powerful duchies of Spoleto and Benevento. The
residence of their kings was in Pavia ; but the hereditary vassals, who
held those two duchies, might be deemed almost independent sove-

reigns. ^ The rest of Italy was governed by exarchs, deputed by the

Greek emperors, and fixed at Ravenna. In Rome itself, neither the

people, nor the bishops, who had already conceived in part their

schemes of ambition, were much inclined to endure the superiority ot

Constantinople
;
yet their disaffection was counterbalanced by the

inveterate hatred, as well as jealousy, with which they regarded the

Lombards. But an impolitic and intemperate persecution, carried on
by two or three Greek emperors against a favourite superstition, the
worship of images, excited commotions throughout Italy, of which the

Lombards, in 752, took advantage, and easily wrested the exarchate of

Ravenna from the eastern empire. It was far from the design of the
popes to see their nearest enemies so much aggrandised: and any
effectual assistance from the emperor Constantine Copronymus would
have kept Rome still faithful. But having no hope from his arms, and
provoked by his obstinate intolerance, the pontiffs had recourse to

France ;2 and the service they had rendered to Pepin led to reciprocal

obligations of the greatest magnitude. At the request of Stephen II.,

the new king of France descended from the Alps, drove the Lombards
from their recent conquests, and conferred them upon the pope. This
memorable donation nearly comprised the modern provinces of Ro-
magna and the March of Ancona.
The state of Italy, which had undergone no change for nearly two

centuries, was, in 768, rapidly verging to a great revolution. Under
the shadow of a mighty name, the Greek empire had concealed the
extent of its decline. That charm was now broken : and the Lombard
kingdom, which had hitherto appeared the only competitor in the lists,

proved to have lost its own energy in awaiting the occasion for its dis-

play. France was far more than a match for the power of Italy, even
if she had not been guided by the towering ambition and restless acti-

vity of the son of Pepin. It was almost the tirst exploit of Charlemagne,
after the death of his brother Carloman had, in jyi^ reunited the

1 The history, character, and policy of the Lombards are well treated by Gibbon, c 45.
See, too, the fourth and fifth books of Giannone, and some papers by Gaillard.

* There had been some previous overtures to Charles Martel, as well as to Pepin himFe'f

;

the habitual sagacity of the Court of Rome perceiving the growth of a new wesiern rauiiarchy,
which would be, in fiiith and arms, their surest ally.
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Frankish empire under his dominion,* t'» mi •* - V— '
- f

Lonjlj.irily. Ncitlvr Pavia nor Verona, it^ m
interposed any i ihc ciii

in 774, encount. .; suli nr.'l

latter of whom could never be brought into thorou
conqueror. Italy, however, be the cau" '

temi)lcd Charlemagne far lr«»s than thr

ncillier the southern pi .lavc v.iUi-.itXKl in*

{)Ower, if it had been ,, .lem. Even Spam
lardly drew so much ol his attention, as the splendour of the pnzc
might naturally have excited. He —•

'.
*

r, a very important
accession to his empire by conquer racens the terntory
contained between the I ;;:.<i :..• !. : i J::^ was formed into

the Spanibh March, },'o\ y ti.c ('>u:it <f iiar'cl.na, part of which
district at least must be considered as appertaining to France till the
twelfth century.*

But the most tedious and difficult achievement of Charlematme was
the reduction of the Saxons. The wars with th;

nearly the modern circles of Westphalia and L-
thirty years. Whenever the conqueror withdrew his armies, or even
his person, the Saxons broke into fresh rebellion ; which his unparal-
leled rapidity of movement seldom failed to crush without delay.

From such perseverance on either side, destruction of the weaker
could alone result A large colony of Saxons were finally transplanted
into Flanders and Brabant, countries hitherto iil-pjeopled, in which
their descendants preserved the same unconquerable spirit of resist-

ance to oppression. Many fled to the kingdoms of Scandinavia, and
mingling with the North-men, who were just preparing to run their

memorable career, revenged upon the children and subjects of Charle-
magne the devastation of Saxony. The remnant embraced Chris-
tianity, their aversion to which had been the chief cause of their rebel-

lions, and acknowledged the sovereignty of Charlemagne ; a submission
which even Witikind, the second Arminius of Germany, after such
irresistible conviction of her destiny, did not disdain to make. But
they retained, in the main, their own laws ; they were governed by a
duke of their own nation, if not of their own election, and for many
ages they were distinguished by their original character among the
nations of Germany.
The successes of Charlemagne on the eastern frontier of his empire

against the Sclavonians of Bohemia, and Huns or Avars of Pannonia,
though obtained with less cost, were hardly less eminent. In all his

wars, the newly-conquered nations, or those whom fear had made de-

pendent allies, were employed to subjugate their neighbours ; and the
' Carloman, j-ounger brother of Charles, took the Austrasian, or German prorinces of the

empire. The custom of partition was so fuily established, that those wise and ambiiious
princes, Charles Martel, Pepin, and Cbarlemagr.e himself, did not Tenture to thwart the
public opinion by introducing primogeniture. Carloman would not long have stood against
nis brother, who, after his death, usurped the inheritance of his two infant children.

* The counts of Barcelona alwaj-s acknowledged the feudal superiority of the Idngs of
France, till some time after their own title had been merged in that of kings of Aragon. In
iiSo, legal msiruments executed in Catalonia ceased to be dated by the year of the king of
France, and as there certainly remained no other mark of dependence, the separation of the
principality may be referred to that year. But the rights of the French crow-n over it were
finally ceded by Louis IX. in 125S.
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incessant waste of fatigue and the sword was supplied by a fresh

population that swelled the expanding circle of dominion. I do not

know that the limits of the new western empire are very exactly defined

by contemporary writers, nor would it be easy to appreciate the degree

of subjection in which the Sclavonian tribes were held. As an organ-

ised mass of provinces, regularly governed by imperial officers, it seems
to have been nearly bounded, in Germany, by the Elbe, the Saale, the

Bohemian mountains, and a line drawn from thence crossing the

Danube above Vienna, and prolonged to the gulf of Istria. Part of

Dalmatia was comprised in the duchy of Friuli. In Italy the empire
extended not much beyond the modern frontier of Naples, if we ex-

clude, as was the fact, the duchy of Benevento from anything more
than a titular subjection. The Spanish boundary, as has been said

already, was the Ebro.i

A seal was put to the glory of Charlemagne, when Leo III., in the

name of the Roman people, placed upon his head the imperial crown.
His father, Pepin, had, in 800, borne the title of Patrician, and he had
himself exercised, with that title, a regular sovereignty over Rome.^
Money was coined in his name, and an oath of fidelity was taken by
the clergy and people. But the appellation of emperor seemed to place
his authority over all his subjects on a new footing. It was full of

high and indefinite pretension, tending to overshadow the free election

of the Franks by a fictitious descent from Augustus. A fresh oath of

fidelity to him as emperor was demanded from his subjects. His own
discretion, however, prevented him from affecting those more despotic

prerogatives, which the imperial name might still be supposed to

convey.
In analysing the characters of heroes, it is hardly possible to sepa-

rate altogether the share of fortune from their own. The epoch made
by Charlemagne in the history of the world, the illustrious families

which prided themselves in him as their progenitor, the very legends
of romance, which are full of his fabulous exploits, have cast a lustre

around his head, and testify the greatness that has embodied itself in

his name. None indeed of Charlemagne's wars can be compared with
the Saracenic victory of Charles Martel; but that was a contest for

freedom, his for conquest ; and fame is more partial to successful ag-

gression than to patriotic resistance. As a scholar, his acquisitions
were probably little superior to those of his unrespected son ; and in

several points of view the glory of Charlemagne might be extenuated

1 I follow in this the map of Koch, in his Tableau des Revolutions de I'Europe, torn. i.

Tliat of V'auL;ondy, Pari-, 1752, includes the dependent Sclavonic tribes, and carries the limit

of the empire to the Oder and frontiers of Poland. The authors of I'Art de verifier les

Dates extend it to the Raab.
'"2 The Patricians of the lower empire were governors sent from Constantinople to the pro-

vinces. Rome had long been .iccustomed to their name and power. The .subjection of the
Romans, both clergy and laity, to Charlemagne, as well before as after he bore the imperial
name, seems to be established. A good deal of obscurity rests over its internal government
for near fifty years; bu*^^ there is some reason to believe that the nominal sovereignty of the
Greek emperors was not entirely abrogated. A mosaic, still extant in the Later.in palace,
represents our Saviour giving the keys to St Peter with one hand, and with the other a
standard 10 a crowned prince, bearing the inscription, Constantine V. liut Constaniine V.
did not begin to reign till 780; and if this piece of workmanship was made under Leo III.,

as the authors of I'Art de verifier Ics Dates imagine, it could not be earlier than 795. How-
ever this may be, there can be no question, that a considerable share of jurisdicliou and
authority was practically exercised by the popes during this period.
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by an analytical dissection, * IJut rcjrctin;' a mode of judtrir?. canalljr

uncandid and fallacious, wc shall fm • pofttCMcd .-^

that j;randcur of conception which d.^v.. '•••' '•-•••'• :v
Like Alexander, he seemed born for ui. te

country; tounding schools and collecting i . i^ut

with the lone of a king, in religious conlro.^. ;/h
prematurely, at the formation of a naval force ; at' ice

of commerce, the i\\ :.i;*e and
Danube ;2 and medii ,\ Koman
and barbarian laws into an unilorm system.
The great qualities of Charlemagne were indeed alloyed ^"^' '^^ vices

of a barbarian and a conqueror. Nine wives, whom he : wiih
very little ceremony, attest the licence of his private lilc, • .:5

temperance and frugality can hardly be said to redeem.* I i^^

of blood, though not constitutionally cruel, and wholly nt to
the means which his ambition prescribed, he beheaded in v. ^y four
thousand Saxons ; an act of atrocious butcher)-, after which his per-

secuting edicts, pronouncing the pain of death against : 'lO re-

fused baptism, or even who ate flesh during Lent, seem sl onhy
of notice. This union of barbarous ferocity with elevated views of
national improvement, might suggest the parallel of Peter the GreaL
But the degrading habits and brute violence of the Muscovite place
him at an immense distance from thv r of the empire.

^ A strong sympathy for intellectual .ce was the Ic.iding char-
;actcristic of Charlemagne, and this undoubtedly biassed him in the

f'

chief political error of his conduct, that of encouraging the power and
pretensions of the hierarchy. But, perhaps, his greatest eulogy is

written in the disi^raccs of succeeding times, and the miseries of
.' Europe. He stands alone like a beacon upon a waste, or a rock in
' the broad ocean. His sceptre was as the bow of Ulysses, which
i could not be drawn by any weaker hand. In the dark ages of Euro-
• pean history, the reign of Charlemagne affords a solitar>' resting-

place between two long periods of turbulence and ignominy, deriNnog

the advantages of contrast both from that of the preceding dynasty,

and of a posterity for whom he had formed an empire which they
were unworthy and unequal to maintain.-*

Pepin, the eldest son of Charlemagne, died before him, in 814,
leaving a natural son, named Bernard.* Even if he had been legiti-

l Eginhard attests his ready eloquence, bis perfect mastery of Latin, bis kn<M*leJ^e of

Greek, so far as to read it, his acquisitions in logic, grammar, rhetoric, and aauouomy. But
the anonymous author of the life of Louis the Debonair atmbutes most of tliese accomplisl^
nients to that unfortunate prince.

- The rivers which were de-igned to form the links of this junction, were the Altmuhl, the

Regniu, and the Main ; but their want of depth, and the spongincss of the soil, appear to

present insuperable impediments to its completion.
3 I appreiiend ih.it there is no foundation for the charge of an incestuous passion for his

daughters, which Voluiire calls une JoibUsse. The error seems to have originated in a mis-

interpreted passage of Eginhard. These ladies, indeed, were £ar from being models o<

virtue, and their lives brought scandal upon the royal palace.
* The Life of Charlemagne, by Gaiilard, without being made perhaps so interesting as it

ought to have been, presents an adequate view both of his actions and characer. Schmidt

appears to mc a superior writer.
* A contemporary author, Thegan, ap, Moraton. A.D. 810, asserts that Bernard was bom

of a concubine. I do not know why modem historian^ represent it otherwise.
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mate, the right of representation was not at all established during
these ages ; indeed, the general prejudice seems to have inclined

against it. Bernard, therefore, kept only the kingdom of Italy, which
had been transferred to his father ; while Louis, the younger son of

Charlemagne, inherited the empire. But, in 817, Bernard, having
attempted a rebellion against his uncle, was sentenced to lose his

eyes, which occasioned his death ; a cruelty more agreeable to the
prevailing tone of manners, than to the character of Louis the

Pious, who bitterly reproached himself for the severity he had been
persuaded to use.

Under this prince, called by the Italians the Pious, and by the

French, the Debonair or Goodnatured,^ the mighty structure of his

father^s power began rapidly to decay. I do not know that Louis
deserves so much contempt as he has undergone; but historians have
in general more indulgence for splendid crimes, than for the weak-
nesses of virtue. There was no defect in Louis's understanding or

courage ; he was accomplished in martial exercises, and in all the

learning which an education, excellent for that age, could supply.

No one was ever more anxious to reform the abuses of administra-

tion ; and whoever compares his capitularies with those of Charle-

magne will perceive that, as a legislator, he was even superior to his

father. The fault lay entirely in his heart ; and this fault was nothing
but a temper too soft, and a conscience too strict.^ It is not wonder-
ful that the empire should have been speedily dissolved; a succession
of such men as Charles Martel, Pepin, and Charlemagne, could alone
have preserved its integrity ; but the misfortunes of Louis, le Debonair,
and his people were immediately owing to the following errors of

his conduct.
Soon after his accession, Louis thought fit, in 817, to associate his

eldest son Lothaire to the empire, and to confer the provinces of
Bavaria and Aquitaine, as subordinate kingdoms, upon the two
younger, Louis and Pepin. The step was, in appearance, conform-
able to his father's policy, who had acted towards himself in a similar
manner. But such measures are not subject to general rules, and
exact a careful regard to characters and circumstances. The principle,
however, which regulated this division, was learned from Charle-
magne,3 and could alone, if strictly pursued, have given unity and
permanence to the empire. The elder brother was to preserve his
superiority over the others, so that they should neither make peace
nor war, nor even give answer to ambassadors, without his consent.
Upon the death of either, no further partition was to be made ; but
whichever of his children might become the popular choice, was to
inherit the whole kingdom, under the same superiority of the head of

1 These names, as a French writer observes, meant the same thing. Pius had, even in
good Latin, the sense of mitis, meek, forbearing, or what the French call debonair. Our
English word debonair is hardly used in the same sense, if indeed it can be called an English
word ; but I have not altered Louis's appellation, by which he is so well known.

* Schmidt, Hist, des AUem., has done more justice than other historians to Louis's character.
Vaissette attests the L;oodness of his government in Aquitaine, which he held as a .subordinate
kingdom during his father's life. It extended from the Loire to the Ebro, so that the tnist
was not contemptible.

3 Charlemagne had made a prospective arrangement in 806, the conditions of which are
nearly the same as those of Louis ; but the death of his two elder sons, Charles and Pepin,
prevented its taking effect.

B
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Partition of Uu Empire,

the family. This compact wa% frotn the hi^^'tnninjj, disliked by the
younger l>i and an event, i .ji to

have talcu;. .:..., .oon dib^'usicd L •,.- • j -U ol

havaria, the cni])crt>r's second wife, an ambltiou^ . bore him a
son, by name Ch.nlcs, whom both parents Here iiaiura..y anxiou!» V*

place on an equal looting with hi!> brothers. V>\\\ this tomU! odIv Ik-

done at the expense of Lothaire, who was i.

still further dismembered for this child of a .. .^... l. ... :

his life in a struggle with three undutiful sons, who abused hi^
^

kindness by constant rebellions.

These were rendered more formidable by the concurrence of a
different class of enemies, whom it 1 n anoi!. r of the
emperor to provoke. Charlemagne h.i!.. ... -incd a i; . control
and supremacy over the clergy: and his son was pi ill more
vigilant in chastising their irregularities, and reformii.^ n. .r rules of

discipline, liut to this, which they had been comrK-il'^-d to !k- -r m
the hands of the hrst, it was not equally easy for :

their submission. Louis therefore drew on hii. : :c

enmity of men, who united, with the turbulence of martial nobles, a
skill in managing those engines of oflfence which were ' r to

their order, and to which the implicit devotion of his ci. laid

him very open. Yet after many vicissitudes of fortune, and many
days of ignominy, his wishes were, in 840, eventually accomplished.
Charles, his youngest son, surnamcd the Bald, obtamed upon his

death most part of France, while, in 847, Germany fell to the share of
Louis, and the rest of the imperial dommions, with the title, to the

eldest, Lothaire. This partition was the result of a sai

though short, contest ; and it gave a fatal blow to the empi;. ^. —z
Franks. For the treaty of Mersen, in 847, abrogated the sovereignty
that had been attached to the eldest brother and to the imperial
name in former partitions ; each held his respective kingdom as an
independent right.i

The subsequent partitions made among the children of these

brothers are of too rapid succession to be here related. In about
forty years, the empire was nearly reunited under Charles the Fat,

son of Louis of Germany ; but his short and inglorious reign ended
in his deposition. From this time the possession of Italy was con-
tested among her native princes ; Germany fell at first to an illeeiti-

mate descendant of Charlemagne, and in a short time was em:
lost by his family ; two kingdoms, afterwards united, were formed uy
usurpers, out of what was then called Burgundy, and comprised the

provinces between the Rhone and the Alps, with Franche Comte,
and great part of Switzerland.^ In France the Carlovmgian kings

continued for another century ; but their line was interrupted two or

three times by the election or usurpation of a powerful family, the

counts of Paris and Orleans, who ended, like the old mayors of the

1 The e.vprefvsions of thi> treaty .ire perhaps equivocal ; but the subseqoent conduct of tht
brothers and their family jiisiihes the coustruciion of V'cl y, which I hare followed.

* These kingdoms were denominated Provence and Transjurane Burgundy. The latter

^•as very sinal!, comprising only part of Switzerland ; but it* second sovereign, Rodolph II
,

acquired by treaty almost ;he whole of the former ; .and the two united \»-ere called the king-

dom of Aries. This lasted from 933 to 1032. when Rodolph III. bequeathed h:s dominioos tc

the Emperor Conrad II. Art de verifier les Dates.
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palace, in dispersing the phantoms of royalty they had professed to

serve.i Hugh Capet, the representative of this house, upon the death

of Louis V. placed himself upon the throne ; thus founding the third

and most permanent race of French sovereigns. Before this hap-

pened, the descendants of Charlemagne had sunk into insignificance,

and retained little more of France than the city of Laon. The rest

of the kingdom had been seized by the powerful nobles, who with the

nominal fidelity of the feudal system, maintained its practical inde-

pendence and rebellious spirit.

These were times of great misery to the people, and the worst, per-

haps, that Europe has ever known. Even under Charlemagne, we
have abundant proofs of the calamities which the people suffered.

The light which shone around him, was that of a consuming fire. The
free proprietors, who had once considered themselves as only called

upon to resist foreign invasion, were harassed with endless expeditions,

and dragged away to the Baltic Sea or the banks of the Drave. Many
of them, as we learn from his capitularies, became ecclesiastics to

avoid military conscription.^ But far worse must have been their

state under the lax government of succeeding times, when the dukes
and counts, no longer checked by the vigorous administration of

Charlemagne, were at liberty to play the tyrants in their several

territories, of which they now became almost the sovereigns. The
poorer landholders accordingly were forced to bow their necks to the

yoke ; and either by compulsion, or through hope of being better pro-

tected, submitted their independent patrimonies to the feudal tenure.

But evils still more terrible than these political abuses were the lot

of those nations who had been subject to Charlemagne. They indeed
may appear to us little better than ferocious barbarians : but they were
exposed to the assaults of tribes, in comparison of whom they must be
deemed humane and polished. Each frontier of the empire had to

dread the attack of an enemy. The coasts of Italy were continually

alarmed by the Saracens of Africa, who possessed themselves of Sicily

and Sardinia, and became, 846-849, masters of the Mediterranean
Sea.3 Though the Greek dominions in the south of Italy were chiefly

exposed to them, they twice insulted and ravaged the territory of
Rome ; nor was there any security even in the neighbourhood of the

maritime Alps, where, early in the tenth century, they settled at

Frassineto a piratical colony.*
1 The family of Capet is generally admitted to possess the most ancient pedigree of any sove-

reign line in Europe. Its succession through males is unequivocally deduced from Robert
ihe Brave, made governor of Anjou in 864, and father of Eudes king of France, and of Robert,
H'ho was chosen by a parly in 922, though, as Charles the Simple was still acknowledged in

some provinces, it is uncertain whether he ought to be counted m the royal list. It is, more-
over, highly probable that Robert the Brave was descended, equally through males, from St
Arnou!, who died in 640, and was nearly allied to the Carlovingian family, who derive their
pedigree from the same head.

^ Whoever possessed tlirce mansi of allodial property, was called upon for personal service,

or at least to furnish a substitute. Nigellus, author of a poetical Life of Louis I., seems to
implicate Charlemagne himself in some of the oppressions of his reign. It was the first care
of the former to redress those who had been injured in his father's time.

3 These African Saracens belonged to the Agiabltes, a dynasty that reigned at Tunis for
the whole of the ninth century, after throwing off the yoke of the Abbassite Khalifs. They
were overthrown themselves in the ne,vt age by the Fatimites. Sicily was first invaded in
S27 ; but the city of Syracuse was only reduced in 878.

* These Saracens of Frassineto, suppo:>ed to be between Nice and Monaco, were extirpated
by a count of Provence in 972.
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Much more formidable were the foes by whom Germany was as-

sailed. The Sclavonians, a widely ext<Tided people, whose language
is still spoken upon half the surface of Europe, had occupied the coun-
tries of Bohemia, Poland, and Pannonia,! on the eastern confines of

the empire, and from the time of Charlemagne acknowlcdj^ed its

superiority. But at the end of the ninth century, a Tartarian tribe,

the Hungarians, overspreading that country which since has borne
their name, and moving forward like a vast wave, brought a dreadful
reverse upon Germany. Their numbers were great, their ferocity un-
tamed. They fought with light cavalry and light armour, trusting to

their showers of arrows, against which the swords and lances of the

European armies could not avail. The memory of Attila was renewed
in the devastations of these savages, who, if they were not his com-
patriots, resembled them both in their countenances and customs.
All Italy, all Germany, and the south of France, felt this scourge ;^

till Henry the Fowler, and Otho the Great, drove them back by suc-

cessive victories, 934, 954, within their own limits, where, in a short

time, they learned peaceful arts, adopted the religion and followed the
policy of Christendom.

If any enemies could be more destructive than these Hungarians,
they were the pirates of the north, known commonly by the name of

Normans. The love of a predatory life seems to have attracted ad-
venturers of different nations to the Scandinavian Seas, from whence
they infested, not only by maritime piracy, but continual invasions,

the northern coasts both of France and Germany. The causes of

their sudden appearance are inexplicable, or at least could only be
sought in the ancient traditions of Scandinavia. For, undoubtedly,
the coasts of France and England were as little protected from depre-
dations under the Merovingian kings, and those of the Heptarchy, as

in subsequent times. Yet only one instance of an attack from this

side is recorded, and that before the middle of the sixth century, till

the age of Charlemagne. In 787, the Danes, as we call those northern
plunderers, began to infest England, which lay most immediately
open to their incursions. Soon afterwards they ravaged the coasts of

France. Charlemagne repulsed them by means of his fleets
;
yet they

pillaged a few places during his reign. It is said that, perceiving one
day, from a port in the Mediterranean, some Norman vessels, which
had penetrated into that sea, he. shed tears, in anticipation of the

miseries which awaited his empire.^ In Louis's reign, their depreda-
tions upon the coasts were more incessant,^ but they did not penetrate

1 I am sensible of the awkward effect of introducing this name from a more ancient geo-
graphy, but it saves a circumlocution still more awkward. Austria would convey an imperfect

idea, and the Austrian dominions could not be named without a tremendous anachronism.
2 In 924, they overran Languedoc. Raymond-Pons, count of Toulouse, cut their army to

pieces ; but they had previously committed such ravages, that the bishops of that province,

writing soon afterwards to Pope John X., assert that scarce'y anj' eminent ecclesiastic*, out
of a great number, were left alive. They penetrated into Guienne as late as 951. In I':aly

they inspired such terror, that a mass was composed e.xpressly deprecating this calamity': Ab
Ungarorum nos defendas jaculis I In 937 they ravaged the country as far as Benevento and
Capua, Muratori.

3 In the ninth century the Norman pirates not only ravaged the Balearic isles and nearer
coasts of the Mediterranean, but even Greece.

^ * Nigellus, the poetical biographer of Louis, gives the following description of the Nor-
mans:

—

Nort quoque Francisco dicuntur nomine mannu
Veloces, agiles, armigerique nimis

;
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into the inland country, till that of Charles the Bald. The wars be-

tween that prince and his family, which exhausted France of her

noblest blood, the insubordination of the provincial governors, even
the instigation of some of Charles's enemies, laid all open to their in-

roads. They adopted an uniform plan of warfare both in France and
England ; sailing up navigable rivers in their vessels of small bur-

then, and fortifying the islands which they occasionally found, they

made these intrenchments at once an asylum for their women and
children, a repository for their plunder, and a place of retreat from
superior force. After pillaging a town, they retired to these strong-

holds or to their ships ; and it was not till 872 that they ventured to

keep possession of Angers, which, however, they were compelled to

evacuate. Sixteen years afterwards, they laid siege to Paris, and com-
mitted the most ruinous devastations on the neighbouring country.

As these Normans were unchecked by religious awe, the rich monas-
teries, which had stood harmless amidst the havoc of Christian war,

were overwhelmed in the storm. Perhaps they may have endured
some irrecoverable losses of ancient learning ; but their complaints
are of monuments disfigured, bones of saints and kings dispersed,

treasures carried away. St Dennis redeemed its abbot from captivity

with six hundred and eighty-five pounds of gold. All the chief abbeys
were stripped about the same time either by the enemy, or for contri-

butions to the public necessity. So impoverished was the kingdom,
that in 860 Charles the Bald had great difficulty in collecting three

thousand pounds of silver to subsidise a body of Normans against

their countrymen. The kings of France, too feeble to prevent or repel

these invaders, had recourse to the palliative of buying peace at their

hands, or rather precarious armistices, to which reviving thirst of

plunder soon put an end. At length Charles the Simple, in 918, ceded
a great province, which they had already partly occupied, partly ren-

dered desolate, and which has derived from them the name of Nor-
mandy. Ignominious as this appears, it proved no impolitic step.

Rollo, the Norman chief, with all his subjects, became Christians and
Frenchmen ; and the kingdom was at once relieved from a terrible

enemy, and strengthened by a race of hardy colonists.

1

The accession of Hugh Capet, in 987, had not the immediate effect

of restoring the royal authority over France. His own very extensive
fief was now indeed united to the crown ; but a few great vassals occu-
pied the remainder of the kingdom. Six of these obtained, at a sub-

sequent time, the exclusive appellation of peers of France : the count
of Glanders, whose fief stretched from the Scheldt to the_Somme

;

the count of Charnpagne ; the^dukaof.Normandy, to whom Britany
did homage ;"7He diite of J3ui'gundy, on whom the count of Nivernois
seems to have depended; the duke, of- Aquitaine, whose territory,

though less than the ancient kingdom of that name, comprehended

Ipse quidem populus late pemotus habetur,
Lintre dapes qua^rit, incolitatque mare.

Pulcher adest facie, vultuque statuque decorus.—1. iv.

Ha goes on to tell us that they worshipped Neptune—was it a similarity of name, or of attri-

butes, that deceived him?
1 An exceedingly good sketch of these Norman incursions, and of the political situation of

France during that period, may be found in two Memoirs by M. Bonamy.
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Poitou, Limousin, and most of Guiennc, with the feudal superiority

over the Anf,'Oumois, and some other central districts ; and lastly, the
count of Toulouse, who possessed Languedoc, with the small coun-
tries of Quercy and Rouerguc, and the superiority over Auvergne.*^
Besides these six, the duke of Gascony, not long afterwards united
with Aquitaine, the counts of Anjou, Ponthieu, and Vermandois, the
viscount of liourgcs, the lords of jjourbon and Coucy, with one or two
other vassals, held immediately of the last Carlovingian kings.^ This
was the aristocracy, of which Hugh Capet usurped the direction ; for

the suffrage of no general assembly gave a sanction to his title. On
the death of Louis V. he took advantage of the absence of Charles,
duke of Lorraine, who, as the deceased king's uncle, was nearest heir,

and procured his own consecration at Rheims. At first he was by no
means acknowledged in the kingdom ; but his contest with Charles
proving successful, the chief vassals ultimately gave at least a tacit

consent to the usurpation, and permitted the royal name to descend
undisputed upon his posterity.-^ But this was almost the sole attribute

of sovereignty which the first kings of the third dynasty enjoyed. Jiox
a long period before and after the accession of that family, France has,

properly speaking, no national history. The character or fortune of

those who were called its kings, were little more important to the
majority of the nation than those of foreign princes. Undoubtedly,
the degree of influence which (Robert, 996,) they exercised with re-

spect to the vassals of the crown varied according to their power and
their proximity. Over Guienne and Toulouse, the four first Capets
had very little authority ; nor do they seem to have ever received
assistance from them either in civil (Henry L 103 1,) or national wars,

(Philip L 1060.)^ With provinces nearer to their own domains, such
as Normandy and Flanders, they were frequently engaged in alliance

or hostility ; but each seemed rather to proceed from the policy of

1 Auvergne changed its feudal superior twice. It had been subject to the duke of Aquitaine
till about the middle of the tenth century. The counts of Toulouse then got possession of it

:

but early in the twelfth centur>% the counts of Auvergne again did homage to Guienne. It is

very difficult to follow the history of these fiefs.

2 The iiunicdiacy of vassals, in times so ancient, is open to much controversy.
3 The south of France not only took no part in Hugh's elevation, but long refused to pay

him any obedience, or rather to acknowledge his title, for obedience was wholly out of the

question. The style of chasters ran, instead of the king's name, Deo regnante, reg^e exfec-
iatite, or ahsefite rege terretio. He forced Guienne to submit about 990. But in Limousin
they continued to acknowledge the sons of Charles of Lorraine till 1009. Before this, Tou-
louse had refused to recognise Eudes and Raoul, two kings of France, who were not of the
Carlovingian family, and even hesitated about Louis IV. and Lothaire, who had an hereditary
right to their allegiance.

These proofs of Hugh Capet's usurpation seem not to be materially invalidated by a disser-

tation in the 50th volume of the Academy of Inscriptions, p. 553. It is not, of course, to be
denied, that the northern parts of France acquiesced in his assumption of the royal title, if

they did not give an express consent to it.

^ I have not found any authority for supposing that the provinces south of the Loire con-

tributed their assistance to the king in war, unless the following passage of Gulielmus Picta-

viensis be considered as matter of fact, and not rather as a rhetorical flourish. He tells us
that a vast army was collected by Henry I. against the duke of Normandy : Burgiindiam,
Arverniam, atque Vasconiam properare videres horribiles ferro ; immo Anres tanti regni quan-
tum in climata quatuor mundi patent cunctas. But we have the roll of the army which Louis
VI. led against the Emperor Henry V., a.d. 1120. in a national war; and it was entirely com-
posed of troops from Champagne, the Isle of France, the Orleannois, and other proNnnces
north of the Loire. Yet this was a sort of convocation of the ban : Rex ut eum toto Francia
SQquatiir, invitat. Even so late as the reign of Philip Aujustus, in a list of the knights-ban-

neret of France, though those of Britany, Flanders, Champagne, and Burgundy, besides the

royal domains, are enumerated, no mention is made of the provinces beyond the Loire.
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independent states, than from the relation of a sovereign towards his

subjects.

It should be remembered that when the fiefs of Paris and Orleans

are said to have been reunited by Hugh Capet to the crown, little

more is understood than the feudal superiority over the vassals of

these provinces. As the kingdom of Charlemagne's posterity was
split into a number of great fiefs, so each of these contained many
barons, possessing exclusive immunities within their own territories,

waging war at their pleasure, administering justice to their military

tenants and other subjects, and free from all control beyond the

conditions of the feudal compact.^ At the accession of Louis VI. in

1 108, the cities of Paris, Orleans, and Bourges, with the immediately
adjacent districts, formed the most considerable portion of the royal

domain. A number of petty barons, with their fortified castles, inter-

cepted the communication between these, and waged war against the

king almost under the walls of his capital. It cost Louis a great deal

of trouble to reduce the lords of Montlehery, and other places within

a few miles of Paris. Under this prince, however, who had more
activity than his predecessors, the royal authority considerably
revived. From his reign we may date the systematic rivalry of the

French and English monarchies. Hostilities had several times
occurred between Philip I. and the two Williams ; but the wars that

began under Louis VI. lasted, with no long interruption, for three

centuries and a half, and form indeed the most leading feature of

French history during the middle ages. Of all the royal vassals,

the dukes of Normandy were the proudest and most powerful.

Though they had submitted to do homage, they could not forget that

they came in originally by force, and that in real strength they were
fully equal to their sovereign. Nor had the conquest of England
any tendency to diminish their pretensions.^

Louis VII. in 1137 ascended the throne with better prospects than
his father. He had married Eleanor, heiress of the great duchy of

Guienne. But this union, which promised an immense accession of

strength to the crown, was rendered unhappy by the levities of that

princess. Repudiated by Louis, who felt rather as a husband than a
king, Eleanor immediately married Henry II. of England ; who,
already inheriting Normandy from his mother and Anjou from his

father, became possessed of more than one-half of France, and an
overmatch for Louis, even if the great vassals of the crown had been
always ready to maintain its supremacy. One might venture perhaps
to conjecture that the sceptre of France would eventually have passed
from the Capets to the Plantagenets, if the vexatious quarrel with
Becket at one time, and the successive rebellions fomented by Louis
at a later period, had not embarrassed the great talents and ambitious
spirit of Henry.
But the scene quite changed when, in 1180, Philip Augustus, son of

1 In a subsequent chapter, I shall illustrate, at much greater length, the circumstances of
the French monarchy with respect to its feudal vassals.

2 The Norman historians maintain that their dukes did not owe any service to the king ot
France, but only simple homage, or. as it was called, per paragium. They certainly acted
upon this principle ; and the manner in which they first came into the country is not very coi.-
sistcat with dependence.
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Louis VII., came upon the stage. No prince comparable to him in

systematic ambition and military enterprise had rci;^ned in France
since Ciiarlcma^nc. From his reign the French monarchy dates the

recovery of its lustre. He wrested from the count of Flanders the

Vcrmandois, (that part of Picardy which borders on the Isle of France
and Champagne,^) and subsequently the county of Artois. But the
most important conquests of Philip were obtained against the kings
of England. Even Richard I., with all his prowess, lost ground in

struggling against an adversary, not less active, and more politic

than himself. But when, in 1203, John not only took possession of

his brother's dominions, but confirmed his usurpation by the murder,
as was very probably surmised, of the heir, Philip, artfully taking
advantage of the general indignation, summoned him as his vassal to

the court of his peers. John demanded a safe-conduct. Willingly,

said Philip; let him come unmolested. And return? inquired the

English envoy. If the judgment of his peers permit him, replied the

king. By all the saints of France, he exclaimed, when further pressed,

he shall not return unless acquitted. The bishop of Ely still remon-
strated, that the duke of Normandy could not come without the king
of England ; nor would the barons of that country permit their sove-

reign to run the risk of death or imprisonment. What of that, my
lord bishop ? cried Philip. It is well known that my vassal the duke
of Normandy acquired England by force. But, if a subject obtains

liny accession of dignity, shall his paramount lord therefore lose his

rights }

It may be doubted, whether, in thus citing John before his court,

the king of France did not stretch his feudal sovereignty beyond its

acknowledged limits. Arthur was certainly no immediate vassal of

the crown for Britany ; and though he had done homage to Philip for

Anjou and Maine, yet a subsequent treaty had abrogated his investi-

ture, and confirmed his uncle in the possession of those provinces.^

But the vigour of Philip, and the meanness of his adversary, cast a
shade over all that might be novel or irregular in these proceedings.

John, not appearing at his summons, was declared guilty of felony,

and his fiefs confiscated. The execution of this sentence was not
intrusted to a dilatory arm. Philip poured his troops into Normandy,
and took town after town, while the king of England, infatuated by
his own wickedness and cowardice, made hardly an attempt at defence.

In two years Normandy, Maine, and Anjou were irrecoverably lost.

Poitou and Guicnne resisted longer ; but the conquest of the first was,

in 1223, completed by Louis VIII., successor of Philip, and the sub-

jection of the second seemed drawing near, when the arms of Louis
were diverted to different, but scarcely less advantageous objects.

The country of Languedoc, subject to the counts of Toulouse, had
been unconnected, beyond any other part of France, with the kings of

the house of Capet. Louis VII., having married his sister to the

reigning count, and travelled himself through the country, began to

1 The original counts of Vermandois were descended from Bernard, king of Italy, grand-
con of Charlemagne ; but their fief passed by the donation of Isabel, the last countess, to her
husband, the earl of Flanders, after her death in 1183. The principal to'W'ns of the Verman-
doi.-: are St Quentin and Peronne.

2 The illegality of Philips proceedings is well argued by Mably.
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exercise some degree of authority, chiefly in confirming the rights of

ecclesiastical bodies, who were vain, perhaps, of this additional sanc-

tion to the privileges which they already possessed.^ But the remote-

ness of their situation, with a difference in language and legal usages,

still kept the people of this province apart from those of the north of

France.
About the middle of the twelfth century, certain religious opinions,

which it is not easy, nor for our present purpose, material, to define,

but, upon every supposition, exceedingly adverse to those of the

church, 2 began to spread over Languedoc. Those who imbibed them
have borne the name of Albigeois, though they were in no degree
peculiar to the district of Albi. In despite of much preaching and
some persecution, these errors made a continual progress ; till In-

nocent III., in 1 198, despatched commissaries, the seed of the inquisi-'

tion, with ample powers both to investigate and to chastise. Raymond
VI., count of Toulouse, whether inclined towards the innovators, as

was then the theme of reproach, or, as is more probable, disgusted
with the insolent interference of the pope and his missionaries, pro-

voked them to pronounce a sentence of excommunication against him.

Though this was taken off, he was still suspected ; and upon the

assassination, in 1208, of one of the inquisitors, in which Raymond
had no concern. Innocent published a crusade both against the count
and his subjects, calling upon the king of France, and the nobility of

that kingdom, to take up the cross, with all the indulgences usually

held out as allurements to religious warfare. Though Philip would
not interfere, a prodigious number of knights undertook this enter^

prise, led partly by ecclesiastics, and partly by some of the first barons
in France. It was prosecuted with every atrocious barbarity which
superstition, the mother of crimes, could inspire. Languedoc, a
country, for that age, flourishing and civilised, was laid waste by these

desolators ; her cities burned ; her inhabitants swept away by fire and
the sword. And this was to punish a fanaticism ten thousand times
more innocent than their own, and errors, which, according to the
worst imputations, left the laws of humanity and the peace of socia,!

life unimpaired.

3

The crusaders were commanded by Simon de Montfort, a man, like

Cromwell, whose intrepidity, hypocrisy, and ambition, marked him for

the hero of a holy war. The energy of such a mind, at the head of an
army of enthusiastic warriors, may well account for successes which

^ According to Vich and Vaissette, there is no trace of any act of sovereijjnty exercised by
the kings of trance in Languedoc from 955, when Lothaire confirmed a charter of his pre-
decessor, Raoul, in favour of the bishop of Puy, till the reign of Louis VIL They have pub-
lished, however, an instrument of Louis VL in favour of the same church, confirming those
of former princes. Neither the counts of Toulouse, nor any lord of the province, were pre-
sent in a very numerous national assembly, at the coronation of Philip L I do not recollect
to have ever met with the name of the count of Toulouse as a subscribing witness to the
charters of the first Capctian kings in the Recueil des Historiens, where many are published ;

though that of the Duke of Guienne sometimes occurs.
^ For the real tenets of the Languedocian sectaries, I refer to the last chapter of this

work, where the subject will be taken up.
3 The Albigensian war commenced with the storming of Rezi&res, and a massacre, wherein

15,000 persons, or, according to some, 60,000 were put to the sword. Not a living soul
escaped, as witnesses assure us. It was here that a Cistercian monk, who led on the cru-
saders, .answered the inquiry, how the Catholics were to be distinguished from heretics : Kill
them alll God iviU know his own. y^^m. \
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then appeared miraculous. But Montfort was cut off before he could
realise his ultimate object, an independent principality ; and Raymond
was, in 1222, able to bequeath the inheritance of his ancestors to hi*

son. Rome, however, was not yet appeased ; upon some new pre-

tence, she raised up a still more formidable enemy against the youn;;cr

Raymond. Louis VIII. suffered himself to be diverted from the con-
quest of Guienne, to take the cross against the supposed patron of

heresy. After a short and successful war, Louis, dying prematurely,
left the crown of France to a son only twelve years old. But the count
of Toulouse was still pursued, till, hopeless of safety in so unequal a
struggle, he, in 1229, concluded a treaty upon very hard terms. By
this he ceded the greater part of Languedoc ; and giving his daughter
in marriage to Alphonso, brother of Louis IX., confirmed to them, and
to the king in failure of their descendants, the reversion of the rest, in

exclusion of any other children whom he might have. Thus fell the
ancient house of Toulouse, through one of those strange combinations
of fortune, which thwart the natural course of human prosperity, and
disappoint the plans of wise policy, and beneficent government.^

t> The rapid progress of royal power under Philip Augustus and his

son had, in 1226, scarcely given the great vassals time to reflect upon
the change which it produced in their situation. The crown, with
which some might singly have measured their forces, was now an
equipoise to their united weight. And such an union was hard to be
accomplished among men not always very sagacious in policy, and
divided by separate interests and animosities. They were not, how-
ever, insensible to the crisis of their feudal liberties ; and the minority
of Louis IX., guided only by his mother, the regent Blanche of Castile,

seemed to offer a favourable opportunity for recovering their former
situation. Some of the most considerable barons, the counts of Bri-

tany, Champagne, and la Marche, had, during the time of Louis VIII.,

shown an unwillingness to push the count of Toulouse too far, if they

did not even keep up a secret understanding with him. They now
broke out into open rebellion ; but the address of Blanche detached
some from the league, and her firmness subdued the rest. For the

first fifteen years of Louis's reign, the struggle \vas frequently renewed
;

till repeated humiliations convinced the refractory, that the throne was
no longer to be shaken. A prince so feeble as Henry III. was unable
to afford them that aid from England, which, if his grandfather or son
had then reigned, might probably have lengthened these civil wars.

But Louis IX. had methods of preserving his ascendency very dif-

ferent from military prow^ess. That excellent prince was perhaps the

most eminent pattern of unswerving probity, and Christian strictness

of conscience, that ever held the sceptre in any country. There is a

peculiar beauty in the reign of St Louis, because it shows the inestim-

able benefit which a virtuous king may confer on his people, with-

out possessing any distinguished genius. For nearly half a century
that he governed France, there is not the smallest want of modera-
tion or disinterestedness in his actions ; and yet he raised the

1 The best account of this crusade against the Albigeois is to be found in the third volume
of Vaissette's History of Languedoc; the Benedictine spirt of mildness and veracity toler-

ably counterbalancing the prejudices of orthodoxy.
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inlliience of the monarchy to a much higher poii\t than the most
ambitious of his predecessors. To the surprise of his own and hiter

times, he, in 1259, restored great part of his conquests to Henry III.,

whom he might naturally hope to have expelled from France. It would
indeed have been a tedious work to conquer Guienne, which was full

of strong places, and the subjugation of such a province might have
alarmed the other vassals of his crown. But it is the privilege only of

virtuous minds to perceive that wisdom resides in moderate counsels :

no sagacity ever taught a selfish and ambitious sovereign to forego

the sweetness of immediate power. An ordinary king, in the circum-
stances of the French monarchy, would have fomented, or, at least,

have rejoiced in the dissensions which broke out among the principal

vassals ; Louis constantly employed himself to reconcile them. In
this, too, his benevolence had all the effects of far-sighted policy. It

had been the practice of his three last predecessors to interpose their

mediation in behalf of the less powerful classes ; the clergy, the

inferior nobility, and the inhabitants of chartered towns. Thus
the supremacy of the crown became a familiar idea ; but the perfect

integrity of St Louis wore away all distrust, and accustomed even the

most jealous feudatories to look upon him as their judge and legislator.

And as the royal authority was hitherto shown only in its most
amiable prerogatives, the dispensation of favour, and the redress of

wrong, few were watchful enough to mark the transition of the French
constitution from a feudal league to an absolute monarchy.

It was perhaps fortunate for the display of St Louis's virtues, that

the throne had already been strengthened by the less innocent exer-

tions of Philip Augustus and Louis VIII. A. century earlier, his mild
and scrupulous character, unsustained by great actual power, might
not have inspired sufficient awe. But the crown was now grown so
formidable, and Louis was so eminent for his firmness and bravery,

qualities, without which every other virtue would have been ineffectual,

that no one thought it safe to run wantonly into rebellion, while his

disinterested administration gave no one a pretext for it. Hence the

latter part of his reign was altogether tranquil, and employed in watch-
ing over the public peace, and the security of travellers ; administer-
ing justice personally, or by the best counsellors ; and compiling that

code of feudal customs, called the Establishments of St Louis, which
is the first monument of legislation, after the accession of the house of

Capet. Not satisfied with the justice of his own conduct, Louis aimed
at that act of virtue, which is rarely practised by private men, and
had perhaps no example among kings, restitution. Commissaries
were appointed to inquire what possessions had been unjustly annexed
to the royal domain during the two last reigns. These were restored
to the proprietors, or where length of time had made it difficult to

ascertain the claimant, their value was distributed among the poor.^

It has been hinted already that all this excellence of heart in Louis
IX. was not attended with that strength of understanding, which is

necessary, we must allow, to complete the usefulness of a sovereign.

I Velly the historian has very properly dwelt for almost a volume on St Louis's internal
administration; it is one of the most valuable parts of his work. Joinville is a real witness,
on whom, when we listen, it is impossible not to rely.
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During his minority, Blanche of Castile, his mother, had filled the
ot'tice of regent with great courage and firmness, liut after he grew
up to manhood, her influence seems to have passed the limit wliich

gratitude and piety would have assigned to it ; and, as her temper was
not very meek or popular, exposed the king to some degree of con-
tempt, lie submitted even to be restrained from the society of his

wife Margaret, daughter of Raymond, Count of Provence, a princess
of great virtue and conjugal affection. Joinville relates a curious
story, characteristic of Blanche's arbitrary conduct, and sufficiently

derogatory to Louis.

But the principal weakness of this king, which almost effaced all the

good effects of his virtues, was superstition. It would be idle to sneer
at those habits of abstemiousness and mortification, which were part

of the religion of his age, and, at the worst, were only injurious to his

own comfort. But he had other prejudices, which, though they may
be forgiven, must never be defended. No one was ever more impressed
than St Louis, with a belief in the duty of exterminating all enemies
to his own faith. With these, he thought no layman ought to risk

himself in the perilous ways of reasoning, but to make answer with his

sword as stoutly as a strong arm and a fiery zeal could carry that

argument.! Though, fortunately for his fame, the persecution against
the Albigeois, which had been the disgrace of his father's short reign,

was at an end before he reached manhood, he suffered a hypocritical
monk to establish a tribunal at Paris for the suppression of heresy,

where many innocent persons suffered death.

But no events in Louis's life were more memorable than his two
crusades, which lead us to look back on the nature and circumstances
of that most singular phenomenon in European history. Though the

crusades involved all the western nations of Europe, without belong-
ing peculiarly to any one, yet as France was more distinguished than
the rest in most of those enterprises, I shall introduce the subject as a
sort of digression from the main course of French history.

Even before the violation of Palestine by the Saracen arms, it had
been a prevailing custom among the Christians of Europe to visit

those scenes rendered interesting by religion, partly through delight

in the effects of local association, partly in obedience to the prejudices

or commands of superstition. These pilgrimages became more fre-

quent in later times, in spite, perhaps in consequence, of the danger
and hardships which attended them. For a while the ^Mohammedan
possessors of Jerusalem permitted or even encouraged a devotion
which they found lucrative ; but this was interrupted, whenever the

ferocious insolence with which they regarded all infidels, got the better

of their rapacity. During the eleventh century, when, from increasing

superstition, and some particular fancies, the pilgrims were more nu-

merous than ever, a change took place in the government of Palestine,

1 Aussi vous dis je, me dist le roy, que nul, si n'est grant clerc, et theologien parfait, ne
doit disputer aux Juifs ; mais doit Tomme, lay, quant il oit mesdire de la foy chretienne,

defendre la chose, non pas seulement des paroles mais a bonne espee tranchant, et en frapper

les medisans et mescreans a travers le corps, tant qu'elle y pourra entrer. This passage, from
Joinville, which shows a tolerable degree of bigotrj-, did not require to be strained further

still by Mosheim. I may observe, by the way, that this writer, who sees nothing in Louis
IX. except his intolerance, ought not to have charged him with issuing an edict in favour of

the inquisition, in 1229, when he had not assumed the government.
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which was overrun by the Turkish hordes from the north. These bar-

barians treated the visitors of Jerusalem with still greater contumely,
mingling, with their Mohammedan bigotry, a consciousness of strength

and courage, and a scorn of the Christians, whom they knew only by
the debased natives of Greece and Syria, or by these humble and
defenceless palmers. When such insults became known throughout
Europe, they excited a keen sensation of resentment among nations

equally courageous and devout ; which, though wanting as yet any
definite means of satisfying itself, was ripe for whatever favourable
conjuncture might arise.

Twenty years before the first crusade, Gregory VII. had projected

the scheme of embodying Europe in arms against Asia ; a scheme
worthy of his daring mind, and which, perhaps, was never forgotten by
Urban II., who in everything loved to imitate his great predecessor. 1

This design of Gregory was founded upon the supplication of the

Greek Emperor Michael, which was renewed by Alexius Comnenus
to Urban with increased importunity. The Turks had now taken
Nice, and threatened, from the opposite shore, the very walls of Con-
stantinople. Every one knows whose hand held a torch to that

inflammable mass of enthusiasm that pervaded Europe ; the hermit
of Picardy, who, roused by witnessed wrongs and imagined visions,

journeyed from land to land, the apostle of a holy war. The preach-

ing of Peter, in 1095, was powerfully seconded by Urban. In the

councils of Piacenza and of Clermont, the deliverance of Jerusalem
was eloquently recommended and exultingly undertaken. It is the

will of God ! was the tumultuous cry that broke from the heart and
lips of the assembly at Clermont, and these words afford at once the

most obvious and most certain explanation of the leading principle of

the crusades. Later writers, incapable of sympathising with the blind

fervour of zeal, or anxious to find a pretext for its effect somewhat
more congenial to the spirit of our times, have sought political reasons
for that which resulted only from predominant affections. No sug-

gestion of these will, I believe, be found in contemporary historians.

To rescue the Greek empire from its imminent peril, and thus to

secure Christendom from enemies who professed towards it eternal

hostility, might have been a legitimate and magnanimous ground of

interference ; but it operated scarcely, or not at all, upon those who
took the cross. Indeed it argues strange ignorance of the eleventh

century to ascribe such refinements of later times even to the princes

of that age. The Turks were no doubt repelled from the neighbour-
hood of Constantinople by the crusaders ; but this was a collateral

effect of their enterprise. Nor had they any disposition to serve the

interest of the Greeks, whom they soon came to hate, and not entirely

without provocation, with almost as much animosity as the Moslems
themselves.

Every means was used to excite an epidemical frenzy, the remission

of penance, the dispensations from those practices of self-denial which
superstition imposed or suspended at pleasure, the absolution of all

* Gregory' addressed, in 1074, a sort of encyclic letter to all who would defend the Christian

faith, enforcing upon them the duty of taking up arms against the Saracens, who had almost
come up to the walls of Constantinople. No mention of Palestine is made in this letter.
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sins, and the assurance of eternal felicity. None doubted that such
as perished in the war received immediately the reward of martyr-
dom, i False miracles and fanatical prophecies, which were never so

frequent, wrou;;ht up the enthusiasm to a still higher pitch. And
these devotional feelings, which are usually thwarted and balanced by
other passions, fell in with every motive that could influence the men
of that time ; with curiosity, restlessness, the love of licence, thirst for

war, emulation, ambition. Of the princes who assumed the cross,

some probably from the beginning speculated upon forming inde-

pendent establishments in the East. In later periods, the temporal
benefits of undertaking a crusade undoubtedly blended themselves
with less selfish considerations. Men resorted to Palestine, as in

modern times they have done to the colonies, in order to redeem
their time, or repair their fortune. Thus Gui de Lusignan, after flying

from France for murder, was ultimately raised to the throne of Jeru-
salem. To the more vulgar class were held out inducements, which,
though absorbed in the overruling fanaticism of the first crusade,

might be exceedingly efficacious, when it began rather to flag. Dur-
ing the time that a crusader bore the cross, he was free from suit for

his debts, and the interest of them was entirely abolished ; he was
exempted, in some instances at least, from taxes, and placed under
the protection of the church, so that he could not be impleaded in

any civil court, except on criminal charges, or disputes relating to

land.2

None of the sovereigns of Europe took a part in the first crusade;
but many of their chief vassals, great part of the inferior nobility, and
a countless multitude of the common people. The priests left their

parishes, and the monks their cells ; and though the peasantry were
then, in general, bound to the soil, we find no check given to their

emigration for this cause. Numbers of women and children swelled

the crowd ; it appeared a sort of sacrilege to repel any one from a
work which was considered as the manifest design of Providence.

But if it w^ere lawful to interpret the will of Providence by events,

few undertakings have been more branded by its disapprobation than
the crusades. So many crimes and so much misery have seldom
been accumulated in so short a space, as in the three years of the first

expedition. We should be warranted by contemporary writers in

stating the loss of the Christians alone during this period at nearly a
million ; but, at the least computation, it must have exceeded half that

number.3 To engage in the crusade, and to perish in it, were almost
synonymous. Few of those myriads who were mustered in the plains

of Nice returned to gladden their friends in Europe with the story of

their triumph at Jerusalem. Besieging alternately and besieged in

Antioch, they drained to the lees the cup of misery : three hundred

1 Nam qui pro Christi nomine decertantes, in acie fidelium et Christiana militia dicuntur
occumbere, non solum infamise, verum et peccaminum et deiictorum omnimodam credimus
abolitionem promereri.

2 Otho of Frisingen has inserted a bull of Eugenius III. in 1146, containing some of these
privileges. Others are granted by Philip Augustus in 1214.

3 William of Tyre saj-s, that at the review before Nice, there were found six hundred thou-
sand ofboth sexes, exclusive of one hundred thousand cavalry"" armed in mail. But Fulk of

Chartres reckons the same number, besides women, children, and priests. An immense
Blaughter had previously been made in Hungary of the rabble uader Gaultier Sans-Avoir.
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thousand sat down before that place, next year there remained but a
sixth part to pursue the enterprise. But tlieir losses were least in the

fK)ld of battle ; the intrinsic superiority of European prowess was con-

stantly displayed ; the angel of Asia, to apply the bold language of our
poet, high and unmatchable, where her rival was not, became a fear

;

and the Christian lances bore all before them in their shock from Nice
to Antioch, Edessa and Jerusalem. It was here, in 1099, where their

triumph was consummated, that it was stained with the most atrocious

massacre ; not limited to the hour of resistance, but renewed deliber-

ately even after that famous penitential procession to the holy sepul-

chre, which might have calmed their ferocious dispositions, if, through
the misguided enthusiasm of the enterprise, it had not been rather

calculated to excite them.i

The conquests obtained at such a price by the first crusade were
chiefly comprised in the maritime parts of Syria. Except the state of

Edessa beyond the Euphrates,^ which, in its best days, extended over
great part of Mesopotamia, the Latin possessions never reached more
than a few leagues from the sea. Within the barrier of Mount Libanus,
their arms might be feared, but their power was never established

;

and the prophet was still invoked in the mosques of Aleppo and Da-
mascus. The principality of Antioch to the north, the kingdom of

Jerusalem, with its feudal dependencies of Tripoli and Tiberias to the

south, were assigned, the one to Boemond, a brother of Robert Guis-
card, count of Apulia, the other to Godfrey of Boulogne,^ whose extra-

ordinary merit had justly raised him to a degree of influence with the

chief crusaders, that has been sometimes confounded with a legitimate

authority."^ In the course of a few years, Tyre, Ascalon, and the other
cities upon the sea-coast were subjected by the successors of Godfrey
on the throne of Jerusalem. But as their enemies had been stunned,
not killed by the western storm, the Latins were constantly molested
by the Mohammedans of Egypt and Syria. They were exposed, as
the outpost of Christendom, with no respite and few resources. A
second crusade, in 1147, in which the emperor Conrad III. and Louis
VII. of France were engaged, each with seventy thousand cavalry,

made scarce any diversion ; and that vast army wasted away in the
passage of Natolia.*

" The work of Mullly, entitled I'Esprit des Croisades, is deserving of considerable praise
for its diligence and impartiality. It carries the history, however, no further than the first

expedition. Gibbon's two chapters on the crusades, though not without inaccuracies, are a
brilliant portion of his great work.

2 Edcss 1 was a little Christian principality, surrounded by, and tributary to, the Turks.
The inhaliitants invited Baldwin, on his progress in the first crusade, and he made no great
scruple of supplanting the reigning prince, who indeed is represented as a tyrant and usurper.

3 Godfrey never took the title of king of Jerusalem, not choosing, he said, to wear a crown
of gold in that city, where his Saviour had been crowned with thorns. Baldwin, Godfrey's
brother, who succeeded him within two years, entitles himself, Rex Hierusalcm, Latinorum
primus.

•* The heroes of the crusades are just like those of romance. Godfrey is not only the wisest,

but the strongest man in the army. Perhaps Tasso has lost some part of this physical supe-
riority for the sake of contrasting him with the imaginary Rinaldo. He cleaves a Turk in
twain from the shoulder to the haunch. A noble Arab, after the taking of Jerusalem, re-

quests him to try his sword upon a camel, when Godfrey with e.Tse cuts off the head. The
Arab, susi)ecting there mii;ht be something peculiar in the blade, desires him to do the same
with his sword ; and the hero obliges him by demolishing a second camel.

* Vertot puts the destruction in the second crusade at two hundred thousand men. And
from William of Tyre's language, there seems no reason to consider this an exaggeration.
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The decline of the Christian estabhshment in the East is ascribed
by WiHiam of Tyre to the extreme viciousness of their manneri, to the
adoption of European arms by the orientals, and to the union of the
Mohammedan jjrincipalitics under a single chief.i Without denying
the operation of these causes, and especially the last, it is easy to per-

ceive one more radical than all the three, the inadequacy of tlicir

means of self-defence. The kingdom of Jerusalem was guarded only,

exclusive of European volunteers, by the feudal service of eight hun-
dred and sixty-six knights, attended each by four archers on horse-
back, by a militia of five thousand and seventy-five burghers, and by
a conscription, in great exigencies, of the remaining population.^

William of Tyre mentions an army of one thousand three hundred
horse and fifteen thousand foot, as the greatest which had ever been
collected, and predicts the utmost success from it, if wisely conducted.
This was a little before the irruption of Saladin, In the last fatal

battle, Lusignan seems to have had somewhat a larger force.-*^ Nothing
can more strikingly evince the ascendency of Europe, than the resist-

ance of these Frankish acquisitions in Syria during nearly two hun-
dred years. Several of their victories over the Moslems were obtained
against such disparity of numbers, that they may be compared with
whatever is most illustrious in history or romance. These perhaps
were less due to the descendants of the first crusaders, settled in the

Holy Land,* than to those volunteers from Europe, whom martial
ardour and religious zeal impelled to the service. It was the penance
commonly imposed upon men of rank for the most heinous crimes, ta

serve a number of years under the banner of the cross. Thus a per>

petual supply of warriors was poured in from Europe, and in this sense
the crusades may be said to have lasted without intermission during
the whole period of the Latin settlements. Of these defenders, the

most renowned were the military orders of the Knights of the Temple
and of the Hospital of St John ;5 instituted, the one in 1124, the other

in 1118, for the sole purpose of protecting the Holy Land. The Teu-
tonic order, established in 1190, when the kingdom of Jerusalem was
falling, soon diverted its schemes of holy warfare to a very different

quarter of the world. Large estates, as well in Palestine as through-

1 John of Vitry also mentions the change of weapons by the Saracens in imitation of the
Latins, using the lances and coat of mail instead of bows and arrows. But, according to a
more ancient writer, part of Soliman's (the Kilidge Arslan of de Guignes) army in the first

crusade was in armour, loricis et galeis et clypeis aureis valde armati. I may add to this a
testimonj'^ of another kind, not less decisive. In the abbey of St Dennis, there were ten pic-

tures in stained glass, representing sieges and battles in the first crusade. These were made
by order of Suger, the minister of Louis VI., and consequently in the early part of the
twelfth century. In many of them the Turks are painted in coats of mail, sometimes even in

a plated cuirass. In others the^' are quite unarmed and in flowing robes.
- Jerusalem itself was very thinly inhabited. For all the heathens, says William of TjTe,

had perished in the massacre when the city was taken ; or, if any escaped, they were not
allowed to return : no heathen being thought fit to dwell in the holy city. Baldwin inWted
6ome Arabian Christians to settle in it.

3 A primo introitu Latinorum in terram sanctam, says John de Vitry, nostri tot milites in

uno picelio congregare nequiverunt. Erant enim mille ducenti miliies loricati ; peditum
autem cum armis, arcubus et balistis circiter viginti millia, infaustae expeditioni interfuisse

dicuntur.
* Many of these were of a mongrel extraction, descended from a Frank parent on one side,

and Syrian on the other. These were called Poulains, Pullani ; and were looked upon as a
mean degenerate race.

^ The St John of Jerusalem was neither the Evangelist, nor yet the Baptist, but a certaiu

Cypriote surnamed the Charitable, who had been patriarch of Alexandria.
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out Europe, enriched the two former institutions ; but the pride, rapa-

ciousness, and misconduct of both, especially of the Templars, seem
to have balanced the advantages derived from their valour.^ At
length, in 1187, the famous Saladin, usurping the throne of a feeble

dynasty which had reigned in Egypt, broke in upon the Christians of

Jerusalem ; the king and the kingdom fell into his hands ; nothing
remained but a few strong towns upon the sea coast.

These misfortunes roused once more the princes of Europe, and the

third crusade was, in 11 89, undertaken by three of her sovereigns, the

greatest in personal estimation as well as dignity : by the emperor
Frederic Barbarossa, Philip Augustus of France, and our own Richard
Coeur de L<ion. But this, like the preceding enterprise, failed of per-

manent effect ; and those feats of romantic prowess, which made the

name of Richard so famous both in Europe and Asia,^ proved only

the total inefficacy of all exertions in an attempt so impracticable.

Palestine was never the scene of another crusade. One great arma-
ment was in 1204 diverted to the siege of Constantinople ; and an-

other in 1218 wasted in fruitless attempts upon Egypt. The emperor
Frederic II. afterwards procured the restoration of Jerusalem by the

Saracens ; but the Christian princes of Syria were unable to defend it,

and their possessions were gradually reduced to the maritime towns.

Acre, the last of these, was finally taken by storm in 1291 ; and its

ruin closes the history of the Latin dominion in Syria, which Europe
had already ceased to protect.

The two last crusades were undertaken by St Louis. In the first,

in 1248, he was attended by two thousand eight hundred knights, and
fifty thousand ordinary troops.^ He landed at Damietta in Egypt, for

that country was now deemed the key of the Holy Land, and easily

made himself master of the city. But advancing up the country, he
found natural impediments as well as enemies in his way ; the Turks
assailed him with Greek fire, an instrument of warfare almost as sur-

prising and terrible as gunpowder ; he lost his brother the count of

Artois, with many knights, at Massoura, near Cairo ; and began too

late a retreat towards Damietta. Such calamities now fell upon this

devoted army, as have scarce ever been surpassed ; hunger and want
of every kind, aggravated by an unsparing pestilence. At length the

king was made prisoner, and very few of the army escaped the Turkish
scimitar in battle or in captivity. Four hundred thousand livres

were paid as a ransom for Louis. He returned to France, and passed
near twenty years in the exercise of those virtues which are his best
title to canonisation. But the fatal illusions of superstition were still

always at his heart ; nor did it fail to be painfully observed by his

1 See a curious instance of the misconduct and insolence of the Templars, in William of
Tyre, 1. xx. c. 32. The Templars posses-^ed nine thousand manors, and the knights of St John
nineteen thousand, in Europe. I'he latter were almost as much reproached as the Templars
for their pride and avarice.

2 When a Turk's horse started at a bush, he would chide him, Joinville says, with, Guides
tu qu' y soit le roi Richard? Women kept their children quiet with the threat of bringing
Richard to them.

3 The Arabian writers give him nine thousand five hundred knights, and one hundred and
thirty thousand common soldiers. But I greatly prefer the authority of Joinville, who has
twice mentioned the number of knights in the text. On Gibbon's authority, I put the main
body at fifty thousand ; but if Joinville has stated this, I have missed the passage. Their

Cels amounted to one thousand eight hundred.
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subjects, that he still kept the cross upon his j^arment. His last expe-

dition, in 1270, was orii,nnally clcsi;:necl for Jerusalem. But he had
received some intimation, that the kin^ of Tunis was desirous of em-
bracing Christianity, That these intentions mi^ht be carried into

effect, he sailed out of his way to the coast of Africa, and laid siege to

that city. A fever here put an end to his life, sacrificed to that ruling

passion which never would have forsaken him. But he had survived

the spirit of the crusades ; the disastrous expedition to Egypt had
cured his subjects, though not himself, of their folly ;i his son, after

making terms with Tunis, returned to France ; the Christians were
suffered to lose what they still retained in the Holy Land ; and though
many princes, in subsequent ages, talked loudly of renewing the war,

the promise, if it were ever sincere, was never accomplished.
Louis IX. had increased the royal domain by the annexation of

several counties and other less important fiefs ; but, in 1270, soon after

the accession of Philip IIL, (surnamed the Bold,) it received a far

more considerable augmentation. Alfonso, the late king's brother, had
been invested with the county of Poitou, ceded by Henry HL, toge-

ther with part of Auvergne and of Saintonge ; and held also, as has
been said before, the remains of the great fief of Toulouse, in right of

his wife Jane, heiress of Raymond VI L Upon his death in 1271, and
that of his countess, which happened about the same time, the king
entered into possession of all these territories. This acquisition

brought the sovereigns of France into contact with new neighbours,

the kings of Aragon and the powers of Italy. The first great and
lasting foreign war which, in 1285, they carried on, was that of Philip

III. and Philip IV. against the former kingdom, excited by the insur-

rection of Sicily. Though effecting no change in the boundaries of

their dominions, this war may be deemed a sort of epoch in the history

of France and Spain, as well as in that of Italy, to which it more
peculiarly belongs.

There still remained five great and ancient fiefs of the French
crown ; Champagne, Guienne, Flanders, Burgundy, and Britany,

But, in 1285, Philip IV., usually called the Fair, married the heiress

of the first, a little before his father's death ; and although he governed
that county in her name, without pretending to reunite it to the royal

domain, it was at least, in a political sense, no longer a part of the

feudal body. With some of his other vassals, Philip used more violent

methods. A parallel might be drawn between this prince and Philip

Augustus. But while in ambition, violence of temper, and unprin-

1 The refusal of Joinville to accompany the king in this second crusade isver\' memorable,
and gives us an insight into the bad etTects of both expeditions. Le Roy de Frarxe, et le Roy
de Navarre, me pressoient fort de me croiser, et entreprendre le cbemin du pelerinage de la

croix. Mais je leur respondi, que tandis que j'avoie est^ oultre-mer au service de Dieu, que
les gens et officiers du Roy de France avoient trop greve et fouLe mes subjets, tant qu'ils en
estoient apovris ; tellement que j'am^s il ne seroit, que eulx et moy ne nous en sortissons. Et
veoie cleremont, si je me mectoie au pelerinage de la croix, que ce seroit la totale destruction
de mesdiz povres subjets. Depuis ouj'-je dire a plusieurs, que ceux qui luy conseillerent I'en-

tcrprinse de la croix, firent un trez grant mal, et pecherent mortellement. Car tandis qu'il

fust au royaume de France, tout son royaume vivoit en paix, et regnoit justice. Et inconti-

nent qu'il en fust ors, tout commen^^ a d^cliner, et a empirer.
In the Fabliaux of Le Grand d'Aussy, we have a neat poem by Rutuboeuf, a writer of St

Louis's age, in a dialogue between a crusader and a non-crusader, wherein, though he gives
the last word to the former, it is plain that he designed the opposite scale to preponderate.
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cipled rapacity, as well as in the success of their attempts to estabhsh
an absolute authority, they may be considered as nearly equal, we
may remark this difference, that Philip the Fair, who was destitute of

military talents, gained those ends by dissimulation, which his prede-

cessor had reached by force.

The duchy of Guienne, though somewhat abridged of its original

extent, was still by far the most considerable of the French fiefs ; even
independently of its connexion with England.^ Philip, by dint of

perfidy, and by the egregious incapacity of Edmund, brother of Ed-
ward I., contrived to obtain, and to keep for several years, the pos-

session of this great province. A quarrel, in 1292, among some French
and English sailors having provoked retaliation, till a sort of piratical

war commenced between the two countries, Edward, as duke of

Guienne, was summoned into the king's court to answer for the tres-

passes of his subjects. Upon this, he despatched his brother to settle

terms of reconciliation, with fuller powers than should have been in-

trusted to so credulous a negotiator. Philip so outwitted this prince,

through a fictitious treaty, as to procure from him the surrender of

all the fortresses in Guienne. He then threw off the mask, and after

again summoning Edward to appear, pronounced the confiscation of

his fief 2 This business is the greatest blemish in the political charac-

ter of Edward. But his eagerness about the acquisition of Scotland
rendered him less sensible to the danger of a 'possession in many re-

spects more valuable ; and the spirit of resistance among the English
nobility, which his arbitrary measures had provoked, broke out, in

1303, very opportunely for Philip, to thwart every effort for the reco-

very of Guienne by arms. But after repeated suspensions of hostili-

ties, a treaty was finally concluded, by which Philip restored the pro-

vince, on the agreement of a marriage between his daughter Isabel

and the heir of England.
To this restitution he was chiefly induced by the ill success that

attended his arms in Flanders, another of the great fiefs which this

ambitious monarch had endeavoured to confiscate. We have not
perhaps as clear evidence of the original injustice of his proceedings
towards the count of Flanders, as in the case of Guienne ; but he
certainly twice detained his person, once after drawing him on some
pretext to his court, and again, in violation of the faith pledged by
his generals. The Flemings made, however, so vigorous a resistance,

that Philip was unable to reduce that small country ; and in one
famous battle at Courtray, in 1302, they discomfited a powerful army
with that utter loss and ignominy to which the undisciplmed impetu-
osity of the French nobles was pre-eminently exposed.

^

1 Philip was highly offended that instruments made in Guienne should be dated by the ycr.r

of Edward's reign, and not of his own. This almost sole badge of his sovereignty had been
preserved by the kings of France during all the feudal ages. A stru:;gle took place about it,

which is recorded in a curious letter from John de Greilii to Edward. The French court at

last consented to let dates be thus expressed : Actum fuit, regnnnte P. rege Franciae, E. rcge
Anglize tenente ducatum Aquitaniae. Several precedents were shown by the English, where
the counts of Toulouse had used the form, Rcqnante A. comite Tolosae.

' In the view I have taken of this transaction, I have been guided by several instrumenis
in Rjiner, which leave no doubt on my mind. Velly of course represents the Diatter more
favourably for Philip.

3 The Flemings took at Courtray four thousand pair of pilt spurs, which were only worn
"by knights. These Velly, happi.y enough, compares to Hannibal's three bushels of gold
tings at Cannse.
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Two other acquisitions of Philip the Fair deserve notice ; that of
the counties of Angoulcmc and La Marchc, upon a sentence of for-

feiture (and, as it seems, a very harsh one; passed against the
reigning count ; and that of the city of Lyons, and its adjacent
territory, which hnd not even feudally been subject to the crown of
France for more than three hundred years. Lyons was the dowry of

Matilda, daughter of Louis IV., on her marriage with Conrad, king
of Burgundy, and was bequeathed with the rest of that kingdom by
Rodolph, in 1032, to the empire. Frederic Barbarossa conferred
upon the archbishop of Lyons all regalian rights over the city, with
the title of Imperial Vicar. F'rance seems to have had no concern
with it, till St Louis was called in as a mediator in disputes between
the chapter and the city, during a vacancy of the see, and took the
exercise of jurisdiction upon himself for the time. Philip III. having
been chosen arbitrator in similar circumstances, insisted, before he
would restore the jurisdiction, upon an oath of fealty from the new
archbishop. This oath, which could be demanded, it seems, by no
right but that of force, continued to be taken till, in 13 10, an arch-

bishop resisting what he had thought an usurpation, the city was
besieged by Philip IV., and, the inhabitants not being unwilling tc

submit, was finally united to the French crown.
Philip the Fair left three sons, who successively reigned in France

;

Louis, surnamed Hutin' 1314, Philip the Long, and Charles the Fair;
with a daughter, Isabel, married to Edward II. of England. Louis,

the eldest, survived his father little more than a year, leaving one
daughter, and his queen pregnant. The circumstances that ensued
in 1315, require to be accurately stated. Louis had possessed, in right

of his mother, the kingdom of Navarre, with the counties of Cham-
pagne and Brie. Upon his death, Philip, his next brother, assumed
the regency both of France and Navarre ; and not long afterwards,

entered into a treaty with Eudes, duke of Burgundy, uncle of the

Princess Jane, Louis's daughter, by which her eventual rights to the

succession were to be regulated. It was agreed that in case the

queen should be delivered of a daughter, these two princesses, or the

survivor of them, should take the grandmother's inheritance, Navarre
and Champagne, on releasing all claim to the throne of France. . But
this was not to take place till their age of consent, when, if they should
refuse to make such renunciation, their claim was to remain, and right

to be done to them ihc7'ei7i ; but, in return, the release made by Philip

of Navarre and Champagne, was to be null. In the meantime, he was
to hold the goveriivient of France, Navarre, and Champagne, receiv-

ing homage of vassals in all these countries as governor ; saving the

right of a male heir to the late king, in the event of whose birth the

treaty was not to take effect.

This convention was made on the 17th of July, 1316; and on the

15th of November, the queen brought into the world a son, John I.

(as some called him) who died in four days. The conditional treaty

was now become absolute ; in spirit, at least, if any cavil might be
raised about the expression ; and Philip was, by his own agreement,

precluded from taking any other title than that of regent or governor,

until the princess Jane should attain the age to concur in or disclaim
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the provisional contract of her uncle. Instead of this, however, h-.,'

procured himself to be consecrated at Rheims ; though, on account of

the avowed opposition of the duke of Burgundy, and even of his own
brother Charles, it was thought prudent to shut the gates during the

ceremony, and to dispose guards throughout the town. Upon his

return to Paris, on Jan. 6, 13 17, an assembly composed of prelates,

barons, and burgesses of that city was convened, who acknowledged
him as their lawful sovereign, and, if we may believe an historian,

expressly declared that a woman was incapable of succeeding to the

crown of France.^ The duke of Burgundy, however, made a show
of supporting his niece's interests, till, tempted by the prospect of a
marriage with the daughter of Philip, he shamefully betrayed her cause,

and gave up in her name, for an inconsiderable pension, not only her
disputed claim to the whole monarchy, but her unquestionable right

to Navarre and Champagne.^ I have been rather minute in stating

these details, because the transaction is misrepresented by every his-

torian, not excepting those who have written since the publication of

the documents which illustrate it.

3

In this contest, every way memorable, but especially on account of

that which sprang out of it, the exclusion of females from the throne
of France was tirst publicly discussed. The French writers almost
unanimously concur in asserting, that such an exclusion was built

upon a fundamental maxim of their government. No written law, nor
even, so far as I know, the direct testimony of any ancient writer, has
been brought forward to confirm this position. For as to the text of

the Salic law, which was frequently quoted, and has indeed given a
name to this exclusion of females, it can only by a doubtful and refined

analogy be considered as bearing any relation to the succession of the

crown. It is certain, nevertheless, that from the time of Clovis, no
woman had ever reigned in France ; and although not an instance of

a sole heiress had occurred before, yet some of the Merovingian kings

left daughters, who might, if not rendered incapable by their sex, have
shared with their brothers in partitions then commonly made* But,

on the other hand, these times were gone quite out of memory, and
France had much in the analogy of her existing usages to reconcile

her to a female reign. The crown resembled a great fief; and the

great fiefs were universally capable of descending to women. Even at

the consecration of Philip himself, Maud, countess of Artois, held the

crown over his head among the other peers. ^ And it was scarcely bc-

^ Tunc etiam declaratum fuit quod in regno Franciae mulier non succedit. Contln. Gul.

Nangis. This monk, without talents, and probably without private information, is the sole

contemporary historian of this important period. He describes the assembly which confirmed
Philip's possession of the crown ; quauiplures proceres et regni nobiiis ac magnates una cum
plerisque pnclatis ct burgensiLus Parisiensis civitatis.

5! Jane and her husband, the count of Evreux, recovered Navarre after the death of Charles
the Fair.

3 Velly, who gives several proofs of disingenuousness in this part of history, mutilates the

treaty of the 17th of July 1316, in order to conceal Philip the Long's breach of faith towanls
his niece.

* The treaty of Andeley, in 587, will be found to afford a very strong presumption that

females were at that time excluded from reigning in France.
^ Tiie continuator of Nangis says indeed of this : dc quo aliqui indignati fuerunt. But

these were probably the partisans of her nephew Robert, who had been excluded by a judicial

sentence of Philip IV. on the ground that the right of representation did not take place in

Artois; a decision considered by many as uIlju^t. Robert subsequently renewed his appeal
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yond the recollection of persons living, that Blanche had been legiti-

mate rcj^cnt of France diirin;,^ the minority of St Louis.

For these reasons, and mucli more from the provisional treaty con-
cluded between Philip and the duke of Burgundy, it may be fairly

inferred, that the Salic law, as it was called, was not so fixed a prin-

ciple at that time as has been contended. But however this may be,

it received, at the accession of Philip the Long, a sanction which sub-
sequent events more thoroughly confirmed. Philip himself leaving
only three daughters, his brother Charles mounted the throne ; and
upon his death, the rule was so unquestionably established, that in

1322 his only daughter was excluded by the count of Valois, grandson
of Philip the Bold. This prince first took the regency, the queen
dowager being pregnant, and, in 1328, upon her giving birth to a
daughter, was crowned king. No competitor or opponent appeared in

France ; but one, more formidable than any whom France could have
produced, was awaiting the occasion to prosecute his imagined right

with all the resources of valour and genius, and to carr>' desolation
over that great kingdom, with as little scruple as if he was preferring a
suit before a civil tribunal.

From the moment of Charles IV.'s death, Edward IIL of England
buoyed himself up with a notion of his title to the crown of France, in

right of his mother Isabel, sister to the three last kings. We can have
no hesitation in condemning the injustice of this pretension. Whe-
ther the Salic law were or were not valid, no advantage could be gained
by Edward. Even if we could forget the express or tacit decision of

all France, there stood in his way, Jane, the daughter of Louis X.,

three of Philip the Long, and one of Charles the Fair. Aware of this,

Edward set up a distinction, that, although females were excluded
from succession, the same rule did not apply to their male issue ; and
thus, though his mother Isabel could not herself become Queen of

France, she might transmit a title to him. But this was contrary to

the commonest rules of inheritance ; and if it could have been regarded
at all, Jane had a son, afterwards the famous king of Navarre, who
stood one degree nearer to the crown than Edward.

It is asserted in some French authorities, that Edward preferred

a claim to the regency, immediately after the decease of Charles the

Fair, and that the States-General, or at least the peers of France,
adjudged that dignity to Philip de Valois. Whether this be true or

not, it is clear that he entertained "projects of recovering his right as

early, though his youth and the embarrassed circumstances of his

government threw insuperable obstacles in the way of their execution.^

to the court of Philip of Valois ; but, unhappily for himself, yielded to the temptation of forg-

ing documents in support of a claim which seems to have been at least plausible without such
aid. This unwise dishonesty, which is not without parallel in more private causes, ruined
his pretensions to the countj^ of Artois, and produced a sentence of lorfeitxue, and even of

capital punishment, against himself
1 Letters of Edward III. addressed to certain nobles and towns in the south of France,

dated March 28, 132S, four days before the birth of Charles IV.'s posthumous daughter, inti-

mate this resolution. But an instrument, dated at Northampton, on the i6th of May, is de-

cisive : This is a procuration to the bishops of Worcester and Litchfield, to demand, and take

possession of the kingdom of France, "in our name, which kingdom has devolved and apper-
tains to us as to the right heir." To this mission Archbishop Stratford refers in his vindication

of himself from Edward's accusation of treason in 1340 ; and informs us that the two bishops
actually proceeded to France, though without mentioning any further particulars. Xov;t
eaim qui nihil ignorat, quod cum qusestio de regno Franciae post mortem regis Caroli, fratris
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He did liege homage therefore to Philip for Guienne, and for several

years, while the affairs of Scotland engrossed his attention, gave no
sign of meditating a more magnificent enterprise. As he advanced in

manhood, and felt the consciousness of his strength, his early designs

grew mature, and produced a series of the most important and inte-

resting revolutions in the fortunes of France. These will form the

subject of the ensuing pages.

PART II.—FRANCE.

No war had broken out in Europe, since the fall of the Roman Empire,
so memorable as that of Edward III. and his successors against

France, whether we consider its duration, its object, or the magnitude
and variety of its events. It was a struggle of one hundred and
twenty years, interrupted but once by a regular pacification, where the

most ancient and extensive dominion in the civilised world was the

prize, twice lost and twice recovered in the conflict, while individual

courage was wrought up to that high pitch, which it can seldom dis-

play, since the regularity of modern tactics has chastised its enthu-

siasm, and levelled its distinctions. There can be no occasion to

dwell upon the events of this war, which are familiar to almost every

reader ; it is rather my aim to develop and arrange those circum-
stances, which, when rightly understood, give the clue to its various

changes of fortune.

France was, even in the fourteenth century, a kingdom of such ex-

tent and compactness of figure, such population and resources, and
filled with so spirited a nobility, that the very idea of subjugating it

by a foreign force must have seemed the most extravagant dream of

ambition. 1 Yet in the course of about twenty years of wars, this

serenissimse matris vestrae, in parliamento tunc apud Northampton celebrato, tractata discus-
saque fuisset

; quodque idem regnum Franciae ad voshzereditario jure extiterat legitime devo-
lutum ; et super hoc fuit ordinatum, quod duo episcopi, Wigorniensis tunc, nunc autem Win-
toniensis, ac Coventriensis et Lichfeldensis in Franciam dirigerent gressus suos, nomineque
vestro regnum Francia; vincicarent et praedicti Philippi de Valesio coronationem pro viribus
impedirent ; qui juxta ordinationem praedictam legationem iis injunctam tunc assumentes,
gressus suos versus Franciam direxerunt ; quae quidem legatio maximam guerrae praesentis
maieriam ministravit.

There is no evidence in Rymer's Fcedera to corroborate Eldward's supposed claim to the
regency of France upon the death of Charles IV. ; and it is certainly suspicious, that no ap-

f)ointment of ambassadors or procurators for this purpose should appear in so complete a coll-

ection of documents. The French historians generally assert this, upon the authority of the
continuator of William of Nangis, a nearly contemporary, but not always well informed writer.

It is curious to compare the four chief English historians. Rapin affirms both the claim to
the regency, on Charles IV. 's death, and that to the kingdom, after the birth of his daughter.
Carte, the most exact historian we have mentions the latter, and is silent as to the former.
Hume passes over both, and intimates that Edward did not take any steps in support of his
pretensions in 1328. Henry gives the supposed trial of Edward's claim to the regency before
the States-General at great length, and makes no allusion to the other, so indisputably authen-
ticated in Rymer. It is, I think, most probable that the two bishops never made the formal
demand of the throne as they were directed by their instructions. Stratford's expressions
seem to imply that they did not.

1 The pope (Benedict XII.) wrote a strong letter to Edward, March 1340, dissuading him
from taking the title and arms of France, and pointing out the impossibility of his ever suc-
ceeding, I have no doubt but that this was the common opinion. But the A\-ignQn Popes
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mighty nation was reduced to the lowest state of exhaustion, and dis-

membered of considerable provinces by an ignominious peace. What
was the combination of pohtical causes, which brought about so

strange a revolution, and, though not reahsing Edward's hopes to

their extent, redeemed them from the imputation of rashness in the

judgment of his own and succeeding ages ?

The first advantage which Edward III. possessed in this contest,

was derived from the splendour of his personal character, and from the

still more eminent virtues of his son. Besides prudence and military

skill, these great princes were endowed with qualities peculiarly fitted

for the times in which they lived. Chivalry was then in its zenith
;

and in all the virtues which adorned the knightly character, in courtesy,

munificence, gallantry, in all delicate and magnanimous feelings, none
were so conspicuous as Edward III. and the Black Prince. As later

princes have boasted of being the best gentlemen, they might claim
to be the prowest knights in Europe ; a character not quite dissimilar,

yet of more high pretensions. Their court was, as it were, the sun of

that system, which embraced the valour and nobility of the Christian

world ; and the respect which was felt for their excellences, while it

drew many to their side, mitigated in all the rancour and ferocious-

ness of hostility. This war was like a great tournament, where the

combatants fought indeed a oiitrance^ but with all the courtesy and
fair play of such an entertainment, and almost as much for the honour
of their ladies. In the school of the Edwards were formed men not

inferior in any nobleness of disposition to their masters ; Manni, and
the Captal de Buch, Felton, Knollys and Calverley, Chandos, and
Lancaster. On the French side, especially after du Guesclin came on
the stage, these had rivals almost equally deserving of renown. If we
could forget, what never should be forgotten, the wretchedness and
devastation that fell upon a great kingdom, too dear a price for the
display of any heroism, we might count these English wars in France
among the brightest periods in history.

Philip of Valois, and John his son, showed but poorly in comparison
with their illustrious enemies. Yet they had both considerable virtues

:

they were brave,"^ just, liberal, and the latter, in particular, of unshaken
fidelity to his word. But neither was beloved by his subjects ; the

misgovernment and extortion of their predecessors during half a con-
tury had alienated the public mind, and rendered their own taxes and
debasement of the coin intolerable. Philip was made by misfortune,

John by nature, suspicious and austere-, and although their most
violent acts seem never to have wanted absolute justice, yet they were

were very subservient to France. Clement VI. as well as his predecessor, Benedict XII.,
threatened Edward with spiritual arms. It required Edward's spirit and steadiness to despise

these menaces. But the time, when they were terrible to prir.ccs, was rather passed by, and
the Holy See never ventured to provoke the king, who treated the church, throughout his

reign, with admirable rirmness and temper.
1 The bravery of Philip is not questioned. But a French historian, in order, I suppose, to

enhance this quality, has presumed to violate truth in an extraordinary manner. 1'he chal-

lenge sent by Edward, offering to decide his c'aim to the kingdom by single combat, is well
known. Certainly it conveys no imputation on the king of France to have dec ined this un-
fair proposal. But Velly has represented him as accepting it, on condition that Edward
would stake the crown of England against that of France, an interpolation which may be
truly called audacious, since not a word of this is in Philip's letter, presented in Rjiner, which
the historian had before his eyes, and quotes u'-:ca the occasion.
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so ill conducted, and of so arbitrary a complexion, that they greatly

impaired the reputation, as well as interests, of these monarchs. In

the execution of Clisson under Philip, in that of the Conn^table d'Eu
under John, and still more in that of Harcourt, even in the imprison-

of the king of Navarre, though every one of these might have been
guilty of treasons, there were circumstances enough to exasperate the

disaffected, and to strengthen the party of so politic a competitor as

Edward.
Next to the personal qualities of the king of England, his resources

in this war must be taken into the account. It was after long hesita-

tion that he assumed the title and arms of France, from which, unless

upon the best terms, he could not recede without loss of honour.^ In
the meantime he strengthened himself by alliances with the emperor,
with the cities of Flanders, and with most of the princes in the Nether-
lands and on the Rhine. Yet I do not know that he profited much by
these conventions, since he met with no success, till the scene of the

war was changed from the Flemish frontier to Normandy and Poitou.

The troops of Hainault alone were constantly distinguished in the

service of Edward.
But his intrinsic strength was at home. England had been grow-

ing in riches since the wise government of his grandfather, Edward I.,

and through the market opened for her wool with the manufacturing
towns of Flanders. She was tranquil within, and her northern enemy,
the Scotch, had been defeated and quelled. The parliament, after

some slight precautions against a very probable effect of Edward's
conquest of France, the reduction of their own island into a province,

entered, as warmly as improvidently, into his quarrel. The people
made it their own, and grew so intoxicated with the victories of this

war, that for some centuries the injustice and folly of the enterprise

do not seem to have struck the gravest of our countrymen.
There is, indeed, ample room for national exultation at the names

of Crccy, Poitiers, and Azincourt. So great was the disparity of

numbers upon those famous days, that we cannot, with the French
historians, attribute the discomfiture of their hosts merely to mistaken
tactics and too impetuous valour. They yielded rather to that intrepid

steadiness in danger, which had already become the characteristic of
our English soldiers, and which, during four centuries, has ensured
their superiority, whenever ignorance or infatuation have not led them

1 The first instrument in which Edward disallows the title of Philip, is his convention with
the emperor Louis of Bavaria, wherein he calls him, nunc pro rege Francorum se gerentem.
The date of this is August 26, 1337, yet, on the 2Sth of the same month, another instrument
gives him the title of king, and the same occurs in subsequent instances. At length we have
an instrument of procuration to the duke of Brabant, October 7, 1337, empowering him to
take possession of the crown of France in the name of Edward : attendentes inclitum regnuni
Franciie ad nos fore jure succes^ionis legitime devolutum. Another of the same date appoints
the said duke his vicar-general and lieutenant of France. The king assumed in this com-
mission the title. Rex Franciae et Anglias ; in other instruments he calls himself Rex Angliae
et Franciae. It was necessary to obviate the jealousy of the English, who did not, in that
age, admit the precedence of France. Accordingly, Edward had two great seals, on which
the two kingdoms were named in a different oider. But, in the royal arms, those of France
were always in the first quarter, as they continued to be until the accession of the house of
Brunswick.
Probably Edward III. would not have entered into the war merely on account of his claim

to the crown. He had disputes with Philip about Guienne, and that prince had, rather un-
justifiably, abetted Robert Bruce in Scotland. I am not inclined to lay any material stress
upon the instigation of Robert of Artois.
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into the field. But these victories, and the qualities that secured
them, must chiefly be ascribed to the freedom of our constitution, and
to tilt superior condition of the people. Not the nobility of Enj,'land,

not the feudal tenants won the battles of Crecy and Poitiers, for these

were fully matched in the ranks of France, but the yeomen, who drew
the bow with strong and steady arms, accustomed to its use in their

native fieldr,, and rendered fearless by personal competence and civil

freedom. It is well known that each of the three j^reat victories was
due to our archers, who were chiefly of the middle class, and attached,

according to the system of that age, to the knights and squires who
fought in heavy armour with the lance. Even at the battle of Poitiers,

of which our country seems to have the least right to boast, since the

greater part of the Black Prince's small army was composed of Gas-
cons,—the merit of the English bowmen is strongly attested by
Froissart.i

Yet the glorious termination to which Edward was enabled, at least

for a time, to bring the contest, was rather the work of fortune than of

valour and prudence. Until the battle of Poitiers he had made no
progress towards the conquest of France. That country' was too vast,

and his army too small, for such a revolution. The victory of Crecy
gave him nothing but Calais, a post of considerable importance in

war and peace, but rather adapted to annoy than to subjugate the

kingdom. But at Poitiers he obtained the greatest of prizes, by taking
prisoner the king of France. Not only the love of freedom tempted
that prince to ransom himself by the utmost sacrifices, but his capti-

vity left France defenceless, and seemed to annihilate the monarchy
itself. The government was already odious ; a spirit was awakened
in the people, which might seem hardly to belong to the fourteenth

century, and the convulsions of our own time are sometimes strongly

paralleled by those which succeeded the battle of Poitiers. Already
the States-General had established a fundamental principle, that no
resolution could be passed as the opinion of the whole, unless each
of the three orders concurred in its adoption. The right of levying

and of regulating the collection of taxes was recognised. But that

assembly which met at Paris immediately after the battle, went far

greater lengths in the reform and control of government. From the

time of Philip the Fair, the abuses natural to arbitrary power had
harassed the people. There now seemed an opportunity of redress,

and however seditious, or even treasonable, may have been the motives
of those who guided this assembly of the States, especially the famous
Marcel, it is clear that many of their reformations tended to liberty

and the public good. But the tumultuous scenes which passed in the

capital, sometimes heightened into civil war, necessarily distracted

men from the common defence against Edward. These tumults were
excited, and the distraction increased by Charles, king of Navarre,

surnamed the Bad, to whom the French writers have, not perhaps
unjustly, attributed a character of unmixed and inveterate malignity.

He was grandson of Louis Hutin, by his daughter Jane, and, if

1 Au vray dire, les archers d'Angleterre faisoient a leurs gens grant avantage. Car ils

tirovent tant espessement, que les Francois ne scavoycnt dequel coste entendre, qu'ils ne
fussent consTiy visde trayt ; ct s'avancoyent tousjoiirs ces Anglois, et petit a petit enqueroyent
tcrre. Part i.' c. i6i.

\
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Edward's pretence of claiming through females could be admitted,

was a nearer heir to the crown, the consciousness of which seems to

have suggested itself to his depraved mind as an excuse for his

treacheries, though he could entertain very little prospect of asserting

the claim against either contending party. John had bestowed his

daughter in marriage on the king of Navarre ; but he very soon gave
a proof of his character, by procuring the assassination of the king's

favourite, Charles de la Cerda. An irreconcilable enmity was the

natural result of this crime. Charles became aware that he had
offended beyond the possibility of forgiveness, and that no letters of

pardon, nor pretended reconciliation, could secure him from the

king's resentment. Thus, impelled by guilt into deeper guilt, he
entered into alliances with Edward, and fomented the seditious spirit

of Paris. Eloquent and insinuating, he was the favourite of the

people, whose grievances he affected to pity, and with whose leaders

he intrigued. As his paternal inheritance, he possessed the county of

Evreux in Normandy. The proximity of this to Paris created a for-

midable diversion in favour of Edward III., and connected the Eng-
lish garrisons of the north with those of Poitou and Guienne.
There is no affliction which did not fall upon France during this

miserable period. A foreign enemy was in the heart of the kingdom,
the king a prisoner, the capital in sedition, a treacherous prince of the

blood in arms against the sovereign authority. Famine, the sure and
terrible companion of war, for several years desolated the country. In

1348 a pestilence, the most extensive and unsparing of which we have
any memorial, visited France as well as the rest of Europe, and con-
summated the work of hunger and the sword.^ The companies of

adventure, mercenary troops in the service of John or Edward, finding

no immediate occupation after the truce of 1357, scattered themselves
over the country, in search of pillage. No force existed sufficiently

powerful to check these robbers in their career. Undismayed by
superstition, they compelled the pope to redeem himself in Avignon
by the payment of forty thousand crowns."^ France was the passive
victmi of their licence, even after the pacification concluded with
England, till some were diverted into Italy, and others led by du
Gucsclin to the war of Castile. Impatient of this wretchedness, and
stung by the insolence and luxury of their lords, the peasantry of

several districts broke out, in 1358, into a dreadful insurrection. This
was called the Jacquerie, from the cant phrase, Jacques bon hommc,
applied to men of that class ; and was marked by all the circum-
stances of horror incident to the rising of an exasperated and unen-
lightened populace.3

1 A full account of the ravages made by this memorable plague may be found in Matteo
Villani, the second of that family who wrote the history of Florence. His brother and prede-
cessor, John Villani, was himself a victim to it. The disease began in the Levant about 1346,
from whence Italian traders brought it to Sicily, Pisa, and Genoa. In 1348 it passed the
Alps and spread over France and Spain, in the next year it reached Britain, and in 1350 laid
waste Germany and other northern states, lasting generally about five months in each coun-
tr>'. At Florence, more than three out of five died. The stories of Boccaccio's Decamerone,
as is well known, are supposed to be related by a society of Florentine ladies and gentlemen
retired to the country' during this pestilence.

^ This troop of banditti was commanded by Amaud de Cervole, sumamed I'Archipr^tre,
from a benefice which, although a layman, he possessed, according to the irregularity oi
those ages.

3 A contemporary historian charges the nobility with spending the money raised upon tha
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Subdued by these misfortunes, though Edward had made but slight

progress tow ards the conquest of the. country, the regent of France,
afterwards Charles V., submitted to the peace of Bretigni. By this

treaty, not to mention less important articles, all Guienne, Gascony,
Poito'i, Saintongc, the Limousin, and the Angoumois, as well as Calais,

and the county of Ponthieu, were, in 1360, ceded in full sovereignty to

Edward ; a price abundantly compensating his renunciation of ihc
title of France, which was the sole concession stipulated in. return.

Every care seems to have been taken to make the cession of tliesc

provinces complete. The first six articles cf ihe treaty expressly sur-

render them to the king of England. By the seventh, John and his

son engage to convey within a year from the ensuing Alichaelmas all

their rights over them, and especially those of sovereignty and feudal
appeal. The same words are repeated still more emphatically in the
eleventh, and some other articles. The twelfth stipulates the exchange
of mutual renunciations ; by John, of all right over the ceded coun-
tries ; by Edward, of his claim to the throne of France. At Calais,

the treaty of Bretigni was renewed by John, who, as a prisoner, had
been no party to the former compact, with the omission only of the
twelfth article, respecting the exchange of renunciations. But that it

was not intended to waive them by this omission, is abundantly mani-
fest by instruments of both the kings, in which reference is made to

their future interchanges at Bruges, on the feast of St Andrew, 1361.

And, until that time should arrive, Edward promises to lay aside the
title and arms of France, (an engagement which he strictly kept,) and
John to act in no respect as king or suzerain over the ceded provinces.

Finally, on November 15, 1361, two commissioners are appointed by
Edward to receive the renunciations of the king of France at Bruges
on the ensuing feast of St Andrew, and to do whatever might be
mutually required by virtue of the treaty. These, however, seem to

have been withheld, and the twelfth article of the treaty of Bretigni

was never expressly completed. By mutual instruments, executed at

Calais, October 24, it had been declared, that the sovereignty of the

people by oppressive taxes, in playing at dice " et alios indecentes jocos." All the miseries

that followed the battle of Poitiers he ascribes to bad government and neglect of the com-
monweal ; but especially to the pride and luxurj' of the nobles. I am aware that the wri:er

is biassed in favour of the king of Navarre , but he was an eye-witness of the people's misery,
and perhaps a less exceptionable authority than Froissart, whose love of pageantry and habits

of feasting in the castles of the great, seem to have produced some insensibility towards the
sufierings of the lower classes. It is a painful circumstance, which Froissart and the con-
tinuator of Nangis attest, that the citizens of Calais, more interesting than the common heroes

of histor>', were unrewarded, and begged their bread in misery throughout France. ViKaret
contradicts this, on the authority of an ordinance which he has seen in their favour. But
that was not a time when ordinances weie very sure of execution. I must add, that the cele-

brated story of the six citizens of Calais, which has of late been called in question, receives

strong conhrmation from John Villani, who died very soon afterwards. Froissart, of course,

wrought up the circumstances after his manner. In all the colouring of his history, he is as

great a master as Livy ; and as little observant of particular truth. M. de Brequigny, almost
the latest of those excellent antiquaries whose memoirs so much illustrate the French Academy
cf Inscriptions, has discussed the history of Calais, and particularly this remarkable portion

of it. Mem. de I'Academie des Inscriptions, 1. 1.

Petrarch has drawn a lamentable picture of the state of France in 1360, wt-2n he paid a
visit to Paris. I could not believe, he says, that this was the same kingdom which I had
once seen so rich and flourishing. Nothing presented itself to my eyes but a fearful solitude,

an extreme poverty, lands uncultivated, houses in ruins. E\en the neighbourhood of Paris

manifested everywhere marks of destruction and conflagratiou. The streets are deserted ;

the roads overgrown with weeds ; the whole is a vast solitude.
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ceded provinces, as well as Edward's right to the crown of France,

should remain as before, although suspended as to its exercise, until

the exchange of renunciations, notwithstanding any words of present

conveyance or release in the treaties of Bretigni and Calais. And an-

other pair of letters patent, dated October 26, contains the form of

renunciations, which, it is mutually declared, should have effect by
virtue of the present letters, in case one party should be ready to ex-

change such renunciations at the time and place appointed, and the

other should make default therein. These instruments executed at

Calais are so prolix, and so studiously enveloped, as it seems, in the

obscurity of technical language, that it is difficult to extract their pre-

cise intention. It appears, nevertheless, that whichever party was
prepared to perform what was required of him at Bruges on November
30, 1361, the other then and there making default, would acquire not

only what our lawyers might call an equitable title, but an actual

vested right, by virtue of the provision in the letters patent of October
26, 1360.1 The appointment above mentioned of Edward's commis-
sioners on November 15, 1361, seems to throw upon the French the

burden of proving, that John sent his envoys with equally full powers
to the place of meeting, and that the non-interchange of renunciations
was owing to the English government. But though a historiaii, sixty

years later, (Juvenal des Ursins,) asserts that the French commis-
sioners attended at Bruges, and that those of Edward made default,

this is certainly rendered improbable, by the actual appointment of

commissioners made by the king of England on the 15th of November,
by the silence of Charles V. after the recommencement of hostilities,

who would have rejoiced in so good a ground of excuse, and by the

language of some English instruments, complaining that the French
renunciations were withheld.^ It is suggested by the French authors,

that Edward was unwilling to execute a formal renunciation of his

claim to the crown. But we can hardly suppose, that, in order to

1 Edward gives John th© title of king of France, in an instrument bearing date at Calais,

October 22, 1360. The treaty was signed October 24.
2 It appears that among other alleged infractions of the treaty, the king of France had re-

ceived appeals from Armagnac, Albrct, and other nobles of Aquitaine, not long after the
peace. For, in February 1362, a French envoy, the count de Tancarviile, being in England,
the privy council presented to Edward their bill of remonstrances against this conduct of
France ; et semble au conseil le my d'Angleterre ([ue considere la fourme de la ditte paix,

qui tant cstoii honourable et proffitable au royaume de France et a toute chreticntc, que la

reception des dittes appellacions, n'a mie est^ bien faite, ne pa?s6e si ordencment, ne \ si bon
affection et amour comme il doit avoir este faite raison parmi I'efTet et 1' intention de la paix,
et ailliances affermees etent'reux semble estre moult prejudiciables et contraires a I'onneur ct

a I'estat du roy et de son fils le prince et de toute la maison d'Angleterre et pourra estre

evidentc matiere de rebellion des subgiez, et aussi donner tresgrant occasion d'enfraindre la

paix, si bon remede sur ce n'y soit mis plus hastivemcnt. Upon the whole, they conclude
that if the king of France would repair this trespass, and send his renunciation of sovereignty,
the king should send his of the title of France.
Four princes of the blood, or, as they are termed, Seigneurs des Fleurdelys, were detained

as hostages for the due execution of the treaty of Bretigni, which, from whatever pretence,
was delayed for a considerable time. Anxious to obtain their liberty, they signed a treaty at

London, in November 1362, by which, among other provisions, it was stipulated, that the
king of France should send fresh letters under his seal, conveying and releasing the terri-

tories ceded by the peace, without the clause contained in the former letters, retaining the
ressort : et que en yce les lettres soit expressement compris transport de la souverainete et du
ressort, &c. Et le roi d'Engleterre et ses enfans ferront semblabiement autiels renonciations,
sur ce q'il doit faire de sa partie. This treaty of London was never ratified by the French
government; but I use it as a proof, that Edward imputed the want )f mutual renunciatipnj
to France, and was himself ready to perfoim his part of the treaty.
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evade this condition, wliich he had voluntarily imposed upon himself
by the treaties of Brctij^^ni and Calais, he would have left his title to

the provinces ceded by those conventions imperfect. He certainly

deemed it indefeasible, and acted without any complaint from the
French court, as the perfect master of those countries. He created his

son prince of Aquitainc, with the fullest powers over that new princi-

pality, holding it in fief of the crown of England by the yearly rent of

an ounce of gold.i And the court of that great prince was kept for

several years at Bordeaux.
I have gone something more than usual into detail as to these cir-

cumstances, because a very specious account is given by some French
historians and antiquaries, which tends to throw the blame of the
rupture in 1368 upon Edward III.2 Unfounded as was his pretension
to the crown of France, and actuated as we must consider him by the
most ruinous ambition, his character was unblemished by ill faith.

There is no apparent cause to impute the ravages made in France by
soldiers formerly in the English service to his instigation, nor any
proof of a connexion with the king of Navarre, subsequently to the

peace of Bretigni. But a good lesson may be drawn by conquerors
from the change of fortune that befell Edward III. A long warfare,

and unexampled success, had procured for him some of the richest

provinces of France. Within a short time he was entirely stripped of

them, less through any particular misconduct, than in consequence of

the intrinsic difficulty of preserving such acquisitions. The French
were already knit together as one people ; and even those, whose
feudal duties sometimes led them into the held against their sovereign,

could not endure the feeling of dismemberment from the monarchy.
When the peace of Bretigni was to be carried into effect, the nobility

of the south remonstrated against the loss of the king's sovereignty,

and showed, it is said, in their charters granted by Charlemagne, a
promise never to transfer the right of protecting them to another. The
citizens of Rochelle implored the king not to desert them, and pro-

tested their readiness to pay half their estates in taxes, rather than
fall under the power of England. John v/ith heaviness of heart per-

suaded these faithful people to comply with that destiny which he had
not been able to surmount. At length they sullenly submitted : we
will obey, they said, the English with our lips, but our hearts shall

never forget their allegiance. Such unwilling subjects might perhaps

1 One clause is remarkable : Edward reserves to himself the right of creating the province
of Aquitaine into a kingdom. So high were the notions of this great monarch, in an age
when the privilege of creating new kingdoms was deemed to belong only to the pope and the
emperor. Etiam si per nos hujusmodi provincix ad regaiis honoris titulum et lastigium im-

postenim sublimentur
;
quam erectionem faciendam per nos ex tunc specialiter reser\ainus.

2 Besides Villaret, and other historians, the reader, who feels any curiosity on this subject,

may consult three memoirs in the fifteenth volume of the Academy of Inscriptions, by MM.
Secousse, Salier, and Bonamy.—Tliese distinguished antiquaries unite, but the third \\nth

much less confidence and passion than the other two, in charging the omission upon Edward.
The observations in the text will serve. I hope, to repel their arguments, which, I may be
permitted to observe, no English writer has hitherto undertaken to answer. This is not said^

in order to assume any praise to myself; in fact, I have been guided, in a great degree, by
one of the adverse counsel, M. Bonamy, v.-hose statement of facts is very fair, and makes me
su-pcct a little, that he saw the weakness of his own cause.

The authority of Christine de Pisan, a contemporarj- panegyrist of the French king, is not

perhaps material in such a question: but she seems wholly ignorant of this supposed omissioa

on Edward's side, and puts the justice of Charles V.'s war on a ver>- different basis ; namely,

that treaties not conducive to the public interest ought not to be kept.
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have been won by a prudent government ; but the temper of the

Prince of Wales, which was rather stern and arbitrary, did not con-

dHate their hearts to his cause.^ After the expedition into Castile, a

most injudicious and fatal enterprise, he attempted to impose a heavy
tax upon Guicnne. This was extended to the lands of the nobility,

who claimed an immunity from all impositions. Many of the chief

lords in Guiennc and Gascony carried their complaints to the throne

of Charles V,, who had succeeded his father in 1364, appealing to him
as the prince's sovereign and judge. After a yearns delay, the king
ventured to summon the Black Prince to answer these charges before

the peers of France, and, in 1368, the war immediately recommenced
between the two countries.^

Though it is impossible to reconcile the conduct of Charles upon
this occasion to those stern principles of rectitude which ought always
to be obeyed, yet the exceeding injustice of Edward in the former war,

and the miseries which he inflicted upon an unoffending people in the

prosecution of his claim, will go far towards extenuating this breach
of the treaty of Bretigni. It is observed, indeed, with some truth by
Rapin, that we judge of Charles's prudence by the event ; and that if

he had been unfortunate in the war, he would have brought on him-
self the reproaches of all mankind, and even of those writers who are

now most ready to extol him. But his measures had been so saga-

ciously taken, that except through that perverseness of fortune, against

which, especially in war, there is no security, he could hardly fail of

success. The elder Edward was declining through age, and the

younger through disease ; the ceded provinces were eager to return to

their native king, and their garrisons, as we may infer by their easy
reduction, feeble and ill-supplied. France, on the other hand, had
recovered breath after her losses : the sons of those who had fallen or

fled at Poitiers were in the fleld ; a king, not personally warlike, but
eminently wise and popular, occupied the throne of the rash and in-

temperate John. She was restored by the policy of Charles V. and
the valour of du Guesclin. This hero, a Breton gentleman without
fortune, or exterior graces, was the greatest ornament of France during
that age. Though inferior, as it seems, to Lord Chandos in military

skill, as well as in the polished virtues of chivalry, his unwearied
activity, his talent of inspiring confidence, his good fortune, the gene-
rosity and frankness of his character, have preserved a fresh recollec-

tion of his name, which has hardly been the case with our countryman.
In a few campaigns the English were deprived of almost all their

conquests, and even, in a great degree, of their original possessions in

Guienne. They were still formidable enemies, not only from their

courage and alacrity in the war, but on account of the keys of France
which they held in their hands ', Bordeaux, Bayonnc, and Calais, by
inheritance or conquest ; Brest and Cherbourg, in mortgage from their

allies, the duke of Britany and king of Navarre. But the successor of

^ See an anecdote of his difference with the seigneur d'Albret, one of the principal barons%
Gascony, to which Froissart, who was then at Bordeaux, ascribes the alienation of ihe southern
nobility.—Edward III., soon after the pe.ice of Bretigni, revoked all his grants in Guiennc.

^ On November 20, 1368, somo time before the summons of the Prince of Wales, a treaty
was concluded between Charles, and Henry, king of Castile, wherein the latter expressly
stipulates, tliat whatever parts of Guienne or England he might conquer, he would give up
to the king of France.
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Edward III. was Richard II. ; a reign of feebleness and sedition j;^ave

no opportunity for i)rosccutinc^ schemes of ambition. The war, pro-

tracted with few distinguished events for several years, was at length

suspended by repeated armistices, not indeed very strictly observed,

and which the animosity of the English would not permit to settle in

any regular treaty. Nothing less than the terms obtained at Brctigni,

emphatically called the Great Peace, would satisfy a frank and cour-

ageous people, wh(7 deemed themselves cheated by the manner of its

infraction. The War was therefore always popular in England, and
the credit which an ambitious prince, Thomas, duke of Gloucester,

obtained in that country, was chiefly owing to the determined opposi-

tion which he showed to nil French connexions. But the politics of

Richard II. were of a different cast; and Henry IV. was equally

anxious to avoid hostilities with France ; so that before the unhappy
condition of that kingdom tempted his son to revive the claims of

Edward in still more favourable circumstances, there had been thirty

years of respite, and even some intervals of friendly intercourse be-

tween the two nations. Both indeed were weakened by internal dis-

cord ; but France more fatally than England. But for the calamities

of Charles VI.'s reign, she would probably have expelled her enemies
from the kingdom. The strength of that fertile and populous country
was recruited with surprising rapidity. Sir Hugh Calverley, a famous
captain in the wars of Edward III. while serving in Flanders, laughed
at the herald, who assured him that the king of France's army, then
entering the country, amounted to twenty-six thousand lances ; assert-

ing that he had often seen their largest musters, but never so much as

a fourth part of the number. The relapse of this great kingdom under
Charles VI. was more painful and perilous than her first crisis ; but
she recovered from each through her intrinsic and inextinguishable

resources.

Charles V., surnamed the Wise, after a reign which, if w-e overlook
a little obliquity in the rupture of the peace of Bretigni, may be deemed
one of the most honourable in French history, dying prematurely, left

the crown to his son, a boy of thirteen, under the care of three ambi-
tious uncles, the dukes of Anjou, Berry, and Burgundy. Charles had
retrieved the glory, restored the tranquillity, revived the spirit of his

country ; the severe trials which exercised his regency, after the battle

of Poitiers, had disciplined his mind ; he became a sagacious states-

man, an encourager of literature, a. beneficent lawgiver. He erred

doubtless, though upon plausible grounds, in accumulating a vast

treasure, which the duke of Anjou seized before he was cold in the

grave. But all the fruits of his wisdom were lost in the succeeding
reign. In a government essentially popular, the youth or imbecility

of the sovereign creates no material derangement. In a monarchy,
where all the springs of the system depend upon one central force,

these accidents, which are sure in the course of a few generations to

^ecur, can scarcely fail to dislocate the whole machine. During the

forty years that Charles VI. bore the name of king, rather than reigned
in France, that country was reduced to a state far more deplorable
than during the captivity of Jolin.

A great change had occurred in the political condition of France
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during the fourteenth centur5^ As the feudal militia became unser-

viceable, the expenses of war were increased through the necessity of

taking troops into constant pay ; and while more luxurious retine-

ments of living heightened the temptations to profuseness, the means
of enjoying them were lessened by improvident alienations of the

domain. Hence taxes, hitherto almost unknown, were levied inces-

santly, and with all those circumstances of oppression, which are

natural to the fiscal proceedings of an arbitrary government. These,
as has been said before, gave rise to the unpopularity of the two first

Valois, and were nearly leading to a complete revolution in the con-

vulsions that succeeded the battle of Poitiers. The confidence reposed
in Charles V.'s wisdom and economy kept everything at rest during
his reign, though the taxes were still very heavy. But the seizure of

his vast accumulations by the duke of Anjou, and the ill faith with

which the new government imposed subsidies, after promising their

abolition, provoked the people of Paris, and sometimes of other places,

to repeated seditions. The States-General not only compelled the

government to revoke these impositions, and restore the nation, at

least according to the language of edicts, to all their liberties, but,

with less wisdom, refused to make any grant of money. Indeed, a re-

markable spirit of democratical freedom was then rising in those

classes, on whom the crown and nobility had so long trampled. An
example was held out by the Flemings, who, always tenacious of their

privileges, because conscious of their ability to maintain them, were
engaged in a furious conflict with Louis, count of Flanders.^ The
court of France took part in this war; and after obtaining a decisive

victory over the citizens of Ghent, Charles VI. returned to chastise those

of Paris.2 Unable to resist the royal army, the city was treated as the

spoil of conquest ; its immunities abridged ; its most active leaders

put to death; a fine of uncommon severity imposed; and the taxes

renewed by arbitrary prerogative. But the people preserved their

indignation for a favourable moment ; and were unfortunately led by
it, when rendered subservient to the ambition of others, into a series

of crimes, and a long alienation from the interests of their country.
It is difficult to name a limit beyond which taxes will not be borne

without impatience, when they appear to be called for by necessity,

and faithfully applied ; nor is it impracticable for a skilful minister to

1 The Flemish rebellion, which originated in an attempt, suggested by bad advisers to the
count, to impose a tax upon the people of Ghent without their consent, is related in a very
interesting manner by Froissart, who equals Herodotus in simplicity, liveliness, and power
over the heart. I would advise the historical student to acquaint himself with these transac-
tions, and with the corresponding tumults at Paris. They are among the eternal lessons of

historj' ; for the unjust encroachments of courts, the intemperate passions of the multitude,
the ambition of demagogues, the cruelty of victorious faction-, will never cease to have their

parallels and their analogies ; while the military achievements of distant times alTord, in

general, no instruction, and can hardly occupy too little of our time in historical studies.

''If Charles VI. h.ad been defeated by the Flemings, the insurrection of the Parisians,

Froissart says, would have spread over France ; toute gentillesse et noblesse cut et<5 morte et

perdue en France ; nor would the Jacquerie have ever been si grande ct si horrible. To the
example of the Gantois he ascribes the tumults which broke out about the same time in Eng-
land as well as in France. The Flemish insurrection would probably have had more import-
ant consequences, if it had been cordially supported by the English government. But the
danger of encouraging that democratical spirit which so strongly leavened the commons of
England, might justly be deemed by Richard II. 's council much more than a counterbalance
to the advantage of distressing Trance. When too late, some attempts were made, and iiie

Flemish towns acknowledged Richard as king of France in 1384.

D
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deceive the people in l)oth these respects. Hut the sting of taxnlioii

is wastcfuhicss. What lii;;h-spirited man could sec without indigna-
tion the earnings of his labour, yielded un^rud;^in;^ly to the public
defence, become the spoil of parasites and peculators ? It is this that

mortifies the liberal hand of public spirit; and those statesmen who
deem the security of government to depend, not on laws and armies,

but on the moral sympathies and prejudices of the people, will vigi-

lantly guard against even the suspicion of prodigality. In the present
stage of society, it is impossible to conceive that degree of misapplica-
tion which existed in the P>ench treasury under Charles VI., because
the real exigences of the state could never again be so inconsiderable.

Scarcely any military force was kept up; and the produce of the

grievous impositions then levied was chiefly lavished upon the royal

household, or plundered by the officers of government.^ This natur-

ally resulted from the peculiar and afiflicting circumstances of this

reign. The duke of Anjou pretended to be entitled by the late king^s

appointment, if not by the constitution of France, to exercise the
government as regent during the minority ;2 but this period, which
would naturally be very short, a law of Charles V. having fixed the age
of majority at thirteen, was still more abridged by consent ; and after

the young monarch's coronation, he was considered as reigning with

full personal authority. Anjou, Berry, and Burgundy, together with
the king's maternal uncle, the duke of Bourbon, divided the actual

exercise of government.
The first of these soon undertook an expedition into Italy, to

possess himself of the crown of Naples, in which he perished. Berry
was a profuse and voluptuous man, of no great talents ; though his

rank, and the middle position which he held between struggling

parties, made him rather conspicuous throughout the revolutions of

that age. The most respectable of the king's uncles, the duke of

Bourbon, being further removed from the royal stem, and of an un-
assuming character, took a less active part than his three coadjutors.

Burgundy, an ambitious and able prince, maintained the ascendency,

1 The expenses ofthe royal household, which, under Charles V. were 94.000 livres, amounted
in 1412 to 450,000. Yet the king was so ill supplied that his piate had been pawned. Wr.en
Montagu, minister of the finances, was arrested in 1409, all this plate was found concealed in

liis house. Vilaret, t. 13, p. 448.
* It has always been an unsettled point, whether the presumptive heir is entit'ed to the

regency of France, and, if he be so to the regency, whether this includes the custody of the
minor's person. The particular case of the duke of Anjou is subject to a considerable ap-
parent difficulty. Two instruments of Charles ^'^., bearing the same date of October 1374, as

published by Dupuy, are plainly irreconcilable with each other; the former giving the exclu-

sive regency to the duke of Anjou, reserving the custody of the minor's person to other guar-
dians, the latter conferring not only this custody, but the government of the kingdom, on the
queen, and on the dukes of P)urgundy and Bourbon, without mentioning the duke of Anjou's
name. Daniel cal.s these testaments of Charles V.—whereas they are in the form of letters

patent—and supposes that the king had suppressed both, as neither party seems to ha\e
availed itself of their authority in the discussions that took place after the king's death. Vil-

laret, as is too much his custom, slides over the difficulty wi.hout notice. But M. de Bre-
quigny observes that the second of these instruments, as published by M. Secousse, in the

Ordonnances des Rois, differs most essentially from that in Dupuy, and contains no m.ention

whatever of the government. It is therefore easily reconcilable with the first that confers

the regency on ihe duke of Anjou. As Dupuy took it from the same source as Secousse,
namely, the Tresor des Chartes, a strong suspicion of wilful interpolation falls upon him, or

upon the editor of his posthumous v.ork, printed in 1655. This date will readily suggest a
motive for such an interpolation to those who recollect the circumstances of France at that

lime, and for some years before, Anne of Austria having maintained herself in possession ol

« testamentary regency against tlie presumptive heir.
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until Charles, weary of a restraint, which had been protracted by his

uncles till he was in his twenty-first year, took, in 1387, the reins into

his own hands. The dukes of Burgundy and Berry retired from
court, and the administration was committed to a different set of

men, at the head of whom appeared the constable de Clisson, a soldier

of great fame in the English wars. The people rejoiced in the fall of

the princes, by whose exactions they had been plundered ; but the

new ministers soon rendered themselves odious by similar conduct.

The fortune of Clisson, after a few years favour, amounted to

1,700,000 livres, equal in weight of silver, to say nothing of the depre-

ciation of money, to ten times that sum at present.

Charles VI. had reigned five years from his minority, when, in 1393,
lie was seized with a derangement of intellect, which continued,

through a series of recoveries and relapses, to his death. He passed
thirty years in a pitiable state of suffering, neglected by his family,

particularly by the most infamous of women, Isabel of Bavaria, his

queen, to a degree which is hardly credible. The ministers were
immediately disgraced ; the princes reassumed their stations. For
several years the duke of Burgundy conducted the government. But
this was in opposition to a formidable rival, Louis, duke of Orleans,

the king's brother. It was impossible that a prince so near to the

throne, favoured by the queen perhaps with criminal fondness, and by
the people on account of his external graces, should not acquire a

share of power. He succeeded at length in obtaining the whole
management of affairs ; wherein the outrageous dissoluteness of his

conduct, and still more the excessive taxes imposed, rendered him
altogether odious. The Parisians compared his administration with
that of the duke of Burgundy ; and from that time ranged themselves
on the side of the latter and his family, throughout the long distrac-

tions to which the ambition of these princes gave birth.

The death of the duke of Burgundy, in 1404, after several fluctua-

tions of success between him and the duke of Orleans, by no means
left his party without a head. Equally brave and ambitious, but far

more audacious and unprincipled, his son John, surnamed Sans-peur,
sustained the same contest. A reconciliation had been, however,
brought about with the duke of Orleans ; they had sworn reciprocal

friendship, and participated, as was the custom, in order to render
these obligations more solemn, in the same communion. In the

midst of this outward harmony, the duke of Orleans was, in 1407,
assassinated in the streets of Paris. After a slight attempt at conceal-
mtnt, Burgundy avowed and boasted of the crime, to which he had
been instigated, it is said, by somewhat more than political jealousy.^

From this fatal moment, the dissensions of the royal family began to

assume the complexion of civil war. The queen, the sons of the duke
of Orleans, with the dukes of Berry and Bourbon, united against the

assassin. But he possessed, in addition to his own appanage of

Burgundy, the county of Flanders as his maternal inheritance ; and
the people of Paris, who hated the duke of Orleans, readily forgave, or

rather exulted in his murder.

1 Orleans is said to have boisled of the duchess of Burgundy's favours. Amelgard, vLo
wrote about eighty years after the time, says, vim etiam infcrrc attcutare ijraisurapsit.
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It is easy to estimate the weakness of the government, from the

terms upon which the duke of Burgundy was permitted to obtain

pardon at Chartrcs, a year after the perpetration of the crime. As
soon as he entered the royal presence, every one rose, except the king,

queen, and dauphin. The duke, approaching the throne, fell on his

knees ; when a lord, who acted as a sort of counsel for him, addressed
the king :

" Sire, the duke of Burgundy, your cousin and servant, is

come before you, being informed that he has incurred your displea-

sure, on account of what he caused to be done to the duke of Orleans
your brother, for your good and that of your kingdom, as he is ready
to prove when it shall please you to hear it, and therefore requests

you, with all humility, to dismiss your resentment towards him, and to

receive him into your favour,"

This insolent apology was all the atonement that could be extorted
for the assassination of the first prince of the blood. It is not won-
derful that, in 1410, the duke of Burgundy soon obtained the manage-
ment of affairs, and drove his adversaries from the capital. The
princes, headed by the father-in-law of the young duke of Orleans, the

count of Armagnac, from whom their party was now denominated,
raised their standard against him : and the north of France was rent

to pieces by a protracted civil war, in which neither party scrupled any
extremity of pillage or massacre. Several times peace was made ; but
each faction, conscious of their own insincerity, suspected that of their

adversaries. The king, of whose name both availed themselves, was
only in some doubtful intervals of reason capable of rendering legiti-

mate the acts of either. The dauphin, aware of the tyranny which the

two parties alternately exercised, was forced, even at the expense of

perpetuating a civil war, to balance one against the other, and permit
neither to be wholly subdued. He gave peace to the Armagnacs at

Auxerre, in despite of the duke of Burgundy ; and having afterwards

united with them against this prince, and, in 141 2, carried a success-

ful war into Flanders, he disappointed their revenge by, in 1414, con-
cluding with him a treaty at Arras.

This dauphin, and his next brother, died within sixteen months of

each other, by which the rank devolved upon Charles, youngest son of

the king. The count of Armagnac, now constable of France, retained

possession of the government. But his severity and the weight of

taxes revived, in April 141 7, the Burgundian party in Paris, which a
rigid proscription had endeavoured to destroy. He brought on his

head the implacable hatred of the queen, whom he had not only shut

out from public affairs, but disgraced by the detection of her gallantries.

Notwithstanding her ancient enmity to the duke of Burgundy, she
made overtures to him, and being delivered by his troops from con-

finement, declared herself openly on his side. A few obscure persons
stole the city keys, and admitted the Burgundians into Paris. The
tumult which arose showed in a moment the disposition of the inha-

bitants ; but this was more horribly displayed a few days afterwards,

when the populace, rushing to the prisons, June 12, 1418, massacred
the constable d'Armagnac and his partisans. Between three and four

thousand persons were murdered on this day, which has no parallel

but what our own age has witnessed, in the massacre perpetrated by
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the same ferocious populace of Paris, under circumstances nearly simi

lar. Not long afterwards, in 1419, an agreement took place between
the duke of Burgundy, who had now the king's person, as well as the

capital, in his hands, and the dauphin, whose party was enfeebled by
the loss of almost all its leaders. This reconciliation, which mutual
interest should have rendered permanent, had lasted a very short time,

when the duke of Burgundy was assassinated at an interview with

Charles, in his presence, and by the hands of his friends, though not,

perhaps, with his previous knowledge.^ From whomsoever the crime

proceeded, it was a deed of infatuation ; and plunged France afresh

into a sea of perils, from which the union of these factions had just

afforded a hope of extricating her.

It has been mentioned already, that the English war had almost

ceased during the reigns of Richard II, and Henry IV. The former
of these was attached by inclination, and latterly by marriage, to the

court of France ; and though the French government showed at first

some disposition to reven;4e his dethronement, yet the new king's suc-

cess, as well as domestic quarrels, deterred it from any serious renewal
of the war. A long commercial connexion had subsisted between
England and Flanders, which the dukes of Burgundy, when they be-

came sovereigns of the latter country upon the death of Count Louis
in 1384, were studious to preserve by separate truces. They acted

upon the same pacific policy, when their interests predominated in the

councils of France. Henry had even a negotiation pending for the

marriage of his eldest son with a princess of Burgundy, when an unex-

pected proposal from the opposite side set more tempting views before

his eyes. The Armagnacs, pressed hard by the duke of Burgundy,
offered in consideration of only four thousand troops, the pay of which
they would themselves defray, to assist him in the recovery of Guienne
and Poitou. Four princes of the blood, Berry, Bourbon, Orleans, and
Alengon, disgraced their names by, in May 141 2, signing this treaty.

Henry broke off his alliance with Burgundy, and sent a force into

France, which found, on its arrival, that the princes had made a sepa-

rate treaty, without the least concern for their English allies. After

his death, Henry V. engaged for some time in a series of negotiations

with the French court, where the Orleans party now prevailed, and
1 There are three suppositions conceivable to explain this important passage in historj'-, the

assassination ofJohn Sans-peur. i. It waspretended by the dauphin's friends at the time, and
has been maintained more lately, that he had premeditated the murder of Charles, and that his
own was an act of self-defence. This is, I think, quite improbable ; the dauphin had a great
army near the spot, while the duke was only attended by five hundred men. Villaret Indeed,
and St Foix, in order to throw suspicion upon the duke of Burgundy's motives, assert that
Henry V. accused him of having made proposals to him which he could not accept without
offending God; and conjecture that this might mean the assassination of the dauphin. But
the expressions of Henry do not relate to any private proposals of the duke, but to demands
xnade by him and the queen, as proxies for Charles VI., in conference for peace, which he
says he could not accept without offending God and contravening his own letters patent. It

is not, however, ver>' clear what this means. 2. The next hypothesis is, that it was the
deliberate act of Charles. But his youth, his feebleness of spirit, and especially the conster-
nation into which, by all testimonies, he was throwr^ by the event, are rather adverse to thia

explanation. 3. It remains only to conclude that Tancgui de Chastel, and other favourites of
the dauphin, long attached to the Orleans faction, who justly regarded the duke as an infamous
assassin, and might question his sincerity, or their own safety, if he should regain the ascend-
ant, took advantage of this opportunity to commit an act of retaliation, less criminal, but not
less ruinous in its consequences than that which had provoked it. Charle.s, however, by his
subsequent conduct, recognised their deed, and naturally exposed himself to the resentment
of the young auke of Burgundy.
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with the duke of Burcjundy. He even secretly treated at the same
time for a marrinc^c wiili Catharine of France, (which seems to have
been his favourite, as it was ultimately his successful project,) and
with a daupihter of the duke ; a duplicity not creditable to his own
memory. But Henry's ambition, which aimed at the highest quarry,
was not lonf,' fettered by negotiation ; and indeed his proposals of

marrying Catharine were coupled with such exorbitant demands, as

France, notwithstanding all her weakness, could not admit ; though
she would have ceded Guienne, and given a vast dowry with the prin-

cess.^ In 141 5 he invaded Normandy, took Harfleur, and won the

great battle of Azincourt on his march to Calais.2

The flower of French chivalry was mowed down on this fatal day,

but especially the chiefs of the Orleans party, and the princes of the

royal blood, met with death or captivity. Burgundy had still suffered

nothing ; but a clandestine negotiation had secured the duke's neutra-

lity, though he seems not to have entered into a regular alliance till

a year after the battle of Azincourt ; when, by a secret treaty at Calais,

lie acknowledged the right of Henry to the crown of France, and his

own obligation to do him homage, though its performance was to be
suspended till Henry should become master of a considerable part of

the kingdom. In a second invasion, the English achieved the con-
quest of Normandy ; and this, in all subsequent negotiations for peace
during the life of Henry, he would never consent to relinquish. After

several conferences, which his demands rendered abortive, the French
court at length consented to add Normandy to the cessions made in

the peace of Bretigni ;3 and the treaty, though labouring under some
difficulties, seem.s to have been nearly completed, when, on July 11,

1419, the duke of Burgundy, for some reasons unexplained, suddenly
came to a reconciliation with the dauphin. This event, which must
have been intended adversely to Henry, would probably have broken
off all parley on the subject of peace, if it had not been speedily fol-

lowed by one still more surprising, the assassination, on September
10, 1419, of the duke of Burgundy at Montereau.
An act of treachery so apparently unprovoked inflamed the minds

of that powerful party, which had looked up to the duke as their leader

and patron. The city of Paris, especially, abjured at once its respect

for the supposed author of the murder, though the legitimate heir of

the crown. A solemn oath was taken by all ranks to revenge the

crime ; the nobility, the clergy, the parliament, vying with the popu-
lace in their invectives against Charles, whom they now styled only

pretended (soi disant) dauphin. Philip, son of the assassinated duke,
who, with all the popularity and much of the ability of his father, did

not inherit his depravity, was instigated by a pardonable excess of filial

^ The terms required by Henry's ambassadors in 1415 were the crown of France ; or, at

least, reserving Henry's rights to that, Normandy, Touraine, Maine, Guienne, with the
homage of Britany and Flanders. The French offered Guienne and Saintoiige, and a dowry
of Soo.ooo gold crowns for Catharine. The English demanded 2,000,000.

2 The English army at Azincourt was probably of not more than 15,000 men ; the French
were at the least 50,000, and, by some computations, much more numerous. They lost

•10,000 killed, of whom 9000 were knights or gentlemen. Almost as many were made
prisoners. The English, according to Monstrelet, lost 1600 men ; but their own historians

reduce this to a very small number. It is curious that the duke of Berry, who advised the
French to avoid an action, had been in the battle of Poitiers fifty-nine years before.

«J Nothing cajj be more insolent than the tone of Henry's instructions to his commissioners.
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resentment, to ally himself with the kin.^ of England. These passions

of the people and the duke of Burgundy, concurring with the imbeci-

lity of Charles VI., and the rancour of Isabel towards her son, led to

the treaty of Troycs. This compact, signed by the queen and duke,

as proxies of the king, who had fallen into a state of unconscious

idiocy, stipulated that Henry V., upon his marriage with Catharine,

should become immediately regent of France, and, after the death of

Charles, succeed to the kingdom, in exclusion not only of the dauphin,

but of all the royal family.^ It is unnecessary to remark that these

•flagitious provisions were absolutely invalid. ]3ut they had at the

time the strong sanction of force ; and Henry might plausibly flatter

himself with a hope of establishing his own usurpation as firmly in

France, as his father's had been in England. What neither the com-
prehensive policy of Edward III., the energy of the Black Prince, the

valour of their KnoUyses and Chandoses, nor his own victories could

attain, now seemed, by a strange vicissitude of fortune, to court his

ambition. During two years that Henry lived after the treaty of

Troyes, he governed the north of France with unlimited authority in

the name of Charles VI. The latter survived his son-in-law but a few

weeks ; and the infant Henry VI. was immediately proclaimed king of

France and England, under the regency of his uncle the duke of

Bedford.

Notwithstanding the disadvantage of a minority, the English cause
was less weakened by the death, in 1422, of Henry, than might have
been expected. The duke of Bedford partook of the same character,

and resembled his brother in faults as well as virtues ; in his haughti-

ness and arbitrary temper, as in his energy and address. At the

accession of Charles VII., the usurper was, in 1423, acknowledged by
all the northern provinces of France, except a few fortresses, by most
of Guienne, and the dominions of Burgundy. The duke of Britany
soon afterwards acceded to the treaty of Troyes, but changed his

party again several times within a few years. The central provinces^

with Languedoc, Poitou, and Dauphind, were faithful to the king.

For some years the war continued without any decisive result ; but
the balance was clearly swayed in favour of England. For this it is

not difficult to assign several causes. The animosity of the Parisians
and the duke of Burgundy against the Armagnac party still continued,
mingled in the former with dread of the king's return, whom they
judged themselves to have inexpiably offended. The war had brought
forward some accomplished commanders in the English army ; sur-

passing, not indeed in valour and enterprise, but in military skill, any
whom France could oppose to them. Of these the most distinguished,
besides the duke of Bedford himself, were Warwick, Salisbury, and
Talbot. Their troops too were still very superior to the French. But
this, we must in candour allow, proceeded in a great degree from the
mode in which they were raised. The war was so popular in England,

1 As if through shame on account of what was to follow, the first articles contain petty
stipulations about the dower of Catharine. The sixth gives the kingdom of France aftrr
Charles's decease to Henry and his heirs. The seventh concedes the immediate regency.
Henry kept Norm.mdy by right of conquest, not in virtue of any stipulation in the treaty,
which he was too prcuid to admit. The treaty of Troyes was contirmed by the States-General,
or rather by a partial convention which assumed ti.e name, in Dcccmbsi 1420. Ihc Daxlia*
ment of England did :he s.inn;.
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that it was easy to pick the best and stoutest recruits, and their hi'^^h

pay allured men of respectable condition to the service. We find in

Rymer a contract of the earl of Salisbury to supply a body of troops,

receiving a shilling a day for every man at arms, and sixpence for each
archcr.i This is perhaps equal to fifteen times the sum at our present
value of money. They were bound indeed to furnish their own equip-
ments and horses. But France was totally exhausted by her civil and
foreign war, and incompetent to defray the expenses even of the small
force which defended the wreck of the monarchy. Charles VTI. lived

in the utmost poverty at Bourges. The nobility had scarcely recovered
from the fatal slaughter of Azincourt, and the infantry, composed of

peasants or burgesses, which had made their army so numerous upon
that day, whether from inability to compel their services, or experience
of their inefficacy, were never called into the field. It became almost
entirely a war of partisans. Every town in Picardy Champagne,
Maine, or wherever the contest might be carried on, was a fortress ;

and in the attack or defence of these garrisons, the valour of both
nations was called into constant exercise. This mode of warfare was
undoubtedly the best in the actual state of France, as it gradually im-

proved her troops, and flushed them with petty successes. But what
principally led to its adoption, was the licence and insubordination of

the royalists, who, receiving no pay, owned no control, and thought
that, provided they acted against the English and Burgundians, they
were free to choose their own points of attack. Nothing can more
evidently show the weakness of France, than the high terms by which
Charles VII. was content to purchase the assistance of some Scottish

auxiliaries. The earl of Buchan was made constable ; the earl of

Douglas had the duchy of Touraine, with a new title, Lieutenant-
General of the kingdom. At a subsequent time, Charles offered the

province of Saintonge to James I. for an aid of six thousand men.
These Scots fought bravely for France, though unsuccessfully, at Cre-

vant and Verneuil ; but it must be owned they set a sufficient value

upon their service. Under all these disadvantages, it would be unjust
to charge the French nation with any inferiority of courage, even in

the most unfortunate periods of this war. Though frequently panic-

struck in the field of battle, they stood sieges of their walled towns
with matchless spirit and endurance. Perhaps some analogy may be
found between the character of the French commonalty during the

English invasion, and the Spaniards of the late peninsular w^ar. But
to the exertions of those brave nobles who restored the monarchy of

Charles VII., Spain has afforded no adequate parallel.

It was, however, in the temper of Charles VII. that his enemies
found their chief advantage. This prince is one of the few whose
character has been improved by prosperity. During the calamitous

morning of his reign, he shrunk from fronting the storm, and strove

to forget himself in pleasure. Though brave, he was never seen in

war ; though intelligent, he was governed by flatterers. Those who
1 This contract was for six hundred men-at-arms, including six bannerets, and thirty-four

bachelors ; and for one thousand seven hundred archers ; bien et suffisamment montez armez,
ot arraiez comme a leurs estats appartient. The pay was, for the earl, 6s. 8d. a day ; for a
banneret, 4s. ; for a bachelor, 2s. ; for every other man at arms, is. ; and for e\ch archer, 6d.

Artillerymen were paid higher than men-at-arms.
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had committed the assassination at Montereau under his eyes were his

first favouritics ; as if he had determined to avoid the only measure
through which he could hope for better success, a reconciliation with
the duke of Burgundy. The count de Richcmont, brother of the duke
of Britany, who became afterwards one of the chief pillars of his

throne, consented to renounce the English alliance, and accept the

rank of constable, on condition that these favourites should quit the

court. Two others, who successfully gained a similar influence over
Charles, Richemont, in 1424, publicly caused to be assassinated, assur-

ing the king, that it was for his own and the public good. Such was
the debasement of morals and government, which twenty years of civil

war had produced ! Another favourite. La Tremouille, took the dan-
gerous office, and, as might be expected, employed his influence against
Richemont, who for some years lived on his own domains, rather as

an armed neutral than a friend, though he never lost his attachment to

the royal cause.

It cannot therefore surprise us, that with all these advantages the
regent duke of Bedford had almost completed the capture of the
fortresses north of the Loire, when he invested Orleans in 1428. If

this city had fallen, the central provinces, which were less furnished
with defensible places, would have lain open to the enemy ; and it is

said that Charles VII. in despair was about to retire into Dauphind.
At this time his affairs were restored by one of the most marvellous
revolutions in history. A country girl overthrew the power of Eng-
Lnnd. We cannot pretend to explain the surprising story of the Alaid
of Orleans ; for, however easy it may be to suppose that a heated and
enthusiastic imagination produced her own visions, it is a much
greater problem to account for the credit they obtained, and for the

success that attended her. Nor will this be solved by the hypothesis
of a concerted strategem ; which, if we do not judge altogether from
events, must appear liable to so many chances of failure, that it could
not have suggested itself to any rational person. However, it is cer-

tain that the appearance of Joan of Arc turned the tide of war, which
from that moment flowed without interruption in Charles's favour. A
superstitious awe enfeebled the sinews of the English. They hung
back in their own country, or deserted from the army, through fear of

the incantations, by which alone they conceived so extraordinary a
person to succeed.^ As men always make sure of Providence for an
ally, Vv^hatever untoward fortune appeared to result from preternatural

causes was at once ascribed to infernal enemies ; and such bigotry
may be pleaded as an excuse, though a very miserable one, for the
detestable murder of this heroine.^

1 This however is conjecture ; for the cause of their desertion is not mentioned in these
proclamations, though Rymer has printed it in their title. But the duke of Bedford speaks of
the turn of success as astonishing, and due only to the superstitious fear which the English
had conceived of a female magician.

'^ M. de I'Averdy, to whom we owe the copious account of the proceedings against Joan of
Arc, as well as those which Charles VII. instituted in order to rescind the former, contained
in the third volume of Notices des Manuscrits du Roi, has justly made this remark, which is

founded on the eagerness shown by the university of Paris in the prosecution, and on its being
conducted before an inquisitor ; a circumstance exceedingly remarkable in the ecclesiastical

history of France. But another material observation arises out of this. The Maid was pur-
sued with peculiar bitterness by her countrymen of the English, or rather Burgundian
faction ; a proof that, in 1430, their animosity against Charles VII. was still ardent.
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The spirit wliich Joan of Arc had roused did not subside. France
recovered confidence in her own strcn;^th, which had been chilif d by
a lon^' course of adverse fortune. The kin^', tof), shook off his indo-
Icncc,! and permitted Richemont to exclude his unworthy favourites

from the court. This led to a very important consequence. The
duke of I)ur<;undy, whose alliance with England had been only the

fruit of indi;^nation at his father's murder, fell naturally, as that pas-
sion wore out, into sentiments more congenial to his birth and
interests. A prince of the house of Capet could not willingly see the
inheritance of his ancestors transferred to a stranger. And he had
met with provocation both from the regent and the duke of Glou-
cester ; who, in contempt of all policy and justice, had endeavoured,
by an invalid marriage with Jacqueline, countess of Hainault and
Holland, to obtain provinces which Burgundy designed for himself.

Yet the union of his sister with Bedford, the obligations by which he
was bound, and most of all, the favour shown by Charles VII. to the
assassins of his father, kept him for many years on the English side,

although rendering it less and less assistance. But at length he con-
cluded a treaty at Arras, the terms of which he dictated rather as a
conqueror, than a subject negotiating with his sovereign. Charles,

1 It is a current piece of history, that Agnes Sorel, mistress of Charles VII., had the mcril

ofdiisuading him from giving up the kingdom as lost, at the time when Orleans was besieged in

1428. Mezeray, Daniel, Villaret, and, I believe, every other modem historian, have mentioned
this circumstance: and some of them, among whom is Hume, with the addition, that Agnes
threatened to leave the court of Charles for that of Henry, affirming, that she was bom to be
the mistress of a great king. The latter part of this tale is evidently a fabrication Henry VI.
being at the time a child of seven years old. But I have, to say the least, great doubts of the

main story. It is not mentioned by contemporary writers. On the contrary, what they say
of Agnes leads me to thmk the dates incompatible. Agnes died (in child-bed, as s'^me say,

in 1450; twenty-two years after the siege of Orleans. Monstrelet says, that she had bet:,

about five years in the service of the queen, and the king takirig pleasure in her live.inessanu

wit, common fame had spread abroad that she lived in concubinage with him. She certainly

had a child, and was willing that it should be thought the king's ; but he always denied it, ct

le pouvoit bien avoir emprunte' ailleurs. Olivier de la Marche, another contemporary, who
lived in the court of Burgundy, says, about the year 1444, le Roy avoit nouvellement esl^vc

une pauvre demoiselle, gentifemme, nommee Agnes Sorel, et mis en tel triumphe et tel pou-
voir, que son estat estoit a comparer aux grandes princesses de Royaume, et certes c'estoit

une des plus belles femmes que je vey oncques, et fit en sa qualite beaucoup au Royaume ce
France. EUe avancoit devers le Roy jeunes gens d'armes, et genlils compaignons, et dont le

Roy depuis fut bien servy. Du Clercq, whose memoirs were first published in the same collec-

tion, says that Agnes mourut par poison moult jeune. And the continuator of Monstrelet.
probably John Chartier, speaks of the youth and beauty ofAgnes, whichexceeded that of any
other woman in France, and of the favour shown her by the king, which so much excited the
displeasure of the dauphin, on his mother's account, that he was su.spected of having caused
her to be poisoned. The same writer affirms of Charles VII. tha'. he was, before the peace of
Arras, de moult belle vie et devote ; but afterwards enjjidit sa vie de tenir malles femmes en
son hostel.

It is for the reader to judge how far these passages render it improbable that Agnes Sorel

was the mistress of Charles VII. at the siege of Orleans in 1428, and, consequently, whether
she is entitled to the praise which she has received, of being instrumental in tne deliverance of

France. The tradition, however, is as ancient as Francis I., who made in her honour a qua-
train which is well known. This probably may have brought the story more into vogue, and
led Mezeray, who was not very critical, to insert it in his history, from which it has passed to

his followers. Its origin was apparently the popular character of Agnes. She was the Nel;
Gwyn of France ; and justly beloved, not only for her charity and courtesy, but for bringing
forward men of merit, and turning her influence, a virtue very rare in her class, towards the

public interest. From thence it was natural 10 bestow upon her, in after times, a merit not ill

suited to her character, but which an accurate observation of dates seems to render impossible.

But whatever honour I am compelled to detract from Agnes Sorel, I am willing to transfer

undiminished to a more unblemished female, the injured queen of Charles VII., Mary of
Anjou, who has hitherto only shared with the usurper of her rights the credit of awakening
Charles from his lethargy. Though I do not know on what foundation even this rests, it is

not unlike'y to be triis, and, in deference to the bsx, let it pass undisputed.
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however, in 1435, refused nothing for such an end ; and in a very

short time, the Burgundians were ranged with the French against

their old allies of England.
It was now time for the latter to abandon those magnificent pro-

jects of conquering France, which temporary circumstances alone had
seemed to render feasible. But as it is a natural effect of good for-

tune in the game of war to render a people insensible to its gradual
change, the English could not persuade themselves that their affairs

were irretrievably dechning. Hence they rejected the offer of Nor-
mandy and Guienne, subject to the feudal superiority of France,
which was made to them at the congress of Arras ;i and some years

afterwards, when Paris, with the adjacent provinces, had been lost, the

English ambassadors, though empowered by their private instructions

to relax, stood upon demands quite disproportionate to the actual

position of affairs. As foreign enemies, they were odious even in that

part of France which had acknowledged Henry ; and when the duke
of Burgundy deserted their side, Paris and every other city were im-
patient to throw off the yoke. A feeble monarchy, and a selfish coun-
cil, completed their ruin ; the necessary subsidies were, in 1449, raised

with difficulty, and, when raised, misapplied. It is a proof of the

exhaustion of France, that Charles was unable, for several years, to

reduce Normandy or Guienne, which were so ill provided for defence.'*

At length he came with collected strength to the contest, and break-
ing an armistice upon slight pretences, within two years overwhelmed
the English garrisons in each of these provinces. All the inheritance
of Henry II. and Eleanor, all the conquests of Edward III. and Henry
V. except Calais and a small adjacent district, were irrecoverably torn

from the crown of England. A barren title, that idle trophy of dis-

appointed ambition, was preserved, with strange obstinacy, to our
own age.

In these second English wars, we find little left of that generous
feeling, which had, in general, distinguished the contemporaries of
Edward III. The very virtues which a state of hostility promotes are
not proof against its long continuance, and sink at last into brutal
fierceness. Revenge and fear excited the two factions of Orleans and
Burgundy to all atrocious actions. The troops serving under partisans
on detached expeditions, according to the system of the war, lived at

free quarters on the people. The histories of the time are full of
their outrages, from which, as is the common case, the unprotected
peasantry most suffered.^ Even those laws of war, which the courteous

1 Villaret says: Les pl^nipotentiaires de Charles offrirent la cession de la Normnndie ct de
laGuiciuic <"/ toute prppriete, soux la clause de C/iofuviage h la couroinie. But he does not
quote his authority, and I do not like to rely on a historian, not eminent for accuracy in fact,
or precision in language. If his expression is correct, the French must have given up the
feudal appeal, or ressort, which had been the great point in dispute between Edward III. and
Charles V., preserving on'y a homage /fr/rtr/7^/V^;«, as it was called, which implied no actual
supremacy. Monsi relet s.ivs only, que per certaines conditions luy seroient accordees Ics
seigneuries de Guienne et Normandie.

2 Amclgard, from whose unpublished memoirs of Charles VII. and Louis XI. some valuable
extracts are made, attributes the delay in recovering Normandy solely to the king's siothfu!-
ncssand sensuality. In fa^-t, the people of that province rose upon the English, and almost
emancipated themselves with little aid from Charles.

3 A long metrical complaint of the people of France, curious as a specimen of versification,
as well as a testimony to the misfortunes of the time, may be found in Monstrelet. Not-
•fithstanding the treaty of -Arras, the French and Burgundians made continual incursions upon
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sympathies of chivalry had enjoined, were disregarded by a merciless

fury. Garrisons surrendering; after a brave defence were put to death.

Instances of this arc very frequent. Henry V. excepts Alain lilan-

chard, a citizen who had distinguished himself during the siege, frorn

the capitulation of Rouen, and orders him to execution. At the takin;^^

of a town of Champagne, John of Luxemburg, the liurgundian general,

stipulates that every fourth and sixth man should be at his discretion
;

Avhich he exercises by causing them all to be hanged. l Four hundred
English from Pointoisc, stormed by Charles VII. in 1441, are paraded
in chains and naked through the streets of Paris, and thrown after-

wards into the Seir^e. This infamous action cannot but be ascribed

to the king.

At the expulsion of the English, France emerged from the chaos
with an altered character, and new features of government. The
royal authority and supreme jurisdiction of the parliament were uni-

versally recognised. Yet there was a tendency towards insubordina-

tion left among the great nobility, arising in part from the remains of

old feudal privileges, but still more from that lax administration,

which, in the convulsive struggles of the war, had been suffered to

prevail. In the south were some considerable vassals, the houses of

Foix, Albret, and Armagnac, w-ho, on account of their distance from
the seat of empire, had always maintained a very independent con-

duct. The dukes of Britany and Burgundy were of a more formidable
character, and might rather be ranked among foreign powers than
privileged subjects. The princes too of the royal blood, who, during
the late reign, had learned to partake or contend for the management,
were ill-inclined towards Charles VII., himself jealous, from old recol-

lections, of their ascendency. They saw that the constitution was
verging rapidly towards an absolute monarchy, from the direction of

which they would studiously be excluded. This apprehension gave
rise to several attempts at rebellion during the reign of Charles VII.
and to the war, commonly entitled, for the Public Weal, (du bien
public,) under Louis XI. Among the pretences alleged by the

revolters in each of these, the injuries of the people were not for-

gotten ;
2 but from the people they received small support. Weary of

each other's frontiers, especially about Laon, and in the Vermandois. So that the people had
no help, says Monstrelet, si non de crier miserablement a Dieu leur createur vengeance ; et

que pis estoit, quand ils obtenoient aucun sauf-conduit d'aucuns capitaines peu en estoit entre-

tenu, mesmement tout d'un parti. These pillagers were called Ecorcheurs, because they
stripped the people of their shirts. And this name superseded that of Armagnacs, by which
one side had hitherto been known. Even Xaintrailles and La Hire, two of the bravest
champions of France, were disgraced by these habits of outrage.
Pour la plupart, says Villaret, se faire guerrier, ou voleur de grands chemins, signifioit la

meme chose.
1 This John of Luxemburg, count de Ligny, was a distinguished captain on the Burgundlan

side, and for a long time would not acquiesce in the treaty of Airas. He disgraced himself
by giving" up to the duke of Bedford his prisoner Joan of Arc for 10,000 francs. The famous
count of St Pol was his nephew, and inherited his great possessions in the countj' of Ver-
mandois. Monstrelet relates a singular proof of the good education which his uncle gave
him. Some prisoners having been made in an engagement, si fut le jeune comte de St Pol
mis en voye de guerre ; car le comte de Ligny son oncle luy en feit occire aucuns, le quel y
prenoit grand plaisir.

2 The confederacy formed at Nevers in 1441 by the dukes of Orleans and Bourbon, with
many other princes, made a variety of demands, all relating to the grievances which different

classes of the state, or indivaduals among themse'ves, suffered under the administration of
Charles. These may be found at length in Monstrelet, and are a curious document of the

change which was then working in the French constitution. In his answer, the king clainis
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civil dissension, and anxious for a strong government to secure them
from depredation, the French had no inducement to intrust even

their real grievances to a few malcontent princes, whose regard for

the common good they had much reason to distrust. Every circum-

stance favoured Charles VII. and his son in the attainment of arbi-

trary power. The country was pillaged by military ruffians. Some
of these had been led by the dauphin to a war in Germany, but the

remainder still infested the high roads and villages. Charles esta-

blished his companies of ordonnance, the basis of the French regular

army, in order to protect the country from such depredators. They
consisted of about nine thousand soldiers, all cavalry, of whom fifteen

hundred were heavy-armed ; a force not very considerable, but the

first, except mere body-guards, which had been raised in any part of

Europe, as a national standing army.i These troops were paid out

of the produce of a permanent tax, called the taille ; an innovation

still more important than the former. But the present benefit cheating

the people, now prone to submissive habits, little or no opposition was
made ; except in Guienne, the inhabitants of which had speedy reason
to regret the mild government of England, and vainly endeavoured to

return to its protection. ^

It was not long before the new despotism exhibited itself in its

harshest character. Louis XI., son of Charles VII., who, during his

father's reign, had been connected with the discontented princes, in

1461 came to the throne greatly endowed with those virtues and vices

which conspire to the success of a king. Laborious vigilance in

business, contempt of pomp, affability to inferiors, were his excel-

lences
;
qualities especially praiseworthy in an age characterised by

idleness, love of pageantry, and insolence. To these virtues he added
a perfect knowledge of all persons eminent for talents or influence in

the countries with which he was connected, and a well-judged bounty,
that thought no expense wasted to draw them into his service or

interest. In the fifteenth century, this political art had hardly been
known, except, perhaps, in Italy ; the princes of Europe had contended
with each other by arms, sometimes by treachery, but never with such
complicated subtlety of intrigue. Of that insidious cunning, which

the right, in urgent cases, of levying taxes without waiting for the consent of the States-
General.

1 Olivier de la Marche speaks very much in favour of the companies of ordonnance, as
having repressed the plunderers, and restored internal police. Amclgard pronounces a vehe-
ment philippic against them; but it is probable that his observation of the abuses they had
fallen into was confined to the reign of Louis XI.

2 The insurrection of Guienne in 1452, which for a few months restored that province to the
English crown, is accounted for in the curious Memoirs of Amelgard. It proceeded solely
from the arbitrary taxes imposed by Charles VII. in order to defray the expenses of his

regular army. The people of Bordeaux complained of exactions not only contrary to their

ancient privileges, but to the positive conditions of their capitulation. But the king was deaf
to such remonstrances. The province of Guienne, he says, then perceived that it was meant to

subject it to the same servitude as the rest of France, where the leeches of the state boldly
maintain, as a fundamental maxim, that the king has a right to tax all his subjec*, how and
when he p'eases—which is to advance that in France no man has anytliing that he can call his

own, and that the king can take ail at his pleasure—the proper condition of slaves, whose
Eeculium enjoyed by their master's permission belongs to him, like their persons, and may
e taken away whenever he chooses. Thus situated, the people of Guienne, especially those

of Bordeaux, alarmed themselves, and excited by some of the nobility, secretly sought about
for means to regain their ancient freedom ; and having still many connexions with persons of
ranl^in F.ngland, they negotiated with them, 8:c. The same cause is assigned to this revolu-
tion by Du Clercq, also a contcifiporary writer, living in the dominions of Burgi.indy.
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has since been brou^^ht to perfection, Louis XI. may be deemed not

absolutely the inventor, but the most eminent improver ; and its

success has led perhaps to too hij^h an estimate of his abilities. Like
most bad men, he sometimes fell into his own snare, and was betrayed

by his confidential ministers, because his confidence was j;enerally

reposed in the wicked. And his dissimulation was so notorious, his

tyranny so oppressive, that he was naturally surrounded by enemies,
and had occasion for all his craft to elude those rebellions and con-

federacies which might perhaps not have been raised against a more
upright sovereign. At one time the monarchy was on the point ot

sinking before a combination, which would have ended in dismember-
ing France. This was the league denominated of the Public Weal, in

which, in 1464, all the princes and great vassals of the French crown
were concerned ; the dukes of Britany, Burgundy, Alenqon, Bourbon,
the count of Dunois, so renowned for his valour in the English war^
the families of Foix and Armagnac ; and, at the head of all, Charlei
duke of I5erry, the king's brother and presumptive heir. So unani-
mous a combination was not formed without a strong provocation

from the king, or at least without weighty grounds for distrusting his

intentions ; but the more remote cause of this confederacy, as of those

which had been raised against Charles VII., was the critical position

of the feudal aristocracy from the increasing power of the crown.
This war of the Public Weal was in fact a struggle to preserve their

independence : and, from the weak character of the duke of Berry,

whom they would, if successful, have placed upon the throne, it is

possible that France might have been in a manner partitioned among
them, in the event of their success, or at least that Burgundy and
Britany would have thrown off the sovereignty that galled them.
The strength of the confederates in this war much exceeded that of

the king ; but it was not judiciously employed, and after an indecisive

battle at Montlehery, they failed in the great object of reducing Paris,

which would have olDliged Louis to fly from his dominions. It was
his policy to promise everything, in trust that fortune would afford

some opening to repair his losses, and give scope to his superior

prudence. Accordingly, by the treaty of Conflans, he not only sur-

rendered afresh the towns upon the Somme, which he had lately

redeemed from the duke of Burgundy, but invested his brother with
the duchy of Normandy as his appanage.
The term appanage denotes the provision made for the younger

children of a king of France. This always consisted of lands and
feudal superiorities, held of the crown by the tenure of peerage. It is

evident, that this usage, as it produced a new class of powerful feuda-

tories, was hostile to the interests and policy of the sovereign, and
retarded the subjugation of the ancient aristocracy. But an usage
coeval with the monarchy was not to be abrogated, and the scarcity

of money rendered it impossible to provide for the younger branches
of the royal family by any other means. It was restrained, however,
as far as circumstances would permit. Philip IV. declared that the

county of Poitiers, bestowed by him on his son, should revert to the

crown on the extinction of male heirs. But this, though an important
precedent, was not, as has often been asserted, a general law. Charles
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V. limited the appanages of his own sons to twelve thousand livrcs of

annual value in land. By means of their appanages, and through the

operation of the Salic law, which made their inheritance of the crown
a less remote contingency, the princes of the blood royal in France
were at all times (for the remark is applicable long after Louis XI.)

a distinct and formidable class of men, whose influence was always
disadvantageous to the reigning monarch, and, in general, to the

people.

No appanage had ever been granted in France so enormous as the

duchy of Normandy. One third of the whole national revenue, it is

declared, was derived from that rich province. Louis could not there-

fore sit down under such terms, as, with his usual insincerity, he had
accepted at Conflans. In a very short time he attacked Normandy,
and easily compelled his brother to take refuge in Britany ; nor were
his enemies ever able to procure the restitution of Charles's appanage.
During the rest of his reign, Louis had powerful coalitions to with-

stand ; but his prudence and compliance with circumstances, joined
to some mixture of good fc)rtunc, brought him safely through his

perils. The duke of Britany, a prince of moderate talents, was unable
to make any formidable impression, though generally leagued with
the enemies of the king. The less powerful vassals were successfully

crushed by Louis with decisive vigour ; the duchy of Alengon was
confiscated ; the count of Armagnac was assassinated ; the duke of

Nemours, and the constable of St Pol, a politician as treacherous as

Louis, who had long betrayed both him and the duke of Burgundy,
suffered upon the scaffold. The king's brother, Charles, after dis-

quieting him for many years, died suddenly in Guienne, which had
finally been granted as his appanage, with strong suspicions of having
been, in 1472, poisoned by the king's contrivance. Edward IV. of

England was too dissipated and too indolent to be fond of war ; and,
though he, in 1475, oi^ce entered France with an army more consider-

able than could have been expected after such civil bloodshed as

England had witnessed, he was induced, by the stipulation of a large

pension, to give up the enterprise.^ So terrible was still in France
the apprehension of an English war, that Louis prided himself upon
no part of his policy so much as the warding this blow. Edward
showed a desire to visit Paris ; but the king gave him no invitation,

lest, he said, his brother should find some handsome women there,

who might tempt him to return in a different manner. Hastings,
Howard, and others of Edward's ministers, were secured by bribes in

the interest of Louis, which the first of these did not scruple to receive

at the same time from the duke of Burgundy.^
This was the most powerful enemy whom the craft of Louis had to

counteract. In the last days of the feudal system, when the house of

* The army of Edw.ird consisted of 1500 men-at-arms, and 14,000 archers ; the whole very
well appointed. There seems to have been a great expectation of what the En.i^lish would do,

and great fears entertained by Louis, who grudged no expense to get rid of them.
2 Hastings had tlie mean cunning to refuse to give his receipt for the pension he took from

Louis XL " Tiiis present, he said to the king's agent, comes from your master'.- good p ca-

sure, and not at my request; and if you mean I should receive it, you may put it here into

my sleeve, but you shal have n > discharge from me; for I will not have it said that the Great
Chamberlain of England is a pensioner of the king of France, nor have my name appear i»

l.h«; books of the Chambre dcs Comptes."
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Capet had almost achieved the subjugation of those proud vassals
amon^f whom it had been originally numbered, a new antagonist sprun;,'

up to dispute the field against the crown. John, king of France, granted
the duchy of Burgundy, by way of appanage, to his third son Philip.

IJy his marriage with Margaret, heiress of Louis, count of Flanders,
Philip acquired that province, Artois, the county of Burgundy, (or

rranchc-Comtc,) and the Nivernois. Philip the Good, his grandson,
who carried the prosperity of this family to its height, possessed him-
self, by various titles, of the several other provinces which composed
the Netherlands. These were fiefs of the empire, but latterly not much
dependent upon it, and alienated by their owners without its consent.
At the peace of Arras, the districts of Macon and Auxerre were abso-
lutely ceded to Philip, and great part of Picardy conditionally made
over to him, redeemable on the payment of four hundred thousand
crowns.i These extensive, though not compact dominions, were abun-
dant in population and wealth, fertile in corn, wine, and salt, and full

of commercial activity. Thirty years of peace which followed the

treaty of Arras, with a mild and free government, raised the subjects
of Burgundy to a degree of prosperity quite unparalleled in those times
of disorder ; and this was displayed in general sumptuousness of dress
and feasting. The court of Philip and his son Charles was distin-

guished for its pomp and riches, for pageants and tournaments ; the

trappings of chivalry, perhaps, without its spirit : for the militarj' char-
acter of Burgundy had been impaired by long tranquillity.^

During the lives of Philip and Charles VII., each understood the

other's rank, and their amity was little interrupted. But their succes-

sors, the most opposite of human kind in character, had one common
quality, ambition, to render their antipathy more powerful. Louis was
eminently timid and suspicious in policy ; Charles intrepid beyond all

men, and blindly presumptuous ; Louis stooped to any humiliation to

reach his aim ; Charles was too haughty to seek the fairest means to

strengthen his party. An alliance of his daughter with the duke of

Guienne, brother of Louis, was what the malcontent French princes

most desired, and the king most dreaded ; but Charles, either averse

to any French connexion, or willing to keep his daughter's suitors in

dependence, Avould never directly accede to that, or any other proposi-

tion for her marriage. On Philip's death, in 1467, he inherited a great

treasure, which he soon wasted in the prosecution of his schemes.

1 The duke of Burgundy was personall}'' excused from all homage and service to Charles
VII. ; but, if either died, it was to be paid by the heir, or to the heir. Accordingl}-, on
Charles's death, Philip did homage to Louis. This exemption can hardly, therefore, have
been inserted to gratify- the pride of Philip, as historians suppose. Is it not probable that,

during his resentment against Charles, he might have made some vow never to do him hom-
age, which this reservation in the treaty w?s intended to preserve?

It is remarkable that Villaret says the duke of Burgundy was positively excused by the

twenty-fifth article of the peace of Arras from doing homage to Charles, or his successors kings

ofFrance. For this assertion, too, he seems to quote the Tresor des Chartes, where prob-

ably the original treaty is preserved. Nevertheless, it appears otherwise, as published by
Monstrelet at full length, who could have no motive to falsify it ; and Philip's conduct ia

doing homage to Louis is hardly compatible with Villaret's assertion. Daniel copies Mons-
trelet without any observation. In the same treaty--, Philip is entitled, Duke by the grace of

God, which was reckoned a mark of independence, and not usually permitted to a vassal.

2 In the investiture granted by John to the first Philip of Burgundy, a reser\-ation is made,
that the roj^al taxes shall be levied throughout that appanage. But during the long hostility

between the kingdom and duchy, this could not have been enforced ; and by the treaty of

Arras, Charles surrendered all right to tax the duke's dominions.
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These were so numerous and vast, that he had not time to hve, says

Comines, to complete them, nor would one half of Europe have contented

him. It was his intention to assume the title of King ; and the emperor
Frederick III. was at one time actually on his road to confer this dig-

nity, when some suspicion caused him to retire ; and the project was
never renewed.^ It is evident that if Charles's capacity had borne any
proportion to his pride and courage, or if a prince less politic than

Louis XI. had been his contemporary in France, the province of Bur-

gundy must have been lost to the monarchy. For several years these

great rivals were engaged, sometimes in open hostility, sometimes in

endeavours to overreach each other; but Charles, though not much
more scrupulous, was far less an adept in those mysteries of politics

than the king.

Notwithstanding the power of Burgundy, there were some disadvan-

tages in its situation. It presented (I speak of all Charles's dominions
under the common name, Burgundy) a very exposed frontier on the

side of Germany and Switzerland, as well as France ; and Louis ex-

erted a considerable influence over the adjacent princes of the empire,

as well as the united cantons. The people of Liege, a very populous
city, had for a long time been continually rebelling against their

bishops, who were the allies of Burgundy ; Louis was of course not
backward to foment their insurrections ; which sometimes gave the

dukes a good deal of trouble. The Flemings, and especially the

people of Ghent, had been during a century noted for their republican

spirit and contumacious defiance of their sovereign. Liberty never
wore a more unamiable countenance than among these burghers, who
abused the strength she gave them by cruelty and insolence. Ghent,
when Froissart wrote, about the year 1400, was one of the strongest

cities in Europe, and would have required, he says, an army of two
hundred thousand men, to besiege it on every side, so as to shut up
all access by the Lys and Scheldt. It contained eighty thousand men
of age to bear arms ; a calculation which, although, as I presume,
much exaggerated, is evidence of great actual populousness. Such a
city was absolutely impregnable, at a time when artillery was very
imperfect both in its construction and management. Hence, though
the citizens of Ghent were generally beaten in the field with great
slaughter, they obtained tolerable terms from their masters, who knew
the danger of forcing them to a desperate defence.

No taxes were raised in Flanders, or indeed throughout the domin-
ions of Burgundy, withoul consent of the three estates. In the time
of Philip, not a great deal of money was levied upon the people ; but
Charles obtained every year a pretty large subsidy, which he expended
in the hire of Italian and English mercenaries.- An almost uninter-

1 It is observable that Comines says not a word of this ; for which Gamier seems to quote
Belcarius, a writer of the sixteenth age. lUit even Phi ip, when RIorvillicrs. Louis's ciian-

cellor, used menaces towards him, interrupted the orator with these words, Je veux que chacua
scache que, si j'eusse voulu, je fusse roi.

' It was very rehictantly that the Flemings granted any money. Philip once begged for a
tax on salt, promising never to ask anything more ; but the people of Ghent, and, in imita-
tion of them, the wliole county, refused it. Upon his pretence of taking the cross, they
f:ranted him a subsidy, though less than he had requested, on condition that it should not be
evied if the crusade did not take place, which put an end to the attempt. The states knew
well that the duke would employ any money tiiey gave him in keeping up a body of gens-
d'armes like his neighbour, the king of France ; and though the want of such a force exposed

£
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ruptcd success had attended his enterprises for a length of time, and
rendered his disposition still more ovcrwceninf^. His first failure was,

in 1474, before Nuz, a little town near Cologne, the possession of which

would have made him nearly master of the whole course of the Rhine,
for he had already obtamed the landgraviate of Alsace. Though com-
pelled to raise the siege, he succeeded in occupying, next year, the

duchy of Lorraine. But his overthrow was reserved for an enemy
whom he despised, and whom none could have thought equal to the

contest. The Swiss had given him, in 1476, some slight provocation,

for which they were ready to atone ; but Charles was unused to for-

bear ; and perhaps Switzerland came within his projects of conquest.
At Granson, in the Pays de Vaud, he was entirely routed, with more
disgrace than slaughter.^ 13ut, having reassembled his troops, and
met the confederate army of Swiss and Germans at Morat near Fri-

burg, he was again defeated with vast loss. On this day the power of

Burgundy was dissipated : deserted by his allies, betrayed by his

mercenaries, he set his life upon another cast at Nancy, desperately

giving battle to the duke of Lorraine with a small dispirited army, and,

in 1477, perished in the engagement.
Now was the moment, when Louis, who had held back while his

enemy was breaking his force against the rocks of Switzerland, came
to gather a harvest which his labour had not reaped. Charles left an
only daughter, undoubted heiress of Flanders and Artois, as well as of

his dominions out of France, but whose right of succession to the

duchy of Burgundy was more questionable. Originally, the great fiefs

of the crown descended to females ; and this was the case with respect

to the two first mentioned. But John had granted Burgundy to his

son Philip by way of appanage ; and it was contended that appanages
reverted to the crown in default of male heirs. In the form of Philip's

investiture, the duchy was granted to him and his lawful heirs, without
designation of sex. The construction therefore must be left to the

established course of law. This, however, was by no means acknow-
ledged by Mary, Charles's daughter, who maintained, both that no
general law restricted appanages to male heirs, and that Burgundy
had always been considered as a feminine fief, John himself having
possessed it, not by reversion as king, (for descendants of the first

dukes were then living,) but by inheritance derived through females.2

their country to pillage, they were too good patriots to place the means of enslaving it in the

hands of their sovereign. Grand doute faisoient les sujets, et pour plusieurs raisons, de s(

mettre en cette sujetion, ou ils voyoient le royaume de France, a cause de ses gens-d'armes.

A la verite, leur grand doute n'estoit pas sans cause : car quand il se trouva cinq cens hommei
d'arniesj la volonte luy vint d'en avoir plus, et de plus hardiment entreprendre centre tous ses

voisins. Comines.
Du Clercq, a contemporary writer of very good authority, mentioning the story of a certain

V'idow who had remarried the day after her husband's death, says that she was in some
degree excusable, because it was the practice of the duke and his officers to force rich widows
into marrying their soldiers or other servants.

1 A famous diamond, belongii^^o Charles of Burgimdy, was taken in the plunder of his

tent by the S'.viss at Gransoi^^^B^^several changes of owners, most of whom were ignorant
of its value, it besanie the fifl^HlT^in the French crown. Garnier.

- It is advanced with too much confidence by several French historians, either that the

ordinances of i^hilip IV. and Charles V. constituted a general law against the descent of

Jippanages to female heirs ; or that this was a fundamental law of the monarchy. The latter

position is refuted by frequent instances of female succession ; thus Artois had passed by a
daughter of Louis le Male into the house of Burgundy. As to the above-mentioned ordinances,

the first applies only to the county of Poitiers; the second does not contain a syllable that

Jf^
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Such was this question of succession between Louis XI. and Mary
of Burgundy, upon the merits of whose pretensions I will not pretend

altogether to decide ; but shall only observe, that if Charles had con-

ceived his daughter to be excluded from this part of his inheritance, he
would probably, at Conflans or Peronne, where he treated upon the

vantage-ground, have attempted at least to obtain a renunciation of

Louis's claim.

There was one obvious mode of preventing all further contest, and
of aggrandising the French monarchy far more than by the reunion of

Burgundy. This was the marriage of Mary with the dauphm, which
was ardently wished in France. Whatever obstacles might occur to

this connexion, it was natural to expect on the opposite side ; from
Mary's repugnance to an infant husband, or from the jealousy which
her subjects were likely to entertain, of being incorporated with a
country worse governed than their own. The arts of Louis would have
been well employed in smoothing these impediments.^ But he chose
to seize upon as many towns as, in those critical circumstances, lay

exposed to him, and stripped the young duchess of Artois and Franche-
Comtd. Expectations of the marriage he sometimes held out, but, as

it seems, without sincerity. Indeed, he contrived irreconcilably to

alienate Mary by a shameful perfidy, betraying the ministers, whom
she had intrusted upon a secret mission, to the people of Ghent, who
put them to the torture, and afterwards to death, in the presence and
amidst the tears and supplications of their mistress. Thus the French
alliance becoming odious in France, this princess, in 1477, married
Maximilian of Austria, son of the emperor Frederick ; a connexion
which Louis strove to prevent, though it was impossible then to foresee

that it was ordained to retard the growth of France, and to bias the

fate of Europe during three hundred years. The war lasted till after

the death of Mary, who left one son, Philip, and one daughter, Mar-
garet. By a treaty of peace concluded at Arras, in 1482, it was agreed
that this daughter should become the dauphin's wife, with Franche-
Comtd and Artois, which Louis held already, for her dowry, to be re-

stored in case the marriage should not take effect. The homage of

Flanders, and appellant jurisdiction of the parliament over it, were
reserved to the crown.

Meanwhile Louis was lingering in disease and torments of mind, the
retribution of fraud and tyranny. Two years before his death he was
struck with an apoplexy, from which he never wholly recovered. As
he felt his disorder increasing, he shut himself up m a palace ncnr
Tours, to hide from the world the knowledge of his decline.^ His soli-

relates to succession, The doctrine of excluding female heirs was more consonant to the pre-
tended Salic law, and the recent principles as to inalienability of domain, than to the analogy
of feudal rules and precedents.

1 Robertson, as well as some other modems, have maintained, on the authority of Comlnes,
that Louis XI. ought in policy to have married the young princess to the count of Angou-
leme, father of Francis I., a connexion which she would not have disliked. But certainly
nothing could have been m ire adverse to the interests of the French monarchy than such a
marriage, which would have put a new house of Burgundy at the head of tliose princes, who
had so often endangered tiie crown. Comines is one of the most judicious of historians ; but
his sincerity may be rather doubtful in the opinion above mentioned ; for he wrote in the
reign of Charles VIII., when the count of Angouleme was engaged in the same faction as
himself.

' For Louis's illness and death, see Comines and Garnier. Plessis, his last residence, about
au English mile from Tours, is now a oilapidated farm house, and can never have been a vci-y
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tudc was like that of Tiberius at Caprca?, full of terror and suspicion,

and deep consciousness of universal hatred. All ranks, he well knew,
had their several injuries to remember: the cler^^y, whose liberties he
had sacrificed to the see of Rome, by revoking the Pragmatic Sanction
of Charles VI I.; the princes whose blood he had poured upon the
scaffold ; the parliament, whose course of justice he had turned aside :

the commons, who groaned under his extortion, and were plundered
by his soldiery.^ The palace, fenced with portcullises and spikes of
iron, was.guarded by archers and cross-bow men, who shot at any that

approached by night. Few entered this den ; but to them he showed
himself in magnificent apparel, contrary to his former custom, hoping
thus to disguise the change of his meagre body. He distrusted his

friends and kindred, his daughter and his son, the last of whom he had
not suffered even to read or write, lest he should too soon become his

rival. No man ever so much feared death, to avert which he stooped
to every meanness and sought every remedy. His physician had sworn
that if he were dismissed, the king would not survive a week ; and
Louis, enfeebled by sickness and terror, bore the rudest usage from
this man, and endeavoured to secure his services by vast rewards.
Always credulous in relics, though seldom restrained by superstition

from any crime, 2 he eagerly bought up treasures of this sort, and even
procured a Calabrian hermit, of noted sanctity, to journey as far as

Tours in order to restore his health. Philip de Comines, who attended
him during this infirmity, draws a parallel between the torments he
then endured, and those he had formerly inflicted on others. Indeed,
the whole of his life was vexation of spirit. " I have known him," says
Comines, " and been his servant in the flower of his age, and in the

time of his greatest prosperity; but never did I see him without un-
easiness and care. Of all amusements he loved only the chase, and
hawking in its season. And in this he had almost as much uneasiness
as pleasure : for he rode hard and got up early, and sometimes went
a great way, and regarded no weather ; so that he used to return very

weary, and almost ever in wrath with some one. I think that from his

childhood he never had any respite of labour and trouble to his death.

And I am certain that if all the happy days of his life, in which he had
more enjoyment than uneasiness, were numbered, they would be found
very few ; and at least that they would be twenty of sorrow for every

one of pleasure."

Charles VIII. was about thirteen years old when, in 1483, he suc-

ceeded his father Louis. Though the law of France fixed the majority

of her kings at that age, yet it seems not to have been strictly regarded

large building. The vestiges of royalty about it are few ; but the principal apartments have
been destroyed, cither in the course of ages, or at the Revolution.

^ See a remarkable chapter in Philip de Comines, wherein he tells us that Charles VII.

had never raised more than 1,800,000 francs a year in taxes ; but Louis XI. at the time of his

death raised 4,700,000, exclusive of some military impositions; et surement c'estoit compas-
sion de voir et scavoir la pauvrete du peuple. He declares his opinion, that no king can
justly levy money on his subjects without their consent, and repels all common argumeats to

the contrary.
3 An exception to this was when he swore by the cross of St Lo, after which he feared to

violate his oath. The constable of St Pol, whom Louis invited with many_ assurances to

court, bethought himself of requiring this oath, before he trusted his promises, which the

king refused ; and St Pol prudently stayed away. Some report that he had a similar respect

for a leaden image of the Virgin, which he wore in his hat ; as alluded to by Pope :
" A per-

jured prince a leaden saint revere."
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on this occasion, and at least Charles was a minor by nature, if not

by law. A contest arose therefore for the regency, which Louis had
intrusted to his daughter Anne, wife of the lord de Bcaujeu, one of

the Bourbon family. The duke of Orleans, afterwards Louis XIL,
claimed it as presumptive heir of the crown, and was seconded by
most of the princes. Anne, however, maintained her ground, and
ruled France for several years in her brother's name with singular

spirit and address, in spite of the rebellions which the Orleans party

raised up against her. These were supported by the duke of Britany,

the last of the great vassals of the crown, whose daughter, as he
had no male issue, was the object of as many suitors as the princess

IMary of Burgundy.
The duchy of Britany was peculiarly circumstanced. The inhabi-

tants, whether sprung from the ancient republicans of Armorica, or, as

some have thought, from an emigration of Britons during the Saxon
invasion, had not originally belonged to the body of the French
monarchy. They were governed by their own princes and laws

;

though tributary, perhaps, as the weaker to the stronger, to the

Merovingian kings.^ In the ninth century, the dukes of Britany did

homage to Charles the Bald, the right of which was transferred after-

wards to the dukes of Normandy. This formality, at that time no
token of real subjection, led to consequences beyond the views of

either party. For when the feudal chains, that had hung so loosely

upon the shoulders of the great vassals, began to be straitened by the

dexterity of the court, Britany found itself drawn among the rest to

the same centre. The old privileges of independence were treated as

usurpation ; the dukes were menaced with confiscation of their fief,

their right of coining money disputed, their jurisdiction impaired by
appeals to the parliament of Paris. However, they stood boldly upon
their right, and always refused to pay liege-homage^ which implied an
obligation of service to the lord, in contradistinction to simple homage,
which was a mere symbol of feudal dependence.
About the time that Edward IIL made pretension to the crov/n of

France, a controversy somewhat resembling it arose in the duchy of

Britany, between the families of Blois and Montfort. This led to a
long and obstinate war, connected all along, as a sort of underplot,

with the great drama of France and England. At last Montfort,
Edward's ally, by the defeat and death of his antagonist, obtained the

duchy, of which Charles V. soon after gave him the investiture. This
prince and his family were generally inclined to English connexions

;

but the Bretons would seldom permit them to be effectual. Two
cardinal feelings guided the conduct of this brave and faithful people

;

the one, an attachment to the French nation and monarchy, in oppo-
sition to foreign enemies ; the other, a zeal for their own privileges,

and the family of Montfort, in opposition to the encroachments of the

1 Grcsory of Tours says, that the Bretons were subject to France from the death of Clovis,

and that their chiefs were styled counts, not kings. However, it seems clear from Nige.lus,
a writer of the life of Louis the Del)onair, that they were almost independent in his time.

There was even a march of the Britannic frontier, which separated it from France ; and they
had a king of their own. It is hinted, indeed, tliat they had been formerly subject ; for after

a victory of Louis over them, Nigetlus says, Imperio sociat pcrdita regna diu. In the next
reign of Charles the Bald, Hincmar tells us, rcgnum undiquc a Pajjanis, et falsis Chrisiianis,
fcciiicet Britonibus, est circumscriptum.
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crown. In Francis II., the present duke, the male line of that family
was about to be cxtin;;uishcd. His dauj,'htcr Anne was naturally the
object of many suitors, amon;^ whom were particularly distinguished
the duke of Orleans, who seems to have been preferred by herself

;

the lord of Albret, a member of the Gascon family of Foix, favoured
by the lireton nobility, as most likely to preserve the peace and
liberties of their country, but whose age rendered him not very accept-
able to a youthful princess ; and Alaximilian, kin;; of the Romans.
Britany was rent by factions, and overrun by the armies of the regent
of France, who did not lose this opportunity of interfering with its

domestic troubles, and of persecuting her private enemy, the duke of

Orleans. Anne of Britany, upon her father^s death, findmg no other
means of escaping the addresses of Albret, was, in 1489, married, by
proxy, to Maximilian, This, however, aggravated the evils of the
country, since France was resolved, at ail events, to break off so

dangerous a connexion. And as Maximilian himself was unable, or
took not sufficient pains, to relieve his betrothed wife from her
embarrassments, she was ultimately compelled to accept the hand of

Charles VIII. He had long been engaged, by the treaty of Arras, to

marry the daughter of Maximilian, and that princess was educated at

the French court. But this engagement had not prevented several

years of hostilities and continual intrigues with the towns of Flanders
against Maximilian. The double injury which the latter sustained in

the marriage of Charles with the heiress of Britany seemed likely to

excite a protracted contest ; but the king of France, who had other
objects in view, and perhaps was conscious that he had not acted a
fair part, soon came to an accommodation, by which he restored

Artois and Franche-Comt^.
France was, in 1492, consolidated into a great kingdom ; the feudal

system was at an end. The vigour of Philip Augustus, the paternal wis-

dom of St Louis, the policy of Philip the Fair, had laid the foundations
•of a powerful monarchy, which neither the arms of England, nor
seditions of Paris, nor rebellions of the princes, were able to shake.

Besides the original fiefs of the French crown, it had acquired two
countries beyond the Rhone, which properly depended only upon the

empire, Dauphind, under Philip of Valois, by the bequest of Humbert,
the last of its princes; and Provence, in 1481, under Louis XL, by
that of Charles of Anjou.i Thus having conquered herself, if I may

1 The country now called Dauphine formed part of the kingdom of Aries or Provence, be-

queathed by Rodolph III. to the emperor Conrad TI. But the dominion of the empire over
these new acquisitions being little more than nominal, a few of the chief nobility converted
their respective fiefs into independent principalities. One of these was the lord, or dauphin
ofVienne, whose family became ultimately masters of the whole province. Humbert, the

last of these, made John, son of Philip of Valois, his heir, on condition that Dauphine' should
be constantly preserved as a separate possession, not incorporated with the kingdom of
France. This bequest was confirmed by the emperor Charles IV., whose supremacy over
the province was thus recognised by the kings of France, though it soon came to be altogether

disregarded.
Provence, like Dauphine, was changed from a feudal dependency to a sovereignty', in the

weakness and dissolution of the kingdom cf Aries, about the early part of the eleventh cen-

tury. By the marriage of Douce, heire>s of the first line of sovereign counts, with Raymond
Berenger, count of Barcelona, in 1112, it passed into that distinguished family. In 1167, it

was occupied or usurped by Alfonso II. king of Aragon, a relation, but not heir, of the house
of Berenger. Alfonso bequeathed Provence to his second son, of the same name, from whom
it descended to Raymond Berenger IV. This count dying without male issue in 1245, his

youngest daughter Beatrice took possession by virtue of her father's testament. But this
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use the phrase, and no longer apprehensive of any foreign enemy,

France was prepared, under a monarch flushed with sanguine ambi-

tion, to carry her arms into other countries, and to contest the prize of

glory and power upon the ample theatre of Europe.^

CHAPTER 11.

ON THE FEUDAL SYSTEM, ESPECIALLY IN FRANCE.

PART I.—FEUDAL SYSTEM.

Germany in the age of Tacitus, was divided among a number of

independent tribes, differing greatly in population and importance.

Their country, overspread with forests and morasses, afforded little

arable land, and the cultivation of that little was inconstant. Their
occupations were principally the chase and pasturage ; without cities,

or even any contiguous dwellings. They had kings, elected out of

particular families ; and other chiefs, both for war and administration

of justice, whom merit alone recommended to the public choice. But
the power of each was greatly limited ; and the decision of all leading

questions, though subject to the previous deliberation of the chief-

succession being disputed by other claimants, and especially by Louis IX., who had married
her eldest sister, she compromised differences by marrying Charles of Anjou, the king's

brother. The family of Anjou reigned in Provence, as well as in Naples, till the death of

Joan in 1382, who, having no children, adopted Louis duke of Anjou, brother of Charles V.,

as her successor. This second Angevin line ended in 1481 by the death of Charles III.,

though Rcnier duke of Lorraine, who was descended through a female, had a claim which
it does not seem easy to repel by argument. It was very easy, however, for Louis XL, to

whom Charles III. had bequeathed his rights, to repel it by force, and he took possession of
Provence, which was permanently united to the crown by letters patent of CharlesVIII. in i486.

1 The principal authority, exclusive of original writers, on which I have relied for this

chapter, is the History of France by Velly, Villaret, and Gamier: a work which, notwith-
standing several defects, has absolutely superseded those of Mezeray and Daniel. The part
of the Abbe' VcUy comes down to the middle of the eighth volume, (i2mo edition,) and of the
reign of Philip de Valois. His coniinuator Villaret was interrupted by death in the seven-
teenth volume, and in the reign of Louis XI. In my references to this history, which for

common facts I h.ave not thought it necessary to make, I have merely named the author of
the particular volume which I quote. This has made the above explanation convenient, as
the reader might imagine that I referred to three distinct works. Of these three historians,

Gamier, the last, is the most judicious, and, I believe, the most accurate. His prolixity,

though a material defect, and one which has occasioned the work itself to become an immea-
surable undertaking, which could never be completed on the same scale, is chiefly occasioned
by too great a regard to details, and is more tolerable than a similar fault in VilLiret, proceed-
ing from a love of idle declamation and sentiment. Villaret, however, is not without merits.

He embraces, perhaps more fully than his predecessor Velly, those collateral branches of
history which an enlightened reader requires almost in preference to civil transactions, the
laws, manners, literature, and in general the whole domestic records of a nation. These sub-
jects are not always well treated; but the book itself, to wliich there is a remarkably full

index, forms upon the whole a great repository of useful knowledge. Villaret had the ad-
vantage of official access to the French archives, by which he has no doubt enriched his his-

tory; but his references are indistinct, and his composition breathes an air of rapidity and
want of exactness. VcUy's characteristics are not very dissimilar.
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The Allodial Proprietors—Females Exeluded,

tains, sprunc^ from the free voice of a popular nsscmbly.* The prin-

cipal men, however, of a German triljc fully partook of that estimation,

which is always the reward of valour, and commonly of birth. They
were surrounded by a cluster of youths, the most ^'allant and ambi-
tious of the nation, their pride at home, their protection in the field

;

whose amliition was flattered, or f,Tatitude conciliated, by such pre-

sents as a leader of barbarians could confer. These were the institu-

tions of the people who overthrew the empire of Rome, congenial to

the spirit of infant societies, and such as travellers have found among
nations in the same stage of manners throughout the world. And,
although in the lapse of four centuries between the ages of Tacitus
and Clovis, some change may have been wrought by long intercourse

with the Romans, yet the foundations cf their own political system

were unshaken.
When these tribes from Germany and the neighbouring countries

poured down upon the empire, and began to form permanent settle-

ments, they made a partition of the lands in the conquered provinces
between themselves and the original possessors. The Burgundians
and Visigoths took two-thirds of their respective conquests, leaving the

remainder to the Roman proprietor. Each Burgundian was quartered,

under the gentle name of guest, upon one of the former tenants, whose
reluctant hospitality confined him to the smaller portion of his estate.

The Vandals in Africa, a more furious race of plunderers, seized all

the best lands. The Lombards of Italy took a third part of the pro-

duce. We cannot discover any mention of a similar arrangement in

the laws or history of the Franks. It is, however, clear, that they
occupied, by public allotment, or individual pillage, a great portion of

the lands of France.
The estates possessed by the Franks, as their property, were termed

allodial; a word which is sometimes restricted to such as had de-

scended by inheritance.2 These were subject to no burden except that

of public defence. They passed to all the children equally, or in their

failure, to the nearest kindred. But of these allodial possessions, there

was a particular species, denominated Salic, from which females were
expressly excluded. What these lands were, and what was the cause
of the exclusion, has been much disputed. No solution seems more
probable, than that the ancient lawgivers of the Salian Franks ^ pro-

hibited females from inheriting the lands assigned to the nation upon
its conquest of Gaul, both in compliance with their ancient usages,

and in order to secure the military service of every proprietor. But

1 De minoribas rebus principes consultant, de majoribus omnes ; ita tamen, ut ea quoque,
quorum penes plebem arbitrium est, apud principes pertractetitur. Tac- de Mor. Germ. c.

xi. Acidalius and Grotius contend iox prcptractentur: which would be neater, but the same
sense appears to be conveyed by the common reading.

^ Allodial lands are commonly opposed to beneficiarj' or feudal ; the former being strictly

proprietory, while the latter depended upon a superior. In this sense the word is of con-
tinual recurrence in ancient historie:^, laws, and instruments. It sometimes, however, bears
the sense of inheritance : and this seems to be its meaning in the famous si.vty-second chapter
cf the Salic law ; de Alodis. Alodium interdum opponitur comparato, says Du Cange, in

formulis veteribus. Hence, in the charters of the eleventh century, hereditary fiefs are fre-

quently termed allodia.
3 The Salic laws appear to have been framed by a Christian prince, and after the conquest

of Gaul. They are therefore not older than Clovis. Nor can they be much later, since they
were altered by one of his sons.
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lands subsequently acquired, by purchase or other means, though
equally bound to the public defence, were relieved from the severity of

this rule, and presumed not to belon.c^ to the class of Salic.^ Hence,
in the Ripuary law, the code of a tribe of Franks settled upon the

banks of the Rhine, and differing rather in words than in substance

from the Salic law which it serves to illustrate, it is said, that a woman
cannot inherit her grandfather's estate (hoereditas aviatica'^ distinguish-

ing such family property from what the father might have acquired.

And Marculfus uses expressions to the same effect. The/e existed,

however, a right of setting aside the law, and admitting females to

succession by testament. It is rather probable, from some passages

in the Burgundian code, that even the lands of partition (sortes Bur-
gundionum) were not restricted to male heirs. And the Visigoths

admitted women on equal terms to the whole inheritance.

A controversy has been maintained in France, as to the condition of

the Romans, or rather, the provincial inhabitants of Gaul, after the

invasion of Clovis. But neither those who have considered the P'ranks

as barbarian conquerors, enslaving the former possessors, nor the Abbe
du Bos, in whose theory they appear as allies and friendly inmates, are

warranted by historical facts. On the one hand, we fmd the Romans
not only possessed of property, and governed by their own laws, but
admitted to the royal favour, and the highest offices; 2 while the

bishops and clergy, who were generally of that nation,'^ grew up con-
tinually in popular estimation, in riches, and in temporal sway. Yet
it is undeniable, that a marked line was drawn at the outset between
the conquerors and the conquered. Though one class of Romans
retained estates of their own, yet there was another, called tributary,

who seem to have cultivated those of the Franks, and were scarcely

raised above the condition of predial servitude. But no distinction

can be more unequivocal than that which was established between the

two nations in the weregild^ or composition for homicide. Capital

punishment for murder was contrary to the spirit of the Franks, who,
like most barbarous nations, would have thought the loss of one citizen

1 By the German customs, women, though treated with much respect and delicacy, were
not endowed at their marriai^e. Dotem non uxor marito, sed maritus uxori confcrt. Tacitus.

A similar principle might debar them of inheritance in fixed possessions. Certain it is, that
the exclusion of Icmales was not unfrequent among the Teutonic nations. We find it in the
Jaws of the Thuiingians and of the Saxons; both ancient codes, though not free from inter-

polation. But this usage was repugnant to the principles of Roman law, which the Franks
found prevailing in their new country, and to the natural feeling which leads a man to prefer
his own descendants to collateral heirs. One of the precedents in Marculfus calls the exclu-
sion of females, diuturna et impia consuetudo. In another, a father addresses his daughter:
Omnibus non habctur incognitum, quod, sicut lex Salica continet, de rebus meis, quod rnilii

ex alode parentutn meorum ohvef..!, apud germanos tuos filios meos minime in haereditate
.>uccedere iioteras. These precedent* were compiled about 700 A.D.

2 Daniel conjectures that Clotaire t. was the first who admitted Romans into the army,
which had previously been composed of Franks. From this time we find many in hv^h. mili-

tary command. It seems by a passage in Gregory of Tours, by Du Bos, that some Romans
affected the barbarian character, by letting their hair grow. If this were generally permitted,
it would be a stronger evidence of approxin^ation between the two races, than any that Du
Bos has adduced. Montesquieu certainly takes it for granted that a Roman might change
his law, and thus becon.e to all material intents a Frank. But the passage on which he relies
is read differently in the manuscripts.

3 Some bishops, if we may judge from their barbarous names, and other circtimstances,
were not Roirf&ns. See, for instance, Gregory of Tours. But no distinction was made among
them on this account. The composition for the murder of a bishop was nine hundred solidi

;

for that of a priest, six hundred of the same coin.
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ill repaired by that of another. The weregild was paid to the relations
of the slain, accordinfr to a le^'al rate. This was fixed by the Salic law
at six hundred solidi for an Antrustion of the king ; at three hundred
for a Roman co7iviva regis (meaning a man of sufificient rank to be
admitted to the royal table) ; at two hundred for a common Frank

;

at one hundred for a Roman possessor of lands ; and at forty-five for

a tributary, or cultivator of another's property. In Burgundy, where
religion and length of settlement had introduced different ideas, mur-
der was punished with death. But other personal injuries were com-
pensated, as among the Franks, by a fine, graduated according to the
rank and nation of the aggrieved party.^

The barbarous conquerors of Gaul and Italy were guided by notions
very different from those of Rome, who had imposed her own laws
upon all the subjects of her empire. Adhering in general to their

ancient customs without desire of improvement, they left the former
inhabitants in unmolested enjoyment of their civil institutions. The
Frank was judged by the Salic or the Ripuary code ; the Gaul fol-

lowed that of Thcodosius.2 This grand distinction of Roman and
barbarian, according to the law which each followed, was common to

the 1- rank, Burgundian, and Lombard kingdoms. But the Ostrogoths,
whose settlement in the empire and advance in civility of manners
were earlier, inclined to desert their old usages, and adopt the Roman
jurisprudence. The laws of the Visigoths, too, were compiled by
bishops upon a Roman foundation, and designed as an uniform code,
by which both nations should be governed. The name of Gaul or Ro-
man was not entirely lost in that of Frenchman, nor had the separation
of their laws ceased, even in the provinces north of the Loire, till after

the time of Charlemagne.^ Ultimately, however, the feudal customs
of succession, which depended upon principles quite remote from those
of the civil law, and the rights of territorial justice which the barons
came to possess, contributed to extirpate the Roman jurisprudence in

that part of France. But in the south, from whatever cause, it sur-

vived the revolutions of the middle ages ; and thus arose a leading
division of that kingdom vcilo pays coiituDiiers 7kw^ pays du di'oit ecrit

;

the former regulated by a vast variety of ancient usages, the latter by
the civil law.^

1 Murder and robbery were made capital by Childebert, king of Paris ; but Francus was to

be sent for trial in the royal court, debilior persona in loco petidatur. I am inclined to think,

that the word Francus does not absolutely refer to the nation of the party, but rather to his

rank, as opposed to debilior pcrsoJia : and consequently, that it had already acquired the
sense oifreetnan, orfree-born, (ingenuus which is perhaps its strict meaning.

- Inter Romanos negotia causarum Romania legibus pra;cipimus terminari.
3 Suger, in his lite of Louis VI., uses the expression, lex Salica ; and I have some recollec-

tion of having met with the like words in other writings of as modem a date. But I am not
convinced that the original Salic code was meant by this phrase, which may have been ap-

plied to the local feudal customs. The capitularies of Charlemagne are frequently termed lex

Salica. Many of these are copied from the Theodosian code.
* This division is verj' ancient, being found in the edict of Pistes, under Charles the Bald,

in 864, where we read, in illis regionibus, quae legem Romanum sequuntur. Montesquieu
thinks, that the Roman law fell into disuse in the north of France on account of the superior

advantages, particularly in point of composition for offences, annexed to the Salic law ; while

that of the Visigoths being more equal, the Romans under their government had no induce-

ment to quit their own code. But it does not appear that the Visigoths had any peculiar code
of laws till after their expulsion from the kingdom of Toulouse. They then retxiined only a
small strip of territory in France, about Narbonne and Montpelier.
However, the distinction of men according to their laws was preserved for many centuries,

Voth in France and Italy. A judicial proceeding of the year 918, published by the historians
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The kingdom of Clovis was divided into a number of districts, cacU

under the government of a count, a name famihar to Roman subjects,

by which they rendered the grafoi the Germans. The authority of

this officer extended over all the inhabitants, as well Franks as natives.

It was his duty to administer justice, to preserve tranquillity, to collect

the royal revenues, and to lead, when required, the free proprietors

into the field. The title of a duke implied a higher dignity, and com-
monly gave authority over several counties.^ These offices were ori-

ginally conferred during pleasure ; but the claim of a son to succeed

his father would often be found too plausible or too formidable to be
rejected, and it is highly probable that, even under the Merovingian
kings, these provincial governors had laid the foundations of that inde-

Dendence which was destined to change the countenance of Europe."

The Lombard dukes, those especially of Spoleto and Benevento, ac-

quired very early a hereditary right of governing their provinces, and
that kingdom became a sort of feudal aristocracy.

The throne of France was always filled by the royal house of Mero-
veus. However complete we may imagine the elective rights of the

Franks, it is clear that a fundamental law restrained them to this

of Langucdoc, proves that the Roman, Gothic, and Salic codes were then kept perfectly

separate, and that there were distinct judges for the three nations. The Gothic law is referred

to as an existing authority in a charter of 1070. Every man, both in France and in Italy,

seems to have had the right of choosing by what law he would be governed. Volumus, says
Lothaire I. in 824, ut cunctus populus Romanus interrogetus, quali lege vult vivere, ut tali,

quali professi fuerint vivere velle, vivant. Quod si offensionem contra eandem legem fecerint,

eidem legi quum profitentur, subjacebunt. Women upon marriage usually changed their law,

and adopted that of their husband, returning to their own in widowhood ; but to this there

are exceptions. Charters are found, as late as the twelfth century with the expression, qui
professus sum lege Longobardica [aut] lege Salica [aut] lege Alemannorum vivere. But soon
afterwards the distinctions were entirely lost, partly through the prevalence of the Roman
law, and partly through the multitude of local statutes in the Italian cities.

1 Houard, the learned translator of Littleton, supposes these titles to have been applied
indifferently. But the contrary is easily proved, and especially by a line of Fortunatus,
quoted by Du Cange and others :

Qui modo dat Comitis, det tibi jura Ducis.

The cause of M. Kouard's error may perhaps be worth noticing. In the above cited form of
Marculfus, a precedent (in law language) is given for the appointment of a duke, count, or
patrician. The material part being the same, it was only necessary X.o fill up thi' blariks, as
we should call it, by inserting the proper designation of office. It is e.xpressed therefore :

2iCX\on^xn. COniitatus, ducatus, aut patriciates m pago illo, quam antecessor tuits ///^ usque
nunc visus est egisse, tibi agendum regendumque commisimus. Montesquieu has fallen into a
similar mistake, forgetting for a moment, like Houard, that these instruments in Marculfus
were not records of real transactions, but general forms for future occasions.
The office of patrician is rather more obscure. It seems to have nearly corresponded witli

what was afterw.ards called mayor of the palace, and to have implied the command of all the
royal forces. Such at lea.st were Celsus, and his successor Mummolus, under Gontran. This
is probable, too, from analogy. The patrician was the highest officer in the Roman empire,
from the time of Constantine, and we know how much the Franks themselves, and still more
their Gaulish subjects, affected to imitate the style of the imperial court.

2 That the offices of count and duke were originally but temporary, may be inferred from
several passages in Gregory of Tours. But it seems by the laws of the Alemanni, that the
hereditary' succession of their dukes was tolerably established at the beginning of the seventh
century, when their code was promulgated. The Bavarians chose their own dukes out of
one family, as is declared in their laws. Lindcbrog, Codex Legum antiquarum. This thi*

emperor Henry II. confirms in Ditmar. Nonne scitis, he says, B.ajuarios abiniti ^duccm eli-

gendi liberam habere potestatem? Indeed, the consent of these German provincial nations,
if I may use the expression, seems to have been always required, as in an independent mon-
archy. Ditmar, a chionicler of the tenth century', says that Kckard was made duke of
Thuringia totius populi consensu. With respect to France, properly so called, or the king-
doms of Neustria and Burgundy, it may be less easy to prove the existence of hereditary
offices under the Merovingians. But the feebleness of their government makes it probable
that so natural a symptom of disorganisation had not failed to ensue. The Helvetian counls
appear to have been nearly independent as early as this period.
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family. Siicli indeed had been the monarchy of their nncestors the

Germans ; such long continued to be those of Spain, of England, and
perhaps of all European nations. The reigning family was immut-
able ; but at every vacancy the heir awaited the confirmation of a
popular election, whether that were a substantial privilege, or a mere
ceremony. Exceptions, however, to the lineal succession are rare in

the history of any country, unless where an infant heir was thought
unfit to rule a nation of freemen. But in fact it is vain to expect a
system of constitutional laws rigidly observed in ages of anarchy and
ignorance. Those antiquaries who have maintained the most opposite
theories upon such points are seldom in want of particular instances to

support their respective conclusions.^

Clovis was a leader of barbarians, who respected his valour, and the

rank which they had given him, but were incapable of servile feelings,

and jealous of their common as well as individual rights. In order to

appreciate the power which he possessed, we have only to look at the

well-known story of the vase of Soissons. When the plunder taken in

Clovis's invasion of Gaul was set out in this place for distribution, he
begged for himself a precious vessel, belonging to the Church of
Rheims. The army having expressed their willingness to consent

:

"You shall have nothing here," exclaimed a soldier, striking it with
his battle-axe, " but what falls to your share by lot." Clovis took the

vessel, without marking any resentment ; but found an opportunity,
next year, of revenging himself by the death of the soldier. It is im-
possible to resist the inference which is supplied by this story. The
•whole behaviour of Clovis is that of a barbarian chief, not daring to

withdraw anything from the rapacity, or to chastise the rudeness of

his followers.

But if such was the liberty of the Franks, when they first became
conquerors of Gaul, we have good reason to believe that they did not
long preserve it. A people not very numerous spread over the spa-

cious provinces of Gaul, wherever lands were assigned to, or seized by
them.2 It became a burden to attend those general assemblies of the

nation, which were annually convened in the month of March, to delib-

erate upon public business, as well as to exhibit a muster of military

strength. After some time, it appears that these meetings drew to-

gether only the bishops, and those invested with civil offices. The
ancient inhabitants of Gaul, having little notion of political liberty, were
unlikely to resist the most tyrannical conduct. Many of them became
officers of state, and advisers of the sovereign, whose ingenuity might
teach maxims of despotism unknown in the forests of Germany. \Ve
shall scarcely wrong the bishops by suspecting them of more pliable

courtliness than was natural to the long-haired w^arriors of Clovis.^

1 Hottoraan and Houlainvilliers seem to consider the crown as abso'utely elective. The
Abb^ Vertot maintains a limited right of election within the reigning family. M. de Fonce-
ma.'ine asserts a strict hereditary descent. Neither, perhaps, sufficiently distinguishes acts of
violence from those of right, nor observes the changes in the French constitution between
Clovis and Childeric III.

- Du Bos maintains that Clovis had not more than three thousand or fovr thousand Franks
in his army, for which he produces some, though not very ancient, authorities. The smali-

ness of the number of Salians may account for our finding no mention of the partitions

made in their favour.
«^ Gregory of Tours, throughout his history, talks of the royal power in the tone of Louis
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Yet it is probable that some of the Franks were theiuselves ii.stru-

mental in this change of their government. The court of the Mero-
vingian kings was crowded with followers, who have been plausibly

derived from those of the German chiefs described by Tacitus ; men,
forming a distinct and elevated class in the state, and known by the

titles of Fidelcs, Lcudes, and Antrustioncs. They took an oath of

fidelity to the king, upon their admission into that rank, and were
commonly remunerated with gifts of land. Under different appella-

tions we find, as some antiquaries think, this class of courtiers in the

early records of Lombardy and England. The general name of Vas-
sals (from Gwas, a Celtic word for a servant) is applied to them in

every country. 1 By the assistance of these faithful supporters, it has
been thought, that the regal authority of Clovis's successors was in-

sured. 2 However this may be, the annals of his more immediate
descendants exhibit a course of oppression, not merely displayed, as

will often happen among uncivilised people, though free, in acts of

private injustice, but in such general tyranny as is incompatible with

the existence of any real checks upon the sovereign.

3

liut before the middle of the seventh century the kings of this line

had fallen into that contemptible state, which has been described in

the last chapter. The mayors of the palace, who, from mere officers

of the court, had now become masters of the kingdom, were elected by
the Franks, not indeed the whole body of that nation, but the provin-

cial governors, and considerable proprietors of land.* Some inequality

XIV. 's court. If we were oblijred to believe all we read, even the vase of Soissons would
bear witness to the obedience of the Franks.

1 The Gasindi of Italy, and the Anglo-Saxon royal Thane appear to correspond, more or
less, to the Antrustions of France. The word Thane, however, was used in a very extensive
sense, and comprehended all free proprietors of land. That of Leudes seems to imply onlv
subjection, and is frequently applied to the whole body of a nation, as well as, in a stricter

sense, to the king's personal vassals. This name they did not acquire, originallj', by possess-

ing benefices, but rather, by being vassals or servants, became the object of beneficiary dona-
tions. In one of Marculfus's precedents, we have the form by which an Antrustion was created.

See' Du Cange under these several words, and Muratori's thirteenth dissertation on Italian

Antiquities. The Gardingi sometimes mentioned in the laws of the Visigoths do not appear
to be of the same description.

"^ Boantus vallatus in domo sua, ab hominibus regis interfectus est. Greg. Tour.

A few spirited retainers were sufficient to execute the mandates of arbitrary power among
a barbarous, disunited people.

3 The proofs of this may be found in almost every page of Gregory. In all edicts proceed-
ing from the first kings, they are careful to express the consent of their subjects. Clovis's
language runs—Populus noster petit. His son Chiklcbert expresses himself: una cum nostris
optimatibus pertractavimus—convenit unh cum loudis nostris. But in the famous treaty of
Andcly, a.d. 587, no national assent seems to have been asked or given to its provisions,
which were very important. And an edict of one of the Clotaires (it is uncertain whether the
first or second of that name, though Montesquieu has given good reasons for the latter)

assumes a more magisterial tone, without any mention of the Leudes.
* The revolution which ruined Brunehaut was brought about by the defection of her chief

nobles, especially Warnachar, mayor of Austrasia. Upon Clotaire II. 's victory over her, he
was compelled to reward these adherents at the expense of the monarchy. Warnachar was
made mayor of Burgundy, with an oath from the king never to dispossess him. In 626, the
nobility of Burgundy declined to elect a mayor, which seems to have been con-idered as their
right. From this time, nothing was done without the consent of the aristocracy. Unless we
as'Tibc all to the different ways of thinking in Gregory and Frcdegarius, the one a Roman
bishop, the other a Frank, or Burgundian, the government was altogether changed.

It might even be surmised that the crown was considered as more elective than before.
The author of Gesta Regum Francorum, an old chronicler who lived in those times, change*
his form of expressing a king's accession from that of Clotaire II. Of the ear icr kings he
says only, regnum reccpit. But of Clotaire, Franci quoque pra;dictum Clotairium regeir^

parvuium supra se in regnum statuerunt. Again, of the accession of iJagobert I. : Austrasii
rranci supenorcs congregati in unum, Dagobcrtum supra se in regnum statuuuL Inanothtar
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there probably existed from the beginnin^ij in the partition of estates,

and this had been greatly increased by the common changes of pri>-

perty, by the rapine of those savage times, and by royal munificence.
Thus arose that landed aristocracy, which Vjecamc the most striking

feature in the political S)stcm of Europe during many centuries, and
is in fact its great distinction, both from the despotism of Asia, and
the equality of republican governments.

There has been some dispute about the origin of nobility in France,
which might perhaps be settled, or at least better understood, by fixing

our conception of the term. In our modern acceptation, it is usually

taken to imply certain distinctive privileges in the political order, in-

herent in the blood of the possessor, and consequently not transferable

like those which property confers. Limited to this sense, nobility, I

conceive, was unknown to the conquerors of Gaul till long after the
downfall of the Roman empire. They felt, no doubt, the common
prejudice of mankind in favour of those whose ancestry is conspicuous,
when compared with persons of obscure birth. This is the primary
meaning of nobility, and perfectly distinguishable from the possession
of exclusive civil rights. Those who are acquainted with the consti-

tution of the Roman republic, will recollect an instance of the differ-

ence between these two species of hereditary distinction in \.\\q patricii

and the nobiles. Though I do not think that the tribes of German
origin paid so much regard to genealogy as some Scandinavian an(?

Celtic nations,—else the beginnings of the greatest houses would nol

have been so enveloped in doubt as we find them,— there are abundanv
traces of the respect in which families of known antiquity were held
among them.^
But the essential distinction of ranks in France, perhaps also in

Spain and Lombardy, was founded upon the possession of land, or

upon civil employment. The aristocracy of wealth preceded that of

birth, which indeed is still chiefly dependent upon the other for its im-
portance. A Frank of large estate was styled a noble ; if he wasted or

was despoiled of his wealth, his descendants fell into the mass of the

people, and the new possessor became noble in his stead. In these

early ages, property did not very frequently change hands, and desert

the families who had long possessed it. They were noble by descent,

therefore, because they were rich by the same means. Wealth gave
them power, and power gave them pre-eminence. But no distinction

was made by the Salic or Lombard.codes in the composition for homi-
cide, the great test of political station, except in favour of the king's

vassals. It seems, however, by some of the barbaric codes, those,

namely of the Burgundians, Visigoths, Saxons, and the English colony

place, Decedente praefalo rege Clodoveo, Franci Clotairium seniorem puenim ex tribus sib!

regem statuerunt. Several other instances might be quoted.
i The antiquity of French nobility is maintained temperately by Schmidt, and with acri-

mony by Mor.tesquieu. Neither of them proves any more than I have admitted. The
expression of Ludovicus Pius to his freedman, Rex fecit te liberum, non nobiem ; quod im-

possibile est post iibertatem, is very intelligible, without imagining a privileged class. Of the
practical regard paid to birth, indeed, there are Inany proofs. It seems to have teen a re-

commendation in the choice of bishops. Cum notis Bignonii, in Baluzii Capitularibus. It

•was probably much considered in conferring dignities. Fredegarius says of Protadius, maytir
of the palace to Brunehaut, Quoscun(iue genere nobiles reperiebat, totos humiliare conabatur,
ut nuUus reperiretur, qui gradum, quern ariipuerat, potuisset .Tssucicre.
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of the latter nation,^ that the free men were ranged by them into two or

three classes, and a difference made in the price at which their lives

were valued ; so that there certainly existed the elements of aristo-

cratic privileges, if we cannot in strictness admit their completion at

so early a period. The Antrustions of the kings of the Franks were

also noble, and a composition was paid for their murder, treble of that

for an ordinary citizen ; but this was a personal, not a hereditary

distinction. A link was wanting to connect their eminent privileges

with their posterity ; and this link was to be supplied by hereditary

benefices being bestowed upon them.
Besides the lands distributed among the nation, others were re-

served to the crown, partly for the support of its dignity, and partly

for the exercise of its munificence. These were called fiscal lands
;

they were dispersed over different parts of the kingdom, and formed
the most regular source of revenue.^ But the greater portion of them
were granted out to favoured subjects, under the name of benefices,

the nature of which is one of the most important points in the policy

of these ages. Benefices were, it is probable, most frequently bestowed
upon the professed courtiers, the Antrustiones or Leudes, and upon
the provincial governors. It ]py no means appears, that any condi-
tions of military service \rere expressly annexed to these grants : but
it may justly be presumed that such favours were not conferred with-

out an expectation of some return ; and we read both in law and
history, that beneficiary tenants were more closely connected with the

crown than mere allodial proprietors. Whoever possessed a benefice

was bound to serve his sovereign in the field. But of allodial pro-

prietors only the owner of three mansi was called upon for personal
service. Where there were three possessors of single mansi, one went
to the army, and the others contributed to his equipment.^ Such at

least were the regulations of Charlemagne, whom I cannot believe,

with Mably, to have relaxed the obligations of military attendance.
After the peace of Coblentz, in 860, Charles the Bald restored all

allodial property belonging to his subjects, who had taken part against

him, but not his own beneficiary grants, which they were considered
as having forfeited.

Most of those who have written upon the feudal system, lay it down
that benefices were originally precarious, and revoked at pleasure by
the sovereign ; that they were afterwards granted for life ; and at a
subsequent period became hereditary. No satisfactory proof, how-
ever, appears to have been brought of the first stage in this progress.^

1 I think it cannot be denied that nobility, founded cither upon birth or property, and dis-

tinguished from mere personal freedom, entered into the Anglo-Saxon system. Thus the

eorl and ceorl are opposed to each other, like the noble and roiurier in France.
2 The demesne lands of the crown are continually mentioned in the early writers ; the kings,

in journeying to different parts of their dominions, took up their abode in them. Charlemagne
is very full in his directions as to their management.

3 I cannot define the precise area of a mansus. It consisted, according to Du Cange, of
twelve jugera : but what he meant by a jugcr I know not. The ancient Roman juger was
about nve-eighths of an acre ; the Parisian arpent was a fourth more than one. This would
make a difference as two to one.

•* The position which I have taken upon me to controvert, is laid down in almost every
writer on the feudal system. Besides Sir James Craig, Spelman, and other older authors,
Houard, and the editors of the Benedictine collection, take the same point for granted.
IMably calls it une veritc quo M. de Montesquieu a trfis bicn prouvee. And Robertson affirms
with unusual positiveness, " These benefices were granted originally only during pleasure.
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At least, I am not convinced, that beneficiary grants were ever con-
sidered as rcsumable at pleasure, unless where some delinquency
could be imputed to the vassal. It is possible, though I am not
aware of any documents which prove it, that benefices may in some
instances have been j^ranicd for a term of years, since even fiefs, in

much later times, were occasionally of no greater extent. Their ordi-

nary duration, however, was at least the life of the possessor, after

which they reverted to the fisc. ^ Nor can I agree with those, who
No circumstance relating to the customs of the middle ages is biiiter ascertained than thi» ;

and inmimcrahle proofs of it might be added to those produced in I'Esprit dcs Loix, and by
Du Cange. Hist. Charles V.

These testimonies, which Robertson has not chosen to bring forward, we cannot conjec-
ture; nor is it easy to comprehend by what felicity he has discovered, in the penury of histo-

rical records during the sixth and seventh centuries, innumerable proofs of an usa;;e which,
by the confession of all, did not exist at any later period. But as the authorities quoted by
Montesquieu have appeared conclusive both to Mably and Robertson, it may be proper to

examine them separately. The following is the passage in the I'Esprit dcs Loix, on which
they rely.

On ne peut pas douter que d'abord les fiefs ne fussent amovibles. On voit, dans Gregoire
<le Tours, que Ton ote a Sunegisile et a Galloman tout ce qu'ils tenoient du fisc, et qu'on ne
Icur laisse que ce qu'ils avoient en propriete. Gontran, elevant au trone son neveu Child*:-

bert, eut une conference secrette avec lui, et lui indiqua ceux \ qui il devoit donner dcs fiefs,

ct ceux a qui il devoit les ftter. Dans une formule de Marculfc, le roi donne en echange, ncn
seulement des benefices que son fisc tenoit, mais encore ceux qu'un autre avoil tenjis. La loi

des Lombards oppose les benefices a la propriete. Les historiens, les formules, les codes des
differens peuples barbares, tous les monumens qui nous restent, sont unanimes. Enfin, ceux
qui ont 6crit le Livre des Fiefs, nous apprennent que d'abord les seigneurs purent les otcr a
leur volonte, qu'ensuite ils les assurerent pour un an, et apres les donnerent pour toujours.
The first of Monte-quieu's authorities is from Gregory of Tours. Sunegisilus and Gallo-

jnagnus, two courtiers of Childebert, having been accused of a treasonable conspiracy, fled,

to sanctuary, and refused to stand their trial. Their beneficiary lands were upon this very
justly taken away by a judicial sentence. What argument can be drawn from a case of for-

feiture for treason or outlawry, that benefices were granted only during pleasure? 2. Gon-
tr.in is said by Gregory to have advised his nephev/ Childebert, quos honoraret rauneribus,
quos ab honore depelleret. But honor \% more commonly used in the earliest writers for an
office of dignity, than for a landed estate ; and even were the word to bear in this place the
latter meaning, we could not fairly depend on an authority drawn from times of peculiar
tyranny and civil convulsion. I am not contending that men were secure in their beneficiary,

since they certainly were not so in their allodial estates ; the sole question is, as to the right

they were supposed to possess in respect of them. 3. In the precedent of Marculfus, quoted
by Montesquieu, the king is supposed to grant lands which some other person had lately

held. But this is meant as a designation of the premises, and would be perfectly applicable,

though the late possessor were dead. 4. It is certainly true that the Lombard laws—that is,

laws enacted by the successors of Charlemagne in Lombardy.and the general tenor of an-
cient records, with a few exceptions, oppose benefices to propriety : but it does not follow

that the former were revocable at pleasure. This opposition of alodial to feudal estates sub-
sists at present, though the tenure of the latter is anythinc; rather than precarious. 5. As to

the Libri Feudorum, which are a compilation by some Milanese lawyers in the twelfth cen-
tury, they cannot be deemed of much authority for the earlier historv of the feudal system in

France. There is certainly reason to think that, even in the eleventh century, the tenure of
fiefs in some parts of Lombardy was rather precarious ; but whether this were by any other
law than that of the stronger, it would be hard" to determine.
Du Cange, to whom Robertson also refers, gives this definition of a benefice: praedium

fiscale, quod a rege vel principe, vel ab alio quolibet ad vitnin viro nobili utendum conceditur.

In a subsequent place, indeed, he says : nee tantum erant ad vitam, sed pro libitu aufereban-

tur. For this he only cites a letter of the bishops to Louis the Debonair: Ecclesiae nobis a
Deo commissae non talia sunt beneficia, et hujiismodi regis proprietas, ut pro libitu suo incon-

sultc illas possit dare, aut auferre. But how slight a foundation does this afford for the infer-

ence, that lay-benefices were actually liable to be resumed at pleasure ! Suppose even this to

be a necessary implication in the argument of those bishops, is it certain that they stated the

law of their country with accuracy? Do we not find greater errors than this everj' day in

men's speech and writings, relative to points with which they are not immediately coicerned?
In fact, there is no manner of doubt, that benefices were granted not only for life, but as in-

heritances, in the reign of Louis. In the next sentence Du Cange adds a quaiification, which
puts an end to the controversy, so far as his authority is concerned : Non temere tamen, nee

sine legalijiidicio auferebantur. That those two sentences contradict each other is manifest;

the latter, in my opinion, is the more correct position.

1 The following passage from Gregory of Tours seems to prove, that a'though sons were
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1

deny the existence of hereditary benefices under the first race of

French kings. The codes of the Burgundians, and of the Visigoths,

which advert to them, are, by analogy, witnesses to the contrary. The
precedents given in the forms of Marculfus (about 660) for the grant

of a benefice, contain very full terms, extending it to the heirs of the

beneficiary. 1 And IMably has plausibly inferred the perpetuity of

benefices, at least in some instances, from the language of the treaty

at Andely in 587, and of an edict of Clotaire II. some years later.2

We can hardly doubt at least that children would put in a very strong

claim to what their father had enjoyed ; and the weakness of the

crown in the seventh century must have rendered it difficult to reclaim

its property.

A natural consequence of hereditary benefices was that those who
possessed them carved out portions to be held of themselves by a

similar tenure. Abundant proofs of this custom, best known by the

name of sub-infeudation, occur even in the capitularies of Pepin and
Charlemagne. At a later period it became universal ; and what had
begun perhaps through ambition or pride was at last dictated by
necessity. In that dissolution of all law which ensued after the death

of Charlemagne, the powerful leaders, constantly engaged in domestic
warfare, placed their chief dependence upon men whom they attached

by gratitude, and bound by strong conditions. The oath of fidelity

which they had taken, the homage which they had paid to the sove-

reign, they exacted from their own vassals. To render military service

became the essential obligation which the tenant of a benefice under-

took ; and out of those ancient grants, now become for the most part

hereditary, there grew up in the tenth century, both in name and
reality, the system of feudal tenures.

This revolution was accompanied by another still more important.

The provincial governors, the dukes and counts, to whom we may
add the marquises or margraves, intrusted with the custody of the

frontiers, had taken the lead in all public measures after the decline

of the Merovingian kings. Charlemagne, duly jealous of their ascen-

dency, checked it by suffering the duchies to expire without renewal,

by granting very few counties hereditarily, by removing the adminis-
tration of justice from the hands of the counts into those of his own
itinerant judges, and, if we are not deceived in his policy, by elevating

occ.isionnlly permitted to succeed their fathers, an indulgence which easily grew up into a
right, the crown had, in his time, an unquestionable reversion after the death of its original

beneficiary. Hoc tempore et Wandelinus, nutritor Childcberti regis, obiit; sed in locum ejus
nullus est subrogatus, eo quod regina mater curam velit propriam habere de filio. Qturcunqiie
de Jisco DtL'ruit

, fisci jnribtis sunt relata. Obiit his diebus Bodegesilus dux plenus dicrum
;

sed nihil de facultate ejus filiis minutum est. Gregory's work, however, does not go further
than 595.

1 This precedent was in use down to the eleventh century; its expressions recur in almost
every charter. The earliest instance I have seen of an actual grant to a private person, is of
Charlemagne to one John, in 795.

^ Quicciuid antcfati regcs ecclesiis aut fidelibus suis contulerunt, aut adhuc conferre cum
justitia Deo propitiante voluerint, stabiliter conservetnr ; et quicquid uniciiitiue fidelium in
utriusque regno per legem et justitiam redhibciur, imlluni ei pra;juJicium ponalur, sed liceat

res dcbitas possidcre aique recipere. Et si ali(iuid unicuique per interregna sine culpa sub-
latum est, audientia habila restauretur. Et de eo quod per munificentias pra;cedentiuni
regum unusquisque usque ad transitum gloriosae memoriae domini Chlotacharii regis possedit,
cum securitate possideat ; et quod exinde fidelibus personis ablatum est, de praesenti recipiat.

Qusecunque ecclesiac vel clericis vel quibuslibet personis a gloriosse mcmorix pracfatis pria-
cipibus munificentiee largit?.tc colLitae sunt, omni firmitate perdurcnt.

F
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the ecclesiastical order as a counterpoise to that of the nobility.

Kvcn in his time, the faults of the counts are the constant tlicmc of

the capitularies ; ihcir dissipation and ne;^lcct of duty, their oppression
of the poorer proprietors, and their artful attempts to appropriate the

crown lands situated within their territory. \i Charlemagne was
unable to redress those evils, how much must they have increased
under his posterity ! That great prince seldom gave more than one
county to the same person ; and as they were generally of moderate
size, co-cxtensive with episcopal dioceses, there was less danger, if

this policy had been followed, of their becoming independent. But
Louis the Debonair, and, in a still greater degree, Charles the Bald,

allowed several counties to be enjoyed by the same person. The
possessors constantly aimed at acquiring private estates within the

limits of their charge, and thus both rendered themselves formidable,

and assumed a kind of patrimonial right to their dignities. By a
capitulary of Charles the Bald, a.d. 877, the succession of a son to the
father's county appears to be recognised as a known usage. 1 In the
next century there followed an entire prostration of the royal authority,

and the counts usurped their governments as little sovereignties, with,

the domains and all regalian rights, subject only to the feudal supe-
riority of the king.2 They now added the name of the county to their

own, and their wives took the appellation of countess. In Italy, the

independence of the dukes was still more complete ; and although
Otho the Great and his descendants kept a stricter rein over those of

Germany, yet we find the great fiefs of their empire, throughout the
tenth century, granted almost invariably to the male and even female
heirs of the last possessor.

Meanwhile, the allodial proprietors, who had hitherto formed the
strength of the state, fell into a much worse condition. They were
exposed to the rapacity of the counts, who, whether as magistrates and
governors, or as overbearing lords, had it always in their power to

harass them. Every district was exposed to continual hostilities
;

sometimes from a foreign enemy, more often from the owners of castles

and fastnesses, which in the tenth century, under pretence of resisting

the Normans and Hungarians, served the purposes of private war.

Against such a system of rapine, the military compact of lord and
vassal was the only effectual shield ; its essence was the reciprocity

of service and protection. But an insulated allodialist had no sup-

port : his fortunes were strangely changed, since he claimed, at least

in right, a share in the legislation of his country, and could compare
with pride his patrimonial fields wqth the temporary benefices of the

crown. Without law to redress his injuries, without the royal powet
to support his right, he had no course left but to compromise with

oppression, and subject himself, in return for ]*)rotection, to a feudal

lord. During the tenth and eleventh centuries it appears that allodial

lands in France had chiefly become feudal : that is, they had been

1 This is a questionable point, and most French antiquaries consider this famous capitulary

as the foundation of an hereditarj'^ right in counties. I am inclined to think, that there was at

least a practice of succession, which is implied and guaranteed by this provision.
2 It appears, by the record of a process in 918, that the counts of Toulouse had already

so far usurped the rights cf their sovereign, as to claim an estate, on the ground of its being

a royal benefice. Hist= de l.aiigu^4oc.
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surrendered by their proprietors, and received back again upon the

feudal conditions ; or more frequently, perhaps, the owner had been
compelled to acknowledge himself the man or vassal of a suzerain,

and thus to confess an original grant which had never existed.

i

Changes of the same nature, though not perhaps so extensive, or so

distinctly to be traced, took place in Italy and Germany. Yet it would
be inaccurate to assert, that the prevalence of the feudal system has
been unlimited ; in a great part of France, allodial tenures always sub-

sisted ; and many estates in the empire were of the same description.^

There are, however, vestiges of a very universal custom distinguish-

able from the feudal tenure of land, though so analogous to it, that it

seems to have nearly escaped the notice of antiquaries. From this

silence of other writers, and the great obscurity of the subject, I am
almost afraid to notice what several passages in ancient laws and
instruments concur to prove, that, besides the relation established

between lord and vassal by beneficiary grants, there was another
species more personal and more closely resembling that of patron and
client in the Roman republic. This was usually called commenda-
tion ; and appears to have been founded on two very general prin-

ciples, both of which the distracted state of society inculcated. The
weak needed the protection of the powerful ; and the government
needed some security for public order. Even before the invasion
of the Franks, Salvian, a writer of the fifth century, mentions the

custom of obtaining the protection of the great by money, and
blames their rapacity, though he allows the natural reasonable-
ness of the practice. The disadvantageous condition of the less

powerful freemen, which ended m the servitude of one part, and in

the feudal vassalage of another, led such as fortunately still preserved
their allodial property, to insure its defence by a stipulated payment
of money. Such payments, called Salvamenta, may be traced in

extant charters, chietly indeed of monasteries. In the case of private

persons, it may be presumed that this voluntary contract was fre-

quently changed by the stronger party into a perfect feudal depend-
ence. From this, however, as I imagine, it properly differed in being
capable of dissolution at the inferior's pleasure without incurring a for-

1 It must be confessed, that there do not occur so many specific instances of this conversion
of allodial tenure into feudal, as might be expected, in order to warrant the supposition in the
text. Several records, however, are quoted by Robertson ; and others may be found in diplo-
matic collections. A precedent for surrendering allodial property to tlie king, and receiving
it back as his benefice, appears even in Marculfus. The county of Cominges, between the
Pyrenees, Toulouse, and Bigorre, was allodial till 1244, when it wiis put under the feudal pro-
tection of the count of Toulouse. It devolved by escheat to the crown in 1443.

In many early charters, the king confirms t!ie possession even of allodial property, for
greater security in lawless times ; and, on the other hand, in those of the tenth and eleventh
centuries, the word allodium is continually used for a feud, or hereditary benefice, which
renders tliis subject still more obscure.

^ The maxim, Nullc terre sans seigneur, was so far from being universally received in

France, that in almost all southern provinces, or pays du droit ecrit, lands were presumed to

be allodial, unless the contrary was shown, or, as it was called, franc-aleu.x sans titre. The
p.irlianients, however, seem latterly to have inclined against tliis presumption, and have
thrown the burthen of proof on the party claiming allodiality. For this see Denisart, Dic-
tionnaire des Decisions, art. Frank-aleu. And the famous maxim of the Chancellor Duprat,
nuUe terre sans seigneur, was true, as I learn from the dictionary of Houard, with respect to
jurisdiction, though false as to tenure; allodial lands insulated (enclaves) within the fief of a
lord, being subject to his territorial justice.

In Germany, according to Du Cange, voc. Bgro, there is a distinction between Barones and
Semper-Barones; the latter holding their lands allodially.
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fcilLirc, as well as in havinj^ no relation to land. Homap^c, however,
seems to have been incident to commendntion, as well as to vassalage.
Military service was sometimes the condition of this engagement. It

was the law of France, so late at^ least as the commencement of the
third race of kings, that no man could take a part in private wars, ex-

cept in defence of his own lord. This we learn from an historian

about the end of the tenth century, who relates that one PLrminfrid,

having been released from his homage to Count Burchard, on ceding
ihe fief he had held of him to a monastery, renewed the ceremony on
a war breaking out between Burchard and another nobleman, wherein
he was desirous to give assistance ; since, the author observes, it is

not, nor has been the practice in France, for any man to be concerned
in war, except in the presence, or by the command of his lord. In-

deed, there is reason to infer, from the Capitularies of Charles the Bald,

that every man was bound to attach himself to some lord, though it

was the privilege of a freeman to choose his own superior.* And this

is strongly supported by the analogy of our Anglo-Sa.xon laws, where
it is frequently repeated, that no man should continue without a lord.

There are too, as it seems to me, a great number of passages in

Domesday-book, which confirm this distinction between personal
commendation and the beneficiary tenure of land. Perhaps I may be
thought to dwell too prolixly on this obscure custom ; but as it tends
to illustrate those mutual relations of lord and vassal, which supplied
the place of regular government in the polity of Europe, and has seldom
or never been explicitly noticed, its introduction seemed not improper.

It has been sometimes said that feuds were first rendered hereditary
in Germany, by Conrad II., surnamed the Salic. This opinion is

perhaps erroneous. But there is a famous edict of that emperor at

Milan, in the year 1037, which though immediately relating only to

Lombardy, marks the full maturity of the system, and the last stage

of its progress.- I have remarked already the custom of sub-infeuda-
tion, or grants of lands by vassals to be held of themselves, which had
grown up with the growth of these tenures. There had occurred,

however, some disagreement for want of settled usage, between these

inferior vassals and their immediate lords, which this edict was ex-

pressly designed to remove. Four regulations of great importance are

established therein : that no man should be deprived of his fief, whether
held of the emperor, or a mesne lord, but by the laws of the empire,

and the judgment of his peers ;3 that from such judgment an imme-
1 Unusquisque liber homo, post mortem domin'" sui, licentiam habeat se commendandi inter

hsec tria regna ad quemcunque voluerit. Similiter et ille qui nondum alicui commendaius
est. Volumus etiam ut unusquisque liber homo in nostro rejjno seniorem qualem voluerit in

nobis et in nostris fidelibus recipiat. Et volumus ut cujuscunque nostrum homo, in cujus-
cunque regno sit, cum seniore suo in hostem, vel, aliis suis utilitatibus pergat.

By the Establishments of St Louis, every stranger coming to settle within a barony was to

acknowledge the baron as lord within a year and a day, or pay a fine. In some places, he
even became the serf or villein of the lord. Upon this jealousy of unknown settlers, which
pervades the policy of the middle ages, was founded the droit d'aubaine, or right to their

movables after their decease.
2 Spelman tells us, that Conradus Salicus, a French ewperor. but of Gerjuan descent^ [\\hat

can this mean?] went to Rome about 915 to fetch his crown from Pope John X., when, ac-
cording to him, the succession of a son to his father's fief was first conceded. An almost un-
paralleled blunder in so learned a w riter ! Conrad the Ss^'ic was elected at Worms in 1024,
crowned at Rome by John XIX. in 1077, and made this edict at Milan in 1037.

3 Nisi secundum constitutionem antecessorum ncstroruni, et judicium parium suorum ; the

very expression of ISIagna Charta.
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diate vassal might appeal to his sovereign ; that fiefs should be
inherited by sons and their children ; or in their failure, by brothers,

provided they were fcuda patc7-nay such as had descended from the

father ;i and that the lord should ;iot alienate the fief of his vassal

without his consent.

-

Such was the progress of these feudal tenures, which determined the

political character of every European monarchy where they prevailed,

as well as formed the foundation of its jurisprudence. It is certainly

inaccurate to refer this system, as is frequently done, to the destruc-

tion of the Roman empire by the northern nations, though in the
beneficiary grants of those conquerors we trace its beginning. Five
centuries, however, elapsed before the allodial tenures, which had been
incomparably the more general, gave way, and before the reciprocal

contract of the feud attained its maturity. It is now time to describe

the legal qualities and effects of this relation, so far only as may be
requisite to understand its influence upon the political system.
The essential principle of a fief was a mutual contract of support

and fidelity. Whatever obligations it laid upon the vassal of service

to his lord, corresponding duties of protection were imposed by it on
the lord towards his vassal. ^ If these were transgressed on either side,

the one forfeited his land, the other his seigniory or rights over it.

Nor were motives of interest left alone to operate in securing the feudal

connexion. The associations founded upon ancient custom and
friendly attachment, the impulses of gratitude and honour, the dread
of infamy, the sanctions of religion, were all employed to strengthen
these ties, and to render them equally powerful with the relations of

nature, and far more so than those of political society. It is a question
agitated among the feudal lawyers, whether a vassal is bound to

follow the standard of his lord against his own kindred. It was one
more important, whether he must do so against the king. In the
works of those who wrote when the feudal system was declining, or
who who were anxious to maintain the royal authority, this is com-
monly decided in the negative. Littleton gives a form of homage,
with a reservation of the allegiance due to the sovereign.—Sect. Ixxxv.

And the same prevailed in Normandy and some other countries. A
law of Frederick Barbarossa enjoins, that in every oath of fealty to an
inferior lord, the vassal's duty to the emperor should be expressly
reserved. But it was not so during the height of the feudal system in

France. The vassals of Henry II. and Richard I. never hesitated to

adhere to them against the sovereign, nor do they appear to have
incurred any blame on that account. Even so late as the age of St

i "Gerardus noteth," says Spelman, "that this law settled not the feud upon the eldest

son, or any other son of the feudatory particularly, but left it in the lord's election to please
himself with which he would." But the phrase of the edict runs, filios ejus beneficium tencre;
which, when nothing more is said, can only mean a partition among the sons.

2 The last provision may seem .strange, at so advanced a period of the system ; yet, accord-
ing to Giannone, feuds were still revocable by the lord in some parts of Lombardy. It seems,
however, no more than had been already enacted by the first clause of this edict. Another
interpretation is possible, namely, that the lord should not alienate his own seigniory without
his vassal's consent, which was agreeable to the feudal tenures. This, indeed, would be
putting rather a forced construction on the words, ne domino feudum militisalienare liceat.

3 Upon the mutual obligation of the lord towards his vassal, seems to be founded the l.uv of
warranty, which compelled him to make indemnification where the tenant was evicted of his

land. I'his obligation, however unreasonable it may appear to us, extended, according to tha
(eud.-'l lawyers, to cases of mere donation.
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Louis, it is laid clown in his Establishments, that if justice is refused

by the kinj^ to one of his vassals, he might summon his own tenn; •

under penalty of forfeiting their fiefs, to assist him in obtaining rcdt , \

by arms.i The count of IJritany, Pierre dc Dreux, had practically

asserted this feudal rij^du durinc; the minority of St Louis. In a public
instrument, he announced to tlic world, that having met with repeated
injuries from the regent, and denial of justice, he had let the king know
that he no longer considered himself as his vassal, but renounced his

homage and defied him.2
The ceremonies used in conferring a fief v/crc principally three :

homage, fealty, and investiture, i. The first was designed as a signi-

ficant expression of the submission and devotedness of the vassal

towards his lord. In performing homage, his head was uncovered, his

belt ungirt, his sword and spurs removed ; he placed his hands, kneel-
ing, between those.of the lord and promised to become his man from
thenceforward ; to serve him with life and limb and worldly honour,
faithfully and loyally, in consideration of the lands which he held
under him. None but the lord in person could accept homage, which
was commonly concluded by a kiss.^ 2. An oath of fealty was indis-

pensable in every fief ; but the ceremony was less peculiar than that

of homage, and it might be received by proxy. It was taken by ecclesi-

astics, but not by minors ; and in language differed little from the

form of homage. 3. Investiture, or the actual conveyance of feudal

lands, was of two kinds
;
proper and improper. The first was an

actual putting in possession upon the ground, either by the lord or

his deputy ; which is called in our law, liver>' of seisin. The second
was symbolical, and consisted in the delivery of a turf, a stone, a wand,
a branch, or whatever else might have been made usual by the caprice

of local custom. Du Cange enumerates not less than ninety-eight

varieties of investitures.

Upon investiture, the duties of the vassal commenced. These it

is impossible to define or enumerate ; because the services of military

tenure, which is chiefly to be considered, were in their nature un-
certain, and distinguished, as such, from those incident to feuds of an
inferior description. It was a breach of faith to divulge the lord's

1 Si le Sire dit a son homme lige, Venez vous en avec moi, je veux guerroyer mon Seigneur,
qui me dcnie le jugement de sa cour, le vassal doit repondre : j'irai scavoir, s'il est ainsi que
vous me dites. Alors il doit aler trouver le superieur, etluydire: Sire, le gentilhomme de
qui je tiens mon fief, se plaint que vous lui refusez justice ; je viens pour en scavoir la verite ;

car je suis semonce de marcher en guerre contre vous. Si la reponseest que volontiers il fera

droit en sa cour, I'homme n'est point oblige ded'^ferer a la requisition du Sire ; mais il doit,

ou le suivre, ou se resoudre a perdre son fief, si le chef Seigneur persists dans son refus. I

have copied this from Velly, who has modernised the orthography, which is almost unintel-

ligible in the Ordonnances dcs Rois. One MS. gives the reading i?^i instead of Sei^nctt?:

And the law certainly applies to the king exclitsively : for in case of denial of justice by a
mesne lord there was an appeal to the king's court, but from his injury there could be no appeal
but to the sword.

- It was always necessar\'^ for a vassal to renounce his homage, before he made war on his

lord, if he would avoid the shame and penalty of feudal treason. After a reconciliation, the
homage was renewed. And in this no distinction was made between the king and another
superior. Thus Henry II. did homage '^o the king of France in 1188, having renounced his

former obligation to him at the commencement of the preceding war.
^ Homagium per paragium was unaccompanied by any feudal obligation, and distinguished

from homagium ligeum, which carried with it an obligation of fidelity. The dukes of Nor-
mandy rendered only homage per paragium to the kings of France, and received the like from
the dukes of Britany. In liege homage, it was usual to make reservations of allegiance to the
king or any other lord whom the homager had previously acknowledged.
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counsel ; to conceal from him the machinations of others, to injure

his person or fortune, or to violate the sanctity of his roof and the

honour of his family.^ In battle he was bound to lend his horse to

his lord when dismounted ; to adhere to his side while fighting ; and
to go into captivity as a hostage for him when taken. His attendance
was due to the lord's courts, sometimes to witness, and sometimes to

bear a part in, the administration of justice.''^

The measure, however, of military service, was generally settjed by
some usage. Forty days was the usual term, during which the tenant

of a knight's fee was bound to be in the field at his own expense,'^

This was extended by St Louis to sixty days, except when the charter

of infeuda»ion expressed a shorter period. LJut the length of service

diminished with the quantity of land. For half a knight's fee but
iwenty days were due ; for an eighth part but five ; and when this was
commuted for an escuage or pecuniary assessment, the same propor-
tion was observed.'^ Men turned of sixty, public magistrates, and, of

course, women, were free from personal service, but obliged to send

1 Home nc doit a la feme de son seigneur, ne a sa fille requcrrc vilainle de son cors, nc ;i

srcur tatit cotn elle est deinoiselie en son hostel. I mention this part of feudal duty on account
of the li;^ht it throws on the statute of treasons, 25 E. III. One of tlie treasons therein speci-

fied is, si omme violast la compaigno Ic roy, 011 Lig7i^jUe le roy iticnt marie , ou la compaigne
leigne fitz et heirc le roy. Those who, like Sir E. Coke and the modern lawyers in general,

explain this provision by the political danger of confusing the royal blood, do not apprehend
its spirit. It would be absurd, upon such grounds, to render the violation of the king's eldest

daughter treasonable, so long only as she remains unmarried, when, as is obvious, the danger
of a spurious issue inheriting could not arise. I consider this provision, therefore, as entirely

founded upon the feudal principles, which make it a breach f)f faith—that is, in the prim.^ry

sense of the word, a treason—to sully the honour of tlie lord in that of the near relations who
were immediately protected by residence in his house. If it is asked, why this should be
restricted by the statute to the person of the eldest daughter, I can only answer that this,

which is not more reasonable according to the common political interpretation, is analogous
to many feudal customs in our own and other countries, which attribute a sort of superiority

in dignity to the eldest daughter.
It may be objected that, in the reign of Edward III., there was little left of the feudal

principle in any part of Europe, and least of all in England. Lut the statute of treasons is a
declaration of the ancient law, and comprehends, undoubtedly, what the judges who drew it

could find in records now perished, or in legal traditions of remote antiquity. In the Estab-
lishments of St Louis, it is said that a lord seducing his vassal's daughter, intrusted to his

custody, lost his sei^jniory; a vassal guilty of the same crime towards the family of his

suzerain, forfeited his land,—a proof of the tendency which the feudal law had to purify
public morals, and to create that sense of indignation and resentment with which we now re-

gard such breaches of honour.
-' A vassal, at least in many places, was bound to reside upon his fief, or not to quit it with-

out the lord's consent.
^ In the kingdom of Jerusalem, feudal service extended to a year. It is obvious that this

A'as foimdcd or. the peculiar circumstances of that state. Service of castle-guard, which was
common in the north of England, was performed without limitation of time.

* This division by knight's fees is perfectly familiar in the feudal law of England. But I

must confess my inability to adduce decisive evidence of it in that of France, with the usual
exception of Normandy. According to the natural principle of fiefs, it might seem that the
same personal service would be required from the tenant, whatever were the extent of his

land. William the Conqueror, we know, distributed this kingdom into about 60,000 parcels,
of nearly equal value, from each of which the service of a soldier was due. He may possibly
have been the inventor of this politic arrangement. Some rule must, however, have been
observed in all countries in fixing the amercement for absence, which could only be equit-
able if it bore a just proportion to the value of the fief And the principle of the knight's fee
was so convenient and reasonable, that it is likely to have been ado[)ted in imitation of Eng-
land by other feudal countries. In the roll of Philip III.'s expedition, as will appear by a note
immediately below, there are, I think, several presumptive evidences of it, and though this is

rather a late authority to establish a feudal principle, yet I have ventured to assume it in the
text.

The knight's fee was fixed in England at the annual value of £,"20. Every estate supposed
to be of this value, and entered as such in the rolls of the exchequer, was bound to contribute
the service of a soldier, or to pay an escuage to the amount assessed upon knights' fees.
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ihcir substitutes. A failure in this primnry duty incurred pcrliaps

strictly a forfeiture of the licf. IJut it was usual for the lord to inflict

an amercement, known in England by the name of cscuage. Thus in

I'hilip lll.'s expedition against the Count dc Foix in J 274, barons
were assessed for their default of attendance, at a hundred sous a day
for the expenses which they had saved, and fifty sous as a fine to the

king ; bannerets, at twenty sous for expenses, and ten as a fine :

knights and squires in the same proportion. But barons and bannerets
were iDound to pay an additional assessment for every knight and
squire of their vassals whom they ought to have brought with them
into the field. ^ The regulations as to place of service were less uni-

form than those which regard time. In some places, the vassal was
not bound to go beyond the lord's territory,- or only so far as he might
return the same day. Other customs compelled him to follow his

chief upon all his expeditions. These inconvenient and varying usages
betray the origin of the feudal obligations, not founded upon any
national policy, but springing from the chaos of anarchy and intestine

war, which they were well calculated to perpetuate. For the public
defence, their machinery was totally unserviceable, until such changes
were wrought as destroyed the character of the fabric.

Independently of the obligations of fealty and service, which the
nature of the contract created, other advantages were derived from it

by the lords, which have been called feudal incidents. These were :

I. Reliefs. 2. Fines upon alienation. 3. Escheats. 4. Aids ; to which
may be added, though not generally established, 5. Wardship ; and
6. Marriage.

I. Some writers have accounted for Reliefs in the following manner.
Benefices, w^hether depending upon the crown or its vassals, were not
originally granted by way of absolute inheritance, but renewed from
time to time upon the death of the possessor, till long custom grew up
into right. Hence a sum of money, something between a price and a
gratuity, would naturally be offered by the heir on receiving a fresh

investiture of the fief; and length of time might as legitimately turn

this present into a due of the lord, as it rendered the inheritance of

the tenant indefeasible. This is a very specious account of the mat-
ter. But those who consider the antiquity to which hereditary bene-
fices may be traced, and the unreserved expressions of those instru-

ments by which they were created, as well as the undoubted fact, that

a large proportion of fiefs had been absolute allodial inheritances,

never really granted by the superior, will perhaps be led rather to

look for the origin of reliefs in that rapacity with which the powerful

are ever ready to oppress the feeble. When a feudal tenant died, the

lord, taking advantage of his own strength and the confusion of the

family, would seize the estate into his hands, either by the right of

force, or under some litigious pretext. Against this violence, the heir

^ The following extracts from the muster-roll of this expedition will illustrate the varieties

of feudal obligation :—Johannes d'Ormoy debet servitium per quatuor dies. Johannes Malet
debet servitium per viginti dies, pro quo servitio misit Richardum Tichet. Guido de Laval
debet servitium duorum militum et diniidii. Dominus Sabrandus dictus Chabot dicit quod
non debet servitium domino regi, nisi in comitatu Pictaviensi, et ad sumptus regis, tamen
venit ad preces regis cum tribus militibus et duodecim scutiferis. Guido de Lusigniaco Dom
de Pierac dicit, quod non debet aliquid regi praeter homagium.

* This was the custom of Beauvoisis.
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could in c^eneral have no resource but .1 compromise ; and we know
how readily acts of successful injustice change their name, and move
demurely, like tke wolf in the fable, under the clothing of law. Reliefs

and other feudal incidents are said to have been established in France
about the latter part of the tenth century, and they certainly appear in

the famous edict of Conrad the Salic, in 1037, which recognises the

usage of presenting horses and arms to the lord, upon a change of

tenancy.! But this also subsisted under the name of hcriot, in Eng-
land, as early as the reign of Canute.
A relief was a sum of money (unless where charter or custom intro-

duced a different tribute) due from every one of full age, taking a fief

by descent. This was, in some countries arbitrary, or ad viisericordiam^

and the exactions practised under this pretence both upon superior

and inferior vassals ranked amongst the greatest abuses of the feudal

pohcy. Henry I. of England promises in his charter, that they shall

in future be just and reasonable ; but the rate docs not appear to have
been finally settled, till it was laid down in Magna Charta, at about
the fourth of the annual value of the fief. We find also fixed reliefs

among the old customs of Normandy and Beauvoisis. By a law of St
Louis, in 1245, the lord was entitled to enter upon the lands, if the
heir could not pay the relief, and possess them for a year. This riglit

existed unconditionally in England under the name of primer seisin,

but was confined to the king.^

2. Closely connected with reliefs, were the fines paid to the lord,

ui)on the alienation of his vassal's feud; and indeed we frequently
iind them called by the same name. The spirit of feudal tenure estab-

lished so intimate a connexion between the two parties, that it could
be dissolved by neither without requiring the other s consent. If the
lord transferred his seigniory, the tenant was to testify his concurrence

;

and this ceremony was long kept up in England under the name of

attornment. The assent of the lord to his vassal's alienation was still

more essential, and more difficult to be obtained. He had received
his fief, it was supposed, for reasons peculiar to himself, or to his

family ; at least his heart and arm were bound to his superior ; and
his service was not to be exchanged for that of a stranger, who might
be unable, or unwilling to render it. A law of Lothaire II. in Italy

forbids the alienation of fiefs without the lord's consent. 3 This pro-
hibition is repeated in one of Frederick I., and a similar enactment
was made by Roger king of Sicily. By the law of France the lord
was entitled, upon every alienation made by his tenant, either to re-

deem the fief by paying the purchase-money, or to claim a certain part
of the value, by way of fine upon the change of tenancy.* In Eng-

1 Scrvato lisn valva^^sorum m.ijorum in tradendis armis equisque suis senioribus. This,
among other reasons, leads me to doubt the received opinion, that Italian fiefs were not here-
ditary before the promulgation of this edict.

- P>y many customs, a relief was due on every change of the lord, as well as of the vassal,
but this was not the case in England. Beaumanoir speaks of reliefs as due only on collateral

succession. In Anjou and Maine they were not even due upon succession between brothers.
And M. de Pastoret, in his valuable preface to the si.xtcenth volume of that collection, says
it was a rule, that the king had nothing upon lineal succession of a fief, wliethcr in the as-
cending or descending line, but la boitchc et les vtnins : i.e., homage and fealty.

^ This was principally levelled at the practice of alienating feudal property in favour of the
church, which was called, pro anima judicare.

* In Bcaumanoir's ago and district at least, sub-infcudation without the lord s licence in-
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land, even the practice of sub-infeudation, which was more conformable
to the law of licfs and tlic mihtary ^^enius of the system, but i.

to tlie suzerains, who lost thereby their escheats and other ad\ ,, >

of seigniory, was checked by Magna Charta,^ and forbidden by the

Statute 1 8 Edward I. called Quia Kmptores, which at the same time
gave the liberty of alienating lands, to be holdcn of the grantor's im-
mediate lord. The tenants of the crown were not included in this act

;

but that of I Edward III. c. 12, enabled them to alienate, upon the

payment of a composition into Chancery, which was fixed at one-third

of the annual value of the lands.

I'hcse restraints, placed for the lord's advantage upon the transfer

of feudal property, are not to be confounded with those designed for

the protection of heirs and preservation of families. Such were the
jus protimescos^ in the books of the fiefs,^ and retrait lignager oi the
French law, which gave to the relations of the vendor a pre-emption
upon the sale of any fief, and a right of subsequent redemption. Such
was the positive prohibition of ahenating a fief held by descent from
the father, (feudum paternum,) without the consent of the kindred on
that line.3 Such, too, were the still more rigorous fetters imposed by
the English statute of entails, which precluded all lawful alienation,

till, after two centuries, it was overthrown by the fictitious process of a
common recovery. Though these partake in some measure of the

feudal spirit, and would form an important head in the legal history of

that system, it will be sufficient to allude to them in a sketch, which is

confined to the development of its political influence.

A custom very similar in effect to sub-infeudation, was the tenure
hyfrerage^ which prevailed in many parts of France. Primogeniture,
in that extreme which our common law has established, was unknown,
I believe, in every country upon the continent. The customs of France
found means to preserve the dignity of families, and the indivisibility

of a feudal homage, without exposing the younger sons of a gentleman
to absolute beggary or dependence. Baronies in(^^d were not divided

;

but the eldest son was bound to make a provision in money, by way of

appanage, for the other children, in proportion to his circumstances
and their birth.'* As to inferior fiefs, in many places, an equal parti-

tion was made ; in others, the eldest took the chief portion, generally

two-thirds, and received the homage of his brothers for the remaining
part, which they divided. To the lord of whom the fief was held,

currcd a forfeiture of the Icind ; and his reason extends of course more strongly to alienation.

But, by the general Uwof feuds, the former was strictly regular, while the tenant forfeited

his land by the latteiv^^^raig mentions this distinction as one for which he is perplexed to

account. It is, however, perfectly intelligible upon the original principles of feudal tenure.
1 Dalrymple seems to suppose, that the thirty-second chapter of Magna Charta relates to

alienation, and not to sub-infeudation. Mr Hargrave observes, that " the history- of our !av/

AJth respect to the powers of alienation before the statute of Quia emptores terrarum is very
much involved in obscurity." In Glanvil's time, apparently, a man could only alienate to

hold of himself) rationabilem partem de terra sua. But this may have been in favour of the

kindred, as much as of the lord.

It is probable that Coke is mistaken in supposing, that "at the common law, the tenant
might have made a feoffment of the whole tenancy to be holden of the lord."

2 There were analogies to this jus irpoTi/iiTjaews in the Roman law, and still more closely

in the constitutions of the later Byzantine emperors.
3 Alienatio feudi paterni non vaJet etiim domini voluntate, nisi agnatis consentientibus.
* Baronie ne depart mie entre freres se leur pere ne leur a fait partie ; mes li ainsnez doit

faire avenant bienfet au puisne, et si doit les filles marier.
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himself did homage for the whole.^ In the early times of the feudal

policy, when military service was the great object of the relation be-

tween lord and vassal, this, like all other sub-infeudation, was rather

advantageous to the former. For, when the homage of a fief was
divided, the service was diminished in proportion. Suppose, for ex-

ample, the obligation of military attendance for an entire manor to

have been forty days ; if that came to be equally split among two, each
would owe but a service of twenty. But if instead of being homagers
to the same suzerain, one tenant held immediately of the other, as

every feudatory might summon the aid of his own vassals, the superior

lord would in fact obtain the service of both. Whatever opposition,

therefore, was made to the rights of sub-infeudation or frerage, would
indicate a decay in the military character, the living principle of feudal

tenure. Accordingly, in the reign of Philip Augustus, when the fabric

was beginning to shake, we find a confederate agreement of some
principal nobles, sanctioned by the king, to abrogate the mesne tenure of

younger brothers, and establish an immediate dependence of each upon
the superior lord. This, however, was not universally adopted, and the

original frerage subsisted to the last in some of the customs of France.

3. As fiefs descended but to the posterity of the first taker, or at the

utmost to his kindred, they necessarily became sometimes vacant for

want of heirs : especially where, as in England, there was no power of

devising them by will. In this case, it was obvious that they ought to

revert to the lord, from whose property they had been derived. These
reversions became more frequent through the forfeitures occasioned
by the vassal's delinquency either towards his superior lord or the
state. Various cases are laid down in the Assises de Jdrusalem, where
the vassal forfeits his land for a year, for his life, or for ever. But
under rapacious kings, such as the Norman line in England, absolute
forfeitures came to prevail, and a new doctrine was introduced, the

corruption of blood, by which the heir was effectually excluded from
deducing his title at any distant time, through an attainted ancestor.

4. Reliefs, fines upon alienation, and escheats, seem to be natural
reservations in the lord's bounty to his vassal. He had rights of an-
other class, which principally arose out of fealty and intimate attach-

ment. Such were the aids which he was entitled to call for in certain

prescribed circumstances. These depended a great deal upon local

custom, and were often extorted unreasonably. Du Cange mentions
several as having existed in France : such as an aid for the lord's ex-

pedition to the Holy Land, for marrying his sister, or eldest son, and
for paying a relief to his suzerain on taking possession of his land. Of
these, the last appears to have been the most usual in England. But
this, and other aids occasionally exacted by the lords, were folt as a
severe grievance ; and by Magna Charta three only are retained ; to

make the lord's eldest son a knight, to marry his eldest daughter, and
to redeem his person from prison. They were restricted to nearly the
same description by a law of William I. of Sicily, and by the customs
of France. These feudal aids are deserving of our attention, as the
beginnings of taxation, of which for a long time they in a great mea-

* This was also the law of Flanders and Hainault. The customs as to succession were ex-
ceedingly various, as indeed they continued to be until the late generalisation of French law.
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sure answered the purpose, till the cravinjj necessities and covetous
policy of kinf4S substituted for them more durable and onerous burthens.

I might here, perhaps, close the enumeration of /cudal incidents,

but that the two remaining, wardship and marriage, though only
partial customs, were those of our own country, and tend to illustrate

the rapacious chaiacter of a feudal aristocracy.

5. In England, and in Normandy, which either led the way to, or

adopted all these Knglish institutions, the lord had the wardship of
his tenant during minority. By virtue of this right, he had both the
care of his person, and received to his own use the profits of the estate.

There is something in this custom very conformable to the feudal
spirit ; since none was so fit as the lord to train up his vassal to arms ;

and none could put in so good a claim to enjoy the fief, while the
military service for which it had been granted was suspended. This
privilege of guardianship seems to have been enjoyed by the lord in

some parts of Germany ; but in the law of France, the custody of the
land was intrusted to the next heir, and that of the person, as in socage
tenures among us, to the nearest kindred of that blood which could
not inherit.^ 13y a gross abuse of this custom in England, the right

of guardianship in chivalry, or temporary possession of the lands, was
assigned over to strangers. This was one of the most vexatious parts

of our feudal tenures, and was never perhaps more sorely felt than in

their last stage under the Tudor and Stuart families.

6. Another right given to the lord by the Norman and English laws
was that of marriage, or of tendering a husband to his female wards,
while under age, whom they could not reject without forfeiting the
value of the marriage ; that is, as much as any one would give to the

guardian for such an alliance. This was afterwards extended to male
wards ; and became a very lucrative source of extortion to the crown,
as w^ell as to mesne lords. This custom seems to have had the same
extent as that of wardships. It is found in the ancient books of

Germany, but not of France.^ The kings, however, and even inferior

lords of that country, required their consent to be solicited for the

marriage of their vassals' daughters. Several proofs of this occur in

the history, as well as in the laws of France ; and the same prerogative

1 The Assises de Jerusalem uses nearly the same expression as Sir John Fortescue in ac-
counting for the exclusion of the next heir from guardianship of the person ; that mauvaise
con%'oitise li fairoit faire la garde du loup.

1 know not any mistake more usual in English writers who have treated of the feudal law,

than that of supposing that guardianship in chivalry was an universal custom. A charter of
1198, in Rymer, seems indeed to imply that the incidents of garde noble and of marriage
existed in the isle of Oleron. But Eleanor, bj'' a later instrument, grants that the inhabitants
of that island should have the wardship and marriage of their heirs without any interposition,

and expressly abrogates all the evil customs that her husband had introduced. From hence
I should infer that Henry II. had endeavoured to impose these feudal burthens (which,
perhaps, were then new even in England) upon his continental dominions. Radulphus de
Diceto tells us of a claim made by him to the wardship of Chateauroux in Berr>'. which could
not legally have been subject to that custom. And he set up pretensions to the custody of
the duchy of Britany after the death of his son Geoffrey. This might perhaps be justified by
the law of Normandj', on which Britany depended. But Philip Augustus made a similar

claim. In fact, these political assertions of right, prompted by ambition, and supported by
force, are bad precedents to establish rules of jurisprudence. Both Philip and Henr3- were
abundantly disposed to realise so convenient a prerogative as that of guardianship in chivalry

over the fiefs of their vassals. Lytt!eton"s Henry II.

2 Du Cange, voc. Disparagare seems to admit this feudal right in France, but the pas-
sages he quotes do not support it. See also the word Maritagium.
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existed in Germany, Sicily, and England.^ A still more remarkable
law prevailed in the kingdom of Jerusalem. The lord might summon
any female vassal to accept one of three, whom he should propose as

her husband. No other condition seems to have been imposed on
him in selecting these suitors, than that they should be of equal rank
with herself. Neither the maiden's coyness, nor the widow's affliction,

neither aversion to the proffered candidates, nor love to one more
favoured, seem to have passed as legitimate excuses. One, only one
plea, could come from the lady's mouth, who was resolute to hold her

land m single blessedness. It was, that she was past sixty years of

age ; and after this unwelcome confession, it is justly argued by the

author of the law book which I quote, that the lord could not decently

press her into matrimony.^ However outrageous such an usage may
appear to our ideas, it is to be recollected that the peculiar circum-
stances of that little state rendered it indispensable to possess in every
fief a proper vassal to fulfil the duties of war.

These feudal servitudes distinguish the maturity of the system. No
trace of them appears in the capitularies of Charlemagne and his

family, nor in the instruments by which benefices were granted. I

believe that they did not make part of the regular feudal law before

the eleventh, or perhaps the twelfth century, though, doubtless, par-

tial usages of this kind had grown up antecedently to either of those

periods. If I am not mistaken, no allusion occurs to the lucrative

rights of seigniory in the Assises de Jerusalem, which are a monument
of French usages in the eleventh century. Indeed, that very general
commutation of allodial property into tenure, which took place be-
tween the middle of the ninth and eleventh centuries, would hardly
have been effected, if liefs had then been liable to such burthens, and
so much extortion. In half-barbarous ages, the strong are constantly
encroaching upon the weak ; a truth, which, if it needed illustration,

might find it in the progress of the feudal system.
We have thus far confined our inquiry to fiefs holden on terms of

military service ; since those are the most ancient and regular, as well

as the most consonant to the spirit of the system. They alone were
called proper feuds, and all were presumed to be of this description,

until the contrary was proved by the charter of investiture. A proper
feud was bestowed without price, without fixed stipulation, upon a
vassal capable of serving personally in the field. But gradually, with
the help of a little legal ingenuity, improper fiefs of the most various
kinds were introduced, retaining little of the characteristics, and less

of the spirit which distinguished the original tenures. Women, if in-

deed that were an innovation, were admitted to inherit them ;3 they
were granted for a price, and without reference to military service.

The language of the feudal law was applied by a kind of metaphor to

^ St Louis, in return, decLired that he would not marry his own daughter without the con-
sent of his barons. Henry I. of England had promised the same. The guardian of a female
minor was obliged to give security to her lord not to marry her without his consent.

2 I must observe, that Lauriere says this usage prevailed en plusieurs liuu.x, though lie

quotes no authority. Ordnnnanccs des Rois.
•* Women did not inherit tiefs in the Gei man empire. Whether they were ever excluded

from succession in France, I know not ; the genius of a military tenure, and the old Teutonic
customs, preserved in the Salic law, seem adverse to their possession of feudal lands ; ye/
the fraclice, at least from the eleventh century downwards, docs not support the theory.
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almost every transfer of property. Hence, pensions of money, and
allowances of j)rovision3, however remote from ri;,'ht notions of a fief,

were sometimes j^rnntcd under that name ; and even where land was
the subject of the donation, its conditions were often lucrative, often

honorary, and sometimes ludicrous.^

There is one extensive species of feudal tenure which may be dis-

tinctly noticed. The pride of wealth in the middle a^es was princi-

pally exhibited in a multitude of dependants. The court of Charle-

ma;4ne was crowded with officers of every rank, some of the in t

eminent of whom exercised functions about the royal person, wh:' ii

would have been thought fit only for slaves in the palace of Augustus
or Antoninc. The free-born Franks saw nothing" menial in the titles

of cup-bearer, steward, marshal, and master of the horse, which arc

still borne by the noblest families in every country of Europe, and by
sovereign princes in the empire. From the court of the king, this

favourite piece of magnificence descended to those of the prelates and
barons, who surrounded themselves with household officers called

ministcrials ; a name equally applied to those of a servile and of a
liberal description. The latter of these were rewarded with grants of

lands, which they held under a feudal tenure by the condition of per-

forming some domestic service to the lord. What was called in our
law grand scrjeanty affords an instance of this species of fief.^ It is,

however, an instance of the noblest kind ; but Muratori has given
abundance of proofs, that the commonest mechanical arts were carried

on in the houses of the great, by persons receiving lands upon those

conditions.

Those imperfect feuds, however, belong more properly to the history

of law, and are chiefly noticed in the present sketch, because they
attest the partiality manifested during the middle ages to the name
and form of a feudal tenure. In the regular military fief we see the

real principle of the system, which might originally have been defined,

an alliance of free landholders arranged in degrees of subordination
according to their respective capacities of affording mutual support.

The peculiar and varied attributes of feudal tenures naturally gave
rise to a new jurisprudence, regulating territorial rights in those parts

of Europe which had adopted the system. For a length of time, this

rested in traditionary customs, observed in the domains of each prince
or lord, without much regard to those of his neighbours. Laws were
made occasionally by the emperor in Germany and Italy, which tended
to fix the usages of those countries.- About the year ii 70, Girard and
Obertus, two Milanese lawyers, published two books of the law of fiefs,

wdiich obtained a great authority, and have been regarded as the

groundwork of that jurisprudence. A number of subsequent com-
mentators swelled this code with their glosses and opinions, to en-

1 In the treaty between Henry I. of England and Robert count of Flanders, a.d. iioi, the
king stipulates to pay annually four hundred marks of silver, infeodo, for the military service
of his ally, Rymer, Foedera.

2 " This tenure," says Littleton, " is »vhere a man holds his lands or tenements of our
sovereign lord the king by such services as he ought to do in his proper person to the king,

as to carry the banner of the king, or his lance, or to lead his array, or to be his marshal, or
to carry his sword before him at his coronation, or to be his sewer at his coronation, or his

carver, or his butler, or to be one of his chamberlains at the receipt of his exchequer, or to do
other like services."
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lighten or obscure the judgment of the imperial tribunals. These
were chiefly civilians or canonists, who brought to the interpretation

of old barbaric customs the principles of a very different school.

Hence a manifest change was wrought in the law of feudal tenure,

which they assimilated to the usufruct or the emphyteusis of the

Roman code ; modes of property somewhat analogous in appearance,

but totally distinct in principle from the legitimate fief. These Lom-
bard lawyers propagated a doctrine, which has been too readily re-

ceived, that the feudal system originated in their country ; and some
writers upon jurisprudence, such as Duck and Sir James Craig, incline

to give a preponderating authority to their code. But whatever weight

it may have possessed within the limits of the empire, a different guide

must be followed in the ancient customs of France and England.!

These were fresh from the fountain of that curious polity, with which
the stream of Roman law had never mingled its waters. In England
we know that the Norman system, established between the Conquest
and the reign of Henry II., was restrained by regular legislation, by
paramount courts of justice, and by learned writings, from breaking

into discordant local usages, except in a comparatively small number
of places, and has become the principal source of our common law.

But the independence of the French nobles produced a much greater

variety of customs. The whole number collected and reduced to cer-

tainty in the sixteenth century amounted to two hundred and eighty-

five, or, omitting those inconsiderable for extent or peculiarity, to

sixty. The earliest written customary in France is that of Beam,
which is said to have been confirmed by Viscount Gaston IV. in 1088.2

Many others were written in the two subsequent ages, of which the

customs of Beauvoisis, compiled by Beaumanoir under Philip III., are

the most celebrated, and contain a mass of information on the feudal

constitution and manners. Under Charles VII., an ordinance was
made for the formation of a general code of customary law, by ascer-

taining for ever in a written collection those of each district ; but the

work was not completed till the reign of Charles IX. This was what
may be called the common law of the pays coiitiimiers, or northern

division of France, and the rule of all their tribunals, unless where
controlled by royal edicts.

PART II.—FEUDAL SYSTEM.

It has been very common to seek for the origin of feuds, or at least

for analogies to them, in the history of various countries. But, though
it is of great importance to trace the similarity of customs in different

'1 Giannone explicitly contrasts the French and Lombard laws respectin;; fiefs. The latter

was the foundation of the Libri Fcudorum, and formed tlic common law of Italj'. The former
was introduced by Roger Gniscard into his dominions, in three books of constitutions, printed
in Lindebrop's collection. There were several material difTerenccs, which Giannonc enumer-
ates, esptcially the Norman custom of primogeniture.

^ There are two editions of this curious old code ; one at Pau, in 1552, republished with a
fresh title-page, and permission of Henry IV., in 1602 ; the other .at Lescars, in 1633. These
laws, as we read them, are subsequent to a revision made in the middle of the sixteenth cen-
tury, in which they were more or less corrected. The basis, however, is unquestionably very
ancient. Wo even find the composition for homicide preserved in them, so that murder was
not a capital offence in Beam, though robbery was such.
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parts of the world, because it guides us to the discovery of j^eneral

theorems as to human society, yet we should be on our guarf!

seeming analogies, which vanish away when they are closely i: > .

It is easy to find partial resemblances to the feudal system. The rela-

tion of patron and client in the Roman republic is not unlike that of

lord and vassal, in respect of mutual fidelity ; but it was not founded
upon the tenure of land, nor military service. The veteran soldiers,

and, in later times, some barbarian allies of the emperors, received

lands upon condition of public defence ; but they were bound not to

an individual lord, but to the state. Such a resemblance to fiefs may
be found in the Zemindaries of Hindostan, and the Timariots of

Turkey. The clans of the Highlanders and Irish followed their

chieftain into the field ; but their tie was that of imagined kindred

and respect for birth, not the spontaneous compact of vassalage.

Much less can we extend the name of feud, though it is sometimes
strangely misapplied, to the polity of Poland and Russia. All the

Polish nobles were equal in rights and independent of each other; all

who were less than noble, were in servitude. No government can be
more opposite to the long gradations and to the mutual duties of the
feudal system. ^

The regular machinery and systematic establishment of feuds, in

fact, may be considered as almost confined to the dominions of Charle-
magne, and to those countries which afterwards derived it from thence.

In England, it can hardly be thought to have existed in a complete
state before the Conquest. Scotland, it is supposed, borrowed it soon
after from her neighbour. The Lombards of Benevento had intro-

duced feudal customs into the Neapolitan provinces, which the Nor-
man conquerors afterwards perfected. Feudal tenures were so general
in the kingdom of Aragon, that I reckon it among the monarchies
which were founded upon that basis.2 Charlemagne's empire, it must
be remembered, extended as far as the Ebro. But in Castile 3 and

1 In civil history many instances might be found of feudal ceremonies in countries not
regulated by the feudal law. Thus Selden has published an infeudation of a vayvod of Mol-
davia by the king of Poland, a.d. 1485, in the regular forms. But these political fiefs have
hardly any connexion with the general system, and merely denote the subordination of one
prince or people to another.

2 It is probable that feudal tenure was as ancient in the north of Spain as in the contiguous
provinces of France. But it seems to have chiefly prevailed in Aragon about the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, when the Moors south of the Ebro were subdued by the enterprise of
private nobles, who, after conquering estates for themselves, did homage for them to the king.

James I. , upon the reduction of Valencia, granted lands by way of fief, on condition of defend-
ing that kingdom against the Moors, and residing personally upon the estate. Many did not
perform this engagement, and were deprived of the lands in consequence. It appears by the
testament of this monarch, that feudal tenures subsisted in every part of his dominions. An
edict of Peter II. in 1210 prohibits the alienation of eniphytezises without the lord's consent.
It is hard to say whether regular fiefs are meant by this word.
The Aragonese fiefs appear, however, to have differed from those of other countries in

some respects. Zurita mentions fiefs according to the custon 0/ Italy, which he explains to

be such as were liable to the usual feudal aids for marrjnng the lord's daughter, and other
occasions. We may infer, therefore, that these prestations were not customary in Aragon.

3 What is said of vassalage in Alfonso X.'s code, Las siete partidas, is short and obscure ;

nor am I certain that it meant anything more than voluntary coinmetidatioit, the custom
mentioned in the former part of this chapter, from which the vassal might depart at pleasure.

Du Caiige, v. Honor, gives authorities for the existence of Castilian fiefs; and I have
met with occasional mention of them in history. I believe that tenures of this kind were
introduced in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries : but not to any great extent.

Tenures of a feudal nature, as I collect from Freirii Institut. Juris Lusitani, existed in Por-
tugal, though the jealousy of the crown prevented the system from being established. There
were even territorial jurisdictions in thai kingdom, though not, at least originally, in C&stilei
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Portugal they were very rare, and certainly could produce no political

effect. Benefices for life were sometimes granted in the kingdoms of

Denmark and Bohemia.^ Neither of these, however, nor Sweden nor
Hungary, comes under the description of countries influenced by the

feudal system.^ That system, however, after all these limitations, was
so extensively diffused, that it might produce confusion, as well as

prolixity, to pursue the collateral branches of its history in all the

countries where it prevailed. But this embarrassment may be avoided
without any loss, I trust, of important information. The English
constitution will find its place in another portion of this volume ; and
the political condition of Italy, after the eleventh century, was not

much affected, except in the kingdom of Naples, an inconsiderable

object by the laws of feudal tenure. I shall confine myself, therefore,

chiefly to France and Germany ; and far more to the former than the

latter country. But it may be expedient first to contemplate the state

of society in its various classes during the prevalence of feudal prin-

ciples, before we trace their influence upon the national government.
It has been laid down already as most probable that no proper

aristocracy, except that of wealth, was known under the early kings of

France ; and it was hinted that hereditary benefices, or, in other

words, fiefs, might supply the link that was wanting between personal

privileges and those of descent. The possessors of beneficiary estates

were usually the richest and most conspicuous individuals in the state.

They were immediately connected with the crown, and partakers in

the exercise of justice and royal counsels. Their sons now came to

inherit this eminence ; and, as fiefs were either inalienable, or at least

not very frequently alienated, rich families were kept long in sight
;

and, whether engaged in public affairs, or living with magnificence
and hospitality at home, naturally drew to themselves popular esti-

mation. The dukes and counts, who had changed their quality of

governors into that of lords over the provinces intrusted to them, were
at the head of this noble class. And, in imitation of them, their own
vassals, as well as those of the crown, and even rich allodialists,

assumed titles from their towns or castles, and thus arose a number
of petty counts, barons, and viscounts. This distinct class of nobility

became coextensive with the feudal tenures. For the military tenant,

however poor, was subject to no tribute, no prestation, but service in

the field ; he was the companion of his lord in the sports and feasting

of his castle, the peer of his court ; he fought on horseback, he was
clad in the coat of mail, while the commonalty, if summoned at all to

war, came on foot, and with no armour of defence. As every thing in

the habits of society conspired with that prejudice, which, in spite of

moral philosophers, will constantly raise the profession of arms above

1 In one of the oldest Danish historians, Sweno, I have noticed this expression ; Walde-
marus, patris tunc \>oX.\\.\ii, /codo . lU' tliis he means the duchy of Sleswic, noi a fief, but an
honour or government possessed by Waldemar. Saxo Grammaticus ca'ls it more classically,

paternie pra.fectura; dignitas. Sleswic was, in later times, sometimes held as a fief; but this

does not in the least imply that lands in Denmark proper were feudal, of which I find no
evidence.

- Though there were no feudal tenures in Sweden, yet the nobility and others were
exempt from taxes on condition of serving the king with a horse and arms at their own
expense ; and a distinction was taken between iibrr and tributarius. But anj' one of the
latter might become of the former class, or vice ver>.a.

G
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all others, it was a natural consequence, that a new species of aristo-

cracy, founded upon the mixed considerations of birth, tenure, and
occupation, sprang out of the feudal system. Every possessor of a

fief was a gentleman, though he owned but a few acres of land, and
furnished his slender contribution towards the equipment of a kni -hi.

In the Libri Feudorum indeed, those who were three degrees removed
from the emperor in order of tenancy, arc considered as ignoble, but

this is restrained to modern investitures ; and in France, where sub-

infeudation was carried the furthest, no such distinction has met my
observation.^

There still, however, wanted something to ascertain gentility of

blood, where it was not marked by the actual tenure of land. This
was supplied by two innovations devised in the eleventh and twelfth

centuries ; the adoption of surnames, and of armorial bearings. The
first are commonly referred to the former age, when the nobility began
to add the names of their estates to their own, or, having any way
acquired a distinctive appellation, transmitted it to their posterity.^

As to armorial bearings, there is no doubt that emblems somewhat
similar have been immemorially used both in war and peace. The
shields of ancient warriors, and devices upon coins or seals, bear no
distant resemblance to modern blazonry. But the general introduction

of such bearings, as hereditary distinctions, has been sometimes attri-

buted to tournaments, wherein the champions were distinguished by
fanciful devices ; sometimes to the crusades, where a multitude of all

nations and languages stood in need of some visible token to denote
the banners of their respective chiefs. In fact, the peculiar symbols
of heraldry point to both these sources, anci have been borrowed in

part from each. Hereditary arms were perhaps scarcely used by pri-

vate families before the beginning of the thirteenth century.-"^ From
that time, however, they became very general, and have contributed

^ Ths nobility of an allodial possession, in France, depended upon its right to territorial

jurisdiction. Hence there wtx^franc-aleux nobles, 2SiAfranc-aleux rotiiriers : the latter of

which were subject to the jurisdiction of the neighbouring lord.
2 The authors of the Nouveau Traite de Diplomatique, trace the use of surnames in a few

instances even to the beginning of the tenth century ; but they did not become general, ac-

cording to them, till the thirteenth.
3 I should be unwilling to make a negative assertion peremptorily in a matter of mere anti-

quarian research ; but I am not aware of any decisive evidence that hereditary arms were borne
in the twelfth century, except by a very few royal or almost royal families. Those of Geoffrey
the Fair, count of Anjou, who died in 1150, are e.Ktant on his shield : azure, four lions rampant or.

If arms had been considered as hereditary at that time, this should be the bearing of England,
which, as we all know, differs considerably. - Louis VII. sprinkled his seal and coin with
fleurs-de-lys, a very ancient device, or rather ornament ; and the same as what are sometimes
called bees. The golden ornaments found in the tomb of Childeric I. at Toumay, which
may be seen in the library of Paris, may pass either for fleurs-de-lys or bees. Charles V. re-

duced the number to three, and thus fixed the arms of France. The counts of Toulouse used
their cross in the twelfth age ; but no other arms, Vaissette tells us, can be traced in Langue-
doc so far back.

Armorial bearings were in use among the Saracens during the later crusades, as appears by
a passage in Joinville, and Du Gauge's note upon it. Perhaps, however, they may have been
adopted in imitation of the Franks, like the ceremonies of laiighthood. Villaret ingeniously
conjectures, that the separation of different branches of the same family by their settlements
in Palestine led to the use of hereditary arms, in order to preserve the connexion.
M. Sismondi, I observe, seems to entertain no doubt that the noble families of Pisa, includ-

ing that whose name he bears, had their armorial distinctions in the beginning of the twelfth

century. It is at least probable, that heraldic devices were as ancient in Italy as in anj' part

of Europe. And the authors of Nouveau Traite de Diplomatique, incline to refer hereditary
arms even in France to the beginning of the twelfth century, though without producing any
evidence for this.
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to elucidate that branch of history, whatever value we may assign to

it, which regards the descent of illustrious families.

When the privileges of birth had thus been rendered capable of

legitimate proof, they were enhanced in a great degree, and a line

drawn between the high born and ignoble classes, almost as broad as

that which separated liberty from servitude. All offices of trust and
power were conferred on the former ; those excepted, which appertain

to the legal profession. A plebeian could not possess a fief.i Such at

least was the original strictness ; but as the aristocratic principle grew
weaker, an indulgence was extended to heirs, and afterwards to pur-

chasers.2 They were even permitted to become noble by the acquisi-

tion, or at least by its possession for three generations.^ But notwith-

standing this ennobling quality of the land, which seems rather of an
equivocal description, it became an established right of the crown to

take, every twenty years, and on every change of the vassal, a fine

known by the name of franc-ficf, from plebeians in possession of land
held by a noble tenure."* A gentleman in France or Germany could
not exercise any trade without derogating, that is, losing the advan-
tages of his rank. A few exceptions were made, at least in the former
country, in favour of some liberal arts, and of foreign commerce. But
in nothing does the feudal haughtiness of birth more show itself than
in the disgrace which attended unequal marriages. No children
could inherit a territory held immediately of the empire, unless both
their parents belonged to the higher class of nobility. In France, the

offspring of a gentleman by a plebeian mother were reputed noble for

the purposes of inheritance, and of exemption from tribute.^ 13ut they
could not be received into any order of chivalry, though capable of

simple knighthood ; nor were they considered as any better than a
bastard class, deeply tainted with the alloy of their maternal extraction.

Many instances occur Avhere letters of nobility have been granted to

reinstate them in their rank. For several purposes it was necessary
to prove four, eight, sixteen, or a greater number of quarters, that is,

of coats borne by paternal and maternal ancestors, and the same prac-
tice still subsists in Germany.

It appears, therefore, that the original nobility of the continent were

1 We have no En.^^lish word that conveys the full sense of rofnrier. How glorious is this
deficiency in our political language, and how different are the ideas suggested hy coinmoner!
Roturier, according to Du Cange, is derived from rupturarius, a peasant, abagrum rumpendo.

^ The Establishments of St Louis forbid this innovation, but Beaumanoir contends that the
])rohibiiion does not extend to descent or marriage. The roturier who acquired a fief, if he
challenged any one, fought with ignoble arms ; but in all other respects was treated as a
i;entlcman. Yet a knight was not obliged to do homage to the rotiurier, who became his
superior by the acquisition of a fief on which he depended.

^ According to Mably, the possession of a fief did not cease to confer nobility (analocous to
our barony by tenure) till the Ordonnance de Blois in 1579. But Lauriere, author of the pre-
face .above cited, refers to Bouteiller, a writer of the fourteenth century, to prove that no one
could become noble without the king's authority. The contradiction will not much perplex
us, when we reflect on the disposition of lawyers to ascrilje all prerogatives to the crown, at
the expense of territorial proprietors, and of ancient customarv law.

* The right, originally perhaps usurpation, called franc-fief, b.-gan under Philip the Fair.
* Nobility, to a certain degree, was communicated through the mother alone, not only by

the custom of Champagne, but in all parts of France ; that is, the issue were " gentil-
hommes du fait de Icur corps," and could possess fiefs; but, says Beaumanoir, " la gentil-
lesse par laquclle on devient chevalier, doit venir de par Ic pire." There was a proverbial
maxim in French law, rather emphatic than decent, to cxiucss the derivation of gentility
from the fiithcr, and of freedom from the niotlier.
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what wc may call sclf-crcatcd, and did not derive their rank from any
such concessions of their respective sovereigns, as have been neces-

sary in subsequent ages. In England, the baronies by tenure might
belong to the same class, if the lands upon which they depended had
not been granted by the crown, liut the kings of France, before the

end of the thirteenth century, began to assume a privilege of creating

nobles by their own authority, and without regard to the tenure of

land. Philip the Hardy, in 1271, was the first P'rench king who granted
letters of nobihty ; under the reigns of Philip the Fair and his chil-

dren, they gradually became frequent. This effected a change in the

character of nobility ; and had as obvious a moral, as other events of

the same age had a political influence, in diminishing the power and
independence of the territorial aristocracy. The privileges originally

connected with ancient lineage and extensive domains became com-
mon to the low-born creatures of a court, and lost consequently part

of their title to respect. The lawyers, as I have observed above, pre-

tended that nobility could not exist without a royal concession. They
acquired themselves, in return for their exaltation of prerogative, an
official nobility by the exercise of magistracy. The institutions of chi-

valry again gave rise to a vast increase of gentlemen ; knighthood, on
whomsoever conferred by the sovereign, being a sufficient passport to

noble privileges. It was usual, perhaps, to grant previous letters of

nobility to a plebeian for whom the honour of knighthood was designed.

In this noble or gentle class there were several gradations. All

those, in France, who held lands immediately depending upon the

crown, whatever titles they might bear, were comprised in the order of

barons. These were, originally, the peers of the king's court ; they
possessed the higher territorial jurisdiction, and had the right of car-

rying their own banner into the field. ^ To these corresponded the
Vavassores majores and Capitanei of the empire. In a subordinate
class were the vassals of this high nobility, who, upon the continent,

were usually termed Vavassors ; an appellation not unknown, though
rare, in England.^ The Chatelains belonged to the order of Vavassors,

as they held only arriere fiefs ; but having fortified houses, from which
they derived their name, (a distinction very important in those times,)

and possessing ampler rights of territorial justice, they rose above the
level of their fellows in the scale of tenure.^ But after the personal

1 The vassals of inferior lords were however called, improperly, Barons, both in France and
England. In perfect strictness, those only, whose immediate tenure of the crown was older
than the accession of Hugh Capet, were barons of France; namely, Bourbon, Coucy, and
Beaujeu, or Beaujolois. It appears, however, by a register in the reign of Philip Augustus,
that fifty-nine were reckoned in that class ; the feudataries of the Capetian fiefs, Paris and
Orleans, being confounded with the original vassals of the crown.

* There is, perhaps, hardly any word more loosely used than Vavassor. Bracton says.

Sunt etiam Vavassores, magnae dignitatis viri. In France and Germany they are sometimes
named with much less honour. Je suis un chevalier n^ de cest part de vavasseurs et de basse
gent^ says a romance. This is to be explained by the poverty to which the subdivision of
fiefs reduced idle gentlemen.

3 Whoever had a right to a castle had la haute justice ; this being so incident to the cast!e,

that it was transferred along with it. There might, however, be a Seigneur haut-justicier

below the chatelain ; and a ridiculous distinction was made as to the number of posts by
which their gallows might be supported. A baron's instrument of execution stood on four
posts; a chatelain's on three ; while the i*nferior lord, who happened to possess la haute jus-
tice, was forced to hang his subjects on a two-legged machine.

Lauriere quotes from an old manuscript the following short scale of ranks. Due est la pre-
miere dignite, puis comtes, puis viscomtes, et puis baron, et puis chatelain, et puis vavasseur,

et puis citaen, et puis vii'ain.
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nobility of chivalry became the object of pride, the Vavassors, who
obtained knighthood, were commonly styled bachelors ; those who had
not received that honour fell into the class of squires,^ or damoiseaux.

It will be needless to dwell upon the condition of the inferior clergy,

whether secular or professed, as it bears little upon the general scheme
of polity The prelates and abbots, however, it must be understood,

were completely feudal nobles. They swore fealty for their lands to

the king or other superior, received the homage of their vassals, en-

joyed the same immunities, exercised the same jurisdiction, maintained
the same authority as the lay lords among whom they dwelt. Military

service does not appear to have been reserved in the beneficiary grants

made to cathedrals and monasteries. But, when other vassals of the

crown were called upon to repay the bounty of their sovereign by per-

sonal attendance in war, the ecclesiastical tenants were supposed to

fall within the scope of this feudal duty, which men, little less unedu-
cated and violent than their compatriots, were not reluctant to fulfil.

Charlemagne exempted, or rather prohibited, them from personal ser-

vice by several capitularies.^ The practice, however, as every one who
has some knowledge of history will be aware, prevailed in succeeding
ages. Both in national and private warfare, we find very frequent

mention of martial prelates.*^ But, contrary as this actual service

might be to the civil as well as ecclesiastical laws, the clergy who held

military fiefs were of course bound to fulfil the chief obligation of that

tenure, and send their vassals into the field. We have many instances

of their accompanying the army, though not mixing in the conflict

;

and even the parish priests headed the militia of their villages. The
prelates, however, sometimes contrived to avoid this military service,

and the payments introduced in commutation for it, by holding lands
in frank-almoigne, a tenure which exempted them from every species of

obligation except that of saying masses for the benefit of the grantor's

family. But, notwithstanding the warlike disposition of some ecclesi-

astics, their more usual inability to protect the estates of their churches
against rapacious neighbours suggested a new species of feudal relation

and tenure. The rich abbey elected an advocate, whose business it

was to defend their interests both in secular courts, and, if necessary,
in the field. Pepin and Charlemagne arc styled Advocates of the

Roman Church. This, indeed, was on a magnificent scale ; but in

ordinary practice, the advocate of a monastery was some neighbouring
lord, who, in return for his protection, possessed many lucrative privi-

leges, and, very frequently, considerable estates by way of fief from his

1 The sons of knights, and gentlemen not yet knighted, took the appellation of squires in

the twelfth century. That of Damoiseau came into use in the thirteenth. The latter was, I

tliink, more usual in France. Du Cange gives little information as to the word squire.

(Scutifer.) " Apud Anglos," he says, " pcnultima est nobilitatis descriptio, inter Equitcm et
Gcnerosum. Quod et alibi in usu fuit. " Squire was not used as a title of distinction in Eng-
land till the reign of Edward III., and then but sparingly. Though by Henry VI. 's time ic

was grown more common, yet none assumed it but the sons and heirs of knights, and some
military men ; except officers in courts of justice, who, by patent or prescription, had obtained
that addition. Spelman's Posthumous Works.

2 Any bishop, priest, deacon, or sub-deacon bearing arms was to be degraded, and not
even admitted to lay communion.

3 One of the latest instances, probably, of a fighting bishop is Jean Montaigu, archbishop
of Sens, who was killed at Azincourt. Monstrelet says, that he was " non pas en estat pon-
tifical, car au lieu de mitre il portoit tme bacinet, pour dalmatique portoilun haubcrgeon,
pour chasuble la piece d'acicr ; et au lieu dc crosse, portoit unc hachc."
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ecclesiastical clients. Some of these advocates arc reproached with
violatinjT their obli^^ation, and l)ecoming the plunderers of those whom
they had been retained to defend.

The classes below the gentry may be divided into freemen and
villeins. Of the first were the inhabitants of chartered towns, the
citizens and buri;hers, of whom more will be said presently. As to

those who dwelt in the country, we can have no difficulty in recognis-
ing, so far as England is concerned, the socagers, whose tenure was
free, though not so noble as knight's service, and a numerous body of

tenants for term of life, who formed that ancient basis of our strength,

the English yeomanry. But the mere freemen are not at first sight so
distinguishable in other countries. In French records and law books
of feudal times, all besides the gentry are usually confounded under
the names of villeins or hommes de pooste, (gens potestatis;. ^ This
proves the slight estimation m which all persons of ignoble birth were
considered. For undoubtedly there existed a great many proprietors

of land and others, as free, though not as privileged, as the nobility.

In the south of France, and especially Provence, the number of free-

men is remarked to have been greater than in the parts on the right

bank of the Loire, where the feudal tenures were almost universal, I

shall quote part of a passage in Beaumanoir, which points out this

distinction of ranks pretty fully. " It should be known," he says,
*' that there are three conditions of men in this world : the first is that

of gentlemen ; and the second is that of such as are naturally free,

being born of a free mother. All who have a right to be called gentle-

men are free, but all who are free are not gentlemen. Gentility comes
by the father, and not by the mother ; but freedom is derived from the

mother only; and whoever is born of a free mother, is himself free,

and has free power to do anything that is lawful."

In every age and country, until times comparatively recent, personal
servitude appears to have been the lot of a large, perhaps the greater,

portion of mankind. We lose a good deal of our sympathy with the

spirit of freedom in Greece and Rome, when the importunate recollec-

tion occurs to us, of the tasks which might be enjoined, and the
punishments which might be inflicted, without control either of law
or opinion, by the keenest patriots of the Comitia, or the Council of

Five Thousand. A similar, though less powerful, feeling will often

force itself on the mind, when we read the history of the middle ages.

The Germans, in their primitive settlements, were accustomed to the

notion of slavery, incurred not only by captivity, but by crimes, by
debt, and especially by loss in gaming. When they invaded the

Roman empire, they found the same condition established in all its

provinces. Hence, from the beginning of the era now under review,

servitude, under somewhat different modes, was extremely common.
There is some difficulty in ascertaining its varieties and stages. In

1 Homo potestatis, non nobilis—Ita nuncupantur, quod in potestate domini sunt—Oppo-
nuntur viris nobilibus ; apud Butilerium Consuetudinarii vocantur, Coustumiers, prestationi-

bus scilicet obnoxii et operis. As all these freemen were obliged, b)' the ancient laws of

France, to live under the protection of some particular lord, and found great difficulty in

choosing a new place of residence, as they were subject to many tributes and oppressive claims

on the part of their territorial superiors, we cannot be surprised that they are confounded, at

this dist?nce, with men in actual servitude.
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the Salic laws, and in the Capitularies, we read not only of Servi, but

of Tributarii, Lidi, and Coloni, who were cultivators of the earth, and
subject to residence upon their master's estate, though not destitute of

property, or civil rights.^ Those who appertained to the demesne
lands of the crown were called Fiscalini. The composition for the

murder of one of these was much less than that for a freeman.^ The
number of these servile cultivators was undoubtedly great, yet in those

early times, I should conceive, much less than it afterwards became.
Property was for the most part in small divisions, and a Frank who
could hardly support his family upon a petty allodial patrimony was
not likely to encumber himself with many servants. But the accumu-
lation of overgrown private wealth had a natural tendency to make
slavery more frequent. Where the small proprietors lost their lands

by mere rapine, we may believe that their liberty was hardly less en-

dangered.^ Even where this was not the case, yet, as the labour

either of artisans or of free husbandmen was but sparingly in demand,
they were often compelled to exchange their liberty for bread. In

seasons also of famine, and they were not unfrequent, many freemen
sold themselves to slavery. A capitulary of Charles the Bald, in 864,
permits their redemption at an equitable price* Others became slaves,

as more fortunate men became vassals, to a powerful lord, for the sake
of his protection. Many were reduced into this state through inability

to pay those pecuniary compositions for offences, which were nume-
rous and sometimes heavy in the barbarian codes of law ; and many
more by neglect of attendance on military expeditions of the king, the

penalty of which was a line called Hcribann, with the alternative of

perpetunl servitude.^ A source of loss of liberty which may strike us
as more extraordinary was superstition ; men were infatuated enough
to surrender themselves, as well as their properties, to churches and
monasteries, in return for such benefits as they might reap by the

prayers of their new masters.

The characteristic distinction of a villein was his obligation to re-

main upon his lord's estate. He was not only precluded from selling

the lands upon which he dwelt ; but his person was bound, and the

lord might reclaim him at any time, by suit in a court of justice, if he
ventured to stray. But, equally liable to this confinement, there were
two classes of villeins, whose condition was exceedingly different. In

1 These passages are too numerous for reference. In a very early charter in Martenne's
Thesaurus Anecdotorum, lands are granted, cum hominibus ibidem permancntibiis, quos
colounrio crdine virere QOXi^l\X.\\\m\x^. Men of this class were called in Italy Aldioncs. A
Lombard capitulary of Charlemagne says: Aldiones ea lege vivunt in Italia sub servitute
dominorum suorum, qua Fiscalini, vel Lidi vivunt in Francia.

- Originally it was but forty-five solidi, Leges Salica;, but Charlemagne raised it to one
hundred. There are several provisions in the laws of this great and wise monarch in favour
of liberty. If a lord claimed any one either as his villein or slave, (co'onus sive servus) who
had escaped beyond his territory, he was not to be given up till strict inquiry had been made
in the pl.ace to which he was asserted to belong, as to his condition, and that of his family.
And if the villein showed a charter of enfranchisement, the proof of its forgery was to lie upon
the lord. No man's liberty could be questioned in the Hundred court.

^ Montesquieu ascribes the increase of personal servitude in France to the continual revolts
and commotions under the two first dynasties.

* The Greek traders purchased famished wretches on the coasts of Italy, wliom they sold
to the Saracens. Muratori, Annali d'ltalia, a.d. 785. Much more would persons in this
extremity sell themselves to neighbouring lords.

•^ Dvi Cange, Heribannum. A full heribannum was sixty solidi; but it was sometimes as-
sessed in proportion to the wealth of the party.
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England, at least from the reign of Henry II., one only, and that the
inferior species, existed ; incapable of property, and destitute of

redress, except against the most outrageous injuries.^ The lord could
seize whatever they acquired or inherited, or convey them, apart from
the land, to a stranger. Their tenure bound them to what were called

villein services, ignoble in their nature, and indeterminate in their

degree ; the felling of timber, the carrying of manure, the repairing of
roads for their lord, who seems to have possessed an equally un-
bounded right over their labour and its fruits. But by the customs of
France and Germany, persons in this abject state seem to have been
called serfs, and distinguished from villeins, who were only bound to

fixed payments and duties in respect of their lord, though, as it seems,
without any legal redress, if injured by him.2 " The third estate of

men," says Beaumanoir, in the passage above quoted, " is that of such
as are not free ; and these arc not all of one condition, for some are so
subject to their lord that he may take all they have, alive or dead, and
imprison him whenever he pleases, being accountable to none but
God ; while others are treated more gently, from whom the lord can
take nothing but customary payments, though at their death all they
have escheats to him." 3

Under every denomination of servitude, the children followed their

mother's condition ; except in England, where the father's state deter-

mined that of the children ; on which account bastards of female
villeins were born free ; the law presuming the liberty of their father."*

The proportion of freemen, therefore, would have been miserably
diminished, if there had been no reflux of the tide, which ran so
strongly towards slavery. But the usage of manumission made a sort

of circulation between these two states of mankind. This, as is well

known, was an exceedingly common practice with the Romans ; and
is mentioned, with certain ceremonies prescribed, in the Frankish and
other early laws. The clergy, and especially several popes, enforced
it as a duty upon laymen ; and inveighed against the scandal of keep-

1 Non potest aliquis, says Glanvil, in villenagio positus, libertatem suam propriis denariis

suis qua;rere—quia omnia catalla cujuslibct nativi intelliguntur esse in potestate domini sui.

2 Tiiis is clearly expressed in a French law book of the thirteenth century, the Conseil of

Pierre des Fontaines, quoted by Du Cange, voc. Villanus. Et sache bien que selon Dieu
tu n'as mie pleniere poeste sur ton vilain. Dont se tu prens du sien fors les droites rede-
vances, que te doit, tu les prens contre Dieu, et sur le peril de t'ame et come robierres. Et
ce qu'on dit toutes les choses que vilains a, sont an Seigneur, c'est voirs a garder. Car s'il

estoient son Seigneur propre, il n'avoit nule difference entre serf et \-ilain, mais par notrc

usage n'a entre toi et ton vilain juge fors Dieu, taht com il e.-t tes couchans et tes levans, s'll

n'a autre loi vers toi fors la commune. This seems to render the distinction little more than
theoretical.

3 Beaumanoir, Du Cange, Villanus, Servus, and several other articles. By a law of the

Lombards, a free woman who married a slave might be killed bv her relations, or sold ; if

they neglected to do so, the fisc might claim her as its own. In France, also, she was liable

to be treated as a slave. Even in the twelfth centur>', it was the law of Flanders that who-
ever married a villein became one himself, after he had lived with her a twelvemonth. And,
by a capitulary of Pepin, if a man married a villein, believing her to be free, he might re-

pudiate her and marry another.
Villeins themselves could not marry without the lord's licence, under penalty of forfeiting

their goods, or at least of a mulct. This seems to be the true origin of the famous mercheta
mulierum, which has been ascribed to a very different custom.

* Bracton indeed holds that the spurious issue of a neif, though by a free father, should be
a villein, quia sequitur conditionem matris quasi vulgo conceptus. But the laws of Henry I.

declare that a son should follow his father's condition ; so that this peculiarity is verj- ancient

in our law. Leges Henri' L
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ing Christians in bondage.^ But they were not, it is said, equally

ready in performing their own parts : the villeins upon church lands

were among the last who were emancipated.^ As society advanced in

Europe, the manumission of slaves grew more frequent.^ By the

indulgence of custom in some places, or perhaps by original conven-

tion, villeins might possess property, and thus purchase their own
redemption. Even where they had no legal title to property, it was
accounted inhuman to divest them of their little possession, (the pccu-

lium of Roman law ;) nor was their poverty, perhaps, less tolerable

upon the whole, than that of the modern peasantry in most countries

of Europe. It was only in respect of his lord, it must be remembered,
that the villein, at least in England, was without rights ;4 he might
inherit, purchase, sue in the courts of law ; though as defendant in a
real action, or suit wherein land was claimed, he might shelter himself

under the plea of villenage. The peasants of this condition were
sometimes made use of in war, and rewarded with enfranchisement

;

especially in Italy, where the cities and petty states had often occasion

to defend themselves with their whole population ; and in peace the

industry of free labourers must have been found more productive and
better directed. Hence the eleventh and twelfth centuries saw the

number of slaves in Italy begin to decrease ; early in the fifteenth, a

writer quoted by Muratori speaks of them as no longer existing. The
greater part of the peasants in .some countries of Germany had
acquired their liberty before the end of the thirteenth century ; in

other parts, as well as in all the northern and eastern regions of

Europe, they remained in a sort of villenage till the present age.

Some very few instances of predial servitude have been discovered
in England, so late as the time of Elizabeth, and perhaps they might
be traced still lower. Louis Kutin, in Erance, after innumerable
particular instances of manumission had taken place, by a general
edict in 13 15, reciting that his kingdom is denominated the kingdom
of the Franks, that he would have the fact to correspond with the
name, emancipates all persons in the royal domains upon paying a
just composition, as an example for other lords possessing villeins to

follow. Philip the Long renewed the same edict three years after-

Avards ; a proof that it had not been carried into execution. Indeed,
there are letters of the former prince, wherein, considering that many
of his subjects are not apprised of the extent of the benefit conferred

1 Enfranchisements by testament are very common. Thus, in the will of Seniofred, count
of B.ircclona, in 966, we find the following piece of corrupt Latin : De ipsos servos meos et
ancillas, illi qui traditi fucrunt facialis illos liberos propter remcdium anima: mea: ; el alii qui
lu^runt de parentorum nicorum remaneant ad fratres meos.

- See a charter of manumission froni the chapter of Orleans, in 1224, to all their slaves,
under certain conditions of service. Conditional manumissions were exceedingly common.

3 No one could enfranchise his villein without the superior lord's consent ; for this was to
diminish the value of his land, af>eticer le Jie/. It was necessary, therefore, for the villein to
obtain the suzerain's confirmation ; otherwise, he only changed masters, and escheated, as it

were, to the superior ; for the lord who had granted the charter of franchise was estopped
from claiming him again.

^ Perhaps this is not applicable to other countries. Villeins were incapable of being re-
ceived as witnesses against freemen. There are some charters of kings of 1-"ranee admitting
the serfs of particular monasteries to give evidence, or 10 engage in the judicial combat,
•tgainst freemen. But I do not know that their testimony, except against their lord, was ever
refused in England ; their state of servitude not being absolute, lilce that of negroes in the
West Indies, but particular and relative, as that of an apprentice or hired servant. This sub-
ject, however, is not devoid of obscurity, and I may probably return to it in another place.
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upon them, he directs his officers to tax them as high as their fortunes
can well bear.^

It is deservinj^ of notice that a distinction existed from very early

times in the nature of lands, collateral, as it were, to that of persons.
Thus wc find mansi inc,^enui and mansi servilcs in the oldest charters,

corresponding^ to the boclaiid and folkland of the Anglo-Saxons, the

libcrum tcncmcntum and villenagium, or freehold and copyhold of our
later law. In France, all lands held in roture appear to be considered
as villein tenements, and are so termed in Latin, though many of them
rather answer to our socage freeholds. But, although originally this

servile quality of lands was founded on the state of their occupiers, yet

there was this particularity, that lands never changed their character
along with that of the possessor ; so that a nobleman might, and often

did, hold estates in roture, as well as a roturier acquire a fief. Thus
in England the terrc tenants in villenagc, who occur in our old books,
were not villeins, but freemen holding lands which had been from time
immemorial of a villein quality.

At the final separation of the French from the German side of

Charlemagne's empire by the treaty of Verdun in 843, there was per-

haps hardly any difference in the constitution of the two kingdoms. If

any might be conjectured to have existed, it would be a greater inde-

pendence, and fuller rights of election in the nobility and people of

Germany. But in the lapse of another century, France had lost all her
political unity, and her kings all their authority ; while the Germanic
empire was entirely unbroken, under an effectual, though not absolute,

control of its sovereign. No comparison can be made between the

power of Charles the Simple and Conrad the First, though the former
had the shadow of an hereditary right, and the latter was chosen from
among his equals. A long succession of feeble princes or usurpers,

and destructive incursions of the Normans, reduced France almost to

a dissolution of society ; vvhile Germany, under Conrad, Henry, anc
1 Philip the Fair had emancipated the villeins in the royal domains throughout Languedoc,

retaining only an annual rent for their lands, which thus became f^««V^J, ox emph-, tense:.

It does not appear by the charter that he sold this enfranchisement, though there can be little

doubt about it. He permitted his vassals to follow the example.
It is not generally known, I think, that predial servitude was not abolished in all parts of

France till the revolution. In some places, says Pasquier, the peasants are taillablcs a
volonte, that is, their contribution is not permanent, but assessed by the lord with the advice
of prud' hommes, resseants sur les lieux, according to the peasant's ability. Others pay a
fixed sum. Some are called serfs de poursuite, who cannot leave their habitations, but may
be followed by the lord into any part of France for the taille upon their goods. This was the

case in part of Champagne, and the Nivernois. Nor could these serls, or gens de mainmorte,

as they were sometimes called, be manumitted without letters patent of the king, purchased
by a fine. Du Bos informs us that, in 1651, Tiers Etat prayed the king to cause all serfs

{hommes de poote) to be enfranchised on paying a composition ; but this was not complied
with, and they existed in many parts when he wrote. Argou, in his Institutions du Droit

Francois, confirms this, and refers to the custoraaries of Nivernois and Vitry. Brequigny
says, that throughout almost the whole jurisdiction of the parliament of Besancon, the

peasants were attached to the soil, not being capable of leaving it without the lord's consent

;

and that in some places he even inherited their goods in exclusion of the kindred. I recollect

to have read in some part of Voltaire's correspondence, an anecdote of his interference, with

that zeal against oppression, which is the shining side of his moral character, in behalf of sorhe

of these wretched slaves of Franche-Comte.
About the middle of the fifteenth century', some Catalonian serfs who had escaped into

France being claimed by their lords, the parliament of Toulouse declared, that every man
who entered the kingdom, en criani France, should become free. The liberty of our kingdom
is such, says Mezeray, that its air communicates freedom to those who breathe it, and cur

kings are too august to reign over any but freemen. How much pretence Mezeray had for

such a flourish, may be decided by the former part of this note.
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the Othos, found their arms not less prompt and successful against

revolted vassals, than external enemies. The high dignities were less

completely hereditary than they had become in France ; they were
granted, indeed, pretty regularly, but they were solicited as well as

granted ; while the chief vassals of the French crown assumed them as

patrimonial sovereignties, to which a royal investiture gave more 01

ornament than sanction.

In the eleventh century, these imperial prerogatives began to lose

part of their lustre. The long struggles of the princes and clergy

against Henry IV. and his son, the revival of more effective rights of

election on the extinction of the house of Franconia, the exhausting

contests of the Swabian emperors in Italy, the intrinsic weakness pro-

duced by a law of the empire, according to which the reigning sove-

reign could not retain an imperial fief more than a year in his hands,
gradually prepared that independence of the German aristocracy, which
reached its height about the middle of the thirteenth century. During
this period the French crown had been insensibly gaining strength

;

and as one monarch degenerated into the mere head of a confederacy,
the other acquired unlimited power over a solid kingdom.

It would be tedious, and not very instructive, to follow the details of

German public law during the middle ages : nor are the more import-
ant parts of it easily separable from civil history. In this relation,

they will find a place in a subsequent chapter of the present work.
France demands a more minute attention ; and in tracing the char-

acter of the feudal system in that country, we shall find ourselves de-

veloping the progress of a very different polity.

To understand in what degree the peers and barons of France, dur-

ing the prevalence of feudal principles, were independent of the crown,
we must look at their leading privileges. These may be reckoned :

I. The right of coining money ; 2. That of waging private war
; 3. The

exemption from all public tributes, except the feudal aids
; 4. The

freedom from, legislative control ; and, 5. The exclusive exercise of ori-

ginal judicature in their dominions. Privileges so enormous and so

contrary to all principles of sovereignty might lead us, in strictness, to

account France rather a collection of states, partially allied to each
other, than a single monarchy.

I. Silver and gold were not very scarce in the first ages of the French
monarchy ; but they passed more by weight than by tale. A lax and
ignorant government, which had not learned the lucrative mysteries of

a royal mint, was not particularly solicitous to give its subjects the
security of a known stamp in their exchanges.^ In some cities of

France, money appears to have been coined by private authority be-
fore the time of Charlemagne ; at least one of his capitularies forbids

the circulation of any that had not been stamped in the royal mint.
His successors indulged some of their vassals with the privilege of

coining money for the use of their own territories, but not without the

^ The practice of kcepinj; fine gold and silver uncoined prevailed among private persons, a^
well as in the treasury, down to the time of Philip the Fair. Nothing is more common than
to find, in the instruments of earlier times, payments or fines stipulated by weight of gold or
silver. Le Blanc therefore thinks that little money was coined in France, and that only foi

small payments. It is curious, that though there are many gold coins extant of the first race
of kingSj yet few or none arc preserved of the second or third, before the reign of Philip the
Fair.
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royal stamp. About the beginning of the tenth century, however, the
lords, among their other assumptions of independence, issued money
uith no marks but their own. At the accession of Hugh Capet, as
many as a hundred and fifty are said to have exercised this power.
Even under St Louis, it was possessed by about eighty ; who, exclud-
ing, as far as possible, the royal coin from circulation, enriched them-
selves at their subjects' expense by high duties, (seigniorages,) which
they imposed upon every new coinage, as well as by debasing its

standard. In 1185, Philip Augustus requests the abbot of Corvey,
who had desisted from using his own mint, to let the royal money of

Paris circulate through his territories
;
promising that when it should

please the abbot to coin money afresh for himself, the king would not
oppose its circulation.

Several regulations were made by Louis IX. to limit, as far as lay

in his power, the exercise of this baronial privilege ; and, in parti-

cular, by enacting that the royal money should circulate in the domains
of those barons who had mints concurrently wiih their own, and
exclusively within the territories of those who did not enjoy that right.

Philip the Fair established royal officers of inspection in every private
mint. It was asserted in his reign, as a general truth, that no subject
might coin silver moncy.i In fact, the adulteration practised in those
baronial mints had reduced their pretended silver to a sort of black
metal, as it was called, (moneta nigra,) into which little entered but
copper. Silver, however, and even gold, were coined by the dukes of

Britany so long as that fief continued to exist. No subjects ever
enjoyed the right of coining silver in England without the royal

stamp and superintendence : ^ a remarkable proof of the restraint in

which the feudal aristocracy was always held in this country.

II. The passion of revenge, always among the most ungovernable
in human nature, acts with such violence upon barbarians, that it is

utterly beyond the control of their imperfect arrangements of polity

It seems to them no part of the social compact to sacrifice the privi-

lege which nature has placed in the arm of valour. Gradually, how-
ever, these fiercer feelings are blunted, and another passion, hardly less

powerful than resentment, is brought to play in a contrary direction.

The earlier object accordingly of jurisprudence is to establish a fixed

atonement for injuries, as much for the preservation of tranquillity as

the prevention of crime. Such were the weregilds of the barbaric

codes, which, for a difterent purpose, I have already mentioned.^ But
whether it were that the kindred did not always accept, or the criminal

offer, the legal composition, or that other causes of quarrel occurred,

1 The right of debasing the coin was also claimed by this prince as a choice flower of his

crown. Item, abaisser et amenuser la monnoye, est privilege au roy de son droit royal, si

(}ue a luy appartient, et non a autre, et encore en un seul cas, c'est a scavoir en necessity, et

lors ne vient pas le ganeg ne convertit en son profit especial, mais en profit, et en la defence
du commun. This was in a process commenced by the king's procureur-gen^ral against the

comte de Nevers, for defacing his coin. In many places the lord took a sum from his tenants

every three years, under the name of monetagium or focagium, in lieu of debasing his monoj'.

This was finally abolished in 1380.
^ I do not extend this to the fact : for in the anarchy of Stephen's reign, both bishops and

barons coined money for themselves.
^ The antiquity of compositions for murder is illustrated by liiad, 2. 498, where, in the de-

scription of the shield of Achilles, two disputants are represented wrangling before the judge,

for the weregild, or price of blood ; et/'e/ca Troit'i/J o.v^po% aKO(p0t.fX€i'€.
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private feuds (faida) were perpetually breaking out, and ninny of

Charlemagne's capitularies are directed against them. After his time,

all hope of restraining so inveterate a practice was at an end : and
every man who owned a castle to shelter him in case of defeat, and a
sufficient number of dependants to take the field, was at liberty to

retaliate upon his neighbours whenever he thought himself injured.

It must be kept in mind, that there was, frequently, either no jurisdic-

tion to whicii he could appeal, or no power to enforce its awards ; so

that we may consider the higher nobility of France as in a state of

nature with respect to each other, and entitled to avail themselves of

all legitimate grounds of hostility. The right of waging private war
was moderated by Louis IX,, checked by Philip IV., suppressed by
Charles VI., but a few vestiges of its practice may be found still later.i

III. In the modern condition of governments, taxation is a chief

engine of the well-compacted machinery which regulates the system.

The payments, the prohibitions, the licences, the watchfulness of col-

lection, the evasions of fraud, the penalties and forfeitures, that attend

a fiscal code of laws, present continually to the mind of the most
remote and humble individual, the notion of a supreme, vigilant, and
coercive authority. But the early European kingdoms knew neither

the necessities, nor ingenuity of modern finance. From their demesne
lands, the kings of P^rance and Lombardy supplied the common ex-

penses of a barbarous court. Even Charlemagne regulated the economy
of his farms with the minuteness of a steward, and a large proportion

of his capitularies are directed to this object. Their actual revenue
was chiefly derived from free gifts, made, according to an ancient

German custom, at the annual assemblies of the nation, from amerce-
ments paid by allodial proprietors for default of military service, and
from the freda, or fines accruing to the judge out of compositions for

murder. These amounted to one-third of the whole weregild ; one-

third of this was paid over by the count to the royal exchequer. After

the feudal government prevailed in France, and neither the heribannum
nor the weregild continued in use, there seems to have been hardly
any source of regular revenue besides the domanial estates of the

crown, unless we may reckon as such that, during a journey, the king
had a prescriptive right to be supplied with necessaries by the towns
and abbeys through which he passed ; commuted sometimes into

petty regular payments, called droits de giste et de chevauchc.''^ Hugh
Capet was nearly indigent as king of France ; though, as count of

Paris and Orleans, he might take the feudal aids and reliefs of his

vassals. Several other small emoluments of himself and his succes-

1 The subject of private warfare is treated so exactly and per>;picuousIy by Robertson, that

I should only waste the reader's time by dwelling so long upon it as its extent and import-

ance would otherwise demand. Few leading passages in the monuments of the middle ages,

relative to this subject, have escaped the penetrating eye of that historian ; and they are ar-

ranged so well as to form a comprehensive treatise in small compass. I know not that I could
add any mucli worthy of notice, unless it be the following. In the treaty between Philip

Augustus and Richard Cccur de Lion, (1194,) the latter refused to admit the insertion of an
article, that none of the barons of either party should molest the other, lest he should infringe

the customs of Poitou and his other dommions, in quibus consuetum crat ab antique, ut mag-
nates causas proprias inviccm gladiis allegarent.

^ The last is a perspicuous account of the roj'al revenue in the twelfth century. Hut far

the most luminous view of that subject, for the ne.\t three ages, is displayed by M. do Pastorct,

in his prefaces to the fifteenth and si.xtccnth volumes of the Urdonnanccs dcs Rols.
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sors, whatever ihcy may since have been considered, were in that ac^c

rather seigniorial than royal. The rights of toll, of customs, of ali'.;i-

agc, (aubaine,) generally even the regale, or enjoyment of the tem-
poralities of vacant episcopal sees and other ecclesiastical benefices,^

were possessed within their own domains by the great feuciaiories

of the crown. They, I apprehend, contributed nothing to their

sovereign ; not even those aids which the feudal customs cnjoined.-

Thc history of the royal revenue in France is, however, too im-
portant to be slightly passed over. As the necessities of government
increased, partly through the love of magnificence and pageantry, in-

troduced by the crusades and the temper of chivalry, partly in conse-

quence of employing hired troops instead of the feudal militia, it be-

came impossible to defray its expenses by the ordinary means. .Seve-

ral devices, therefore, were tried, in order to replenish the exchequc.

One of these was by extorting money from the Jews. It is almost
incredible to what a length this was carried. Usury, forbidden by
law and superstition to Christians, was confined to this industrious

and covetous people.^ It is now no secret, that all regulations inter-

fering with the interest of money render its terms more rigorous and
burthensome. The children of Israel grew rich in despite of insult

and oppression, and retaliated upon their Christian debtors. If a his-

torian of Philip Augustus may be believed, they possessed almost one
half of Paris. Unquestionably they must have had support both at

the court and in the halls of justice. The policy of the kings of France
was to employ them as a sponge to suck their subjects' money, which
they might afterwards express with less odium than direct taxation

would incur. Philip Augustus released all Christians in his dominions
from their debts to the Jews, reserving a fifth part to himself. He
afterwards expelled the whole nation from France. But they appear
to have returned again ; whether by stealth, or, as is more probable,

by purchasing permission. St Louis twice banished and twice re-

called the Jews. A series of alternate persecution and tolerance was
borne by this extraordinary people with an invincible perseverance,

and a talent of accumulating riches which kept pace with their plun-

derers, till new schemes of finance supplying the turn, they were finally

expelled under Charles VI., and never afterwards olDtained any legal

establishment in France.*

A much more extensive plan of rapine was carried on by lowering

the standard of coin. Originally the pound, a money of account, was
equivalent to twelve ounces of silver ; and divided into twenty pieces

of coin, (sous,) each equal consequently to nearly three shillings and
fourpence of our new English money.^ At the Revolution, the money

1 The duke of Burgundy and count of Champagne did not possess the re.s:ale. But it

was enjoyed by all the other peers ; by the dukes of Normandy, Guienne, and Bricany ; the

counts of Toulouse, Poitou, and Flanders.
2 I have never met with any instance of a relief, aid, or other feudal contribution paid by

the vassals of the French crown ; but in this negative proposition it is possible that I may be
deceived.

3 The Jews were celebrated for usury as early as the sixth century.
* Metz contained, and I suppose still contains, a great many Jews ; but Metz was not part

of the anoient kingdom.
* Besides this silver coin, there was a golden sol, worth forty pence. Le Blanc thinks the

solidi of the Salic lawand capitularies mean the latterpiece ofmoney. The denarius, or penny,
was worth two sous si.\ deniers of modern French coin.
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of France had been depreciated in the proportion of seventy-three to

one, and the sol was about equal to an English halfpenny. This was
the effect of a long- continuance of fraudulent and arbitrary govern-

ment. The abuse began under Philip I. in 1103, who alloyed his

silver coin with a third of copper. So good an example was not lost

upon subsequent princes ; till under St Louis, the mark-weight of

silver, or eight ounces, was equivalent to fifty sous of the debased coin.

Nevertheless, these changes seem to have produced no discontent

;

whether it were that a people, neither commercial nor enlightened,

did not readily perceive their tendency ; or, as has been ingeniously

conjectured, that these successful diminutions of the standard were
nearly counterbalanced by an augmentation in the value of silver,

occasioned by the drain of money during the crusades, with which
they were about contemporaneous.^ But the rapacity of Philip the

Fair kept no measures with the public ; and the mark in his reign had
become equal to eight livres or a hundred and sixty sous of money.
Dissatisfaction and even tumults arose in consequence, and he was
compelled to restore the coin to its standard under St Louis.^ His
successors practised the same arts of enriching their treasury ; under
Philip of Valois, the mark was again worth eight livres. But the film

had now dropped from the eyes of the people ; and these adulterations

of money, rendered more vexatious by continued re-coinages of the

current pieces, upon which a fee was extorted by the moneycrs, showed
in their true light as mingled fraud and robbery.^

These resources of government, however, by no means superseded
the necessity of more direct taxation. The kings of France exacted
money from the roturiers, and particularly the inhabitants of towns,
within their domains. In this they only acted as proprietors, or

suzerains ; and the barons took the same course in their own lands.

Philip Augustus first entered upon a stretch of prerogative, which, in

the words of his biographer, disturbed all France. He deprived by
force, says PJgord, both his own vassals, who had been accustomed to

boast of their irpmunities, and their feudal tenants, of a third part of

their goods. Such arbitrary taxation of the nobility, who deemed
that their military service discharged them from all pecuniary bur-

thens, France was far too aristocratical a country to bear. It seems
not to have been repeated ; and his successors generally pursued more

1 The price of commodities did not rise till the time of St Louis. If this be said on good
authority, it is a remarkable fact ; but in England we know very little of prices before that
period, and I doubt if their history has been better traced in France.

2 It is curious, and not perhaps unimportant, to learn the course pursued in adjusting pay-
ments upon the restoration of good coin, which happened pretty frequently in the fourteenth
ccnturj', when the States-General, or popular clamour, forced the court to retract its fraudu-
lent policy. Le Blanc has published several ordinances nearly to the same effect. One of
Charles VI. explains the method adopted rather more fully than the rest. All debts incurred
since the depreciated coin began to circulate were to be paid in that coin, or according to its

value. Those incurred previously to its commencement were to be paid according to the
value of the money circulating at the time of the contract. Item, que tous les vrais emprunts
faits en deniers sans fraude, se payeront en telle monnoye comme I on aura emprunt*;, si clle

a plcin cours au temps du payement, et sinon, ils payeront en monnoye coursable lors selon la

valeur et le prix du marc d'or ou d'argent.
3 For the successive changes in the value of French coins, the reader may consult Le

Blanc's treatise, or the Ordonnances des Rois ; or he may find a summary view of them in

Du Cangc, v. Moneta. The bad consequences of these innovations are well treated by M.
de Postoret in his elaborate preface to the sixteenth volume of the Ordonnai.ces des Rois.
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legitimate courses. Upon obtaining any contribution, it was usual to

grant letters patent, declaring that it had been freely given, and should
not be turned into precedent in time to conic. Several of these Itticrs

patent of IMiilij) the Fair are extant, and published in the general
collection of ordinances.^ liut in the reign of this monarch, a great
innovation took place in the French constitution, which, though it

principally affected the method of levying money, may seem to fall

more naturally under the next head of consideration.

1V\ There is no part of the French feudal policy so remarkable as
the entire absence of all supreme legislation. We find it difficult to

conceive the existence of a political society, nominally one kingdom,
and under one head, in which, for more than three hundred years,

there was wanting the most essential attribute of government. It will

be requisite, however, to take this up a little higher, and inquire what
was the original legislature of the French monarchy.

Arbitrary rule, at least in theory, was uncongenial to the character
of the northern nations. Neither the power of making laws, nor that

of applying them to the circumstances of particular cases, were left at

the discretion of the sovereign. The Lombard kings held assemblies
every year at Pavia, where the chief officers of the crown and pro-

prietors of lands deliberated upon all legislative measures, in the

presence and, nominally at least, with the consent of the multitude.^

Frequent mention is made of similar public meetings in France by
the historians of the Merovingian kings, and still more unequivocally
by their statutes.^ These assemblies have been called parliaments of

the Champ de Mars, having originally been held in the month of

March. We know very little of their constituent members ; but it is

probable that every allodial proprietor had a legal right to assist in

their deliberations ; and at least equally so, that the efficient power
was nearly confined to the leading aristocracy. Such indeed is the

impression conveyed by a remarkable passage of Hincmar, archbishop
of Rheims, during the time of Charles the Bald, who has preserved,

on the authority of a writer contemporary with Charlemagne, a sketch
of the Frankish government under that great prince. Two assemblies
(placita) were annually held. In the first, all regulations of importance
to the public weal for the ensuing year were enacted ; and to this, he
says, the whole body of clergy and laity repaired ; the greater, to deli-

berate upon what was fitting to be done ; and the less, to confirm by
their voluntary assent, not through deference to power, or sometimes
even to discuss the resolutions of their superiors.^ In the second an-

^ Fasons scavoir et recos^ioissons que la demiere subvention que ils nous ont faite 'les

barons, vassaux et nobles d'Auvergne) de pure grace sans ce que ils y fussent tenus que de
grace ; et voulons et leur octroyons que lesautres subventions que ils nous ont faites ne leur

facent nul prejudice, es choses esquelles ils n'etoient tenus, ne par ce nul nouveau droit ne
nous soit acquis ne amenuisie.

2 Luitpraud, king of the Lombards, says that his laws sibi placuisse una cum omnibus
iudicibus de Austriae et Neustri^ partibus, et de Tuscias finibus, cum reliquis fideiibus meis
Langobardis, et omni populo assistente.

* The following passage, quoted by Mably, from the preamble of the revised Salic law
under Clotaire II. is explicit. Temporibus Clotairii regis una cum principibus suis, id est 33
episcopis et 34 ducibus et 79 comitibus, vel cactero populo constituta est. A remarkable in

stance of the use of Z'^/ instead of ^^, which was act uncommon, and is noticed by Du Cange,
under the word Vel. Another proof of it occurs in the very next quotation of Mably froir

the edict of 615, cum pontificibus, vcl cwxn. magnis viris optimatibus.
i Consuetudo tunc teraporis talis erat. ut uoa sicpius, sed bis in anno placita duo tenc
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nual assembly, the chief men and officers of state were alone admitted
to consult upon the niost urgent affairs of government. They debated,

in each of these, upon certain capitularies, or short proposals, laid

before them by the king. The clergy and nobles met in separate

chambers, though sometimes united for the purposes of deliberation.

In these assemblies, principally, I presume, in the more numerous of

the two annually summoned, that extensive body of laws, the capitu-

laries of Charlemagne, were enacted. And though it would contradict

the testimony just adduced from llincmar, to suppose that the lesser

freeholders took a very effective share in public counsels, yet their

presence, and the usage of requiring their assent, indicate the liberal

principles upon which the system of Charlemagne was founded. It is

continually expressed in his capitularies, and those of his family, that

they were enacted by general consent.^ In one of Louis the Debonair,
we even trace the first germ of representative legislation. Every count
is directed to bring with him to the general assembly twelve Scabini,

if there should be so many in his county ; or, if not, should fill up the

number out of the most respectable persons resident. These Scabini
were judicial assessors of the count, chosen by the allodial proprietors.-

The circumstances, however, of the P>ench empire lor several sub-
sequent ages were exceedingly adverse to such enlarged schemes of

polity. The nobles contemned the imbecile descendants of Charle-

magne ; and the people, or lesser freeholders, if they escaped absolute

villenage, lost their immediate relation to the supreme government in

the subordination to their lord established by the feudal law. Yet we
may trace the shadow of ancient popular rights in one constitutional

function of high importance, the choice of a sovereign. Historians
who relate the election of an emperor or king of France seldom omit to

specify the consent of the multitude, as well as of the temporal and
spiritual aristocracy ; and even in solemn instruments that record such
transactions, we find a sort of importance attached to the popular suf-

frage. ^ It is surely less probable that a recognition of this elective

rentur. Uiuim, qnando ordinab.itur status totius rcgni ad anni vertentis spatium ; quod
ordiuatuni nullus eveiitus rerum, nisi summa necessitas, qurc similiter toti regno incumbebat,
muiabat. In quo placita generalitas universorum majorum, tarn cicricorum iiuam laico-

runi, coiivoniubat ; seiiiorcs, propter consilium ordinandum ; niinores, propter idem consiiium
su<cipiendum, ct intcrdum pariter tractandiim, et non ex poiestate, seel ex proprio mentis
intellectu vel scntcniia, confirmandum. Hincmar, Epist. 5, de ordine palatii. I have not
trans'attd the word majorum in the above quotation, not apprehending its sense.

' Capitula quae pra;terito anno Icgi Salicae cum omnium consensu addenda esse censuimus.
(a.d. 801.) Ut populus interrogetur de capituiis qua; in lege noviter addita s'int, et post-
quam omnes conscnserint, sub>criptiones et manuhrmationes suas in ipsis ca^itulis faciant.

IA.iJ. S13.) Capitidaria patris nostri qua; Fr;>nci pro lege tenenda judicaverimt. (a u. 837.)
iiavc birrowed these quotations from Mably, who remarks that the word popuhis is never

used in the earlier laws.
- Vult dominus Imperator ut in tale placitum quale ille nunc jusserir, veniat unusquisque

comes, et adducat secum duodecim scabinos si tanti fuerint ; sin autem de melioribus honiini-
bus illius comitatus suppicit niunerum duodenarium.

3 It has been intimated in another place, that the French monarchy seems not to have been
strictly hereditary under the later kings of the Merovingian race, at least expressions indicat-
ing a formal election arc frequently employed by historians. Pepin, of course, came in by
th:; choice of the n.ttion. At his death he requested t!ie consent of the counts and prelates to
the succession of his sons, though they had bound themselves by oath, at his consecration,
never to elect a king out of another family. Ut nunquam de alterius lumbis regem eligcre
pra;sumant. In the iu'^trument of partition by Charlemagne among his descendants, he pro-
vides for their immediate succession in absolute terms, without any mention of consent. But
in the event of the decease of one of his sons leaving a child, wlioui the people shall choose,
tlic other princes were to permit him to reign. This i:i repeated more perspicuouslv in the

U
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ri^'ht should have been introduced as a mere ceremony, than that the

form should have survived after length of time and revolutions of j^o-

vernment had almost obliterated the recollection of its meaning.
It must, however, be impossible to ascertain even the theoretical

privile;^^es of the hu!)jccts of Chnrlema^^ne, much more to decide how
far they were substantial or illusory. We can only assert in general,

that there continued to be some mixture of democracy in the French
constitution during the reign of Charlemagne and his first successors.

The primeval German institutions were not eradicated. In the capi-

tularies, the consent of the people is frequently expressed. Fifty years

after Charlemagne, his grandson, Charles the liald, succinctly ex-

presses the theory of legislative power. A law, he says, is made by
the people's consent and the king's enactment.^ It would hardly be
warranted by analogy or precedent, to interpret the word people so

very narrowly as to exclude any allodial proprietors, among v.hcm,

however unequal in opulence, no legal inequality of rank is supposc-d

yet to have arisen.

But by whatever authority laws were enacted, whoever were the

constituent members of national assemblies, they ceased to be held

in about seventy years from the death of Charlemagne. The latest

capitularies are of Carloman in 882.2 From this time there ensues a
long blank in the history of French legislation. The kingdom was as

a great fief, or rather as a bundle of fiefs, and the king little more than
one of a number of feudal nobles, differing rather in dignity than in

power from some of the rest. The royal council was composed only

of barons, or tenants in chief, prelates, and household officers. These
now probably deliberated in private, as we hear no more of the con-

senting multitude. Political functions were not in that age so clearly

separated as we are taught to fancy they should be. This council

advised the king in matters of government, confirmed and consented
to his grants, and judged in all civil and criminal cases where any
partition made by Louis I. in 817. Si quis eonim decedens legitiraos filios reliquerit, non
inter eos potestas ipsa dividatur, sed potius populus pariter conveniens, unum ex iis, quera
dominus voluerit, eligat, et hunc senior frater in loco fratris et filii recipiat. Proofs of popular
consent given to the succession of kings during the two next centuries are frequent, but oj" less

importance on account of the irregular condition of government. Even after Hugh Capet's
acce.-sion, hereditary right was far from being established. The first six kings of this dynasty
procured the co-oj>tntio7i of their sons, by having them crowned during their o".i.n lives. And
this was not done without the consent of the chief vassals. In the reign of Robert it was a
great question whether the elder son should be thus designated as heir in preference to his

younger brother, whom the queen, Constance, was anxious to place upon the throne. Odolric,
bishop of Orleans, writes to Fulbert, bishop of Chartres, in terms which lead one to think that
neither hereditary succession, nor primogeniture, was settled on any fixed principle- And a
writer in the same collection, about the year 1000, expresses himself in the following manner:
—Melius est elcctioni principis non subscribere, quam post subscriptionem electum con-
temnere ; in altero onim libertatis amor laudatur, in altero servilis contumacia probro datur.

Trcs namque generales electiones nox'imus ; quarum una est regis vel imperatoris, altera

pontifi:is, altera abbatis. Et primam quidem facit concordia totius regni; secundam vero
unanimitas civium et cleri ; tertiara sanius consilium coinobiticae congregationis. At the
coronation of Philip I., in 1059, the nobility and people (milites et populi tam majores quam
niinores) testified their consent by crying, Laudamus, volumus, fiat. I suppose, if search
were made, that similar testimonies might be found siill later ; and perhaps hereditary suc-
cession cannot be considered as a fundamental law till "the reign of Philip Augustus, the era
of many changes in the French constitution.

1 Lex consensu populi fit, constitutione regis.
2 It is generally said that the capitularies cease with Charles the Simple, who died in 921.

But Baluze has published only two under the name of that prince ; the first, a declaration of
his queens jointure ; the second, an arbitration of disputes in the church of Tongres ; neither
surely deserving the appellation of a law.
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peers of their court were concerned.^ The great vassals of the crown
acted for themselves in their own territories, with the assistance of

councils similar to that of the king. Such, indeed, was the symmetry
of feudal customs, that the manorial court of every vavassor repre-

sented in miniature that of his sovereign.

But, notwithstanding the want of any permanent legislation during
so long a period, instances occur in which the kings of France appear
to have acted with the concurrence of an assembly more numerous
and more particularly summoned than the royal council. At such a
congress, held in 11 46, the crusade of Louis VII. was undertaken.^
We find also an ordinance of the same prince in some collections,

reciting that he had convoked a general assembly at Soissons, where
many prelates and barons then present had consented and requested
that private wars might cease for the term of ten years.3 The famous
Saladine tithe was imposed upon lay as well as ecclesiastical revenues
by a similar convention in 11 88. And when Innocent IV., during his

contest with the emperor Frederick, requested an asylum in France,
St Louis, though much inclined to favour him, ventured only to give

a conditional permission, provided it were agreeable to his barons,

whom, he said, a king of France was bound to consult in such circum-
stances. Accordingly, he assembled the French barons, who unani-
mously refused their consent.

It was the ancient custom of the kings of France as well as of Eng-
land, and indeed of all those vassals who affected a kind of sovereignty,

to hold general meetings of their barons, called Cours Pldni^res or
Parliaments, at the great festivals of the year. These assemblies were
principally intended to make a display of magnificence, and to keep
the feudal tenants in good humour ; nor is it easy to discover that

they passed in anything but pageantry. Some respectable antiquaries

have, however, been of opinion that affairs of state were occasionally

discussed in them ; and this is certainly by no means inconsistent
with probability, though not sufficiently established by evidence.

Excepting a few instances, most of which have been mentioned, it

does not appear that the kings of the house of Capet acted according
to the advice and deliberation of any national assembly, such as
assisted the Norman sovereigns of England; nor was any consent

1 Regali potcntia in nullo abuti volentes, says Hush Capet, omnia ncgotia repubHcje in
consultatione ct sententia fidclium nostrorum disponimus. The subscriptions of tliesc royal
councillors were necessary for the confirmation, or. at least, the authentication of charters,

as was also the case in England, Sp:un, and Italy. This practice continued in England till

the reic:n of Jolin.

Tl.c Curia regis seems to liave differed only in name from the Concilium rcgium. It is

also called Curia parium. from the equality of the barons who composed it, standing in the
same feudal degree of relation to the sovereign. Eut we are not yet arrived at the subject of
jurisdiction, which it is very difHcult to keep distinct from what is immediately before us.

2 This, Velly observes, is the first instance in which the word parliament is used for a dcll-

LiSrative assembly.
^ Kgo Ludovicus Dei gratia Francorura rex, ad reprlmendum fervorem malignantium, et

conipesccndum violentas praidorum manus, postulationibus cleri et assensu baroniac, toti regno
p;'.cem conslituimus. Ea causa, anno Incarnati Verbi 1155, iv idus Jun. Suessionense con-
cilium celebre adunavimus, ct affuerunt archicpiscopi Remcnsis, Senonensis et corum sutTra-

ganei ; item barones, comes Fiandrcnis, Trecensis, et Nivernensis ct ouamplures alii, et dnx
Burgundi^e. Ex quonun bcneplacito ordinavimus a veniente Pascha ad decern annos, ut
omnes ecclesix rei^ni ci ' :ricola; etc. pacem habcant et securitatem In paceni
istam juraverunt Dux . Comes Flandrix, ct rcliqui barones qui adei ant.

This ordinance is yu.. Du Ciicsn':.
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required for the validity of their edicts, except that of the ordinary
council, chiefly formed of their household officers and less powerful
vassals. 'Ihis is at first sight very remarkable. For there can be no
doubt that the government of Henry I. or Henry II. was incom-
parably stronger than that of Louis VI. or Louis VII. But this

apparent absoluteness of the latter was the result of their real weak-
ness and the disorganisation of the monarchy. The peers of France
were infrequent in their attendance upon the king's council, because
they denied its coercive authority. It was a fundamental principle,

that every feudal tenant was so far sovereign within the limits of his

fief that he could not be bound by any law without his consent. The
king, says St Louis in his Establishments, cannot make proclama-
tion, that is, declare any new law, in the territory of a baron without
his consent, nor can the baron do so in that of a vavassor.^ Thus, if

legislative power be essential to sovereignty, we cannot in strictness

assert the king of France to have been sovereign beyond the extent of

his domanial territory. Nothing can more strikingly illustrate the
dissimilitude of the French and English constitutions of government
than the sentence above cited from the code of St Louis.

Upon occasions, when the necessity of common deliberation, or of

giving to new provisions more extensive scope than the limits of a
single fief, was too glaring to be overlooked, congresses of neighbour-
ing lords met in order to agree upon resolutions, which each of them
undertook to execute within his own domains. The king was some-
times a contracting party, but without any coercive authority over the

rest. Thus we have what is called an ordinance, but, in reality, an
agreement, between the king, (Philip Augustus,) the countess of Troves
or Champagne, and the lord of Dampierre, (count of Flanders,) relating

to the Jews in their domains ; \vhich agreement or ordinance, it is

said, should endure " until ourselves, and the countess of Troves, and
Guy de Dampierre, who make this contract, shall dissolve it with the

consent of such of our barons as we shall summon for that purpose." -

Ecclesiastical councils were another substitute for a regular legis-

lature ; and this defect in the political constitution rendered their

-Dncroachments less obnoxious, and almost unavoidable. That of

Troves, in 878, composed perhaps in part of Idymen, imposed a fine

upon the invaders of church property. And the council of Toulouse,
in 1229, prohibited the erection of any new fortresses, or the entering

into any leagues, except against the enemies of religion ; and ordained
that judges should administer justice gratuitously, and publish the

decrees of the council four times in the year.

The first unequivocal attempt, for it was nothing more, at general

legislation, w^as under Louis VIII., in 1223, in an ordinance, which,

like several of that age, relates to the condition and usurious dealings

of the Jews. It is declared in the preamble to have been enacted, per

assensum archiepiscoporum, episcoporum, comitum, baronum, et

miletum regni Franciae, qui Judceos habent, et qui Judaeos non habent.

1 Ne li Rois iie puet mettre ban en la terre au baron sans son assentment, ne li Bers ne
piiet mettre ban la terre au vavasor.

2 Quousque nos, et comitissa Trecensis, et Guido de Domna petra, qui hoc facimus, per

nos, et illos de baronibus nostris, quos ad hoc vocare volumus, illud difFaciamus. This ordin-

ance bears no date, but it was probably between 121S and 1223, the year of Philip's death.
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This recital is probably untrue, and intended to cloak the bold in-

novation contained in the last clause of the following^ provision :

Sciendum, quad nos et barones nostri statuimus et ordinavimus de
statu Judiuorum quod nuUus nostrQm alterius Juda^os recipere potest

vel retinere ; et lioc intclligcjidain est tain de his qui siabitiiuentiiDL

juy'uveriiit quavi de illis qui iioii jm-averiiit. This was renewed with

some alteration in 1230, de communi consiHo baronum nostrorum.
lUit whatever obedience the vassals of the crown might pay to this

ordinance, their original exemption from legislative control remained, as

we have seen, unimpaired at the date of the Establishments of St

Louis, about 1269 ; and their ill-judged confidence in this feudal

privilege still led them to absent themselves from the royal council. It

seems impossible to doubt that the barons of France might have
asserted the same right, which those of England had obtained, that of

being duly summoned by special writ, and thus have rendered their

consent necessary to every measure of legislation. But the fortunes

of France were different. The Establishments of St Louis are declared

to be made " par grand conseil de sages hommes et de bons clers,"

but no mention is made of any consent given by the barons ; nor does
it often, if ever, occur in subsequent ordinances of the French kings.

The nobility did not long continue safe in their immunity from the
king's legislative power. In the ensuing reign of Philip the Bold,

Bcaumanoir lays it down, though in very moderate and doubtful terms,

that " when the king makes any ordinance specially for his own
domains, the barons do not cease to act in their territories according
to the ancient usage ; but, when the ordinance is general, it ought to

run through the whole kingdom, and we ought to believe that it is

made with good advice, and for the common benefit." In another
place he says, with more positiveness, that " the king is sovereign

above all, and has of right the general custody of the realm, for which
cause he may make what ordinances he pleases for the common good,
and what he ordains ought to be observed ; nor is there any one so

great but may be drawn into the king's court for default of right or

foi false judgment, or in matters that affect the sovereign." These
latter words give us a clue to the solution of the problem by what
means an absolute monarchy was established in France. For though
the barons Avould have been little influenced by the authority of a
lawyer like Beaumanoir, they were much less able to resist the coercive

logic of a judicious tribunal. It was in vain for them to deny the
obligation of royal ordinances within their own domains, when they

were compelled to acknowledge the jurisdiction of the parliament of

Paris, which took a very different view of their privileges. This pro-

gress of the royal jurisdiction will fall under the next topic of inquiry,

and is only now hinted at, as the probable means of confirming the

absolute legislative power of the French crown.
The ultimate source, however, of this increased authority will be

found in the commanding attitude assumed by the kings of France
from the reign of Philip Augustus, and particularly in the annexation
of the two great fiefs of Norniandy and Toulouse. Though the chate-

lains and vavassors who had depended upon those fiefs before their

rc-union were, agreeably to the text of St Louis's ordinance, fully sovc-
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reij^n, in respect of legislation, within their territories, yet they were
little competent, and ])t;rhaps little disposed, to offer any opposition to

the royal edicts ; and the same relative superiority offeree, which had
given the first kings of the house of Capet a tolerably effective control

over the vassals dependent on Paris and Orleans, while they hardly
prclcndcd to any over Normandy and Toulouse, was now extended to

the greater part of the kingdom, St Louis, in his scrupulous modera-
tion, forliorc to avail himself of all the advantages presented by the
circumstances of his reign ; and his Establishments bear testimony to

a state of political society, which, even at the moment of their promul-
gation, was passing away. The next thirty years after his death, with
no marked crisis, and with little disturbance, silently demolished the
feudal system, such as had been established in France during the dark
confusion of the tenth century. Philip the Fair, by help of his lawyers
and his financiers, found himself, at the beginning of the fourteenth
century, the real master of his subjects.

There was, however, one essential privilege v/hich he could not hope
to overturn by force, the immunity from taxation enjoyed by his barons.
This, it will be remembered, embraced the whole extent of their fiefs,

and their tenantry of every description, the king having no more right

to impose a tallage upon the demesne towns of his vassals, than upon
themselves. Thus his resources, in point of taxation, were limited to

his own domains ; including certainly, under Philip the Fair, many of

the noblest cities in France, but by no means sufficient to meet his

increasing necessities. We have seen already the expedients em-
ployed by this rapacious monarch ; a shameless depreciation of the
coin, and, w^hat was much more justifiable, the levying taxes within
the territories of his vassals by their consent. Of these measures, the
first was odious, the second slow and imperfect. Confiding in his

sovereign authority, though recently, yet almost completely established,

and little apprehensive of the feudal principles already grow-n obsolete

and discountenanced, he was bold enough to make an extraordinary
innovation in the French constitution. This was the convocation of

the States-General, a representative body composed of the three orders

of the nation.i They were first convened in 1302, in order to give

1 It 15 almost unanimously agreed among French writers, that Philip the Fair~ first intro-

duced a representation of the towns into his national assembly of Slates-General. Neverthe-
less, the Chronicles of St Denis, and other historians of rather a late date, assert that the
deputies of towns were present at a parliament in 1241, to advise the king what should be done
in consequence of the count of Angouleme's refusal of homage. Viliaret pretends even that

they may be traced a century farther back : on voit deja les gens de bonnes villes assister aux
etats de 1145. But he quotes no authority for this ; and his vague language dees not jusdfy
us in supposing that any representation of the three estates, properly so understood, did, or

indeed could, take place in 1145, while the power of the aristocracy was unbroken, and very
few towns had been incorporated. If it be true that the deputies of some royal townis were
summoned to'the parliament of 1241, the conclusion must not be inferred that they possessed
any consenting voice, nor perhaps that they formed, strictly speaking, an integrant portion of
the assembly. There is reason to believe that deputies from the royal burghs of Scotland
occasionall}^ appeared at the bar of parliament, long before they had any deliberative voice.

An ordinance of St Louis, quoted in a very respectable book, Vaissette's History- of Lan-
guedoc, but not published in the Recueil des Ordonnances, not only shows the existence, in

one instance, of a /7't'Z'//.'c/rt/ legislative assembly, but is the earliest proof perhaps of the tiers

etat appearing as a constituent part of it. This relates to the seneschaussee, or countj^ of
Eeaucaire in Languedoc, and bears date in 1254. It pro\-ides that if the seneschal shall think
fit to prohibit the export of merchandise, he shall summon some of the prelates, barons,
knights, and inhabitants of the chief towns, by whose advice he shall issue such prohibition,

and not recall it, when made, without like advice. But though it is interesting to see the pro-
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more weight to the king's cause, in his great quarrel with Boniface
VIII. ; but their earhest grant of a subsidy is in 13 14. Thus the no-

bility surrendered to the crown their last privilege of territorial inde-

pendence ; and having first submitted to its appellant jurisdiction over
their tribunals, next to its legislative supremacy, now suffering their

own dependence to become, as it were, immediilte, and a third estate

to rise up almost co-ordinate with themselves, endowed with new
franchises, and bearing a new relation to the monarchy.

It is impossible not to perceive the motives of Philip in embodying
the deputies of towns as a separate estate in the national representa-

tion. He might, no question, have convoked a parliament of his

barons, and obtained a pecuniary contribution, which they would have
levied upon their burgesses and other tenants. But besides the ulte-

rior policy of diminishing the control of the barons over their depend-
ants, he had good reason to expect more liberal aid from the imme-
diate representatives of the people, than through the concession of a
dissatisfied aristocracy. " He must be blind indeed," says Pasquier,
" who does not see that the roturier was expressly summoned to this

assembly, contrary to the ancient institutions of France, for no other

reason than that, inasmuch as the burthen was intended to fall prin-

cipally upon him, he might engage himself so far by promise, that he
could not afterwards murmur or become refractory." Nor would I

deny the influence of more generous principles ; the example of neigh-

bouring countries, the respect due to the progressive civilisation and
opulence of the towns, and the application of the ancient maxim of

the northern monarchies, that whoever was elevated to the perfect

dignity of a freeman, acquired a claim to participate in the imposition

of i)ublic tributes.

It is very difficult to ascertain the constitutional rights of the

States-General, claimed or admitted, during forty years after their

first convocation. If, indeed, we could implicitly confide in an his-

torian of the sixteenth century, who asserts that Louis Rutin bound
himself and his successors not to levy any tax without the consent of

the three estates, the problem would find its solution. This ample
charter does not appear in the French archives ; and though by no
means to be rejected on that account, when we consider the strong

r;rossive importance of the citizens of towns, yet tliis temporary and insulated ordinance is not
of itself sullicient to establish a constitutional right. Neither do we find therein any evidcncu
i<f rciircsentaiion : it rather appears that the persons assisting in this assembly were 7iotables,
selected by the seneschal.

1 am not aware of any instance of regular provincial estates bein;^ summoned with such full

powers, although it was verj' common in the fourteenth century, to ask their consent to
L,".ants of money, when the court was unwilling to convoke t!ic Siatcs-Gcneral. Yet there is

a passage in a book of considerable credit, the Grand Customary, or Somme Rurale of I>ou-
teillcr. which seems to render general the particular case of the seneschaussec of Beaucairc.
I'loutciller wrote about the end of the fourteenth century. The great courts summoned from
lime to lime by the baillis and seneschals were called as'^izcs. Their usual function was to
administer justice, especially by way of appeal, and perhaps to redress abuses of inferior
ofiicers. But he seems to give them a more extended authoritv. En assise, he says, apnclles
Ics sages et seigneurs du pais, peuvcnt estre mises sus nouvelles constitutions, et ordonnances
sur !e pais et destruites autre que scront grevables, ct un autre ictttps v.oti, et doivcnt ctre
publices, afm que nul ne Ics pueust ignorcr, et lors nc les peut ne doit jamais nul red.arguer.
The taille was assessed by respectable persons cho<en by the advice of the parish priests

and others, which gave tlie people a sort of share in the repartition, to use a French term, of
public burthens ; a matter of no small importance, where a tax is levied on visible property.
This however continued, I believe, to be the practice in later times ; I know it is so in the
present system of France ; .and is perfectly distinguishable from a popular consent to taxation.
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motives for its destruction, cannot fairly be adduced as an authentic

fact. Nor can we aIto;;cther infer, perhaps, from the collection of

ordinances, that the crown had ever intentionally divested itself of the

right to impose tallajjes on its domanial tenants. All others, however,

were certainly exempted from that preroijative ; and there seems to

have been a general sentiment, that no tax whatever could be levied

without free consent of the estates. ^ Louis Ilutin, in a charter

granted to the nobles and burgesses of Picardy, promises to abolish

the unjust taxes (maltotes) imposed by his father—and in another
instrument, called the charter of iXormandy, declares that he renounces
lor himself and his successors all undue tallages and exactions, except

in cases of evident utility. This exception is doubtless of perilous

ambiguity
;
yet as the charter was literally wTested from the king by

an insurrectionary league, it might be expected that the same spirit

would rebel against his royal interpretation of state-necessity. His
successor, Philip the Long, tried the experiment of a gabelle, or excise

upon salt. But it produced so much discontent, that he was com-
pelled to assemble the States-General, and to publish an ordinance
declaring that the impost was not designed to be perpetual, and that,

if a sufficient supply for the existing war could be found elsewhere, it

should instantly determine. Whether this was done, I do not discover

;

nor do I conceive that any of the sons of Philip the Fair, inheriting

much of his rapacity and ambition, abstained from extorting money
without consent. Philip of Valois renewed and augmented the duties

on salt by his own prerogative, nor had the abuse of debasing the

current coin been ever carried to such a height as during his reign,

and the first years of his successor. These exactions, aggravated by the

smart of a hostile invasion, produced a very remarkable concussion in

the government of France.
I have been obliged to advert in another place to the memorable

resistance made by the Estates-General of 1355 and 1356 to the royal

authority, on account of its inseparable connexion with the civil his-

tory of France. In the present chapter the assumption of political in-

fluence by those assemblies deserves particular notice. Not that they
pretended to restore the ancient constitution of the northern nations,

still flourishing in Spain and England, the participation of legislative

power with the crown. Five hundred years of anarchy and ignorance
had swept away all remembrance of those general diets in which the

capitularies of the Carlovingian dynasty had been established by com-
mon consent. Charlemagne himself was hardly known to the French
of the fourteenth century, except as the hero of some silly romance or

ballad. The States-General remonstrated, indeed, against abuses,

and especially the most flagrant of all, the adulteration of money ; but
the ordinance granting redress emanated altogether from the king,

and without the least reference to their consent, which sometimes ap-

pears to be studiously omitted.^ But the privilege upon which the

1 Mably is positive against the right of Philip the Fair and his successors to impose taxes.

Montlosier (Monarchie Franqaise) is of the same opinion. In fact, there is reason to believe,

chat the kings in general did not claim that prerogative absolutely, whatever pretexts they
might set up for occasional stretches of power

^ The proceedings of States-General held under Philip IV. and his sons have left no trace
in the French statute-book. Two ordinances alone, out of some hundred enacted by Philip of
Valois, appear to have been founded upon their suggestions.
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States under John solely relied for securing the redress of grievances,

was that of granting money, and of regulating its collection. The
latter, indeed, though for convenience it may be devolved upon the

executive government, appears to be incident to every assembly in

which the right of taxation resides. That accordingly which met in

1355 nominated a committee chosen out of the three orders, which
was to sit after their separation, and which the king bound himself to

consult, not only as to the internal arrangements of his administra-

tion, but upon every proposition of peace or armistice with England.
Deputies were despatched into each district, to superintend the col-

lection, and receive the produce of the subsidy granted by the States.^-

These assumptions of power would not long, we may be certain, have
left the sole authority of legislation in the king, and might perhaps be
censured as usurpation, if the peculiar emergency in which France
was then placed did not furnish their defence. But if it be true that

the kingdom was reduced to the utmost danger and exhaustion, as

much by malversation of its government, as by the armies of Edward
III., who shall deny to its representatives the rights of ultimate sove-

reignty, and of suspending at least the royal prerogatives, by the

abuse of which they were falling into destruction .'' 1 confess that it

is exceedingly difficult, or perhaps impracticable, with such informa-

tion as we possess, to decide upon the motives and conduct of the

States-General, in their several meetings before and after the battle

of Poitiers. Arbitrary power prevailed ; and its opponents became of

course the theme of obloquy with modern historians. PVoissart, how-
ever, does not seem to impute any fault to these famous assemblies of

the States-General ; and still less a more contemporary historian, the

anonymous continuator of Nangis. Their notices, however, are very
slight ; and our chief knowledge of the parliamentary history of

France, if I may apply the expression, must be collected from the

royal ordinances made upon these occasions, or from unpublished
accounts of their transactions. Some of these, which are quoted by
the later French historians, are of course inaccessible to a writer in

this country. But a manuscript in the British Museum, containing
the early proceedings of that assembly which met in October 1366,
immediately after the battle of Poitiers, by no means leads to an un-
favourable estimate of its intentions. The tone of their representa-
tions to the duke of Normandy (Charles V., not then called dauphin)
is full of loyal respect ; their complaints of bad administration, though
bold and pointed, not outrageous ; their oftcrs of subsidy liberal. The
necessity of restoring the coin is strongly represented as the grand
condition upon which they consented to tax the people, who had been
long defrauded by the base money of Philip the Fair and his suc-

cessors."

It is ab<;olutely certain that the States-General of France had, at no period and in no in<;tance,

a co-ordinate lei^islative authority with the crown, or even a consenting voice. Mab!y,
Boulainvilliors, and Montlo>ier, are as decisive on this subject as the most courtly writers of
that country. It follows, as a just consequence, that France never possessed a free constitution ;

nor had the monarchy any limitations in respect of enacting laws, save those which, until the
reign of Philip the Fair, the feudal principles had imposed.

' M. Sccousse gives a very clear view of the general and provincial assemblies held in the
reiq;n of John.

'^ Et estoit et est I'cntcnte de ceuLv (jui a la ditlc convocation csto'ent que quelconque
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But whatever opportunity might now be nfforded for establishing^ a
just and free constitution in France was entirely lost. Charles, in

1357, inexperienced and surrounded by evil counsellors, thought the
States-General inclined to encroach upon his riijhts, of which, in the
best part of his life, he was always abundantly careful. He dismissed,
therefore, the assembly, and had recourse to the easy but ruinous
expedient of debasing the coin. This led to seditions at Paris, by
which his authority and even his life were endangered. In February
1357, three months after the last meeting had been dissolved, he w;is

obliL;cd to convoke the States again, and to enact an ordinance con-
formable to the petitions tendered by the former assembly, 'ihis

contained many excellent provisions, both for the redress of abuses,
and the vigorous prosecution of the war against Edward ; and it is

difticult to conceive that men, who advised measures so conducive to

the public weal, could have been the blind instruments of the king of

Navarre. But this, as I have already observed, is a problem in history

that we cannot hope to resolve. It appears, however, that in a few
weeks after the promulgation of this ordinance, the proceedings of the
reformers fell into discredit, and their commission of thirty-six, to

whom the collection of the new subsidy, the redress of grievances,
and, in fact, the whole administration of government, had been
intrusted, became unpopular. The subsidy produced much less than
they had led the people to expect ; briefly, the usual consequence of
democratical emotions in a monarchy took place. Disappointed by
the failure of hopes unreasonably entertained, and improvidently
encouraged, and disgusted by the excesses of the violent demagogues,
the nation, especially its privileged classes, who seem to have con-
curred in the original proceedings of the States-General, attached
themselves to the party of Charles, and enabled hirn to quell opposi-
tion by force.^ Marcel, provost of the traders, a municipal magistrate
of Paris, detected in the overt execution of a traitorous conspiracy
with the king of Navarre, was put to death by a private hand. What-
ever there had been of real patriotism in the States-General, artfully

confounded, according to the practice of courts, with these schemes
of disaffected men, shared in the common obloquy ; whatever sub-
stantial reforms had been projected, the government threw aside as

ottroy ou ayde qu'ils fcissent, ils eussent bonne monnoye et estable selon I'advls des trois

estats—ot que les chartres et lettres faites pour les reformations du royaume par !e roy Philippe

le bel, et toutes celles qui furent laites par le roy notre seigneur qui est a present fussenc coii-

firmees entcrtin^es tenues ct gardees de point en point ; et touces les aides quelconques qui

faites soient fussent recues et distribuees par ceulx qui soient a ce commis par les trois cstal>,

ct autoris6es !M. le Due et sur certaines autres conditions et modifications justes et raisson-

nables et prouffitables et semble que ceste aide eust eie moult grant et moult prouffitabie, ct

trop plus que aides de f.iit de monnoye. Car elle se feroit de volonte'du peuple et conscnlc-

ment commun selon Dieu et selon conscience : Et le prouffit que on prent et veiilt on prendre
sur le fait de la monnoye duquel on vcult faire le fait de la guerre, et cc soit a la destruction

et a estc au temps passe du roy ct du roj'aume et des subjets ; Et si se destruit le billon tant

])ar fontures et blanchis comme autrement, ne le fait ne peust durer longuement qu'il ne
vicnne a destruction si on continue longuement ; Et si est tout certain que les gens d'armes
lie vouldroient estre contens de leurs gaiges par foible monnoye, S:c.

i Discordia mota, illi tres status ab iiicepto proposito cessaverunt. Ex tunc enim regni

ncgotia male ire, S:c.

A very full accoimt of these transactions is given bj- Secousse, in his history cf Charles the

Bad, and in his preface to the third volume of the Ordonnances des Rois. The reader must
make allowance for the usual partialities of a French historian, where an opposition to tlia

J cjigning prince is his subject. A contrarj^ bias is manifested by Boulainvilliers and Mably,
v«hom, however, it is well worth while to he.Tr.
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seditious innovations. Charles, who had assumed the title of regent,

found, in the States-General assembled at Paris in 1359, ^ "^"^^Y ^^*"

ferent disposition from that which their predecessors had displayed,

and publicly restored all counsellors, whom in the former troubles he
had been compelled to discard. Thus the monarchy resettled itself

on its ancient basis ; or, more properly, acquired additional stability.

Both John, after the peace of Bretigni, and Charles V., imposed
taxes without consent of the States-General. The latter, indeed, hardly

ever convoked that assembly. Upon his death the contention between
the crown and representative body was renewed, and in the first meet-
ing held in 1380, after the accession of Charles VI., the government
v.as compelled to revoke all taxes illegally imposed since the reign of

Philip IV. This is the most remedial ordinance, perhaps, in the his-

tory of French legislation. " Wc will ordain and grant,^' says the king,
" that the aids, subsidies, and impositions of whatever kind, and how-
ever imposed, that have had course in the realm since the reign of our
predecessor Philip the Fair, shall be repealed and abolished ; and we
M ill and decree, that by the course which the said impositions have
had, we or our successors shall not have acquired any right, nor shall

any prejudice be wrought to our people, nor to their privileges and
liberties, which shall be re-established in as full a manner as they en-

joyed them in the reign of Philip the Fair, or at any time since ; and
v/e will and decree, that if anything has been done contrary to them
since that time to the present hour, neither we nor our successors shall

txke any advantage therefrom." ^ If circumstances had turned out
favourably for the cause of liberty, this ordinance might have been the

basis of a free constitution, in respect at least of immunity from arbi-

trary taxation. But the coercive measures of the court, and tumultu-
ous spirit of the Parisians, produced an open quarrel, in which the

popular party met with a decided failure.

It seems indeed impossible that a number of deputies, elected merely
for the purpose of granting money, can possess that weight, or be in-

vested in the eyes of their constituents with that awfulness of station,

vhich is required to withstand the royal authority. The States-Genc-
il had no right of redressing abuses, except by petition ; no share in

lie exercise of sovereignty, which is inseparable from the legislative

i;ower. Hence, even \\\ their proper department of imposing taxes,

they were supposed incapable of binding their constituents without
their specific assent. Whether it were the timidity of the deputies, or

false notions of freedom, which produced this doctrine, it was evidently
repugnant to the stability and dignity of a representative assembly.
Nor was it less ruinous in practice than mistaken in theory. For as
the necessary subsidies, after being provisionally granted by the States,

were often rejected by their electors, the king found a reasonable pre-
tence for dispensing with the concurrence of his subjects, when he
levied contributions upon them.
The States-General were convoked but rarely under Charles VI. and

VII., both of whom levied money without their concurrence. Yet
there are remarkable testimonies, under the latter of these princes, that

1 The ordinance is lonjj, containing frequent repetitions and a great redurulauce of words,
intended to give more force, or at least solemnity.
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the sanction of national representatives was still esteemed strictly re-

quisite to any ordinance im])Osing a general tax, however the emer-
gency of circiinistances mit^ht excuse a more arbitrary procedure.

Tims Charles VII., in 1436, declares that he has set up aj^ain the- aids

which had been previously abolished, hy the consent of the three estates.

And in the imi)ortant edict establishing the companies of ordonnance,
which is recited to be done by the advice and counsel of the States-

General assembled at Orleans, the forty-first section appears to bear a
necessary construction, that no tallage could lawfully be imposed with-

out such consent. 1 It is maintained indeed by some writers, that the

perpetual taille established about the same time was actually granted

by these States of 1439, though it does not so appear upon the face of

any ordinance. And certainly this is consonant to the real and recog-

nised constitution of that age.

But the crafty advisers of courts in the fifteenth century, enlightened

by experience of past dangers, were averse to encountering these great

political masses, from which there were, even in peaceful times, some
disquieting interferences, some testimonies of public spirit, and recol-

lections of liberty to apprehend. The kings of France, indeed, had a
resource, which generally enabled them to avoid a convocation of the

States-General without violating the national franchises. From pro-

vincial assemblies, composed of the three orders, they usually obtained
more money than they could have extracted from the common repre-

sentatives of the nation, and heard less of remonstrance and demand.
Languedoc in particular had her own assembly of states, and was
rarely called upon to send deputies to the general body, or representa-

tives of what was called the Languedoil. But Auvergne, Normandy,
and other provinces belonging to the latter division, had frequent con-
vocations of their respective estates, during the interval of the States-

General ; intervals which, by this means, were protracted far beyond
that duration to which the exigences of the crown would otherwise

have confined them. This was one of the essential difterences between
the constitutions of France and England, and arose out of the original

disease of the former monarchy, the distraction and want of unity,

consequent upon the decline of Charlemagne's family, which separated
the different provinces in respect of their interests and domestic
government from each other.

But the formality of consent, whether by general or provincial states,

now ceased to be reckoned indispensable. The lawyers had rarely

seconded any efforts to restrain arbitrary power ; in their hatred of

feudal principles, especially those of territorial jurisdiction, every
generous sentiment of freedom was proscribed ; or if they admitted
that absolute prerogative might require some checks, it was such only
as themselves, not the national representatives, should impose. Charles
VII. levied money by his own authority. Louis XI. carried this en-

croachment to the highest pitch of exaction. It was the boast of

courtiers, that he first released the kings of France from dependence,
(hors de page ;) or, in other words, that he effectually demolished
those ban-iers, which, however imperfect and ill-placed, had opposed
some impediment to the establishment of despotism.-

1 Koulainvilliers mentions other instances where the States granted money during this reign.
2 The preface to the sixteenth voUime of Ordonnaaces, before quoted, displays a lament-
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The exactions of Louis, however, though borne with patience, did

not pass for Ic^al with those upon whom they pressed. Men still

remembered their ancient privilepjes, which they might see with

mortification well preserved in England. " There is no monarch or

lord upon earth," says Philip de Comincs, himself bred in courts,

"who can raise a farthing upon his subjects, beyond his own domains,
without their free concession, except through tyranny and violence.

It may be objected that in some cases there may not be time to

assemble them, and that war will bear no delay ; but I reply," he

proceeds, "that such haste ought not to be made, and there will be
time enough ; and I tell you that princes are more powerful, and
more dreaded by their enemies, when they undertake anything with

the consent of their subjects."

l"he States-General met but twice during the reign of Louis XI.,

and on neither occasion for the purpose of granting money. But an
assembly in the first year of Charles VI IL, the States of Tours in

1484, is too important to be overlooked, as it marks the last struggle

ot the French nation by its legal representatives for immunity from
arbitrary taxation.

A warm contention arose for the regency upon the accession of

Charles VIII., between his aunt Anne de Beaujeu, whom the late king
had appointed by testament, and the princes of the blood, at the head
of whom stood the duke of Orleans, afterwards Louis XII. The latter

combined to demand a convocation of the States-General, which ac-

cordingly took place. The king's minority and the factions at court

seemed no unfavourable omens for liberty. But a scheme was artfully

contrived, which had the most direct tendency to break the force of a
popular assembly. The deputies were classed in six nations, who
debated in separate chambers, and consulted each other only upon
the result of their respective deliberations. It was easy for the

court to foment the jealousies natural to such a partition. Two
nations, the Norman and Burgundian, asserted that the right of pro-

A'iding for the regency devolved, in the king's minority, upon the

States-General, a claim of great boldness, and certainly not much
founded upon precedents. In virtue of this, they proposed to form
a council, not only of the princes, but of certain deputies to be
elected by the six nations who composed the States. But the other

four, those of Paris, Aquitaine, Languedoc, and Languedoil, (which
last comprised the central provinces,) rejected this plan, from which
the two former ultimately desisted, and the choice of councillors was
left to the princes.

A firmer and more unanimous spirit was displayed upon the sub-
ject of public reformation. The tyranny of Louis XL had been so
unbounded, that all ranks agreed in calling for redress, and ihe new
governors were desirous, at least by punishing his favourites, to show
their inclinations towards a change of system. They were very far,

able picture of the internal situation of France in consequence of excessive taxation, and
other abuses. These evils, in a Ic^^s aggravated degree, coniiuucd ever since to retard ilio

iniproxcnieut. and diminish the intrinsic prosperity of a country so extraordinarily endowed
with natural advantages. Pliilip de Comines was forcibly struck with the difierent situation
of England and the Netherlands. And Sir John Fortcscuc has a remarkable p.xssage on the
poverty and servitude of the French commons contrasted with English freemen.
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however, from approving the propositions of the States -General.
These went to points which no court can bear to feel touched, though
there is seldom any other mode of redressin;:^ pubhc abuses ; the pro-

fuse expense of the royal household, the number of pensions and im-
provident i^rants, the excessive establishment of troops. The States

explicitly demanded that the taillc and all other arbitrary imposts
should be abolished ; and that from thenceforward, " accordin;^ to the
natural liberty of France," no tax should be levied in the kingdom
without the consent of the States. It was with great difficulty, and
through the skilful management of the court, that they consented to

the collection of the taxes payable in the time of Charles VII., with
the addition of one fourth, as a gift to the king upon his accession.

This subsidy they declare to be granted " by way of gift and conces-

sion, and not otherwise, and so as no one should from thenceforward
call it a tax, but a gift and concession," And this was only to be in

force for two years, after which they stipulated that another meeting
should be convoked. But it was little likely that the government
would encounter such a risk ; and the princes, whose factious views
the States had by no means seconded, felt no temptation to urge again
their convocation. No assembly in the annals of France seems, not-

withstanding some party selfishness arising out of division into nations,

to have conducted itself with so much public spirit and moderation
;

nor had that country perhaps ever so fair a prospect of establishing a
legitimate constitution.^

V. The right of jurisdiction has undergone changes in France, and
in the adjacent countries, still more remarkable than those of the

legislative power ; and passed through three very distinct stages, as

the popular, aristocratic, or regal influence predominated in the

political system. The Franks, Lombaids, and Saxons seem alike to

have been jealous of judicial authority, and averse to surrendering
what concerned every man's private right, out of the hands of his

neighbours and his equals. Every ten families are supposed to have
had a magistrate of their own election : the tythingman cf England,
the Decanus of France and Lombardy.^ Next in order was the Cen-
tenarius, or Hundredary, whose name expresses the extent of his

jurisdiction, and who, like the Decanus, was chosen by those subject

to it.3 But the authority of these petty magistrates was gradually
confined to the less important subjects of legal inquiry. No man, by
a capitulary of Charlemagne, could be impleaded for his life, or liberty,

or lands, or servants in the hundred court.* In such weighty matters,

or by way of appeal from the lower jurisdiction, the count of the dis-

trict was judge. He indeed was appointed by the sovereign ; but his

power was checked by assessors, called Scabini, who held their office

1 I am altogether indebted to Gamier for the proceedings of the States of Tours. His
account, Hist, de France, t. xviii. pp. 154-348, is extremeiy copious, and derived from a
manuscript journal. Comines alludes to them sometimes, but \\-ith little pa/ticuiarity.

2 The Decanus is mentioned by a writer of the ninth age as the lowest species of judge,
immediately under the Ccntenarius. The latter is compared to the Plebanus, or priest of a
church, where baptism was performed, and the former to an inferior presbyter.

3 It is evident from the capitularies of Charlemagne, that the Centenarii were elected by the
people ; that is, I suppose, the freeholders.

* Ut nullus homo in placito centenarii ncque ad mortem, neque ad libertatem. suara amit-
tendam, aut ad res reddendas vel mancipia judicetur. Sed ista aut in praescutia comitis ve!

missorum nostrorum judicentur.
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by the election, or at least the concurrence, of the people.^ These
Scabini may be considered as a sort of jury, though bearing a closer

analogy to the Judices Selecti, who sat with the Praetor in the tribunals

of Rome. An ultimate appeal seems to have lain to the Count
Palatine, an officer of the royal household ; and sometimes causes were
decided by the sovereign himself- Such was the original model of

judicature ; but as complaints of injustice and neglect were frequently

made against the counts, Charlemagne, desirous on every account to

control them, appointed special judges, called jVIissi Regii, who held

assizes from place to place, inquired into abuses and maladministra-
tion of justice, enforced its execution, and expelled inferior judges from
their offices for misconduct.

^

This judicial system was gradually superseded by one founded upon
totally opposite principles, those of feudal privilege. It is difticult to

ascertain the progress of territorial jurisdiction. In many early char-

ters of the French kings, beginning with one of Dagobert I., in 630, we
find inserted in their grants of land an immunity from the entrance of

the ordinary judges, either to hear causes, or to exact certain dues
accruing to the king and to themselves. These charters indeed relate

to church lands, which, as it seems implied by a law of Charlemagne,
universally possessed an exemption from ordinary jurisdiction. A pre-

cedent, however, in Marculfus leads us to infer a similar immunity to

have been usually in gifts to private persons. These rights of justice

in the beneficiary tenants of the crown are attested in several passages
of the capitularies. And a charter of Louis I. to a private individual

contains a full and exclusive concession of jurisdiction over all per-

sons resident within the territory, though subject to the appellant con-

trol of the royal tribunals.** It is obvious, indeed, that an exemption
from the regular judicial authorities implied or naturally led to a right

of administering justice in their place. But this could at first hardly
extend beyond the tributaries or villeins who cultivated their master's

soil, or, at most, to free persons without property resident in the terri-

tory. To determine their quarrels, or chastise their offences, was no

1 These Scabini may be traced by the light of charters down to the eleventh century.
There is, in particular, a decisive proof of their existence in 918, in a record which I have
already liad occasion to quote. Du Cangc, Baluzc, and other antiquaries, have confounded
the Scabini with the Rachimburgii, of whom we read in the oldest hiws. But M. Guizo: has
proved the latter were iandliolders, acting in the county courts a-^ judges under the presidency
of the count, but wholly independent of him. The Scabini in Charlemagne's age superseded
them.

- Louis the Debonair gave one day in everj' week to hearing causes ; but his subjects were
required not to have recourse to him unless where the Missi or counts had not done justice.

Charles the Bald expressly reserves an appeal to himself from the inferior tribunals. In his

rei;;n, there was at least a claim to sovereignty preserved.
y For the jurisdiction of the Missi Regii, besides the capitidaries themselves, see Muratori's

eighth Dissertation. They went their circuits four times a year. A vestige of this institution

long continued in the province of Auvergne, under the name of Grands Jours d'Auvcrgnc

;

which Louis XI. revived in 1479.
* Et nullus comes, nee vicanus, nee juniores eonim, nee ullus judex publicus illorum ho-

mines, qui super illorum aprisione habitant, ant in illorum proprio, distringere nee judicare
pra;suniant ; scd Johannes ct filii sui, ct posteritas illorum, illi cos judicent ct distringant.
Et quicquid per legem judicaverint, stabilis permaneat. Et si extra legem fecerint, per legem
tmendenL
This appellant control was preserved by the capitulary of Charles the Bald, quoted already,

over the territorial, as well as royal tril unals. Si aliquis cpiscopus, vel comes ac vassus
noster suo homini contra rectum et justitiam fccerit, et %\ indc ad nos reclamavcrit, sciat quia*
dicut ratio ct lc.\ est, hoc emcudarc faciemus.
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very illustrious privilc^^c. An allodial freeholder could own no juris-

diction but that of the king. It was the general prevalence of sul>in-

fcudalion which gave importance to the territorial jurisdictions of the

nobility. For now the military tenants, instead of repairing to the

county-court, soucrht justice in that of their immediate lord ; or rather,

the count himself, become the suzerain instead of the governor of his

district, altered the form of his tribunal upon the feudal modcl.i A
system of procedure so congenial to the spirit of the age spread uni-

versally over P'rancc and Germany. The tribunals of the king were
forgotten like his laws ; the one retaining as little authority to correct,

as the other to regulate, the decisions of a territorial judge. The rules

oi evidence were superseded by that monstrous birth of ferocity and
superstition, the judicial combat, and the maxims of law reduced to a
few capricious customs, which varied in almost every barony.
These rights of administering justice were possessed by the owners

of liefs in very different degrees ; and, in France, were divided into the

high, the middle, and the low jurisdiction. The first species alone
(la haute justice) conveyed the power of life and death ; it was inherent

in the baron and the chatelain, and sometimes enjoyed by the simple
vavassor. The lower jurisdictions were not competent to judge in

capital cases, and consequently forced to send such criminals to

the court of the superior. But, in some places, a thief taken in

the fact, might be punished with death by a lord who had only the

low jurisdiction. In England, this privilege was known by the

uncouth terms of Infangthef and Outfangthef. The high jurisdic-

tion, however, was not very common m this country, except in the

chartered towns.^

Several customs rendered these rights of jurisdiction far less instru-

mental to tyranny than we might infer from their extent. While the

counts were yet officers of the crown, they frequently appointed a
deputy, or viscount, to administer justice. Ecclesiastical lords, who
were prohibited from inflicting capital punishment, and supposed to

be unacquainted with the law followed in civil courts, or unable to

enforce it, had an officer by name of advocate, or vidame, whose tenure

was often feudal and hereditary. The viguiers, (vicarii,) bailiffs,

provosts, and seneschals of lay lords were similar ministers, though
not in general of so permanent a right in their offices, or of such
eminent station as the advocates of monasteries. It seems to have
been an established maxim, at least in later times, that the lord couid
not sit personally in judgment, but must intrust that function to his

bailiff" and vassals.^ According to the feudal rules, the lord's vassals

1 We may perhaps infer, from a capitulary of Charlemagne in 809, that the feudal tenants

were already employed as assessors in the administration of justice, concurrently with the

Scabini mentioned above. Ut nulkis ad placitum venire cogatur, ni^i qui causam habet ad
qujerendum, exceptis scabinis et vassallis comitum. Baluz. Capitularia.

- A strangely cruel privilege was possessed in Aragon by the lords who had not the higher
jurisdiction, and consequently could not publicly execute a criminal, that of starving hi:n to

death in prison. This was established by law in 1247. Si vassallus domini non habentis

merum nee mixtum imperium, in loco occiderit vassallum, dominus loci potest eum occidere

fame, frigore et siti. Et quilibet dominus loci habet hanc jurisdictionem necandi fame, frigore

et siti in suo loco, licet nuUam, aliani jurisdictionem crimina'em habeat.
It is remarkable that the Neapolitan barons had no criminal jurisdiction, at least of the

higher kind, tiil the reign of Alfonso, in 1443, who sold this destructive privilege, at a time
when it was almost abolished in other kingdoms.

3 Boutillier, in his Somme Ruralcj written near the end of the fourteentli centurj', asserts
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or peers of his court were to assist at all its proceedings. " There are

some places," says Bcaumanoir, "where the plaintiff decides in judg-

ment, and others, where the vassals of the lord decide. But even
where the bailift" is the judge, he ought to advise with the most prudent,

and determine by their advice ; since thus he shall be most secure if

an appeal is made from his judgment." And indeed the presence of

these assessors was so essential to all territorial jurisdiction, that no
lord, to whatever rights of justice his fief might entitle him, was quali-

fied to exercise them, unless he had at least two vassals to sit as peers

in his court.^ -^

These courts of a feudal barony or manor required neither the know-
ledge of positive law, nor the dictates of natural sagacity. In all

doubtful cases, and especially where a crime not capable of notorious
proof was charged, the combat was awarded ; and God, as they deemed,
was the judge.- The nobleman fought on horseback, with all his arms
of attack and defence ; the plebeian on foot, with his club and target.

The same were the weapons of the champions, to whom women and
ecclesiastics were permitted to intrust their rights. If the combat
was intended to ascertain a civil right, the vanquished party of course
forfeited his claim, and paid a fine. If he fought by proxy, the cham-
pion was liable to have his hand struck off ; a regulation necessary,

perhaps, to obviate the corruption of these hired defenders. In criminal
cases, the appellant suffered, in the event of defeat, the same punish-
ment which the law awarded to the offence of which he accused his

adversary. Even where the cause was more peaceably tried, and
brought to a regular adjudication by the court, an appeal for false

judgment might indeed be made to the suzerain, but it could only be
tried by battle.-^ And in this, the appellant, if he would impeach the

concurrent judgment of the court below, was compelled to meet suc-

cessively in combat every one of its members ; unless he should van-
quish them all within the day, his life, if he escaped from so many
hazards, was forfeited to the law. If fortune or miracle should make
him conqueror in every contest, the judges were equally subject to

death, and their court forfeited their jurisdiction for ever. A less

perilous mode of appeal was to call the first judge who pronounced a
hostile sentence into the field. If the appellant came off victorious in

tliis positively. II convient quilz facent jugier par aultre que par cul.v, cest a savoir par Iciirs

hommes feudaulx a leur semonce et conjuri \C) ou de leur bailiff ou lieutenant, et ont ressort
u leur souverain.

1 It was lawful, in such case, to borrow the vassals of the superior lord.
In England, a manor is extinguished, at least as to jurisdiction, when there are not two

freeholders subject to escheat left as suitors to the court-baron. Their tenancy must there-
fore have been created before the statute of Quia eniptores, i8 Edw. I., (1290,) since which
no now estate in fee simple can be held of the lord, nor, consequently, be liable to escheat
to him.

2 Trial by combat does not seem to have established itself completely in France, till ordeals
went into disuse, which Charlemagne rather encouraged, and which, in his age, the clergy
for the most part .ipproycd. The former species of decision may, however, be met with under
the first Merovingian kings, and seems to have prevailed in Burgundy. It is established by
the laws of the Alemanni or Swabians. It was always popular in Lombardy. Luitprand,
king of the Lombards, says in one of his laws: Inccrti sumus dc judicio Dei, et quosd:«m
audiyimus per pugnam sine justa causa suam causam perdere. Sed propter consuetudinem
gentis nostra; Langobardorum legem impiam vetare non possumus. Otho II. established it

in all disputes concerning real property ; and there is a famous case, where the right of repre-
sentation, or preference of the son of a deceased elder child to his uncle in succession to his
grandfather's estate, was settled by this test.

^ In England, the appc;il for false judgment to the king's court was not tried by battle,

1
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this challenge, the decision was reversed, but the court was not im-
peached, lint for denial of justice, tliat is, for a refusal to try his suit,

the plaintiff repaired to the court of the next superior lord, and :^r,i-

ported his appeal by testimony.^ Yet, even here, the witnesses nv ..

be defied, and the pure stream of justice turned at once into the toricai

of barbarous contest.^

Such was the judicial system of France, when St Louis enacted that

great code which bears the name of his Establishments. The rules of

civil and criminal procedure, as well as the principles of legal decisions,

are there laid down with much detail. But that incomparable prince,

unable to overthrow the judicial combat, confined himself to discourag-
ing it by the example of a wiser jurisprudence. It was abolished
throughout the royal domains. The bailiffs and seneschals who
rendered justice to the king's immediate subjects were bound to follow

his own laws. He not only received appeals from their sentences in

his own court of peers, but listened to all complaints with a kind of

patriarchal simplicity. " Many times," says Joinville,
'•'

I have seen
the good saint, after hearing mass in the summer season, lay him-
self at the foot of an oak in the wood of Vincennes, and make us all

sit round him ; when those who would came and spake to him, without
let of any officer, and he would ask aloud if there were any present

who had suits, and when they appeared, would bid two of his bailiffs

determine their cause upon the spot."

The influence of this new jurisprudence established by St Louis,

combined with the great enhancement of the royal prerogatives in

every other respect, produced a rapid change in the legal administra-
tion of France. Though trial by combat occupies a considerable

space in the work of Beaumanoir, written under Philip the Bold, it

was already much limited. Appeals for false judgment might some-
times be tried, as he expresses it, par erremens de plait, that is,—

I

presume, where the alleged error of the court below was in matter of

law. For wager of battle was chiefly intended to ascertain contro-

verted facts. So where the suzerain saw clearly that the judgment of

the inferior court was right, he ought not to permit the combat. Or
if the plaintiff, even in the first instance, could produce a record or a

^ The practice was to challenge the second \v\\.n^%'~,, since the testimony of one was insuftl-

cient. But this must be done before he completes his oath, says Beaumanoir, for after he
has been sworn, he must be heard and believed. No one was bound, as we may well believe,

to be a witness for another, in cases where such an appeal might be made from his testimony.
^ Mably is certainly mistaken in his opinion, that appeals for denials of justice were not

older than the reign of Philip Augustus. Before this time, the vassal's remedy, he thinks,

was to make war upon his lord. And this may probably have been frequently practised.

Indeed it is permitted, as we have seen, by the code of St Louis. But those who were not
strong enough to adopt this dangerous means of redress, would surely avail themselves of the

assistance of the suzerain, which in general would be readily afforded. We find several in-

stances of the king's interference for the redress of injuries in Suger's Life of Louis VL That
active and spirited prince, with the assistance of his illustrious biographer, recovered a great
part of the royal authority, which had been reduced to the lowest ebb in the long and slothful

reign of his father, Philip I. One passage, especially, contains aclear e\'idence of the appeal
for denial of justice, and consequently refutes Mably's opinion. In 1105, the inhabitants of

St Severe, in Berri, complain of their lord Humb^ld, and request the king, aut ad exequen-
dam justitiam cogere, aut jure pro injuria castrum lege Salica amittere. It may be noticed
ty the way, that lex Salica is here used for the feudal customs ; in which sense I believe it

Tint unfrequently occurs. Many proofs might be brought of the interposition of both Louis
VI. and VII. in the disputes between t-heir barons and arriere vassals. Thus the war between
the latter and Henry II. of England, in 1166, was occasioned by his entertaining a complaint

from the count of Auvergne, without waiting for the decision of Henry, as duke of Guienne,
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written obligation ; or if the fact before the court was notorious, there

was no room for battle. " It would be a hard thing," says Beaumanoir,
" that if one had killed my near relation in open day before many
credible persons, I should be compelled to fight in order to prove his

death." This reflection is the dictate of common sense, and shows
that the prejudice in favour of judicial combat was dying away. In

the Assises de Jerusalem, a monument of customs two hundred years

earlier than the age of Beaumanoir, we find little mention of any other

mode of decision. The compiler of that book thinks it would be very

injurious, if no wager of battle were to be allowed against witnesses in

causes affecting succession ; since otherwise every right heir might be
disinherited, as it would be easy to find two persons who would per-

jure themselves for money, if they had no fear of being challenged for

their testimony. This passage indicates the real cause of preserving

the judicial combat ; systematic perjury in witnesses, and want of

legal discrimination in judges.

It was, in all civil suits, at the discretion of the litigant parties, to

adopt the law of the Establishments, instead of resorting to combat.
As gentler manners prevailed, especially among those who did not

make arms their profession, the wisdom and equity of the new code
was naturally preferred. The superstition which had originally led to

the latter, lost its weight through experience and the uniform opposi-

tion of the clergy. The same superiority of just and settled rules over
fortune and violence, which had forwarded the encroachments of the

ecclesiastical courts, was now manifested in those of the king. Philip

Augustus, by a famous ordinance in 1190, first established royal

courts of justice, held by the officers called bailiffs, or seneschals, who
acted as the king's lieutenants in his domains. Every barony, as it

became reunited to the crown, was subjected to the jurisdiction of one
of these officers, and took the name of a bailliage, or a seneschaussde

;

the former name prevailing most in the northern, the latter in the
southern provinces. The vassals whose lands depended upon, or, in

feudal language, moved from the superiority of this fief, were obliged
to submit to the ressort, or supreme appellant jurisdiction of the royal
court established in it. This began rapidly to encroach upon the
feudal rights of justice. In a variety of cases, termed royal, the terri-

torial court was pronounced incompetent ; they were reserved for the
judges of the crown ; and, in every case, unless the defendant excepted
to the jurisdiction, the royal court might take cognisance of a suit, and
decide it in exclusion of the feudal judicature. The nature of cases
reserved under the name of royal was kept in studied ambiguity, under
cover of which the judges of the crown perpetually strove to multiply
them. Louis X., when requested by the barons of Champagne to ex-

plain what was meant by royal cases, gave this mysterious definition :

Everything which by right or custom ought exclusively to come under
the cognisance of a sovereign prince. Vassals were permitted to com-
plain in the first instance to the king's court, of injuries committed by
their lords. These rapid and violent encroachments left the nobility
no alternative but armed combinations to support their remonstrances.
Philip the Fair bequeathed to his successor the task of appeasing a
storm, which his own administration had excited. Leagues were
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formed in most of tlic northern provinces for the redress of grievances,
in which the third estate, ojiprcsscd by taxation, united with the
vassals, whose feudal privileges had been mfrinj^cd. Separate charters
were granted to each of these confederacies by Louis Hutin, which
contain many remedial provisions a;:jainst the grosser violation of

ancient ri<,dits, though the crown persisted in restrainin;^ tcrriionai

jurisdictions. 1 Appeals became more common for false jud;4mcnt, as
well as denial of ri<^ht ; and in neither was the combat permitted. Jt

was still, however, preserved in accusations of heinous crimes, unsup-
ported by any testimony but that of the prosecutor, and was never
abolished by any positive law, cither in France or England. But
instances of its occurrence arc not frequent even in the fourteenth

century ; and one of these, rather remarkable in its circumstances,
must have had a tendency to explode the remaining superstition

which had preserved this mode of decision.2

The supreme council, or court of peers, to whose deliberative func-

tions I have already adverted, was also the great judicial tribunal of

the French crown from the accession of Hugh Capet. By this alone
the barons of France, or tenants in chief of the king, could be judged.
To this court appeals for denials of justice were referred. It was
originally composed, as has been observed, of the feudal vassals, co-

equals of those who were to be tried by it ; and also of the household
ofhcers, whose right of concurrence, however anomalous, was extremely
ancient.-^ But after the business of the court came to increase through
the multiplicity of appeals, especially from the bailiffs established by
Philip Augustus in the royal domains, the barons found neither leisure

nor capacity for the ordinary administration of justice, and reserved

their attendance for occasions where some of their own order were im-
plicated in a criminal process, St Louis, anxious for regularity and
enlightened decisions, made a considerable alteration by introducing

some councillors of inferior rank, chiefly ecclesiastics, as advisers of

the court, though, as is supposed, without any decisive suffrage. The
court now became known by the name of parliament. Registers of

its proceedings were kept, of which the earliest extant are of the year

1254. It was still perhaps in some degree ambulatory ; but by far the

greater part of its sessions in the thirteenth century were at Paris.

The councillors nominated by the king, some of them clerks, others of

noble rank, but not peers of the ancient baronage, acquired insensibly

a right of suffrage.'*

1 Hoc perpetuo prohibemus edicto, ne siibdili, sen justiciables, prariatorum aut baronum
nostrorum aut aliorum subjectorum nostrorum. trahantur in caiisam coram nostris officialibiis,

nee eonim causae, ni-i in casii ressorti, in nostris ciiriis audiantur, vel in alio casu ad nos
pertinenti. This ordinance is of Philip the Fair, in 1302 ; but those passed under Louis
Hutin are to the same cfiect.

^ Phi ip IV. restricted trial by combat to cases where four conditions were united. The
crime must be capital: Its commission certain: The accused great y suspected: And no
proof to be obtained by witnes.ses. Under these limitations, or at least some of them, for it

appears that they were not all regarded, instances occur for some centuries.

See the singular story of Carouges and Le Gri-, to which I allude in the text Villaret, t.

xi. p. 412. Trial by combat was allowed in Scotland exactly under the same conditions as in

France.
^ This court had always, it must be owned, a pretty considerable authority over some of

the royal vassals. Even in Robert's reign, the count of Aiijou and another nobleman of less

importance were summoned before it.

* The great difficulty I have foimd in this investigation will plead my excuse, if errors are

detected.
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An ordinance of Philip the P^air, in 1302, is generally supposed to

have fixed the scat of the parliament at Paris, as well as altered its

constituent parts.i Perhaps a series of progressive changes has been
referred to a single epoch. But whether by virtue of this ordinance,

or of more gradual events, the character of the whole feudal court was
nearly obliterated in that of the parliament of Paris. A systematic
tribunal took the place of a loose aristocratic assembly. It was to

hold two sittings in the year, each of two months' duration ; it was
composed of two prelates, two counts, thirteen clerks, and as many
laymen. Great changes were made afterwards in this constitution.

The nobility, who originally sat there, grew weary of an attendance,

which detained them from war, and from their favourite pursuits at

home. The bishops were dismissed to their necessary residence upon
their sees. As they withdrew, that class of regular lawyers, originally

employed, as it appears, in the preparatory business, without any
decisive voice, came forward to the higher places, and established a
complicated and tedious system of procedure, which was always
characteristic of French jurisprudence. They introduced at the same
time a new theory of absolute power, and unlimited obedience. All

feudal privileges were treated as encroachments on the imprescriptible

rights of monarchy. With the natural bias of lawyers in favour of

prerogative conspired that of the clergy, who fled to the king for refuge

against the tyranny of the barons. In the civil and canon laws a
system of political maxims was found, very uncongenial to the feudal

customs. The French lawyers of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

frequently give their king the title of Emperor, and treat disobedience
to him as sacrilege.

liut among these lawyers, although the general tenants of the crown
by barony ceased to appear, there still continued to sit a more eminent
body, the lay and spiritual peers of France, representatives, as it were,

of that ancient baronial aristocracy. It is a very controverted ques-
tion, at what time this exclusive dignity of peerage, a word obviously
applicable by the feudal law to all persons co-equal in degree of

tenure, was reserved to twelve vassals. At the coronation of Philip

Augustus, in 11 79, we first perceive the six great feudatories, dukes of

Burgundy, Normandy, Guienne, counts of Toulouse, Flanders, Cham-
pagne, distinguished by the offices they performed in that ceremony.
It was natural indeed that by their princely sp^lcndour and importance
they should eclipse such petty lords as Bourbon and Coucy, however
equal in quality of tenure. During the reign of Philip Augustus, six

ecclesiastical peers, the duke-bishops of Rheims, Laon, and Langres,
the count-bishops of Beauvais, Chalons, and Noyon, were added, as a
sort of parallel or counterpoise. Their precedence docs not, however,
appear to have carried with it any other privilege, at least in judicature,

than other barons enjoyed. But their pre-eminence being fully con-
firmed, Philip the Fair set the precedent of augmenting their original

number, by conferring the dignity of peerage on the duke of Britany
and the count of Artois. Other creations took place subsequently

;

but they were confined, during the period comprised in this work, to

* Pasquicr publishes this ordin.Tncc .is .•» regulation for the execution of one prcviou-jly

made ; it does not Cbtablish the residence of the parli.inicnt nf I'arii..
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princes of the royal blood. The peers were constant members of the
parliament, from which other vassals holding in chief were never per-

haps excluded Ijy law, but their attendance was rare in the fourtecniii

century, and soon afterwards ceased altogether.

A judicial body composed of the greatest nobles in France, as well
as of learned and eminent lawyers, must naturally have soon become
politically important. Notwithstanding their disposition to enhance
every royal prerogative, as opposed to feudal privileges, the parliament
was not disinclined to sec its own protection invoked by the subject.

It appears, by an ordinance of Charles V. in 1371, that the nobility of

Languedoc had appealed to the parliament of Paris against a tax im-
posed by the king's authority ; and this, at a time when the French
constitution did not recognise the levying of money without consent of

the States-General, must have been a just ground of appeal, though
the present ordinance annuls and overturns it. During the tempests
of Charles VI. 's unhappy reign the parliament acquired a more decided
authority, and held, in some degree, the balance between the contend-
ing factions of Orleans and Burgundy. This influence was partly

owing to one remarkable function attributed to the parliament, which
raised it much above the level of a merely political tribunal, and has
at various times wrought striking effects in the French monarchy.
The i^^ ordinances enacted by kings of France in the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries were generally by the advice of their royal council,

in which probably they were solemnly declared as well as agreed upon.
But after the gradual revolution of government, which took away from
the feudal aristocracy all control over the king^s edicts, and substituted

a new magistracy for the ancient baronial court, these legislative ordin-

ances were commonly drawn up by the interior council, or what we
may call the ministry. They were, in some instances, promulgated by
the king in parliament. Others were sent thither for registration, or

entry upon their records. This formality was by degrees, if not from
the beginning, deemed essential to rcnder^tk^m authentic and notori-

ous, and therefore indirectly gave them the sanction and validity of a

law. Such at least appears to have been the received doctrine before

the end of the fourteenth century. It has been contended by Mably,
among other writers, that at so early an epoch the parliament of Paris

did not enjoy, nor even claim to itself, that anomalous right of judging
the expediency of edicts proceeding from the king, which afterwards

so remarkably modified the absoluteness of his power. In the fifteenth

century, however, it certainly manifested pretensions of this nature
;

first by registering ordinances in such a manner as to testify its ov.-n

unwillingness and disapprobation, of which one instance occurs as

early as 141 8, and another in 1443 ; and afterwards, by remonstrating
against, and delaying the registration of laws, which it deemed inimi-

cal to the public interest. A conspicuous proof of this spirit was given

in their opposition to Louis XL when repealing the Pragmatic Sanc-

tion of his father ; an ordinance essential, in their opinion, to the

liberties of the Galilean Church. In this instance they ultimately

yielded ; but at another time they persisted in a refusal to enregister

letters containing an alienation of the royal domain.
The councillors of pndiamcnt were originally appointed by the king

:
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and they were even changed according to circumstances. Charles V.

made the first alteration by permitting them to fill up vacancies by
election, which usage continued during the next reign. Charles VII.

resumed the nomination of fresh members upon vacancies. Louis XI.

even displaced actual councillors. Ijut, in 1468, from whatever motive,

he published a most important ordinance, declaring the presidents and
councillors of parliament immovable, except in case of legal forfeiture.

This extraordinary measure of conferring independence on a body,

which had already displayed a consciousness of its eminent privilege

by opposing the registration of his edicts, is perhaps to be a deemed a
proof of that short-sightedness as to points of substantial interest, so

usually found in crafty men. But, be this as it may, there was formed
in the parliament of Paris an independent power, not emanating from
the royal will, nor liable, except through force, to be destroyed by it

;

which, in later times, became almost the sole depository, if not of what
we should call the love of freedom, yet of public spirit and attachment to

justice. France, so fertile of great men in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, might better spare, perhaps, from her annals any class and
description of them than her lawyers. Doubtless the parliament of

Paris, with its prejudices and narrow views, its high notions of loyal

obedience, so strangely mixed up with remonstrances and resistance,

its anomalous privilege of objecting to edicts, hardly approved by the

nation who did not participate in it, and overturned with facility by
the king whenever he thought fit to exert the sinews of his prerogative,

was but an inadequate substitute for that co-ordinate sovereignty, that

equal concurrence of national representatives in legislation, which has
long been the exclusive pride of our government, and to which the

States-General of France, in their best days, had never aspired. No
man of sane understanding would desire to revive institutions, both
uncongenial to modern opinions, and to the natural order of society.

Yet the name of the parliament of Paris must ever be respectable. It

exhibited, upon various occasions, virtues from which human esteem
is as inseparable as the shadow from the substance ; a severe adherence
to principles, an unaccommodating sincerity, individual disinter-

estedness and consistency. Whether indeed these qualities have
been so generally characteristic of the French people, as to afford no
peculiar commendation to the parliament of Paris, it is rather for the
observer of the present day than the historian of past times to decide.^

1 Tlie province of Languedoc, with its dependencies of Qiiercy and Rouergiie, having
belonged almost in full sovereignty to the counts of Toulouse, was not perhaps subject to the
feudal ressort, or appellant jurisdiction of any tribunal at Paris. Philip the Bold, after its

reunion to the crown, established the pariianacnt of Toulouse, a tribunal without appeal, in
1280. This was, however, suspended from 1291 to 1443, during which interval the parliament
of Paris exercised an appellant jurisdiction over Languedoc. Sovereign courts or parliaments
were established by Charles VII. at Grenoble for Dauphine', an 1 by Louis XI. at Bordeau.-?
and Dijon for Guienne and Burgundy. The parliament of Koucu is not so ancient. These
institutions rather diminished the ressort of the parliament of Paris, which had extended over
Burgundy, and, in time of peace, over Guienne.
A work has appeared within a very few years, which throws an abundant light on the

judicial system, and indeed on the whole civil polity of FVance, as well as other countries,
during the middle ages. I allude to L'Esprit, Origine et Progres des Institutions jtjdiciaires

dcs principaux pays dc TEuropc, by M. Meyer, of Amsterdam ; especially the first and third
volumes. It would have been fortunate had its publication preceded that of the first edition
of the present work, as I miglit h.ave rendered this chapter on the feudal sj'stom in many
respects more perspicuous and correct. As it is, without availing myself of M. Meyer's learn-
ing and aculcncss to ilh;>lrate the obscurity of thc-e researches, or discussing the few qucs-
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The principal canines that operated in subvcrtin^j the feudal system
may be comprehended under three distinct heads ; the increasinij

power of the crown, the elevation of the lower ranks, and the decay of

the feudal principle.

It has been my object in the last pages to point out the acquisitions

of power by the crown of France in respect of legislative ancl judicial

authority. The principal augmentations of its domain have been
historically mentioned in the last chapter ; but the subject may here

require further notice. The French kings naturally acted upon a
system, in order to recover those possessions, which the improvidence
or necessities of the Carlovingian race had suffered almost to fall away
from the monarchy. This course, pursued with tolerable steadiness

for two or three centuries, restored their effective power. By escheat

or forfeiture, by bequest or purchase, by marriage or succession, a
number of fiefs were merged in their increasing domain. ^ It was part

of their policy to obtain possession of arriere-fiefs, and thus to become
tenants of their own barons. In such cases, the king was obliged, by
the feudal duties, to perform homage, by proxy, to his subjects, and
engage himself to the service of his fief. But, for every political pur-

pose, it is evident that the lord could have no command over so

formidable a vassal.

The reunion of so many fiefs was attempted to be secured by a legal

principle, that the domain was inalienable and imprescriptible. This
became at length a fundamental maxim in the law of France. But it

does not seem to be much older than the reign of Philip V., who, in

13 18, revoked the alienations of his predecessors, nor was it thoroughly
established, even in theory, till the fifteenth century. Alienations,

however, were certainly very repugnant to the policy of Philip Augustus,

tions upon which I might venture, with deference, to adhere to another opinion, neither of
which could conveniently be done on the present occasion, I shall content myself with this

general reference to a performance of singular diligence and ability, which no student of :hcse

antiquities should neglect. In all essential points I am happy not to perceive that M. Meyer's
views of the middle ages are far different from my own.

1 The word domain is calculated, by a seeming ambiguity, to perplex the reader of French
history. In its primary sense, the domain or demesne (dominicum) of any proprietor was
confined to the lands in his immediate occupation, excluding those of which his tenants,

•whether in fief or villenage, whether for a certain estate or at will, had an actual possession,

or, in our law-language, pernancy of the profits. Thus the compilers of Domesday-Book dis-

tinguish, in every manor, the lands held by the lord in demesne from those occupied by hi3

villeins or other tenants. And in England the word, if not technically yet in use, is.stiil con-
fined to this sense. But in a secondary acceptation, more usual in France, the domain com-
prehended all lands for which rent was paid (censives) and which contributed to the regular

annual revenue of the proprietor. The great distinction was between lands in demesne, and
those in fief A grant of territory, whether by the king or another lord, comprising as well

domanial estates and tributary towns, as feudal superiorities, was expressed to convey " in

dominico quod est in dominico, et in feodo quod est in feodo." Since, therefore, fiefs, even
those of the vavassors, or inferior tenantry, were not part of the lord's domain, there is, as I

said, an apparent ambiguity in the language of historians, who speak of the reunion of pro-
vinces to the royal domain. This ambiguity, however, is rather apparent than real. When
the duchy of Normandy, for example, is said to have been united by Philip Augustus to his

domain, we are not, of course, to suppose that the soil of that province became the private

estate of the crown. It continued, as before, in the possession of the Norman barons and
their sub-vassals, who had held their estates of the dukes. But it is meant only, that the king
of France stood exactly in the place of the duke of Normandy, with the same rights of pos-

session over lands absolutely in demesne, of rents and customary payments from th" burgesses
of towns and tenants in roture or villenage, and of feudal services from the military vassals.

The immediate superiority, and the immediate ressort, or jurisdiction, over these devolved to

the crown ; and thus the duchy of Normandy, considered as a fief, was reunited, or, more
properly, merged in the royal domain, though avery small part of the territory' might become
truly domanial.
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and St Louis. But there was one species of infcudation, so consonant

to ancient usage and prejudice that it could not be avoided upon any

suggestions of pohcy ; this was the investiture of younger princes of

the blood with considerable territorial appanages. It is remarkable

that the epoch of appanages on so great a scale was the reign of St

Louis, whose efforts were constantly directed against feudal inde-

pendence. Yet he invested his brothers with the counties of Poitou,

Anjou, and Artois, and his sons with those of Clermont and Alenqon.

This practice, in later times, produced very mischievous consequences.

Under a second class of events that contributed to destroy the spirit

of the feudal system, we may reckon the abolition of villenage
;
the

increase of commerce, and consequent opulence of merchants and
artisans ; and especially the institution of free cities and boroughs.

This is one of the most important and interesting steps in the pro-

gress of society during the middle ages, and avcU deserves particular

consideration.
The provincial cities under the Roman empire enjoyed, as is well

known, a municipal magistracy and the right of internal regulation.

It would not have been repugnant, perhaps, to the spirit of the Frank
and Gothic conquerors, to have left them in possession of these privi-

leges. But there seems no satisfactory proof that they were preserved

cither in France or in Italy ; or if they existed at all, they were swept
away, in the former country, during the confusion of the ninth century,

Vv'hich ended in the establishment of the feudal system. Every town,

except within the royal domains, was subject to some lord. In epis-

copal cities, the bishop possessed a considerable authority ; and in

many, there was a class of resident nobility. It is probable, that the

proportion of freemen was always greater than in the country ; some
sort of retail trade, and even of manufacture, must have existed in the

rudest of the middle ages, and consequently some little capital was
required for their exercise. Nor was it so easy to oppress a collected

body, as the scattered and dispirited cultivators of the soil. Probably,
therefore, the condition of the towns was at all times by far the more
tolerable servitude ; and they might enjoy several immunities by
usage, before the date of those charters which gave them sanction.

In Provence, where the feudal star shone with a less powerful ray, the
cities, though not independently governed, were more flourishing than
the French. Marseilles, in the beginning of the twelfth :{^q^ was able

to equip powerful navies, and to share in the wars of Genoa and Pisa
against the Saracens of Sardinia.^

The earliest charters of community granted to towns in France
have been commonly referred to the time of Louis VI. ; though it is

not improbable that some cities in the south had a municipal govern-
ment by custom, if not by grant, at an earlier period. Noyon, St
Qucntin, Laon, and Amiens appeared to have been the first that re-

ceived emancipation at the hands of this prince.2 The chief towns

- There were more freemen in Provence, says an historian of the countrA-. than in any othei
part of France ; antl the revohitions of the nionarchv being less felt than elsewhere, our towns
naturally preserved their municipal government. Vaissetle also thinks that the inhabitants
of towns in Lansuedoc were personally free in the tenth century, though those of tlic country
were in servitude.

^ The historians of Languedoc are of opinion that the city of Nismcs had mttnicipal magis-
trates even in the middle of ihg teulli century. However this luay be, the citizt'iis of Nar-
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in the royal domains were successively admitted to the same privi!' ' .

during the reij^ns of Louis VI., Louis VII., and Philip Augu;.iu-.

This example was gradually followed by the peers and other barons ;

so that by the end of the thirteenth century, the custom had prevailed

over all France. It has been sometimes imagined, that the crusades

had a material influence in promoting the erection of communities.

Those expeditions would have repaid Europe for the prodigality of

crimes and miseries which attended them, if this notion were founded
in reality. But I confess that in this, as in most other respects, their

beneficial consequences appear to me very much exaggerated. The
cities of Italy obtained their internal liberties by gradual encroach-

ments, and by the concessions of the Franconian emperors. Those
upon the Rhine owed many of their privileges to the same monarchs,
whose cause they had espoused in the rebellions of Germany. In

France, the charters granted by Louis the Fat could hardly be con-

nected with the first crusade, in which the crown had taken no part,

and were long prior to the second. It was not till fifty years after-

wards that the barons seem to have trod in his steps, by granting

charters to their vassals, and these do not appear to have been parti-

cularly related in time to any of the crusades. Still less can th ,

corporations, erected by Henry II. in England, be ascribed to these

bonne are expressly mentioned in 1080. The bitrgesses of Carcassone appear by name in a
charter of 1107. In one of 1131, the consuls of Beziers are mentioned ; they existed, there-

fore, previously. The magistrates of St Antonin en Rouergue are named in 1136; those of

Montpelier in 1142 ; of Narbonne in 1148, and of St Gillcs in 1149. Thecapitols of Toulou
pretend to an extravagant antiquity, but were in fact established by Alfonso, count <

'

Toulouse, who died in 1148. In 1152 Raymond V. confirmed the regulations made by t".

common council of Toulouse, which became the foundation of the customs of that city.

If we may trust altogether to the Assises de Jerusalem in their preF^ent shape, the court

burgesses, having jurisdiction over persons of that rank, was instituted by Godfrey of Eouillo

who died tioo. This would be even earlier than the charter of London, granted by Henry 1

Lord Littleton goes so far as to call it " certain, that in England many cities and towns wc:
bodies corporate and communities long before the alteration introduced into France by t:

charters of Louis le Gros." But this position, as I shall more particularly show in another
place, is not borne out by any good authority, if it extends to any internal jurisdiction, and
management of their own police : whereof, except in the instance of London, we have no
proof before the reign of Henry II.

But the incorporation of communities seems to have been decidedly earlier in Spain than
in any other country. Alfonso V., in 1020, granted a charter to Leon, which is said to me: -

tion the common council of that city in terms that show it to be an established institutio:.

During the latter part of the eleventh century, as well as in subsequent times, such charters

are very frequent. In several instances, we find concessions of smaller privileges to towns,
without any political power. Thus Bei-anger, count of Barcelona, in 1025, confirms to the
inhabitants of that city all the franchises which they already possess. These seem, however,
to be confined to exemption from paying rent, and from any jurisdiction below that of an
oflScer deputed by the count. Another grant occurs in the same volume, p. 909, from the bishop
of Barcelona in favour of a to\vn of his diocese. By some inattention-, Robertson has quoted
these charters as granted to " villages in the county of Rousiilon." The charters of Tortc- .

and Lerida in 1149 do not contain any grant of jurisdiction.

The corporate towns in France and England alwaj-s enjoyed fuller privileges than thes2
Catalonian charters impart. The essential characteristics of a commune, according to M.
Brequigny, were : an association confirmed by charter; a code of fLxed sanctioned customs;
and a set of privileges, always including municipal or elective government. A distinction

ought, however, to be pointed out, which is rather liable to elude observation, bet\veen com-
munes, or corporate towns, and boroughs, (bourgeoisies.) The main difference was, that in

the lattei there was no elective government, the magistrates being appointed by the king, or
other superior. In the possession of fi.xed privileges and exemptions, in the personal liberty

of their inhabitants, and in the certainty of their legal usages, there was no distinction between
corporate towns and mere boroughs ; and indeed it is agreed, that every corporate town
was a borough, though every borough was not a corporation. The French antiquary quoted
above does not trace these inferior communities or boroughs higher than the charters of

Louis VI. But we find the name, and a good deal of the substance, in England under
William the Conqueror, as is manifest from JDcmcsday-Book.
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holy wars, in which our country had hitherto taken no considtrabic

share.

The cstabhshment of chartered towns in France has also been
ascribed to dchberate pohcy. " Louis the Gros," says Robertson, " in

order to create some power that might counterbalance those potent

vassals who controlled, or gave law to the crown, first adopted the plan

of conferring new privileges on the towns situated within his own do-

main." Yet one docs not immediately perceive what strength the king

could acquire by granting these extensive privileges within his own do-

mains, if the great vassals were only weakened, as he asserts after-

wards, by following his example. In what sense, besides, can it be
meant that Noyon or Amiens, by obtaining certain franchises, became
a power that could counterbalance the duke of Normandy, or count of

Champagne ? It is more natural to impute this measure, both in the

king and his barons, to their pecuniary exigencies ; for we could hardly

doubt that their concessions were sold at the highest price, even if the

existing charters did not exhibit the fullest proof of it. It is obvious,

however, that the coarser methods of rapine must have grown obsolete,

and the rights of the inhabitants of towns to property established, be-

fore they could enter into any compact with their lord for the purchase

of liberty. Guibcrt, abbot of St Nogent, near Laon, relates the estab-

lishment of a community in that city with circumstances that, in the

main, might probably occur in any other place. Continual acts of

violence and robbery having been committed, which there was no
police adequate to prevent, the clergy and principal inhabitants agreed

to enfranchise the populace for a sum of money, and to bind the whole
society by regulations for general security. These conditions were
gladly accepted ; the money was paid, and the leading men swore to

maintain the privileges of the inferior freemen, 'ihe bishop of Laon,
who happened to be absent, at first opposed this new institution, but
was ultimately induced by money to take a similar oath ; and the

community was confirmed by the king. Unluckily for himself, the

bishop afterwards annulled the charter ; when the inhabitants, in de-

spair at seeing themselves reduced to servitude, rose and murdered
him. This was in 11 12; and Guibert's narrative certainly does not

support the opinion, that charters of community proceeded from the

policy of government. He seems to have looked upon them with the

jealousy of a feudal abbot, and blames the bishop of Amiens for con-

senting to such an establishment in this city, from which, according to

Guibcrt, many evils resulted. In his sermons, we are told, this abbot
used to descant on " those execrable communities, where serfs against

law and justice withdraw themselves from the power of their lords."

In some cases they were indebted for success to their own courage

and love of liberty. Oppressed by the exactions of their superiors,

they had recourse to arms, and united themselves in a common league

confirmed by oath, for the sake of redress. One of these associations

took place at ]\Lins as early as 1067, and, though it did not produce
any charter of privileges, is a proof of the spirit to which ultimately

the superior classes were obliged to submit. Several charters bear
V. itncss, that this spirit of resistance was justified by oppression. Louis
\'1I. frequently declares the tyranny exercised over the towns to be his
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motive for enfranchising tlicm. 'I'lius tlic charter of Mantes, in 1 150, is

Siiid to be L;iven pro nimia. oi)j)ressionc pauperum : that of L"oiT>pic;^ne,

in 1 153, propter enormitates clericorum : that of Dourlens, granted by
tlio count of Ponthicu, in 1202, propter injurias et molestias a potenli-

bus terra:^ burgensibus frequenter illaias.

The privile^'es which tliese towns of France derived from their charters

were surprisingly extensive ; especially if we do not suspect some of

them to be merely in confirmation of previous usages. They were
made capable of possessing common property, and authorised to use a

common seal as the symbol of tiicir incorporation. The more oppres-
sive and ignominious tokens of subjection, such as the fine paid to the

lord for permission to marry their children, were abolished. Their
payments of rent or tribute were limited both in amount and as to the

occasions when they might be demanded ; and these were levied by
assessors of their own electing. Some obtained an exemption from
assisting their lord in war ; others were only bound to follow him whe.i

he personally commanded ; and almost all limited their service to one,

or at the utmost very few days. If they were persuaded to extend its

duration, it was, like that of feudal tenants, at the cost of their superior.

Their customs, as to succession and other matters of private right,

were reduced to certainty, and, for the most part, laid down in the

charter of incorporation. And the observation of these was secured
by the most valuable privilege which the chartered towns obtained :

that of exemption from the jurisdiction, as well of the royal, as the

territorial judges. They were subject only to that of magistrates, either

wholly elected by themselves, or, in some places, with a greater or less

participation of choice in the lord. They were empowered to make
special rules, or, as we call them, bye-laws, so as not to contravene
the provisions of their charter, or the ordinances of the king.

It was undoubtedly far from the intention of those barons who con-
ferred such immunities upon their subjects, to relinquish their own
superiority, and rights not expressly conceded. But a remarkable
change took place in the beginning of the thirteenth century, which
affected, in a high degree, the feudal constitution of France. Towns,
distrustful of their lord's fidelity, sometimes called in the king as

guarantee of his engagements. The first stage of royal interference

led to a more extensive measure. Philip Augustus granted letters of

safeguard to communities dependent upon the barons, assuring to

them his own protection and patronage. And this was followed up so

quickly by the court, if we believe some writers, that in the next reign

Louis VIII. pretended to the immediate sovereignty over all chartered

towns, in exclusion of their original lords.i Nothing, perhaps, had so

decisive an effect in subverting the feudal aristocracy. The barons
perceived too late, that for a price long since lavished in prodigal

magnificence, or useless warfare, they had suffered the source of their

wealth to be diverted, and the nerves of their strength to be severed.

1 Reputabat civitates omnes suas esse, in quibus communiae assent. I mention this in de-

ference to Du Cange, Mably, and others, who assume the fact as incontrovertible ; but the

p.issage is only in a monkish chronicler, whose authoriiy, were it even more explicit, would
not weigh much in a matter of law. Beaumanoir, however, si.xty years afterwards, lays it

down, that no one can erect a communt without the king's consent. And this was an unques-
tionable maxim in the fourteenth century.
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The government prudently respected the privileges secured by charter.

Philip the Long established an officer in all large towns to preserve

peace by an armed police : but, though subject to the orders of the

crown, he was elected by the burgesses, and they took a mutual oath
of iidelity to each other. Thus shielded under the king's mantle, they
ventured to encroach upon the neighbouring lords, and to retaliate for

the long oppression of the commonalty.^ Every citizen was bound by
oath to stand by the common cause against all aggressors, and this

obligation was abundantly fulfilled. In order to swell their numbers,
it became the practice to admit all who came to reside within their

walls to the rights of burghership, even though they were villeins,

appurtenant to the soil of a master, from whom they had escaped.^

Others, having obtained the same privileges, continued to dwell in the

country; but, upon any dispute with their lords, called in the assist-

ance of their community. Philip the Fair, erecting certain communes
in Languedoc, gave to any who would declare on oath that he was
aggrieved by the lord or his officers, the right of being admitted a
burgess of the next town, upon paying one mark of silver to the king,

and purchasing a tenement of a defmite value. But the neglect of

this condition, and several other abuses, are enumerated in an instru-

ment of Charles V., redressing the complaints made by the nobility

and rich ecclesiastics of the neighbourhood. In his reign, the feudal

independence had so completely yielded, that the court began to give

in to a new policy, which was ever after pursued—that of maintaining
the dignity and privileges of the noble class against those attacks

which wealth and liberty encouraged the plebeians to make upon
them.
The maritime towns of the south of France entered into separate

alliances with foreign states ; as Narbonne with Genoa in 1166, and
Montpelier in the next century. At the death of Raymond VI 1.,

Avignon, Aries, and Marseilles affected to set up republican govern-
ments ; but they were soon brought into subjection. The independent
character of maritime towns was not peculiar to those of the southern
provinces. Edward II. and Edward III. negociated, and entered into

alliances with the towns of Flanders, to which neither their count, nor

1 In the charter of Philip Augustus to the town of Roye in Picardy, we read: If any
stran,;cr, whcllicr noble or villoiu, commits a wrong against the town, the mayor shall sum-
mon him to answer for it, and if he does not obey the summons, the mayor and inhabitants

may go and destroy his house, in which we (the king) will lend them our assistance, if the
house be too strong for the burgesses to pull down : except the case of one of our vassals,

whose house shall not be destroyed ; but he shall not be allowed to enter the town, till he has
made amends at the discretion of the mayor and jurats. This summary process could only,

as I conceive, be employed if the house was situated within the jurisdiction of the commune.
See charter of Crespy, id. p. 253. In other cases, the application for redrcNS was to be made
in the first instance to the lord of the territory wherein the delinquent resided. But upon his

failing to enforce satisfaction, the mayor and jurats might satisfy themselves ; liceat justitiam

quierere, prout poterunt ; that is, might pull down his house, provided they could. Mably
positively maintains the communes to have had the right of levying war. And Brcquigny
seems to coincide with him. The territory of a commune was called Pa.v ; an expressive word.

- One of the most remarkable privileges of chartered towns was that of conferring freedom
on runaway serfs, if they were not reclaimed by their masters within a certain time. This
was a pretty general law. Si quis nativus quiete per unum annum et unum diem in aliquu

villa privilegiata manserit, ita quod in eorum communcm gylciam tanquam civis receptus
fucrit, CO ip>o ^ villcnagio liber.abitur. The cities of Languedoc had the same privilege.

And the editor of the Ordonnances speaks of it as general. A similar custom was established

in Germany : but the tern: of prescription wa.s, in some places at least, much longer than
a year and a day.
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the kinc; of France were parties. Even so late ns the rei^n of Louis
XI., tlic duke of iiur;;undy did not hesitate to address the citizens of

Kouen, in consequence of the capture of some ships, as if they had
formed an independent state. This evidently arose out of the ancient
customs of private warfare, which, Ion;; after they were repressed by a

stricter police at home, continued with lawless violence on the ocear
and .^ave a character of piracy to the commercial enterprise of th'.

middle aj^cs.

Noiwithstandinc^ the forces which, in opposite directions, assailer'

the feudal system, from the enhancement of royal prerogative, and th

elevation of the chartered towns, its resistance would have been much
longer, but for an intrinsic decay. No political institution can endure,
which does not rivet itself to the hearts of men by ancient prejudic
or acknowledged interest. The feudal compact had originally mucli
of this character. Its principle of vitality was warm and active. In
fulfilling the obligations of mutual assistance and fidelity by military
service, the energies of friendship were awakened, and the ties of moral
sympathy superadded to those of positive compact. While private
wars were at their height, the connexion of lord and vassal grew close

and cordial, in proportion to the keenness of their enmity towards
others. It was not the object of a baron to disgust and impoverish
his vavassors by enhancing the profits of seigniory ; for there was no
rent of such price as blood, nor any labour so ser\'iceable as that of

the sword.
But the nature of feudal obligation was far better adapted to tl

partial quarrels of neighbouring lords than to the wars of kingdoms.
Customs, founded upon the poverty of the smaller gentry, had limited

their martial duties to a period never exceeding forty days, and
diminished according to the subdivisions of the fief. They could un-
dertake an expedition, but not a campaign ; they could burn an open
town, but had seldom leisure to besiege a fortress. Hence, when the
kings of France and England were engaged in Avars, which, on our
side at least, might be termed national, the inefficiency of the feudal

militia became evident. It was not easy to employ the military tenants

of England upon the frontiers of Normandy and the Isle of France,
within the limits of their term of service. When, under Henry II. and
Richard I., the scene of war was frequently transferred to the Garonne
or the Charente, this was still more impracticable. The first remedy
to which sovereigns had recourse, was to keep their vassals in service

after the expiration of their forty .days, at a stipulated rate of pay.

But this was frequently neither convenient to the tenant, anxious to

return back to his household, nor to the king, who could not readily

defray the charges of an army.^ Something was to be devised more
adequate to the exigency, though less suitable to the feudal spirit. By
the feudal law, the fief was, in strictness, forfeited by neglect of attend-

ance upon the lord's expedition. A milder usage introduced a fine,

which, however, was generally rather heavy, and assessed at discre-

1 There are several instances where armies broke up, at the expiration of their limited term
of service, in consequence of disagreement with the sovereign. Thus at the siege of Avig-

non in 1226, Theobald, count of Champagne, retired with his troops, that he might not pro-

mote the king's designs upon Languedoc. At that of Angers, in 1230, nearly the same thing

occurred. JNI. Paris, p. 50S.
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tion. An instance of this kind has been noticed in an earlier part of

the present chapter from the muster-roll of Philip the Bold's expedi-

tion against the count de Foix. The first Norman kings of England
made these amercements very oppressive. But when a pecuniary pay-

ment became the regular course of redeeming personal service, which,

under the name of escuage, may be referred to the reign of Henry II.,

it was essential to liberty that the military tenant should not lie at the

mercy of the crown.i Accordingly, one of the most important provi-

sions contained in the Magna Charta of John, secures the assessment
of escuage in parliament. This is not renewed in the charter of Henry
III., but the practice during his reign was conformable to its spirit.

The feudal military tenures had superseded that earlier system of

public defence, which called upon every man, and especially every

landholder, to protect his country.^ The relations of a vassal came in

place of those of a subject and a citizen. This was the revolution of

the ninth century. In the twelfth and thirteenth, another innovation
rather more gradually prevailed, and marks the third period in the

military history of Europe. Mercenary troops were substituted for

the feudal mihtia. Undoubtedly there could never have been a time
when valour was not to be purchased with money ; nor could any
employment of surplus wealth be more natural either to the ambitious
or the weak. But we cannot expect to find numerous testimonies of

facts of this description. ^ In public national history, I am aware of

no instance of what may be called a regular army, (unless we consider
the Antrustions of the Merovingian kings as such,) more ancient than
the body guards, or huscarles of Canute the Great. These select

troops amounted to six thousand men, on whom he probably relied

to ensure the subjection of England. A code of martial law compiled

1 Madox conceives that escuage may have been levied by Henry I. ; the earliest mention
of it, however, in a record is under Henry II. in 1159.

^ Every citizen, however extensive may be his privileges,! s naturally bound to repel inva-
sion. A common rising of the people in arms, though not always the most convenient mode
of resistance, is one to which all governments have a right to resort. Volumus, says Charles
the Bald, ut cujuscunquc nostrum homo, in cujuscunque regno sit, cum scniore suo in hostem,
vol aliis suis utilitatibus pcrgat ; nisi talis rcgni invasio, quam Lantweri dicunt, (quod absit,)
accidcrit, ut omnis populus illius rcgni ad earn repellcndam oommuniter pergat. This very
ancient mention of the LaJidwehr, qx insurrectional militia, so signally called forth in the
present age, will strike the reader. The obligation of bearing arms in defensive war was pe-
fiiliarly incumbent on the freeholder, or allodialist. It made part of the trinoda necessitas in
ICngland, erroneously confounded by some writers with a feudal military tenure. But when
these latter tenures became nearly universal, the original principles of public defence were
almost obliterated ; and I know not how far allodial proprietors, where they existed, were
called upon for service. Kings did not, however, always dispense with such aid as the lower
people could supply. Louis the Fat called out the militia of towns and parishes under their
priests, who marched at their head, though they did not actually command them in battle.
In the charters of incorporation which towns received, the number of troops required was
usually expressed. These formed the infantry of the French armies, perhaps more numerous
than formidable to an enemy. In the war of the same prince with the emperor Henry V., ail

the population of the frontier provinces was called out; for the militia of the counties of
Rheims and Chalons is said to have amounted to sixty thousand men. Philip IV. summoned
one foot-soldier for every twenty hearths to take the tield after the battle of Courtrai. Com-
niissions of array, either to call out the whole population, or, as was more common, to select
the most serviceable by forced impressment, occur in English records from the reign of
Edward I., and there are even several writs directed to the bishops, enjoining them to cause
all ecclesiastical persons to be arrayed and armed on account of an expected invasion.

•* The preface to the eleventh volume of Recueil dcs Historiens, p. 232, notices the word
solidarii, for hired soldiers, as early as 1030. It was probably unusual at that time ; though
in Roger Hoveden, Ordcricus Vitalis, and other writers of the twelfth century, it occurs not
very unfrequently. We may perhaps conjecture the abbots, as both the richest and the most
defenceless, to have been the rirst who availed ihemsclves of mercenary valour.
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for their rc;(ul.'Uion is cxtanl in substance ; and they arc reported to

have displayed a niihtary spirit of mutual union, of which tlieir master

stood in awe.i Harold II. is also said to have had Danish soldiers in

])ay. But the most eminent example in that age of a mercenary army
is that by whose assistance William achieved the conquest of Eng-
land. Historians concur in representing this force to have consisted

of sixty thousand men. He afterwards hired soldiers from various

regions to resist an invasion from Norway. William Rufus pursued
the same course. Hired troops did not, however, in general, form n

considerable portion of armies, till the wars of Henry II. and Phili

Augustus. Each of these monarchs took into pay large bodies oi

mercenaries, chiefly, as we may infer from their appellation of Bra-

banqons, enlisted from the Netherlands. These were always disbanded
on cessation of hostilities ; and unfit for any habits but of idleness and
licence, oppressed the peasantry and ravaged the country without
control. Ikit their soldier-like principles of indiscriminate obedience,

still more than their courage and field-discipline, rendered them dear
to kings, who dreaded the free spirit of a feudal army. It was by such
a foreign force that John saw himself on the point of abrogating the

Great Charter, and reduced his barons to the necessity of tendering

the kingdom to a prince of France.

It now became manifest that the probabilities of war inclined to the

party who could take the field with selected and experienced soldiers.

The command of money was the command of armed hirelings, more
sure and steady in battle, as we must confess with shame, than the

patriot citizen. Though the nobility still composed in a great degree
the strength of an army, yet they served in a new character ; their

animating spirit was that of chivalry, rather than of feudal tenure
;

their connexion with a superior was personal rather than territorial.

The crusades had probably a material tendency to effectuate this

revolution, by substituting, what was inevitable in those expeditions,

a voluntary stipendiary service for one of absolute obligation.^ It is

the opinion of Daniel, that in the thirteenth century all feudal tenants

received pay, even during their prescribed term of service.-^ This does
not appear consonant to the law of fiefs

;
yet their poverty may often

1 For these facts, of which I remember no mention in Engjlish historj", I am indebted to the
Danish collection of Langebek. Though the Leges Castrenses Canuti Magni, pubhshed by
him, are not in their original statutory' form, they proceed from the pen of Sweno, the earliest

Danish historian, who lived under Waldemar I., less than a century and a half after Canute.
I apply the word huscarle, familiar in Anglo-Saxon documents, to these military retainers, on
the authority of Langebek in another place. The object of Canute's- institutions was to pro-
duce a uniformity of discipline and conducfamong his soldiers, and thus to separate them
more decidedly from the people. They were distinguished by their dress and golden orna-
ments. Their manners towards each other were regulated ; quarrels and abusive words sub-
jected to a penalty. All disputes, even respecting lands, were settled among themselves at
their general parliament. A singular story is told, which, if false, may still illustrate the
traditionary character of these guards: that Canute having killed one of their body in a fit of
anger, it was debated whether the king should incur the legal penalty of death ; and this was
only compromised by his kneeling on a cushion before the assembly, and awaiting their per-
mission to rise.

- Joinville, in several passages, intimates that most of the knights serving in St Louis's
crusade received pay, either from their superior lord, if he were on the expedition, or from
some other, into whose service they entered for the time- He set out himself with ten knights,
whom he afterwards found it difficult enough to maintain.

3 The use of mercenary troops prevailed much in Germany during the thirteenth centurj'.

Schmidt. In Italy it was also very common, though its general adoption is to be referred to

the conunencement of the succeeding age.
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have rendered it impossible to defray the cost of equipment on distant

expeditions, A large proportion of the expense must in all cases have
fallen upon the lord ; and hence that perpetually increasing taxation,

the effects whereof we have lately been investigating.

A feudal army, however, composed of all tenants in chief and their

vassals, still presented a formidable array. It is very long before the

paradox is generally admitted, that numbers do not necessarily con-

tribute to the intrinsic efficiency of armies. Philip IV. assembled a

great force by publishing the arriere-ban, or feudal summons, for his

unhappy expedition against the Flemings. A small and more dis-

ciplined body of troops would not, probably, have met with the dis-

comfiture of Courtray. Edward I. and Edward II. frequently called

upon those who owed military service, in their invasions of Scotland.

But in the French wars of Edward III., the whole, I think, of his army
served for pay, and was raised by contract with men of rank and
infiuence, who received wages for every soldier according to his station

and the arms he bore. The rate of pay was so remarkably high, that,

unless we imagine a vast profit to have been intended for the con-
tractors, the private lancers and even archers must have been chiefly

taken from the middling classes, the smaller gentry, or rich yeomanry,
of England.^ This part of Edward's military system was probably a
leading cause of his superiority over the French, among whom the

feudal tenantry were called into the field, and swelled their unwieldy
armies at Crecy and Poitiers. Both parties, however, in this war
employed mercenary troops. Philip had fifteen thousand Italian cross-

bowmen at Crecy. It had for some time before become the trade of

soldiers of fortune, to enlist under leaders of the same description as

themselves in companies of adventure, passing from one service to

another, unconcerned as to the cause in which they were retained.

These military adventurers played a more remarkable part in Italy

than in France, though not a little troublesome to the latter country.
The feudal tenures had at least furnished a loyal native militia, whose
duties, though much limited in extent, were defined by usage, and en-

forced by principle. They gave place in an evil hour for the people,
and eventually for sovereigns, to contracts with mutinous hirelings,

frequently strangers, whose valour in the day of battle inadequately
redeemed their bad faith and vexatious rapacity. France, in her
calamitous period under Charles VI. and Charles VII., experienced
the full effects of military licentiousness. At the expulsion of the
English, robbery and disorder were substituted for the more specious
plundering of war. Perhaps few measures have ever been more
popular, as few certainly have been more politic, than the establish-

ment of regular companies of troops by an ordinance of Charles VII.
in 1444.2 These may justly pass for the first example of a standing

1 Many proofs of this may be adduced from Rymcr's Collection. The following is from
Brady's History of Kn.^land. The wages allowed by contr.ict, in 1346, were—for an earl,

6s. 8d. per day ; for barons and bannerets, 4s. ; for knights, 2s. ; for s(iuircs, is. : for arciicrs

and hobelers, \light civalry, ) 6d. ; for archers on foot, 3d. ; for Welshmen, 2d. These sums,
nmltiplicd by about 24, to bring tl)cm on a level with the present value of money, will show
the pay to have been extremely high. The cavalry, of course, furnished themselves with
hoiscs and equipments, as well as arm-?, which were very e.vpensive.

-' The cstatci .it Orlcaiii, in 14J9, had advised this mc.isurc, as is recited in the preamble ol
the ordinance.

I
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army in 'Europe ; though some Italian princes had retained trr'- •

constantly in their pay, but prospectively to hostilities, which uu
seldom long intermitted. P'ifteen companies were composed each of a

hundred men-at-arms, or lancers ; and, in the language of that age, thc

wholc body was one thousand five hundred lances. liut each lancer

had three arclicrs, a coutillcr, or soldier armed with a knife, and a ])ri"e

or valet attached to him, all serving on horseback ; so that the fifteen

companies amounted to nine thousand cavalry. From these small

beginninc^s, as they must appear in modern times, arose the regular

army of France, which every succeeding king was solicitous to augment.

The ban was sometimes convoked— that is, the possessors of fiefs

were called upon for military service in subsequent ages ; but with

more of ostentation than real efficiency.

The feudal compact, thus deprived of its original efficacy, soon lost

the respect and attachment which had attended it. Homage and in-

vestiture became unmeaning ceremonies ; the incidents of relief and
aid were felt as burthensome exactions. And indeed the rapacity with

which these were levied, especially by our Norman sovereigns and
their barons, was of itself sufficient to extinguish all the generous feel-

ings of vassalage. Thus galled, as it were, by the armour which he
was compelled to wear, but not to use, the military tenant of England
looked no longer with contempt upon«the owner of land in socage, who
held his estate with almost the immunities of an allodial proprietor.

But the profits which the crown reaped from wardships, and perhaps

the prejudices of lawyers, prevented the abolition of military tenures

till the restoration of Charles II. In France, the fiefs of noblemen
were very unjustly exempted from all territorial taxation ; though the

tallies of later times had, strictly speaking, only superseded the aids

to which they had been always liable. This distinction, it is well

known, was not annihilated till that event which annihilated all dis-

tinctions, the French revolution.

It is remarkable that, although the feudal system established in

England upon the Conquest broke in very much upon our ancient

Saxon liberties,—though it was attended with harsher servitudes than
in any other country, particularly those two intolerable burthens,
wardship and marriage,—yet it has in general been treated with more
favour by English than French writers. The hardiness with which the

ancient barons resisted their sovereign, and the noble struggles which
they made for civil liberty, especially in that Great Charter, the base-

ment at least, if not the foundation, of our free constitution, have met
with a kindred sympathy in the bosoms of Englishmen ; while from an
opposite feeling, the French have been shocked at that aristocratic

independence, which cramped the prerogatives, and obscured the lustre

of their crown. Yet it is precisely to this feudal policy that France is

indebted for that which is ever dearest to her children, their national

splendour and power. That kingdom would have been irretrievably

dismembered in the tenth century, if the laws of feudal dependence
had not preserved its integrity. Empires of unwieldy bulk, like that

of Charlemagne, have several times been dissolved by the usurpation ot

provincial governors, as is recorded both in ancient history and in that

of the Mohammedan dynasties in the east. What question can there
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be, that the powerful dukes of Guiennc or counts of Toulouse would
have thrown off all connexion with the crown of France, when usurped
by one of their equals, if the slight dependence of vassalage had not

been substituted for legitimate subjection to a sovereign ?

It is the previous state of society under the grandchildren of Charle-

magne, which we must always keep in mind, if we would appreciate

the effects of the feudal system upon the welfare of mankind. The
institutions of the eleventh century must be compared with those of

the ninth, not with the advanced civilisation of modern times. If the

view that I have taken of those dark ages is correct, the state of

anarchy, which we usually term feudal, was the natural result of a vast

and barbarous empire feebly administered, and the cause, rather than
effect, of the general establishment of feudal tenures. These, by pre-

serving the mutual relations of the whole, kept alive the feeling of a
common country and common duties ; and settled, after the lapse of

ages, into the free constitution of England, the firm monarchy of

France, and the federal union of Germany.
The utility of any form of polity may be estimated, by its effect upon

national greatness and security, upon civil liberty and private rights,

upon the tranquillity and order of society, upon the increase and
diffusion of wealth, or upon the general tone of moral sentiment and
energy. The feudal constitution is certainly, as has been observed
already, little adapted for the defence of a mighty kingdom, far less for

schemes of conquest. But as it prevailed alike in several adjacent
countries, none had anything to fear from the military superiority of

its neighbours. It. was this inefficiency of the feudal militia, perhaps,

that saved Europe during the middle ages from the danger of universal

monarchy. In times, when princes had little notion of confederacies

for mutual protection, it is hard to say what might not have been the

successes of an Otho the Great, a Frederic Barbarossa, or a Philip

Augustus, if they could have wielded the whole force of their subjects

whenever theu" ambition required. If an empire equally extensive with
that of Charlemagne, and supported by military despotism, had been
formed about the twelfth or thirteenth centuries, the seeds of commerce
and liberty, just then beginning to shoot, would have perished ; and
Europe, reduced to a barbarous servitude, might have fallen before the

free barbarians of Tartary.

If we look at the feudal polity as a scheme of civil freedom, it bears

a noble countenance. To the feudal law it is owing that the very

names of right and privilege were not swept away, as in Asia, by the

desolating hand of power. The tyranny which, on every favourable

moment, was breaking through all barriers, would have rioted without

control, if, when the people were poor and disunited, the nobility had
not been brave and free. So far as the sphere of feudality extended, it

diffused the spirit of liberty, and the notions of private right. Every
one, I think, will acknowledge this, who considers the limitations of

the services of vassalage, so cautiously marked in those law-books
which are the records of customs, the reciprocity of obligation between
the lord and his tenant, the consent required in every measure of a
legislative or a general nature, the security, above all, which every

vassal found in the administration of justice by his peers, and even

—
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wc may in this sense say— in the trial by combat. The bulk of the

people, it is true, were dcj^radcd by servitude ; but this had no con-

nexion with the feudnl tenures.

The peace and good order of society were not promoted by this sy

tem. 'ihough private wars did not originate in the feudal customs, i.

is impossible to doubt that they were perpetuated by so convenient an
institution, which indeed owed its universal establishment to no othr-

cause. And as predominant habits of warfare are totally irreconcilal/

with those of industry, not merely by the immediate works of destruc-

tion, which render its efforts unavailing, but through that contempt of

peaceful occupations which they produce, the feudal system must have
been intrinsically adverse to the accumulation of wealth, and the im-
provement of those arts which mitigate the evils or abridge the labours
of mankind.

But as the school of moral discipline, the feudal institutions were
perhaps most to be valued. Society had sunk, for several centuries

:Jftcr the dissolution of the Roman empire, into a condition of utter

depravity ; where, if any vices could be selected as more eminently
characteristic than others, they were falsehood, treachery, and ingrati-

tude. In slowly purging off the lees of this extreme corruption, the

feudal spirit exerted its ameliorating influence. Violation of faith

stood first in the catalogue of crimes, most repugnant to the very
essence of feudal tenure, most severely and promptly avenged, most
branded by general infamy. The feudal law-books breathe throughout
a spirit of honourable obligation. The feudal course of jurisdiction

promoted, what trial by peers is peculiarly calculated to promote, a
keener feeling and readier perception of moral as well as of leading

distinctions. And as the judgment and sympathy of mankind are

seldom mistaken, in these great points of veracity and justice, except
through the temporary success of crimes, or the want of a definite

standard of right, they gradually recovered themselves, when law pre-

cluded the one, and supplied the other. In the reciprocal services of

lord and vassal, there was ample scope for every magnanimous and
disinterested energy. The heart of man, when placed in circumstances
which have a tendency to excite them, will seldom be deficient in such
sentiments. No occasions could be more favourable, than the protec-

tion of a faithful supporter, or the defence of a beneficent suzerain,

against such powerful aggression, as left little prospect except of shar-

ing in his ruin.

From these feelings, engendered by the feudal relation, has sprung
up the peculiar sentiment of personal reverence and attachment to-

wards a sovereign, which we denominate loyalty ; alike distinguishable

from the stupid devotion of eastern slaves, and from the abstract

respect with which free citizens regard their chief magistrate. Men
who had been used to swear fealty, to profess subjection, to follow, at

home and in the field, a feudal superior and his family, easily trans-

ferred the same allegiance to the monarch. It was a very powerful

feeling, which could make the bravest man put up with slights and ill

treatment at the hands of their sovereign ; or call forth all the energies

of disinterested exertion for one whom they never saw, and in whose
character there was nothing to esteem. In ages when the rights of
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the community were unfelt, this sentiment was one great preservative

of society ; and, though collateral or even subservient to more enlarged

principles, it is still indispensable to the tranquillity and permanence
of every monarchy. In a moral view, loyalty has scarcely perhaps
less tendency to refine and elevate the heart than patriotism itself

;

and holds a middle place in the scale of human motives, as they

ascend from the grosser inducements of self-interest to the further-

ance of general happiness and conformity to the purposes of Infinite

Wisdom.

CHAPTER III.^

THE HISTORY OF ITALY, FROM THE EXTINCTION OF
THE CARLOVINGIAN EMPERORS TO THE INVASION OF NAPLES BY

CHARLES VIII.

ITALY.—PART I.

At the death of Charles the Fat, in 888, that part of Italy which
acknowledged the supremacy of the western empire was divided, like

France and Germany, among a few powerful vassals, hereditary

^ The authorities upon which this chapter is founded, and which do not always appear at
the foot of the page, jje chiefly the following :— i. Muratori's Annals of Italy comprehend a
suin*nary of its history from the beginning of the Christian era to the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle.
The volumes relating to the middle ages, into which he has digested the original writers con-
tained in his great collection, Scriptores Rcrum Italicaruni, are by much the best ; and of
these, tlie part which extends from the seventh or eighth to the end of the twelfth century is

the fullest and most useful. Muratori's accuracy is in general almost implicitly to be trusted,

and his plain integrity speaks in all his writings; but his mind was not philosophical enough
to discriminate the wheat from the chaff, and his habits of life induced him to annex an im-
agin.iry importance to the dates of diplomas and other inconsiderable matters. His narrative
presents a mere skeleton devoid of juices; and, besides its intolerable aridity, it labours under
that confusion which a merely chronological arrangement of concurrent and independent
events must always produce. 2. The dissertations on Italian Antiquities, by the same writer,

maybe considered either as one or two works. In Latin, they form six volumes in folio,

enriched with a great number of original documents. In Italian, they are freely translated

by Muratori himself, abridged no doubt, and without most of the original instruments, but
well furnished with quotations, and abundantly sufficient for most purposes. They form three
vohimcs in quarto. 3. St Marc, a learned and laborious Frenchman, has written a chrono-
U^^Ic.tI abridgment of Italian history, somewhat in the manner of Henault, but so strangely
divided by several parallel columns in every page that I could hardly name a book more in-

convenient to the reader. His knowledge, like Muratori's, lay a good deal in points of
minute inquiry' ; and he is chiefly to be valued in ecclesiastical history. The work descends
only to the thirteenth century. 4. Denina's Rivoluzioni d'ltalia, originally published in 1769,
is a perspicuous and lively book, in which the principal circumstances are well selected. It

is not, perhaps, free from errors in fact, and still less from those of opinion ; but, till lately', I

do not know from what source a general acquaintance with the history of Italy could have
been so easily derived. 5. The publication of M. Sismondi's Histoire des Republiques
Italienncs has thrown a blaze of light around the most interesting, at least in many respects,
of European countries during the middle ages. I am happy to bear witness, so far as my own
.studies have enabled me, to the learning and diligence of this writer—qualities which tho
world is sometimes apt not to suppose where they perceive so much eloquence and philosophy.
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governors of provinces. The principal of these were the dukes of

Spolcto and Tuscany, the marquises of Ivrca, Susa, and Friuli. The
great Lombard duchy of Jicnevento, which had stood against the arms
of Charlemagne, and comprised more than half the present kin;.;dom

of Najilcs, had now fallen into decay, and was straitened by the (> l.s

in Apulia, and by the principalities of Capua and Salerno, which Id
been severed from its own territory, on the opposite coast. Though
princes of the Carlovingian line continued to reign in France, their

character was too little distinguished to challenge the obedience of

Italy, already separated by family partitions from the Transalpine
nations ; and the only contest was among her native chiefs. One of

these, Berenger, originally marquis of Friuli, or the March of Treviso,
reigned for thirty-six years, but with continually disputed pretensions

;

and after his death, the calamities of Italy were sometimes aggravated
by tyranny, and sometimes by intestine war. The Hungarians deso-
lated Lombardy ; the southern coasts were infested by the Saracens,
now masters of Sicily. Plunged in an abyss from which she saw no
other means of extricating herself, Italy lost sight of her favourite

independence, and called in the assistance of Otho the First, king of

Germany. Little opposition was made to this powerful monarch.
Berenger II., the reigning sovereign of Italy, submitted to hold the

kingdom of him as a fief. But some years afterwards, new distur-

bances arising, Otho descended from the Alps a second time, deposed
Berenger, and received, in 961, at the hands of Pope John XII., the
imperial dignity, which had been suspended for nearly forty years.

Every ancient prejudice, every recollection, whether of Augustus or

of Charlemagne, had led the Italians to annex the notion of sovereignty
to the name of Roman Emperor ; nor were Otho, or his two immediate
descendants, by any means inclined to waive these supposed preroga-

tives which they were well able to enforce. Most of the Lombard
princes acquiesced without apparent repugnance in the new Gernaan
government, which was conducted by Otho the Great with much pru-

dence and vigour, and occasionally with severity. The citizens of Lom-

I cannot express my opinion of M. Sismondi in this respect more strongly than by saj'Ing tliat

his work has almost superseded the annals of Muratori—I mean from the twelfth centurj',

before which period his labour hardly begins. Though doubtless not more accurate than
Muratori, he has consulted a much more extensive list of authors ; and, considered as a
register of facts alone, his history' is incomparably more useful. These are combined in so

skilful a manner as to diminish, in a great degree, that inevitable confusion which arises

from frequency of transition and want of general unitj'. It is much td be regretted that, from
too redundant details of unnecessary circumstauces, and sometimes, if I may take theliberty

of saying so, from unnecessary reflections, M. Sismondi has run into a prolixity which w;

probably intimidate the languid students of our age. It is the more to be regretted because
the History of Italian Republics is calculated to produce a good far more important than

storing the memory with historical facts—that of communicating to the reader's bosom some
sparks of the dignified philosophy, the love of truth and virtue, which lives along its eloquent

pages. 6. To Muratori's collection of original writers, the Scriptores Rerum Italicarum, in

twent3'-four volumes in folio, I have paid considerable attention ; perhaps there is no volume
of it which I have not more or less consulted. But, after the annals of the same writer, and
the work of M. Sismondi, I have not thought myself bound to repeat a laborious search into

all the authorities upon which those writers depend. The utility, for the most part, of per-

using original and contemporary authors, consists less in ascertaining mere facts than in

acquiring that insight into the spirit and temper of their times, which it is utterly impractic-

able for any compiler to impart. It would be impossible for me to distinguish what informa-

tion I have derived from these higher sources ; in cases, therefore, where no particular autho-

rity is named, I would refer to the writings of Rluratori and Sismondi, especially the latter,

as the substratum of the following chapter.
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bardy were still better satisfied with a change that insured a more
tranquil and regular administration than they had experienced under

the preceding kings. But in one, nnd that the chief of Italian cities,

very different sentiments were prevalent. We find, indeed, a consider-

able obscurity spread over the internal history of Rome, during the

long period from the recovery of Italy by Belisarius to the end of the

eleventh century. The popes appear to have possessed some measure
of temporal power, even while the city was professedly governed by
the exarchs of Ravenna, in the name of the eastern empire. This
power became more extensive after her separation from Constantinople.

It was, however, subordinate to the undeniable sovereignty of the new
imperial family, who were supposed to enter upon all the rights of

their predecessors. There was always an imperial officer, or prefect,

in that city to render criminal justice ; an oath of allegiance to the

emperor was taken by the people ; and upon any irregular election of

a pope, a circumstance by no means unusual, the emperors held them-
selves entitled to interpose. But the spirit and even the institutions

of the Romans were republican. Amidst the darkness of the tenth

century, which no contemporary historian dissipates, we faintly dis-

tinguish the awful names of senate, consuls, and tribunes, the domestic
magistracy of Rome. These shadows of past glory strike us at first

with surprise
;
yet there is no improbability in the supposition, that a

city so renowned and populous, and so happily sheltered from the

usurpation of the Lombards, might have preserved, or might after-

wards establish, a kind of municipal government, which it would be
natural to dignify with those august titles of antiquity. During that

anarchy which ensued upon the fall of the Carlovingian dynasty, the
Romans acquired an independence, which they did not deserve. The
city became a prey to the most terrible disorders; the papal chair
was sought for at best by bribery, or controlling influence, often by
violence and assassination ; it was filled by such men, as naturally rise

by such means, whose sway was precarious, and generally ended either

in their murder or degradation. For many years the supreme pontiffs

were forced upon the church by two women of high rank, but infam-
ous reputation, Theodora and her daughter Marozia. The kings of

Italy, whose election in a diet of Lombard princes and bishops at

Roncaglia was not conceived to convey any pretension to the sove-
reignty of Rome, could never obtain any decided influence in papal
elections, which were the object of struggling factions among the resi-

dent; nobility. In this temper of the Romans, they were ill disposed
to resume habits of obedience to a foreign sovereign. The next year,

962, after Otho's coronation, they rebelled, the pope at their head ; but
were of course subdued without difficulty. The same republican spirit

broke out whenever the emperors were absent in Germany, especially

during the minority of Otho III., and directed itself against the tem-
poral superiority of the pope. But when that emperor attained man-
hood, he besieged and took the city, crushing all resistance by measures
of severity ; and especially by the execution of the consul Crescentius,
a leader of the popular faction, to whose instigation the tumultuous
licence of Rome was principally ascribed.^

1 Sismondi makes a patriot hero of Crescentius. But we know so little of the man or tha
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At the death of Otho III. without children, in 1002, the compact
between Italy and the emperors of the house of Saxony was determined.
Her en.L,^a,L5emcnt of fidelity was certainly not applicable to every sove-

rcii^^n whom the princes of Germany mi;^ht raise to their throne. Ac-
cordini^ly Ardoin, marquis of Ivrea, was elected king of Italy. But a
German party existed amon;^ the Lombard princes and bishops, to

which his insolent demeanour soon gave a pretext for inviting Henry
II. the new king of Germany, collaterally related to their late sovereign.

Ardoin was deserted by most of the Italians, but retained his former
subjects in Piedmont, and disputed the crown for many years with
Henry, who passed very little time in Italy. During this period there

was hardly any recognised government ; and the Lombards became
more and more accustomed, through necessity, to protect themselves,

and to provide for their own internal police. Meanwhile, the German
nation had become odious to the Italians. The rude soldiery, insolent

and addicted to intoxication, were engaged in frequent disputes with

the citizens, wherein the latter, as is usual in similar cases, were exposed
first to the summary vengeance of the troops, and afterwards to penal
chastisement for sedition. In one of these tumults, at the entry of

Henry II., in 1004, the city of Pavia was burned to the ground, which
inspired its inhabitants with a constant animosity against that emperor.
Upon his death, in 1024, the Italians were disposed to break once
more their connexion with Germany, which had elected as sovereign,

Conrad, duke of Franconia. They offered their crown to Robert, king
of France, and to William, duke of Guienne ; but neither of them was
imprudent enough to involve himself in the difficult and faithless

politics of Italy. It may surprise us that no candidate appeared from
among her native princes. But it had been the dexterous policy of

the Othos to weaken the great Italian fiefs, which were still rather con-

sidered as hereditary governments, than as absolute patrimonies, by
separating districts from their jurisdiction, under inferior marquises
and rural counts. The bishops were incapable of becoming competi-
tors, and generally attached to the German party. The cities already
possessed material influence, but were disunited by mutual jealousies.

Since ancient prejudices, therefore, precluded a.federate league of inde-

pendent principalities and republics, for which, perhaps, the actual

condition of Italy unfitted her, Eribert, archbishop of Milan, accom-
panied by some other chief men of Lombardy, in 1024, repaired to

Constance, and tendered the crown to Conrad, which he was already

disposed to claim as a sort of dependency upon Germany. It does
not appear that either Conrad, or his successors, were ever regularly

elected to reign over Italy ;i but whether this ceremony took place or

not, we may certainly date from that time the subjection of Italy to

the Germanic body. It became an unquestionable maxim, that the

votes of a few German princes conferred a right to the sovereignty of

a country which had never been conquered, and which had never

times, that it seems better to follow the common tenor of history, without vouching for the

accuracy of its representations.
1 Muratori, a.d. 1206, said that he was a Romanis ad Imperatorem electus. The people

of Rome, therefore, preserved their nominal right of concurring in the election of an emperor.
Muratori, in another place, a.d. 1040, "supposes that Henry III. was chosen king of Italy,

though hs allows that no prDof of it ".xists ; and there =eems no reason f«r the supposition.
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formally recogrniscd this superiority.! But it was an equally funda-

mental rule, that the elected king of Germany could not assume the

title of Roman Emperor, until his coronation by the pope. The middle

appellation of King of the Romans was invented as a sort of approxi-

mation to the imperial dignity. But it was not till the reign of Maxi-
milian that the actual coronation at Rome was dispensed with, and
the title of emperor taken immediately after the election.

The period iDetwecn Conrad of Franconia and Frederic Barbarossa,

or from about the middle of the eleventh to that of the twelfth century,

is marked by three great events in Italian history : the struggle be-

tween the empire and the papacy for ecclesiastical investitures, the

establishment of the Norman kingdom in Naples, and the formation

of distinct and nearly independent republics among the cities of Lom-
bardy. The first of these will find a more appropriate place in a sub-

sequent chapter, where I shall trace the progress of ecclesiastical

power. But it produced a long and almost incessant state of disturb-

ance in Italy ; and should be mentioned, at present, as one of the main
causes which excited in that country a systematic opposition to the

imperial authority.

The southern provinces of Italy, in the beginning of the eleventh

century, were chiefly subject to the Greek empire, which had latterly

recovered part of its losses, and exhibited some ambition and enter-

prise, though without any intrinsic vigour. They were governed by a
lieutenant, styled Catapan

—

Catapa?n(s, from Kara nav^ one employed
in general administration of aftairs—who resided at Bari in Apulia.

On the Mediterranean coast, three duchies, or rather republics, of

Naples, Gaeta, and Amalti, had for several ages preserved their con-
nexion with the Greek empire, and acknowledged its nominal sove-

reignty. The Lombard principalities of Benevento, Salerno, and
Capua had much declined from their ancient splendour. The Greeks
were, however, not likely to attempt any further conquests ; the court

of Constantinople had relapsed into its usual indolence ; nor had they
much right to boast of successes, rather due to the Saracen auxiliaries,

whom they hired from Sicily. No momentous revolution apparently
threatened the south of Italy, and least of all could it be anticipated
from what quarter the storm was about to gather.

The followers of Rollo, who rested from plunder and piracy in the
quiet possession of Normandy, became devout professors of the
Christian faith, and particularly addicted to the custom of pilgrimage,
which gratified their curiosity and spirit of adventure. In sm.iU
bodies, well armed, on account of the lawless character of the country
through which they passed, the Norman pilgrims visited the shrines
of Italy, and even the Holy Land. Some of these, very early in the
eleventh century, were engaged by a Lombard prince of Salerno

» Gunther, the poet of Frederic Barbarossa, expresses this not inelegantly :

—

Romani gloria regni
Nos penes est ; quemcunque sibi Germania regem
Pr.xficit, hunc dives submisso vertice Roma
Accipit, ct verso Tiberim regit ordinc Rhenus.

—Gunlhcr, Ligurinus ap. Struvium Corpus Hist. German., p. 266.

Yet it appears, from Otho of Frisingen, nn unquestionable authority, that some It.ilian nobles
concurred, or at least were present and a>-sisting, in the e!ccti»ii of Frederic.
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ni^ainst the Saracens, who had invaded his territory ; and throu'^h

that superiority of valour, and perhaps of corporal strength, which
this singular people seem to have possessed above all other Euro-
peans, they made surprising havoc among the enemy.i This exploit

led to fresh engagements, and these engagements drew new adven-
turers from Normandy ; they founded the little city of Aversa, near
Capua, and were employed by the Greeks against the Saracens of

Sicily. But though performing splendid services in this war, they
were ill repaid by their ungrateful employers ; and being by no means
of a temper to bear with injury, they revenged themselves by a sudden
invasion of Apulia. This province was speedily subdued, and divided
among twelve Norman counts ; but soon afterwards, Robert Guiscard,
one of twelve brothers, many of whom were renowned in these Italian

wars, in 1042, acquired the sovereignty ; and adding Calabria to his

conquests in 1057, put an end to the long dominion of the Eastern
emperors in Italy.^ He reduced the principalities of Salerno and
Benevento, in the latter instance sharing the spoil with the pope, who
took the city to himself, while Robert retained the territory. His
conquests in Greece, which, in 1061, he invaded with the magnificent
design of overthrowing the Eastern empire, were at least equally
splendid, though less durable. Roger, his younger brother, undertook
meanwhile the romantic enterprise, as it appeared, of conquering the

island of Sicily, with a small body of Norman volunteers. But the

Saracens were broken into petty states, and discouraged by the bad
success of their brethren in Spain and Sardinia. After many years of
Avar, Roger became sole master of Sicily, and took the title of Count.
The son of this prince, upon the extinction of Robert Guiscard's
posterity, united the two Norman sovereignties ; and subjugating the

free republics of Naples and Amalfi, and the principality of Capua, in

1 1 27, established a boundary which has not been materially changed
since his time.^

The first successes of these Norman leaders were viewed unfavour-
ably by the popes. Leo IX. marched in person against Robert Guis-
card with an army of German mercenaries, but was beaten and made
prisoner in this unwise enterprise, the scandal of which nothing but
good fortune could have lightened. He fell, however, into the hands
of a devout people, w^ho implored his absolution for the crime of

defending themselves ; and whether through gratitude, or as the price

of his liberation, invested them with their recent conquests in Apulia,

as fiefs of the Holy See. This investiture was repeated and enlarged,

as the popes, especially in their contention with Henry IV. and Henry
v., found the advantage of using the Normans as faithful auxiliaries.

Finally, Innocent II., in 1139, conferred upon Roger the title of king
of Sicily. It is difficult to understand by what pretence these

countries could be claimed by the see of Rome in sovereignty, unless

^ I should observe that St IMarc, a more critical writer in examination of facts than Gian-
none, ti-eats this first adventure of the Normans as unauthenticated.

2 The final blow was given to the Greek domination over Italy by the capture of Eari, in

1071, after a siege of four years. It had for some time been confined to this single city.

I\Iuratori, St I^Iarc.

3 M. Sismondi has excelled himself in describing the conquest of Amalfi and Naples by
Roger Guiscard, warming his imagination with visions of liberty and virtue in those republics,

v.'hich no real history siu\ Ives to dispel.
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by virtue of the pretended donation of Constantino, or that of Louis

the Debonair, which is hardly less suspicious j^ and least of all, how
Innocent II. could surrender the liberties of the city of Naples,

whether that were considered as an independent republic, or as a

portion of the Greek empire. But the Normans, who had no title but

their swords, were naturally glad to give an appearance of legitimacy

to their conquests ; and the kingdom of Naples, even in the hands of

the most powerful princes in Europe, never ceased to pay a feudal

acknowledgment to the chair of St Peter.

The revolutions which time brought forth on the opposite side of

Italy were still more interesting. Under the Lombard and French
princes, every city with its adjacent district was subject to the govern-

ment and jurisdiction of a count, who was himself subordinate to the

duke or marquis of the province. From these counties it was the

practice of the first German emperors to dismember particular towns
or tracts of country, granting them upon a feudal tenure to rural lords,

by many of whom also the same title was assumed. Thus by degrees

the authority of the original officers was confined almost to the walls

of their own cities ; and in many cases the bishop obtained a grant of

the temporal government, and exercised the functions which had
belonged to the count.

It is impossible to ascertain the time at which the cities of Lom-
bardy began to assume a republican form of government, or to trace

with precision the gradations of their progress. The last historian of

Italy asserts that Otho I. erected them into municipal communities,
and permitted the election of their magistrates ; but of this he pro-

duces no evidence ; and Muratori, from M'hose authority it is rash to

depart without strong reasons, is not only silent about any charters,

but discovers no express unequivocal testimonies of a popular govern-
ment for the whole eleventh century. The first appearance of the

citizens acting for themselves, is in a tumult at Milan in 991, when
the archbishop was expelled from the city. But this was a transitory

ebullition, and we must descend lower for more specific proofs. It is

possible that the disputed succession of Ardoin and Henry, at the
beginning of the eleventh age, and the kind of interregnum which
then took place, gave the inhabitants an opportunity of choosing
magistrates, and of sharing in public deliberations. A similar relaxa-

tion, indeed, of government in France had exposed the people to

greater servitude, and established a feudal aristocracy. But the feudal
tenures seem not to have produced in Italy that systematic and
regular subordination which existed in France during the same
period ; nor were the mutual duties of the relation between lord and
vassal so well understood or observed. Hence we find not only dis-

putes, but actual civil war between the lesser gentry, or vavassors,
and the higher nobility, their immediate superiors. These differences

were adjusted by Conrad the Salic, who published a remarkable edict

in 1037, by which the feudal law of Italy was reduced to more cer-
tainty. From this disunion among the members of the feudal con-

1 Muratori presumes to suppose that the interpolated, if not spurious, grants of Louis the
Debonair, Otho I., and Henry II., to the See of Rome, were promulgated about the time of
tlie first concessions to the Normans, in order to give the popes a colourable pretext to dis-
pose of the southern provinces of Italy.
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fcdcrncy, it wy?, more easy for the citizens to render themselves secure
ajjainst its dominion. 'Ihc cities, too, of Lombardy were far more
populous and better defended than those of France ; they had learned
to stand sicj^cs in the Hun;^arian invasions of the tenth century, and
liad acquired the ri;^ht of protecting' themselves by stron;; fortifica-

tions. Those which had been placed under the temporal government
of their bishops had peculiar advantages in strugglmg for emancipa-
tion.! This circumstance in the state of Lombardy I consider as
highly important towards explaining the subsequent revolution. Not-
withstanding several exceptions, a churchman was less likely to be
bold and active in command than a soldier ; and the sort of election

which was always necessary, and sometimes more than nominal, on a
vacancy of the see, kept up among the citizens a notion, that the
authority of their bishop and chief magistrate emanated in some
degree from themselves. In many instances, especially in the church
of Milan, the earliest perhaps, and certainly the most famous of

Lombard republics, there occurred a disputed election ; two, or even
three, competitors claimed the archiepiscopal functions, and were
compelled, in the absence of the emperors, to obtain the exercise of

them by means of their own faction among the citizens.

2

These were the general causes which, operating at various times
during the eleventh century, seem gradually to have produced a re-

publican form of government in the Italian cities. But this part of

history is very obscure. The archives of all cities before the reign of

Frederic Barbarossa have perished. For many years, there is a great

deficiency of contemporary Lombard historians, and those of a later

age, who endeavoured to search into the antiquities of their country,

have found only some barren and insulated events to record. We
perceive, however, throughout the eleventh century, that the cities

were continually in warfare with each other. This indeed was accord-

ing to the manners of that age, and no inference can absolutely be
drawn from it as to their internal freedom. But it is observable, that

their chronicles speak, in recording these transactions, of the people,

and not of their leaders, which is the true republican tone of history.

Thus, in the Annals of Pisa, we read, under the years 1002 and 1004,

1 The bishops seem to have become counts, or temporal governors, of their sees, about the
end of the tenth, or before the middle of the eleventh century. In Arnulf's History of Milan,
written before the close of the latter age, ^ve have a contemporarj' evidence. And, from the
perusal of that work, I should infer that the archbishop was, in the middle of the eleventh
century, the chief magistrate of the city. But, at the same time, it appears highly probable
that an assembly of the citizens, or at least a part of the citizens, partook in the administra-
tion of public affairs. In most cities to the eastward of the Tesino, the bishops lost their

temporal authority in the twelfth centurj', though the archbishop of Milan had no small pre-

rogatives, while that city was governed as a republic. But in Piedmont, they continued
longer in the enjoyment of pov^er. Vercelli, and even Turin, were almost subject to their

respective prelates till the thirteenth centurj'. For this reason, among others, the Piedmontese
cities are hardly to be reckoned among the republics of Lombardy.

2 Sometimes the inhabitants of a city refused to acknowledge a bishop named by the em-
peror, as happened at Pavia and Asti about 1057. This was, in other words, setting up them-
selves as republics. But the most remarkable instance of this kind occurred in 1070, when
the Milanese absolutely rejected Godfrey, appointed by Henry IV., and, after a resistance of

several years, obliged the emperor to fix upon another person. The city had been previously
involved in long and violent tumults, which, though rather belonging to ecclesiastical than
civil history, as they arose out of the endeavours made to reform the conduct and enforce
the celibacy of the clergy-, had a considerable tendency to diminish the archbishop's authority,

and to give a republican character to the inhabitants. These proceedings are told at great

length by St Marc. Arnulf and Landulf are the original sources.
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of victories gained by the Pisans over the people of Lucca; in 1006,

that the Pisans and Genoese conquered Sardinia.^ These annals in-

deed are not by a contemporary writer, nor perhaps of much authority.

But we have an original account of a war that broke out in 1057, be-

tween Pavia and Milan, in which the citizens are said to have raised

armies, made alliances, hired foreign troops, and in every respect acted
like independent states. There was, in fact, no power left in the em-
pire to control them. The two Henrys, IV. and V., were so much
embarrassed during the quarrel concerning investitures, and the con-

tinual troubles of Germany, that they were less likely to interfere with

the rising freedom of the Italian cities, than to purchase their assist-

ance by large concessions. Henry IV. granted a charter to Pisa, in

1081, full of the most important privileges, promising even not to name
any marquis of Tuscany without the people's consent ; and it is pos-

sible, that although the instruments have perished, other places might
obtain similar advantages. However this may be, it is certain thnt

before the death of Henry V., in 1125, almost all the cities of Lom-
bardy, and many among those of Tuscany, were accustomed to elect

their own magistrates, and to act as independent communities in

waging war and in domestic government.
The territory subjected originally to the count or bishop of these

cities had been reduced, as I mentioned above, by numerous conces-

sions to the rural nobility. But the new republics, deeming themselves
entitled to all which their former governors had once possessed, began
to attack their nearest neighbours, and to recover the sovereignty of

all their ancient territory. They besieged the castles of the rural

counts, and successively reduced them into subjection. They sup-

pressed some minor communities, which had been formed in imitation

of themselves by little towns belonging to their district. Sometimes
they purchased feudal superiorities or territorial jurisdictions, and,

according to a policy not unusual with the stronger party, converted
the rights of property into those of government.2 Hence, at the

middle of the twelfth century, we are assured by a contemporary
writer, that hardly any nobleman could be found except the marquis
of Montferrat, who had not submitted to some city. We may except
also, I should presume, the families of Estc and Malaspina, as well as

that of Savoy. Muratori produces many charters of mutual compact
between the nobles and the neighbouring cities ; whereof one invariable

article is, that the former should reside within the walls a certain

number of months in the year. The rural nobility, thus deprived of

the independence which had endeared their castles, imbibed a new
ambition of directing the municipal government of the cities, which,

1 Arnulfus, the historian of Milan, makes no mention of any temporal counts, which seems
to be a proof that there were none in any authority. He speaks always of Medio!anen-es,
Papienses, R.ivenates, &c. This history was written about 1085, but relates to the earlier

part of that century. That of Landulfus corroborates this supposition, which indeed is cap-

able of proof as to Milan and several other cities in which the temporal government had been
legally vested in the bishop.s.

- II dominio utile delle citta e de' villaggi era talvolta diviso fra due o piii padroni, ossia

the s'assegnassero a ciascuno diversi quariieri, o si dividessero i proven ti della gabclle. ovvero
chc I'uno signore godesse d'una spezie delta giurisdizione, e I'altro d'un' altra. This produced
a vast intricacy of titles, which was of course advantageous to those who wanted a pretext
for robbing their neighboutb.
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during" the first period of the rcpubhcs, was chiefly in tlie hands of the

sui)crior famihcs. It was the saj^acious policy of the Lombards to in-

vite settlers by throwing open to them the privileges of citizenship, and
sometimes they even bestowed them by compulsion. Sometimes a city,

imitating the wisdom of ancient Rome, granted these privileges to all

the inhabitants of another. Thus the principal cities, and especially

Milan, reached, before the middle of the twelfth century, a degree of

population very far beyond that of the capitals of the great kingdom
Within their strong walls and deep trenches, and in the midst of theu
well-peopled streets, the industrious dwelt secure from the licence of

armed pillagers and the oppression of feudal tyrants. Artisans, whom
the military landholders contemned, acquired and deserved the right

of bearing arms for their own and the public defence.^ Their occupa-
tions became liberal, because they were the foundation of their political

franchises ; the citizens were classed in companies according to their

respective crafts : each of which had its tribune or standard-bearer,

(gonfalonier), at whose command, when any tumult arose or enemy
threatened, they rushed in arms to muster in the market-place.

But, unhappily, we cannot extend the sympathy, which institutions

so full of liberty create, to the national conduct of these httle republics.

Their love of freedom was alloyed by that restless spirit, from which a
democracy is seldom exempt, of tyrannising over weaker neighbours.
They played over again the tragedy of ancient Greece, with all its

circumstances of inveterate hatred, unjust ambition, and atrocious

retaliation, though with less consummate actors upon the scene.

Among all the Lombard cities, Milan was the most conspicuous, as
well for power and population, as for the abuse of those resources by
arbitrary and ambitious conduct. Thus, in mi, they razed the town
of Lodi to the ground, distributing the inhabitants among six villages,

and subjecting them to an unrelenting despotism.^ Thus, in 1118,

they commenced a war of ten years' duration with the little city of
Como ; but the surprising perseverance of its inhabitants procured for

them better terms of capitulation, though they lost their original inde-

pendence. The Cremonese treated so harshly the town of Crema,
that it revolted from them, and put itself under the protection of Milan.
Cities of more equal forces carried on interminable hostilities by wast-

ing each other's territory, destroying the harvests, and burning the

villages.

The sovereignty of the emperors, meanwhile_, though not very

effective, was in theory always admitted. Their name was used in

public acts, and appeared upon the coin. When they came into Italy,

they had certain customary supplies of provisions, called fodrum
regale, at the expense of the city where they resided ; during their

1 Otho Frislngensis. Ut etiam ad comprimendos vlcinos materia non careant, inferioris

ordlnis juvenes, vel quoslibet contemptibiliurn etiam mechanicarum artium opinces, quos
caeterae gentes ab honestioribus et liberioribus studiis tanquam pestem propellunt, ad militia;

cingulum, vel dignitatum gradus assumcre non dedignantur. Ex quo factum est, ut csteris

orbis civitatibus, divitiis et potentia praeemineant.
2 The animosity between Milan and Lodi was of very old standing. It originated, accord-

ing to Arnulf, in the resistance made by the inhabitants of the latter city to an attempt made
by Archbishop Eribert to force a bishop of his own nomination upon them. The bloodshed,
plunder, and conflagrations which had ensued, would, he says, fill a volume if they were re-

lated at length. And this is the testimony of a writer who did not live beyond 10S5. Seventy
years more either of hostility or servitude elapsed before Lodi was permitted to respire.
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presence, all inferior magistracies were suspended, and the right of

jurisdiction devolved upon them alone. But such vvas the jealousy of

the Lombards, that they built the royal palaces without their gates ; a

precaution to which the emperors were compelled to submit. This

was at a very early time a subject of contention between the inhabit-

ants of Pavia and Conrad II., whose palace, seated in the heart of the

city, they had demolished in a sedition, and were unwilling to rebuild

in that situation.

-\-v Such was the condition of Italy when Frederic Barbarossa, duke of

Swabia, and nephew of the last emperor, Conrad III., ascended the

throne of Germany. His accession forms the commencement of a

new period, the duration of which is about one hundred years, and
which is terminated by the death of Conrad IV., the last emperor of

the house of Swabia. It is characterised, like the former, by three

distinguishing features in Italian history; the victorious struggle of

the Lombard and other cities for independence, the final establish-

ment of a temporal sovereignty over the middle provinces by the popes,

and the union of the kingdom of Naples to the dominions of the house
of Swabia.

In Frederic Barbarossa the Italians found a very different sovereign

from the two last emperors, Lothaire and Conrad III., who had seldom
appeared in Italy, and with forces quite inadequate to control such
insubordinate subjects. The distinguished valour and ability of this

prince rendered a severe and arbitrary temper, and a haughty conceit

of his imperial rights, more formidable. He believed, or professed to

believe, the magnificent absurdity, that, as successor of Augustus, he
inherited the kingdoms of the world. In the same right, he more
powerfully, if not more rationally, laid claim to the entire prerogatives

of the Roman emperors over their own subjects ; and in this the pro-

fessors of the civil law, which was now diligently studied, lent him
their aid with the utmost servility. To such a disposition the self-

government of the Lombard cities appeared mere rebellion. Milan
especially, the most renowned of them all, drew down upon herself his

inveterate resentment. He found, unfortunately, too good a pretence

in her behaviour towards Lodi. Two natives of that ruined city threw
themselves at the emperor's feet, imploring him, as the ultimate

source of justice, to redress the wrongs of their country. It is a strik-

ing proof of the terror inspired by Milan, that the consuls of Lodi
disavowed the complaints of their countrymen, and the inhabitants

trembled at the danger of provoking a summary vengeance, against

which the imperial arms seemed no protection.^ The Milanese, how-
ever, abstained from attacking the people of Lodi, though they treated

with contempt the emperor's order to leave them at liberty. Frederic,

meanwhile, came into Italy, and held a diet at Roncaglia, where com-
plaints poured in from many quarters against the Milanese. Pavia
and Cremona, their ancient enemies, were impatient to renew hos-

tilities under the imperial auspices. Brescia, Tortona, and Crema
were allies, or rather dependants, of Milan. Frederic soon took

^ Sec an interesting account of these circumstances in the narrative of Otho Morena, a citi-

zen of Lodi. M. Sismondi, who reproaches Morena for partiality towards Frederic ia the
Milanese war, should have reincmbcrcd the provocations of Lodi.
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occasion to attack the latter confederacy. Tortona v as compelled to

surrender, and levelled to the ^aoiind. But a feudal army was soon
dissolved ; the emjjeror had much to demand his attention at Rome,
where he was on ill terms with Adrian IV. ; and when the imperial

troops were withdrawn from Lombardy, tiie Milanese rebuilt Tortona,
and expelled the citizens of Lodi from their dwellings. Frederic
assembled a fresh army, to which almost every city of Lombardy, will-

in,L;ly, or by force, contributed its militia. It is said to have exceeded
a liundred thousand men. The Milanese shut themselves up within

their walls ; and perhaps might have defied the imperial forces, if

their immense population, which gave them confidence in arms, had
not exposed them to a different enemy. Milan was obliged by hunger
to capitulate, upon conditions not very severe, if a vanquished people
could ever safely rely upon the convention that testifies their sub-
mission.

Frederic, after the surrender of Milan, in 1158, held a diet at Ron-
caglia, where the effect of his victories was fatally perceived. Tlie

bishops, the higher nobility, the lawyers, vied with one another in

exalting his prerogatives. He defined the regalian rights, as they were
called, in such a manner as to exclude the cities and private proprie-

tors from coining money, and from tolls or territorial dues, which they
had for many years possessed. These, however, he permitted them to

retain, for a pecuniary stipulation. A more important innovation was
the appointment of magistrates, with the title of Podesta, to administer
justice, concurrently with the consuls ; but he soon proceeded to abo-

lish the latter office in many cities, and to throw the whole government
into the hands of his own magistrates. He prohibited the cities from
levying war against each other. It may be presumed, that he showed
no favour to Milan. The capitulation was set at nought in its most
express provisions ; a podesta was sent to supersede the consuls, and
part of the territory taken away. Whatever might be the risk of re-

sistance, and the Milanese had experience enough not to undervalue
it, they were determined rather to see their liberties at once over-

thrown, than gradually destroyed by a faithless tyrant. They availed

themselves of the absence of his army to renew the war. Its issue was
more calamitous than that of the last. Almost all Lombardy lay

patient under subjection. The small town of Crema, always the faith-

ful ally of Milan, stood a memorable siege against the imperial army
;

but the inhabitants were ultimately compelled to capitulate for their

lives, and the vindictive Cremonese razed their dwellings to the ground.^

But all smaller calamities were forgotten, when the great city of Milan,
worn out by famine rather than subdued by force, was reduced to

surrender at discretion. Lombardy stood in anxious suspense to know
the determination of Frederic respecting this ancient metropolis, the

seat of the early Christian emperors, and second only to Rome in the

hierarchy of the Latin Church. A delay of three weeks excited falla-

cious hopes ; but at the end of that time an order was given to the

Milanese to evacuate their habitations. The deserted streets were

1 The siege of Crema is told at great length by Otto Morena ; it is interesting, not onlj' as

a display of extraordinary, though unsi'.ccessful, perseverance and intrepidity, but as the

most detailed account of the methods used in the attack ar d defence of fortified places before

the introduction of artillery.

i
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instantly occupied by the imperial army ; the people of Pavia and Cre-

mona, of Lodi and Como, were commissioned to revenge themselves
on the respective quarters of the city assigned to them ; and in a few

days, the pillaged churches stood alone amidst the ruins of what had
been Milan.

There was little left of that freedom to which Lombardy had aspired

:

it, in 1262, was gone like a pleasant dream, and she awoke to the fears

and miseries of servitude. Frederic obeyed the dictates of his vindic-

tive temper, and of the policy usual among statesmen. He abrogated
the consular regimen in some even of the cities which had supported
him, and established his podestil in their place. This magistrate was
always a stranger, frequently not even an Italian ; and he came to his

office with all those prejudices against the people he was to govern,

which cut off every hope of justice and humanity. The citizens of

Lombardy, especially the Milanese, who had been dispersed in the

villages adjoining their ruined capital, were unable to meet the per-

petual demands of tribute. In some parts, it is said, two-thirds of the

produce of their lands, the only wealth that remained, were extorted

from them by the imperial officers. It was in vain that they prostrated

themselves at the feet of Frederic. He gave at the best only vague
promises of redress ; they were in his eyes rebels, his delegates had
acted as faithful officers, whom, even if they had gone a little beyond
his intentions, he could not be expected to punish.

But there still remained, at the heart of Lombardy, the strong prin-

ciple of national liberty, imperishable among the perishing armies of

her patriots, inconsumable m the conflagration of her cities.

" Qua; neque Dardanils c.impis potucre perire,

Nee cum capta capi, nee cum combusta crcinari."

—

Ennhts.

Those whom private animosities had led to assist the German con-

queror, blushed at the degradation of their country, and at the share

they had taken in it. In 1167 a league was secretly formed, in which
Cremona, one of the chief cities on the imperial side, took a prominent
part. Those beyond the Adige, hitherto not much engaged in the
disputes of central Lombardy, had already formed a separate con-
federacy, to secure themselves from encroachments, which appeared
the more unjust, as they had never borne arms against the emperor.
Their first successes, in 1164, corresponded to the justice of their

cause ; Frederic was repulsed from the territory of Verona, a fortunate

augury for the rest of Lombardy. These two clusters of cities, on the

east and west of the Adige, now united themselves into the famous
Lombard League, the terms of which were settled in a general diet.

Their alliance was to last twenty years, during which they pledged
themselves to mutual assistance against any one who should exact

more from them than they had been used to perform from the time of

Henry to the first coming of Frederic into Italy ; implying in this, the

recovery of their elective magistracies, their rights of war and peace,

and those lucrative privileges, which, under the name of regalian, had
been wrested from them in the diet of Roncaglia.^

^ For the nature and conditions of the Lombard League, besides the usual authorities, see
Muratori. The words, a tempore Hcnrici regis usque ad introitum imperatoris Fredcrici,
leave it ambiguous which of the Henries was intended. Muratori thinks it w.as Henry IV.,

L
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This union of the Lombard cities was formed at a very favourable
juncture. Frederic had almost ever since his accession been engaged
in open hostihty with the see of Rome, and was pursuing the fruit-

less poHcy of Henry IV., who had endeavoured to substitute an anti-

pope of his own faction for the legitimate pontiff. In the prosecution
of this scheme, he had besieged Rome with a great army, which the

citizens resisting longer than he expected, fell a prey to the autumnal
pestilence that visits the neighbourhood of that capital. The flower

of German nobility was cut off by this calamity, and the emperor
recrosscd the Alps, entirely unable for the present to withstand the
Lombard confederacy. Their first overt act of insurrection was the

rebuilding of Milan ; the confederate troops all joined in this under-
taking ; and the Milanese, still numerous, though dispersed and per-

secuted, revived as a powerful republic. Lodi was compelled to enter

into the league ; Pavia alone continued on the imperial side. As a
check to Pavia, and to the marquis of Montfcrrat, the most potent of

the independent nobility, the Lombards planned the erection of a new
city, between the confines of these two enemies, in a rich plain to the

south of the Po, and bestowed upon it, in compliment to the pope,

Alexander IIL, the name of Alessandria. Though, from its hasty
construction, Alessandria was, even in that age, deemed rude in

appearance, it rapidly became a thriving and populous city.i The
intrinsic energy and resources of Lombardy were now made manifest.

Frederic, who had triumphed by their disunion, was unequal to con-

tend against their league. After several years of indecisive war, the
emperor invaded the Milanese territory ; but the confederates gave
him battle, and, in 1176, gained a complete victory at Legnano.
Frederick escaped alone and disguised from the field, with little hope
of raising a fresh army, though still reluctant trom shame to acquiesce

in the freedom of Lombardy. He was at length persuaded, through
the mediation of the republic of Venice, to consent to a truce of six

years, the provisional terms of which were all favourable to the league.

It was weakened, however, by the defection of some of its own mem-
bers ; Cremona, which had never cordially united with her ancient

enemies, made separate conditions Avith Frederic, and suffered herself

to be named among the cities on the imperial side in the armistice.

Tortonn, and even Alessandria, followed the same course during the

six years of its duration—a fatal testimony of unsubdued animosities,

and omen of the calamities of Italy. At the expiration of the truce,

Frederic's anxiety to secure the crown for his son overcame his pride,

and, in 11 83, the famous peace of Constance established the Lombard
republics in real independence.
By the treaty of Constance, the cities were maintained in the enjoy-

ment of all the regalian rights, whether within their walls or in their

because the cities then began to be independent. It seems, however, natural, when a king
is mentioned without any numerical designation, to interpret it of the last bearing that name;
as we say King William, for William III. And certainly the liberties of Lombardj'were
more perfect under Henry V. than his father: besides which, the one reign might still be
remembered, and the other rested in tradition. The question, however, is of little moment.

1 Alessandria was surnamed, in derision, della paglia, from the thatch with which the

houses were covered. Frederic was very desirous to change its name to Caesarea, as it is

actually called in the peace of Constance, being at that time on the imperial side. But it

soou recovered its former appellation.
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district, which they could claim by usage. Those of levyinc^ war, of

erecting fortifications, and of administering civil and criminal justice,

were specially mentioned. The nomination of their consuls, or other

magistrates, was left absolutely to the citizens ; but they were to

receive the investiture of their office from an imperial legate. The
customary tributes of provision during the empcroi'^s residence in

Italy were preserved ; and he was authorised to appoint in every city

a judge of appeal in civil causes. The Lombard league was confirmed,

and the cities were permitted to renew it at their own discretion ; but
they were to take every ten years an oath of fidelity to the emperor
This just compact preserved, along with every security for the liberties

and welfare of the cities, as much of the imperial prerogatives as could
be exercised by a foreign sovereign, consistently with the people's

true happiness.

The successful insurrection of Lombardy is a memorable refutation

of that system of policy to which its advocates give the appellation of

vigorous, and which they perpetually hold forth as the only means
through which a disaffected people are to be restrained. By a certain

class of statesmen, and by all men of harsh and violent disposition,

measures of conciliation, adherence to the spirit of treaties, regard to

ancient privileges, or to those rules of moral justice which are para-
mount to all positive right, are always treated with derision. Terror
is their only specific, and the physical inability to rebel their only
security for allegiance. But if the razing of cities, the abrogation of

privileges, the impoverishment and oppression of a nation could assure
its constant submission, Frederic Barbarossa would never have seen the
militia of Lombardy arrayed against him at Legnano. Whatever may
be the pressure upon a conquered people, there will come a moment of
their recoil. Nor is it material to allege, in answer to the present in-

stance, that the accidental destruction of Frederic's army by disease
enabled the cities of Lombardy to succeed in their resistance. The
fact may well be disputed ; since Lombardy, when united, appears to

hove been more than equal to a contest with any German force that
could have been brought against her ; but even if we admit the effect

of this circumstance, it only exhibits the precariousness of a policy,
which collateral events are always liable to diipturb. Providence re-

serves to itself various means by which the bonds of the oppressor
may be broken ; and it is not for human sagacity to anticipate, whether
the army of a conqueror shall moulder in the unwholesome marshes of
Rome, or stiffen with frost in a Russian winter.
The peace of Constance presented a noble opportunity to the Lom-

bards of establishing a permanent federal union of small republics—

a

form of government congenial from the earliest ages to Italy, and that,

perhaps, under which she is again destined one day to flourish. They
were entitled by the provisions of that treaty to preserve their league,
the basis of a more perfect confederacy, which the course of events
would have emancipated from every kind of subjection to Germany.^

1 Though there was no permanent diet of the Lombard league, the consuls and podesths of
the respective cities composing it occasionally met in congress, to deliberate upon measures
of general safety. Thus assembled, they were called Rectores Societatis Lombardiae. It is
evident that, if Lombardy had continued in any degree to preserve the spirit of union, this
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But dark, lon.cij-chcrished hatreds, and that implacable vindictivcncs^,

which, at least in former ages, distinjjuished the private manners <>i

Italy, deformed her national character, which can only be the ag;,'re-

gate of individual passions. For revenge she threw away the pearl of

j^rcat price, and sacrificed even the recollection of that liberty, which
had stalked like a majestic spirit among the ruins of Milan.^ It passud

away, that high disdain of absolute power, that steadiness and self-de-

votion, which raised the half-civilised Lombards of the twelfth century

to the level of those ancient republics, from whose history our fust

notions of freedom and virtue are derived. The victim by turns of

selfish and sanguinary factions, of petty tyrants, and of foreign invaders,

Italy has fallen like a star from its place in heaven ; she has seen her

harvests trodden down by the horses of the stranger, and the blood (A

her children wasted in quarrels not their own ; Conqueringor conquered.
in the indignant language of her poet, still alike a slave;—Per servir

se?)tpre, vincitrice o vinta. Filicaja. A long retribution for the

tyranny of Rome.
Frederic did not attempt to molest the cities of Lombardy in the en-

joyment of those privileges conceded by the treaty of Constance. His
ambition was diverted to a new scheme for aggrandising the house of

Svvabia, by the marriage of his eldest son Henry with Constance, the

aunt and heiress of William II., king of Sicily. That kingdom, which
the first monarch, Roger, had elevated to a high pitch of renown and
power, fell into decay through the misconduct of his son William, sur-

named the Bad, and did not recover much of its lustre under th

second William, though styled the Good. His death without issi;

was apparently no remote event, and Constance was the sole legitimate

survivor of the royal family. It is a curious circumstance, that no
hereditary kingdom appears absolutely to have excluded females from
its throne, except that which, from its magnitude, was of all the most
secure from falling into the condition of a province. The Sicilians

felt too late the defect of their constitution, which permitted an inde-

pendent people to be transferred, as the dowry of a woman, to a foreign

prince, by whose ministers they might justly expect to be insulted and
oppressed. Henry, whose marriage with Constance took place in

1 186, and who succeeded in her right to the throne of Sicily three

years afterwards, was exasperated by a courageous but unsuccessful
effort of the Norman barons to preserve the crown for an illegitimate

branch of the royal family ; and his reign is disgraced by a series of

atrocious cruelties. The power of the house of Swabia was now at its

zenith on each side of the Alps ; Henry received the imperial crown
the year after his father's death in the third crusade, and even pre-

vailed upon the princes of Germany to elect his infant son Frederic as

his successor. But his own premature decease clouded the prospects

congress might readily have become a permanent body, like the Helvetic diet, with as ex«

tcusivs powers a* ar« necessary in a federal constitution.

1 Anzi girar la liberta mirai,

E baciar lieta ogni ruina, e dire,

Ruine si, ma servitii non mai.
Gaetana Passerini (ossia piuttosto
Giovan Battista Pastonni) in

Mathiasi Componimenti Lirici.

—v»l. iii. p. 33S1
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of his family : Constance survived him but a year ; and a child of four

years old was left with the inheritance of a kingdom, which his father's

severity had rendered disaffected, and which the leaders of German
mercenaries in his service had desolated and disputed.

During the minority of P>ederic II., from 1198 to 1216, the papal
chair was filled by Innocent III. ; a name second only, and hardly

second, to that of Gregory VII. Young, noble, and intrepid, he united,

with the accustomed spirit of ecclesiastical usurpation, which no one
had ever carried to so high a point, the more worldly ambition of con-

solidating a separate principality for the Holy See in the centre of

Italy. The real or spurious donations of Constantine, Pepin, Charle-

magne, and Louis, had given rise to a perpetual claim, on the part of
the popes, to very extensive dominions : but little of this had been
effectuated, and in Rome itself, they were thwarted by the prefect, an
officer who swore fidelity to the emperor, and by the insubordinate
spirit of the people. In the very neighbourhood, the small cities owned
no subjection to the capital, and were probably as much self-governed

as those of Lombardy. One is transported back to the earliest times
of the republic, in reading of the desperate wars between Rome and
Tibur, or Tusculum, neither of which was subjugated till the Intter

part of the twelfth century. At a further distance were the duchy of

Spoleto, the march of Anconn, and what had been the exarchate of

Ravenna, to all of which the popes had more or less grounded preten-

sions. Early in the last mentioned age, the famous countess Matildn,
to whose zealous protection Gregory VII. had been eminently indebted
during his long dispute with the emperor, granted the reversion of all

her possessions to the Holy See, first in the lifetime of Gregory, and
again under the pontificate of Paschal III. These were very exten-
sive, and held by different titles. Of her vast imperial fiefs, Mantun,
Modena, and Tuscany, she certainly could not dispose. The duchy of

Spoleto and march of Ancona were supposed to rest upon a different

looting. I confess myself not distinctly to comprehend the nature of

this part of her succession. These had been formerly among the great
fiefs of the kingdom of Italy. But if I understand it rightly, they had
tacitly ceased to be subject to the emperors, some years before they
were seized by Godfrey of Lorraine, father-in-law and step-father of

Matilda. To his son, her husband, she succeeded in the possession of

those countries They arc commonly considered as her allodidl or
patrimonial property

;
yet it is not easy to see how, being herself a

subject of the empire, she could transfer even her allodial est.ites from
its sovereignty. Nor, on the other hand, can it apparently be main-
tained, that she was lawful sovereign of countries which had not long
since been imperial fiefs, and the suzerainty over which had never been
renounced. The original title of the Holy See, therefore, does not
seem incontestable, even as to this part of Matilda's donation. But I

state with hesitation a difficulty, to which the authors I have consulted
do not advert.^ It is certain, however, that the emperors kept posses-

1 It is almost hopclcbs to look for explicit information upon the rights and pretensions of
the Roman see in Italian writers ever of the eighteenth century. Muratori, the most learned,
nnd upon the whole the fairest of them all. moves cautiously over this ground, except when
the claims of Rome happen to clash with those of the house of Este. But I have not been
;< Ic to balisfy myself by the perusiil of some dry and tedious dissertations in St Marc, who,
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bion of the whole during the twelfth century, and treated botii Spolcto
and Ancona as parts of the empire, notwithstanding continual remon-
strances from the Roman pontiffs. Frederic 13arbarobsa, at th'.

negotiations of Venice in 1177, promised to restore the patrimony of

Matilda in fifteen years ; but at the close of that period, Henry VI.
was not disposed to execute this arrangement, and granted the count}
in fief to some of his German followers. Upon his death, the circurr.

stances were favourable to Innocent III. The infant king of Sicil.

had been intrusted by Constance to his guardianship. A double elec-

tion of Philip, brother of Henry VI., and of Otho, duke of Brunswic,
engaged the princess of Germany, who had entirely overlooked the
claims of young Frederic, in a doubtful civil war. Neither party was
in a condition to enter Italy ; and the imperial dignity was vacant for

several years, till, the death of PhiHp removing one competitor, Otho
IV., whom the pope had constantly favoured, was crowned emperor.
During this interval, the Italians had no superior, and Innocent
availed himself of it to maintain the pretensions of the see. These he
backed by the production of rather a questionable document, the will

of Henry VI., said to have been found among the baggage of Mar-
quard, one of the German soldiers who had been invested with fiefs by
the late emperor. The cities of what we now call the ecclesiastical

state had, in the twelfth century, their own municipal government, like

those of Lombardy, but they were far less able to assert a complete
independence. They gladly, therefore, put themselves under the pro-

tection of the Holy See, which held out some prospect of securing
them from Marquard, and other rapacious partisans, without disturb-

ing their internal regulations. Thus the duchy of Spoleto and march
of Ancona submitted to Innocent III. ; but he was not strong enough
to keep constant possession of such extensive territories, and some
years afterwards adopted the prudent course of granting Ancona in fief

to the marquis of Este. He did not, as may be supposed, neglect his

authority at home ; the prefect of Rome was now compelled to swear
allegiance to the pope, which put an end to the regular imperial supre-

macy over that city ; and the privileges of the citizens were abridged.

This is the proper era of that temporal sovereignty which the bishops
of Rome possess over their own city, though still prevented by various

causes for nearly three centuries from becoming unquestioned and un-
limited.

The policy of Rome was now more clearly defined than ever. In
order to preserve what she had thus suddenly gained rather by oppor-
tunity than strength, it was her interest to enfeeble the imperial power,
and consequently to maintain the freedom of the Italian republics.

Tuscany had hitherto been ruled by a marquis of the emperor's ap-

pointment, though her cities were flourishing, and, within themselves,

independent. In imitation of the Lombard confederacy, and impelled
by Innocent III., they now (with the exception of Pisa, which was
always strongly attached to the empire) formed a similar league for

the preservation of their rights. In this league the influence of the

pope was far more strongly manifested than in that of Lombardy.

with learning scarcely inferior to that of Muratori, possessed more opportunity and inclination

to soeak out.
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Although the latter had been in alliance with Alexander III., and was
formed during the height of his dispute with Frederic, this ecclesias-

tical quarrel mingled so little in their struggle for liberty, that no
allusion to it is found in the act of their confederacy. But the Tuscan
union was expressly established " for the honour and aggrandisement
of the apostolic see." The members bound themselves to defend the

possessions and rights of the church, and not to acknowledge any
king or emperor, without the approbation of the supreme pontiff.^

The Tuscans accordingly were more thoroughly attached to the

church party than the Lombards, whose principle was animosity to-

wards the house of Swabia. Hence when Innocent III., some time
after, supported Frederic II. against the emperor Otho IV., the

Milanese and their allies were arranged on the imperial side ; but the

Tuscans continued to adhere to the pope.

In the wars of Frederic Barbarossa against Milan and their allies,

we have seen the cities of Lombardy divided, and a considerable

number of them firmly attached to the imperial interests. It does not
appear, I believe, from history, though it is by no means improbable,
that the citizens were at so early a time divided among themselves as

to their line of public policy, and that the adherence of a particular

city to the emperor, or to the Lombard league, was only, as proved
afterwards the case, that one faction or another acquired an ascend-
ency in its councils. But jealousies long existing between the different

classes, and only suspended by the national struggle which terminated
at Constance, gave rise to new modifications of interests, and new
relations towards the empire. About the year 1200, or perhaps a
little later, the two leading parties which divided the cities of Lom-
bardy, and whose mutual animosity, having no general subject of con-
tention, required the association of a name to direct a's well as invigo-

rate its prejudices, became distinguished by the celebrated appella-

tions of Guelfs and Ghibelins ; the former adhering to the papal side,

the latter to that of the emperor. These names were derived from
Germany, and had been the rallying v/ord of faction for more than
half a century in that country, before they were transported to a still

more favourable soil. The Guelfs took their name from a very illus-

trious family, several of whom had successively been dukes of Bavaria
in the tenth and eleventh centuries. The heiress of the last of these
intermarried with a younger son of the house of Este, a noble family
settled near Padua, and possessed of great estates on each bank of the
lower Po. They gave birth to a second line of Guelfs, from whom the

royal house of Brunswic is descended. The name of Ghibelin is

derived from a village in Franconia, whence Conrad the Salic came,
the progenitor, through females, of the Swabian emperors. At the
election of Lothaire, in 11 25, the Swabian family were disappointed of
what they considered almost an hereditary possession ; and at this

time an hostility appears to have commenced between them and the

house of Guclf, who were nearly related to Lothaire. Henry the
Proud, and his son Henry the Lion, representatives of the latter

family, were frequently persecuted by the Swabian emperors ; but

^ Quod possessiones et jura sacrosanctae ecclesiae bona fide dcfenderent ; et quod nullum in
rcgcm aut imperatorcm rccipcrcnt, nisi quern Romanus pontifcx approbaret.
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their fortunes belong to the history of Germany.^ Meanwhile, the
cider branch, thou;,'h not reserved for such glorious destinies as the
(iuclfs, continued to flourish in Italy; the marquises of Este were by
far the most powerful nobles in eastern Lombardy, and about the end
of the twelfth century began to be considered as heads of the church
party in their neighbourhood. They were frequently chosen to the
office of podest^i, or cliicf magistrate, by the cities of Romagna ; and,
in 1208, the people of Ferrara set the fatal example of sacrificing their

freedom for tranquillity, by electing Azzo VI I., marquis of Este, as
their lord or sovereign.

Otho IV. was son of Henry the Lion, and consequently head of the

Guelfs. On his obtaining the imperial crown, the prejudices of Italian

factions were diverted out of their usual channel. Pic was soon
engaged in a quarrel with the pope, whose hostility to the empire was
certain, into whatever hands it might fall. In Rlilan, however, and
generally in the cities which had belonged to the Lombard league
against Frederic I., hatred of the house of Swabia prevailed more than
jealousy of the imperial prerogatives ; they adhered to names rather

than to principles, and supported a Guelf emperor even against the

pope. Terms of this description, having no definite relation to prin-

ciples which it might be troublesome to learn and defend, are always
acceptable to mankind, and have the peculiar advantage of precluding
altogether that spirit of compromise and accommodation, by which it

is sometimes endeavoured to obstruct their tendency to hate and injure

each other. From this time, every city, and almost every citizen,

gloried in one of these barbarous denominations. In several cities

the imperial party predominated through hatred of their neighbours,
who espoused that of the church. Thus the inveterate feuds between
Pisa and Florence, Modena and Bologna, Cremona and Milan, threw
them into opposite factions. But there was in every one of these a
strong party against that which prevailed, and consequently a Guelf
city frequently became Ghibelin, or conversely, according to the

fluctuations of the time.2

The change to which we have adverted in the politics of the Guelf
party lasted only during the reign of Otho IV. When the heir of the

house of Swabia grew up to manhood, Innocent, who, though his

guardian, had taken little care of his interests, as long as he flattered

himself with the hope of finding a Gueif emperor obedient, placed the

young Frederic at the head of an opposition, composed of cities always
1 The German origin of these celebrated factions is clearly proved by a passage in Otho of

Frisingen, who lived half a century before we find the denominations transferred to Italy.

Struvius, Corpus Hist. German.
2 For the Guelf and Ghibelin factions, besides the historians, the 51st dissertation of Mura-

tori should be read. There is some degree of inaccuracy in his language, where he speaks
of these distractions expiring at the beginning of the fifteenth century. Quel secolo, e vero,

abbondo anch' esso di molte guerre, ma nulla si opero sotto nome o pretesto delle fazioni

suddette. Solamente ritennero esse piede in alcune private famiglie. But certainly the names
of Guelf and Ghibelin, as party distinctions, may be traced all through the fifteenth century.

The former faction showed itself distinctly in the insurrection of the cities subject to Milan
upon the death of Gian Galeazzo Visconti in 1404. It appeared again in the attempt of the

Milanese to re-establish their republic in 1447. So in 1477, Ludovico Sforza made use of
Ghibelin prejudices to exclude the regent Bonne of Savoy as a Guelf. In the ecclesiastical

state the same distinctions appear to have been preserved still later. Stefano Infessura, in

14S7, speaks familiarly of them. And even in the conquest of Milan by Louis XII., in 1500,

the Guelfs of that city a.'e represented as attached to the French party, while the Ghibelios
abbetted Ludovico Sforza and Maximiliaii.
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nttached to his family, and of such as imphcitly followed the sec of

Rome. He met with considerable success both in Italy and Germany,
and, after the death of Otho, received the imperial crown. But he had
no longer to expect any assistance from the pope who conferred it.

Innocent was dead, and Honorius III., his successor, could not behold
without apprehension the vast power of Frederic, supported in Lom-
bardy by a faction which balanced that of the church, and menacing
the ecclesiastical territories on the other side, by the possession of

Naples and Sicily. This kingdom, feudatory to Rome, and long her

firmest ally, was now, by a fatal connexion which she had not been
able to prevent, thrown into the scale of her most dangerous enemy.
Hence the temporal dominion which Innocent III. had taken so much
pains to establish, became a very precarious possession, exposed on
each side to the attacks of a power that had legitimate pretensions to

almost every province composing it. The life of Frederic II. was
wasted in an unceasing contention with the church, and with his

Italian subjects, whom she excited to rebellions against him. With-
out inveighing, like the popish writers, against this prince, certainly

an encourager of letters, and endowed with many eminent qualities, we
may lay to his charge a good deal of dissimulation ; I will not add
ambition, because I am not aware of any period in the reign of

Frederic, when he was not obliged to act on his defence against the

aggression of others. But if he had been a model of virtues, such
men as Honorius III., Gregory IX., and Innocent IV., the popes with

M'hom he had successively to contend, would not have given him
respite, while he remained master of Naples, as well as the empire.^

It was the custom of every pope to urge princes into a crusade,

which the condition of Palestine rendered indispensable, or, more pro-

perly, desperate. But this great piece of supererogatory devotion had
never yet been raised into an absolute duty of their station, nor had
even private persons been ever required to take up the cross by com-
pulsion. Honorius III., however, exacted a vow from Frederic, before

he conferred upon him the imperial crown, that he would undertake a
crusade for the deliverance of Jerusalem. Frederic submitted to this

engagement, which perhaps he never designed to keep, and certainly

endeavoured afterwards to evade. Though he became by marriage
nominal king of Jerusalem,'^ his excellent understanding was not cap-

1 The rancour of bigoted Catholics against Frederic has hardly subsided at the present day.
A very moderate commendation of him in Tiraboschi was not suffered to pass uncontradicted
by tlic Roman editor. And though Muratori shows quite enough prejudice against that em-
peror's ch.irncter, a fierce Roman bi2:ot flies into paroxysms of inry at every syllable that looks
like moderation. It is well known that, although the public policy of Rome has long dis-

played the pacific temper of weakness the thermometer of ecclesiastical sentiment in that
city stands very nearly as high as in the thirteenth century. Giannonc, who suffered for his

boldness, has drawn Frederic II. very favourably, perhaps too favourably.
^ The second wife of Frederic was lolante, or Violante, daughter of John, count of Brienne,

by Mciri-a, eldest daughter and heiress of Isabella, wife of Conrad, marquis of Montferrat.
This Isabella was the youngest daughter of Almaric or Amaury, king of Jerusalem, and by
the deaths of her brother Baldwin IV., of her eldest sister Sibilla, wiife of Guy de Lusignan,
and that sister's child, Baldwin V., succeeded to a claim upon Jerusalem, which, since the
victories of Saladin, was not very profitable. It is s.aid that the kings cf Naples deduce their
title to that sounding inheritance from this marriage of Frederic, but the extinction of
Frederic's posterity must have, strictly speaking, put an cud to any right derived from liim ;

and Giannonc himself indicates a better title by the cession of Maria, a princess of Antioch,
and legitimate heiress of Jerusalem, to Charles of Anjou in 1273. How far, ind':cd, this may
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tivatcd with so barren a prospect, and at length his delays in the per-

formance of his vow provoked Gregory IX- to issue against him a
sentence of excommunication. Such a thunderbolt was not to be
lightly regarded ; and Frederic sailed, the next year, for P.destine,

liut having disdained to solicit absolution for what he considered as
no crime, the court of Rome was excited to still fiercer indignation
against this profanation of a crusade by an excommunicated sovereign.

Upon his arrival in Palestine, he received inteUigence that the papal
troops had broken into the kingdom of Naples. No one could ration-

ally have blamed Frederic, if he had quitted the Holy Land as he
found it ; but he made a treaty with the Saracens, which, though by
no means so disadvantageous as under all the circumstances might
have been expected, served as a pretext for new calumnies against
him in Europe. The charge of irreligion, eagerly and successfully

propagated, he repelled by persecuting edicts against heresy, that do
no great honour to his memory, and availed him little at the time.

Over his Neapolitan dominions he exercised a rigorous government,
rendered perhaps necessary by the levity and insubordination charac-
teristic of the inhabitants, but which tended, through the artful repre-

sentations of Honorius and Gregory, to alarm and alienate the Itahan
republics.

A new generation had risen up in Lombardy since the peace of Con-
stance, and the prerogatives reserved by that treaty to the empire were
so seldom called into action, that few cities were disposed to recollect

their existence. They denominated themselves Guelfs or Ghibelins,
according to habit, and out of their mutual opposition, but without
much reference to the empire. Those, however, of the former party,

and especially Milan, retained their antipathy to the House of Swabia.
Though Frederic H. was entitled, as far as established usage can
create a right, to the sovereignty of Italy, the Milanese would never
acknowledge him, nor permit his coronation at iMonza, according to

ancient ceremony, with the iron crown of the Lombard kings. The
pope fomented, to the utmost of his power, this disaffected spirit, and
encouraged the Lombard cities to renew their former league. This,

although conformable to a provision in the treaty of Constance, was
manifestly hostile to Frederic, and may be considered as the com-
mencement of a second contest between the republican cities of Lom-
bardy and the empire. But there was a striking difference between
this and the former confederacy against Frederic Barbarossa. In the

league of 1167, almost every city, forgetting all smaller animosities in

the great cause of defending the national privileges, contributed its

share of exertion to sustain that perilous conflict ; and this transient

unanimity, in a people so distracted by internal faction as the Lom-
bards, is the surest witness to the justice of their undertaking. Sixty

years afterwards, their war against the second Frederic had less of

provocation and less of public spirit. It was, in fact, a party struggle

of Guelf and Ghibelin cities, to which the names of the church and
the empire gave more of dignity and consistence.

The republics of Italy in the thirteenth century were so numerous

have been regularly transmitted to the present king of Naples, I do not know, and am sure
that it is not worth while to inquire.
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and independent, and their revolutions so frequent, that it is a difficult

matter to avoid confusion in following their history. It will give more
arrangement to our ideas, and at the same time illustrate the changes
that took place in these little states, if we consider them as divided

into four clusters or constellations, not indeed unconnected one with

another, yet each having its own centre of motion, and its own boun-
daries. The first of these we may suppose formed of the cities in

central Lombardy, between the Sessia and the Adige, the Alps and
the Ligurian mountains ; it comprehends Milan, Cremona, Pavia,

Brescia, Bergamo, Parma, Piacenza, Mantua, Lodi, Alessandria, and
several others less distinguished. These were the original seats of

Italian liberty, the great movers in the wars of the elder Frederic.

Milan was at the head of this cluster of cities, and her influence gave
an ascendency to the Guelf party ; she had, since the treaty of Con-
stance, rendered Lodi and Pavia almost her subjects, and was in strict

union with Brescia and Piacenza. Parma, however, and Cremona,
were unshaken defenders of the empire. In the second class we may
place the cities of the march of Verona, between the Adige and ihc

frontiers of Germany. Of these there were but four worth mention-
ing—Verona, Vicenza, Padua, and Treviso. The citizens in all the

four wTre inclined to the Guelf interests ; but a powerful body of rural

nobility, who had never been compelled, like those upon the upper Po,

to quit their fortresses in the hilly country, or reside within the walls,

attached themselves to the opposite denomination. Some of them
obtained very great authority in the civil feuds of these four republics

;

and especially two brothers, P-ccelin and Alberic da Romano, of a rich

and distinguished family, known for its devotion to the empire. By
extraordinary vigour and decision of character, by dissimulation and
breach of oaths, by the intimidating effects of almost unparalleled

cruelty, Eccelin da Romano became after some years the absolute

master of three cities—Padua, Verona, and Vicenza ; and the Guelf
party, in consequence, was entirely subverted beyond the Adige, during
the continuance of his tyranny.^ Another cluster was composed of the
cities in Romagna ; Bologna, Imola, Faenza, Ferrara, and several

others. Of these Bologna was far the most powerful, and, as no city

was more steadily for the interests of the church, the Guelfs usually

predominated in this class ; to which also the influence of the house
of Fste not a little contributed. Modena, though not geographically
within the limits of this division, may be classed along with it, from
her constant wars with Bologna. A fourth class will comprehend the

whole of Tuscany, separated almost entirely from the politics of Lom-
bardy and Romagna. Florence headed the Guelf cities in this pro-

vince, Pisa the Ghibelin. The Tuscan union was formed, as has been
said above, by Innocent III., and was strongly inclined to the popes

;

but gradually the Ghibelin party acquired its share of influence ; and

1 The cruelties of Eccelin excited universal horror in an age when inhumanity towards
enemies was as common as fear and revenue could make it. It was an usual trick of beggars,
all over Italy, to pretend that they had been deprived of their eyes or limbs by the Veronese
tyrant. There is hardly an instance in European history of so sanguinary a government
subsisting for more than twenty years. The crimes of Eccelin are remarkably well authen-
ticated by the testimony of several contemporary writers, who enter into great details. Sis-

mondi is more full than any of the moderns.
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the cities of Sicnn, Arezzo, and Lucca shifted their pohcy, according
to external circumstances, or the fluctuations of their internal factions.

The petty cities in the re^ijion of Spolcto and Ancona hardly perhaps
deserve the name of republics ; and Genoa does not readily fall into

any of our four classes, unless her wars with Pisa may be thought to

connect her with Tuscany.^
After several years of transient hostility and precarious truce, the

Guclf cities of Lombardy en<,^nged in a rcj^ular and protracted war
with F'rederic II., or more properly, with their Ghibelin adversaries.

Few events of this contest deserve particular notice. Neither party
ever obtained such decisive advantages as had alternately belonged to

Frederic Barbarossa and the Lombard confederacy, during the war of

the preceding century. A defeat of the Milanese by the emperor, ai

Corte Nuova, in 1237, was balanced by his unsuccessful siege at Brescin
the next year. The Pisans assisted Frederic to gain a great naval
victory over the Genoese fleet, in 1241 ; but he was obliged to rise

from the blockade of Parma, which had left the standard of Ghibelinism
in 1248. Ultimately, however, the strength of the house of Swabia
was exhausted by so tedious a struggle ; the Ghibelins of Italy had
their vicissitudes of success ; but their country, and even themselves,
lost more and more of the ancient connexion with Germany.

In this resistance to Frederic II. the Lombards were much indebted
to the constant support of Gregory IX., and his successor Innocent
IV. ; and the Guelf, or the church party, were used as synonymous
terms. These pontiffs bore an unquenchable hatred to the house of

Swabia. No concessions mitigated their animosity ; no reconciliation

was sincere. Whatever faults may be imputed to Frederic, it is im-
possible for any one, not blindly devoted to the court of Rome, to deny
that he was iniquitously proscribed by her unprincipled ambition.

His real crime was the inheritance of his ancestors, and the name of

the house of Swabia. In 1239, he was excommunicated by Gregory
IX. To this he was tolerably accustomed by former experience ; but
the sentence was attended by an absolution of his subjects from their

allegiance, and a formal deposition. These sentences were not very
effective upon men of vigorous minds, or upon those whose passions

were engaged in their cause ; but they influenced both those who
feared the threatenings of the clergy, and those who wavered already

as to their line of political conduct. In the fluctuating state of Lom-
bardy, the excommunication of Frederic undermined his interests even
in cities like Parma, that had been friendly, and seemed to identify

the cause of his enemies with that of religion ; a prejudice artfully

fomented by means of calumnies propagated against himself, and
which the conduct of such leading Ghibelins as Eccelin, who lived in

an open defiance of God and man, did not contribute to lessen. In

1240, Gregory proceeded to publish a crusade against Frederic, as if

1 I have taken no notice of Piedmont in this division. The histon/ of that countn' is far

less ehicidated by ancient or modern writers than that of other parts of Italy. It was at this

time divided between the counts of Savoy and marquises of Montferrat. But Asti, Chieri,

and Turin, especially the two former, appear to have had a republican form of government.
They were, however, not absohitely independent. The only Piedmontese city that can pro-

perly be considered as a separate state, in the thirteenth centu(->% was VcrccUi : and even

there the bishop seems to have possessed a sort of temporal sovereignty.
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he had bt-cn an open enemy to religion ; v/hich he revenged by putting

to death all the prisoners he made \vho wore the cross. There was
one thing wanting to make the expulsion of the emperor from the

Christian commonwealth more complete. Gregory IX. accordingly

projected, and Innocent IV. carried into effect, the convocation of a

general council. In 1245, this was held at Lyons, an imperial city,

but over which Frederic could no longer retain his supremacy. In

this assembly, where one hundred and forty prelates appeared, the

question, whether Frederic ought to be deposed, was solemnly dis-

cussed ; he submitted to defend himself by his advocates ; and the

pope in the presence, though without formally collecting the suffrages

of the council, pronounced a sentence, by which Frederic's excom-
munication was renewed, the empire and all his kingdoms taken away,
and his subjects absolved from their fidelity. This is the most pomp-
ous act of usurpation in all the records of the church of Rome ; and
the tacit approbation of a general council seemed to incorporate the

pretended right of deposing kings, which might have passed as a mad
vaunt of Gregory VII. and his successors, with the established faith ot

Christendom.
Upon the death of Frederic II., in 1230, he left to his son Conrad a

contest to maintain for every part of his inheritance, as well as for the

imperial crown. But the vigour of the house of Swabia was gone
;

Conrad was reduced to tight for the kingdom of Naples, the only suc-

cession which he could hope to secure against the troops of Innocent
IV., who still pursued his family with implacable hatred, and claimed
that kingdom as forfeited to its feudal superior, the Holy See. After

Conrad's premature death, which happened in 1254, the throne was
filled by his illegitimate brother Manfred, who retained it by his bravery
and address, in despite of the popes, till they were compelled to call in

the assistance of a more powerful arm.
The death of Conrad brings to a termination that period in Italian

history which we have described as nearly co-extcnsive with the great-

ness of the house of Swabia. It is perhaps upon the whole the most
honourable to Italy—that in which she displayed the most of national
energy and patriotism. A Florentine or Venetian may dwell with
pleasure upon later times ; but a Lombard will cast back his eye across
the desert of centuries, till it reposes on the field of Legnano. Great
changes followed in the foreign and internal policy, in the moral and
military character of Italy. But before we descend to the next period,

it will be necessary to remark some material circumstances in that
which has just passed under our review.

The successful resistance of the Lombard cities to such princes as
both the Frederics, must astonish a reader who brings to the story of

these middle ages notions derived from modern times. But when we
consider not only the ineffectual control which could be exerted over a
feudal army, bound only to a short term of service, and reluctantly
kept in the field at its own cost, but the peculiar distrust and disaffec-

tion with which many German princes regarded the house of Swabia,
less reason will appear for surprise. Nor did the kingdom of Naples,
almost always in agitation, yield any material aid to the second Fre-
deric. The main cause, however, of that triumph which attended
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Lombnrdy was the intrinsic energy of a free ;:^ovcrnmcnt. From the

eleventh century, wlien the cities became virtually republican, they put
out those vigorous shoots which are the f^^rowth of freedom alone.

Their domestic feuds, their mutual wars, the fierce assaults of their

national enemies, checked not their strength, their wealth, or their

population ; but rather, as the limbs are nerved by labour and hard-
ship, the republics of Italy grew in vigour and courage through the

conflicts they sustained. If we but remember what savage licence

prevailed during the ages that preceded their rise, the rapine of public
robbers, or of feudal nobles little differing from robbers, the contempt
of industrious arts, the inadequacy of penal laws, and the impossibility

of carrying them into effect, we shall form some notion of the change
which was wrought in the condition of Italy by the growth of its cities.

In comparison with the blessings of industry protected, injustice con-
trolled, emulation awakened, the disorders which ruffled their surface
appear slight and momentary. I speak only of this first stage of their

independence, and chiefly of the twelfth century, before those civil dis-

sensions had reached their height, by which the glory and prosperity

of Lombardy were to be subverted.
We have few authentic testimonies as to the domestic improvement

of the free Italian cities, while they still deserve the name. But v.c

may perceive by history, that their power and population, according
to their extent of territory, were almost incredible. In Galvaneus
Flamma, a Milanese writer, we find a curious statistical account of

that city in 1288, which, though of a date about thirty years after its

liberties had been overthrown by usurpation, must be considered as

implying a high degree of previous advancement, even if v.e make
allowance, as probably we should, for some exaggeration. The inha-

bitants are reckoned at 200,000 ; the private houses, 13,000 ; the

nobility alone dwelt in sixty streets ; 8000 gentlemen, or heavy
cavalry, (milites,) might be mustered from the city and its district,

and 240,000 men capable of arms ; a force sufficient, the writer

observes, to crush all the Saracens. There were in Milan six hundred
notaries, two hundred physicians, eighty schoolmasters, and fifty tran-

scribers of manuscripts. In the district were one hundred and fifty

castles, with adjoining villages. Such was the state of Milan, Flamma
concludes, in 1288 ; it is not for me to say whether it has gained or

lost ground since that time.i At this period, the territory of Milan
was not perhaps more extensive than the county of Surrey ; it was
bounded, at a little distance, on almost ever}' side, by Lodi, or Pavia,

or Bergamo, or Como. It is possible, however, that Flamma may
have meant to include some of these as dependencies of Milan, though
not strictly united with it. How flourishing must the state of cultiva-

tion have been in such a country, which not only drew no supplies

from any foreign land, but exported part of her own produce 1 It was

1 This expression of Flamma may seem to intimate that Milan had declined in his time,

which was about 1340. Yet as she had been continually advancing in power, and had not
yet experienced any tyrannical government, I cannot imagine this to have been the case ; and
the same Flamma, who is a great flatterer of the Visconti, and has dedicated a particular

work to the praises of Azzo, asserts therein that he had greatly improved the beauty and
convenience of the city, though Brescia, Cremona, and other places had deciined.

_
Azarius,

too, a writer of the same age, makes a similar representation. Of Luchino Visconti he says:

Statum Mediolani reintegravic in tantum^ quod non civitas, sed provincia videbatur.
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in the loest aj^c of their liberties, immediately after the battle of Lcc;'-

nano, that tlie Milanese commenced the great canal which conducis

the waters of the Tesino to their capital, a work very extraordinary for

that time. During the same period, the cities gave proofs of internal

prosperity that in many instances have descended to our own obser-

vation, in the solidity and magnificence of their architecture. Eccle-

siastical structures were perhaps more splendid in France and Eng-
land ; but neither country could pretend to match the palaces and
public buildings, the streets flagged with stone, the bridges of the same
material, or the commodious private houses of Italy.

The courage of these cities was wrought sometimes to a tone of

insolent defiance, through the security inspired by their means of

defence. From the time of the Romans, to that when the use of gun-
powdei came to prevail, little change was made, or perhaps could be
made, in that part of military science which relates to the attack and
defence of fortified places. We find precisely the same engines of

offence ; the cumbrous towers, from which arrows were shot at the

besieged, the machines from which stones were discharged, the bat-

tering-rams which assailed the walls, and the basket-work covering,

(the vinea or testudo of the ancients, and the gattus or chatchateil of

the middle ages,) under which those who pushed the battering engine
were protected from the enemy. On the other hand, a city was forti-

fied with a strong wall of brick or marble, with towers raised upon it

at intervals, and a deep moat in front. Sometimes the ante-mural or

barbacan was added, a rampart of less height, which impeded the

approach of the hostile engines. The gates were guarded with a port-

cullis, an invention which, as well as the barbacan, was borrowed from
the Saracens. With such advantages for defence, a numerous and
intrepid body of burghers might not unreasonably stand at bay against

a powerful army ; and as the consequences of capture were most ter-

rible, while resistance was seldom hopeless, we cannot wonder at the
desperate bravery of so many besieged towns. Indeed, it seldom
happened that one of considerable size was taken, except by famine
or treachery. Tortona did not submit to Frederic Barbarossa, till the

besiegers had corrupted with sulphur the only fountain that supplied
the citizens ; nor Crema, till her walls were overtopped by the batter-

ing engines. Ancona held out a noble example of sustaining the pres-

sure of extreme famine. Brescia tried all the resources of a skilful

engineer against the second P'rederic ; and swerved not from her
steadiness, when that prince, imitating an atrocious precedent of his

grandfather at the siege of Crema, exposed his prisoners upon his

battering engines to the stones that were hurled by their fellow-

citizens upon the walls.i

Of the government which existed in the republics of Italy during the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, no definite sketch can be traced.

The chroniclers of those times are few and jejune ; and, as is usual
with contemporaries, rather intimate than describe the civil pohty of
their respective countries. It would indeed be a weary task, if it were
even possible, to delineate the constitutions of thirty or forty little

1 See these sieves in the ad and 3d vols, of Sismondi. That of Ancoaa is told with remark-
able elegance, and several interesting circumstances.
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,«ralcs which were in perpetual fluctuation. The magistrates elected

in almost all of them, when ihcy first bc;^an to shake off the jurisdic-

tion of their count or bishop, were styled consuls ; a word very ex-

pressive to an Italian ear, since, in the darkest ages, tradition must
have preserved some acquaintance with the republican government of

Uome.i The consuls were always annual ; and their office compre-
hended the command of the national militia in war, as well as the

administration of justice, and preservation of public order; but their

number was various— two, four, six, or even twelve. In their legis-

lative and deliberative councils, the Lombards still copied the Roman
constitution, or perhaps fell naturally into the form most calculated

to unite sound discretion with the exercise of popular sovereignty.

A council of trust and secresy (della credenza) was composed of a
small number of persons, who took the management of public affairs,

and may be called the ministers of the state. But the decision upon
matters of general importance, treaties of alliance or declarations of

war, the choice of consuls or ambassadors, belonged to the general

council. This appears not to have been uniformly coniitituted in

every city ; and, according to its composition, the government was
more or less democratical. An ultimate sovereignty, however, was
reserved to the mass of the people ; and a parliament or general

assembly was held to deliberate on any change in the form of con-

stitution.

About the end of the twelfth century, a new and singular species oi

magistracy was introduced into the Lombard cities. During the

tyranny of Frederic I. he had appointed officers of his own, called

podest^s, instead of the elective consuls. It is remarkable that this

memorial of despotic power should not have excited insuperable
alarm and disgust in the free republics. But, on the contrary, they
almost universally, after the peace of Constance, revived an office

which had been abrogated when they first rose in rebellion against

Frederic. From experience, as we must presume, of the partiality

which their domestic factions carried into the administration of justice,

it became a general practice to elect, by the name of podestk, a citizen

of some neighbouring state, as their general, their crimmal judge, and
preserver of the peace. The last duty was frequently arduous, and
required a vigorous as well as an upright magistrate. Offences against

the laws and security of the commonwealth were during the middle
ages as often, perhaps more often, committed by the rich and power-
ful, than by the inferior class of society. Rude and licentious manners,
family feuds and private revenge, .or the mere insolence of strength,

rendered the execution of criminal justice practically and in every

day's experience, w-hat it is now in theory, a necessary protection to

the poor against oppression. The sentence of a magistrate against a
powerful offender was not pronounced without danger of tumult ; it

was seldom executed without force. A convicted criminal was not, as

at present, the stricken deer of society, whose disgrace his kindred
shrink from participating, and whose memory they strive to forget.

1 Landiilf the younger, whose history of Milan extends from 1094 to 1133, calls himself
publicorum officiorum particeps et consilium epistolarum dictator. ^This is, I believe, the

earliest ciention of those magistrates.
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Imputing his sentence to iniquity, or glorying in an act which the laws
of his fellow-citizens, but not their sentiments, condemned, he stood
upon his defence amidst a circle of friends. The law was to be en-

forced, not against an individual, but a family ; not against a family,

but a faction ; not perhaps against a local faction, but the whole Guelf
or Ghibelin name, which might become interested in the quarrel. The
podestil was to arm the republic against her refractory citizen ; his

house was to be besieged and razed to the ground, his defenders to be
quelled by violence ; and thus the people, become familiar with out-

rage and homicide under the command of their magistrates, were more
disposed to repeat such scenes at the instigation of their passions.

The podesti was sometimes chosen in a general assembly, some-
times by a select number of citizens. His office was annual, though
prolonged in peculiar emergencies. He was invariably a man of noble
family, even in those cities which excluded their own nobility from
any share in the government. He received a fixed salary, and was
compelled to remain in the city, after the expiration of his office, for

the purpose of answering such charges as might be adduced against

his conduct. He could neither marry a native of the city, nor have
any relation resident within the district, nor even, so great was their

jealousy, eat or drink in the house of any citizen. The authority of

these foreign magistrates was not by any means alike in all cities. In
some he seems to have superseded the consuls, and commanded the
armies in war. In others, as Milan and Florence, his authority was
merely judicial. We find, in some of the old annals, the years headed
by the names of the podestiis, as by those of the consuls in the history

of Rome.
The effects of the evil spirit of discord, that had so fatally breathed

upon the republics of Lombardy, were by no means confined to

national interests, or to the grand distinction of Guelf and Ghibelin.

Dissensions glowed in the heart of every city, and as the danger of

foreign war became distant, these grew more fierce and unappeasable.
The feudal system had been established upon the principle of territorial

aristocracy ; it maintained the authority, it encouraged the pride of

rank. Hence, when the rural nobility were compelled to take up their

residence in cities, they preserved the ascendency of birth and riches.

From the natural respect which is shown to these advantages, all

offices of trust and command were shared amongst them ; it is not
material whether this were by positive right or continual usage. A
limited aristocracy of this description, where the inferior citizens pos-

sess the right of selecting their magistrates by free suffrage from a
numerous body of nobles, is not among the worst forms of government,
and affords no contemptible security against oppression and anarchy.
This regimen appears to have prevailed in most of the Lombard cities

during the eleventh and twelfth centuries ; though, in so great a de-

ficiency of authentic materials, it would be too peremptory to assert

this as an unequivocal truth. There is one very early instance, in the

year 1041, of a civil war at Milan between the capitanei, or vassals of
the empire, and the plebeian burgesses, which was appeased by the

mediation of Henry III. This is ascribed to the ill treatment which
the latter experienced ; as was usual indeed in all parts of Europe, but

M
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which was endured with inevitable submission everywhere else. In
this civil war, which lasted three years, the nobility were obli:.;^cd to

leave Milan, and carry on the contest in the adjacent plains ; and one
of their class, by name Lanzon, whether moved by ambition, or by
virtuous indignation against tyranny, put himself at the head of the
people.

From this time we scarcely find any '
i of dissensions amon;^

the two orders, till after the peace of Cr* ,—a proof, however de-
fective the contemporary annals may be, that such disturbances had
neither been frequent nor serious. A schism between the nobles and
people is noticed to have occurred at Faenza in 1185. A serious

civil war of some duration broke out between them at lirescia in 1200.

From this time mutual jealousies interrupted the domestic tranquillity

of other cities, but it is about 1220 that they appear to have taken a
decided aspect of civil war ; within a few years of that epoch, the ques-
tion of aristocratical or popular command was tried by arms in Milan,
Piacenza, Modena, Cremona, and Bologna.

It would be vain to enter upon the merits of these feuds, which the
meagre historians of the time are seldom much disposed to elucidate,

and which they saw with their own prejudices. A writer of the present

age would show little philosophy, if he were to heat his passions by the

reflection, as it were, of those forgotten animosities, and aggravate,

like a partial contemporary, the failings of one or another faction. We
have no need of positive testimony to acquaint us with the general

tenor of their history. We know that a nobility is always insolent,

that a populace is always intemperate ; and may safely presume, that

the former began, as the latter ended, by injustice and abuse of power.
At one time the aristocracy, not content with seeing the annual magis-
trates selected from their body, would endeavour by usurpation to

exclude the bulk of the citizens from suffrage. At another, the mer-
chants, grown proud by riches, and confident of their strength, would
aim at obtaining the honours of the state, which had been reserved to

the nobility. This is the inevitable consequence of commercial wealth,

and indeed of freedom and social order, which are the parents of wealth.

There is in the progress of civilisation a term at which exclusive pri-

vileges must be relaxed, or the possessors must perish along with them.
In one or two cities a temporary compromise was made through the

intervention of the pope, whereby offices of public trust, from the
highest to the lowest, were divided, in equal proportions or otherwise,

between the nobles and the people. This also is no bad expedient,

and proved singularly efficacious in appeasing the dissensions of Rome.
There is, ho\\-ever, a natural preponderance in the popular scale,

which, in a fair trial, invariably gains on that of the less numerous
class. The artisans, who composed the bulk of the population, were
arranged in companies according to their occupations. Sometimes, as

at Milan, they formed separate associations, with rules for their inter-

nal government. These clubs, called at Milan la ^lotta and la Cre-

denza, obtained a degree of weight not at all surprising to those who
consider the spirit of mutual attachment which belongs to such frater-

nities ; and we shall see a more striking instance of this hereafter in

the republic of Florence. To so formidable and organised a demo-
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cracy, the nobles opposed their numerous famihes, the generous spirit

that belongs to high birth, the influence of wealth and established

name. The members of each distinguished family appear to have
lived in the same street ; their houses were fortified with square mas-
sive towers of commanding height, and wore the semblance of castles

within the walls of a city. Brancaleon, the famous senator of Rome,
destroyed one hundred and forty of these domestic intrenchments, which
were constantly serving the purpose of civil broils and outrage. Ex-
pelled, as frequently happened, from the city, it was in the power of

the nobles to avail themselves of their superiority in the use of cavalry,

and to lay waste the district, till weariness of an unprofitable conten-

tion reduced the citizens to terms of compromise. But, when all these

resources were ineffectual, they were tempted or forced to sacrifice the

public liberty to their own welfare, and lent their aid to a foreign mas-
ter or a domestic usurper.

In all these scenes of turbulence, whether the contest was between
the nobles and people, or the Guclf and Ghibelin factions, no mercy
was shown by the conquerors. The vanquished lost their homes and
fortunes, and retiring to other cities of their own party, waited for the

opportunity of revenge. In a popular tumult, the houses of the beaten

side were frequently levelled to the ground ; not perhaps from a sort

of senseless fury which IVIuratori inveighs against, but on account of

the injury which these fortified houses inflicted upon the lower citizens.

The most deadly hatred is that which men exasperated by proscription

and forfeiture bear to their country ; nor have we need to ask any
other cause for the calamities of Italy, than the bitterness with which
an unsuccessful faction was thus pursued into banishment. When the

Ghibelins were returning to Florence, after a defeat given to the pre-

vailing party in 1260, it was proposed among them to demolish the

city itself which had cast them out ; and, but for the persuasion of one
man, Farinata degl' Uberti, their revenge would have thus extinguished

all patriotism.^ It is to this that we must ascribe their proneness to

call in assistance from every side, and to invite any servitude, for the

sake of retaliating upon their adversaries. The simple love of public

liberty is in general, I fear, too abstract a passion to glow warmly in

the human breast ; and though often invigorated as well as determined
by personal animosities and predilections, is as frequently extinguished

by the same cause.

Independently of the two leading differences which embattled the

citizens of an Italian state, their form of government, and their rela-

tion to the empire, there were others more contemptible, though not

less mischievous. In every city the quarrels of private families

became the foundation of general schism, sedition, and proscription.

Sometimes these blended themselves with the grand distinctions of

Guelf and Ghibelin ; sometimes they were more nakedly conspicuous.

This may be illustrated by one or two prominent examples. Imilda

de' Lambertazzi, a noble young lady at Bologna, was surprised by her

brothers in a secret interview with Boniface Giercmci, whose family

1 I cannot forcrive Dante for placing this patriot tri I'anime piil nere in one of the worst
regions of his Ini'erno. The conversation of the poet with Foriaata, cant. lo. is very fine, and
illustrative of Florentine history.
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had Ion;; been separated by the most inveterate enmity from her owru
She had just time to escape : while the Lambertazzi despatched her

lover with their poisoned dai^gcrs. On her return, she found hia body
still warm, and a faint hope su^'gestcd the remedy of sucking the

venom from his wounds. Ikit it only communicated itself to her own
veins ; and they were found by her attendants, stretched lifeless by
each other's side. So cruel an outrage wrought the Gicrcmei to

madness ; they formed alliances with some neighbouring republics
;

the Lam])ertazzi took the same measures ; and after a fight in the

streets of Bologna, of forty days' duration, the latter were driven out
of the city, with all the Ghibelins, their political associates. Twelve
thousand citizens were condemned to banishment ; their houses razed,

and their estates confiscated. i Florence was at rest, till, in 12 15, the

assassination of an individual produced a mortal feud between the

families Buondclmonti and Uberti, in which all the city took a part.

An outrage committed at Pistoja, in 1300, split the inhabitants into

the parties of Bianchi and Neri ; and these spreading to Florence,

created one of the most virulent divisions which annoyed that republic.

In one of the changes which attended this little ramification of faction,

Florence expelled a young citizen who had borne offices of magistracy,

and espoused the cause of the Bianchi. Dante Alighieri retired to the

courts of some Ghibelin princes, where his sublime and inventive mind,
in the gloom of exile, completed that original combination of vast and
extravagant conceptions with keen political satire, which has given
immortality to his name, and even lustre to the petty contests of his

time.

In the earlier stages of the Lombard republics, their differences, as
well mutual as domestic, had been frequently appeased by the media-
tion of the emperors ; and the loss of this salutary influence may be
considered as no slight evil attached to that absolute emancipation
which Italy attained in the thirteenth century. The popes sometimes
endeavoured to interpose an authority, which, though not quite so

direct, was held in greater veneration ; and, if their own tempers had
been always pure from the selfish and vindictive passions of those
whom they influenced, might have produced more general and per-

manent good. But they considered the Ghibelins as their own peculiar

enemies, and the triumph of the opposite faction as the church's best

security. Gregory X. and Nicholas III., whether from benevolent
motives, or because their jealousy of Charles of Anjou, while at the
head of the Guelfs, suggested the revival of a Ghibelin party as a
counterpoise to his power, distinguished their pontificate by enforcing
measures of reconciliation in all Italian cities ; but their successors
returned to the ancient policy and prejudices of Rome.
The singular history of an individual far less elevated in station

than popes or emperors, Fra Giovanni di Vicenza, belongs to these
times, and to this subject. This Dominican friar began his career at

Bologna in 1233, preaching the cessation of war, and forgiveness of

injuries. He repaired from thence to Padua, to Verona, and the

neighbouring cities. At his command men laid down their instru-

1^ This story may suggest that of Romeo and Juliet, itself founded upon an Italian novel,

and not an unnatural picture of manners.
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mcnts of war, and embraced their enemies. With that susceptibihty

of transient impulse natural to popular governments, several republics

implored him to reform their laws and to settle their differences. A
general meeting was summoned in the plain of Paquara, upon the

banks of the Adige. The Lombards poured themselves forth from

Romagna and the cities of the March ; Guelfs and Ghibelins, nobles

and burghers, free citizens and tenantry of feudal lords, marshalled

around their carroccios, caught from the lips of the preacher the

illusive promise of universal peace. They submitted to agreements

dictated by Fra Giovanni, which contain little else than a mutual
amnesty ; whether it were that their quarrels had been really without

object, or that he had dexterously avoided to determine the real points

of contention. But power and reputation suddenly acquired are transi-

tory. Not satisfied with being the legislator and arbiter of Italian

cities, he aimed at becoming their master, and abused the enthusiasm

of Vicenza and Verona to obtain a grant of absolute sovereignty.

Changed from an apostle to an usurper, the fate of Fra Giovanni
might be predicted ; and he speedily gave place to those, who, though
they made a worse use of their power, had, in the eyes of mankind,
more natural pretensions to possess it.

PART II.—ITALY.

From the death of Frederic II. in 1250, to the invasion of Charles
VIII. in 1494, along and undistinguished period occurs, which it is

impossible to break into any natural divisions. It is an age, in many
respects, highly brilliant ; the age of poetry and letters, of art, and of

continual improvement. Italy displayed an intellectual superiority in

this period over the Transalpine nations, which certainly had not
appeared since the destruction of the Roman empire. But her political

history presents a labyrinth of petty facts, so obscure and of so little

intluence as not to arrest the attention ; so intricate and incapable of
classification, as to leave only confusion in the memory. The general
events that are worthy of notice, and give a character to this long
period, are the establishment of small tyrannies upon the ruins of
republican government in most of the cities, the gradual rise of three
considerable states, Milan, P'lorence, and Venice, the naval and com-
mercial rivalry between the last city and Genoa, the final acquisition by
the popes of their present territorial sovereignty, and the revolutions
in the kingdom of Naples under the lines of Anjou and of Aragon.

After the death of Frederic II. the distinctions of Guelf and Ghibelin
became destitute of all rational meaning. The most odious crimes
were constantly perpetrated, and the utmost miseries endured, for an
echo and a shade, that mocked the deluded enthusiasts of faction.

None of the Guelfs denied the nominal, but indefinite sovereignty of
the empire ; and beyond a name the Ghibelins themselves would have
been little disposed to carry it. But the virulent hatreds attached to
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these words ccrcw continually more implacable, till ages of ignominv
and tyrannical t^^ovcrnmcnt had extinguished every energetic passion
in the bosoms of a de;;raded people.

In the fall of the house of Swabia, Rome appealed to have consum-
mated her triumph ; and althou.^h the Ghibclin party was for a little

time a])le to maintain itself, and even to j^ain ^Tound in the north of

Italy, yet two events that occurred not long afterwards, restored the

ascendency of their adversaries. The first of these was the fail of

Eccelin da Romano, whose rapid successes, in 1259, in Lombardy,
appeared to threaten the establishment of a tremendous despotism,
and induced a temporary union of Guelf and Ghibelin states, by which
he was overthrown. The next, and far more important, was the
change of dynasty in Naples. This kingdom had been occupied,
after the death of Conrad, by his illegitimate brother, Manfred, in the
behalf, as, in 1254, he at first pretended, of young Conradin the heir,

but, in fact, as his own acquisition. He was a prince of an active and
firm mind, well fitted for his difficult post, to whom the Ghibelins
looked up as their head, and as the representative of his father. It

was a natural object with the popes, independently of their ill-will

towards a son of Frederic II., to see a sovereign on whom they could
better rely placed upon so neighbouring a throne. Charles, count of

Anjou, brother of St Louis, was tempted by them to lead a cmsadc, in

1266, (for as such all wars for the interest of Rome were now con-

sidered,) against the Neapolitan usurper. The chance of a battle

decided the fate of Naples, and had a striking influence upon the his-

tory of Europe for several centuries. Manfred was killed in the field
;

but there remained the legitimate heir of the Frederics, a boy of

seventeen years old, Conradin, son of Conrad, who rashly, as we say
at least after the event, attempted to regain his inheritance. He fell

into the hands of Charles ; and the voice of those rude ages, as well as
of a more enlightened posterity, has united in branding with everlast-

ing infamy the name of that prince, who, in 1268, did not hesitate

to purchase the security of his own title by the public execution of an
honourable competitor, or rather a rightful claimant of the throne he
had usurped. With Conradin the house of Swabia was extinguished

;

but Constance, the daughter of JNIanfred, had transported his right to

Sicily and Naples into the house of Aragon, by her marriage with
Peter III.

This success of a monarch, selected by the Roman pontiffs as their

particular champion, turned the tide of faction over all Italy. He
expelled the Ghibelins from Florence, of which they had a few years
before obtained a complete command by means of their memorable
victory upon the river Arbia. After the fall of Conradin, that party
was everywhere discouraged. Germany held out small hopes of sup-

port, even when the imperial throne, which had long been vacant,

should be filled by one of her princes. The populace were, in almost
every city, attached to the church, and to the name of Guelf; the

kings of Naples employed their arms, and the popes their excommu-
nications, so that for the remainder of the thirteenth century the name
of Ghibelin was a term of proscription in the majority of Lombard and
Tuscan republics, Charles was constituted by the pope vicar-general
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ill Tuscany. This was a new pretension of the Roman pontiffs, to

name the lieutenants of the empire durinpj its vacancy, which indeed

could not be completely filled up without their consent. It soon, how-
ever, became evident that he aimed at the sovereif^nty of Italy. Some
of the popes themselves, Gregory X. and Nicholas IV., grew jealous

of their own creature. At the Congress of Cremona, in 1269, it was
proposed to confer upon Charles the seigniory of all the Guelf cities

;

but the greater part were prudent enough to choose him rather as a

friend than a master.^

The cities of Lombardy, however, of either denomination, were no
longer influenced by that generous disdain of one man's will, which is

to republican governments what chastity is to women : a conservative

principle, never to be reasoned upon, or subjected to calculations of

utility. By force, or stratagem, or free consent, almost all the Lom-
bard republics had already fallen under the yoke of some leading

citizen, who became the lord (Signore) or, in the Grecian sense, tyrant

of his country. The first instance of a voluntary delegation of sove-

reignty was that, above mentioned, of Ferrara, which placed itself

under the lord of Este. Eccelin made himself truly the tyrant of the

cities beyond the Adigc ; and such experience ought naturally to have
inspired the Italians with more universal abhorrence of despotism,

liut every danger appeared trivial in the eyes of exasperated factions,

when compared with the ascendency of their adversaries. Weary of

unceasing and useless contests, in which ruin fell with an alternate

but equal hand upon either party, liberty withdrew from a people who
disgraced her name ; and the tumultuous, the brave, the intractable

Lombards, became eager to submit themselves to a master, and
patient under the heaviest oppression. Or, if tyranny sometimes over-

stepped the limits of forbearance, and a seditious rising expelled the

reigning prince, it was only to produce a change of hands, and trans-

fer the impotent people to a different, and perhaps a worse, despotism.^

In many cities, not a conspiracy was planned, not a sigh was breathed
in favour of republican government, after once they had passed under
the sway of a single person. The progress, indeed, was gradual,
though sure, from Jimited to absolute, from temporary to hereditary
power, from a just and conciliating rule to extortion and cruelty. But
before the middle -of the fourteenth century, at the latest, all those
cities which had spurned at the faintest mark of submission to the
emperors, lost even the recollection of self-government, and were be-

queathed, like an undoubted patrimony, among the children of their

1 Sismondi. Several, however, including Milan, took an oath of fidelity to Charles the
same year, ibid. In 1373 he was lord of Alessandria and Piacenza, and received tribute from
Milan, Bologna, and most Lombard cities. It was evidently his intention to avail himself of
the vacancy of the empire, and either to acquire that title himself, or at least to stand in the
same relation as the emperors had done to the Italian states ; which, according to the usage
of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, left them in possession of everything that we call in-

dependence, with the reservation of a nominal allegiance.
« See an instance of the manner in which one tyrant was exchanged for another, in the fate

of Passcrino Honaccorsi, lord of Mantua, in 1328. Luigi di Gonzaga surprised him, rode the
city (corse la cittK) with a troop of horse, crying. Viva il popolo, e muoja Mcsser P.isserino e
le sue gabelle ! killed Passerino upon the spot, put liis son to death in cold hlootl, c poi si f<-cc

signore della terra. Villani observes, like a good republican, that God had fulfilled in tliis

the words of His gospel, (query, what gospel'i') I will slay my enemy by my enemy; abbat-
tcndo r uno tiranno per 1' altro.
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new lords. Such is ihe progress of iisurpnlion ; and such the vcn-
j^eancc that Heaven reserves for those who waste in hcencc and
faction its lirst of social blessings, liberty.^

'ihe city most distinijuished in both wars a;;ainst the house of
Swabia, for an unconquerable attachment to republican institutions,

was the first to sacrifice them in a few years after the death of Frederic
II. Milan had for a considerable time been agitated by civil dissen-

sions between the nobility and inferior citizens. These parties were
])rctty equally balanced, and their success was consequently alternate.

Each had its own podcsth., as a party-leader, distinct from the legiti-

mate magistrate of the city. At the head of the nobility was their

archbishop, Fra Leon Percgo ; the people chose Martin della Torre,

one of a noble family which had ambitiously sided with the democratic
faction. In consequence of the crime of a nobleman, who had mur-
dered one of his creditors, the two parties took up arms in 1257. A
civil war of various success, and interrupted by several pacifications,

which, in that unhappy temper, could not be durable, was terminated
in about two years by the entire discomfiture of the aristocracy, and
by the election of Martin della Torre as chief and lord (capitano e

signore) of the people. Though the Milanese did not probably intend
to renounce the sovereignty resident in their general assemblies, yet

they soon lost the republican spirit ; five in succession of the family

della Torre might be said to reign in Milan ; each indeed by a formal
election, but with an implied recognition of a sort of hereditary title.

Twenty years afterwards, the Visconti, a family of opposite interests,

supplanted the Torriani at Milan ; and rivalry between these great

houses was not at an end till the final establishment of Mattco Visconti

in 13 13 ; but the people were not otherwise considered than as aiding

by force the one or other party, and at most deciding between the

pretensions of their masters.

The vigour and concert infused into the Guelf party by the successes
of Charles of Anjou was not very durable. That prince w^as soon in-

volved in a protracted and unfortunate quarrel with the kings of Aragon,
to whose protection his revolted subjects in Sicily had recurred. On
the other hand, several men of energetic character retrieved the Ghi-
belin interests in Lombardy, and even in the Tuscan cities. The
Visconti were acknowledged heads of that faction. A family early

established as lords of Verona, the della Scalla, maintained the credit

of the same denomination between the Adige and the Adriatic.

Castruccio Castrucani, an adventurer of remarkable ability, rendered
himself prince of Lucca, and drew over a formidable accession to the

imperial side from the heart of the church-party in Tuscany, though
his death restored the ancient order of things. The inferior tyrants

were partly Guelf, partly Ghibelin, according to local revolutions ; but
upon the w'hole, the latter acquired a gradual ascendency. Those

1 See the observa'Jons of Sismondi on the conduct of the Lombard signori, (I know not of
any English word that characterises them, except tyraiit in its primitive sense,) during the
first period of their dominion. They wei e generally chosen in an assembly of the people,

tometimes for a shcrt term, prolonged in the same manner. The people were consulted upon
several occasions. At INIilan there was a covmcil of 900 nobles, not permanent or representa-
tive, but selected and convened at the discretion of the government, throughout the reigns of
the Visconti. Thus, as Sismondi remarks, they respected the sovereignty of the people, while
they destroyed its liberty.
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indeed who en red for the independence of Italy, or for their own
power, had far less to fear from the phantom of imperial prerogatives,

long- intermitted, and incapable of being enforced, than from the new
race of foreign princes, whom the church had substituted for the house

of Swabia. The Angevin kings of Naples were sovereigns of Provence,

and from thence easily encroached upon Piedmont, and threatened the

Milanese. Robert, the third of this line, almost openly aspired, like his

grandfather, Charles I., to a real sovereignty over Italy. His offers of

assistance to Guclf cities in war were always coupled with a demand
of the sovereignty. INIany yielded to his ambition ; and even Florence

twice bestowed upon him a temporary dictatorship. In 1314, hewas
acknowledged lord of Lucca, Florence, Pavia, Alessandria, Bergamo,
and the cities of Romagna. In 13 18, the Guelfs of Genoa found no
other resource against the Ghibelin emigrants who were under their

walls, than to resign their liberties to the king of Naples for the term
of ten years, which he procured to be renewed for six more. The
Avignon popes, especially John XXII., out of blind hatred to the

emperor Louis of Bavaria and the Visconti family, abetted all these

measures of ambition. But they were rendered abortive by Robert's

death, and the subsequent disturbances of his kingdom.
At the latter end of the thirteenth century, there were almost as

many princes in the north of Italy, as there had been free cities in the

prcccdmg age. Their equality, and the frequent domestic revolutions

which made their seat unsteady, kept them for a while from encroach-

ing on each other. Gradually, however, they became less numerous
;

a quantity of obscure tyrants were swept away from the smaller cities,

and the people, careless or hopeless of liberty, were glad to exchange
the rule of despicable petty usurpers for that of more distinguished

and powerful families. About the year 1350, the central parts of Lom-
bardy had fallen under the dominion of the Visconti. Four other
houses occupied the second rank ; that of Este at Ferrara and Modena

:

of Scala at Verona, which under Cane and Mastino della Scala had
seemed likely to contest with the lords of Milan the supremacy over
Lombardy ; of Carrara at Padua, which, later than any Lombard city,

had resigned her liberty ; and of Gonzaga at Mantua, which, without
ever obtaining any material extension of territory, continued, probably
for that reason, to reign undisturbed till the eighteenth century. But
these united were hardly a match, as they sometimes experienced, for

the Visconti. That family, the object of every league formed in Italy

for more than fifty years, in constant hostility to the church, and well

inured to interdicts and excommunications, producing no one man
of military talents, but fertile of tyrants detested for their perfidious-

ness and cruelty, was nevertheless enabled, with almost uninterrupted
success, to add city after city to the dominion of Milan, till it absorbed
all the north of Italy. Under Gian Galeazzo, whose reign began in

1335, the viper (their armorial bearing) assumed indeed a menacing
attitude : 1 he overturned the great family of Scala, and annexed their

extensive possessions to his own ; no power intervened from Verceli in

Piedmont to Feltre and Belluno ; while the free cities of Tuscany,

1 Allusions to heraklr>' are common in the Italian writers. All the historians of the four*
tecnth century habitually use the viper, il biscionc, as a synonym for the power of Milan.
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Pisa, Siena, Pcruj^ia, and even Bologna, as if by a kind of witchcraft,

voluntarily called in a dissembling tyrant as their master.

Powerful as the Visconti were in Italy, they were long in washing
out the tin,':jc of recent usurpation whicli humbled them before the

legitimate dynasties of Europe. At the sici^c of Genoa, in 131 8,

Robert, king of Naples, rejected with contempt the challenge of Marco
Visconti to decide their quarrel in single combat.^ But the pride of

sovereigns, like that of private men, is easily set aside for their interest.

Galcazzo Visconti purchased with one hundred thousand florins a
daughter of France for his son, which the French historians mention
as a deplorable humiliation for their crown. A few years afterwards,

Lionel, duke of Clarence, second son of Edward III., certamly not an
inferior match, espoused Galcazzo's daughter. Both these connexions
were short-lived ; but the union of Valentine, daughter of Gian Galc-
azzo, with the duke of Orleans, in 1389, produced far more important
consequences, and served to transmit a claim to her descendants,

Louis XII. and Francis I., from which the long calamities of Italy at

the beginning of the sixteenth century were chiefly derived. Not long
after this marriage, the Visconti were tacitly admitted among the

reigning princes, by the erection, in 1395, of Milan into a duchy, under
letters patent of the emperor Wencelaus.
The imperial authority over Italy was almost entirely suspended

after the death of Frederic II. A long interregnum followed in

Germany ; and when, in 1272, the vacancy was supplied by Rodolph
of Hapsburg, he was too prudent to dissipate his moderate resources,

where the great house of Swabia had failed. About forty years after-

wards, the emperor Henry of Luxemburg, a prince, like Rodolph, of

small hereditary possessions, but active and discreet, in 1309, availed

himself of the ancient respect borne to the imperial name, and the

mutual jealousies of the Italians, to recover for a very short time a
remarkable influence. But, though professing neutrality, and desire

of union between the Guelfs and Ghibelins, he could not succeed in

removing the distrust of the former ; his exigencies impelled him to

large demands of money ; and the Italians, when they counted his

scanty German cavalry, perceived that obedience was altogether a
matter of their own choice. Henry died, however, in time to save

himself from any decisive reverse. His successors, Louis of Bavaria
and Charles IV., descended from the Alps wdth similar motives, but,

after some temporary good fortune, were obliged to return not without
discredit. Yet the Italians never broke that almost invisible thread
which connected them with Germany ; the fallacious name of Roman
emperor still challenged their allegiance, though conferred by seven
Teutonic electors -without their concurrence. Even Florence, the

most independent and high-spirited of republics, was induced to make
a treaty with Charles IV. in 1355, which, while it conhrmcd all her
actual liberties, not a little, by that very confirmation, affected her

sovereignty.^ This deference to the supposed prerogatives of the

1 Delia qua cosa il R& molto sdegno ne prese. It was reckoned a misalliance, as Dante
tells us, in the widow of Nino di Gallura, a nobleman of Pisa, though a sort of Prince in Sar-
dinia, to marry one of the Visconti.

^' The republic of Florence was at this time in considerable peril from a coalition of the
Tuscan cities against her, which rendered the protection of the emperor convenient. But it
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empire, even while they were least formidable, was partly owing to

jealousy of French or Neapolitan interference, partly to the national

hatred of the popes who had succeeded to Avignon, and in some
degree to a misplaced respect for antiquity, to which the revival of

letters had given birth. The great civilians, and the much greater

poets of the fourteenth century, taught Italy to consider her emperor
as a dormant sovereign, to whom her various principalities and
republics were subordinate, and during whose absence alone they had
legitimate authority.

In one part, however, of that country, the empire had, soon after

the commencement of this period, spontaneously renounced its sove-

reignty. From the era of Pepin's donation, confirmed and extended
by many subsequent charters, the Holy See had tolerably just preten-

sions to the province entitled Romagna, or the exarchate of Ravenna.
]>ut the popes, whose menaces were dreaded at the extremities of

Europe, were still very weak as temporal princes. Even Innocent
III. had never been able to obtain possession of this part of St Peter's

patrimony. The circumstances of Rodolph's accession inspired

Nicholas III. with more confidence. That emperor granted a con-

firmation of everything included in the donations of Louis I., Otho,
and his other predecessors ; but was still reluctant or ashamed to

renounce his imperial rights. Accordingly, his charter is expressed
to be granted without diminution of the empire, (sine dcmembratione
imperii ;) and his chancellor received an oath of fidelity from the cities

of Romagna. But the pope insisting firmly on his own claim, Rodolph
discreetly avoided involving himself in a fatal quarrel, and, in 1278,

absolutely released the imperial supremacy over all the dominions
already granted to the Holy See.

This is a leading epoch in the temporal monarchy of Rome. But
she stood only in the place of the emperor ; and her ultimate sove-

reignty was compatible with the practical independence of the free

cities, or of the usurpers who had risen up among them. Bologna,
Facnza, Rimini, and Ravenna, with many others less considerable,

took an oath indeed to the pope, but continued to regulate both their

internal concerns and foreign relations at their own discretion. The
first of these cities was far pre-eminent above the rest for population

and renown, and, though not without several intermissions, preserved
a republican character till the end of the fourteenth centurj'. The
rest were soon enslaved by petty tyrants, more obscure than those of

Lombardy. It was not easy for the pontiffs of Avignon to reinstate

was very reluctantly that she acquiesced in even a nominal submission to his authority. The
Florentine envoys, in their first address, ^%'ould only use the words, Santa Corona, or Scre-

nissiino Principe ; sanza ricordarlo imperadore, o dimostrargli alcuna reverenza di suggez-
zione, domandando die il comune di Firenze volca, cssendogli ubbidicntc, le cota!i c le

cotali franchigic per mantcnere il suo popolo nell' usata libertadc. This style made Charles
angr>' ; and the city S'>on atoned for it by accepting his privilege. In this, it must be owned,
he assumes a decided tone of sovereignty. The gonfalonier and priors are declared to be his

vicars. The deputies of the city ditl homage and swore obedience. Circumstances induced
the principal citizens to make this submission, which they knew to be merely nominal. l)ut

the high-spirited people, not so indifferent about names, came into it very unwillingly. The
treaty was seven times proposed, and as often rejected in the consiglio del popolo, before

their feelings wore subdued. Its publication was received with no marks of joy. The public

buildings alone were illuminated ; but a sad silence indicated the wounded pride of every
private citizen.
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tlicmsclvcs in n dominion which they seemed to have abandoned

;

but they made several attempts to recover it, sometimes with spiritual

arms, sometimes with the more efficacious aid of mercenary troops.

'J lie annals of tins part of Italy are peculiarly uninterestinj(.

Rome itself was, throuj^hout the middle a^'es, very little disposed to

acquiesce in the jj^overnment of her bishop. II is rights were indefinite,

and unconfirmed by positive law ; the emperor was long sovereign, the

people always meant to be free. Besides the common causes of insub-
ordination and anarchy amon,^ the Italians, which applied equally to

the capital city, other sentiments more peculiar to Rome preserved a
continual, though not uniform, influence for many centuries. There
still remained enough, in the wreck of that vast inheritance, to swell

the bosoms of her citizens with a consciousness of their own dignity.

They bore the venerable name, they contemplated the monuments Oi

art and empire, and forgot, in the illusions of national pride, that the

tutelar gods of the building were departed for ever. About the middle
of the twelfth century, these recollections were heightened by the elo-

quence of Arnold of Brescia, a political heretic, who preached against
the temporal jurisdiction of the hierarchy. In a temporary intoxica-

tion of fancy, they were led to make a ridiculous show of self-import-

ance towards Frederic Barbarossa, when he came to receive the

imperial crown ; but the German sternly chided their ostentation, and
chastised their resistance. i With the popes they could deal more
securely. Several of them were expelled from Rome during that age
by the seditious citizens. Lucius II. died of hurts received in a tumult.

The government was vested in fifty-six senators, annually chosen by
the people, through the intervention of an electoral body, ten delegates

from each of the thirteen districts of the city.2 This constitution lasted

not quite fifty years. In 1192, Rome imitated the prevailing fashion

by the appointment of an annual foreign magistrate. Except in name,
the senator of Rome appears to have perfectly resembled the podesta
of other cities. This magistrate superseded the representative senate,

who had proved by no means adequate to control the most lawless

aristocracy of Italy. I shall not repeat the story of Brancaleon's rigor-

ous and inflexible justice, which a great historian has already drawn
from obscurity. It illustrates not the annals of Rome alone, but the
general state of Italian society, the nature of a podestk's duty, and the

difficulties of its execution. The office of senator survives after more
than six hundred years ; a foreign magistrate still resides in the Ca-
pitol ; but he no longer wields the " iron flail" '^ of Brancaleon, and his

nomination proceeds of course from the supreme pontiff", not from the

people. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the senate, and the

senator who succeeded them, exercised one distinguishing attribute of

sovereignty, that of coining gold and silver money. Some of their

coins still exist, with legends in a very republican tone. Doubtless

1 The impertinent address of a Roman orator to Frederic, and his answer, are preserved in

Otho of Frisingen, 1. ii. c. 22, but so much at length, that we may suspect some exaggeration.
Olho is rather rhetorical.

- Besides Sismondi and Muratori, I would refer for the history of Rome during the middle
ages to the last chapters of Gibbon's Decline and Fall.

3 The readers of Spenser will recollect the iron flail of Talus, the attendant of Arthegal,
emblematic of the severe justice of the lord deputy of Ireland, Sir Arthur Grey, shadowed
under that allegory.
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the temporal authority of the popes varied according to their personal

character. Innocent III. had much more than his predecessors for

almost a century, or than some of his successors. He made the senator

take an oaih of fealty to him, which, though not very comprehensive,

must have passed in those times as a recognition of his superiority.

Though there was much less obedience to any legitimate power at

Rome than anywhere else in Italy, even during the thirteenth century,

yet after the secession of the popes to Avignon, their own city was left

in a far worse condition than before. Disorders of every kind, tumult
and robbery, prevailed in the streets. The Roman nobility were en-

gaged in perpetual war with each other. Not content with their own
fortilied palaces, they turned the sacred monuments of antiquity into

strongholds, and consummated the destruction of time and conquest.

At no period has the ciiy endured such irreparable injuries ; nor was
the downfall of the western empire so fatal to its capital, as the con-

temptible feuds of the Orsini and Colonna families. Whatever there

was of government, whether administered by a legate from Avignon, or

by the municipal authorities, had lost all hold on these powerful barons.

In the midst of this degradation and wretchedness, an obscure man,
Nicola di Rienzi, conceived, in 1347, the project of restoring Rome, not

only to good order, but even to her ancient greatness. He had received

an education beyond his birth, and nourished his mind with the study of

the best writers. After many harangues to the people, which the nobility,

blinded by their self-confidence, did not attempt to repress, Rienzi sud-

denly excited an insurrection, and obtained complete success. He was
placed at the head of a new government, with the title of Tribune, and
with almost unlimited power. The first effects of this revolution were
wonderful. All the nobles submitted, though with great reluctance

;

the roads were cleared of robbers ; tranquillity was restored at home
;

some severe examples of justice intimidated offenders ; and the tribune

was regarded by all the people as the destined restorer of Rome and
Italy. Though the court of Avignon could not approve of such an
usurpation, it temporised enough not directly to oppose it. Most of

the Italian republics, and some of the princes, sent ambassadors, and
seemed to recognise pretensions which were tolerably ostentatious.

The king of Hungary and queen of Naples submitted their quarrel to

the arbitration of Rienzi, who did not, however, undertake to decide
upon it. But this sudden exaltation intoxicated his understanding,
and exhibited failings entirely incompatible with his elevated condition.

If Rienzi had lived in our own age, his talents, which were really

great, would have found their proper orbit. For his character was
one not unusual among literary politicians ; a combination of know-
ledge, eloquence, and enthusiasm for ideal excellence, with vanity,

inexperience of mankind, unsteadiness and physical timidity. As
these latter qualities became conspicuous, they eclipsed his virtues

and caused his benefits to be forgotten ; he was compelled to abdicate
his government, and retire into exile. After several years, some of

which he passed in the prisons of Avignon, Rienzi was brought back
to Rome, with the title of senator, and under the command of the

legate. It was supposed that the Romans, who had returned to their

habits of insubordination, would gladly submit to their farourite
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tribune. And this proved the case for a few months ; but after that
time they ceased altoc;ether to respect a man, who so little respected
himself in accc[)tin.<^ a station where he could no longer be frc:, and
Rienzi was killed in a sedition.

^

Once more, not long after the death of Rienzi, the freedom of Rome
seems to have revived in republican institutions, though with names
less calculated to inspire peculiar recollections. Magistrates, called

bannerets, chosen from the thirteen districts of the city, with a militia

of three thousand citizens at their command, were placed at the head
of this commonwealth. The great object of this new organisation was
to intimidate the Roman nobility, whose outrages, in the total absence
of government, had grown intolerable. Several of them were hanged
the first year by order of the bannerets. The citizens, however, had
no serious intention of throwing off their subjection to the popes. They
provided for their own security, on account of the lamentable seces-

sion and neglect of those who claimed allegiance while they denied
protection. But they were ready to acknowledge and welcome back
their bishop as their sovereign. Even without this, they surrendered
their republican constitution in 1362—it does not appear for what
reason—and permitted the legate of Innocent VI. to assume the

government. We find, however, the institution of bannerets revived,

and in full authority some years afterwards. But the internal history

of Rome appears to be obscure, and I have not had opportunities of

examining it minutely. Some degree of political freedom the city

probably enjoyed during the schism of the church ; but it is not easy
to discriminate the assertion of legitimate privileges from the licentious

tumults of the barons or populace. In 1435, the Romans formally

took away the government from Eugenius IV., and elected seven
seigniors or chief magistrates, like the priors of Florence. But this

revolution was not of long continuance. On the death of Eugenius,
the citizens deliberated upon proposing a constitutional charter to the

future pope. Stephen Porcaro, a man of good family, and inflamed
by a strong spirit of liberty, was one of their principal instigators.

But the people did not sufficiently partake of that spirit. No measures
were taken upon this occasion ; and Porcaro, whose ardent imagina-
tion disguised the hopelessness of his enterprise, tampering in a fresh

conspiracy, was put to death under the pontificate of Nicholas V.
The province of Tuscany continued longer than Lombardy under

the government of an imperial lieutenant. It was not till about the

middle of the twelfth century that the cities of Florence, Lucca, Pisa,

Siena, Arezzo, Pistori, and several less considerable, which might per-

haps have already their own elected magistrates, became independent
republics. Their history is, with the exception of Pisa, very scanty

1 It is difficult to resist the admiration which all the romantic circumstances of Rienzi's

history tend to excite, and to which Petrarch so blindlj'' gave way. That great man's char-

acteristic excellence was not good common sense. He had imbibed two notions, of which
it is hard to say which was the more absurd ; that Rome had a legitimate right to all her
ancient authority over the rest of the world ; and that she was likely to recover this authority
in consequence of the revolution produced by Rienzi. Giovanni Villani, Uving at Florence,

and a staunch republican, formed a ver>' different estimate, which weighs more than the en-

thusiastic panegyrics of Petrarch. La detta impresa del tribuno era un* opera fantastica, e
di poco durare. An illustrious female writer has drav/n with a single stroke the character of

Rienzi, Crescentius, and Arnold of Brescia, the fond restorers of Roman liberty, qui ont J>ris

les souvenirspour les csjiira?tccs. Ccrinnc. Could Tacitus have excelled this?
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till the death of Frederic II. The earliest fact of any importance

recorded of Florence occurs in 11 84, when it is said that Frederic

Barbarossa took from her the dominion over the district or country,

and restored it to the rural nobility, on account of her attachment to

the church. This I chiefly mention to illustrate the system pursued
by the cities of bringing the territorial proprietors in their neighbour-

hood under subjection. During the reign of Frederic II., Florence

became, as far as she was able, an ally of the popes. There was in-

deed a strong Ghibelin party, comprehending many of the greatest

families, which occasionally predominated through the assistance of

the emperor. It seems, however, to have existed chiefly among the

nobility ; the spirit of the people was thoroughly Guelf. After several

revolutions, accompanied by alternate proscription and demolition of

houses, the Guelf party, through the assistance of Charles of Anjou,

obtained a final ascendency in 1266 ; and after one or two unavailing

schemes of accommodation, it was established as a fundamental law
in the Florentine constitution, that no person of Ghibelin ancestry

could be admitted to offices of pubHc trust ; which, in such a govern-

ment, was in effect an exclusion from the privileges of citizenship.

The changes of internal government and vicissitudes of success

among factions were so frequent at Florence, for many years after this

time, that she is compared by her great banished poet to a sick man,
who, unable to rest, gives himself momentary ease, by continual

change of posture in his bed.^ They did not become much less

numerous after the age of Dante. Yet the revolutions of Florence
should perhaps be considered as no more than a necessary price of

her liberty. It was her boast and her happiness to have escaped,

except for one short period, that odious rule of vile usurpers, under
which so many other free cities had been crushed. A sketch of the

constitution of so famous a republic ought not to be omitted in this

place. Nothing else in the history of Italy after Frederic II. is so

worthy of our attention.2

The basis of the Florentine polity was a division of the citizens

exorcising commerce into their several companies or arts. These
were at first twelve, seven called the greater arts, and five lesser ; but
the latter were gradually increased to fourteen. The seven greater
arts were those of lawyers and notaries, of dealers in foreign cloth,

called sometimes Calimala, of bankers or money-changers, of woollen
drapers, of physicians and druggists, of dealers in silk, and of furriers.

The inferior arts were those of retailers of cloth, butchers, smiths,
shoemakers, and builders. This division, so far at least as regarded
the greater arts, was as old as the beginning of the thirteenth century.^

But it was fully established, and rendered essential to the constitution

1 E se ben ti ricordi, e vedi lume,
Vedrai tc soniigliante a qucUa inferma,
Che non puo trovar posa in su Ic piume.
Ma con dar volta suo dolorc scheriua.

—Purgatorio, cint. ri.

2 I have found considerable difficulties in this part of my task, no author with whom I am
acquaiiucd giving a tolerable view of the Florentine government, except M, Sismondi, who is

himself not always satisfactory.

3 Villani intimates, that the arts existed as commercial companies before 1266. Machiavclli
and SisiuunJi exprc^i ihcinselvoi rather inaccurately, as if ihey h.ad been erected at that
time, which indeed i< the era of their political iaiportaiicc.
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in 1266. I'y llic provisions made in that year, each of the seven

urcntcr arts had a council of its own, a chief maj^istratc or consul who
administered justice in civil causes to all members of his company,
and a banneret (^onfalonierc) or military officer, to whose standard

they repaired when any attempt was made to disturb the peace of the

city of Florence.

The administration of criminal justice belonged at Florence, as at

other cities, to a foreign podesti, or rather to two foreign magistrates,

the podest^, and the cajiitano del popolo, whose jurisdiction, so far as

I can trace it, appears to have been concurrent.^ In the first part of

the thirteenth century, the authority of the podestk may have been
more extensive than afterwards. These offices were preserved till the

innovations of the Medici. The domestic magistracies underwent
more changes. Instead of consuls, which had been the first denomin-
ation of the chief magistrates of Florence, a college of twelve or

fourteen persons, called Anziani or Buonuomini, but varying in name
as well as number according to revolutions of party, was established

about the middle of the thirteenth century, to direct public affairs.

This order was entirely changed in 1282, and gave place to a new
form of supreme magistracy, which lasted till the extinction of the

republic. wSix priors, elected every two months, from each of the six

quarters of the city, and from each of the greater arts, except that of

lawyers, constituted an executive magistracy. They lived, during
their continuance in office, in a palace belonging to the city, and were
maintained at the public cost. The actual priors, jointly with the

chiefs and councils (usually called la capitudine) of the seven greater

arts, and with certain adjuncts (arroti) named by themselves, elected

by ballot their successors. Such was the practice for about forty

years after this government was established. But an innovation,

begun in 1324, and perfected four years afterwards, gave a peculiar

character to the constitution of Florence. A lively and ambitious
people, not merely jealous of their public sovereignty, but deeming its

exercise a matter of personal enjoyment, aware, at the same time, that

the will of the whole body could neither be immediately expressed on
all occasions, nor even through chosen representatives, without the

risk of violence and partiality, fell upon the singular idea of admitting
all citizens, not unworthy by their station or conduct, to offices of

magistracy by rotation. Lists were separately made out by the priors,

the twelve buonuomini, the chiefs and councils of arts, the bannerets
and other respectable persons, of all citizens, Guelfs by origin, turned
of thirty years of age, and, in their judgment, worthy of public trust.

The lists thus formed were then united, and those who had composed
them meeting together, in number ninety-seven, proceeded to ballot

upon every name. Whoever obtained sixty-eight black balls was
placed upon the reformed list ; and all the names it contained, being
put on separate tickets into a bag or purse, (imborsati,) were drawn
successively as the magistracies were renewed. As there were above
fifty of these, none of which could be held for more than four months,
several hundred citizens were called in rotation to bear their share in

the government within two years. But at the expiration of every

i G. Villani places the institution of the podesta in 1207 ; we find it however as early as 11S4.
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two years, the scrutiny was renewed, and fresh names were mingled
with those which still continued undrawn, so that accident might
deprive a man for life of his portion of sovereignty.^

Four councils had been established by the constitution of 1266, for

the decision of all propositions laid before them by the executive

magistrates, whether of a legislative nature, or relating to public

policy. These were now abrogated ; and in their places were sub-

stituted one of three hundred members, all plebeians, called consiglio

di popolo, and one of two hundred and fifty, called consiglio di com-
mune, into which the nobles might enter. These were changed by the

same rotation as the magistracies, every four months. A parliament,

or general assembly of the Florentine people, was rarely convoked
;

but the leading principle of a democratical republic, the ultimate

sovereignty of the multitude, was not forgotten. This constitution of

1324 was fixed by the citizens at large in a parliament ; and the same
sanction was given to those temporary delegations of the seigniory to

a prince, which occasionally took place. What is technically called

by their historians, farsi popolo^ was the assembly of a parliament, or

a resolution of all derivative powers into the immediate operation of

the popular will.

The ancient government of this republic appears to have been
chielly in the hands of its nobility. These were very numerous, and
possessed large estates in the district. But by the constitution of

1266, which was nearly coincident with the triumph of the Guelf fac-

tion, the essential powers of magistracy, as well as of legislation, were
thrown into the scale of the commons. The colleges of arts, whose
functions became so eminent, were altogether commercial. Many
indeed of the nobles enrolled themselves in these companies, and were
among the most conspicuous merchants of Florence. These were not
excluded from the executive colleges of the priors, at its first institu-

tion in 1282. It was necessary, however, to belong to one or other of

the greater arts in order to reach that magistracy. The majority,
therefore, of the ancient families now saw themselves pushed aside
from the helm, which was intrusted to a class whom they naturally
held in contempt.

It does not appear that the nobility made any overt opposition to
these democratical institutions. Confident in a force beyond the law,
they cared less for what the law might provide against them. They
still retained the proud spirit of personal independence, which had
belonged to their ancestors in the fastnesses of the Apennines.
Though the laws of Florence, and a change in Italian customs, had
transplanted their residence to the city, it was in strong and lofty
houses that they dwelt, among their kindred, and among the fellows
of their rank. Notwithstanding the tenor of the constitution, Florence
was, for some years after the establishment of priors, incapable of
resisting the violence of her nobility. Her historians all attest the
outrages and assassinations committed by them on the inferior people.
It was in vain that justice was offered by the podestk and the capitano

} This species of lottery, recommending itself by an apparent fairness and incompatibility
with undue influence, was speedily adopted in all the neighbouring republics, and has always
continued, according to Sismondi, in Lucca and in those cities of the ecclesiastical state
v-hich preserved the privilege of choosing their municipal officers.

N
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del popolo. Witnesses dared not to appear against a noble offender

;

or if, on a complaint, the officer of justice arrested the accused, his

family made common cause to rescue their kinsman, and the populace
rose in defence of the laws, till the city was a scene of tumult and
bloodshed. I have already alluded to this insubordination of the

hi<,^hcr classes as general in the Italian republics ; but the Florentine

writers, being fuller than the rest, are our best specific testimonies.

The dissensions between the patrician and plebeian orders ran very

high, when, in 1295, Giano dclla Bella, a man of ancient lineage, but

attached, without ambitious views, so far as appears, though not

without passion, to the popular side, introduced a series of enactments
exceedingly disadvantageous to the ancient aristocracy. The first of

these was the appointment of an executive officer, the gonfalonier of

justice, whose duty it was to enforce the sentences of the podestk and
capitano del popolo, in cases where the ordinary officers were insuffi-

ccnt. A thousand citizens, afterwards increased to four times thnt

number, were bound to obey his commands. They were distributed

into companies, the gonfaloniers or captains of which became, in 1295,
a sort of corporation or college, and a constituent part of the govern-

ment. This new militia seems to have superseded that of the com-
panies of arts, which I have not observed to be mentioned at any later

period. The gonfalonier of justice was part of the seigniory along
with the priors, of whom he was reckoned the president, and changed
like them every two months. He was, in fact, the first magistrate of

Florence.! If Giano della Bella had trusted to the efficacy of this new
security for justice, his fame would have been beyond reproach. But
he followed it up by harsher provisions. The nobility were now mnde
absolutely ineligible to the office of prior. For an offence committed
by one of a noble family, his relations were declared responsible in a
penalty of ^3000, And, to obviate the difficulty arising from the fre-

quent intimidation of witnesses, it was provided, that comm.on fame,

attested by two credible persons, should be sufficient for the con-

demnation of a nobleman.2 These are the famous ordinances of

justice, which passed at Florence for the great charter of her demo-
cracy. They have been reprobated in later times as scandalously
Unjust, and I have little inclination to defend them. The last, espe-

cially, was a violation of those eternal principles which forbid us, for

any calculations of advantage, to risk the sacrifice of innocent blood.

But it is impossible not to perceive, that the same unjust severity has
sometimes, under a like pretext of necessity, been applied to the

weaker classes of the people, which they were in this instance able to

exercise towards their natural superiors.

The nobility were sooiTaware of the position in which they stood.

For half a century their great object was to procure the relaxation of

1 It is to be regretted that the accomplished biographer of Lorenzo de' Medici should have
taken no pains to inform himself of the most ordinary particulars in the constitution of Flor-
ence. Among many other errors, he says that the gonfalonier of justice was the subordinate
to the delegated mechanics (a bad expression,) or priori dell' arti, whose number too he aug-
ments to ten. The proper style of the republic seems to run thus : I priori deli' arti e gon-
faloniere di giustizia, il popolo e'l comune del!a citta di Firenze.

2 A magistrate, called I'esecutor della giustizia, was appointed with authority equal to that

ofthepodestk for the special purpose of watching over the observatioQ of the ordinances of
justice.
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the ordinances of justice. But they had no success with an elated

enemy. In three years time, indeed, Giano della Bella, the author of

these institutions, was driven into exile ; a conspicuous, though by no
means singular, proof of Florentine gratitude. The wealth and physical

strength of the nobles were, however, untouched ; and their influence

must always have been considerable. In the great feuds of the Bianchi

and Neri, the ancient families were most distinguished. No man plays

a greater part in the annals of Florence, at the beginning of the four-

teenth century, than Corso Donati, chief of the latter faction, who
might pass as representative of the turbulent, intrepid, ambitious citi-

zen noble of an Italian republic. But the laws gradually became more
sure of obedience ; the sort of proscription which attended the ancient

nobles lowered their spirit ; while a new aristocracy began to raise its

head, the aristocracy of families who, after filling the highest magis-
tracies for two or three generations, obtained an hereditary import-

ance, which answered the purpose of more unequivocal nobility
;
just

as in ancient Rome, plebeian families, by admission to curule offices,

acquired the character and appellation of nobility, and were only dis-

tinguishable by their genealogy from the original patricians.^ Florence
had her plebeian nobles (popolani grandi) as well as Rome ; the Peruzzi,

the Ricci, the Albizi, the Medici, correspond to the Catos, the Pom-
peys, the Brutuses, and the Antonies. lUit at Rome the two orders,

after an equal partition of the highest offices, Avere content to respect

their mutual privileges ; at Florence the commoners preserved a rigor-

ous monopoly, and the distinction of high birth was, that it debarred
men from political franchises and civil justice.^

This second aristocracy did not obtain much more of the popular
affection than that which it superseded. Public outrage and violation

of law became less frequent ; but the new leaders of Florence are ac-

cused of continual misgovernment at home and abroad, and sometimes
of peculation. There was, of course, a strong antipathy between the
leading commoners and the ancient nobles ; both were disliked by the
people. In order to keep the nobles under more control, the govern-
ing party more than once introduced a new foreign magistrate, with
the title of captain of defence, (della guardia,) whom they invested with
an almost unbounded criminal jurisdiction. One Gabrielli of Agobbio
was, in 1336 and in 1340, fetched for this purpose ; and in each case
he behaved in so tyrannical a manner, as to occasion a tumult. His
office, however, was of short duration, and the title at least did not im-
port a sovereign command. But very soon afterwards Florence had
to experience one taste of a cup which her neighbours had drunk off to

the dregs, and to animate her magnanimous love of freedom by a
knowledge of the calamities of tyranny.

^
A war with Pisa, unsuccessfully, if not unskilfully, conducted, gave

rise to such dissatisfaction in the city, that the leading commoners had
recourse to an appointment something like that of Gabrielli, and from

^ La nobilth civile, se bene non ha baronags;i, h capace di grandissimi honori, percioche
esercitando i supremi magistrati della sua pairia, vicne spcsso a commandare a capitani
d'eserciti e clla stessa per so 6 in mare, 5 in terra, molte volta i supremi carichi adopera. E
tile 6 la Fiorentina nobilt.'i.

2 Quello, che all' altrc citt^ suolo recare splendorc, in Fircnze era dannoso, o veramento
vano e inutile, says Ammirato of nobility. Storia Fiorentina.
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similar motives. Wnltcr dc liricnnc, duke of Athens, was descended
from one of the French crusaders who had dismembered the Grecian
empire in the precedin;^ century ; but his father, defeated in battle, had
lost the principality alonj( with his life, and the titular duke was an
adventurer in the court of France, He had been, however, sli^'htly

known at Florence on a former occasion. There was an uniform
maxim amon,q the Italian republics, that extraordinary powers should
be conferred upon none but stranj:,^ers. The duke of Athens was ac-

cordini^ly pitched upon for the military command, which was united
with domestic jurisdiction. This appears to have been promoted by
the governinfj P'^rty, in order to curb the nobility ; but they were soon
undeceived in their expectations. The first act of the duke of Athens
was to brinc^ four of the most eminent commoners to capital punish-
ment for military offences. These sentences, whether just or other-

wise, gave much pleasure to the nobles, who had so frequently been
exposed to similar severity, and to the populace, who are naturally

pleased with the humiliation of their superiors. Both of these were
caressed by the duke, and both conspired, with blind passion, to second
his ambitious views. It, in 1342, was proposed and carried in a full

parliament, or assembly of the people, to bestow upon him the seigniory

for life. The real friends of the country, as well as the oligarchy, shud-
dered at this measure. Throughout all the vicissitudes of party, Flor-

ence had never yet lost sight of republican institutions. Not that she
had never accommodated herself to temporary circumstances by nam-
ing a Seignior. Charles of Anjou had been invested with that dignity

for the term of ten years ; Robert, king of Naples, for five ; and his

son, the duke of Calabria, was at his death Seignior of Florence.

These princes named the podestJl, if not the priors ; and were certainly

pretty absolute in their executive powers, though bound by oath not to

alter the statutes of the city. But their office had always been tem-
porary. Like the dictatorship of Rome, it was a confessed, unavoid-
able evil ; a suspension but not extinguishment of rights. Like that

too, it was a dangerous precedent, through which crafty ambition and
popular rashness might ultimately subvert the republic. If Walter de
Brienne had possessed the subtle prudence of a Matteo Visconti, or a
Cane della Scala, there appears no reason to suppose that Florence
•would have escaped the fate of other cities ; and her history might
have become as useless a record of perfidy and assassination as that

of Mantua or Verona.
But, happily for Florence, the reign of tyranny was very short. The

duke of Athens had neither judgment nor activity for so difficult a
station. He launched out at once into excesses, which it would be
desirable that arbitrary power should always commit at the outset.

The taxes were considerably increased ; their produce was dissipated.

The honour of the state was sacrificed by an inglorious treaty with

Pisa ; her territory was diminished by some towns throwing off their

dependence. Severe and multiplied punishments spread terror through
the city. The noble families, who had on the duke's election destroyed

the ordinances of justice, now found themselves exposed to the more
partial caprice of a despot. He fi.lled the magistracies with low crea-

tures from the inferior artificers—a class which he continued to flatter.
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Ten months passed in this manner, when three separate conspiracies,

embracing; most of the nobility and of the great commoners, were
planned for the recovery of freedom. The duke was protected by a
strong body of hired cavalry. Revolutions in an Italian city were
generally effected by surprise. The streets were so narrow and so

easily secured by barricades, that if a people had time to stand on its

defence, no cavalry was of any avail. On the other hand, a body of

lancers in plate-armour might dissipate any number of a disorderly

populace. Accordingly, if a prince or usurper would get possession

by surprise, he, as it was called, 7-ode the city—that is, galloped with
his cavalry along the streets, so as to prevent the people from collect-

ing to erect barricades. This expression is very usual with historians

of the fourteenth century.^ The conspirators at Florence were too

quick for the duke of Athens. The city was barricaded in every direc-

tion ; and after a contest of some duration, he consented to abdicate
his seigniory.

Thus Florence recovered her liberty. Her constitutional laws now
seemed to revive of themselves. But the nobility, who had taken a
very active part in the recent liberation of their country, thought it

hard to be still placed under the rigorous ordinances of justice. Many
of the richer commoners acquiesced in an equitable partition of magis-
tracies, which was established through the influence of the bishop. But
the populace of Florence, with its characteristic forgetfulncss of bene-
fits, was tenacious of those proscriptive ordinances. The nobles too,

elated by their success, began again to strike and injure the inferior

citizens. A new civil war in the city streets decided their quarrel

;

after a desperate resistance, many of the principal houses were pillaged

and burned ; and the perpetual exclusion of the nobility was confirmed
by fresh laws. But the people, now sure of their triumph, relaxed a
little upon this occasion the ordinances of justice ; and, to make some
distinction in favour of merit or innocence, effaced certain families

from the list of nobility. Five hundred and thirty persons were thus
elevated, as we may call it, to the rank of commoners.- As it was be-
yond the competence of the republic of Florence to change a man's
ancestors, this nominal alteration left all the real advantages of birth

as they were, and was undoubtedly an enhancement of dignity, though,
in appearance, a very singular one. Conversely, several unpopular
commoners were ennobled, in order to disfranchise them. Nothing
was more usual, in subsequent times, than such an arbitrary change
of rank, as a penalty or a benefit.*^ Those nobles, who were rendered
plebeian by favour, were obliged to change their name and arms.*

The constitution now underwent some change. From six the priors

were increased to eight ; and instead of being chosen from each of the

1 Castruccio . , . corse la cith di Pisa due volte.
2 Sismondi says, by a momentary oversight, cinq cent ircnic Jiiinilies. There were but

thirty-seven noble families at Florence—as M. Sismondi himself informs us—thouph Villani
reckons the number of individu.ils at one thousand five luuidrcd. Nobles, ox graiidi, as they
are more strictly called, were such as had been inscribed, or rather proscribed, as such in
the ordinances of justice ; at least I do not know wbat other definition there was.

3 Messer Antonio di Baldinacio degli Adimari, tutto che fosse dc piu grandi e nobili, per
grazia era mcsso tra'l popolo.

There were several exceptions to this rule in later times. The Pazzi were made popolani,
plebeians, by favour of Cosmo de' Medici.
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greater arts, they were taken from the four quarters of the city—the
lesser artisans, as I conceive, being admissible. The gonfaloniers of

companies were reduced to sixteen. And these, along with the
seigniory, and the twelve buonuomini, formed the college, where every
proposition was discussed, before it could be offered to the councils

for their legislative sanction. But it could only originate, strictly

speaking, in the seigniory—that is, the gonfalonier of justice, and
eight priors, the rest of the college having merely the function of

advice and assistance.

Several years elapsed before any material disturbance arose at

Florence. Her contemporary historian complains, indeed, that mean
and ignorant persons obtained the office of prior, and ascribes some
errors in her external policy to this cause. Besides the natural effects

of the established rotation, a particular law, called the divieto, tended
to throw the better families out of public office. By this law, two of

the same name could not be drawn for any magistracy : which, as the

ancient families were extremely numerous, rendered it difficult for

their members to succeed ; especially as a ticket once drawn was not
replaced in the purse, so that an individual liable to the divieto was
excluded until the next biennial revolution. This created dissatisfac-

tion among the leading families. They were likewise divided by a
new faction, entirely founded, as far as appears, on personal animosity
between two prominent houses, the Albizi and the Ricci. The city

was, however, tranquil, when, in 1357, a spring was set in motion,
which gave quite a different character to the domestic history of

Florence.

At the time when the Guelfs^ with the assistance of Charles of

Anjou, acquired an exclusive domination in the republic, the estates

of the Ghibelins were confiscated. One-third of these confiscations

was allotted to the state ; another w^ent to repair the losses of Guelf
citizens ; but the remainder became the property of a new corporate
society, denominated the Guelf party, (parte Guelfa,) with a regular

internal organisation. The Guelf party had two councils, one of four-

teen, and one of sixty members ; three, or afterwards four, captains,

elected by scrutiny every two months, a treasury, and common seal

;

a little republic within the republic of Florence. Their primary duty
was to watch over the Guelf interest ; and for this purpose they had a
particular officer for the accusation of suspected Ghibelins. We hear
not much, however, of the Guelf society for near a century after their

establishment. The Ghibelins hardly ventured to show themselves,

after the fall of the White Guelfs in 1304, with whom they had been
connected, and confiscation had almost annihilated that unfortunate

faction. But as the oligarchy of Guelf families lost part of its influ-

ence through the divieto and system of lotter)--, some persons of

Ghibelin descent crept into public offices ; and this was exaggerated
by the zealots of an opposite party, as if the fundamental pohcy of the
city was put into danger.
The Guelf society had begun, as early as 1346, to manifest some

disquietude at the foreign artisans, who, settling at Florence, and be-

coming members of some of the trading corporations, pretended to

superior offices. They procured accordingly a law, excluding from
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public trust and magistracy all persons not being natives of the city or

its territory. Next year they advanced a step further ; and, with the

view to prevent disorder, which seemed to threaten the city, a law was
passed, declaring every one whose ancestors at any time since 1300
had been known Ghibelins, or who had not the reputation of sound
Guelf principles, incapable of being drawn or elected to offices. It is

manifest, from the language of the historian who relates these circum-
stances, and whose testimony is more remarkable from his having
died several years before the politics of the Guelf corporation more
decidedly showed themselves, that the real cause of their jealousy was
not the increase of Ghibelinism, a merely plausible pretext, but the

democratical character which the government had assumed, since the
revolution of 1343 ; which raised the fourteen inferior arts to the level

of those which the great merchants of Florence exercised. In the
Guelf society, the ancient nobles retained a considerable influence.

The laws of exclusion had never been applied to that corporation.

I'wo of the captains were always noble, two were commoners. The
people, in debarring the nobility from ordinary privileges, were little

aware of the more dangerous channel which had been left open to their

ambition. With the nobility some of the great commoners acted in

concert, and especially the family and faction of the Albizi. The in-

troduction of obscure persons into office still continued, and some
measures more vigorous than the law of 1347 seemed necessary to

restore the influence of their aristocracy. They proposed, and, not-
withstanding the reluctance of the priors, carried by violence, both in

the preliminary deliberations of the seigniory, and in the two councils,

a law by which every person accepting an office who should be con-
victed of Ghibelinism, or of Ghibelin descent, upon testimony of public
fame, became liable to punishment, capital or pecuniary, at the dis-

cretion of the priors. To this law they gave a retrospective effect, and
indeed it appears to have been little more than a revival of the provi-

sions made in 1347, which had probably been disregarded. Many
citizens who had been magistrates within a few years were cast in

heavy fines on this indefinite charge. But the more usual practice was
to warn (ammonire) men beforehand against undertaking public trust,

jf they neglected this hint, they were sure to be treated as convicted
(ihibelins. Thus a very numerous class, called Ammoniti, was formed
of proscribed and discontented persons, eager to throw off the intoler-

able yoke of the Guelf society. For the imputation of Ghibelin con-
nexions was generally an unfounded pretext for crushing the enemies
of the governing faction.^ Men of approved Guelf principles and
origin were every day warned from their natural privileges of sharing
in magistracy. This spread an universal alarm through the city ; but
the great advantage of union and secret confederacy rendered the
Guelf society, who had also the law on their side, irresistible by their

opponents. Meanwhile, the public honour was well supported abroad
;

1 Besides the eft'ect of ancient prejudice, Ghibelinism was considered at Florence, in the
fourteenth century, as immediately connected with tyrannical usurpation. The Guelf party,
says Matteo Villani, is the foundation rock of liberty in Italy ; so that if any Guelf becomes
a tyrant, he must of necessity turn to the Ghibelin side ; and of this there have been many
instances. So Giovanni Villani says of Passerino, lord of Mantua, that his ancestors had
been Guelfs, ma pere essere signore e tiranno si fece Ghibellino. And Matteo Villani of the
Pcpoli at iJologna ; csscndo di nalura Guelfi, per la tiranuia crano quasi alicnati delia parte.
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Florence had never l^cfore been so distinguished as during the pre-

valence of this oligarchy.

; The Guclf society had governed with more or less absoluteness for

near twenty years, when the republic became involved, through the

perfidious conduct of the papal legate, in a war with the Holy Sec.

Thout^h the P'lorcntines were by no means superstitious, this hostility

to the church appeared almost an absurdity to determined Guclfs, and
shocked those prejudices about names, which make up the politics of

vulgar minds. The Guelf society, though it could not openly resist

the popular indignation against Gregory XL, was not heartily inclined

to tliis war. Its management fell, therefore, into the hands of eight

commissioners, some of them not well affected to the society, whose
administration was so successful and popular as to excite the utmost
jealousy in the Guelfs. They began to renew their warnings, and in

eight months excluded fourscore citizens.

The tyranny of a court may endure for ages ; but that of a faction

is seldom permanent. In June 1378, the gonfalonier of justice was
Salvestro de' Medici, a man of approved patriotism, whose family had
been so notoriously of Guelf principles that it was impossible to warn
him from office. He proposed to mitigate the severity of the existing

law. His proposition did not succeed ; but its rejection provoked an
insurrection, the forerunner of still more alarming tumults. The
populace of Florence, like that of other cities, was terrible in the

moment of sedition ; and a party so long dreaded shrunk before the

physical strength of the multitude. Many leaders of the Guelf society

had their houses destroyed, and some fled from the city. But, instead

of annulling their acts, a middle course was adopted by the committee
of magistrates who had been empowered to reform the state ; the

Ammoniti were suspended three years longer from office, and the

Guelf society preserved with some limitations. This temporising
course did not satisfy either the Ammoniti or the populace. The
greater arts were generally attached to the Guelf society. Between
them and the lesser arts, composed of retail and mechanical traders,

there was a strong jealousy. The latter was adverse to the prevailing

oligarchy, and to the Guelf society, by whose influence it was main-
tained. They were eager to make Florence a democracy in fact, as

vi^ell as in name, by participating in the executive government.
But every political institution appears to rest on too confined a

basis, to those whose point of view is from beneath it. While the

lesser arts were murmuring at the exclusive privileges of the com-
mercial aristocracy, there was yet an inferior class of citizens, who
thought their own claims to equal privileges irrefragable. The arrange-

ment of twenty-one trading companies had still left several kinds of

artisans unincorporated, and consequently unprivileged. These had
been attached to the art with which their craft had most connexion,

in a sort of dependent relation. Thus to the company of drapers,

the most wealthy of all the various occupations instrumental in the

manufacture, as wool-combers, dyers, and weavers, were appendant.^

Besides the sense of political exclusion, these artisans alleged that

1 Before the year 1340, according to Vil'ani, the woollen trade occupied thirty thousand
persons.
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they were oppressed by their employers of the art, and that when they

complained to the consul, their judge in civil matters, no redress could

be procured. A still lower order of the community was the mere
populace, who did not practise any regular trade, or who only worked
for daily hire. These were called Ciompi, a corruption, it is said, of

the French compere.
" Let no one," says Machiavel in this place, " who begins an inno-

vation in a state, expect that he shall stop it at his pleasure, or regulate

it according to his intention." After about a month from the first

sedition, Another broke out, in which the ciompi, or lowest populace,

were alcfie concerned. Through the surprise, or cowardice, or dis-

affection of the superior citizens, this was suffered to get ahead, and
for three days the city was in the hands of a tumultuous rabble. It

was vain to withstand their propositions, had they even been more
unreasonable than they were. 13ut they only demanded the establish-

ment of two new arts for the trades hitherto dependent and one for

the lower people ; and that three of the priors should be chosen from
the greater arts, three from the fourteen lesser, and two from those

just created. Some delay, however, occurring to prevent the sanction

of these innovations by the councils, a new fury took possession of

the populace ; the gates of the palace belonging to the seigniory were
forced open, the priors compelled to fly, and no appearance of a con-
stitutional magistracy remained to throw the veil of law over the

excesses of anarchy. The republic seemed to rock from its founda-
tion, and the circumstance to which historians ascribe its salvation is

not the least singular in this critical epoch. One Michel di Lando, a

wool-carder, half-dressed and without shoes, happened to hold the

standard of justice wrested from the proper officer when the populace
burst into the palace. Whether he was previously conspicuous in the

tumult is not recorded ; but the wild capricious mob, who had
destroyed what they had no conception to rebuild, suddenly cried out
that Lando should be gonfalonier or seignior, and reform the city at

his pleasure.

A choice, arising probably from wanton folly, could not have been
better made by wisdom. Lando was a man of courage, moderation,
and integrity. He gave immediate proofs of these qualities by causing
his office to be respected. The eight commissioners of the war, who,
though not instigators of the sedition, were well pleased to see the
Guelf party so entirely prostrated, now fancied themselves masters,
and began to nominate priors. But Lando sent a message to them,
that he was elected by the people, and that he could dispense with
Jheir assistance. He then proceeded to the choice of priors. Three
here taken from the greater arts ; three from the lesser ; and three
from the two new arts, and the lower people. This eccentric college

lost no time in restoring tranquihity; and compelled the populace, by
threat of punishment, to return to their occupations. But the ciompi
were not disposed to give up the pleasures of anarchy so readily.

They were dissatisfied at the small share allotted to them in the new
distribution of offices, and murmured at their gonfalonier as a traitor

to the popular cause. Lando was aware that an insurrection was pro-
jected ; he took measures with the most respectable citizens ; the in-
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surgcnts, when they showed themselves, were quelled by force ; and
the gonfalonier retired from office with an approbation which all his-

torians of Florence have agreed to perpetuate. Part of this has un-
doubtedly been founded on a consideration of the mischief which it

was in his power to inflict. The ciompi, once checked, were soon de-
feated. The next gonfalonier was, like Lando, a wool-comber; but
wanting the intrinsic merit of Lando, his mean station excited universal
contempt. None of the arts could endure their low coadjutors ; a
short struggle was made by the populace, but they were entirely over-
powered with considerable slaughter, and the government was divided
between the seven greater and sixteen lesser arts in nearly equal
proportions.

The party of the lesser arts, or inferior tradesmen, which had begun
this confusion, were left winners when it ceased. Three men of dis-

tinguished families, who had instigated the revolution, became the
leaders of Florence—Benedetto Alberti, Tomaso Strozzi, and Georgio
Scali. Their government had at first to contend with the ciompi,
smarting under loss and disappointment. But a populace which is

beneath the inferior mechanics may with ordinary prudence be kept in

subjection by a government that has a well-organised militia at its

command. The Guelf aristocracy was far more to be dreaded. Some
of them had been banished, some fined, some ennobled ; the usual
consequences of revolution which they had too often practised to com-
plain. A more iniquitous proceeding disgraces the new administra-
tion. Under pretence of conspiracy, the chief of the house of Albizi,

and several of his most eminent associates, were thrown into prison.

So little evidence of the charge appeared, that the podesta refused to

condemn them ; but the people were clamorous for blood, and half

with, half without the form.s of justice, these noble citizens were led to

execution. The part he took in this murder sullies the fame of Bene-
detto Alberti, who in his general conduct had been more uniformly
influenced by honest principles than most of his contemporaries.
Those who shared with him the ascendency in the existing govern-
ment, Strozzi and Scali, abused their power by oppression towards
their enemies and insolence towards all. Their popularity was, of

course, soon at an end. Alberti, a sincere lover of freedom, separated
himself from men who seemed to emulate the arbitrary government
they had overthrown. An outrage of Scali in rescuing a criminal

from justice brought the discontent to a crisis ; he was arrested, and
lost his head on the scaffold ; while Strozzi, his colleague, fled from
the city. But this event was instantly followed by a reaction, which
Alberti, perhaps, did not anticipate. Armed men filled the streets

;

the cry of "Live the Guelphs !" was heard. After a three years' de-

pression, the aristocratical party regained its ascendant. They did not

revive the severity practised towards the Ammoniti ; but the two new
arts, created for the small trades, were abolished, and the lesser arts

reduced to a third part, instead of something more than one-half, of

public offices. Several persons who had favoured the plebeians were
sent into exile ; and among these T^Iichel di Lando, whose great ser-

vices in subduing anarchy ought to have secured the protection of

every government. Benedetto Alberti, the enemy by turns of every
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faction, because every faction was in its turn oppressive, experienced,

some years afterwards, the same fate. For half a century after this

time no revolution took place at Florence. The Guelf aristocracy,

strong in opulence and antiquity, and rendered prudent by experience,

under the guidance of the Albizi family, maintained a preponderating

influence, without much departing, the times considered, from modera-
tion and respect for the laws.^

It is sufficiently manifest, from this sketch of the domestic history of

Florence, how far that famous republic was from affording a perfect

security for civil rights or general tranquillity. They who hate the

name of free constitutions may exult in her internal dissensions, as in

those of Athens or Rome. But the calm philosopher will not take his

standard of comparison from ideal excellence, nor even from that

practical good which has been reached in our own unequalled con-

stitution, and in some of the republics of modern Europe. The men
and the institutions of the fourteenth century are to be measured by
their contemporaries. Who would not rather have been a citizen of

Florence than a subject of the Visconti ? In a superficial review of

history, we are sometimes apt to exaggerate the vices of free states,

and to lose sight of those inherent in tyrannical power. The bold
ccnsoriousness of republican historians, and the cautious servility of

writers under an absolute monarchy, conspire to mislead us as to the

relative prosperity of nations. Acts of outrage and tumultuous excesses

in a free state are blazoned in minute detail, and descend to posterity
;

tlie deeds of tyranny are studiously and perpetually suppressed. Even
those historians who have no particular motives for concealment turn

away from the monotonous and disgusting crimes of tyrants. " Deeds
of cruelty," it is well observed by Matteo Villani, after relating an
action of Bernabo Visconti, " are little worthy of remembrance

;
yet

let me be excused for having recounted one out of many, as an
example of the peril to which men are exposed under the yoke of an
unbounded tyranny." The reign of Bernabo afforded abundant
instances of a like kind. Second only to Eccelin among the tyrants

of Italy, he rested the security of his dominion upon tortures and
death, and his laws themselves enact the protraction of capital punish-
ment through forty days of suffering. His nephew, Giovanni Maria,
is said, with a madness like that of Nero or Commodus, to have
coursed the streets of IMilan by night with bloodhounds, ready to

chase and tear any unlucky passenger. Nor were other Italian prin-

cipalities free from similar tyrants, though none perhaps, upon the

whole, so odious as the Visconti. The private history of many families,

such for instance as the Scala and the Gonzaga, is but a series of

assassinations. The ordinary vices of mankind assumed tint of por-

tentous guilt in the palaces of Italian princes. Their revenge was
fratricide, and their lust was incest.

Though fertile and populous, the proper district of Florence was by
no means extensive. An independent nobility occupied the Tuscan
Apennines with their castles. Of these the most conspicuous were the

^ For this part of Florentine history, besides Ammirato, Rrachiavel, and Sismondi, I have
read an interesting narrative of the sedition of the ciompi, by Gino Capponi, in the eighteenth
yoUnne of Muratori's collection. It has an air of liveliness and truth which is very pleading,
oui it bioaks off rather too ioon, at the instant of Lando's assuming the office of baiiuercU
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counts of Guidi, a numerous and powerful family, who possessed a
material influence in the affairs of Florence and of all Tuscany till the

middle of the fourteenth century, and some of whom preserved ilieir

independence much longer.i To the south the republics of Arezzo,
lY^ru^na and Siena ; to the west those of Volterra, Pisa, and Lucca ;

Prato and Pistoja to the north, limited the Florentine territory. It

was late before these boundaries were removed. During the usurpa-
tions of Uguccione at Pisa, and of Castruccio at Lucca, the republic

of Florence was always unsuccessful in the field. After the death of

Castruccio, she began to act more vigorously, and engaged in several

confederacies with the powers of Lombardy, especially in a league
with Venice against Mastino della Scala. But the republic made no
acquisition of territory till 1351, when she annexed the small city of

Prato, not ten miles from her walls.2 Pistoja, though still nominally
independent, received a Florentine garrison about the same time.

Several additions were made to the district, by fair purchase from the

nobility of the Apennines, and a few by main force. The territory was
still very little proportioned to the fame and power of Plorence. The
latter was founded upon her vast commercial opulence. Every Italian

state employed mercenary troops, and the richest was of course the

most powerful. In the war against Mastino della Scala in 1336, the

revenues of Florence are reckoned by Villani at three hundred thou-

sand florins ; which, as he observes^ is more than the king of Naples
or of Aragon possesses.^ The expenditure went at that time very
much beyond the receipt, and was defrayed by loans from the prin-

cipal mercantile firms, which were secured by public funds ; the

earliest instance, I believe, of that financial resource. Her population
was computed at ninety thousand souls. Villani reckons the district

at eighty thousand men, I presume those only of military age ; but
this calculation must have been too large, even though he included,

as we may presume, the city in his estimate."* Tuscany, though well

1 The last of the counts Guidi, having unwisely embarked in a confederacy agjainst Florence,
was obliged to give up his ancient patrimony in 1440.

2 This was rather a measure of usurpation ; but the republic had some reason to apprehend
that Prato might fail into the hands of the Visconti. Their conduct towards Pistoja was in-

fluenced by the same motive ; but it was still further removed from absolute justice.

3 These chapters contain a very full and interesting statement of the revenues, expenses,
population, and internal condition of Florence at that time. Part of them is extracted by M.
Sismondi. The gold florin was worth about ten shillings of our money. The district of
Florence was not then much larger than Middlesex. At present, the revenues of the who e
duchy of Tuscany are much less than ;^i5o,ooo sterling, though the difference in the value of
money is very considerable.

* Troviamo diligentemente, che in questi tempi avea in Firenze circa a twenty-five mila
uomine da portare arme da fifteen in seventy anni—Istamavasi avere in Firenze da ninety
milla bocche tra uoniini e femine e fanciulli, per rav\'iso del pane bisognava aljcontinavo a. la

citta. These proportions, of twenty-five thou-and men between fifteen and seventy, and of

rinety thousand souls, are as nearly as possible consonant to modem calculation, of whick
Villani knew nothing, which confirms his accuracy ; though M. Sismondi asserts that the city

contained one hundred and fifty thousand inhabitants, on no better authority, as f.ir as ap-

pears, than that of Boccaccio, who saj-s, that one hundred thousand perished in the great

plague of 134S, which was generallj' supposed to destroy two out of three. But surely two
vacue suppositions are not to be combined, in order to overthrow such a testimony as that of

Villani, who seems to have consulted all registers and other authentic documents in his reach.

What Villani says of the population of the district may lead us to reckon it, perhaps, at

about one hundred and eighty thousand souls, allowing the baptisms to be one in thirty of the

population. Ragionavasi in questi tempi avere nel contado e distretto di Firenze de eighty

niila uomine. Troviamo dal piovano, che battezzava i fanciulli, imperoche per ogni maschio,

che battezzava in San Giovanni, per avere il novero, metea una fava nera, e per ogni femina

una bianca, trovu, ch'erano I'anno in questi tempi dalle five thousand eight hundred iu sci
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cultivated and flourishing, docs not contain by any means so great a

number of inhabitants in that space at present.

The first eminent conquest made by Florence was that of Pisa, early

in the fifteenth century. Pisa had been distinguished as a commer-
cial city ever since the age of the Othos. From her ports, and those

of Genoa, the earliest naval armaments of the western nations were
fitted out against the Saracen corsairs who infested the Mediterranean
coasts. In the eleventh century, she undertook, and, after a pretty

long struggle, completed the important, or at least the splendid con-

quest of Sardinia, an island long subject to a Moorish chieftain.

Several noble families of Pisa, who had defrayed the chief cost of this

expedition, shared the island in districts, which they held in fief of the

republic. At a later period, the Balearic isles were subjected, but not

long retained by Pisa. Her naval prowess was supported by her com-
merce. A writer of the twelfth century reproaches her with the Jews,

the Arabians, and other " monsters of the sea," who thronged in her

streets.! The crusades poured fresh wealth into the lap of the mari-

time Italian cities. In some of those expeditions a great portion of

the armament was conveyed by sea to Palestine, and freighted the

vessels of Pisa, Genoa, and Venice. When the Christians had bought
with their blood the sea-coast of Syria, these republics procured the

most extensive privileges in the new states that were formed out of

their slender conquests, and became the conduits through which the

produce of the east flowed in upon the ruder natives of Europe. Pisa

maintained a large share of this commerce, as well as of maritime
greatness, till near the end of the thirteenth century. In 1282, we are

told by Villani, she was in great power, possessing Sardinia, Corsica,

and Elba ;
" from whence the republic, as well as private persons,

derived large revenues ; and almost ruled the sea by their ships and
merchandises, and beyond the sea were very powerful in the city of

Acre, and much connected with the principal citizens of Acre." The
prosperous era of the Pisans is marked by their public edifices. She
was the first Italian city that took a pride in architectural magnifi-

cence. Her cathedral is of the eleventh century ; the baptistery, the

famous inclined tower, or belfry, the arcades that surround the Campo
Santo, or cemetery of Pisa, arc of the twelfth, or, at latest, of the thir-

teenth century.

It would have been no slight anomaly in the annals of Italy, or we
might say, of mankind, if two neighbouring cities, competitors in every

mila, avanzando le pid volte il sesso masculino da three hundred in five hundred per anno.
Kaptisms could only be performed in one public font, at Florence, Pisa, and some other
cities. The building that contained this font was called the Baptistery. The b.iptisteries of
Florence and Pisa still rem.ain, and are well known. But there were fifty-seven parishes, and
one hundred and ten churches within the city. Mr Roscoe has published a manu.script, evi-

dently written after the taking of Pisa in 1406, though, as I should guess, not long after that
event, containing a proposition for an income tax of ten per cent, throughout the Florentine
dominions. Among its other calculations, the population is reckoned at four hundred thou-
sand, assuming that to be the proportion to eighty thousand men of military age, though cer-
tainly beyond the mark. It is singular that the district of Florence, in 1343, is estimated
by Villani to contain as gre.at a number before Pisa, Volterra, or even Prato and Pistoja had
been annexed to it.

1 Qui pergit Pisas, videt illic monstra marina ;

Ha.'c urbs Paganis, Turchis. Libycis, quoque, Parthis,
Sordida ; Chaldxi sua lustr.int marnia tetri.

—Douizo, Vita Cominittisssc Mathildis, apud Muratori.
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mcrcnntilc occupation, and every naval enterprise, had not been per*

pctunl enemies to each other. One is more surprised, if the fact be

true, that no war broke out between Pisa and Genoa till 1 1 19, P'rorn

this time, at least, they continually recurred. An equality of forces

and of couraj^e kept the conflict uncertain for the greater part of two
centuries. Their battles were numerous, and sometimes, taken

separately, decisive ; but the public spirit and resources of each city

were called out by defeat, and we generally fmd a new armament re-

place the losses of an unsuccessful combat. In this respect, the naval

contest between Pisa and Genoa, though much longer protracted,

resembles that of Rome and Carthage in the first Punic war. But
Pisa was reserved for her y^igades. In one fatal battle, off the little

isle of Meloria, in 1284, her whole navy was destroyed. Several un-
fortunate and expensive armaments had almost exhausted the state

;

and this was the last effort, by private sacrifices, to equip one more
fleet. After this defeat it was in vain to contend for empire. Eleven
thousand Pisans languished for many years in prison ; it was a current

saying, that whoever would see Pisa, should seek her at Genoa. A
treacherous chief, that Count Ugolino whose guilt was so terribly

avenged, is said to have purposely lost the battle, and prevented the

ransom of the captives, to secure his power—accusations that obtain

easy credit with an unsuccessful people.

From the epoch of the battle of Meloria, Pisa ceased to be a mari-

time power. Forty years afterwards she was stripped of her ancient

colony, the island of Sardinia. The four Pisan families who had been
invested with that conquest had been apt to consider it as their abso-
lute property ; their appellation of judge seemed to indicate deputed
power ; but they sometimes assumed that of king ; and several attempts
had been made to establish an immediate dependence on the empire,

or even on the pope. A new potentate had now ccme forward on the

stage. The mal-content feudatories of Sardinia made overtures to the

king of Aragon, who had no scruples about attacking the indisputable

possession of a declining republic. Pisa made a few unavailing efforts

to defend Sardinia ; but the nominal superiority was hardly worth a
contest ; and she surrendered her rights to the crown of Aragon. Her
commerce now dwindled with her greatness. During the fourteenth

century, Pisa almost renounced the ocean, and directed her main
attention to the politics of Tuscany. Ghibelin, by invariable predi-

lection, she was in constant opposition to the Guelf cities which looked
up to Florence. But in the fourteenth century the names of freeman
and Ghibelin were not easily united ; and a city in that interest stood

insulated between the republics of an opposite faction, and the tyrants

of her own. Pisa fell several times under the yoke of usurpers ; she
was included in the wide-spreading acquisitions of Gian Galeazzo Vis-

conti ; at his death one of his family seized the dominion, and finally

the Florentines purchased, for four hundred thousand florins, a rival

and once equal city. The Pisans made a resistance more according to

what they had been than what they were.
The early histoiy of Genoa, in all her foreign relations, is involved

in that of Pisa. As allies against the Saracens of Africa, Spain, and
the Mediterranean islands ; as co-rivals in commerce with these very
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Saracens, or with the Christians of the east ; as co-operators in the

great expedition under the banner of the cross ; or as engaged in

deadly warfare with each other, the two repubhcs stand in continual

parallel. From the beginning of the thirteenth century, Genoa was, I

think, the more prominent and flourishing of the two. She had
conquered the island of Corsica, at the same time that Pisa reduced
Sardinia ; and her acquisition, though less considerable, was longer

preserved. Her territory at home, the ancient Liguri, was much more
extensive, and, what was most important, contained a greater range of

sea coast than that of Pisa. But the commercial and maritime pro-

sperity of Genoa may be dated from the recovery of Constantinople by
the Greeks in 1261. Jealous of the Venetians, by whose arms the

Latin emperors had been placed, and were still maintained on their

throne, the Genoese assisted Pala^ologus in overturning that usurpa-
tion. They obtained in consequence the suburb of Pera or Galata
over against Constantinople as an exclusive settlement, where their

colony was ruled by a magistrate sent from home, and frequently de-

fied the Greek capital with its armed galleys and intrepid seamen.
From this convenient station Genoa extended her commerce into the

lilack Sea, and established her principal factory at Caffo, in the Cri-

mean peninsula. This commercial monopoly, for such she endeavoured
to render it, aggravated the animosity of Venice. As Pisa retired from
the field of waters, a new enemy appeared upon the horizon to dispute

the maritime dominion of Genoa. Her first war with Venice was in

1258. The second was not till after the victory of Meloria had crushed
her more ancient enemy. It broke out in 1293, and was prosecuted
with determined fury, and a great display of naval strength on both
sides. One Genoese armament, as we arc assured by an historian, con-

sisted of one hundred and fifty-five galleys, each manned with from
two hundred and twenty to three hundred sailors, a force astonishing

to those who know the slender resources of Italy in modern times, but
which is rendered credible by several analogous facts of good autho-

rity. It was, however, beyond any other exertion. The usual fleets

of Genoa and Venice were of seventy to ninety galleys.

Perhaps the naval exploits of these two republics may afford a more
interesting spectacle to some minds than any other part of Italian

history. Compared with military transactions of the same age, they
are more sanguinary, more brilliant, and exhibit fully as much skill

and intrepidity. But maritime warfare is scanty in circumstances, and
the indefinitencss of its locality prevents it from resting in the memory.
And though the wars of Genoa and Venice were not always so uncon-
nected with territorial politics as those of the former city with Pisa,

yet, from the alternation of successes and equality of forces, they did

not often produce any decisive effect. One memorable encounter in

the sea of Marmora, where the Genoese fought and conquered single-

handed against the Venetians, the Catalans, and the Greeks, hardly

belongs to the Italian history.

But the most remarkable war, and that productive of the greatest

consequences, was one that commenced in 1378, after several acts of

hostility in the Levant, wherein the Venetians appear to have been the
principal aggressors. Genoa did not stand alone in this war. A for-
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midablc confederacy was exerted apainst Venice, who had given pro*

vocation to many enemies. Of this Francis Carrara, seignior of I'adua,

and the kinj; of liun^^Mry, were the leaders. But the principal stru""l<:

was, as usual, upon the waves. During the winter of 1378, a Gcno .:

fleet kept the sea, and ravaged the shores of Dalmatia. The Venetian
armament had been weakened by an epidemic disease, and when
Vittor Pisani, their admiral, gave battle to the enemy, he was com
pelled to fight with a hasty conscription of landsmen against the best

sailors in the world. Entirely defeated, and taking refuge at Venice
with only seven galleys, Pisani was cast into prison, as if his ill fortune

had been his crime. Meanwhile the Genoese fleet, augmented by a
strong reinforcement, rode before the long natural ramparts that

separate the lagoons of Venice from the Adriatic. Six passages inter-

sect the islands which constitute this barrier, besides the broader
outlets of Brondolo and Fossone, through which the waters of the

Brenta and the Adige are discharged. The lagoon itself, as is well

known, consists of extremely shallow water, unnavigable for any vessel,

except along the course of artificial and intricate passages. Notwith-
standing the apparent difficulties of such an enterprise, Pietro Doria,

the Genoese admiral, determined to reduce the city. His first suc-

cesses gave him reason to hope. He forced the passage, and stormed
the little town of Chioggia,^ built upon the inside of the isle bearing
that name, about twenty-five miles south of Venice. Nearly four

thousand prisoners fell here into his hands : an augury, as it seemed,
of a more splendid triumph. In the consternation this misfortune
inspired at Venice, the first impulse was to ask for peace. The
ambassadors carried with them seven Genoese prisoners, as a sort of

peace-offering to the admiral, and were empowered to make large and
humiliating concessions, reserving nothing but the liberty of Venice.
Francis Carrara strongly urged his allies to treat for peace. But the

Genoese were stimulated by long hatred, and intoxicated by this un-
expected opportunity of revenge. Doria, calling the ambassadors into

council, thus addressed them: "Ye shall obtain no peace from us, I

swear to you, nor from the lord of Padua, till first we have put a curb
in the mouths of those wild horses that stand upon the Place of St

Mark. When they are bridled, you shall have enough of peace. Take
back with you your Genoese captives, for I am coming within a few
days to release both them and their companions from your prisons."

When this answer was reported to the senate, they prepared to defend
themselves with the characteristic firmness of their government.
Every eye was turned towards a- great man unjustly punished, their

admiral Vittor Pisani. He was called out of prison to defend his

country amidst general acclamations ; but, equal in magnanimity and
simple republican patriotism to the noblest characters of antiquity,

Pisani repressed the favouring voices of the multitude, and bade them
reserve their enthusiasm for St Mark, the symbol and war-cry of

Venice. Under the vigorous command of Pisani, the canals were
fortified or occupied by large vessels, armed with artillery ; thirty-four

galleys were equipped ; every citizen contributed accordmg to his

1 Chioggia, known at Venice by the name of Chioza, according to the usage of th? Venetiaa
Jialect, which changes the g into z.
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power ; in the entire want of commercial resources (for Venice had not

a merchant ship during this war) private phite was melted ; and the

senate held out the promise of ennobling thirty families, who should be
most forward in this strife of patriotism.

The new fleet was so ill provided with seamen, that for some months
the admiral employed them only in manoeuvring along the canals.

From some unaccountable supineness, or more probably from the in-

superable difficulties of the undertaking, the Genoese made no assault

upon the city. They had indeed fair grounds to hope its reduction by
famine or despair. Every access to the continent was cut off by the

troops of Padua; and the king of Hungary had mastered almost all

the Venetian towns in I stria and along the Dalmatian coast. The
doge Contarini, taking the chief command, appeared at length with
his fleet near Chioggia, before the Genoese were aware. They were
still less aware of his secret design. He pushed one of the large round
vessels, then called cocdic^ into the narrow passage of Chioggia, which
connects the lagoon with the sea, and mooring her athwart the channel,

interrupted that communication. Attacked with fury by the enemy,
this vessel went down on the spot, and the doge improved his advan-
tage, by sinking loads of stones, until the passage became absolutely

unnavigable. It was still possible for the Genoese fleet to follow the

principal canal of the lagoon towards Venice and the northern pass-

ages, or to sail out of it by the harbour of Brondolo ; but whether from
confusion or from miscalculating the dangers of their position, they

suffered the Venetians to close the canal upon them by the same means
they had used at Chioggia, and even to place their licet in the entrance
ot l.'rondolo, so near to the lagoon that the Genoese could not form
their ships in line of battle. The circumstances of the two com-
batants were thus entirely changed. But the Genoese fleet, though
besieged in Chioggia, was impregnable, and their command of the

land secured them from famine. Venice, notwithstanding her unex-
pected success, was still very far from secure ; it was difficult for the

doge to keep his position through the winter ; and if the enemy could
appear in open sea, the risks of combat were extremely hazardous.
It is said that the senate deliberated upon transporting the seat of

their liberty to Candia, and that the doge had announced his intention

to raise the siege of Chioggia, if expected succours did not arrive by
the 1st of January 1380. On that very day, Carlo Zeno, an admiral
who, ignorant of the dangers of his country, had been supporting the

honour of her flag in the Levant, and on the coasts of Liguria, appeared
with a reinfurcement of eighteen galleys, and a store of i)ro\isions.

From that moment the confidence of Venice revived. The fleet, now
superior in strength to the enemy, began to attack them with vivacity.

After several months of obstinate resistance, the Genoese, whom their

republic had ineffectually attempted to relieve by a fresh armament,
blocked up in the town of Chioggia, and pressed by hunger, were obliged

to surrender. Nineteen galleys only out of forty-eight were in good
condition ; and the crews were equally diminished in the ten months
of their occupation of Chioggia. The pride of Genoa was deemed to be
justly humbled ; and even her own historian confesses, that God would
not suffer so noble a city as Venice to become the spoil of a conqueror.

o
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Each of the two republics had sufficient reason to lament their

mutual prejudices, and the selfish cupidity of their merchants, which
usurps in all maritime countries the name of patriotism. Though the

capture of Chioggia did not terminate the war, both parties were
exhausted, and willing, next year, to accept the mediation of the duke
of Savoy. By the peace of Turin, Venice surrendered most of her

territorial possessions to the king of Hungary. That prince and
Francis Carrara were the only gainers. Genoa obtained the isle of

Tencdos, one of the original subjects of dispute—a poor indemnity for

her losses. Though, upon a hasty view, the result of this war appears
more unfavourable to Venice, yet in fact it is the epoch of the decline

of Genoa. From this time she never commanded the ocean with sucli

navies as before ; her commerce gradually went into decay; and th'-

fifteenth century, the most splendid in the annals of Venice, is, till

recent times, the most ignominious in those of Genoa. liut this was
partly owing to internal dissensions, by which her liberty, as well as

glory, was for a time suspended.

At Genoa, as in other cities of Lombardy, the principal magistrates

of the republic were originally styled Consuls. A chronicle drawn up
under the inspection of the senate perpetuates the names of these

early magistrates. It appears that their numbers varied from four to

six, annually elected by the people in their full parliament. These
consuls presided over the republic, and commanded the forces by
land and sea ; while another class of magistrates, bearing the same
title, were annually elected by the several companies, into which the

people were divided, for the administration of civil justice. This was
the regimen of the twelfth century; but in the next, Genoa fell into

the fashion of intrusting the executive power to a foreign podesta. The
podestci was assisted by a council of eight, chosen by the eight com-
panies of nobility. This institution, if indeed it were anything more
than a custom or usurpation, originated probably not much later than
the beginning of the thirteenth century. It gave not only an aristocratic,

but almost an oligarchical character to the constitution, since many of

the nobility were not members of these eight societies. Of the senate

or councils we hardly know more than their existence ; they are very

little mentioned by historians. Everything of a general nature, even,-^-

thing that required the expression of public will, was reserved for the

entire and unrepresented sovereignty of the people. In no city was
the parliament so often convened ; for war, for peace, for aUiance, for

change of government. These very dissonant elements were not
likely to harmonise. The people, sufficiently accustomed to the forms
of democracy to imbibe its spirit, repined at the practical influence

which was thrown into the scale of the nobles. Nor did some of the

latter class scruple to enter that path of ambition, which leads to

power by flattery of the populace. Two or three times, within the

thirteenth century, an high-born demagogue had nearly overturned
the general liberty, like the Torriani at Milan, through the pretence of

defending that of individuals. Among the nobility themselves, four

houses were distinguished beyond all the rest ; the Grimaldi, the

Fieschi, the Doria, the Spinola ; the two former of Guelf politics, the

latter adherents of the empire. Perhaps their equality of forces, and a
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jealousy which even the famihes of the same fiiction entertained of

each other, prevented any one from usurping the seigniory at Genoa.
Neither the Guelf nor GhibeHn party obtaining a decisive preponder-

ance, continual revolutions occurred in the city. The most celebrated

was the expulsion of the Ghibelins under the Doria and Spinola in

13 1 8. They had recourse to the Visconti of Milan, and their own re-

sources were not unequal to cope with their country. The Guelfs

thought it necessary to call in Robert, king of Naples, always ready to

give assistance as the price of dominion, and conferred upon him the

temporary sovereignty of Genoa. A siege of several years' duration,

if we believe an historian of that age, produced as many remarkable
exploits as that of Troy. They have not proved so interesting to pos-

terity. The Ghibelins continued for a length of time excluded from
the city, but in possession of the seaport of Savona, whence they

traded and equipped fleets, as a rival republic, and even entered into

a separate war with Venice. Experience of the uselessness of hostility,

and the loss to which they exposed their common country, produced a

reconciliation, or rather a compromise, in 133 1, when the Ghibelins

returned to Genoa. But the people felt that many years of misfortune

had been owing to the private enmities of four overbearing families.

An opportunity soon offaed of reducing their influence within very
narrow bounds.
The Ghibelin faction was at the head of affairs in 1339, a Doria and

a Spinola being its leaders, when the discontent of a large fleet in want
of pay broke out in open insurrection. Savona and the neighbouring
towns took arms avowedly against the aristocratical tyranny ; and the

capital was itself on the point of joining the insurgents. There was,
by the Genoese constitution, a magistrate, named the Abbot of the

people, acting as a kind of tribune for their protection against the

oppression of the nobility. His functions are not, however, in any
book I haye seen, very clearly deflned. This office had been abohshed
by the present government, and it was the first demand of the mal-
contents that it should be restored. This was acceded to, and twenty
delegates were appointed to make the choice. While they delayed,

and the populace was grown weary of waiting, a nameless artisan

called out from an elevated station that he could direct them to a fit

person. When the people, in jest, bade him speak on,. he uttered the
name of Simon Boccancgra. This Avas a man of noble birth, and
well esteemed, who was then present among the crowd. The word
was suddenly taken up ; a cry was heard that Boccanegra should be
abbot ; he was instantly brought forward, and the sword of justice

forced into his hand. As soon as silence could be obtained, he
modestly thanked them for their favour, but declined an office which
his nobility disqualified him from exercising. At this, a single voice
out of the crowd exclaimed, Sc/i^/iior ; and this title was reverberated
from every side. Fearful of worse consequences, the actual magistrate
urged him to comply with the people, and accept the office of abbot.

lUit Boccanegra, addressing the assembly, declared his readiness to

become their abbot, seignior, or whatever they would. The cry of
seignior was now louder than before ; while others cried out, Let him
be duke. The latter title was rece'vcd with greater approbation j and
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]5occancKra was conducted to the palace, and became the first duke,
or doge of Genoa.

Caprice alone, or an idea of more pomp and dignity, led the popu-
lace, we may conjecture, to prefer this title to that of seignior ; but it

produced important and hi^dily beneficial consequences. In all

nei^dibourin^ cities, an arbitrary government had been already esta-

blished under their respective seigniors ; the name was associated
with indefinite power ; while that of doge had only been taken by the
elective and very limited chief magistrate of another maritime repub-
lic. Neither ]ioccanegra, nor his successors, ever rendered their

authority unlimited or hereditary. The constitution of Genoa, from
an oppressive aristocracy, became a mixture of the two other forms,
with an exclusion of the nobles from power. Those four great families,

who had domineered alternately for almost a century, lost their influ-

ence at home after the revolution of 1339. ^^t, what is remarkable
enough, they were still selected in preference for the highest of trusts

;

their names are still identified with the glory of Genoa ; her fleets

hardly sailed but under a Doria, a Spinola, or a Grimaldi ; such con-

fidence could the republic bestow upon their patriotism, or that of

those whom they commanded. Meanwhile, two or three new families,

a plebeian oligarchy, filled their place in domestic honours ; the

Adorni, the Fregosi, the Montalti, contended for the ascendant.
From their competition ensued revolutions too numerous almost for

a separate history ; in four years, from 1390 to 1394, the doge was ten

times changed ; swept away or brought back in the fluctuations of

popular tumult. Antoniotto Adorno, four times doge of Genoa, had
sought the friendship of Gian Galeazzo Visconti : but that crafty tyrant

meditated the subjugation of the republic, and played her factions

against one another to render her fall secure. Adorno perceived that

there was no hope for ultimate independence, but by making a tem-
porary sacrifice of it. His own power, ambitious as he had been, he
voluntarily resigned ; and placed the republic under the protection or

seigniory of the king of France. Terms were stipulated, very favour-

able to her liberties ; but with a French garrison once received into

the city, they were not always sure of observance.

While Genoa lost even her political independence, Venice became
more conspicuous and powerful than before. That famous republic

deduces its original, and even its liberty, from an era beyond the

commencement of the middle ages. The Venetians boast of a per-

petual emancipation from the yoke of barbarians. From that igno-

minious servitude some natives, "or, as their historians will have it,

nobles of Aquileja, and neighbouring towns,—Ebbe principio, says

Sanuto haughtily, non da pastori, come ebbe Roma, ma da potenti, e

nobili,— fled to the small cluster of islands that rise amidst the shoals

at the mouth of the Brenta. Here they built the town of Rivoalto, the

modern Venice, in 421 ; but theii chief settlement was, till the be-

ginning of the ninth century, at Malamocco. A living writer has, in

a passage of remarkable eloquence, described the sovereign republic,

immovable upon the bosom of the waters from which her palaces

emerge, contemplating the successive tides of continental invasion,

the rise and fall of empires, the change ot dynasties, the whole moving
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scene of hurian revolution ; till, in her own turn, the last surviving

witness of antiquity, the common link between two periods of civilisa-

tion, has submitted to the destroying; hand of time. Some part of this

renown must, on a cold-blooded scrutiny, be detracted from Venice.

Her independence was, at the best, the fruit of her obscurity.

Neglected upon their islands, a people of fishermen might without

molestation elect their own magistrates—a very equivocal proof of

sovereignty in cities much more considerable than Venice. But both
the western and the eastern empire alternately pretended to exercise

dominion over her ; she was conquered by Pepin, son of Charlemagne,
and restored by him, as the chronicles say, to the Greek emperor
Nicephorus. There is every appearance that the Venetians hnd
always considered themselves as subject, in a large sense not exclu-

sive of their municipal self-government, to the eastern empire.^ And
this connexion was not broken in the early part, at least, of the tenth

century. But, for every essential purpose, Venice might long before

be deemed an independent state. Her doge was not confirmed at

Constantinople ; she paid no tribute, and lent no assistance in war.

Her own navies, in the ninth century, encountered the Normans, the

Saracens, and the Sclavonians in the Adriatic sea. Upon the coast

of Dalmatia were several Greek cities, which the empire had ceased
to protect ; and which, like Venice itself, became republics for want
of a master. Ragusa was one of these, and, more fortunate than the

rest, survived as an independent city till our own age. In return for

the assistance of Venice, these little seaports, in 997, put themselves
under her government ; the Sclavonian pirates were repressed ; an(^

after acquiring, partly by consent, partly by arms, a large tract o\

maritime territory, the doge took the title of duke of Dalmatia, which
is said by Dandolo to have been confirmed at Constantinople. Three
or four centuries, however, elapsed before the republic became secure
of these conquests, which were frequently wrested from her by rebel-

lions of the mhabitants, or by her powerful neighbour, the king of

Hungary.
A more important source of Venetian greatness was commerce. In

the darkest and most barbarous period, before Genoa, or even Pisa,

had entered into mercantile pursuits, Venice carried on an extensive
traffic both with the Greek and Saracen regions of the Levant. The
crusades enriched and aggrandised Venice more perhaps than any
other city. Her splendour may, however, be dated from the taking
of Constantinople by the Latins in 1204. In this famous enterprise,

wiiich diverted a great armament destined for the recovery of Jeru-
salem, the French and Venetian nations were alone engaged ; but the

former only as private adventurers, the latter with the whole strength
1 Niccphonis stipuLitcs with Charlemagne for his faithful city of Venice, Qiue in dcvotione

imperii iliibatac stetcrant. In the tenth century, Constantinc Porpliyrogeiiitus, in his book
Dc Administratioiie Imperii, claims the Venetians as his subjects, though he admits that they
had, for peace sake, paid tribute to Pepin and his successors as kings of Italy. I have never
seen the famous Squittinio deiia Iibert.\ Veneta, which g.ave the republic so much offence in
the seventeenth century : but a very strong case is made out against their early independence
in Giannone's history. Muratori informs us. that so late as 10S4, the doge obtained the title of
Imperialis Protoscvastos from the court of Constantinople—a title which he contini'cd always
to use. r.ut I should lay no stress on this circumstance. The Crctk, like the German em-
perors in modern times, h.id a mint of specious titles, which passed for ready money over
Whristcndom.
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of their republic under its doge, llcnry Dandolo. ThrcC'Cighths of
llie city of Constnntinoplc, and an equal proportion of the provinces,
were allotted to them in the partition of tiic spoil, and the do;^c took
the sin^'ular, but accurate title, Duke of tiirec-cighths of the Roman
empire. Their share was increased by purchases from less opulent
crusaders, especially one of much importance, the island of Candia,
which they retained till the middle of the seventeenth century. These
foreign acquisitions were generally granted out in fief to private

Venetian nobles under the supremacy of the republic. It was thus
that the Ionian islands, to adopt the vocabulary of our day, came
under the dominion of Venice, and guaranteed that sovereignty which
she now began to affect over the Adriatic. Those of the Archipelago
were lost in the sixteenth century. This political greatness was sus-

tained by an increasing commerce. No Christian state preserved so
considerable an intercourse with the Mohammedans. While Genoa
kept the keys of the Black Sea by her colonies of Pera and Caffa,

Venice directed her vessels to Acre and Alexandria. These con-
nexions, as is the natural effect of trade, deadened the sense of

religious antipathy ; and the Venetians were sometimes charged with
obstructing all efforts towards a new crusade, or even any partial

attacks upon the Mohammedan nations.

The earliest form of government at Venice, as we collect from an
epistle of Cassiodorus in the sixth century, was by twelve annual tri-

bunes. Perhaps the union of the different islanders was merely fede-

rative. However, in 697, they resolved to elect a chief magistrate by
name of duke, or, in their dialect, doge of Venice. No councils appear
to have limited his power, or represented the national will. The doge
was general and judge ; he was sometimes permitted to associate his

son with him, and thus to prepare the road for hereditary power ; his

government had all the prerogative, and, as far as in such a state of

manners was possible, the pomp of a monarchy. But he acted in

important matters with the concurrence of a general assembly ; though
from the want of positive restraints, his executive government might
be considered as nearly absolute. Time, however, demonstrated to

the Venetians the imperfections of such a constitution. Limitations

were accordingly imposed on the doge in 1032 ; he was prohibited

from associating a son in the government, and obliged to act Avith the

consent of two elected counsellors, and, on important occasions, to

call in some of the principal citizens. No other change appears to

have taken place till 1172 ; long after every other Italian city had pro-

vided for its liberty by constitutional laws, more or less successful,

but always manifesting a good deal of contrivance and complication.

Venice was, however, dissatisfied with her existing institutions. Ge-
neral assemblies were found, in practice, inconvenient and unsatisfac-

tory. Yet some adequate safeguard against a magistrate of indefinite

powers was required by freemen. A representative council, as in

other republics, justly appeared the best innovation that could be in-

troduced.
The great council of Venice, as established in 11 72, was to consist

of four hundred and eighty citizens, equally taken from the six dis-

tricts of the city, and annually renewed. But the election was not
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made immediately by the people. Two electors, called tribunes, from
each of the six districts, appointed the members of the council by
separate nomination. I'hese tribunes, at first, were themselves chosen
by the people ; so that the intervention of this electoral body did not

apparently trespass upon the democratical character of the constitution.

But the great council, principally composed of men of high birth, and
invested by the law with the appointment of the doge and of all the

councils of magistracy, seem, early in the thirteenth century, to have
assumed the right of naming their own constituents. Besides ap-

pointing the tribunes, they took upon themselves another privilege ;

that of confirming or rejecting their successors, before they resigned

their functions. These usurpations rendered the annual election

almost nugatory ; the same members were usually renewed, and though
the dignity of councillor was not yet hereditary, it remained, upon the
whole, in the same families. In this transitional state the Venetian
government continued during the thirteenth century ; the people actu-

ally debarred of power, but an hereditary aristocracy not completely or

legally confirmed. The right of electing, or ra.ther re-electing the great

council, was transferred, in 1297, from the tribunes, whose office was
abolished, to the council of forty ; they balloted upon the names of the

members who already sat ; and whoever obtained twelve favouring
balls out of forty retained his place. The vacancies occasioned by re-

jection or death were filled up by a supplemental list formed by three

electors, nominated in the great council. But they were expressly pro-

hibited by laws of 1298 and 1300, from inserting the name of any one
whose paternal ancestors had not enjoyed the same honour. Thus an
exclusive hereditary aristocracy was finally established. And the per-

sonal rights of noble descent were rendered complete in 13 19, by the

abolition of all elective forms. By the constitution of Venice, as it was
then settled, every descendant of a member of the great council, on
attaining twenty-five years of age, entered as of right into that body,
which of course became unlimited in its numbers.^

But an assembly so numerous as the great council, even before it

v/as thus thrown open to all the nobility, could never have conducted
the public affairs with that secrecy and steadiness which were charac-
teristic of Venice ; and without an intermediary power between the
doge and the patrician multitude, the constitution would have gained
nothing in stability to compensate for the loss of popular freedom.
The great council had proceeded very soon after its institution to

limit the ducal prerogatives. That of exercising criminal justice, a
trust of vast importance, was transferred, in 1179, to a council of forty

members annually chosen. The executive government itself was
thought too considerable for the doge without some material limita-

tions. Instead of naming his own assistants or pregadi, he was only
to preside in a council of sixty members, to whom the care of the

1 These jn'adual changes between 1297 and 1319 were first made known by Sandi, from
whom M. Sismondi lias introduced the facts into his own history, I notice this, because all
former writers, both ancient and modem, lix the complete and final establishment of the
Venetian aristocracy in 1297.
Twenty-five years complete was the statut.ible age, at which every Venetian noble had a

right to take his seat in the great council. But the names of those who had passed the age
of twenty were annually put into an urn, and one-fifth drawn out by lot, who were thereupon
admitted. On au average, the age of admission was about twcntv-Uirtc.
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state in all domestic and foreign relations, and the previous delibera-

tion upon ))roposais subniiited to the ^Tcat council, was contidcd.

This council of j)rcgadi, f^cncr.illy called in later times the senate, was
enlarged in the fourteenth century by sixty additional members ; and
as a great part of the magistrates had also seats in it, the whole
number amounted to between two and three hundred. Though the

legislative power, properly speaking, remained with the great council,

the senate used to impose taxes, and had the exclusive right of making
peace and war. It was annually renewed, like almost all other
councils at Venice, by the great council, liut since even this body
was too numerous for the preliminary discussion of busmess, six

councillors, forming, along with the doge, the seigniory, or visible

representative of the republic, were empowered to despatch orders, to

correspond with ambassadors, to treat with foreign states, to convoke
and preside in the councils, and perform other duties of an adminis-
tration. In part of these they were obliged to act with the concur-
rence of what was termed the college, comprising, besides them-
selves, certain select councillors, from different constituted autho-
rities.i

It might be imagined, that a dignity so shorn of its lustre, as that

of doge, would not excite an overweening ambition. But the Venetians
were still jealous of extinguished power ; and while their constitution

was yet immature, the great council planned new methods of restrict-

ing their chief magistrate. An oath was taken by the doge on his

election, so comprehensive as to embrace every possible check upon
undue influence. He was bound not to correspond with foreign states,

or to open their letters, except in the presence of the seigniory ; to

acquire no property beyond the Venetian dominions, and to resign

what he might already possess ; to interpose, directly or indirectly, in

no judicial process, and not to permit any citizen to use tokens of

subjection in saluting him. As a further security, they devised a
remarkably complicated mode of supplying the vacancy of his office.

Election by open suffrage is always liable to tumult or corruption
;

nor does the method of secret ballot, while it prevents the one, afford

in practice any adequate security against the other. Election by lot

incurs the risk of placing incapable persons in situations of arduous
trust. The Venetian scheme was intended to combine the two modes
without their evils, by leaving the absolute choice of their doge to

electors taken by lot. It was presumed that, among a competent
number of persons, though taken promiscuously, good sense and right

principles w-ould gain such an ascendency as to prevent any flagrantly

improper nomination, if undue influence could be excluded. For this

purpose, the ballot was rendered exceedingly complicated, that no pos-

sible ingenuity or stratagem might ascertain the electoral body before

the last moment. A single lottery, if fairly conducted, is certainly

sufficient for this end. At Venice, as many balls as there were

1 The college of Savj consisted of sixteen persons : and it possessed the initiative in all

public measures that required the assent of the senate. For no single senator, much less any
noble of the great council, could propose anything for debate. The Seigniory had the same
privilege. Thus the virtual powers even of the senate were far more limited than they appear
at first sight ; and no possibility remained of innovation ir. the fundamental principles of the

constitution.
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members of the great council present, were placed in an urn. Thirty

of these were gilt. The holders of gilt balls were reduced by a second
ballot to nine. The nine elected forty, whom lot reduced to twelve.

The twelve chose twenty-five by separate nomination. Amelot de la

Houssaye asserts this ; but, according to Contareni, the method was
by ballot. The twenty-five were reduced by lot to nine ; and each of

he nine chose five. These forty-five were reduced to eleven as before
;

the eleven elected forty-one, who were the ultimate voters for a doge.

This intricacy appears useless, and consequently absurd ; but the

original principle of a Venetian election (for something of the same
kind was applied to all their councils and magistrates) may not always

be unworthy of imitation. In one of our best modern statutes, that

for regulating the trials of contested elections, we have seen this

mixture of chance and selection very happily introduced.

An hereditary prince could never have remained quiet in such
trammels as were imposed upon the doge of Venice, liut early pre-

judice accustoms men to consider restraint, even upon themselves, as

advantageous ; and the limitations of ducal power appeared to every

Venetian as fundamental as the great laws of the English constitution

do to ourselves. Many doges of Venice, especially in the middle ages,

were considerable men ; but they were content with the functions

assigned to them, which, if they could avoid the tantalising com-
parison of sovereign princes, were enough for the ambition of repub-
licans. For life the chief magistrates of their country, her noble
citizens for ever, they might thank her in their own name for what she
gave, and in that of their posterity for what she withheld. Once only

a doge of Venice was tempted to betray the freedom of the republic.

Marin Falieri, a man far advanced in life, in 1255, engaged, from some
])ctty resentment, in a wild intrigue to overturn the government. The
conspiracy was soon discovered, and the doge avowed his guilt. An
aristocracy so firm and so severe did not hesitate to order his execution
in the ducal palace.

For some years after what was called the closing of the great

council, or the law of 1296, which excluded all but the families

actually in possession, a good deal of discontent showed itself among
the commonalty. Several commotions took place about the begiiming
of the fourteenth century, with the object of restoring a more popular
regimen. Upon the suppression of the last, in 1310, the aristocracy

sacrificed their own individual freedom, along with that of the people,

to the preservation of an imaginary privilege. They established the

famous council of ten, that most remarkable part of the Venetian con-

stitution. This Council, it should be observed, consisted, in fact, of

seventeen ; comprising the seigniory, or the doge and his six coun-
cillors, as well as the ten properly so called. The council of ten had
by usage, if not by right, a controlling and dictatorial power over the

senate and other magistrates
; rescinding their decisions, and treating

separately with foreign princes. Their vast influence strengthened
the executive government, of which they formed a part, and gave a
vigour to its movements, which the jealousy of the councils would
possibly have impeded. But they are chiefly known as an arbitrary

and inquisitorial tribunal, the standing tyranny of Venice. I\xcluding
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the old council of forty, a regular court of criminal judicature, not

only from the invcstij^ation of treasonable char^^cs, but of several other

crimes of ma;;nitudc, they inquired, they judj^ed, they punished,

accordin;,^ to what they called reasons of state. The public eye never

penetrated the mystery of their proceedings ; the accused was some-
times not heard, never confronted with witnesses ; the condemnation
was secret as the inquiry, the punishment undivul:^'ed like both.i The
terrible and odious machinery of a police, the insidious spy, the stipen-

diary informer, unknown to the carelessness of feudal governments,
found their natural soil in the republic of Venice. Tumultuous
assemblies were scarcely possible in so peculiar a city ; and private

conspiracies never failed to be detected by the vigilance of the council

of ten. Compared with the Tuscan republics, the tranquillity of Venice
is truly striking. The names of Guelf and Ghibelin hardly raised any
emotion in her streets, though the government was considered, in the

first part of the fourteenth century, as rather inclined towards the

latter party.^ But the wildest excesses of faction are less dishonouring
than the stillness and moral degradation of servitude."

It was a very common theme with political writers, till about the

beginning of the last century, when Venice fell almost into oblivion, to

descant upon the wisdom of this government. And indeed if the pre-

servation of ancient institutions be, as some appear to consider it, not

a means, but an end, and an end for which the rights of man and laws

of God may at any time be set aside, we must acknowledge that it was
a wisely constructed system. Formed to compress the two opposite

forces, from which resistance might be expected, it kept both the doge
and the people in perfect subordination. Even the coalition of an
executive magistrate with the multitude, so fatal to most aristocracies,

never endangered that of Venice. It is most remarkable, that a part

of the constitution, which destroyed every man's security, and incurred

general hatred, was still maintained by a sense of its necessity. The
council often, annually renewed, might annually have been annihilated.

The great council had only to withhold their suffrages from the new
candidates, and the tyranny expired of itself. This was several times
attempted, (I speak now of more modern ages ;) but the nobles, though
detesting the council of ten, never steadily persevered in refusing to

re-elect it. It was, in fact, become essential to Venice. So great were
the vices of her constitution, that she could not endure their remedies.

If the council of ten had been abolished at any time since the tifteenth

century, if the removal of that jealous despotism had given scope to

1 Ilium etiam morem observant, ne reum, cum de eo judicium laturi, sunt, in colle^iura

admittant, neque cognitorem, aut oratorem quempiam, qui ejus causam agat.
- Villani several times speaks of the Venetians as regular Ghibelins. But this Is put much

too strongly ; though their government may have had a slight bias towards that faction, they
were in reality neutral, and far enough removed from ziny domestic feuds upon that score.

^ By the modern law of Venice, a nobleman could not engage in trade without derogating
from his rank ; but I am not aware whether so absurd a restriction existed in the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries. I do not find this peculiarity observed by Jannotti and Contareni,
the oldest writers on the Venetian government. It is noticed by Amelot de la Houssaye, who
tells us also, that the nobility evaded the law by secret partnership with the privileged mer-
chants, or cittadini, who formed a separate cla^s at Venice. This was the custom in modem
times. But I have never understood the principle, or common sense, of such a restriction,

especially combined with that other fundamental law, which disqualified a Venetian noble-

man from possessing a landed estate on the terra firma of the repubhc. The latter, however,
did not extend, as I have been informed, to D.almatia, or the Ionian i.slacds.
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the corruption of a poor and debased aristocracy, to the Hcence of a

people unworthy of freedom, the repubhc would have soon lost her ter-

ritorial possessions, if not her own independence. If indeed it be true,

as reported, that during the last hundred years this formidable tribunal

had sensibly relaxed its vigilance, if the Venetian government had be-

come less tyrannical through sloth, or decline of national spirit, our

conjecture will have acquired the confirmation of experience. Expe-
rience has recently shown, that a worse calamity than domestic tyranny

might befall the queen of the Adriatic. In the place of St Mark,
among the monuments of extinguished greatness, a traveller may re-

gret to think that an insolent German soldiery has replaced even the

senators of Venice. Her ancient liberty, her bright and romantic

career of glory in countries so dear to the imagination, her magnani-
mous defence in the war of Chioggia, a few thinly scattered names of

illustrious men, will rise upon his mind, and mingle with his indigna-

tion at the treachery which robbed her of her independence. But if

he has learned the true attributes of wisdom in civil policy, he will not

easily prostitute that word to a constitution formed without reference

to property or to population, that vested sovereign power partly in a

body of impoverished nobles, partly in an overruling despotism ; or to

a practical system of government that made vice the ally of tyranny,

and sought impunity for its own assassinations by encouraging disso-

luteness of private life. Perhaps, too, the wisdom so often imputed to

the senate in its foreign policy, has been greatly exaggerated. The
balance of power established in Europe, and above all in Italy, main-
tained for the two last centuries states of small intrinsic resources,

without any efforts of their own. In the ultimate crisis, at least, of

Venetian lilDerty, that solemn mockery of statesmanship was exhibited

to contempt ; too blind to avert danger, too cowardly to withstand it,

the most ancient government of Europe made not an instant's resist-

ance ; the peasants of Underwald died upon their mountains ; the

nobles of Venice clung only to their lives.^

Until almost the middle of the fourteenth century, Venice had been
content without any territorial possessions in Italy ; unless we reckon a
very narrow strip of sea coast, bordering on her lagoons, called the

Dogato. Neutral in the great contest between the church and the

empire, between the free cities and their sovereign, she was respected
by both parties, while neither ventured to claim her as an ally. But
the rapid progress of Mastino della Scala, lord of Verona, with some
particular injuries, led the senate to form a league with Florence
against him. Villani mentions it as a singular honour for his country
to have become the confederate of the Venetians, " who, for their

great excellence and power, had never allied themselves with any state

or prince, except at their ancient conquest of Constantinople and
Romania. The result of this combination was to annex the district of

* See in the Edin. Review an account of a book, which is perhaps little known, though in-

teresting to the history of our own age, a collection of documents illustrating the fall of the
republic of Venice. The article is well written, and, I presume, contains a faitliful account
of the work ; the author of which, Signor Barzoni, is respected as a patriotic writer in Italy.

Every one who has been at Venice must have been struck with the magnificent tombs of
the doges, most of them in the church of S. Giovanni e Paolo, in which the republic seems
to identify herself with her chief magistrate, and to make the decorations and inscriptions au
his monument a record of her own wealth and glory.
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Treviso to the Venetian dominions. But they made no further con*

([ucsts in thnt .i^^e. On the contrary, they lost Treviso in the unfor-

tunate war of Chioj,fj;ia, and did not re^'ain it till 1389. Nor did they

seriously attempt to withstand the progress of Gian Galeazzo Visconii

;

who, after overthrowing the family of Scala, stretched almost to the

Adriatic, and altogether subverted for a time the balance of power in

Lombardy,
liut upon the death of this prince in 1404, a remarkable crisis took

place in that country. He left two sons, Giovanni Maria, and Filippo

Maria, both young, and under the care of a mother, who was little

fitted for her situation. Through her misconduct, and the selfish

ambition of some military leaders, who had commanded Gian
Galeazzo's mercenaries, that extensive dominion was soon broken into

fragments. Bergamo, Como, Lodi, Cremona, and other cities revolted,

submitting themselves in general to the families of their former princes,

the earlier race of usurpers, who had for nearly a century been crushed
by the Visconti. A Guclf faction revived, after the name had long

been proscribed in Lombardy. Francesco da Carrara, lord of Padua,
availed himself of this revolution to get possession of Verona, and
seemed likely to unite all the cities beyond the Adige. No family was
so odious to the Venetians as that of Carrara. Though they had
seemed indifferent to the more real danger in Gian Galeazzo's lifetime,

they took up arms against this inferior enemy. Both Padua and
Verona were reduced, and the duke of Milan ceding Vicenza, the

republic of Venice came suddenly into the possession of an extensive

territory. Francesco da Carrara, who had surrendered in his capital,

was put to death in prison at Venice—a cruelty perfectly characteristic

of that govermnent, and which would hardly have been avowedly per-

petrated, even in the fifteenth century, by any other state in Europe.
Notwithstanding the deranged condition of the Milanese, no further

attempts were made by the senate of Venice for twenty years. They
had not yet acquired that decided love of war and conquest, which
soon began to influence them against all the rules of their ancient

policy. There were still left some wary statesmen of the old school,

to check ambitious designs. Sanuto has preserved an interesting

account of the wealth and commerce of Venice in those days. This is

thrown into the mouth of the doge Mocenigo, whom he represents as

dissuading his country, with his dying words, from undertaking a war
against Milan. " Through peace our city has every year," he said,
" ten millions of ducats employed as mercantile capital in different

parts of the world ; the annual profit of our traders upon this sum
amounts to four millions. Our housing is valued at 7,000,000 ducats

;

its annual rental at 500,000. Three thousand merchant-ships carry

on our trade ; forty-three galleys, and three hundred smaller vessels

manned by 19,000 sailors, secure our naval power. Our mint has
coined 1,000,000 ducats within the year. From the Milanese dominions
alone we draw 1,000,000 ducats in coin, and the value of 900,000 more
in cloths ; our profit upon this traffic may be reckoned at 600,000
ducats. Proceeding as you have done to acquire this wealth, you will

become masters of all the gold in Christendom ; but war, and espe-

cially uniust war, will lead infallibly to ruin. Already you have spent
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900,000 ducats in the acquisition of Verona and Padua
;
yet the ex-

pense of protecting these places absorbs all the revenue which they

yield. You have many among you, men of probity and experience
;

choose one of these to succeed me ; but beware of Francesco Foscari.

If he is doge, you will soon have war, and war will bring poverty and
loss of honour." Mocenigo died, and Foscari became doge : the pro-

phecies of the former were neglected ; and it cannot be wholly affirmed

that they were fulfilled. Yet Venice is desciibed, by a writer thirty

years later, as somewhat impaired in opulence by her long warfare

with the dukes of Milan.

The latter had recovered a great part of their dominions as rapidly

as they had lost them. Giovanni Maria, the elder brother, a monster
of guilt even among the Visconti, having been assassinated, Filippo

Maria' assumed the government of Milan and Pavia, almost his only

possessions. But though weak and unwarlike himself, he had the

good fortune to employ Carmagnola, one of the greatest generals of

that military age. Most of the revolted cities were tired of their new
masters, and their inclinations conspiring with Carmagnola's eminent
talents and activity, the house of Visconti reassumed its former ascen-

dency from the Sessia to the Adige. Its fortunes might have been
still more prosperous if Filippo Alaria had not rashly, as well as

ungratefulh', offended Carmagnola. That great captain retired to

Venice, and inflamed a disposition towards war which the Florentines

and the duke of Savoy had already excited. The Venetians had pre-

viously gained some important advantages in another quarter, by
reducing the country of Friuli, with part of Istria, which had for many
centuries depended on the temporal authority of a neighbouring prelate,

the patriarch of Aquilcia. They entered into this new alliance. No
undertaking of the republic had been more successful Carmagnola
led on their armies, and in about two years Venice acquired Brescia
and Bergamo, and, in 1426, extended her boundary to the river Adda,
v/hich she was destined never to pass.

Such conquests could only be made by a city so peculiarly maritime
as Venice, through the help of mercenary troops. But in employing
them she merely conformed to a fashion, which states to whom it was
less indispensable had long since established. A great revolution had
taken place in the system of military service through most parts of

Europe, but especially in Italy. During the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, whether the Italian cities were engaged in their contest with
the emperors, or in less arduous and general hostilities among each
other, they seemed to have poured out almost their whole population
as an armed and loosely organised militia. A single city, with its

adjacent district, sometimes brought twenty or thirty thousand me.n
into the field. Every man, according to the trade he practised, or

quarter of the city wherein he dwelt, knew his own banner, and the
captain he was to obey. In battle the carroccio formed one common
rallying point, the pivot of every movement. This was a chariot, or
rather waggon, painted with vermilion, and bearing the city standard
elevated upon it. That of Milan required four pair of oxen to drag it

forward.! To defend this sacred emblem of his country, which Mura-
1 The c.nrroccio w.is invented by Lribcrt, a celebrated archbishop of RHian, about 1033.
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tori compares to the ark of the covenant amon;; the Jews, was the con-
sl.uU object, that, giving a sort of concentration and ui ' '

/ to the
army, supplied in some degree the want of more rcgula. This
militia was of course principally composed of infantry. At the famous
battle of the Arbia, in 1260, the Guelf P'lorcntines had thirty thousand
foot, and three thousand horse, and the usual proportion was five, six,

or ten to one. Gentlemen, however, were always mounted ; and the
superiority of a heavy cavalry must have been prodigiously great over
an undisciplined and ill-armed populace. In the thiiteenth and fol-

lowing centuries, armies seem to have been considered as formidable,
nearly in proportion to the number of men-at-arms, or lancers. A
charge of cavalry was irresistible ; battles were continually won by in-

ferior numbers, and vast slaughter was made among the fugitives.

Sismondi has some judicious observations on this subject.

As the comparative inefficiency of foot soldiers became evident, a
greater proportion of cavalry was employed, and armies, though better

equipped and disciplined, were less numerous. This we find in the
early part of the fourteenth ccntur5\ The main point for a state at

war was to obtain a sufficient force of men-at-arms. As few Italian

cities could muster a large body of cavalry from their own population,
the obvious resource was to hire mercenary troops. This had been
practised in some instances much earlier. The city of Genoa took
the count of Savoy into pay with two hundred horse in 1225. Florence
retained five hundred French lancers in 1282.1 But it became much
more general in the fourteenth century, chiefly after the expedition of

the emperor Henry VII., in 13 10. ]\Iany German soldiers of fortune,

remaining in Italy upon this occasion, engaged in the service of Milan,
Florence, or some other state. The subsequent expeditions of Louis
of Bavaria in 1326, and of John, king of Bohemia, in 133 1, brought a
fresh accession of adventurers from the same country. Others again
came from France, and some from Hungary. All preferred to con-
tinue in the richest country and finest climate of Europe, where their

services w-ere anxiously solicited, and abundantly repaid. An unfor-

tunate prejudice in favour of strangers prevailed among the Italians of

that age. They ceded to them, one knows not Avhy, certainly without
having been vanquished, the palm of military skill and valour. The
word Transalpine (Oltramontani) is frequently applied to hired cavalry

by the two Villani, as an epithet of excellence.

The experience of every fresh campaign now told more and more
against the ordinary militia. It has been usual for modern writers to

lament the degeneracy of martial, spirit among the Italians of that

age. But the contest was too unequal between an absolutely invul-

nerable body of cuirassiers and an infantry of peasants or citizens.

The bravest men have little appetite for receiving wounds and death,

The carroccio of ^lilan was taken by Frederic II., in 1237, and sent to Rome. Parama and
Cremona lost their carroccios to each other, and exchanged them some years afterwards with
great exultation. In the fourteenth century this custom had gone into disuse.

1 The same was done in 1297. A lance, in the technical language of those ages, included
the lighter cavalry' attached to the man-at-arms, as well as himself. In France the full com-
plement of a lance (lance foumie) was live or six horses ; thus the one thousand five hundred
lances, who composed the original companies of ordonnance raised by Charles VII., amounted
to nine thousand cavalry. But in Italy, the number was smaller. We read frequently of

barbuti, which are defined laiize de due cavalli. Lauces of three hordes were introduced
jlbout the middle of the fourteenth century.

I
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without the hope of inflicting any in return. The parochial militia of

France had proved equally unserviceable ; though, as the life of a
French peasant was of much less account in the eyes of his govern-

ment than that of an Italian citizen, they were still led forward like

sheep to the slaughter against the disciplined forces of Edward III.

The cavalry had about this time laid aside the hauberk, or coat of

mail, their ancient distinction from the unprotected populace ; which,

though incapable of being cut through by the sabre, afforded no de-

fence against the pointed sword introduced in the thirteenth century,

nor repelled the impulse of a lance, or the crushing blow of a battle-

axe. Plate-armour was substituted in its place : and the man-at-arms,

cased in entire steel, the several pieces firmly riveted, and proof against

every stroke, his charger protected on the face, chest, and shoulders,

or, as it was called, barded with plates of steel, fought with a security

of success against enemies inferior perhaps only in these adventitious

sources of courage to himself.^

Nor was the new system of conducting hostilities less inconvenient

to the citizens than the tactics of a battle. Instead of rapid and pre-

datory invasions, terminated instantly by a single action, and not
extending more than a few days' march from the soldier's home, the

more skilful combinations usual in the fourteenth century frequently

protracted an indecisive contest for a whole summer.- As wealth and
civilisation made evident the advantages of agricultural and mercantile

industry, this loss of productive labour could no longer be endured.
Azzo Visconti, who died in 1339, dispensed with the personal service

of his Milanese subjects. "Another of his laws," says Galvaneo
Fiamma, " was, that the people should not go to war, but remain at

home for their own business. For they had hitherto been kept with
much danger and expense every year, and especially in time of

harvest and vintage, when princes are wont to go to war, in besieging

cities, and incurred numberless losses, and chiefly on account of the

long time that they were so detained." This law of Azzo Visconti,

taken separately, might be ascribed to the usual policy of an absolute
government. But we find a similar innovation not long afterwards at

Florence. In the war carried on by that republic against Giovanni
Visconti in 135 1, the younger Villani informs us that "the useless and
mischievous personal service of the inhabitants of the district was
commuted into a money payment." This change indeed was neces-
sarily accompanied by a vast increase of taxation. The Italian states,

republics as well as principalities, levied very heavy contributions.

Mastino della Scala had a revenue of seven hundred thousand florins,

more, says John Villani, than the king of any European country,

except France, possesses.^ Yet this arose from only nine cities of

1 The earliest plate-armour cngravcdin Montfaucon's Monumens de la ^lonarchie Fran^aisc.
is of the reign of Philip the Long, about 1315 ; but it does not appear generally till that of
Philip of Valois, or even later. IJcfore the complete harness of steel was adopted, plated caps
Mere sometimes worn on the knees and elbows, and even greaves on the legs. This is repre-
sented in a statue of Charles I., kin^ of Naples, who died in 1285. Possibly the statue may
iiul be so ancient.

* This tedious warf ire h la Fabius is called by Villani, gucrra guercggiata ; at least I can
annex no other meaning to the expression.

3 I cannot imagine why M. Sismondi asserts that the lords of cities in Lomb.-irdy did not
venture to augment the taxes imposed while they had been free. Complaints of heavy tax.i-

Uou arc certainly often m.iJc asain^l the Vi:.:onii, .uid other tyrants in the fourtccath century.
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Lombnrdy. Considered witli reference to economy, almost any taxes
must be a clicaj) commutation for personal service. I'ut economy
may be regarded too exclusively, and can never counterbalance that
degradation of a national character, which proceeds from intrustinjj

the public defence to foreigners.

It could hardly be expected, that stipendiary troops, chiefly composed
of Germans, would conduct themselves without insolence and con-
tempt of the effeminacy which courted their services. Indifferent
to the cause they supported, the highest pay and the richest plun-
der were their constant motives. As Italy was generally the theatre
of war in some of her numerous states, a soldier of fortune, with his

lance and charger for his inheritance, passed from one service to an-
other without regret, and without discredit. But if peace happened to

be pretty universal, he might be thrown out of his only occupation,
and reduced to a very inferior condition, in a country of which he was
not a native. It naturally occurred to men of their feelings, that if

money and honour could only be had while they retained their arms,
it was their own fault if they ever relinquished them. Upon this prin-

ciple they first acted in 1343, when the republic of Pisa disbanded a
large body of German cavalry which had been employed in a war with
Plorence.i A partisan, whom the Italians call the Duke Guarnieri,
engaged these dissatislied mercenaries to remain united under his

command. His plan was to levy contributions on all countries which
he entered with his company, without aiming at any conquests. No
Italian army, he well knew, could be raised to oppose him ; and he
trusted that other mercenaries would not be ready to fight against men
who had devised a scheme so advantageous to the profession. This
was the first of the companies of adventure which continued for many
years to be the scourge and disgrace of Italy. Guarnieri, after some
time, withdrew his troops, saturated with plunder, into Germany ; but
he served in the invasion of Naples by Louis, king of Hungary, in

1348, and, forming a new company, ravaged the ecclesiastical state.

A still more formidable band of disciplined robbers appeared in 1353,
under the command of Fra Moriale, and afterwards of Conrad Lando.
This was denominated the Great Company, and consisted of several

thousand regular troops, besides a multitude of half-armed ruffians,

vvho assisted as spies, pioneers, and plunderers. The rich cities of

Tuscany and Romagna paid large sums, that the great company,
whicii was pei^petually in motion, might not march through their ter-

ritory. Florence alone magnanimously resolved not to offer this igno-

minious tribute. Upon two occasions, once in 1358, and still more
conspicuously the next year, she refused either to give a passage to

the company, or to redeem herself by money ; and in each instance

the German robbers were compelled to retire. At this time they con-

sisted of five thousand cuirassiers, and their whole body was not less

than twenty thousand men—a terrible proof of the evils which an

1 The dangerous aspect which these German mercenaries might assume, had app<^ared four

years before, when Lodrisio, one of the Visconti, having quarrelled with the lord of Milan,

led a large body of troops who had just been disbanded against the cirj'. After some despe-

rate battles, the mercenaries were defeated, and Lodrisio taken. In this instance, however.

they acted for another ; Guarnieri was the first who taught them to preserve the impartiality

of general robbers
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erroneous system had entailed upon Italy. Nor were they repulsed on
this occasion by the actual exertions of P'lorcncc. The courage of that

republic was in her counsels, not in her arms ; the resistance made to

Lando's demand was a burst of national feeling, and rather against the

advice of the leading Florentines ; but the army employed was entirely

composed of mercenary troops, and probably for the greater part of

foreigners.

None of the foreign partisans who entered into the service of Italian

states, acquired such renown in that career, as an Englishman, whom
contemporary writers call Aucud, or Agutus, but to whom we may
restore his national appellation of Sir John Hawkwood. This very
eminent man had served in the war of Edward III., and obtained 1^- -

knighthood from that sovereign, though originally, if we may tiust

common fame, bred to the trade of a tailor. After the peace of Bre-
tigni, France was ravaged by the disbanded troops, whose devastations
Edward was accused, perhaps unjustly, of secretly instigating. A
large body of these, under the name of the White Company, passed
into the service of the Marquis of JMontfcrrat. They were some time
afterwards employed by the Pisans against Florence ; and during this

latter war, Hawkwood appears as their commander. For thirty years

he was continually engaged in the service of the Visconti, of the Pope,
or of the Florentines, to whom he devoted himself for the latter part of

his life with more fidelity and steadiness than he had shown in his first

campaigns. The republic testified her gratitude by a public funeral,

and by a monument which, I believe, is still extant.

The name of Sir John Hawkwood is worthy to be remembered, as
that of the first distinguished commander who had appeared in Europe
since the destruction of the Roman empire. It would be absurd to

suppose that any of the constituent elements of military genius, which
nature furnishes to energetic characters, were wanting to the leaders
of a barbarian or feudal army ; untroubled perspicacity in confusion,
firm decision, rapid execution, providence against attack, fertility of
resource and stratagem. These are in quality as much required from
the chief of an Indian tribe, as from the accomplished commander.
iJut we do not find them in any instance so consummated by habitual
skill, as to challenge the name of generalship. No one at least occurs
to me previously to the middle of the fourteenth century, to whom his-

tory has unequivocally assigned that character. It is very rarely that

we find even the order of battle specially noticed. The monks, indeed,
our only chroniclers, were poor judges of martial excellence

;
yet, as

war is the main topic of all annals, we could hardly remain ignorant
of any distinguished skill in its operations. This neglect of military

science certainly did not proceed from any predilection for the arts of
peace. It arose out of the general manners of society, and out of the
nature and composition of armies in the middle ages. The insubor-
dinate spirit of feudal tenants, and the emulous equality of chivalry,

were alike hostile to that gradation of rank, that punctual observance
of irksome duties, that prompt obedience to a supreme command,
through which a single soul is infused into the active mass, and the
rays of individual merit converge to the head of the general.

In the fourteenth century, wo begin to perceive something of a more
p
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scientific character in military procecdinpfs, and historians {or the first

time discover that success docs not cntin
"

id upon inl:

and physical prowess. The victory of M . over the A
princes in 1322, that decided a civil war in the empire, is ascribed if»

the ability of the Bavarian commander.^ Many distinguished officers

were formed in the school of Edward III. Yet their excellences were
pcrliaps rather those of active partisans than of experienced ;•'

Their successes are still due rather to darin;^ enthusiasm, than i -

and calculating combination. Like inexpert chess players, they surprise
us by happy sallies against rule, or display their talents in rescuing
themselves from the consequence of their own mistakes. Thus the
admirable arrangements of the Black Prince at Poitiers hardly redeem
the temerity which placed him in a situation where the egregious folly

of his adversary alone could have permitted him to triumph. Hawk-
Avood therefore appears to me the first real general of modern times

—

the earliest master, however imperfect, in the science of Turenne and
Wellington. Every contemporary Italian historian speaks with admira-
tion of his skilful tactics in battle, his stratagems, his well-conducted
retreats. Praise of this description, as I have observed, is hardly be-
stowed, certainly not so continually, on any former captain.

Hawkwood was not only the greatest, but the last of the foreign con-
dotticri, or captains of mercenary bands. While he was yet living, a
new military school had been formed in Italy, which not only super-

seded, but eclipsed all the strangers. This important reform was
ascribed to Alberic di Barbiano, lord of some petty territories near
Bologna. He formed a company altogether of Italians about the year

1379. It is not to be supposed that natives of Italy had before been
absolutely excluded from service. We find several Italians, such as

the Malatesta family, lords of Rimini, and the Rossi of Parma, com-
manding the armies of Florence much earlier. But this was the first

trading company, if I may borrow the analogy, the first regular body
of Italian mercenaries, attached only to their commander, v/ithout any
consideration of party, like the Germans and English of Lando and
Hawkwood. Alberic di Barbiano, though himself no doubt a man of

military talents, is principally distinguished by the school of great

generals, which the company of St George under his command pro-

duced, and which may be deduced, by regular succession, to the

sixteenth century. The first in order of time, and immediate con-

temporaries- of Barbiano, were Jacopo Verme, Facino Cane, and
Ottobon Terzo. Among an intelligent and educated people, little

inclined to servile imitation, the military art made gre?.t progress.

The most eminent condottieri being divided, in general, between
belligerents, each of them had his genius excited and kept in tension

by that of a rival in glory. Every resource of science, as well as experi-

ence, every improvement in tactical arrangements and the use of arms,
were required to obtain an advantage over such equal enemies. In
the first year of the fifteenth century, the Italians brought their newly-

acquired superiority to a test. The emperor Robert, in alliance with

Florence, invaded Gian Galeazzo's dominions with a considerable

1 Schwepperman, the Bavarian general, 13 Called by a contemporary writer, clarus miiitara

scientia vir. Struvius Comp. His. Germ.
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army. From old reputation, which so frequently survives the intrinsic

qualities upon which it was founded, an impression appears to have

been excited in Italy, that the native troops were still unequal to meet
the charf^e of the German cuirassiers. The duke of Milan gave orders

to his general, Jacopo Verme, to avoid a combat. But that able leader

was aware of a great relative change in the two armies. The Germans
had neglected to improve their discipline ; their arms were less easily

wielded, their horses less obedient to the bit. A single skirmish was
enough to open their eyes ; they found themselves decidedly inferior ;

and, having engaged in the war with expectation of easy success, were

readily disheartened. This victory, or rather this decisive proof that

victory might be achieved, set Italy at rest for almost a century from
any apprehensions on the side of her ancient masters.

Whatever evils might be derived, and they were not trifling, from
the employment of foreign or native mercenaries, it was impossible to

discontinue tlie system without general consent ; and too many states

found their own advantage in it for such an agreement. The con-

dottieri were indeed all notorious for contempt of engagements. Their

rapacity was equal to their bad faith. Besides an enormous pay, for

every private cuirassier received much more in value than a subaltern

officer at present, they exacted gratifications for every success.^ But
everything was endured by ambitiotis governments, who wanted their

aid. Florence and Venice were the two states which owed most to

the companies of adventure. The one loved war without its perils
;

the other could never have obtained an inch of territory with a popu-
lation of sailors. But they were both almost inexhaustibly rich by
commercial industry ; and, as the surest paymasters, were best served

by those they employed. The Visconti might perhaps have extended
their conquests over Lombardy with the militia of Milan ; but without
a Jacopo del Verme, or a Carmagnola, the banner of St Mark would
never have floated at Verona and Bergamo.
These Italian armies of the fifteenth century have been remarked

for one striking peculiarity. War has never been conducted at so

little personal hazard to the soldier. Combats frequently occur in the

annals of that age, wherein success, though warmly contested, cost

very few lives even to the vanquished.^ This innocence of blood,

^ Paga doppia, e mese compiuto, of which we frequently read, sometimes granted improvi-
dently, and more often demanded unreasonably. The first speaks for itself: the second was
the reckoning a months service as completed when it was be.?im, in calculating their pay.

Gian Galcazzo Visconti promised constant half-pay to the condottieri, whom he disbanded
in 1396. This, perhaps, is the first instance of half-pay.

2 Instances of this arc very frequent. Thus, at the action of Zngonara, in 1423, but three
persons, according to Machiavel, lost their lives, and those by suffocation in the mud. At
that of Molinelli, in 1467, he says, that no one was killed. Ammirato reproves him for this,

as all the authors of the time represent it to have been sanguinary, and insinuates that Ma-
chiavel ridicules the inoffensiveness of those armies more than it deserves, schemendo, come
egli suol far, quella niilizia. Certainly some few battles of the fifteenth century were not
only obstinately contested, but attended with con.sidcrable loss. But, in general, the slaughter
must appe.-.r very trifling. Ammirato himself says, that in an action between the Neapolitan
and papal troops in 14S6, which lasted ail day, not only no one was killed, but it is not re-
corded that any one was wounded. Guicciardini's general testimony to the character of
these combats is unequivocal. He speaks of the battle of Fornova between the confederates
of l/ombardy and the army of Charles VIII., returning from Naples in 1495, as very remark-
able on account of the slaughter, which amounted on the Italian side to three thousand men:
perche fil la prima, che da lunghissimo tempo in qua si combattesse con uccisione c con sangue
in Italia, pcrghc innanzi a questa moiivano pochissmi uomiui in un fatto d'arrac.
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which some historians turn into ridicule, was no doubt owln;^ in a

great dcj^Tce to llic rapacity of the companies of adventure, wljo, in

expectation of enricliintj llicmsclves by the ransom of prisoners, were
anxious to save their hves. Much of the humanity of modern warfare

was ori.<,Mnally due to this motive. But it was rendered more practic-

al:)lc by the nature of tlicir arms. For once, and for once only in the

history of mankind, the art of defence had outstripped that of destruc-

tion. In a charge of lancers many fell, unhorsed by the shock, and
might be suffocated or bruised to death by the pressure of their own
armour ; but the lance's point could not penetrate the breastplate, the

sword fell harmless upon the helmet, the conqueror, in the first im-

pulse of passion, could not assail any vital part of a prostrate but not

exposed enemy. Still less was to be dreaded from the archers or

cross-bowmen who composed a large part of the infantry. The bow
indeed, as drawn by an English foot-soldier, was the most formidable

of arms before the invention of gunpowder. That ancient weapon,
though not perhaps common among the Northern nations, nor for

several centuries after their settlement, was occasionally in use before

the crusades. William employed archers in the battle of Hastings.^-

Intercourse with the east, its natural soil, during the twelfth and
thirteenth ages, rendered the bow better known. But the Europeans
improved on the eastern method of confining its use to cavalry. By
employing infantry as archers, they gained increased size, more steady

position, and surer aim for the bow. Much, however, depended on the

strength and skill of the archer. It was a peculiarly English weapon,
and none of the other principal nations adopted it so generally, or so

successfully. The cross-bow, which brought the strong and weak to

a level, was more in favour upon the continent. This instrument is

said by some writers to have been introduced after the first crusade,

in the reign of Louis the Fat. But, if we may trust William of Poitou,

it was employed as well as the long bow, at the battle of Hastings.

Several of the popes prohibited it as a treacherous weapon, and the

restriction was so far regarded that, in the time of Philip Augustus,
its use is said to have been unknown in France. By degrees it became
more general ; and cross-bowmen were considered as a very necessary
part of a well-organised army. But both the arrow and the quarrel

glanced away from plate-armour, such as it became in the fifteenth

century, impervious in every point, except when the visor was raised

from the face, or some part of the body accidentally exposed. The
horse indeed was less completely protected.

Many disadvantages attended the security against wounds for which
this armour had been devised. The enormous weight exhausted the

force and crippled the limbs. It rendered the heat of a southern
climate insupportable. In some circumstances it increased the dan-
ger of death, as in the passage of a river or morass. It was impos-
sible to compel an enemy to fight, because the least entrenchment or

natural obstacle could stop such unwieldy assailants. The troops

might be kept in constant alarm at night, and either compelled to

^^ Pedites in fronte locavit, sagittis armatos et balistis, item pedites in ordine secundo firmi-

ores et loricatos, ultimo turmas equitum. Several archers are represented in the tapestry of

Bayeux, GuL Pictavieusis.

I
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sleep under arms, or run the risk of being surprised before they could
rivet their plates of steel. Neither the Italians, however, nor the

Transalpincs, would surrender a mode of defence, which they ouc^ht

to have deemed inglorious. But in order to obviate some of its mili-

tary inconveniences, as well as to give a concentration in attack,

which lancers impetuously charging in a single line, according to the

practice at least of France in the middle ages, did not preserve, it

became usual for the cavalry to dismount, and leaving their horses at

some distance, to combat on foot with the lance. This practice,

which must have been singularly embarrassing with the plate-armour
of the fifteenth century, was introduced before it became so ponderous.
It is mentioned by historians of the twelfth century, both as a German
and an English custom. 1 We fmd it in the wars of Edward III.

Hawkwood, the disciple of that school, introduced it into Italy. And
it was practised by the English in their second wars with France,
especially at the battles of Crevant and Verneuil.-

Meanwhile, a discovery accidentally made, perhaps, in some remote
age and distant region, and whose importance was but slowly per-

ceived by Europe, had prepared the way not only for a change in her
military system, but for political effects still more extensive. If we
consider gunpowder as an instrument of human destruction, incal-

culably more powerful than any that skill had devised or accident

presented before, acquiring, as experience shows us, a more sanguinary
dominion in every succeeding age, and borrowing all the progressive

resources of science and civilisation for the extermination of man-
kind, we shall be appalled at the future prospects of the species, and
feci perhaps in no other instance so much difficulty in reconciling the

mysterious dispensation with the benevolent order of Providence.

As the great security for established governments, the surest preser-

vation against popular tumult, it assumes a more equivocal character,

depending upon the solution of a doubtful problem, whether the sum
of general happiness has lost more in the last three centuries through
arbitrary power, than it has gained through regular police and sup-
pression of disorder.

There seems little reason to doubt that gunpowder was introduced
through the means of the Saracens into Europe. Its use in engines
of war, though they may seem to have been rather like our fireworks

than artillery, is mentioned by an Arabic writer in the Escurial collec-

tion about the year 1249.2 It was known not long afterwards to our

1 The emperor Conrad's cavalry in the second crusade are said by William of Tyre to have
dismounted on one occasion, and fought on foot, dc equis desccndcntes ct facti pcdilcs :

sicut inos est Tcutonicis in sunimis noccssitatibus bcllica tractare ncgotia. And tlic same
Avas done by the English in their engagement with the Scotch near North AUerton, commonly
called the battle of the Stand.ard, in 1138.

2 It was a Burgundian as well as English fashion. Entre Ics Eourguignons, says Comines,
lors estoicnt les plus honorez ccux que dcscendoicnt avec les archers.

3 Casiri thus renders the original description of certain missiles used by the Moors. Ser-
punt, susnrrantuuc scorpiones circumligati ac pulvcre nitrato incensi, undc e.xplosi fulgurant
ac inccndunt. Jam videre crat manganum e.xcussum veluti nubem per acra e.xtendi ac toni-

trus instar horrendum edere fragorem, ignemque undcquaque vomcns, omnia dirumpere, in-

cendere, in cinercs red gore. Ihe Arabic passage is at the bottom of the page; and one
would be glad to know whether pulris nitrntns is a fair translation. But I think there can
on the whole be no doubt that gunpowder is meant. Another Arabian writer seems to de-
scribe the use of cannon iu the years 1312 and 1323. And the chronicle of Alphonso XI.,
king of Castile, distinctly mentions them at the s>icge of Algeziras iu 1342. But before ihii
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philosopher Roj^cr IJacon, though he concealed in some de^'irrc the
secret of its composition. In the first part of the fo^

"

'

>'»

cannon, or rather mortars, were invented, and the aj^_
^ ., ri-

powder to purposes of war was understood. Edward ill. employed
some pieces of artillery with considerable effect at Cressy. * But its

use was still not very frequent ; a circumstance which will surprise us
less, when we consider the unscientific construction of artillery ; the
slowness with which it could be loaded ; its stone bulls, of uncertain
aim and imperfect force, beinj^ commonly fired at a considerable
elevation ; and especially the difficulty of removing it from place to

place during an action. In sieges, and in naval engagements, as for

example in the war of Chioggia, it was more frequently employed.^
Gradually, however, the new artifice of evil gained ground. The
French made the principal improvements. They cast their cannon
smaller, placed them on lighter carriages, and used balls of iron.'^

They invented portable arms for a single soldier, which, though
clumsy in comparison with their present state, gave an augury of a
prodigious revolution in the military art. John, duke of Burgundy,
141 1, had four thousand hand-cannons, as they were called, in his

army. They are found, under different names, and modifications of

forms, for which I refer the reader to professed writers on tactics, in

most of the wars that historians of the fifteenth century record, but
less in Italy, than beyond the Alps. The Milanese, in 1449, are said

to have armed their militia with twenty thousand muskets, which
struck terror into the old generals.^ But these muskets, supported
on a rest, and charged with great delay, did less execution than our
sanguinary science would require ; and, uncombined with the admir-
able invention of the bayonet, could not in any degree resist a charge
of cavalry. The pike had a greater tendency to subvert the military

system of the middle ages, and to demonstrate the efficiency of dis-

ciplined infantry. Two free nations had already discomfited by the
help of such infantry those arrogant knights on whom the fate of

battles had depended ; the Bohemians, instructed in the art of war
by their great master, John Zisca ; and the Swiss, who, after winning
their independence inch by inch from the house of Austria, had lately

established their renown by a splendid victory over Charles of Bur-

they were sufficiently known in France. Gunpowder and cannon are both mentioned in re-

gisters of accounts under 1338 ; and in another document of 1345. Hist, du Languedoc. But
the strongest evidence is a passage of Petrarch, written before 1344, and quoted in l>Iiiratori,

where he speaks of the art, nuper rara, nunc communis.
1 Gibbon has thrown out a sort of objection to the certainty- of this fact, on account of

Froissart's silence. But the positive testimony of ViJIani, who died within two years after-

wards, and had manifestly obtained much information as to the great events passing in France,
cannot be rejected. He ascribes a material effect to the cannon of Edward, colpi delle bom-
barde, which I suspect, from his strong expressions, had not been employed before, except
against stone walls. It seemed, he says, as if God thundered, con grande uccisione di genti,

e sfondamento di cavalli.

2 Several proofs of the employment of artillery in French sieges during the reign of Charles
V. occur in Villaret.

Gian Galeazzo had, according to Coria, thirty-four pieces of cannon, small and great, in

the Milanese army about 1397.
3 Guicciardini has a remarkable passage on the superiority of the French over the Italian

artillery, in consequence of these improvements.
* Sismondi says that it required a quarter of an hour to charge and fire a musket. I must con-

fess that I very much doubt the fact of so many muskets having been collected. In 1432,

that arm was seen for the first time in Tuscany.
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ramdy. Louis XI. took a body of mercenaries from the United
Cantons into pay. Maximilian had recourse to the same assistance.

^

And thou^di the importance of infantry was not perhaps decidedly

established till the Milanese wars of Louis XIL and Francis L in

the sixteenth century, yet the last years of the middle ages, accordin.c^

to our division, indicated the commencement of that military revolu-

tion in the general employment of pikemen and musketeers.

Soon after the beginning of the fifteenth century, to return from this

digression, two illustrious captains, educated under Alberic di Bar-

biano, turned upon themselves the eyes of Italy. These were Braccio

di INIontone, a noble Perugian, and Sforza Attendolo, originally a
peasant in the village of Cotignuola. Nearly equal in reputation,

unless perhaps I^accio may be reckoned the more consummate
general, they were divided by a long rivalry, which descended to the

next generation, and involved all the distinguished leaders of Italy.

The distractions of Naples, and the anarchy of the ecclesiastical state,

gave scope not only to their military, but political ambition. Sforza

was invested with extensive fiefs in the kingdom of Naples, and with
the office of Great Constable. Braccio aimed at independent acquisi-

tions, and formed a sort of principality around Perugia. This, how-
ever, was entirely dissipated at his death. When Sforza and Braccio
were no more, their respective parties were headed by the son of the

former, Francesco Sforza, and by Nicolas Piccinino, who for more
thnn twenty years fought, with few exceptions, under opposite banners.
Piccinino was constantly in the service of Milan. Sforza, whose poli-

tical talents fully equalled his military skill, never lost sight of the

splendid prospects that opened to his ambition. From Eugenius IV.

he obtained the March of Ancona, as a fief of the Roman see. Thus
rendered more independent than the ordinary condottieri, he mingled
as a sovereign prince in the politics of Italy. He was generally in

alliance with Venice and Florence, throwing his weight into their

scale to preserve the balance of power against INIilan and Naples.
But his ultimate designs rested upon Milan. Filippo Maria, duke of

that city, the last of his family, had only a natural daughter, whose
hand he sometimes offered, and sometimes withheld from Sforza.

Even after he had consented to their union, his suspicious temper
was incapable of admitting such a son-in-law into confidence, and he
joined in a confederacy with the pope and king of Naples, to strip

Sforza of the March. At the death of Filippo Maria, in 1447, that

general had nothing left but his glory, and a very disputable claim to

the Milanese succession. This, however, was set aside by the citizens,

who revived their republican government. A republic in that part of

Lombardy might, with the help of Venice and Florence, have with-

stood any domestic or foreign usurpation. But Venice was hostile,

and Florence indifferent. Sforza became the general of this new state,

aware that such would be the probable means of becoming its master.
No politician of that age scrupled any breach of faith for his interests.

Nothing, says Machiavel, was thought shameful, but to fail. Sforza

' See Guicciardi'ni's diameter of tlic Swis"; troops. The P'rcnch, he says, had no native in-

fantry' ; il regno di Francia era debolissimy di fanteria propria, the nobility monopolisini; all

Vfarlikc occupations.
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^vith his army deserted to the Venetians ; and the republic of Milan,
bcinjj both incapable of dcfcndin;^ itself, and distracted by civil dis-

sensions, soon fell a prey to his ambition. In 1450, he was proclaimed
duke, rather by rij^ht of election, or of conquest, than in virtue of hi--.

marriaf:^e with Bianca, whose sex, as well as illegitimacy, seemed to

precliidc her from inhcritin:^''.

1 have not alluded for some time to the domestic history of a kinj^-

dom which bore a considerable part during the fourteenth and fif-

teenth centuries in the general combinations of Italian policy, not
wishing to interrupt the reader's attention by too frequent transitions.

Wc must return again to a more remote age in order to take up the

history of Naples. Charles of Anjou, after the deaths of Manfred and
Conradin had, in 1272, left him without a competitiy, might be ranked
in the first class of European sovereigns. Master of Provence and
Naples, and at the head of the Guelf faction in Italy, he had already
prepared a formidable attack on the Greek empire, when a memorable
revolution in Sicily brought humiliation on his latter years. John of

Procida, a Neapolitan, whose patrimony had been confiscated for his

adherence to the party of Manfred, retained, during long years of exile,

an implacable resentment against the house of Anjou. From the
dominions of Peter III., king of Aragon, who had bestowed estates

upon him in Valencia, he kept his eye continually fixed on Naples and
Sicily. The former held out no favourable prospects ; the Ghibelin
party had been entirely subdued, and the principal barons were of

French extraction or inclinations. But the island was in a very
different state. Unused to any strong government, it was now treated

as a conquered country. A large body of French soldiers garrisoned
the fortified towns, and the systematic oppression was aggravated by
those insults upon women, which have always been characteristic of

that people, and are most intolerable to an Italian temperament.
John of Procida, travelling in disguise through the island, animated
the barons with a hope of deliverance. In like disguise, he repaired

to the pope, Nicholas III., who was jealous of the new Neapolitan
dynasty, and obtained his sanction to the projected insurrection ; to

the court of Constantinople, from which he readily obtained money

;

and to the king of Aragon, who employed that money in fitting out an
armament, that hovered upon the coast of Africa, under pretext of

attacking the Moors. It is, however, difficult at this time to distin-

guish the effects of preconcerted conspiracy from those of casual re-

sentment. Before the intrigues so skilfully conducted had taken effect,

yet after they were ripe for development, an outrage committed upon
a lady at Palermo during a procession on the vigil of Easter, in 1283,

provoked the people to that terrible massacre of all the French in their

island, which has obtained the name of Sicilian Vespers. Unpremedi-
tated as such an ebullition of popular fury must appear, it fell in, by
the happiest coincidence, with the previous conspiracy. The king of

Aragon's fleet was at hand ; the Sicilians soon called in his assistance
;

he sailed to Palermo, and accepted the crown. John of Procida is a
remarkable witness to a truth which the pride of governments will

seldom permit them to acknowledge ; that an individual, obscure and
apparently insignificant, may sometimes, by perseverance and energy.
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shake the foundations of established states : while the perfect conceal-

ment of his intrigues proves also, against a popular maxim, that a

political secret may be preserved by a number of persons during a
considerable length of time.^

The long war that ensued upon this revolution involved or interested

the greater part of civilised Europe. Philip III. of France adhered to

his uncle, and the king of Aragon was compelled to fight for Sicily

within his native dominions. This indeed was the more vulnerable

point of attack. Upon the sea he was lord of the ascendant. His
Catalans, the most intrepid of Mediterranean sailors, were led to

victory by a Calabrian refugee, Roger di Loria, the most illustrious

and successful admiral whom Europe produced till the age of lilake

and de Ruyter. In one of Loria's battles, the eldest son of the king of

Naples was made prisoner, and the first years of his own reign were
spent in confinement. But notwithstanding these advantages, it was
found impracticable for Aragon to contend against the arms of France,
and latterly of Castile, sustained by the rolling thunders of the Vatican.

Peter II I. had bequeathed Sicily to his second son James; Alfonso,

the eldest, king of Aragon, could not fairly be expected to ruin his in-

heritance for his brother's cause ; nor were the barons of that free

country disposed to carry on a war without national objects. He made
peace accordingly, in 1295, and engaged to withdraw all his subjects

from the Sicilian service. Upon his own death, which followed very
soon, James succeeded to the kingdom of Aragon, and ratified the re-

nunciation of Sicily. But the natives of that island had received too

deeply the spirit of independence to be thus assigned over by the

letter of a treaty. After solemnly abjuring, by their ambassadors,
their allegiance to the king of Aragon, they placed the crown upon the

head of his brother Frederic. They maintained the war against Charles
II. of Naples, against James of Aragon, their former king, who had
bound himself to enforce their submission, and even against the great

Roger di Loria, who, upon some discontent with Frederic, deserted
their banner, and entered into the Neapolitan service. Peace was at

length made in 1300, upon condition that Frederic should retain

durmg his life the kingdom, which was afterwards to revert to the

crown of Naples—a condition not likely to be fulfilled.

Upon the death of Charles II., king of Naples, in 1305, a question
arose as to the succession. His eldest son, Charles Martel, had been
called by maternal inheritance to the throne of Hungary, and had left

at his decease a son, Carobert, the reigning sovereign of that country.
According to the laws of representative succession, which were at

this time tolerably settled in private inheritance, the crown of Naples

' Giannone, though he h.ns well described the schemes of John of Procida, yet, as is too
often his custom, or rather that of Costanzo, whom he implicitly follows, drops or slides over
leading facts ; and thus, omitting entirely, or misrepresenting the circumstances of the Sicilian
Vespers, treats the whole insurrection as the result of a deliberate conspiracy. On the other
hand, Nicolas Spccialis, a contemporary writer, in the seventh volume of Muratori's collec-
tion, represents the Sicilian Vespers as proceeding entirely from the casual outrage in the
streets of Palermo. The thought of calling in Peter, he asserts, did not occur to the Sicilians
till Charles had actually commenced the siege of Messina. But this is equallv removed from
the truth. Gibbon has made more errors than are usual with so accurate an historian in his
account of this revolution, such as calling Const.ance, the queen of Peter, sister instead of
daughter of Manfred. A good Darrative of the Sicilian Vespers may be foimd ia VcUy's His-
tory of France, t. vi.
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ouj,'lit to have rc;,'ularly devolved upon that prince. But it wa con-
tested by his uncle Robert, the eldest livin;^ Eon of Charles II., and ihc

cause was pleaded by civilians Ijcforc Pope Clement V. at Avi;;non,
the feudal su[)erior of the Neapolitan kingdom. Reasons of public
utility, rather than of legal analogy, seem to have prevailed in the

decision which was made in favour of Robert. Some of the civilians

of thai a^e, however, approved the decision. The course of his rei;^n

evinced the wisdom of this determination. Robert, a wise and active,

though not personally a martial prince, maintained the ascendency
of the Guelf faction, and the papal influence connected with it, against
the formidable combination of Ghibelin usurpers in Lombardy, and
the two emperors, Henry VII, and Louis of Bavaria. No male issue

survived Robert, whose crown descended to his grand -daughtci
Joanna. She had been espoused, while a child, to her cousin Andrew,
son of Carobert, king of Hungary, who was educated with her n the

court of Naples. Auspiciously contrived, as this union might seem, to

silence a subsisting claim upon the kingdom, it proved eventually the
source of civil war and calamity for an hundred and fifty years.

Andrew's manners were barbarous, more worthy of his native country
than of that polished court wherein he had been bred- He gave him-
self up to the society of Hungarians, who taught him to believe that a
matrimonial crown and derivative royalty were derogatory to a prince

who claimed by a paramount hereditary right. In fact, in 1343, he
was pressing the court of Avignon to permit his own coronation,

which would have placed in a very hazardous condition the rights of

the queen, with whom he was living on ill terms, when one night he
was seized, strangled, and thrown out of a window. Public rumour,
in the absence of notorious proof, imputed the guilt of this mysterious
assassination to Joanna. Whether historians are authorised to assume
her participation in it so confidently as they have generally done, may
perhaps be doubted, though I cannot venture positively to rescind

their sentence. The circumstances of Andrew's death were undoubt-
edly pregnant with strong suspicion.^ Louis, king of Hungary, his

brother, a just and stern prince, invaded Naples, partly as an avenger,

partly as a conqueror. The queen, and her second husband, Louis of

Tarento, fled to Provence, where her acquittal, after a solemn, if not

an impartial, investigation, was pronounced by Clement VI. Louis,

meanwhile, found it more difficult to retain than to acquire the king-

dom of Naples ; his own dominions required his presence ; and
Joanna soon recovered her crown. She reigned for thirty years more

1 The Chronicle of Dominic di Gravina seems to be our best testimony for the circumstances
connected with Andrew's death ; and after reading his narrative more than once, I find my-
self undecided as to this perplexed and mysterious story. Gravina's opinion, it should be
observed, is extremely hostile to the queen. Nevertheless, there are not wanting p esump-
tions, that Charles, first duke of Durazzo, who had married his sister, was concerned in the

murder of Andrew, for which in fact he was afterwards put to death by the king of Hungary.
But, if the duke of Durazzo was guilty, it is unlikely that Joanna should be so too ; because

she was on very bad terms with him, and indeed the chief proofs against her are founded on
the investigation which Durazzo himself professed to institute. Confessions obtained through
torture are as little credible in history as they ought to be in judicature, even if we could be
positively sure, which is not the case in this instance, that such confessions were ever made.
However, I do not pretend to acquit Joanna, but merely to notice the luicertainty that rests

over her story, on account of the positiveness with which all historians, except those of Naples,
and the Abbe de Sade, whose \dndication does her more harm than good, have assumed the

murder of Andrew to have been her own act. as if she had ordered his execution in open day.
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without the attack of any enemy, but not intermeddling", like her pro-

genitors, in the general concerns of Italy. Childless by four husbands,

the succession of Joanna began to excite ambitious speculations. Of
all the male descendants of Charles I., none remained but the king of

Hungary, and Charles, duke of Durazzo, who had married the queen's

niece, and was regarded by her as the presumptive heir to the crown.

But, offended by her marriage with Otho of Brunswick, he procured
the assistance of an Hungarian army to invade the kingdom, and,

getting the queen into his power, took possession of the throne. In

this enterprise he was seconded by Urban VI., against whom Joanna
had unfortunately declared in the great schism of the church. She
was, in 1378, smothered with a pillow in prison by the order of Charles.

The name of Joan of Naples has suffered by the lax repetition of

calumnies. Whatever share she may have had in her husband's
death, and certainly under circumstances of extenuation, her subse-

([ucnt life was not open to any flagrant reproach. The charge of dis-

solute manners, so frequently made, is not warranted by any specific

proof or contemporary testimony.

In the extremity of Joanna's distress, she had sought assistance

from a quarter too remote to afford it in time for her relief. She
adopted Louis, duke of Anjou, eldest uncle of the young king of

France, Charles VI., as her heir in the kingdom of Naples and county
of Provence. This bequest took effect without difficulty in the latter

country. Naples was entirely in the possession of Charles of Durazzo.
Louis, however, entered Italy with a very large army, consisting at

least of thirty thousand cavalry, and, according to some writers, more
than double that number. He was joined by many Neapolitan barons,

attached to the late queen. But by a fate not unusual in so imperfect

a state of military science, this armament produced no adequate effect,

and mouldered away through disease and want of provisions. Louis
himself dying not long afterwards, the government of Charles III.

appeared secure, and he was tempted to accept an offer of the crown
of Hungary. This enterprise, equally unjust and injudicious, ter-

minated in his assassination. Ladislaus, his son, a child ten years
old, succeeded to the throne of Naples, under the guardianship of his

mother Margaret, whose exactions of money producing discontent,

the party which had supported the late duke of Anjou became power-
ful enough to call in his son. Louis II., as he was called, reigned at

Naples, and possessed most part of the kingdom for several years, the
young king Ladislaus, who retained some of the northern provinces,

fixing his residence at Gacta. If Louis had prosecuted the war with
activity, it seems probable that he would have subdued his adversary.

But his character was not very energetic ; and Ladislaus, as he
advanced to manhood, displaying much superior qualities, gained
ground by degrees, till the Angevin barons, perceiving the turn of the
tide, came over to his banner, and he recovered his whole dominions.
The kingdom of Naples, at the close of the fourteenth century, was

still altogether a feudal government. This had been introduced by
the first Norman kings, and the system had rather been strengthened
ihan impaired under the Angevin line. The princes of the blood,
who were at one time numerous, obtained extensive domains by way
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of appanage. The principality of Tarento was a large portion of the
kint^doiii.i The rest was occupied by some great famihes, whose
strength, as well as pride, was shown in the number of men-at-arms
whom they could muster under their banner. At the coronation of

Louis II., in 1390, the Sansevcrini appeared with eighteen hundred
cavalry completely equipped. This illustrious house, which had filled

all the high offices of state, and changed kings at its pleasure, was
crushed by Ladislaus, whose bold and unrelenting spirit well fitted

him to bruise the heads of the aristocratic hydra. After thoroughly
establishing his government at home, this ambitious monarch directed

his powerful resources towards foreign conquests. The ecclesiastical

territories had never been secure from rebellion or usurpation ; but
legitimate sovereigns had hitherto respected the patrimony of the

church. It was reserved for Ladislaus, a feudal vassal of the Holy
Sec, to seize upon Rome itself as his spoil. For several years, while

the disordered state of the church, in consequence of the schism and
the means taken to extinguish it, gave him an opportunity, the king of

Naples occupied great part of the papal territories. He was disposed
to have carried his arms farther north, and attacked the republic of

F'lorence, if not the states of Lombardy, when his death relieved Italy

from the danger of this new tyranny.

An elder sister, Joanna II., reigned at Naples after Ladislaus.

Under this queen, destitute of courage and understanding, and the

slave of appetites which her age rendered doubly disgraceful, the king-

dom relapsed into that state of anarchy from which its late sovereign

had rescued it. I shall only refer the reader to more enlarged histories

for the first years of Joanna's reign. In 142 1, the two most powerful
individuals were Sforza Attendolo, great constable, and Ser Gianni
Caraccioli, the queen's minion, who governed the palace with un-
limited sway. Sforza, aware that the favourite was contriving his

ruin, and remembering the prison in which he had lain more than
once since the accession of Joanna, determined to anticipate his

enemies, by calling in a pretender to the crown, another Louis of

Anjou, third in descent of that unsuccessful dynasty. The Angevin
party, though proscribed and oppressed, was not extinct ; and the

populace of Naples, in particular, had always been on that side.

Caraccioli's influence and the queen's dishonourable weakness rendered
the nobility disaffected. Louis III., therefore, had no remote prospect

of success. But Caraccioli was more prudent than favourites, selected

from such motives, have usually proved. Joanna was old and child-

less ; the reversion to her dominions was a valuable object to any
prince in Europe. None was so competent to assist her, or so likely

to be influenced by the hope of succession, as Alfonso, king of Aragon
and Sicily. That island, after the reign of its deliverer, Frederic I.,

had unfortunately devolved upon weak or infant princes. One great

family, the Chiaramonti, had possessed itself of half Sicily—not by a

feudal title, as in other kingdoms, but as a kind of counter-sovereignty,

in opposition to the crown, though affecting rather to bear arms against

1 It comprehended the provinces now called Terra d'Otranto and Terra di Bari, besides

part of those adjoining. Orsini, prince of Tarento, who died in 14631 had four thousaad

troops in arms, and the value of one million florins in movables.
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the advisers of their kings, than a^^ainst themselves. The marriage of

Maria, queen of Sicily, with Martin, son of the king of Aragon, put an

end to the national independence of her country. Dying without issue,

she left the crown to her husband. This was consonant, perhaps, to

the received law of some European kingdoms. But, upon the death

of Martin, in 1409, his father, also named Martin, king of Aragon, took

possession as heir to his son, without any election by the Sicilian

parliament. The Chiaramonti had been destroyed by the younger
Martin, and no party remained to make opposition. Thus was Sicily

united to the crown of Aragon. Alfonso, who now enjoyed those two
crowns, gladly embraced the proposals of the queen of Naples. They
were founded, indeed, on the most substantial basis—mutual interest.

She adopted Alfonso as her son and successor, while he bound him-
self to employ his forces in delivering a kingdom that was to become
his own. Louis of Anjou, though acknowledged in several provinces,

'jvas chiefly to depend upon the army of Sforza ; and an army of Italian

mercenaries could only be kept by means which he was not able to

apply. The king of Aragon, therefore, had far the better prospects in

the war, when one of the many revolutions of this reign defeated his

immediate expectations. Whether it was that Alfonso's noble and
affable nature afforded a contrast which Joanna was afraid of exhibit-

ing to the people, or that he had really formed a plan to anticipate his

succession to the throne, she became more and more distrustful of her
adopted son ; till, an open rupture having taken place, she entered
into a treaty with her hereditary competitor, Louis of Anjou, and, re-

voking the adoption of Alfonso, substituted the French prince in his

room. The king of Aragon was disappointed by this unforeseen stroke,

which, uniting the Angevin faction with that of the reigning family,

made it impracticable for him to maintain his ground for any length of

time in the kingdom. Joanna reigned for more than ten years without
experiencing any inquietude from the pacific spirit of Louis, who, con-
tent without his reversionary hopes, lived as a sort of exile in Calabria.^

Upon his death, the queen, who did not long survive him, settled the

kingdom on his brother Regnier. The Neapolitans were generally
disposed to execute this bequest. But Regnier, in 1443, was unluckily
a prisoner to the duke of Burgundy: and though his wife maintained
the cause with great spirit, it was difficult for her, or even for himself,

to contend against the king of Aragon, who immediately laid claim to

the kingdom. After a contest of several years, Regnier, having ex-

perienced the treacherous and selfish abandonment of his friends,

yielded the game to his adversary ; and Alfonso founded the Aragonese
line of sovereigns at Naples, deriving pretensions more splendid than

1 Joanna's pjeat favourite, C.iraccioli, fell a victim some time before his mistri°;ss's death to

an intrigue of the palace, the duchess of Scssia, a new fivouritc, liaving prevailed on the
feeble old queen to pcrniii Mm to be assassinated. About this time Alfonso had every reason
to hope for the renewal of the settlement in his favour. C.iraccioli had himself opened a ne-
gotiation with the knig of Aragon ; and after his death the duchess of Sessia embarked in thi
same cause. Joanna even revoked secretly the adoption of the duke of Anjou. This circum-
stance might appear doubtful ; but the historian to whom I refer, has published the act of
revocation itself, which bears date April nth, 1433. Zurita admits that no other writer, cither
contemporary or subsequent, has mentioned any part of the transaction, which must have
been kept very .secret ; but his authority is so respectable that I thouglit it worth notice,
however uninteresting these remote intrigues may appear to most leaders. Joanna soon
changed her mind again, and took no overt stcys in favour of Alfonso,
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just from Manfred, from the house of Swabia, and from Ro^cr
Guiscnrd.i

In the first year of Alfonso's Ncapohtan war, he was defeated and
taken prisoner by a fleet of the Genoese, who, as constant enemies of

the Catalans in all the naval warfare of the Mediterranean, had willingly

lent their aid to the An^^evin party. Genoa was at this time subject

to Filippo Maria, duke of Milan ; and her royal captive was trans-

mitted to his court. But here the brilliant j^aces of Alfonso's charac-
ter won over his conqueror, who had no reason to consider the war as

his own concern. 1"hc kinc,^ persuaded him, on the contrary, that a
strict alliance with an Aragonese dynasty in Naples against the pre-

tensions of any French claimant would be the true policy and best

security of Milan. That city, which he had entered as a prisoner, he
left as a friend and ally. From this time Filippo Maria Visconti and
Alfonso were firmly united in their Italian politics, and formed one
weight of the balance, which the republics of Venice and P'lorence

kept in equipoise. After the succession of Sforza to the duchy ot

Milan, the same alliance was generally preserved. Sforza had still

more powerful reasons than his predecessor for excluding the French
from Italy, his own title being contested by the duke of Orleans, who
derived a claim from his mother, Valentine, a daughter of Gian Gale-
azzo Visconti. But the two republics were no longer disposed towards
war. Florence had spent a great deal without any advantage in her
contest with Filippo Alaria;^ and the new duke of Milan had been
the constant personal friend of Cosmo de' Medici, who altogether in-

fluenced that republic. At Venice, indeed, he had been regarded with

very different sentiments ; the senate had prolonged their war against

Milan with redoubled animosity after his elevation, deeming him a not
less ambitious and more formidable neighbour than the Visconti. But
they were deceived in the character of Sforza. Conscious that he had
reached an eminence beyond his early hopes, he had no care but to

secure for his family the possession of Milan, without disturbing the

balance of Lombardy. No one better knew than Sforza the faithless

temper and destructive politics of the condottieri, whose interest v/as

placed in the oscillations of interminable war, and whose defection

might shake the stability of any good government. Without peace it

was impossible to break that ruinous system, and accustom states to

rely upon their natural resources. Venice had little reason to expect
further conquests in Lombardy ; and if her ambition had inspired the

hope of them, she was summoned by a stronger call, that of self-pre-

servation, to defend her numerous and dispersed possessions in the

Levant, against the arms of Mahomet II. All Italy indeed felt the

peril that impended from that side ; and these various motives occa-

sioned a quadruple league, in 1455, between the king of Naples, the

1 According to a treaty between Frederic III., king of Sicily, and Joanna I. of Xapies, in

1363, the former monarch was to assume the title of king of Trinacria, leaving the original

style to the Neapolitan line. But neither he, nor his successors in the island, ever complied
with this condition, or entitled themselves otherwise than kings of Sicily ultra Pharuni, in

contradistinction to the other kingdom which they denominated Sicily citra Pharum. Alfonso
of Ai agon, when he united both these, was the first who took the title, king of the two Sicilies,

which his successors have retained ever since.
2 The war ending with the peace of Ferraraj in 142S, is said to have cost the republic of

Plorence 3,500,000 florins.
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duke of Milan, and the two republics, for the preservation of peace in

Italy. One object of this alliance, and the prevailing object with

Alfonso, was the implied guarantee of his succession in the kingdom
of Naples to his illegitimate son, Ferdinand, He had no lawful

issue ; and there seemed no reason why an acquisition of his own
valour should pass against his will to collateral heirs. The pope, as

feudal superior of the kingdom, and the Neapolitan parliament, the

sole competent tribunal, contirmed the inheritance of Ferdinand.
Whatever may be thought of the claims subsisting in the house of

Anjou, there can be no question that the reigning family of Aragon
were legitimately excluded from that throne, though force and treachery

enabled them ultimately to obtain it.

Alfonso, surnamcd the Magnanimous, was by far the most accom-
plished sovereign whom the fifteenth century produced. The virtues

of chivalry were coml^incd in him with the patronage of letters, and
with more than their patronage, a real enthusiasm for learning, seldom
found in a king, and especially in one so active and ambitious.^ This
devotion to literature was, among the Italians of that age, almost as

sure a passport to general admiration, as his more chivalrous perfec-

tion. iMagnificence in architecture, and the pageantry of a splendid
court, gave fresh lustre to his reign. The Neapolitans perceived with
grateful pride that he lived almost entirely among them, in preference
to his patrimonial kingdom ; and forgave the heavy taxes, which faults

nearly allied to his virtues, profuseness and ambition, compelled him
to impose. But they remarked a very different character in his son.

Ferdinand was as dark and vindictive, as his father was affable and
generous. The barons, who had many opportunities of ascertaining
his disposition, began immediately, upon Alfonso's death, to cabal
against his succession ; turning their eyes first to the legitimate branch
of the family, and on finding, in 1461, that prospect not favourable, to

John, titular duke of Calabria, son of Regnier of Anjou, who survived
to protest against the revolution that had dethroned him. John was
easily prevailed upon to undertake an invasion of Naples. Notwith-
standing the treaty concluded in 1455, Florence assisted him with
money, and Venice at least with her wishes ; but Sforza remained
unshaken in that alliance with Ferdinand, which his clear-sighted
policy discerned to be the best safeguard for his own dynasty. A large
proportion of the Neapolitan nobility, including Orsini, prince of
Tarento, the most powerful vassal of the crown, raised the banner of
Anjou, which was sustained also by the youngest Piccinino, the last

of the great condottieri, under whose commands the veterans of former
warfare rejoiced to serve. But John underwent the fate that had
always attended his family in their long competition for that throne.

After some brilliant successes, his want of resources, aggravated by
the defection of Genoa, on whose ancient enmity to the house of

Aragon he had relied, was perceived by the barons of his party, who,
according to the practice of their ancestors, returned, in 1464, one by
one, to the allegiance of Ferdinand.
The peace of Italy was little disturbed, except by a few domestic

^ A story is told, true or false, that his dclisht in hearing Quintus Curtius read, without
Other mcdiciuc, cured the king of an illncsi.
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revolutions, for several years after this Neapolitan war.* Even the
most short-sij,duc(l politicians were sometimes withdrawn from selfish

objects by the appalling pro^^rcss of the Turks, though there was not
energy enough in their councils to form any concerted plans for their

own security. Venice maintained a long but ultimately an unsuccess-
ful contest with Mahomet II. for her maritime acquisitions in (Jreece

and Albania ; and it was not till after his death relieved Italy from its

immediate terror that the ambitious republic endeavoured to extend its

territories by encroaching on the house of Este. Nor had Milan, in

1482, shown much disposition towards aggrandisement. Francesco
Sforza had been succeeded, such is the condition of despotic govern*
mcnts, by his son Galcazzo, a tyrant more execrable than the worst oj

the Visconti. His extreme cruelties, and the insolence of a debauchery
that gloried in the public dishonour of families, in 1476, excited a few
daring spirits to assassinate him. The Milanese profited by a tyran-

nicide, the perpetrators of which they had not courage or gratitude to

protect. The regency of Bonne of Savoy, mother of the infant duke,
Gian Galeazzo, deserved the praise of wisdom and moderation. iJut

it was overthrown in 1480 by Ludovica Sforza, surnamed the Moor,
her husband's brother, who, while he proclaimed his nephew's majo-
rity, and affected to treat him as a sovereign, hardly disguised, in his

conduct towards foreign states, that he had usurped for himself the

sole direction of government.
The annals of one of the few surviving republics, that of Genoa, pre-

sents to us, during the fifteenth as well as the preceding century, an
unceasing scries of revolutions, the shortest enumeration of which
would occupy several pages. Torn by the factions of Adorni and
Fregosi, equal and eternal rivals, to whom the old patrician families of

Doria and Fieschi w^ere content to become secondary, sometimes sink-

^ The following distribution of a tax of 458,000 florins, imposed, or rather proposed, in

1464, to defray the expense of a general war against the Turks, will give a notion of the rela-

tive wealth and resources of the Italian powers ; but it is probable that the pope rated him-
self above his fair contingent. He was to pay 100,000 florins; the Venetians loo.oco ; Fer-
dinand of Naples 80,000; the duke of Milan 70,000; Florence 50,000; the duke of Modena
20,000; Siena 15,000; the marquis of Mantua 10,000 ; Lucca 8000; the marquis of Montferrat
5000. A similar assessment occurs where the proportions are not quite the same.
Perhaps it may be worth while to extract an estimate of the force of all Christian powers,

written about 1454, from Sanuto's Lives of the Doges of Venice. Some parts, however, ap-
pear very questionable. The king of France, it is said, can raise 30,000 men at arms ; but
for any foreign enterprise only 15,000. The king of England can do the .same. These powers
are exactly equal ; otherwise one of the two would be destroyed. The king of Scotland,
" ch'e signore di grandi paesi e popoli con grande povert a," can raise 10,000 men at arms.
The king of Norway the same. The king of Spain ^Castile} 30,000. The king of Portugal
6000. The duke of Savoy 8000. The duke of Milan 10,000. The republic of Venice can pay
from her revenue 10,000. That of Florence 4000. The pope 6000. The emperor and em-
pire can raise 60.000. The king of Hungary 8o,oco, (not men at arms, certainly.)

The king of France, in 1414, had 2,000,000 ducats of revenue ; but now only half. The
king of England had then as much ; now only 700,000. The king of Spain's revenue also is

reduced by the wars from 3.000,000 to Soo,ooo. The duke of Eurgundy had 3.000,000 ; now
900,000. The duke of Milan has sunk from 1,000,000 to 500,000; Venice from 1,100,000,

which she possessed in 1423, to 800,000. Florence from 400,000 to 200,000.

These statistical caculations are chiefly remarkable, as they manifest that comprehensive
spirit of treating all the powers of Europe as parts of a common system, which began to actu-

ate the Italians of the fifteenth century. Of these enlarged views of policy the writings of
./Eneas Sylvius aflbrd an eminent instance. Besides the more general and insensible causes,

the increase of navigation and revival of literature, this may be ascribed to the continual dan-
ger from the progress of the Ottoman arms, which led the politicians of that part of Eurcpe
most exposed to them into more extensive views as to the resources and dispositions of Chris*

tian states.
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iwz, from weariness of civil tumult into the grasp of Milan or France,

and again, from impatience of foreign sul">jection, starting back from
servitude to anarchy, the Genoa of those ages exhibits a singular con-

trast to the calm and regular aristocracy of the last three centuries.

The latest revolution within the compass of this work was in 1488,

when the duke of Milan became sovereign, an Adorno holding the

office of doge as his lieutenant.

Florence, the most illustrious and fortunate of Italian republics,

was now rapidly descending from her rank among free common-
wealths, though surrounded with more than usual lustre in the eyes
of Europe. \Ve must take up the story of that city from the revolu-

tion of 1382, which restored the ancient Guelf aristocracy, or party of

the Albizi, to the ascendency of which a popular insurrection had
stripped them. Fifty years elapsed, during which this party retained

the government in its own hands with few attempts at disturbance.

Their principal adversaries had been exiled, according to the invari-

able, and perhaps necessary custom of a republic ; the populace and
inferior artisans were dispirited by their ill success. Compared with
the leaders of other factions, IVIaso degl' Albizi, and Nicola di Uzzano,
who succeeded him in the management of his party, were attached to

a constitutional liberty. Yet so difficult is it for any government,
which does not rest on a broad basis of public consent, to avoid
injustice, that they twice deemed it necessary to violate the ancient

constitution. In 1393, after a partial movement in behalf of the

vanquished faction, they assembled a parliament, and established what
was technically called at Florence, a Balia. This was a temporary
delegation of sovereignty to a number, generally a considerable

number, of citizens, who, during the period of their dictatorship,

named the magistrates, instead of drawing them by lot, and banished
suspected individuals. A precedent so dangerous was eventually fatal

to themselves, and to the freedom of their country. Besides this

temporary balia, the regular scrutinies periodically made in order to

replenish the bags, out of which the names of all magistrates were
drawn by lot, according to the constitution established in 1328, were
so managed as to exclude all persons disaffected to the dominant
faction. lUit, for still greater security, a council of two hundred was
formed, in 141 1, out of those alone who had enjoyed some of the higher
offices within the last thirty years, the period of the aristocratical

ascendency, through which every proposition was to pass before it

could be submitted to the two legislative councils. These precautions
indicate a government conscious of public enmity ; and if the Albizi

liad continued to sway the republic of Florence, their jealousy of the

people would have suggested still more innovations, till the constitu-

tion had acquired, in legal form as well as substance, an absolutely
aristocratical character.

But, while crushing with deliberate severity their avowed adver-
saries, the ruling party had left one family, whose prudence gave no
reasonable excuse for persecuting them ; and whose popularity, as
well as wealth, rendered the experiment hazardous. The Medici were
among the most considerable of the new, or plebeian nobility. From
the first years of the fourteenth century, their name not very unfre-

Q
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qucntly occurs in the domestic and military annals of Florence*
Salvcstro dc' Medici, who had been partially implicated in the dcmo-
cratical revolution that lasted from 1378 to 1382, escaped proscription

on the revival of the Guelf party, thou;,'h some of his family were
afterwards banished. Throughout the long depression of the popular
faction, the house of Medici was always regarded as their consolation

and their hope. That house was now represented by Giovanni,

2

whose immense wealth, honourably acquired by commercial dealings,

which had already rendered the name celebrated in Europe, was ex-

pended with liberality and magnificence. Of a mild temper, and
averse to cabals, Giovanni de Medici did not attempt to set up a
party, and contented himself with repressing some fresh encroach-
ments on the popular part of the constitution, which the Albizi were
disposed to make. They, in their turn, freely admitted him to that

share in public councils, to which he was entitled by his eminence
and virtues ; a proof that the spirit of their administration was not
illiberally exclusive. But, on the death of Giovanni, his son, Cosmo
de' Medici, inheriting his father's riches and estimation, with more
talents and more ambition, thought it time to avail himself of the

popularity belonging to his name. By extensive connexions with the

most eminent men in Italy, especially with Sforza, he came to be con-
sidered as the first citizen of Florence. The oligarchy were more than
ever unpopular. Their administration since 1382 had indeed been in

general eminently successful ; the acquisition of Pisa, and of other

Tuscan cities, had aggrandised the republic, while from the port of

Leghorn, her ships had begun to trade with Alexandria, and some-
times to contend with the Genoese. ^ But an unprosperous war with
Lucca diminished a reputation which was never sustained by public
affection. Cosmo and his friends aggravated the errors of the govern-

ment, which, having lost its wise and temperate leader, Niccola di

Uzzano, had fallen into the rasher hands of Rinaldo degl' Albizi. He
incurred the blame of being the first aggressor in a struggle which, in

1433, had become inevitable. Cosmo was arrested by command of a
gonfalonier devoted to the Albizi, and condemned to banishment. But
the oligarchy had done too much or too little. The city was full of his

friends ; the honours conferred upon hnn in his exile attested the sen-

timents of Italy. Next year he was recalled in triumph to Florence,
and the Albizi were completely overthrown.

1 The Aledici are enumerated by Villani among the chiefs of the Black faction in 1504.
One of that family was beheaded by order of the duke of Athens in 1343. It is singular that

Mr Roscoe should refer their first appearance" in history, as he seems to do, to the siege of
Scarperia in 1351.

- Giovanni was not nearly related to Salvestro de' Lledici. Their families are said per
lungo tratto allontanarsi. Nevertheless, his being drawn gonfalonier in 1421, created a great
sensation in the city, and prepared the way for the subsequent revolution.

3 The Florentines sent their first merchant ship to Alexandria in 1422, with great and
nnxious hopes. Prayers were ordered for the success of the republic by sea ; and an embassy
despatched with presents to conciliate the sultan of Babylon, that is, of Grand Cairo. Flor-

ence had never before been so wealthy. The circulating money was reckoned (perhaps ex-

travagantly) at 4,000,000 florins. The manufactures of silk and cloth of gold had never flour-

ished so much. Architecture revived under Brunelleschi ; literature under Leonard Aretin
and Filelfo. There is some truth in M. Sismondi's remark, that the Medici have derived
part of their glory from their predecessors in government, whom they subverted, and whom
they have rendered obscure. But the Milanese v.ar, breaking out in 1423, tended a good
deal to impoverish the city.
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It is vain to expect that a victorious faction will scruple to retaliate

upon its enemies a still greater measure of injustice than it experienced

at their hands. The vanquished have no ri;^^hts in the eyes of a con-

queror. The sword of returning exiles, flushed by victory, and in-

censed by sufferins:, falls successively upon their enemies, upon those

whom they suspect of being enemies, upon those who may herenfter

become such. The Albizi had in general respected the legal forms of

their free republic, which good citizens, and perhaps themselves, might
hope one day to see more effective. The Medici made all their

government conducive to hereditary monarchy. A multitude of noble

citizens were driven from their country ; some were even put to death.

A balia was appointed for ten years to exclude all the Alljizi from
magistracy, and, for the sake of this security to the ruling faction, to

supersede the legitimate institutions of the republic. After the expira-

tion of this period, the dictatorial power was renewed on pretence of

ficsh danger, and this was repeated six times in twenty-one years. In

1455, the constitutional mode of drawing magistrates was permitted to

revive, against the wishes of some of the leading party. They had
good reason to be jealous of a liberty which was incompatible with
their usurpation. The gonfaloniers, drawn at random from among
respectable citizens, began to act with an independence to which the

new oligarchy was little accustomed. Cosmo, indeed, the acknow-
ledged chief of the party, perceiving that some who had acted in in-

subordination to him, were looking forward to the opportunity of be-

coming themselves its leaders, was not unwilling to throw upon them
the unpopularity attached to an usurpation by which he had main-
tained his influence. Without his apparent participation, though not
against his will, the free constitution was again suspended by a balia

appointed for the nomination of magistrates ; and the regular drawing
of names by lot was never, I believe, restored. Cosmo died at an
advanced age in 1464. His son, Piero de' Medici, though not deficient

cither in virtues or abilities, seemed too infirm in health for the admin-
istration of public affairs. At least, he could only be chosen by a sort

of hereditary title, which the party above mentioned, some from
patriotic, more from seliish motives, were reluctant to admit. A strong
opposition was raised to the family pretensions of the Idcdici. Like
all Florentine factions, it trusted to violence ; and the chance of arms
was not in its favour. There is little to regret in the downfall of that

oligarchy, which had all the disregard of popular rights, without the

generous virtues of the Medici. From this revolution in 1466, when
some of the most considerable citizens were banished, we may date an
acknowledged supremacy in the house of Medici, the chief of which
nominated the regular magistrates, and drew to himself the whole con-

duct of the republic.

The two sons of Piero, Lorenzo and Julian, especially the former,

though young at their father's death, assumed, in 1469, by the request
of their friends, the reins of government. It was impossible that,

among a people who had so many recollections to attach to the name
of liberty, among so many citizens whom their ancient constitution
invited to public trust, the control of a single family should excite no

tisfaction ; and perhaps their want of any positive authoritydissai
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heightened the appearance of usurpation in their influence. But if

the people's wish to resign their freedom gives a title to accept the

government of a country, the Medici were no usurpers. That family

never lost the affections of the populace. The cry of Palle, Pallc

(their armorial distinction) would at any time rouse the Florentines to

defend the chosen patrons of the republic. If their substantial influ-

ence could before be questioned, the conspiracy of the Pazzi, wherem
Julian perished, excited an enthusiasm for the surviving brother, that

never ceased during his life. Nor was this anything unnatural, or any
severe reproach to Florence. All around, in Lombardy and Romagna,
the lamp of liberty had long since been extinguished in blood. The
freedom of Siena and Cicnoa was dearly purchased by revolutionary

proscriptions: that of Venice was only a name. The republic which
had preserved longest, and with greatest purity, that vestal fire, had
at least no degradation to fear in surrendering herself to Lorenzo de'

Medici. I need not in this place expatiate upon what the name
instantly suggests, the patronage of science and art, and the constella-

tion of scholars and poets, of architects and painters, whose reflected

beams cast their radiance around his head. His political reputation,

though far less durable, was in his own age as conspicuous as that

which he acquired in the history of letters. Equally active and saga-

cious, he held his way through the varying combinations of Italian

policy, always with credit, and generally with success. Florence, if

not enriched, was, upon the whole, aggrandised during his administra-

tion, which was exposed to some severe storms from the unscrupulous
adversaries, Sixtus IV. and Ferdinand of Naples, whom he was com-
pelled to resist. As a patriot, indeed, we never can bestow upon
Lorenzo de' Medici the meed of disinterested virtue. He completed
that subversion of the Florentine republic, which his two immediate
ancestors had so well prepared. The two councils, her regular legis-

lature, he superseded by a permanent senate of seventy persons ;i

while the gonfalonier and priors, become a mockery and pageant, to

keep up the illusion of liberty, were taught that in exercising a legiti-

mate authority, without the sanction of their prince, a name now first

heard at Florence, they incurred the risk of punishment for their

audacity.- Even the total dilapidation of his commercial wealth was
repaired at the cost of the state ; and the republic disgracefully

screened the bankrupty of the IMedici by her own.2 But, compared

1 Machiavel says that this was done ristrin^ere il governo, e che le deliberazioni importanti
si riducessero in minore numero. Mr Roscoe is puzzled how to explain this decided breach
of the people's rights by his hero. But though it rather apoears from Ammirato's expres-
sions, that the two councils were now abolished, yet from M. Sismondi, who quotes an author
I have not seen, and from Nardi, I should infer that they still formally subsisted.

- Cambi, a gonfalonier of justice, had, in concert with the priors, admonished some public
officers for a breach of duty. Fu giudicato questo atto molto superbo, says Ammirato, che
senza participazione di Lorenzo de' Medici, principe del governo, fosse seguito, che in Pisa
in quel tempo si ritrovava. The gonfalonier was fined for executing his constitutional func-

tions. This was a downright confession that the republic was at an end ; and all it provokes
AI. Sismondi to say, is not too much.

3 Since the Medici took on themselves the character of princes, they had forgotten how to

be merchants. Buc, imprudentlj' enough, they had not discontinued their commerce, which
was of course mismanaged by agents whom they did not overlook. The consequence was
the complete dilapidation of their vast fortune. The public revenues had been for some years
applied to make up its deficiencies. But the measures adopted by the republic, if we may
still use that name, she should appear to have considered herself, rather than Lorenzo, as the
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with the statesmen of his age, we can reproach Lorenzo with no
heinous crime. He had many enemies ; his descendants had many
more ; but no unequivocal charge of treachery or assassination has
been substantiated against his memory. By the side of Galeazzo or

Ludovico Sforza, of P^erdinand or his son Alfonso of Naples, of the

pope Sixtus l\'^, he shines with unspotted lustre. So much was
Lorenzo esteemed by his contemporaries, that his premature death, in

1492, has frequently been considered as the cause of those unhappy
revolutions that speedily ensued, and which his foresight would, it

was imagined, have been able to prevent—an opinion which, whether
founded in probability or otherwise, attests the common sentiment
about his character.

If mdeed Lorenzo de' Medici could not have changed the destinies

of Italy, however premature his death may appear, if we consider the
ordinary duration of human existence, it must be admitted, that for

his own welfare, perhaps for his glory, he had lived out the full

measure of his time. An age of new and uncommon revolutions was
about to arise, among the earliest of which the temporary downfall of

his family was to be reckoned. The long contested succession of

Naples was again to involve Italy in war. The ambition of strangers
was once more to desolate her plains. Ferdinand, king of Naples, had
reigned for thirty years after the discomtiture of his competitor, with
success and ability ; but with a degree of ill faith as well as tyranny
towards his subjects that rendered his government deservedly odious.

His son, Alfonso, whose succession seemed now near at hand, was
still more marked with these vices than himself.^ Meanwhile, the pre-

tensions of the house of Anjou had legally descended, after the death of
old Regnier, to Regnier, duke of Lorraine, his grandson by a daughter,
whose marriage into the house of Lorraine had, however, so displeased
her father, that he bequeathed his Neapolitan title, along with his real

patrimony, the county of Provence, to a count of Maine, by whose
testament they became vested in the crown of France. Louis XL,
while he took possession of Provence, gave himself no trouble about
Naples. But Charles VIII. inheriting his father's ambition, without
that cool sagacity which restrained it in general from impracticable
attempts, and far better circumstanced at home than Louis had ever
been, was ripe for an expedition to vindicate his pretension upon
Naples, or even for more extensive projects. It was now two cen-
turies since the kings of France had aimed, by intervals, at conquests
in Italy. Piiilip the Fair and his successors were anxious to keep up

debtor. The interest of the public debt was diminished one-half. Many charitable founda-
tions were suppressed. The circulating specie was laken at one-fifth below its nominal vrdue
in payment of taxes, while the government continued to issue it at its former rate. Thus was
Lorenzo reimbursed a part of his loss at the expense of all his fellow-citizens. It is slightly
alluded to by Machiavcl.
The vast expenditure of the Medici for the sake of political influence would of itself have

absorbed all liieir profits. Cosmo is said by Guicciardini to have spent 400,000 ducats in
bui.ding churches, monasteries, and other public works. The expenses of the family between
1434 and 1471 in buildings, charities, and taxes alone, amounted 10663,755 florins; equal in
value, according to Si-niondi, to 32,000,000 fnincs at present. They seem to have advanced
monies imprudentlj-, through their agents, to Edward IV., who was not the best of debtors.

' Comines, who speaks suflicicntly ill of the lather, sums up the son's character very con-
cisely: Nul hommc n'a este plus cruel qui lui, ne plus mauvais, ne plus vicieux ct plus infect,
ne plus gourmand qui lui.
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a connexion witli the Guelf party, and to be considered its natural

heads, as the (icrman emperors were of the Ghibchns. The loiij^

Kni^hsli wars chan^^^ed all views of the court of France to self-de-

fence. But, in the lifteenlh century, its plans of aggrandisement
beyond the Alps began to revive. Several times, as 1 have mentioned,
the republic of Genoa put itself under the dominion of France. The
dukes of Savoy, possessing most part of Piedmont, and masters of tlie

mountain-passes, were by birth, intermarriage, and habitual policy,

completely dedicated to the French interests.^ In the former wars of

Ferdinand against the house of Anjou, Pope Pius II., a very en-

lightened statesman, foresaw the danger of Italy from the prevailing

inllucncc of France, and deprecated the introduciion of her armies.*-

liut at that time the central parts of Lombardy were held by a m in

equally renowned as a soldier and a politician, Francesco Sforza.

Conscious that a claim upon his own dominions subsisted in the house
of Orleans, he maintained a strict alliance with the Aragonesc dynasty
at Naples, as having a common interest against France. But after his

death, the connexion between Milan and Naples came to be weakened.
In the new system of alliances, Milan and Florence, sometimes includ-

ing Venice, were combined against Ferdinand and Sixtus IV., an un-
principled and restless pontiff. Ludovico Sforza, who had usurped
the guardianship of his nephew, the Duke of Milan, found, as that

young man advanced to maturity, that one crime required to be com-
pleted by another. To depose and murder his ward was, however, a
scheme that prudence, though not conscience, bade him hesitate to

execute. He had rendered Ferdinand of Naples, and Piero de' Medici,

Lorenzo's heir, his decided enemies. A revolution at Milan would be
the probable result of his continuing in usurpation. In these circum-
stances, Ludovico Sforza, in 1439, excited the king of France to under-
take the conquest of Naples.
So long as the three great nations of Europe were unable to fjut

forth their natural strength through internal separation or foreign war,

the Italians had so little to dread for their independence, that their

policy was altogether directed to regulating the domestic balance of

power among themselves. In the latter part of the fifteenth century,

a more enlarged view of Europe would have manifested the necessity

of reconciling petty animosities, and sacrificing petty ambition, in

order to preserve the nationality of their governments ; not by attempt-

ing to melt down Lombards and Neapolitans, principalities and re-

publics into a single monarchy, but by the more just and rational

1 Louis XI. treated Savoy as a fief of France ; interfering in all its affair?, and even taking

on himself the regency after the death of Philibert I., under pretence of preventing disorders.

The marquis of Saluzzo, who possessed considerable territories in the south of Piedmont, had
clone homage to France ever since 1353, though to the injury of his real superior, the duke of
Savoy. This gave France another pretext for interference in Italy.

•^ Cosmo de' Medici, in a conference with Pius II. at Florence, having expressed his sur-

prise that the pope should support Ferdinand ; Pontifex haud ferendum fuisse ait, regem a se

constitutum, armis ejici, neque id Italiae libertati conducere ; Gallos, si rcgnum cb:i:.u'.ssent,

Senas haud dubie subacturos ; Florentines adversus lilia nihil acturos ; Borsium Mutinae
ducem Gallis galliorem videri ; Flaminiae regulos ad Francos inclinare ; Geuuam Francis
subesse, et civitatem Astensem; si pontifex Romanus aliquando Francorum amicus assuma-
tur, nihil reliqui in Italia remanere quod non transeat in Gallorum nomen ; tueri se Italiam,

dum Ferdinandum tueretur. Spondanus, who led me to this passage, is very angry ; but

the year 1494 proved Pius II. to be. a wary statesman.
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scheme of a common federation. The politicians of Italy were abun-
dantly competent, as far as cool and clear understandings could render
them, to perceive the interests of their country. But it is the will of

Providence, that the highest and surest wisdom, even in matters of

policy, should never be unconnected with virtue. In relieving himself

from an immediate danger, Ludovico Sforza overlooked the considera-

tion that the presumptive heir of the king of France claimed by an
ancient title that principality of Milan, which he was compassing by
usurpation and murder. But neither Milan nor Naples was free from
other claimants than France, nor was she reserved to enjoy unmolested
the spoil of Italy. A louder and a louder strain of warlike dissonance
will be heard from the banks of the Danube, and from the Meditei>
rancan gulf. The dark and wily Ferdinand, the rash and lively

Maximilian, are preparing to hasten into the lists ; the schemes ol

ctmbition are assuming a more comprehensive aspect ; and the con-

troversy of Neapolitan succession is to expand into the long rivalry

between the houses of France and Austria. But here, while Italy is

still untouched, and before as yet the hrst lances of France gleam
along the defiles of the Alps, we close the history of the Middle Ages.

CHAPTER IV.

THE HISTORY OF SPAIN TO THE CONQUEST OF GRANADA.

The history of Spain during the Middle Ages ought to commence
with the dynasty of the Visigoths ; a nation among the first that

assaulted and overthrew the Roman empire, and whose establishment
preceded by nearly half a century the invasion of Clovis. Vanquished
by that conqueror in the battle of Poitiers, the Gothic monarchs lost

their extensive dominions in Gaul, and transferred their residence
from Toulouse to Toledo. But I hold the annals of barbarians so
unworthy of remembrance, that I will not detain the reader by naming
one sovereign of that obscure race. The Merovingian kings of France
were perhaps as deeply stained by atrocious crimes, but their history,

slightly as I have noticed it, is the necessary foundation of that of

Charlemagne, and illustrates the feudal system and constitutional

antiquities of France. If those of Castile had been equally interesting

to the historical student, I should have taken the same pains to trace

their original in the Gothic monarchy. For that is at least as much
the primary source of the old Castilian constitution, as the Anglo-
Saxon polity of our own. It may, however, suffice to mention, that it

differed in several respects from that of the Franks during the same
period. The crown was less hereditary, or at least the regular succes-
sion was more frequently disturbed. The prelates had a still more
commanding influence in temporal government. The distinction of

Romans and barbarians was less marked, the laws more uniform, and
approaching nearly to the imperial code. The power of the sovereign
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was perhaps more limited by an aristocratical council than in France,
but it never yielded to the dangerous influence of mayors of the

l)alace. Civil wars and disputed successions were very frequent, but
the integrity of the kingdom was not violated by the custom of parti-

tion.

Spain, after remaining for nearly three centuries in the possession
of the Visigoths, fell under the yoke of the Saracens in 712. The
fervid and irresistible enthusiasm which distinguished the youthful
period of Mohanimedism, might sufficiently account for this conquest,
even if we could not assign additional causes, the factions which
divided the Goths, the resentment of disappointed pretenders to the

throne, the provocations of Count Julian, and the temerity that risked

the fate of an empire on the chances of a single battle. It is more
surprising, that a remnant of this ancient monarchy should not only
have preserved its national liberty and name in the northern moun-
tains, but waged for some centuries a successful, and generally an
offensive, w\irfare against the conquerors, till the balance was com-
pletely turned in its favour, and the Moors were compelled to maintain
almost as obstinate and protracted a contest for a small portion of the

peninsula. But the Arabian monarchs of Cordova found in their

success and imagined security a pretext for indolence ; even in the cul-

tivation of science, and contemplation of the magnificent architecture

of their mosques and palaces, they forgot their poor, but daring
enemies in the Asturias ; while, according to the nature of despotism,
the fruits of wisdom or bravery in one generation were lost in the

follies and effeminacy of the next. Their kingdom was dismembered
by successful rebels, who formed the states of Toledo, Huesca, Sara-

gosa, and others less eminent ; and these, in their own mutual con-
tests, not only relaxed their natural enmity towards the Christian

princes, but sometimes sought their alliance.

The last attack, which seemed to endanger the reviving monarchy
of Spain, was that of Almanzor, the illustrious vizir of Haccham II.,

towards the end of the tenth century, wherein the city of Leon, and
even the shrine of Compostella, were burned to the ground. For some
ages before this transient reflux, gradual encroachments had been made
upon the Saracens ; and the kingdom, originally styled of Oviedo, the

seat of which was removed to Leon in 914, had extended its boundary
to the Duero, and even to the mountainous chain of the Guadarrama.
The province of old Castile, thus denominated, as is generally sup-

posed, from the castles erected, while it remained a march or frontier

against the Moors, was governed by hereditary counts, elected origin-

ally by the provincial aristocracy, and virtually independent, it seems
probable, of the kings of Leon, though commonly serving them in war,

as brethren of the same faith and nation.

While the kings of Leon were thus occupied in recovering the west-

ern provinces, another race of Christian princes grew up silently under
the shadow of the Pyrenean mountains. Nothing can be more ob-

scure than the beginnings of those little states, which were formed in

Navarre and the country of Soprarbe. They might, perhaps, be almost
contemporaneous with the Moorish conquests. On both sides of the

Pyrenees dwelt an aboriginal people ; the last to undergo the yoke,
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and who had never acquired the language, of Rome. We know httle

of these intrepid mountaineers in the dark period whicli elapsed under
the Gothic and Frank dynasties, till we find them cutting off the rear-

;;;uard of Charlemagne in Roncesvalles, and mamtaining at least their

independence, though seldom, like the kings of Asturias, waging offen-

sive war against the Saracens. The town of Jaca, situated among long

narrow valleys that intersect the southern ridges of the Pyrenees, was
the capital of a little free state, which afterwards expanded into the

monarchy of Aragon.^ A territory rather more extensive belonged to

Navarre, the kings of which fixed their seat at Pampcluna. Biscay
seems to have been divided between this kingdom and that of Leon.
The connexion of Aragon or Soprarbe and Navarre was very intimate,

and they were often united under a single chief.

At the beginning of the eleventh century, Sancho the Great, king of

Navarre and Aragon, was enabled to render his second son, Ferdinand,
count, or, as he assumed the title, king of Castile. This effectually

dismembered that province from the kingdom of Leon ; but their

union soon became more complete than ever, though with a reversed

supremacy. Bermudo IIL, king of Leon, fell in a battle with the new
king of Castile, who had married his sister ; and Ferdinand, in her
right, or in that of conquest, became master of the united monarchy.
'1 his cessation of hostilities between the Christian states, enabled them
to direct a more unremitting energy against their ancient enemies, who
were now sensibly weakened by the various causes of decline to which
I have already alluded. During the eleventh century, the Spaniards
were almost always superior in the field ; the towns, which they began
by pillaging, they gradually possessed ; their valour was heightened
by the customs of chivalry, and inspired by the example of the Cid

;

and before the end of this age, Alfonso VL recovered the ancient
metropolis of the monarchy, the city of Toledo. This was the severest

blow which the Moors had endured, and an unequivocal symptom of

that change in their relative strength, which, from being so gradual,
was the more irretrievable. Calamities scarcely inferior fell upon
them in a different quarter. The kings of Aragon (a title belonging
originally to a little district upon the river of that name) had been
cooped up almost in the mountains by the small Moorish states north
of the Ebro, especially that of Huesca. About the middle of the
eleventh century, they began to attack their neighbours with success

;

the Moors lost one town after another, till, in 11 18, exposed and weak-
ened by the reduction of all these places, the city of Saragosa, in

' The Fucros, or written laws of Jaca, were perhaps more ancient than any local customary
in Europe. Alfonso III. confirms them by name of the ancient usages of J.ic.a. They pre-
scribe the descent of Kinds and moveables, as well as the election of municipal magistrates.
The following law, which enjoins the rising in arms on a sudden emergency, illustrates, with
a sort of romuniic wildness, the manners ol a pastoral, but warlike people, and reminds us of
a well-known passage in the Lady of the Lake. Dc appellitis ita statuimus. Cum homines
de yillis, vcl qui st.ant in montanis cum suis ganatis, fgregibiis,] audierint appcllitum ; omnes
capiant arni.a, et dimissis ganatis, et omnibus aliis suis faziendis [negotiis] scqu.antur appclli-
tum. Et si illi qui fucrint magis remoti, invenerint in villa magi^ pro.\ima appellilo, fdeest
aliquid?] omnes qui nondum fuerint egressi tunc villam illam qua: tardius secuta est appcllitum,
pcceiit [solvant] unam baccam, [varcam ;] et unu^quisque homo ex illis qui tardius secutus
est quern ni.agis remoti pr;cces.serint, pecet trcs solidos, quomodo nobis videbitur, partiendos.
Tamcn in Jac.l, et in aliis villis, sint aliqui r.ominati et certi, quos elegcrint consulcs, qui
remaiieaut atl villas custodiendas ct defcndendas. Bianc.x Coinmentaria.
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which a line of Mohammedan princes had flourished for several aj^es,

became tlic jji izc of Alfonso 1., and the capital of his kingdom. The
southern parts of what is now the province of Ara^on were success-
ively reduced durin;^ the twelfth century, while all new Castile and
Kstrcmadura became annexed in the same gradual manner to the

dominion of the descendants of Alfonso VI.
Although the feudal system cannot be said to have obtained in the

kingdoms of Leon and Castile, their peculiar situation gave the aris-

tocracy a great deal of the same power and independence which re-

sulted in France and Germany from that institution. The territory

successively recovered from the Moors, like waste lands reclaimed,
could have no proprietor but the conquerors ; and the prospect of

such acquisitions was a constant incitement to the nobility of Spain,

especially to those who had settled themselves on the Castilian fron-

tier. In their new conquests, they built towns and invited Christian

settlers, the Saracen inhabitants being commonly expelled, or volun-
tarily retreating to the safer provinces of the south. Thus Burgos was
settled by a count of Castile about 880 ; another fixed his seat at

Osma ; a third at Scpulveda ; a fourth at Salamanca. These cities

were not free from incessant peril of a sudden attack till the union of

the two kingdoms under Ferdinand I., and consequently the necessity

of keeping in exercise a numerous and armed population gave a char-

acter of personal freedom and privilege to the mferior classes, which
they hardly possessed at so early a period in any other monarchy.
Villenage seems never to have been established in the Hispano-Gothic
kingdoms, Leon and Castile ; though I confess it was far from being
unknown in that of Aragon, which had formed its institutions on a
feudal pattern. Since nothing makes us forget the arbitrary distinc-

tions of rank so much as participation in any common calamity, every
man who had escaped the great shipwreck of liberty and religion in

the mountains of Asturias was invested with a personal dignity, which
gave him value in his own eyes and those of his country. It is pro-

bably this sentiment, transmitted to posterity, and gradually fixing the

national character, that has produced the elevation of manner, re-

marked by travellers in the Castilian peasant. But while these
acquisitions of the nobility promoted the grand object of winning back
the peninsula from its invaders, they by no means invigorated the

government, or tended to domestic tranquillity.

A more interesting method of securing the public defence was by
the institution of chartered towns or communities. These w^ere estab-

lished at an earlier period than in .France or England, and were in

some degree of a peculiar description. Instead of purchasing their

immunities, and almost their personal freedom, at the hands of a
master, the burgesses of Castilian towns were invested with civil

rights and extensive property on the more liberal condition of protect-

ing their country. The earliest instance of the erection of a com-
munity is in 1020, when Alfonso V., in the cortes at Leon, established

the privileges of that city, with a regular code of laws, by which its

magistrates should be governed. The citizens of Carrion, Llanes, and
other towns, were incorporated by the same prince. Sancho the Great
gave a similar constitution to Naxara. Sepulveda had its code of laws
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in 1076 from Alfonso VI. ; in the same reign Logrono and Sahagun
acquired their privileges, and Salamanca not long afterwards. The
fiicro, or original charter of a Spanish community was properly a com-
pact, by which the king or lord granted a town and adjacent district to

the burgesses, with various privileges, and especially that of choosing
magistrates and a common council, who were bound to conform them-
selves to the laws prescribed by the founder. These laws, civil as well

as criminal, though essentially derived from the ancient code of the

Visigoths, which continued to be the common law of Castile till the thir-

teenth or fourteenth century, varied from each other in particular usages,

which had probably grown up and been established in these districts

before their legal conhrmation. The territory held by chartered towns
was frequently very extensive, far beyond any comparison with
corporations in our own country or in France ; including the estates

of private landholders, subject to the jurisdiction and control of the

municipality, as well as its inalienable demesnes, allotted to the main-
tenance of the magistrates and other public expenses. In every town
tiie king appointed a governor to receive the usual tributes, and watch
over the police and the fortified places within the district ; but the

^

administration of justice was exclusively reserved to the inhabitants

and their elected judges. Even the executive power of the royal officer

v/as regarded with jealousy; he was forbidden to use violence towards
any one without legal process ; and, by the fuero fof Logrono, if he
attempted to enter forcibly into a private house, he might be killed

with impunity. These democratical customs were altered in the four-

teenth century by Alfonso XL, who vested the municipal administra-

tion in a small number of jurats, or rcgidors. A pretext for this was
found in some disorders to which popular elections had led ; but the
real motive, of course, must have been to secure a greater influence

for the crown, as in similar innovations of some English kings.

In recompense for such liberal concessions, the incorporated towns ^

were bound to certain money payments, and to military service. This
was absolutely due from every inhabitant, without dispensation or

substitution, unless in case of infirmity. The royal governor and the

magistrates, as in the simple times of primitive Rome, raised and
commanded the militia, who, in a service always short, and for the

most part necessary, preserved that delightful consciousness of free-

dom, under the standard of their fellow-citizens and chosen leaders,

which no mere soldier can enjoy. Every man of a certain property
was bound to serve on horseback, and was exempted in return from
the payment of taxes. This produced a distinction between the cabal-

Lros or noble class, and the pcciicros or payers of tribute. But the
distinction appears to have been founded only upon wealth, as in the
Roman equites, and not upon hereditary rank, though it most likely

prepared the way for the latter. The horses of these caballeros could
not be seized for debt ; in some cases, they were exclusively eligible

to magistracy ; and their honour was protected by laws which ren-

dered it highly penal to insult or molest them. But the civil rights >

of rich and poor in courts of justice were as equal as in England.^

\ I am indebted for this account of municipal towns in Castile to a book published at Ma-
drid in iSoS, immediately after the revolution, by tho Doctor Marina, a canon of the church
of St liidor, entitled, Ensayo IIi-,toricQ-Criiico sobrc la anti^ua le^islacion y principalcs
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'J lie progress of ilie Christian arms in Spain may in part be ascribed
to aiiolhcr remarkable feature in the ronstilulion of that country, the
military orders. These had already been tried with sij,'nal effect m
Palestine ; and the similar circumstances of Spain easily led to an
adoption of the same policy. In a very few years after the first insti-

tution of the Knights Templar, they were endowed with great estates,

or rather districts, won from the Moors, on condition of defending
their own and the national territory. These lay chiefly in the j)arts of
Aragon beyond the J-.bro, the conquest of which was then recent and
insecure. So extraordinary was the respect for this order, and that of

St John, and so powerful the conviction that the hope of Christendom
rested upon their valour, that Alfonso I., king of Aragon, dying child-

less, bequeathed to theni his whole kingdom ; an example of liberality,

says Mariana, to surprise future times, and displease his own. The
states of Ara!.ron annulled, as may be supposed, this strange testa-

ment ; but the successor of Alfonso was obliged to pacify the am-
bitious knights by immense concessions of money and territory

;

stipulating even not to make peace with the Moors against their will.

In imitation of these great military orders common to all Christendom,
there arose three Spanish institutions of a similar kind, the orders of

Calatrava, Santiago, and Alcantara. The first of these was established

in 1 158 ; the second and most famous had its charter from the pope
in 1 1 75, though it seems to have existed previously ; the third branched
off from that of Calatrava at a subsequent time. These were military

colleges, having their walled towns in different parts of Castile, and
governed by an elective grand master, whose influence in the state

was at least equal to that of any of the nobility. In the civil dissen-

sions of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the chiefs of these

incorporated knights were often very prominent.
The kingdoms of Leon and Castile were unwisely divided anew by

Alfonso VII. between his sons, Sancho and Ferdinand, and this pro-

duced not only a separation, but a revival of the ancient jealousy, with

frequent wars for near a century. At length, in 1238, Ferdinand III.,

king of Castile, reunited for ever the two branches of the Gothic
monarchy. He employed their joint strength against the Moors,
whose dominion, though it still embraced the finest provinces of the

peninsula, was sinking by internal weakness, and had never recovered
a tremendous defeat at Banos di Toloso, a few miles from Baylen, in

1210A Ferdinand, bursting into Andalusia, in 1236, took its great

capital, the city of Cordova, not less ennobled by the cultivation of

Arabian science, and by the names of Avicenna and Averroes, than by
the splendid w^orks of a rich and munificent dynasty.^ In a few years

cuerpos legales de los reynos de Lyon y Castilla, especialment sobre el codigo de D. Alonso
el Sabio, conocido con el nombre de las Siete Partidas. This work is perhaps not easily to

be procured in England; but an article in the Edinburgh Jievieiv, No. XLlIf., will convey
a sufficient notion of its contents.

1 A letter of Alfonso IX., who gained this victory, to Pope Innocent III., puts the loss of

the Moors at 180,000 men. The Arabian historians, though without specifying numbers,
seem to confirm this immense slaughter* which nevertheless it is difficult to conceive before

the invention of gunpowder, or indeed since.
2 If v.-e can rely on a Moorish author, quoted by Cardonne, the city of Cordova contained,

I know not exactlj- in what century, 200.000 houses, 600 mosques, and 900 public baths.

There were 12,000 towns and villages on the banks of the Guadalquivir. The mines of gold
and silver were very productive. And the revenues of the khalifs of Cordova are said to

have amounted to 130,000,000 of French money, besides large contributions that, according
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more, Seville was added to his conquests, and the Moors lost their

favourite regions on the banks of the Guadalquivir. James I., of

Aragon, the victories of whose \on^ reign gave him the surname of

Conqueror, reduced the city and kingdom of Valencia, the Balearic

isles, and the kingdom of Murcia ; but the last was annexed, accord-

ing to compact, to the crown of Castile.

It could hardly have been expected about the middle of the thirteenth

century, when the splendid conquests of Ferdinand and James had
planted the Christian banner on the three principal Moorish cities,

that two hundred and fifty years were yet to elapse before the rescue

of Spain from their yoke should be completed. Ambition, religious

zeal, national enmity, could not be supposed to pause in a career,

which now seemed to be obstructed by such moderate difficulties.

]Uit we find, on the contrary, the exertions of the Spaniards begin

from this time to relax, and their acquisitions of territory to become
more slow. One of the causes, undoubtedly, that produced this unex-
])ectcd protraction of the contest was the superior means of resistance

which the Moors found in retreating. Their population, spread ori-

ginally over the whole of Spain, was now condensed, and, if I may so

say, become no further compressible, in a single province. It had
been mingled, in the northern and central parts, with the Mozarabic
Christians, their subjects and tributaries, not perhaps treated with

much injustice, yet naturally and irremediably their enemies. Toledo
and Saragosa, when they fell under a Christian sovereign, were full

of these inferior Christians, whose long intercourse with their masters
has infused the tones and dialect of Arabia into the language of Castile.

But in the twelfth century, the Moors, exasperated by defeat, and
Jealous of secret disaffection, began to persecute their Christian

subjects, till they renounced or fled for their religion ; so that in the

southern provinces scarcely any professors of Christianity were left at

the time of Ferdinand's invasion. An equally severe policy was
adopted on the other side. The Moors had been permitted to dwell

in Saragosa, as the Christians had dwelt before, subjects, not slaves
;

but on the capture of Seville, they were entirely expelled, and new
settlers invited from every part of Spain. The strong fortified towns
of Andalusia, such as Gibraltar, Algeziras, Tariffa, maintained also a
more formidable resistance than had been experienced in Castile ; they

cost tedious sieges, were sometimes recovered by the enemy, and were
always liable to his attacks. But the great protection of the Spanish
Mohammedans was found in the alliance and ready aid of their kindred
beyond the straits. Accustomed to hear of the African Moors only as

pirates, we cannot easily conceive the powerful dynasties, the warlike

chiefs, the vast armies, which for seven or eight centuries illustrate the

annals of that people. Their assistance was always aft'orded to the

true believers in Spain, though their ambition was generally dreaded
by those who stood in need of their valour.

Probably, however, the kings of Granada were most indebted to the

to the practice of oriental governments, were paid in the fruits of the earth. Other proofs of
the extraordinary opulence and splendour of this monarchy are dispersed in Cardonnc's
work, from which they have been chiefly borrowed by later writers. The splendid engravings
in Murphy's Moorish Anti'iuilies of Spain illustrate this subject.
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indolence which j^radually became characteristic of their enemies. I'v

the cession of Murcia to Castile, the kin;,'dom of Aragon shut itself

out from the possibility of extending those conquests which had en-

nobled her earlier soverei^ms ; and their successors, not less ambitious
and enterprisinj^, diverted their attention towards objects beyond the

peninsula. The Castilian, patient and undespondin^ in bad success,

loses his energy as the pressure becomes less heavy, and puts no ordi-

nary evil in comparison with the exertions by which it must be re-

moved. The greater part of his country freed by his arms, he was
content to leave the enemy in a single province, rather than undergo
the lal)our of making his triumph complete.

If a similar spirit of insubordination had not been found compatible
in earlier ages with the aggrandisement of the Castilian monarchy, in

1252, we might ascribe its want of splendid successes against the

Moors to the continual rebellions which disturbed that government
for more than a century after the death of P'erdinand III. His son,

Alfonso X., might justly acquire the surname of Wise for his general

proficiency in learning, and especially in astronomical science, if these

attainments deserved praise in a king who was incapable of preserving

his subjects in their duty. As a legislator, Alfonso, by his code
of the Siete Partidas, sacrificed the ecclesiastical rights of his

crown to the usurpation of Rome, and his philosophy sunk below
the level of ordinary prudence when he permitted the phantom of an
imperial crown in Germany to seduce his hopes for almost twenty
years. For the sake of such an illusion he would even have with-

drawn himself from Castile, if the states had not remonstrated
against an expedition that would probably have cost him the kingdom.
In the latter years of his turbulent reign, Ah^onso had to contend
against his son. The right of representation was hitherto unknown in

Castile, which had borrowed little from the customs of feudal nations.

By the received law of succession, the nearer was always preferred to

the more remote, the son to the grandson. Alfonso X. had established

the different maxim of representation by his code of the Siete Partidas,

the authority of which, however, was not universally acknowledged.
The question soon came to an issue, on the death of his elder son,

Ferdinand, leaving two male children. Sancho, their uncle, asserted

his claim, founded upon the ancient Castilian right of succession ; and
this, chiefly no doubt through fear of arms, though it did not want
plausible arguments, was ratified by an assembly of the cortes, and
secured, notwithstanding the king's reluctance, by the courage of

Sancho. But the descendants of .Ferdinand, generally called the

Infants of la Cerda, by the protection of France, to whose royal family

they were closely allied, and of Aragon, always prompt to interfere in

the disputes of a rival people, continued to assert their pretensions for

more than half a century, and, though they were not very successful,

did not fail to aggravate the troubles of their country.

The annals of Sancho IV. and his two immediate successors, Fer-

dinand IV. and Alfonso XI., present a series of unhappy and dis-

honourable civil dissensions with too much rapidity to be remembered
or even understood. Although the Castilian nobility had no pretence

to the original independence of the French peers, or to the liberties of
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feudal tenure, they assumed, in 1284, 1295, and 13 12, the same privi-

Icsje of rcbclhnc^ upon any provocation from Sancho IV., P^crdinand

IV,, and Alfonso XI. When such occurred, they seem to have been
permitted by Ici^al custom, to renounce their alle^friance by a solemn
instrument, which exempted them from the penalties of treason. A
very few families composed an oligarchy, the worst and most ruinous
condition of political society, alternately the favourites and ministers

of the prince, or in arms against him. If unable to protect themselves
in their walled towns, and by the aid of their faction, these Christian

pairiots retired to Aragon or Granada, and excited an hostile power
against their country, and perhaps their religion. Nothing is more
common in the Castilian history, than instances of such defection.

Mariana remarks coolly of the family of Castro, that they were much
in the habit of revolting to the Moors.^ This house and that of Lara
were at one time the great rivals for power ; but from the time of

Alfonso X., the former seems to have declined, and the sole family that

came in competition with the Laras during the tempestuous period

that followed, was that of Haro, which possessed the lordship of Bis-

cay by an hereditary title. The evils of a weak government were
aggravated by the unfortunate circumstances in which Ferdinand IV.

and Alfonso XI. ascended the throne, both minors, with a disputed
regency, and the interval too short to give ambitious spirits leisure to

subside. There is indeed some apology for the conduct of the Laras
and Haros in the character of their sovereigns, who had but one
favourite method of avenging a dissembled injury, or anticipating a
suspected treason. Sancho IV. assassinates Don Lope Haro in his

palace at ValladoHd. Alfonso XL invites to court the infant Don
Juan, his first cousin, and commits a similar violence. Such crimes
may be found in the history of other countries, but they were nowhere
so usual as in Spain, which v/as far behind France, England, and even
Gennany, in civilisation.

But whatever violence and arbitrary spirit might be imputed to

Sancho and Alfonso, was forgotten, in 1350, in the unexampled
tyranny of Peter the Cruel. A suspicion is frequently intimated by
Mariana, which seems, in modern times, to have gained credit, that

party malevolence has at least grossly exaggerated the enormities of

this prince.2 It is difficult, however, to believe that a number of

atrocious acts, unconnected with each other, and generally notorious
enough in their circumstances, have been ascribed to any innocent
man. The history of his reign, chiefly derived, it is admitted, from
the pen of an inveterate enemy. Lope de Ayala, charges him with the

1 Alvarus Castrius patria allquanto antca, uti moris erat rcnunciata. Castria gens per ha;c
tcmpora ad Mauros s.Tjpc defecissc vi^a est.

2 There is in general room enough for scepticism as to tlic characters of men, who are only
known to us through their enemies. History is full of calumnies, and of calumnies that can
never be effaced. But I really see no ground for thinking charitably of Peter the Cruel.
And why should Ayala be doubted, when he gives a long list of murders committed in the
face of day, within the recollection of many persons living when he wrote? There may be a
question whether Richard III. smothered his nephews in the Tower: but nobody can dis-

pute that Henry VIII. cut off Anna Bullcn's head.
The passage from Mattco Villani is as follows:—Cominci?) aspramente a se far ubbidire,

perche temendo de' suoi baroni, trovo mode di far infamare Tuno Taltro, c prendendo cagione,
gli comind5 2d uccidcre con le sue mani. E iu brieve tempo ne fece morire 2^, e tre &uoi
fratclU fecc morire, &c.
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murder of liis m ifc, IManchc of liourbon, most of his brothers and
sisters, witli IJcanor Gusinan their mother, many Castilian nobler,

and multitudes of the commonalty; besides continual outra:^cs of
liccntiousiicbs, and especially a pretended marria;;e with a noble lady
of the Castrian family. At lenj^th a rebellion was headed by his

illegitimate brother, Henry, count of Trastamarc, with the assistance

ofArai;on and Portugal. This, however, would probably have failed

of dethronin.L^ Peter, a resolute prince, and certainly not destitute of
many faithful supporters, if Henry had not invoked the more powerful
succour of Ikrtrand du (iuesclin, and the companies of adventure,
who, after the pacification between France and England, had lost the

occupation of war, and retained only that of plunder. With mer-
cenaries so disciplined it was in vain for Peter to contend ; but
abandoning Spain for a moment, he had recourse to a more powerful
weapon from the same armoury. Edward the Black Prince, then
resident at Loideaux, was induced by the promise of Biscay, to enter

Spain as the ally of Castile ; and, in 1367, at the great battle of Nava-
rette, he continued lord of the ascendant over those who had so often

already been foiled by his prowess. Du Guesclin was made prisoner
;

Henry fled to Aragon,and Peter remounted the throne. But a second
revolution was at hand ; the Black Prince, whom he had ungratefully

oftended, withdrew into Guienne ; and he lost his kingdom and life in

a second short contest with his brother.

A more fortunate period began, in 1368, with the accession of Henry.
His own reign was hardly disturbed by any rebellion ; and though his

successors, John I., in 1379, and Henry HI., in 1390, were not alto-

gether so unmolested, especially the latter, who ascended the throne
in his minority, yet the troubles of their time were slight in comparison
with those formerly excited by the houses of Lara and Haro, both of

which were now happily extinct. Though Henry II.'s illegitimacy

left him no title but popular choice, his queen was sole representative

of the Cerdas, the offspring, as has been mentioned above, of Sancho
IV.'s elder brother, and, by the extinction of the younger branch, un-
questioned heiress of the royal line. Some years afterwards, by the

marriage of Henry III. with Catherine, daughter of John of Gaunt
and of Constance, an illegitimate child of Peter the Cruel, her preten-

sions, such as they were, became merged in the crown.
No kingdom could be worse prepared to meet the disorders of a

minority than Castile, and in none did the circumstance so frequently

recur. John 11. was but fourteen months old at his accession ; and
but for the disinterestedness of his uncle Ferdinand, the nobility, in

1406, would have been inclined to avert the danger by placing that

prince upon the throne. In this instance, however, Castile suffered

less from faction during the infancy of her sovereign, than in his

maturity. The queen dowager, at first jointly with Ferdinand, and
solely after his accession to the crown of Aragon, administered the

government with credit. Fifty years had elapsed at her death, in

1418, since the elevation of the house of Trastamare, who had entitled

themselves to public affection by conforming themselves more strictly

than their predecessors to the constitutional laws of Castile, which
were never so well established as during this period. In external
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affairs their reigns were not what is considered as glorious. They
were generally at peace with Aragon and Granada, but one memorable
defeat by the Portuguese at Aljubarrota, in 1385, disgraces the annals
of John I., whose cause was as unjust as his arms were unsuccessful.

This comparatively golden period ceases at the majority of John II.

His reign was filled up by a series of conspiracies and civil wars,

headed by his cousins, John and Henry, the infants of Aragon, who
enjoyed very extensive territories in Castile, by the testament of their

father Ferdinand. Their brother, the king of Aragon, frequently lent

the assistance of his arms. John himself, the elder of these two
princes, by marriage with the heiress of the kingdom of Navarre,
stood in a double relation to Castile, as a neighbouring sovereign, and
as a member of the native oligarchy. These conspiracies were all

ostensibly directed against the favourite of John II., Alvaro de Luna,
who retained for five and thirty years an absolute control over his

feeble master. The adverse faction naturally ascribed to this powerful
minister every criminal intention and all public mischiefs. He was
certainly not more scrupulous than the generality of statesmen, and
appears to have been rapacious in accumulating wealth. But there
was an energy and courage about Alvaro de Luna, which distinguishes
him from the cowardly sycophants who usually rise by the favour of
weak princes ; and Castile probably would not have been happier
under the administration of his enemies. His fate is among the
memorable lessons of history. After a life of troubles endured for the
sake of this favourite, sometimes a fugitive, sometimes a prisoner, his

son heading rebellions against him, John II. suddenly yielded to an
intrigue of the palace, and adopted sentiments of dislike towards the
man he had so long beloved. No substantial charge appears to have
been brought against Alvaro de Luna, except that general malversa-
tion which it was too late for the king to object to him. The real

cause of John's change of affection was, most probably, the insupport-
able restraint which the weak are apt to find in that spell of a com-
manding understanding which they dare not break ; the torment of
living subject to the ascendant of an inferior, which has produced so
many examples of fickleness in sovereigns. That of John II. is not the
least conspicuous. Alvaro de Luna was brought to a summary trial

and beheaded : his estates were confiscated. He met his death with
the intrepidity of Strafford, to whom he seems to have borne some re-

semblance in character.

John II. did not long survive his minister, dying in 1454, after a
reign that may be considered as inglorious, compared with any except
that of his successor. If the father was not respected, the son, Henry
IV., fell completely into contempt. He had been governed by Pac-
heco, marquis of Villena, as implicitly as John by Alvaro de Luna.
This influence lasted for some time afterwards. But the king inclin-

ing to transfer his confidence to the queen Joanna of Portugal, and to

one Bertrand de Gueva, upon whom common fame had fixed as her
paramour, a powerful confederacy of disaftected nobles was formed
against the royal authority. In what degree Henry IV.'s government
had been improvident or oppressive towards the people, it is hard to

determine. The chiefs of that rebellion, Carillo, archbishop of Toledo,
R
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the admiral of Castile, a veteran leader of faction, and the marquis of

Villcnr), so lately the king's favourite, were undoubtedly actuated only

by selfish ambition and revenge. In 1465 they deposed Henry in

an assembly of their faction at Avila, with a sort of theatrical pageantry
which has often been described. liut modern historians, struck by
the appearance of judicial solemnity in this proceeding, are sometimes
apt to speak of it as a national act ; while, on the contrary, it seems
to have been reprobated by the majority of the Castilians, as an
audacious outrage upon a sovereign, who, with many defects, had not
been guilty of any excessive tyranny. The confederates set up
Alfonso, the king's brother, and a civil war of some duration ensued,
in which they had the support of Aragon. The queen of Castile had
at this time born a daughter, whom the enemies of Henry IV., and
indeed no small part of his adherents, were determined to treat as

spurious. Accordingly, after the death of Alfonso, his sister Isabel

was considered as heiress to the kingdom. She might have aspired,

with the assistance of the confederates, to its immediate possession
;

but avoiding the odium of a contest with her brother, Isabel agreed to

a treaty, by which the succession was, in 1469, absolutely settled upon
her. This arrangement was not long afterwards followed by the

union of that princess with Ferdinand, son of the king of Aragon.
This marriage was by no means acceptable to a part of the Castilian

oligarchy, who had preferred a connexion with Portugal. And as

Henry had never lost sight of the interests of one whom he considered,

or pretended to consider, as his daughter, he took the first oppor-
tunity of revoking his forced disposition of the crown, and restoring

the direct line of succession in favour of the princess Joanna. Upon
his death, in 1474, the right was to be decided by arms. Joanna had
on her side the common presumptions of law, the testamentary dispo-

sition of the late king, the support of Alfonso, king of Portugal, to

whom she was betrothed, and of several considerable leaders among
the nobility, as the young marquis of Villena, the family of Mendoza,
and the archbishop of Toledo, who, charging Ferdinand with ingrati-

tude, had quitted a party which he had above all men contributed to

strengthen. For Isabella were the general belief of Joanna's illegiti-

macy, the assistance of Aragon, the adherence of a majority both
among the nobles and people, and, more than all, the reputation of

ability w-hich both she and her husband had deservedly acquired.

The scale was, however, pretty equally balanced, till the king of Por-

tugal, having been defeated at Toro, in 1476, Joanna's party discovered

their inability to prosecute the war by themselves, and successively

made their submission to Ferdinand and Isabella.

The Castilians always considered themselves as subject to a legal

and limited monarchy. For several ages the crown was elective, as in

most nations of German origin, within the limits of one royal family.^

In general, of course, the public choice fell upon the nearest heir ; and
it became a prevailing usage to elect a son during the lifetime of his

father ; till, about the eleventh century, a right of hereditary succes-

sion was clearly established. But the form of recognising the heir-

1 Defuncto in pace principe, primates totius regni imk cum sacerdotibus succcssorcm regni

ConclUo communi constituaut.
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appnrent's title in an assembly of the cortes, has subsisted until our

own time.

In the original Gothic monarchy of Spain, civil as well as ecclesias-

tical affairs were decided in national councils, the acts of many of

which are still extant, and have been published in ecclesiastical col-

lections. To these assemblies the dukes and other provincial gover-

nors, and in general the principal individuals of the realm, were sum-
moned along with spiritual persons. This double aristocracy of

church and state continued to form the great council of advice and
consent in the first ages of the new kingdoms of Leon and Castile.

The prelates and nobility, or rather some of the more distinguished

nobility, appear to have concurred in all general measures of legisla-

tion, as we infer from the preamble of their statutes. It would be
against analogy, as well as without evidence, to suppose that any re-

presentation of the commons had been formed in the earlier period of

the monarchy. In the preamble of laws passed in 1020, and at several

subsequent times during that and the ensuing century, we find only
the bishops and magnates recited as present. According to the

General Chronicle of Spain, deputies from the Castilian towns formed
a part of cortes in 1 167—a date not to be rejected as incompatible with
their absence in 1178. However, in 1188, the first year of the reign of

Alfonso IX., they are expressly mentioned ; and from that era were
constant and necessary parts of those general assemblies.^ It has
been seen already, that the corporate towns, or districts, of Castile had
early acquired considerable importance ; arising less from commercial
worth, to which the towns of other kingdoms were indebted for their

liberties, than from their utility in keeping up a military organisation

among the people. To this they probably owe their early reception
into the cortes, as integrant portions of the legislature, since we do not
read that taxes were frequently demanded, till the extravagance of

later kings, and their alienation of the domain, compelled them to have
recourse to the national representatives.

Every chief town of a concejo, or corporation, ought perhaps, by the

constitution of Castile, to have received its regular writ for the election

of deputies to cortes. But there does not appear to have been, in the

best times, any unifonn practice in this respect. At the Cortes of

Burgos, in 1315, we find one hundred and ninety-two representatives
from more than ninety towns ; at those of Madrid, in 1391, one hun-
dred and twenty-six were sent from fifty towns ; and the latter list con-
tains names of several places which do not appear in the former.2 No
deputies were present from the kingdom of Leon in the Cortes of
Alcala, in 1348, where, among many important enactments, the code
of the Siete Partidas first obtained a legislative recognition. We find,

in short, a good deal more irregularity than during the same period in

England, where the number of electing boroughs varied pretty consi-

derably at every parliament. Yet the Cortes of Castile did not cease
to be a numerous body, and a fair representation of the people till the

1 Marina seems to have somewhat changed his opinion since the publication of the former
work, where he inclines to .isscrt, that the commons were from the earliest times admitted
into the legislature. In ii83, the fust year of the reign of Alfonso IX., we find positive men-
tion of la muchedumbre de las cibdadcs e embiados de cada cibdat.

- Geddes gives a list of one hundred and twenty-seven deputies from forty-eight towns to
the cortes at Madrid in 1390.
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reign of John II. The first princes of the house of Trastamnrc hid
acted in all points with the advice of their cortcs. But John II,, and
still more his son, Henry IV,, beinj^ conscic)us of their own unpopu-
larity, did not venture to meet a full assembly of the nation. Their
writs were directed only to certain towns—an abuse for which the

looseness of preceding usage had given a pretence.' It must be owned
that the people bore it in general very patiently. Many of the corpo-
rate towns, impoverished by civil warfare and other causes, were glad
to save the cost of defraying their deputies' expenses. Thus, by the

year 1480, only seventeen cities had retained the privilege of represen-

tation. A vote was afterwards added for Granada, and three more in

later times for Palcncia, and the provinces of Estremadura and Galicia.-

It might have been easy, perhaps, to redress this grievance, while the

exclusion was yet fresh and recent. But the privileged towns, with a
mean and preposterous selfishness, although their zeal for liberty was
at its height, could not endure the only means of efTfcctually securing
it, by a restoration of elective franchises to their fellow-citizens. The
cortes of 1506 assert, with one of those bold falsifications upon which
a popular body sometimes ventures, that " it is established by some
laws and by immemorial usage that eighteen cities of these kingdoms
have the right of sending deputies to cortes, and no more ;" remon-
strating against the attempts made by some other towns to obtain the

same privilege, which they request may not be conceded. This remon-
strance is repeated in 15 12.

From the reign of Alfonso XI,, who restrained the government of

corporations to an oligarchy of magistrates, the right of electing mem-
bers of cortes was confined to the ruling body, the bailiffs or regidores,

Avhose number seldom exceeded twenty-four, and whose succession was
kept up by close election among themselves. The people, therefore,

had no direct share in the choice of representatives. Experience
proved, as several instances in these pages will show, that even upon
this narrow basis the deputies of Castile were not deficient in zeal for

their country and its liberties. But it must be confessed that a small
body of electors is always liable to corrupt influence and to intimida-

tion. John II. and Henry IV. often invaded the freedom of election
;

the latter even named some of the deputies. Several energetic remon-
strances were made in cortes against this flagrant grievance. Laws
were enacted, and other precautions devised to secure the due return

of deputies. In the sixteenth century, the evil of course was aggra-

vated. Charles and Philip corrupted the members by bribery. Even
in 1573, the cortes are bold enough to complain, that creatures of

government were sent thither, " who are always held for suspected by
the other deputies, and cause disagreement among them,"

^ Sepades, (says John II., in 1442,) que en el ayuntamiento que yo fice en la noble villa de
Valladoiid . . . los procuradores de ciertas cibdades e viTas do mi^s reynos que por mi man-
dado fueron llamados. This language is repeated as to subsequent meetings.

2 The cities which retain their representation in cortes, if the present tense may still be used
even for these ghosts of ancient liberty in Spain, are Burgos, Toledo, [there was a constant
dispute for precedence between these two,) Leon, Granada, Cordova, Murcia, Jaen, Zamora,
Toro, Soria, Valladoiid, Salamanca, Segovia, Avila, Madrid, Guadalaxara, and Cuenca.
The representatives of these were supposed to vote not only for their immediate constituents,

but for other adjacent towns. Thus Toro voted for Palencia and the kingdom of Galicia,

before they obtained separate votes ; Salamanca for most of Estremadura ; Guadalaxara for

Sigucoza, and four hundred other towns.
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There seems to be a consideralDle obscurity about the constitution

of the cortes, so far as relates to the two higher estates, the spiritual

and temporal nobihty. It is admitted that down to the latter part of

the thirteenth century, and especially before the introduction of repre-

sentatives from the commons, they were summoned in considerable

numbers. ]3ut the writer, to whom I must almost exclusively refer

for the constitutional history of Castile, contends, that from the reign

of Sancho IV., they took much less share, and retained much less

influence, in the deliberations of cortes. There is a remarkable pro-

test of the archbishop of Toledo, in 1295, against the acts done in

cortes, because neither he nor the other prelates had been admitted
to their discussions, nor given any consent to their resolutions,

although such consent was falsely recited in the laws enacted therein.

^

This protestation is at least a testimony to the constitutional rights of

the prelacy, which indeed all the early history of Castile, as well as

the analogy of other governments, conspires to demonstrate. In the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, however, they were more and more
excluded. None of the prelates were summoned to the cortes of 1299
and 1301 ; none either of the prelates or nobles to those of 1370 and

U73) of 1480 and 1505. In all the latter cases, indeed, such members
of both orders as happened to be present in the court attended the

cortes ; a fact which seems to be established by the language of the
statutes. Other instances of a similar kind may be adduced. Never-
theless, the more usual expression in the preamble of laws, reciting

those summoned to, and present at the cortes, though subject to con-
siderable variation, seems to imply that all the three estates were, at

least nominally and according to legitimate forms, constituent mem-
bers of the national assembly. And a chronicle mentions, under the

year 1406, the nobility and clergy as deliberating separately, and with
some difference of judgment, from the deputies of the commons.'*^ A

1 Protestamos que desde aqul vcnimos non fucmos llamados a consejo, ni a los tratados
sobrc los fechos del reyno, ni sobre las otras cosas que hi fucren tractadas et fechas, ct sen-
naladaiiieiUo sobrc los fechos de los concejos de las hermandades, et de las peticiones que
fueron fechas de su parte, et sobre los otorgamcntos que less ficieron, et sobre los previlcgios
que por esta nazon less fueron otorgados ; mas ante fuemos ende apartados et cstrannados et
sacados exprcsamente nos et los otros perlados et ricos homes et los fijosdalgo ; et non fue hi
cosa fccha con nucstro consejo. Otrosi protestamos por razon de aquello que dice en los
previic;;ii)S que Ics otorgaron, que fuercn los perlados llamados, ct que eran otorgados de
conscntiniiento ct de voluntad dellos, que non fucmos hi presentcs ni llamados nin fue fecho
con nucsira volunt.id, nin consentiemos, nin consentimos en ellos, &c., p. 72.

'i Marina is inlluenced by a prejudice in favour of the abortive Spanish constitution of 1812,
which excluded the temporal and spiritual aristocracy from a place in the legislature, to im-
agine a similar form of government in ancient times. But his own work furnishes abundant
reasons, if I am not mistaken, to modify this opinion very essentially. A few out of many
instances may be adduced from the enacting words of statutes, which we consider in England
as good evidences to cstabli>h a constitutional theory. Sepadcs que yo hobd mio acuerdo e
niio consejo con mios hermanos e los arzobispos. e los opisbos, c con los ricos homes de Cas-
tclla, c do Leon, e con homes buenos de las villas de Castella, e de Leon, que fueron con-
inigo en Valladolit, sobre muchas cosa.s, &c. Alfonso X., in 1258. Mandamos cnviar Ilamar
por cartas del rci e nuosiras a los infantes c perlados c ricos liomcs e infanzoncs e ciballcros
e homes buenos de las cibdades e de las villas de los reynos de Castilia et de Toledo c dc
Leon c de las Estramaduras, e de Gallicia e de las Asturias e del Andalusia. (Writ of sum-
mons to cortes of Burgos in 1315;) Con acuerdo de los perlados c de los ricos homes e pro-
curadores de las cibdades e villas e logarcs de los nucstros reynos: (Ordinances of Toro in
1371.) Estando hi con e'l el infante Don Fcrrando, vS:c., c otros perlados e condes e ricos
homes e otros del consejo del senor rci, c otros caballeros e escudcros, e los procuradores dc
las cibdades c villas e logarcs de sus reynos : (Cortes of 1391.) Los tres estados que dc ben
venir a las cortes c ayuntamientos segunt sc debe facer c es de buena costumbre antigua:
^Cortes of 1393) This lait passage is apparently conclusive to prove, 'hat three estates, the
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theory, indeed, which should exclude the great territorial aristocracy
from their jilacc in cortcs, would expose the dignity and legislative

rights of that body to unfavourable inferences. IJut it is manifest
that the king exercised very freely a prerogative of calling or omittin;j

persons of both the higher orders at his discretion. The bishorr
numerous, and many of their sees not rich ; while the same obj

of inconvenience applied perhaps to the ricoshombres, but far more
forcibly to the lower nobility, the hijosdalgo or caballeros. Castile
never adopted the institution of deputies from this order, as in the
States-General of France and some other countries ; much less that
liberal system of landed representation, which forms one of the most
admirable peculiarities in our own constitution. It will be seen here-
after, that spiritual and even temporal peers were summoned by our
kings with much irregularity ; and the disordered state of Castile

through almost every reign was likely to prevent the establishment of
any iixcd usage in this and most other points.

The primary and most essential characteristic of a limited monarchy
is, that money can only be levied upon the people through the consent
of their representatives. This principle was thoroughly established in

Castile ; and the statutes which enforce it, the remonstrances which
protest against its violation, bear a lively analogy to corresponding
circumstances in the history of our constitution. The lands of the
nobility and clergy were, I believe, always exempted from direct

taxation—an immunity which perhaps rendered the attendance of the
members of those estates in the cortes less regular. The corporate
districts, or conccjos, which, as I have observed already, differed from
the communities of France and England by possessing a large extent

of territory, subordinate to the principal town, were bound by their

charter to a stipulated annual payment, the price of their franchises,

called moneda forera.i Beyond this sum nothing could be demanded
without the consent of the cortes. Alfonso VIII., in 1177, applied for a
subsidy towards carrying on the siege of Cuenca. Demands of money
do not, however, seem to have been very usual before the prodigal
reign of Alfonso X. That prince and his immediate successors were
not much inclined to respect the rights of their subjects ; but they
encountered a steady and insuperable resistance. Ferdinand IV., in

1307, promises to raise no money beyond his legal and customary
dues. A more explicit law was enacted by Alfonso XL, in 1328, who
bound himself not to exact from his people, or cause them to pay any
tax, either partial or general, not hitherto established by law, without
the previous grant of all the deputies convened to the cortes.2 This
superior clergy, the nobilitj', and the commons, were essential members of the legislature i;i

Castile, as they were in France and England ; and one is astonished to read in Marina, that
jio faltaron a ninguna de las formalidades de derecho los monarcas quo no tuvieron por opor-
tuno llamar a cortes para semejantes actos ni al clero ni a la nobleza ni a las personas singu-
larcs de uno y otro estado. That great citizen, Jovellanos, appears to have had much wiser
notions of the ancient government of his country, as well as of the sort of reformation which
he \\ anted : as we may infer from passages in his IMemoria a sus compatriotas, Coruna iSii,

quoted by ]\Iarina for the purpose of censure.
1 This is expressed in one of their fueros, or charters: Liberi et ingenui semper maneatis,

reddendo mihi et successoribus meis in unoquoque anno in die Pentecostes de unaquaque
domo 12 denarios ; et, nisi cum bona voluntate vestra feceritis, nullum alium servitium faciatis.

- De los con echar nin mandar pagar pecho desaforado ninguno, especial nin general, en
toda mi tierra, sin ser llamados primeramente a cortes, e otorgado por todos los procuradores
qui hi venieren.
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abolition of illegal impositions was several times confirmed by the
same prince. The cortcs, in 1393, havini,'' made a grant to Henry III.,

annexed this condition, that " since they had granted him enough for

his present necessities, and even to lay up a part for a future exigency,

he should swear before one of the archbishops not to take or demand
any money, service, or loan, or anything else of the cities and towns,
nor of individuals belonging to them, on any pretence of necessity,

imtil the three estates of the kingdom should first be duly summoned
and assembled in cortes according to ancient usage. And if any such
letters requiring money have been written, that they shall be obeyed^

and not complied 7uithy^ His son, John H., having violated this con-
stitutional privilege on the allegation of a pressing necessity, the
cortes, in 1420, presented a long remonstrance, couched in very re-

spectful, but equally firm language, wherein they assert "the good
custom, founded in reason and in justice, that the cities and towns of
your kingdoms shall not be compelled to pay taxes or requisitions or
other new tribute, unless your highness order it by advice, and with
the grant of the said cities and towns, and of their deputies for them."
And they express their apprehension lest this right should be infringed,

becnuse, as they say, '' there remains no other privilege or liberty

which can be profitable to subjects if this be shaken." 2 The king
gave tlicm as full satisfaction as they desired, that his encroachment
should not be drawn into precedent. Some fresh abuses, during the
unfortunate reign of Henry IV., produced another declaration in

equally explicit language ; forming part of the sentence awarded by
the arbitrators to whom the differences between the king and his

])eople had been referred at IMedina del Campo in 1465. -^ The
Catholic kings, as they are eminently called, Ferdinand and Isabella,

never violated this part of the constitution ; nor did even Charles I.,

although sometimes refused money by the cortes, attempt to exact it

without their consent.* In the Recopilacion, or code of Castilian law,

I)ublished Ijy Philip II., we read a positive declaration against arbi-

trary imposition of taxes, which remained unaltered on the face of the
statute-book till the present age. The law was indeed frequently
Ijroken by Philip II. ; but the cortcs, who retained throughout the
sixteenth century a degree of steadiness and courage truly admirable,
when we consider their political weakness, did not cease to remon-

1 Obcdccidas fi non cumplidas. This expression occurs frequently in provisions in.ide

gainst illegal acts of the crown ; and is characteristic of the sin;^ular respect with which the
•SlKiniards always thought it right to treat their sovereign, while they were resisting the abuses
of his authority.

'i La bucna costumbre d possession fundada en razon 6 en justicia que las cibdades e villas

dc vucstros reinos tenian de no ser mandado coger mnnedas 6 pedidos nin otro tributo nuevo
alguno en los vucstros reinos sin que la vuestra scfloria lo faga e ordeno dc consejo e con
ctorgamicnto de las cibdades ^ villas de los vuestros reinos c de sus procuradores en su
nombre ... no queda otro previlegio ni libertad dc que los subditos puedan gozar ni apro-
veohar ciucbrantado cl sobre dicho.

3 Dcclaramos ti ordenamos, que cl dicho seRor rci nin los otros reycs que despues del
fueren non echan nin rcpart.an nin pidan pedidos nin moncdas en sus reynos, salvo por gran
nccessidad, e scycndo priniero accord.ado con los perl.ados e grandes dc sus reynos, e con los

niros que a la saxon residieren en su consejo, e seyendo para cllo llamados los procuradores
dc las cibdades c villas dc sus reynos, que para las tales cosas se suclen e acostumbran llamar
e scycndo per los diclios procuradores otorgado cl dicho pedimcnto h monedas, t. ii. p. 391.

* Marina has published two letters from Charles to the city of Toledo, in 1542 and 1548,
requesting them to instruct their deputies to consent to a further grant of money, which they
had refused to do without leave of their constituents.
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stralc with that suspicious tyrant, and recorded their unavailing appeal
to the hiw of Alfonso XI., "so ancient and just, and which so long
lime has been used and observed." 1

The free assent of the people by their representatives to grants of
money was by no means a mere matter of form. It was connected
with other essential rights, indispensable to its effectual exercise

;

those of examining public accounts and checking the expenditure.
The cortes, in the best times at least, were careful to grant no money,
until they were assured that what had been already levied on their

constituents had been properly employed. They refused a subsidy in

1390, because they had already given so much, and " not knowing
how so great a sum had been expended, it would be a great dishonour
and mischief to promise anymore." In 1406 they stood out a long
time, and at length gave only half of what was demanded. Charles
I. attempted to obtain money in 1527 from the nobility, as well as com-
mons. But the former ])rotested, that ''their obligation was to follow

the king in war, wherefore to contribute money was totally against
their privilege, and for that reason they could not acquiesce in his

majesty's request."^ The commons also refused upon this occasion.

In 1538, on a similar proposition, the superior and lower nobility (los

grandes y caballeros) " begged with all humility that they might never
hear any more of that matter."

The contributions granted by cortes were assessed and collected by
respectable individuals (hombres buenos) of the several towns and
villages. This repartition, as the French call it, of direct taxes, is a
matter of the highest importance in those countries where they are im-
posed by means of a gross assessment on a district. The produce was
paid to the royal council. It could not be applied to any other pur-
pose than that to which the tax had been appropriated. Thus the

cortes of Segovia, in 1407, granted a subsidy for the war against
Granada on condition " that it should not be laid out on any other
service except this war ;" which they requested the queen and Ferdi-

nand, both regents in John II, 's minority, to confirm by oath. Part,

however, of the money remaining unexpended, Ferdinand wished to

apply it to his own object of procuring the crown of Aragon ; but the

queen first obtained not only a release from her oath by the pope, but
the consent of the cortes. They continued to insist upon this appro-
priation, though ineffectually, under the reign of Charles I.

The cortes did not consider it beyond the line of their duty, not-

withstanding the respectful manner in which they always addressed

1 En las cortes de ano de 70 y en las de 76" pedimos a v. m. fuese servide do no poner
nuevos impuestos, rentas, pechos, ni derechos ni otros tributes particulares ni generales sin

junta del reyno en cortes, como esta dispuerto por lei del senor rei Don Alonso y se signilicij

a V. m. el dario grande que con las nuevas rentas habla rescibido el reino, suplicando a v. m.
fuese servido de mandarle aliviar y descargar, y que en lo de adelante se les hiciesse mercec
de guardar las dichas leyes reaies y que no se impusiesscn nuevas rentas sin su asistencia

;

{)ues podria v. m. estar satisfecho de que el reino sirve en las cosas necessarias con toda
ealtad y hasta ahora no se ha proveido lo susodicho ; y el reino por la obligacion que tiene

a pedir a v. m. guarde la dicha lei, y que no solamente han cessado las necessidades de los

subditos y naturales de v. m. pero antes crecen de cada dia : vuelve a suplicar a v. m. sea
servido concederle lo susodicho, y que las nuevas rentas, pechos y derechos se quiten,_ y que
de aqui adelante se guarde la dicha lei del senor rei don Alonso, como tan antigua y justa y
que tanto tiempo se us6 y guardo. This petition was in 1579.

2 Pero que contribuir a la guerra con ciertas sumas era totalmente opucsto a sus pre*

vijegios, e asi que no podrian acomodaric a I9 que s. m. deseaba.
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the sovereign, to remonstrate ac^.iinst profuse expenditure even in his

own household. They told Alfonso X., in 1258, in the homely style of

that a-,fc, that they thoui^ht it httinc:^ that the kmg and his wife should
eat at the rate of a hundred and fifty maravedis a day, and no more

;

and that the king should order his attendants to eat more moderately
than they did. They remonstrated more forcibly against the prodi-

gality of John II. Even in 1559, they spoke with an undaunted
Castilian spirit to Philip II.: *' Sir, the expenses of your royal estab-

lishment and household are much increased ; and we conceive it

would much redound to the good of these kingdoms, that your ma-
jesty should direct them to be lowered, both as a relief to your wants,

and that all the great men and other subjects of your majesty may take

example therefrom to restrain the great disorder and excess they com-
mit in that respect." 1

The forms of a Castilian cortes -were analogous to those of an
P^nglish parliament in the fourteenth century. They were summoned
by a writ almost exactly coincident in expression with that in use
among us. The session was opened by a speech from the chancellor

or other chief officer of the court. The deputies were invited to con-

sider certain special business, and commonly to grant money. After

the principal affairs were despatched, they conferred together, and
having examined the instructions of their respective constituents,

drew up a schedule of petitions. These were duly answered one by
one, and from the petition and answer, if favourable, laws were after-

wards drawn up, where the matter required a new law, or promises of

redress were given, if the petition related to an abuse or grievance.

In the struggling condition of Spanish liberty under Charles I., the
crown began to neglect answering the petitions of cortes, or to use un-
satisfactory generalities of expression. This gave rise to many re-

monstrances. The deputies insisted, in 1523, on having answers before

they granted money. They repeated the same contention in 1525, and
obtained a general law, inserted in the Recopilacion, enacting that the
king should answer all their petitions before he dissolved the assembly.
This, however, was disregarded as before ; but the cortes, whose intrepid

honesty under Philip II. so often attracts our admiration, continued, as
late as 1586, to appeal to the written statute, and lament its violation.

According to the ancient fundamental constitution of Castile, the
king did not legislate for his subjects without their consent. The
code of the Visigoths, called in Spain the Fuero Jusgo, was enacted in

public councils, as were also the laws of the early kings of Leon, which
appears by the reciting words of their preambles.2 This consent was
originally given only by the higher estates, who might be considered,
in a large sense, as representing the nation, though not chosen by it

;

^ Senor, los jj.astos de vuestro real cstado y mesa son miiy crcscidos, y entendemos que
convcrnia nuicho al bieii dc estos rcinos que v. m. los mandassc moderar asi para algim
rcmedio dc sus ncccssidadcs como para que de v. m. tomen egemplo totos los grandcs y ca-
ballcros y otros subditos dc v. m. en la gran dcsorden y excesses que haccn en las cosas
sobrcdichas. Marina.
''Marina. The acts of the cortes of Leon in 1020 run thus : omnes pnntifices et abbatcs et

optimates regni Hispania; jussu ipsius regis taiia decreta dccrcvimus qua: firmiter teneantur
futuris tcmporibus. So those of Salamanca in 11 78: Ego rex Fcmandus inter cjctcra qux
cum cpiscopis et abbatibus rcpni nostri ct quamplurimis aliis rcligiosis, cum comitibus terra-
tum et principibus ct rcctoribus provinciarum, toto posse tcncuda statuimus apud Sala-
mancam.
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bul from llic end of the twclftli century, Ijy the elected deputies of the
commons in cortcs. The laws of Alfonso X., in 1258, those of the
same prince in 1274, and many others in subsequent times, arc de-
clared to be made with the consent (con acucrdo) of the several orders
of the kingdom. More commonly, indeed, the preamble of Castilian

statutes only recites their advice, (consejo ;) but I do not know that
any stress is to be laid on this circumstance. The laws of the Siete
Pjrlidas, compiled by Alfonso X., did not obtain any direct sanction
till the famous cortcs of Alcala in 1348, when they were confirmed
along with several others, forming altogether the basis of the statute-

law of Spain. 1 Whether they were in fact received before that time,
has been a matter controverted among Spanish antiquaries ; and upon
the question of their legal validity at the time of their promulgation,
depends an important point in Castilian history, the disputed right of
succession between Sancho IV. and the infants of la Cerda ; the former
claiming under the ancient customary law. the latter under the new
dispositions of the Siete Partidas. If the king could not legally change
the established laws without consent of his cortes, as seems most pro-
bable, the right of representative succession did not exist in favour of

his grandchildren, and Sancho IV. cannot be considered as an usurper.

It appears upon the whole to have been a constitutional principle,

that laws could neither be made nor annulled except in cortes. In

1506, this is claimed by the deputies as an established right.2 John I.

had long before admitted, that what was done by cortes and general
assemblies could not be undone by letters missive, but by such cortes

and assemblies alone.^ For the kings of Castile had adopted the Eng-
lish practice, of dispensing with statutes by a non obstante clause in

their grants. But the cortes remonstrated more steadily against this

abuse than our own parliam.ent, who suffered it to remain in a certain

degree till the revolution. It was several times enacted upon their

petition, especially by an explicit statute of Henry II., that grants and
letters patent dispensing with statutes should not be obeyed. Never-
theless, John II., trusting to force or the servility of the judges, had
the assurance to dispense explicitly with this very law. The cortes of

Valladolid in 1442 obtained fresh promises and enactments against

such an abuse. Philip I. and Charles I. began to legislate without
asking the consent of cortes ; this grew much worse under Philip II.,

and reached its height under his successors, who entirely abolished all

constitutional privileges. In 1555, we find a petition that laws made
in cortes should be revoked nowhere else. The reply was such as be-

came that age :
" To this we answer, that we shall do what best suits

our government." But even in 1619, and still afterwards, the patriot

representatives of Castile continued to lift an unavailing voice against

illegal ordinances, though in the form of very humble petition ; per-

1 ^larlna seems to have changed his opinion between the publication of these two works,

in the former of which he contends for the prcsious authority of the Siete Partidas, and in

favour of the infants of la Cerda.
2 Los reyes establicieron que cuando habiessen de hacer leyes, para que fuessen prove-

chc'sas a sus reynos y cada provincias fuesen proveidas, se llamasen cortes y procuradores que
entendiesen en ellas y por esto se establecib lei que no se hiciesen ni renovasen leycs sino en
cortes. Teoria de las cortes.

3 Lo que es fecho por cortes e por ayuntamieatos que non se pueda disfacer por las tales

cartas, salvo por ayuntamientos e cortes.
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haps the latest testimonies to the expiring hberties of their country.^

The denial of cxchisivc legislative authority to the crown must, how-
ever, be understood to admit the legality of particular ordinances, de-

signed to strengthen the king's executive government. These, no
doubt, like the royal proclamations in England, extended sometimes
very far, and subjected the people to a sort of arbitrary coercion much
beyond what our enlightened notions of freedom would consider as re-

concilable to it. But in the middle ages, such temporary commands
and prohibitions were not reckoned strictly legislative, and passed,

perhaps rightly, for inevitable consequences of a scanty code, and short

sessions of the national council.

The kings were obliged to swear to the observance of laws enacted
in cortes, besides their general coronation oath to keep the laws and
preserve the liberties of their people. Of this we find several instances

from the middle of the thirteenth century ; and the practice continued
till the time of John II., who, in 1433, on being requested to swear to

the laws then enacted, answered, that he intended to maintain them,
and consequently no oath was necessary ; an evasion in which the cortes

seem unaccountably to have acquiesced. The guardians of Alfonso
XI. not only swore to observe all that had been agreed on at Burgos
in 13 1 5, but consented that if any one of them did not keep his oath,

the people should no longer be obliged to regard or obey him as regent.

It was customary to assemble the cortes of Castile for many pur-

poses, besides those of granting money and concurring in legislation.

They were summoned in every reign to acknowledge and confirm the

succession of the heir apparent ; and upon his accession to swear
allegiance. These acts were, however, little more than formal, and
accordingly have been preserved for the sake of parade, after all the

real dignity of the cortes was annihilated. In the fourteenth and
lifteenth centuries, they claimed and exercised far more ample powers
tlian our own parliament ever enjoyed. They assumed the right,

when questions of regency occurred, to limit the prerogative, as well

as to designate the persons who were to use it. And the frequent
minorities of Castilian kings, Avhich were unfavourable enough to

tranquillity and subordination, served to confirm these parliamentary
privileges. The cortes were usually consulted upon all material busi-

ness. A law of Alfonso XL, in 1328, printed in the Recopilacion, or
code published by Philip II., declares, "Since in the arduous affairs

of our kingdom, the counsel of our natural subjects is necssary,
especially of the deputies from our cities and towns, therefore we
ordain and command that on such great occasions the cortes shall be
assembled, and counsel shall be taken of the three estates of our king-
doms, as the kings our forefathers have been used to do." A cortes

of John II., in 1419, claimed this right of being consulted in all matters
of importance, with a warm remonstrance against the alleged violation

of so wholesome a law by the reigning prince ; who answered that in

weighty matters he had acted, and would continue to act, in con-
formity to it. What should be intended by great and weighty affairs

might be not at all agreed upon by the two parties ; to each of whose
1 Ha suplicado el rcino a v. m. no se promulgiien nuevas Icycs ni en todo ni en parte lai

antiguas se altcrcn sin qu sea por cortes . . . y por ser do tanta importaacia vuclvc el rcino
a suplicarlo humilmcntc a v. ni.
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interpretations these words pave pretty full scope. However, the
currt'iu usn^'c of tlic monarchy certainly permitted much authoriiy in

public deliberations to the cortcs. Anion;; other instances, which
indeed will continually be found in the common civil histories, the

cortes of Ocana, in 1469, remonstrate with Henry IV. for allying him-
self with England rather than France, and give, as the first reason of

complaint, that "according to the laws of your kingdom, when the

kinL;s have anything of great importance in hand, they ought not to

undertake it without advice and knowledge of the chief towns and
cities of your kingdoms." ^ This privilege of general interference was
asserted, like other ancient rights, under Charles, whom they strongly

urged, in 1548, not to permit his son Philip to depart out of the realm.

It is hardly necessary to observe, that in such times they had little

chance of being regarded.

The kings of Leon and Castile acted, during the interval of the

cortes, by the advice of a smaller council, answering, as it seems,
almost exactly to the king's ordinary council in England. In early

ages, before the introduction of the commons, it is sometimes difficult

to distinguish this body from the general council of the nation ; being
composed, in fact, of the same class of persons, though in smaller

numbers. A similar difficulty applies to the English history. The
nature of their proceedings seems best to ascertain the distinction.

All executive acts, including those ordinances which may appear
rather of a legislative nature, all grants and charters, are declared to

be with the assent of the court, (curia,) or of the magnats of the

palace, or of the chiefs or nobles,^ This privy council was an essential

part of all European monarchies. And, though the sovereign might
be considered as free to call in the advice of whomsoever he pleased,

yet in fact the princes of the blood and most powerful nobility

had anciently a constitutional right to be members of such a council

;

so that it formed a very material check upon his personal authority.

The council underwent several changes in progress of time, which
it is not necessary to enumerate. It was justly deemed an important
member of the constitution, and the cortes showed a laudable anxiety

to procure its composition in such a manner as to form a guarantee
for the due execution of laws after their own dissolution. Several
times, especially in minorities, they even named its members, or a part

of them ; and in the reigns of Henry III. and John II., they obtained
the privilege of adding a permanent deputation, consisting of four

persons elected out of their own body, annexed as it were to the

council, who were to continue at. the court during the interval of

cortes and watch over the due observance of the laws. This deputa-

tion continued, as an empty formality, in the sixteenth century. In

the council the king was bound to sit personally three days in the

week. Their business, which included the whole executive govern-

ment, was distributed with considerable accuracy into what might be
despatched by the council alone, under their own seals and signatures,

1 Porque, segunt leyes de nuestros reynos, cuando los reyes han de facer alguna cosa de
gran importancia, non lo deben facer sin consejo e sabiduria de las dbdades e villas principales

devuestros reynos.
2 Cutn assensu magnatum palatii: Cum consiiio curiae meae : Cum cocsilio Ct beneplacito

omnium principum meorum, nuUo contradicenle nee reclamante.
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and what required the royal seal. The coisent of this body was
necessary for almost every act of the crown, tor pensions or grants of

money, ecclesiastical and political promotions, and for charters of par-

don, the easy concession of which was a great encouragement to the

homicides so usual in those ages, and was restrained by some of our
own laws. But the council did not exercise any judicial authority, if

we may believe the well-informed author, from whom I have learned
these particulars ; unlike in this to the ordinary council of the kings
of England, it was not until the days of Ferdinand and Isabella,

that this among other innovations was introduced.

Civil and criminal justice was administered in the first instance by
the alcaldes or municipal judges of towns ; elected within themselves
originally by the community at large, but, in subsequent times, by the

governing body. In other places, a lord possessed the right of juris-

diction, by grant from the crown, not, what we find in countries where
the feudal system was more thoroughly established, as incident to his

own territorial superiority. The kings, however, began in the thirteenth

century to appoint judges of their own, called corregidores, a name
which seems to express concurrent jurisdiction with the regidores, or or-

dinary magistrates.! '\\\q, cortes frequently remonstrated against this

encroachment. Alfonso XI. consented to withdraw his judges from
all corporations by which he had not been requested to appoint them.
Some attempts to interfere with the municipal authorities of Toledo
produced serious disturbances under Henry III. and John II. Even
where the king appointed magistrates at a city's request, he was bound
to select them from among the citizens. From this immediate juris-

diction, an appeal lay to the adclantado, or governor of the province,

and from thence to the tribunal of royal alcaldes. The latter, how-
ever, could not take cognisance of any cause depending before the

ordinary judges ; a contrast to the practice of Aragon, where the

justiciary's right of evocation (juris firma) was considered as a princi-

pal safeguard of public liberty. As a court of appeal, the royal alcaldes

had the supreme jurisdiction. The king could only cause their sen-

tence to be revised, but neither alter nor revoke it. They have con-
tinued to the present day as a criminal tribunal ; but civil appeals
were transferred by the ordinances of Toro, in 1371, to a new court,

styled the king's audience, which, though deprived under Ferdinand
and his successors of part of its jurisdiction, still remains one of the
principal judicatures in Castile.

No people in a half-civilised state of society have a full practical
security against particular acts of arbitrary power. They were more
common perhaps in Castile than in any other European monarchy,
which professed to be free. Laws indeed were not wanting to protect
men's lives and liberties, as well as their properties. Ferdinand IV.,

in 1299, agreed to a petition that "justice shall be executed impar-
tially according to law and right ; and that no one shall be put to

death or imprisoned, or deprived of his possessions without trial, and
that this be better observed than heretofore." 2 He renewed the same

1 Alfonso X. says: Ningun ome sea osado juzgar pleytos, se no fucrc alcalde piiesto per el
rey. Tiiis seems an encroachment on the municipal magistrates.

- Que mandase facer la justicia en aquellos que la mcrecen cumunalmentc con fucro d con
Ucrccho ; e los homes que non scan mucrtos nin prcsos nin toraadys lo que han tin ser oidos
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law in 1307. Nevertheless, the most remarkable circumstance of this

monarch's history was a violation of so sacred and apparently so well

establisiicd a law. Two gentlemen having been accused of murder,
Ferdinand, without waiting for any process, ordered them to instant

execution. I'hcy summoned him with their last words to appear be-

fore the tribunal of God in thirty days ; and his death within the time.

which has given him the surname of the Summoned, might, we rnay

hope, deter succeeding sovereigns from iniquity so flagrant. But
from the practice of causing their enemies to be assassinated, neither

law nor conscience could withhold them. Alfonso XI. was more than
once guilty of this crime. Yet he too passed an ordinance in 1325,
that no warrant should issue for putting any one to death, or seizing

his property, till he should be duly tried by course of law. Iienr>' II.

repeats the same law in very explicit language.^- But the civil liistory

of Spain displays several \'iolations of it. An extraordinary preroga-

tive of committing murder appears to have been admitted, in early

times, by several nations who did not acknowledge unlimited power in

their sovereign.^ Before any regular police was established, a powerful

criminal might have been secure from all punishment, but for a notion,

as barbarous as any which it served to counteract, that he could be
lawfully killed by the personal mandate of the king. And the frequent

attendance of sovereigns in their courts of judicature might lead men
not accustomed to consider the indispensable necessity of legal forais,

to confound an act of assassination with the execution of justice.

Though it is very improbable that the nobility were not considered
as essential members of the cortes, they certainly attended in smaller

numbers than we should expect to find from the great legislative and
deliberative authority of that assembly. This arose chiefly from the

lawless spirit of that martial aristocracy, which placed less confidence

in the constitutional methods of resisting arbitrary encroachment, than
in its own armed combinations. Such confederacies to obtain redress

of grievances by force, of which there were five or six remarkable in-

stances, were called Hermandad, (brotherhood or union,) and though
not so explicitly sanctioned as they were by the celebrated PriWlege of

Union in Aragon, found countenance in a law of Alfonso X. which
cannot be deemed so much to have voluntarily emanated from that

prince as to be a record of original rights possessed by the Castilian

nobility, " The duty of subjects towards their king,'' he says, " enjoins

them not to permit him knowingly to endanger his salvation, nor to

incur dishonour and inconvenience in his person or family, nor
to produce mischief to his kingdom. And this may be fulfilled in two
ways ; one by good advice, showing him the reason wherefore he ought
not to act thus ; the other by deeds, seeking means to prevent his

going on to his own ruin, and putting a stop to those who give him ill

counsel, forasmuch as his errors are of worse consequence than those

of other men, it is the bounden duty of subjects to prevent his commit-

por derecho 6 por fuero de aquel logar do acaesciere, 6 que sea guardado mejor que se guardcS

fasta aqui. Marina.
1 Que non mandemos matar nin prender nin lisiar nin despechar nin tomar a alguno ninguna

cosa de lo suyo, sin ser ante llamado e oido e vencido por fuero c por derecho, por querella
nin por querellas que a nos fuesen dadas, segunt que esto esta ordcnado por el rei don Alonso
nuestro padre. Teoria.

2 Si quis hominem per jussionem regis vel ducis sui Occident, non requiratur, ef, nee sit

faidosus, quia jnssio doraini sui fuit^ et non potuit contradiccre jussionem.
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ting them." To this law the insurgents appealed, in their coalition

against Alvaro do Luna ; and indeed we must confess, that however
just and admirable the principles which it breathes, so general a

licence of rebellion was not likely to preserve the tranquillity of a

kingdom. The deputies of towns, in a cortes of 1445, petitioned the

king to declare that no construction should be put on this law, incon-

sistent with the obedience of subjects towards their sovereign—a re-

quest to which of course he willingly acceded.

Castile, it will be apparent, bore a closer analogy to England in its

form of civil polity, than France or even Aragon. But the frequent

disorders of its government and a barbarous state of manners, ren-

dered violations of law much more continual and flagrant than they

were in England under the Plantagenet dynasty. And besides these

practical mischiefs, there were two essential defects in the constitu-

tion of Castile, through which perhaps it was ultimately subverted. It

wanted those two brilliants in the coronet of British liberty, the repre-

sentation of freeholders among the commons, and trial by jury. The
cortes of Castile became a congress of deputies from a few cities,

public-spirited indeed and intrepid, as we find them in bad times, to

an eminent degree, but too much limited in number, and too uncon-
nected with the territorial aristocracy, to maintain a just balance

against the crown. Yet with every disadvantage, that country pos-

sessed a liberal form of government, and was animated with a noble

spirit for its defence. Spain, in her late memorable though short

resuscitation, might well have gone back to her ancient institutions,

and perfected a scheme of policy which the great example of England
would have shown to be well adapted to the security of freedom.

What she did, or rather attempted instead, I need not recall. May
her next effort be more wisely planned, and more happily terminated

!

The first edition of this work was published in 1818.

Though the kingdom of Aragon was very inferior in extent to that

of Castile, yet the advantages of a better form of government and wiser j
sovereigns, with those of industry and commerce along a line of sea

coast, rendered it almost equal in importance. Castile rarely inter-

meddled in the civil dissensions of Aragon ; the kings of Aragon fre-

quently carried their arms into the heart of Castile. During the san-

guinary outrages of Peter the Cruel, and the stormy revolutions which
ended in establishing the house of Trastamare, Aragon was not indeed
at peace, nor altogether well governed ; but her political consequence
rose in the eyes of Europe through the long reign of the ambitious
and wily Peter IV., whose sagacity and good fortune redeemed, ac-

cording to the common notions of mankind, the iniquity with which
he stripped his relation, the king of Majorca, of the Balearic islands

and the constant perfidiousness of his character. I have mentioned
in another place the Sicilian war, prosecuted with so much eagerness

for many years by Peter III. and his son, Alfonso III. After this

object was relinquished, James II. undertook an enterprise less splen-

did, but not much less difficult, the conquest of Sardinia. That island,

long accustomed to independence, cost an incredible expense of blood
and treasure to the kings of Aragon during the whole fourteenth

century. It was not fully subdued till the commencement of the next,

under the reign of IMartin.
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At the death of Martin, kin;,' of Ara^on, in 1410, a memorable cjU'V

tiun arose as to the ri;;ht of succession. '1 hou;^h i'etronilla, dau;;lii' f

of Ramiro II., had reigned in her own right from 1137 to 1172, an
opinion seems to have gained ground from the thirteenth century, that

females could not inherit the crown of Aragon. Peter IV. had excited

a civil war by attempting to settle the succession upon his daughter,

to the exclusion of his next brother. The birth of a son about the

same time suspended the ultimate decision of this question ; but it was
tacitly understood that what is called the Salic law ought to prevail.

^

Accordingly, on the death of John I. in 1395, his two daughters were
set aside in favour of his brother Martin, though not without opposi-

tion on the part of the elder, whose husband, the count of Foix. invaded
the kingdom, and desisted from his pretension only through want of

force. Martin's son, the king of Sicily, dying in his father's lifetime,

the nation was anxious that the king should fix upon his successor,

and would probably have acquiesced in his choice. liut his dissolu-

tion occurring more rapidly than was expected, the throne remained
absolutely vacant. The count of Urgel had obtained a grant of the

lieutenancy, which was the right of the heir apparent. This nobleman
possessed an extensive territory in Catalonia, bordering on the Pyre-

nees. He was grandson of James, next brother to Peter I\\, and
according to our rules of inheritance, certainly stood in the first place.

The other claimants were the duke of Gandia, grandson of James II.,

who, though descended from a more distant ancestor, set up a claim
founded on proximity to the royal stock, which in some countries was
preferred to a representative title ; the duke of Calabria, son of Vio-

lante, younger daughter of John I., (the countess of Foix being child-

less ;) Frederic count of Luna, a natural son of the younger Martin,

king of Sicily, legitimated by the pope, but with a reservation excluding
him from royal succession ; and finally, Ferdinand, infant of Castile,

son of the late king's sister.2 The count of Urgel was favoured in

1 It was pretended that women were exxluded from the crown in England as well as France

;

and this analogy seems to have had some influence in causing the Aragonese to adopt a
Salic law.

2 The subjoined pedigree will show more clearly the respective titles of the competitors.

James II. died 1327.

Alfonso IV. d. 1336. D. of Gandia.

Peter IV. d. 13S7. James C- of UrgeL D. of Caitdia^

Eleanor Q. of Castile. John I. d. 1395. M.\rtix, Peter C. of UrgeL
d. 1410.

I

Henry III. Ferdinand.
K. of Castile. ,

I

" ~\ Martin

I I
K. of Sicily, 1409.

Joanna Violante ;

John II. Countess of Foix. Q. of Naples. :

K. of Castile. -•
1 Frederic
I C. 0/Luna,

Louis D. of
Calabria.

C. of Ur^eL
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general by the Catalans, and he seemed to have a powerful support
in Antonio dc Luna, a baron of Aragon so rich, that lie might go
through his own estate from France to Castile. But this apparent
superiority frustrated his hopes. The justiciary and other leading

Aragoncse were determined not to suffer this great constitutional

question to be decided by an appeal to force, which might sweep
away Itheir liberties in the struggle. Urgcl, confident of his right,

and surrounded by men of ruined fortunes, was unwilling to sub-
mit his pretensions to a civil tribunal. His adherent, Antonio de
Luna, committed an extraordinary outrage, the assassination of the

archbishop of Saragosa, which alienated the minds of good citizens

from his cause. On the other hand, neither the duke of Gandia, who
was very old,^ nor the count of Luna, seemed fit to succeed. The
party of Ferdinand, therefore, gained ground by degrees. It was
determined, however, to render a legal sentence. The cortes of each
nation agreed upon the nomination of nine persons, three Aragonese,
three Catalans, and three Valcncians, who were to discuss the preten-

sions of the several competitors, and by a plurality of six votes to

adjudge the crown. Nothing could be more solemn, more peaceful,

nor, in appearance, more equitable than the proceedings of this tri-

bunal. They summoned the claimants before them, and heard them
by counsel. One of these, P>ederic of Luna, being ill defended, the

court took charge of his interests, and named other advocates to

maintain them. A month wns passed in hearing arguments ; a second
was allotted to considering them ; and at the expiration of the pre-

scribed time, it was announced to the people by the mouth of St

Vincent Ferrier, that Ferdinand of Castile had ascended the throne.-

In this decision, it is impossible not to suspect that the judges were
swayed rather by politic considerations than a strict sense of heredi-

tary right. It was therefore, in 141 2, by no means universally popular,

especially in Catalonia, of which principality the count of Urgel was a
native ; and perhaps the great rebellion of the Catalans fifty years

afterwards maybe traced to the disaffection which this breach, as they
thought, 01 the lawful succession had excited. Ferdinand, however,
was well received in Aragon. The cortes generously recommended
the count of Urgel to his favour, on account of the great expenses he
had incurred in prosecuting his claim. But Urgel did not wait the

effect of this recommendation. Unwisely attempting a rebellion with
very inadequate means, he lost his estates, and was thrown for life.

into prison. Ferdinand's successor was his son, Alfonso V., more
distinguished, in 1416, in the history of Italy than of Spain. For all

1 Tliis duke of Gandi.! died during the interregnum. His son, though not so objectionable
on the score ot age, seemed to have a worse claim ; yet he became a competitor.

2 Vincent Kerrier was the most distinguished churchman of his time in Spain. His influ-

ence, as one of the nine judges, is said to have been very instriunental in procuring the crown
for Ferdinand. Five others voted the same way ; one for the count of Urgel ; one doubtfully
between the count of Urgel and duke of C.andia ; the ninth declined to vote. It is cuioiis
enough that John, king of Castile, w.is altogether disregarded, though his claim was at least

as plausible as that of his uncle Ferdinand. Indeed, upon the principles of inheritance to

which we arc accustomed, Louis, duke of Cnlabria, had a prior right to Ferdinand, admitting
the rule wh'ch it w.as necess.iry for both of ihem to est.nblish—namely, that a right of succes-
sion might be transmitted through females, which females could not personally enjoy. This,
as is well known, had been advanced in the preceding age by Edward III., as the foundation
of his claim to the crowu of France.
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the latter years of his hfc he never quitted the kin'^'dom that he had
acc[uired by his arms ; and, enchanted by the dcUcious air of Nn: '

intrusted the i^ovcrnment of his patrimonial territories to the

of a brother and an heir. John II,, u'
" ' '

death, in 1458, of Alfonso without Ic;, .. ,
.

gaged durin;^ his youth in the turbulent revolutions of Castile, as the

head of a stronc,' party that opposed the domination of Alvaro de Luna.
By marriage, in 1420, with the heiress of Navarre, he was entitled,

according to the usage of those times, to assume the title of 1: 1

administration of government during her life, liut his ai ;

retention of power still longer produced events which are the chief

stain on his memory. Charles, prince of Viana, was, by the constitu-

tion of Navarre, entitled to succeed his mother. She had requested
him in her testament, in 1442, not to assume the government without
his father's consent. • That consent was always withheld. The prince

raised what we ought not to call a rebellion ; but was made prisoner,

and remained for some time in capiivity. John's ill disposition to-

wards his son was exasperated by a stepmother, who scarcely disguised

her intention of placing her own child on the throne of Aragon at the

expense of the eldest-born. After a life of perpetual oppression,

chiefly passed in exile or captivity, the prince of Viana died in Cata-

lonia, at a moment when that province was, in I46i,in open insurrec-

tion upon his account. Though it hardly seems that the Catalans
had any more general provocations, they persevered for more than te:i

years with inveterate obstinacy in their rebellion ; offering the sove-

reignty iirst to a prince of Portugal, and afterwards to Regnier, duke
of Anjou, who was destined to pass his life in unsuccessful competi-
tion for kingdoms. The king of Aragon behaved with great clemency
towards these insurgents on their final submission.

It is consonant to the principle of this work, to pass lightly over
the common details of history, in order to fix the reader's attention

more fully on subjects of philosophical inquiry. Perhaps in no Euro-
pean monarchy, except our own, was the form of government more
interesting than in Aragon, as a fortunate tem.perament of law and
justice with the royal authority. So far as anything can be pronounced
of its earlier period, before the capture of Saragosa in 11 18, it was a
kind of regal aristocracy, where a small number of powerful barons
elected their sovereign on every vacancy, though, as usual in other

countries, out of one family ; and considered him as little more than
the chief of their confederacy.^ These were the ricos hombres or

barons, the first order of the state. Among these the kings of Aragon,
in subsequent times, as they extended their dominions, shared th.-

conquered territory in grants of honours on a feudal tenure.- For
this system was fully established in the kingdom of Aragon. A nco

1 Alfonso III. complained that his barons wanted to bring back old times, quando ha\'ia en
el rcyno tantos reyes como ricos hombres. The form >f election, supposed to have been use ":

by these bold barons, is well known. "We who are as good as you, choose you for our kin
and lord, provided that you observe our laws and pri\'ileges, and if not, not." But I do no-
much beUeve the authenticitj' of this form of words. See Robertson's Charles V. It is, how-
ever, sufficiently agreeable to the spirit of the old government.

- Los ricos hombres, por los feudos que tcnian del rey, eran obligados de seguir al rev, si

yva en iiersona a la gucrra, y residir en ella tres meses en cadaun auo. A fief was usually
called in Aragon an honour, que en Castilla llamavau tierra, y en el principado de Cataluna
feudo.
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hombre, as we read in Viralis, bishop of Huesca, about the middle of

the thirteenth century,^ must hold of the king an honour or barony
capable of supporting more than three knights ; and this he was
bound to distribute among his vassals in military fiefs. Once in the

year he might be summoned with his feudataries to serve the sove-

reign for two months, (Zitura says three ;) and he was to attend the

royal court, or general assembly as a counsellor, whenever called upon,
assisting in its judicial as well as deliberative business. In the towns
and villages of his barony he might appoint bailiffs to administer
justice and receive penalties ; but the higher criminal jurisdiction

seems to have been reserved to the crown. According to Vitalis, the

king could divest these ricos hombres of their honours at pleasure,

after which they fell into the class of mesnadaries, or mere tenants in

chief. But if this were constitutional in the reign of James I., which
Blancas denies, it was not long permitted by that high-spirited aristo-

cracy. By the General Privilege or Charter of Peter 1 1 1., it is declared
that no barony can be taken away without a just cause and legal sen-

tence of the justiciary and council of barons. And the same protec-

tion was extended to the vassals of the ricos hombres.
Below these superior nobles were the mesnadaries, corresponding

to our mere tenants in chief, holding estates not baronial immediately
from the crown ; and the military vassals of the high nobility, the

knights, and iiifanzoiics—-x word which may be rendered by gentle-

men. These had considerable privileges in that aristocratic govern-

ment ; they were exempted from all taxes, they could only be tried by
the royal judges for any crime ; and offences committed against them
were punished with additional severity. The ignoble classes were, as

in other countries, the burgesses of towns, and the villeins or peas-
antry. The peasantry seem to have been subject to territorial servi-

tude, as in France and England. Vitalis says that some villeins were
originally so unprotected, that, as he expresses it, they might be
divided into pieces by the sword among the sons of their masters ; till

they were provoked to an insurrection, which ended in establishing

certain stipulations, whence they obtained the denomination of villeins

de parada^ or of convention.
Though from the twelfth century the principle of hereditary succes-

sion to the throne superseded, in Aragon as well as Castile, the original

right of choosing a sovereign within the royal family, it was still founded
upon one more sacred and fundamental, that of compact. No king of

Aragon was entitled to assume that name, until he had taken a corona-
tion oath, administered by the justiciary of Saragosa, to observe the

laws and liberties of the realm. Alfonso III., in 1285, being in France
at the time of his father's death, named himself king in addressing the

states, who immediately remonstrated on this premature assumption
of his title, and obtained an apology.'"' Thus too, Jklartin, having been

1 I do not know whether this work of Vitalis has been printed, but there arc Inr^c extracts
from it in Elanrri's history, nn-l also in Du Cangc, under the words Inf^incia, Mi-.-.nadarius,

&c. Several ilUislratioiia ol liicsc military tenures may bo found in the Fucros dc Aragon,
especially lib. 7.

* Biancac Comm. They acknowledged at the .<;amc time that he was their natural lord, anil
entitled to reign as hwful heir to his father—so oddly were the hereditary and elective titles

juniblcc" ti^£':rhcr. Zui ila.
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called to the crown of Aia^'on by the cortcs in 1395, was specially re-

quired not to exercise any authority before his coronation.

lilancas quotes a noble passaj^e from the acts of cortes in 145 1 :

" Wc have always heard of old time, and it is found by experience,

that seein;:; the great barrenness of this land, and the poverty of the

realm, if it were not for the liberties thereof the folk would go hence
to live and abide in other realms, and lands more fruitful." ^ 'Ihis high

spirit of freedom had long animated the Aragonese. After several

contests with the crown in the reign of James I., not to go back to

earlier times, they compelled Peter III., in 1283, to grant a law, called

the General Privilege, the Magna Charta of Aragon, and perhaps a
more full and satisfactory basis of civil liberty than our own. It con-

tains a scries of provisions against arbitrary tallages, spoliations of

property, secret process after the manner of the Inquisition in criminal

charges, sentences of the justiciary without assent of the cortes, ap-

pointment of foreigners or Jews to judicial offices, trials of accused
persons in places beyond the kingdom, the use of torture, except in

charges of falsifying the coin, and the bribery of judges. These are

claimed as the ancient liberties of their country. " Absolute power,
(mero impcrio e mixto,) it is declared, never was the constitution of

Aragon, nor of Valencia, nor yet of Ribagorca, nor shall there be in

time to come any innovation made ; but only the law, custom, and
privilege which has been anciently used in the aforesaid kingdoms."
The concessions extorted by our ancestors from John, Henry III.,

and Edward I., were secured by the only guarantee those times could
afford, the detennination of the barons to enforce them by armed con-

federacies. These, however, were formed according to emergencies,

and except in the famous commission of twenty-five conservators of

Magna Charta, in the last year of John, were certainly unwarranted
by law. But the Aragonese established a positive right of maintaining
their liberties by arms. This was contained in the Privilege of Union
granted by Alfonso III., in 1287, after a violent conflict with his sub-

jects ; but which was afterwards so completely abolished, and even
eradicated from the records of the kingdom, that its precise words
have never been recovered.- According to Zurita, it consisted of two
articles : first, that in the case of the king's proceeding forcibly against

any member of the union without previous sentence of the justiciar}-,

the rest should be absolved from their allegiance ; secondly, that he
should hold cortes every year in Saragosa. During the two subse-

quent reigns of James II. and Alfonso IV., little pretence seems to

1 Siempre havemos oydo dezir antigament, e se troba por esperiencia, que attendida la

grand sterilidad de aquesta tierra, e probreza de aqueste regno, si nou fues por las libertadis

de aquel, se yrian a bivir, y habitar las gentes a- otros regnos, e tierras mas frutieras. Ara-
gon was, in fact, a poor country, barren and ill-peopled. The kings were forced to go to

Catalonia for money, and indeed were little able to maintain e.\pensi%-e contests. The wars
of Peter IV. in Sardinia, and of Alfonso V. with Genoa and Naples, impoverished their

people. A hearth-ta.x having been imposed in 1404, it was found that there were 42,683
houses in Aragon, which, according to most calculations, will not give much more than two
hundred thousand inhabitants. In 1429, a similar tax being laid on, it is said that the num-
ber of houses was diminished in consequence of war. It contains at present between sLx hun-
dred thousand and seven hundred thousand inhabitants.

- Blancas says that he had discovered a copy of the Privilege of Union in the archives of
the sec of Tarragona, and would gladly have published it, but for his deference to the wisdom
of former ages, which had studiously endeavoured to destroy all recoUectioa of that daDger-
--1 law.
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have been given for the exercise of this right. But dissensions break-

ing out under Peter IV. in 1347, rather on account of his attempt to

settle the crown upon his daughter, than of any specific pubhc griev-

ances, the nobles had recourse to the Union, " that last voice," says

IJlancas, '' of an almost expiring state, full of weight and dignity, to

chastise the presumption of kings." ^ They assembled at Saragosa, and
used a remarkable seal for all their public instruments, an engraving
from which may be seen in the historian I have just quoted. It re-

presents the king sitting on his throne, with the confederates kneeling
in a suppliant attitude around, to denote their loyalty, and unwilling-

ness to offend. But in the background tents and lines of spears arc

discovered, as a hint of their ability and resolution to defend them-
selves. The legend is Sigillum Unionis Aragonum. This respectful

demeanour towards a sovereign against whom they were waging war,

reminds us of the language held out by our Long Parliament, before

the Presbyterian party was overthrown. And although it has been
lightly censured as inconsistent and hypocritical, this tone is the safest

that men can adopt, who, deeming themselves under the necessity of

withstanding the reigning monarch, are anxious to avoid a change of

dynasty, or subversion of their constitution. These confederates were
defeated by tlie king at Kpila in 1348.- But his prudence and the re-

maining strength of his opponents inducing him to pursue a moderate
course, there ensued a more legitimate and permanent balance of the
constitution from this victory of the royalists. The Privilege of Union
was abrogated, Peter himself cutting to pieces with his sword the ori-

ginal instrument. But in return many excellent laws for the security

of the subject were enacted : and their preservation was intrusted to

the greatest officer of the kingdom, the Justiciary, whose authority and
pre-eminence may in a great degree be dated from this period. That
watchfulness over public liberty, which originally belonged to the

aristocracy of ricos hombres, always apt to thwart the crown, or to

oppress the people, and which was afterwards maintained by the dan-
gerous privilege of union, became the duty of a civil magistrate, accus-
tomed to legal rules, and responsible for his actions, whose office and
functions arc the most pleasing feature in the constitutional history of
Aragon.
The justiza or justiciary of Aragon has been treated by some writers

as a sort of anomalous magistrate, created originally as an interme-
diate power between the king and people, to watch over the exercise

of royal authority. But I do not perceive that his functions were, in

any essential respect, different from those of the chief-justice of Eng-
land, divided, from the time of Edward I., among the judges of the
King's Bench. Wc should undervalue our own constitution by sup-

1 Priscam illam Unionis, quasi moricntis rcipuhlica: cxtremam voccm, auctoritatis ct gravi-
tatis pleiiam, rcgum insolentise apertum vindicem cxcitarunt, sumnia ac singuiari bonorum
omnium conscnsione. It is remarkable that such strong language should have been tolerated
under Philip II.

* Zurita observes that the battle of Epila was the last fought in defence of public liberty,
for which it was held lawful of old to take up arms, and resist the king, by virtue of the privi-
leges of union. For the authority of the justiciary being afterwards established, the former
contentions and wars came to an end ; means being found to put the weak on a level with the
powerful, in which consists the peace and tranquillity of all states ; and from thence the name
of Union was by conunon cnn.scnt proscribed. Hlancas remarks, that nothing could have
turned out more advantageous to the Aragoncsc, than their ill fortune at Epila.
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posing that tlicrc did not reside in that court as perfect an authority
to redress the subject's injuries, as was possessed by the Ara';(>ncsc

magistrate. In the practical exercise indeed of this power i: s

an abundant difrercncc. Our English jud;^cs, more timid aic. ,
i,

left to the remonstrances of parliament that redress of grievances
which very frequently lay within the sphere of their jurisdiction.

There is, I believe, no recorded instance of a haljeas corpus granted
in any case of illegal imprisonment by the crown or its of ' ^

the continuance of the Plantagenct dynasty. We shall ^ . . e

notice of a very different conduct in Aragon.
The office of justiciary, whatever conjectural antiquity some have

assigned to it, is not to be traced beyond the capture of Saragosa in

1118, when the series of magistrates commences. But for a great
length of time they do not appear to have been particularly important

;

the judicial authority residing in the council of ricos hombres, whose
suffrages the justiciary collected, in order to pronounce their sentencj
rather than his own. A passage in Vitalis, bishop of Huesca, whom
I have already mentioned, shows this to have been the practice during
the reign of James I.i Gradually, as notions of liberty became more
definite, and laws more numerous, the reverence paid to their per-

manent interpreter grew stronger ; and there was fortunately a succes-
sion of prudent and just men in that high office, through whom it

acquired dignity and stable influence. Soon after the succession of

James II., on some dissensions arising between the king and his

barons, he called in the justiciary as a mediator, whose sentence, spys
Blancas, all obeyed. At a subsequent time in the same reign, the

military orders, pretending that some of their privileges were -violated,

raised a confederacy or union against the king. James offered to refer

the dispute to the justiciary, Ximenes Salanova, a man of eminent
legal knowledge. The knights resisted his jurisdiction, alleging the
question to be of spiritual cognisance. He decided it, however, against

them in full cortes at Saragosa, annulled their league, and sentenced
the leaders to punishment.^ It was adjudged also that no appeal could
lie to the spiritual court from a sentence of the justiciary passed with
assent of the cortes. James II. is said to have frequently sued his

subjects in the justiciary's court, to show his regard for legal mea-
sures ; and during the reign of this good prince, its authority became
more established.^ Yet it was not perhaps looked upon as fully equal

to maintain public liberty against the crown, till, in the cortes of 1358,

after the Privilege of Union was for ever abolished, such laws were
enacted, and such authority given to the justiciary, as proved even-

tually a more adequate barrier against oppression, than any other

country could boast. All the royal as well as territorial judges were
bound to apply for his opinion in case of legal difficulties arising in

1 Znrita indeed refers the justiciary's pre-eminence to an earlier date ;_
namely, the reign

of Peter II., who took away a great part of the local jurisdictions of the ricos hombres. But
if I do not misunderstand the meaning of Vitalis, his testimony seems to be beyond dispute.

By the General Privilege of 1283, the justiciary was to advise with the ricos hombres in all

cases where the king was a party against any of his subjects.
2 The assent of the cortes seems to render this in a nature of a legislative, rather than a

judicial proceeding ; but it is difficult to pronounce about a transaction so remote m time, atd
in a foreign country, the native historians writing rather concisely.

•5 James acquired the surname of Ju.<;t, cl Justiciero, by his fair dealing towards his sub-

jects. Zurita.
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their comls, which he was to certify within eight days'. By subse-

quent statutes of the same reign, it was made penal for any one to

obtain letters from the king, impeding the execution of the justiza's

process, and they were declared null. Inferior courts were forbidden

to proceed in any business after his prohibition. Many other laws

might be cited, corroborating the authority of the great magistrate
;

but there are two parts of his remedial jurisdiction, which deserves

special notice.

These are the processes of jurisfirma, or firma del derecho, and of

manifestation. The former bears some analogy to the writs of pone
and certiofari in England, through which the Court of King's Bench
exercises its rights of withdrawing a suit from the jurisdiction of in-

ferior tribunals. But the Aragoncse jurisfirma was of more extensive

operation. Its object was not only to bring a cause commenced in an
inferior court before the justiciary, but to prevent or inhibit any pro-

cess from issuing against the person who applied for its benefit, or any
molestation from being offered to him ; so that, as Blancas expresses

it, when we have entered into a recognisance (firme et graviter asse-

veremus) before the justiciary of Aragon to abide the decision of law,

our fortunes shall be protected by the interposition of his prohibition,

from the intolerable iniquity of the royal judges. The process, termed
manifestation, afforded as ample security for personal liberty as that

of jurisfirma did for property. " To maytifcst any one,*' says the writer

so often quoted, " is to wrest him from the hands of the royal officers,

that he may not suffer any illegal violence ; not that he is set at liberty

by this process, because the merits of his case are still to be inquired
into, but because he is not detained publicly, instead of being, as it

were, concealed, and the charge against him is investigated, not sud-
denly or with passion, but in calmness and according to law, therefore

this is called manifestation." 1 The power of this writ (if I may apply

1 Est .npud nos manifestarc, rciim subito sumcrc, atque e regiis manibus extorquere, ne qua
ipsi contra jus vis inferatur. Non quod tunc reus judicio liberetur ; nihilominus tamcn, ut
loquimur, de meritis caus.-c .ad plenum cognoscitur. Sed quod deinceps manifesto tcneatur,
quasi antea celatus cxtitissct ; necesseque dcinde sit dc ipsius culpa, non impetu et cum
furore, sed sedatis prorsus animis, ct juxta constitutas leges judicari. Kx co autcm, quod
hujusmodi judicium manifesto deprehcnsum, omnibus jam patere debeat, Manifestationis sibi

iioracn arripuit.

Ipsius Manifestationis potcstas tam solida est ct repentina, ut homini jam coUum in laqueuin
inscrenti subvcniat. Illius cnim praesidio, damnatus, dum per leches licet, quasi cxperiendi
juris gratia, de manibus judicum confcstim cxtorquctur, ct in carccrem ducitur ad id a;difica-

tum, ibidemquc asservatur tamdiu, quamdiu jureue, an injura quid in ca. causa factum fuerit,

judicatur. Proptcrea career hie v;;!_;an lingua, la carcel de los manifestados nuncupatur.
De Manifcstaticmibus personarum. Independently of this rif^jht of manifestation by writ of

the justiciary, there are several statutes in the Fueros against illegal detention or unneces-
sary severity li wards prisoners. No judge could proceed socretly in a criminal process ; an
indispensable safLjjuard to public libLriy, and one of the most salutary as well as most ancient
provisions in our own constitution. (De judiciis.) Torture was abolished, except in cases of
coining false money, and then only in respect of vagabonds. (General Privilege of 1283.)

Zurita has explained the two processes of jurisfirma and manifestation so perspicuously,
that, as the subject is very interesting and rather out of tlio common way, I shall both quote
and translate the jassagc. Con firniar de derecho, que cs dar caution a estar a justicia, sc

cnnceden literas inhibitorias por el justicia de Aragon, para que no puedan ser presos, ni

privados, ni despojados de su possession, hasta que judicialmente se conozca, y declare sobre la

pretension, y ju.sticia de las partes, y p.arezca por proccsso lesitimo, que se deve revocar la tal

inhibition. Esta fu^ la r.uprcma y principal autoridad del Justicia de Aragon de.sdc que cste

magistrado tr.
'

manifestation ;

•
[ como la firma de derecho

por privilecii^ . que no puede ; r preso, o agraviado contra
razon y justit;..., .- i ...-....;. raanifestacion, q>.^ ^ >...>. privilegio. y remcdia muy
principal, tiene fuerca, quando alguno cs preso sin prccedcr proccsso legitimo, o quando lo
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our term) was such, as he elsewhere asserts, that it would rescue a
man whose neck was in the hiiUer. A particular prison was allotted

to those detained for trial under this process.

Several ])roofs that such admirable provisions did not remain a dead
letter in the law of Ara^jon, appear in the two historians, Jilancas and
Zunta, whose noble attachment to liberties, of which they had cither

witnessed, or mic^ht foretell the extinction, continually displays itself.

1 cannot help illustrating:; this subject by two remarkable mstances.
The heir-apparent of the kingdom of Aragon had a constitutional

right to the lieutenancy, or regency during the sovereign's absence
from the realm. The title and office indeed were permanent, though
the functions must of course have been superseded during the per-

sonal exercise of royal authority. But as neither Catalonia nor
Valencia, which often demanded the king's presence, were considered
as parts of the kingdom, there were pretty frequent occasions for this

anticipated reign of the eldest prince. Such a regulation was not
likely to diminish the mutual and almost inevitable jealousies between
kings and their heirs-apparent, which have so often disturbed the
tranquillity of a court and a nation. Peter IV. removed his eldest

son, afterwards John I., from the lieutenancy of the kingdom. The
prince entered into a firma del derecho before the justiciary, Dominic
de Cerda, who, pronouncing in his favour, enjoined the king to re-

place his son in the lieutenancy, as the undoubted right of the eldest

born. Peter obeyed, not only in fact, to which, as Blancas observes,

the law compelled him, but with apparent cheerfulness. There are,

indeed, no private persons who have so strong an interest in maintain-
ing a free constitution and the civil liberties of their countrymen, as

the members of royal families ; since none are so much exposed, in

absolute governments, to the resentment and suspicion of a reigning

monarch.
John I., who had experienced the protection ot law in his weakness,

had afterwards occasion to find it interposed against his power. This
king had sent some citizens of Saragosa to prison without form of law.

They applied to Juan de Cerda, the justiciar)% for a manifestation. He
issued his writ accordingly ; nor, says Blancas, could he do otherwise,

without being subject to a heavy fine. The king, pretending that the

justiciary was partial, named one of his own judges, the vice-chancellor,

prenden de hecho sin orden de justicia ; y en estos casos solo el Justicia de Aragon, quando
se tiene recurso al el, se interpone, manifestando il preso, que es tomarlo a su mano, de poder
de qualquiera juez, aunquo sea el mas supremo ; y es obligado el Justicia de Aragon, y sus

lugartenientes de proveer la manifestacion en el mismo instante, que les es pedida sin pre-

ceder informacion ; y basta que se pida por qualquiere persona que se diga procurador del

que quiere que lo tengan pnr manifesto, t. ii. foU 386. " Upon a firma de derecho, which is

to give security for abiding the decision of law, the Justiciary of Aragon issues letters inhibit-

ing all persons to arrest the party, or deprive him of his possession, until the matter shall be
judicially inquired into, and it shall appear that such inhibition ought to be revoked.

_
This

process, and that which is called manifestation have been the chief powers of the justiciary,

ever since the commencement of that magistracy. And as the firma de derecho by the

general privilege of the realm secures every man from being arrested or molested against

reason and justice, so the manifestation, which is another principal and remedial right, takes

place when any one is actually arrested witliout lawful process; and in such cases only the

Justiciary of Aragon, when recourse is had to him, interposes by vianifestitig the persoa
arrested, tliat is, by taking him into his own hands, out of the power of any judge, however
high in authority ; and this manifestation the justiciary, or his deputies in his absence, are
bound to issue at the same instant it is demanded without further inquiry ; and it may be de-
manded by any one as attorney of the party requiring to be manifested."
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as coadjutor. This raised a constitutional question, whether, on suspi-

cions of partiaHty, a coadjutor to the justiciary could be appointed.

The king sent a private order to the justiciary not to proceed to sen-

tence upon this interlocutory point until he should receive instructions

in the council, to which he was directed to repair. Ikit he instantly

pronounced sentence in favour of his exclusive jurisdiction without a

coadjutor. He then repaired to the palace. Here the vice-chancellor,

in a long harangue, enjoined him to suspend sentence till he had heard
the decision of the council. Juan de Cerda answered that, the case

being clear, he had already pronounced upon it. This produced some
expressions of anger from the king, who began to enter into an argu-

ment on the merits of the question. But the justiciary answered that,

with all deference to his majesty, he was bound to defend his conduct
before the cortes, and not elsewhere. On a subsequent day, the king,

having drawn the justiciary to his country palace on pretence of hunt-
ing, renewed the conversation with the assistance of his ally, the vice-

chancellor ; but no impression was made on the venerable magistrate,

whom John at length, though much pressed by his advisers to violent

courses, dismissed with civility. The king was probably misled through-
out this transaction, which I have thought fit to draw from obscurity,

not only in order to illustrate the privilege of manifestation, but as ex-

hibiting an instance of judicial firmness and integrity, to which, in the

fourteenth century, no country perhaps in Europe could offer a parallel.

Before the cortes of 1348, it seems as if the justiciary might have
been displaced at the king's pleasure. From that tinie he held his sta-

tion for life, liut in order to evade this law, the king sometimes ex-

acted a promise to resign upon request. Ximenes Cerdan, the justiciary

in 1420, having refused to fulfil this engagement, Alfonso V. gave notice

to all his subjects not to obey him, and notwithstanding the alarm
which this encroachment created, eventually succeeded in compelling
him to quit his office. In 1439, Alfonso insisted with still greater seve-

rity upon the execution of a promise to resign made by another justi-

ciary, detaining him in prison until his death. But the cortes of 1442
proposed a law, to which the king reluctantly acceded, that the justiciary

should not be compellable to resign his office on account of any pre-

vious engagement he might have made.
But lest these high powers, imparted for the prevention of abuses,

should themselves be abused, the justiciary was responsible, in case of

an unjust sentence, to the extent of the injury inflicted, and was also
subjected, by a statute of 1390, to a court of inquiry composed of four
persons chosen by the king out of eight named by the cortes, whose
office appears to have been that of examining and reporting to the four

estates in cortes, by whom he was ultimately to be acquitted or con-
demned. This superintendence of the cortes, however, being thought
dilatory and inconvenient, a court of seventeen persons was appointed,
in 1461, to hear complaints against the justiciary. Some alterations

were afterwards made in this tribunal.^ The justiciary was always a

1 These regulations were very acceptable to the nation. In fact, the Justlza of Aragon had
possessed much more unlimited powers than ought to be intrusted to any single magistrate.
The court of King's Bench in England, besides its consisting of four ro-ordmatc judges, is

checked by the appellant jurisdictions of the Exchequer Chamber and House of Lords, and,
still more importantly, by the rights of juries.
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!-night, chosen from the second order of no!)ility, the barons not tjcing

li.iliic to personal punishment. He administered the coronation-oath
to the king ; and in the cortes of Aragon, the justiciary acted as a sort

of royal commissioner, opening or proroguing the assembly by the
king's direction.

No laws could be enacted, or repealed, nor any tax imposed without
the consent of the estates duly assembled.^ Even as early as the reign
of Peter II., in 1205, that prince having attempted to impose a general
tallage, the nobility and commons united for the preservation of their

franchises ; and the tax was afterwards granted in part by the cortes.

It may easily be supposed that the Aragonesc were not behind other
nations in statutes to secure these privileges, which, upon the whole,
appear to have been more respected than in any other monarchy.^
The General Privilege of 1283 formed a sort of groundwork for this

legislation, like the Great Charter in England. By a clause in this

law, cortes were to be held every year at Saragosa. But under James
II., their time of meeting was reduced to once in two years, and the

place was left to the king's discretion."^ Nor were the cortes of Aragon
less vigilant than those of Castile in claiming a right to be consulted
in all important deliberations of the executive power, or in remonstrat-
ing against abuses of government, or in superintending the proper
expenditure of public money.* A variety of provisions, intended to

secure these parliamentary privileges, and the civil liberties of the

subject, will be found dispersed in the collection of Aragonese laws,^

Avhich may be favourably compared with those of our ovm statute-book.

Four estates, or, as they were called, arms, (brazos.) formed the
cortes of Aragon ; the prelates, and commanders of military orders,

who passed for ecclesiastics f the barons, or ricos hombres ; the

1 Majores nostri, quse dc omnibus statuenda essent, noluerunt jaberi, vetarive poHse, nisi

vocatis, dcscriptisque ordinibus, ac cunctis ecrum adhibitis sufTragiis, re ipsa cognita et pro-
mnlccata. Unde perpetuum illud nobis comparatum est jus, ut communes et publics leges
neque toUi, neque rogari possint, nisi prius universus populus una voce comitiis institutis

suuni ea de re libeinim suiTragium ferat ; idque postca ipsius regis assensu comprobetur.
- Quod sissss in Aragonia removeanitir, (a.d. 1372.) De prohibitione sissaaim: (1398.)

De conservatione patrimonii : (1461.) I have only remarked two instances of arbitrary taxa-
tion in Zurita's history, which is singularly full of information ; one, in 1343, when Peter IV.
collected money from various cities, though not without opposition : and the other a remon-
strance of the cortes, in 13S3, against heavy taxes ; and it is not clear that this'refers to

general unauthorised taxation. Blancas mentions that Alfonso V. set a tallage upon his

tov/ns for the marriage of his natural daughters, which he might have done had they been
legitimate ; but they appealed to the justiciary's tribunal, and the king receded from his

demand.
Some instances of tyrannical conduct in violation of the constitutional laws occur, as will

naturally be supposed, in the annals of Zurita. The execution of Bernard Cabrera under
Peter IV., and the severities inflicted on queen Forcia by her son-in-law, John I., are perhaps
as remarkable as any.

•^ In general the session lasted from four to six months. One assembly was prorogued from
time to time, and continued six years, from 1446 to 1432, which was complained of as a viola-

tion of the law for their biennial renewal.
^ The Sicilian war of Peter III. was very unpopular, because it had been imdertaken witii-

out consent of the barons, contrary to the practice of the kingdom ;
porque ningxm negocio

arduo emprendian, sin acuerdo y consejo de sus ricos hombres. The cortes, he tells us, were
usually divided into two parties, whigs and tories ; estava ordinariamente dividida en do5
partes, la una que pensava procurar el beneficio del reyno, y la otra que el servicio del rey.

^ Fueros y observancias del reyno de Aragon. Two vols, in fol. Saragosa, 1657. The most
important of these are collected by Blancas, p. 750.

* It is said by some writers, that the ecclesiastical arm was not added to the cortes of Ara-
gon till about the year 1300. But I do not find mention in Zurita of any .such constitutional

cha.ige at that tim.e; and the prelates, as we might expect from the analogy of other coun-
tries, appear as members of the national council long before. Queen Petronilla, in 1142,
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equestrian order, or infanzones ; and the deputies of royal towns. ^

The two former had a right of appearing by proxy. There was no
representation of the infanzones, or lower nobility. But it must be

remembered that they were not numerous, nor was the kingdom large.

Thirty-five are reckoned by Zurita as present in the cortes of 1395, and
thirty-three in those of 141 2 ; and as upon both occasions an oath of

fealty to a new monarch was to be taken, I presume that nearly all the

nobility of the kingdom were present. The ricos hombres do not seem
to have exceeded twelve or fourteen in number. The ecclesiastical

estate was not much, if at all, more numerous. A few principal towns
alone sent deputies to the cortes ; but their representation was very

full ; eight or ten, and sometimes more, sat for Saragosa, and no town
appears to have had less than four representatives. During the inter-

val of the cortes, a permanent commission, varying a good deal as to

numbers, but chosen out of the four estates, was empowered to sit with

very considerable authority ; receiving and managing the public

revenue, and protecting the justiciary in his functions.

The kingdom of Valencia, and principality of Catalonia, having been
annexed to Aragon, the one by conquest, the other by marriage, were
always kept distinct from it in their laws and government. Each had
its cortes, composed of three estates, for the division of the nobility

into two orders did not exist in either country. The Catalans were
tenacious of their ancient usages, and adverse to incorporation with
any other people of Spain. Their national character was high-spirited

and independent ; in no part of the peninsula did the territorial aris-

tocracy retain, or at least pretend to such extensive privileges,^ and
the citizens were justly proud of wealth acquired by industry, and of

renowTi achieved by valour. At the accession of Ferdinand I., which
they had not much desired, the Catalans obliged him to swear three

times successively to maintain their liberties, before they would take
the reciprocal oath of allegiance. For Valencia it seems to have been
a politic design of James the Conqueror to establish a constitution

nearly analogous to that of Aragon, but with such limitations as he
should impose, taking care that the nobles of the two kingdoms should
not acquire strength by union. In the reigns of Peter III. and
Alfonzo III., one of the principal objects contended for by the barons
of Aragon was the establishment of their own laws in Valencia; to

which the king never acceded.*^ They permitted, however, the pos-
sessions of the natives of Aragon in the latter kingdom to be governed
by the law of Aragon. These three states, Aragon, Valencia, and Cata-
lonia, were perpetually united by a law of Alfonso III. ; and every king
on his accession was bound to swear that he would never separate
summoned a los pcrlados, ricos hombres, y cnvalleros, y procuradores de las ciudades y villas,

que le jiintasscn a cortes gcnernlcs en la ciudad dc Huisca. So in the cortes of 1275, and on
other occaiiions.

1 Popular representation was more ancient in Aragon than in any other monarchy. The
deputies of town^; appear in the cortes of 1133, as Robertson has remarked from Zurita. And
this cannot well be called in question, or treated as an anomaly ; for we find them mentioned
in 1142, (the passage cited in tlic last note,) .and .asain in 1164, when Zurita enumerates many
of their names, f(il. 74. The in-^titution of concejos, or corporate districts under .a presiding
town, prev.ailed in Arac^nn as it did in Castile.

' Zurita. The villciia^^e of the peasantry in some parts of Catalonia was very severe, even
ne.ir the end of the fifteenth century.

^ There was ori;rinally a justiciary in the kingdom of V.ilcncia ; but this, I believe, did not
loiiK continue*
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them. Sometimes general cortcs of the kingdoms and principality were
convened ; but the members did not, even in this case, sit together,

and were no otherwise united, than as they met in the same city.

I do not mean to represent the actual condition of society in Aragon
as ec|ually excellent with the constitutional laws. Relatively to other

monarchies, as 1 have already observed, there seem to have been
fewer excesses of the royal prerogative in that kingdom, liut the

licentious habits of a feudal aristocracy prevailed very long. We find

in history instances of private war between the great families, so as to

disturb the peace of the whole nation, even near the close of the

fifteenth century. The right of. avenging injuries by arms, and the

ceremony of diffidation, or solemn defiance of an enemy, are preserved
by the laws. Wc even meet with the ancient barbarous usage of pay-
ing a composition to the kindred of a murdered man. The citizens o«

Saragosa were sometimes turbulent, and a refractory nobleman some-
times defied the ministers of justice. But owing to the remarkable.

copiousness of the principal Aragonese historian, we find more fre-

quent details of this nature than in the scantier annals of some coun-
tries. The internal condition of society was certainly far from peace-
able in other parts of Europe.
By the marriage of Ferdinand with Isabella, and by the death of

John II. in 1479, the two ancient and rival kingdoms of Castile and
Aragon were for ever consolidated in the monarchy of Spain. There
had been some difficulty in adjusting the respective rights of the hus-
band and wife over Castile. In the middle ages, it was customary for

the more powerful sex to exercise all the rights which it derived from
the weaker, as much in sovereignties as in private possessions. But
the Castilians were determined to maintain the positive and distinct

prerogatives of their queen, to which they attached the independence
of their nation. A compromise therefore was concluded, by which,
though, according to our notions, Ferdinand obtained more than a due
share, he might consider himself as more strictly limited than his

father had been in Navarre. The names of both were to appear
jointly in their style, and upon the coin, the king's taking the preced-

ence in respect of his sex. But, in the royal scutcheon, the arms of

Castile were preferred on account of the kingdom's dignity. Isabella

had the appointment of all civil offices in Castile ; the nomination to

spiritual benefices ran in the name of both. The government was to

be conducted by the two conjointly when they were together, or by
either singl}', in the province where one or other might happen to

reside. This partition was well preserved throughout the life of

Isabel without mutual encroachments or jealousies. So rare an
unanimity between persons thus circumstanced must be attributed

to the superior qualities of that princess, who, while she maintained a

constant good understanding with a very ambitious husband, never

relaxed in the exercise of her paternal authority over the kingdoms of

her ancestors.

Ferdinand and Isabella had no sooner quenched the flames of civil

discord in Castile, than they determined to give an unequivocal proof

to Europe of the vigour which ilie Spanish monarchy was to display

under their government. For many years an armistice with the
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Moors of Granada had been uninterrupted. Neither John II. nor

Henry IV. had been at leisure to think of aggressive hostiHties ; and
the Aloors themselves, a prey, like their Christian enemies, to civil war,

and the feuds of their royal family, were content with the unmolested
enjoyment of the finest province in the peninsula. If we may trust

historians, the sovereigns of Granada were generally usurpers and
tyrants. But I know not how to account for that vast populousness,
that grandeur and magnificence, which distinguished the Mohamme-
dan kingdoms of Spain, without ascribing some measure of wisdom
and beneficence to their governments. These southern provinces
have dwindled in later times ; and in fact Spain itself is chiefly

interesting to most travellers, for the monuments which a foreign and
odious race of conquerors have left behind them. Granada was, how-
ever, disturbed by a series of revolutions about the time of Ferdinand's
accession, which naturally encouraged his designs. The Moors, con-
trary to what might have been expected from their relative strength,

were the aggressors by attacking a town in Andalusia. Predatory in-

roads of this nature had hitherto been only retaliated by the Christians.

But Ferdinand was conscious that his resources extended, in 1481, to

the conquest of Granada, the consummation of a struggle protracted

through nearly eight centuries. Even in the last stage of the Moorish
dominion, exposed on every side to invasion, enfeebled by a civil dis-

sension, that led one party to abet the common enemy, Granada was
not subdued without ten years of sanguinary and unremitting contest.

Fertile beyond all the rest of Spain, that kingdom contained seventy
walled towns ; and the capital is said, almost two centuries before, to

have been peopled by two hundred thousand inhabitants. Its resist-

ance to such a force as that of Ferdinand is perhaps the best justifica-

tion of the apparent negligence of earlier monarchs. But Granada
was ultimately compelled to undergo the yoke. The city surrendered
on the 2d of January 1492 ; an event glorious not only to Spain, but
to Christendom ; and which, in the political combat of the two religions,

seemed almost to counterbalance the loss of Constantinople. It raised
the name of Ferdinand, and of the new monarchy which he governed,
to high estimation throughout Europe. Spain appeared an equal
competitor with France in the lists of ambition. These great king-
doms had for some time felt the jealousy natural to emulous neigh-
bours. The house of Aragon loudly complained of the treacherous
policy of Louis XI. He had fomented the troubles of Castile, and
given, not indeed an effectual aid, but all promises of support to the
princess Joanna, the competitor of Isabel. Rousillon, a province be-
longing to Aragon, had been pledged to France by John II. for a sum
of money. It would be tedious to relate the subsequent events, or
to discuss their respective claims to its possession. 1 At the accession
of Ferdinand, Louis XI. still held Rousillon, and showed little inten-
tion to resign it. But Charles VIII., eager to smooth every impedi-
ment to his Italian expedition, restored the province to Ferdinand in

1493. Whether, by such a sacrifice, he was able to lull the king of
Aragon into acquiescence, while he dethroned his relation at Naples,

' For these tmnsactions, sec Gamier, or Gaillard. The latter is the most impartial French
writer I have ever read, in matters where his own country is concerned.
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and alarmed for a moment all Italy with the apprehension of French
dominion, it is not within the limits of the present work to inquire.

CHAPTER V.

HISTORY OF GERMANY TO THE DIET OF WORMS IN I495.

After the deposition of Charles the Fat in 888, which fmally severed
the connexion between France and Germany,^ Amulf, an illej^itimate

descendant of Charlemagne, obtained the throne of the latter country,

in which he was succeeded by his son, Louis.^ But upon the death
of this prince in 911, the German branch of that dynasty became ex-

tinct. There remained, indeed, Charles the Simple, acknowledged as

king in some parts of France, but rejected in others, and possessing
no personal claims to respect. The Germans therefore wisely deter-

mined to choose a sovereign from among themselves. They were at

this time divided into five nations, each under its own duke, and dis-

tinguished by difference of laws, as well as of origin ; the Franks,
whose territory, comprising Franconia, and the modern Palatinate,

was considered as the cradle of the empire, and who seem to have
arrogated some superiority over the rest, the Swabians, the Bavarians,

the Saxons, under which name the inhabitants of Lower Saxony alone
and Westphalia were included, and the Lorrainers, who occupied the
left bank of the Rhine as far as its termination. The choice of these

nations in their general assembly, in 911, fell upon Conrad, duke of

Franconia, according to some writers, or at least a man of high rank,

and descended through females from Charlemagne.3
Conrad dying without male issue, the crown of Germany was be-

stowed, in 919, upon Henry the Fowler, duke of Saxony, ancestor of

the three Othos, who followed him in direct succession. To Henry,
and to the first Otho, Germany was, in 936, more indebted than to any
sovereign since Charlemagne. The conquest of Italy, and recovery
of the imperial title, are indeed the most brilliant trophies of Otho the

Great ; but he conferred far more unequivocal benefits upon his own
country by completing what his father had begun, her liberation from
the inroads of the Hungarians. Two marches, that of Misnia, erected

by Henry the Fowler, and that of Austria, by Otho, were added to the

Germanic territories by their victories.'*

I There can be no question about this in a general sense. But several G
'

f

the time assert that both Eudes and Charles the Simple, rival kin^ of Frar, .
1

the feudal superiority of Amulf. Charles, says Regino, regnum quod usui^. ... ^.. —..u

ejus percepit. Struvius.
- The German princes had some hesitation about the choice of Louis, but their partiaaty

to the Carlovingian line prevailed. Quia regis Francorum semper e.x uno generc procede-
bant, saj's an archbisi'.op Hatto, in writing to the pope.

^ Schmidt. Struvius. The former of these writers does not consider Conrad as duke of
Francoii.'a.

•1 Many towns in Germany, especially on the Sarcon frontier, were built by Henr>'^ I., who
is said to have compelled every ninth man to trVe tip his residence in them. This had a re-

markable tendency to promote the improvement of that territorj', and, combinec. v.iih the
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A lineal succession of four descents without the least opposition

seems to show that the Germans were disposed to consider their

monarchy as fixed in the Saxon family. Otho II. and III. had been
chosen each in his father's lifetime, and durintj infancy. The for-

mality of election subsisted at that time in every European kingdom
;

and the imperfect rights of birth required a ratification by public

assent. If at least France and England were hereditary monarchies
in the tenth century, the same may surely be said of Germany ; since

we find the lineal succession fully as well observed in the last as in

the former. But upon the immature and unexpected decease of Otho
111., a momentary opposition was offered to Henry duke of Bavaria,

a collateral branch of the reigning family. He obtained the crown,
however, by what contemporary historians call an hereditary title,l

and it was not until his death, in 1024, that the house of Saxony was
deemed to be extinguished.

No person had now any pretensions that could interfere with the un-
biassed suffrages of the nation ; and accordingly a general assembly
was determined, in 1024, by merit to elect Conrad, surnamed the Salic,

a nobleman of Franconia.^ From this prince sprang three successive

emperors, Henry III., IV., and V., 1039, 1056, 1106. Perhaps the
imperial prerogatives over that insubordinate confederacy never
reached so high a point as in the reign of Henry III., the second em-
peror of the house of Franconia. It had been, as was natural, the
object of all his predecessors not only to render their throne heredi-

tary, which, in effect, the nation was willing to concede, but to sur-

round it with authority sufficient to control the leading vassals. These
were the dukes of the four nations of Germany, Saxony, Bavaria,
Swabia, and Franconia, and the three archbishops of the Rhenish
cities, Mentz, Treves, and Cologne. Originally, as has been more
fully shown in another place, duchies, like counties, were temporary
governments, bestowed at the pleasure of the crown. From this first

stage they advanced to hereditary offices, and finally to patrimonial
fiefs. But their progress was much slower in Germany than in

France. Under the Saxon line of emperors, it appears probable, that

although it was usual, and consonant to the prevailing notions of
equity, to confer a duchy upon the nearest heir, yet no positive rule

enforced this upon the emperor, and some instances of a contrary
proceeding occurred.-^ But, if the royal prerogative in this respect
stood higher than in France, there was a countervailing principle, that
prohibited the emperor from uniting a fief to his domain, or even
retaining one which he had possessed before his accession. Thus
Otho the Great granted away his duchy of Saxony, and Henry II.

that of Bavaria. Otho the Great endeavoured to counteract the
effects of this custom, by conferring the duchies that fell into his hands
discovery of the gold and silver mines of Goslar under Otho I., rendered it the richest and
most important part of the empire.

i A maxima muhitudine vox luia respondit; Henricum, Chrlsti adjutori, ct jure haeredi-
tario, rcgnaturiim. Schmidt.

* Conrad was descended from a daughter of Otho the Great, and also from Conrad I. His
first cousin was duke of Franonia.

3 Schmidt. Struvius su'i'po.js the '---•'• .-: .i.. ^,r i..'-. ..> ^ ...,..,. .^^ under
Conr.id I. ; but Schmidt i i ncrl-.iw :i \ Ions the
refusal of Otho I. to grant the (liicliy c :

, /.owevcr,
excited a rebellion.
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upon members of his own family. This policy, though apparently
well conceived, proved of no advantaj^c to Otho, his son and brother
liavin^^ mixed in several rebellions against him. It was revived, how-
ever, by Conrad II. and Henry III. The latter was invested by his

father with the two duchies of Swabia and iiavaria. Upon his own
accession, he retained the former for six years, and even the latter for

a short time. The duchy of Franconia, which became vacant, he did
not re-grant, but endeavoured to set a precedent of uniting fiefs to the
domain. At another time, after sentence of forfeiture against the duke
of Bavaria, he bestowed that great province on his wife, the empress
Agnes. He put an end altogether to the form of popular concurrence,
which had been usual when the investiture of a duchy was conferred

;

and even deposed dukes by the sentence of a few princes, without the

consent of the diet. If we combine with these proofs of authority in

the domestic administration of Henry III., his almost unlimited con-
trol over papal elections, or rather the right of nomination that he
acquired, w-e must consider him as the most absolute monarch in the
annals of Germany.
These ambitious measures of Henry III. prepared fifty years of cala-

mity for his son. It is easy to perceive that the misfortunes of Henry
IV. were primarily occasioned by the jealousy with which repeated
violations of their constitutional usages had inspired the nobility.^ The
mere circumstance of Henry IV.'s minority, under the guardianship of

a woman, was enough to dissipate whatever power his father had
acquired. Hanno, archbishop of Mentz, carried the young king away
by force from his mother, and governed Germany in his name, till

another archbishop, Adalbert of Bremen, obtained greater influence

over him. Through the neglect of his education, Henr}' grew up with

a character not well fitted to retrieve the mischief of so unprotected a
minority ; brave indeed, well-natured, and affable, but dissolute beyond
measure, and addicted to low and debauched company. He was, in

1073, involved in a desperate war with the Saxons, a nation valuing

itself on its populousness and riches, jealous of the house of Franconia,
who wore a crown that had belonged to their own dukes, and indignant

at Henry's conduct in erecting fortresses throughout their countr)'.

In the progress of this war, many of the chief princes evinced an
unwillingness to support the emperor. Notwithstanding this, it would
probably have terminated, as other rebellions had done, with no per-

manent loss to either party. But, in the middle of this contest, another,

far more memorable, broke out with the Roman see, concerning eccle-

siastical investitures. The motives of this famous quarrel will be
explained in a different chapter of the present work. Its effect in

Germany was ruinous to Henr}-. "A sentence, in 1077, not only of

excommunication, but of deposition, which Gregory VII, pronounced
against him, gave a pretence to all his enemies, secret as well as

avowed, to withdraw their allegiance.'^ At the head of these was

^ In the very first year of Henry's reign, while he was but six years old, the princes of
Saxony are said by Lambert of Aschaiifenburg to have formed a conspiracy to depose him,

out of resentment for the injuries they had sustainedf rom his father. Struvius.
2 A party had been already formed, who were meditating to depose Henry. His excom-

munication came just in time to confirm their resolutions. It appears clearly, upon a little

consideration of Henry IV.'s reign, that the ecclesiastical quarrel was only secondary in the

eyes of Germany. The contest against him was a struggle of the aristocracy, jealous of the
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Roclolph, duke of Svvabia, whom an assembly of revolted princes raised

to the throne. We may perceive, in the conditions of Rodolph's
election, a symptom of the real principle that animated the German
aristocracy aj^ainst Henry IV. It was agreed that the kingdom should
no longer be hereditary, nor conferred on the son of a reigning monarch,
unless his merit should challenge the popular approbation. 1 The pope
strongly encouraged this plan of rendering the empire elective, by
which he hoped either eventually to secure the nomination of its chief

for the Holy See, or at least, by sowing the seed of civil dissensions in

Oermany, to render Italy more independent. Henry IV^, however,
displayed greater abilities in his adversity, than his early conduct had
promised. In 1080, in the last of several decisive battles, Rodolph,
though victorious, was mortally wounded ; and no one cared to take

up a gauntlet which was to be won with so much trouble and uncer-

tainty. The Germans were sufficiently disposed to submit ; but Rome
persevered in her unrelenting hatred. At the close of Henry's long
reign, she excited against him his eldest son, and after more than
thirty years of hostility, had the satisfaction of wearing him down with
misfortune, and casting out his body, as excommunicated, from its

sepulchre.

In the reign of his son, Henry V., there is no event worthy of much
attention, except the termination of the great contest about investi-

tures. At his death in 1125, the male line of the Franconian em-
perors was at an end. Frederic, duke of Swabia, grandson by his

mother of Henry IV., had inherited their patrimonial estates, and
seemed to represent their dynasty. But both the last emperors had so

many enemies, and a disposition to render the crown elective prevailed

so strongly among the leading princes, that Lothaire, duke of Saxony,
was elevated to the throne, though rather in a tumultuous and irre-

gular manner.2 Lothaire, who had been engaged in a revolt against

Henry V., and the chief of a nation that bore an inveterate hatred to

the house of Franconia, was the natural enemy of the new family that

derived its importance and pretensions from that stock. It was the

object of his reign, accordingly, to oppress the two brothers, Frederic
and Conrad, of the Hohenstauffen or Swabian family. By this means
he expected to secure the succession of the empire for his son-in-law.

Henry, surnamcd the Proud, who married Lothaire's only child, was
fourth in descent from Welf, son of Azon, marquis of Este, by Cune-
gonda, heiress of a distinguished family, the Welfs of Altorf in Swabia.

imperial prerogatives which Conrad II. and Henry III. had strained to the utmost. Those
who were in rebellion against Henry were not pleased with Gregory VII. Bruno, author of
a history of the Saxon war, a furious invective, manifests great disbatisfaction with the court
of Rome, which he reproaches with dissimulation and venality.

^ Hoc etiam ibi consensu communi comprobalum, Romani pontificis auctoritate est corro-
boralum, ut regia potestas nulli per hxrcditatem, t-icut antea fuit consuetudo, ccderet, sed
filius regis, ctiamsi valde dignus esset, per clectioncm spontaneam. non per successionis
lineam, rex provenirct: si vero non esset dignus regis filius, vel si nollct eum populus, qucni
regem facere vellet, haberet in potestate pOpulus. Bruno de Bello Sa.\onico.

^ See an account of Lothairc's election by a contemporary writer in Struvius. See also
proofs of the diss.Ttisfation of the aristocracy at the Franconian government. Schmidt. It

W.1S evidently their determination to render the empire truly elective, and perhaps we may
date that fundamental principle of the Germanic constitution from the accession of Lothaire.
Previously to that era, birth seems to have given not only a fair title to preference, but a sort
of inchoate right, as in France, Spain, and England. Lothaire signed a capitulation at his
accession.

T
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Her son was invested with the duchy of Bavaria in 107 r. Hi«
dcsccndnnt, Henry the Proud, rcprcsciuin '

.

*'
. \\ his mother,

the ancient dukes of Saxony, surnamcd li;, . .,n he derived
the duchy of Luncburj;. The wife of Lolhairc transmitted to her
daughter the patrimony of Henry the Fowler, consisting of Hanover
and IJrunswic. Besides this great dowry, Lothairc bestowed upon his

son-in-law the duchy of Saxony, in addition to that of Bavaria.
This amazing preponderance, however, tended to alienate the princes

of Germany from Lothaire's views in favour of Henry ; and the latter

does not seem to have possessed abilities adequate to his eminent
station. On the death of Lothaire in 1138, the partisans of the house
of Swabia made a hasty and irregular election of Conrad, in which
the Saxon faction found itself obliged to acquiesce. The new em-
peror availed himself of the jealousy which } 'cnry the Proud's aggran-
disement had excited. In 1138, under pretence that two duchies
could not legally be held by the same person, Henry was summoned
to resign one of them ; and, on his refusal, the diet pronounced that

he had incurred a forfeiture of both. Henry made but Httle resistance,

and, before his death, which happened soon afterwards, saw himself
stripped of all his hereditary as well as acquired possessions. Upon
this occasion, the famous names of Guelf and Ghibelin v/ere first

heard, which were destined to keep alive the flame of civil dissensions

in far distant countries, and after their meaning had been forgotten.

The Guelfs or Welfs were, as I have said, the ancestors of Henry,
and the name has become a sort of patronymic in his family. The
word Ghibelin is derived from Wibelung, a town in Franconia, whence
the emperors of that line are said to have sprung. The house of

Swabia were considered in Germany as representing that of Fran-
conia ; as the Guelfs may, without much impropriety, be deemed to

represent the Saxon line.

Though Conrad HI. left a son, the choice of the electors feD, at his

own request, upon his nephew, Frederic Barbarossa. The most con-

spicuous events of this great emperor's life belong to the history of

Italy. At home he was feared and respected ; the imperial preroga-

tives stood as high during his reign as, after their previous decline, it

was possible for a single man to carry them. But the only circum-
stance which appears memorable enough for the present sketch, is the

second fall of the Guelfs. Henry the Lion, son of Henry the Proud,
had been, in 11 78, restored by Conrad III. to his father's duchy of

Saxony, resigning his claim to that of Bavaria, which had been con-

ferred on the margrave of Austria. This renunciation, which indeed
was only made in his name during childhood, did not prevent him
from urging the emperor Frederic co restore the whole of his birth-

right ; and Frederic, his first cousin, whose life he had saved in a
sedition at Rome, was, in 1156, induced to comply with this request.

Far from evincing that political jealousy which some uTiters impute to

him, the emperor seems to have carried his generosity beyond the

limits of prudence. For many years their union was apparently cor-

dial. But, whether it was that Henry took umbrage at part of Fre-

deric's conduct,^ or that mere ambition rendered him ungrateful, he

} Frederic had obtained the succession of Welf, marquis of Tuscany, uncle of Henry the
Lion, who probably considered himself as entitled to expect it. Schmidt
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certainly abandoned his sovereign in a moment of distress, refusing to

give any assistance in that expedition into Lombardy, which ended in

the unsuccessful battle of Legnano. Frederic could not forgive this

injury ; and taking advantage of complaints which Henry's power and
haughtiness had produced, summoned him to answer charges in a
general diet. The duke refused to appear, and being adjudged contu-

macious, a sentence of confiscation, similar to that which ruined his

father, fell upon his head ; and the vast imperial fiefs that he possessed

were shared among some potent enemies.^ He made an ineffectual

resistance ; like his father, he appears to have owed more to fortune

than to nature ; and, after three years' exile, was obliged to remain
content with the restoration of his allodial estates in Saxony. These,
fifty years afterwards, were converted into imperial fiefs, and became
the two duchies of the house of Brunswic, the lineal representatives of

Henry the Lion, and inheritors of the name of Guelf.

Notwithstanding the prevailing spirit of the German oligarchy,

Frederic Barbarossa had found no difficulty in procuring the election

of his son Henry even during infancy as his successor. The fall of

Henry the Lion had, in 1190, greatly weakened the ducal authority in

Saxony and Bavaria ; the princes who acquired that title, especially in

the former country-, finding that the secular and spiritual nobility of

the first class had taken the opportunity to raise themselves into an
immediate independence upon the empire. Henry VI. came therefore

to the crown with considerable advantages in respect of prerogative
;

and these inspired him with the bold scheme of declaring the empire
hereditary. One is more surprised to find, that he had no contemptible
prospect of success in this attempt ; fifty-two princes, and even, what
appears hardly credible, the See of Rome, under Clement II L, having
been induced to concur in it. But the Saxons made so vigorous an
opposition that Heniy did not think it advisable to persevere.^ He
procured, however, the election of his son Frederic, an infant only two
years old. But, the emperor dying almost immediately, a powerful
body of princes, supported by Pope Innocent III., were desirous to

withdraw their consent. Philip, duke of Swabia, the late king's

brother, unable to secure his nephew's succession, in 1197, brought
about his own election by one party, while another chose Otho of
Brunswic, younger son of Henry the Lion. This double election re-

newed the rivalry between the Guelfs and Ghibclins, and threw Ger-
many into confusion for several years. Philip, whose pretensions
appear to be the more legitimate of the two, gained ground upon his

adversary, notwithstanding the opposition of the pope, till he was
assassinated, in consequence of a private resentment. Otho IV., in

1208, reaped the benefit of a crime in which he did not participate

;

and became for some years undisputed sovereign. But, having offended

} Putter, in his Historical Development of the Constitution of the German Empire, is in-
clined to consider Henry the Lion as sacrificed to the emperor's jealousy of the Guelfs, and
as illegally proscribed by the diet. But the provocations ne had given Frederic are undeni-
able ; and, without pretending to decide on a question of German history, I do not see that
there was any precipitancy or manifest breach of justice in the course of proceedings against
him.*;, Schmidt docs not represent the condemn.ition of Henry as unjust.

* Struvius. Impetravit a subditis, ut, ccss.inte pristina Palatinorum electione, impcrium in

Ssuis posteritatem, distinct.! nroximorum successione, transirct, ct sic in ipso tcnuiuus csset
cctionis, principiumquc succcssivx diijiiitatis. Gcrvas. Tilburicns.
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the pope by not entirely abandoninj^ liis imperial rights over Italy, he
iiad, in tliu latter part of his reign, to contend against Frederic, son of

ilenr)' VI., who, having grown up to manhood, came into Germany as

heir of the house of Swabia, and, what was not very usual in his own
history, or that of his family, the favoured candidate of the Jloly Sec
Otho IV. had been almost entirely deserted, except by his natural sub-

jects, when his death, in 1218, removed every difficulty, and left Fre-
deric II. in the pcacealjle possession of Germany.
The eventful life of Frederick II. was chiefly passed in Italy. To

preserve his hereditary dominions, and chastise the Lombard cities,

were the leading objects of his political and military career. He paid
therefore but little attention to Germany, from which it was in vain

for any emperor to expect effectual assistance towards objects of his

own. Careless of prerogatives which it seemed hardly worth an cflfort

to preserve, he sanctioned the independence of the princes, which may
be properly dated from his reign. In return, they readily elected his

son Henry king of the Romans ; and, on his being implicated in a
rebellion, deposed him with equal readiness, and substituted his

brother Conrad at the emperor's request. But in the latter part of

Frederic's reign, the deadly hatred of Rome penetrated beyond the

Alps. After his solemn deposition in the council of Lyons, he was
incapable, in ecclesiastical eyes, of holding the imperial sceptre. In

1245, Innocent IV. found, however, some difficulty in setting up a

rival emperor. Henry, landgrave of Thuringia, made an indifferent

figure in this character. Upon his death, in 1248, William, Count of

Holland, was chosen by the party adverse to Frederic and his son
Conrad ; and, after the emperor's death, he had some success against

the latter. It is hard indeed to say that any one was actually sove-

reign for twenty-two years that followed the death of Frederic II. ; a
period of contested title and universal anarchy, which is usually deno-
minated the grand interregnum, 1 250-1 272. On the decease of Wil-
liam of Holland in 1256, a schism among the electors produced the

double choice of Richard, earl of Cornwall, and Alfonso X., king of

Castile. It seems not easy to determine which of these candidates
had a legal majority of votes,^ but the subsequent recognition of almost
all Germany, and a sort of possession evidenced by public acts, which
havx been held valid, as well as the general consent of contemporaries,

may justify us in adding Richard to the imperial list. The choice in-

deed was ridiculous, as he possessed no talents which could compen-
sate for his want of power ; but the electors attained their objects ; to

perpetuate a state of confusion by which their own independence was
consolidated, and to plunder without scruple a man, like Didius at

Rome, rich and foolish enough to purchase the first place upon earth.

^ The election ought legally to have been made at Frankfort. But the elector of Treves,
having got possession of the town, shut out the archbishops of Mentz and Cologne, and the

count Palatine, on pretence of apprehending violence. They met under the walls, and there
elected Richard. Afterwards Alfonso was chosen by the votes of Treves, Saxony, and
Brandenburg. Historians differ about the vote of Oitocar, king of Bohemia, which would
turn the scale. Some time after the election, it is certain that he was on the side of Richard.
Perhaps we may collect from the statement in Struvius, that the proxies of Ottocar had voted
for Alfonso, and that he did not think fit to recognise their act.

There can be no doubt that Richard was defacto sovereign of Germany ; and it is singular
that Struvius should assert the contrary, on the authority of an instrument of Rodolph, which
expressly designates him, king, per quondam Richardum regera illustrem.
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That place, indeed, was now become a mockery of greatness. Yor
more than two centuries, notwithstanding the temporary influence of

Frederic Barbarossa and his son, the imperial authority had been in

a state of gradual decay. From the time of Frederic II., it had bor-

dered upon absolute insignificance ; and the more prudent German
princes were slow to canvass for a dignity so little accompanied by
respect. The changes wrought in the Germanic constitution during

the period of the Swabian emperors chiefly consist in the establish-

ment of an oligarchy of electors, and of the territorial sovereignty ot

the princes.

I. At the extinction of the Franconian line by the death of Henry
v., it was determined by the German nobility to make their empire
practically elective, admitting no right, or even natural pretension, in

the eldest son of a reigning sovereign. Their choice upon former
occasions had been made by free and general suffrage. But it may be
presumed that each nation voted unanimously, and according to the

disposition of its duke. It is probable, too, that the leaders, after dis-

cussing in previous deliberations the merits of the several candidates,

submitted their own resolutions to the assembly, which would gener-

ally concur in them without hesitation. At the election of Lothaire,

in 1124, we fmd an evident instance of this previous choice, or, as it

was called, practaxation^ from which the electoral college of Germany
has been derived. The princes, it is said, trusted the choice of a*n

emperor to ten person, in whose judgment they promised to acquiesce.

This precedent was, in all likelihood, followed at all subsequent elec-

tions. The proofs indeed are not perfectly clear. But in the famous
privilege of Austria, granted by Frederic I. in 1 156, he bestows a rank
upon the newly-created duke of that country, immediately after the

electing princes, (post principes electores,) a strong presumption that

the right of pra:taxation was not only established, but limited to a
few definite persons. In a letter of Innocent III., concerning the

double election of Philip and Otho in 1198, he asserts the latter to

have had a majority in his favour of those, to whom the right of elec-

tion chiefly belongs, (ad quos principaliter spectat electio.) And a law
of Otho, in 1208, if it be genuine, appears to fix the exclusive privilege

of the seven electors. Nevertheless, so obscure is this important part

of the Germanic system, that we find four ecclesiastical and two secu-

lar princes concurring with the regular electors in the act, as reported
by a contemporary writer, that creates Conrad, son of Frederic II.,

king of the Romans. ^ This, however, may have been an irregular

deviation from the principle already established. But it is admitted,

that all the princes retained, at least during the twelfth century, their

consenting suffrage ; like the laity in an episcopal election, whose ap-

probation continued to be necessary, long after the real power of choice

had been withdrawn from them.^

It is not easy to account for all the circumstances that gave to

seven spiritual and temporal princes this distinguished pre-eminence.
The three archbishops, Mentz, Treves, and Cologne, were always in-

' This is not mentioned in Struvius or the other German writers. But Dcnina quotes the
sty'c of the act of election from the Chronicle of Francis Pipjiin.

* This is manifest bv the various passages rclaliug to the elections of Pliilip and Otho,
quoted by Struvius, PfefTel. Schmidt.
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deed at the head of the German church. But the secular electors

should naturally have been the duk( s of four nations ; Saxony, Fran-
conia, Swabia, and Bavaria. We find, however, only the first of those

in the undisputed exercise of a vote. It seems probable that, when
the electoral princes came to be distinguishd from the rest, their pri-

vilege was considered as peculiarly connected with the discharge ot

one of the great offices in the imperial court. These were attached, as

early as the diet of Mentz, in 1184, to the four electors, who ever after-

wards possessed them, the duke of Saxony having then officiated as

arch-marshal, the count palatine of the Rhine as arch-steward, the

king of IJohcmia as arch-cupbearer, and the margrave of Branden-
burg as arch-chamberlain of the empire. But it still continues a pro-

blem why the three latter offices, with the electoral cajjacity as their

incident, should not rather have been granted to the dukes of Fran-
conia, Swabia, and Bavaria. I have seen no adequate explanation of

this circumstance ; which may perhaps lead us to presume that the

right of pre-election was not quite so soon confined to the precise

number of seven princes. The final extinction of two great original

duchies, Franconia and Swabia, in the thirteenth centur)', left the

electoral rights of the count palatine and the margrave of Brandenburg
beyond dispute. But the dukes of Bavaria continued to claim a vote

in opposition to the kings of Bohemia. At the election of Rodolph, in

1272, the two brothers of the house of Wittelsbach voted separately,

as count palatine, and duke of Lower Bavaria. Ottocar was ex-

cluded upon this occasion ; and it was not till 1290 that the suffrage

of Bohemia was fully recognised. The Palatine and Bavarian branches,

however, continued to enjoy their family vote conjointly by a determi-

nation of Rodolph ; upon which Louis of Bavaria slightly innovated,

by rendering the suffrage alternate. But the Golden Bull of Charles
IV. put an end to all doubts on the rights of electoral houses, and
absolutely excluded Bavaria from voting. The limitation to seven
electors, first perhaps fixed by accident, came to be invested with a
sort of mysterious importance, and certainly was considered, until

times comparatively recent, as a fundamental law of the empire.

2. It might appear natural to expect that an oligarchy of seven per-

sons, who had thus excluded their equals from all share in the election

of a sovereign, would assume still greater authority, and trespass further

upon the less powerful vassals of the empire. But w^hile the electors

were establishing their peculiar pri\ilege, the class immediately inferior

raised itself by important acquisitions of power. The German duke^.

even after they became hereditar}-. did not succeed in compelling the

chief nobilty within their limits to hold their lands in fief, so completely
as the peers of France had done. The nobles of Swabia refused to

follow their duke into the field against the emperor Conrad 1 1. Of
this aristocracy the superior class were denominated princes ; an ap-
pellation which, after the eleventh centur}', distinguished them from the

untitled nobility, most of whom were their vassals. They were con-

stituent parts of all diets, and though gradually deprived of their

original participation in electing an emperor, possessed, in all other

respects, the same rights as the dukes or electors. Some of them were
fully equal to the electors, in birth as well as extent of dominions ; such

\
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as the princely houses of Austria, Hesse, Brunswic, and I\Iisnia. 15y

the division of Henry the Lion's vast territories,^ and by the absolute
extinction of the Swabian family in the following century, a great many
princes acquired additional weight. Of the ancient duchies, only
Saxony and Bavaria remained ; the fonner of which especially was so
dismembered that it was vain to attempt any renewal of the ducal juris-

diction. That of the emperor, formerly exercised by the counts palatine,

went almost equally into disuse during the contest between Philip and
Otho IV. The princes accordingly had acted with sovereign independ-
ence within their own fiefs before the reign of Frederic II.; but the
legal recognition of their immunities was reserved for two edicts of that

emperor ; one, in 1220, relating to ecclesiastical, and the other, in 1232,
to secular princes. By these he engaged neither to levy the customary
imperial dues, not to permit the jurisdiction of the palatine judges
within the limits of a state of the empire, concessions that amounted to

little less than an abdication of his own sovereignty. From this epoch
the territorial independence of the states may be dated.

A class of titled nobility, inferior to the princes, were the counts of
the empire, who seem to have been separated from the fonner in the
twelfth century, and to have lost at the same their right of voting in the
diets.2 In some parts of Gennany, chiefly in Franconia and upon the
Rhine, there always existed a very numerous body of lower nobility;

untitled, at least till modern times, but subject to no superior except
the emperor. These are supposed to have become immediate, after

tlie destruction of the house of Swabia, within whose duchies they had
been comprehended.
A short interval elapsed after the death, in 1272, of Richard of Corn-

wall, before the electors could be induced, by the deplorable state of
confusion into which Germany had fallen, to fill the imperial throne.

Their choice was, however, the best that could have been chosen. It

fell upon Rodolph, count of Hapsburg, a prince of very ancient family,
and of considerable possessions as well in Switzerland as upon each
bank of the Upper Rhine, but not sufficiently powerful to alarm the
electoral oligarchy. Rodolph was brave, active, and just ; but his

characteristic quality appears to have been good sense, and judgment
of the circumstances in which he was placed. Of this he gave a signal
proof in relinquishing the favourite project of so many preceding
emperors, and leaving Italy altogether to itself. At home he main-
tained a vigilant spirit in administering justice, and is said to have
destroyed seventy strongholds of noble robbers in Thuringia and other
parts, bringing many of the criminals to capital punishment.^ But he
wisely avoided giving offence to the more powerful princes ; and during
his reign, there were hardly any rebellions in Germany.

It was a very reasonable object of every emperor to aggrandise his

family by investing his near kindred with vacant fiefs ; but no one
was so fortunate in his opportunities as Rodolph. At his accession,

1 Sec the arrangements made In consequence of Henry's forfeiture, which gave quite anew
face to Germany, in PfelTcl.

- In the instruments relating to the election of Otho IV., the princes sign their names. Ego
N. elcgi et subscripsi ; but the counts only as follows : Ego N. conscnsi ct subscripsi.

3 Coxc's House of Austria. This valuable work containb a full and iulercsting account of
Rodolph's reign.
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Austria, Styria, and Carniola were in the hands of Ottocar, kin;j of

IJohcmia. These extensive and fertile countries had been formed into

;i march or mar^^aviatc, after the victories of Otho the Great over the
Hungarians. Frederic Barbarossa erected them into a duchy, with
many distinguished privileges, especially that of female succession,
hitherto unknown in the feudal principalities of Germany.^ Upon the
extinction of the house of IJamberg, which had enjoyed this duchy, it

was granted by Frederic II. to a cousin of his own name ; after whose
death a disputed succession gave rise to several changes, and ulti-

mately enabled Ottocar to gain possession of the country. Against
this king of Bohemia, Rodolph waged two successful wars, and re-

covered the Austrian provinces, which, as vacant fiefs, he, in 1283,
conferred, with the consent of the diet, upon his son Albert.

Notwithstanding the merit and popularity of Rodolph, the electors

refused to choose his son king of the Romans in his lifetime ; and,
after his death, determined to avoid the appearance of hereditary
succession, put Adolphus of Nassau upon the throne. There is very
little to attract notice in the domestic history of the empire during the

next two centuries. From Adolphus to Sigismund, every emperor
had either to struggle against a competitor, claiming the majority of

votes at his election, or against a combination of the electors to de-

throne him. The imperial authority became more and more ineffec-

tive
;
yet it was frequently made a subject of reproach against the

emperors, that they did not maintain a sovereignty to which no one
was disposed to submit.

It may appear surprising, that the Germanic confederacy under the

nominal supremacy of an emperor should have been preserved in

circumstances apparently so calculated to dissolve it. But, besides
the natural effect of prejudice and a famous name, there were suffi-

cient reasons to induce the electors to preserve a form of government
in which they bore so decided a sway. Accident had in a considerable
degree restricted the electoral suffrages to seven princes. Without the

college, there were houses more substantially powerful than any within

it. The duchy of Saxony had been subdivided by repeated partitions

among children, till the electoral right was vested in a prince who
possessed only the small territory of Wittenberg. The great families

of Austria, Bavaria, and Luxemburg, though not electoral, were the

real heads of the German body ; and though the two former lost much
of their influence for a time through the pernicious custom of parti-

tion, the empire seldom looked for its head to any other house than
one of these three—(1292-1414.)

1 The privileges of Austria were granted to the margrave Henry in 1136, by way of indem-
nity for his restitution of Bavaria to Henry the Lion. The territory between the Inn and the

Ems was separated from the latter province and annexed to Austria at this time. The dukes
oi" Austria are declared equal in rank to the palatine archdukes, (archi-ducibus palatinis.)

This expression gave a hint to the duke Rodolph IV. to assume the title of archduke ot

Austria. Schmidt. Frederic II. even created the duke of Austria king; a very curious fact,

though neither he nor his successors ever assumed the title. The instrument runs as follows

:

Ducatus Austriae et Styria, cum pertinentiis et terminis suis quot hactenus habuit, ad nomen
at honorem regium transferentes, te hactenus ducatuum praedictorum ducem, de potestatis

uostrae plenitudine et magnificentia speciali promovemus in regem, per libertates et jura

prasdictum regnum tuum presentis epigrammatis auctoritate donantes, quae regiam deceant
dignitatem : ut tamen ex honore queoi tibi libenter addimus, nihil honoris et juris nostri dia-

dematis aut imperii subtrahatur.
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While the duchies and counties of Germany retained their original

character of offices or governments, they were of course, even though
considered as hereditary, not subject to partition among children.

When they acquired the nature of fiefs, it was still consonant to the

principles of a feudal tenure, that the eldest son should inherit accord-
ing to the law of primogeniture ; an inferior provision or appanage, at

most, being reserved for the younger children. I'he law of England
favoured the eldest exclusively ; that of France gave him great advan-
tages. But in Germany a different rule began to prevail about the

thirteenth century. ^ An equal partition of the inheritance, without the

least regard to priority of birth, was the general law of its principalities.

Sometimes this was effected by undivided possession, or tenancy in

common, the brothers residing together, and reigning jointly. This
tended to preserve the integrity of dominion ; but as it was frequently

incommodious, a more usual practice was to divide the territory.

From such partitions are derived those numerous independent princi-

palities of the same house, many of which still subsist in Germany.
In 1589, there were eight reigning princes of the Palatine family ; and
fourteen, in 1675, of that of Saxony. Originally, these partitions were
in general absolute and without reversion ; but, as their effect in

weakening families became evident, a practice was introduced of

making compacts of reciprocal succession, by which a fief was pre-

vented from escheating to the empire, until all the male posterity of

the first feudatory should be extinct. Thus, while the German empire
survived, all the princes of Hesse or of Saxony had reciprocal contin-

gencies of succession, or what our lawyers call cross-remainders, to

each other's dominions. A different system was gradually adopted.

I>y the Golden Bull of Charles IV. the electoral territory—that is, the

particular district to which the electoral suffrage was inseparably

attached—became incapable of partition, and was to descend to the

eldest son. In the fifteenth century, the present house of Brandenburg
set the first example of establishing primogeniture by law ; the princi-

palities of Anspach and Bayreuth were dismembered from it for the

benefit of younger branches ; but it was declared that all the other
dominions of the family should for the future belong exclusively to the

reigning elector. This politic measure was adopted in several other
families ; but, even in the sixteenth century, the prejudice was not
removed, and some German princes denounced curses on their

posterity, if they should introduce the impious custom of primogeni-
ture.

Weakened by these subdivisions, the principalities of Germany in

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries shrink to a more and more dimi-

nutive size in the scale of nations. But one family, the most illustrious

of the former age, was less exposed to this enfeebling system. Henry
VII., count of Luxemburg, a man of much more personal merit than
hereditary importance, was elevated to the empire in 130S. Most pait

of his short reign he passed in Italy ; but he had a fortunate opportu-
nity of obtaining the crown of Bohemia for his son. John, king of

1 Schmidt. Pfeffcl mnint.iins that partitions were not introduced till the latter end of the
thirteenth century. This may be true as a general rule ; but I find the house of I'adco
divided into two branches, Baden and Uochbers ia xigo, with rights of mutual reversion.
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liohcmia, did not himself wear the imperial crown ; but three of his

descendants possessed it, with less interruption than could have been
expected. His son, Charles IV., succeeded I^uis of Bavaria in 1347 ;

not indeed without opposition, for a double election and a civil war
were matters of course in Germany. Charles IV. has been treated
with more derision by his contemporaries, and consequently by later

writers, than almost any prince in history
;
yet he was remarkably suc-

cessful in the only objects that he seriously pursued. Deficient in

personal courage, insensible of humiliation, bending without shame to

the pope, to the Italians, to the electors, so poor and so little rever-

enced as to be arrested by a butcher at Worms for want of paying his

demand, Charles IV. affords a proof that a certain dexterity and cold-

blooded perseverance may occasionally supply, in a sovereign, the
want of more respectable qualities. He has been reproached with ne-

glecting the empire. But he never designed to troulDle himself about
the empire, except for his private ends. He did not neglect the king-
dom of Bohemia, to which he almost seemed to render Germany a
province. Bohemia had been long considered as a fief of the empire,
and indeed could pretend to an electoral vote by no other title.

Charles, however, gave the states by law the right of choosing a king,

on the extinction of the royal family, which seems derogatory to the
imperial prerogatives. It was much more material that, upon acquir-

ing Brandenburg, partly by conquest, and partly by a compact of

succession in 1373, he not only invested his sons with it, which was
conformable to usage, but annexed that electorate for ever to the king-

dom of Bohemia. He constantly resided at Prague, where he founded
a celebrated university, and embellished the city with buildings. This
kingdom, augmented also during his reign by the acquisition of Silesia,

he bequeathed to his son Wenceslaus, for whom, by pliancy towards
the electors and the court of Rome, he had procured, against all recent

example, the imperial succession.

The reign of Charles IV. is distinguished in the constitutional history

of the empire, by his Golden Bull ; an instrument which, in 1355,
finally ascertained the prerogatives of the electoral college. The
Golden Bull terminated the disputes which had arisen between differ-

ent members of the same house as to their right of suffrage, which was
declared inherent in certain definite territories. The number was ab-

solutely restrained to seven. The place of legal imperial elections was
fixed at Frankfort ; of coronations, at Aix-la-Chapelle ; and the latter

ceremony was to be performed by the archbishop of Cologne, These
regulations, though consonant to ancient usage, had not always been
observed, and their neglect had sometimes excited questions as to the

validity of elections. The dignity of elector was enhanced by the

Golden Bull as highly as an imperial edict could carry it ; they were
declared equal to kings, and conspiracy against their persons incurred

the penalty of high treason.^ Many other privileges are granted to

render them more completely sovereign within their dominions. It

seems extraordinary, that Charles should have voluntarily elevated an

1 Pfeffel. Putter. Schmidt. The GoHen Bull not only fixed the Palatine vote in abso-
lute exclusion of Bavaria, but settled a controversy of long standing between the two branches
of the house of Saxonj', Wittenberg and Lauenberg, in favour of the former.
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oligarchy, from whose pretensions his predecessors had frequently suf-

fered injury. But he had more to apprehend from the two great fami-

lies of Bavaria and Austria, whom he relatively depressed by giving

such a preponderance to the seven electors, than from any members of

the college. By this compact with Brandenburg, he had a fair pros-

pect of adding a second vote to his own ; and there was more room
for intrigue and management, which Charles always preferred to arms,
with a small number, than with the whole body of princes.

The next reign, nevertheless, evinced the danger of investing the

electors with such preponderating authority. Wenceslaus, a supine
and voluptuous man, less respected, and more negligent of Gennany,
if possible, than his father, was regularly deposed by a majority of the

electoral college in 1400. This right, if it is to be considered as a right,

they had already used against Adolphus of Nassau in 1298, and against

Louis of Bavaria in 1346. They chose Robert count palatine instead

of Wenceslaus ; and though the latter did not cease to have some ad-
herents, Robert has generally been counted among the lawful emperors.^

Upon his death, the empire returned to the house of Luxemburg

;

\V enceslaus himself waiving his rights in favour of his brother Sigis-

mund, king of Hungary.^
The house of Austria had hitherto given but two emperors to Germany,

Rodolph, its founder, and his son Albert, whom a successful rebellion

elevated in the place of Adolphus. Upon the death of Henry of
Luxemburg, in 1313, Frederic, son of Albert, disputed the election of

Louis, duke of Bavaria, alleging a majority of genuine votes. This
l)ro<.luccd a civil war, in which the Austrian party were entirely worsted.
Though they advanced no pretensions to the imperial dignity during
the rest of the fourteenth century, the princes of that line added to their

possessions Carinthia, I stria, and the Tyrol. As a counterbalance to

these acquisitions, they lost a great part of their ancient inheritance by
unsuccessful wars with the Swiss. According to the custom of parti-

tion, so injurious to princely houses, their dominions were divided
among three branches : one reigning in Austria, a second in Styria and
the adjacent provinces, a third in the Tyrol and Alsace. This had, in

a considerable degree, eclipsed the glory of the house of Hapsburg.
Jiut, in 1438, it was now its destiny to revive, and to enter upon a career
of prosperity, which has never since been permanently interrupted.

Albert, duke of Austria, who had married Sigismund's only daughter,
the queen of Hungary and Bohemia, was raised to the imperial throne
upon the death of his father-in-law in 1437. He died in two years,

leaving his wife pregnant with a son, Ladislaus Posthumus, who after-

wards reigned in the two kingdoms just mentioned ; and the choice of

electors fell upon Frederic, duke of Styria, second cousin of the last

emperor, from whose posterity it never departed, except in a single in-

stance, upon the extinction of his male line in 1740.

' Many of the cities, besides some princes, continued to recognise Wenceslaus throughout
the life of Robert ; and the latter was so much considered as an usurper by foreign states that
his ambassadors were refused admittance at the council of Pisa. Struvius.

2 This election of Sigismund was not uncontested: Jodocus, margrave of Moravia, having
been chosen, as far as appears, by a legal majority. However, his death within three months
removed the difficulty ; and Jodocus, who was not crowned at Frankfort, has never been
• cckoncd among the emperors, though modern critics agree that his title was Icsitimatc.
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Frederic III. reigned fifty-three years, 1 440-1 493 ; a longer period
than any of his ])rcdecessors ; and his personal character was more in-

significant. With better fortune than could be expected, considering
both these circumstances, he escaped any overt attempt to depose him,
though such a project was sometimes in agitation. He reigned during
an interesting age, full of remarkable events, and big with others of

more leading importance. The destruction of the Greek empire, and
appearance of the victorious crescent upon the Danube, gave an un-
happy distinction to the earlier years of his reign, and displayed his

mean and pusillanimous character in circumstances which demanded
a hero. At a later season, he was drawn into contentions with France
and Burgundy, which ultimately produced a new and more general
combination of European politics. P>ederic, always poor and scarcely

able to protect himself in Austria from the seditions of his subjects, or
the inroads of the king of Hungary, was yet another founder of his

family, and left their fortunes incomparably more prosperous than at

his accession. The marriage of his son, Alaximilian, with the heiress

of Burgundy, began that aggrandisement of the house of Austria, which
Frederic seems to have anticipated.^ The electors, who had lost a
good deal of their former spirit, and were grown sensible of the neces-

sity of choosing a powerful sovereign, made no opposition to Maxi-
milian's becoming king of the Romans in his father's lifetime. The
Austrian provinces were reunited, either under Frederic, or in the first

years of Maximilian, so that, at the close of that period which we de-

nominate the Middle Ages, the German empire, sustained by the

patrimonial dominions of its chief, became again considerable in the

scale of nations, and capable of preserving a balance between the

ambitious monarchies of France and Spain.

The period between Rodolph and Frederic III. is distinguished by
no circumstances so interesting as the prosperous state of the free

imperial cities, which had attained their maturity about the com-
mencement of that interval. We find the cities of Germany, in the

tenth century, divided into such as depended immediately upon the

empire, which were usually governed by their bishop as imperial

vicar, and such as were included in the territories of the dukes and
counts.2 Some of the former, lying principally upon the Rhine and in

Franconia, acquired a certain degree of importance before the expira-

tion of the eleventh century. Worms and Cologne manifested a zeal-

ous attachment to Henry IV., whom they supported in despite of

their bishops. His son, Henry V., granted privileges of enfranchise-

ment to the inferior townsmen or artisans, who had hitherto beeri

distinguished from the upper class of freemen, and particularly re-

lieved them from oppressive usages, which either gave the whole of

their movable goods to the lord on their decease, or at least enabled
1 The famous device of Austria, A. E. I. O. U., was first used by Frederic III., who

adopted it on his plate, books, and buildings. These initials stand for, Austriae Est Imperare
Orbi Universo ; or, in German, Alles Erdreich 1st Osterreich Unterthan : a bold assumption
for a man who was not safe in an inch of his dominions. Struvius. He conrirmed the arch-

ducal title of his family, which might seem implied in the original grant of Frederic I. ; and
bestowed other high privileges above all princes of the empire. These are enumerated in

Coxe's House of Austria.
2 Pfeffel. The Othos adopted the same policy in Germany which they had introduced in

Italy, conferring the temporal government of cities upon the bishops ; probably as a counter-
balance to the lay aristocracy.
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him to seize the best chattel as his heriot. He took away the tem-
poral authority of the bishop, at least in several instances ; and
restored the cities to a more immediate dependence upon the empire.

The citizens were classed in companies, according to their several

occupations : an institution which was speedily adopted in other

commercial countries. It does not appear, that any German city had
obtained, under this emperor, those privileges of choosing its own
magistrates, which were conceded about the same time, in a few in-

stances, to those of France. Gradually, however, they began to elect

councils of citizens, as a sort of senate and magistracy. This innova-

tion might perhaps take place as early as the reign of Frederic I. ;

^

at least it was fully established in that of his grandson. They were
at first only assistants to the imperial or episcopal bailiff, who
probably continued to administer criminal justice. But in the thir-

teenth century, the citizens, grown richer and stronger, either pur-

chased the jurisdiction, or usurped it through the lord's neglect, or

drove out the bailiff by force. The great revolution in Franconia and
Swabia, occasioned by the fall of the Hohenstauffen family, completed
the victory of the cities. Those which had depended upon mediate
lords became immediately connected with the empire ; and with the

empire in its state of feebleness, when an occasional present of money
would easily induce its chief to acquiesce in any claims of immunity
which the citizens might prefer.

It was a natural consequence of the importance which the free

citizens had reached, and of their immediacy, that they were admitted
to a place in the diets, or general meetings of the confederacy. They
were tacitly acknowledged to be equally sovereign with the electors

and princes. No proof exists of any law, by which they were adopted
into the diet. We find it said, that Rodolph of Hapsburg, in 1291,
renewed his oath with the princes, lords, and cities. Under the em-
peror Henry VII. there is unequivocal mention of the three orders
composing the diet ; electors, princes, and deputies from cities.'-

And, in 1344, they appear as a third distinct college in the diet of

Frankfort,

The inhabitants of these free cities always preserved their respect for

the emperor, and gave him much less vexation than his other subjects.

He was indeed their natural friend. But their nobility and prelates

were their natural enemies ; and the western parts of Germany were
the scenes of irreconcilable warfare between the possessors of fortified

castles and the inhabitants of fortified cities. Each party was fre-

quently the aggressor. The nobles were too often mere robbers, who
lived upon the plunder of travellers. But the citizens were ahnost
equally inattentive to the rights of others. It was their policy to offer

the privileges of burghership to all strangers. The peasantry of feudal
lords, flying to a neighbouring town, found an asylum constantly open.
A multitude of aliens, thus seeking as it were sanctuary, dwelt in the

' In the charter granted by Frederic I. to Spire in 1182, confirmins: and enlarging that of
Henry V., though no express mention is made of any municipal jurisdiction, yet it seems im-
plied in the following words:—Causam in civitatc jam lite contestatam non episcopus aut alia
ptttesias extra civitatem dctcrminari compellet. Dumont.

'^ Mansit ibi rex sex hubdom.adibus cum principibusclectoribus et .-iliis principibus et ch'ita'
turn fiunfiis, de suo transitu ct de prxstandis scrvitiis in Italiani disponendo.
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suburbs or liberties, between the city walls .ind the palisades which
bounded the territory. Hence they were called Pfalilburj^cr, or bur-

gesses of the palisades ; and this encroachment on the rights of the

nobility was positively, but vainly, prohibited by several imperial

edicts, especially the Golden Bull. Another class were the Ausburgcr,
or outburghers, who had been admitted to privileges of citizenship,

though resident at a distance, and pretended in consequence to be
exempted from all dues to their original feudal superiors. If a lord

resisted so unreasonable a claim, he incurred the danger of bringing
down upon himself the vengeance of the citizens. These outburghers
are in general classed under the general name of Pfahlburger by con-
temporary writers.

As the towns were conscious of the hatred which the nobility bore
towards them, it was their interest to make a common cause, and
render mutual assistance. From this necessity of maintaining, by
united exertions, their general liberty, the German cities never suffered

the petty jealousies, which might no doubt exist among them, to ripen

into such deadly feuds as sullied the glor)', and ultimately destroyed
the freedom of Lombardy. They withstood the bishops and barons
by confederacies of their own, framed expressly to secure their com-
merce against rapine, or unjust exactions of toll. More than sixty

cities, with three ecclesiastical electors at their head, formed the league

of the Rhine in 1255, to repel the inferior nobility, who, having now
become immediate, abused that independence by perpetual robberies.

The Hanseatic union owes its origin to no other cause, and may be
traced perhaps to rather a higher date. About the year 1370 a league

was formed, which, though it did not continue so long, seems to have
produced more striking effects in Germany. The cities of Swabia and
the Rhine united themselves in a strict confederacy against the princes,

and especially the families of Wirtemburg and Bavaria. It is said that

the emperor Wenceslaus secretly abetted their projects. The recent

successes of the Swiss, who had now almost established their republic,

inspired their neighbours in the empire with expectations which the

event did not realise ; for they were defeated in this war, and ulti-

mately compelled to relinquish the league. Counter-associations were
foimed by the nobles, styled society of St George, St William, the

Lion, or the Panther.

The spirit of political liberty was not confined to the free immediate
cities. In all the Gennan principalities, a form of limited monarchy
prevailed, reflecting, on a reduced scale, the general constitution of

the empire. As the emperors shared their legislative sovereignty with

the diet, so all the princes who belonged to that assembly had their

own provincial states composed of their feudal vassals, and of the

mediate towns within their territory. No tax could be imposed with-

out consent of the states ; and, in some countries, the prince was
obliged to account for the proper disposition of the money granted.

In all matters of importance affecting the principality, and especially

in cases of partition, it was necessary to consult them; and they

sometimes decided between competitors in a disputed succession,

though this indeed more strictly belonged to the emperor. The pro-

vincial states concurred with the prince in making laws, except such
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as were enacted by the general diet. The city of Wurtzburg, in the

iourtccnth century, tells its bishop, that if a lord would make any new
ordinance, the custom is that he must consult the citizens, who have
always opposed his innovating upon the ancient laws without their

consent.

The ancient imperial domain, or possessions which belonged to the

chief of the empire as such, had originally been very extensive.

Besides large estates in every province, the territory upon each bank
of the Rhine, afterwards occupied by the counts palatine and eccle-

siastical electors, was, until the thirteenth century, an exclusive pro-

perty of the emperor. This imperial domain was deemed so adequate
10 the support of his dignity, that it was usual, if not obligatory,

for him to grant away his patrimonial domains upon his election.

But the necessities of Frederic II., and the long confusion that ensued
upon his death, caused the domain to be almost entirely dissipated.

Rodolph made some efforts to retrieve it, but too late ; and the poor
remains of what had belonged to Charlemagne and Otho were alienated

by Charles IV. This produced a necessary change in that part of the

constitution which deprived an emperor of hereditary possessions. It

was, however, some time before it took place. Even Albert I. con-
ferred the duchy of Austria upon his sons when he was chosen emperor.
Louis of Bavaria was the first who retained his hereditary dominions,
and made them his residence.^ Charles IV. and Wenceslaus lived

almost wholly in Bohemia ; Sigismund chiefly in Hungary ; Frederic
III. in Austria. This residence in their hereditary countries, while it

seemed rather to lower the imperial dignity, and to lessen their con-
nexion with the general confederacy, gave them intrinsic power and
influence. If the emperors of the houses of Luxemburg and Austria
were not like the Conrads and Frederics, they were at least very
superior in importance to the Williams and Adolphuses of the thir-

teenth century.

The accession, in 1495, of Maximilian, nearly coincides with the

expedition of Charles VIII. against Naples ; and I should here close

the German history of the middle age, were it not for the great epocli

which was made by the diet of Worms in 1495. This assembly is

celebrated for the establishment of a perpetual public peace, and of a
paramount court of justice, the Imperial Chamber.
The same causes which produced continual hostilities among the

French nobility were not likely to operate less powerfully on the
Germans, equally warlike with their neighbours, and rather less civi-

lised. But while the imperial government was still vigorous, they were
kept under some restraint. We find Henry III., the most powerful of

the Franconian emperors, forbidding all private defiances, and estab-

lishing solemnly a general peace. After his time, the natural tendency
of manners overpowered all attempts to coerce it, and private war
raged without limits in the empire. Frederic I. endeavoured to repress
it by a regulation which admitted its legality. This was the law of de-
fiance (jus diftidationis) which required a solemn declaration of war, and

* Struvius. In the capitulation.of Robert, it was expressly provided, that he should retain
any escheated fief for the domain, instead of granting it away ; so completely was the public
policy of the empire reversed.
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three clays' notice before the commencement of hostile measures. All

persons contnivcning this provision were deemed robbers and not legi-

timate enemies. Frederic II. carried the restraint further, and limited

the right of self-redress to cases where justice could not be obtained.

Unfortunately there was, in later times, no sufficient provision for ren-

dering justice. The (Jerman empire indeed had now assumed so

peculiar a character, and the mass of states who composed it were in

so many respects sovereign within their own territories, that wars,

unless in themselves unjust, could not be made a subject of reproach
against them, nor considered, strictly speaking, as private. It was
certainly most desirable to put an end to them by common agreement,
and by the only means that could render war unnecessary, the estab-

lishment of a supreme jurisdiction. War, indeed, legally undertaken,
was not the only, nor the severest grievance. A very large proportion

of the rural nobility lived by robbery.^ Their castles, as the ruins still

bear witness, were erected upon inaccessible hills, and in defiles that

command the public road. An archbishop of Cologne, having built a
fortress of this kind, the governor inquired how he was to maintain
himself, no revenue having been assigned for that purpose. The pre-

late only desired him to remark, that the castle was situated near the

junction of four roads.^ As commerce increased, and the example of

French and Italian civilisation rendered the Germans more sensible to

their own rudeness, the preservation of public peace was loudly de-

manded. Every diet under Frederic III. professed to occupy itself

with the two great objects of domestic reformation, peace and law.

Temporary cessations, during which all private hostility was illegal,

were sometimes enacted ; and if observed, which may well be doubted,
might contribute to accustom men to habits of greater tranquillity.

The leagues of the cities were probably more efficacious checks upon
the disturbers of order. In i486 a ten years' peace was proclaimed, and
before the expiration of this period the perpetual abolition of the right

of defiance was happily accomplished in the diet of Worms.
These wars, incessantly waged by the states of Germany, seldom

ended in conquest. Ver}' few princely houses of the middle ages were
aggrandised by such means. That small and independent nobility,

the counts and knights of the empire, whom the unprincipled rapacity

of our own age has annihilated, stood through the storms of centuries

with little diminution of their numbers. An incursion into the enemy's
territory, a pitched battle, a siege, a treaty, are the general circum-
stances of the minor w^ars of the middle ages, as far as they appear in

history. Before the invention of artillery, a strongly fortified castle or

walled city was hardly reduced except by famine, which a besieging

ai?my, wasting improvidently its means of subsistence, was full as likely

to feel. That invention altered the condition of society, and introduced

an inequality of forces, that rendered war more inevitably ruinous to

the inferior party. Its first and most beneficial effect was to bring the

plundering class of the nobility into control ; their castles were more

1 Germani atque Alemanni, quibus census patrimonii ad victum suppetit, et hos qui procul
iirbibus, aut qui castellis et oppidulis dominantur, qito7inn ina^ta pars latrociiiio deditur,

nobiles censent. Schmidt.
- Quern cum officiatus suus interrogans, de quo castrum deberit retinere, cum annuis care-

ret reditibus, dicitur respondisse: Quatuor vise sunt trans castrum situatae. Schmidt.
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easily taken, and it became their interest to deserve the protection of

law. A few of these continued to follow their old profession after

the diet of Worms ; but they were soon overpowered by the more effi-

cient police established under Maximilian.

The next object of the diet was to provide an effectual remedy for

private wrongs, which might supersede all pretence for taking up arms.

The administration of justice had always been a high prerogative as

well as boundcn duty of the emperors. It was exercised originally by
themselves in person, or by the count palatine, the judge who always
attended their court. In the provinces of Germany, the dukes were
intrusted with this duty ; but, in order to control their intlucncc, Otho
the Great appointed provincial counts palatine, whose jurisdiction was
in some respects exclusive of that still possessed by the dukes. As the

latter became more independent of the empire, the provincial counts

palatine lost the importance of their office, though their name may be
traced to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The ordinary adminis-

tration of justice by the emperors went into disuse ; in cases where
states of the empire were concerned, it appertained to the diet, or to a
special court of princes. The first attempt to re-establish an imperial

tribunal was made by Frederic II. in a diet held at Mentz in 1235. A
judge of the court was appointed to sit daily, with certain assessors,

half nobles, half lawyers, and with jurisdiction over all causes, where
princes of the empire were not concerned. Rodolph of Hapsburg
endeavoured to give efficacy to this judicature ; but after his reign it

underwent the fate of all those parts of the Germanic constitution which
maintained the prerogatives of the emperors. Sigismund endeavoured
to revive this tribunal ; but as he did not render it permanent, nor fix

the place of its sittings, it produced little other good than as it excited

an earnest anxiety for a regular system. This system, delayed through-

out the reign of Frederic III., was reserved for the first diet of his son.

The Imperial Chamber, such was the name of the new tribunal, con-

sisted, at its original institution, of a chief judge, who was to be chosen
among the princes or counts, and of sixteen assessors, partly of noble
or equestrian rank, partly professors of law. They were named by the
emperor with the approbation of the diet. The functions of the Impe-
rial Chamber were chiefly the two following. They exercised an
appellant jurisdiction over causes that had been decided by the tri-

bunals established in states of the empire. But their jurisdiction in

private causes was merely appellant. According to the original law of
Germany, no man could be sued except in the nation or province to

which he belonged. The early emperors travelled from one part of

their dominions to another, in order to render justice consistently with
this fundamental privilege. When the Luxemburg emperors fixed

their residence in 13ohemia, the jurisdiction of the imperial court in

the first instance would have ceased of itself by the operation of this

ancient rule. It was not, however, strictly complied with, and it is

said that the emperors had a concurrent jurisdiction with the pro-
vincial tribunals even in private causes. They divested themselves,
nevertheless, of this right by granting privileges de non eoocando ; so
that no subject of a state which enjoyed such a privilege could be
summoned into the imperial court. AH the electors possessed thiii

I
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exemption by the terms of the Golden Bull ; and it was specially

granted to the bur^^raves of Nurembiir;,', and some other prinr. <-:.

This matter was finally settled at the diet of Worms ; and the Imperial

Chamber was positively restricted from taking cognisance of any causes

in the first instance, even where a state of the empire was one of the

parties. It was enacted to obviate the denial of justice that appeared

likely to result from the regulation in the latter case, that every elec-

tor and prince should establish a tribunal in his own dominions,

where suits against himself might be entertained.

The second part of the chamber's jurisdiction related to disputes

between two states of the empire. But these two could only come

before it by way of appeal. During the period of anarchy which pre-

ceded the establishment of its jurisdiction, a custom was introduced,

in order to prevent the constant recurrence of hostilities, of referring the

quarrels of states to certain arbitrators, called Austregues, chosen among

states of the same rank. This conventional reference became so popular

that the princes would not consent to abandon it on the institution of

the Imperial Chamber ; but, on the contrary, it was changed into an

invariable and universal law, that all disputes between different states

must, in the first instance, be submitted to the arbitration of the

Austregues.
The sentences of the chamber would have been very idly pronounced,

if means had not been devised to carry them into execution. In ear-

lier times the want of coercive process had been*more felt than tliat

of actual jurisdiction. For a few years after the establishment of the

chamber, this deficiency was not supplied. But in 1501 an institution

originally planned under Wenceslaus, and attempted by Albert II,,

was carried into effect. The empire, with the exception of the electo-

rates, and the Austrian dominions, was divided into six circles ; each
of which had its council of states, its director, whose province it was
to convoke them, and its military force to compel obedience. In

15 12 four more circles were added, comprehending those states which
had been excluded in the first division. It was the business of the

police of the circles to enforce the execution of sentences pronounced
by the Imperial Chamber against refractory states of the empire.

As the judges of the Imperial Chamber were appointed with the con-

sent of the diet, and held their sittings in a free imperial city, its

establishment seemed rather to encroach on the ancient prerogatives

of the emperors. Maximilian expressly reserved these in consenting

to the new tribunal. And, in order to revive them, he soon after-

wards instituted an Aulic Council at Vienna, composed of judges ap-

pointed by himself, and under the political control of the Austrian
government. Though some German patriots regarded this tribunal

with jealousy, it continued until the dissolution of the empire. The
Aulic Council had, in all cases, a concurrent jurisdiction with the Im-
perial Chamber ; an exclusive one in feudal, and some other causes.

But it was equally confined to cases of appeal ; and these, by multi-

plied privileges, de 71011 appellando^ granted to the electoral and supe-
rior princely houses, were gradually reduced into moderate compass.
The Germanic constitution may be reckoned complete, as to aU its

essential characteristics, in the reign of Maximilian. In later times,
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and especially by the treaty of Westphalia, it underwent several

modifications. Whatever might be its defects, and many of them
seem to have been susceptible of reformation without destroying the

system of government, it had one invaluable excellence : it protected
the rights of the weaker against the stronger powers. The law of

nations was first taught in Germany, and grew out of the public law
of the empire. To narrow, as far as possible, the rights of war and of

conquest, was a natural principle of those who belonged to petty states,

and had nothing to tempt them in ambition. No revolution of our
own eventful age, except the fall of the ancient French system of

government, has been so extensive, or so likely to produce important
consequences, as the spontaneous dissolution of the German empire.

Whether the new confederacy that has been substituted for that

venerable constitution will be equally favourable to peace, justice,

and liberty, is among the most interesting and difficult problems that

can occupy a philosophical observer.

At the accession of Conrad I., Germany had by no means reached
its present extent on tlic eastern frontier. Henry the Fowler and the

Othos made great acquisitions upon that side. But tribes of Scla-

vonian origin, generally called Vcnedcc, or, less properly, Vandal,
occupied the northern coast from the Elbe to the Vistula. These
were independent and formidable both to the kings of Denmark and
princes of Germany, till, in the reign of Frederic Barbarossa, two of

the latter, Henry the Lion, duke of Saxony, and Albert the Bear,

margrave of Brandenburg, subdued Mecklenburg and Pomerania,
which afterwards became duchies of the empire. Bohemia was un-
doubtedly subject, in a feudal sense, to Frederic I. and his succes-

sors, though its connexion with Germany was always slight. The
emperors sometimes assumed a sovereignty over Denmark, Hungary,
and Poland. But what they gained upon this quarter was com-
pensated by the gradual separation of the Netherlands from their

dominion, and by the still more complete loss of the kingdom of

Aries. The house of Burgundy possessed most part of the former,

and paid as little regard as possible to the imperial supremacy ; though
the German diets in the reign of Maximilian still continued to treat

the Netherlands as equally subject to their lawful control with the

states on the right bank of the Rhine. But the provinces between
the Rhone and the Alps were absolutely separated ; Switzerland had
completely succeeded in establishing her own independence ; and the

kings of France no longer sought even the ceremony of an imperial

investiture for Dauphinc5 and Provence.
Bohemia, which received the Christian faith in the tenth century,

was elevated to the rank of a kingdom near the end of the twelftii.

The dukes and kings of Bohemia were feudally dependent upon the

emperors, from whom they received investiture. They possessed, in

return, a suftrage among the seven electors, and held one of the great

offices in the imperial court. But separated by a rampart of moun-
tains, by difference of origin and language, and perhaps by national

prejudices, from Germany, the Bohemians withdrew as far as possible

from the general politics of the confederacy. The kings obtained

dispensations from attending the diets of the empire, nor were they

I
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able to reinstate themselves in the privilege thus abandoned tUl the
bcginnin}^ of the last century. The government of this kingdom, in a
very slight degree partaking of the feudal character,* bore rather a
resemblance to that of Poland ; but the nobility were divided into two
classes, the baronial and the equestrian, and the burghers formed a
third state in the national diet. For the peasantry, they were in a
condition of servitude, or predial villenagc. The royal authority was
restrained by a coronation oath, by a permanent senate, and by fre-

quent assemblies of the diet, where a numerous and armed nobility

appeared to secure their liberties by law or force. ^ The sceptre passed,
in ordinary times, to the nearest heir of the royal blood ; but the right

of election was only suspended, and no king of Bohemia ventured to

boast of it as his inheritance. This mixture of elective and hereditary
monarchy was common, as we have seen, to most European kingdoms
in their original constitution, though few continued so long to admit
the participation of popular suffrages.

The reigning dynasty having become extinct in 1306, by the death
of Wenceslaus, son of that Ottocar, who, after extendmghis conquests
to the Baltic sea, and almost to the Adriatic, had lost his life in an
unsuccessful contention with the emperor Rodolph, the Bohemians
chose John of Luxemburg, son of Henry VII. Under the kings of

this family in the fourteenth century, and especially Charles IV.,

whose character appeared in a far more advantageous light in his

native domains than in the empire, Bohemia imbibed some portion

of refinement and science. An university erected by Charles at Prague
became one of the most celebrated in Europe. John Huss, in 14 16,

rector of the university, who had distinguished himself by opposition
to many abuses then prevailing in the church, repaired to the council

of Constance, under a safe-conduct from the emperor Sigismund. In
violation of this pledge, to the indelible infamy of that prince and of

the council, he was condemned to be burned ; and his disciple, Jerome
of Prague, underwent afterwards the same fate. His countrymen,
aroused by this atrocity, flew to arms. They found at their head one
of those extraordinary men, whose genius, created by nature and
called into action by fortuitous events, appears to borrow no reflected

light from that of others. John Zisca had not been trained in any
school which could have initiated him in the science of war ; that

indeed, except in Italy, was still rude, and nowhere more so than in

Bohemia. But, self-taught, he became one of the greatest captains

who had appeared hitherto in Europe. It renders his exploits more
marvellous, that he was totally deprived of sight. Zisca has been
called the inventor of the modern art of fortification ; the famous
mountain near Prague, fanatically called Tabor, became, by his skill,

an impregnable entrenchment. For his stratagems, he has been com-
pared to Hannibal. In battle, being destitute of cavalry, he disposed

1 Bona ipsorum tota Bohemia pleraque omnia haereditaria simt seu alodialia, perpauca
feudalia. Stransky, Resp. Bohemica. Stransky was a Bohemian protestant who fled to

Holland after the subversion of the liberties of his country by the fatal battle of Prague in 1621.

2 Dubravius, the Bohemian historian, relates (lib. xviii.) that the kingdom having no
written laws, Winceslaus, one of the kings, about the year 1300, sent for an Italian law^-er tt>

compile a code. But the nobility refused to consent to this; aware, probably, of the conse-
quences of letting in the prerogative doctrines of the civilians. They opposed at the same
tims the institution of an university at Prague, >^hich took place afterwards under Charles IV.
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at intervals ramparts of carnages filled with soldiers, to defend his

troops from the enemy's horse. His own station was by the chief

standard ; where, after hearing the circumstances of the situation ex-

plained, he gave his orders for the disposition of the army. Zisca was
never defeated ; and his genius inspired the Hussites with such enthu-
siastic affection, that some of those who had served under him refused

to obey any other general, and denominated themselves Orphans, in

commemoration of his loss. He was indeed a ferocious enemy, though
some of his cruelties might, perhaps, be extenuated by the law of reta-

liation ; but to the soldiers affable and generous, dividing among them
all the spoil.

Even during the lifetime of Zisca, the Hussite sect was disunited

;

the citizens of Prague and many of the nobility contenting themselves
with moderate demands, while, in 1424, the Taborites, his peculiar

followers, were actuated by a most fanatical frenzy. The former took
the name of Calixtins, from their retention of the sacramental cup, of
which the priests had latterly thought fit to debar laymen ; an abuse
indeed not sufficient to justify a civil war,but so totally without pretence
or apology, that nothing less than the determined obstinacy of the

Romish church could have maintained it to this time. The Taborites,

though no longer led by Zisca, gained some remarkable victories, but
were at last wholly defeated ; while the Catholic and Calixtin parties

came to an accommodation, by which Sigismund was acknowledged
as king of Bohemia, which he had claimed by the title of heir to his

brother Wenceslaus, and a few indulgences, especially the use of the

sacramental cup, conceded, in 1433, to the moderate Hussites. But this

compact, though concluded by the council of Basle, being ill observed,

through the perfidious bigotry of the See of Rome, the reformers armed
again to defend their religious liberties, and ultimately, in 1458, elected a
nobleman of their own party, by name George Podiebrad,to the throne of
liohemia, which he maintained during his life with great vigour and yiru-

dence. Upon his death, in 147 1, they chose Uladislaus, son of Casimir,
king of Poland, who afterwards obtained also the kingdom of Hungary.
J)0th these crowns were conferred on his son Louis, after whose death
in the unfortunate battle of Mohacz, Ferdinand of Austria became, in

1527, sovereign of the two kingdoms.
The Hungarians, that terrible people who laid waste the Italian and

German provinces of the empire in the tenth century, became prose-
lytes soon afterwards to the religion of Europe, and their sovereign, St
Stephen, was admitted by the pope into the list of Christian kings.
Though the Hungarians were of a race perfectly distinct from either

the Gothic or the Sclavonian tribes, their system of government was
in a great measure analogous. None indeed could be more natural
to rude nations who had l3ut recently accustomed themselves to settled

possessions, than a territorial aristocracy, jealous of unlimited or even
hereditary power in their chieftain, and subjugating the inferior people
to that servitude, which, in such a state of society, is the unavoidable
consequence of poverty.

The marriage of an Hungarian princess with Charles II., king of
Naples, eventually connected her country far more than it had been
with the affairs of Italy. I have mentioned in a different place the
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circumstances which led lo the invasion of Naples by Louis, l:ing of

Hunf,Mry, and the wars of that powerful monarch with Venice, liy

marryin*,^ the eldest dauf^htcr of Louis, Si;.nsmund, afterwards emperor,
ac(iuircd, in 1392, the crown of H unitary, which upon her death with-
out issue he retained in his own rij(ht, and was even able to transmit
to the child of a second marriage, and to her husband, Albert, duke of

Austria. From this commencement is deduced the connexion between
ilun.c,Mry and Austria. In two years, however, Albert dyincf, left his

widow pregnant ; but tlie states of Hungary, jealous of Austrian in-

fluence, and of the intrigues of a minority, without waiting for her
delivery, in 1440 bestowed the crown upon Uladislaus, king of Poland.
The birth of Albert's posthumous son, Ladislaus, produced an oppo-
sition in behalf of the infant's right ; but the Austrian party turned out
the weaker, and Uladislaus, after a civil war of some duration, became
undisputed king. Meanwhile, a more formidable enemy drew near.

The Turkish arms had subdued all Servia, and excited a just alarm
throughout Christendom. Uladislaus led a considerable force, to

which the presence of the cardinal Julian gave the appearance of a
crusade, into Bulgaria, and after several successes concluded an
honourable treaty with Amurath IL But this he was unhappily per-

suaded to violate, at the instigation of the cardinal, who abhorred the

impiety of keeping faith with infidels.^ Heaven judged of this other-

wise, if the judgment of heaven was, in 1444, pronounced upon the

field of Warna. In that fatal battle Uladislaus was killed^ and the

Hungarians utterly routed. The crown was now permitted to rest on
the head of young Ladislaus; but the regency was allotted by the
states of Hungary to a native warrior, John Hunniades.2 This hero
stood in the breach for twelve years against the Turkish power,
frequently defeated, but unconquered in defeat. If the renown of

Hunniades may seem exaggerated by the partiality of writers who
lived under the reign of his son, it is confirmed by more unequivocal
evidence, by the dread and hatred of the Turks, whose children were
taught obedience by threatening them with his name, and by the de-

ference of a jealous aristocracy to a man of no distinguished birth.

He surrendered to young Ladislaus a trust that he had exercised

with perfect fidelity ; but his merit was too great to be forgiven, and
the court never treated him with cordiality. The last, and the most
splendid service of Hunniades, was the relief, in 1456, of Belgrade.

That strong city was besieged by Mahomet II., three years after the

fall of Constantinople ; its capture would have laid open all Hungaiy.

1 iEneas Sylvius lays this perfidy on Pope Eugenius IV. Scripsit Cardinali, nullum valere

foedus, quod se incojisnlto cum hostibus religionis percussum esset, p. 397. The words in

italics aie slipped in, to give a slight pretext for breaking the treat}'.

^ Hunniades was a Wallachian, of a small family. The Poles charged him with cowardice

at Warna. And the Greeks impute the same to him, or at least desertion of his troops, at

Cossova, where he was defeated in 1448. Probably he was one of those prudently brave men,
who, when victorj' is out of their power, reserve themselves to fight another day; which is

the character of all partisans accustomed to desultory warfare. This is the apology made
for him by .^neas Syhdus : fortasse rei railitans perito nulla in pugna salus visa, et salvare

aliquos quam omnes perire maluit. Poloiii acceptam eo prajlio cladem Kuniadis vecordiae

atque ignavise tradiderunt ; ipse sua consilia spreta conquestus est. I observe that all the

writers upon Hungarian affairs have a party bias one way or other. The best and most au-

thentic account of Hunniades seems to be, still allowing for this partiality, in the chronicle of

John Thwrocz, who lived under Matthias. Bonfinius, an Italian compiler of the same age,

has amplified this original authority in his three decades of Hungarian history.
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A tumultuary army, chiefly collected by the preaching of a friar, was
intrusted to Hunniades ; he penetrated into the city, and having re-

pulsed the Turks in a fortunate sally, wherein Mahomet was wounded,
had the honour of compelling him to raise the siege in confusion.

The relief of Belgrade was more important in its effect than in its

immediate circumstances. It revived the spirits of Europe, which had
been appalled by the unceasiMg victories of the infidels. Mahomet
himself seemed to acknowledge the importance of the blow, and
seldom afterwards attacked the Hungarians. Hunniades died soon
after this achievement, and was followed by the king Ladislaus.^ The
states of Hungary, although the emperor, Frederic HI., had secured

to himself, as he thought, the reversion, were justly averse to his

character, and to Austrian connexions. They, in 1458, conferred their

crown on Matthias Corvinus son of their great Hunniades. This
jirince reigned above thirty years with considerable reputation, to

which his patronage of learned men, who repaid his raunilicence with

very profuse eulogies, did not a little contribute.^ Hungary, at least

in his time, was undoubtedly formidable to her neighbours, and held

I respectable rank as an independent power in the republic of Europe.
The kingdom of Burgundy, or Aries, comprehended the whole moun-

tainous region which we now call Switzerland. It was accordingly re-

united, in 1032, to the Germanic empire by the bequest of Rodolph,
aiong with the rest of his dominions. A numerous and ancient nobility,

vassals one to another, or to the empire, divided the possession with

ecclesiastical lords, hardly less powerful than themselves. Of the

fonner we find the counts of Zahringen, Kyburg, Hapsburg, and
Tokenburg most conspicuous ; of the latter, the bishop of Coire, the

abbot of St Gall, and abbess of Seckingen. Every variety of feudal

rights was early found and long preserved in Helvetia ; nor is there

any country whose history better illustrates that ambiguous relation,

half property and half dominion, in which the territorial aristocracy,

under the feudal system, stood with respect to their dependants. In
the twelfth century-, the Swiss towns rise into some degree of import-
ance. Zuric was eminent for commercial activity, and seems to have
had no lord but the emperor. Basle, though subject to its bishop,
possessed the usual privileges of municipal government. Berne and
Friburg, founded only in that century, made a rapid progress, and the
latter was raised, along with Zuric, by Frederic II. in 121 8, to the
rank of a free imperial city. Several changes in the principal Helvetian
families took place in the thirteenth century, before the end of which
the house of Hapsburg, under the politic and enterprising Rodolph,
And his son Albert, became possessed, through various titles, of a great
ascendency in Switzerland.

1 Ladislaus died .it Prague, at the age of twenty-two, with great suspicion of poison, which
fell chiefly on George I'odiebrad and the Bohemians. i'Eneas Sylvius was with him at the
time, aud in a letter written immediately after, plainly hints this: and his manner carries
witli it more persuasion than if he h.-id spoken out. Mr Coxe informs us that the Bohemian
historians have disproved the charge.

2 Spond;inus frequeiitly blames the Italians, who received pensions from Matthias, or wrote
at his court, for exag.Cier.uin.; liis virtues, or disscmblini^ liis misfortunes. And this was prob-
ably the case. However, Spondanus has rather contracted a prejudice against the CorvinL
A treatise of Galeotus Martins, an Italian litterateur, Dc dictis et factis Mathice, though it

olten notices .-in ordinary s-nving as jocose or facctc dictum, gives .1 favourable impression of
Mathias's ability, and also of his iatcjrit:,.
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of these titles none was more tcmplin;,' to an ambitious chief, thnn
that of advocate to a convent. That specious name conveyed with it

a kind of indefinite j^uardianship, and ri<,'ht of interference, which
frequently ended in reversing the conditions of the ecclesiastical

sovcrci;,Mi and its vassal. But during times of feudal anarchy, there

was perhaps no other means to secure the rich abbeys from absolute
spoliation ; and the free cities in their early stage sometimes adopted
the same policy. Among other advocacies, Albert obtained that of

some convents which had estates in the valleys of .Schwitz and Under-
wald. These sequestered regions in the heart of the Alps had been
for ages the habitation of a pastoral race, so happily forgotten, or so

inaccessible in their fastnesses, as to have acquired a virtual inde-

pendence, regulating their own affairs in their general assembly with

a perfect equality, though they acknowledged the sovereignty of the

empire. The people of Schwitz had made Rodolph their advocate.

They distrusted Albert, whose succession to his father's inheritance

spread alarm through Helvetia. It soon appeared that their sus-

picions were well founded. Besides the local rights which his eccle-

siastical advocacies gave him over part of the forest cantons, he pre-

tended, after his election to the empire, to send imperial bailiffs into

their valleys, as administrators of criminal justice. Their oppression

of a people unused to control, whom it was plainly the design of

Albert to reduce into servitude, excited those generous emotions t>i

resentment, which a brave and simple race have seldom the discretion

to repress. Three men, Stauffacher of Schwitz, Furst of Uri, Melch-
thal of Underwald, each with ten chosen associates, met by night in a
sequestered field, and swore to assert the common cause of their

liberties, without bloodshed or injury to the rights of others. Their
success was answerable to the justice of their undertaking ; the three

cantons unanimously took up arms, and expelled their oppressors
without a contest. Albert's assassination, in 1308, by his nephew,
which followed soon afterwards, fortunately gave them leisure to con-

solidate their union. He was succeeded in the empire by Henry VII.,

jealous of the Austrian family, and not at all displeased at proceed-

ings which had been accompanied with so little violence or disrespect

for the empire. But Leopold, duke of Austria, resolved to humble the

peasants who had rebelled against his father, led a considerable force

into their country. The Swiss, commending themselves to Heaven,
and determined rather to perish than undergo that yoke a seconh
time, though ignorant of regular discipline, and unprovided witd

defensive armour, utterly, in 13 15, discomfited the assailants at Moi-
garten.

This great victory, the jVIarathon of Switzerland, confirmed the

independence of the three original cantons. After some years. Lucerne,

contiguous in situation and alike in interests, was incorporated into

their confederacy. It was far more materially enlarged about the

middle of the fourteenth century by the accession of Zuric, Claris,

Zug, and Berne, all which took place within two years. The first and
last of these cities had already been engaged in frequent wars with the

Helvetian nobility, and their internal polity was altogether republican.

They acquired, not independence, which they already enjoyed, but
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additional security by this union with the Swiss, properly so called
;

who, in deference to their power and reputation, ceded to them the

first rank in the league. The eij^ht already enumerated, are called the

ancient cantons, and continued, till the late reformation of Helvetic

system, to possess several distinctive privileges, and even rights of

sovereignty over subject territories, in which the five cantons of Fri-

burg, Soleure, Basle, Schaffauscn, and Appenzel, did not participate.

From this time the united cantons, but especially those of Berne and
Zurich, began to extend their territories at the expense of the rural

nobility. The same contest between these parties, with the same ter-

mination, which we know generally to have taken place in Lombardy
during the eleventh and twelfth centuries, may be traced with more
minuteness in the annals of Switzerland. Like the Lombards too, the

Helvetic cities acted with policy and moderation towards the nobles

whom they overcame, admitting them to the franchises of their com-
munity as co-burghers, (a privilege which virtually implied a defensive

alliance against any assailant,) and uniformly respecting the legal

rights of property. Many feudal superiorities they obtained from the

owners in a more peaceable manner, through purchase or mortgage.
Thus the house of Austria, to which the extensive domains of the

counts of Kyberg had devolved, abandoning, after repeated defeats, its

hopes of subduing the forest cantons, alienated a great part of its pos-

sessions to Zuric and Berne. And the last remnant of their ancient
Helvetic territories in Argovia was wrested, in 141 7, from Frederic,

count of Tyrol, who, imprudently supporting Pope John XXIII. against
the council of Constance, had been put to the ban of the empire.
These conquests Berne could not be induced to restore, and thus
completed the independence of the confederate republics. The other
free cities, though not yet incorporated, and the few remaining nobles,

whether lay or spiritual, of whom the abbot of St Gall was the prm-
cipal, entered into separate leagues with different cantons. Switzer-
land became, therefore, in the first pait of the fifteenth century, a free

country, acknowledged as such by neighbouring states, and subject to

no external control, though still comprehended within the nominal
sovereignty of the empire.
The affairs of Switzerland occupy a very small space in the great

chart of European history. But in some respects they are more
interesting than the revolutions of mighty kingdoms. Nowhere be-
sides do we find so many titles to our sympathy, or the union of so
much virtue with so complete success. In the Italian republics, a
more splendid temple may seem to have been erected to liberty ; but,

as we approach, the serpents of faction hiss around her altar, and the
form of tyranny tlits among the distant shadows behind the shrine.
Switzerland, not absolutely blameless, (for what republic has been so })

but comparatively exempt from turbulence, usurpation, and injustice,

has well deserved to employ the native pen of an historian, accounted
the most eloquent of the last age.^ Other nations displayed an insuper-

1 nm unacquainted with Muller's history in the original language ; but, presuming the first
"olunio of Mr Planta's History of the Helvetic Confederacy to be a free transition or abridg-
cnt of it, I can well conceive that it deserves the encomiums of Madame do Staei and other

foreign critics. It is very rare to meet with such picturesque and lively delineation in a
modern historian of distant times, but I uuist observe, that if the authentic chronicle* of
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tible resolution in tlic defence of walled towns ; but the steadiness of
the Swiss in the field of battle was without a parallel, unless we recall

the memory of Laccdaimon. It was even established as a law, tli ' -

ever returned from battle after a defeat should forfeit his life by n
of the executioner. Sixteen hundred men, who had been sent t

a predatory invasion of the French in 1444, though they might ;
-

treated without loss, determined rather to perish on the spot, and fell

amidst a far greater heap of the hostile-slain. At the fam' ' !e of
Sempach in 1385, the last which Austria presumed to try . tlie

forest cantons, the enemy's knights, dismounted from their horses, pre-
sented an impregnable barrier of lances, which disconcerted the Swiss

;

till Winkelried, a gentleman of Undcrwald, commending his wife and
children to his countrymen, threw himself upon the Ofjposite ranV^,
and collecting as many lances as he could grasp, forced a pjussagc for

his followers by burying them in his bosom.
The burghers and peasants of Switzerland, ill provided with cavalry,

and better able to dispense with it than the natives of champaign
countries, may be deemed the principal restorers of the Greek and
Roman tactics, which place the strength of armies in a steady mass of
infantry. Besides their splendid victories over the dukes of Austria,

and their own neighbouring nobility, they had repulsed, in the year

1375, one of those predatory bodies of troops, the scourge of Europe
in that age, and to whose licentiousness kingdoms and free states

yielded alike a passive submission. They gave the Dauphin, after-

wards Louis XI., who entered their country in 1444, with a similar body
of ruffians, called Annagnacs, the disbanded mercenaries of the English
war, sufficient reason to desist from his invasion and to respect their

valour. That able prince formed indeed so high a notion of the Swiss,

that he sedulously cultivated their alliance during the rest of his life.

He was made abundantly sensible of the wisdom of this policy, when
he saw his greatest enemy, the duke of Burgundy, routed at Granson
and Morat, and his affairs irrecoverably ruined by these hardy re-

publicans. The ensuing age is the most conspicuous, though not the

most essentially glorious, in the history of Switzerland. Courted for

the excellence of their troops by the rival sovereigns of Europe, and
themselves too sensible both to ambitious schemes of dominion and to

the thirst of money, the united cantons came to play a very prominent
part in the wars of Lombardy, with great military reno\\-n, but not
wdthout some impeachment of that sterling probity which had distin-

guished their earlier efforts for independence. These events, however,

do not fall within my limits ; but the last year of the fifteenth century-

is a leading epoch with which I shall close this sketch. Though the

house of Austria had ceased to menace the liberties of Helvetia, and
had even been for many years its ally, the emperor Maximilian, aware
of the important service he might derive from the cantons in his

projects upon Italy, as well as of the disadvantage he sustained by
their partiality to French interests, endeavoured to revive the unextin-

Switzerland have enabled INIuller to embellish his narration with so much circumstantial

detail, he has been remarkably fortunate in his authorities. No man could write the annals

of England or France iia the fourteenth century with such particularity, if he was scrupulous

not to fill up the meagre sketch of chroniclers from the stores of his invention. The striking

scenery of Switzerland, and Muller's exact acquaintance with it, have given him another
advantage as di painter of history.
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fished supremacy of the empire. That supremacy had just been
restored in Germany by the establishment of the Imperial Chamber,
and of a regular pecuniary contril)ution for its support as well as for

other purposes, in the diet of Worms. The Helvetic cantons were
summoned to yield obedience to these imperial laws ; an innovation,

for such the revival of obsolete prerogatives must be considered,

exceedingly hostile to their republican independence, and involving

consef{uenccs not less material in their eyes, the abandonment of

a line of policy which tended to enricli, if not to aggrandise them.
Their refusal to comply brought on a war, wherein the Tyrolese sub-

jects of Maximilian, and the Swabian league, a confederacy of cities

in that province lately formed under the emperor's auspices, were prin-

cipally engaged against the Swiss. But the success of the latter was
decisive, and after a terrible devastation of the frontiers of Germnny,
]")eace was concluded upon terms very honourable for Switzerland.

The cantons were declared free from the jurisdiction of the Imperial
Chamber, and from all contributions imposed by the diet. Their
right to enter into foreign alliance, even hostile to the empire, if it

was not expressly recognised, continued unimpaired in practice ; nor
am I aware that they were at any time afterwards supposed to incur

the crime of rebellion by such proceedings. Though, perhaps, in the
strictest letter of public law, the Swiss cantons were not absolutely re-

leased from their subjection to the empire until the treaty of West-
phalia, their real sovereignty must be dated by an historian from the
year when every prerogative which a government can exercise was
finally abandoned.

CHAPTER VI.

HISTORY OF THE GREEKS AND SARACENS.

The difficulty which occurs to us in endeavouring to fix a natural
commencement of modern history even in the Western countries of

Pairope is much enhanced when we direct our attention to the Eastern
Empire. In tracing the long series of the Byzantine annals, we never
lose sight of antiquity ; the Greek language, the Roman name, the
titles, the laws, all the shadowy circumstance of ancient greatness,
attend us tliroughout the progress from the first to the last of the Con-
stantines ; and it is only when we observe the external condition and
relations of their empire, that we perceive ourselves to be embarked in

a new sea, and arc compelled to deduce, from points of bearing to the
history of other nations, a line of separation, which the domestic revo-
lutions of Constantinople would not satisfactorily afford. The appear-
ance of Mohammed, and the conquests of his disciples, present an
epoch in the history of Asia still more important and more definite
than the subversion of the Roman Empire in Europe ; and hence the
boundary line between the ancient and modern divisions of Byzantine
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history will intersect the reign of Heraclius. That prince may be said
to have stood on the vcr^'c of both hemispheres of time, whose youth
was crowned with the last victories over the successors of Artaxerxcs,
and whose age was clouded by the first calamities of Mohammedan
invasion.

Of all the revolutions which have had a permanent influence upon
tlic civil history of mankind, none could so little be anticipated by
human prudence as that effected by the reli^^ion of Arabia. As the
seeds of invisible disease grow up sometimes in silence to maturity,
till they manifest themselves hopeless and irresistible, the gradual pro-
])agation of a new faith in a barbarous country beyond the limits of

the empire was hardly known perhaps, and certainly disregarded, in

the court of Constantinople. Arabia, in the age of Mohammed, was
divided into many small states, most of which, however, seem to have
looked up to Mecca as the capital of their nation and the chief seat of
their religious worship. The capture of that city, accordingly, and sub-
jugation of its powerful and numerous aristocracy, readily drew alter it

the submission of the minor tribes, who transferred to the conqueror
the reverence they were used to show to those he had subdued. If we
consider Mohammed only as a military usurper, there is nothing more
explicable, or more analogous, especially to the course of Oriental
history, than his success. But as the author of a religious imposture,
upon which, though avowedly unattested by miraculous powers, and
though originally discountenanced by the civil magistrates, he had the
boldness to found a scheme of universal dominion, which his followers

were half enabled to realise, it is a curious speculation, by what means
he could inspire so sincere, so ardent, so energetic, and so permanent
a belief.

A full explanation of the causes which contributed to the progress
of Mohammedism is not perhaps at present attainable by those most
conversant with this department of literature.^ But we may point out
several of leading importance : in the first place, those just and
elevated notions of the divine nature, and of moral duties, the gold ore

that pervades the dross of the Koran, which were calculated to strike

a serious and reflecting people, already perhaps disinclined, by inter-

mixture with their Jewish and Christian fellow-citizens, to the super-

stitions of their ancient idolatry ;'- next, the artful incorporation of

tenets, usages, and traditions from the various religions that existed

in Arabia ;3 and thirdly, the extensive application of the precepts in

* We are very destitute of satisfactory materials for the history of Mohammed himself.

Abulfeda, the most judicious of his biographers, lived in the fourteenth century, when it must
have been morally impossible to discriminate the truth amidst the torrent of fabulous tradition.

Al Jannabi, whom Gagnier translated, is a mere legend writer ; it would be as rational to

quote the Acta Sanctorum as his romance. It is, therefore, difficulc to ascertain the real

character of the prophet, except as it is deducible from the Koran ; and some sceptical

Orientalists, if I am not mistaken, have called in question the absolute genuineness even of
that. Gibbon has hardly apprised the reader sufficiently of the crumbling foundation upon
which his narrative of Mohammed's life and actions depends.

2 The very curious romance of Antar. written, perhaps, before the appearance of Moham-
med, seems to render it probable that however idolatry, as we are told by Sale, might prevail

in some part of Arabia, yet the genuine religion of the descendants of Ishmael was a belief in

the unity of God, as strict as is laid down in the Koran itse f, and accompanied by the same
antipathy, partly religious, partly national, towards the Fire-worshippers which Mohar.iaied
inculcated.

3 I am very much disposed to believe, notwithstanding what seems to be the general opi-

nion, that Mohammed had never read any part of the New Testament, His knowledge of
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whc Koran, a book confessedly written with much elegance and purity,

to all legal transactions, and all the business of life. It may be ex-

pected that I should add to these, what is commonly considered as a
distinguishing mark of Mohanimedism, its indulgence to voluptuous-
ness. But this appears to be greatly exaggerated. Although the

character of its founder may have been tainted by sensuality as well

as ferociousness, I do not think that he relied upon inducements of the

former kind for the diffusion of his system. We arc not to judge of

this by rules of Christian purity, or of European practice. If poly-

gamy was a prevailing usage in Arabia, as is not questioned, its per-

mission gave no additional licence to the proselytes of Mohammed,
who will be found rather to have narrowed the unbounded liberty of

Oriental manners in this respect ; while his decided condemnation of

adultery, and of incestuous connexions, so frequent among barbarous
nations, docs not argue a very lax and accommodating morality. A
devout Mussulman exhibits much more of the Stoical than the

Epicurean character. Nor can any one read the Koran without being
sensible tli^it it breathes an austere and scrupulous spirit. And in fact

the founder of a new religionor sect is little likely to obtain permanent
success by indulging the vices and luxuries of mankind. I should
rather be disposed to reckon the severity of Mohammed's discipline

among the causes of its influence. Precepts of ritual observance,
being always definite and unequivocal, are less likely to be neglected
after their obligation has been acknowledged, than those of moral
virtue. Thus the long fasting, the pilgrimages, the regular prayers
and ablutions, the constant almsgiving, the abstinence from stimulat-

ing liquors, enjoined by the Koran, created a visible standard of prac-

tice among its followers, and preserved a continual recollection of

their law.

But the prevalence of Islam in the lifetime of its prophet, and dur-

ing the first ages of its existence, was chiefly owing to the spirit of

martial energy that he infused into it. The religion of Mohammed is

as essentially a military system as the institution of chivalry in the

west of Europe. The people of Arabia, a race of strong passions and
sanguinary temper, inured to habits of pillage and murder, found in

the law of their native prophet, not a licence, but a command to deso-
late the world, and the promise of all that their glowing imaginations
could anticipate of Paradise annexed to all in which they most de-

lighted upon earth. It is difficult for us, in the calmness of our closets,

to conceive that feverish intensity of excitement to which man may be
wrought, when the animal and intellectual energies of his nature con-
verge to a point, and the buoyancy of strength and courage reciprocates

Christianity appears to be wholly derived from the apocryphal ^f^spels and similar works. He
admitted the miracidous conception and prophetic character of Jesus, but not His divinitv or

•pre-cxistence. Hence it is rather surprising to read, in a popular book of sermons by a living

prelate, that all the heresies of the Christian church, (I quote the substance from memory,)
are to be found in the Koran, but especially that of Arianism. No one who knows what
Arianism is, and what Mohanimedism is, could possibly fall into so strange an error. The
misfortune has been that the learned writer, while accumulating a mass of reading upon this

part of his subject, ne.q;lected what should have been the nucleus of the whole, a perusal of

the single book which contains the doctrine of the Arabian impostor. In this strange chimera
about the Arianism of Mohammed he has been led away by a misplaced trust in Whitaker, a
writer almost invariably.in the wrong, and whose bad reasoning upon all the points of historical
criticism, which h« attempted to discuss, is quite notorious.
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First Conquests of the Saracens,

the influence of moral sentiment or relip,MOus hope. The effect of this

union I have formerly remarked in the Crusades ; a phenomenon per-

fectly analogous to the early history of the Saracens. In each, one
hardly knows whether most to admire the prodifjious exertions of hero-

ism, or to revolt from the ferocious bic^otry that attended them. I'tit

the Crusades were a temporary effort, not thoroughly congenial to the

spirit of Christendom, which, even in the darkest and most superstitious

ages, was not susceptible of the solitary and overruling fanaticism of

the Moslems, They needed no excitement from pontiffs and preachers
to achieve the work to which they were called ; the precept was in

their law, the principle was in their hearts, the assurance of success

was in their swords. O prophet, exclaimed Ali, when Mohammed, in

the first years of his mission, sought among the scanty and hesitating

assembly of his friends a vizir and lieutenant in command, I am the

man ; whoever rises against thee, I will dash out his teeth, tear out his

eyes, break his legs, rip up his belly. O prophet, I will be thy vizir

over them. These words of Mohammed's early and illustrious disciple

are, as it were, a text, upon which the commentary expands into the
whole Saracenic history. They contain the vital essence of his religion,

implicit faith and ferocious energy. Death, slavery, tribute to unbe-
lievers, were the glad tidings of the Arabian prophet. To the idolaters

indeed, or those who acknowledged no special revelation, one alterna-

tive only was proposed, conversion or the sword. The people of the

Book, as they are termed in the Koran, or four sects of Christians,

Jews, Magians, and Sabians, were permitted to redeem their adherence
to their ancient law, by the payment of tribute, and other marks of

humiliation and servitude. But the limits which Mohammedan intol-

erance had prescribed to itself were seldom transgressed, the word
pledged to unbelievers was seldom forfeited ; and with all their insol-

ence and oppression, the Moslem conquerors were mild and liberal in

comparison with those who obeyed the pontift's of Rome or Con-
stantinople.

At the death of Mohammed in 632, his temporal and religious sove-

reignty embraced, and was limited by, the Arabian peninsula. The
Roman and Persian empires, engaged in tedious and indecisive

hostility upon the rivers of Mesopotamia, and the Armenian moun-
tains, were viewed by the ambitious fanatics of his creed as their

quarry. In the very first year of Mohammed's immediate successor,

Abubeker, each of these mighty empires was invaded. The latter

opposed but a short resistance. The crumbling fabric of eastern

despotism is never secure against rapid and total subversion ; a few-

victories, a few sieges, carried the Arabian arms from the Tigris to the

Oxus, and overthrew, with the Sassanian dynasty, the ancient and
famous religion they had professed. Seven years (632-639) of active

and unceasing warfare sufficed to subjugate the rich province of

Syria, though defended by numerous armies and fortified cities ; and
the khalif Omar had scarcely returned thanks for the accomplishment
of this conquest, when Amrou his lieutenant announced to him the

entire reduction of Egypt. After some interval, (647-698,) the Sara-

cens won their way along the coast of Africa as far as the pillars of

Hercules, and a third province v/as irretrievably torn from the Greek
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empire. These western conquests introduced them to fresh enemies,

and ushered in more splendid successes ; encouraged by the disunion

of the Visigoths, and invited by treachery, Musa, the general of a
master who sat beyond the opposite extremity of the Mediterranean
Sea, in 710 passed over into Spain, and within about two years the

name of Mohammed was invoked under the Pyrenees.^

These conquests, which astonish the careless and superficial, are

less perplexing to a calm inquirer than their cessation ; the loss of

half the Roman empire, than the preservation of the rest. A glance

from Medina to Constantinople in the middle of the seventh century
would probably have induced an indifferent spectator, if such a being
may be imagined, to anticipate by eight hundred years the establish-

ment of a Mohammedan dominion upon the shores of the Hellespont.

The fame of Hcraclins had withered in the Syrian war ; and his suc-

cessors appeared as incapable to resist, as they were unworthy to

govern. Their despotism, unchecked by law, was often punished by
successful rebellion ; but not a whisper of civil liberty was ever heard,

and the vicissitudes of servitude and anarchy consummated the moral
degeneracy of the nation. Less ignorant than the western barbarians,

the Greeks abused their ingenuity in theological controversies, those

especially which related to the nature and incarnation of our Saviour
;

wherein the disputants, as is usual, became more positive and ran-

corous, as their creed receded from the possibility of human appre-

hension. Nor were these confined to the clergy, who had not, in the

East, obtained the prerogative of guiding the national faith ; the

sovereigns sided alternately with opposing factions ; Heraclius was
not too brave, nor Theodora too infamous, for discussions of theology

;

and the dissenters from an imperial decision were involved in the

double proscription of treason and heresy. But the persecutors of

their opponents at home pretended to cowardly scrupulousness in the

field ; nor was the Greek church ashamed to require the lustration of

a canonical penance from the soldier, who shed the blood of his

enemies in a national war.

But this depraved people were preserved from destruction by the

vices of their enemies, still more than by some intrinsic resources
v/hich they yet possessed. A rapid degeneracy enfeebled the vic-

torious Moslem in their career. That irresistible enthusiasm, that

earnest and disinterested zeal of the companions of Mohammed was
in a great measure lost, even before the first generation had passed
away. In the fruitful valleys of Damascus and Bassora, the Arabs of

the desert forgot their abstemious habits. Rich from the tributes of

an enslaved people, the Mohammedan sovereigns knew no employ-
ment of riches but in sensual luxury, and paid the price of voluptuous
indulgence in the relaxation of their strength and energy. Under the

reign of Moawiyah, the fifth khalif, an hereditary succession was 5ul>

I Ockley's History of the Siiraccn??. Cardonnc, RJvoIut-ons dc I'Afriqiic ct de TEspagnc.
The former of these works is well known and justly admired for its simijlicity and picturesque

details. Scarcely any nairative has ever excelled in beauty that of the death of Hosscia.
But these do not tend to render it more deserving of confidence. It may be laid down as a
pretty general rule, that circumstantiality, which enhances the credibility of a witness,

diminishes that of an historian, remote in time or situation. And I observe that Reiskc, in

hi-v ]ircf:ico to Abulfcdu^ speaks of Wakidi, from whom Ockley's book is but a transhition, as
a mere fabulist.
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stitutcd for the free choice of the faithful, by which the first represen-
tatives of the prophet had been elevated to power; and this regulation,

necessary as it plainly was, to avert in some degree the dangers of

schism and civil war, exposed the kingdom to the certainty of being
often governed by feeble tyrants. But no regulation could be more
than a temporary preservative against civil war. The dissensions
which still separate and render hostile the followers of Mohammed
may be traced to the first events that ensued upon his death, to the
rejection of his son-in-law Ali by the electors of Medina. Two reigns,

those of Abubeker and Omar, passed in external glory and domestic
reverence ; but the old age of Othman was weak and imprudent, and
the conspirators against him established the first among a hundred
precedents of rebellion and regicide. Ali was now chosen ; but a
strong faction disputed his right ; and the Saracen empire was for

many years distracted with civil war among competitors, who appealed,

in reality, to no other decision than that of the sword. The family

of Ommiyah succeeded at last in establishing an unresisted, if not an
vndoubtcd title. But rebellions were perpetually afterwards breaking
out in that vast extent of dominion, till one of these revolters acquired
by success a better name than rebel, and, in 750, founded the dynasty
of the Abbassides.
Damascus had been the seat of empire under the Ommiades ; it

was removed by the succeeding family to their new city of Bagdad.
There are not any names in the long line of khalifs, after the com-
panions of Mohammed, more renow^ned in histoiy than some of the

earlier sovereigns who reigned in this capital, Almansor, Haroun Al-

raschid, and Almamun. Their splendid palaces, their numerous
guards, their treasures of gold and silver, the populousness and wealth
of their cities, formed a striking contrast to the rudeness and poverty
of the western nations in the same age. In their court, learning, which
the first Moslem had despised as unwarlike, or rejected as profane,

was held in honour. ^ The khalif Almamun, especially, was distin-

guished for his patronage of letters ; the philosophical writings of

Greece were eagerly sought and translated ; the stars were numbered,
the course of the planets w^as measured ; the Arabians improved upon
the science they borrowed, and returned it with abundant interest to

Europe in the communication of numeral figures, and the intellectual

language of algebra.- Yet the merit of the Abbassides has been
exaggerated by adulation or gratitude. After all the vague praises of

hireling poets, which have sometimes been repeated in Europe, it is

very rare to read the history of an eastern sovereign unstained by
atrocious crimes. No Christian government, except perhaps that of

Constantinople, exhibits such a series of tyrants as the khalifs of Bag-

* The Arabian writers date the origin of their literature (except those works of fiction which
had always been popular) from the reign of Almansor, a.d. 758. Gibbon.

2 Several very recent publications contain interesting details on Saracen literature : Eer-
ington's Literary History of the Middle Ages. Mill's History of Mohammedanism, Turner's
History of England. Harris's Philological Arrangements is perhaps a book better known ;

and though it has since been much excelled, was one of the first contributions in our own
language to this department, in which a great deal yet remains for the oriental scholars of
Europe. Casiri's admirable catalogue of Arabic MSS. in the Escurial, ought before this to

have been followed up by a more accurate examination of their contents than it was possible
for him to give. But sound literature and the Escurial .'—what jarring ideas!
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dad—if deeds of blood wrought through unbridled passion, or jealous

policy, may challenge the name of tyranny. These are ill redeemed
by ceremonious devotion, and acts of trifling, perhaps ostentatious

humility ; or even by the best attribute of Mohammedan princes, a
rigorous justice in chastismg the offences of others. Anecdotes of this

description give as imperfect a sketch of an oriental sovereign, as

monkish chroniclers sometimes draw of one in Europe, who founded
monasteries and obeyed the clergy ; though it must be owned that the

former are in much better taste.

Though the Abbassides have acquired more celebrity, they never
attained the real strength of their predecessors. Under the last of

the house of Ommiyah, one command was obeyed almost along the

whole diameter of the known world, from the banks of the Sihon to

the utmost promontory of Portugal. But the revolution which changed
the succession of khalifs produced another not less important. A
fugitive of the vanquished family, by name Abdalrahman, arrived in

Spain ; and the Moslems of that country, not sharing in the prejudices

which had stirred up the Persians in favour of the line of Abbas, and
conscious that their remote situation entitled them to independence,
proclaimed him khalif of Cordova. There could be little hope of

reducing so distant a dependency ; and the example was not unlikely to

be imitated. In the reign of Haroun Alraschid, two principalities were
formed in Africa ; of the Aglabites, who reigned over Tunis and Tri-

poli ; and of the Edrisites, in the western parts of Barbary. These
yielded in about a century to the Fatimites, a more powerful dynasty,
who afterwards established an empire in Egypt.i

The loss, however, of Spain and Africa was the inevitable effect of

that immensely extended dominion, which their separation alone would
not have enfeebled. But other revolutions awaited it at home. In
the history of the Abbassides of Bagdad, we read over again the de-
cline of European monarchies, through their various symptoms of
ruin ; and find alternate analogies to the insults of the barbarians
towards imperial Rome in the fifth century, to the personal insignifi-

cance of the Merovingian kings, and to the feudal usurpations that

dismembered the inheritance of Charlemagne, i. Beyond the north-
eastern frontier of the Saracen empire, dwelt a warlike and powerful
nation of the Tartar family, who defended the independence of Tur-
kestan from the sea of Aral to the great central chain of mountains.
In the wars which the khalifs or their lieutenants waged against
them, many of these Turks were led into captivity and dispersed
over the empire. Their strength and courage distinguished them
among a people grown effeminate by luxury ; and that jealousy
of disaft'ection among his subjects so natural to an eastern mon-
arch, might be an additional motive with the khalif Motassem to

form bodies of guards out of these prisoners. But his policy was
fatally erroneous. More rude, and even more ferocious than the Arabs,
they contenmed the feebleness of the khalifatc, while they grasped at

its riches. The son of Motassem, Motawakkel, was murdered in his

palace by the barbarians of the north ; and his fate revealed the

1 For these revolutions, not easy to fix in the memorj-, consult Cardonne, who has made as
much of them as the :>ubject would bear.

X
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secret of the empire, that the choice of its sovcreiprn had passed to th^'ir

slaves. Degradation and death were frequently the lot of su'

khalifs ; but in the cast, the son leaps boldly on the throne wi... .. ...

blood of his father has stained, and the praetorian guards of bai^dad
rarely failed to render a fallacious obedience to the nearest heir of the

house of Abbas. 2. In about one hundred years after the introduction

of the Turkish soldiers, the sovereigns of Bagdad sunk almost into

oblivion. Al Radi, who died in 940, was the last of these that officiated

in the mosque, that commanded the forces in person, that addressed th<

people from the pulpit, that enjoyed the pomp and splendour of

royalty, ikit he was the first who appointed, instead of vizir, a new
officer, a mayor, as it were, of the palace, with the title of Emir al

Omra, commander of commanders, to whom he delegated by compul-
sion the functions of his office. This title was usually seized by active

and martial jpirits ; it was sometimes hereditary, and in effect irrevoc-

able by the khalifs, whose names hardly appear after this time in

oriental annals. 3. During these revolutions of the palace, every pro

vince successively shook off its allegiance ; new principalities were
formed in Syria and Mesopotamia, as well as in Khorasan and Persia,

till the dominion of the Commander of the Faithful was literally con-
fined to the city of Bagdad and its adjacent territory. For a time,

some of these princes, who had been appointed as governors by the

khalifs, professed to affect his supremacy, by naming him in the public

prayers, and upon the coin ; but these tokens of dependence were
gradually obliterated.^

Such is the outline of Saracenic history for three centuries after

Mohammed ; one age of glorious conquest ; a second of stationary'',

but rather precarious greatness ; a third of rapid decline. The Greek
empire meanwhile sui-vived, and almost recovered from the shock it

had sustained. Besides the decline of its enemies, several circum-
stances may be enumerated, tending to its preservation. The mari-
time province of Cilicia had been overrun by the Mohammedans ; but
between this and the lesser Asia Mount Taurus raises its massy
buckler, spreading, as a natural bulwark, from the sea-coast of the
ancient Pamphylia to the hilly district of Isauria, whence it extends in

an easterly direction, separating the Cappadocian and Cilician plains,

and after throwing off considerable ridges to the north and south,

connects itself with other chains of mountains that penetrate far into

the Asiatic continent. Beyond this barrier the Saracens formed no
durable settlement, though the armies of Alraschid wasted the country
as far as the Hellespont, and the city of Amorium in Phrygia was
razed to the ground by Al Motassem. The position of Constanti-

nople, chosen with a sagacity to which the course of events almost
gave the appearance of prescience, secured her from any immediate
danger on the .side of Asia, and rendered her as little accessible to an
enemy, as any city which valour and patriotism did not protect. Yet
in the days of Arabian energy, she was twice, in 668 and 716, attacked

by great naval armaments ; the first siege, or rather blockade, con-

tinued for seven years ; the second, though shorter, was more terrible,

* The decline of the Saracens is fully discussed in the 52d chapter of Gibbon, which is, in

Itself, a complete philosophical dissertation upon this part of history.
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nnd her walls, as well as her port, were actually invested by the com-
bined forces of the khalif Waled, under his brother Moslema. The
final discomfiture of these assailants showed the resisting force of the

empire, or rather of its capital ; but perhaps the abandonment of such
maritime enterprises by the Saracens may be in some measure
ascribed to the removal of their metropolis from Damascus to Bag-
dad. But the Greeks in their turn determined to dispute the com-
mand of the sea. By possessing the secret of an inextinguishable fire,

they fought on superior terms : their wealth, perhaps their skill,

enabled them to employ larger and better appointed vessels ; and they

ultimately expelled their enemies from the islands of Crete and Cyprus.

By land, they were less desirous of encountering the Moslems. The
science of tactics is studied by the pusillanimous, like that of medi-
cine by the sick ; and the Byzantine emperors, Leo and Constantine,

have left written treatises on the art of avoiding defeat, of protracting

contest, of resisting attack.^ But this timid policy, and even the pur-

chase of armistices from the Saracens, were not ill calculated for

the state of both nations ; while Constantinople temporised, Bagdad
shook to her foundations ; and the heirs of the Roman name might
boast the immortality of their own empire, when they contemplated the

dissolution of that which had so rapidly sprung up and perished.

Amidst all the crimes and revolutions of the Byzantine government,
and its history is but a series of crimes and revolutions, it was never
dismembered by intestine war ; a sedition in the army, a tumult in

the theatre, a conspiracy in the palace, precipitated a monarch from
the throne, but the allegiance of Constantinople was instantly trans-

ferred to his successor, and the provinces implicitly obeyed the voice

of the capital. The custom, too, of partition, so baneful to the Latin
kingdoms, and which was not altogether unknown to the Saracens,
never prevailed in the Greek empire. It stood in the middle of the

tenth century, as vicious indeed and cowardly, but more wealthy,
more enlightened, and far more secure from its enemies, than under
the first successors of Heraclius. For about one hundred years pre-

ceding there had been only partial wars with the Mohammedan poten-
tates : and in these the emperors seem gradually to have gained the
advantage, and to have become more frequently the aggressors. But
the increasing distractions of the east encouraged two brave usurpers,
Niccphonis Phocas, in 963, and John Zimisces, in 975, to attempt
the actual recovery of the lost provinces. They carried the Roman
arms (one may use the term with less reluctance than usual) over
Syria ; Antioch and Aleppo were taken by storm, Damascus sub-
mitted ; even the cities of Mesopotamia, beyond the ancient boundary
of the Euphrates, were added to the trophies of Zimisces, who unwill-

ingly spared the capital of the khalifate. From such distant con-
quests it was expedient, and indeed necessary, to withdraw, but Cilicia

and Antioch were permanently restored to the empire. At the close
of the tenth century, the emperors of Constantinople possessed the
best and greatest portion of the modern kingdom of Naples, a part of

* Constantine Porphy ropcnitus in his advice to his son as to the administration of the empire,
betrays a mind not ashamed to < Uifoss weakness and cowardice, and pleasing itself in petty
arts to elude the rapacity, or divide the power of its enemies.
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Sicily, tlic whole luiropean dominions of the Ottomans, the province
of Anatolia or Asia jMinor, with some part of Syria and Armenia.^
These successes'of the Greek empire were certainly much rather due

to the weakness of its enemies, than to any revival of national coura^je

and vi^^our; yet they would probably have been more durable, if the

contest had been only with the khalifate, or the kingdoms derived from
it. But a new actor was to appear on the stage of Asiatic tragedy.

The same Turkish nation, the slaves and captives from which had be-

come arbiters of the sceptre of Bagdad, passed their original limits of

the laxnrtes or Sihon. The sultans of Gazna, ajdynasty whose splendid
conquests were of very short duration, had deemed it politic to divide

the strength of these formidable allies, by inviting a part of them into

Khorasan. They covered that fertile province with their pastoral tents,

and beckoned their compatriots to share the riches of the south. In

1038 the Gaznevides fell the earliest victims ; but Persia, violated in

turn by every conqueror, was a tempting and unresisting prey. Togrol
Bek, the founder of the Scljukian dynasty of Turks, overthrew the

family of Bowides, who had long reigned at Ispahan, respected the

pageant of Mohammedan sovereignty in the khalif of Bagdad, em-
braced with all his tribes the religion of the vanquished, and com-
menced the attack upon Christendom by an irruption into Armenia.
His nephew and successor Alp Arslan, in 1071, defeated and took pri-

soner the emperor Romanus Diogenes ; and the conquest of Asia
Minor was almost completed by princes of the same family, the Sel-

jukians of Rum, z>., country of the Romans, who were permitted by
Malek Shah, the third sultan of the Turks, to form an independent
kingdom. Through their own exertions, and the selfish impolicy of

rival competitors for the throne of Constantinople, who bartered the

strength of the empire for assistance, the Turks became masters of the

Asiatic cities and fortified passes ; nor did there seem any obstacle to

their invasion of Europe.
In this state of jeopardy, the Greek empire looked for aid to the

nations of the west, and received it in fuller measure than was expected,

or perhaps desired. The deliverance of Constantinople was indeed a
very secondary object with the Crusaders. But it was necessarily in-

cluded in their scheme of operations, which, though they all tended to

the recovery of Jerusalem, must commence with the first enemies that

lay on their line of march. The Turks were entirely defeated, their

capital of Nice restored to the empire. As the Franks passed onwards,
the emperor Alexius Comnenus trod on their footsteps, and secured to

himself the fruits for which their enthusiasm disdained to wait. He
regained possession of the strong -places on the yEgean shores, of the

defiles of Bithynia, and of the entire coast of Asia iMinor, both on the

Euxine and Mediterranean seas, which the Turkish armies, composed
of cavalry, and unused to regular warfare, could not recover.- So
much must undoubtedly be ascribed to the first crusade. But I think

that the general effect of these expeditions has been overrated by those

1 Gibbon, c. 52 and 53. The latter of these chapters contains as himinous a sketch of the

condition of Greece, as the former does of Saracenic historj'. In each, the facts are not grouped
historically according to the order of time, but philosophically, according to their relations.

2 It does not seem perfectly clear, whether the sea-coast, north and south, was re-annexed

to the empire during the reign of Alexius, or of his gallant son, John Conmenus.
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who consider them as havinfif permanently retarded the progress of the
Turkish power. The Christians in Palestine and Syria were hardly in

contact with the Seljukian kingdom of Rum, the only enemies of the

empire ; and it is not easy to perceive, that their small and feeble

principalities, engaged commonly in defending themselves against the

Mohammedan princes of Mesopotamia, or the Fatimite khalifs of

Egypt, could obstruct the arms of a sovereign of Iconium upon the

Ma.'ander or the Halys. Other causes are adequate to explain the
equipoise in which the balance of dominion in Anatolia was kept dur-
ing the twelfth century ; the valour and activity of the two Comncni,
John and Manuel, especially the former ; and the frequent partitions

and internal feuds, through which the Seljukians of Iconium, like all

other oriental governments, became incapable of foreign aggression.

But whatever obligation might be due to the first crusaders from
the eastern empire was cancelled by their descendants one hundred
years afterwards, when the fourth in number of those expeditions was
turned to the subjugation of Constantinople itself. One of those
domestic revolutions, which occur perpetually in Byzantine history,

had placed an usurper on the imperial throne. The lawful monarch
was condemned to blindness and a prison ; but the heir escaped to

recount his misfortunes to the lleet and army of crusaders, assembled
in the Dalmatian port of Zara. This armament, in 1202, had been
collected for the usual purposes, and through the usual motives, tem-
poral and spiritual, of a crusade ; the military force chiefly consisted
of French nobles ; the naval was supplied by the republic of Venice,
whose doge commanded personally in the expedition. It was not
apparently consistent with the primary object of retrieving the Chris-

tian affairs in Palestine, to interfere in the government of a Christian

empire ; but the temptation of punishing a faithless people, and the
hope of assistance in their subsequent operations prevailed. They
turned their prows up the Archipelago ; and notwithstanding the vast

population, and defensible strength ot Constantinople, compelled the
usurper to fly, and the citizens to surrender. But animosities spring-

ing from religious schism and national jealousy were not likely to be
allayed by such remedies ; the Greeks, wounded in their pride and
bigotry, regarded the legitimate emperor as a creature of their ene-
mies, ready to sacrifice their church, a stipulated condition of his resto-

ration, to that of Rome. In a few months a new sedition and con-
spiracy raised another usurper in defiance of the crusaders' army
encamped, in 1204, without the walls. The siege instantly recom-
menced ; and after three months the city of Constantinople was taken
by storm. The tale of pillage and murder is always uniform ; but the
calamities of ancient capitals, like those of the great, impress us more
forcibly. Even now we sympathise with the virgin majesty of Con-
stantinople, decked with the accumulated wealth of ages, and re-

splendent with the monuments of Roman empire and of Grecian art.

Her populousncss is estiniated beyond credibility : ten, twenty, thirty-

fold that of London or Paris ; certainly far beyond the united capitals

of all European kingdoms in that age.i In magnificence she excelled

' Ville Hardotin reckons the inhabitants of Constantinople at quatre cens mil hommes ou
plus, by which Gibbon uijdci;>tantlb him to mean men of a military age Lc Ucau allows a
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them more than in numbers ; instead of the thatched roofs, the mud
walls, the narrow streets, the pitiful buildings of those cities, she had
marl)le and j^'ilded palaces, churches and monasteries, the works of
skilful architects, through nine centuries, gradually sliding from the
severity of ancient taste into the more various and brilliant combina-
tions of eastern fancy.^ In the libraries of Constantinople were col-

lected the remains of Grecian learning ; her forum and hippodrome
were decorated with those of Grecian sculpture ; but neither would be
spared by undistinguishing rapine ; nor were the chiefs of the crusad-
ers more able to appreciate the loss than their soldiery. Four horses,
that breathe in the brass of Lysippus, were removed from Constan-
tinople to the square of St Mark at Venice ; destined again to become
the trophies of war, and to follow the alternate revolutions of conquest.
But we learn from a contemporary Greek to deplore the fate of many
other pieces of sculpture, which were destroyed in wantonness, or even
coined into brass money.
The lawful emperor and his son had perished in the rebellion that

gave occasion to this catastrophe ; and there remained no right to

interfere with that of conquest. But the Latins were a promiscuous
multitude, and what their independent valour had earned was not to

be transferred to a single master. Though the name of emperor
seemed necessary for the government of Constantinople, the unity of
despotic power was very foreign to the principles and the mterests of
the crusaders. In their selfish schemes of aggrandisement they tore
in pieces the Greek empire. One-fourth only was allotted to the em-
peror, three-eighths were the share of the republic of Venice, and the
remainder was divided among the chiefs. Baldwin, count of Flanders,
obtained the imperial title, with the feudal sovereignty over the minor
principalities. A monarchy thus dismembered had little prospect of

honour or durability. The Latin emperors of Constantinople were
more contemptible and unfortunate, not so much from personal char-
acter as political weakness, than their predecessors ; their vassals

rebelled against sovereigns not more powerful than themselves ; the
Bulgarians, a nation, who, after being long formidable, had been sub-
dued by the imperial arms, and only recovered independence on the
eve of the Latin conquest, insulted their capital ; the Greeks viewed
them with silent hatred, and hailed the dawning deliverance from the

Asiatic coast. On that side of the Bosphorus, the Latin usurpation
was scarcely for a moment acknowledged ; Nice became the seat of a
Greek dynasty, who reigned with honour as far as the jNIaeander ; and
crossing into Europe, after having established their dominion through-

out Romania and other provinces; in 1261, expelled the last Latin
emperors from Constantinople in less than sixty years from its capture.

During the reign of these Greeks at Nice, they had fortunately little

million for the whole population. We should probably rate London, in 1204, too high at forty

thousand souls. Paris had been enlarged by Philip Augustus, and stood on more ground than
London.

1 O quanta civitas, exclaims Fulk of Chartres a hundred years before, nobilis et decora

!

quot monasteria, quotque palatia sunt in ea, opere mero fabrefacta ! quot etiam in plateis vel

in vicis opera ad spectandum mirabilia ? Tasdium est uuidem maguum recitare, quanta .sit

ibi opulcntia bonorum omnium, auri et argenti, palliorum multiformium, sacrarumque reliqui-

arum. Omni etiam tempore, navigio frequenti cuucta hominuin necessaria iUuc afferuntur

Du Chcsne, Scrip. Rerum Gallicarum,

1
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to dread on the side of their former enemies, and were generally on
terms of friendship with the Scljukians of Iconium. That monarchy
indeed had sufficient objects of apprehension for itself. Their own
example in changing the upland plains of Tartary for the cultivated

valleys of the south was imitated in the thirteenth century by two suc-

cessive hordes of northern barbarians. The Karismians, whose tents

had been pitched on the Lower Oxus and Caspian Sea, availed them-
seh^es of the decline of the Turkish power to establish their dominion
in Persia, and menaced, though they did not overthrow, the kingdom
of Iconium. A more tremendous storm ensued in the irruption of

Moguls under the sons of Zingis Khan. From the farthest regions

of Chinese Tartary, issued a race more fierce and destitute of civilisa-

tion than those who had preceded, whose numbers were told by hun-
dreds of thousands, and whose only test of victory was devastation.

All Asia, from the sea of China to the Euxine, wasted (1218, 1272)
beneath the locusts of the north. They annihilated the phantom of

authority which still lingered with the name of khalif at Bagdad. They
reduced into dependence and finally subverted the Scljukian dynasty
of Persia, Syria, and Iconium. The Turks of the latter kingdom be-

took themselves to the mountainous country, where they formed seve-

ral petty principalities, which subsisted by incursions into the territory

of the Moguls or Greeks. The chief of one of these, named Othman, at

the end of the thirteenth century, penetrated, in 1299, into the province
of Bithynia, from which his posterity were never to withdraw.
The empire of Constantinople had never recovered the blow it re-

ceived at the hands of the Latins. Most of the islands in the Archi-
pelago, and the provinces of proper Greece from Thcssaly southward,
were still possessed by those invaders. The wealth and naval power
of the empire had passed into the hands of the maritime republics

;

Venice, Genoa, Pisa, and Barcelona were enriched by a commerce
which they carried i)n as independent states within the precincts ot

Constantinople, scarcely deigning to solicit the permission or recognise
the supremacy of its master. In a great battle fought, in 1352, under
the walls of the city between the Venetian and Genoese fleets, the
weight of the Roman empire, in Gibbon's expression, was scarcely

felt in the balance of these opulent and powerful republics. Eight
galleys were the contribution of the emperor Cantacuzene to his Vene-
tian allies ; and upon their defeat he submitted to the ignominy of ex-

cluding them for ever from trading in his dominions. Meantime the

remains of the empire in Asia were seized by the independent Turkish
dynasties, of which the most illustrious, that of the Ottomans, occupied
the province of Bithynia. Invited by a Byzantine faction into Europe,
about 1 34 1, they fixed themselves in the neighbourhood of the capital,

and in the thirty years' reign of Amurath I., subdued, with little re-

sistance, the province of Romania, and the small Christian kingdoms
that had been formed on the Lower Danube. Bajazet, the successor
of Amurath, reduced the independent emirs of Anatolia to subjection,

and after long threatening Constantinople, in 1396, invested it by sea
and land. The Greeks called loudly upon their brethren of the west
for aid against the common enemy of Christendom ; but the flower of
French chivalry had been slain or taken in the battle of Nicopohs in
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Bulgaria,^ where the kinj^ of Hun:;'ary, notwithstanding the heroism of

these volunteers, was entirely defeated Vjy Bajazct. The emj^cror

Manuel left his capital with a faint hope of exciting the courts ot

Kurope to some decided efforts, by personal rej)rcsentations of the

danjjjcr ; and, during his absence, Constantinople was saved, not by a
friend indeed, but by a power more formidable to her enemies than to

Jierself.

The loose masses of mankind, that without laws, agriculture, or

fixed dwellings, overspread the vast central regions of Asia, have, at

various times, been impelled by necessity of suljsistence, or through
the casual appearance of a commanding genius, upon the domain of

culture and civilisation. Two principal roads connect the nations of

Tartary with those of the west and south ; the one into Europe along

the sea of Azoph, and northern coast of the Euxine ; the other across

the interval between the Bukharian mountains and the Caspian into

Persia. Four times at least within the period of authentic history, the

Scythian tribes have taken the former course, and poured themselves
into Europe, but each wave was less effectual than the precedmg.
The first of these was in the fourth and fifth centuries, for we may
range those rapidly successive migrations of the Goths and Huns to-

gether, when the Roman empire fell to the ground, and the only
boundary of barbarian conquest was the Atlantic ocean upon the

shores of Portugal. The second wave came on with the Hungarians
in the tenth century, whose ravages extended as far as the southern
provinces of France. A third attack was sustained from the Moguls
under the children of Zingis, at the same period as that which over-

,vhelmed Persia. The Russian monarchy was destroyed in this inva-

sion, and for two hundred years that great country lay prostrate under
the yoke of the Tartars. As they advanced, Poland and Hungar\'
gave little opposition, and the farthest nations of Europe were appalled

by the tempest. But Germany was no longer as she had been m the

anarchy of the tenth century ; the Moguls were unused to resistance,

and still less inclined to regular warfare ; they, in 1245, retired before

the emperor Frederic II., and the utmost points of then* western inva-

sion were the cities of Lignitz in Silesia, and Neustadt in Austria. In
the fourth and last aggression of the Tartars, their progress in Europe
is hardly perceptible ; the Moguls of Timurs army could only boast
the destruction of Azoph, and the pillage of some Russian provinces.

Timur, the sovereign of these Moguls, and founder of their second
dynasty, which has been more permanent and celebrated than that of

Zingis, had been the prince of a small tribe in Transoxiana, between
the Gihon and Sirr, the doubtful frontier of settled and pastoral nations.

His own energy and the weakness of his neighbours are sufficient to

explain the revolution he eft'ected. Like former conquerors, Togrol,

Bek, and Zingis, he chose the road through Persia ; and meeting little

^ The Hungarians fled in this battle, and deserted their allies, according to the Memoires
de Boucicaiit But Froissart, who seems a fairer authority, imputes the defeat to the rash-

ness of the French. The count de Xever>, (Jean Sans Peur, afterwards duke of Burgundy,*
who commanded the French, was made prisoner, with others of the royal blood, and ransor^^.ed

at a very high price. Many of eminent birth and merit were put to death ; a fate from which
Boucicaut was saved by the interference of the count de Nevers, who might better himself
have perished with honour on that occasion, than survived to plunge his ccuatiy into civil war,
and his name into infamy.
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resistance from the disordered governments of Asia, extended his em-
pire on one side to the Syrian coast, while by successes still more re-

nowned, though not belonging to this place, it reached on the other to

the heart of liindostan. In his old age, the restlessness of ambition
impelled him against the Turks of Anatolia. Bajazet hastened from
the siege of Constantinople to a more perilous contest : his defeat,

in 1402, and captivity, in the plains of Angora, clouded for a time the
Ouoman crescent, and preserved the wreck of the Greek empire for

lilcy years longer.

'riie Moguls did not improve their victory ; in the western parts of

Asia, as in Hindostan, Timur was but a barbarian destroyer, though
at iSamarcand a sovereign and a legislator. He gave up Anatolia to

the sons of liajazet ; but the unity of their power was broken ; and
the Ottoman kingdom, like those which had preceded, experienced
the evils of partition and mutual animosity. For about twenty years
an opportunity was given to the Greeks of recovering part of their

losses ; but they were incapable of making the best use of this advan-
tage, and though they regained possession of part of Romania, did
not extirpate a strong Turkish colony that held the city of Gallipoli in

the Chersonesus. When Amurath II., therefore, re-united under his

vigorous sceptre the Ottoman monarchy, Constantinople was exposed
to another siege and to fresh losses. Her walls, however, repelled the

enemy, and during the reign of Amurath she had leisure to repeat

those signals of distress, which the princes of Christendom refused to

observe. The situation of Europe was, indeed, sufficiently mauspi-
cious : France, the original country of the crusades and of chivalry,

was involved in foreign and domestic war ; while a schism, apparently
interminable, rent the bosom of the Latin church, and impaired the

efficiency of the only power that could unite and animate its disciples

in a religious war. Even when the Roman pontiffs were best disposed
to rescue Constantinople from destruction, it was rather as masters
th.m as allies that they would interfere ; their ungenerous bigotry, or
rather pride, dictated the submission of her church, and the renuncia-
tion of her favourite article of distinctive faith. The Greeks yielded
with reluctance and insincerity in the council of Florence ; but soon
rescinded their treaty of union. Eugenius IV. procured a short

diversion on the side c»f Hungary; but after the unfortunate battle of

Warna, in 1444, the Hungarians were abundantly employed in self-

defence.

The two monarchies, which have successively held their seat in the

city of Constantine, may be contrasted in the circumstances of their

decline. In the present day, we anticipate, with an assurance that

none can deem extravagant, the approaching subversion of the Otto-

man power ; but the signs of internal weakness have not yet been con-

firmed by the dismemberment of provinces ; and the arch of dominion,
that long since has seemed nodding to its fall, and totters at every
blast of the north, still rests upon the landmarks of ancient conquest,
and spans the ample regions from Bagdad to Belgrade. Far different

were the events that preceded the dissolution of the Greek empire.
Every province was in turn subdued ; every city opened her gates to

the conqueror ; the limbs were lopped off one by one ; but the pulse
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still beat at the heart, and the majesty of the Roman name was ulti-

mately confined to the walls of Constantinople, lieforc Mahomet II.

planted his cannon a;Tainst them, he had completed every smaller

conquest, and deprived the expiring empire of every hope of succour
or delay. It was necessary that Constantinople should fall ; but the
magnanimous resignation of her emperor bestows an honour upon her
fall, which her prosperity seldom earned. The long deferred, but in-

evitable moment arrived ; and the last of the Ccesars, in 1453, (I will

not say of the Paktologi,) folded round him the imperial mantle, and
remembered the name which he represented in the dignity of heroic

death. It is thus, that the intellectual principle, when enfeebled by
disease or age, is said to rally its energies in the presence of death,

and to pour the radiance of unclouded reason around the last struggles

of dissolution.

Though the fate of Constantinople had been protracted beyond all

reasonable expectation, the actual intelligence operated like that of

sudden calamity. A sentiment of consternation, perhaps of self-

reproach, thrilled to the heart of Christendom. There seemed no
longer anythmg to divert the Ottoman armies from Hungary ; and if

Hungary should be subdued, it was evident that both Italy and the

German empire were exposed to invasion.^ A general union of Chris-

tian powers was required to withstand this common enemy. But the

popes, who had so often armed them against each other, wasted their

spiritual and political counsels in attempting to restore unanimity.
War was proclaimed against the Turks at the diet of Frankfort, in

1454 ; but no efforts were made to carry the menace into execution.

No prince could have sat on the imperial throne more unfitted for

the emergency than Frederic III. ; his mean spirit and narrow capa-

city exposed him to the contempt of mankind ; his avarice and dupli-

licity ensured the hatred of Austria and Hungary. During the papacy
of Pius II., whose heart was thoroughly engaged in this legitimate

crusade, a more specious attempt was made by convening, in 1459, an
European congress at Mantua. Almost all the sovereigns attended

by their envoys ; it was concluded that fifty thousand men-at-arms
should be raised, and a tax levied for three years of one-tenth from the

revenues of the clergy, one-thirtieth from those of the laity, and one-

twentieth from the capital of the Jews.2 Pius engaged to head this

amiament in person, but when he appeared next year at Ancona, the

appointed place of embarkation, the princes had failed in all their

promises of men and money ; and he found only a headlong crowd of

adventurers, destitute of every necessary, and expecting to be fed and
paid at the pope's expense. It was not by such a body that Mahomet
could be expelled from Constantinople. If the Christian sovereigns

had given a steady and sincere co-operation, the contest would still

1 Sive vincitur Hungaria, sive coacta jungitur Tiircis, neque Italia neque Germania tuta

erit, neque satis Rhenus Gallos secures reddet. This is part of a discourse pronounced by
yEneas Sylvius before the diet of Frankfort ; which, though too declamatory, like most of his

writings, is an interesting illustration of the state of Europe, and of the impression produced
by that calamity.

2 Spondanus. Neither Charles VII., nor even Philip of Burgundy, who had made the

loudest professions, and pledged himself in a fantastic pageant at his court soon after the

capture of Constantinople to vmdertake this crusade, was sincere in his promises. The former
pretended apprehensions of invasion from England, as an excuse for sending no troops, whicii,

considering the situation of England in 1450, was a bold attempt upon the credulity of mankind.
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have been arduous and uncertain. In the early crusades, the superi-

ority of arms, of skill, and even of discipline, had been uniformly on
the side of Europe. But the present circumstances were far from
similar. An institution begun by the first and perfected by the second
Amuratli, had given to the Turkish armies what their enemies still

wanted, military subordination and veteran experience. Aware, as it

seems, of the real superiority of Europeans in war, these sultans

selected the stoutest youths from their Bulgarian, Servian, or Albanian
captives, who were educated in habits of martial discipline, and formed
into a regular force with the name of Janizaries. After conquest had
put an end to personal captivity, a tax of every fifth male child was
raised upon the Christian population for the same purpose. The arm
of Europe was thus turned upon herself; and the western nations

must have contended with troops of hereditary robustness and intrepi-

dity, whose emulous enthusiasm for the country that had adopted them
was controlled by habitual obedience to their commanders.^

Yet forty years after the fall of Constantinople, at the epoch of

Charles VlII.'s expedition into Italy, the just apprehensions of Euro-
pean statesmen might have gradually suJasided. Except the Morea,
Negropont, and a few other unimportant conquests, no real progress

had been made by the Ottomans. Mahomet II. had been kept at bay
by the Hungarians ; he had been repulsed with some ignominy by the

knights of St John from the island of Rhodes. A petty chieftain defied

this mighty conqueror for twenty years in the mountains of Epirus
;

and the persevering courage of his desultory warfare with such jtrifling

resources, and so little prospect of ultimate success, may justify the

exaggerated admiration with which his contemporaries honoured the

name of Scanderbeg. Once only, in 1480, the crescent was displayed

on the Calabrian coast ; but the city of Otranto remained but a year
in the possession of Mahomet. On his death, a disputed succession

involved his children in civil war. Bajazet, the eldest, obtained the

victory ; but his rival brother, Zizim, fled to Rhodes, from whence he
was removed to France, and afterwards to Rome. Apprehensions of

this exiled prince seemed to have dictated a pacific policy to the reign-

ing sultan, whose character did not possess the usual energy of Otto-

man sovereigns.

* In the lonq declamation of TKncas Sylvius before the diet of Frankfort in 1454, he has tlic

follDwiii)^ contmst between the Kiiropcau and Turkish militia, a good specimen of the artilice

with which an ingenious orator can disguise the truth, wliilc he seems to be stating it most
precisely: Confcramus nunc Turcos et vos inviceni ; ct quid spcrandum sit, si cum illis pug-
netis, examinenuis. Vos nata ad arma, illi tracti. Vo-> armati, illi inermes; vos gladios ver-

satis, illi cultris utuntur; vos balislas tenditis, illi arcus trahunt ; vos loricic thoracesquc pro-
te;^unt, illos culoitra tegit; vos equos regitis, illi ab equis reguntur; vos nobiles in bcllum
ducitis, illi servos aut artifices co^unt. This had litllo effect upon the liearers, wlio were
better judges of military affairs than the secretary of Frederic III. Pius II., or /Ene.is
Sylvius, was a lively writer .-uid a skilful intriguer. Long cvperience had given him a con-
sidcr.ible insight into European politics, and his views are usually clear and sensible. Though
not so learned as some pones, he knew much better what was going forward in his own time.

But the vanity of displaying his eloquence betrayed him into a strange folly, when he ad-
dressed a very long letter to Mahomet II., explaming the catholic faith, and urging him lii

bcbapti/cd; in which case, so far from preaching a crusade agaiii>>t tlic Turk--, he would
gladly make use of their power to recover the rights of the church. Some of his inducements
are curious, and must, if made public, have been highly gratifying lo his friend Frederic III.

Quippe ut arl)itramur, si Chri^tianus fuisscs, mortuo Liidlslao Ungarix et Bohemia: rcge,
nemo pra;ter tc sua rcgna fuisset adcptus. Spcrassent Ungari j)Ost diulurna bcllorum mala
sub tuo regimiue pacein, ct illos Bohcmi sccuti futsscnt ; sed cum cbses uoslrs rcligionis hostis,
ek\ciaiii Uugari, &c.
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CHAPTER VI I.

HISTORY OF ECCLESIASTICAL POWER DURING THE MIDDLE AGES.

At ihc irruption of the northern invaders into the Roman empire, they
found the clergy already endowed with extensive possessions, licsides

the spontaneous oblations upon which the ministers of the Christian

church had originally subsisted, they had obtained, even under the

pagan emperors, by concealment or connivance, for the Roman law
did not permit a tenure of lands in mortmain, certain immovable
estates, the revenues of which were applicable to their own mainten-
ance, and that of the poor. These, indeed, were precarious, and liable

to confiscation in times of persecution. But it was among the firs^

effects of the conversion of Constantine to give not only a security

but a legal sanction to the territorial acquisitions of the church. The
edict of Milan, in 313, recognises the actual estates of ecclesiastical

corporations. Another, published in 321, grants to all the subjects of

the empire, the power of bequeathing their property to the church.
His own liberality, and that of his successors, set an example which
did not want imitators. Passing rapidly from a condition of distress

and persecution to the summit of prosperity, the church degenerated
as rapidly from her ancient purity, and forfeited the respect of future

ages, in the same proportion as she acquired the blind veneration of

her own. Covetousness, especially, became almost a characteristic

vice. Valcntinian I., in 370, prohibited the clergy from receiving the

bequests of women ; a modification more discreditable than any gene
ral law could have been. And several of the fathers severely reprobate,

the prevailing avidity of their contemporaries.
The devotion of the conquering nations, as it was still less er.-

lightened than that of the subjects of the empire, so was it still more
munificent. They left, indeed, the worship of Hesus and Taranis in

their forests, but they retained the elementary principles of that, and
of all barbarous idolatry, a superstitious reverence for the priesthood,

a credulity that seemed to invite imposture, and a confidence in the

efficacy of gifts to expiate offences. Of this temper it is undeniable
that the ministers of religion, influenced probably not so much by per-

sonal covetousness, as by zeal for the interests of their order, took
advantage. Many of the peculiar and prominent characteristics in

the faith and discipline of those ages, appear to have been either intro-

duced, or sedulously prom.oted for the purposes of sordid fraud. To
those purposes conspired the veneration for relics, the worship of

images, the idolatry of saints and martyrs, the religious inviolability of

sanctuaries, the consecration of cemeteries, but above all, the doctrine

of purgatory, and masses for the relief of the dead. A creed thus

contrived, operating upon the minds of barbarians, lavish though
rapacious, and devout though dissolute, naturally caused a torrent of

opulence to pour in upon the church. Donations of land were con-

tinually made to the bishops, and, in still more ample proportions, to

the monastic foundations. These had not been very numerous in the

west till the beginning of the sixth century, when Benedict established
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his celebrated rule. A more remarkable show of piety, a more absolute

seclusion from the world, forms more impressive and edifyinj^, prayers

and masses more constantly repeated, gave to the professed in these

institutions a preference over the secular clergy.

The ecclesiastical hierarchy never received any territorial endow-
ment by law, either under the Roman empire, or the kingdoms erected

upon its ruins. But the voluntary munificence of princes as well as

their subjects amply supplied the place of a more universal provision.

Large private estates, or, as they were termed, patrimonies, not only

within their own dioceses, but sometimes in distant countries, sus-

tained the dignity of the principal sees, and especially that of Rome.
The French monarchs of the first dynasty, the Carlovingian family

and their great chief, the Saxon line of emperors, the kings of England
and Leon, set hardly any bounds to their liberality, as numerous
charters still extant in diplomatic collections attest. Many churches
possessed seven or eight thousand mansi ; one with but two thousand
passed for only indifferently rich. But it must be remarked, that many
of these donations are of lands uncultivated and unappropriated. The
monasteries acquired legitimate riches by the culture of these deserted

tracts, and by the prudent management of their revenues, which
were less exposed to the ordinary means of dissipation than those of

the laity. Their wealth, continually accumulated, enabled them to be-

come the regular purchasers of landed estates, especially in the time

of the crusades, when the fiefs of the nobility were constantly in the

market for sale or mortgage.
If the possessions of ecclesiastical communities had all been as

fairly earned, we could find nothing in them to reprehend. But other

sources of wealth were less pure ; and they derived their wealth from
many sources. Those who entered into a monastery threw frequently

their whole estates into the common stock ; and even the children of

rich parents were expected to make a donation of land on assuming
the cowl. Some gave their property to the church before entering on
military expeditions

;
gifts were made by some to take effect after their

lives, and bequests by many in the terrors of dissolution. Even those
legacies to charitable purposes, which the clergy could with more
decency and speciousness recommend, and of which the administra-
tion was generally confined to them, were frequently applied to their

ow n benefit.! They failed not, above all, to inculcate upon the wealthy
sinner, that no atonement could be so acceptable to heaven, as liberal

presents to its earthly delegates.^ To die without allotting a portion

of worldly wealth to pious uses was accounted almost like suicide, or

a refusal of the last sacraments ; and hence intestacy passed for a sort

of fraud upon the church, which she punished by taking the adminis-
tration of the deceased's effects into her own hands. This however

1 Primo sacris pastoribus data est facultas, ut haireditatis portio in paupercs et egenos dis-

pergcrctur ; sed scnsim ccclesisc quoquc in paupcruni censum vencrunt, atquc intcstata: gcntis
mens crcdita est proclivior in eas futiira fuisse: qua ex re pinguiiis illariiin patrimoninm
evasit. Immo episcopi ipsi in rem suam cjusmodi consuctudinem intcrdum convertebont : ac
tributum evasit, quod antca pii moris fiiit.

"^ Muratori has preserved a curious charter of an Italian count, who declares that, struck
with rctlections upon his sinful state, he had taken counsel with certain religious how he
should atone for his oTcnces. Acccpto consiio ab iis, excepto si renunciare sa:culo possem,
nullum esse melius inter elccmosinarum virtutcs, quani si do proprii-. nieis stibstantiis in mon<
sisterium concedercm. Hoc consilium ab iis libenter, ct ardcntissimo animo ego acceptt.
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wns peciilinr to J-'ngland, and seems to have been the case there only

between the rei\'ns of Henry III. and Edward III., when the bislifjp

took .1 portion of tlic intestate's personal estate, for the a' "f

the church and poor, instead of distributing^ it among his . - in.'

The canonical penances imposed upon repentant offenders, extrava-

j^antly severe in themselves, were commuted for money or for immov-
able possessions ; a fertile though scandalous source of monastic wealth,

which the popes afterwards diverted into their own coffers, by the

usage of dispensations and indulgences. 71ie church lands enjoyed an
immunity from taxes, though not in general from military service, when
of a feudal tenure. But their tenure was frequently in what was called

frankalmoign, without any obligation of service. Hence it became a
customary fraud of lay proprietors to grant estates to the church,
which they received again by way of fief or lease, exempted from public

burthens. And as if all these means of accumulating what they could

not legitimately enjoy were insufficient, the monks prostituted their

knowledge of writing to the purpose of forging charters in their o^^'Tl

favour, which might easily impose upon an ignorant age, since it has
required a peculiar science to detect them in modem times. Such
rapacity might seem incredible in men cut off from the pursuits of life,

and the hope of posterity, if we did not behold every day the unreason-
ableness of avarice, and the fervour of professional attachment.^
As an additional source of revenue, and in imitation of the Jewish

law, the pa}Tnent of tithes was recommended or enjoined. These,
however, were not applicable at first to the maintenance of a resident

clergy. Parochial divisions, as they now exist, did not take place, at

least in some countries, till several centuries after the establishment of

Christianity.^ The rural churches, erected successively as the neces-

sities of a congregation required, or the piety of a landlord suggested,

were in fact a sort of chapels dependent on the cathedral, and served

by itinerant ministers at the bishop's discretion. The bishop himself
received the tithes, and apportioned them as he thought fit. A capitu-

laiy of Charlemagne, however, regulates their division into three parts
;

one for the bishop and his clergy, a second for the poor, and a third

for the support of the fabric of the church.* Some of the rural churches
obtained by episcopal concessions the privileges of baptism and burial,

which were accompanied with a fixed share of tithes, and seem to

imply the residence of a minister. The same privileges were gradually

extended to the rest ; and thus a complete parochial division was
finally established. But this was hardly the case in England till near
the time of the conquest.

The slow and gradual manner in which parochial churches became
independent appears to be of itself a sufficient answer to those who
ascribe a great antiquity to the universal payment of tithes. There
are, however, more direct proofs that this species of ecclesiastical

property was acquired, not only by degrees, but with considerable

^ In France, the lord of the fiefseems to have taken the whole spoil. Du Cange, v. Intestatiis.

2 Muratori's Dissertations on the antiquities of Italy have furnished the principal materials

of my text, vith Father Paul's Treatise on Benefices. Giannone. Schmidt. Fleur^-, IIL
Discours sur I'Hist. Eccles. Du Cange, voc. Precaria.

3 Muratori and Fleury refer the origin of the parishes to the fourth century, but this must
be limited to the most populous parts of the empire.

'i Schmidt. This seems to have been founded on an ancient canou. F. PauL
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opposition. We find the payment of tithes first enjoined by the

canons of a provincial council in France near the end of the sixth

century. From the ninth to the end of the twelfth, or even later, it is

continually eni'orced by similar authority.^ Father Paul remarks, that

most of the sermons preached about the eighth century inculcate this

as a duty, and even seem to place the summit of Christian perfection

in its performance. This reluctant submission of the people to a
general and permanent tribute is perfectly consistent with the eager-

ness displayed by them in accumulating voluntary donations upon the

church. Charlemagne was the fust who gave the confirmation of a
civil statute to these ecclesiastical injunctions ; no one at least has, so

fir as I know, adduced any earlier law for the payment of tithes than
one of his capitularies.- Uut it would be precipitate to infer, either

that the practice had not already gained ground to a considerable

extent, through the inlluence of ecclesiastical authority, or on the other

hand, that it became universal in consequence of the commands of

Charlemagne."^ In the subsequent ages, it was very common to appro-
priate tithes, which had originally been payable to the bishop, either

towards the support of particular churches, or, according to the

prevalent superstition, to monastic foundations. These arbitrary con-

secrations, though the subject of complaint, lasted, by a sort of
prescriptive right of the landholder, till about the year 1200. It was
nearly at the same time that the obligation of paying tithes, which
had been originally confined to those called predial, or the fruits of

tlie earth, was extended, at least in theory, to eveiy species of profit,

and to the wages of every kind of labour.

Yet there were many hindrances that thwarted the clergy in their

acquisition of opulence, and a sort of reflux, that set sometimes very
strongly against them. In times of barbarous violence, nothing can
thoroughly compensate for the inferiority of physical strength and
prowess. The ecclesiastical history of the middle ages presents one
long contention of fraud against robbery ; of acquisitions made by the

church through such means as I have described, and torn from her by
lawless power. Those very men who, in the hour of sickness and
impending death, showered the gifts of expiatory devotion upon her
altars, had passed the sunshine of their lives in sacrilegious plunder.
Notwithstanding the frequent instances of extreme reverence for reli-

gious institutions among the nobility, we should be deceived in sup-
posing this to be their general character. Rapacity, not less insatiable

than that of the abbots, was commonly united with a daring fierceness

that the abbots could not resist. In every country, we find continual
lamentation over the plunder of ecclesiastical possessions. Charles
Martel is reproached with having given the first notorious example of

* Tithes arc said by Giannone to have heen enforced by some papal decrees in the sixth
century.

^ Mably has, with remarkable rashness, attacked the current opinion that Charlemagne
established the le.cr.il obligation of tithes, and denied that any of his capitularies bear such an
interpretation. Those which he quotes have indeed a ditVercnt meaning; but he has over-
looked an express enactment in 789, which admits of no question ; and I believe that there
arc others in confirmation.

^ The grant of Ethelwolf in 855 seems to be the most probable origin of the right to tithes
in England. Whether this law, for such it was, met with constant regard, is another ques-
tion. It is said by Marina that tithes were not legally established iu Castile till the reign o£
Alfonso X,
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such spoliation. It was not, however, commonly practised by sovc-
rci;;ns. But the evil was not the less universally felt. The parochial
tithes, especially, as the hand of robbery falls heaviest upon the weak,
were exposed to unlawful seizure. In the tenth and eleventh centuries
nothing; was more commf)n liian to see the revenues or benefices in

the hands of lay impropriators, who employed curates at the cheapest
rate ; an abuse that has never ceased in the church. Several attempts
were made to restore these tithes ; but even Gre;?ory VII. did not
venture to proceed in it ;i and indeed it is highly probable that the>'

mi.^ht be held in some instances by a lawful title.2 Sometimes the

property of monasteries was dilapidated by corrupt abbots, whose
acts, however clandestine and unlawful, it was not easy to revoke.
And both the bishops and convents were obliged to invest powerful
lay protectors, under the name of advocates, with considerable fiefs,

as the price of their assistance against depredators. But these advo-
cates became too often themselves the spoilers, and oppressed the

helpless ecclesiastics for whose defence they had been engaged.'*

If it had not been for these drawbacks, the clergy must, one would
imagine, have almost acquired the exclusive property of the soil.

They did enjoy nearly one-half of England, and, I believe, a greater

proportion in some countries of Europe.* They had reached, per-

haps, their zenith, in respect of territorial property, about the conclu-
sion of the twelfth century.^ After that time the disposition to enrich

the clergy by pious donations grew more languid, and was put under
certain legal restraints, to which I shall hereafter advert ; but they
became rather more secure from forcible usurpations.

The acquisitions of wealth by the church were hardly so remarkable,
and scarcely contributed so much to her greatness, as those innova-
tions upon the ordinary course of justice, which fall under the head
of ecclesiastical jurisdiction and immunity. It is hardly, perhaps,
necessary to caution the reader that rights of territorial justice pos-

sessed by ecclesiastics in virtue of their fiefs, are by no means in-

cluded in this description. Episcopal jurisdiction, properly so called^

may be considered as depending upon the choice of litigant parties

upon their condition, and upon the subject-matter of their dif-

ferences.

I. The arbitrative authority of ecclesiastical pastors, if not coeval

with Christianity, grew up very early in the church, and was natural,

or even necessary, to an insulated and persecuted society.^ Accus-
1 Schmidt. At an assembly held at St Denis in 997, the bishops proposed to restore the

tithes to the secular clergy ; but such a tumult was excited by this attempt, that the meeung
was broken up.

- Seidell. The third council of Lateran restrains laymen from transferring their impropri-
ated tithes to other laymen. This seems tacitly to admit that their possession was lawful, at

least by prescription.
•* For the injuries sustained by ecclesiastical proprietors, see Muraton. Du Cange, v.

Advocatus. Schmidt. Recueil des Historiens. Martenne. Vaissette, Hist, de Languedoc.
^ Turner's Hist, of England. According to a calculation founded on a pass;igc in Knygh-

ton, the revenue of the English church in 1337 amounted to 730,000 marks per annum. Alac-

pherson's Annals of Commerce.
^ The great age of monasteries in England was the reigns of Henr>' I.. Stephen, and Henry

II. David I. of Scotland, contemporary with Henry II., was also a noted founder of

monasteries.

G I Cor. iv. The word i^ovO€vr]iJ.€UOVS, rendered in our version " of no reputation," has
been interpreted by some to mean, persons destitute of coercive authority, referees. The
passage at least tends to discourage suits before a secular judge.
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tomcd to feel a stronij aversion to the imperial tribunals, and even to

consider a recurrence to them as hardly consistent with their profes-

sion, the early Christians retained somewhat of a similar prejudice

even after the establishment of their religion. The arbitration of

their bishops still seemed a less objectionable mode of settling differ-

ences. And this arbitrative jurisdiction was powerfully supported by
a law of Constantine, which directed the civil magistrate to enforce

the execution of episcopal awards. Another edict, ascribed to the

same emperor, and annexed to the Theodosian code, extended the

jurisdiction of the bishops to all causes which either party chose to

refer to it, even where they had already commenced in a secular court,

and declared the bishop's sentence not subject to appeal. This edict

has clearly been proved to be a forgery. It is evident, by a novel of

Valentinian III., about 450, that the church had still no jurisdiction

in questions of a temporal nature, except by means of the joint refer-

ence of contending parties. Some expressions, indeed, used by the

emperor, seem intended to repress the spirit of encroachment upon
the civil magistrates, which had probably begun to manifest itself.

Charlemagne, however, deceived by the spurious constitution in the

Theodosian code, repeats all its absurd and enormous provisions in

one of his capitularies. But it appears so inconceivable that an en-

lightened sovereign should deliberately place in the hierarchy this

absolute control over his own magistrates, that one might be justified

in suspecting some kind of fraud to have been practised upon him, or

at least that he was not thoroughly aware of the extent of his conces-

sion. Certain it is, that we do not find the church, in her most arro-

gant temper, asserting the full privileges contained in this capitulary.

2. If it was considered almost as a general obligation upon the pri-

mitive Christians to decide their civil disputes by internal arbitration,

much more would this be incumbent upon the clergy. The canons of
several councils, in the fourth and fifth centuries, sentence a bishop or

priest to deposition, who should bring any suit, civil or even criminal,

before a secular magistrate. This must, it should appear, be confined
to causes where the defendant was a clerk ; since the ecclesiastical

court had hitherto no coercive jurisdiction over the laity. It was not
so easy to induce laymen, in their suits against clerks, to prefer the

episcopal tribunal. The emperors were not at all disposed to favour
this species of encroachment till the reign of Justinian, who ordered
civil suits against ecclesiastics to be carried only before the bishops.

Yet this was accompanied by a provision, that a party dissatisfied with
the sentence might apply to the secular magistrate, not as an appel-

lant, but a co-ordinate jurisdiction ; for if different judgments were
given in the two courts, the process was ultimately referred to the em-
peror.i l)ut the early Merovingian kings adopted the exclusive juris-

diction of the bishop over causes wherein clerks were interested, with-

out any of the checks which Justinian had provided. Many laws
enacted during their reigns, and under Charlemagne, strictly prohibit

the temporal magistrates from entertaining complaints against the
children of the church.

* This was also established .iboitt the same time by Athalaric, king of the Ostrogoths, and
of course afTectcd the popcb^, who were his subjects. St Marc. Flcury.

y
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This jurisdiction over the civil causes of clerks was not immf.: uiy
attended with an cciually exclusive co;,'nisancc of criminal offences

imputed to them, wherein the state is so deeply interested, and the

church could intlict so inadequate a punishment. Justinian appears
to have reserved such offences for trial before the imperial magistrate,

thouf^h with a material provision, that the sentence against a clerk

should not be executed without tlie consent of the bishop, or the final

decision of the emperor. The bishop is not expressly mvested with
this controllin;^ power by the laws of the Merovingians ; but they
enact that he must be present at the trial of one of his clerks ; which.

probably was intended to declare the necessity of his concurrence in

the judgment. The episcopal order was indeed absolutely exempted
from secular jurisdiction by Justinian ; a privilege which it had vainly

endeavoured to establish under the earlier emperors. France per-

mitted the same immunity ; Chilperic, one of the most arbitrary of her
kings, did not venture to charge some of his bishops with treason,

except before a council of their brethren. Finally, Charlemagne seems
to have extended to the whole body of the clergy an absolute exemp-
tion from the judicial authority of the civil magistrate.^

3. The character of a cause, as well as of the parties engaged, might
bring it within the limits of ecclesiastical jurisdiction. In all ques-

tions simply religious, the church had an original right of decision ;

in those of a temporal nature, the civil magistrate had, by the imperial

constitutions, as exclusive an authority.- Later ages witnessed strange
innovations in this respect, when the spiritual courts usurped, under
sophistical pretences, almost the whole administration of justice. But
these encroachments were not, I apprehend, very striking till the

twelfth century , and as about the same time measures, more or less

vigorous and successful, began to be adopted in order to restrain them,
I shall defer this part of the subject for the present.

In this sketch of the riches and juri.^diction of the hierarchy, I may
seem to have implied their political influence, which is naturally con-
nected with the two former. They possessed, however, more direct

means of acquiring temporal power. Even under the Roman em-
perors they had found their road into palaces ; they were sometimes
ministers, more often secret counsellors, always necessary, but formid-

able allies, whose support was to be conciliated, and interference to be
respected. But they assumed a far more decided influence over the

r.ew kingdoms of the west. They were entitled, in the first place, by
the nature of those free governments, to a privilege unknown under
the imperial despotism, that of assisting in the deliberative assemblies
of the nation. Councils of bishops, such as had been convoked by
Constantine and his successors, were limited in their functions to

decisions of faith, or canons of ecclesiastical discipline. But the north-

ern nations did not so well preserve the distinction between secular

and spiritual legislation. The laity seldom, perhaps, gave their suf-

frage to the canons of the church ; but the church was not so scrupu-

1 Some mnters do not state the laws of Charlemagne fo strongly. Nevertheless, the words
of a capitulary in 789, Ut clerici ecclesiastici ordinis si culpam incurrerint, apud ecclciiaslicos

judicentur, non apud saeculares, are sufficiently general.
_-' Quolies de religione agitur, episcopos oportet judicare ; alteras vero causas quae ad or*

marios cognitores vel ad usum publici juris pertinent, legibus oportet audiri.
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lous as to trespassing upon the province of the laity. Many provisions

are found in the canons of national and even provincial councils,

which relate to the temporal constitution of the state. Thus one held

at Calckiith, (an unknown place in England,) in 787, enacted that none
but legitimate princes should be raised to the throne, and not such as

were engendered in adultery or incest. But it is to be observed that,

although this synod was strictly ecclesiastical, being summoned by the

pope's legate, yet the kings of Mercia and Northumberland, with many
of their nobles, confirmed the canons by their signature. As for the

councils held under the Visigoth kings of Spain during the seventh

century, it is not easy to determine whether they are to be considered

as ecclesiastical or temporal assemblies. No kingdom was so

thoroughly under the bondage of the hierarchy as Spain.i The
first dynasty of France seem to have kept their national convention,

called the Field of March, more distinct from merely ecclesiastical

councils.

The bishops acquired and retained a great part of their ascendency
by a very respectable instrument of power, intellectual superiority.

As they alone were acquainted with the art of writing, they were natu-

rally intrusted with political correspondence, and with the framing of

the laws. As they alone knew the elements of a few sciences, the edu-

cation of roval families devolved upon them as a necessary duty. In
the fall of Rome, their influence upon the barbarians wore down the

asperities of conquest, and saved the provincials half the shock of that

tremendous revolution. As captive Greece is said to have subdued
her Roman conqueror, so Rome, in her own turn of servitude, cast the

fetters of a moral captivity upon the fierce invaders of the north.

Chiefly through the exertions of the bishops, whose ambition may be
forgiven for its effects, her religion, her language, in part even her
laws, were transplanted into the courts of Paris and Toledo, which be-

came a degree less barbarous by imitation.

Notwithstanding, however, the great authority and privileges of the

church, it was decidedly subject to the supremacy of the crown, both
during the continuance of the western empire, and after its subversion.

The emperors convoked, regulated, and dissolved universal councils

;

the kings of France and Spain exercised the same right over the synods
of their national churches.- The Ostrogoth kings of Italy fixed by their

edicts the limits within which matrimony was prohibited on account of
consanguinity, and granted dispensations from them. Though the

Roman emperors left episcopal elections to the clergy and people of

the diocese, in which they were followed by the Ostrogoths and Lom-
bards, yet they often interfered so far as to confirm a decision, or to

determine a contest. The kings of France went farther, and seem to

have invariably either nominated the bishops, or, what was nearly

tantamount, recommended their own candidate to the electors.

But the sovereign who maintained with the greatest vigour his eccle-

siastical supremacy was Charlemagne. Most of the capitularies of his

reign relate to the discipline of the church
;
principally, indeed, taken

from the ancient canons, but not the less receiving an additional

' Sec instances of the temporal power of the Spanish bishops in Fleury.
'

^ For the ecclesiastical independence of Spain, down to the eleventh century, see Marina.
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sanction from liis authority. Some of his regulations, which appear to

have been original, are such as men of the high church principles

would, even in modern times, deem infringements of spiritual mdepend-
encc ; that no legend of doubtful authority should be read in the
churches, but only the canonical books, and that no saint should be
honoured whom the whole church did not acknowledge. These were
not passed in a synod of bishops, but enjoined by the sole authority of
the emperor, who seems to have arrogated a legislative power over the
church, which he did not possess in temporal affairs. Many of his

other laws relating to the ecclesiastical constitution are enacted in a
general council of the lay nobility as well as of prelates, and are so
blended with those of a secular nature, that the two orders may appear
to have equally consented to the whole. His father Pepin, indeed, left

a remarkable precedent in a council held in 744, where the Nicene
faith is declared to be established, and even a particular heresy con-
demned, with the consent of the bishops and nobles. But whatever
share we may imagine the laity in general to have had in such matters,

Charlemagne himself did not consider even theological decisions as
beyond his province ; and, in more than one instance, manifested a
determination not to surrender his own judgment, even in questions of
that nature, to any ecclesiastical authority.

This part of Charlemagne's conduct is duly to be taken into the ac-

count, before we censure his vast extension of ecclesiastical privileges.

Nothing was more remote from his character than the bigotry of those
Aveak princes, who have suffered the clergy to reign under their names.
He acted upon a systematic plan of government, conceived by his own
comprehensive genius, but requiring too continual an application of
similar talents for durable execution. It was ihe error of a superior

mind, zealous for religion and learning, to believe that men, dedicated
to the functions of the one, and possessing what remained of the other,

might, through strict rules of discipline, enforced by the constant vigi-

lance of the sovereign, become fit instruments to reform and civilise a
barbarous empire. It was the error of a magnanimous spirit to judge
too favourably of human nature, and to presume that great trusts would
be fulfilled, and great benefits remembered.

It is highly probable, indeed, that an ambitious hierarchy did not
endure without reluctance this imperial supremacy of Charlemagne,
though it w^as not expedient for them to resist a prince so formidable,

and from whom they had so much to expect. But their dissatisfaction

at a scheme of government incompatible with their own objects of per-

fect independence produced a violent recoil under Louis the Debonair,
who attempted to act the censor of ecclesiastical abuses with as much
earnestness as his father, though with very inferior qualifications for so

delicate an undertaking. The bishops accordingly were among the

chief instigators of those numerous revolts of his children, which
harassed this emperor. They set, upon one occasion, the first example
of an usurpation which was to become very dangerous to society, the

deposition of sovereigns by ecclesiastical authority. Louis, a prisoner

in the hands of his enemies, had been intimidated enough to undergo
a public penance ; and the bishops pretended that, according to a canon
of the church, he was incapable of returning afterwards to a secular
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life, or preserving the character of sovereignty.^ Circumstances enabled
him to retain the empire, in defiance of this sentence ; but the church
had tasted the pleasure of trampling upon crowned heads, and was
eager to repeat the experiment. Under the disjointed and feeble ad-

ministration of his posterity in their several kingdoms, the bishops
availed themselves of more than one opportunity to exalt their temporal
power. Those weak Carlovingian princes, in their mutual animosities,

encouraged the pretensions of a common enemy. Thus Charles the

Bald, and Louis of Bavaria, having driven their brother Lothaire from
his dominions, held an assembly of some bishops, who adjudged him
imworthy to reign, and after exacting a promise from the two allied

brothers to govern better than he had done, permitted and commanded
them to divide his territories. After concurring in this unprecedented
encroachment, Charles the Bald had little right to complain when,
some years afterwards, an assembly of bishops declared himself to have
forfeited his crown, released his subjects from their allegiance, and
transfc'/red his kingdom to Louis of Bavaria. But, in truth, he did

not pretend to deny the principle which he had contributed to maintain.

Even in his own behalf, he did not appeal to the rights of sovereigns,

and of the nation whom they represent. " No one," says this degener-

ate grandson of Charlemagne, " ought to have degraded me from the
throne to which I was consecrated, until at least I had been heard and
judged by the bishops, through whose ministry I was consecrated, who
are called the thrones of God, in which God sitteth, and by whom He
dispenses His judgments ; to whose paternal chastisement 1 was willing

to submit, and do still submit myself."

These passages are very remarkable, and afford a decisive proof that

the power obtained by national churches, through the superstitious

prejudices then received, and a train of favourable circumstances, was
as dangerous to civil government, as the subsequent usurpations of the
Roman pontiff, against which Protestant writers are apt too exclusively

to direct their animadversions. Voltaire, I think, has remarked, that

the ninth century was the age of the bishops, as the eleventh and
twelfth were of the popes. It seemed as if Europe was about to pass
under as absolute a domination of the hierarchy, as had been exercised
by the priesthood of ancient Egypt, or the Druids of Gaul. There is

extant a remarkable instrument, recording the election of Boson, king
of Aries, by which the bishops alone appear to have elevated him to

the throne, without any concurrence of the nobility. But it is incon-
ceivable that such could have really been the case ; and if the instru-

ment is genuine, we must suppose it to have been framed in order to

countenance future pretensions. For the clergy, by their exclusive

* HabitQ sjcculi se cxitens h.ibitum pocnitentis per impositionem manuum cpi-;coporum
susceptit ; ut post tantam talemque pceniientiam nemo ultra ad militiam saiciilarcm rcdeat.

There was a sort of precedent, though not, I think, ver>' apposite, for this doctrine of implied
abdication, in the case of Wamba, king of the Visigoths in Spain, who, having been clothed
with a monastic dress, according to a common superstition, during a dangerous illness, was
afterwards adjudged by a council incapable of resuming his crown ; to which he voluntarily
submitted. The stoiy, as told by an original writer, quoted in Baronius, A.P. 68i, is too
obscure to warrant any positive inference ; though I think we may justly suspect a fraudulent
contrivance between the bishops and Ervigius, the successor of V^'amba. The latter, besides
his monastic attire, had received the last sacraments ; after which he might be deemed civilly

dead. Fleury puts this case too strongly, when he tells us, that the bishops deposed Wamba ;

it may have been a voluntary abdication, influenced by superstition, or, perhaps, by disease.
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knowledge of Latin, had it in their power to mould the language of

public documents for their own purposes ; a circumstance which should
be cautiously kept in mind when we peruse instruments drawn up
during the dark ages.

It was with an equal defiance of notorious truth, that the bishop of
Winchester, presiding as papal legate at an assembly of the clergy in

1 141, during tlic civil war of Stephen and Matilda, asserted the right

of electing a king of England to appertain principally to that order
;

and by virtue of this unprecedented claim raised Matilda to the throne.^

England, indeed, had been obsequious, beyond most other countries,

to the arrogance of her hierarchy ; especially during the Anglo-Saxon
period, when the nation was sunk in ignorance and effeminate super-
stition. Every one knows the story of king Edwy, in some form or
other, though I believe it is impossible to ascertain the real circum-
stances of that controverted anecdote. But, upon the supposition least

favourable to the king, the behaviour of archbishop Odo and St Dun-
stan was an intolerable outrage of spiritual tyranny.2

But while the prelates of these nations, each within his respective

sphere, were prosecuting their system of encroachment upon the laity,

a new scheme was secretly forming within the bosom of the church, to

enthral both that and the temporal governments of the world under an
ecclesiastical monarch. Long before the earliest epoch that can be
fixed for modern history, and, indeed, to speak fairly, almost as far back
as ecclesiastical testimonies can carry us, the bishops of Rome had
been venerated as first in rank among the rulers of the church. The
nature of this primacy is doubtless a very controverted subject. It is,

however, reduced by some moderate Catholics to little more than a
precedency attached to the see of Rome in consequence of its founda-
tion by the chief of the apostles, as well as the dignity of the imperial
city.s A sort of general superintendence was admitted as an attribute

^ Ventilata est causa, says the legate, coram majori parte cleri Angliae, ad cujus jus potis-

simum spectat principem eligere, simulque ordinare. Invocata itaque primo in auxi ium
divinitate, filiam pacifici regis, S:c. in Angliae Normanniseque dominam eligimus, et ei fidem
et manutenementum promittimus.

2 Two living writers of the Roman Catholic communion. Dr Milner, in his History of Win-
chester, and Mr Lingard, in his Antiquities of the Anglo-Saxon church, contend that Elgiva,
whom some Protestant historians are wiiling to represent as the queen of Edwy, was but his

mistress, and seem inclined to justify the conduct of Odo and Dunstan towards this unfor-

tunate couple. They are unquestionably so far right, that few, if any, of those writers who
have been quoted as authorities in respect of this story speak of the lady as a queen or lawful

wife. I must, therefore, strongly reprobate the conduct of Dr Henry, who, calling Elgiva
queen, and asserting that she was married, refers, at the bottom of his page, to William ot

Malmsbury, and other chroniclers, who give a totally opposite account ; especially as he dees
not intimate, by a single expression, that the nature of her conne.xion with the king was equi-

vocal. Such a practice, when it proceeds, as Tfear it did in this instance, not from oversight,

but from prejudice, is a glaring violation of historical integrity, and tends to render the use of

references, that great improvement of modem history, a sort of fraud upon the reader. But
the fact itself, one certainly of little importance, is, in my opinion, not capable of being proved
or disproved. The authorities, as they are called—that is, the passages in monkish writers

which mention this transaction—are neither sufficiently circumstantial, nor cor.sistent, nor
impartial, nor contemporaneous, to afford ground for rational belief; or, at least, there must
always remain a strong shade of uncertainty. And it is plain that different reports of the

story prevailed, so as to induce some to imagine that there were two Elgivas, one queen, the other

concubine. But the monkish chroniclers, experto credite, are not entitled to so much ceremony.
3 These foundations of the Roman primacy are indicated by Valentinian III., a great

favourer of that see, in a novel of the year 455 : Cum egitur sedis apostolicae primatum E.

Petri meritum, qui est princeps sacerdotalis coronse, et Romanse dignitas civ-itatis, sacrse

etiam synodi firmavit auctoritas. The last words allude to the sixth canon of the Nicene
council, which establishes, or recognises, the patriarchal supremacy, in their respective dis-
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of this primacy, so that the bishops of Rome were entitled, and indeed
bound, to remonstrate when any error or irregularity came to their

knowledge, especially in the western churches, a greater part of which
had been planted by them, and were connected, as it were by filiation,

with the common capital of the Roman empire and of Christendom.^

Various causes had a tendency to prevent the bishops of Rome from
augmenting their authority in the east, and even to diminish that which
they had occasionally exercised ; the institution of patriarchs at Anti-

och, Alexandria, and afterwards at Constantinople, with extensive

rights of jurisdiction ; the difference of rituals and discipline ; but
above all, the many disgusts taken by the Greeks, which ultimately

produced an irreparable schism between the two churches in the ninth

century. But within the pale of the Latin church, every succeeding
age enhanced the power and dignity of the Roman see. By the consti-

tution of the church, such at least as it became in the fourth century,

its divisions being arranged in conformity to those of the empire, every
province ought to have its metropolitan, and every vicariate its eccle-

siastical exarch or primate. The bishop of Rome presided, in the
latter capacity, over the Roman vicariate, comprehending southern
Italy, and the three chief Mediterranean islands. But, as it happened,
none of the ten provinces forming this division had any metropolitan

;

so that the popes exercised all metropolitical functions within them,
such as the consecration of bishops, the convocation of synods, the

ultimate decision of appeals, and many other sorts of authority. These
provinces are sometimes called the Roman patriarchate ; the bishop of

Rome having always been reckoned one, generally indeed the first, of

the patriarchs ; each of whom was at the head of all the metropolitans
witliin his limits, but without exercising those privileges which by the
ecclesiastical constitution appertained to the latter. Though the Ro-
man patriarchate, properly so called, was comparatively very small in

extent, it gave its chief, for the reason mentioned, advantages in point
of authority which the others did not possess.-

I may perhaps appear to have noticed circumstances interesting

only to ecclesiastical scholars. But it is important to apprehend this

distinction of the patriarchate from the primacy of Rome, because it

was by extending the boundaries of the former, and by applying the
maxims of her administration in the south of Italy to all the western
churches, that she accomplished the first object of her scheme of
usurpation, in subverting the provincial system of government under
the metropolitans. Their first encroachment of this kind was in the
province of lllyricum, which they annexed in a manner to their own
patriarchate, by not permitting any bishops to be consecrated without

trict<:, of the churches of Rome, Antioch, and Alexandria. De Marca. At a much carh'er

period, Irenteus ratlicr vaguely, and Cyprian more positively, admit, or rather assert, the
primacy of the Church of Rome, which tiie latter seems even to have considered as a kind of
centre of Catholic unity, though he resisted every attempt of that church to arrogate aeon-
trolling power.

1 The opinion of the Roman see's supremacy, though app.nrently rather a v.igtie and general
notion, as it stiil continues in those Catholics who deny its infallibility, seems to have prevailed
very much in the fourih century. Fleury brings rcniark.able proofs of this from the writings
of Socr.ites, Sozomcn, Amniianiis Marcelhnus, .and Optaius.

2 There is some di ..asrecment among writers as to the extent of the Roman patriarchate,
which some suppose to iiavc even at fir>t comprehended all the western churches, though they
admit that, in a more particular sense, it was confined to the vicariate of Rome.
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their consent. i This was before the end of the fourth century. Their
subsequent advances were, however, very gradual. About the middle
of the sixth century, we find them confirming the elections of arch-

bishops of Milan. They came by degrees to exercise, though not

always successfully, and seldom without opposition, an appellant

jurisdiction over the causes of bishops, deposed or censured m pro-

vincial synods. This, indeed, had been granted, if wc believe the

fact, by the canons of a very early council, that of Sardica in 347, so

far as to permit the pope to order a revision of the process, but not to

annul the sentcncc.2 Valcntinian III., influenced by Leo the Great,

one of the most ambitious of pontiffs, had gone a great deal farther,

and established almost an absolute judicial supremacy in the Holy
See.3 But the metropolitans were not inclined to surrender their pre-

rogatives ; and upon the whole, the papal authority had made no
decisive progress in France, or perhaps anywhere beyond Italy, till

the pontificate of Gregory I., 590-604.
This celebrated person was not distinguished by learning, which he

affected to depreciate, nor by his literary performances, which the best

critics consider as below mediocrity, but by qualities more necessary
for his purpose, intrepid ambition and unceasmg activity. He main-
tained a perpetual correspondence with the emperors and their minis-

ters, with the sovereigns of the western kingdoms, with all the hier-

archy of the catholic church ; employing, as occasion dictated, the

language of devotion, arrogance, or adulation.* Claims hitherto dis-

puted, or half preferred, assumed under his hands a more definite

form ; and nations too ignorant to compare precedents, or discriminate

principles, yielded to assertions confidently made by the authority

which they most respected. Gregory dwelt more than his predeces-

1 The ecclesiastical province of IlIjTicum included Macedonia. Siricius, the aufhor of this

encroachment, seems to have been one of tlie first usurpers. In a letter to the Spanish
bishops (a.d. 375) he exalts his own authority very high.

2 These canons have been que-^tioned, and Dupin does not seem to lay much stress on their

authority, though I dD not perceive that either he or Fleury doubts their genuineness. Sar-
dica was a city of Illyricum, which the translator of Mosheim has confounded with Sardes.

Consultations, or references to the bishop of Rome, in riifficult cases of fai:h or discipline,

had been common in early ages, and were even made by provincial and national councils.

But these were also made to other bisiiops, eminent for personal merit or the dignity of their

sees. The popes endeavoured to claim this as a matter of right. Innocent I. asserts (a.d.

402) that he was to be consulted, quoties fidei ratio ventilatur; and Gelasius (a.d. 492; quan-
tum ad religionem pertinet, non nisi apostolicie sedi, juxta canones, debetur summa judicii

totius. As the oak is in the acorn, so did these maxims contain the system of Bellarmine.
De Marca. Dupin.

3 Some bishops belonging to the province of Hi!ary, metropolitan of Aries, appealed from
his sentence to Leo, who not only entertained their appeal, but presumed to depose Hilary-.

This assumption of" power would h.ive had little effect, if it had not been seconded by the
emperor in very unguarded language ; hoc perenni sanctionc decernimus, ne quid tarn epis-

copis Gallicanis, quam aliarm provinciarum, contra consuetudinem veterem liceat sine aiic-

torilate viri venerabilis papse urbis jeterna; tentare ; sed illis omnibusque pro lege sit, quid-

quid sanxit vel sanxerit apostolicae sedis auctoritas. De Marca. The same emperor enacted
that any bishop who refused to attend the tribunal of the pope when summoned should be
compelled by the governor of his province; ut quisquis episcoporum ad judicium Romani
episcopi evocatus venire neglexerii, per nioderatorem ejusdeni provinciae adesse cogatur.
Dupin.

* The flattering style in which this pontiff addressed Erunehaut and Phocas, the most
flagitious monsters of his time, is mentioned in all civii and ecclesiastical histories. Fleurv
quotes a remarkable letter to the patriarchs of Antioch and Alexandria, wherein he says that
St Peter has one see, divided into three, Rome, Antioch, and Alexandria : stooping to this

absurdity, and inconsistence with his real system, in order to conciliate their alliance against
his more immediate rival, the patriarch of Constantinople. Hist. Ecclet>.
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sors upon the power of the keys, exclusively, or at least principally

committed to St Peter, which had been supposed in earlier times, as

it is now by the Galilean catholics, to be inherent in the general body
of bishops, joint sharers of one indivisible episcopacy. And thus the

patriarchal ri<j[hts, being manifestly of mere ecclesiastical institution,

\vere artfully confounded, or as it were merged, in the more paramount
supremacy of the papal chair. From the time of Gregory, the popes
appear in a great measure to have thrown away that scaffolding, and
relied in preference on the pious veneration of the people, and on the

opportunities which might occur for enforcing their dominion with the

pretence of divine authority.i

It cannot, I think, be said that any material acquisitions of ecclesi-

astical power were obtained by the successors of Gregory for nearly
one hundred and fifty years.'*^ As none of them possessed vigour and
reputation equal to his own, it might even appear that the papal influ-

ence was retrograde. But in effect the principles which supported it

were taking deeper root, and acquiring strength by occasional, though

* Gregory seems to have established the appellant jurisdiction of the see of Rome, which
had been long in suspense. Stephen, a Spanish bishop, having been deposed, appealed to

Komc. Gregory sent a legate to Spain, witli full powers to confirm or rescind the sentence.
He says in his letter on this occasion: \ sedc apostolicii quae omnium ecclcsiarum caput est,

causa ha;c audienda ac dirimcnda fucrat. De Marca. In writing to the bishops of France,
he enjoins them to obey Virgilius, bishop of Aries, whom he has appointed his legate in

France, secundum antiquam consuetudinem ; so that if any contention should arise in the
church, he may appease it by his authority, as vicegerent of the apostolic see; auctoritatis

sua; vigore, vicibus nempe apostolicse sedis functus, discreta moderatione compestat. Gre-
gorii Opera.

^ I observe that some modern publications annex considerable importance to a supposed
concession of the title of Universal Bishop, made by the emperor Phocas in 606 to Honiface
I II., and even appear to date the papal supremacy from this epoch. Those who have imbibed
this notion may probably have been misled by a loose expression in Mosheini's Eccles. Hist.,

though the general tenor of that passage by no means gives countenance to their opinion.

But tiierenre several strong objections to our considering this as a leading fact, much less as
marking .'W» era in the history of the papacy, i. Its truth, as comnmnly stated, appears more
than cjuestionable. The Roman pontiffs, Gregory I. and Boniface III., had been vehemently
opposnig the. as>umplion of this title by the patriarch of Constantinople, not as due to them-
selves, but as one to which no bishop could legitimately pretend. There would be something
almost ridiculous in the emperor's immediately conferring an appellation on themselves, which
they had just disclaimed; and though this objection would not stand :;gainst evidence, yet
when we find no better authority quoted for the fact than Earonius, who is no authority at
all, it retains con.siderable weight. And indeed the want of early testimony is so decisive an
objection to any alleged historical fact, that but for the strange prepossessions of some men,
one rni_ht rest the case here. Fleury takes no notice of this part of the story, though he tells

us that Phocas compelled the Patriarch of Constantinople to resign his title. 2. P.ut if the
strongest proof could be advanced for the authenticity 01" this circumstance, we might well
deny its importance. The concession of Phocas could have been of no validity in Lombardy,
Fiance, and other western countries, where nevertheless the papal supremacy was incom-
parably more established than in the east. 3. Even within the empire it could have had no
efficacy after the violent death of tiiat iisurpLr, which followed soon afterwards. 4. The title

of Universal Bishop is not very intelligible; but whatever it meant, tliC patriarchs of Con-
stantinople had borne it before, and continued to bear it ever aftetwards. Dupin. 5. The
preceding popes, Pelagius II and Gregory I., had constantly disclaimed the appellation,

though it had been adopted by some towards Leo the Great in the council of Chalccdon,
(Fleury,) nor does it appear to have been retained by the successors of Boniface, at least for

some centuries. It is even laid down in the decretuin of Giatian that the pope is not styled
universal : Nee eliam Romanus pontife.\ universalis appellatur ; thou;.;h some refer its as-

sumption to the ninth century. Nouveau Traiic de Diplom. In fact it has never been an
usual title. 6. The popes had unquestionably e.iccrcised a species of supremacy for more
tlian two centuries before this time, which had lately reached a high point of authority under
Gregory I. The rescript of Valcntinian III., in 455, quoted in a former note, would cert.iinly

be more to the purpose than the letter of Phocas. 7. Lastly, there .Trc no sensible marks o(
this supremacy making a more rapid progress for a century and a h.^lf after the pretended
grant of that emperor.
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not veiy frequent exercise. Appeals to the pope were sometimes made
by prelates dissatisfied with a local sentence ; but his judgment of

reversal was not always executed, as we perceive by the instance of

Bishop Wilfrid. 1 National councils were still convoked by princes,

and canons enacted under their authority by the bishops who attended.

Though the church of Lombardy was under great subjection during
this period, yet those of France, and even of England, planted as the

latter had been by Gregory, continued to preserve a tolerable measure
of independence. The first striking infringement of this was made
through the influence of an Englishman, Winfrid, better known as St
Boniface, the apostle of Germany. Having undertaken the conversion
of Thurinc;ia, and other still heathen countries, he applied to the pope
for a commission, and was consecrated bishop without any determinate
see. Upon this occasion he took an oath of obedience, and became
ever afterwards a zealous upholder of the apostolical chair. His suc-

cess in the conversion of Germany was great, his reputation eminent,
which enabled him to effect a material revolution in ecclesiastical

government. Pelagius II. had, about 580, sent a pallium, or vest

peculiar to metropolitans, to the bishop of Aries, perpetual vicar of the

Roman see in Gaul.2 Gregory I. had made a similar present to other

metropolitans. But it was never supposed that they were obliged to

wait for this favour before they received consecration, until a synod of

the French and German bishops, held at Frankfort, in 742, by Boniface,

as legate of Pope Zachary, It was here enacted, that, as a token of

their willing subjection to the see of Rome, all metropolitans should
request the pallium at the hands of the pope, and obey his lawful

commands.^ This was construed by the popes to mean a promise of

obedience before receiving the pall, which was changed in aftertimes

by Gregory VII. into an oath of fealty.*

This council of Frankfort claims a leading place as an epoch in the

history of the papacy. Several events ensued, chiefly of a political

nature, which rapidly elevated that usurpation almost to its greatest

height. Subjects of the throne of Constantinople, the popes had not
i I refer to the English historians for the history of Wilfred, which neither altogether sup-

ports, nor much impeaches, the independency of our Anglo-Saxon church in 700, a matter
hardly worth so much contention as Usher and Stillingfleet seem to have thought. The con-
secration of Theodore by pope Vital ian in 663 is a stronger fact, and cannot be got over by
those injudicious Protestants who take the bull by the horns.

2 Ut ad instar suum, in Galliarum partibus primi sacerdotis locum obtineat, et quidquid ad
gubernationem vel dispensationem ecclesiastici status gerendum est, servatis patrum regulis,

et sedis apostolicae constitutis, faciat. Preterea, pallium illi concedit, &c. Dupin. Gregory
I. confirmed this vicariat to Virgilius, bishop of Aries, and gave him the power of convoking
synods. De Marca.

3 Decrevimiis, says Boniface, in nostro synodali conventu, et confess! sumus fidem catho-
licam, et unitatem et subjectionem Romanae ecclesiae fine tenus servare. S. Petro et vicario

ejus velle subjici, metropolitanos pallia ab ilia sede quaerere, et, per omnia, praecepta S. Petri

canonice sequi. De Marca. Schmidt. This writer justly remarks the obligation which Rorr.e

had to St Boniface, who anticipated the system of Isidore. We have a letter from him to the

English clergy, with a copy of canons passed in one of his s\Tiods, for the exaltation of the ppos-
tolic see, but the church of England was not then inclined to acknowledge so great a supremacy
in Rome. Collier's Eccles. Hist.

In the eighth general council, that of Constantinople in 872, this prerogative of sending the
pallium to metropolitans was not only confirmed to the pope, but extended to the other
patriarchs, who had every disposition to become as great usurpers as their more fortunate
elder brother.

^ De Marca. Schmidt. According to the latter, this oath of fidelity was exacted in the
ni;ith century ; which is very probable, since Gregory VII. himself did but fill up the sketch
which Nicolas F. and John VIII. had delineated. I have since found this confirmed by Gratian.
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as yet interfered, unless by mere admonition, with the temporal magis-
trate. The first instance, wherein the civil duties of a nation and the

rights of a crown appear to have been submitted to his decision, was
in that famous relerence as to the deposition of Childcric. It is impos-
sible to consider this in any other light than as a point of casuistry laid

before the first religious judge in the church. Certainly the Franks
who raised the king of their choice upon their shields never dreamed
that a foreign priest had conferred upon him the right of governing.

Yet it was easy for succeeding advocates of Rome to construe this

transaction very favourably for its usurpation over the thrones of the

earth.

1

I shall but just glance at the subsequent political revolutions of that

period ; the invasion of Italy by Pepin, his donation of the exarchate
to the Holy See, the conquest of Lombardy by Charlemagne, the patri-

ciate of Rome conferred upon both these princes, and the revival of the

western empire in the person of the latter. These events had a natural

tendency to exalt the papal supremacy, which it is needless to indicate,

liut a circumstance of a very different nature contributed to this in a
still greater degree. About the conclusion of the eighth century, there

appeared, under the name of one Isidore, an unknown person, a collec-

tion of ecclesiastical canons, now commonly denominated the False
Decretals.2 These purported to be rescripts or decrees of the early

bishops of Rome ; and their effect was to diminish the authority of

metropolitans over their suffragans, by establishing an appellant juris-

diction of the Roman See in all causes, and by forbidding national

councils to be holden without its consent. Every bishop, according to

the decretals of Isidore, was amenable only to the immediate tribunal

of the pope ; by which one of the most ancient rights of the provincial

synod was abrogated. Every accused person might not only appeal
from an inferior sentence, but remove an unfinished process before the

supreme pontiff And the latter, instead of directing a revision of the
proceedings by the original judges, m.ight annul them by his own
authority—a strain of jurisdiction beyond the canons of Sardica, but
certainly warranted by the more recent practice of Rome. New sees

were not to be erected, nor bishops translated from one see to another,
nor their resignations accepted, without the sanction of the pope.
They were still, indeed, to be consecrated by the metropolitan, but in

the pope's name. It has been plausibly suspected, that these de-
cretals were forged by some bishop, in jealousy or resentment ; and
their general reception may at least be partly ascribed to such senti-

ments. The archbishops were exceedingly powerful, and might often

^ Eginhard says that Pepin was made king per aiicioritatem Romani pontificis; an am-
bi'::uous word, which may rise to commayid, or sink to advice, according to the disposition of
tlic Interpreter.

^ The era of the Fal^^c Decret.nls has not been precisely fixed ; they have seldom been sup-
posed, however, to have appeared much before Soo. r.ut there is a genuine collection of
canons publislied by Adrian I. in 7S5, which contain nearly the same principles, and many of
which are copied by Isidore, as well .is Charlemagne in his c.ipitulanes. De Marca. Gian-
none. Dupin. Floury' seems to consider the Decretals as older than this collection of
Adrian, but I have not observed the same opinion in any other writer. The right of appeal
from a sentence of the metropolitan deposing r bishop to the Holy Sec is positively recognised
in the capitularies of Louis the Debonair, the three last books oi which, according to the
collection of Ansejpsus, are said to be apostolica auctorifate roborata, quia his cudendis
maximc apostolica mtcrfuit legatio.
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abuse their superiority over inferior prelates ; but tlie whole episcopal
aristocracy had abundant reason to lament their acquiescence in a
system of which the metropolitans were but the earliest victims. Upon
these spurious decretals was built the great fabric of papal supremacy
over the different national churches ; a fabric which has stood after its

foundation crumbled beneath it ; for no one has pretended to deny, for

the last two centuries, that the imposture is too palpable for any but
the most i^morant ages to credit.

^

The Gallican church made for some time a spirited, though unavail-

ing struggle against this rising despotism. Gregory IV., having come
into France to abet the children of Louis the Debonair in their re-

bellion, and threatened to excommunicate the bishops who adhered to

the emperor, was repelled with indignation by those prelates. If he
comes here to excommunicate, said they, he shall depart hence excom-
municated. In the subsequent reign of Charles the Bald, a bold de-

fender of ecclesiastical independence was found in Hincmar, archbishop
of Rheims, the most distinguished statesman of his age. Appeals to

the pope even by ordinary clerks had become common, and the pro-

vincial councils, hitherto the supreme spiritual tribunal, as well as

legislature, were falling rapidly into decay. The frame of church
government, which had lasted from the third or fourth century, was
nearly dissolved ; a refractory bishop was sure to invoke the supreme
court of appeal, and generally met there with a more favourable judi-

cature. Hincmar, a man equal in ambition, and almost in public

estimation, to any pontiff, sometimes came off successfully in his con-
tentions with Rome.2 But time is fatal to the unanimity of coalitions

;

the French bishops were accessible to superstitious prejudice, to

corrupt influence, to mutual jealousy. Above all, they were conscious
that a persuasion of the pope's omnipotence had taken hold of the

laity. Though they complained loudly, and invoked, like patriots of

a dying state, names knd principles of a freedom that was no more,
they submitted almost in every instance to the continual usurpations
of the Holy See. One of those, which most annoyed their aristocracy,

was the concession to monasteries of exemption from episcopal autho-

rity. These had been very uncommon till about the eighth century,

after which they were studiously multiplied.^ It was naturally a

1 I have not seen any account of the decretals so clear and judicious as in Schmidt Indeed
all the ecclesiastical part of that work is executed in a very superior manner. See also De
!Marca. The la'.ter writer, from whom I have derived much information, is by no means a
strenuous adversary of ultramontane pretensions. Jn fact, it was his object to please both in

France and at Rome, to become both an archbi-hop and a cardinal. He failed nevertheless

of the latter hope ; it being impossible at that time (1650) to satisfy the papal court without
sacrificing altogether the Gallican church and the crown.

- De Marca, Dupin, Vellj', Sic. Hincmar, however, was not consistent ; for, having ob-

tained the see of Rheims in an equivocal manner, he had applied for confirmation at Rome,
and in other respects impaired the Gallican rights. Pasquier.

3 The earliest instance of a papal exemption is in 455, which indeed is a respectable anti-

quity. Oihers scarcely occur till the pontificate of Zachary in the middle of the eighth cen-

tury, who granted an exemption to Slonte Casino, ita ut nuilius juri subjaceat, nisi solius

Romani pontificis. See Giannone. Precedents for the exemption of monasteries from epis-

copal jurisdiction occur in Marculfus's forms, compiled towards the end of the seventh cen-

tury ; but these were by royal authority. The kings of France were supreme heads of their

national church. Schmidt. De Marca. Fleur^'. Muratori is of opinion that exemptions of

monasteries from episcopal visitation did not become frequent In Italy till the eleventh cen-

tury ; and that many charters of this kind are forgeries. It is held also by some English

antiquaries, that no Anglo-Saxon monaster^' was exempt, and that the first instance is that of
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favourite object with the abbots ; and sovereigns, in those ages of

bhnd veneration for monastic establishments, were pleased to see

their own foundations rendered, as it would seem, more respectable

by privileges of independence. The popes had a closer interest in

granting exemptions, which attached to them the regular clergy, and
lowered the dignity of the bishops. In the eleventh and twelfth cen-

turies, whole orders of monks were declared exempt at a single stroke
;

and the abuse began to awaken loud complaints, though it did not fail

to be aggravated afterwards.

The principles of ecclesiastical supremacy were readily applied by
the popes to support still more insolent usurpations. Chiefs by divine

commission of the whole church, every earthly sovereign must be sub-

ject to their interference. The bishops indeed had, with the common
weapons of their order, kept their own sovereigns in check ; and it could
not seem any extraordinary stretch in their supreme head to assert an
equal prerogative. Gregory IV,, as I have mentioned, became a party

in the revolt against Louis I. ; but he never carried his threats of ex-

communication into effect. The first instance where the Roman
pontiffs actually tried the force of their arms against a sovereign, was
the excommunication of Lothaire, king of Lorraine, and grandson of

Louis the Debonair. This prince had repudiated his wife, upon unjust

pretexts, but with the approbation of a national council, and had
subsequently married his concubine. Nicolas L, the actual pope, de-

spatched two legates to investigate this business, and decide according
to the canons. They hold a council at Metz, and confirm the divorce

and marriage. Enraged at this conduct of his ambassadors, the pope
summons a council at Rome, annuls the sentence, deposes the arch-

bishops of Treves and Cologne, and directs the king to discard his

mistress. After some shuftling on the part of Lothaire, he is ex-

communicated ; and, in a short time, we find both the king and his

prelates, who had begun with expressions of passionate contempt
towards the pope, suing humbly for absolution at the feet of Adrian II.,

successor of Nicolas, which was not granted without difficulty. In all

its most impudent pretensions, the Holy See has attended to the cir-

cumstances of the time. Lothaire had powerful neighbours, the kings
of France and Germany, eager to invade his dominions on the first

intimation from Rome ; while the real scandalousness of his behaviour
must have intimidated his conscience, and disgusted his subjects.

Excommunication, whatever opinions may be entertained as to its

religious efficacy, was originally nothing more in appearance than
the exercise of a right which every society claims, the expulsion of

refractory members from its body. No direct temporal disadvantages
attended this penalty for several ages ; but as it was the most severe
of spiritual censures, and tended to exclude the object of it not only
from a participation in religious rights, but, in a considerable degree,
from the intercourse of Christian society, it was used sparingly, and
upon the gravest occasions. Gradually, as the church became more
powerful and more imperious, excommunications were issued upon

Battle Abbey under the Conqueror; the charters of nn earh'cr date having been forged.
Hody. It is remarkable that this grant is made by William, and confirmed by Laofranc
Collier. Exemptions became vcrj' usual in England aftcrwarui. Henry.
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every provocation, rather as a weapon of ecclesiastical warfare, than
witli any regard to its ori<,Mnal intention. There was certainly some
pretext for many of these censures, as the only means of f'

^

tvithin the reacli of the clergy, when their possessions were 1..

violated. Others were founded upon the necessity of enforcing thcjr

contentious jurisdiction, which, while it was rapidly extending itself

over almost all persons and causes, had not acquired any proper
coercive process. The spiritual courts in England, whose jurisdiction

is so multifarious, and, in general, so little of a religious nature, had
till lately no means even of compelling an appearance, much less of

enforcing a sentence, but by excommunication.^ Princes, .who felt the
inadequacy of their own laws to secure obedience, called in the assist-

ance of more formidable sanctions. Several capitularies of Charle-
magne denounce the penalty of excommunication against incendiaries,

or deserters from the army. Charles the Bald procured similar

censures against his revolted vassals. Thus the boundary between
temporal and spiritual offences grew every day less distinct ; and the
clergy were encouraged to fresh encroachments, as they discovered
the secret of rendering them successful.

The civil magistrate ought undoubtedly to protect the just rights

and lawful jurisdiction of the church. It is not so evident that he
should attach temporal penalties to her censures. Excommunication
has never carried such a presumption of moral turpitude, as to disable

a man, upon any solid principles, from the usual privileges of society.

Superstition and tyranny, however, decided otherwise. The support
due to church censures by temporal judges is vaguely declared in the
capitularies of Pepin and Charlemagne. It became, in later ages, a
more established principle in France and Engl.md, and, I presume,
in other countries. By our common law, an excommunicated person
is incapable of being a witness, or of bringing an action ; and he may
be detained in prison until he obtains absolution. By the Establish-

ments of St Louis, his estate, or person, might be attached by the
magistrate.2 These actual penalties were attended by marks of

abhoiTcnce and ignominy still more calculated to make an impression
on ordinary minds. They were to be shunned, like men infected with
leprosy, by their servants, their friends, and their families. Two
attendants only, if we may trust a current history, remained with
Robert, king of France, who, on account of an irregular marriage,

was put to this ban by Gregory V. ; and these threw all the meats
which had passed his table into the fire. Indeed, the mere intercourse

with a proscribed person incurred what was called the lesser excom-
munication, or privation of the sacraments, and required penitence and
absolution. In some places, a bier was set before the door of an
excommunicated individual, and stones thrown at his windows ; a
singular method of compelling his submission. Everywhere, the

excommunicated were debarred of regular sepulture, which, though

1 By a recent statute, 53 G. III., c. 127, the writ De excommunicato capiendo, as a process

in contempt, was abolished in England, but retained in Ireland.
2 An excommunicated person might sue in the lay, though not in the spiritual court. No

law seems to have been so severe in this respect as that of England; though it is not strictly

accurate to say with Dr Cosens, th;'.t the writ De e.xcomrauiiicato capiendo is a privilege

peculiar to the English church.
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obviously a matter of police, has, through the superstition of conse-

crating burial-grounds, been treated as belonging to ecclesiastical

control. Their carcases were supposed to be incapable of corruption,

which seems to have been thought a privilege unfit for those who had
died in so irregular a manner.^

But as excommunication, which attacked only one and perhaps a

hardened sinner, was not always efficacious, the church had recourse

to a more comprehensive punishment. For the offence of a nobleman,
she put a county, for that of a prince, his entire kingdom, under an
interdict, or suspension of religious offices. No stretch of her tyranny

was perhaps so outrageous as this. During an interdict, the churches
were closed, the bells silent, the dead unburied, no rite but those of

baptism and extreme unction performed. The penalty fell upon those

who had neither partaken nor could have prevented the offence ; and
the offence was often but a private dispute, in which the pride of a
pope or bishop had been wounded. Interdicts were so rare before the

time of Gregory VII., that some have referred them to him as their

author ; instances may, however, be found of an earher date, and
especially that which accompanied the above-mentioned excommuni-
cation of Robert, king of France. They were afterwards issued not

unfrcqucntly against kingdoms ; but in particular districts they con-

tinually occurred.

This was the main-spring of the machinery that the clerg>' set in

motion, the lever by which they moved the world. From the moment
that these interdicts and excommunications had been tried, the powers
of the earth might be said to have existed only by sufferance. Nor
was the validity of such denunciations supposed to depend upon their

justice. The imposer, indeed, of an unjust excommunication was
guilty of a sin ; but the party subjected to it had no remedy but sub-

mission. " He who disregards such a sentence," says Bcaumanoir,
'* renders his good cause bad." And, indeed, without annexing so much
importance to the direct consequences of an ungrounded censure, it is

evident, that the received theory of religion concerning the indispen-

sable obligation and mysterious efficacy of the rites of communion and
confession must have induced scrupulous minds to make any temporal
sacrifice rather than incur their privation. One is rather surprised at the

instances of failure, than of success in the employment of these spiritual

weapons against sovereigns, or the laity in general. It was, perhaps, a
fortunate circumstance for Europe, that they were not introduced, upon
a large scale, during the darkest ages of superstition. In the eighth or

ninth centuries they would probably have met with a more implicit

obedience. But after Gregory VII,, as the spirit of ecclesiastical

usurpation became more violent, there grew up by slow degrees an
opposite feeling in the laity, which ripened into an alienation of senti-

ment from the church, and a conviction of the sacred truth, which
superstition and sophistry have endeavoured to eradicate from the heart
of man, that no tyrannical government can be founded on a divine
commission.
Excommunications had very seldom, if ever, been levelled at the

' Du Canpe, v. Imblocatus : where authors arc referred to for the opinion among the mam*
bers of the Greek church, that the bodies of excommunicated persons remain in statu quo.
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head of ii sovereign, before the instance of Lothaire. His ignominious
submission, and llie general feebleness of the Carlovingian hne, pro-
duced a repetition of the menace at least, and in cases more evidently
beyond the cognisance of a spiritual authority. Upon the death of
this Lotliairc, his uncle, Charles the Bald, having possessed himself of
Lorraine, to which the emperor Louis II. had juster pretensions, the
pope, Adrian IL, warned him to desist, declaring that any attempt
upon that country would brmg down the penalty of excommunication.
Sustained by the intrepidity of Hincmar, the king did not exhibit his

usual pusillanimity, and the pope in this instance failed of success. But
John VllL, the next occupier of the chair of St Peter, carried his pre-

tensions to a height which none of his predecessors had reached. The
Carlovingian princes had formed an alliance against Boson, the usurper
of the kingdom of Aries. The pope writes to Charles the Fat : I have
adopted the illustrious prince Boson as my son ; be content theretore

with your own kingdom ; for I shall instantly excommunicate all who
attempt to injure my son. In another letter to the same king, who had
taken some property from a convent, he enjoins him to restore it within
sixty days, and to certify by an envoy that he had obeyed the command ;

else an excommunication would immediately ensue, to be followed by
still severer castigation, if the king should not repent upon the first

punishment.

—

Durioribiis dcinceps sciens ie verberibiis erudieiidum.
These expressions seem to intimate a sentence of deposition from his

throne, and thus anticipate by two hundred years the famous era of

Gregory VII., at which we shall soon arrive. In some respects, John
VIII. even advanced pretensions beyond those of Gregory. He asserts

very plainly a right of choosing the emperor, and may seem indirectly

to have exercised it in the election of Charles the Bald, who had not
primogeniture in his favour. This prince, whose restless ambition was
united with meanness as well as insincerity, consented to sign a capitu-

lation on his coronation at Rome, in favour of the pope and church, a
precedent which was improved upon in subsequent ages. Rome was
now prepared to rivet her fetters upon sovereigns, and at no period
have the condition of society and the circumstances of civil govern-
ment been so favourable for her ambition. But the consummation
was still suspended, and even her progress arrested, for more than a
hundred and fifty years. This dreary interval is filled up, in the annals
of the papacy, by a series of revolutions and crimes. Six popes were
deposed, two murdered, one mutilated. Frequently two, or even three

competitors, among whom it is not always possible by any genuine
criticism to distinguish the true shepherd, drove each other alternately

from the city. A few respectable names appear thinly scattered

through this darkness ; and sometimes, perhaps, a pope who had
acquired estimation by his private virtues may be distinguished by
some encroachment on the rights of princes, or the privileges of

national churches. But in general the pontiffs of that age had neither

leisure nor capacity to perfect the great system of temporal supremacy,
and looked rather to a vile profit from the sale of episcopal confirma-

tions, or of exemptions to monasteries.

The corruption of the head extended naturally to all other members
of the church. All writers concur in stigmatising the dissoluteness
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and neglect of decency that prevailed among the clergy. Though
several codes of ecclesiastical discipline had been compiled by parti-

cular prelates, yet neither these nor the ancient canons were much
regarded. The bishops, indeed, who were to enforce them, had most

occasion to dread their severity. They were obtruded upon their

sees, as the supreme pontiffs were upon that of Rome, by force or cor-

ruption. A child of five years old was made archbishop of Rhcims.

The see of Narbonne was purchased for another at the age of ten.^

P.y this relaxation of morals the priesthood began to lose its hold upon
the prejudices of mankind. These arc nourished chiefly indeed by
shining examples of piety and virtue, but also, in a superstitious age,

by ascetic observances, by the fasting and watching of monks and
hermits ; who have obviously so bad a lot in this life, that men are

induced to conclude, that they must have secured a better reversion

in futurity. The regular clergy accordingly, or monastic orders, who
practised, at least apparently, the specious impostures of self-mortifi-

cation, retained at all times a far greater portion of respect than ordi-

nary priests, though degenerate themselves, as was admitted, from
their primitive strictness.

Two crimes, or at least violations of ecclesiastical law, had become
almost universal in the eleventh century, and excited general indigna-

tion, the marriage or concubinage of priests, and the sale of benefices.

By an effect of those prejudices m favour ot austerity, to which I have
just alluded, celibacy had been, from very early times, enjoined as an
obligation upon the clergy. Some of the fathers permitted those

already married for the first time, and to a virgin, to retain their wives

after ordination, as a kind of indulgence of which it was more laudable

not to take advantage ; and this, after prevailing for a length of time
in the Greek church, was sanctioned by the council of Trullo m 691,2

and has ever since continued one of the distinguishing features of its

discipline. The Latin church, however, did not receive these canons
;

and has uniformly persevered in excluding the three orders of priests,

deacons, and subdeacons, not only from contracting matrimony, but
from cohabiting with wives espoused before their ordination. The
prohibition, however, during some ages, existed only in the letter of
her canons.3 In every country, the secular or parochial clergy kept
women in their houses, upon more or less acknowledged terms of inter-

course, by a connivance of their ecclesiastical superiors, which almost
amounted to a positive toleration. The sons of priests were capable
of inheriting by the law of France, and also of Castile.-^ Some vigo-

rous efforts had been made in England by Dunstan with the assis-

1 It was almost^general in the church to have bishops under twenty years old. Even the
pope I'encdict IX. is said to have been only twelve, but this has been doubted.

2 This council was held at Constantinople, in the dome of the palace called Trullus, by the
Latins. The word Trullo, though soloccistical, is used. I believe, by ecclesiastical writers in
English. St Marc. Bishops are not within this permission, and cannot retain their wives by
the discipline of the Greek church.

3 This prohibition is sometimes repeated in Charlemagne's capitularies ; but I have not ob-
served that he notices its violation as a notorious abu.se. It is probable, therefore, that the
open concubinage or marriage of the clergy was not general until a later period. And Fleury
declares that he has found no instance of it before 893, in the case of a parish priest at Chalons
who gave great scandal by publicly marrying. Hist. Eccles.

•* This was by virtue of the general indulgence shown by the customs of that country to
concubinage, ox barragania : the children of such an union always inheriting in default of
those born in solemn wedlock.
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tancc of king Edgar to dispossess the married canons, if not the
parochial clergy, of their benefices ; but the abuse, if such it

considered, made incessant progress, till the middle of the <

century. Tiicre was certainly much reason for the rulers of the church
to restore this part of their discipline, since it is by cutting off her
members from the charities of domestic life, that she secures the en-
tire affection to her cause, and renders them, like veteran ^ '

'

independent of every feeling but that of fidelity to their comi.
and regard to the interests of their body. Leo IX, accordingly, one
of the first pontiffs who retrieved the honour of the apostolic chair,

after its long period of ignominy, began in good earnest the difficult

work of enforcing celibacy among the clergy. His successors ncvi.r

lost sight of this essential point of discipline. It was a stru:_^:^lf

against the natural rights and strongest affections of mankind, which
lasted for several ages, and succeeded only by the toleration of greater

evils than those it was intended to remove. The laity, in general,

took part against the married priests, who were reduced to infamy and
want, or obliged to renounce their dearest connexions. In many parts

of Germany, no ministers were left to perform divine services.^ But
perhaps there was no country where the rules of celibacy met with so

little attention as in England. It was acknowledged in the reign of

Henry I. that the greater and better part of the clergy were married ;

and that prince is said to have permitted them to retain their wives.-

But the hierarchy never relaxed in their efforts ; and all the councils,

general or provincial, of the twelfth century, utter denunciations against

ivncubi7ia?y priests.-^ After that age we do not find them so fre-

quently mentioned ; and the abuse by degrees, though not suppressed,

was reduced within limits at which the church might connive.

Simony, or the corrupt purchase of spiritual benefices, was the second
characteristic reproach of the clergy in the eleventh centur)-. The
measures taken to repress it deserve particular consideration, as they
produced effects of the highest importance in the history of the middle
ages. According to the primitive custom of the church, an episcopal

vacancy was filled up by election of the clergy and people belonging to

the city or diocese. The subject of their choice was, after the esta-

blishment of the federate or provincial system, to be approved or re-

1 A Danish writer draws a still darker picture of the t3'ranny exercised towards the married
clergy, which, if he does not exaggerate, was severe indeed; alii membris truncabantur, aiii

occidebantur, alii de patria expellebantur, Dauci sua retinuere. Langebek. The prohibition

was repeated by Waldemar II. in 1222, so that there seems to have been much difficulty found.
2 The third Lateran council, fifty years afterwards, speaks of the detestable custom of keep-

ing concubines long used by the English clergy. Cum in Anglia prava et detestabili consue-
tudine et h.ugo tempore fuerit obtentum, ut elerici in domibus suis fomicarias habeant. Eu-
genius IV. sent a legate to impose celibacy on the Irish clergy.

3 Qu'dam sacerdotes Latini, says Innocent III., in domibus suis habent concubinas, et noc-
nuUi aliquas sibi non metuunt desponsare. Opera Innocent III. The latter cannot be sup-
posed a very common case, after so many prohibitions ; the more usual practice was t^ keep
a female in their houses, under some pretence of relationship or ser^'itude, as is stili said to

be usual in catholic countries. A writer of respectable authority asserts that the clergy- fre-

quently obtained a bishop's licence to cohabit with a mate. I find a passage in Nicolas de
Clemangis, about 1400, quoted in Lewis's Life of Peacock. Plerisque in diocesibus, rectores

parochiarum ex certo et conducto cum his prselatis prctio, passim et publice concubinas
tenent. This, however, does not amount to a direct licence.

The marriages of English clergy are noticed and condemned in some provincial constitu-

tions of 1237. And there is, even so late as 1404, a mandate by the bishop of Exeter against
married priests.
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jected by the metropolitan and his suffragans ; and, if approved, he
was consecrated by tliem. It is probable that, in almost every case,

the clergy took a leading part in the selection of their bishops ; but the

consent of the laity was absolutely necessary to render it valid. They
were, however, by degrees excluded from any real participation, first in

the Greek, and finally in the western church. But this was not effected

till pretty late times ; the people fully preserved their elective rights at

Milan in the eleventh century ; and traces of their concurrence may be
found both in France and Germany in the next age.^

It does not appear that the early Christian emperors interposed with
the freedom of choice any farther than to make their own confirmation

necessary in the great patriarchal sees, such as Rome and Constanti-

nople, which were frequently the objects of violent competition, and to

decide in controverted elections. The Gothic and Lombard kings of

Italy followed the same line of conduct. But in the French monarchy
a more extensive authority was assumed by the sovereign. Though
the practice was subject to some variation, it may be said generally,

that the Merovingian kings, the line of Charlemagne, and the German
emperors of the house of Saxony, conferred bishoprics either by direct

nomination, or, as was more regular, by recommendatory letters to the

electors.- In England also, before the conquest, bishops were ap-

pointed in the wittenagemot ; and even in the reign of William, it is

said that Lanfranc was raised to the see of Canterbury by consent of

parliament. But independently of this prerogative, which length of

lime and the tacit sanction of the people had rendered unquestionably
lc}4itimate, the sovereign had other means of controlling the election of

a bishop. Those estates and honours which compose the temporalities

of the see, and without which the naked spiritual privileges would not
have tempted an avaricious generation, had chiefly been granted by
former kings, and were assimilated to lands held on a beneficiary

tenure. As they seemed to partake of the nature of fiefs, they required
similar formalities ; investiture by the lord, and an oath of fealty by
the tenant. Charlemagne is said to have introduced this practice ; and,

by way of visible symbol, as usual in the feudal institutions, to have
put the ring and crosier into the hands of the newly consecrated bishop.

And this continued for more than two centuries afterwards without
exciting any scandal or resistance.

The church has undoubtedly surrendered part of her independence
m return for ample endowments and temporal power ; nor could any
claim be more reasonable, than that of feudal superiors to grant the

investiture of dependent fiefs. But the fairest right may be sullied by
abuse ; and the sovereigns, the lay-patron3, the prelates of the tenth

and eleventh centuries, made their powers of nomination and investi-

' The form of election of a bishop of Puy in 1053 runs thus: clerus, populus, et militia elc-

gimus. Even Gr.tiian seems to admit in one place that the laity had a sort of share, though
no decisive voice, in filling up an episcopal vacancy. Elcctio clericorum est, petitio plcbis.

' This interference of the kings was perhaps not quite conformable to tlicir own laws, which
only reserved to them the confirmation. Episcopo deccdente, says a constitution of Clotaire

IL in 615, in loco ipsius, qui a metropolitano ordinari debit, a provincialibus, a cero et

popu o cligetur; et si persona condi^na fucrit, per ordinationem principis ordinetur. Charle-
magne is .said to have adhered to this limitation, leaving elections free, and only approving
the person and conferring investiture on him. But a more direct influence was restored after-

wards. Ivon, bishop of Chartres, .ibout the year iioo, thus concisely expresses the several
parties concurring in the creation 01' a bishop : eligcnte clcro, suffrafaDtC populo, dono regis,

per raanum mctropolilani, approbantc Romano pomificc.
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ture subservient to the grossest rapacity.^ According to the ancient

canons, a benefice was voided by any simoniacal payment or stipula-

tion. If these were to be enforced, the church must always be cleared

of its ministers. Either throu;;ii bribery in places where elections still

prevailed, or through corrupt aj^recmenis with princes, or, at least, cus-

tomary presents to their wives and ministers, a large proportion of the

bishops had no valid tenure in their sees. The case was perhaps worse
with inferior clerks : in the church of Milan, which was notorious for

this corruption, not a sin^dc ecclesiastic could stand the test, the arch-
bishop exacting a price for the collation of every benefice."''

The bishops of Rome, like those of inferior sees, were regularly

elected by tlic citizens, laymen as well as ecclesiastics. But their

consecration was deferred until the popular choice had received the

sovereign's sanction. The Romans regularly despatched letters to

Constantinople, or to the exarchs of Ravenna, praying that their elec-

tion of a pope might be confirmed. Exceptions, if any, are unfrequent
while Rome was subject to the eastern empire. This, among other
imperial prerogatives, Charlemagne might consider as his own. He
possessed the city, especially after his coronation as emperor, in full

sovereignty ; and even before that event, had investigated, as supreme
chief, some accusations preferred against the pope Leo III. No
vacancy of the papacy took place after Charlemagne became emperor ;

and it must be confessed that, in the first which happened under
Louis the Debonair, Stephen IV. was consecrated in haste without
that prince's approbation. But Gregory IV., his successor, waited till

his election had been confirmed, and upon the whole, the Carlovingian
emperors, though less uniformly than their predecessors, retained that

mark of sovereignty. But during the disorderly state of Italy which
followed the last reigns of Charlemagne's posterity, while the sove-

reignty and even the name of an emperor were in abeyance, the

supreme dignity of Christendom was conferred only by the factious

rabble of its capital. Otho the Great, in receiving the imperial crown,
took upok him the prerogatives of Charlemagne. There is even
extant a decree of Leo VIII., which grants to him and his successors

the right of naming future popes. But the authenticity of this instru-

ment is denied by the Italians.-^ It does not appear that the Saxon
emperors went to such a length as nomination, except in one instance,

(that of Gregory V., in 096 ;) but they sometimes, not uniformly, con-

firmed the election of a pope, according to ancient custom. An expli-

cit right of nomination was, however, conceded to the emperor Henr/
III., in 1047, as the only means of rescuing the Roman church from
the disgrace and depravity into which it had fallen. Henry appointed
two or three very good popes ; acting in this against the warnings of

a selfish policy, as fatal experience soon proved to his family.

1 Boniface, marquis of Tuscany, father of the countess Matilda, and by far the greatest

prince in Italy, was flogged before the altar by an abbot, fo;- selling benefices. Muratori, ad
ann. 1046. The offence was much more common than the punishment, but the two combined
furnish a good specimen of the eleventh century.

'^ The sum, however, appears to have been very small : rather like a fee than a bribe.

3 St Marc had defended the authenticity of this instrument in a separate dissertation,

though admitting some interpolations ; and Muratori speaks of it as a gross imposture, ia

which he probably goes too far. It obtained credit rather early, and is admitted into the de-

cretum of Gratian« notwithstanding its obvious tendency.
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This high prerogative was perhaps not designed to extend beyond
Henry himself. But even if it had been transmissible to his successors,

the infancy of his son, Henry IV., and the factions of that minority, pre-

cluded the possibility of its exercise. Nicolas H., in 1059, published
a decree, which restored the right of election to the Romans ; but with
a remarkable variation from the original form. The cardinal bishops
(seven in number, holding sees in the neighbourhood of Rome, and
consequently suffragans of the pope as patriarch or metropolitan) were
to choose the supreme pontiff, with the concurrence first of the cardinal

priests and deacons, (or ministers of the parish churches of Rome,)
and afterwards of the laity. Thus elected, the new pope was to be
presented for confirmation to Henry, "now king, and hereafter to be-

come emperor," and to such of his successors as should personally

obtain that privilege.^ This decree is the foundation of that celebrated

mode of election in a conclave of cardinals which has ever since deter-

mined the headship of the church. It was intended not only to ex-

clude the citizens, who had indeed justly forfeited their primitive right,

but as far as possible to prepare the way for an absolute emancipation
of the papacy from the imperial control ; reserving only a precarious

and personal concession to the emperors, instead of their ancient legal

prerogative of confirmation.

The real author of this decree, and of all other vigorous measures
adopted by the popes of that age, whether for the assertion of their in-

dependence or the restoration of discipline, was Hildebrand, arch-

deacon of the church of Rome, by far the most conspicuous person of

the eleventh century. Acquiring by his extraordinary qualities an un-

bounded ascendency over the Italian clergy, they regarded him as their

chosen leader, and the hope of their common cause. He had been
empowered singly to nominate a pope, on the part of the Romans, after

the death of Leo IX., and compelled Henry III. to acquiesce in his

choice of Victor II. No man could proceed more fearlessly towards
his object than Hildebrand, nor with less attention to conscientious

impediments. Though the decree of Nicolas II., his own work, had
expressly reserved the right of confirmation of the young king of Ger-
many, yet on the death of that pope, Hildebrand procured the election

and consecration of Alexander II. without waiting for any authority.

During this pontificate, he was considered as something greater than
the pope, who acted entirely by his counsels. On Alexander's decease,

Hildebrand, long since the real head of the church, was raised with

enthusiasm to its chief dignity, and assumed the name of Gregory VII.

Notwithstanding the late precedent at the election of Alexander II.,

it appears that Gregory did not yet consider his plans sufficiently ma-
ture to throw off the yoke altogether, but declined to receive consecra-

tion until he had obtained the consent of the king of Germany.2 This
moderation was not of long continuance. The situation of Germany
speedily afforded him an opportunity of displaying his ambitious views.

Henry IV., through a very bad education, was arbitrary and dissolute ;

tlie Saxons were engaged in a desperate rebellion ; and secret disaffec-

1 The first c.nnon of the third Latcran council makes the consent of two-thirds of the col-

lege iicccss.iry for a pope's election.
- Ho acted, however, as pore, corresponding in that character with bi<>hops of all countries

fi uni ih<: d.Ty of his clcniuii
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tion had spread among the princes to an extent of which the pope \- i'-,

much better aware than the king,' He began by excommunic.iiiiv:
some of Henry's ministers on pretence of simony, and made it a ground
of remonstrance, that they were not instantly dismissed. His next
step was to publish a decree, or rather to renew one of Alexander II,,

against lay investitures. The abolition of these was a favourite object
of Gregory, and formed an essential part of his general scheme for

emancipating the spiritual, and subjugating the temporal power. The
ring and crosier, it was asserted by the papal advocates, were the
emblems of that power which no monarch could bestow ; but even if a
less offensive symbol were adopted in investitures, the dignity of the
church was lowered, and her purity contaminated when her highest
ministers were compelled to solicit the patronage or the approbation
of laymen. Though the estates of bishops might, strictly, be of tem-
poral right, yet as they had been inseparably annexed to their spiritual

office, it became just that what was first in dignity and importance
should carry with it those accessary parts. And this was more neces-
sary than in former times, on account of the notorious traffic which
sovereigns made of their usurped nomination to benefices, so that

scarcely any prelate sat by their favour whose possession was not in-

validated by simony.
The contest about investitures, though begun by Gregory VII., did

not occupy a very prominent place during his pontificate ; its interests

being suspended by other more extraordinary and important dissensions
betw een the church and empire. The pope, after tampering some time
with the disaffected party in Germany, summoned Henry to appear at

Rome, and vindicate himself from the charges alleged by his subjects.

Such an outrage naturally exasperated a young and passionate
monarch. Assembling a number of bishops and other vassals at

Worms, he procured a sentence that Gregory should no longer be
obeyed as lawful pope. But the time was past for those arbitrary

encroachments, or at least high prerogatives of former emperors. The
relations of dependency between church and state were now about to

be reversed. Gregory had no sooner received accounts of the pro-

ceedings at Worms, than he summoned a council in the Lateran palace,

and by a solemn sentence not only excommunicated Henry, but de-

prived him of the kingdoms of Germany and Italy, releasing his subjects

from their allegiance, and forbidding them to obey him as sovereign.

Thus Gregory VII. obtained the glory of leaving all his predecessors
behind, and astonishing mankmd by an act of audacity and ambition,

which the most emulous of his successors could hardly surpass.^

^ Schmidt. St Marc. These two are my principal authorities for the contest between the
church and the empire.

^ The sentence of Gregory VII. against the emperor Henrj'was directed, we should always
remember, to persons ah-eady well disposed to reject his authority. Men are g.ad to be told

that it is their duty to resist a sovereign against whom they are in rebellion, and will not be
very scrupulous in examining conclusions which fall in with their inclinations and interests.

Allegiance was in those turbulent ages easily thrown off, and the right of resistance was in

continual exercise. To the Germans of the eleventh century a prince unfit for Christian
communion would e^isiiy appear unfit to reign over them ; and though Henry had not given
much real provocation to the pope, his vices and tyranny might seem lo challenge any
spiritual censure or temporal chastisement. A nearly contemporary writer combines the two
justifications of the rebellious party. Nemo Romanoruni pontificem reges a regno deponere
posse denegabit, quicunque decreta sanctisslmi Papa: Gregorii non proscribenda judicabit.

in<e enim vir aposto!icii<. . . . Pr>"ctcrca, liberi homines Henricumeo pacto sibipraeposuerunt
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The first impulses of Henry's mind on hearinj^ this denunciation

were indi;^nation and resentment. But like other inexperienced and
misguided sovereigns, he had formed an erroneous calculation of his

own resources. A conspiracy long prepared, of which the dukes of

Swabia and Carinthia were the chiefs, began to manifest itself; some
were ahenated by his vices, and others jealous of his family ; the

rebellious Saxons took courage ; the bishops, intimidated by excom-
munications, withdrew from his side ; and he suddenly found himself

almost insulated in the midst of his dominions. In this desertion, he
had recourse, through panic, to a miserable expedient. He crossed

the Alps, with the avowed determination of submitting, and seeking

absolution from the pope. Gregory was at Canossa, a fortress near
Reggio, belonging to his faithful adherent, the countess Matilda. It

was in the winter of 1077, one of unusual severity. The emperor was
admitted, without his guards, into an outer court of the castle, and
three successive days remained from morning till evening, in a woollen
shirt and with naked feet, while Gregory, shut up with the countess,

refused to admit him to his presence. On the fourth day he obtained
absolution ; but only upon condition of appearing on a certain day to

learn the pope's decision, whether or no he should be restored to his

kingdom, until which time he promised not to assume the ensigns of

royalty.

This base humiliation, instead of conciliating Henry's adversaries,

forfeited the attachment of his friends. In his contest with the pope,

he had found a zealous support in the principal Lombard cities, among
whom the married and simoniacal clergy had great influence.^ Indig-

nant at his submission to Gregory, whom they affected to consider as

an usurper of the papal chair, they now closed their gates against the

emperor, and spoke openly of deposing him. In this singular position

between two opposite dangers, Henry retrod his late steps, and broke
off his treaty with the pope

;
preferring, if he must fall, to fall as the

defender rather than the betrayer of his imperial rights. The rebel-

lious princes of Germany chose another king, Rodolph, duke of
Swabia, on whom Gregory, after some delay, bestowed the crown, Avith

a Latin verse, importing that it was given by virtue of the original

commission of St Peter. Pctra dedit PetrOy Petnis diadevia Rodoipho.
Lut the success of this pontiff, in his immediate designs, was not
answerable to his intrepidity. Henry both subdued the Gennan
rebellion, and carried on the Avar with so much vigour, or rather so
little resistance, in Italy, that he was crowned in Rome by the antipope
Guibert, whom he had raised in a council of his partisans to the

in rcgcm, ut c'cctorcs siios juste judicarc ct regali providentifi j^bcrnarc satagcret, quod
pactum ilie postca pncvaricari et cantemncre non cessavit, &c. Ergo, et absque sedis apos-
tolica: judicio priiicipcs cum pro rc.;c incrito refutarc possent, cum pactum adimplerc con-
tcmscrit, quod iis pro cleclionc sua promlscrat ; quo non adimplcto, nee rex esse poterat.

Upon the other nand, tlie friends and supporters of Henry, though ecclesiastics, protested
against this novel stretch of prerogative in the Roman see.

•There had been a kind of civil war at Milan for about twenty years before this time,
excited by the intemperate zeal of some partisans who ende vourcd to execute the papal
decrees against irregular clerks by force. The history of these feuds has been written by two
contemporaries, Arnulf and Landulf ; sufficient extracts from which will be found in St Marc
and in Muratori's Ar.nals. The Milanese clergy set up a pretence to retain wives, under the
authority of their great archbi>hop, St Ambrose, who, it seems, has spoken with more indul-
gence of this practice than most of the fathers. Both Arnulf and Landulf favotir the married
clerks; and were perhaps themselves of that description.
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government of the church instead of Grc^i^ory. The latter found an
asylum under the protection of Koj^cr Guiscard at Salerno, where he
died in exile. His mantle, however, descended upon his successors,

especially Urban II. and Paschal II., who strenuously persevered in

the great contest for ecclesiastical independence ; the former with a

spirit and policy worthy of Gregory VII., the latter, with steady, but

disinterested prejudice.^ They raised up enemies against Henry IV.

out of the bosom of his family, instigating the ambition of two of his

50ns successively, Conrad and Henry, to mingle in the revolts of Ger-
many. But Rome, under whose auspices the latter had not scrupled

to engage in an almost parricidal rebellion, was soon disappointed by
his unexpected tenaciousness of that obnoxious prerogative which had
occasioned so much of his father's misery. He steadily refused to part

with the right of investiture ; and the empire was still committed in

open hostility with the church for fifteen years of his reign. But Henry
V, being stronger in the support of his German vassals than his father

had been, none of the popes with whom he was engaged had the bold-

ness to repeat the measures of Gregory VII. At length, each party

grown weary of this ruinous contention, a treaty was, m 11 22, agreed
upon between the emperor and Calixtus II., which put an end by com-
promise to the question of ecclesiastical investitures. By this compact,
the emperor resigned for ever all pretence to invest bishops by the

ring and crosier, and recognised the liberty of elections. But, in

return, it was agreed, that elections should be made in his presence,

or that of his officers ; and that the new bishop should receive his

temporalities from the emperor by the sceptre.-

Both parties, in the concordat at Worms, receded from so much of

their pretensions, that we might almost hesitate to determine which ia

to be considered as victorious. On the one hand, in restoring the

freedom of episcopal elections, the emperors lost a prerogative of very

long standing, and almost necessary to the maintenance of authority over

not the least turbulent part of their subjects. And though the form of

investiture by the ring and crosier seemed in itself of no importance,
yet it had been in effect a collateral security against the election of

obnoxious persons. For the emperors, detaining this necessary part

of the pontificals until they should confer investiture, prevented a
hasty consecration of the new bishop, after which, the vacancy being
legally filled, it would not be decent for them to withhold the tem-
poralities. But then, on the other hand, they preserved, by the con-
cordat, their feudal sovereignty over the estates of the church, in

defiance of the language which had recently been held by its rulers.

Gregory VII. had positively declared in the Lateran council of 1080,

that a bishop or abbot receiving investiture from a layman should not

1 Paschal II. was so conscientious in his abhorrence of investitures, that he actually signed
an agreement with Henry V., in iiio, whereby the prelates were to resign all the lands and
other possessions which they held in fief of the emperor, on condition of the latter renouncing
the right of investiture, which indeed, in such circumstances, would fall of itself. This extra-

ordinary concession, as may be imagined, was not very satisfactory to the cardinals and
bishops about Paschal's court, more worldly-minded than himself, nor those of the emperor's
party, whose joint clamours soon put a stop to the treaty. St Marc. A letter of Paschal to

Anslem, (Schmidt,) seems to imply that he thought it better for the church to b« without riches,
than to enjoy them on condition of doing hpmage to laymen.

'^ Schmidt quotes the Latin words.
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be reckoned as a prelate.^ The same doctrine had been maintained
by all his successors, without any limitation of their censures to the

formality of the ring and crosier. But Calixtus II. himself had gone
much farther, and absolutely prohibited the compelling ecclesiastics

to render any service to laymen on account of their benefices. It is

evident, that such a general immunity from feudal obligations for an
order who possessed nearly half the lands in Europe struck at the

root of those institutions by which the fabric of society was principally

held together. This complete independency had been the aim of

Gregory's disciples ; and by yielding to the continuance of lay-

investitures in ani' shape, Calixtus may, in this point of view, appear
to have relinquishtd the principal object of contention. But as there

have been battles in which, though immediate success may seem
pretty equally balanced, yet we learn from subsequent effects to

whom the intrinsic advantages of victory belonged, so is it manifest
from the events that followed the settlement of this great controversy
about investitures, that the see of Rome had conquered.
The emperors were not the only sovereigns whose practice of in-

vestiture excited the hostility of Rome, although they sustained the

principal brunt of the war. A similar contest broke out under the

pontificate of Paschal II. with Henry I. of England ; for the circum-
stances of which, as they contain nothing peculiar, I refer to our own
historians. It is remarkable, that it ended in a compromise not unlike

that adjusted at Worms ; the king renouncing all sort of investitures,

while the pope consented that the bishop should do homage for his

temporalities. This was exactly the custom of France, where investi-

ture by the ring and crosier is said not to have prevailed ; and it

answered the main end of sovereigns by keeping up the feudal

dependency of ecclesiastical estates. But the kings of Castile were
more fortunate than the rest ; discreetly yielding to the pride of Rome,
they obtained what was essential to their own authority, and have
always possessed, by the concession of Urban II., an absolute privilege

of nomination to bishoprics in their dominions'-^—an early evidence of

that indifference of the popes towards the real independence of national

churches, to which subsequent ages were to lend abundant confirma-
tion.

When the emperors had surrendered their pretensions to interfere

in episcopal elections, the primitive mode of collecting the suffrages of
clergy and laity in conjunction, or at least of the clergy with the laity's

assent and ratification, ought naturally to have revived. But in the

twelfth century, neither the people, nor even the general body of the

diocesan clergy, were considered as worthy to exercise this function.

It soon devolved altogether upon the chapters of cathedral churches.^
' A bishop of Placentja asserts that prelates dishonoured their order by putting their hands,

which held the body and blood of Christ, between those of impure laymen. The same expres-
sions are used by others, and are levelled at the form of feudal homage, which, according to

the principles of that age, ought to have been as obnoxious as investiture.
'^ Flcury says that the kings of Spain nominate to bishoprics by virtue of a particular indul-

gence, renewed by the pope for the life of each prince. Institutions an Droit, t. i. p. io6.

3 Fra Paolo (Treatise of I'>encfices, c. 24) says that between 1122 and 114':, it became a rule,

almost everywhere established, that bishops should be chosen by the chapter. Schmidt,
however, brings a few instances, where the consent of the nobility and other laics is expressed,
though perhaps little else than a matter of form. Innocent II. seems to have been the fir^t

who declared, that whoever had the majority of the chapter in his favour should be deemed
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The original of these may be traced very high. In the earliest ages
we find a college of presbytery consisting of the priests and deacons,
assistants as a council of advice, or even a kind of parliament to their

bishops. Parochial divisions, and fixed ministers attached to them,
were not established till a later period. But tli .s, or cathedral
clergy, acquired afterwards a more distinct (i ;'. They were
subjected by degrees to certain strict observances, little differing, in

fact, from those imposed on monastic orders. They lived at a common
table, they slept in a common dormitory, their dress and diet were
regulated by peculiar laws. Ikit they were distinguished from monks
l^y the right of possessing individual property, which was afterwards
extended to the enjoyment of separate prebends or benefices. These
strict regulations, chiefly imposed by Louis the Debonair, went into

disuse through the relaxation of discipline ; nor were they ever effec-

tually restored. Meantime, the chapters became extremely rich ; and
as they monopolised the privilege of electing bishops, it became an
object of ambition with noble families to obtain canonries for their

younger children, as the surest road to ecclesiastical honours and
opulence. Contrary, therefore, to the general policy of the church,

persons of inferior birth have been rigidly excluded from these foun-
dations.

The object of Gregory VII., in attempting to redress those more
flagrant abuses v/hicli for two centuries had deformed the face of the

Latin church, is not incapable, perhaps, of vindication, though no suf-

ficient apology can be offered for the means he employed. But the

disinterested love of refomiation, to which candour might ascribe the
contention against investitures, is belied by the general tenor of his

conduct, exhibiting an arrogance without parallel, and an ambition
that grasped at universal and unlimited monarchy. He may be called

the common enemy of all sovereigns, whose dignity as well as inde-

pendence mortified his infatuated pride. Thus we find him menacing
Philip I. of France, who had connived at the pillage of some Italian

merchants and pilgrims, not only with an interdict, but a sentence of

deposition. Thus too he asserts, as a known historical fact, that the

kingdom of Spain had formerly belonged, by special right, to St
Peter ; and by virtue of this imprescriptible claim, he grants to a cer-

tain count de Rouci all territories which he should reconquer from the

Moors, to be held in fief from the Holy See by a stipulated rent.^ A
similar pretension he makes to the kingdom of Hungary, and bitterly

duly elected : and this was confirmed by Otho IV., in the capitulation upon his accession-

Fleury thinks that chapters had not an exxlusive election till the end of the twelfth century.
The second Lateran council in 1139 represses their attempts to engross it.

^ The language he employs is worth quoting as a specimen of his style : Non latere vos
credimus, regnum Hispaniae ab antiquo juris sancti Petri fuisse, et adhuc licet diu a paganis
sit occupatum, lege tamen justitia; non evacuata, nulli mortalium, sed soli apostolicse sedi ex
sequo pertincre. Quod enini auctore Deo semel in proprietates ecclesiarum juste pervenerit,

manente Eo, ab usu quidem, sed ab earum jure, occasioiie transeuntis temporis, sine legitima

concessione divelli non poteiit. Itaque Comes Evalus de Roceio, cujus famam apud vos
baud obscuram esse putamus, terram illam ad honorem Sti Petri ingredi, et a paganorum
inanibus eriperi cupiens, banc concessioneni ab apostolica sede obtinuit, ut partem illam, unde
paganos suo studio et adjuncto sibi aliorum auxilio expellere possit, sub conditione inter nos
factae pactionis e.v parte Sti Petri possideret. Three instances occur in the Corps Diploma-
tique of Dumont, where a duke of Dalmatia, a count of Provence, and a count of Barcelona,
put themselves under the feudal superiority and protection of Gregory VII. The motive was
sufficiently obvious.
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reproaches its sovcreii^^n Solomon, who had done homage to the em-
peror, in derogation of St Peter, his legitimate lord. It was conve-

nient to treat this apostle as a great feudal suzerain, and the legal

principles of that age were dexterously applied to rivet more forcibly

the fetters of superstition.^

While temporal sovereigns were opposing so inadequate a resistance

to a system of usurpation contrary to all precedent, and to the com-
mon principles of all society, it was not to be expected that national

churches should persevere in opposing pretensions, for which several

ages had paved the way. Gregory VII. completed the destruction of

their liberties. The principles contained in the decretals of Isidore,

hostile as they were to ecclesiastical independence, were set aside as

insufficient to establish the absolute monarchy of Rome. By a con-

stitution of Alexander II., during whose pontiticate Hildebrand him-
self was deemed the effectual pope, no bishop in the Catholic church
was permitted to exercise his functions until he had received the con-
firmation of the Holy Sec, a prevision of vast importance, through
which, beyond perhaps any other means, Rome has sustained, and
still sustains, her temporal influence, as well as her ecclesiastical

supremacy. The national churches, long abridged of their liberties

by gradual encroachments, now found themselves subject to an un-
disguised and irresistible despotism. Instead of affording protection

to bishops against their metropolitans, under an insidious pretence of

which the popes of the ninth century had subverted the authority of

the latter, it became the favourite policy of their successors to harass
all prelates with citations to Rome. Gregory obliged the metropoli-

tans to attend in person for the pallium. Bishops were summoned
even from England and the northern kingdoms to receive the com-
mands of the spiritual monarch. William the Conqueror having made
a difficulty about permitting his prelates to obey these citations, Gre-
gory, though m general on good terms with that prince, and treating

him with a deference which marks the effect of a firm character in re-

pressing the ebullitions of overbearing pride, complains of this as a
persecution unheard of among pagans. The great quarrel between
archbishop Anselm and his two sovereigns, William Rufus and Henry
I., was originally founded upon a similar refusal to permit his departure
for Rome.
This perpetual control exercised by the popes over ecclesiastical,

and in'some degree over temporal affairs, was maintained by means
of their legates, at once the ambassadors and the lieutenants of the
Holy See. Previously to the latter part of the tenth age, these had
been sent not frequently and upon special occasions. The legatinc or
vicarial commission had generally been intrusted to some eminent
metropolitan of the nation within which it was to be exercised ; as
the archbishop of Canterbury was perpetual legate in England. But
the special commissioners, or legates a latere, suspending the pope's
ordinary vicars, took upon themselves an unbounded authority over
the national churches, holding councils, promulgating canons, depos-
ing bishops, and issuing interdicts at their discretion. They lived in

splendour at the expense of the bishops of the province. This was the

1 The character and policy of Gregory VII. arc well discussed by Schmidt.
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more gallinf,' to the hierarchy, because simple deacons were often in-

vested with tills dignity, which set them above primates. As the
sovereigns of France and En^dand acquired more courage, they con-

siderably abridged this prerogative of the Holy See, and resisted the

entrance of any legates into their dominions without their consent.

From the time of Gregory VII., no pontiff thought of awaiting the
confirmation of the emperor, as in earlier ages, before he was installed

in the throne of St Peter. On the contrary, it was pretended that the

emperor was himself to be confirmed by the pope. This had indeed
been broached by John VIII. two hundred years before Gregory.^ It

was still a doctrine not calculated for general reception ; but the popes
availed themselves of every opportunity which the temporising policy,

the negligence, or bigotry of sovereigns threw into their hands. Lo-
thairc coming to receive the imperial crown at Rome, this circum-
stance was commemorated by a picture in the Lateran palace, in

which, and in two Latin verses subscribed, he was represented as

doing homage to the pope.^ When Frederic Barbarossa came upon
the same occasion, he omitted to hold the stirrup of Adrian IV., who,
in his turn, refused to give him the usual kiss of peace ; nor was the

contest ended but by the emperor's acquiescence, who was content to

follow the precedents of his predecessors. The same Adrian, expos-
tulating with Frederic upon some slight grievance, reminded him of

the imperial crown which he had conferred, and declared his willing-

ness to bestow, if possible, still greater benefits. But the phrase em-
ployed (majora beneficia) suggested the idea of a fief; and the general

insolence which pervaded Adrian's letter confirming this interpretation,

a ferment arose among the German princes, in a congress of whom this

letter was delivered. " From whom then," one of the legates was rash

enough to say, " does the emperor hold his crown, except from the

pope .?" which so irritated a prince of Wittelsbach, that he was with
difficulty prevented from cleaving the priest's head with his sabre.

Adrian IV. was the only Englishman that ever sat on the papal chair.

It might, perhaps, pass for a favour bestowed on his natural sove-

reign, when he granted to Henry II. the kingdom of Ireland
;
yet the

language of this donation, wherein he asserts all islands to be the

exclusive property of St Peter, should not have had a very pleasing

sound to an insular monarch.
I shall not wait to comment on the support given to Becket by

Alexander III., 1194-1216, which must be familiar to the English
reader, nor on his speedy canonisation ; a reward which the church
has always held out to its most active friends, and which may be com-

^ It appears manifest that the scheme of temporal sovereignty was only suspended by the

disorders of the Roman See in the tenth century. Peter Damian, a celebrated writer of the

age of Hildebrand, and his friend, puts these words into the mouth of Jesus Christ, as ad-

dressed to pope Victor II. : Ego claves totius universalis ecclesiae meac tuis manibus tradidi,

et super earn te mihi vicarium po-ui, quam proprii sanguinis effusione redemi. Et si pauca
sunt ista, etiam monarchias addidi: immo sublato rege de medio totius Romani imperii vacan-
tis tibi jura permisi.

' Rex venit ante fores, jurans prius urbis honores :

Post homo fit papae, sumit quo dante coronam.
Muratori, Annali, a.d. 1157.

There was a pretext for this artful line. Lothaire had received the estate of Matilda in fief

from the pope, with a reversion to Henry the Proud, his son-in-law. Schmidt.
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pared to titles of nobility f^ranted by a temporal sovereif^n.i But the

epoch when the spirit of papal usurpation was most strikinf^ly dis-

played was the pontificate of Innocent III. In each of the three

leading objects which Rome has pursued, independent sovereignty,

supremacy over the Christian church, control over the princes of the

earth, it was the fortune of this pontiff to concjuer. He realised, as

we have seen in another place, that fond hope of so many of his prede-

cessors, a dominion over Rome and the central parts of Italy. IJuring

his pontificate, Constantinople was taken by the Latins ; and however
he might seem to regret a diversion of the crusaders, which impeded
the recovery of the Holy Land, he exulted in the obedience of the new
patriarch, and the reunion of the Greek church. Never perhaps,

either before or since, was the great eastern schism in so fair a way of

being healed ; even the kings of Bulgaria and of Armenia acknowledged
the supremacy of Innocent, and permitted his interference with their

ecclesiastical institutions.

The maxims of Gregory VII. were now matured by more than a

hundred years, and the right of trampling upon the necks of kings

had been received, at least among churchmen, as an inherent attri-

bute of the papacy. "As the sun and the moon are placed in the

firmament," (such is the language of Innocent,) " the greater as the

light of the day, and the lesser of the night ; thus are there two powers
in the church ; the pontifical, which, as having the charge of souls, is the

greater ; and the royal, which is the less, and to which the bodies of

men only arc intrusted." Intoxicated with these conceptions, (if we
may apply such a word to successfjd ambition,) he thought no quarrel

of princes beyond the sphere of his jurisdiction. " Though I cannot
judge of the right to a fief,^' said Innocent to the kings of France and
England, " yet it is my province to judge where sin is committed, and
my duty to prevent all public scandals." Philip Augustus, who had
at that time, the worse in his war with Richard, acquiesced in this

sophism ; the latter was more refractory, till the papal legate began
to menace him with the rigour of the church.^ But the king of Eng-
land, as well as his adversary', condescended to obtain temporary ends
by an impolitic submission to Rome. Wc have a letter from Inno-
cent to the king of Navarre, directing him on pain of spiritual cen-
sures, to restore some castles which he detained from Richard. And
the latter appears to have entertained hopes of recovering his ransom
paid to the emperor and duke of Austria, through the pope's interfc-

rence.3 By such blind sacrifices of the greater to the less, of the
future to tb.e present, the sovereigns of Europe played continually into

the hands of their subtle enemies.
Though I am not aware that any pope before Innocent III. had thus

1 The first instance of .1 solemn papal canonisation is that of ?t Udalric by John XVI., ia

993. However, the metropolitans continued to meddle with this sort of apotheosis till the
pontificate of Alexander III., who reserved it. as a choice prerogative, to the Holy Sec.

- rhilippus rc.x Francia; in manu ejus data fide promisit se ad mandatum ipsiiis pacem vel
trcugas cum rege An^:ia; initurum. Kichardiis autem re.x Angliac se difl'icilern ostendcbat.
Sed cum idem Icgatus c\ cef>it rigorent eccUsiasticutn intentare, saniori ductus consilio
acquicvit. Vita Innoccntii Tertii.

3 Innocent actually wrote .<;omc letters for this purpose, but without any effect, nor w.is he
probably at all solicitous about it. Nor had he interfered to procure Richard's release from
prison; though Eleanor wrote him a letter, in which she asks, " Has not God given you the
power to govern nations and kings?" Velly.
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announced himself as the general arbiter of differences and conservator
of the peace throu;4hout Christendom, yet the scheme had been already

formed, and the public mind was in bome degree prepared to admit it.

Gerohus, a writer who lived early in the twelfth century, published a

a theory of perpetual pacification, as feasible, certainly, as some that

have been planned in later times. All disputes among princes were
to be referred to the pope. If either party refused to obey the sentence

of Rome, he was to be excommunicated and deposed- Every Christian

sovereign was to attack the refractory delinquent, under pain of a
similar forfeiture. A project of this nature had not only a magnificence
flattering to the ambition of the church, but was calculated to impose
upon benevolent minds, sickened by the cupidity and oppression of

princes. No control but that of religion appeared sufficient to restrain

the abuses of society ; while its salutary influence had already been
displayed both in the Truce of God, which put the first check on the

custom of private war, and more recently in the protection afforded to

crusaders against all aggression during the continuance of their en-

gagement. But reasonings from the excesses of liberty in favour of

arbitrary government, or from the calamities of national wars in favour

of universal monarchy, involve the tacit fallacy, that perfect, or at least

superior wisdom and virtue will be found in the restraining power.
The experience of Europe was not such as to authorise so candid an
expectation in behalf of the Roman See.

There were certainly some instances, where the temporal supremacy
of Innocent III., however usurped, may appear to have been exerted

beneficially. He directs one of his legates to compel the observance
of peace between the kings of Castile and Portugal, if necessary, by
excommunication and interdict. He enjoins the king of Aragon to

restore his coin which he had lately debased, and of which great com-
plaint had arisen in his kingdom. Nor do I question his sincerity in

these, or in many other cases of interference with civil government.
A great mind, such as Innocent III. undoubtedly possessed, though
prone to sacrilice every other object to ambition, can never be indifter-

ent to the beauty of social order, and the happiness of mankind.
But, if we may judge by the correspondence of this remarkable person,

his foremost gratification was the display of unbounded power. His
letters, especially to ecclesiastics, are full of unprovoked rudeness.

As impetuous as Gregory VII., he is unwilling to owe anything to

favour ; he seem.s to anticipate denial, heats himself into anger as he
proceeds, and where he commences with soHcitation, seldom concludes

without a menace. An extensive learning in ecclesiastical law, a close

observation of whatever was passing in the world, an unwearied dili-

gence, sustained his fearless ambition.^ With such a temper, and with
1 The following instance may illustrate the character of this pope, and his spirit of govern-

ing the whole world, as much as those of a more public nature. He writes to the chapter of

Pisa, that one Reubens, a citizen of that place, had complained to him. that having mortgaged
a house and garden for two hundred and fifty-two pounds, on condition that he might redeem
it before a fixed day, within which time he had been unavoidably prevented from raising the

money, the creditor had now refused to accept it ; and directs them to inquire into the facts,

and if they prove truly stated, to compel the creditor by spiritual censures to restore the pre-

mises, reckoning their rent during the time of his mortgage as part of the debt, and to receive

the remainder. Innocent. Opera. It must be admitted, that Innocent III. discouraged in

general those vexatious and dilatory appeals from inferior ecclesiastical tribunals to the court

of Rome, which had gained ground before liis time, and especially in the pontificate of

Alexander III.

I
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such advantages, he v. as formidable beyond all his predecessors, and
perhaps beyond all his successors. On every side, the thunder of

Rome broke over the heads of princes. A certain Sweno is excom-
municated for usurping the crown of Norway. A legate, in passing

through Hungary, is detained by the king : Innocent writes in tolerably

mild terms to this potentate, but fails not to intimate that he might be
compelled to prevent his son's succession to the throne. The king of

Leon had married his cousin, a princess of Castile. Innocent subjects

the kingdom to an interdict. When the clergy of Leon petition him to

remove it, because when they ceased to perform their functions, the

laity paid no tithes, and listened to heretical teachers when orthodox
mouths were mute, he consented that divine service with closed doors,

but not the rites of burial, might be pcrfonncd. The king at length

gave way, and sent back his wife. But a more illustrious victory of

the same kind was obtained over Philip Augustus, who, having repudi-

ated Isemburga of Denmark, had contracted another marriage. The
conduct of the king, though not without the usual excuse of those times,

nearness of blood, was justly condemned ; and Innocent did not hesitate

to visit his sins upon the people by a general interdict. This, after a short

demur from some bishops, was enforced throughout France ; the dead
lay unburied, and the living were cut off from the offices of religion,

till Philip, thus subdued, took back his divorced wife. The submis-
sion of such a prince, not feebly superstitious, like his predecessor
Robert, nor vexed with seditions, like the emperor Henry IV., but
brave, firm, and victorious, is perhaps the proudest trophy in the

scutcheon of Rome. Compared with this, the subsequent triumph of

Innocent over our pusillanimous John seems cheaply gained, though
the surrender of a powerful kingdom into the vassalage of the pope
may strike us as a proof of stupendous baseness on one side, and auda-
city on the other.^ Yet, under this very pontificate, it was not un-
paralleled. Peter II., king of Aragon, received at Rome the belt of

knighthood and the royal crown from the hands of Innocent III. ; he
took an oath of perpetual fealty and obedience to him and his succes-

sors ; he surrendered his kingdom, and accepted it again to be held
by an annual tribute, in return for the protection of the Apostolic
See.- This strange conversion of kingdoms into spiritual fiefs was
intended as the price of security from ambitious neighbours, and may
be deemed analogous to the change of allodial into feudal, or, more
strictly, to that of lay into ecclesiastical tenure, which was frequent
during the turbulence of the darker ages.

I have mentioned already that among the new pretensions advanced
by the Roman see was that of confirming the election of an emperor.
It had, however, been asserted rather incidentally, than in a peremp-
tory manner. But the doubtful elections of Philip and Otho, after the

1 The stipulated annu.il p.iymcnt of one thousand marks was seldom mr.dc by the kin|^ of
England ; but one is almost ashamed that it should ever have been so. Henry III. paid it

occasionally, \\hen he had any object to attain, and even Edward I. for some vears; the
laUht payment on record is in the seventeenth of his reign. After a long discontinuance, it

was demanded in the fortieth of Edward III. (i3cG,)biit the parliament unanimously declared
that John had no right to subject the kingdom to a superior without their consent ; which put
.m end for ever to the applications. Prynne.

- Zurita. This was not forgotten towards the latter part of the tame century, when Peter
III. was cngased in the Sicilian war, and served as a pretence for the pope's sentence of dc-
urivation.
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death of Henry VI., gave Innocent III. an opportunity of maintaining
more positively this pretended ri^ht. In a decretal epistle, addressed
to the (hike of Zahrini^en, tlie object of which is to direct him to trans-

fer his alle.t,Mancc from Philip to the other competitor. Innocent, after

stating the mode in which a regular election ou;^ht to be made, declares
the pope's immediate authority to examine, confirm, anoint, crown,
and consecrate the elect emperor, provided he shall be worthy ; or to

reject him, if rendered unfit by great crimes, such as sacrilege, heresy,

perjury, or persecution of the church ; in default of election to supply
the vacancy ; or, in the event of equal suffrages, to bestow the empire
upon any person at his discretion.^ The princes of Germany were not
much influenced by this hardy assumption, which manifests the temper
of Innocent III. and of his court, rather than their power. But Otho
IV., at his coronation by the pope, signed a capitulation, which cut off

several privileges enjoyed by the emperors, even since the concordat of

Calixtus, in respect of episcopal elections and investitures.

The noonday of papal dominion extends from the pontificate of In-

nocent III. mclusively to that of Boniface VIII. ; or, in other words,
through the thirteenth century. Rome inspired during this age all the

terror of her ancient name. She was once more the mistress of the
world, and kings were her vassals. I have already anticipated the two
most conspicuous instances when her temporal ambition displayed
itself, both of which are inseparable from the civil history of Italy. In
the first of these, her long contention with the house of Swabia, she
fmally triumphed. After his deposition by the council of Lyons, the

affairs of Frederic II. went rapidly into decay. With every allowance
for the enmity of the Lombards, and the jealousies of Germany, it

must be confessed that the proscription of Innocent IV. and Alexander
IV. was the main cause of the ruin of his family. There is, however,
no other instance, to the best of my judgment, where the pretended
right of deposing kings has been successfully exercised. ^Iartin IV.
absolved the subjects of Peter of Aragon from their allegiance, and
transferred his crown to a prince of France ; but they did not cease

to obey their lawful sovereign. This is the second instance which the

thirteenth century presents of interference on the part of the popes in

a great temporal quarrel. As feudal lords of Naples and Sicily, they
had indeed some pretext for engaging in the hostilities between the

houses of Anjou and Aragon, as well as for their contest with Frederic

II. But the pontiffs of that age, improving upon the system of Inno-
cent III., and sanguine with past success, aspired to render every

European kingdom formally dependent upon the see of Rome. Thus
Boniface VI II., at the instigation of some emissaries from Scotland,

claimed that monarchy as paramount lord, and interposed, though
vainly, the sacred panoply of ecclesiastical rights to rescue it from the

arms of Edward I.

This general supremacy affected by the Roman church over man-

1 Decretal, commonly cited Venerabilem. The rubric or synopsis of this epistle asserts the

pope's right electum imperatorem examinure, approbare, et inungere, consecrare et coronare,

si est dignus; vel rejicere si est indignus, ut quia sacrilcgus, excommunicatus, tyrannus,
fatuus et haereticus, paganus, perjurus, vel ecclesiae persecutor. Et electoribus nolentibus

eligere, Papa supplet. Et data paritate vocum eligemium, nee accedente majore concordia.

Papa potest gratificari cui vult. The epistle itseif is, if possible, more strongly expressed.
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kind in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, derived material support

from the promulJ^^1tion of the canon law. The foundation of this

jurisprudence is laid in the decrees of councils, and in the rescripts or

decretal epistles of popes to questions propounded upon emerjijent

doubts relative to matters of discipline and ecclesiastical economy.
As the jurisdiction of the spiritual tribunals increased, and extended

to a variety of persons and causes, it became almost necessary to

establish an uniform system for the regulation of their decisions.

After several minor compilations had appeared, Gratian, an Italian

monk, published, about the year 1 140, his Dccretum, or general collec-

tion of canons, papal epistles, and sentences of fathers, arranged and
digested into titles and chapters, in imitation of the Pandects, which
very little before had begun to be studied again with great diligence.

This work of Gratian, though it seems rather an extraordinary per-

formance for the age when it appeared, has been censured for notorious

incorrectness as well as inconsistency, and especially for the authority

given in it to the false decretals of Isidore, and consequently to the

papal supremacy. It fell, however, short of what was required in the

progress of that usurpation. Gregory IX. caused the five books of

Decretals to be published by Raimond de Pennafort in 1234. These
consist almost entirely of rescripts isbued by the latter popes, especially

Alexander III,, Innocent III., Honorius 111., and Gregory himself.

They form the most essential part of the canon law, the Decretum of

Gratian being comparatively obsolete. In these books we find a
regular and copious system of jurisprudence, derived in a great mea-
sure from the civil law, but with considerable deviation, and possil)ly

improvement. Boniface VIII. added a sixth part, thence called the

Sext, itself divided into five books, in the nature of a supplement to the

other five, of which it follows the arrangement, and composed of deci-

sions promulgated since the pontificate of Gregory IX. New constitu-

tions were subjoined by Clement V. and John XXII., under the name
of Clementines and Extravagantes Joannis ; and a few more of later

pontiffs are included in the body of canon law, arranged as a second
supplement after the manner of the Sext, and called Extravagantes
Communes.
The study of this code became of course obligatory upon ecclesias-

tical judges. It produced a new class of legal practitioners, or can-
onists ; ofwhom a great number added, like their brethren the civilians,

their illustrations and commentaries, for which the obscurity and dis-

cordance of many passages, more especially in the Decretum, gave
ample scope. From the general analogy of the canon law to that of

Justinian, the two systems became, in a remarkable manner, collateral

and mutually intertwined, the tribunals governed by either of them
borrowing their rules of decision from the other in cases where their

peculiar jurisprudence is silent or of dubious interpretation. But the
canon law was almost entirely founded upon the legislative authority
of the pope ; the decretals are in fact but a new arrangement of the bold
epistles of the most usurping pontiffs, and especially of Innocent III.,

with titles or rubrics, comprehending the substance of each in the
compiler's language. The superiority of ecclesiastical to temporal
power, or at least the absolute independence of the former, may be

2 A
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considered as a sort of kcy-notc which reflates every passage in the

canon law.i jt is expressly declared. '
" ^ts owe i

to an excommunicated lord, if after aci. .. j-c is not \< >

the church.^ And the rubric prefixed to the declaration of Frcderi

II.'s deposition in the council of Lyons asserts that the pope may de-

throne the emperor for lawful causes.

—

Papa imperatorem depotio

folest ex caiisis lei^itimis. These rubrics to the (" are not p.i -

haps of direct authority as part of the law ; but tii
^ :ss its SLii:)C-.

so as to be fairly cited instead of it.^ By means of her new jurispri

dence, Rome acquired in every country a powerful body of advocate-*,

who, though many of them were laymen, would, with the usual bigotry

of lawyers, defend every pretension or abuse, to which their received

standard of authority gave sanction.*

Next to the canon law, I should reckon the institution of the men-
dicant orders among those circumstances which principally contributed
to the aggrandisement of Rome. By the acquisition, and in some
respects the enjoyment, or at least ostentation of immense ri'

"

':

ancient monastic orders had forfeited much of the public > /

Austere principles as to the obligation of evangelical poverty were
inculcated by the numerous sectaries of that age and eagerly received

by the people, already much alienated from an established hierarchy.

No means appeared so efficacious to counteract this effect, as the

institution of religious societies, strictly debarred from the insidious

temptations of wealth. Upon this principle were founded the orders

of Mendicant Friars, incapable, by the rules of their foundation, of

possessing estates, and maintained only by alms and pious remunera-
tions. Of these the two most celebrated were formed by St Dominic
and St Francis of Assisa, and established by the authority of Honorius
III. in 1 216 and 1223. These great reformers, who have produced so

extraordinary an effect upon mankind, were of very different charac-
ters ; the one, active and ferocious, had taken a prominent part in the

crusade against the unfortunate Albigeois, and was among the first

who bore the terrible name of inquisitor ; whilst the other, a harmless
enthusiast, pious and sincere, but hardly of sane mind, was much
rather accessory to the intellectual than to the moral degradation cf

his species. Various other mendicant orders were instituted in th

thirteenth century ; but most of them were soon suppressed, anxi

1 Constitutiones principum eccleslasticis constitutionibus non prseeminent, sed obsequuntur.
Decretum, distinct. lo. Statutuna generale laicorum ad ecclesias vel ad ecclesiasacas per-
sonas, vel eorum bona in earum prasjudicium non extenditur. Quaecunque a principibus in

ordinibus vel in ecclesiasticis rebus decreta inveniuntur, nullius auctoritatis esse monstrantur.
2 Domino excommunicato manente, subditi-fidelitatem non debent; et si longo tempore in

ea perstiterint, et monitus non pareat ecclesiae. ab ejus debito absolvuntur. I must ackncv. -

ledge that the decretal epistle of Honorius III. scarcely warrants this general proposition cf
the rubric, though it seems to lead to it.

3 If I understand a bull of Gregory XIII., prefixed to his recension of the canon law, he
confirms the rubrics or glosses along with the text ; but I cannot speak with certainty as to
his meaning.

* I fear that my few citations from the canon law are not made scientifically ; the proper
mode of reference is to the first word ; but the book and title are rather more convenient; and
there are not many readers in England who will detect this impropriety.

^ It would be easy to bring evidence from the writings of every successive centun,- to the
general viciousness of the regular clerg^', whose memory it is sometimes the fashion to treat
with respect. See Muratori and Fleury. The latter observes that their great wealth m as tho
cause of this rela.xation in discipline.
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besides the two principal, none remain but the Augustins and the

CarmcHtcs.
These new preachers were received with astonishing approbation by

the laity, whose religious zeal usually depends a good deal upon their

opinion of sincerity and disinterestedness in their pastors. And the

progress of the Dominican and Franciscan friars in the thirteenth cen-

tury bears a remarkable analogy to that of our English Methodists.

Not deviating from the faith of the church, but professing rather to

teach it in greater purity, and to observe her ordin^mces with greater

regularity, while they imputed supineness and corruption to the secular

clergy, they drew round their sermons a multitude of such listeners as

in all ages arc attracted by similar means. They practised all the

stratagems of itinerancy, preaching in public streets, and administering

the communion on a portable altar. Thirty years after their institu-

tion, an historian complains that the parish churches were deserted,

that none confessed except to these friars ; in short, that the regular

discipline was subverted. This uncontrolled privilege of performing
sacerdotal functions, which their modern antitypes assume for them-
selves, was conceded to the mendicant orders by the favour of Rome.
Aware of the powerful support they might receive in turn, the pontiffs

of the thirteenth century accumulated benefits upon the disciples of

Francis and Dominic. They were exempted from episcopal authority
;

they were permitted to preach or hear confessions without leave of the

ordinary,^ to accept of legacies, and to inter in their churches. Such
privileges could not be granted without resistance from the other

clergy ; the bishops remonstrated, the university of Paris maintained
a strenuous opposition ; but their reluctance served only to protract the

final decision. Boniface Vill. appears to have peremptorily established

the privileges and immunities of the mendicant orders in 1295.

It was naturally to be expected, that the objects of such extensive

favours would repay their benefactors by a more than usual obsequious-
ness and alacrity in their service. Accordingly, the Dominicans and
Franciscans vied with each other in magnifying the papal supremacy.
Many of these monks became eminent in canon law and scholastic

theology. The great lawgiver of the schools, Thomas Aquinas, whose
opinions the Dominicans especially treat as almost infallible, went into

the exaggerated principles of his age in favour of the see of Romc.-
And as the professors of those sciences took nearly all the learning and
logic of the times to their own share, it was hardly possible to repel

their arguments, by any direct reasoning. But this partiality of the

new monastic orders to the popes must chiefly be understood to apply
to the thirteenth century, circumstances occurring in the next which
gave in some degree a different complexion to their dispositions in

respect of the Holy See.

^ Another reason for preferring the fri.ir.s is given by archbishop Peckham : quoniam casus
episcopales rcscrvati episcopis ab hominc, vela jure, communitcra Dcuin limcntibus cpiscopis

ipsis fratribus coniniitiimtur, et uon prc:>bylcris, qtwrtitn simplicitas iwn si^fficit aliis din-
^eiiiiis. Wilkins.

s It was maintained by the enemies of the mendicants, especially William St Amour, that
the pone could not give them a privilege to preach or perform the other duties of the parish
priests. Thomas Aiiuiiuis answered that a bishop migiit perform any spiritual functions with-
in his diocese, or commit the charge to another instead, and that the pope, being to the whole
church what a bishop is to his diocese, might do the 5amc everywhere
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We should not overlook, amonjj the causes that contributed to the
dominion of the popes, their prcro;(ativc of dispensing with ecclesias-

tical ordinances. The most remarkable exercise of this was as to the
canonical impediments of mitrimony. Such strictness as is prescribed
by the Christian rclij^non with respect to divorce was very unpalatable
to the barbarous nations. They in fact paid it little regard ; under
the Merovingian dynasty, even private men put away their wives at

pleasure. In many capitularies of Charlemagne, we fmd evidence of
the prevailing licence of repudiation and even polygamy.* The prin-

ciples which the church inculcated were in appearance the very rcvcr-e

of this laxity
;
yet they led indirectly to the same effect. Marriages

were forbidden, not merely within the limits which nature, or those in-

veterate associations which we call nature, have rendered sacred, but
as far as the seventh degree of collateral consanguinuity, computed
from a common ancestor.'-^ Not only was affinity, or relationship by
marriage, put upon the same footing as that by blood ; but a fantas-

tical connexion, called spiritual affinity, was invented in order to pro-

hibit marriage between a sponsor and godchild. An union, however
innocently contracted, between parties thus circumstanced might at

any time be dissolved, and their subsequent cohabitation forbidden
;

though their children, I believe, in cases where there had been no
knowledge of the impediment, were not illegitimate. One readily

apprehends the facilities of abuse to which all this led ; and histor>- is

full of dissolutions of marriage, obtained by fickle passion and cold-

hearted ambition, to which the church has not scrupled to pander on
some suggestion of relationship. It is so difficult to conceive, I do not
say any reasoning, but any honest superstition, which could have pro-

duced those monstrous regulations, that I was at first inclined to sup-

pose them designed to give, by a side wind, that facility of divorce

which a licentious people demanded, but the church could not avowedly
grant. This refinement would, however, be unsupported by facts.

The prohibition is very ancient, and was really derived from the ascetic

temper which introduced so many other absurdities.^ It was not
until the twelfth century that eiiher this, or any other established rules

of discipline, were supposed liable to arbitrary- dispensation ; at least

the stricter churchmen had always denied that the pope could infringe

canons, nor had he asserted any right to do so."^ But Innocent III.

1 Although a man might not marry again, when his wife had taken the veil, he was per-

mitted to do so if she was infected with the leprosy. Compare Capitularia Pippini, a.d. 752
and 755. If a woman conspired to murder her husband he might re-marry, a.d., 753. A
large proportion of Pepin's laws relate to incestuous conne.xions and divorces. One of Charle-

magne seems to imply that polygamy was not unknown even among priests. Si sacerdotes

plures uxores habuerint, sacerdotio priventur: quia ssecularibus deteriores sunt. Capitul.,

A.D. 769. This seems to imply that their marriage with one was allowable, which nevertheless

is contradicted by other passages in the Capitularies.
2 In the eleventh century an opinion began to gain ground in Italy that third cousins might

marry, being in the seventh degree according to the civil law. Peter Damian, a passionate

abettor of Hildebrand and his maxims, treats this with horror, and calls it an heresy. Fleun,-.

St Marc. This opinion was supported by a reference to the Institutes of Justinian ; a proof,

among several others, how much earlier that book was known than is vulgarly supposed.
3 Gregory I. pronounces matrimony to be unlawful as far as the seventh degree ; and even,

if I understand his meaning, as long as any relationship could be traced ; which seems to have
been the maxim of strict theologians, though not absolutely enforced.

* Dispensations were originally granted only as to canonical penances, but not prospectively

to authorise a breach of discipline. Gratian asserts that the pope is not bound by the canons ;

in which, Flcury observes, he goes beyond the false Decretals.
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laid down as a maxim, that out of the plenitude of his power, he might
lawfully dispense with the law ; and accordingly granted, among other

instances of this prerogative, dispensations from impediments of mar-
riage to the emperor Otho IV.i Similar indulgences were given by
his successors, though they did not become usual for some ages. The
fourth Lateran council, in 121 5, removed a great part of the restraint,

by permitting marriages beyond the fourth degree, or what we call

third cousins ; and dispensations have been made more easy, when it

was discovered that they might be converted into a source of profit.

They served a more important purpose by rendering it necessary for

the princes of Europe, who seldom could marry into one another's

houses without transgressing the canonical limits, to keep on good
terms with the court of Rome, which, in several instances that have
been mentioned, fulminated its censures against sovereigns who lived

without permission in what was considered an incestuous union.

The dispensing power of the popes was exerted in several cases of a
temporal nature, particularly in the legitimation of children, for pur-

poses even of succession. This Innocent III. claimed as an indirect

consequence of his right to remove the canonical impediment which
bastardy offered to ordination ; since it would be monstrous, he says,

that one who is legitimate for spiritual functions should continue
otherwise in any civil matter. But the most important and mis-

chievous species of dispensations was from the observance of pro-

missory oaths. Two principles are laid down in the decretals ; that

an oath disadvantageous to the church is not binding; and that one
extorted by force was of slight obligation, and might be annulled by
ecclesiastical authority.^ As the tirst of these maxims gave the most
unlimited privilege to the popes of breaking all faith of treaties which
thwarted their interest or passion, a privilege which they continually

exercised,'* so the second was equally convenient to princes, weary of

observing engagements towards their subjects or their neighbours.

They reclaimed with a bad grace against the absolution of their people
from allegiance by an authority to which they did not scruple to

1 Secundum plenitudlncm potcst.itis dc jure possumus supra jus dispensare. Schmidt.
" Juramentiim contra utilitatcm ecclesiasticam pr.-cstitum nou tenet. A jurameiito per

mctum extorto ccclesia solct absolvcre, et ejus transgressores ut pcccantcs mortaliter non
punicniur. The whole of this title in the decretals upon oaths seems to give the first opening
to the lax casuistry of succeeding times.

3 Take one instance out of many. Piccinino, the famous condottiere of the fifteenth cen-

tury, hnd promised not to attack Francis Sforza, at that time engaged as;ainst the pope.

liugenius W. (the same excellent person who had ani.ullcd the compactata %siih the Hus-iics,

rcleasin;^ those who had sworn to them, and who afterwards made the king of Hungary break
his treaty with Amurath II.) absolves him from this promise on the express ground that a
treaty disadvantageous to the church ought not to be kept. The church, in that age, was
synonymous with the p.ipal territories m Italy.

It was in conformity to this sweeping principle of ecclesiastical utility, that Urban VI. made
the following solemn and general declaration against keeping faith with heretics. Attendcntes
quod hujusmodi confuL'dcrationes, colligationes, et liga; scu conventiones factx* cum hujusmodi
hacicticis seu schismaticis postquam tales cffecti cratit, sunt teniearia;. i licita:, et ipso jure

nuilae, (etsi forte ante ipsorum lapsum in schisma, seu ha;resin inita;. sen factx lui'-sent,^ ctiam
si forent juramento vel fide data firmata;. ant confirmatione apostolici vcl quacunque firmitate

alia roboratae. p istquam taics, ut pra;mittitur, sunt eft'ecti. Kymer.
It was of little consequence that all divines and sound interpreters of canon law maintain

that the pope cannot dispense with the divine or moral law, as De Marca tells us, I. iii. c. 15,

though he admits that others of less sound judgment assert the contrary ; as was common
enough, I believe, among the Jesuits at the beginning of the seventeenth century. His power
of interpreting the law was ot itself a privilege of dispensing with it.
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repair in order to bolster up their own perjuries. Thus Kdward I.,

the strenuous asscrtcr of his temporal right-;, and one of the firiit who
opposed a barrier to the encroachments of the clergy, sought at the
hands of Clement V. a dispensation from his oath to observe the great
statute against arbitrary taxation.

In all the earlier stages of papal dominion, the supreme head of the
church had been her guardian and protector ; and this beneficent
character appeared to receive its consummation in the result of that

arduous struggle which restored the ancient practice of free election

to ecclesiastical dignities. Not long, however, after this triumph had
been obtained, the popes began by little and little to interfere with the

regular constitution. Their first step was conformable indeed to the

prevailing system of spiritual independency. ])y the concordat of

Calixtus, it appears that the decision of contested election:^ was re-

served to the emperor, assisted by the metropolitan and suffragans.

In a few cases, during the twelfth century, this imperial prerogative
was exercised, though not altogether undisputed.^ But it was con-
sonant to the prejudices of that age to deem the supreme pontiff a
more natural judge, as in other cases of appeal. The point was early

settled in England, where a doubtful election to the arbishopric of

York, under Stephen, was referred to Rome, and there kept five years
in litigation. Otho IV. surrendered this among other rights of the

empire to Innocent III. by his capitulation;- and from that pon-
tificate the papal jurisdiction over suchcontroversiesbecome thoroughly
recognised. But the real aim of Innocent, and perhaps of some of his

predecessors, was to dispose of bishoprics, under the pretext of deter-

mining contests, as a matter of patronage. So many rules were esta-

blished, so many formalities required by their constitutions, incorporated
afterwards into the canon law, that the court of Rome might easily find

means of annulling what had been done by the chapter, and bestowing
the see on a favourite candidate. The popes soon assumed not only

a right of decision, but of devolution ; that is, of supplying the want of

election, or the unfitness of the elected, by a nomination of their own.^
Thus archbishop Langton, if not absolutely nominated, was at least

chosen in an invalid and compulsory manner, by the order of Innocent
III. ; as we may read in our English historians. And several succeed-

ing archbishops of Canterbury equally owed their promotir.n to the

papal prerogative. Some instances of the same kind occurred in Ger-
many, and it became the constant practice in Naples.
While the popes were thus artfully depriving the chapters of their

right of election to bishoprics, they interfered in a more arbitrary

manner w^ith the collation of inferior benefices. This began, though

' According to the concordat, elections ought to be made in the presence of the emperor or

his officers ; but the chapters contrived to exclude them by degrees, though not perhaps till

the thirteenth century.
- One of these was the spolmvt, or movable estate of a bishop, which the emperor was used

to seize upon his decease. It was certainly a very /^^w/wir prerogative; but the popes did not

/ail at a subsequent time to claim it for themselves.
^ Thus we find it expressed, as captiously as words could be devised, in the Decretals :

Electus a majori et saniori parte capituli, si est, et erat idoneus tempore e'ectionis, confirma-

bitur : si autem crit indignus in ordinibus scientia vel setate, et fuit scienter electus, electus a
minori parte, si est dignvis, confirmabitur.
A person canonically disqualified when presented to the pope for confirmatioc •»'as said to

\iQ /'ostnlatns, not e/crf.'.w:
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in so insensible a manner as to deserve no notice but for its conse-

quences, with Adrian IV., who requested some bishops to confer th'vj

next benefice that should become vacant on a particular clerk.

Alexander III. used to solicit similar favours. These recommen-
datory letters were called mandats. But though such requests grew
more frequent than Avas acceptable to patrons, they were preferred in

moderate languac^e, and could not decently be refused to the apostolic

chair. Even Innocent III. seems in general to be aware that he is

not asserting a right ; though in one instance I have observed his

violent temper break out against the chapter of Poitiers, who had
made some demur to the appointment of his clerk, and whom he
threatens with excommunication and interdict. But, as we find in

the history of all usurping governments, time changes anomaly into

system, and injury into right ; examples beget custom, and custom
ripens into law ; and the doubtful precedent of one generation be-

comes the fundamental maxim of another. Honorius III. requested
that :\vo prebends in every church might be preserved for the holy

see ; but neither the bishops of France nor England, to whom he
preferred this petition, were induced to comply with it. Gregory IX.

])reterded to act generously in limiting himself to a single expectative,

or letter directing a particular clerk to be provided with a benefice, in

every church. But his practice went much farther. No country was
so intolerably treated by this pope and his successors as England,
throughout the ignominious reign of Henry III. Her church seemed
to have been so richly endowed only as the free pasture of Italian

pnests, who were placed, by the mandatory letters of Gregory IX. and
Innocent IV., in all the best benefices. If we may trust a solemn
remonstrance in the name of the whole nation, they drew from Eng-
Irnd, in the middle of the thirteenth century, sixty or seventy thousand
marks every year ; a sum far exceeding the royal revenue. This was
asserted by the English envoys at the council of Lyons. But the
remedy was not to be sought in remonstrances to the court of Rome,
which exulted in the success of its encroachments. There was no
defect of spirit in the nation to oppose a more adequate resistance

;

but the individual upon the throne sacrificed the public interest some-
times through habitual timidity, sometimes through silly ambition. If

England, however, suffered more remarkably, yet other countries were
far from being untouclied. A GciTnan writer about the beginning of
the fourteenth century mentions a cathedral, where out of about thirty-

five vacancies of prebends that had occurred within twenty years, the
regular patron had filled only two. The case was not very different in

France, where the continual usurpations of the popes are said to

have produced the celebrated Pragmatic Sanction of St Louis. This
edict, which is not of undisputed authority, contains three important
provisions ; namely, that all prelates and other patrons shall enjoy
their full rights as to the collation of benefices, according to the
canons ; that churches shall possess freely their rights of election

;

and that no tax or pecuniary exaction shall be levied by the pope,
without consent of the king, and of the national church.^ We do

* There are several material objections to the authenticity of this edict, and in particular
thnt we do not find the king to have had any previous differences with the sec of Kome; on
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not find, however, that the French j^'ovcrnnicnt acted up to the

spirit of this ordinance, if it be genuine ; and the Holy See con-
tinued to invade the rights of collation with less ceremony than ihey
had hitherto used. Clement IV. published a bull in 1266, which, after

asserting an absolute prerogative of the supreme pontiff to dispose of

all preferments, whether vacant or in reversion, confmcs itself in the

enacting words to the reservation of such benetices as belong to per-

sons dying at Rome, (vacantes in curia.) ^ These had for some time
been reckoned as a part of the pope's special patronage ; and their

number, when all causes of importance were drawn to his tribunal,

Avhen mctropolitnns were compelled to seek their pallium in person,

and even by a recent constitution, exempt abbots to repair to Rome
for confirmation, not to mention the multitude who flocked thither as
mere courtiers and hunters after promotion, must have been very con-
siderable. Boniface VIII. repeated this law of Clement IV. in a still

more positive tone \^ and Clement V. laid down as a maxim that the

pope might freely bestow, as universal patron, all ecclesiastical bene-
tices. In order to render these tenable by their Italian courtiers, the

canons against pluralities and non-residence were dispensed with ; so

that individuals were said to have accumulated fifty or sixty prefer-

ments. It was a consequence from this extravagant principle that the

pope might prevent the ordinary collator upon a vacancy ; and as this

could seldom be done with sufficient expedition in places remote fiom
his court, that he might make reversionary grants during the life of

an incumbent, or reserve certain benefices specifically for his ovn
nomination.
The persons as well as the estates of ecclesiastics were secure from

arbitrary taxation, in all the kingdoms founded upon the ruins of tie

empire, both by the common liberties of freemen, and more particu-

larly by their own immunities and the horror of sacrilege. Such at

least was their legal security, whatever violence might occasionally be
practised by tyrannical princes. But this exemption was compensated
by annual donatives, probably to a large amount, which the bishops
and monasteries were accustomed, and as it were compelled, to make
to their sovereigns. They were subject also, generally speaking, to

the feudal services and prestations. Henry I. is said to have extorted

a sum of money from the English church. But the first eminent
instance of a general tax required from the clergy v/as the famous
Saladine tithe ; a tenth of all movable estate, imposed by the kings of
France and England upon all their subjects, with the consent of their

great councils of prelates and barons, to defray the expense of their

intended crusade. Yet even this contribution, though called for by
the imminent peril of the Holy Land after the capture of Jerusalem,
was not paid without reluctance ; the clergy doubtless anticipating

the future extension of such a precedent. I^^Iany years had not

the contrary, he was ju?t indebted to Clement IV. for bestowing the crown of Naples on liii

brother the count of Provence. Velly has defended it, and in the opinion cf the learned
Benedictine editors of I'Art de verifier les Dates, cleared up all difficulties as to its genuine-
ness. In fact, however, the Pragmatic Sanction of St Louis stands by itself, and can on^y be
considered as a protestation against abuses which it was still impossible to suppress.

^ F. Paul thinks the privilege of nomii.ating benefices vacant in ciiria to have been among
the first claimed by the popes, even before the usage of mandats.

- He extended the vacancy in curia to al' places within two days' journey of the papal court.
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elApsed, when a new demand was made upon them, but from a dif-

ferent quarter. Innocent 111. (the name continually recurs when we
trace the commencement of an usurpation) imposed in 1199 upon the

whole church a tribute of one-fortieth of movable estate, to be paid to

his own collectors ; but strictly pledging himself that the money should
only be applied to the purposes of a crusade. This crusade ended, as

it is well known, in the capture of Constantinople. But the word had
lost much of its original meaning ; or rather that meaning had been
extended by ambition and bigotry. Gregory IX. preached a crusade
against the emperor Frederic, in a quarrel which only concerned his

temporal principality ; and the church of England was taxed by his

authority to carry on this holy war.^ After some opposition the bishops
submitted ; and from that time no bounds were set to the rapacity of

papal exactions. The usurers of Cahors and Lombardy, residing in

London, took up the trade of agency for the pope ; and in a few years,

he is said, partly by levies of money, partly by the revenues of bene-
liccs, to have plundered the kingdom of 950,000 marks ; a sum equi-

valent, 1 think, to not less than fifteen millions sterling at present.

Innocent IV., during whose pontificate the tyranny of Rome, if we
consider her temporal and spiritual usurpations together, reached
perhaps its zenith, hit upon the device of ordering the English prelates

to furnish a certain number of men-at-arms to defend the church at

their expense. This would soon have been commuted into a standing
escuage instead of military service.'^ But the demand was perhaps
not complied with, and we do not find it repeated. Henry lll.'s

pusillanimity would not permit any effectual measures to be adopted
;

and indeed he sometimes shared in the booty, and was indulged with
the produce of taxes imposed upon his own clergy to defray the costs

of his projected war against Sicily.^ A nobler example was set by the

kingdom of Scotland : Clement YV. having, in 1257, granted the

tithes of its ecclesiastical revenues for one of his mock crusades, king
Alexander 111., with the concurrence of the church, stood up against
this encroachment, and refused the legate permission to enter his

dominions. Taxation of the clergy was not so outrageous in other
countries ; but the popes granted a tithe of benefices to St Louis for

each of his own crusades. And also for the expedition of Charles of

Anjou against Manfred. In the council of Lyons held by Gregory
X. in 1274, ^ general tax of the same proportion was imposed on all

the Latin church for the pretended purpose of carrying on a holy war.

These gross invasions of ecclesiastical property, however submis-

1 It was hardly possible for the clergy to make any effective resistance to the pope, wiihoiit
unravelling a tissue which they had been assiduously weaving. One Engli,-h prelate di;\'in-

guishcd himself in this reign by his strenuous protestation against all abuses of the church.
This was Robert Grosstele, bishop of Lincoln, who died in 1253, the mo-t learned Enfilishinan
of his titue, and the first who had any tincture of Greek literature. Matthew I'aris gives him
a high character, which he deserved for his learning and integrity ; one of his commendations
is for keeping a good table. But Grosstetc appears to have been imbued in a great degree
with the spirit of his age, as to ecclesiastical power, though unwilling to yield it up to the
pope ; and it is a strange thing to reckon him among the precursors of the Reformation.

* It woidd be endless to multiply proofs from Matthew Paris, which, indeed, occur in almost
every page. His laudable zeal against papal tyrarmy, on which some Protestant writers have
been so pleased to dwell, wjs a little stimulated by personal feelings for the Abbey of Sc
Alban's ; and the same remark is probably applicable to his love of civil liberty.

^ The substance of ecclesiastical history during the reign of Henry III. maybe collected
from Herry, and still better from Collier.
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sively endured, [)roduced a very general disaffection towards ihe court
of Rome. The reproach of venahly and avarice was not ii ' ' ' st

for the first time iii)on the sovereign pontiffs ; but it had bee;. d,

in earlier ages, to particular instances, not : the bulk of the

catholic church. Lut, pillaged upon every si;„ . , lence, without la-.v

and without redress, the clergy came to regard their once paternal

monarch as an arbitrary oppressor. All writers of the tl r h and
following centuries complain in terms of unmeasured ir.' .1, and
seem almost rc.idy to reform the general abuses of the chureh. They
distinguished, however, clearly enough between the abuses which op-
pressed them and those which it was their interest to preserve, nor
had the least intention of waving their own immunities and authority.

But the laity came to more universal conclusions. A spirit of invete-

rate hatred grew up among them, not only towards the papal t} ranuy,

but the whole system of ecclesiastical independence, 'ihe rich envied
and longed to plunder the estates of the superior clergy ; the poor
learned from the Waldenses and other sectaries to deem such opu-
lence incompatible with the character of evangelical ministers. The
itinerant ministrels invented tales to satirise vicious priests, which a
predisposed multitude eagerly swallowed. If the thirteenth century
was an age of more extravagant ecclesiastical pretensions than any
which had preceded, it was certainly one in which the disposition to

resist them acquired greater consistence.

To resist had indeed become strictly necessary, if the temporal
governments of Christendom would occupy any better station than that

of officers to the hierarchy. I have traced already the first stage of

that ecclesiastical jurisdiction, which, through the partial indulgence
of sovereigns, especially Justinian and Charlemagne, had become nearly

independent of the civil magistrate. Several ages of confusion and
anarchy ensued, during which the supreme regal authority was literally

suspended in France, and not much respected in some other countries.

It is natural to suppose, that ecclesiastical jurisdiction, so far as even
that was regarded in such barbarous times, would be esteemed the

only substitute for coercive law, and the best security against ^^Tong.

But I am not aware that it extended itself beyond its former limits, tiil

about the beginning of the twelfth century. From that time it rapidly

encroached upon the secular tribunals, and seemed to threaten the

usurpation of an exclusive supremacy over all persons and causes.

The bishops gave the tonsure indiscriminately, in order to swell the

list of their subjects. The sign of a clerical state, though below the

lowest of their seven degrees of ordination, implying no spiritual office,

conferred the privileges and immunities of the profession on all who
v/ore an ecclesiastical habit, and had only once been married.

1

Orphans and widows, the stranger and the poor, the pilgrim and the

leper, under the appellation of persons in distress, (miserabiles personse,)

came within the peculiar cognisance and protection of the church ;

1 Clerici qui cum unicis et virginibus contraxerunt, si tonsuram et vestes defcrant clerlcales,

privilegium retineant prsesenti declaramus edicto, hujusmodi clericos conjugates pro com-
niissis ab iis excessibus vel delictis, trahi non posse criminaliter aut civiliter ad judicium
soiculare. Philip the Bold, however, had subjected these married clerks to taxes, and later

ordinances of the French kings rendered them amenable to temporal jurisdiction ; from which,
''a Naples, by various provisions of the Angevin line, they always continued free.
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nor could they be sued before any lay tribunal. And the whole body of

crusaders, or such as merely took the vow of engaging in a crusade,

enjoyed the same clerical privileges.

iiut where the character of the litigant parties could not, even with
this large construction, be brou^^ht within their pale, the bishops found
a pretext for their jurisdiction in the nature of the dispute. Spiritual

causes alone, it was agreed, could appertain to the spiritual tribunal.

But the word was indefinite ; and according to the interpreters of the
twelfth century, the church was always bound to prevent and chastise

the commission of sin. By this sweeping maxim, which we have seen
Innocent III. apply to vindicate his control over national quarrels, the

common differences of individuals, which generally involve some charge
of wilful injury, fell into the hands of a religious judge. One is almost
surprised to find thnt it did not extend more universally, and might
praise the moderation of the church. Real actions or suits relating to

the property of land, w^re always the exclusive province of the lay

court, even where a clerk was the defendant.^ But the ecclesiastical

tribunals took cognisance of breaches of contract, at least where an
oath had been pledged, and of personal trusts, (A.D. 1290.) They had
not only an exclusive jurisdiction over questions immediately matri-
monial, but a concurrent one with the civil magistrate in France,
though never in England, over matters incident to the nuptial con-
tract as claims of marriage portion, and of dower. They took the
execution of testaments into their hands, on account of the legacies

to pious uses, which testators were advised to bequeath.'^ In process
of time, and under favourable circumstances, they made still greater
strides. They pretended a right to supply the defects, the doubts, or
the negligence of temporal judges ; and invented a class of mixed
causes, whereof the lay or ecclesiastical jurisdiction took posses-
sion according to priority. Besides this extensive authority in civil

disputes, they judged of some offences, which naturally belong to the
criminal law, as well as of some others, which participate of a civil

and criminal nature. Such were perjury, sacrilege, usury, incest, and
adultery ;^ from the punishment of all which the secular magistrate
refrained, at least in England, after they had become the province of

:i separate jurisdiction. Excommunication still continued the only
chastisement which the church could directly inflict. But the bishops
acquired a right of having their own prisons for lay offenders,* and the
monasteries were the appropriate prisons of clerks. Their sentences of

excommunication were enforced l^y the temporal magistrate by im-
prisonment or sequestration of effects ; in some cases by confiscation

or dcath.^

^ In the council of Lambeth in 1261, the bishops claim a right to judge inter clericos suos,
vcl inter laicos conquerentcs et clericos defenrienles, in personalibus actionibus super con-
tractibiis, aiit delicti';, aut quasi

—

i.e., quasi delictis.

" Sancho IV. gave the same jurisdiction to the clerg>'of Castile. Teoria de las Cortes, t. iii.

p. 20, and in other respects followed the example of his father, Alfonso X., in favourinc their

encroachments. The church of Scotland seems to h.-ive had nearly the same jurisdiction as
th.nt r)f England. Pinkerton.

3 It \|.as a maxim of the canon, as well as the common law, that no person should be pun-
i«.hed twic; for the same offence; therefore, if a clerk had been degnded, or a penance im-
posed on a layman, i: was unjust to proceed against him in a temporal court.

Charlemagne is said by Giannone to have permitted the bishops to have prisons of their
own.

' I'lcclcsiastical jurisdiction not having been uniform in different age> and countries, it is
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The clergy did not forget to secure along with this jurisdiction their

own absolute exemption from the criminal justice of the state.

This, as I have above mentioned, had been conceded to them by
Charlema.:;ne ; but how far the same privilege existed in countries not
subject to his empire, such as England, or even in France and Ger-
many during the three centuries after his reign, is what I am not able

to assert. The False Decretals contain some passages in favour of
ecclesiastical immunity, which Gratian repeats in his collection.

About the middle of the twelfth century the principle obtained general

reception, and Innocent III. decided it to be an inalienable right of
the clergy, whereof they could not be divested even by their own con-
sent. Much less were any constitutions of princes, or national usages
deemed of force to abrogate such an important privilege.^ These, by
the canon law, were invalid when they affected the rights and liberties

of holy church. IJut the spiritual courts were charged with scanda-
lously neglecting to visit the most atrocious offences of clerks with
such punishment as they could inflict. The church could always ab-
solve from her own censures ; and confinement in a monastery, the

usual sentence upon criminals, was frequently slight and temporary.
Several instances are mentioned of heinous outrages that remained
nearly unpunished through the shield of ecclesiastical privilege.'-^ And
as the temporal courts refused their assistance to a rival jurisdiction,

the clergy had no redress for their own injuries, and even the murder
of a priest at one time, as we arc told, was only punishable by excom-
munication.3
Such an incoherent medley of laws and magistrates, upon the sj-m-

metrical arangement of which all social economy mainly depends,
could not fail to produce a violent collision. Every sovereign was in-

terested in vindicating the authority of the constitutions which had
been formed by his ancestors, or by the people whom he governed.
But the first who undertook this arduous work, the first who appeared
openly against ecclesiastical tyranny, was our Henry II. The Anglo-
Saxon church, not so much connected as some others with Rome,
and enjoying a sort of barbarian immunity from the thraldom of canon-
ical discipline, though rich, and highly respected by a devout nation,

had never, perhaps, desired the thorough independence upon secular

jurisdiction, at which the continental hierarchy aimed. William the

Conqueror first separated the ecclesiastical from the civil tribunal, and
forbade the bishops to judge of spiritual causes in the hundred court.*

difficult, without much attention, to distinc^ish its general and permanent attributes from
those less completely established. Irs description, as given in the Decretals, De foro conipe-
tenti, does not support the pretensions made by the canonists, nor come up to the sweeping
definition of ecclesiastical jurisdiction by Boniface VIII. Sire ambae partes hoc vluerirt
sive una super causis ecclesiasticis, sive quse ad forum ecclesiasticum ratione p>ersonarum,
negotiorum, vel rerum de jure vei de aatiqua consuetudine pertinere noscuntur.

1 In criminalibus causis in nulio casu possunt clcrici ab aliquo quam ab ecclesiastico judice
ccndemnari, etiamsi consuetudo regia habeat ut fures a judicibus saecularibus judiceutur.

Decretal.
2 It is laid down in the canon laws that a layman cannot be a witness in a criminal case

against a clerk.
3 This must be restricted to that period of open hostility between the church and state.

* Ut nuUus episccpus vel archidiaconus de legibus episcopalibusampliusin Hvmdret placita

teneant, nee causam quae ad regimen animarum pertinet, ad judicium saecularium hominura
adducant. Wilkins.

Before the conquest, the bishop and earl sat together in the court of the county or hundred;
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His language is, however, too indefinite to warrant any decisive pro-

position as to the nature of such causes
;
probably they had not yet

been carried much beyond their legitimate extent. Of clerical exemp-
tion from the secular arm we find no earlier notice than in the coro-

nation oath of Stephen ; which, though vaguely expressed, may be
construed to include it.^ But I am not certain that the law of England
had uncciuivocally recognised that claim at the time of the constitu-

tions of Clarendon. It was at least an innovation, which the legislature

might without scruple or transgression of justice abolish. Henry H.,

in that famous statute, attempted in three respects to limit the juris-

diction assumed by the church ; asserting for his own judges the

coL^nisance of contracts, however confirmed by oath, and of rights of

advowson, and also that of offences committed by clerks, whom, as it

is gently expressed, after conviction or confession the church ou^ht
not to protect. These constitutions were the leading subject of differ-

ence between the king and Thomas Becket. Most of them were
annulled by the pope, as derogatory to ecclesiastical liberty. It is not

improbable, however, that if Louis VII. had played a more dignified

part, the see of Rome, which an existing schism rendered dependent
upon the favour of those two monarchs, might have receded in some
measure from her pretensions. But France implicitly giving way to

the encroachments of ecclesiastical power, it became impossible for

Henry completely to withstand them.
The constitutions of Clarendon, however, produced some effect, and,

in the reign of Henry III., more unremitted and successful efforts

began to be made to maintain the independence of temporal govern-
ment. The judges of the king's courts had until that time been them-
selves principally ecclesiastics, and consequently tender of spiritual

privileges. But now abstaining from the exercise of temporal jurisdic-

tion, in obedience to the strict injunctions of their canons, the clergy

gave place to common lawyers, professors of a system very discordant
from their own. These soon began to assert the supremacy of their

jurisdiction by issuing writs of prohibition, whenever the ecclesiastical

tribunals passed the boundaries which approved use had established.

-

Little accustomed to such control, the proud hierarchy chafed under
the bit ; several provincial synods reclaim against the pretensions of
laymen to judge the anointed ministers, whom they were bound to

obey ;'^ the cognisance of rights of patronage and breaches of contract

and as we may infer from the tenor of this charter, ecclesiastical matters were decided loosely,
and rather by the common law than .iccording to the canons. This practice had been already
forbidden by some canons enacted under Edgar, but apparently with little efifcct. Iho
.separation <)f the civil and ecclesiastical tribunals was not mrtdc in Denmark till the
reign of Nicolas, who ascended the throne in 1105. Langcbck. Others refer the law to St
Canut, about loSo.

1 Ecclcsiasticarum personarum ct omnium clcricorum, ct rerum corum justitiam et potcs-
tatem, ct distributioncm honorum ccclesiasticonim, in manu episcoporum esse pcrhibeo, et
confirmo. Wilkins, Leg. Ang. Sax.

> Prynne has produced several extracts from the pipe-rolls of Henry II., where a person
has been fined quia pl.icitavit de laico feodo in curia christianitatis. 'And a bishop of Durham
is fined five hundred marks quia tenuit -^XTiCWwm. de adx'ocati^^ite cujusdafu ecclesia'w^ cwu?k.

christianitatis. GUnvil give> the form of a writ of prohibition to the spiritual court for inquir-
ing dc feodo laico ; for it had jurisdiction over lands in frankalmoign. This is conformabU;
to the constitutions of Clarendon, and shows that they were still in force : though Collier has
The assurance to say tliat they were repealed soon after Becket's death, supporting this also
by a false quotation from Glanvil.

3 Cum judicandi Christos domini nulla .sit laicis attributa potcstas, apud quoa manet neces-
sitas obscqucndi. Wilkins, Concilia.
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is boldly asserted, but firm and cautious, favoured by the nobility,

thou;^^h not much by the kinj:,', the jud;:jcs receded not a step, and ulti-

mately fixed a barrier which the church was forced to respect. In the
ensuin^j rcit^'ii of Edward I., an arc' '

"

ri.^ht of the king's bench to i:5sue pr(,i

Circumspect^ agatis, in the thirteenth year of that prince, while by Jt5

mode of expression it seems designed to guarantee the actual privi-

leges of spiritual jurisdiction, precludes by enumerating them the as-

sertion of any more. Neither the right of advowson nor any temporal
contract are specified in this act as pertaining to the church ; and
accordingly the temporal courts have ever since maintained an un-
disputed jurisdiction over thcm.^ They succeeded also partially in

preventing the impunity of crimes perpetrated by clerks. It was en-
acted by the statute of Westminster, in 1275, or rather a construction
was put upon that act which is obscurely worded, that clerks indicted
for felony should not be delivered to their ordinary, until an inquest
had been taken of the matter of accusation ; and, if they were found
guilty, that their real and personal estate should be forfeited to the
crown. In later times, the clerical privilege was not allowed till the
party had pleaded to the indictment, and been duly convict, as is the
practice at present.

The civil magistrates of France did not by any means exert them-
selves so vigorously for their emancipation. The same, or rather worse
usurpations existed, and the same complaints were made, under Philip

Augustus, St Louis, and Philip the Bold ; but the laws of those sove-

reigns tend much more to confirm than to restrain ecclesiastical en-

croachments.3 Some limitations were attempted by the secular courts;

and an historian gives us the terms of a confederacy among the French
nobles in 1246, binding themselves by oath not to permit the spiritual

judges to take cognisance of any matter except heresy, marriage, and
usury. Unfortunately, Louis IX. was almost as little disposed as

Henry III. to shake off the yoke of ecclesiastical dominion. But
other sovereigns in the same period, from various motives, were
equally submissive. Frederic IL explicitly adopts the exemption of

clerks from criminal as well as civil jurisdiction of seculars.* And
^ Licet prohibitioncs hujusmodi a curia christianiasimi regis nostri juste procu'dubio, ut

diximus, concendantnr. Wilkins. Yet after such an acknowledgment by archbishop Peck-
ham in the height of ecclesiastical power, and after a practice deducible from the age of

Henry II., some Protestant high ciiurchmen, asarchbi^hup Bancroft, have not. been ashamed
to complain that the Court of King's Bench should put any limits to their claims of spiritual

jurisdiction.

-^ The statute Circumspect^ agatis, for it is aclcnowledged as a statute, though not drr.wn

up in the form of one, is founded upon an answer of Edward I. to the prelates who had peti-

tioned for some modification of prohibitions. • Collier, always prone to e.-s:aggerate chur.h
authority, insinuates that the jurisdiction of the spiritual court over breaches of contract, even
without oath, is preserved by this statute ; but the express words of the king show that nor.j

whatever was intended ; and the archbishop complains bitterly of it afterward.'". ^N'ilkio;-.

Collier. So far from having any cognisance of civil contracts not confirmed by oath, to which
I am not certain that the church ever pretended in any country, the spiritual court had no
jurisdiction at all even where an oath had intervened, unless there was a deficiency ol

proof by writing or witnesses. Glanvil. Constitut. Clarendon.
3 It seems deducible from a law of Philip Augustus, Ord. des Rois, that a clerk convicted

of some heinous offences might be capitally punished after degradation ; yet a subsequent
ordinance, p. 43, re iiders this doubtful ; and the theory of clerical immunity became afterward*
more fully established.

* Statuimus, ut nuUus ecclesiasticam personam, in criminali quaestione vel civili. trahere

ad judicium sseculare prassumat. Ordon. des Rois de France, where this edict is recit«d ^A

i
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Alfonso X. intiockiccd the same system in Castile ; a kingdom where
neither the papal authority nor the independence of the church had
obtained any Ic^^al recognition until the promulgation of his code,

which teems with all the principles of the canon law. It is almost

needless to mention that all ecclesiastical powers and privileges were
incorporated with the jurisprudence of the kingdom of Naples, which,

especially after the accession of the Angevin line, stood in a peculiar

relation of dependence upon the holy see.^

The vast acquisitions of landed wealth made for many ages by
bishops, chapters, and monasteries, began at length to excite the

jealousy of sovereigns. They perceived that, although the prelates

might send their stipulated proportion of vassals into the field, yet

there could not be that active co-operation which the spirit of feudal

tenures required, and that the national arm was palsied by the dimi-

nution of military nobles. Again, the reliefs upon succession, and
similar dues upon alienation, incidental to liefs, were entirely lost when
they came into the hands of these undying corporations, to the serious

injury of the feudal superior. Nor could it escape reflecting men,
during the contest about investitures, that if the church ]3eremptorily

denied the supremacy of the state over her temporal wealth, it was but
a just measure of retaliation, or rather self-defence, that the state

should restrain her further acquisitions. Prohibitions of gifts in mort-
main, though unknown to the lavish devotion of the new kingdoms,
had been established by some of the Roman emperors, to check the

overgrown wealth of the hierarchy. The first attempt at a limitation

of this description in modern times, was made by Frederic Barbarossa,
who, in 1

1 58, enacted that no fief should be transferred either to the

church or otherwise, without the permission of the superior lord.

Louis IX. inserted a provision of the same kind in his Establishments.

2

Castile had also laws of a similar tendency. A licence from the crown
is said to have been necessary' in England before the Conquest for

alienations in mortmain ; but however that may be, there seems no
reason to imagine that any restraint was put upon them by the

common law before Magna Charta ; a clause of which statute was
construed to prohibit all gifts to rehgious houses without the consent
of the lord of the fee. And by the 7th Edw. I., ahcnations in mort-
main are absolutely taken away ; though the king might always exer-

cise his prerogative of granting a licence, which was not supposed to

be affected by the statute.

It must appear, I think, to every careful inquirer, that the papal
authority, though manifesting outwardly more show of strength eveiy
year, had been secretly underniined, and lost a great deal of its hold
upon public opinion, before the accession of Boniface VI 1 1., in 1294,
to the pontifical throne. The clergy were rendered sullen by demands
.ipproved by Louis Hutin. Philip the Bold had obtained leave from the pope to arrest clerks
.11 cused of heinous crimes, on condition of remitting them to the bishop's court for tri.il. A
council at Bourges held in 1276 had so .nbsolutely condemned all interference of the secular
power with clerk «, that the king was obliged to solicit this moderate favour-

1 Giannone. One provision of Robert, king of Naples, is remarkable ; it extends the im-
munity of clerks to their concubines.

Villani censures a law made at Florence in i'!45, taking away the personal immunity o(

clerks in criminal cases. Though the state could make such a law, he says it had no right
to do so against the liberties of holy church.

2 Amortisseir.cr.f, ic Dcnisart, and other French law books. Fleury, Instit. au Droit.
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of nionry, invasions of the Ic^'.il ri;;ht of palronaj:jc, and unreasonable
pnrliality lo the nKiidicant orders ; a part of the mendicants them-
selves had bcj^un to declaim against the corruptions of the papal court;
while the laiiy, subjects alike and sovcrci;;ns, looked upon both the
head and the members of the hierarchy ivith jealousy and dislike.

Boniface, full of inordinate arro^^'ance and ambition, and not sufficiently

sensible of this gradual change in human opinion, endeavoured tr

strain to a higher pitch the despotic pretensions of former pontifts.

As Gregory VII. appears the most usurping of mankind till we read
the history of Innocent III., so Innocent III. is thrown into shade by
the superior audacity of Boniface \'1 1 1. But independently of the less

favourable dispositions of the public, he wanted the most essential

quality of an ambitious pope, reputation for integrity. He was sus-

pected of having ])rocurcd through fraud the resignation of his prede-
cessor, Celestinc V., and his harsh treatment of that worthy man after-

wards seems to justify the reproach. His actions, however, display

the intoxication of extreme self-confidence. If we may credit some
historians, he appeared at the Jubilee in 1300, a festival successfully

instituted by himself to throw lustre around his court and fill his trea-

sury,i dressed in imperial habits, with the two swords borne before

him, emblems of his temporal as well as spiritual dominion over the

earth.2

It was not long after his elevation to the pontificate, before Boniface
displayed his temper. The two most powerful sovereigns of Europe,
Philip the Fair and Edward I., began at the same mom.ent to attack

in a very arbitrary manner the revenues of the church. The English
clergy had, by their own voluntary grants, or at least those of the

prelates in their name, paid frequent subsidies to the crown, from the

beginning of the reign of Henry III. They had nearly in effect waived
the ancient exemption, and retained only the common privilege of

English freemen to tax themselves in a constitutional manner. But
Edward I. came upon them with demands so frequent and exorbitant,

that they were compelled to take advantage of a bull issued by Boni-

face, forbidding them to pay any contribution to the state. The king
disregarded every pretext, and seizing their goods into his hands, with

other tyrannical proceedings, ultimately forced them to acquiesce in

his extortion. It is remarkable that the pope appears to have been
passive throughout this contest of Edward I. with his clergy. But it

was far otherwise in France. Philip the Fair had imposed a tax on
the ecclesiastical order without their consent, a measure perhaps un-

precedented, yet not more odious than the similar exactions of the

king of England. Irritated by sonie previous differences, the pope
issued his bull known by the initial words Clericis laicos, absolutely

A The Jubilee was a centenary commemoration, in honour of St Peter and St Paul, estab-

lished by Boniface VIII. on the faith of an imaginary precedent a century before. The period

was soon reduced to fifty years, and from thence to twenty-five, as it still continues. The
court of Rome at the next jubilee will, however, read with a sigh the description given of

that in 1300. Papa innumerabilem pecuniam ab iisdem recepit, quia die et nocte duo clerici

stabant ad altarc Sancti Pauli, tenentes in eorum manibus rastellos, rastellantes pecuniam iii-

finitam. Muratori. Plenary indulgences were granted by Boniface to all who should keep
their jubilee at Rome, and I suppose are stiil to be had on the same terms. Villani gives

a curious account of the throng at Rome in 1350.
- I have not observed any good authority referred to for this fact, which is, however, in th«

character of Boniface.
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forbidding the clergy of every kingdom to pay, under whatever pretext

of voluntary grant, gift or loan, any sort of tribute to their government
without his special permission. Though France was not particularly

named, the king understood himself to be intended, and took his

revenge by a prohibition to export money from the kingdom. This
produced angry remonstrances on the part of Boniface ; but the Gal-

lican church adhered so faithfully to the crown, and showed indeed

so much willingness to be spoiled of their money, that he could not

insist upon the most unreasonable propositions of his bull, and ulti-

mately allowed that the French clergy might assist their sovereign by
voluntary contributions, though not by way of tax.

For a very few years after these circumstances, the pope and kin^j

of France appeared reconciled to each other ; and the latter eve:i

referred his disputes with Edward I. to the arbitration of Boniface,
" as a private person, Benedict of Gaeta, (his proper name,) and not

as pontiff ;'' an almost nugatory precaution against his encroachment
upon temporal authority.^ But a terrible storm broke out in the first

year of the fourteenth century. A bishop of Pamiers, who had been
sent as legate from Boniface with some complaint, displayed so much
insolence, and such disrespect towards the kmg, that Philip, consider-

ing him as his own subject, was provoked to put him under arrest,

with a view to institute a criminal process. Boniface, incensed beyond
measure at this violation of ecclesiastical and legatine privileges,

published several bulls addressed to the king and clergy of France,
charging the former with a variety of offences, some of them not at all

concerning the church, and commanding the latter to attend a council
which he had summoned to meet at Rome. In one of these instru-

ments, the genuineness of which does not seem liable to much excep-
tion, he declares in concise and clear terms that the king was subject

to him in temporal as well as spiritual matters. This proposition had
not hitherto been explicitly advanced, and it was now too late to

advance it. Philip replied by a short letter in the rudest language,
and ordered his bulls to be publicly burned at Paris. Determined,
however, to show the real strength of his opposition, he summoned
representatives from the three orders of his kingdom. This is com-
monly reckoned the first assembly of the States-General. The nobility

and commons disclaimed with firmness the temporal authority of the
pope, and conveyed their sentiments to Rome through letters addressed
to the college of cardinals. The clergy endeavoured to steer a middle
course, and were reluctant to enter into an engagement not to obey the
summons of Boniface

;
yet they did not hesitate unequivocally to deny

his temporal jurisdiction.

The council, however, opened at Rome ; and notwithstanding the
king's absolute prohibition, many French prelates held themselves

^ The award of Boniface, which he expresses himself to make both as pope and Benedict
of Gaeta, is published in Rymcr, and is very equitable. Nevertheless, the French histori.<ns

agree to charge him with partiality towards Edward, and mention several proofs of it, which
do not appear in the bull itself. Previous to its publication, it was allowable enough to follow
common fa'iie ; but Velly, a writer alwa\s careless and not always honest, has repeated mere
falsehoods from Mezcray and Kaillet, while he refers to the instrument itself in Kymer,
which disproves then-.. Al. Gaillard, one of the most candid critics in histoiy that France
ever produced, pointed out the error of her common historians in the M<5m. de rAcad^mie Ueii
Inscriptions, and the editors of I'Art de verifier Ics JJ«iU9 h^ye aU9 rc<;U^ed it.
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bound to be present. In this assembly IJonifacc promulgated his

famous constitution, denominated Unam Sanctam. The church is

one body, he tlicrcin declares, and has one head. Under its command
arc two swords, the one spiritual, the other temporal ; that to b(.* used
by the supreme pontiff himself, this by kings and knights, by his

licence and at his will. But the lesser sword must be subject to the

j^reatcr, and the temporal to the spiritual authority. He concludes by
declaring the subjection of every human being to the see of Rome to

be an article of necessary faith. ^ Another bull pronounces all persons

of whatever rank obliged to appear when personally cited before the

audience or apostolical tribunal at Rome ;
" since such is our pleasure,

who, by divine permission, rule the world." Finally, as the rupture

with Philip grew more evidently irreconcilable, and the measures
pursued by that monarch more hostile, he not only excommunicated
him, but offered the crown of France to the emperor Albert I. This
arbitrary transference of kingdoms was, like many other pretensions of

that age, an improvement upon the right of deposing excommunicated
sovereigns. Gregory VII. would have not denied, that a nation, re-

leased by his authority from its allegiance, must re-enter upon its

original right of electing a new sovereign. But Martin IV. had assigned

the crown of Aragon to Charles of Valois ; the first instance, I think,

of such an usurpation of power, but which was defended by the homnge
of Peter II., who had rendered his kingdom feudally dependent, like

Naples, upon the holy see.^ Albert felt no eagerness to realise the

liberal promises of Boniface ; who was on the point of issuing a bull,

absolving the subjects of Philip from their allegiance, and declaring his

forfeiture, when a very unexpected circumstance interrupted all his

projects.

It is not surprising, when we consider how unaccustomed men were
in those ages to disentangle the artful sophisms, and detect the false-

hoods in point of fact, whereon the papal supremacy had been estab-

lished, that the king of France should not have altogether pursued the

course most becoming his dignity and the goodness of his cause. He
gave too much the air of a personal quarrel with Boniface to what
should have been a resolute opposition to the despotism of Rome.
Accordingly, in an assembly of his states at Paris, he preferred virulent

charges against the pope, denying him to have been legitimately

elected, imputing to him various heresies, and ultimately appealing to

a general council and a lawful head of the church. These measures
were not very happily planned ; and experience had always shown, that

1 Uterque est in potestate ecclesiae, spiritalis. Sed is quidem pro ecclesia, ille vero ab
ecclesia exercendus : ille sacerdotis, is manu reo^m ac militum, sed ad nutum et patientiam
sacerdotis. Oportet autem gladium esse sub gladio, et temporalem auctoritatem spiritali

subjici potestati. Porro subesse Romano pontifici omni humanae creaturae declafamus,

dicimus, definimus et pronunciamus omnino esse de necessitate fidei. Extravagant.
2 Innocent IV. had, however, in 1245, appointed one Bolon, brother to Sancho II., king of

Portugal, to be a sort of coadjutor in the government of that kingdom, enjoining the barons
to honour him as their sovereign, at the same time declaring that he did not intend to deprive
the king or his lawful issue, if he should have an j', of the kingdom. But this was founded on
the request of the Portuguese nobility themselves, who were dissatisfied with Sancho's ad-
ministration. Sext. Decretal.

Boniface invested James 11. of Aragon with the crown of Sardinia, over which, however,
llie see of Rome had always pretended to superiority by virtue of the concession (probably
spurious) of Louis the Debonair. He promised Frederic, king of Sicily, the empire of Con-
stantinople, which I suppose was not » fief of the holy sec. Giannonc.
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Europe would not submit to change the common chief of her rehgion
for the purposes of a single sovereign. But PhiHp succeeded in an
attempt apparently more bold and singular. Nogaret, a minister who
had taken an active share in all the proceedings against Boniface, was
secretly despatched into Italy, and joining with some of the Colonna
family, proscribed as Ghibelins, and rancorously persecuted by the

pope, arrested him at Anagnia, a town in the neighbourhood of Rome,
to which he had gone without guards. This violent action was not,

one would imagine, calculated to place the king in an advantageous
light

;
yet it led accidentally to a favourable termination of his dispute.

Boniface was soon rescued by the inhabitants of Anagnia ; but rai^e

brought on a fever, which ended in his death ; and the first act of liis

successor, Benedict XI., was to reconcile the king of France to the

holy see.

The sensible decline of the papacy is to be dated from the pontificate

of Boniface VIII., who had strained its authority to a higher pitch
than any of his predecessors. There is a spell wrought by uninter-

rupted good fortune, which captivates men's understanding, and per-

suades them, against reason and analogy, that violent power is im-
mortal and irresistible. The spell is broken by the first change of

success. We have seen the working and the dissipation of this charm
M'ith a rapidity to which the events of former times bear as remote a
relation as the gradual processes of nature to her deluges and her
volcanoes. In tracing the papal empire over mankind, we have no
such marked and definite crisis of revolution. But slowly, like the

retreat of waters, or the stealthy pace of old age, that extraordinary

power over human opinion has been subsiding for five centuries. I

have already observed, that the symptoms of internal decay may be
traced farther back. But as the retrocession of the Roman terminus
under Adrian gave the first overt proof of decline in the ambitious
energies of that empire, so the tacit submission of the successors of

Boniface VIII. to the king of France might have been hailed by
Europe as a token that their influence was beginning to abate. Im-
])risoned, insulted, deprived eventually of life by the violence of Philip,

a prince excommunicated, and who had gone all lengths in defying
and despising the papal jurisdiction, lioniface had every claim to be
avenged by the inheritors of the same spiritual dominion. When
licnedict XI. rescinded the bulls of his predecessor, and admitted
Philip the Fair to communion without insisting on any concessions,

he acted perhaps prudently, but gave a fatal blow to the temporal
authority of Rome.

Benedict XI. lived but a few months, and his successor, Clement
v., in 1305, at the instigation, as is commonly supposed, of the king
of France, by whose influence he had been elected, took the extraor-

dinary step of removing the papal chair to Avignon. In this city it

remained for more than seventy years ; a period which Petrarch and
other writers of Italy compare to that of the Babylonish captivity.

The majority of the cardinals was always French, and the popes were
uniformly of the same nation. Timidly dependent upon the court of

France, they neglected the interests and lost the affections of Italy.

Rome, forsaken by her sovereign, nearly forgot her allegiance \ what
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remained of papal authority in the ecclesiastical territories was exer-
cised by cardinal Icfjatcs, little to the honour or advantage of the holy
see. Yet the scries of Avi^mon pontiffs were far from mscnsible to

Italian politics. These occupied, on the contrary, the greater part of
their attention. iJut cnj^aging in them from motives too manifestly
selfish, and being regarded as a sort of foreigners from birth and resi-

dence, they aggravated that unpopularity and bad reputation which
from various other causes attached itself to their court.

Though none of the supreme pontiffs after lionifacc VIII. ventured
upon such explicit assumptions of a general jurisdiction over sove-
reigns by divine right as he had made in his controversy with Philip,

they maintained one memorable struggle for temporal power against
the emperor Louis of Bavaria. Maxims long boldly repeated without
contradiction, and engrafted upon the canon law, passed almost for

articles of faith among the clergy, and those who trusted in them
;

and in despite of all ancient authorities, Clement V. laid it down, that
the popes, having transferred the Roman empire from the Greeks to

the Germans, and delegated the right of nominating an emperor to

certain electors, still reserved the prerogative of approving the choice,

and of receiving from its subject upon his coronation an oath of fealty

and obedience.^ This had a regard to Henry VII. who denied that
his oath bore any such interpretation, and whose measures, much to

the alarm of the court of Avignon, were directed towards the restora-

tion of his imperial rights in Italy. Among other things, he conferred
the rank of vicar of the empire upon Matteo Visconti, lord of Milan.
The popes had for some time pretended to possess that vicariate, dur-
ing a vacancy of the empire ; and after Henry's death, insisted upon
Visconti's surrender of the title. Several circumstances, for which I

refer to the political historians of Italy, produced a war between the

pope's legate and the Visconti family. The emperor Louis sent assis-

tance to the latter, as heads of the Ghibelin or imperial party. This
interference cost him above twenty years of trouble. John XXII., a
man as passionate and ambitious as Boniface himself, immediately
published a bull, in which he asserted the right of administering the

empire during its vacancy, (even in Germany, as it seems from the

generality of his expression,) as well as of deciding in a doubtful choice

of the electors, to appertain to the holy see ; and commanded Louis
to lay down his pretended authority, until the supreme jurisdiction

should determine upon his election. Louis's election had indeed been
questionable, but that controversy was already settled in the field of

Muhldorf, where he had obtained a victory over his competitor, the

duke of Austria ; nor had the pope ever interfered to appease a civil

war during several years that Germany had been internally distracted

by the dispute. The emperor, not yielding to this peremptory order,

was excommunicated in 1323 ; his vassals were absolved from their

* Roman! principes, S:c. . . . Romano pontifici, a quo approbationem personae ad imperi.ilis

celsitudinis apiceni assumendje, necnon unctionem, consecrationem et imperii coronam acci

piiint, sua submittere capita non rcputarunt indignum, seque illi et eidem ccclesise, quse a
Grzccis imperium transtiilit in Germanos, ei a qua ad certos eorum principes jus et potestas

eligcndi regem, in imperatorcm postmodumpromovcndum, pertinct, ad^tringerc vinculo jura-

menti, &c. Clement. The terms of the oath, as recited in this constitution, do not warrant
the pope's interpretation, but imply only that the emperor shall be the advoc.ite or defender
of the church.
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oath of fealty, and all treaties of alliance between him and foreign

princes annulled. Germany, however, remained firm ; and if Louis
himself had manifested more decision of mind, and uniformity in his

conduct, the court of Avignon must have signally failed in a contest,

from which it did not in fact come out very successful. But while at

one time he went intemperate lengths against John XXII., publishing

scandalous accusations in an assembly of the citizens of Rome, and
causing a Franciscan friar to be chosen in his room, after an irregular

sentence of deposition, he was always anxious to negotiate terms of

accommodation, to give up his own active partisans, and to make con-
cessions the more derogatory to his independence and dignity. From
John indeed he had nothing to expect ; but Benedict XII. would gladly

have been reconciled, if he had not feared the kings of France and
Naples, political adversaries of the emperor, who kept the Avignon
popes in a sort of servitude. His successor, Clement VI., inherited

the implacable animosity of John XXII. towards Louis, who died
without obtaining the absolution he had long abjectly solicited.^

Though the want of firmness in this emperor's character gave some-
times a momentary triumph to the popes, it is evident that their autho-
rity lost ground during the continuance of this struggle. Their right

of confirming imperial elections was expressly denied by a diet held at

Frankfort in 1338, which established as a fundamental principle, that

the imperial dignity depended upon God alone, and that whoever
should be chosen by a majority of the electors became immediately
both king and emperor, with all prerogatives of that station, and did
not require the approbation of the pope.- This law, confirmed as it

was by subsequent usage, emancipated the German empire, which was
immediately concerned in opposing the papal claims. But some who
were actively engaged in these transactions took more extensive views,

and assailed the whole edifice of temporal power which the Roman
see had been constructing for more than two centuries. Several men
of learning, among whom Dante, Ockham, and Marsilius of Padua,
are the most conspicuous, investigated the foundations of this super-
structure, and exposed their insufficiency.-^ Literature, too long the
passive handmaid of spiritual despotism, began to assert her nobler
birthright of ministering to liberty and truth. Though the writings of
these opponents of Rome are not always reasoned upon very solid

principles, they at least taught mankind to scrutinise what had been
received with implicit respect, and prepared the way for more philoso-

phical discussions. About this time a new class of enemies had un-

1 Schmidt, Hist, des AUcmands, seems the best modern authority for this contest between
the empire and papacy. See also Struviiis, Corp. Hist. German.
-Quod imperialis dignitas et potcstas immediate c.x solo Deo, et quod de jure et imp>erii

consuctudine anliquitiis approbata postquam aliquis cligitur in impcratorem sive regem ab
clectoribus imperii concorditer, vel m.ajuri parte eorundem, statim ex sola electionc est rex
vcrus et imperator Komanonini censentlus et nomiiiandus, ct eidcm debet ab omnibus impcrio
subjectis obediri, et adniiiiisitrandi jura imperii, ct ca:terafaciendi, qua; ad imperatorem venun
pertinent, plenariam habct potcstatem, ncc Papac sive sedis aposiolicse aut alicujus alterius

approbalione, confirmatione, auctoritatc indiget vel consensu.
* Dante was dead before these events, but his principles were the same. Ockham h.id

already exerted his talents in the same cause by writing, m behalf of Philip IV. against Boni
face, a di.Uogue between a knight and a clerk on the temporal supremacy of the church- This
is published among other tracts of the same class in Goldastus. This dialogue is translated,

entire in the Songc du Vergier, a more celebrated wcrformance, ascribed to J^aoul dc Prcslcs
under Charles V.
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expcctcdly risen up against the rules of the church. These were apart
of the P^ranciscan order, who had seceded from the main body, on
account of alleged deviations from the rigour of their primitive rule.

Their schism was chiefly founded upon a quibble about the right of pro-
perty in things consumable, which they maintained to be inco ->
with the absolute poverty prescribed to them. This frivolous i y
was united with the wildest fanaticism ; and as John XXII. attempted
to repress their follies by a cruel persecution, they proclaimed aloud
the corruption of the church, fixed the name of Antichrist upon the
papacy, and warmly supported the emperor Louis throughout all his
contention with the holy see.i

Meanwhile the popes who sat at Avignon continued to invade with
surprising rapaciousncss the patronage and revenues of the church.
The mandats, or letters, directing a particular clerk to be preferred,
seems to have given place in a great degree to the more effectual

method of appropriating benefices by reservation or provision, which
was carried to an enormous extent in the fourteenth century. John
XXII., the most insatiate of pontiffs, reserved to himself all the
bishoprics in Christendom. Benedict XII. assumed the privilege for

his own life of disposing of all benefices vacant by cession, deprivation,
or translation. Clement VI. naturally thought that his title was
equally good with his predecessor's, and continued the same right for

his own time ; which soon became a permanent rule of the Roman chan-
cery.2 Hence the appointment of a prelate to a rich bishopric was
generally but the first link in a chain of translation, which the pope
could regulate according to his interest. Another capital innovation
was made by John XXII. in the establishment of the famous tax,

called annates, or first-fruits of ecclesiastical benefices, which he im-
posed for his own benefit. These were one years value, estimated
according to a fixed rate in the books of the Roman chancer}-, and
payable to the papal collectors throughout Europe.^ Various other
devices were invented to obtain money, which these degenerate popes,
abandoning the magnificent schemes of their predecessors, were con-
tent to seek as their principal object. John XXII. is said to have
accumulated an almost incredible treasure, exaggerated, perhaps, by the

ill-will of his contemporaries ;* but it maybe doubted whether even his

avarice reflected greater dishonour on the church, than the licentious

profusencss of Clement IV.^

These exactions were too much encouraged by the kings of France,
who participated in the plunder, or at least required the mutual assist-

1 This schism of the rigid Franciscans or Fratricelli is one of the most singular parts of

ecclesiastical history, and had a material tendency both to depress the temporal authority of

the papacy and to pave the way for the Reformation. It is fully treated by Mosheim and by
Crevier.

2 Translations of bishops had been made by the authority of tlie metropolitan, till Innocent
III. reserved this prerogative to the holy see.

3 The popes had long been in the habit of receiving a pecuniary gratuity when they granted
the pallium to an archbishop, though this was reprehended by strict men. and even condemned
by themselves. De Marca. It is noticed as a remarkable thing of Innocent IV. that he gave
the pall to a Germcn archbishop without accepting anything. Schmidt. The original and
nature of annates is copiously treated in Lenfant.

* G. Villani puts this at twenty-five million of florins, which it is hardly possible to believe.

The Italians were credulous enough to listen to any report against the popes of Avignon.
^ For the corruption of morals at Avignon during the secession, see De Sade, Vie de

P(5'trarque.
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ance of the popes for their own imposts on the clergy. John XXII.
obtained leave of Charles the Fair to levy a tenth of ecclesiastical

revenues;! and Clement VI., in return, granted two-tenths to Philip

of Valois for the expenses of his war. A similar tax was raised by the

same authority towards the ransom of John.^ These were contribu-

tions for national purposes unconnected with religion, which the popes
had never before pretended to impose, and which the king might pro-

perly have levied with the consent of his clergy, according to the prac-

tice of England. But that consent might not always be obtained with

ease, and it seemed a more expeditious method to call in the authority of

the pope. A manlier spirit was displayed by our ancestors. It was the

boast of England to have placed the first legal barrier to the usurpa-

tions of Rome, if we except the dubious and insulated Pragmatic
Sanction of St Louis, frOm which the practice of succeeding ages in

France entirely deviate. The English barons had, in a letter addressed

to Boniface VIII., absolutely disclaimed his temporal supremacy over

their crown, which he had attempted to set up by intermeddling in the

quarrel of Scotland. This letter, it is remarkable, is nearly coincident

in point of time Avith that of the French nobility ; and the two com-
bined may be considered as a joint protestation of both kingdoms, and
a testimony to the general sentiment among the superior ranks of the

laity. A very few years afterwards, the parliament of Carlisle wrote a
strong remonstrance to Clement V. against the system of provisions

and other extortions, including that of first-fruits, which it was
rumoured, they say, he was meditating to demand.*^ But the court of

Avignon was not to be moved by remonstrances ; and the feeble ad-
ministration of Edward II. gave way to ecclesiastical usurpations at

home as well as abroad."* His magnanimous son took a bolder line.

After complaining ineffectually to Clement VI. of the enormous abuse
which reserved almost all English benefices to the pope, and generally

for the benefit of aliens, he passed, in 1350, the famous statute of pro-

visors. This act, reciting one supposed to have been made at the par-

liament of Carlisle, which, however, does not appear,^ and complaining
in strong language of the mischief sustained through continual reser-

vations of benefices, enacts that all elections and collations shall be
free, according to law, and that, in case any provision or reservation
should be made by the court of Rome, the king should for that turn
have the collation of such benefice, if it be of ecclesiastical election or

1 Continuator Gul. de Nangis. Ita miseram ecclesiam, says this monk, unus tondct, alter

excoriat.
'^ It became a regular practice for the king to obtain the pope's consent to lay a tax on his

clerry ; though he sometimes applied first to themselves.
3 Rotuli Parliament, vol. i. p. 204. This passage, hastily read, has led Collier and other

English writers, such as Henry and Blackstonc, into the supposition that annates were im-
posed by Clement V. But the concurrent testimony of foreign authors refers this tax to John
XXII., as the canon law also shows.

* The statute, Articuli cleri, in 1316, was directed rather towards confirming than limiting
the clerical immunity in criminal cases.

* It is singular that Sir E. Coke should assert that this act recites, and is founded upon the
statute 35 E. I., De asportatis religiosorum, whereas there is not the least rcscmbl.mce in
the words, and very little, if any, in the substance. Blackstonc, in consequence, mistakes
the nature of that act of Edward I., and supposes it to have been made agamst papal provi-
sions, to which I do not perceive even an allusion. Whether any such statute was really
made in the Carlisle parliament of 35 E. I., as is asserted both in 25 E. III., and in the roll
of another parliament, 17 E. III., is hard to decide; and perhaps those who examine this
point will have to choose between wilful suppression and wilful interpolation.
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patronage. This devolution to the crown, which seems a httlc arbi-

trary, was the only remedy that could be effectual against the conniv-

ance and tuiiidity of chapters and spiritual patrons. \Vc cannot
assert that a statute so nobly planned was executed with equal steadi-

ness. Sometimes by royal dispensation, sometimes by nej^lect or

evasion, the papal bulls of provision were still obeyed, though fresh

laws were enacted to the same effect as the former. It was found on
examination, in 1367, that some clerks enjoyed more than twenty
benefices by the pope's dispensation. And the parliaments both of

this and of Richard II.'s reign invariably complain of the disregard

shown to the statute of provisors. This led to other measures,
which I shall presently mention more in detail

The residence of the popes at Avignon gave very general offence to

Europe, and they could not themselves avoid perceiving the disadvan-
tage of absence from their proper diocese, the city of St Peter, the

source of all their claims to sovereign authority. But Rome, so long
Ltbandoned, offered but an inhospitable reception : Urban V. returned
to Avignon, after a short experiment of the capital ; and it was not
till 1376, that the promise, often repeated and long delayed, of restor-

ing the papal chair to the metropolis of Christendom, was ultimately

fulfilled by Gregory XI. His death, which happened soon afterwards,

prevented, it is said, a second flight that he was preparing. This was
followed by the great schism, one of the most remarkable events in

ecclesiastical history. It is a difficult and by no means an interesting

question to determine the validity of that contested election, which, in

1377, distracted the Latin church for so many years. All contempo-
rary testimonies are subject to the suspicion of partiality in a cause
where no one was permitted to be neutral. In one fact, however,
there is a common agreement, that the cardinals, of whom the majo-
rity were French, having assembled in conclave for the election of a
successor to Gregory XL, were disturbed by a tumultuous populace,
who demanded with menaces a Roman, or at least an Italian, pope.

This tumult appears to have been sufficiently violent to excuse, and
in fact did produce, a considerable degree of intimidation. After some
time, the cardinals made choice of the archbishop of Bari, a Neapoli-
tan, who assumed the name of Urban VI. His election satisfied the

populace, and tranquillity was restored. The cardinals announced their

choice to the absent members of their college, and behaved towards
Urban as their pope for several weeks. But his uncommon harshness
of temper giving them offence, they withdrew to a neighbouring town,
and protesting that his election had been compelled by the violence

of the Roman populace, annulled ' the whole proceeding, and chose
one of their own number, who took the pontifical name of Clement
VII. Such are the leading circumstances which produced the famous
schism. Constraint is so destructive of the essence of election, that suf-

rages given through actual intimidation ought, I think, to be held in-

valid, even without minutely inquiring whether the degree of illegal force

was such as might reasonably overcome the constancy of a firm mind.
It is improbable that the free votes of the cardinals would have been
bestowed on the archbishop of Bari ; and I should not feel much
hesitation in pronouncing his election to have been void. But the
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sacred college r:nquestionably did not use the earliest opportunity of

protesting against the violence they had suffered ; and we may infer

almost with certainty, that if Urban's conduct had been more accept-

able to that body, the w^orld would have heard little of the transient

riot at his election. This, however, opens a delicate question in juris-

prudence ; namely, under what circumstances acts, not only irregular,

but substantially invalid, are capable of receiving a retro-active confir-

mation by the acquiescence and acknowledgment of parties concerned
to oppose them. And upon this, 1 conceive, the great problem of
legitimacy between Urban and Clement will be found to depend.^

Whatever posterity may have judged about the pretensions of these

competitors, they at that time shared the obedience of Europe in

nearly equal proportions. Urban remained at Rome ; Clement re*

sumed the station of Avignon. To the former adhered Italy, the

Empire, England, and the nations of the north ; the latter retained in

his allegiance France, Spain, Scotland, and Sicily. Fortunately for

the church, no question of religious faith intermixed itself with this

schism ; nor did any other impediment to reunion exist, than the

obstinacy and selfishness of the contending parties. As it was im-

possible to come to any agreement on the original merits, there seemed
to be no means of healing the wound but by the abdication of both
popes and a fresh undisputed election. This was the general wish of

Europe, but urged with particular zeal by the court of France, and,

above all, by the university of Paris, which esteems this period the

most honourable in her annals. The cardinals, however, of neither

obedience would recede so far from their party as to suspend the elec-

tion of a successor upon a vacancy of the pontificate, which would
have at least removed one-half of the obstacle. The Roman conclave
accordingly placed three pontiffs successively, Boniface IX., Innocent
VI., and Gregory XII., in the scat of Urban VI. ; and the cardinals at

Avignon, upon the death of Clement in 1394, elected Benedict XIII.,

(Peter de Luna,) famous for his inflexible obstinacy in prolonging the

schism. He repeatedly promised to sacrifice his dignity for the sake
of union. But there was no subterfuge to which this crafty pontiff

had not recourse in order to avoid compliance with his word, though
importuned, threatened, and even besieged in his palace at Avignon.
Fatigued by his evasions, P^rance withdrew her obedience, and the

Gallican church continued for a few years without acknowledging any
supreme head. But this step, which was rather the measure of the
university at Paris than of the nation, it seemed advisable to retract

;

and Benedict was again obeyed, though France continued to urge his

resignation. A second subtraction of obedience, or at least declara-

tion of neutrality, was resolved upon, as preparatory to the convocation
of a general council. On the other hand, those who sat at Rome dis-

played not less insincerity. Gregory XII. bound himself by oath on
his accession to abdicate when it should appear necessary. But while

^ Lenfant has collected all the original testimonies on both sides in the first book of his Con*
cilc de Pise. No positive decision nas ever been made on the subject, but tlic Roman pepes
are numbered in the commonly received list, and those of Avignon are not. The modern
Italian writers express no doubt about the legitimacy of Urban ; the French, at most, intiniat«
that Clement's pretensions were not to be wholly rejected. But I am saying too much on n
question so utterly unimportant.
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these rivals were loading each other with the mutual reproach of
schism, they drew on themselves the suspicion of at least a virtual

collusion in order to retain their respective stations. At Icni^th, the
cardinals of both parties, wearied wih so much dissimulation, deserted
their masters, and summoned a general council to meet at Pisa.

The council assembled at Pisa, in 1409, deposed both Gregory and
Benedict, without deciding in any respect as to their pretensions, and
elected Alexander V. by its own supreme authority. This authority,

however, was not universally recognised ; the schism, instead of being
healed, became more desperate ; for as Spain adhered firmly to Bene-
dict, and Gregory was not without supporters, there were now three
contending pontiffs in the church. A j^eneral council was still, how-
ever, the favourite and indeed the sole remedy; and John XXIII.,
successor of Alexander V., was reluctantly prevailed upon, or perhaps
trepanned into convoking one to meet in 1414 at Constance. In this

celebrated assembly he was himself deposed ; a sentence which he
incurred by that tenacious clinging to his dignity, after repeated pro-

mises to abdicate, which had already proved fatal to his competitors.
The deposition of John, confessedly a legitimate pope, may strike us
as an extraordinary measure. But besides the opportunity it might
afford of restoring union, the council found a pretext for this sentence
in his enormous vices, which indeed they seem to have taken upon
common fame without any judicial process. The true motive, how-
ever, of their proceedings against him was a desire to make a signal

display of a new system which had rapidly gained ground, and which
I may venture to call the whig principles of the Catholic church. A
great question was at issue, whether the polity of that establishment
should be an absolute, or an exceedingly limited monarchy. The
papal tyranny, long endured and still increasing, had excited an active

spirit of reformation, which the most distinguished ecclesiastics of

France and other countries encouraged. They recurred, as far as

their knowledge allowed, to a more primitive discipline than the canon
law, and elevated the supremacy of general councils. But in the for-

mation of these they did not scruple to introduce material innovations.

The bishops have usually been considered the sole members of eccle-

siastical assemblies. At Constance, however, sat and voted not only
the chiefs of monasteries, but the ambassadors of all Christian princes,

the deputies of universities, with a multitude of inferior theologians,

and even doctors of law.^ These were naturally accessible to the

pride of sudden elevation, which enabled them to control the strong,

and humiliate the lofty. In addition to this, the adversaries of the

court of Rome carried another not less important innovation. The
Italian bishops, almost universally in the papal interests, were so

numerous, that if suffrages had been taken by the head, their prepon-

derance would have impeded any measures of transalpine nations to-

wards reformation. It was determined, therefore, that the council

should divide itself into four nations, the Italian, the German, the

French, and the English ; each with equal rights, and that every pro-

position having been separately discussed, the majority of the four

' It was agreed, that the ambassadors could not vote upon articles of faith, but only on
questions relating to the settlement of the churcli. But the second order of ecclesiastics were
allowed to vote generally.

I
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should prevail.! This revolutionary spirit was very unacceptable to

the cardinals, who submitted reluctantly, and with a determination,

that did not prove altogether unavailing, to save their papal monarchy
by a dexterous policy. They could not, however, prevent the famous
resolutions of the fourth and fifth sessions, which declare that the

council lias received, by divine right, an authority to which every rank,

even the papal, is obliged to submit, in matters of faith, in the extirpa-

tion of the present schism, and in the reformation of the church, both
in its head and its members ; and that every person, even a pope,

who shall obstinately refuse to obey that council, or any other lawfully

assembled, is liable to such punishment as shall be necessary. These
decrees are the great pillars of that moderate theory with respect to the

papal authority, which distinguished the Gallican church, and is em-
braced, I presume, by almost all laymen and the major part of eccle-

siastics on this side of the Alps. They embarrass the more popish
churchmen as the revolution does our English tories ; some boldly

impugn the authority of the council of Constance, while others chicane
upon the interpretation of its decrees. Their practical importance is

not, indeed, direct; universal councils exist only in possibility; but
the acknowledgment of a possible authority paramount to the see of

Rome has contril)uted, among other means, to check its usurpations.

The purpose for which these general councils had been required,

next to that of healing the schism, was the reformation of abuses. All

the rapacious exactions, all the scandalous venality of which Europe
had complained, while unquestioned pontiffs ruled at Avignon, appeared
light in comparison of the practices of both rivals during the schism.

Tenths repeatedly levied upon the clergy, annates rigorously exacted
and enhanced by new valuations, fees annexed to the complicated
formalities of the papal chancery, were the means by which each half

of the church was compelled to reimburse its chief for the subtraction

of the other's obedience. Boniface IX., one of the Roman line, whose
fame is a little worse than that of his antagonists, made a gross traffic

of his patronage ; selling the privileges of exemption from ordinary
jurisdiction, of holding benefices in commendam, and other dispensa-

tions invented for the benefit of the holy see. Nothing had been
attempted at Pisa towards reformation. At Constance the majority
were ardent and sincere ; the representatives of the French, German,
and English churches met with a determined, and, as we have seen,

not always unsuccessful resolution to assert their ecclesiastical liberties.

They appointed a committee of reformation, whose recommendations,
if carried into effect, would have annihilated almost entirely that art-

fully constructed machinery by which Rome had absorbed so much of

1 This separation of England, as a co-equal limb of the council, gave great nmbrage to the
French, who maintained that, like Denmark and Sweden, it ought to have been reckoned
along witli Germany. The English deputies came down with a profusion of authorities to

prove the antiquity of their mon.irchy, for which they did not fail to put in requisition the

immeasurable pedigrees of Ireland. Joseph of Arimathea, who planted Christianity and his

stick at Glastonbury, did his best to help the cause. The recent victory of Azincourt, I am
inclined to think, had more weight with the council. Lenfant.
At a time \vhen a very different spirit prevailed, the English bishops under Henry II. and

Henr>' III. had cl.iimed as a right, that no more than four of their number should be sum-
moned to a general council. Hoveden. This was like boroughs praying to be released from
sending members to parliament.
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the revenues and patrona^'c of the church. Hut men, interested in

pcrpctualinj,^ these abuses, especially the cardinals, impro. ' ' ad-
vaiUa;4LS which a skilful government always enjoys in pla inst

a popul.ir assembly. They availed themselves of the jealou->ics arising

out of the division of the council into nations, which exterior politic. il

circumstances had enhanced. France, then at war with England,
whose pretensions to be counted as a fourth nation she had warmly
disi)uted, and not well disposed towards the emperor Sigismund, joined
with the Italians against the English and German members of the
council in a matter of the utmost importance, the immediate election

of a pope before the articles of reformation should be finally concluded.
These two nations, in return, united with the Italians to choose the

cardinal Colonna, against the advice of the French divines, who
objected to any member of the sacred college. The court of Rome
were gainers in both questions. IvLirtin V., the new pope, soon evinced
his determination to elude any substantial reform. After publishing
a few constitutions tending to redress some of the abuses that had
arisen during the schism, he contrived to make separate conven-
tions with the several nations, and as soon as possible dissolved the
council.!

By one of the decrees passed at Constance, another general council
was to be assembled in five years, a second at the end of seven more,
and from that time a similar representation of the church was to meet
every ten years. Martin V. accordingly convoked a council at Pavia,

which, on account of the plague, was transferred to Siena ; but nothing
of importance was transacted by this assembly. That which he sum-
moned in 1433, seven years afterwards, to the city of Basle, had very
different results. The pope, dying before the meeting of this council,

was succeeded by Eugenius IV., who, anticipating the spirit of its

discussions, attempted to crush its independence in the outset, by
transferring the place of session to an Italian city. No point was
reckoned so material in the contest between the popes and reformers,

as whether a council should sit in Italy or beyond the Alps. The
council of Basle began, as it proceeded, in open enmity to the court of

Rome. Eugenius, after several years had elapsed in more or less

hostile discussions, exerted his prerogative of removing the assembly 'j

to Ferrara, and from thence to Florence. For this he had a specious
pretext in the negotiation, then apparently tending to a prosperous
issue, for the reunion of the Greek church ; a triumph, however
transitory, of which his council at Florence obtained the glory. On
the other hand, the assembly at Basle, though much weakened by the

defection of those who adhered to Eugenius, entered into compacts
with the Bohemian insurgents, more essential to the interests of the

church than any union with the Greeks, and completed the work
begun at Constance by abolishing the annates, the reservations of

benefices, and other abuses of papal authority. In this it received

the approbation of most princes ; but when, provoked by the endea-

vours of the pope to frustrate its decrees, it proceeded so far as to

suspend and even to depose him, neither France nor Germany con-

1 The copiousness as well as impartiality of Lenfant justly render it an almost exclusive

a-ithority. Crevier has given a good abridgment : and Schmidt is worthy of attention.
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Ciirred in the sentence. Even the council of Constance had not

absolutely asserted a right of deposing a lawful pope, except in case

of heresy, though their conduct towards John could not otherwise be
justified.! This question indeed of ecclesiastical public law seems to

be still undecided. The fathers of Basle acted, however, with greater

intrepidity than discretion, and not perhaps sensible of the change
that was taking place in public opinion, raised Amadeus, a retired

duke of Savoy, to the pontifical dignity by the name of Felix V. They
thus renewed ihc schism, and divided the obedience of the Catholic

church for a few years. The empire, however, as well as France,
observed a singular and not very consistent neutrality, respecting

Eugenius as lawful pope, and the assembly at Basle as a general

council. England warmly supported Eugenius, and even adhered to

his council at Horence ; Aragon and some countries of smaller note
acknowledged Felix. But the partisans of Basle became every year
weaker ; and Nicolas V., the successor of Eugenius, found no great

difficulty in obtaining the cession of Felix, and terminating this schism.

This victory of the court of Rome over the council of Basle nearly

counterbalanced the disadvantageous events at Constance, and put an
end to the project of fixing permanent limitations upon the head of

the church by means of general councils. Though the decree that

prescribed the convocation of a council every ten years was still un-
repealed, no absolute monarchs have ever more dreaded to meet the

representatives of their people, that the Roman pontiffs have abhorred
the name of those ecclesiastical synods ; once alone, and that with the

utmost reluctance, has the Catholic church been convoked since the

council of Basle ; but the famous assembly to which I allude does not
fall within the scope of my present undcrtaking.-

It is a natural subject of speculation, what would have been the

effects of these universal councils, which were so popular in the fifteenth

century, if the decree passed at Constance for their periodical assembly
had been regularly observed. Many catholic writers, of the modern
or Cisalpine school, have lamented their disuse, and ascribed to it that

irreparable breach which the Reformation has made in the fabric of

their church. But there is almost an absurdity in conceiving their

permanent existence. What chemistry could have kept united such
heterogeneous masses, furnished with every principle of mutual repul-

sion 1 Even in early times, when councils, though nominally general,

were composed of the subjects of the Roman empire, they had been
marked by violence and contradiction : what then could have been
expected from the delegates of independent kingdoms, whose ecclesias-

tical polity, whatever may be said of the spiritual unity of the church,

1 The council of Tasle endeavoured to evade this difficulty, by dcclaiing Eugenius .1 re-
lapsed heretic. Lcnfant. But, as the church could discover no heresy in his dis.igrcemcnt
with that assembly, the sentence of deposition gained little strength by this previous decision.
The bishops were unwilling to take this violent step against Eugenius; but the minor theo-
logians, the democracy of the catholic church, whose right of suffrage seems rather an ano-
malous infringement of episcopal authority, pressed it with much heat and rashness. See a
curious passage on this subject in a speccli of the c.irdinal of Aries.

^ There is not, I believe, any sufficient history of the council of Basle. Lenfant designed
to write it from the original .icts, but finding his health decline, intermiKcd some rather imper-
fect notices of its transactions with his history of the Hussite war, which is commonly quoted
under the title of History of the Council of Basle. Schmidt, (Jrevicr, Villarct, are still my
other authorities.
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had long been far too intimately blended with that of the state, to admit
of any general control without its assent ? Nor, beyond the zeal, un-
questionably sincere, wliich animated their members, especially at

liasle, for the abolition of papal abuses, is there anything to praise in

their conduct, or to regret in their cessation. The statesman, who
dreaded the encroachments of priests upon the civil government, the
Christian, who panted to sec his rites and faith purified from the cor-

ruption of ages, found no hope of improvement in these councils.
They took upon themselves the pretensions of the popes they attempted
to supersede. By a decree of the fathers at Constance, all persons,
including princes, who should oppose any obstacle to a journey under-
taken by the emperor Sigismund, in order to obtain the cession of

Benedict, arc declared excommunicated, and deprived of their dignities,

whether secular or ecclesiastical. Their condemnation of Huss and
Jerome of Prague, and the scandalous breach of faith which they
induced Sigismund to commit on that occasion, are notorious. But
perhaps it is not equally so, that this celebrated assembly recognised
by a solemn decree the flagitious principle which it had practised,

declaring that Huss was unworthy, through his obstinate adherence
to heresy, of any privilege ; nor ought any faith or promise to be kept
with him, by natural, divine, or human law, to the prejudice of the

Catholic religion. 1 It will be easy to estimate the claims of this con-
gress of theologians to our veneration, and to weigh the retrenchment
of a few abuses against the formal sanction of an atrocious maxim.

It was not, however, necessary for any government of tolerable

energy to seek the reform of those abuses which affected the inde-

pendence of national churches, and the integrity of their regular dis-

cipline, at the hands of a general council. Whatever difficulty there

mii^ht be in overturning the principles founded on the decretals of

Isidore, and sanctioned by the prescription of many centuries, the

more flagrant encroachments of papal tyranny were fresh innovations,

some within the actual generation, others easily to be traced up, and
continually disputed. The principal European nations determined,
with different degrees indeed of energy, to make a stand against the

despotism of Rome. In this resistance England was not only the first

1 Nee aliqua sib: fides aut promissio, de jure natural!, divino, et humano fuerit in prejudi-

cium Catholica; fidei observanda.
This proposition is the great disgrace of the council in the afifair of Huss. But the \'io!ation

of his safe-conduct being a famous event in ecclesiastical history, and which has been very
much disputed with some degree of erroneous statement on both sides, it may be proper to

give briefly an impartial summary, i. Huss came to Constance with a safe-conduct of the

emperor, very loosely worded, and not directed to any individuals. 2. This pass, however,
was binding upon the emperor himself, and was so considered by him, when he remonstrated
against the arrest of Huss. 3. It was not binding on the council, who possessed no temporal
power, but had a right to decide upon the question of heresy. 4. It is not manifest by what
civil authority Huss was arrested, nor can I determine how far the imperial safe-conduct was
a legal protection within the city of Constance. 5. Sigismund was persuaded to acquiesce in

the capital punishment of Huss, and even to make it his own act, by which he manifestly

broke his engagement. 6. It is evident, that in this he acted by the advice and sanction of
the council, v/ho thus became accessory to the guilt of his treachery.

The great moral to be drawn from the stor>- of John Huss's condemnation is, that no breach
of faith can be excused by our opinion of ill desert in the party, or.by a narrow interpretation

of our own engagements. Every capitulation ought to be construed favourably for the

weaker side. In such cases, it is emphatically true, that if the letter killeth, the spirit should
give life.

Gerson, the most eminent theologian of his age, and the corj-phseus of the part}' that op*

posed the transalpine principles, was concerned in this atrocious business. Croier.
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engaged, but the most consistent ; her free parHament preventing, as

far as the times permitted, tliat wavering pohcy to which a court is

hable. We have already seen, that a foundation was laid in the statute

of provisors under Edward III. In the next reign many other mea-
sures tending to repress the interference of Rome were adopted

;

especially the great statute of pricmunire, which subjects all persons

bringing papal bulls for translation of bishops and other enumerated
purposes into the kingdom to the penalties of forfeiture and perpetual

imprisonment. This act received, and probably was designed to

receive, a larger interpretation than its language appears to warrant.

Combined with the statute of provisors, it put a stop to the pope's

usurpation of patronage, which had impoverished the church and
kingdom of England for nearly two centuries. Several attempts
were made to overthrow these enactments ; the first parliament of

Henry IV. gave a very large power to the king over the statute of pro-

visors, enabling him even to annul it at his pleasure. This, however,
does not appear in the statute-book. Henry indeed, like his predeces-

sors, exercised rather largely his prerogative of dispensing with the law
against papal provisions ; a prerogative which, as to this point, was
itself taken away by an act of his own, and another of his son Henry
V.i But the statute always stood unrepealed ; and it is a satisfactory

proof of the ecclesiastical supremacy of the legislature, that in the

concordat made by Martin V. at the council of Constance with the

English nation, we find no mention of reservation of benefices, of

annates, and the other principal grievances of that age, our ancestors

disdaining to accept by compromise with the pope any modification

or even confirmation of their statute law. They had already restrained

another flagrant abuse, the increase of first-fruits by Boniface IX. ; an
act of Henry IV. forbidding any greater sum to be paid on that ac-

count than had been formerly accustomed.
It will appear evident to every person acquainted with the contem-

porary historians, and the proceedings of parliament, that besides par-

taking in the general resentment of Europe against the papal court,

England was under the influence of a peculiar hostility to the clergy,

arising from the dissemination of the principles of Wickliffe.^ All
ecclesiastical possessions were marked for spoliation by the system ot

this reformer ; and the House of Commons more than once endea-
voured to carry it into effect, pressing Henry IV. to seize the tempo-
ralities of the church for public exigencies.-^ This recommendation,
besides its injustice, was not likely to move Hemy, whose policy had
been to sustain the prelacy against their new adversaries. Ecclesias-

1 Martin V. published an angry bull against the "execrable statute" of praemunire ; en-
joining archbishop Chichcley to procure its repeal. Collier. Chichcley did all in his power;
but the commons were always inexorable on this head, and the archbishop even incurred
Martin's resentment bj' it. Wilkins.

2 See, among many other pas-^ages, the articles exhibited by the Lollards to parliament
against tlie clergy in 1394. Collier gives the substance of them, and they aie noticed by
Henry: but they are at full length in Wilkins.

3 The remarkable circumstances, detailed by Walsingham in the former passage, are not
corroborated by anythine in the records. But as it is unlikely that so particular a narrative
shovild h.we no foundation, Hume has plausibly conjectured that the roll has been wilfully
inutil.Titcd. As this suspicion occurs in other instances, it would be desirable to ascertain, \>y
examination of the oriiiinal rolls, whether they bear any external marks of injury. The
mutilators, however, if such there were, h.ave left a great deal The rolls of Henry IV. and
V.'s parliaments are quite full cf petitions against the clergy.
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tical jurisdiction was kept in belter control tlian formerly by the ju(l;^(?5

of common law, who, throuj;h rather a strained construction of the

statute of pncmunire, extended its penalties to the spiritual courts,

when they trans^Mcsscd their limits. The privilege of clerj^y m
criminal cases still remained ; but it was acknowledged not to com-
prehend hi;;h treason.

1

Germany, as well as England, was disappointed of her hopes of

general reformation by the Italian party at Constance ; but she did
not supply the want of the council's decrees with sufficient decision.

A concordat with Martin V. left the pope in possession of too great a
part of his recent usurpations. This, however, was repugnant to the
spirit of Germany, which called for a more thorough reform with all

the national roughness and honesty. The diet of Mentz during the
continuance of the council of Basle adopted all those regulations hos-
tile to the papal interests, which occasioned the deadly quarrel between
that assembly and the church of Rome. But the Gemian empire was
betrayed by Frederic III., and deceived by an accomplished but pro-

fligate statesman, his secretary ^tneas Sylvius. Fresh concordat-:,

settled at Aschaffenburg in 1448, nearly upon the footing of those con-
cluded with Martin V., surrendered great part of the independence for

which Germany had contended. The pope retained his annates, or at

least a sort of tax in their place ; and instead of reserving benefices

arbitrarily, he obtained the positive right of collation during six alter-

nate months of every year. Episcopal elections were freely restored to

the chapters, except in case of translation, when the pope still con-
tinued to nominate ; as he did also, if any person, canonfcally unfit,

were presented to him for confirmation.- Such is the concordat of

Aschaffenburg, by which the Catholic principalities of the empire have
always been governed, though reluctantly acquiescing in its disad-

vantageous provisions. Rome, for the remainder of the fifteenth cen-

tury, not satisfied with the terms she had imposed, is said to have con-
tinually encroached upon the right of election. ^ But she purchased to*

dearly her triumph over the weakness of Frederic III. ; and the Hun-
dred Grievances of Germany, presented to Adrian VI. by the diet ot

Nuremberg in 1522, manifested the workings of a long treasured re-

sentment that had made straight the path before the Saxon reformer.

1 2 Inst., p. 634, where sever.al Instances of priests executed for coining and other treasons are
adduced. And this may also be inferred from 25 E. III., and from 4 H. 1 V. Indeed, the benefit

of clergy has never been taken away by .statute from high treason. This renders it improb-
able that Chief-Justice Gascoyiie should, as Carte tell.s us, have refused to tr>- archbishop
Scrope for treason, on the ground that no one could lawfully sit in judgment on a bishop for

his Ufe. Whether he might have declined to try him as a peer, is another question. The
pope excommunicated all who were concerned in Scrope's death, and it cost Henr\' a large

sum to obtam absolution. But Boniface IX. was no arbiter of the English law. Edward IV.

granted a strange charter to the clerg>', not only dispensing with the statutes of praemunire,

but absolutely exempting them from temporal jurisdiction in cases of treason as well as fe'ony.

Wilkins. Collier. This, however, being an illegal grant, took no effect,, at least after his

death.
2 Schmidt observes that there is three times as m.uch money at present as in the fifteenth

century ; if therefore the annates are now felt as a burden, what must they have been? To
this Rome would answer, If the annates were but sufficient for the pope's maintenance at

tLat time, what must they be now?
3 Schmidt. ./Eneas Sylvius. Several little disputes with the pope indicate the spirit that

was fermenting in Germany throughout the fifteenth century. But this is the proper subject

of a more detailed ecclesiastical histor>', and should form an introduction to that of the Refor-

mation.
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1 have already taken notice that the Castilian church was in the

first ages of that monarchy nearly independent of Rome. lUit after

many gradual encroachments, the code of laws promulgated by Alfonso

X. had incorporated a great part of the decretals, and thus given the

papal jurisprudence an authority, which it nowhere else possessed, in

national tribunals. That richly-endowed hierarchy was a tempting

spoil. The popes filled up its benefices by means of cxpectativcs and
reserves with their own Italian dependents. We find the cortes of

Palencia, in 1388, complaining that strangers are beneficed in Castile,

through which the churches are ill supplied, and native scholars can-

not be provided, and requesting the king to take such measures in re-

lation to this as the kings of France, Aragon, and Navarre, who do
not permit any but natives to hold benefices in their kingdoms. 'Ihe

king answered to this petition that he would use his endeavours to that

end. And this is expressed with greater warmth by a cortes of 1473,
who declare it to be the custom of all Christian nations that foreigners

should not be promoted to benefices, urging the discouragement of

native learning, the decay of charity, the bad performance of religious

rites and other evils arising from the non-residence of beneficed priests,

and request the king to notify to the court of Rome that no expcctativc

or provision in favour of foreigners can be received in future. This
petition seems to have pr.ssed into a law ; but I am ignorant of the

consequences. Spain certainly took an active part in restraining the

abuses of pontifical authority at the councils of Constance and Basle
;

to which I might add the name of Trent, if that assembly were not
beyond my province.

France, dissatisfied with the abortive termination of her exertions

during the schism, rejected the concordat offered by Martin V., which
held out but a promise of imperfect reformation. She suffered in con-
sequence the papal exactions for some years ; till the decrees of the

council of Basle prompted her to more vigorous efforts for independ-
ence, and Charles VII. enacted the famous Pragmatic Sanction of
Bourges. This has been deemed a sort of Magna Charta of the Galil-

ean church ; for though the law was speedily abrogated, i's principle

has remained fixed as the basis of ecclesiastical liberties. By the
Pragmatic Sanction a general council was declared superior to the
pope; elections of bishops were made free from all control ; mandais
or grants in cxpectancv, and reservations of benefices were t.iken away;
first-fruits were abolished. This defalcation of wealth, which had now
become dearer than power, could not be patiently borne at Rome.
Pius II., the same ^neas Sylvius who had sold himself to oppose the
council of Basle, in whose service he had been originally distin-

guished, used every endeavour to procure the repeal of this oidinance.
\Vith Charles VII. he had no success ; but Louir) XL, partly out of
blind hatred to his fathers memory, partly from a delusive expectation
that the pope would support the Angevm faction in Naples, repealed
the Pragmatic Sanction. This may be added to other proofs, that
Louis XL, even according to the measures of worldly wisdom, was not
a wise politician. Mis people judged from better feelings ; the parlia-

ment of Paris constantly refused to enregister the revocation of that
favourite law, and it continued in many respects to be acted upon until

2 C
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the reign of Francis I. At ihc States-General of Tours, in 1484, the

inferior clergy, seconded by the two other ord'.-rs, earnestly requested
that the Pragmatic Sanction mi;;ht be confirmed ; but the prelates

were timid or corrupt, and the regent Anne was unwilling to risk a
quarrel with the holy see. This unsettled state continued, the Prag-

matic Sanction neither quite enforced nor quite repealed, till Francis

I., having accommodated the differences of his predecessor with Rome,
agreed upon a final concordat with Leo X., the treaty that subsisted

for almost three centuries between the papacy and the kingdom of
France. Instead of capitular election or papal provision, a new
method was devised for filling the vacancies of episcopal sees. The
king was to nominate a fit person, whcm the pope was to collat':-. The
one obtained an essential patronage, the other preserved his theoretical

supremacy. Annates were restored to the pope ; a concession of

great importance. He gave up his indefinite prerogative of reserv-

ing benefices, and received only a small stipulated patronage. This
convention met with strenuous opposition in France ; the parlia-

ment of Paris yielded only to force ; the university hardly stopped
short of sedition ; the zealous Gallicans have ever since deplored
it as a fatal wound to their liberties. There is much exaggeration

in this, as far as the relation of the Gallican church to Rome is

concerned ; but the royal nomination to bishoprics impaired of course

the independence of the hierarchy. Whether this prerogative of the

crown was upon the whole beneficial to France, is a problem that

I cannot affect to solve ; in this country there seems little doubt
that capitular elections, which the statute of Henry VIII. has re-

duced to a name, would long since have degenerated into the cor-

ruption of close boroughs ; but the circumstances of the Gallican

establishment may not have been entirely similar, and the question

opens a variety of considerations that do not belong to my present

subject.

From the principles established during the schism, and in the Prag-
matic Sanction of Bourges, arose the far-famed liberties of the Gallican

church, which honourably distinguished her from other members of the

Roman communion. These have been referred by French writers to a
much earlier era ; but, except so far as that country participated in

the ancient ecclesiastical independence of all Europe, before the papal
encroachments had subverted it, I do not see that they can be pro-

perly traced above the fifteenth century. Nor had they acquired even
at the expiration of that age the precision and consistency which was
given in later times by the constant spirit of the parliaments and uni-

versities, as well as by the best ecclesiastical authors, with little assis-

tance from the crown, which, except in a few periods of disagreement
with Rome, has rather been disposed to restrain the more zealous

Gallicans. These liberties, therefore, do not strictly fall within my
limits ; and it will be sufficient to observe, that they depended upon
two maxims: one, that the pope does not possess any direct or indi-

rect temporal authority ; the other, that his spiritual jurisdiction can
only be exercised in conformity with such parts of the canon law as

are received by the kingdom of France. Hence the Gallican church
rejected a great part of the Scxt and Clementines, and paid little

I
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regard to modern papal bulls, which in fact obtained validity only by
the approbation of their sovereign.^

The pontifical usurpations which were thus restrained, affected, at

least in their direct operation, rather the church than the state ; and
temporal governments would only have been half emancipated if their

national hierarchies had preserved their enormous jurisdiction.^ Eng-
land, in this also, began the work, and had made a considerable pro-

gress, while the mistaken piety or policy of Louis IX. and his succes-

sors had laid France open to vast encroachments. The first method
adopted in order to check them was rude enough ; by seizing the
bishop's effects when he exceeded his jurisdiction. This jurisdiction,

according to the construction of churchmen, became perpetually

larger : even the reforming council of Constance give an enumera-
tion of ecclesiastical causes far beyond the limits acknowledged in

England, or perhaps in France.-^ But the parliaments of Paris, insti-

tuted in 1304, gradually established a paramount authority over
ecclesiastical as well as civil tribunals. Their progress was indeed
very slow. At a famous assembly in 1329, before Philip of Valois, his

advocate-general, Peter de Cugniercs, pronounced a long harangue
against the excesses of spiritual jurisdiction. This is a curious illus-

tration of that branch of legal and ecclesiastical history. It was
answered at large by some bishops, and the king did not venture
to take any active measures at that time. Several regulations

were, however, made in the fourteenth century, which took away the

ecclesiastical cognisance of adultery, of the execution of testaments,

and other causes which had been claimed by the clergy. Their im-
munity in criminal matters was straitened by the introduction of

privileged cases, to which it did not extend ; such as treason, murder,
robbery, and other heinous offences.* The parliament began to exer-

cise a judicial control over episcopal courts. It was not, however,
till the beginning of the sixteenth century, according to the best

writers, that it devised its famous form of procedure, the appeal be-

cause of abuse. This in the course of time, and through the decline

of ecclesiastical power, not only proved an effectual barrier against

1 Di?;cours sur les Liberies dc I'Eglisc Galiicane. The last editors of this dissertation go
far beyond Fleury, and perhaps reach the utmost point in limiting the papal authority which
a sincere member of that communion can attain.

2 It ought always to be remembered, that ecclesiastical, and not merely papal encroach-
ments are what civil governments and the laity in general have had to resist; a point which
some very zealous opposers of Rome have been willing to keep out of sight. The latter arose
out of the former, and perhaps were in some respects less objectionable. But the true enemy
is what are called Hign-church princip.es; be they maintained by a pope, a bishop, or a pres-

byter. Thus archbishop Stratford writes to Edward III.: Duo sunt, quibus principaliter

rcgitur mundus, sacra pontificalis auctoritas, et regalis ordinata potestas; in quibus est pon-
dus tanto gravius et sublimius saccrdotum, quanto et de rcgibus illi in divino reddituri sunt
examine rationem ; et itico scire debet rcgia cclsitudo ex il.orum vos depcndcre judicio, non
illos ad vestram dirigi posse voluntatem. Wilkins. This amazing impudence towards such
a prince as Edward did not succeed ; but it is interesting to follow the track of the star which
was now rather receding, though still fierce.

"* De Marca gives us passages from one Durandus about 1309, complaining that the lay
judges invaded ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and reckoning the cases subject to the latter, under
which he includes feudal and criminal causes in some circumstances, and also those in which
the temporal judges are in doubt; si quid ambiguum inter judices sxculares oriatur.

^ In the famous case of Baluc, a bishop and cardinal, whom Louis XI. detected in a trea-

sonable intrigue, it wcs contended by tne king that he had a right to punish him capitally.

Balue was condned for many years in a small iron cage, which till lately was shown in the
castle of Loches
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encroachments of spiritual jurisdiction, but drew back again to the
lay court the greater part of those causes which, by prescription, and
indeed by law, had appertained to a different cognisance. Thus testa-

mentary, and even, in a great degree, matrimonial causes were de-

cided by the parliament ; and in many other matters, that body, being
the judge of its own competence, narrowed, by means of the appeal
because of abuse, the boundaries of the opposite jurisdiction. This
remedial process appears to have been more extensively applied than
our English writ of prohibition. The latter merely restrains the inter-

ference of the ecclesiastical courts in matters which the law has not
committed to them. Lut the parliament of Paris considered itself, I

apprehend, as conservator of the liberties and discipline of the Gallican
church ; and interposed the appeal because of abuse whenever the

spiritual court, even in its proper province, transgressed the canonical
rules by which it ought to be governed.^
While the bishops of Rome were losing their general influence over

Europe, they did not gain more estimation in Italy. It is indeed a
problem of some difficulty, whether they derived any substantial ad-
vantage from their temporal principality. For the last three centuries,

it has certainly been conducive to the maintenance of their spiritual

supremacy, which, in the complicated relations of policy, might have
been endangered by their becoming the subjects of any particular

sovereign. But I doubt whether their real authority over Christendom
in the middle ages was not better preserved by a state of nominal de-

pendence upon the empire, without much effective control on one side,

or many temptations to worldly ambition on the other. That covetous-

ness of temporal sway which, having long promoted their measures of

usurpation and forgery, seemed, from the time of Innocent III. and
Nicolas III., to reap its gratification, impaired the more essential

parts of the papal authority. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,

the popes degraded their character by too much anxiety about the
politics of Italy. The veil woven by religious awe was rent asunder,

and the features of ordinary ambition appeared without disguise. For
it was no longer that magnificent and original system of spiritual

power, which made Gregory VII., even in exile, a rival of the emperor,
which held forth redress where the law could not protect, and punish-
ment where it could not chastise, which fell in sometimes with super-

stitious feeling, and sometimes with political interest. Many might
believe that the pope could depose a schismatic prince, who were dis-

gusted at his attacking an unoffending neighbour. As the cupidity of

the clergy in regard to worldly estate had lowered their character

everywhere, so the similar conduct of their head undermined the

respect felt for him in Italy. The censures of the church, those ex-

communications and interdicts which had made Europe tremble,

became gradually despicable as well as odious, when they were lavished

in every squabble for territory, which the pope was pleased to make
his own.2 Even the crusades, which had already been tried against

1 In Spain even now, says De Marca, bishops or clerks not obeying royal mandates that

inhibit the excesses of ecclesiastical courts, are expelled from the kingdom and deprived of
the rights of denizenship.

- In 1290, Pisa was put under an interdict for having conferred the seigniory on the count
of Montefeltro, and he was ordered, on pain of e.xcommunication, to lay down the government
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the heretics of Languedoc, were now preached against all who espoused
a different pnrty from the Roman see in the quarrels of Italy. Such
were those directed at Frederic II., at Manfred, and at Mattco Visconti,

accompanied by the usual bribery, indulgences, and remission of sins.

The papal interdicts of the fourteenth century wore a different com-
plexion from those of former times. Though tremendous to the

imagination, they had hitherto been confined to spiritual effects, or to

such as were connected with religion, as the prohibition of marriage
and sepulture. But Clement V., on account of an attack made by the
Venetians upon Ferrara, in 1309, proclaimed the whole people in-

famous, and incapable for three generations of any office ; their goods,
in every part of the world, subject to confiscation, and every Venetian,
wherever he might be found, liable to be reduced into slavery. A bull

in the same terms was published by Gregory XL, in 1376, against the

Florentines.

From the termination of the schism, as the popes found their ambi-
tion thwarted beyond the Alps, it was diverted more and more towards
schemes of temporal sovereignty. In these we do not perceive that

consistent policy, which remarkably actuated their conduct as supreme
heads of the church. Men generally advanced in years, and born of

noble Italian families, made the papacy subservient to the elevation of

their kindred, or to the interests of a local faction. For such ends
they mingled in the dark conspiracies of that bad age, distinguished

only by the more scandalous turpitude of their vices from the petty

tyrants and intriguers with whom they were engaged. In the latter

part of the fifteenth century, when all favourable prejudices were worn
away, those who occupied the most conspicuous station in Europe
disgraced their name by more notorious profligacy than could be
paralleled in the darkest age that had preceded ; and at the moment
beyond which this work is not carried, the invasion of Italy by
Charles VIII., I must leave the pontifical throne in the possession of

Alexander VI.
It has been my object, in the present chapter, to bring within the

compass of a few hours' perusal the substance of a great and interest-

ing branch of history ; not certainly with such extensive reach of

learning as the subject might require, but from sources of unques-
tioned credibility. Unconscious of any partialities, that could give an
oblique bias to my mind, I have not been very solicitous to avoid
offence, where offence is so easily taken. Yet there is one misinter-

pretation of my meaning which I would gladly obviate. I have not
designed, in exhibiting without disguise the usurpations of Rome
during the middle ages, to furnish materials for unjust prejudice or

unfounded distrust. It is an advantageous circumstance for the philo-

sophical inquirer into the history of ecclesiastical dominion, that, as it

spreads itself over the vast extent of fifteen centuries, the dependence
of events upon general causes, rather than on transitory combinations
or the character of individuals, is made more evident, and the future

more probably foretold from a consideration of the past, than we are

within a month. A curious .style for the pope to adopt towards a free city! SI.v years before
the Venetians had been interdicted because they would not allow their galleys to be hired by
the king of Naples. But it would be almost endless to quote every instance.
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apt to find in political history. Five centuries have now elapsed, dur*
ing every one of which the authority of the Roman ' '

declined. Slowly and silently receding from llicir ' , .;

power, the pontiffs hardly protect their dilapidated citadel froni the
revolutionary concussions of modern times, the rapacity of govern-
ments, and the growing avcrseness to ecclesiastical influence. But if

thus bearded by unmannerly and threatening i on, they ' " \

occasionally forget that cautious policy which r, has pr<-

if they should attempt—an unavailing expedient !—to revive institu-

tions which can be no longer operative, or principles that have died
away, their defensive efforts will not be unnatural, nor ought to excite
either indignation or alarm. A calm, comprehensive study of ecclesi-

astical history, not in such scraps and fragments as the ordinary
partisans of our ephemeral literature obtrude upon us, is perhaps the
best antidote to extravagant apprehensions. Those who know what
Rome has once been are best able to appreciate what she is ; those
who have seen the thunderbolt in the hands of the Gregories and the
Innocents, will hardly be intimidated at the sallies of decrepitude, the
impotent dart of Priam amidst the crackling ruins of Troy.

CHAPTER VIII.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

PART I.

1^0 unbiassed observer, who derives pleasure from the welfare of his

species, can fail to consider the long and uninterruptedly increasing

prosperity of England as the most beautiful phenomenon in the history

of mankind. Climates more propitious may impart more largely the

mere enjoyments of existence ; but in no other region have the benefits

that political institutions can confer been diffused over so extended a

population ; nor have any people so well reconciled the discordant
elements of wealth, order, and liberty. These advantages are surely

not owing to the soil of this island, nor to the latitude in v/hich it is

placed; but to the spirit of its Tav/s, from which, through various

means, the characteristic independence and industriousness of our
nation have been derived. The constitution, therefore, of England
must be to inquisitive men of all countries, far more to ourselves, an
object of superior interest ; distinguished, especially, as it is from ail

free governments of pow-erful nations which history has recorded, by
its manifesting, after the lapse of several centuries, not merely no
symptom of irretrievable decay, but a more expansive energy. Com-
paring long periods of time, it may be justly asserted that the adminis-

tration of government has progressively become more equitable, and
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the privileges of the subject more secure ; and, though it would be
both presumptuous and unwise to express an unlimited confidence as

to the durability of liberties, which owe their greatest security to the

constant suspicion of the people, yet, if we calmly reflect on the pre-

sent aspect of this country, it will probably appear, that whatever perils

may threaten our constitution are rather from circumstances altogether

unconnected with it than from any intrinsic defects of its own. It will

be the object of the ensuing chapter to trace the gradual formation of

this system of government. Such an investigation, impartially con-

ducted, will detect errors diametrically opposite ; those intended to

impose on the populace, which, on account of their palpable absurdity

and the ill faith with which they are usually proposed, I have seldom
thou,;ht it worth while directly to repel ; and those which better in-

formed persons art apt to entertain, caught from transient reading, and
the misrepresentations of late historians, but easily refuted by the

genuine testimony of ancient times.

The seven very unequal kingdoms of the Saxon Heptarchy, formed
successively out of the countries v/rested from the Britons, were origin-

ally independent of each other. Several times, however, a powerful

sovereign acquired a preponderating influence ever his neighbours,

marked perhaps by the payment of tribute. Seven are enumerated by
Bedc as having thus reigned over the whole of Britain ; an expression
which must be very loosely interpreted. Three kingdoms became at

length predominant; those of Wcssex, Mercia, and Northumberland.
The first rendered tributary the small estates of the South-East, and
the second that of the Eastern Angles. But Egbert, king of Wessex,
not only incorporated with his own monarchy the dependent kingdoms
of Kent and Essex, but obtained an acknowledgment of his superiority

from Mercia and Northumberland ; the latter of which, though the

most extensive of any Anglo-Saxon state, was too much weakened by
its internal divisions to offer any resistance. Still, however, the king-

doms of Mercia, East Anglia, and Northumberland remained under
their ancient line of sovereigns ; nor did either Egbert or his five

immediate successors assume the title of any other crown than
Wessex.^
The destruction of those minor states was reserved for a different

enemy. About the end of the eighth century, the northern pirates

began to ravage the coast of England. Scandinavia exhibited in that

age a very singular condition of society. Her population, continually
redundant in those barren regions which gave it birth, was cast out in

search of plunder upon the ocean. Those who loved riot rather than
famine, embarked in large armaments under chiefs of legitimate
authority, as well as approved valour. Such were the Sea-kings, re-

nowned in the stories of the North ; the younger branches commonly
of royal families, who inherited, as it were, the sea for their patrimony.
Without any territory but on the bosom of the waves, without any
dwelling but their ships, these princely pirates were obeyed by numer-
ous subjects, and intimidated mighty nations.^ Their invasions of

y Alfred denominates himself in his will, Occidcntalinm S.ixorum rex ; and Asserius ncTcr
gives him any other name. But his son, Edward the Elder, takes the title of Rex Anglorum
on his coins. Hickcs's Thesaurus.

'^ For these Vikingr, or Sea-kin^s, a new and interesting subject, I would refer to Mr Tur
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Enpjland became continually more formidable ; and, as their confidence

increased, they bcj^an first to winter, and ultimately to form permanent
settlements in the country. By their command of the sea it was easy

for them to harass every part of an island presenting such an extent of

coast as Britain ; the Saxons, after a brave resistance, gradually gave
way, and were on the brink of the same servitude, or extermination,

which their own arms had already brought upon the ancient posses-

sors of the soil.

From this imminent peril, after the three dependent kingdoms,
Mcrcia, Northuml^crland, and East Anglia, had been overwhelmed, it

was the glory of Alfred to rescue the Anglo-Saxon monarchy. Nothing
less than the appearance of a hero so undesponding, so enterprising,

and so just, could have prevented the entire conquest of En;^land.

Yet he never subdued the Danes, nor became master of the whole
kingdom. The Thames, the Lea, the Ouse, and the Roman road
called Watling Street, determined the limits of Alfred's dominion.
To the north-cast of this boundary were spread the invaders, still de-

nominated the armies of East Anglia and Northumberland—a name
terribly expressive of foreign conquerors, who retained their warlike

confederacy without melting into the mass of their subject population.

Three able and active sovereigns, Edward, Athelstan, and Edmund,
the successors of Alfred, pursued the course of victor}', and finally ren-

dered the English monarchy co-extensive with the present limits of

England. Yet even Edgar, who was the most powerful of the Anglo-
Saxon kings, did not venture to interfere with the legal customs of his

Danish subjects.^

Under this prince, whose rare fortune as well as judicious conduct
procured him the surname of Peaceable, the kingdom appears to have
reached its zenith of prosperity. But his premature death changed the

scene. The minority and feeble character of Ethelred II. provoked
fresh incursions of our enemies beyond the German sea. A long
series of disasters, and the inexplicable treason of those to whom the

pubhc safety was intrusted, overthrew the Saxon line, and established

Canute of Denmark upon the throne of England.
The character of the Scandinavian nations was in some measure

changed from what it had been during their first invasions. They
had embraced the Christian faith ; they were consolidated into great

kingdoms ; they had lost some of that predatory and ferocious spirit

which a religion invented, as it seemed, for pirates had stimulated.

Those, too, who had long been settled in England became gradually

more assimilated to the natives, whose la.ws and language were not

radically different from their own. - Hence the accession of a Danish
line of kings produced neither any evil, nor any sensible change of

polity. But the English still outnumlDcred their conquerors, and
eagerly returned, when an opportunity arrived, to the ancient stock.

Edward the Confessor, notwithstanding bis Norman favourites, was
endeared by the mildness of his character to the English nation ; and

ner's History of the Anglo-Saxons, in which vakiable work almost every particular that can
illustrate our eavly annals will be foimd.

1 In 1064, after a revolt of the Northiunbrians, Edward the Confessor renewed the laws of

Canute. It seems now to be ascertained by the comparison of dialects, that the inhabitants

from the Humber, or at least the Tyne, to the Firth of Forth, were chiefly Danes.

i
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subsequent miseries gave a kind of posthumous credit to a reign not

eminent either for good fortune or wise government.

In a stage of civiHsation so httle advanced as that of the Anglo-

Saxons, and under circumstances of such incessant peril, the fortunes

of a nation chiefly depend upon the wisdom and valour of its sove-

reigns. No free people, therefore, would intrust their safety to blind

chance, and permit an uniform observance of hereditary succession to

prevail against strong public expediency. Accordingly the Saxons,

like most other European nations, while they limited the inheritance

of the crown exclusively to one royal family, were not very scrupulous

about its devolution upon the nearest heir. It is an unwarranted
assertion of Carte, that the rule of the Anglo-Saxon monarchy was
" lineal agnatic succession, the blood of the second son having no right

until the extinction of that of the eldest."* Unquestionably the eldest

son of the last kmg, being of full age, and not manifestly incompetent,
was his natural and probable successor ; nor is it perhaps certain,

that he always waited for an election to take upon himself the rights

of sovereignty ; although the ceremony of coronation, according to

the ancient form, appears to imply its necessity. But the public

security in those times was thought incompatible with a minor king
;

and the artificial substitution of a regency, which stricter notions of

hereditary right have introduced, had never occurred to so rude a
people. Thus, not to mention those instances which the obscure
times of the Heptarchy exhibit, F^thclred I., as some say, but certainly

Alfred, excluded the progeny of their elder brother from the throne."'*

Alfred, in his testament, dilates upon his own title, which he builds

upon a triple foundation, the will of his father, the compact of his

brother Ethelred, and the consent of the West-Saxon nobility. A
similar objection to the government of an infant seems to have ren-

dered Athelstan, notwithstanding his reputed illegitimacy, the public
choice upon the death of Edward the Elder. Thus, too, the sons of
Edmund I. were postponed to their uncle Eldred, and, again, preferred
to his issue. And happy might it have been for England if this exclu-
sion of infants had always obtained. But upon the death of Edgar,
the royal family wanted some prince of mature years to prevent the
crown from resting upon the head of a child ;3 and hence the minori-
ties of Edward II. and Ethelred II. led to those misfortunes which
overwhelmed for a time both the house of Cerdic and the English
nation.

The Anglo-Saxon monarchy, during its earlier period, seems to have
suffered but little from that insubordination among the superior
nobility, which ended in dismembering the eminrc of Charlemagne.
Such kings as Alfred and Athelstan were not likely to permit it. And
the English counties, each under its own alderman, were not of a size

to encourage the usurpations of their governors. But when the whole
kingdom was subdued, there arose, unfortunately, a fashion of intrust-

_
* Blackstoiie has laboured to prove the same proposition ; but his hard knowledge of Eng-

lish history was rather superficial.
^ Hume says that Ethelwald, who attempted to raise an insurrection against Edward the

Elder, was sou of Eihcibcrt. Tlic Saxon Chronicle only calls him the king's cousin ; which
he would be as the son of Ethelred.

3 According to the historia:i of Kamsev, a sort of interregnum took place on Edgar's death
;

hl^ sou's birth not being ihouglu suffiriciit to give him a clear right during iuf.ujcy.
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ing great provinces to the administration of a single earl. Notwith-
standin^' tlicir union, Mercia, Northumberland, and East Angha were
regarded in some degree as distinct parts of the monarchy. A dif-

ference of laws, though probably but slight, kept up thi

Alfred governed Mercia by the hands of a nobleman who 1.

his daughter PIthelfleda ; and that lady, after her husbana's death,

held the reins with a masculine energy till her own ; when her brother
Edward took the province into his immediate command. But from
the era of Edward II. 's accession, the provincial governors began to

overpower the royal authority, as they had done upon the continent.

England under this prince was not far removed from the condition of

France under Charles the Bald. In the time of Edward the Confessor,
the whole kingdom seems to have been divided among five earls,i three

of whom were Godwin and his sons Harold and Tosiig. It cannot be
wondered at, that the royal line was soon supplanted by the most
powerful and popular of these leaders, a prince well worthy to have
founded a new dynasty, if his eminent qualities had not yielded to

those of a still more illustrious enemy.
There were but two denominations of persons above the class of

servitude. Thanes and Ceorls ; the owners and the cultivators of land,

or rather perhaps, as a more accurate distinction, the gentry and the

inferior people. Among all the northern nations, as is well known,
the weregild, or compensation for murder, was the standard measure
of the gradations of society. In the Anglo-Saxon laws, we find two
ranks of freeholders ; the first called King's Thanes, whose lives were
valued at twelve hundred shillings ; the second of inferior degree,

whose composition was half that sum. That of a ceorl was two hun-
dred shillings. The nature of this distinction between royal and lesser

thanes is very obscure ; and I shall have something more to say of it

presently. However, the thanes in general, or Anglo-Saxon gentry,

must have been very numerous. A law of Ethelred directs the sherift"

to take twelve of the chief thanes in every hundred, as his assessors on
the bench of justice. And from Domesday-book we may collect that

they had formed a pretty large class, at least in some counties, under
Edward the Confessor.^

The composition for the life of a ceorl was, as has been said, two
hundred shillings. If this proportion to the value of a thane points

out the subordination of ranks, it certainly does not exhibit the lower
freeman in a state of complete abasement. The ceorl was not bound,
as far as appears, to the land which he cultivated ; he was occasionally

called upon to bear arms for the public safety ; he was protected

against personal injuries, or trespasses on his land ; he was capable
of property, and of the privileges which it conferred. If he came to

possess five hydes of land, (or about six hundred acres,) with a church

1 The word earl (eorl) meant originally a man of noble birth, as opposed to the ceorl. I:

was not a title of office till the eleventh centurj-, when it was used as synonymous to aldermar
for a governor of a county or province. After the Conquest, it superseded altogether the ari

cient title. Selden.
2 Domesday-bcok having been compiled by different sets of commissioners, their language

has sometimes varied in describing the same class of persons. The liheri Iwmines, of whom
we find continual mention in some counties, were perhaps net different from the i/'iaini, who
occu.- in other places. But this subject is very obscure ; and a clear apprehension of the

c'asses of s«cie'y mentioned in Domesday-book seems at present unattainable.
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and mansion of his own, he was entitled to the name and rights of a

thane. 1 am, however, indined to suspect, that the ceorls were sliding

more and more towards a state of servitude before the Conquest.^

The natural tendency of such times of rapine, with the analogy of a
similar change in France, leads to this conjecture. And as it was
part of those singular regulations which were devised for the preser-

vation of internal peace, that every man should be enrolled in some
tything, and be dependent upon some lord, it was not very easy for

the ceorl to exercise the privilege (if he possessed it) of quitting the

soil upon which he lived.

Notwithstanding this, I doubt whether it can be proved, by any
authority earlier than that of Glanvil, whose treatise was written about
1 180, that the peasantry of England were reduced to that extreme de-

basement, which our law-books call villenage, a condition which left

them no civil rights with respect to their lord. For, by the laws of

William the Conqueror, there was still a composition fixed for the

murder of a villein or ceorl, the strongest proof of his being, as it was
called, law-worthy, and possessing a rank, however subordinate, in

political society. And this composition was due to his kindred, not to

the lord. Indeed it seems positively declared in another passage, that

the cultivators, though bound to remain upon the land, were only
subject to certain services. Again, the treatise denominated the

laws of Henry I., which, though not deserving that appellation, must
be considered as a contemporary document, expressly mentions the

twyhinder or villein as a freeman. Nobody can doubt that the villafU

and boidarii of Domesday-book, who are always distinguished from
the serfs of the demesne, were the ceorls of Anglo-Saxon law. And I

presume that the socmen, who so frequently occur in that record,

though far more in some counties than in others, were ceorls more
fortunate than the rest, who by purchase had acquired freeholds, or

by prescription and the indulgence of their lords had obtained such a
property in the outlands allotted to them, that they could not be re-

moved, and in many instances might dispose of them at pleasure.

They arc the root of a noble plant, the free socage tenants, or English
yeomanry, whose independence has stamped with peculiar features

both the constitution and the national character of Englishmen.
Beneath the ceorls in political estimation were the conquered natives

of Britain. In a war so long and so obstinately maintained as that of

the Britons against their invaders, it is natural to conclude that, in a
great part of the country, the original inhabitants were almost extir-

pated, and that the remainder were reduced into servitude. This, till

lately, has been the concurrent opinion of our antiquaries ; and with

some qualification, I do not see why it should not still be received.

In every kingdom of the continent, which was formed by the northern
nations out of the Roman empire, the Latin language preserved its

superiority, and has much more been corrupted through ignorance and
want of a standard, than intermingled with their original idiom. But
our own language is, and has been from the earliest times, after the
Saxon conquest, essentially Teutonic, and of the most obvious affinity

1 If the laws that bear the name of William are, as is generally 5;upposcd, those of hi» pre-
decessor Edward, they were already annexed to the soil.
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to those dialects which are spoken in Denmark and Lower Saxony.
With such ns arc cxtravaj^ant enough to controvert so evident a truth
it is idle to contend ; and those who believe ;^reat part of our langua;,'e

to be borrowed from the Welsh may doubtless infer that great part of
our population is derived from the same source. If we look throu;ih
the subsisting Anglo-Saxon records, there is not very frequent mention
of British subjects. But some undoubtedly there were in a state of free-

dom, and possessed of landed estate, A Welshman—that is, a Briton
—who held five hydcs, was raised, like a ceorl, to the dignity of thane.
In the composition, however, for their lives, and consequently in their

rank in society, they were inferior to the meanest Saxon freeman.
The slaves, who were frequently the objects of legislation, rather for

the purpose of ascertaining their punishments than of securing their

rights, may be presumed, at least in early times, to have been part of
the conquered liritons. For though his own crimes, or the tyranny of
others, might possibly reduce a Saxon ceorl to this condition, it is in-

conceivable that the lowest of those who won England with their

swords, should in the establishment of the new kingdoms have been
left destitute of personal liberty.

The great council by which an Anglo-Saxon king was guided in all

the main acts of government bore the appellation of Wittenagemot, or
the assembly of the wise men. All their laws express the assent of
this council ; and there are instances, where grants made without its

concurrence have been revoked. It was composed of prelates and
abbots, of the aldermen of shires, and, as it is generally expressed, of
the noble and wise men of the kingdom. Whether the lesser thanes,

or inferior proprietors of land, were entitled to a place in the national

council, as they certainly were in the shiregemot, or county-court, is not
easily to be decided. Many writers have concluded, from a passage
in the History of Ely, that no one, however nobly born, could sit in the

•wittenagemot, so late at least as the reign of Edward the Confessor,

unless he possessed forty hydes of land, or about five thousand acres.^

But the passage in question does not unequivocally relate to the wit-

tenagemot ; and being vaguely worded by an ignorant monk, who per-

haps had never gone beyond his fens, ought not to be assumed as an
incontrovertible testimony. Certainly so very high a qualification

cannot be supposed to have been requisite in the kingdoms of the

Heptarchy ; nor do we find any collateral evidence to confinn the hy-
pothesis. If, however, all the body of thanes or freeholders were
admissible to the wittenagemot, it is unlikely that the privilege should
have been ^ully exercised. Very few, I believe, at present, imagine
that there was any representative system in that age ; much less that

the ceorls or inferior freemen had the smallest share in the delibera-

tions of the national assembly. Every argument, which a spirit of

controversy once pressed into this service, has long since been victori-

ously refuted.

It has been justly remarked by Hume, that among a people who
lived in so simple a manner as the Anglo-Saxons, the judicial power \%

always of more consequence than the legislative. The liberties of

^ Quoniam ille quadraginta hydarum terrae dominium minime obtineret, licet nobilises^et

inter proceres tunc numerari non potuit.
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these Anglo-Saxon thanes were chiefly secured, next to their swords
and their free spirits, by the inestimable right of deciding civil and
criminal suits in their own county-court ; an institution which, having
survived the Conquest, and contributed in no small degree to tix the

liberties of England upon the broad and popular basis, by limiting the

feudal aristocracy, deserves attention in following the history of the
British constitution.

The division of the kingdom into counties, and of these into hun-
dreds and decennaries, for the purpose of administering justice, was
not peculiar to England. In the early laws of France and Lombardy.
frequent mention is made of the hundred court, and now and then of

those petty village-magistrates, who in England were called tything-

men. It has been usual to ascribe the establishment of this system
among our Saxon ancestors to Alfred, upon the authority of Ingult'us,

a writer contemporary with the Conquest. But neither the biographer
of Alfred, Asserius, nor the existing laws of that prince bear testimony
to the fact. With respect indeed to the division of counties, and their

government by aldermen and sherirts, it is certain, that both existed

long before his time ;i and the utmost that can be supposed is, that he
might m some instances have ascertained an unsettled boundary.
There docs not seem to be equal evidence as to the antiquity of the
minor divisions. Hundreds, I think, are first mentioned in a law of
Ed;4ar, and tythings in one of Canute.- But as Alfred, it must be
remembered, was never master of more than half the kingdom, the
complete distribution of England into these districts cannot, upon any .

supposition, be referred to him.
There is, indeed, a circumstance observable in this division wnich

seems to indicate that it could not have taken place at one time, nor
upon one system ; I mean the extreme inequality of hundreds in

different parts of England. Whether the name be conceived to refer

to the number of free families, or of landholders, or of petty vills,

forming so many associations of mutual assurance or frank-pledge,
one can hardly doubt that, when the term was first applied, a hundred
of one or other of these were comprised, at an average reckoning,
within the district. But it is impossible to reconcile the varying size

of hundreds to any single hypothesis. The county of Sussex contains
sixty-five ; that of Dorset forty-three ; while Yorkshire has only twenty-
six ; and Lancashire but six. No difference of population, though the
south of England was undoubtedly far the best peopled, can be con-
ceived to account for so prodigious a disparity. I know of no better
solution, than that the divisions of the north, properly called wapen-
takes, were planned upon a different system, and obtained the de-
nomination of hundreds incorrectly, after the union of all England
under a single sovereign.

Assuming, therefore, the name and partition of hundreds to have
originated in the southern counties, it will rather, I think, appear pro-
bable, that they contained only an hundred free families, including
the ceorls as well as their landlords. If we suppose none but the

^ Counties, and the alderman who presided over them, .nrc mentioned in the laws of Ina.
' Wilkins refen, to them as an ancient institution: Qiijcr.^tur ccn:uri*e couveatiis, stcut

AHtea iustiiutum erat.
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latter to have been numbered, we should find six thousand thanes in

Kent, and six thousand five liundrcd in Sussex ; a reckoning totally

inconsistent with any probable estimate.^ But though we have little

direct testimony as to the population of those times, there is one pas-

sage which falls in very sufficiently with the former supposition, licdc

says, that the kingdom of the South Saxons, comprehending Surrey as

well as Sussex, contained seven thousand families. The county ot

Sussex alone is divided into sixty-five hundreds, which comes at least

close enough to prove, that free families, rather than proprietors, were

the subjects of that numeration. And this is the interpretation given

by Du Cange and Muratori, as to the Centenae and DccanicC of the.

own ancient laws.

I cannot but feel some doubt, notwithstanding a passage in the
laws ascribed to Edward the Confessor,^ whether the tything-man
ever possessed any judicial magistracy over his small district. He
was, more probably, little different from a petty constable, as is now
the case, I believe, wherever that denomination of office is preserved.

The court of the hundred, not held, as on the continent, by its own
centenarius, but by the sheriff of the county, is frequently mentioned
in the later Anglo-Saxon laws. It was, however, to the county-court
that an English freeman chiefly looked for the maintenance of his

civil rights. In this assembly, held monthly, or at least more than
once in the year, (for there seems some ambiguity or perhaps fluctua-

tion as to this point,) by the bishop and the earl, or, in his absence,
the sheriff, the oath of allegiance was administered to all freemen,
breaches of the peace were inquired into, crimes were investigated,

and claims were determined. I assign all these functions to the
county-court, upon the supposition that no other subsisted during the

Saxon times, and that the separation of the sheriff's tourn for criminal

jurisdiction had not yet taken place, which, however, I cannot pretend
to determine.^

A very ancient Saxon instrument, recording a suit in the county-
court under the reign of Canute, has been published by Hickes, and
may be deemed worthy of a literal translation in this place. '• It is

made known by this writing that in the shiregemot (county-court) held
at Agelnothes-stane, (Aylston in Herefordshire,) in the reign of

Canute, there sat Athelstan the bishop, and Ranig the alderman,
and Edwin his son, and Leofwin Wulfig's son ; and Thurkil the White
and Tofig came there on the king's business ; and there were Bryning
the sheriff, and Athelweard of Frome, and Leofwin of Frome, and
Goodric of Stoke, and all the thanes of Herefordshire. Then came to

the mote Edwin, son of Enneawne, and sued his mother for some
lands, called Weolintun and Cyrdeslea, Then the bishop asked who
would answer for his mother. Then answered Thurkil the White,
and said that he would, if he knew the facts, which he did not. Then
were seen in the mote three thanes, that belonged to Feligly, Faw^le}

,

1 It would be easy to mention particular hundreds in these counties, so small as to rend".

this supposition quite ridiculous.

3 Nothing, so far as I know, confirms this passasre. which hardly tallies with what the

genuine Anglo-Saxon documents contain as to the judicial arrangements of that period.

3 This point is obscure ; but I do not perceive that the Ang^o-Saxon laws distinguish the

civil from the criminal tribunal.
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(five miles from Aylston,) Leofwin of Frome, iCgelwig the Red, and
Thinsig St£e;^thmaR ; and they went to her, and inquired what she

had to say about the lands Avhich her son claimed. She said that she

had no land which belonged to him, and fell into a noble passion

against her son, and, calling for Leofleda, her kinswoman, the wife of

Thurkil, thus spake to her before them :
* This is Leofleda, my kins-

woman, to whom I give my lands, money, clothes, and whatever I

possess after my life ;' and this said, she thus spake to the thanes :

' Behave like thanes, and declare my message to all the good men in

the mote, and tell them to whom I have given my lands, and all my
possessions, and nothing to my son ;' and bade them be witnesses to

this. And thus they did, rode to the mote,- and told all the good men
what she had enjoined them. Then Thurkil the White addressed the

mote, and requested all the thanes to let his wife have the lands,

which her kinswoman had given her ; and thus they did, and Thurkil
rode to the church of St Ethclbert, with the leave and witness of all

the people, and had this inserted in a book in the church." ^

It may Idc presumed from the appeal made to the thanes present

at the county-court, and is confirmed by other ancient authorities,

that all of them, and they alone, to the exclusion of inferior freemen,

were the judges of civil controversies. The latter indeed were called

upon to attend its meetings, or, in the language of our present law,

were suitors to the court, and it was penal to be absent. 13ut this was
on account of other duties, the oaih of allegiance which they were to

take, or the frank-pledges into which they were to enter, not in order

to exercise any judicial power, unless we conceive that the disputes of

the ccorls were decided by judges of their own rank. It is more im-
portant to remark the crude state of legal process and inquiry, which
this instrument denotes. Without any regular method of instituting

or conducting causes, the county-court seems to have had nothing to

recommend it but, what indeed is no trifling matter, its security from
corruption and tyranny ; and in the practical jurisprudence of our
Saxon ancestors, even at the beginning of the eleventh century, we
perceive no advance of civility and skill from the state of their own
savage progenitors on the banks of the Elbe. No appeal could be
made to the royal tribunal, unless justice was denied in the county-
court. This was the great constitutional judicature in all questions
of civil right. In another instrument, published by Hickes, of the age
of Ethelred II., the tenant of lands which were claimed in the kin;^'s

court, refused to submit to the decree of that tribunal without a regular

trial in the county ; which was accordingly granted. There were, how-
ever, royal judges, who either by way of appeal from the lower courts,

or in excepted cases, formed a paramount judicature ; but how their

court was composed under the Anglo-Saxon sovereigns, I do not pre-

tend to assert.

It has been a prevailing opinion that trial by jury may be referred
^ Before the Conque<;t, say<; Gurdon, grants were enrol!ed in the shire-book in public shire-

mote, after proclamation made for any to come in that coud claim the lands conveyed ; and
this was as irreversible a^^ the modem fine with proclamations, or iccovcr>-. This may be so ;

but the couuty-cnurt has at least lonj ceased to be a court of record ; and one w.iuld ask for
proof of the assertion. The book kc^t in the church of ::t Ethclbert, wherein Thurkil is said
to have inserted the proceedings of the county-court, may or may not hav« bc«a a public
record.
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to tlic An;;lo-Saxon age, and common tradition has ascribed it to the

\visclom of Alfred. In such an historical deduction of the Kn^'lish

government as I have attempted, an institution so peculiarly character-

istic deserves every attention to its ori^jin ; and I shall therefore pro-

duce the evidence wiiich has been supposed to bear upon this most
eminent part of our judicial system. The first text of the Saxon law^^,

which may appear to have such a meaning', is in those of Alfred. " If

any one accuse a king's thane of homicide, if he dare to purge himself,

^ladian,) let him do it along with twelve king's thanes. If any one
accuse a thane of less rank (laessa niaga) than a king's thane, let him
purge himself along with eleven of his equals, and one king's thane.''

This law, whinh Nicholson contends, can mean nothing but trial by
jury, has been referred by Hickes to that ancient usage of compurga-
tion, where the accused sustained his own oath by those of a number
of his friends, who pledged their knowledge, or at least their belief oi

his innocence of the charge.

In the canons of the Northumbrian clergy, we read as follows :
'' U

a king's thane deny this, (the practice of heathen superstitions,) let

twelve be appointed for him, and let him take twelve of his kindred,

(or equals, viaga,) and twelve British strangers ; and if he fail, then
let him pay for his breach of law twelve half-marcs. If a landholder
(or lesser thane) deny the charge, let as many of his equals, and as

many strangers be taken as for a royal thane ; and if he fail, let him
pay six half-marcs. If a ceorl deny it, let as many of his equals, and
as many strangers be taken for him as for the others ; and if he
fail, let him pay twelve orae for his breach of law." It is difficult at

first sight to imagine, that these thirty-six, so selected, were merely
compurgators, since it seems absurd that the judge should name
indifferent persons, who without inquiry were to make oath of a party's

innocence. Some have therefore conceived, that in this and other

instances where compurgators are mentioned, they were virtually

jurors, who, before attesting the facts, were to inform their consciences

by investigating them. There are, however, passages in the Saxon
laws nearly parallel to that just quoted, which seem incompatible
with this interpretation. Thus, by a law of Athelstan, if any one
claimed a strayed ox as his own, five of his neighbours were to be
assigned, of whom one was to maintain the claimant's oath. Perhaps
the principle of these regulations, and indeed of the whole law of

compurgation, is to be found in that stress laid upon general charac-

ter, which pervades the Anglo-Saxon jurisprudence. A man of ill

reputation was compelled to undergo a triple ordeal, in cases where a
single one sufticed for persons of credit ; a provision rather incon-

sistent with the trust in a miraculous interposition of Providence which
was the basis of that superstition. And the law^ of frank-pledge pro-

ceeded upon the maxim that the best guarantee of every man's obedi-

ence to the government was to be sought in the confidence of his-j

neighbours. Hence while some compurgators were to be chosen by
the sheriff, to avoid partiality and collusion, it was still intended, that

they should be residents of the vicinage, witnesses of the defendant's

previous life, and competent to estimate the probability of his excul-

patory oath. For the British strangers, in the canon quoted above.
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were certainly the original natives, more intermingled with their con-

querors, probably, in the provinces north of the Humbcr than else-

where, and still denominated strangers, as the distinction of races \\i\s

not done away.
If in this instance we do not feel ourselves warranted to infer the

existence of trial by jury, still less shall we find even an analogy to it

in an article of the treaty between England and Wales, during the

reign of Ethelred II. "Twelve persons skilled in the law, (lahmen,)

six English and six Welsh, shall instruct the natives of each country,

on pain of forfeiting their possessions, if, except through ignorance,

they give false information." This is obviously but a regulation in-

tended to settle disputes among the Welsh and English, to which their

ignorance of each others customs might give rise.

By a law of the same prince, a court was to be held in every wapen-
take, where the sheriff and twelve principal thanes should swear that

they would neither acquit any criminal nor convict any innocent person.

It seems more probable that these thanes were permanent assessors to

the sheriff", like the scabini so frequently mentioned in the early laws
of France and Italy, than jurors indiscriminately selected. This pas-

sage, however, is stronger than those which have been already adduced ;

and it may be thought, perhaps with justice, that at least the seeds of

our present form of trial are discoverable in it. In the history of Ely,

we twice read of pleas held before twenty-four judges in the court ot

Cambridge ; which seems to have been formed out of several neigh-

bouring hundreds.

But the nearest approach to a regular jury, which has been pre-

served in our scanty memorials of the Anglo-Saxon age, occurs in the

history of the monastery of Ramsey. A controversy relating to lands
between that society and a certain nobleman was brought into the

county-court ; when each party was heard in his own behalt". After

this commencement, on account probably of the length and difficulty

of the investigation, it was referred by the court to thirty-six thanes,

equally chosen by both sides. And here we begin to perceive the

manner in which those tumultuous assemblies, the mixed body of

freeholders in their county-court, slid gradually into a more steady
and more diligent tribunal. But this was not the work of a single

age. In the Conqueror's reign we find a proceeding very similar to

the case of Ramsey, in which the suit had been commenced in the
county-court, before it was found to be expedient to remit it to a select

body of freeholders. In the reign of William Rufus, and down to

that of Henry II., when the trial of writs of right by the grand assize

was introduced, Hickes has discovered other instances of the original

usage. The language of Domesday book lends some confirmation
to its existence at the time of that survey ; and even our common
legal expression of trial by the country seems to be derived from a
period when the form was literally popular.

In comparing the various passages which I have quoted, it is im-
possible not to be struck with the preference given to twelve, or some
multiple of it, in fixing the number either of judges or compurgators.
This was not peculiar to England. Spclman has produced severnl

instances of it in the early German laws. And that number seems to

2 D
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y lie Law of frank-Phd^e.

have been rcp^nrdcd with equal veneration in Scandinavin. It i-

very imin.'itcrial from what caprice or s
."

arose, liut its general prevalence show , , i

orifjin of trial by jury, we cannot rely for a moment upon any analo;;'/

which the mere number affords. I am induced to make this observa-
tion, because some of the passages which have been alleged by eminent
men for the purpose of establishing the existence of that institution

before the Conquest, seem to have little else to support them.
There is certainly no part of the Anglo-Saxon polity which has at-

tracted so much the notice of modern times as the law of frank-
pledge, or mutual responsibility of the members of a tything for each
other's abiding the course of justice. This, like the distribution of
hundreds and tythings themselves, and like trial by jury, has been
generally attributed to Alfred ; and of this, I suspect, we must also

deprive him. It is not surprising, that the great services of Alfred to

his people in peace and in war should have led posterity to ascribe
every institution, of which the beginning was obscure, to his contri-

vance, till his fame has become almost as fabulous in legislation as

that of Arthur in arms. The English nation redeemed from servitude,

and their name from extinction ; the lamp of learning refreshed, when
scarce a glimmer was visible ; the watchful observance of justice and
public order ; these are the genuine praises of Alfred, and entitle him
to the rank he has always held in men's esteem, as the best and
greatest of English kings. But of his legislation there is little that

can be asserted with sufficient evidence ; the laws of his time that

remain are neither numerous nor particularly interesting ; and a loose

report of late writers is not sufficient to prove that he compiled a
domboc, or general code for the government of his kingdom.
An ingenious and philosophical ^vriter has endeavoured to found the

law of frank-pledge upon one of those general principles to which he
always loves to recur. "If we look upon a tything," he says, " as
regularly composed of ten families, this branch of its police will

appear in the highest degree artificial and singular ; but if we consider

that society as of the same extent v/ith a town or village, we shall find

that such a regulation is conformable to the general usage of bar-

barous nations, and is founded upon their common notions of justice."

A variety of instances are then brought forward, drawn from the

customs of almost every part of the world, wherein the inhabitants of

a district have been made answerable for crimes and injuries imputed
to one of them. But none of these fully resemble the Saxon institu-

tion of which we are treating. They relate either to the right of

reprisals, exercised with respect to the subjects of foreign countries, or

to the indemnification exacted from the district, as in our modem
statutes, which give an action in certain cases of felony against the

hundred, for crimes which its internal police was supposed capable of

preventing. In the Irish custom, indeed, which bound the head of a
sept to bring forward every one of his kindred who should be charged
with any heinous crime, we certainly perceive a strong analog}- to the

Saxon law, not as it latterly subsisted, but under one of its prior modi-
fications. For I think that something of a gradual progression may-

be traced to the history of this famous police, by follo\ving the indica-
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tions afforded by those laws through which alone wc become ac-

quainted with its existence.

The Saxons brought with them from their original forests at least

as much roughness as any of the nations which overturned the Roman
empire, and their long struggle with the Britons could not contribute

to polish their manners. The royal authority was weak ; and little had
been learned of that regular system of government, which the Franks
and Lombards acquired from the provincial Romans, among whom
they were mingled. No people were so much addicted to robbery, to

riotous frays, and to feuds arising out of family revenge as the Anglo-
Saxons. Their statutes are filled with complaints that the public peace
was openly violated, and with penalties which seem, by their repeti-

tion, to have been disregarded. The vengeance taken by the kindred
of a murdered man was a sacred right, which no law ventured to for-

bid, though it was limited by those which established a composition,

and by those which protected the family of the murderer from their

resentment. Even the author of the laws ascribed to the Confessor
speaks of this family warfare, where the composition had not been
paid, as perfectly lawful. 1 But the law of composition tended probably
to increase the number of crimes. Though the sums imposed were
sometimes heavy, men paid them with the help of their relations, or

entered into voluntary associations, the purposes whereof might often

be laudable, but which were certainly susceptible of this kind of abuse.

And many led a life of rapine, forming large parties of ruffians, who
committed murder and robbery with little dread of punishment.

Against this disorderly condition of society, the wisdom of our Eng-
lish kings, with the assistance of their great councils, was employed in

devising remedies, which ultimately grew up into a pcculi;ir system.
No man could leave the shire to which he belonged without the per-

mission of its alderman. No man could be without a lord, on whom
lie depended ; though he might quit his present patron, it was under
the condition of engaging himself to another. If he failed in this, his

kindred were bound to present him in the county-court, and to name
a lord for him^ themselves. Unless this were done, he might be seized

by any one who met him as a robber. Hence, notwithstanding the
personal liberty of the peasants, it was not very practicable for one
of them to quit his place of residence. A stranger guest could not be
received more than two nights as such ; on the third night, the host
became responsible for his inmate's conduct.
The peculiar system of frank-pledges seems to have passed through

the following very gradual stages. At first an accused person was
obliged to find bail for standing his trial. At a subsequent period his

relations were called upon to become sureties for payment of the

composition and other fines to which he was liable. They were even
subject to be imprisoned until payment was made, and this imprison-
ment was commutable for a certain sum of money. The next stage
was to make persons already convicted, or of suspicious repute, give

sureties for their future behaviour. It is not till the reign of Edgar

' Parentibus occisi fiat emendatio, vel guerra eorum portctur. Wilkins. This, like other
parts of lliat spurious treatise, appears to have been taken from older laws or tradilioos, I
do not conceive that this private revenge was tolerated by law after the Conquest.
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tint we find tlic first general law, which phccs every man in the con-
dition of the {,'uilty or suspected, and compels him to find a surety,

who shall be responsible for his appearance when judicially summoned.
This is i)erpetually repeated and enforced in later statutes during his

rei:^n and that of Ethelred. Finally, the laws of Canute declare the

necessity of belonging to some hundred and tything, as well as of pro-

viding sureties ; and it may, perhaps, be inferred, that the custom of

rendering every member of a tything answerable for the appearance of
all the rest, as it existed after the Conquest, is as old as the reign of

this Danish monarch.
It is by no means an accurate notion which the writer to whom I have

already adverted has conceived, that " the members of every tything

^vere responsible for the conduct of one another ; and that the society or

their leader, might be prosecuted and compelled to make reparation for

an injury committed by any individual." Upon this false apprehension
of the nature of frank-pledges, the whole of his analogical reasoning is

founded. It is indeed an error very current in popular treatises, and
which might plead the authority of some whose professional learning
should have saved them from so obvious a misstatement. But, in

fact, the members of a tything were no more than perpetual bail for

each other. " The greatest security of the public order," say the laws
ascribed to the Confessor, " is, that every man must bind himself to

one of those societies, which the English in general call freeborgs, and
the people of Yorkshire ten men's tale." This consisted in the re-

sponsibility often men, each for the other, throughout every village in

the kingdom ; so that if one of the ten committed any fault, the nine
should produce him in justice ; where he should make reparation by
his own property, or by personal punishment. If he fled from justice,

a mode was provided, according to which the tything might clear

themselves from participation in his crime or escape ; in default of

such exculpation, and the malefactor^s estate proving deficient, they
were compelled to make good the penalty. And it is equally manifest

from every other passage in which mention is made of this ancient in-

stitution, that the obligation of the tything was merely that of per-

m.anent bail, responsible only indirectly for the good behaviour of

their members.
Every freeman, above the age of twelve years, was required to be

enrolled in some tything. In order to enforce this essential part of

police, the courts of the tourn and leet were elected, or rather perhaps
separated from that of the county. The periodical meetings of these,

whose duty it was to inquire into the state of tythings, whence they
were called the view of frank-pledge, are regulated in Magna Charta.

But this custom, which seems to have been in full vigour when Bracton
wrote, and is enforced by a statute of Edward II., gradually died

away in succeeding times. i According to the laws ascribed to the

Confessor, which are perhaps of insufficient authority to fix the exist-

ence of any usage before the Conquest, lords, v ho possessed a baronial

jurisdiction were permitted to keep their milit v tenants and the ser-

1 Traces of the actual view of frank-pledge appear in Comv . as late a=; the loth of Henry
VI. And indeed Selden tells us that it was not quite obsolete in his time. The form may,
for aught I know, be kept up in some parts of England at this day. For some reason which
I cannot explain, the distribution by tens was changed into one by dozens.
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vants of their household under their own peculiar frank-pledj^e. Nor was
any freeholder in the age of Bracton, bound to be enrolled in a tything.

It remains only, before v/e conchide this sketch of the Anglo-Saxon
system, to consider the once famous question respecting the establish-

ment of feudal tenures in England before the Conquest. The position

asserted by Sir Henry Spelman in his Glossary, that lands were not

held feudally before that period, having been denied by the Irish

judges in the great case of tenures, he was compelled to draw up his

treaty on Feuds, in which it is more fully maintained. Several other

writers, especially Hickes, Madox, and Sir Martin Wright, have taken
the same side. But names equally respectable might be thrown into

the opposite scale ; and I think the prevailing bias of modern anti-

quaries is in favour of at least a moditied affirmative as to this question.

Lands are commonly supposed to have been divided, among the

Anglo-Saxons, into bocland and folkland. The former was held in

full propriety, and might be conveyed by boc or written grant ; the

latter was occupied by the comm.on people, yielding rent or other

service, and perhaps without any estate in the land, but at the pleasure

of the owner. These two species of tenure might be compared to free-

hold and copyhold, if the latter had retained its original dependence
upon the will of the lord.i Bocland was divisible by will ; it was
equally shared among the children ; it was capable of being entailed

by the person under whose grant it was originally taken ; and in case

of a treacherous or cowardly desertion from the army, it was then for-

feited to the crown.-

It is an improbable, and even extravagant supposition, thrt all these

hereditary estates of the Anglo-Saxon freeholders were originally par-

cels of the royal demesne, and consequently that the king was once
the sole proprietor in his kingdom. Whatever partitions were made
upon the conquest of a British province, we may be sure that the

shares of the army were coeval with those of the general. The great

mass of the Saxon property could not have been held by actual bene-
ficiary grants from the crown. However, the royal demesnes were
undoubtedly very extensive. They continued to be so, even in the

time of the Confessor, after the donations of his predecessors. And
several instruments, granting lands to individuals, besides those in

favour of the church, are extant. These are generally couched in that

style of full and unconditional conveyance, which is observable in all

such charters of the same age upon the continent. Some exceptions,

however, occur ; the lands bequeathed by Alfred to certain of his

nobles were to return to his family in default of male heirs ; and
Hickes is of opinion that the royal consent, which seems to have
been required for the testamentary disposition of some estates, was
necessary on account of their beneficiary tenure.

All the freehold lands of England, except some of those belonging to

1 This supposition may plead the great authorities of Sotnner and I.ve, tlie Anplo-Sa.von
lexicographtjrs, and appears to me far more probable than the theory of Sir John D.drymple,
in his Essay on Feudal Property, or that of the author of a discoiir>e on the Bocland and
Folkland of the Saxons, 1775, whose name, I think, was Iljbctsnn. The first of these sui)poses
bacland to have been feudal, and folkland allodial; the second most strangely takes fo kland
for feudal. I cannot satisfy myself whether thainland and evcland, which occur sometimes
in Dutnesday-book, merely correspond with the other two denominations.

^ Wiikins. The law is copied fiom one of Charlcm.ignc's canitu'aries. Baluzc
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the church, were subject to three great pubhc burdens ; military service

in the kmj^'s expeditions, or at least in defensive war,* the repair of

bridges, and thnt of royal fortresses. These obli;;ations, and especially

the first, have been sometimes thought to denote a feudal tenure.

There is, however, a confusion into which we may fall by not swin-

cicnily discriminating the rights of a king as chief lord of his vassals,

and as sovereign of his subjects. In every country, the supreme power
is entitled to use the arm of each citizen in the public defence. The
usage of all nations agrees with common reason in establishing this

great principle. There is nothing therefore peculiarly feudal in this

military service of landholders ; it was due from the allodial proprietors

upon the continent, it was derived from their German ancestors, it had
bet n fixed, probably, by the legislatures of the Heptarchy upon the

first settlement in Britain.

It is material, however, to observe, that a thane forfeited his heredi-

tary freehold by misconduct in battle ; a penalty more severe than was
inflicted upon allodial proprietors on the continent. We even find in

the earliest Saxon laws, that the sithcundman, who seems to have cor-

responded to the inferior thane of later times, forfeited his land by
neglect of attendance in war ; for which an allodiaiist in France would
only have paid his heribannum, or penalty.- Nevertheless, as the

policy of different states may enforce the duties of subjects by more or

less severe sanctions, I do not know that a law of forfeiture in such
cases is to be considered as positively implying a feudal tenure.

But a much stronger presumption is afforded by passages that

indicate a mutual relation of lord and vassal among the free proprie-

tors. The most powerful subjects have not a natural right to the service

of other freemen. But in the laws enacted during- the Heptarchy, we
find it hinted that the sithcundman, or petty gentleman, might be
dependent on a superior lord. This is more distinctly expressed in

some ecclesiastical canons, apparently of the tenth century, which
distinguish the king's thane from the landholder, who depended upon
a lord. Other proofs of this might be brought from the Anglo-Saxon
laws. It is not, however, sufticient to prove a mutual relation between
the higher and lower order of gentry, in order to establish the existence

of feudal tenures. For this relation was often personal, as I have
mentioned more fully in another place, and bore the name of com-
mendation. And no nation was so rigorous as the English in com-
pelhng every man, from the king's thane to the ceorl, to place himself

under a lawful superior. Hence the question is not to be hastily

decided on the credit of a few passages that express this gradation

of dependence ; feudal vassalage, the object of our inquiry, being of a
7'eal^ not a persojial nature, and resulting entirely from the tenure of

particular lands. But it is not unlikely that the personal relation of

client, if I may use that word, might in a multitude of cases be changed
into that of vassal. And certainly many of the motives which operated

in France to produce a very genera) commutation of allodial into feudal

tenure might have a similar influence in England, where the disorderly

1 This duty is by some expressed rata expeditio ; by others, hostis propulsio, which seems
to make no small difference. But, unfortunately, most of the military' ser\icc which an Anglo-
Saxon freeholder had to render was of the latter kind.

' By the laws of Canute, a fine only was imposed for this offence.
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condition of society made it so much the interest of every man to

obtain the protection of some potent lord.

The word thane corresponds in its derivation to vassal ; and the

latter tenn is used by Asserius, the contcmporaiy biographer of Alfred,

in speaking of the nobles of that prince.^ In their attendance, too,

upon the royal court, and the fidelity which was expected from them,
the king's thanes seem exactly to have resembled that class of followers,

who, under difterent appellations, were the guards as well as courtiers

of the Frank and Lombard sovereigns. But I have remarked that

the word thane is not applied to the whole body of gentry in the more
ancient laws, where the word corl is opposed to the ceorl or roturier,

and that of sithcundmaii^ to the royal thane. It would be too much
to infer from the extension of this latter word to a large class of per-

sons, that we should interpret it with a close attention to etymology, a
very uncertain guide in almost all investigations.

Yqv the age immediately preceding the Norman invasion, we cannot
have recourse to a better authority than Domesday-book. That in-

comparable record contains the names of every tenant, and the condi-

tions of his tenure, under the Confessor, as well as the time of its com-
pilation ; and seems to give little countenance to the notion, that a
radical change in the system of our laws had been effected during the
interval. In almost eveiy page we meet with tenants either of the

crown, or of other lords, denominated thanes, freeholders, (liberi

homines,) or socagers, (socmanni.) Some of these, it is stated, might
sell their lands to whom they pleased ; others were restricted from
alienation. Some, as it is expressed, might go with their lands whither
they would ; by which I understand the right of commending them-
selves to any patron of their choice. These of course could not be
feudal tenants in any proper notion of that term. Others could not
depart from the lord whom they served ; not, certainly, that they were
personally bound to the soil, but that so long as they retained it, the
seigniory. of the superior could not be defeated.^ But I am not aware
that military service is specified in any instance to be due from one of
these tenants ; though it is difficult to speak as to a negative proposi-
tion of this kind with any confidence.
No direct evidence appears as to the ceremony of homage or the

oath of fealty before the Conquest. The feudal exaction of aid in cer-

1 Alfrc'Jus cum paucis suls nobilibus. ct ctlam cum quibusdam militlbus ct Vassallis.
Nobik"; Vassalli Sumcrtuncnsis pagi. Yet Hickes objects to the authenticity of a charter
ascribed to £dgar, because it contains the word Vassallus, " quam a Nortmannis Angli
habuorunt."

2 Wilkins. Thisis an obscure word, occurring only, I believe, during the Hcpt.irchy.
Wilkins translates it, pnepofitus paganus. which gives a wrong idea. l!ut (;esitlh which is
plainly the same word, is used in Alfred's translation of Bede for a gentleman or nobleman.
Where l^ede uses comes, the Sa.\oii is always gcsiih or gesithman ; where princcps or dux
occurs, the version is ealdorman. Selden.

3 It sometimes weakens a proposition, which is capable of innumerable proofs to take a very
few at random ; yet the following casual specimens will illustrate the common language of
Domesday-book.
H3:c tria maneria tenuit Ulveva tempore regis Edwardi et potuit ire cum terra quo volebat.—Toti emit earn T. R. E. (temp, regis Ed.)de ecclesia Maimsburicnsi .ad a;tatem trium homi-

num ; et infra hunc terminum poterat ire cum ca ad quern vellet dominum.—Tres Angli
tenuerunt Darncford T. R. E. et non poterant ab ecclesia separari. Duo ex iis reddcbant v
solidos, et tertius serviebat sicut 'I'hainus.—Has terras qui tenuerunt T. R. E. quC. volucrunt
ire potuerunt, practer unum Seric vocatum, qui in Ragcudal tenuit iii CJirucatas tcrrx; scd
non poterat cum ci alicubi rcccdcrc.
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tain prescribed cases seems to have been unknown. Still less could
those of wardship and marriage prevail, which were no parts of ihc

great feudal system, but introduced, and perhaps invented, by our
rnj)acious Norman tyrants. The English lawyers, through an imper-
fect acquaintance with the history of feuds upon the continent, have
treated these unjust innovations as if they had formed essential parts

of the system, and sprung naturally from the relation between lord and
vassal. And, with reference to the present question, Sir Henry Spel-

man has certainly laid too much stress upon them in concludmg that

feudal tenures did not exist among the Anglo-Saxons, because their

lands were not in ward, nor their persons sold in marriage. But I

cannot equally concur with this eminent person in denying the exist-

ence of reliefs during the same period. U the heriot, which is first

mentioned in the time of Edgar—(though it may probably have been
an established custom long before)—were not identical with the relief,

it bore at least a very strong analogy to it. A charter of Eihelred's

interprets one word by the other. In the laws of William, which re-

enact those of Canute concerning heriots, the term relief is employed
as synonymous. Though the heriot was in later times paid in chattels,

the relief in money, it is equally true that originally the law fixed a
sum of money in certain cases for the heriot, and a chattel for the re-

lief. And the most plausible distinction alleged by Spelman, that the
heriot is by law due from the personal estate, but the relief from the

heir, seems hardly applicable to that remote age, when the law of suc-

cession as to real and personal estate was not different.

It has been shown in another place how the right of territorial juris-

diction was generally, and at last inseparably, connected with feudal

tenure. Of this right we meet frequent instances in the laws and
records of the Anglo-Saxons, though not in those of an early date. A
charter of Edred grants to the monastery of Croyland soc, sac, toll,

team, and infangthef ; words which generally went together in the
description of these privileges, and signify the right of holding a court

to which all freemen of the territory should repair, of deciding pleas

therein, as well as of imposing amercements according to law, of tak-

ing tolls upon the sale of goods, and of punishing capitally a thief

taken in the fact within the limits of the manor.i Another charter

from the Confessor grants to the abbey of Ramsey similar rights over

ail who were suitors to the sheriff's court, subject to military service,

and capable of landed possessions ; that is, as I conceive, all who
•were not in servitude. By a law of Ethelred, none but the king could
have jurisdiction over a royal thanc.2 And Domesday-book is full of

decisive proofs, that the English lords had their courts wherein they
rendered justice to their suitors, like the continental nobility

;
privi-

leges which are noticed with great precision in that record, as part of

the statistical survey. For the right of jurisdiction at a time when
punishments w^ere almost wholly pecuniary, was a matter of property,

and sought from motives of rapacity as well as pride.

1 I do not pretend to assert the authenticity of these charters, which at all events are nearly
as old as the Conquest. Hickes calls most of them in question, but some later antiquaries
seem to have been more favourable.

- This is the earliest allusion, if I am not mistaken, to territorial jurisdiction in the SaxOQ
laws. Probably it was not frequent till near the end of the tenth century-.
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Whether therefore the law of feudal tenures can be said to have
existed in England before the Conquest must be left to every reader's

determination. Perhaps any attempt to decide it positively would end
in a verbal dispute. In tracinj^ the history of every political institu-

tion, three things are to be considered, the principle, the form, and the

name. The last will probably not be found in any genuine Anglo-
Saxon record.i Of the form, or the peculiar ceremonies and incidents

of a regular fief, there is some, though not much appearance. But
those who reflect upon the dependence in which free and even noble

tenants held their estates of other subjects, and upon the privileges of

territorial jurisdiction, will, I think, perceive much of the intrinsic char-

acter of the feudal relation, though in a less mature and systematic

shape than it assumed alter the Norman Conquest

PART II.—THE ANGLO-NORiMAN CONSTITUTION.

It is deemed by William of Malmsbury an extraordinary work of Pro-

vidence, that the English should have given up all for lost after the

battle of Hastings, where only a small though brave army had perished.'-^

It was indeed the conquest of a great kingdom by the prince of a
single province, an event not easily paralleled, where the vanquished
were little, if at all, less courageous than their enemies, and where no
domestic factions exposed the country to an invader. Yet William
was so advantageously situated, that his success seems neither unac-

countable nor any matter of discredit to the English nation. The heir

of the house of Cerdic had been already set aside at the election of

Harold ; and his youth, joined to a mediocrity of understanding which
excited neither esteem nor fear,^ gave no encouragement to the scheme
of placing him upon the throne in those moments of imminent peril

which followed the battle of Hastings. England was peculiarly desti-

tute of great men. The weak reigns of Ethelred and Edward had
rendered the government a mere oligarchy, and reduced the nobility

into the state of retainers to a few leading houses, the representatives

of which were every way unequal to meet such an enemy as the duke
of Normandy. If indeed the concurrent testimony of historians docs

not exaggerate his forces, it may be doubted whether England pos-

sessed military resources sufficient to have resisted so numerous and
well-appointed an army.

This forlorn state of the country induced, if it did not justify, the

measure of tendering the crown to William, which he had a pretext or

1 Feodum twice occurs in the testament of Alfred : but it does not appear to be used in its

f
roper sense, nor do I apprehend that instrument to have been originally written in Latin,

t was much more consonant to Alfred's practice to employ his own Janyuage.
2 Henry of Huntingdon says: Millesimo et sexai;esimo sexto anno graii.x, pcrfecit do-

minaCor Deus de gente Angiorum quod diu cogitavcrat. Genti namquc Normannorum
aspcrae et callida: tradidit eos ad cxterminandum.

••Edgar, after one or two ineffectual attempts to recover the kingdom, was treated by
William with a kindness which could only have proceeded from contempt of his understand-
ing ; for he was not wanting in courage. He became the intimate friend of Robert, Uukc *A

Normandy, whose fortunes, as well as character, much rescmblcJ his own.
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title to claim, arising; from the intention, perhaps the promise, pcrh.ips

even the testament of Edward, which had more weight in those times
than it deserved, and was at least better than the naked title of con-
quest. And this, supported by an oath exactly similar to that t-iken

by the Anglo-Saxon kings, and by the assent of the multitude, En-lish
as well as Normans, on the day of his coronation, gave as much ap-
pearance of a regular succession, as the circumstances of the times
would permit. Those who yielded to such circumstances could not
foresee, and were unwilling to anticipate, the bitterness of that servi-

tude which William and his Norman followers were to bring upon their

country.

The commencement of his administration was tolerably equitable.

Though many confiscations took place, in order to gratify the Norman
army, yet the mass of property was left in the hands of its former pos-
sessors. Offices of high trust were bestowed upon Englishmen, even
upon those whose family renown might have raised the most aspiring
thoughts. But partly through the insolence and injustice of William's
Norman vassals, partly through the suspiciousness natural to a man
conscious of having overturned the national government, his yoke soon
became more heavy. The English were oppressed ; they rebelled,

were subdued, and oppressed again. All their risings were without
concert, and desperate ; they wanted men fit to head them, and for-

tresses to sustain their revolt.^ After a very few years, they sank in

despair, and yielded for a century to the indignities of a comparatively
small body of strangers without a single tumult. So possible is it for

a nation to be kept in permanent servitude, even without losing its

reputation for individual courage, or its desire of freedom !

The tyranny of William displayed less of passion or insolence than
of that indifference about human suffering, which distinguishes a cold
and far-sighted statesman. Impressed by the frequent risings of the
English at the commencement of his reign, and by the recollection, as
one historian observes, that the mild government of Canute had only
ended in the expulsion of the Danish line, he formed the scheme of

riveting such fetters upon the conquered nation, that all resistance

should become impracticable. Those who had obtained honourable
offices were successively deprived of them ; even the bishops and
abbots of English birth were deposed, a stretch of power very singular

in that age, and which marks how much the great talents of William
made him feared by the church, in the moment of her highest preten-

sions, for Gregory VII. v/as in the papal chair. Morcar, one of the
most illustrious English, suffered perpetual imprisonment. W^altheoff,

a man of equally conspicuous birth, lost his head upon a scaftbld by a
very harsh if not iniquitous sentence. It was so rare in those times

to inflict judicially any capital punishment upon persons of such rank,

1 Ordericus notices the want of castles in England, as one reason why rebellions were easily

quelled. Failing in their attempts at a generous resistance, the English endeavoured to get

rid of their enemies by assassination, to which many Normans became victims. William
therefore enacted, that in every case of -.nuraer, which strictlj- meant the killing of any one
by an unknown hand, the hundred should be liable in a fine, unless they could prove the per-

son murdered to be an Englishman. This was tried by an inquest, upon what was called a
presentiment of Englishr^'. But from the rei^n of HeniA' II.. the two nations ha^•i^g been
very much intermingled, this inquiry, as we learn from the Dialogue de Scaccario ceased,

And in every case of a freeman murdered by persons unknown, the hundred was fined.
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that his death seems to have produced more indignation and despair

in England than any single circumstance. The name of Enghshman
was turned into a reproach. None of that race for a hundred years

were raised to any dr^nity in the state or church. 1 Their language

and the characters in which it was written were rejected as barbarous;

in all schools, children were taught French, and the laws were ad-

ministered in no other tongue.'-^ It is well known, that this use of

French in all legal proceedings lasted till the reign of Edward III.

This exclusion of the English from political privileges was accom-
panied with such a confiscation of property as never perhaps has pro-

ceeded from any government, not avowedly founding its title upon the

sword. In twenty years from the accession of William, almost the

whole soil of England had been divided among foreigners. Of the

native proprietors many had perished in the scenes of rapine and
tyranny which attended this convulsion ; many were fallen into the

utmost poverty ; and not a few, certainly, still held their lands as

vassals of Norman lords. Several English nobles, desperate of the

fortunes of their country, sought refuge in the court of Constantinople,

and approved their valour in the wars of Alexius against another
Norman conqueror scarcely less celebrated than their own, Robert
Guiscard. Under the name of Varangians, those true and faithful

supporters of the struggling Byzantine empire preserved to its dissolu-

tion their ancient Saxon idiom.^

The extent of this spoliation of property is not to be gathered merely
from historians, whose language might be accused of vagueness and
amplification. In the great national survey of Domesday-book, we
have an indisputable record of this vast territorial revolution during
the reign of the Conqueror. I am indeed surprised at Brady's position,

that the English had suffered an indiscriminate deprivation of their

lands. Undoubtedly, there were a few left in almost eveiy county,

who still enjoyed the estates which they held under Edward the Con-
fessor, free from any superiority but that of the crown, and were de-

nominated, as in former times, the king's thanes.^ Cospatric, son
perhaps of one of that name who had possessed the earldom of Nor-
thumberland, held forty-one manors in Yorkshire, though many of

them are stated in Domesday to be waste. Inferior freeholders were
probably much less disturbed in their estate than the higher class.

1 Beckct is said to have been the first Englishman who reached any considerable dignity.

And Eadiner declares, that Henrv I. would not place a single Englishman at the head of a
monastery. Si Auglus crat, nulla virtus, ut honore aliquo dignus judicaretur, eum potcrat
adjuvare.

'^ Tantum tunc Anglicos abominati sunt, ut quantocunque merito pollerent, de dignitatibus
repellebnntur ; et multo minus habiles alienigcnjc de quacunque aha nationc, qua; sub ccclo

est, extitissent, gratanter assumcrentur. Ipsum etiam idioma tantum abhorrebant, quod
leges tcrr.x, statutaque Anglicoruiu rcgum lingua Gallicl tractarentur ; et pucris etiam in

•cholis principia litcrarum grammatica Gallic^, ac nun Anglic^ tradcrcntcr; modus etiam
scribcndi Anglicus omitteretur, ct modus Gallicus in chartis et in libris omnibus admitteretur.

3 No writer, except perhaps the Saxon Chronicler, is so full of William's tyranny as Orde-
ricus Vitali-s who was an Englishman, but passed at ten years old, A.u. 1084, into Normandy,
where he became professed in the monastery of Eu.

•* Brady, whose unfairness always keeps pace with his ability, pretends that all these were
menial officers of the king's household. But notwithstanding the difficulty of disproving these
gratuitous suppositions, it is pretty certain, that many of the English proprietors in Homes-
il.iy Could not have been of this description. 'I'he question, however, was not worth a b.^ttlc,

though it makes a figure in the controversy of Normans and Anti-Normans, between Dug-
dalc and Brady on the one side, and Tyrrell, P«tyt, and Atwood on the other.
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Thou^'h few of Enj^lish birth continued to enjoy entire manors, even
Ly a mesne tenure, it is reasonable to suppose tliat the jjreater part of

those who appear, under various denominations, to have possf sscd

small freeholds and parcels of manors, were no other than the original

natives.

Besides the severities exercised upon the English after every insur-

rection, two instances of William's unsparing cruelty are well known,
the devastation of Yorkshire and of the New Forest. In the former,

which had the tyrant's plea necessity for its pretext, an invasion being
threatened from Denmark, the whole country between the Tyne and
the II umber was laid so desolate, that for nine years afterwards there

was not an inhabited village, and hardly an inhabitant left ; the wast-

ing of this district having been followed by a famine, which swept away
the whole population. ^ That of the New Forest, though undoubtedly
less calamitous in its effect, seems even more monstrous, from the

frivolousness of the cause. He afforested several other tracts. And
tlKise favourite demesnes of the Nonnan kings were protected by a
system of iniquitous and cruel regulations, called the Forest Laws,
which it became afterwards a great object with the asserters of liberty

to correct. The penalty for killing a stag or a boar was loss of eyes :

for William loved the great game, says the Saxon Chronicle, as if he
had been their father.

A more general proof of the ruinous oppression of William the Con-
queror may be deduced from the comparative condition of the English
towns in the reign of Edward the Confessor, and at the compilation of

Domesday. At the former epoch there were in York 1607 inhabited

houses, at the latter 967 ; at the former there were in Oxford 721, at

the latter 243; of 172 houses in Dorchester, 100 were destroyed; of

243 in Derby, 103 ; of 487 in Chester, 205. Some other towns had
suffered less, but scarcely any one fails to exhibit marks of a decayed
population. As to the relative numbers of the peasantry and value of

lands at these two periods, it would not be easy to assert anything
without a laborious examination of Domesday-book.
The demesne lands of the crown, extensive and scattered over every

county, were abundantly sufficient to support its dignity and magni-
ficence. They consisted of 1422 manors. And William, far from
wasting this revenue by prodigal grants, took care to let them at the

highest rate to farm, little caring how much the cultivators were
racked by his tenants. Yet his exactions, both feudal and in the way
of tallage from his burgesses and the tenants of his vassals, were
almost as violent as his confiscations. No source of income was
neglected by him, or indeed by his successors, however trifling, unjust,

or unreasonable. His revenues, if we could trust Ordericus Vitalis,

amounted to ;^io6o a day. This, in mere weight of silver, would be
equal to nearly ;/^ 1,200,000 a year at present. But the arithmeticnl

statements of these wTiters are not implicitly to be relied upon. He
left at his death a treasure of ;!^6o-ooo, which, in conformity to his

dying request, his successor distributed among the church and poor of

the kingdom, as a feeble expiation of the crimes by which it had been

1 The desolation of Yorkshire continued in Malmsbury's time, sixty or seventj' years after-

wards ; nudum omnium solum usque ad hoc etiam tempus.
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accumulated ;^ an act of disinterestedness, which seems to prove that

Rufus, amidst all his vices, was not destitute of better feelings than

historians have ascribed to him. It might appear that William had
little use for his extorted wealth. liy the feudal constitution, as

established during his reign, he commanded the service of a vast

army at its own expense, cither for domestic or continental warfare.

But this was not sufficient for his purpose : like other tyrants, he put

greater trust in mercenary obedience. Some of his predecessors had
kept bodies of Danish troops in ])ay

;
partly to be secure against their

hostility, partly from the convenience of a regular army, and the love

which princes bear to it. r>ut William carried this to a much greater

length. He had always stipendiary soldiers at his command. Indeed,

his army at the Conquest could not have been swelled to such
numbers by any other means. They were drawn, by the allurement

of high pay, not from France and Britany alone, but Flanders, (jcr-

many, and even Spain. When Canute of Denmark threatened an
invasion in 1085, William, too conscious of his own tyranny to use

the arms of his English subjects, collected a mercenary force so vast,

that men wondered, says the Saxon Chronicler, how the country could

maintain it. This he quartered upon the people according to the

proportion of their estates.

Whatever may be thought of the Anglo-Saxon tenures, it is certain

that those of the feudal system were thoroughly established in England
under the Conqueror. It has been observed, in another part of this

A\ork, that the rights, or feudal incidents, of wardship and marriage
were nearly peculiar to England and Normanoy. They certainly did

not exist in the former before the Conquest ; but whether they were
ancient customs of the latter cannot be ascertained, unless we had
more incontestable records of its early jurisprudence. For the (ireat

Customary of Normandy is a compilation as late as the reign of

Richard Coeur de Lion, when the laws of England might have passed
into a country so long and intimately connected with it. But there

appears reason to think, that the seizure of the lands in wardship, the

selling of the heiress in marriage, were originally deemed rather acts

of violence than conformable to law. For Henry I.'s charter expressly

promises, that the mother or next of kin shall have the custody of the

lands as well as person of the heir.^ And as the charter of Henry II.

refers to and confirms that of his grandfather, it seems to follow, that

what is called guardianship in chivalry had not yet been established. At
least it is not till the assize of Clarendon, confirmed at Northampton
in 1 176, that the custody of the heir is clearly reserved to the lord.

With respect to the right of consenting to the marriage of a female
vassal, it seems to have been, as I have elsewhere observed, pretty

general in feudal tenures. But the sale of her person in marriage, or

the exaction of a sum of money in lieu of this scandalous tyranny, was
only the law of England, and it was not perhaps fully authorised as
such till the statute of Merton in 1236.

1 Ordericiis Vitalis puts a long penitential speech into William's mouth on his deathbed.
Thouph this may be his invention, yet facts seem to show the compunctions of the tynml's
conscience.

^ Terrrc et liberorum custos erit sive uxor, sive .nlius propinquorum. qui Justus esse dcbcbit ;

et prajcipio ut barones mei similiter se contineant ergh filios vcl filias vel uxorcs hominum
meorum. Leges Anglo-Saxonicae.
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One innovation made by William upon the feudal law is very dc-
scrvin;^ of allciUi(jn. iJy the Icadin;^' jjrinciple of feuds, an o.iih of

fealty was due from the vassal to the lord of whom he immediately
held his land, and to no other. The kin;^ of France, long after this

period, had no feudal and scarcely any royal authority over the tenants

of his own vassals. But William received at Salisbury, in 1085, the
fealty of all landholders in En^^'land, both those who held in chief, and
their tenants, thus breaking in upon the feudal compact in its most
essential attribute, the exclusive dependence of a vassal upon his lord.

And this may be reckoned among the several causes which prevented
the continental notions of independence upon the crown from ever
taking root among the English aristocracy.

The best measure of William was the establishment of public peace.
He permitted no rapine but his own. The feuds of private revenge,
the lawlessness of robbery, were repressed. A girl loaded with gold,

if we believe some ancient writers, might have passed safely throuj:;h

the kingdom.! But this was the tranquillity of an imperious and vigi-

lant despotism, the degree of which may be measured by these effects,

in which no improvement of civilisation had any share. There is

assuredly nothing to wonder at in the detestation with which the Eng-
lish long regarded the memory of this tyrant. Some advantages un-
doubtedly, in the course of human affairs, eventually sprang from the

Norman conquest. The invaders, though without perhaps any in-

trinsic superiority in social virtues over the native English, degraded
and barbarous as these are represented to us, had at least that exterior

polish of courteous and chivalric manners, and that taste for refine-

ment and magnificence, which serve to elevate a people from mere
savage rudeness. Their buildings, sacred as well as domestic, be-

came more substantial and elegant. The learning of the clergy, the

only class to whom that word could at all be applicable, became
infinitely more respectable in a short time after the Conquest. And
though this may by some be ascribed to the general improvements of

Europe in that point during the twelfth century, yet I think it was
partly owing to the more free intercourse with France and the closer

dependence upon Rome which that revolution produced. This circum-
stance was, however, of no great moment to the English of those

times, whose happiness could hardly be affected by the theological

reputation of Lanfranc and Anselm. Perhaps the chief benefits which
the natives of that generation derived from the government of Wil
liam and his successors, next to that of a more vigilant police, was the

security they found from invasion on the side of Denmark and Nor-
way. The high reputation of the Conqueror and his sons, with the

regular organisation of a feudal militia, deterred those predatory

armies, which had brought such repeated calamity on England in

former times.

The system of feudal policy, though derived to England from a
French source, bore a very different appearance in the two countries.

1 M. Paris. I will not omit one other circumstance, apparently praiseworthy,_which Orde*
ricus meniions of William, that he tried to learn Er.glish, in order to render justice by under-
standing everj'- man's complaint, but failed on account of his advanced age. This was in

the early part of his reign, before the reluctance of the English to submit had exasperated
his disposition.
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1

France, for about two centuries after the house of Capet had usuiped
the throne of Charlemagne's posterity, could hardly be deemed a
regular confederacy, much less an entire monarchy. But in England
a government, feudal indeed in its form, but arbitrary in its exercise,

not only maintained subordination, but almost extinguished liberty.

Several causes seem to have conspired towards this radical difference.

In the first place a kingdom, comparatively small, is much more
easily kept under control than one of vast extent. And the fiefs of

Anglo-Norman barons after the Conquest were far less consider-

able, even relatively to the size of the two countries, than those of

France. The earl of Chester held, indeed, almost all that county ; ^ the

earl of Shrewsbury nearly the whole of Salop. But these domains
bore no comparison with the dukedom of Guicnne, or the county of

Toulouse. In general, the lordships of William's barons, whether this

were owing to policy or accident, were exceedingly dispersed. Robert,

earl of Moreton, for example, the most richly-endowed of his followers,

enjoyed two hundred and forty-eight manors in Cornwall, fifty-four in

Sussex, one hundred and ninety-six in Yorkshire, ninety-nine in Nor-
thamptonshire, besides many in odier counties. Estates so disjoined,

however immense in their aggregate, were ill calculated for supporting

a rebellion. It is observed by Madox, that the knight's fees of almost
every barony were scattered over various counties.

In the next place, these baronial fiefs were held under an actual

derivation from the crown. The great vassals of France had usurped
their dominions before the accession of Hugh Capet, and barely sub-

mitted to his nominal sovereignty. They never intended to yield the

feudal tributes of relief and aid, nor did some of them even acknow-
ledge the supremacy of his royal jurisdiction. But the Conqueror and
his successors imposed what conditions they would upon a set of

barons who owed all to their grants ; and as mankind's notions of

right are generally founded upon prescriptions, these peers grew
accustomed to endure many burthens, reluctantly indeed, but without
that feeling of injury which would have resisted an attempt to impose
them upon the vassals of the French crown. For the same reasons,

the barons of England were regularly summoned to the great council,

and by their attendance in it, and concurrence in the measures which
were there resolved upon, a compactness and unity of interest was
given to the monarchy which was entirely wanting in that of France.
But, above all, the paramount authority of the king's court, and those
excellent Saxon tribunals of the county and hundred, kept within very
narrow limits that great support of the feudal aristocracy, the right of ter-

ritorial jurisdiction. Except in the counties palatine, the feudal courts

possessed a very trifling degree of jurisdiction over civil, and not a
very extensive one over criminal causes.

We may add to the circumstances that rendered the crown power-

1 This was, upon the whole, more like a great French fief than any English earldonk
Hugh dc Abrincis, nephew of William I., had barons of his own, one of whom held forty-six
and another thirty manors. Chester was first called a county-palatine under Hcniy II. ; but
it previously possessed all rcgalian rights of jurisdiction. After the forfeiturrs of the house
of Montgomery it acquired ail the country between the Mersey and Ribble. Several eminent
men inherited the earldom ; but upon the death of the most distinguished, Ranulf, in 1232, it

fell into a female line, and soon escheated to the crown.
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fill (luring the first century after the Conquest, an extreme antipathy
of the native ICn^^lish towards their invaders. Both William Kufus
and Henry I. made use of the former to stren;;then themselves against
the attempts of their brother Robert ; thouj;h they forgot their pro-
mises to the English after attaining their object. A fact, mentioned
by Ordcricus Vitalis, illustrates the advantage which the government
found in this national animosity. During the siege of Bridgenorth. a
town belonging to Robert dc Jielesme, one of the most turbulent and
powerful of the Norman barons, by Henry I., in 1102, the rest of the
nobility deliberated together, and came to the conclusion, that if the
king could expel so distinguished a subject, he would be able to treat

them all as his servants. They endeavoured, therefore, to bring about
a treaty

; but the English part of Henry's army, hating Robert de
Belcsme as a Norman, urged the king to proceed with the siege

;

which he did, and took the castle.

Unrestrained, therefore, comparatively speaking, by the aristocratic

principles which influenced other feudal countries, the administration
acquired a tone of rigour and arbitrariness under William the Con-
queror, which, though sometimes perhaps a little mitigated, did not
cease during a century and a half. For the first three reigns we must
have recourse to historians ; whose language, though vague, and per-

haps exaggerated, is too uniform and impressive to leave a doubt of

the tyrannical character of the government. The intolerable exactions
of tribute, the rapine of purveyance, the iniquity of royal courts, are

continually in their mouths. " God sees the wretched people," says
the Saxon chronicler, " most unjustly oppressed ; first they are de-

spoiled of their possessions, then butchered. This was a grievous
year, (1124.) Whoever had any property, lost it by heavy taxes and
unjust decrees." 1 The same ancient chronicle, which appears to have
been continued from time to time in the abbey of Peterborough, fre-

quently utters similar notes of lamentation.
From the reign of Stephen, the miseries of which are not to my

immediate purpose, so far as they proceeded from anarchy and intes-

tine war,2 we are able to trace the character of government by existing

records.*^ These, digested by the industrious Madox into his History
of the Exchequer, give us far more insight into the spirit of the con-
stitution, if we may use such a word, than all our monkish chronicles

It was not a sanguinary despotism. Henry II. was a prince of re-

markable clemency ; and none of the Conqueror's successors were as

grossly tyrannical as himself. But the system of rapacious extortion

from their subjects prevailed to a degree which we should rather

^ Non facile potest narrari miseria, says Roger de Hoveden, quam sustinuit illo tempore
[circ. ann. 1103] terra Anglorum propter regias exactiones.

2 The following simple picture of that reign from the Saxon Chronicle maj'be worth insert-

ing: "The nobles and bishops built castles, and filled them with devilish and wicked men,
and oppressed the peop'.e, cruelly torturing men for their money. They imposed taxes upon
towns, and when they had exhausted them of everything, set them on fire. You might travel

a day and not find one man living in a town, nor any land in cultivation. Never did the

country suffer greater evils. If two or three men were seen riding up to a town, ail its inha-

bitants left it, taking them for plunderers. And this lasted, growing worse and worse,

throughout Stephen's reign. Men said openly that Christ and His saints were asleep."
3 The earliest record in the Pipe-office is that which Mado.v, in conformitj- to the usage of

others, cites by the name of Magnum Rotulum quinto Stephani. But, in a particular disser-

tation subjoined to his History of the Exchequer, he inc'.inesj though not decisively, to refer

this record to the reign of Henry I.

I

I
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expect to find among eastern slaves, than that hi^h-spirited race of

Normandy, whose renown then filled Europe and Asia. The right

of wardship was abused by selling the heir and his land to the highest

bidder. That of marriage was carried to a still grosser excess. The
kings of France indeed claimed the prerogative of forbidding the mar-
riage of their vassals' daughters to such persons as they thought un-
friendly or dangerous to themselves; but I am not aware that they
ever compelled them to marry, much less that they turned this attri-

bute of sovereignty into a means of revenue. But in England, women,
and even men, simply as tenants in chief, and not as wards, fined to

the crown for leave to marry whom they would, or not to be compelled
to marry any other. Towns not only fined for original grants of fran-

chises, but for repeated confirmations. The Jews paid exorbitant sums
for every common rij^ht of mankind, for protection, for justice. In re-

turn, they were sustained against their Christian debtors in demands of

usury, which superstition and tyranny rendered enormous. Men fined

for the king's good will ; or that he would remit his anger ; or to have
his mediation with their adversaries. Many fines seem as it were
imposed in sport, if we look to the cause ; though their extent, and
the solemnity with which they were recorded, prove the humour to

have been differently relished by the two parties. Thus the bishop of

Winchester paid a ton of good wine for not reminding the king (John)
to give a girdle to the countess of Albemarle ; and Robert de Vaux
five best palfreys, that the same king might hold his peace about
Henry Pinel's wife. Another paid four marks for leave to eat, (pro

iincentia comedendi.) But of all the abuses which deformed the

Anglo-Nonnan government, none was so flagitious as the sale of judi-

cial redress. The king, we are often told, is the fountain of justice
;

but in those ages, it Avas one which gold alone could unseal. Men
fined to have right done them ; to sue in a certain court ; to implead
a certain person ; to have restitution of land which they had recovered
at law. From the sale of that justice which every citizen has a right

to demand, it was an easy transition to withhold or deny it. Fines
were received for the king's help against the adverse suitor ; that is,

for perversion of justice, or for delay. Sometimes they were paid by
ojjposite parties, and, of course, for opposite ends. These were called

counter-fines ; but the money was, sometimes, or as Lord Littleton

thinks, invariably, returned to the unsuccessful suitor.^

Among a people imperfectly civilised, the most outrageous injustice

towards individuals may pass without the slightest notice, while in

matters affecting the community, the powers of government arc exceed-
ingly controlled. It becomes, therefore, an important question, what
prerogative these Norman kings were used to exercise in raising money,
and in general legislation. By the prevailing feudal customs, the lord

was entitled to demand the pecuniary aid of his vassals in certain

cases. These were, in England, to make his eldest son a knight, to

marry his eldest daughter, and to ransom himself from captivity. Ac-
cordingly, when such circumstances occurred, aids were levied by the
crown upon its tenants, at the rate of a mark or a pound for every

' The most apposite instances of these exactions are well selected from Madox by Hume;
and I have gone less into detail than would otherwise have been necessary.

2 E
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knight's fcc.^ Tlicsc aids, bein^ strictly due in the prescribed cases,
were taken without requiring the consent of parUanient. Escuagc,
whicli was a commutation for the personal service of military tenants
in war, ]iavin<( ratiicr the appearance of an indul;,'ence than an imposi-
tion, might reasonably be levied by the king.^ It was not till the
charter of King John that cscuage became a parliamentary assess-

ment ; the custom of commuting service having then grown general,
and the rate of commutation being variable.

None but military tenants could be liable for cscuage,* but the in-

ferior subjects of the crown were oppressed by tallages. The demesne
lands of the king and all royal towns were liable to tallage ; an im-
position far more rigorous and irregular than those which fell upon the
gentry. Tallages were continually raised upon different towns during
all the Norman reigns, without the consent of parliament, which
neither represented them, nor cared for their interests. The itinerant

justices in their circuit usually set this tax. Sometimes the tallage

was assessed in gross upon a town, and collected by the burgesses :

sometimes individually at the judgment of the justices. There was an
appeal from an excessive assessment to the barons of the exchequer.
Inferior lords might tallage their own tenants and demesne towns,
though not, it seems, without the king's permission. Customs upon
the import and export of merchandise, of which the prisage of wine,
that is, a right of taking two casks out of each vessel, seems the most
material, were immemorially exacted by the crown. There is no ap-
pearance that these originated with parliament. Another tax, extend-
ing to all the lands of the kingdom, was Danegeld, the ship-money of
those times. This name had been originally given to the tax imposed
under Ethelred II., in order to raise a tribute exacted by the Danes.
It was afterwards applied to a permanent contribution for the public

defence against the same enemies. But after the Conquest, this tax is

said to have been only occasionally required ; and the latest instance

on record of its payment is in the 20th of Henry II. Its imposition
appears to have iDeen at the king's discretion.

The right of general legislation w^as undoubtedly placed in the king,

conjointly with his great council ; or, if the expression be thought
more proper, with their advice. So little opposition was found in

these assemblies by the early Norman kings, that they gratified their

own love of pomp, as well the pride of their barons, by consulting
them in every important business. But the limits of legislative power
\\ere extremely indefinite. New laws, like new taxes, affecting the

community, required the sanction of that assembly which was sup-

posed to represent it ; but there was no security for individuals against

acts of prerogative, which we should justly consider as most tyran-

1 The reasonable aui was fixed by the statute o*" Westminster I., 3 Edw. I., at twcnt>' shil-

lings for every knights fee, and as much for ever>' twenty pound value of land held by socage.

The aid pour fairc fitz chevalier might be raised, when he entered iiUo his fifteenth year;
pour fille marier, when she reached the age of seven.

2 Fit interdum. ut imminente vel insurgente in regnum hostium machinatione, decemat rex
de singulis feodis niilitum summam aliquani solvi, raarcam scilicet, vol libram unam ; uude
militibus stipendia vet donativa succedant. !Mavult enim princeps stipendiarios quam domes-
ticos bellicis exponere casibus. Haec itaque sujiuna, quia nomine scutorum solvitur, scuta-

jrinni noniinatur.
3 The tenant in capite was entitled to be rcknburscd what would have bsea his escuage by

hii vassals ewa if he performed personal service. Mado.x,
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nical. Henry II., ihe best of these monarchs, banished from England
the relations and friends of Becket, to the number of four hundred.

At another time, he seiit over from Normandy an injunction, that all the

kindred of those who obeyed a papal interdict should be banished, and
their estates confiscated.^

The statutes of those reigns do not exhibit to us many provisions

calculated to maintain public liberty on a broad and general founda-

tion. And althouj^h the laws then enacted have not all been pre-

ser\ ed, yet it is unlikely that any of an extensively remedial nature

should have left no trace of their existence. We find, however, what
has sometimes been called the r^Iagna Charta of William the Con-
queror, prescr\ed in Roger de Hoveden's collection of his laws. " We
will, enjoin, and grant," says the king, "that all freemen of our kingdom
shall enjoy their lands in peace, free from all tallage, and from every

unjust exaction, so that nothing but their service lawfully due to

us shall be demanded at their hands."- The laws of the Conqueror,
found in Hoveden, are wholly different from those in Ingulfus, snd
are suspected not to have escaped considerable interpolation.** It is

remarkable, that no reference is made to this concession of William
the Conqueror in any subsequent charter. However, it seems to com-
prehend only the feudal tenants of the crown. Nor does the charter

of Henry I., though so much celebrated, contain anything specially

expressed but a remission of unreasonable reliefs, wardships, and
other feudal burthens. It proceeds, however, to declare that he gives

his subjects the laws of Edward the Confessor, with the emendations
made by his father with consent of his barons.^ The charter of

Stephen not only confirms that of his predecessor, but adds, in fuller

terms than Henry had used, an express concession of the laws and
customs of Edward. Henry II. is silent about these, although he re-

peats the confirmation of his grandfather's charter. The people, how-
ever, had begun to look back to a more ancient standard of law. The
Norman conquest, and all that ensued upon it, had endeared the

memory of their Saxon government. Its disorders were forgotten, or,

rather, were less odious to a rude nation, than the coercive justice by
which they were afterwards restrained.^' Hence it became the favour-

ite cry to demand the laws of Edward the Confessor ; and the Nor-
1 Littleton says that this edict must have been framed by the king with the advice and

assent of his council. But if he means his great council, I cannot suppose that all the barons
»nd tenants in capite could have been duly summoned to a council held beyond seas. Some
English b.trons mij;ht doubtless have been with the king, as at Vcrneuil in 1176, where a
mixed assembly of English and French enacted laws for both countries. So at Northampton
in 1165, several Norman barons voted ; nor is any notice taken of this as irregular. Fitz-

IStephen. So unfixed, or rather unformed, were all constitutional principles.
- Volumus eli.un, ac firniitcr ])ra;cipimus et concedimus, ut omncs libcri homines totius

monarchia; pra;dicti rcgni nostri habeant et tencant terras suas et possessiones suas benb, et

in pace, lib- re ab omni exactionc injnsta, et ab omni tallagio, ita quod nihil ab iis exigatur
velcapiatur, nisi servitium suum liberum, quod dc jure nobis facere debent, et facere tcnentur

:

et prout statutum est iis, et iliis a nobis datum et conccssum jure haereditario in pcrpetuum
per commune concilium totius regni nostri pra:dicti.

•* Hody infers from the words of Hoveden that they were altered from the French original
by Glanvil.

* A great impression is said to have been made on the barons confederated against John by
the production of Henry I.'s charter, whereof they had been ignorant, but this could hardly
li.ive been the existing charter, for reasons alle,;ed by Blackstone.

'•* The Saxon Chronicler complains of a wittenagemot, as he calls it, or assizes, held at
I-eicester in 1124, where forty-four thieves wcic hanf^cd, a greater number than was ever bc"
f'jrc ki'cwu ; it w.i;» said that many :,un"crcd unjustly.
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inans llicmsclvcs, as they j,tcw dissatisfied with the royal administration,

fell into these En^hsh sentiments.^ liut whrit these laws were, or

more properly perhaps, these customs subsistin;^ in the Confessor's

a^'o, was not very distinctly understood.' So far, however, was clear,

that the rigorous feudal servitudes, the weighty tributes upon poorer

freemen, had never prevailed before the Conquest. In claiming the

laws of Edward the Confessor, our ancestors meant but the redress o(

those grievances which tradition told them had not always existed.

It is highly probable, independently of the evidence supplied by the

charters of Henry I. and his two successors, that a sense of oppression
had long been stimulating the subjects of so arbitrary a government,
before they gave any demonstrations of it sufficiently palpable to find

a place in history. But there are certainly no instances of rebellion,

or even, as far as we know, of a constitutional resistance in parliament,

down to the reign of Richard I. The revolt of the earls of Leicester

and Norfolk against Henry II., which endangered his throne and com-
prehended his children with a large part of his barons, appears not to

have been founded even upon the pretext of public grievances. Under
Richard I., something more of a national spirit began to show itself.

For the king having left his chancellor William Longchamp joint

regent nnd justiciary with the bishop of Durham during his crusade,

the foolish insolence of the former, who excluded his coadjutor from
any share in the administration, provoked every one of the nobility.

A convention of these, the king's brother placing himself at their head,

passed a sentence of removal and banishment upon the chancellor.

Though there might be reason to conceive that this would not be un-
pleasing to the king, who was already apprised how much Longchamp
had abused his trust, it was a remarkable assumption of power by that

assembly, and the earliest authority for a leading principle of our con-

stitution, the responsibility of ministers to parliament.

In the succeeding reign of John, all the rapacious exactions usual to

these Norman kings were not only redoubled, but mingled with other

outrages of tyranny still more intolerable.-^ These, too, were to be
endured at the hands of a prince utterly contemptible for his folly and
cowardice. One is surprised at the forbearance displayed by the barons,

till they took arms at length in that confederacy, which ended in esta-

blishing the Great Charter of Liberties. As this was the first effort

1 The distinction between the two nations was pretty well obliterated at the end of Henry
II. 's reign, as we learn from the Dialogue on the Exchequer then written : jam cohabitantibus
Anglicis et Normannis, et alterutrum uxores ducentibus vel nubentibus, sic permixtae sunt na-
tiones, ut vix discerni possit hodie, de liberis loquor, quis Angiicus, quis Normannus sit

genere ; exceplis duntaxat ascriptitiis qui villani dicuntur, quibus non est liberum obstantibus
dominis suis a sui status conditione discedere. Eapropter pene quicunque sic hodie occisus

repcritur, ut murdrum penitur, exceptis his quibus certa stmt ut di.\inius servilis conditionis

indicia.
2 Non quas tulit, sed'quas obser\'averit, saj'S William of Malmsbury, concerning the Con-

fessor's laws. Those bearing his name in Lambard and Wilkins are evidently spurious,

though it may not be easy to fi.x upon the time when they were forged. Those found in In-
gulfus, in the French language, are genuine, and were confirmed by William the Conqueror.
Neither of these collections, however, can be thought to have any relation to the civil liberty

of the subject. It has been deemed more rational to suppose that these longings for Edwards
laws were rather meant for a mild administration of government, free from unjust Norman
innovations, than any written and definitive system.

3 In 1207 John took a seventh of the movables of lay and spiritual persons, cunctis mur-
murantibus, sed contradicere nou audentibus. But his insults upon the nobility in debau'jh-

ing their wives and daughters were, as usua'ly happens, the most exasperating provocatijn.
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towards a legal government, so is it beyond comparison the most im-

portant event in our history, except that Rcvohition, without which its

benefits would rapidly have been annihilated. The constitution ot

England has indeed no single date from which its duration is to be
reckoned. The institutions of positive law, the far more important

changes which time has wrouL;ht in the order of society, during six

hundred years subsequent to the Great Charter, have undoubtedly
lessened its direct application to our present circumstances. But it is

still the key-stone of English liberty. All that has since been obtained

is little more than as confirmation or commentary ; and if every subse-

quent law were to be swept away, there would still remain the bold

features that distinguish a tree from a despotic monarchy. It has been
lately the fashion to depreciate the value of Magna Charta, as if it had
sprung from the private ambition of a few selfish barons, and redressed

only some feudal abuses. It is indeed of little importance by what
motives those who obtained it were guided. The real characters of

men most distinguished in the transactions of that time arc not easily

determined at present. Yet if we bring these ungrateful suspicions to

the test, they prove destitute of all reasonable foundation. An equal
distribution of civil rights to all classes of freemen forms the peculiar

beauty of the charter. In this just solicitude for the people, and in

the moderation which infringed upon no essential prerogative of the

monarchy, we may perceive a liberality and patriotism very unlike the

selfishness which is sometimes rashly imputed to those ancient barons.

And, as far as we are guided by historical testimony, two great men,
the pillars of our church and state, may be considered as entitled beyond
the rest to the glory of this monument ; Stephen Langton, archbishop
of Canterbury, and William, earl of Pembroke. To their temperate
zeal for a legal government, England was indebted during that critical

period for the two greatest blessings that patriotic statesmen could
confer ; the establishment of civil liberty upon an immovable basis,

and the preservation of national independence under the ancient line

of sovereigns, which rasher men were about to exchange for the
dominion of France.
By the Magna Charta of John, reliefs were limited to a certain sum,

according to the rank of the tenant, the waste committed by guardians
in chivalry restrained, the disparagement in matrimony of female wards
forbidden, and widows secured from compulsory marriage. These
regulations, extending to the sub-vassals of the crown, redressed the
worst grievances of every military tenant in England. The franchises
of the city of London and of all towns and borouL^hs were declared in-

violable. The freedom of commerce was guaranteed to alien merchants.
The court of Common Pleas, instead of following the king's person,
was fixed at Westminster. The tyranny exercised in the neighbour-
hood of royal forests met with some check, which was further enforced
by the Charter of Forests under Henry III.

But the essential clauses of Mngna Charta are those which protect
the personal liberty and property of all freemen, by giving security
from arbitrary imprisonment and arbitrary spoliation. " No free-

man," says the 29th chapter of Henry III.'s cliarter, which, as the
existing law, I quote in preference to that of John, the variations not
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bciiif^ very mnlorial, " shall be taken or imprisoned, or be di'5S<H3cd of

hi^ ficthold, or liberties, or free customs, or be outlawed, or exiled, or
any ollic-rwiso desiroycd ; nor will we p.iss upon him. n ' upon
him, but by lawful jud;,Mncnt of peers, or bv the law of ll; VVc
will sell to no man, we will not deny, or delay to any man justice or
ri;;ht." It is obvious, that these words, interpreted by any honest
court of law, convey an ample security for the two main ri;^hts of civil

society. From the era, therefore, of Kin;^ John's chnrter, it must have
been a clear principle of our constitution, that no man cm be detained
ill prison without trial. Whether courts of justice framed the writ of

H.ibc^is Corpus in C(jnformity to the spirit of this clause, or found it

alre.Kly in their register, it became from that era the right of every sub-
ject to demand it. That writ, rendered more actively rem'.nial by the
statute of Charles II., but founded upon the broad bnsis of Magna
Ch.irta, is the principal bulwark of English liberty; and if ever tem-
porary circumstances, or the doubtful plea of political necessity, shall

lend men to look on its denial with apathy, the most distinguishing

characteristic of our constitution will be effaced.

As the clause recited above protects the subject from any absolute

spoliation of his freehold rights, so others restrain the excessive amerce-
ments which had an almost equally ruinous operation. The magnitude
of his offence, by the 14th clause of Henry III.'s charter, must be the

measure of his fine ; and in every case the contenejnent (p.\\ord expres-

sive of chattels necessary to each man's station, as the arms of a gen-
tleman, the merchandise of a trader, the plough and waggons of a
peasant) was exempted from seizure. A provision was made in the

charter of John, that no aid or escuage should be imposed, except in

the three feudal cases of aid, without consent of parliament. And this

was extended to aids paid by the city of London. But the clause was
omitted in the three charters granted by Henry III. ; though parlia-

ment seems to have acted upon it in most part of his reign. It had,
however, no reference to tallages imposed upon towns without their

consent. Fourscore years were yet to elapse before the great prin-

ciple of parliamentary taxation was explicitly and absolutely recog-

nised.

A law which enacts that justice shall neither be sold, denied, nor
delayed, stamps with infamy that government under which it had
become necessary. But from the time of the charter, according to

Madox, the disgraceful perversions of right, which are upon record in

the rolls of the exchequer, became less frequent.

From this era a new soul was infused into the people of England.
Her liberties, at the best long in abeyance, became a tangible posses-

^ Ni?i per legale judicium parium suorum, vel per legem terrae. Several explanations have
been offered of the alternative clause; which some have referred to judgment by default or
demurrer, others to the process of attachment for contempt. Certainly there are manj' legal

procedures besides trial by jury, through which a party's goods or person may be taken.

I3ut one may doubt whether these were in contemplation of the framers of Magna Charta.
In an entry of the charter of 1217, by a contemporary hand, preserved in a book in the to'n'n-

clerk's office in London, called Liber Custumarum et Regnm antiquorum, a various reading,

et per legem tense, occurs. And the word zel is so frequently used for e^, that I am not
wholly free from a suspicion that it was so intended in this place. The meaning will be, that

no person shall be disseised, &c., except upon a lawful cause of action or indictmen: found
by the verdict of a jury. This really seems as good as any of the disjunctive interpretatioiu

;

but I do not offer it with much confidence.
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sion, and those indefinite aspirations for the laws of Edward the Con-
fessor, were chan<,'cd into a steady regard for the Great Charter. Pass
but from the history of Roger de Hoveden to that of Matthew Paris,

from the second Henry to the third, and judge whether the victorious

struggle had not excited an energy of public spirit to which the nation

was before a stranger. The strong man, in the sublime language of

Milton, was aroused from sleep, and shook his invincible locks.

Tyranny indeed and injustice will by all historians, not absolutely ser-

vile, be noted with moral reprobation ; but never shall we find in the

English writers of the twelfth century, that assertion of positive and
national rights which distinguishes those of the next age, and particu-

larly the monk of St Albans. From his prolix history we may collect

three material propositions as to the state of the English constitution

during the long reign of Henry HI. ; a prince to whom the epithet of

worthless seems best applicable ; and who, without committing any
flagrant crimes, was at once insincere, ill-judging, and pusillanimous.

The intervention of such a reign was a very fortunate circumstance for

public liberty ; which might possibly have been crushed in its in-

fancy, if an Edward had immediately succeeded to the throne of

John.
I. The Great Charter was always considered as a fundamental law.

13ut yet it was supposed to acquire additional security by frequent con-
firmation. This it received, with some not inconsiderable variations,

in the first, second, and ninth years of Henry's reign. The last of

these is in our present statute-book, and has never received any altera-

tions ; but Sir E. Coke reckons thirty-two instances, wherein it has
been solemnly ratified. Several of these were during the reign of

Henry III., and were invariably purchased by the grant of a subsidy.

This prudent accommodation of parliament to the circumstances of
their age, not only made the law itself appear more inviolable, but
established that correspondence between supply and redress, which for

some centuries was the balance-spring of our constitution. The char-

ter, indeed, was often grossly violated by their administration. Even
Hubert de Burgh, of whom history speaks more favourably than of

Henry's later favourites, though a faithful servant of the crown, seems,
as is too often the case with such men, to have thought the king's

honour and interest concerned in maintaining an unlimited preroga-
tive. The government was, however, much worse administrated after

his fall. From the great difficulty of compelling the king to observe
the boundaries of law, the English clergy, to whom we are much in-

debted for their zeal in behalf of liberty during this reign, devised
means of binding his conscience and terrifying his imagination by reli-

gious sanctions. The solemn excommunication, accompanied with the

most awful threats, pronounced against the violators of Magna Charta,
is well known from our common histories. The king was a party to

this ceremony, and swore to observe the charter. But Henry HI.,
though a very devout person, had his own notions as to the validity of

an oath that affected his power, and, indeed, passed his life in a series

of perjuries. According to the creed of that age, a papal dispensation
might annul any prior engagement ; and he was generally on suffi-

ciently good terms with Rome to obtain such an indulgence.
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1. Though the proliibilion of levying aids or cscuagcs without con-
sent of parliament had been oniillcd in all Henry's charters, an omis-
bion for which \vc cannot assij^n any other motive than the dibpobi'.ion

of his ministers to j;ct rid of that restriction, yet neither one nor the
other seem in fact to have been exacted at discretion throughout his

reign. On the contrary, the barons frequently refused the aids, or
rather subsidies, which his prodigality was always demanding. In-

deed, it would probably have been impossible for the king, however
frugal, stripped as he was of so many lucrative though oppressive
prerogatives by the Great Charter, to support the expenditure of
government from his own resources. Tallages on his demesnes, and
especially on the rich and ill-affected city of London, he imposed
without scruple ; but it does not appear that he ever pretended to a
right of general taxation. We may therefore take it for granted, that

the clause in John's charter, though not expressly renewed, was still

considered as of binding force. The king was often put to great in-

convenience by the refusal of supply ; and at one time was reduced
to sell his plate and jewels, which the wealthy citizens of London
buying, he was provoked to exclaim with envious spite against their

riches, which he had not been able to exhaust.

3. The power of granting money must of course imply the power of

withholding it
;
yet this has sometimes been little more than a nominal

privilege. But in this reign the English parliament exercised their

right of refusal, or, what was much better, of conditional assent. Great
discontent was expressed at the demand of a subsidy in 1237 ; and
the king alleging that he had expended a great deal of money on his

sister's marriage with the emperor, and also upon his own, the barons
answered, that he had not taken their advice in those affairs, nor
ought they to share the punishment of acts of imprudence they had
not committed.! In 1241, a subsidy having been demanded for the

war in Poitou, the barons drew up a remonstrance, enumerating all

the grants they had made on former occasions, but always on condi-

tion that the imposition should not be turned into precedent. Their
last subsidy, it appears, had been paid into the hands of four barons,

who were to expend it at their discretion for the benefit of the king
and kingdom, an early instance of parliamentary control over public

expenditure. On a similar demand in 1244, the king was answered by
complaints against the violation of the charter, the waste of former
subsidies, and the maladministration of his servants. ^ Finally, the

barons positively refused any money ; and he extorted 1500 marks
from the city of London. Some years afterwards they declared their

readiness to burthen themselves more than ever, if they could secure

the observance of the charter ; and requested that the justiciary, chan-
cellor, and treasurer might be appointed with consent of parliament,

according, as they asserted, to ancient custom, and might hold their

offices during good behaviour.^

1 Quod hsec omnia sine consilio fidelium suorum facerat, nee debuerant esse poenae participes,

qui fuerant a culpa immunes.
2 ]\Iatthew Paris's language is particularly uncourtly : rex cum instantissime, ne dizain

impudentissime, auxilium pecuniare ab iis iterum postularet, toties laesi et illusi, contra-

dixerunt ei unanimiter et uno ore in facie.
3 De communi consilio regni, sicut ab antique consuetum et justum. This was not so great

an encroachment as it may appear. Ralph de Neville, bishop of Chichester, had been made
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Forty years of mutual dissatisfaction had elapsed, when a signal

act of Henry's improvidence brought on a crisis which endangered
his throne. Innocent IV., out of mere animosity against the family

of Frederic II., left no means untried to raise up a competitor for the

crown of Naples, which Manfred had occupied. Richard, earl of

Cornwall, having been prudent enough to decline this speculation,

the pope offered to support Henry's second son, Prince Edmund.
Tempted by such a prospect, the silly king involved himself in irre-

trievable embarrassments by prosecuting an enterprise which could
not possibly be advantageous to England, and upon which he entered
without the advice of his parliament. Destitute himself of money, he
was compelled to throw the expense of this new crusade upon the
pope ; but the assistance of Rome was never gratuitous, and Henry
actually pledged his kingdom for the money which she might expend in

a war for her advantage and his own. He did not even want the

effrontery to tell parliament, in 1257, introducing his son Edmund as

king of Sicily, that they were bound for the repayment of fourteen

thousand marks with interest. The pope had, also, in furtherance of

the Neapolitan project, conferred upon Henry the tithes of all bene-
fices in England, as well as the first-fruits of such as should be vacant.

Such a concession drew upon the king the implacable resentment of

his clergy, already complaining of the cowardice or connivance that

had during all his reign exposed them to the shameless exactions of

Rome. Henry had now indeed cause to regret his precipitancy.

Alexander IV., the reigning pontiff, threatened him not only with a
revocation of the grant to his son, but with an excommunication and
general interdict, if the money advanced on his account should not be
immediately repaid,^ and a Roman agent explained the demand to a
parliament assembled at London. The sum required was so enormous,
we are told, that it struck all the hearers with astonishment and hor-

ror. The nobility of the realm were indignant to think that one
man's supine folly should thus bring them to ruin. 2 Who can deny
that measures beyond the ordinary course of the constitution were
necessary to control so prodigal and injudicious a sovereign 1 Accord-
ingly, the barons insisted that twenty-four persons should be nominated,
half by the king, and half by themselves, to reform the state of the
kingdom. These were appointed on the meeting of the parliament at

Oxford, after a prorogation.

The seven years that followed are a revolutionary period, the events

Chancellor in 1223, assensu totius regni ; itaque scilicet ut non deponeretiir ab ejus sip;illi

custodia nisi totius regniordinante consensu et consilio. Accordingly, the king demanding tlie

great seal from him in 1236, he refused to give it up, alleging that having received it in the
general council of the kingdom, he could not resign it without the same authority. And the
parliament of 1248 complamed that the king had not followed the steps of his predecessors in

appointing these three great officers by their consent. What had been in fact the practice of
former kings, I do not know ; but it is not likely to have been such as they represent.
Henry, however, had named the archbishop of York to the regency of the kingdom during
his absence beyond the sea in 1242, de consilio omnium comitum et baronum nostrorum et
omnium fidelium nostrorum. Rymer.

1 Rymer. This inauspicious negotiation for Sicily, which is not altogether unlike that of
James I. about the Spanish match, in its folly, bad success, and the dissatisfaction it occa-
sioned at home, receives a good deal of illustration from documents in Rymer's coUeclion.

- Quantitas pecunix ad tantam ascendit summam, ut stuporem simul et horrorem in auri-
bus gencrarct audientium. Doluit igitur nobililas regni, se unius hominis ita confundi
supinS simplicitate. M. Paris.
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of vvliich we do not find satisfactorily explained by the hisldrian'? of
the time.l A kin;^% divested of prerogatives by li! irs

even to themselves an injured party. And, as i

^^ Jiy

acted with that arbitrary temper which is never pardoned in a govern-
ment that has an air of usurpation about it, the royalists began to gain
ground, chiefly through the defection of some who had joined in the
original limitations imposed on the crown, usually railed the provi.-^ions

of Oxford. An ambitious man, confident in his talents and popularity,

ventured to display too marked a superiority above his fellows in the
same cause, liut neither his character, nor the battles of Lewes and
]Cvesham fall strictly within the limits of a constitutional history. It

is however important to observe, that, even in the moment of success,

Henry III. did not presume to revoke any part of the Great Charter.

His victory had been achieved by the arms of the English nobility,

who had, generally speaking, concurred in the former measures against
his government, and whose opposition to the earl of Leicester's usur-

pation was compatible with a steady attachment to constitutional

liberty.^

The opinions of eminent lawyers are undoubtedly, where legislative

or judicial authorities fail, the best evidence that can be adduced in

constitutional history. It will therefore be satisfactory to select a few
passages from Bracton, himself a judge at the end of Henry III.'s

reign, by which the limitations of prerogative by law will clearly appear
to have been fully established. "The king," says he, "must not be
subject to any man, but to God and the law ; for the law makes him
king. Let the king therefore give to the law what the law gives to

him, dominion and power, for there is no king where Avill and not law
bears rule." " The king (in another place) can do nothing on earth,

being a minister of God, but what he can do by law ; nor is what is

said (in the Pandects) any objection, that whatever the prince pleases

shall be law; because by the words that follow in that text it appears
to design not any mere will of the prince, but that v.hich is established

by the advice of his counsellors, the king giving his authority, and
deliberation being had upon it."3 This passage is undoubtedly a mis-

representation of the famous lex regia, which has ever been interpreted

to convey the unlimited power of the people to their emperors. But
the very circumstance of so perverted a gloss put upon this text is a
proof that no other doctrine could be admitted in the law of England.
In another passage, Bracton reckons as superior to the king, "not only

God and the law, by which he is made king, but his court of earls and
barons ; for the former (comites) are so styled as associates of the

king, and whoever has an associate, has a master;"* so that if the king
were without a bridle, that is, the law, they ought to put a bridle upon
him." Several other passages in Bracton might be produced to the

^ The best account of the provisions of Oxford in 1260, and the circumstances connected
Avith them, is foimd in the Burton Annals. Many of these provisions were afterwards enacted
in the statute of Marlebridge.

2 The earl of Gloucester, whose personal quarrel with Montfort had overthrown the

baronial oligarchy, wrote to the king in 1267, ut provisiones Oxoniae teneri faciat per regnum
suum, et ut promissa sibi apud Evesham de facto compleret. Matt. Paris.

3 ]\t. Paris's words are nearly copied from Glanvil's introduction to his treatise.

* This means, I suppose, that he who acts with the consent of others must be restrained by
them ; but it is ill expressed.
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same import ; but these are sufficient to demonstrate the important
fact, that however extensive or even indefinite might be the royal

prerogative in the days of Henry III., the law was already its superior,

itself but made part of the law, and was incompetent to overthrow it.

It is true, that in this very reign the practice of dispensing with

statutes by a non-obstante was introduced, in imitation of the papal
dispensations. But this prerogative could only be exerted within

certain limits, and however pernicious it may be justly thought, was,

when thus understood and defined, not, strictly speaking, incompatible
with the legislative sovereignty of parliament.

In conformity with the system of France and other feudal countries,

there was one standing council, which assisted the kings of England
in the collection and management of their revenue, the administration

of justice to suitors, and the despatch of all public business. This
was styled the King's Court, and held in his palace, or wherever he
was personally present. It was composed of the great officers ; the

chief justiciary ;i the chancellor, the constable, marshal, chamberlain,
steward, and treasurer, with any others whom the king might appoint.

Of this great court there was, as it seems, from the beginning a parti-

cular branch, in which all matters relating to the revenue were exclu-

sively transacted. This, though composed of the same persons, yet

being held in a different part of the palace, and for different business,

was distinguished from the king's court by the name of the exchequer
;

a separation which became complete, when civil pleas were decided
and judgments recorded in this second court.

^

It is probable, that in the age next after the Conquest, few causes,

in which the crown had no interest, were carried before the royal tri-

bunals ; every man finding a readier course of justice in the manor or

county to which he belonged.^ But, by degrees, this supreme juris-

diction became more familiar; and as it seemed less liable to partiality

or intimidation than the provincial courts, suitors grew willing to sub-
mit to its expensiveness and inconvenience. It was obviously the interest

of the king's court to give such equity and steadiness to its decisions
1 The Chief Justiciary was the creatcst subject iu England. Besides presiding in the

king's court, and in the Exchequer, he was originally, by virtue of his office, the regent of tlic

kingdom during the absence of the sovereign, which, till the loss of Normandy, occurred very
frequently. Writs, at such timc-^, ran in his name, and were tested by him. His appoint-
ment upon ihc-^e temporary occasions was expressed, ad custodiendum loco nostro terram
nostram Angiix ct pacem regni nostri ; and all persons were enjoined to obey him tanquam
jusiitiario nostro. Sometimes, howovcr, the king issued his own writ de ultra mare. 'J he
first time when the dignity of this office was impaired was at the death of John, when the
justiciary, Hubert dc Burgh, being besieged in Dover Castle, those who proclaimed Henry
III. at (jlouccster constituted the earl of Pembroke governor of the king and kingdom,
Hubert still retaining his office. This is erroneously stated by Matthew Paris, who has
misled Spelman iii his Glossary : but the truth appears from Hubert's answer to the articles
of charge against him, and from a record in Madox, wherein the earl of Pembroke is named
rector regis et regni, and Hubert de Burgh justiciary. In 1241, the archbi-hop of Vo:k was
appointed to the regency during Henry's absence in Poitou, without the title of justiciary,

Siill the office was so considerable, that the barons who met in the Oxford parliament of 1258
insisted that the justiciary should be annually chosen with their approbation. But the subse-
quent successes of Henry prevented this being established ; and Edward I. discontinued the
office altogether.

^ For everythin^hat can be known about the Curia Regis, and especially this branch of
it, the student of our constitutional history should have recourse to M;:dox's History of the
Exchequer, and to the Dialogue de Scaccario, written in the time of Henry II. by Richard,
bishop of Ely, though commonly ascribed to Gervase of Tilbury. This treatise he will find
subjomed to Madox's work.

* Omnis causa 'erminctur comitatu, vel hundredo, vel halimoto socam habentiuni.
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as might cncourajje this disposition. Nothincj could be more advan-
la<^cous to tlic kiii;;'s authority, nor, what perhaps was more immc-
thatcly rcj^ardcd, to his revenue ; since a fine was always paid for leave
to plead in his court, or to remove thither a cause commenced below.
]iul l)ccaiisc few, comparatively speaking, could have recourse to so
(listaiU a tribunal as that of the king's court, and perhaps also on ac-
count of the attachment which tlie English felt to their ancient right
of trial by the neighbouring freeholders, Henry II. established itmcrant
justices, to decide civil and criminal pleas within each county. This
excellent institution is referred by some to the twenty-second year of
that prince ; but Madox traces it several years higher.' We have
owed to it the uniformity of our common law, which would otherwise
have been split, like that of France, into a multitude of local customs

;

and we still owe to it the assurance, which is felt by the poorest and
most remote inhabitant of England, that his right is weighed by the
same incorrupt and acute understanding, upon which the decision of
the highest questions is reposed. The justices of assize seem originally

to have gone their circuits annually ; and as part of their duty was to

set tallages upon royal towns, and superintend the collection of the
revenue, we may be certain that there could be no long interval. This
annual visitation was expressly confirmed by the twelfth section of
Magna Charta, which provides also, that no assize of novel disseisin,

or mort d'anccstor, should be taken except in the shire where the lands
in controversy lay. Hence this clause stood opposed on the one hand
to the encroachments of the king's court, which might otherwise, by
drawing pleas of land to itself, have defeated the suitor's right to a
jury from the vicinage ; and on the other, to those of the'feudal aristo-

cracy, who hated any interference of the crown to chastise their viola-

tions of law, or control their own jurisdiction. Accordingly, while the

confederacy of barons against Henry III. was in its full power, an
attempt was made to prevent the regular circuits of the judges.-

Long after the separation of the exchequer from the king's court,

another branch was detached for the decision of private suits. This
had its beginning, in Madox's opinion, as early as the reign of Richard
1.3 But it was completely established by Magna Charta. '* Common
pleas," it is said in the fourteenth clause, " shall not follow our court,

but be held in some certain place." Thus was formed the Court of

Common Bench at Westminster, with full and, strictly speaking,

exclusive jurisdiction over all civil disputes, where neither the king'"s

interest, nor any matter savouring of a criminal nature was concerned.

For of such disputes neither the Court of King's Bench, nor that of

Exchequer, can take cognisance, except by means of a legal fiction,

1 Lord Littleton thinks that this institution may have been adopted in imitation of Louis
VI.) who, half a century before, had introduced a similar regulation in his dominions.

2 Justiciarii regis Ang'iae, qui dicuntur itineris, missi Herfordiam, pro suo exequendo
officio repelluntur, allejantibus his qui regi adversabantur, ipsos contra fonnam provisionum
Oxoniae nuper factarum venisse.

3 Justices of the bench are mentioned several years before Magria C^rta. But Madox
thinks the chief justiciary of England might preside in the two courts, as well as in the exche-
quer. After the erection of the Common Bench, the style of the superior court began to alter.

It ceased by degrees to be called the king's court. Pleas were said to be held coram rege,

or coram rege ubicunque fuerit. And thus the court of king's bench was formed out of the
remains of the ancient curia regis.
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which, ill the one case, supposes an act of force, and, in the other, a

debt to the crown.
The principal officers of state, who had originally been effective

members of the king's court, began to withdraw from it, after this

separation into three courts of justice, and left their places to regular

lawyers ; though the treasurer and chancellor of the exchequer have
still seats on the equity side of that court, a vestige of its ancient con-

stitution. It would indeed have been'difficult for men bred in camps
or palaces to fulfil the ordinary functions of judicature, under such a

system of law as had grown up in England. The rules of legal de-

cision, among a rude people, are always very simple ; not serving

much to guide, far less to control, the feelings of natural equity. Such
were those which prevailed among the Anglo-Saxons ; requiring no
subtler intellect, or deeper learning, than the earl or sheriff at the head
of his county-court might be expected to possess. But a great change
was wrought in about a century after the Conquest. Our Eni^lish

lawyers, prone to magnify the antiquity, like the other merits of their

system, are apt to carry up the date of the common law, till, like the

pedigree of an illustrious family, it loses itself in the obscurity of

ancient time. Even Sir Matthew Hale does not hesitate to say, that

its origin is as undiscoverable as that of the Nile. But though some
features of the common law may be distinguishable in Saxon times,

while our limited knowledge prevents us from assigning many of its

peculiarities to any determinable period, yet the general character and
most essential parts of the system were of much later growth. The
laws of the Anglo-Saxon kings, Madox truly observes, arc as different

from those collected by Glanvil as the laws of two different nations. The
pecuniary compositions for crimes, especially for homicide, which run
through the Anglo-Saxon code down to the laws ascribed to Henry I.,

are not mentioned by Glanvil. Death seems to have been the regular

punishment of murder, as well as robbery. Though the investigation

by means of ordeal was not disused in his time,i yet trial by combat,
of which we find no instance before the Conquest, was evidently pre-

ferred. Under the Saxon government, suits appear to have com-
menced, even before the king, by verbal or written complaint ; at

least, no trace remains of the original writ, the foundation of our civil

procedure. The descent of lands before the Conquest was according
to the custom of gavelkind, or equal partition among the children ; in

the age of Henry I., the eldest son took the principal fief to his own
share ; in that of Glanvil he inherited all the lands held by knight
service ; but the descent of socage lands depended on the particular
custom of the estate. By the Saxon laws, upon the death of the son
without issue, the father inherited ; by our common law, he is abso-
lutely, and in every case, excluded. Lands were, in general, devisable
by testament before the Conquest ; but not in the time of Henry II.,

except by particular custom. These are sufficient samples of the
differences between our Saxon and Norman jurisprudence ; but the

1 A citizen of London, suspected of murder, havincc failed in the ordeal of cold water, was
hanged by order of Henry II., though he offered five luindrcd marks to save his life. It

appears as if the ordeal were permitted to persons .already convicted by the verdict cf a jurv.
If they escaped in this puigation, yet, in cases of murder, they were banished the realm.
Drdcalswerc abolished abuut the bcsiuning of Henry Ill.'b reign.
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distinct character of the two will strike more forcibly every one who
peruses successively llic laws jjublished by W'i"'

ascribed to Glanvil. The former resemble the

continent, and the capitularies of Charlemagne and his family ; minute
to an excess in apporiionatin;^ punishments, but sparing; and indefmite

in treating of civil ri.'^hts ; while the other, copious, discriminating and
technical, displays the cliaracteristics as well as unfolds the principles

of English law. It is difficult to assert anything decisively as to the

period between the Conquest and the reign of Henry II., which pre-

sents fewer materials for legal history than the preceding age ; but the

treatise denominated the Laws of Henry I., compiled at the soonest
about the end of Stephen's reign,i bears so much of a Sa.xon character,

that I should be inclined to ascribe our present common law to a date,

so far as it is capable of any date, not much antecedent to the publica-

tion of Glanvil, 2 At the same time, since no kind of evidence attests

any sudden and radical change in the jurisprudence of England, the
question must be considered as left in great obscurity. Perhaps it

might be reasonable to conjecture, that the treatise called Leges
Henrici Primi contains the ancient usages still prevailing in the in-

ferior jurisdictions, and that of Glanvil the rules established by the

Norman lawyers of the king's court, which would of course acquire a
general recognition and cfiicacy, in consequence of the institution of

justice holding their assizes periodically throughout the country.

The capacity of deciding legal controversies was now only to be
found in men who had devoted themselves to that peculiar study ; and a
race of such men arose, whose eagerness and even enthusiasm in the

profession of the law were stimulated by the self-complacency of intel-

lectual dexterity in threading its intricate and thorny mazes. The Nor-
mans are noted in their own country for a shrewd and litigious temper,

which may have given a character to our courts of justice in early

times. Something too of that excessive subtlety, and that preference

of technical to rational principles, which runs through our system,

may be imputed to the scholastic philosophy which was in vogue
during the same period, and is marked by the same features. But we
have just reason to boast of the leading causes of these defects : an
adherence to fi-\ed rules, and a jealousy of judicial discretion, which
have in no country, I believe, been carried to such a length. Hence
precedents of adjudged cases, becoming authorities for the future,

have been constantly noted, and form indeed almost the sole ground
of argument in questions of mere law. But these authorities being
frequently unreasonable and inconsistent, partly from the infirmity of

all human reason, partly from the imperfect manner in wdiich a num-
ber of unwarranted and incorrect reporters have handed them down,
later judges grew anxious to elude by impalpable distinctions what
they did not venture to overturn. In some instances this evasive

skill has been applied to acts of the legislature. Those who are moder-
ately conversant with the history of our law will easily trace other

circumstances that have co-operated in producing that technical and

1 The Decrctum of Gratian, quoted in this treatise, was not published in Ital}' till 1151.
^ Lord Littletou has given reasons for supposing that Glaavil was not the author of this

treatise, but some clerk under his direction. >
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subtle system, wliich regulates the course of real property. For as

that formed almost the whole of our ancient jurisprudence, it is there

that we must seek its original character. But much of the same spirit

pervades every part of the law. No tribunals of a civilised people ever

borrowed so little, even of illustration, from the writings of philo-

sophers, or from the institutions of other countries. Hence law has

been studied, in general, rather as an art than a science, with more
solicitude to know its rules and distinctions, than to perceive their

application to that for which all rules of law ought to have been estab-

lished, the maintenance of public and private rights. Nor is there

any reading more jejune and unprofitable to a philosophical mind than
that of our ancient law-books. Later times have introduced other in-

conveniences, till the vast extent and nmltiplicity of our laws have
become a practical evil of serious importance ; and an evil which,

between the timidity of the legislature on the one hand, and the sel-

fish views of practitioners on the other, is likely to reach, in no long

period, an intolerable excess. Deterred by an interested clamour
against innovation from abrogating what is useless, simplifying what
is complex, or determining what is doubtful, and always more inclined

to stave off an immediate difficulty by some patch-work scheme of

modifications and suspensions, than to consult for posterity in the

comprehensive spirit of legal philosophy, we accumulate statute

upon statute, and precedent upon precedent, till no industry can ac-

quire, nor any intellect digest the mass of learning that grows upon
the panting student; and our jurisprudence seems not unlikely to be
simplified in the worst and least honourable manner, a tacit agree-

ment of ignorance among its professors. Much indeed has already

gone into desuetude within the last century, and is known only as an
occult science by a small number of adepts. We are thus gradually
approaching the crisis of a necessary reformation, when our laws, like

those of Rome, must be cast into the crucible. It would be a dis-

grace to the nineteenth century if England could not find her Tri-

bonian.l

This establishment of a legal system, which must l)e considered as
complete at the end of Henry III.'s reign, when the unwritten usages
of the common law, as well as the forms and precedents of the courts,

were digested into the great work of Bracton, might, in some respects,

conduce to the security of public freedom. For, however highly the

1 Whilclockc, iust after the Restoration, complains tliat "A'c^ic the volume of our statutes
s grown or swclicd to a great bigness." Tho volume! What would he have said to the
monstrous birth ol a.v.olumc tricnnially, filled with laws professing to be the deliberate work
of the legisla.ture, which every subject is supposed to read, remember, and understand ! The
excellent seuic of tl»e following sentences from the same passage may well excuse me from
1) noting them, and, perhaps, in this age of bigoted averseness to innovation, I have need of

st)nie apology lor what 1 have ventured to say in the text. " I remember the opinion of a
wise and learned statesman and lawyer ^the chancellor Oxcnstiern) that multiplicity of written
laws do' but distract the judges, and render the law less certain ; tliat where the law sets due
and clear bounds betwixt the prerogative royal, and the rights of the people, and gives
remedy in private causes, there needs no more laws to be increased ; for thereby litigation

will be increased likewise. It were a work worthy of a parliament, and cannot be done other-
wise, to cause a review of all our statutes, to repeal such as they shall judge inconvenient to

remain in force ; to confirm those which they shall think fit to stand, and those several
statutes which are confused, some repugnant to ot'ners, many touching the same matters, to
l>c reduced into certainty, ail of one subject into oikc statute, that perspicuity may appear ia
our vvritteu laws, whi'.h at thii d.i\- few students or ^„lge^> can find in them."'
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prerogative niij^ht be strained, it was incorporated with the law, and
treated with the same distin^uishin;,^ and ar^^umentativc subtlety as

every other part of it. Whatever things, therefore, it was asserted
that the kini; might do, it was a necessary implication, that there were
other things which he could not do ; else it were vain to specify the
former. It is not meant to press this too far; since undoubtedly the
bias of lawyers towards the prerogative was sometimes too discernible.

But the sweeping maxims of absolute power, which servile judges and
churchmen taught the Tudor and Stuart princes, seem to have made
no progress under the Plantagenct line.

Whatever may be thought of the effect which the study of the law
had upon the rights of the subject, it conduced materially to the secu-
rity of good order by ascertaining the hereditary succession of the
crown. Five kings, out of seven that followed William the Conqueror,
were usurpers, according at least to modern notions. Of these, Stephen
alone encountered any serious opposition upon that ground ; and with
respect to him, it must be remembered that all the barons, himself
included, had solemnly sworn to maintain the succession of M.atilda.

Henry II. procured a parliamentary settlement of the crown upon his

eldest and second sons ; a strong presumption that their hereditary
right was not absolutely secure. A mixed notion of right and choice,

in fact, prevailed as to the succession of every European monarchy.
The coronation-oath and the form of popular consent then required
were considered as more material, at least to perfect a title, than we
deem them at present. They gave seisin, as it were, of the crown^
and, in cases of disputed pretensions, had a sort of judicial efficacy.

The Chronicle of Dunstaplc says, concerning Richard I., that he was
" elevated to the throne by hereditary right, after a solemn election by
the clergy and people ;" ^ words that indicate the current principles of

that age. It is to be observed, however, that Richard took upon him
the exercise of royal prerogatives, without waiting for his coronation.

The succession of John has certainly passed in modern times for

an usurpation. I do not find that it was considered as such by his

own contemporaries on this side of the channel. The question of

inheritance between an uncle and the son of his deceased elder

brother was yet unsettled, as we learn from Glanvil, even in private

succession. In the case of sovereignties, which were sometimes
contended to require different rules from ordinary patrimonies, it

was, and continued long to be, the most uncertain point in public

law. John's pretensions to the crown might therefore be such as the

English were justified in admitting, especially as his reversionary title

seems to have been acknowledged in the reign of his brother Richard.

If indeed we may place reliance on Matthew Paris, archbishop Hubert,

on this occasion, declared in the most explicit terms that the crown was
elective, giving even to the blood royal no other preference than their

merit might challenge. Carte rejects this as a fiction of the historian
;

and it is certainly a strain far beyond the constitution, whi.ch, both

before and after the Conquest, had invariably limited the throne to one

royal stock, though not strictly to its nearest branch. In a charter ot

1 Littleton. Haereditario jure promovendus in regnum, post cicri et pcpuli 5 lemnemel^-
tionem.
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tl)(^. first year of his reign, John calls himself king " by hereditary right,

and through the consent and favour of the church and people."^

It is deserving of remark, that during the rebellions against this

prince and his son Henry III., not a syllable was breathed in favoui

of Eleanor, Arthur's sister, who, if the present rules of succession had
been established, was the undoubted heiress of his right. The barons
chose rather to call in the aid of Louis, with scarcely a shade of title,

though with much better means of maintaining himself One should
think that men whose fathers had been in the field for Matilda could make
no difficulty about female succession. But I doubt whether, notwith-

standing that precedent, the crown of England was universally acknow-
ledged to be capable of descending to a female heir. Great averseness

had been shown by the nobility of Henry I. to his proposal of settling

the kingdom on his daughter. And from a remarkable passage, which
I shall produce in a note, it appears that even in the reign of Edward
III. the succession was supposed to be confined to the male line.'^

At length, about the middle of the thirteenth century, the lawyers

applied to the crown the same strict principles of descent which regu-

late a private inheritance, Edward I. was proclaimed immediately
upon his father's death, though absent in Sicily. Something, however,
of the old principle may be traced in this proclamation, issued in his

name by the guardians of the realm, where he asserts the crown of

England " to have devolved upon him by hereditary succession and
the will of his nobles.''^ These last words were omitted in the pro-

clamation of Edward 11.;^ since whose time the crown has been
absolutely hereditary. The coronation oath, and the recognition of

the people at that solemnity, are formalities which convey no right

either to the sovereign or the people, though they may testify the

duties of each.

I cannot conclude the present chapter without observing one most
prominent and characteristic distinction between the constitution of

Enijland and that of every other country in Europe ; I mean, its refusal

of civil privileges to the lower nobility, or those whom we denominate
the gentry. In France, in Spain, in Germany, wherever in short we
look, the appellations of nobleman and gentleman have been strictly

synonymous. Those entitled to bear them by descent, by tenure of

land, by office or royal creation, have formed a class distinguished by

1 Jure h.-creditario, et medi.nntc t.nm clcri et popiili consensu et favore. Gurdon.
'«' This is intimated by the treaty mndc in 1339 for a marriage between the eldest son of

Edward III. and the duke of Brabant's daughter. Edward therein promises that, if his son
should die before him, leaving male issue, he will procure the consent of his barons, nobles,

and cities—that is, of parliament : nobles here meaning knights, if the word has any distinct

sense—for such issue to inherit the kingdom ; and if he die, Ir'aving a daughter only, Edward
or his heir sh.dl make such provision for her as belongs to the daughter of a king. It may
be inferred from this instrument that, in Edward's intention, if not by the constitution, the
Salic l.iw was to regulate the succession of the English crown. This law, it must be remem-
bered, he was irompdled to admit in his claim on the kingdom of France, though with a
certain modification which gave a pretext of title to himsr;lf.

3 Ad nos legni giibernacidum successione ha:reditaria, ac proccrum reqni vohintate, et

fidelitate nobis praestita -it devolutum. Brady expounds procerum voluntate to mer.n will-

ingness, not wdl ; as much as to say, they acted readily and without command. But in all

probability it was intended to save the usual form of consent.
* Wa.singham asserts that Edward II. ascended the throne non tarn jure haercditarlo quhm

unanimi assensu procerum et magnatum, p. 95. Perhaps we should omit the word tion, and
he might intend to fay that the king had not only hit hereditary title, but the free consent of
his bar*ns.

2 F
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privileges inherent in their blood from ordinary freemen. Mnrrii^c
with noble families, or the purchase of military iiefs, or the pnrlicijja-

tion of many civil offices were, more or less, interdicted to the commons
of France and the empire. Of these restrictions, nothing, or next to

nothin;^', was ever known in England. The law has never taken notice

of j^entlemen.i From the reign of Henry III. at least, the legal equality

of all ranks below the peerage was, to every essential purpose, as com-
plete as at present. Compare two writers nearly contemporary, Brncton
with Beaumanoir, and mark how the customs of England are distin-

guishable in this respect. The Frenchman ranges the people under
three divisions, the noble, the free, and the servile ; our countryman
has no generic class, but freedom and villenage. No restraint seem
ever to have lain upon marriage ; nor have the children even of a peer

been ever deemed to lose any privilege by his union with a commoner.
The purchase of lands held by knight-service was always open to all

freemen. A few privileges indeed were confined to those who had
received knighthood. But, upon the whole, there was a virtual equality

of rights among all the commoners of England. What is most parti-

cular is, that the peerage itself imparts no privilege except to its actual

possessor. In every other country, the descendants of nobles cannot
but themselves be noble, because their nobility is the immediate conse-

quence of their birth. But though we commonly say that the blood of

a peer is ennobled, yet this expression seems hardly accurate, and fitter

for heralds than lawyers ; since in truth nothing confers nobility but
the actual descent of a peerage. The sons of peers, as we well know,
are commoners, and totally destitute of any legal right beyond a barren
precedence.
There is no part, perhaps, of our constitution so admirable as this

equality of civil rights ; this iso)io)nia^ which the philosophers of

ancient Greece only hoped to find in democratical government.^
From the beginning our law has been no respecter of persons. It

screens not the gentleman of ancient lineage from the judgment of an
ordinary jury, nor from ignominious punishment. It confers not, it

never did confer, those unjust immunities from public burthens, which
the superior orders arrogated to themselves upon the continent. Thus
while the privileges of our peers, as hereditary legislators of a free

people, are incomparably more valuable and dignified in their nature,

they are far less invidious in their exercise than those of any other

nobility in Europe. It is, I am firmly persuaded, to this peculiarly

1 It is hardly worth while, even for the sake of obviating cavils, to notice as an exception
the statute of 23 H. VI. c. 14, prohibiting the election of any who were not bom gentlemen
for knights of the shire. Much less should I have thought of noticing, if it had not been
suggested as an objection, tlie provision of the statute of Merton, that guardians in chivalry
shall not marry their wards to villeins or burgesses, to their disparagement. Wherever tr.e

di-stinctions of rank and property are felt in the customs of society, sucn marriages wil be
deemed unequal ; and it was to obviate the tyranny of feudal superiors, who compelled their

wards to accept a mean allinnce or to forfeit its price, that this provision of the statute was
made. But this does not affect the proposition I had maintained as to the legal equa ity of
commoners any more than a report of a Master in Chancery at the present day, thai a pro-
posed marriage for a ward of the court was unequal to what her station in society appeared
to claim, would invalidate the same propositior.

8 TrX'^^os apxov, irpOrov fiev ovvofia KaWtaTOP eX"> iffoyo/iiau, says the advocate of

democracj' in the discussion of forms of government which Herodotus (Thalia, c. 80} has put
into the mouths of three Persian satraps, after the murder of Smerdis ; a scene conceived in

the spirit «f Comeille.
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•
democratical character of the Enghsh monarchy, that we are indebted
for its long permanence, its regular improvement, and its present
vigour. It is a singular, a providential circumstance, that, in an age
when the gradual march of civilisation and commerce was so little

foreseen, our ancestors, deviating from the usages of neighbouring
countries, should, as if deliberately, have guarded against that expansive
force, which, in bursting through obstacles improvidently opposed, has
scattered havoc over Europe.
This tendency to civil equality in the English law may, I think, be

ascribed to several concurrent causes. In the first place, the feudal

institutions were far less military in England than upon the continent.

From the time of Henry II., the cscuagc, or pecuniary commutation
for personal service, became almost universal. The armies of our
kings were composed of hired troops, great part of whom certainly

were knights and gentlemen, but who, serving for pay, and not by virtue

of their birth or tenure, preserved nothing of the feudal character. It

was not, however, so much for the ends of national as of private war-

fare, that the relation of lord and vassal was contrived. The right

which every baron in France possessed of redressing his own wrongs
and those of his tenants by arms rendered their connexion strictly

military. But we read very little of private wars in England. Not-
withstanding some passages in Glanvil, which certainly appear to

admit their legality, it is not easy to reconcile this with tlie general

tenor of our laws.^ They must always have been a breach of the

king's peace, which our Saxon lawgivers were perpetually striving to

preserve, and which the Conqueror and his sons more effectually m.iin-

tained.^ Nor can we trace many instances (some we perhaps may) of

actual hostilities among the nobility of England after the Conquest,
except during such an anarchy as the reign of Stephen or the minoruy
of Henry III. Acts of outrage and spoliation were indeed very fre-

quent. The statute of Marlebridge, soon after the baronial wars of

Henry III., speaks of the disseisins that had taken place during the

late disturbances, and thirty-five verdicts are said to have been given

at one court of assize against Foulkes de Breautd, a notorious partisan,

who commanded some foreign mercenaries at the beginning of the

same reign, but these are faint resemblances of that wide-spreading

devastation which the nobles of France and Germany were entitled to

carry among their neighbours. The most prominent instance perhaps

of what may be deemed a private war arose out of a contention between
the earls of Gloucester and Hereford, in the reign of Edward 1 , during

which acts of extraordinary violence were perpetrated ; but, far from

its having passed for lawful, these powerful nobles were both committed

1 I have modified this p.issape, in consequence of the just animadversion of a periodical

critic. In the former edition, 1 had stated too strongly the diflTcrence, which I still believe

to have existed, between the customs of England and other feudal countiies, in respect of

private warfare.
2 The penalties imposed on breaches of the peace, in Wilkins's Anglo-Saxon laws, are too

numerous to be particularly inserted. One remarkable passage in Domesday appears, by
mentioning a legal custom of private feuds in an individual manor, and there only among
Welshmen, to afford an inference that it was an anomaly. In the royal manor of Archenfield
in Herefordshire, if one Welshman kills another, it w.is a custom for the relations of the slain

to assemble and plunder the murderer and his kindred, and bum their houses iintil the
corpse should be mterred, which was to take place by noon on the morrow of hii death. 01
this plunder the king had a third pirt, and the rest they kept.
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to prison, and paid licavy lines. Thus tlic tenure of knight-service U'.t;

not in effect much more peculiarly connected with the profession (A

arms llian that of socage. There was nothing in the former condition

to generate tliat higli self-estimation, which military habits inspire.

On liie contrary, the burihensome incidents of tenure in chivalry

rendered socage the more advantageous, though less honourable of

the two.

In the next place, wc must ascribe a good deal of efficacy to the old

Saxon principles, that survived the conquest of William, and infused

themselves into our common law. A respectable class of free socagers,

having, in general, full rights of alienating their lands, and holding
them probably at a small certain rent from the lord of the manor,
frequently occur in Domesday-book. Though, as I have already oVj-

scrvcd, these were derived from the superior and more fortunate

Anglo-Saxon ccorls, they were perfectly exempt from all marks of

villenage both as to their persons and estates. Some have derived

their name from the Saxon soc, which signifies a franchise, especially

one of jurisdiction. And whatever may come of this etymology, which
is not perhaps so well established as that from the French word soc, a
ploughshare,^ they undoubtedly were suitors to the court-baron of the

lord, to whose soc, or right of justice, they belonged. They were con-

sequently judges in civil causes, determined before the manorial tri-

bunal.'-^ Such privileges set them greatly above the roturiers, or censiers

' ' It is not easy to decide between these two derivations of the words socage and socman.
On the one hand, the frequent recurrence in Dome«;day-book of the expression, socmanni dc
soca Algari, &c., seems to lead us to infer that these words, so near in sound, were related

to each other. Somner is clearly for this derivation. But Bracton, 1. ii. c. 35, derives soca;:c

from the French soc, and this etymology is curiously illustrated by a passage in Blomefield's

Hist, of Norfolk. In the manor of Cawston, a mace, with a brazen hand holding a pi jugh-

share, was carried before the steward as a sign that it was held by >ocage of the duchy of
Lancaster. Perhaps, however, this custom may be thought not su.^ciently ancient to con-
firm Bracton's derivation.

^ Territorial jurisdiction, the commencement of which we have seen before the Conquest,
was never so extensive as in governments of a more aristocratical character, either in criminal

or civil cases, i. In the laws ascribed to Henry I., it is said that all great offences could
only be tried in the king's court, or by his commission. Clanvil distinguishes the criminal
pleas, which could only be determined before the king's judges, from those which belong to

the sheriff. Treason, murder, robbery, and rape were of the former class ; theft of the latter.

The criminal jurisdiction of the sheriff is entirely taken away by Magna Charta. Sir E.

Coke says, the territorial franchises of infangthcf and outfangthef " had some continuance
afterwards, but either by this act, or per desuetudinem, for inconvenience, these franchises

within manors are antiquated and gone." The statute hardly seems to reach them ; and they
were certainly both claimed and exercised as late as the reign of Edward I. Blomefield
mentions two instances, both in 1285, where executions for felony took place by the sentence
of a court-baron. In these cases the lord's privilege was called in question at the assizes, by
which means we learn the transaction ; it is very probable that similar executions occurred
in manors where the jurisdiction was not disputed. Felonies are now cognisable in the

greater part of boroughs ; though it is usual, except in the most considerable places, to remic
such as are not within benefit of clergy to the justices of gaol delivery on their circuit. This
jurisdiction, however, is given, or presumed to be given, by special charter, and perfectly

distinct from that which was feudal and territo-ial. Of the latter some vestiges appear to

remain in particular liberties, as for example the Soke of Peterborough ; but most, if not all,

of these local franchises have fallen, by right cr custom, into the hands of justices of the peace.

A territorial privilege somewhat analogous to criminal jurisdiction, but considerablj' more
oppressive, was that of private gaols. At the parliament of Merton, 1237, the lords requested
to have their own prison for trespasses upon their parks and ponds, which the king refused.

But several lords enjoyed this as a particular franchise; which is saved by the statute 5 H.
IV., directing justices of the peace to imprison no man except in the common gaol. 2. The
civil jurisdiction of the court-baron was rendered insignificant not only b\- its limitation, in

personal suits, to debts or damages not exceeding forty shillings, but by the writs of ic/i and
^ane, which at once removed a suit for lands, in any stage of its progress before judgment,
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of France. They were all Englishmen, and their tenure strictly Eng-

lish ; which seems to have given it credit in the eyes of our lawyers,

when the name of Englishman was affected even by those of Norman
descent, and the laws of Edward the Confessor became the universal

demand. Certainly Glanvil, and still more liracton, treat the tenure

in free socage with great respect. And we have reason to think, that

this class of freeholders was very numerous even before the reign of

Edward I.

But, lastly, the change which took place in the constitution of par-

liament consummated the degradation, if we must use the word, of the

lower nobility ; 1 mean, not so much their attendance by representa-

tion instead of personal summons, as their election by the whole body
of freeholders, and their separation, along with citizens and burgesses,

from the house of peers. Thcs2 changes will fall under consideration

in the following chapter.

CHAPTER VIIL

PART III.—THE ENGLISH CONSTITUTION.

Though the undisputed accession of a prince, like Edward I., to the

throne of his father, does not seem so convenient a resting-place in

history, as one of those revolutions which interrupt the natural chain
of events, yet the changes wrought during his reign make it properly
an epoch in the progress of these inquiries. And, indeed, as ours is

emphatically styled a government by king, lords, and commons, we
cannot, perhaps, in strictness carry it farther back than the admission
of the latter into parliament ; so that, if the constant representation of
the commons is to be referred to the age of Edward I., it will be nearer
the truth to date the English constitution from that than from any
earlier era.

The various statutes affecting the law of property and administration
of justice, which have caused Edward I. to be named, rather hyperbo-
lically, the English Justinian, bear no immediate relation to our pre-

sent inquiries. In a constitutional point of view, the principal object

is that statute, entitled the Confirmation of the Charter, which was very
reluctantly conceded by the king in the twenty-fifth year of his reign.

I do not know that England has ever produced any patriots to whose
memory she owes more gratitude than Humphrey Bohun, earl of Here-
ford and Essex, and Roger Bigod, earl of Norfolk. In the Great Char-
ter, the base spirit and deserted condition of John take off something

into the county court or that of the king. The statute of Marlcbridge took away all appellant
jurisdiction of the superior lord, for false judj;mcnt in the manorial court of his tenant, and
thus aimed another blow at the teudal connexion. 52 H. III. 3. The lords of the counties
palatine of Chester and Durham, and the royal franchise of Ely had not only a capital juris-

diction in criminal cases, but an exclusive cognisance of civil suits ; the former is still retained
by the bi.'ihops of Durham and Ely, though much shorn of its ancient extent by an act cf
Henry Vlll., and admini.«.lered by the king's justices of assize ; the bi&hops or their depuiic*
being put only on the footing of ordinary justices of the peace.
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from the glory of the triumph, though they enhance the moderation of
those \\\u) pressed no farther upon an abject tyrant. But to wiihst,and
the measures of Edward, a prince unequalled by any who had reigned
in England since the Conqueror for prudence, valour, and success, re-

quired a far more intrepid patriotism. Their provocations, if less
outrageous thnn those received from John, were such as evidently
manifested a disposition in Edward to reign without any control ; a
constant refusal to confirm the charters, which in that age were hardly
deemed to bind the king without his actual consent ; heavy imposi-
tions, especially one on the export of wool, and other unwarrantable
demands. He had acted with such unmeasured violence towards the
clergy, on account of their refusal of further subsidies, that, although
the ill-judgcd policy of that class kept their interests too distinct from
those of the people, it was natural for all to be alarmed at the prece-
dent of despotism.^ These encroachments made resistance justifiable,

and the circumstances of Edward made it prudent. His ambition,
luckily for the people, had involved him in foreign wnn'are, from which
he could not recede without disappointment and dishonour. Thus was
wrested from him that famous statute, inadequately denominated the
Confirmation of the Charters, because it added another pillar to our
constitution, not less important than the Great Charter itself.

It was enacted by the 25 E. I., that the charter of liberties, and that
of the forest, besides being explicitly confirmed,^ should be sent to all

sheriffs, justices in eyre, and other magistrates throughout the realm,
in order to their publication before the people ; that copies of them
should be kept in cathedral churches, and publicly read twice in the
year, accompanied by a solemn sentence of excommunication against
all who should infringe them ; that any judgment given contrary to

these charters should be invalid, and holden for nought. This
authentic promulgation, these awful sanctions of the Great Charter,

would alone render the statute of which we are speaking illustrious.

But it went a great deal farther. Hitherto, the kings prerogative of

levying money, by name of tallage or prise, from his towns and tenants
in demesnes, had passed unquestioned. Some impositions, that espe-

cially on the export of wool, affected all his subjects. It was now the

moment to enfranchise the people, and give that security to private

property which Magna Charta had given to personal liberty. By the

5th and 6th sections of this statute, "the aids, tasks, and prises" before

taken are renounced as precedents ; and the king '" grants for him and
his heirs, as well to archbishops, bishops, abbots, priors, and other folk

of holy church, as also to earls, barons, and to all commonalty of the

land, that for no business from henceforth we shall take such manner
of aids, tasks, nor prises, but by the common assent of the realm, and
for the common profit thereof, saving the ancient aids and prises due

1 The fullest account we possess of the^e domestic transactions from 1294 to 1298 is in

Walter Hemingford, one of the historians edited by Hearne. They have been vilely per^erted
by Carte, but extremely well told by Hume, the first writer who had the merit of exposing
the character of Edward I.

2 Edward would not confirm the charters, notwithstanding his promise, without the wcrds
salvo jure coronae nostrse ; on which the two ear'.s retired from court. When the confirma
tion was read to the people at St Paul's, says Hemingford, *hey blessed the king on seeing
the charters with the great seal affixed ; but when they heard the captious conclusion, they
cursed him instead. At the next meeting of parliameut, the king agreed to on:it these in-

sidious words.
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and accustomed." The toll upon wool, so far as levied by the king^s

mere prerogative, is expressly released l3y the seventh section.

1

We come now to a part of our subject exceedingly important, but

more intricate and controverted than any other, the constitution of

parliament. I have taken no notice of this in the last section, in

order to present uninterruptedly to the reader the gradual progress of

our legislature down to its complete establishment under the Edwards.
No excuse need be made for the dry and critical disquisition of the

following pages ; but among such obscure inquiries, I cannot feel

myself as secure from error as I certainly do from partiality.

One constituent branch of the great councils, held by William the

Conqueror and all his successors, was composed of the bishops, and
the heads of religious houses holding their temporalities immediately

of the crown. It has been frequently maintained, that these spiritual

lords sat in parliament only by virtue of their baronial tenure. And
certainly they did all hold baronies, which, according to the analogy
of lay peerages, were sufficient to give them such a share in the legis-

lature. Nevertheless, I think that this is rather too contracted a view

of the rights of the English hierarchy, and indeed, by implication, of

the peerage. For a great council of advice and assent in matters of

legislation or national importance was essential to all the northern
governments. And all of them, except perhaps the Lombards, invited

the superior ecclesiastics to their councils ; not upon any feudal

notions, which at that time had hardly begun to prevail, but chiefly as

representatives of the church and of religion itself; next, as more
learned and enlightened counsellors than the lay nobility ; and in some
degree, no doubt, as rich proprietors of land. It will be remembered
also, that ecclesiastical and temporal affairs were originally decided in

the same assemblies, both upon the continent and in England. The
Norman Conquest, which destroyed the Anglo-Saxon nobility, and
substituted a new race in their stead, could not affect the immortality

of church possessions. The bishops of William's age were entitled to

sit in his councils by the general custom of Europe, and by the com-
mon law of England, which the Conquest did not overturn.^ Some
smaller arguments might be urged against the supposition, that their

legislative rights are merely baronial ; such as that the guardian of the

spiritualities was commonly summoned to parliament during the
vacancy of a bishopric, and that the five sees created by Henry VIII.
have no baronies annexed to them, but the former reasoning appears
less technical and confined.^

1 The supposed statute, De Tallagio non concedendo. is considered by Elackstone as
merely an abstract of the Confirmatio Chartarnm. I'y that entitled Articuli super Chartas,
28 Edw. I., a court was erected in every county, of three knights or others, to be elected by
the commons of the shire, whose sole province was to determine offences against the two
charters, with power of punishing by fine and imprisonment ; but not to extend to any case
wherein a remedy by writ was already provided.

- Hody states the matter thus : in the Saxon times all bishops and abbots sat and voted in
tiie state councils, or parliament, as such, and not o\\ account of their tenures. After the
Conquest the abbots sat there not as such, but by virtue of their tenures, as barons ; and the
bishops sat in a double capacity, as bishops, and as barons.

3 It is r.ither a curious speculative question, and such only, we may presume, it will long
continue, whether bishops are entitled, on charges of treason or felonv , to a tr;al by the peers.
If this question be con-sidered either theoretically, or according to ancient authority, I think
the affirmative proposition is beyond dispute. Bishops were at all times members of the
great nati'^nal council, and fully equal to l.iy lords in tempoi.^l power as well ai dignity.
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Claim Trial by Peers, and in Pariiameitt,

Next to these spiritual lords are the carls and barons, or lay peerage
of Kn^^land. 'ihc former dignity was perhaps not so merely official as
in the S.ixon times, akhoii^h the earl was entitled to the third penny

Since the Conquest, ihcy have held their temporalities of the crown by a Vmronial tenure,
which, if there be any consistency in law, must unequivocally di^ti^|;ui^h them from com-
moners; .since any one holding by barony might be challenjied on -^ jury, as not bcii.z the
peer of the party whom he was to try. It is true tluit they t.Tk<? no share in the jud cial
power of the House of Lords in cases of treason or fclo"y ; bin -t ly in conformity lo
those ccclesiasiical canons, which prohibited the clcrj^y from

;
n capital jndi:mcnt,

and they have always withdrawn from the house on such oC'. - - - '- • • n of
their rii;lu to remain. Had it not been for this partii.ularity, own
discipline, the question of their peerage rould never have f.

,
; r the

common argument, that they are not tiicd as peers, because they have no iniicritabic noiiiiity,

I consider it as very frivolous : since it takes for granted the precise matter in controversy, that
an initeritabie nobility is necessary to the definition of pcerajje, or lo its incider.tal privilc's'c*.

If wc come to constitutional precedents, by which, when sufficiently numerous and unex-
ceptionable, all questions of this kind are ultimately to b- determined, th- ' •

*" - .•

authority seems to be in favour of the prelate*^. In the fifteenth year of .

the king brought several charges against archbishop Stratford. He cam-
,

-
;

a. declared intention of defending himself before his peers. The king insi!>ted upwn his an-
swering in the court of exchequer. Stratford, however, persevered, and the House of L^-ird*,

by the king's consent, appointed twelve of their number, bishops, carls, and barons, to report
whether peers ought to answer criminal charges in parliament, and not elsewhere. This c<m-
mittcc reported to the king in full parliament, that the peers of the land ought not to be ar-
raigned, nor put on trial, except in parliament and by their peers. The archbishop upon
this prayed tlie king, that inasmuch as he had been notoriously defamed, he might be ar-
raigned in full parliament before the peers, and there make answer; which request tiie king
granted. The proceedings against ijtratford went no farther, but I think it impossible not to
admit that his right to trial as a peer was fully recognised both hy the king and lords.

This is however the latest, and periiaps the only instance of a prelate's obtaining so high a
privilege. In the preceding reign of Edward II., if we can rely on the account of Wa!sing-
ham, Adam Orleton, the factious bishop of Hereford, had first been arraigned before the
House of Lords and subsequently convicted by a common jury; but the transaction was of a
singular nature, and the king might probably be influenced by the difficulty of obt?ining a
conviction from the temporal peers, of whom many were disaffected to him, in a case where
privilege of clergy was vehemently claimed. But about 1357, a bishop of Ely, being accused
of harbouring one guilty of murder, though he demanded a trial by the peers, was compelled
to abide tlie verdict of a jury. In the 31st of Edward III., (1358,) the abbot of Missenden
^v•as hanged for coining. I'hc abbot of this monastery appears from Dugdale to have been
summoned by writ in the 49th of Henry HI. If he actually held by barony. I do not per-
ceive any strong distinction between his case and that of a bishop The leading precedent,
however, and that upon which lawyers principally found their denial of this privilege to the
bishops, is the case of Fisher, who was certain y tried before an ordinary jurj'; nor am I

aware that any remonstrance was made Ly himself, or complaint by his friends, upon this

ground. Cranmer was treated in the same manner ; and from these two, being the most
recent precedents, though neither of them in the best of times, the great plurality of law
books have drawn a conclusion that bishops are not entitled to trial by the temporal peers.

Nor can there be much doubt, that whenever the occasion shall occur, this will be the deci-

sion of the House of Lords.
There are two peculiarities, as it may naturally appear, in the above-mentioned resolution

of the lords in Stratford's case. The first is, that they claim to be tried, not only before their

peers, but in parliament. And in the case of the bishop of Ely, it is said to have been ob-
jected to his claim of trial by his peers that parliament was not then sitting. It is most prob-
able, therefore, that the court of the lord high steward, for the special purpose of trying a
peer, was of more recent institution, as appears also from Sir E. Coke's expressions. The
second circumstance that may strike a reader is, that the lords assert their privilege in all

criminal cases, not distinguisliing misdemeanours from treasons and felonies. But in this

they were undoubtedly warranted by the clear language of Magna Charta, which makes no
distinction of the kind. The practice of trying a peer for misdemeanours bj' a jury of com-
moners, concerning the origin of which I can say nothing, is one of those anomalies which
too often render our laws capricious and unreasonable in the eyes of impartial men.

Since writing the above note, I have read Stillingfieet's treatise on the judicial power of

the bishops in capital cases, a right which, though now, I think, abrogated by non-claim and
a course of contrary precedents, he proves beyond dispute to have existed by the common
law and Constitutions of Clarendon to have been occasionally exercised, and to have been
only suspended by their vo.untary act. In the course of this argument he treats of the peer-

age of the bishops, and produces abundant evidence from the records of parliament that they
were styled peers, for which, though convinced from general recollection, I had not leisure

or disposition to .search. But if any doubt should remain, the statute 25 E. III. contains a
legislative decLir.Htion of the peerage of bishops- The whole subject is discussed with much
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of all emoluments arising from the administration of justice in the

county courts, and mi.ij;ht, perhaps, command the militia of his county,

when it was called forth. ^ Every earl was also a baron ; and held an
honour or barony of the crown, for which he paid a higher relief than

an ordinary baron, probably on account of the profits of his earldom.

I will not pretend to say, whether titular earldoms, absolutely distinct

from the lieutenancy of a county, were as ancient as the Conquest,

which Madox seems to think, or were considered as irregular, so late

as Henry II., according to Lord Littleton. In Dugdale's Baronage,
I find none of this description in the first Norman reigns, for even that

of Clare was connected with the local earldom of Hertford.

It is universally agreed, that the only baronies known for two cen-

turies after the Conquest were incident to the tenure of land held

immediately from the crown. There are, however, material difficulties

in the way of rightly understanding their nature, which ought not to

be passed over, because the consideration of baronial tenures will best

develop the formation of our parliamentary system. Two of our most
eminent legal antiquaries, Selden and Madox, have entertained different

opinions as to the characteristics and attributes of this tenure.

According to the first, every tenant in chief by knight-service was an
honorary or parliamentary baron by reason of his tenure. All these

were summoned to the king's councils, and were peers of his court.

Their baronies, or honours, as they were frequently called, consisted

of a number of knight's fees, that is, of estates, from each of which the

feudal service of a knight was due ; not fixed to thirteen fees and a
third, as has been erroneously conceived, but varying according to the

extent of the barony, and the reservation of service at the time of its

creation. Were they more or fewer, however, their owner was equally

a baron, and summoned to serve the king in parliament with his

advice and judgment, as appears by many records and passages in

history.

But about the latter end of John's reign, some only of the most emi-

pcr-^picuity and force by StillinRfleet, who seems, however, not to press very greatly the ri^ht
of trial by peers, aware, no doubt, of the weight of opposite precedents. \x\ one distinction,

that the bi>'hops vote in their judicial functions as barons, but in legislation as magnates,
which Warburton has brought forward as his own in the Alliance of Church and State, Stil-

lingflcet has perhaps not taken the strongest ground, nor sufficiently accounted for their right
of sitting in judgment on the impeachment of a commoner. Parliamentary impeachment,
upon chiirges of high public crimes, seems to be the exercise of a right inherent in the grer.t

council of the nation, some traces of which appear even before the Conquest, independent of,

and superseding, that of trial by peers, whicii, if the agth section of Magna Charta be strictly

construed, is only required upon indictments at the king's suit. And this consideration is of
great weight in the question still unsettled, whether a commoner can be tried by the lords
upon an impeachment for treason.

The treatise of Scillingfleet was written on occasion of the objection raised bv the commons
to the bishops voting on the question of Lord Danby's pardon, which he pleaded in bar of his

impeachment. liurnet seems to suppose that their right of final judgment had never been
defended, and corifounds judgment witli sentence. Mr Hargrave. strange to say, has made
a greater blunder, and imagined that the question related to their right of voting on a bill of
attainder which no one, I believe, ever disputed.

1 Littleton supposes, contr.iry to Selden, that the earls continued to be governors of their
counties under Henry IL Stephen created a few titular carls, with grants of crown-lands to
support them ; but his successor resumed the grants, and deprived them of their e.irldoms.

In Rymcr's Ftedera, we find a grant of ^L-ltilda, creating Slilo of Gloucester earl of Here-
ford, with the moat and castle of that city in fee to him and his heirs, the third i>enny of the
rent of the city, and of the pleas in the county, three manors and a forest, and the service of
three tenants in chief, with all their fiefs : to be held with all privileges and liberties as fully
as ever any carl in England had possessed them.
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ncnt tenants in cliicf were summoned by particular writs; the rest by
one Rcnernl summons lhrou;;h the sheriffs of their several counties.
This is declared in the Great Charter of th.it prince, wherein he pro-
mises that, whenever an aid or scutage shall be required, faciemus
summoncri archiepiscopos, episcopos, abbates, comites et majores
barones regni sigiilatim per literas nostras. Et prarterea faciemus
summoncri in gencrali per vicccomites et b.iilivos nostros omnes alios

qui in capitc tcncnt dc nobis. Thus the barons are distinguished from
other tenants in chief, as if the former name were only applicable to a
particular number of the king's immediate vassals. But it is reason-
able to think, that before this charter was made, it had been settled
by the law of some other parliament, how these greater barons should
be distinguished from the lesser tenants in chief; else what certainty
could there be in an expression so general and indefinite.'* And this

is likely to have proceeded from the pride with which the ancient and
wealthy barons of the realm would regard those newly created by
grants of escheated honours, or those decayed in estate, who yet were
by their tenures on an equality with themselves. They procured,
therefore, two innovations in their condition ; first, that these inferior

barons should be summoned generally by the sheriff, instead of receiv-

ing their particular writs, which made an honorary distinction ; and
next, that they should pay relief, not as for an entire barony, one hun-
dred marks ; but at the rate of five pounds for each knight's fee which
they held of the crown. This changed their tenure to one by mere
knight-service, and their denomination to tenants in chief. It was
not difficult, afterwards, for the greater barons to exclude any from
coming to parliament as such, without particular writs directed to

them, for which purpose some law was probably enacted in the reign
of Henry III. If indeed we could place reliance on a nameless author
whom Camden has quoted, this limitation of the peerage to such as
were expressly summoned depended upon a statute made soon after

the battle of Evesham. But no one has ever been able to discover
Camden's authority, and the change was probably of a much earlier

date.

Such is the theory of Selden, which, if it rested less upon conjectural

alterations in the law, would undoubtedly solve some material diffi-

culties that occur in the opposite view of the subject According to

Madox, tenure by knights service in chief was always distinct from
that by barony. It is not easy, however, to point out the characteris-

tic differences of the two ; nor has that eminent antiquary, in his large

work, the Baronia Anglica, laid down any definition, or attempted to

explain the real nature of a barony. The distinction could not con-

sist in the number of knight's fees : for the barony of Hwayton con-

sisted of only three : while John de Baliol held thirty fees by mere
knight-service. Nor does it seem to have consisted in the privilege

or service of attending parliament, since all tenants in chief were

usually summoned. But whatever may have been the line between
these modes of tenure, there seems complete proof of their separation

long before the reign of John. Tenants in chief are enumerated dis-

tinctly from earls and barons in the charter of Henry I. Knights, as

well as barons, are named as present in the parliament of North-
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ampton in 1165, in that held at the same town in 1176, and upon
other occasions. Several persons appear in the Liber Ni^er Scaccarii,

a roll of military tenants made in the age of Henry II., who held

single knight's ifees of the crown. It is, however, highly probable

that, in a lax sense of the word, these knights may sometimes have

been termed barons. The author of the Dialogus de Scaccario speaks

of those holding greater or lesser baronies, including, as appears by
the context, all tenants in chief. The former of these seem to be the

majores barones of king John's Charter. And the secunda^ dignitatis

barones, said by a contemporary historian to have been present in

the parliament of Northampton, were in all probability no other than

the knightly tenants of the crown.i For the word baro, originally

meaning only a man, was of very large significance, and is not unfre-

qucntly applied to common freeholders, as in the phrase of court-

baron. It was used, too, for the magistrates or chief men of cities, as

it is still for the judges of the exchequer, and the representatives of the

Cinque-Ports.
The passage, however, before cited from the Great Charter of John,

affords one spot of firm footing in the course of our progress. Then,
at least, it is evident that all tenants in chief were entitled to their

summons : the greater barons by particular writs, the rest, through
one directed to their sheriff. The epoch when all, who, though tenants

in chief, had not been actually summoned, were deprived of their right

of attendance in parliament, is again involved in uncertainty and con-

jecture. The unknown writer quoted by Camden seems not sufti-

cient authority to establish his assertion, that they were excluded by
a statute made after the battle of Evesham. The principle was most
likely acknowledged at an earlier time. Simon de Montfort sum-
moned only twenty-three temporal peers to his famous parliament.

In the year 1255, the barons complained, that many of their number
had not received their writs, according to the tenor of the charter, and
refused to grant an aid to the king till they were issued.^ But it

Avould have been easy to disappoint this mode of packing a parlia-

ment, if an unsummoned baron could have sat by mere right of his

tenure. The opinion of Selden, that a law of exclusion was enacted
towards the beginning of Henry's reign, is not liable to so much ob-
jection. But perhaps it is unnecessary to frame an hypothesis of this

nature. Writs of summons might probably be older than the time of

John ;2 and when this had become the customary and regular preli-

minary of a baron's coming to parliament, it was a natural transition

to look upon it as an indispensable condition ; in times when the pre-

rogative was high, the law unsettled, and the service in parliament
deemed by many still more burthensome than honourable. Some
omissions in summoning the king's tenants to former parliaments

• Hody and Lord Littleton maintain these " barons of the second rank" to have been the
fuh-vassals of the crown ; tenants of the great barons, to whom the name was sometimes
improperly applied. This was very consistent with their opinion, that the commons wc:e a
part of parliament at that time. But Hume, assuming at once the truth of their interprera-
tion in this instance, and the falsehood of their system, treats it as a deviation from tlie

established rule, and a proof of the unsettled state of the constitution.
* The*barons even tell the king that this was contrary to /«V charter, in which, nevertheless,

the clause to that effect, contained in his father's charter, had been omitted.
' Henry IL, in 1175, forbade any of those concerned in the late rebellion to come to hii

eenrt without a particular summons.
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may pcrlinps have produced the above-mentioned provision of the
(ireat Charier, which had a relation to the imposition of taxes, wherein
it wns deemed essential to obtain a more universal consent, than was
required in councils held for state, or even for advice.^

It is not easy to determine how Ion;; the inferior tenants in chief

continued to sit personally in parliament. In the charters of Henry
III., the clause which we have been considering is omitted ; and I

think there is no express proof remaininjj, that the sheriff was ever
directed to summon the king's military tenants within his county, in

the manner which the charter of John required. It appears, however,
that they were in fact members of parliament on many occasions dur-
ing Henry's reign, which shows that they were summoned, either by
particular writs, or through the sheriff ; and the latter is the more
plausible conjecture. There is, indeed, great obscurity as to the con-
stitution of j)arliamcnt in this reign ; and the passages which I am
about to produce may lead some to conceive that the freeholders were
n'pfcscnicd even from its beginning. I rather incline to a different

opinion.

In the Magna Charta of i Henry III., it is said : Pro h^c donatione
et concessionc .... archicpiscopi, episcopi, comites, barones, milites,

et libcre tenentes, et omnes dc regno nostro dedcrunt nobis quintam
dccimam partem omnium bonorum suorum mobilium. So in a record
of 19 Henry III. : Comites, et barones, et omnes alii de toto regno
nostro Anglire, spontanea voluntate sua concesserunt nobis efificax

auxilium. The largeness of these words is, however, controlled by a
subsequent passage, which declares the tax to be imposed ad manda-
tum omnium comitum et baronum et omnium aliorum qiii de nobis

tenciit i7i capitc. And it seems to have been a general practice, to

assume the common consent of all ranks, to that which had actually

been agreed by the higher. In a similar writ, 21 Henry III., the ranks
of men are enumerated specifically ; archiepiscopi, episcopi, abbates,

priores, et clerici terras habentes qua^ ad ecclesias suas non pertinent,

comites, barones, milites, et liberi homines, pro se et suis villanis, nobis
concesserunt in auxilium tricesimam partem omnium mobilium. In
the close roll of the same year, we have a writ directed to the arch-

bishops, bishops, abbots, priors, earls, barons, knights, and freeholders

(liberi homines) of Ireland ; in which an aid is desired of them, and it

is urged, that one had been granted by his fideles Anglias.

But this attendance in parliament of inferior tenants in chief, some
of them too poor to have received knighthood, grew insupportably

vexatious to themselves, and was not well liked by the king. He knew
them to be dependent upon the barons, and dreaded the confluence of

a multitude, who assumed the privilege of coming in arms to the

appointed place. So inconvenient and mischievous a scheme could

not long subsist among an advancing people, and fortunately the true

remedy was discovered with little difficulty.

The principle of representation, in its widest sense, can hardly be
unknown to any government not purely democratical. In almost every

country the sense of the whole is understood to be spoken by a part,

1 Upon the subject of tenure by barony, besides the writers already quoted, see West's
Inquiry and Carte's History of England.
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1

and the decisions of a part are binding upon the whole. Among our

ancestors, the lord stood in the place of his vassals, and, still more
unquestionably, the abbot in that of his monks. The system, indeed,

of ecclesiastical councils, considered as organs of the church, rested

upon the principle of a viitual or an. express representation, and had
a tendency to render its application to national assemblies more
familiar.

The first instance of actual representation which occurs in our his-

tory is only four years after the Conquest : when WilHam, if we may
rely on Hovedcn, caused twelve persons skilled in the customs of

England to be chosen from each county, who were sworn to inform

him rightly of their laws ; and these, so ascertained, were ratified by
the consent of the great council. This, Sir Matthew Hale asserts to

be " as sufficient and effectual a parliament as ever was held in Eng-
land." But there is no appearance that these twelve deputies of each

county were invested with any higher authority than that of declaring

their ancient usages. No stress can be laid, at least, on this insulated

and anomalous assembly, the existence of which is only learned from
an historian of a century later.

We find nothing that can arrest our attention, in searching out the

origin of county representation, till we come to a writ in the fifteenth

year of John, directed to all sheriffs in the following terms : Rex Vice-

comiti N., salutcm. Pra:cipimus tibi quod omnes milites balliva'' tuit

qui summoniti fuerunt esse apud Oxoniam ad Nos a die Omnium
Sanctorum in quindecim dies venire facias cum armis suis : corpora

vero baronum sine armis singulariter, ct qiiatuor discrctos milites de

comitatu tuo, illuc venire facias ad eundem terminum, ad loquendum
nobiscum de negotiis regni nostri. For the explanation of this obscure
writ, I must refer to what Prynne has said ; but it remains problema-
tical, whether these four knights (the only clause which concerns our

purpose) were to be elected by the county, or returned, in the nature

of a jury, at the discretion of the sheriff. Since there is no sufficient

proof whereon to decide, we can only say with hesitation, that there

may have been an instance of county representation in the fifteenth

year of John.
We may next advert to a practice, of which there is very clear proof

in the reign of Henry III. Subsidies granted in parliament were
assessed, not as in fonner times, by the justices upon tlieir circuits, but

by knights freely chosen in the county-court. This appears by two
writs, one of the fourth, and one of the ninth year of Henry III. At a
subsequent period, by a provision of the Oxford parliament in 1258.

every county elected four knights to inquire into grievances, and deli-

A'er their inquisition into parliament.

The next writ now extant, that wears the appearance of pnrllament-

ary representation, is in the thirty-eighth of Henry III. This, after

reciting that the carls, barons, and other great men (carter! magnates)
were to meet at London three weeks after Easter, with horses and arms,
for the purpose of sailing into Gascony, requires the sheriff to compel
all within his jurisdiction, who hold twenty pounds a year of the king
in chief, or of those in ward of the king, to appear at the same time and
place. And that besides those mentioned, he shall cause to come be-
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fore the kin;,^s council at Westminster on the fifteenth clay after Easter,

two good and discreet knights of his county, whom the men of the

county shall have chosen for this purpose, in the stead of all and each
of them, to consider, alon;^' with the kni;^hls of other counties, what aid

tlicy will grant the king in such an emergency. In the principle of

election, and in the object of the assembly, which was to grant money,
this certainly resembles a summons to parliament. There are indeed
anomalies, sufficiently remarkable upon the face of the writ, which dis-

tinguish this meeting from a regular parliament. IJut when the scheme
of obtaining money from the commons of shires through the consent
of their representatives had once been entertained, it was easily appli-

cable to more formal councils of the nation.

A few years later there appears another writ analogous to a sum-
mons. During the contest between Henry III. and the confederate
barons in 1261, they presumed to call a sort of parliament, summ' ning
three knights out of every county, secum tractaturos super cominuni-
bus negotiis regni. This we learn only by an opposite writ issued by
the king, directing the sheriff to enjoin these knights who had been
convened by the carls of Leicester and Gloucester to their meeting at

St Albans, that they should repair instead to the king at Windsor, and
to no other place, nobiscum super prsemissis colloquium habituros. It

is not absolutely certain, that these knights were elected by their re-

spective counties. But even if they were so, this assembly has much
less the appearance of a parliament, than that in the thirty-eighth of

Henry III.

At length, in the year 1265, the forty-ninth of Henry III,, while he
was a captive in the hands of Simon de Montfort, writs were issued in

his name to all the sheriffs, directing them to return two knights for

the body of their county, with two citizens or burgesses for every city

and borough contained within it. This, therefore, is the epoch at

which the representation of the commons becomes indisputably mani-
fest ; even should we reject altogether the more equivocal instances of

it which have just been enumerated.
If indeed the knights were still elected by none but the king's

military tenants, if the mode of representation was merely adopted to

spare them the inconvenience of personal attendance, the immediate
innovation in our polity was not very extensive. This is an mterest-

ing, but very obscure topic of inquir)\ Spelman and Brady, with other

writers, have restrained the origmal right of election to tenants in chief,

among whom, in process of tmie, those holding under mesne lords, not

being readily distinguishable in the hurry of an election, contrived to

slide in, till at length their encroachments were rendered legitimate by
the statute 7 H. IV. c. 15, which put all suitors to the county-court on
an equal footing as to the elective franchise. The argument on this

side might be plausibly urged with the following reasoning.

The spirit of a feudal monarchy, which compelled every lord to act

by the advice and assent of his immediate vassals, established no re-

lation between him and those who held nothing at his hands. They
were included, so far as he was concerned, in their superiors ; and the

feudal incidents were due to him from the whole of his vassal's fief,

whatever tenants m.ight possess it by sub-infeudation. In England, the
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tenants in chief alone were called to the great councils before repre-

sentation was thought of, as is evident both by the charter of John,
and by the language of many records ; nor were any others concerned
in levying aids or escuages, which were only due by virtue of their

tenure. These military tenants were become, in the reign of Henry
III., far more numerous than they had been under the Conqueror. If

we include those who held of the king ut de honore, that is, the tenants
of baronies escheated or in ward, who may probably have enjoyed the

same privileges, being subject in general to the same burthens, their

number will be greatly aui^mented and form no inconsiderable portion

of the freeholders of the kingdom. After the statute commonly called

Quia emptorcs in the eighteenth of Edward I., they were likely to in-

crease much more, as every licensed alienation of any portion of a fief

by a tenant in chief would create a new freehold immediately depend-
ing upon the crown. Many of these tenants in capite held very small
fractions of knight's fees, and were consequently not called upon to

receive knighthood. They were plain freeholders holding in chief,

and the libere homines or libcre tenentcs of those writs which have
been already quoted. The coir.mon form, indeed, of writs to the

sheriff directs the knights to be chosen de communitate comitatCis.

But the word communitas, as in boroughs, denotes only the superior

part : it is not unusual to find mention in records of communitas
populi, or omnes de regno, where none are intended but the barons,

or at most the tenants in chief. If we look attentively at the earliest

instance of summoning knights of shires to parliament, that in 38
H. III., which has been noticed above, it will appear that they could
only have been chosen by military tenants in chief. The object of

callmg this parliament, if parliament it were, was to obtain an aid from
the military tenants, who, holding less than a knight's fee, were not re-

quired to do personal service. None then, surely, but the tenants in

chief could be electors upon this occasion, which merely respected

their feudal duties. Again, to come much lower down, we rind a series

of petitions in the reigns of Edward III. and Richard II., which seem
to lead lis to a conclusion, that only tenants in chief were represented

by the knights of shires. The writ for ages directed the sheriff to levy

them on the commons of the county, both within franchises and with-

out, (tam intra libertates quam extra.) But the tenants of lords holding

by barony endeavoured to exempt themselves from this burthen, in

which they seem to have been countenanced by the king. This led

to frequent remonstrances from the commons, who finally procured a
statute, that all lands, not discharged by prescription, should contribute

to the payment of wages. But if these mesne tenants had possessed
equal rights of voting with tenants in chief, it is impossible to conceive

that they would have thought of claiming so unreasonable an exemp-
tion. Yet, as it would appear harsh to make any distinction between
the rip;hts of those who sustained an equal burthen, we may perceive

how the freeholders holding of mesne lords might on that account
obtain after the statute a participation in the privilege of tenants in

chief. And without supposing any partiality or connivance, it is easy
to comprehend, that while the nature of tenures and services was so

obscure, as to give rise ^to continual disputes, of which the ancient
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records of ilir Kin^^'s IJcncli arc full, no shcrifT could be very accurate
in rejecting ihc votes of common freeholders, repairing; to the county-
court, and luulistin^iuishablc, as must be allowed, from tennnts in

capitc u[)()n other occasions, such as serving on juries, or votmg on
the election of coroners. 'J'o all this it yields some corroboration, that

a neighbouring though long hostile kingdom, who borrowed much of

her law from our own, has never admitted any freeholders, except
tenants in chief of the crown, to a suffrage in county elections. These
attended the parliament of Scotland in person till 1428, when a law of

James I. permitted them to send representatives,^

Such is, I think, a fair statement of the arguments that might be
alleged by those who would restrain the ri.c^ht of election to tenants
of the crown. It may be urged on the other side that the genius of

the feudal system was never completely displayed in England ; much
less can we make use of that policy to explain institutions that pre-

vailed under Edward I. Instead of aids and scutages levied upon the

king's military tenants, the crown found ampler resources in subsidies

upon movables, from which no class of men was exempted. But the

statute that abolished all unparliamentary taxation led, at least in

theoretical principle, to extend the elective franchise to as large a mass
of the people as could conveniently exercise it. It was even in the

mouth of our kings, that what concerned all should be approved by
all. Nor is the language of all extant writs less adverse to the sup-

position that the right of suffrage in county elections was limited to

tenants in chief. It seems extraordinary that such a restriction, if i:

existed, should never be deducible from these instruments ; that their

terms should invariably be large enough to comprise all freeholders.

Yet no more is ever required of the sheriff than to return two knights,

chosen by the body of the county. For they are not only said to be
returned pro communitate, but "per communitatem,^' and ''de assensu

totius communitatis." Nor is it satisfactory to allege, without any
proof, that this word should be restricted to the tenants in chief, con-

trary to what must appear to be its obvious meaning.- Certainly if

these tenants of the crown had found inferior freeholders usurping a

right of suffrage, we might expect to find it the subject of some legis-

lative provision, or at least of some petition and complaint. And, on
the other hand, it would have been considered as unreasonable to levy

the wages due to knights of the shire for their service in parliament on
those who had no share in their election. But it appears by writs at

the very beginning of Edward II.'s reign that wages were levied " de
communitate comitatus." It will scarcely be contended that no one

was to contribute under this writ but tenants in chief; and yet the

word communitas can hardly be applied to different persons, when ic

1 This law was not regularly acted upon ti',1 15S7.
2 What can one, who adopts this opinion of Dr Brady, say to the following record ? Rex

militibus, liberis hominibus, et toti cojtununitati comitatus Wygomiae tarn intra iibertaies

quam extra, salutem. Cum comites, barones, militcs, liberi homines, et communitates comi-
tatuum regni nostri vicesimam omnium bonorum suornm mobi;ium, civesque et burgenses et

communitates omnium civiratum et bixrgorum eju-dem regni, necnon tenentes de aniiquls

dominicis coronse nostrae quindecimam bonorum mobilium nobis concesserur.t. If the word
communitas is here used in any precise sense, which, when possible, we are to suppose in

construing a legal instrument, it must designate, not the tenants in chief, but the inferior

class, who, though neither freeholders nor free burgesses, were yet contributable to the sub-

sidy on their goods.
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occurs in the same instrument, and upon the same matter. The series

of petitions above mentioned, relative to the payment of wages, rather

tends to support a conclusion that all mesne tenants had the right of suf-

frage, if they thought fit to exercise it, since it was earnestly contended
that they were liable to contribute towards that expense. Nor does
there appear any reason to doubt that all freeholders, except those
within particular franchises, were suitors to the county-court ; an
institution of no feudal nature, and in which elections were to be made
by those present. As to the meeting to which knights of shires were
summoned in 38 H. III., it ought not to be reckoned a parliament,
but rather one of those anomalous conventions which sometimes
occurred in the unfixed state of government. It is at least the earliest

known instance of representation, and leads us to no conclusion in

respect of later times, when the commons had become an essential

part of the legislature, and their consent was required to all public
burthens.

This question, upon the w^hole, is certainly not free from considerable
difficulty. The legal antiquaries are divided. Prynne does not seem
to have doubted but that the knights were '' elected in the full county,
by and for the whole county," without respect to the tenure of the
freeholders. But Brady and Carte are of a different opinion. Yet
their disposition to narrow the basis of the constitution is so strong,

that it creates a sort of prejudice against their authority. And if I

might offer an opinion on so obscure a subject, I should be much
inclined to believe, that even from the reign of Edward I., the election

of knights by all freeholders in the county-court, w^ithout regard of

tenure, was little, if at all, different from what it is at present.^

The progress of towns in several continental countries from a con-
dition bordering upon servitude to wealth and liberty has more than
once attracted our attention in other parts of the present work. Their
growth in England, both from general causes and imitative policy,

was very similar and nearly coincident. Under the Anglo-Saxon line

of sovereigns, we scarcely can discover in our scanty records the con-
dition of their inhabitants ; except retrospectively from the great survey
of Domesday-book, which displays the state of England under Edward
the Confessor. Some attention to commerce had been shown by Alfred
and Athelstan ; and a merchant who had made three voyages beyond
sea was raised by a law of the latter monarch to the dignity of a thane.
This privilege was not perhaps often cliimcd ; but the burgesses of
towns were already a distinct class from the ceorls or rustics, and,
though hardly free according to our estimation, seem to have laid the
foundation of more extensive immunities. It is probable, at least, that
the English towns had made full as great advances towards emancipa-
tion as those of France. At the Conquest, we find the burgesses or
inhabitants of towns living under the superiority or protection of the
king, or of some other lord, to whom they paid annual rents, and
determinate dues or customs. Sometimes they belonged to different

lords ; and sometimes the same burgess paid custom to one master,
while he was under the jurisdiction of another. They frequently

1 The present question has been discussed with much ability in the Ediafcurgh Review,
vol. xxvi,

2G
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enjoyed lipccial privileges as to inheritance; and in two or three

instances thoy seem to have possessed '

a sort of ^;iii!d or corporation ; but n- ^

evidence, liad they a municipal administration by magistrates of their

own choice. 1 Besides the regular payments, which were in fjenernl

not heavy, they were liable to tallaf^es at the discretion of their lords.

This burthen continued for two centuries, with no limitation, except

that the barons were latterly forced to ask permission of the king

before they set a talla'^e on their tenants, which was commonly done
when he imposed one upon his own. Still the towns became con-

siderably richer ; for the profits of their traffic were undiminished by
competition ; and the consciousness that they could not be indi-. i-

dually despoiled of their possessions, like the villeins of the country

around, inspired an industry and perseverance, which all the rapacity

of Norman kings and barons was unable to daunt or overcome.
One of the earliest and most important changes in the condition of

the burgesses was the conversion of their individual tributes into a

perpetual rent from the whole borough. The town was then said V>

be affermed, or let in fee-farm to the burgesses and their successors

for evcr.2 Previously to such a grant, the lord held the town in his

demesne, and was the legal proprietor of the soil and tenements?

though I by no means apprehend that the burgesses were destitute of

a certain estate in their possessions. But of a town in fee-farm he
only kept the superiority, and the inheritance of the annual rent, which

^ Burjjcnscs Exonise urbis habent extra civitatem terram duodecim carucatarum ; qu
nullam consuetudincni reddunt nisi ad ipsam civitatem. Domesday. At Canterbury ih

burgesses had forty-five houses without the city, de quibus ipsi habebant gablum et con-

suetudinem, rex autem socam et sacam ; ipsi quoque burgenses habebant de re^c tri^i ta

tres acras prati in gildam suam. In Lincoln and Stamford some resident propric • - ^ •• i

Lagemanni, had jurisdiction (socam et sacam) over their tenants. But nowhere
'

able to discover .nny trace of internal self-government; unless Chester maybe -. i

exception, where we read of twelve judices civitatis; but by whom constitute J do^_» u.a
appear. The word lageman seems equivalent to judex. The guild mentioned above at

Canterbury was, in all probability, a voluntary association ; so at Dover we find the burgesses'
guildhall, gihalla burgensium.
Many of the passages in Domesday relative to the state of burges-ses are collected in

Brady's Hist, of Boroughs, a work which, if read with due suspicion of the author's honest;,

will convey a great deal of knowledge.
Since the former part of this note was written, I have met with a charter granted by Henry

II. to Lincoln, whicli seems to refer, more explicitly than any similar instrument, to municipal
privileges of jurisdiction enjoyed by the citizens under Edward the Confessor. These
charters, it is well known, do not always recite what is true ; yet it is possible that the citizens

of Lincoln, which had been one of the five Danish towns, sometimes mentioned with a sort of
distinction by writers before the Conquest, might be in a more advantageous situation than
the generality of burgesses. Sciatis me concessisse civibus meis Lincoln, omnes libertates et

consuetudines et leges suas, quas habuerunt tempore Edwardi et WilL et Henr. regum
Anglia;, et gildam suam mercatoriam de hominibus civitatis et de aliis mercatoribus comitate ,

sicut illam habuerunt tempore predictorum antecessorum nostrorum, regum Anglias, mo:!ns
et liberius. Et omnes homines qui infra quatuor divisas ci\4tates manent et mercatum ue-

ducunt, sint ad gildas, et consuetudines et assisas ci^itatis, sicut melius fuenmt temp. Ed. ct

Will, et Hen. regum Ang'ise.

1 am indebted to the friendly remarks of the periodical critic, whom I have before men-
itoned, for reminding me of other charters of the same age, expressed in a similar manner,
which in my haste I had overlooked, though printed in common books. But whether these
general words ought to outweigh the silence of Domesda5'-boik, I am not prepared to decide.

I have admitted below that the possession of corporate property implies an elective govern-
ment for its admuiistration, and I think it perfectly clear that the guilds made by-laws for the
regulation of its members. Yet this is something different from municipal jurisdiction over
all the inhabitants of a town.

~ There is one instance, I know not if any more could be found, of a firma bur^;! before the
Conquest. It was at Hunting;don. Domesday.
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he might recover by distress. The burgesses held their lands by
burgage-tenure, nearly analogous to, or rather a species of, free socage.

Perhaps before the grant they might correspond to modern copy-
holders. It is of some importance to observe, that the lord by such a
grant of the town in fee-farm, whatever we may think of its previous
condition, divested himself of his property, or lucrative dominion over
the soil, in return for the perpetual rent ; so that tallages subsequently
set at his own discretion upon the inhabitants, however common, can
hardly be considered as a just exercise of the rights of proprietorship.

Under such a system of arbitrary taxation, however, it was evident
to the most selfish tyrant, that the wealth of his burgesses was his

wealth, and their prosperity his interest ; much more were liberal and
sagacious monarchs, like Henry II., inclined to encourage them by
privileges. From the time of William Rufus there was no reign in

which charters were not granted to different towns, of exemption from
tolls on rivers and at markets, those lighter manacles of feudal tyranny

;

or of commercial franchises ; or of immunity from the ordinary juris-

dictions ; or, lastly, of internal self-regulation. Thus, the original

charter of Henry I. to the city of London^ concedes to the citizens, in

addition to valuable commercial and fiscal immunities, the right of

choosing their own sheriff and justice, to the exclusion of every foreign

jurisdiction.^ These grants, however, were not in general so extensive till

the reign of John."^ Before that time, the interior arrangement of towns
had received a new organisation. In the Saxon'period, we find voluntary
associations, sometimes religious, sometimes secular ; in some cases
for mutual defence against injury, in others for mutual relief in poverty.

These were called guilds, from the Saxon verb gildan, to pay or con-
tribute, and exhibited the natural, if not the legal character of corpo-

rations.^ At the time of the Conquest, as has been mentioned above,

1 I have read somewhere that this charter was granted in iioi. But the instrument itself,

which is only preserved by an Inspeximus of Edward IV., does not contain any date. Could
it be traced so high, the circumstance would be remarkable, as the earliest charters granted
by Louis VI., supposed to be the father of these institutions, arc several years later.

2 This did not, however, save the citizens from fining in one hundred marks to the king for

this privilege. I do not know that the charter of Henry I. can be suspected, but Br.-idy, in

his treatise of Boroughs, docs not think proper once to mention it ; and indeed uses many
expressions incompatible with its existence.

^ Blomeficid says that Henry I. granted the same privileges by charter to Norwich in 1122,
which London possessed. Yet it appears that the king named the port-reeve or provost

;

but Blomeficid suggests that he was probably recommended by the citizens, the office being
annual.

+ Hickes has given us a bond of fellowship among the thanes of Cambridgeshire, containing
several curious particulars. A composition of eight pounds, exclusive, I conceive, of the
usual wcregild. was to be enforced from the slayer of any fellow. If a fellow (gilda) killed a
man of one thousand two hundred shillings weregild, each of the society was to contribute
half a marc ; for a ceorl, two or.-c, (perhaps ten shillings ;) for a Welshman, one. If, however,
this act was cminiitted wantonly, the fellow had no right to call on the society for contribu-
tion. If one fellow killed another he was to pay the legal weregild to his kindred, and alio
eight pounds to the society. Harsh words used by one fellow towards another, or even to-

wards a stranger, incurred a fine. No one was to cat or drink in the company of one who
had killed his brother fellow, unless in the presence of the king, bishop, or alderman.
We find in Wilkins'

A

'
;i laws a number of ordinances, sworn to by persons both of

noble and ignoble ran!;, cc gc ccorlisce,^ and confirmed by king Athelstan. These
are in the nature of by-i.... . . . l..c regulation of certain societies th.at had been formed for
the preservation of public order. Their remedy was rather violent: to kill and .>;cize the
efl'ects of all who should rob any member of the association. This property, after deducting
the value of the thing stolen, was to be divided into two part.^ ; one given to the criminal's
wife if not an accompicc, the other shared between the king and the society.

In another fratcrmty among the clergy and laity of Exeter, every fellow was entitled to a
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such voluntary incorporations of the burgesses possessed id some
towns citiicr landed proj)crty of their own, or rij^hts of superiority over
that of others. An internal elective government seems to have been
required for the administration of a common revenue and of other
business incident to their association. ^ They became more numerous,
and more peculiarly commercial after that era, as well from the in-

crease of trade, as throuj^h imitation of similar fraternities existing in

many towns of PVance. The spirit of monopoly gave strength to those
institutions, each class of traders forming itself into a body, in order
to exclude competition. Thus were established the companies in cor-

porate towns, that of the Weavers in London being perhaps the

earliest, and these were successively consolidated and sanctioned by
charters from the crown. In towns not large enough to admit of dis-

tinct companies, one merchant guild comprehended the traders in

general, or the chief of them ; and this, from the reign of Henry II.

downwards, became the subject of incorporating charters. The man-
agement of their internal concerns, previously to any incorporation,

fell naturally enough into a sort of oligarchy, which the tenor of the

charter generally preserved. Though the immunities might be very
extensive, the powers were more or less restrained to a small number.
Except in a few places, the right of choosing magistrates was first

given by King John ; and certainly must rather be ascribed to his

poverty, than to any enlarged policy, of which that prince was utterly

incapable.

From the middle of the twelfth century to that of the thirteenth, the

trades of England became more and more prosperous. The towns on
the southern coast exported tin and other metals in exchange for the

wines of France ; those on the eastern sent corn to Norway : the

cinque-ports bartered wool against the stuffs of Flanders. Though
bearing no comparison with the cities of Italy or the empire, they in-

creased sufficiently to acquire importance at home. That vigorous
prerogative of the Norman monarchs, which kept down the feudal

aristocracy, compensated for whatever inferiority there might be in the
population and defensible strength of the English towns, compared
with those on the continent. They had to fear no petty oppressors,

no local hostility ; and if they could satisfy the rapacity of the crown,
were secure from all other grievances. London, far above the rest, our
ancient and noble capital, might, even in those early times, be justly

termed a member of the political system. This great city, so admir-
ably situated, was rich and populous long before the Conquest. Bede,
at the beginning of the eighth century, speaks of London as a great

market, which traders frequented by land and sea. It paid ;^i5,ooo

out of ;!^82,ooo, raised by Canute upon the kingdom. If we believe

Roger Hoveden, the citizens of London, on the death of Ethelred II.,

joined with part of the nobility in raising Edmund Ironside to the

contribution in case of taking a journey, or if his house was burned. Thus they resembled,
in some degree, our friendly societies, and display an interesting picture of manners, which
has induced me to insert this note, though not greatly to the present purpose. Societies of
the same kind, for purposes of religion, charity, or mutual assistance, rather than trade, may
be found long afterwards. Blomefield's Hist, of Norfolk.

1 See a grant from Turstin, archbishop of York, in the reign of Henry I., to the burgesses
of Beverlej'^, that they may have their hanshus [i.e., guildhall) like those of York, et cbi sua
statuta pertractent ad lionurcm Dei, &c.
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throne.i Harold I., according to better authority, the Saxon Chronicle,

and William of Malmsbury, was elected by their concurrence.^ De-
scending to later history, we find them active in the civil war of

Stephen and Matilda. The famous bishop of Winchester tells the

Londoners, that they are almost accounted as noblemen on account of

the greatness of their city ; into the community of which it appears

that some barons had been received.^ Indeed the citizens themselves,

or at lenst the principal of them, were called barons. It was certainly

by far the greatest city in England. There have been different esti-

mates of its population, some of which are extravagant ; but I think it

could hardly have contained less than thirty or forty thousand souls

within its walls ; and the suburbs were very populous.^ These num-
bers, the enjoyment of privileges, and the consciousness of strength,

infused a free and even mutinous spirit into their conduct.^ The
Londoners were always on the barons' side in their contests with the

crown. They bore a part in deposing William Longchamp, the chan-

cellor and justiciary of Richard \S> They were distinguished in the

great struggle for Magna Charta ; the privileges of their city are ex-

pressly confirmed in it ; and the mayor of London was one of the

twenty-five barons to whom the maintenance of its provisions were
delegated. In the subsequent reign, the citizens of London were
regarded with much dislike and jealousy by the court, and sometimes
suffered pretty severely by its hands, especially after the battle of

Evesham.*^

1 Gives Londinenscs, ct pars nobilium, qui eo tempore consistcbant Londoniae, Clitonem
Eadmundum unaniini consensu in regem Icvavcre.

2 Malmsbury says the people of London were become almost barbarians through their in-

tercourse with the Danes ; propter frequentem conviclum.
3 Londinenses, qui sunt quasi optimates pro magnitudinc civitatis in Anglia. Malmsbury.

Thus too Matthew Paris; Cives Londinenses, quos propter civitatis dignitatem et civium
antiquam libertatem barones consuevimus appellarc ; and in another place: Totius civitatis

cives, quos barones vocant. Spelman says that the magistrates of several other towns were
called barons.

* Drake, the historian of York, maintains that London was less populous about the time
of the Conquest than that city ; and quotes Hardyngc, a writer of Henry V.'s age, to prove
that the interior part of the former was not closely built. York, however, does not appear to
have contained more than 10,000 inhabitants at the accession of the Conqueror ; and the
very exaggerations as to the populousness of London prove that it must have far exceeded
that number. Fitz-btephen, the contemporary biographer of Thomas Kecket, tells us of

80,000 men capable of bearing arms within its precincts ; where, however, his translator,
Pegge, suspects a mistake of the MS. in the numerals. And this, with similar hj'perboles,
so imposed on the judicious mind of Lord Littleton, that, finding in Peter of Blois the in-

habitants of London reckoned at quadraginta millia, he has actually proposed to read quad-
ringenta. It is hardly necessary to observe, that the condition of agriculture and internal
communication would not have allowed half that number to subsist.

The subsidy-roll of 1377, published in the Archscologia, vol. vii., would lead to a conclusion
that all the inhabitants of London did not even then exceed 35,000. If this be true, they
could not have amounted, probably, to so great a number two or three centuries earlier.

^ 'I'his seditious, or at least refractory character of the Londoners was displayed in the
tumult headed by William Longbeard in the time of Richard I., and that under Constantine
in 1222, the patriarchs of a long line of city demagogues.

C Hoveden's expressions are very precise, and show that the share t.aken by the citizens of
London (probably the mayor and aldermen) in this measure was no tumultuary acclamatioD,
but a deliberate concurrence with the nobility. Comes Johannes, et fere omncs episcopi, et
comites Angliac eadem die intraverunt Londonias ; ct in crastino prardictus Johannes frater
regis, et archiepiscopus Rothomagensis, et omnes episcopi, et comites, et barones, et cives
Londinenses cum illis convcnerunt in atrio ecclesia; S. Pauli. . . , Placuit ergo Johanni
fratri regis, ct omnibus cpiscopis, et comitibus, et baronibus regni, ct civibus Londoniarum,
quod canccllarius ille dcponerctur, ct deposucnint cum, kc.

7 The reader may consult for a more full account of the English towns before the middle
of the thirteenth century Littleton's Hist, of Henry IL and Macpherson's An. of Com.
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Notwithstanding tlic influence of London in these seasons of dis-

turl).ince, wc do not perceive that it was di&tin}:(uishcd from the most
insii,'nificant town by greater participal ion 1

' '< ' Rich,
powcrfuJ, lionourable, and high spirited .is ; , omc, it

was very long before they found a regular place m parliament. The
prerogative of imposing tallages at pleasure, unsparingly exercised by
Henry III. even over London,^ left the crown no inducement to sum-
mon the inhabitants of cities and boroughs. As these indeed were
daily growing more considerable, they were certain, in a monarchy so
limited as that of England became in the thirteenth century, of
attaining, sooner or later, this eminent privilege. Although, therefore,

the object of Simon de Montfort in calling them to his parliament
after the battle of Lewes was merely to strengthen his own faction,

which prevailed among the commonalty, yet their permanent admis-
sion into the legislature may be ascribed to a more general cause.
For otherwise it is not easy to see, why the innovation of an usurper
should have been drawn into precedent, though it might perhaps
accelerate what the course of affairs was gradually preparing.

It is well known, that the earliest writs of summons to cities and
boroughs of which we can prove the existence, are those of Simon de
Montfort, carl of Leicester, bearing date 12th of December 1264, in the
forty-ninth year of Henry 1 1 1. 2 After a long controversy, almost all

judicious inquirers seem to have acquiesced in admitting this origin ot

popular representation. 3 The argument maybe very concisely stated.

We find from innumerable records that the king imposed tallages upon
his demesne towns at discretion. No public instrument previous to

the forty-ninth of Henry III. names the citizens and burgesses as con-
stituent parts of parliament ; though prelates, barons, knights, and
sometimes free-holders are enumerated ;^ while since the undoubted
admission of the commons, they are almost invariably mentioned.
No historian speaks of representatives appearing for the people, or

uses the word citizen or burgess in describing those present in parlia-

ment. Such convincing, though negative, evidence is not to be in-

validated by some general and ambiguous phrases, whether in >\Tits

1 Frequent proofs of this may be found in Madox, as well as in Matt. Paris, who laments
it with indignation. Gives Londinenses, contra consuetudinera et libertatem civitatis, quasi
.servi ultimee conditionis, non sub nomine aut titulo liberi adjutorii, sed tallagii, quod multum
eos angebat, regi, licet inviti et renitentes, numcrare sunt coacti. Heu ubi est Londinensis,
toties scripta, toties jurata lihertas ! &c. The king sometimes suspended their market, that

is, I suppose, their right of toll, till his demands were paid.
2 These writs arc not extant, having perhaps never been returned ; and consequently we

cannot tell to what particular places they were addressed. It appears, however, that the

assembly was intended to be numerous, for the entry runs: scribitur ci^^bu'^ Ebor, ci\'ibu?

Lincoln, et cseteris burgis Angliae. It is singular that no mention is made of London, which
must have had some special summons.

3 It 'j/ould ill repay any reader's diligence to wade through the vapid and diluted pages ri

Tyrrell ; but whoever would know what can be best pleaded for a higher antiquity of our
present parliamentary constitution, may have recourse to Hody on Convocations, and Little-

ton's History of Henry II. I do not conceive it possible to argue the question more ingeni-

ously than has been done by the noble writer last quoted. Whitelocke, in his commentary on
the parliamentary writ, has treated it very much at length, but with no critical discrimination.

* The only apparent exception to this is in the letter addressed to the pope by the parlia-

ment of 1246, the salutation of which runs thus: Barones, proceres, et magnates, ac Jiobiles

porimim viaris Jiabitatorcs, necnon et clerus et populus universus, salutem. Matt. Paris.

It is plain, I think, from these words, that some of the chief inhabitants of the Cinque Ports,

at that time very flourishing towns, were present in this parliament. But whether the}' sat

as representatives, or by a peculiar writ of summons, is not so evident; and the latter may
be the more probable hypothesis of the two.
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and records, or in historians.^ Those monkish annahsts are poor
authorities upon any point where their language is to be dchcately

Pleasured. But it is hardly possible, that writing circumstantially, as

Roger de Hoveden and Matthew Paris sometimes did, concei-ning

proceedings in parliament, they could have failed to mention the

commons in unequivocal expressions, if any representatives from that

order had actually formed a part of that assembly.

Two authorities, however, which have been supposed to prove a
greater antiquity than we have assigned to the representation of the

commons, are deserving of particular consideration ; the cases of St

Albans and Barnstaple. The burgesses of St Albans complained to

the council in the eighth year of Edward II., that, although they held
of the king in capitc, and ought to attend his parliaments whenever
tl^ey jy-e summoned, by two ot their number, instead of all other ser-

vices, as had been their custom in all past times, which services the

said burgesses and their predecessors had performed as well in the

time of the late king Edward and his ancestors, as in that of the pre-

sent king until the parliament now sitting, the names of their deputies

having been constantly enrolled in chancery, yet the sheriff of Hert-
fordshire, at the instigation of the abbot of St Albans, had neglected
to cause an election and return to be made ; and prayed remedy. To
this petition it was answered, " Let the rolls of chancery be examined,
that it may appear, whether the said burgesses were accustomed to

come to parliament, or not, in the time of the king's ancestors ; and let

right be done to them, vocatis evocandis, si necesse fuerit/' I do not

translate these words, concerning the sense of which there has been
some dispute, though not,' apparently, very material to the principal

subject.

This is, in my opinion, by far the most plausible testimony for the
early representation of boroughs. The burgesses of St Albans claim
a prescriptive right from the usage of all past times, and more espe-

cially those of the late Edward and his ancestors. Could this be
alleged, it has been said, of a privilege at the utmost of fifty years'

standing, once granted by an usurper, in the days of the late king's

father, and afterwards discontinued till about twenty years before the

date of their petition, according to those who refer the regular appear-
ance of the commons in parliament to the twenty-third of Edward I. ?

Brady, who obviously felt the strength of this authority, has shown
little of his usual ardour and acuteness in repelling it. It was observed,
however, by Madox, that the petition of St Albans contains two very
singular allegations : it asserts that the town was part of the king's

demesne, whereas it had invariably belonged to the adjoining abbey
;

and that its burgesses held by the tenure of attending parliament, in-

stead of all other services, contrary to all analogy, and without parallel

in the condition of any tenant in capite throughout the kingdom. *' It

is no wonder, therefore," says Hume, '' that a petition which advances
two falsehoods, should contain one historical mistake, which, indeed,
amounts only to an inaccurate expression." But it must be confessed,
that we cannot so easily set aside the whole authority of this record.

^ Thus Matthew Paris tells us th.it, in 1237, the wJiole kingdom, regni tolius universitas,
riiiaired to a parliament of Henry III.
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For whntcvcr assurance the people of St Albans might show in ns^rt-
\Vi'^ what was untrue, the king's councils must have been aware how
recently the dcjjutics of any town-) had been adinitttd into parliament.
If the lawful birth of the House of Commons were in 1295, as is main-
tained by Brady and his disciples, is it conceivable that, in 131 >, the
council would have received a petition, claiming the elective franchise

by jircscription, and have referred to the rolls of chancery to inquire
whether this had been used in the days of the king's progenitors? I

confess that I sec no answer which can easily be given to this objec-

tion by such as adopt the latest epoch of borough representation,

namely, the parliament of 23 E. I. But they are by no means equally
conclusive against the supposition, that the communities of cities and
towns, having been first introduced into the legislature during Leices-

ter's usurpation, in the forty-ninth year of Henry HI., were summoned,
not, perhaps, uniformly, but without any long intermission, to suc-

ceedmg parliaments. There is a strong presumption, from the

language of a contemporary historian, that they sat in the parliament
of 1269, four years after that convened by Leicester.^ It is more
imcquivocally stated by another annalist, that they were present in the
first parliament of Edward I., held in 1 271.2 Nor does a similar in-

ference want some degree of support from the preambles of the statute

of Marlebridge in 51 H. HI., of Westminster I., in the third, and of

Gloucester, in the sixth year of Edward 1.3 And the writs are extant,

which summon every city, borough, and market town to send two
deputies to a council in the eleventh year of his reign. I call this a
council, for it undoubtedly was not a parliament. The sheriffs were
directed to summon personally all who held more than twenty pounds
a year of the crown, as well as four knights for each county, invested
with full powers to act for the commons thereof. The knights and
burgesses thus chosen, as well as the clergy within the province of

Canterbury, met at Northampton ; those within the province of York,
at that city. And neither assembly was opened by the king. This
anomalous convention was, nevertheless, one means of establishing the

representative system, and, to an inquirer free from technical prejudice,

is little less important than a regular parliament. Nor have we long
to look even for this. In the same year, about eight months after the

councils at Northampton and York, writs were issued summoning to a
parliament at Shrewsbuiy two citizens from London, and as m.any
from each of twenty other considerable towns."* It is a slight cavil to

^ Convocatis universis Angliae prelatis et magnatibus, necnon cunctarum regni sui civitatura

et burgorum potentioribus. I am indebted to Hody on Convocations for this reference, which
seems to have escaped most of our constitutional writers.

- Hoc anno . . . convenerunt archiepiscopi, episcopi, comiteset barones, abbates etpriores,

et de quoHbet comitatu quatuor milites, et de qualibet civitate quatuor. Annales Waver-
leienses. I was led to this passage by Atterbury, Rights of Convocations, where some
other authorities, less unquestionable, are adduced for the same purpose. Both this as-

sembly, and that mentioned by Wikes in 1269, were certainly parliaments, and acted as such,

particularly the former, though summoned for purposes not strictly parliamentary'.
3 The statute of Marlebridge is said to be made convocatis discretioribus, tam majoribii5

quam minoribus ; that of Westminster primer, par son conseil, et par I'essentements des
archivesques, evesques, abbes, prior>, countes, barons, et tout le comminaltj- de la tcrre

iilonques summones. The statute of Gloucester runs, appelles les plus descretes de son roy-

aume, au.xibien des grandes come des meinders. These preambles seem to have satisfied Mr
Prynne that the commons were then represented, though the writs are wanting ; and cer-

tainly no one could be less disposed to exaggerate their antiquity.
* This is commonlj' denominated the parliament of Acton Burnell ; the clergy and com-
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object, that these were not directed as usual to the sheriff of cnch

county, but to the magistrates of each phice. Though a very imperfect,

this was a regular and unequivocal representation of the commons in

parliament. But their attendance seems to have intermitted from this

time to the twenty-third year of Edward's reign.

Those to whom the petition of St Albans is not satisfactory will

hardly yield their conviction to that of Barnstaple. This town set

forth in the eighteenth of Edward III., that among other franchises

granted to them by a charter of Athelstan, they had ever since exercised

the right of sending two burgesses to parliament. The said charter,

indeed, was unfortunately mislaid : and the prayer of their petition

was to obtain one of the like import in its stead. Barnstaple, it must
be observed, was a town belonging to Lord Audley, and had actually

returned members ever since the twenty-third of Edward I. Upon an
inquisition directed by the king to be made into the truth of these

allegations, it was found that " the burgesses of the said town were
wont to send two burgesses to parliament for the commonalty of

the borough ; but nothing appeared as to the pretended charter of

Athelstan, or the liberties which it was alleged to contain." The
burgesses, dissatisfied with this inquest, prevailed that another should
be taken, which certainly answered better their wishes. The second
jury found that Barnstaple was a free borough, from time immemorial

;

that the burgesses had enjoyed under a charter of Athelstan, which
had been casually lost, certain franchises by them enumerated, and
particularly that they should send two burgesses to parliament ; and
that it would not be to the king's prejudice if he should grant them a
fresh charter in terms equally ample with that of his predecessor

Athelstan. But the following year we have another writ and another

inquest, the former reciting that the second return had been unduly
and fraudulently made ; and the latter expressly contradicting the

previous inquest in many points, and especially tinding no proof of

Athelstan's supposed charter. Comparing the various parts of this

business, we shall probably be induced to agree with Willis that it was
but an attempt of the inhalDitants of Barnstaple to withdraw themselves

from the jurisdiction of their lord. For the right of returning burgesses,

though it is the main point of our inquiries, was by no means the most
prominent part of their petition, which rather went to establish some
civil privileges of devising their tenements, and electing their own
mayor. The first and fairest return finds only that they were accus-

tomed to send members to parliament, which an usage of fifty years

(from 23 E. I. to 18 E. III.) was fully sufficient to establish, without

searching into more remote antiquity.

It has, however, probably occurred to the reader of these two cases,

St Albans and Barnstaple, that the representation of the commons in

parliament was not treated as a novelty, even in times little posterior

to those in which we have been supposing it to have originated. In

mons having sat in that town, while the barons passed judgment upon David, prince of

W.iles, at Shrewsbury. The towns which were honourtd with the privilege of representa-

tion, and may consequently be supposed to have been at that time the most considerable in

Kngland, were York, Carlisle, Scarborough, Nottingham, Grimsl)y, Lincoln, Northampton,
I.ynn, V.irmouth, Colchester, Norwich, Chester, Shrc\v>bury, Worcester, Hereford, Hristol,

Canterbury, Winchester, and Kxcter. Kymer.
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lliis consists, I tliink, the sole strcnRtli of the opposite argument. An
act in the fifLli ) car of Kidinrd 1 1, f"

out of his returns any cities or hoi i

time were wont to come to the parliament, iie shall be punished as \v;u>

accustomed to be done in the like case in time past. In the memor-
able assertion of legislative rij^ht by the commons in the second of

Henry V., wliich will be quoted hereafter, '," '
i " the 0.0^'

YC\Vi\\Q.Q){ \\\i:.\:x.wCi'\s^ and ever has bccn^-^nv ^ ment." And
the conscntinj:^ suffrage of our older law-books must be placed in the
same scale. The first gainsayers, I think, were Camden and Sir Henry
Spelman, who upon probing the antiquities of our constitution some-
what more exactly than their predecessors, declared that they could
tind no signs of the commons in parliament till the forty-ninth of Henry
III. Prynnc, some years afterwards, with much vigour and learning,

maintained the same argument, and Brady completed the victory.

But the current doctrine of Westminster Hall, and still more of the
two chambers of parliament, was certainly much against these anti-

quaries ; and it passed at one time for a surrender of popular principles,

and almost a breach of privilege, to dispute the lineal descent of the
House of Commons from the wittenagemot.i

The true ground of these pretensions to antiquity was a very well

founded persuasion, that no other argument would be so conclusive to

ordinary minds, or cut short so effectually all encroachments of the

prerogative. The populace of every country, but none so much as
the English, easily grasp the notion of right, meaning thereby some-
thing positive and definite ; while the maxims of expediency or theo-

retical reasoning pass slightly over their minds. Happy indeed for

England that it is so! But we have here to do with the fact alone.

And it may be observed that several pious frauds were practised 10

exalt the antiquity of our constitutional liberties. These began, per-

haps, very early, when the imaginary laws of Edward the Confessor
were so earnestly demanded. They were carried farther under Ed-
ward I. and his successors, when the fable of privileges granted by the

Conqueror to the men of Kent was devised ; when Andrew Horn
filled his IMirrour of Justices with fictitious tales of Alfred ; and above
all, w^hen the "method of holding parliaments in the time of Ethelred"
was fabricated, about the end of Richard II.'s reign ; an imposture
which proved to be not too gross to deceive Sir Edward Coke.
There is no great difficulty in answering the question, why the depu-

1 Though such an argument would not be conclusive, it might afford some ground for

hesitation if the royal burghs of Scotland were actuallj' represented in their parliament more
than half a century before the date assigned to the first representation of English towns.
Lord Hailes concludes from a passage in Fordun. "that, as early as 1211, burgesses gav-
suit and presence in the great council of the king's vassals ; though the contrary has been
asserted with much confidence by various authors." Fordun's words, however, so far from
importing that they formed a member of the legislature, which perhaps Lord Hailes did not
mean by the quaint expression " gave suit and presence," do not appear to me conclusive to

prove that they were actually present. Hoc anno Rex Scotias Willelmus magnum tenuit

consilium. Ubi, petito ab oplimatibus auxilio, promiserunt se daturos decern miile marcas :

prseter burgenses regni, qui se.x millia promiserunt. Those who know the brief and incorrect

.style of chronicles will not think it unlikely that the offer of 6000 marks by the burgesses was
not made in parliament, but in consequence of separate requisitions from the crown. Pinker-
ton is of opinion that the magistrates of royal burghs might upon this, and perhaps other
occasions, have attended at the bar of parliament with their offers of monej'. Eut the
deputies of towns do not appear as a Dart of parliament till 1326.

i
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ties of boroughs were finally and permanently engrafted upon parlia-

ment by Edward I.^ The government was becoming constantly more
attentive to the wealth that commerce brought into the kingdom, and
the towns were becoming more flourishing and more independent.

Hut, chiefly, there was a much stronger spirit of general liberty, and a

greater discontent at violent acts of prerogative, from the era of Magna
Charta ; after which authentic recognition of free principles, many
acts which had seemed before but the regular exercise of authority

were looked upon as infringements of the subject's right. Among
these the custom of setting tallages at discretion would naturally ap-

pear the most intolerable ; and men were unwilling to remember that

the burgesses who paid them were indebted for the rest of their pos-

sessions to the iDounty of the crown. In Edward I.'s reign, even before

the great act of Conflrmation of the Charters had rendered arbitrary

impositions absolutely unconstitutional, they might perhaps excite

louder murmurs than a discreet administration would risk. Though
the necessities of the king, therefore, and his imperious temper often

led him to this course,- it was a more prudent counsel to try the wil-

lingness of his people, before he forced their reluctance. And the

success of his innovation rendered it worth repetition. Whether it

were from the complacency of the commons at being thus admitted
among the peers of the realm, or from a persuasion that the king
would take their money, if they refused it, or from inability to with-

stand the plausible reasons of his ministers, or from the private

influence to which the leaders of every popular assembly have been
accessible, much more was granted in subsidies, after the represen-

tation of the towns commenced, than had ever been extorted in

tallages.

To grant money was, therefore, the main object of their meeting,
and if the exigencies of the administration could have been relieved

without subsidies, the citizens and burgesses might still have sat at

home, and obeyed the laws which a council of prelates and barons
enacted for their government. But it is a difficult question, whether
the king and the peers designed to make room for them, as it were, in

legislation ; and whether the power of the purse drew after it imme-
diately, or only by degrees, those indispensable rights of consenting
to laws which they now possess. There are no sufficient means of

solving this doubt during the reign of Edward I, The writ in 22 E. I.

directs two knights to be chosen cum plena potestate pro se et tota

communitate comitatus pra:dicti, ad consulendum et consentiendum
pro se et communitate ilia, his qua3 comites, barones, et proceres pra?-

dicti concorditer ordinaverint in praemissis. That of the next year

1 These expressions cannot appear too strong. But it is very remarkable, that to the par-

liament of 18 Edward III., the writs appear to have summoned none of the towns, but only
the counties. Yet the citizen-; and burgesses are once, but only once, named as present in

the parliamentary roll ; and there is, in general, .1 chasm in place of their names, where the

different ranks present are enumerated. A subsidy was granted at this parliament; so that,

if the citizens and burgesses were really not summoned, it is by far the most violent stretch

of power during the reign of Edward III. But I know of no collateral evidence to illustrate

or disprove it.

- Tallages were imposed without consent of parliament in 17 E. I., Wykes; and in 32 E.
I., Brady. In the latter instance the king also gave leave to the lay and spiritual nobility to
set a tallage on their own tenants. This was subsequent to the Confirmatio Chart.arum, and

1 nnicstionably illegal.
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runs, nd faciendum tunc quod dc communi consilio ordinabitiir in

pra-missis. The same words arc inserted in the writ of 26 E. I. In
that of 28 K. I. tlie kni^^lits are directed to be sent cum plenii potestatc

audiendi et faciendi fju-u ibidem ordinari contigerint pro communi
commodo. Several others of the same reign have the words ad facien-

dum. The difficulty is to pronounce, whether this term is to be
interpreted in the sense of performing^ or of enactin(^ ; whether the

representatives of the commons were merely to learn from the lord-,

wiiat was to be done, or to bear their part in advising upon it. Tlvj

earliest writ, that of 22 E. I., certainly implies the latter; and I do
not know that any of the rest are conclusive to the contrary. In the

reign of Edward II., the words ad consentiendum alone, or ad facien-

dum ct consentiendum, beL,nn ; and from that of Edward 1 1 1., this form
has been constantly used.i It must still, however, be hic,'hly ques-
tionable, whether the commons, who had so recently taken their place

in parliament, gave anything more than a constructive assent to the

laws enacted during this reign. They arc not even named in the pre-

amble of any statute till the last year of Edward I. Upon more than
one occasion, the sheriffs were directed to return the same members
who had sat in the last parliament, unless prevented by death or

infirmity.

It has been a very prevailing opinion, that parliament was not
divided into two houses at the first admission of the commons. If by
this is only meant that the commons did not occupy a separate cham-
ber till some time in the reign of Edward III., the proposition, true or

false, will be of little importance. They may have sat at the bottom
of Westminster Hall, w^hilc the lords occupied the upper end. But
that they were ever intermingled in voting, appears inconsistent with
likelihood and authority. The usual object of calling a parliament
was to impose taxes ; and these, for many years after the introduction

of the commons, were laid in different proportions upon the three

estates of the realm. Thus, in the 23 E. I., the earls, barons, and
knights gave the king an eleventh, the clergy a tenth, while he obtained
a seventh from the citizens and burgesses ; in the twenty-fourth of the

same king, the two former of these orders gave a twelfth, the last an
eighth ; in the thirty-third year, a thirtieth was the grant of the barons
and knights, and of the clergy, a twentieth of the cities and towns ; in

the first of Edward II., the counties paid a twentieth, the towns a
fifteenth ; in the sixth of Edward III., the rates were a fifteenth and a
tenth. These distinct grants imply distinct grantors ; for it is not to

be imagined that the commons intermeddled in those affecting the

lords, or the lords in those of the commons. In fact, however, there

is abundant proof of their separate existence long before the seven-

teenth of Edward III., which is the epoch assigned by Carte, or even
the sixth of that king, which has been chosen by some other writers.

Thus the commons sat at Acton Burnell in the eleventh of Edward I.,

while the upper house was at Shrewsbury. In the eighth of Edward
II., "the commons of England complain to the king and his council,"

1 It maj' be remarked, that writs of summons to great councils, never ran ad facienduni,

but ad tractandum, consulendum ct consentiendum ; from which some would infer that faci-

endum had the sense of enacting; since statutes could not be passed in such assemblies.
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&c. These must surely have been the commons assembled in parlia-

ment, for who else could thus have entitled themselves? In the nine-

tccntli of the same king, we find several petitions, evidently proceeding
from the body of the commons in parliament, and complaining of

public grievances. The roll of i E. III., though mutilated, is conclu-

sive to show that separate petitions were then presented by the com-
mons, according to the regular usage of sui)sequcnt times. And,
indeed, the preamble of i E. III., stat. 2, is apparently capable of no
other inference.

As the knights of shires correspond to the lower nobility of other

feudal countries, we have less cause to be surprised that they belonged
originally to the same branch of parliament as the barons, than at their

subsequent intermixture with men so inferior in station as the citizens

and burgesses. It is by no means easy to define the point of time
when this distribution was settled ; but I think it may be inferred

from the rolls of parliament, that the houses were divided as they are

at present, in the eighth, ninth, and nineteenth years of Edward II.

This appears, however, beyond doubt, in the first of Edward III.

Yet, in the sixth of the same prince, though the knights and burgesses
are expressly mentioned to have consulted together, the former taxed
themselves in a smaller rate of subsidy than the latter.

The proper business of the House of Commons was to petition for

redress of grievances as much as to provide for the necessities of the

crown. In the prudent fiction of English law, no wrong is supposed
to proceed from the source of right. The throne is fixed upon a pin-

nacle, which perpetual beams of truth and justice irradiate, though
corruption and partiality may occupy the middle region, and cast

their chill shade upon all below. In his high court of parliament, a
king of England was to learn where injustice had been unpunished,
[\nd where right had been delayed. The common courts of law, if

they were sufficiently honest, were not sufficiently strong to redress

the subject's injuries, where the officers of the crown, or the nobles
interfered. To parliament he looked as the great remedial court for

relief of private as well as public grievances. For this cause it was
ordained in the fifth of Edward II., that the king should hold a par-
liament once, or, if necessary, twice every year ;

" that the pleas which
have been thus delayed, and those where the justices have differed,

may be brought to a close." And a short act of 4 Edward III., which
kvas not very strictly regarded, provides that a parliament shall be held
''every year, or oftener, if need be." ^ By what persons, or under what
[imitations, this jurisdiction in parliament was exercised, will come
under our future consideration.

The efficacy of a king's personal character, in so imperfect a state

:)f government, was never more strongly exemplified than in the two
first Edwards. The father, a little before his death, had humbled his
boldest opponents among the nobility ; and as for the commons, so
far from claiming a right of remonstrating, we have seen cause to

doubt whether they were accounted effectual members of the legisla-

I
Annu.-il sessions of parliament seem fully to satisfy the words, and still more the spirit of

his act, and of 3G E. III. ; which, however, are repealed by implication from the provisions
;>f (S W. III. But it wa.s very rare under the Plantagcnct dynasty for a parliament lo con-
tinue more than a year.
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turc, for any purposes but taxation. But in the very second year of
the son's rci;;n, they granted th<

-•
-

^^

"upon this condition, that tlic I ;it

redress upon certain articles, wherein they are a;:,'^jrievcd." These were
answered at the ensuing parhament, and are enicrcd, with the kin:,''s

respective promises of redress, upon the roll. It will be worth while
to extract part of this record, that wc may ^ " c the comj)laiiits

of the commons of England, and their noii _ : in 1309. 1 have
chosen, on this as on other occasions, to translate very literally, at the
expense of some stiffness, and perhaps of obscurity, in the language.

" The good people of the kingdom who are come hither to parlia-

ment, pray our lord the king that he will, if it pic '

'

rd
to his poor subjects, who are much aggrieved by 1 re

not governed as they should be ; especially as to the articles of the
Great Charter ; and for this, if it please him, they pray remedy.
Besides which they pray their lord the king to hear what has long
aggrieved his people, and still does so from day to day, on t"! i
those who call themselves his officers, and to amend it. if he ,

The articles, eleven in number, are to the following purport :— i. That
the king's purveyors seize great quantities of victuals without payment

;

2. That new customs are set on wine, cloth, and other imports
; 3.

That the current coin is not so good as formerly ;^ 4, 5. That the
steward and marshal enlarge their jurisdiction beyond measure to the
oppression of the people ; 6. That the commons find none to receive

petitions addressed to the council
; 7. That the collectors of the king's

dues (pernours des prises) in towns and at fairs, take more than is

lawful ; 8. That men are delayed in their civil suits by writs of protec-

tion
; 9. That felons escape punishment by procuring charters of

pardon ; 10. That the constables of the king's castles take cognisance
of common pleas ; 11. That the king's escheators oust men of lands
held by good title, under a pretence of an inquest of their office.

These articles display in a short compass the nature of those
grievances, which existed under almost all the princes of the Planta-

genet dynasty, and are spread over the rolls of parliament for more
than a century after this time. Edward gave the amplest assurances
of putting an end to them all ; except in one instance, the augmented
customs or imports, to which he answered rather evasively, that he
would take them off, till he should perceive whether himself and his

people derived advantage from so doing, and act thereupon as he
should be advised. Accordingly, the next year, he issued writs to

collect these new customs again. But the Lords Ordainers superseded
the writs, having entirely abrogated all illegal impositions. It does
not appear, however, that, regard had to the times, there was anythir.:,'-

very tyrannical in Edward's government. He set tallages sometime:
like his father, on his demesne tOAvns without assent of parliament. \\\

the nineteenth year of his reign, the commons show, that " vrhereas

we and our ancestors have given many tallages to the king's ancestors

to obtain the charter of the forest, which charter we have had con-

1 This article is so expressed, as to make it appear that the grievance was the high price cf
commodities. But as this was the natural effect of a degraded currency, and the whole tenor
of these articles relates to abuses of government, I think it must have meant what I have
caid in the text.
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firmed by the present king, paying him Lirgely on our part
;
yet the

king's officers of the forest seize on lands, and destroy ditches, and
oppress the people, for which they pray remedy, for the sake of God
and his father's soul." They complain at the same time of arbitrary

imprisonment, against the law of the land. To both these petitions

the king returned a promise of redress ; and they complete the cata-

logue of the customary grievances in this period of our constitution.

During the reign of Edward II. the rolls of parliament are imperfect,

and we have not much assistance from other sources. The assent of

the commons, which frequently is not specified in the statutes of this

age, appears in two remarkable and revolutionary proceedings, the

appointment of the Lords Ordainers in 1312, and that of prince Ed-
ward as guardian of the realm in the rebellion which ended in the

king's dethronement. In the former case, it indicates that the aristo-

cratic party then combined against the crown were desirous of con-

ciliating popularity. An historian relates, that some of the commons
were consulted upon the ordinances to be made for the reformation of

governmiCnt. In the latter case, the deposition of Edward II., I am
satisfied, that the commons' assent was pretended in order to give

more speciousncss to the transaction.^ But as this proceeding, how-
ever violent, bears evident marks of having been conducted by persons
conversant in law, the mention of the commons may be deemed a
testimony to their constitutional right of participation with the peers

in making provision for a temporary defect of whatever nature in the

executive government.
During the long and prosperous reign of Edward III., the efforts of

parliament in behalf of their country were rewarded with success in

establishing upon a firm footing three essential principles of our
government ; the illegality of raising money without consent ; the

necessity that the two houses should concur for any alterations in the

law ; and, lastly, the right of the commons to inquire into public

abuses, and to impeach public counsellors. By exhibiting proofs of

each of these from'parliamentary records, I shall be able to substantiate

the progressive improvement of our free constitution, which was princi-

pally consolidated during the reigns of Edward III. and his two next
successors. Brady indeed. Carte, and the authors of the Parliamentary
Histoiy, have trod already over this ground ; but none of the three

can be considered as familiar to the generality of readers, and I may
• A record, which may be read in Brady's Hist, of England, and in Ryracr, relative to the

Erocccdings on Edward II. 's flight into Wales, and subsequent detention recites that "the
ing, having left his kingdom without government and gone away with notorious enemies of

the queen, prince, .ind realm ; divers prelates, earls, barons, and knights then being at Bris-

tol, in the pre-euce of the said queen and duke, (Pnnce Edward, duke of Cornwall,) by the
assent of tl;j wliolr connuonalty ofthe realm there being, unanimously elected the said duke
to be guardian of the said kingdom ; so that the said duke and guardian should rule and
govern the said realm, in the name and by the autliority of the king his father, he being thu-,

absent." But the king being taken, and brought back into England, the power thus dele-
gated to the guardian censed of course ; whereupon the bishop of Hereford was sent to press
the king to permit Oiat the great seal, which he had v.ith him, the prince h " -^ ' '"'v ti-%cd

his private seal, should be used in all things that required it. Accordingly i' it the
gre.it seal to the queen and prince. The bishop is said to have been thus t !.'d to
fetch the seal by the prince and queen, and by the said prelate^ and peers, loii-a the assent
ofthe said cotitmonalty then beins; at Hereford. It is jilain that these were mere words of
course ; for no parliament had been convoked, and no proper r .ives could have
been either at Bristol or Hereford. However, this is a very curii

, inasmuch as it

proves the importance attached to the forms of the constitution at Uii^ . --.._ J.
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at least lake credit for a sinccrcr love of liberty than any of their

writing's display.

In tlic sixtli year of Edward III. a parliament was called to provide
for the cincr^^'cncy of an Irisii rebellion ; wherein, "because the kin^
could not send troops and money to Ireland without the aid of his

people, the prelates, carls, barons, and other great men, and the
kni;;hts of shires, and all the commons, of their free will, for the said
purpose, and also in order that the king might live off his own, and
not vex his iico|)lc by excessive jiriscs nor in other manner, grant to

him the (ificenth penny, to levy off the commons,^ and the tenth from
the cities, towns, and royal demesnes. And the king, at the request
of the same, in ease of his people, grants that the commissions lately

made to certain persons assigned to set tallages on cities, towns, and
demesnes throughout England shall be immediately repealed ; and
that in time to come he will not set such tallage, except as it has been
done in the time of his ancestors, and as he may reasonably do.

These concluding words are of dangerous implication, and certainly

it was not the intention of Edward, inferior to none of his predecessors in

the love of power, to divest himself of that eminent prerogative, which,
however illegally since the Confirmatio Chartarum, had been exercised
by them all. But the parliament took no notice of this reservation,

and continued with unshaken perseverance to insist on this incontest-

able and fundamental right, which he was prone enough to violate.
• In the thirteenth year of this reign, the lords gave their answer to

commissioners sent to open the parliament and to treat with them on
the king's part, in a sealed roll. This contained a grant of the tenth

sheaf, fleece and lamb. But, before they gave it, they took care to

have letters patent shown them, by which the commissioners had
powder "to grant some graces to the great and small of the kingdom."
" And the said lords," the roll proceeds to say, " will, that the imposi-

tion (malestoste) which now again has been levied upon wool be
entirely abolished, that the old customary duty be kept, and that they
may have it by charter, and by enrolment in parliament, that such
custom be never more levied, and that this grant now made to the

king, or any other made in time past, shall not turn hereafter to their

charge or be drawn into precedent." The commons, who gave their

answers in a separate roll, declared that they could grant no subsidy
without consulting their constituents ; and therefore begged that

another parliament might be summoned, and in the meantime they

would endeavour, by using persuasion w'ith the people of their respec-

tive counties, to procure the grant of a reasonable aid in the next

parliament. They demanded also, that the imposition on wool and
lead should be taken as it used to be in former times, " inasmuch as

it is enhanced without assent of the commons, or of the lords, as we
understand ; and, if it be otherwise demanded, that any one of the

commons may refuse it, (le puisse arester,) without being troubled on
that account, (saunz estre chalange.)

Wool, however, the staple export of that age, was too easy and
tempting a prey to be relinquished by a prince engaged in an impover-

1 "La commonalt^e" seems in this place to mean the tenants of land, or commons of the

counties, in contradistinction to citizens and burgesses.
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shing war. Seven years afterwards, in 20 E. III., we find the com-
nons praying, that the great subsidy of forty shilHngs upon the sack of

vool be taken off; and the old custom paid as heretofore was assented

o and granted. The government spoke this time in a more authorita-

ive tone. "As to this point, (the answer runs,) the prelates and others

leeing in what need the king stood of an aid before his passage beyond
sea, to recover his rights, and defend his kingdom of England, con-

lented, with the concurrence of,the merchants, that he should have, in

lid of his said war, and in defence of his said kingdom, forty shillings

)f subsidy for each sack of wool that should be exported beyond sea,

or two years to come. And upon this grant divers merchants have
nade many advances to our lord the king, in aid of his war ; for which
;ausc this subsidy cannot be repealed without assent of the king and
lis lords."

It is probable, that Edward's counsellors wished to establish a dis-

inction, long afterwards revived by those of James I., between customs
evicd on merchandise at the ports, and internal taxes. The statute

entitled Confirmatio Chartarum had manifestly taken away the prero-

gative of imposing the latter, which indeed had never extended beyond
he tenants of the royal demesne. But its language was not quite so

explicit as to the former, although no reasonable doubt could be enter-

ained that the intention of the legislature was to abrogate every species

)f imposition unauthorised by parliament. The thirtieth section of
Magna Charta had provided, that foreign merchants should be free

from all tributes, except the ancient customs ; and it was strange to

suppose, that natives were excluded from the benelit of that enactment,
i'et, owing to the ambiguous and elliptical style so frequent in our
Dlder laws, this was open to dispute, and could perhaps only be ex-

Dlained by usage. Edward I., in despite of both these statutes, had
;ct a duty of threepence in the pound upon goods imported by merchant
strangers. This imposition was noticed as a grievance in the third

^'ear of his successor, and repealed by the Lorde Ordainers. It was
revived, however, by Edward III., and continued to be levied ever
ifterwards.l

Edward was led by the necessities of his unjust and expensive war
into another arbitrary encroachment, of which we find as many com-
plaints as of his pecuniary extortions. The commons pray, in the same
parliament of 20 E. III., that commissions should not issue for the
future out of chancery, to charge the people with providing men-at-
[\rms, hobelcrs, (or light cavalry,) archers, victuals, or in any other
manner, without consent of parliament. It is replied to this petition,

that " it is notorious how in many parliaments the lords and commons
liad promised to aid the king in his quarrel with their bodies and goods
as far as was in their power ; wherefore the said lords, seeing the ne-
cessity in which the king stood of having aid of men-at arms, hobelers,
and archers, before his passage to recover his rights beyond sea, and
to defend his realm of England, ordained, that such as had five pounds
a year or more in land on this side of Trent should furnish men-at-

1 Edward III. imposed another duty on cloth exported, on the pretence that, as the wool
must have paid a tax, he had a right to place the wrought and unwrought article on an
equahty. The commons remonstrated against this, but it was not rrpcaled. This took place
about 22 E. III. H.-»le's Treatise.

• ' *

2 H
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arms, holjclcrs, and archers, accordinpj to the proportion of bnd ihr

held, to attend the kin^ at his cost ; and some who would nr:*' - »

themselves, nor find others in their stead, were willin^^to f^ivc

wheiewilh.d he might provide himself with >>ome in t! 1

thus the thinj^ has been done, and no otherwise. Aw. ,,, ,

that licnccforth what has been thus done in this necessity be not drawn
into consequence or example."
The commons were not abashed by these arbitrary pretensions

;

they knew that by incessant remonstrances they should ^ain at least

one essential point, that of prcventini^ the crown from claiming; these

usurpations as uncontested prerogatives. 'Ihe roll of parliament in

the next two years, the 21st and 22d of Edward III., is full of the same
complaints on one side, and the same allegations of necessity on the

other. In the latter year, the commons grant a subsidy, on condition

that no illegal levying of money should take place, with several other

remedial provisions ;
" and that these conditions should be entered on

the roll of parliament, as a matter of record, by v/hich they may have
remedy, if anything should be attempted to the contrary in time to

come." From this year the complaints of extortion become rather less

frequent ; and soon afterwards a statute was jjassed, " That no man
shall be constrained to find men-at-arms, hobelers, nor archers, other

than those which hold by such services, if it be not by common assent

and grant made in parliament." Yet even in the last year of Edv.ard's

reign, when the boundaries of prerogative and the rights of parliament
were better ascertained, the king lays a sort of claim to impose charges
upon his subjects in cases of great necessity, and for the defence of his

kingdom. But this more humble language indicates a change in the

spirit of government, which, after long fretting impatiently at the curb,

began at length to acknowledge the controlling hand of law.

These are the chief instances of a struggle bet^vcen the crown and
commons as to arbitrary taxation ; but there are two remarkable pro-

ceedings in the 45th and 46th of Edward, which, though they would
not have been endured in later times, are rather anomalies arising out
of the unsettled state of the constitution and the recency of parlia-

mentary rights than mere encroachments of the prerogative. In the

former year, parliament had granted a subsidy of fifty thousand pounds,
to be collected by an assessment of twenty-two shillings and threepence
upon every parish, on a presumption that the parishes in England
amounted to forty-five thousand, whereas they were hardly a fifth of

that number. This amazing mistake was not discovered till the par-

liament had been dissolved. Upon its detection, the king summioned
a great council, consisting of one knight, citizen, and burgess, named
by himself, out of two that had been returned to the last parliament.

To this assembly the chancellor .set forth the deficiency of the last

subsidy, and proved by the certificates of all the bishops in England,
how strangely the parliament had miscalculated the number of parishes

;

whereupon they increased the parochial assessment, by their cwn
authority, to one hundred and sixteen shillings. It is obvious, that

the main intention of parliament was carried into effect by this irregu-

larity, which seems to have been the subject of no complaint. In the

next parliament, a still more objectionable measure was resorted to

;
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aftct the petitions of the commons had been answered, and the knights

dismissed, the citizens and burgesses were convened before tlie prince

of Wales and the lords in a room near the white chamber, and soli-

cited to renew their subsidy of forty shillings upon the tun of wine,

and sixpence in the pound upon other imports, for safe convoy of

shipping, during one year more ; to which they assented ;
*' and so

departed."!

The second constitutional principle established in the reign of

Edward III. was, that the king and two houses of parliament in con-

junction possessed exclusively the right of legislation. Laws were
now declared to be made by the king at the request of the commons,
and by the assent of the lords and prelates. Such at least was the

general form, though for many subsequent ages there was no invariable

regularity in this respect. The commons, Avho till this reign were
rarely mentioned, were now as rarely omitted in the enacting clause.

In fact, it is evident from the rolls of parliament, that statutes were
almost always founded upon their petition.- These petitions, with the

respective answers made to them in the king's name, were drawn up
after the end of the session in the form of laws, and entered upon the

statute-roll. But here it must be remarked, that the petitions were
often extremely qualified and altered by the answer, insomuch that

many statutes of this and some later reigns by no menns express the

true sense of the commons. Sometimes they contented themselves

with showing their grievance, and praying remedy from the king and
his council. Of this one eminent instance is the great statute of

treasons. In tlie petition whereon this act is founded, it is merely
prayed that, " whereas the king's justices in different counties adjudge
persons indicted before them to be traitors for sundry matters not

known by the commons to be treason, it would please the king, by his

council and by the great and wise men of the land, to declare what
are treasons in this present parliament." The answer to this petition

contains the existing statute, as a declaration on the king's part. But
there is no appearance that it received the direct assent of the lower
house. In the next reigns, we shall find more remarkable instances
of assuming a consent which was never positively given.

The statute of treasons, however, was supposed to be declaratory of

the ancient law ; in permanent and material innovations, a more direct

concurrence of all the estates was probably required. A new statute,

to be perpetually incorporated with the law of England, was regarded
as no light matter. It was a very common answer to a petition of the

commons, in the earlier part of this reign, that it could not be granted

1 In the mode of levying subsidies a remarkable improvement took place early in the reign

of Edward III. Originally two chief txxors were appointed by the king for each county, who
named twelve persons in every hundred to assess the movable estate of all inhabitants ac-

cording to its re.U value. But in 8 E. III., on complaint of parliament that these taxorswcre
partial, commissioners were sent round to compound with every town and parish for a gross
sum, which was from thenceforth the fi.xed quota of subsidy, and raised by the inhabitants
themselves. Brady on Boroughs.

^ Laws appear to have been drawn up and proposed to the two houses by the king down to
the time of Edward I.

Sometimes the representatives of particular places address separate petitions to the king
and council, as the citizens of London, the commons of Devonshire, &c. These are inter-

mingled with the general petitions, and together are vcrj' numerous. In the roll of 50 Ed»r.
III. they amount to 140.
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without makin;,' a new law. After the parliament of 14 E. III., a
certain nuinlxr of prelates, barons, and counsellors, with twelve knip^'lu ,

and six buri^csscs, were appointed to sit from day to day in order to

turn such petitions and answers, as were fit to be perpetual, into a
statute ; but for such as were of a temporary nature, the king issued
his letters patent. This reluctance to innovate without necessity, and
to swell the number of laws which all were bound to know and obey
•with an accumulation of transitory enactments, led, apparently, to the
distinction between statutes and ordinances. The latter are indeed
defined by some lawyers to be re;^ulations proceedin;^ from the kin;^

and lords without concurrence of the commons. But if this be appli-

cable to some ordinances, it is certain that the word, even when opposed
to statute, with which it is often synonymous, sometimes denotes an
act of the whole Ic^^islaturc. In the 37th of Edward III., when divers

sumptuary regulations against excess of apparel were made in full

parliament, " it was demanded of the lords and commons, inasmuch
as the matter of their petitions was novel, and unheard of before,

whether they would have them granted by way of ordinance or of

statute. They answered that it would be best to have them by way of

ordinance and not of statute, in order that anything which should need
amendment might be amended at the next parliament." So much
scruple did they entertain about tampering with the statute law of the
kingdom.

Ordinances which, if it were not for their partial or temporary
operation, could not well be distinguished from laws,^ were often

established in great councils. These assemblies, which frequently

occurred in Edward's reign, were hardly distinguishable, except in

name, from parliaments, being constituted not only of those who were
regularly summoned to the House of Lords, but of deputies from
counties, cities, and boroughs. Several places that never returned

burgesses to parliament have sent deputies to some of these councils.^

The most remarkable of these was that held in the 27th of Edward
III., consisting of one knight for each county, and of deputies from all

the cities and boroughs, wherein the ordinances of the staple were
established. These were previously agreed upon by the king and
lords, and copies given, one to the knights, another to the burgesses.

The roll tells us, that they gave their opinion in writing to the council,

after much deliberation, and that this was read and discussed by the

great men. These ordinances fix the staple of wool in particular

places within England, prohibit English merchants from exporting

that article under pain of death, inflict sundry other penalties, create

jurisdictions, and in short, have the effect of a new and important law.

After they were passed, the deputies of the commons granted a subsidy
for three years, complained of grievances, and received answers, as if

in a regular parliament. But they were aware that these proceedings

partook of some irregularity, and endeavoured, as was their constant

^ " If there be any difference between an odinance and a statute, a'; some h^ve collected,

it is but oniy this, that an ordinance is but temporary till confirmed and made perpetual; but
a statute is perpetual at first, and so have some ordinances also been."

2 These may be found in Willis's Notitia Parliamentaria. In 28 E. I. the universities were
summoned to send members to a Jireat council, in order to defend the king's right to the king-
dom «f ScoUsu2«i.
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method, to keep up the le.ijal forms of the constitution. In the last

petition of this council, the commons pray, "because many articles

touching the state of the king, and common profit of his kinL^dom have
been agreed by hnn, the prelates, lords, and commons of his land, at

this council, that the said articles may be recited at the next pnrlia-

ment, and entered upon the roll ; for this cause, that ordinances and
agreements made in council are not of record, ns if tiiey had been
made in a general parliament." This accordingly was done at the

ensui ig parliament, when these ordinances were expressly confirmed,
and directed to be "holden for a statute to endure always.*'

It must be confessed, that the distinction between ordinances and
statutes is very obscure, and perliaps no precise and uniform principle

can be laid down about it. But it sufficiently appears that wh.itever

provisions altered the common law, or any former statute, and were
entered upon the statute-roll transmitted to the sherifis, and promul-
gated to the people as general obligatory enactments, were holdcn to

require the positive assent of both houses of parliament, duly and
formally summoned.

Before we leave this subject, it will be proper to take notice of a
remarkable stretch of prerogative, which, if drawn into precedent,

would have effectually subverted this principle of parlinmentnry con-

sent in legislation. In the I5lh of Edward III. petitions were pre-

sented of a bolder and more enervating cast than was acceptable to

the court ; that no peer should be put to answer for any trespass,

except before his peers ; that commissioners should be assigned to

examine the accounts of such as had received public monies ; that the

judges and ministers should be sworn to observe the Great Charter
and other laws ; and that they should be appointed in parliament.

The last of these was probably the most obnoxious ; but the king,

unwilling to defer a supply which was granted merely upon condition

that these petitions should prevail, suffered them to pass into a statute

with an alteration which did not take off much from their efficacy
;

namely, that these officers should indeed be appointed by the king
with the advice of his council, but should surrender their charges at

the next parliament, and be there responsible to any who should have
cause of complaint against them. 'I he chancellor, treasurer, and
judges entered their protestation, that ihcy had not assented to the

said statutes, nor could ihcy observe them, in case they should prove
contrary to the laws and customs of the kingdom, which they were
sworn to maintain. This is the first instance of a protest on the roll

of parliament against the passing of an act. Nevertheless, they were
compelled to swear on the cross of Canterbury to its observance.
This excellent statute was attempted too early for complete success.

Edward's ministers plainly saw that it left them at the mercy of future

parliaments, who would readily learn the wholesome and constitutional

principle of sparing the sovereign, while they punished his advisers.

They had recourse, therefore, to a violent measure, but which was
likely in those times to be endured. By a proclamation addressed to

all the sheriffs, the king revokes and annuls the statute, as contrary to

the laws and customs of England, and to his own just rights and pre-

rogatives, which he had sworn to preserve ; declaring that he had
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never consented to its passing, but having previously protested thai he
would revoke it, lest the parhamcnt should have been separated in

wrath, had dissembled, as was his duty, and permitted the great seal

to be affixed ; and that it appeared to the carls, barons, and other
learned persons of his kin^^'dom, with whom he h ' Ited, that as
the said statute had not proceeded from his own ..1, it was null,

and could not have the name or force of law.i Tins revocation of a
statute, as the price of which a subsidy had been j,'rantcd, v.as a gross
infringement of law, and undoubtedly passed for such at that time

;

for the riL;ht was already clear, though the remedy was not always
attainable. Two years afterwards, Edward met his parliament, when
that obnoxious statute was formally repealed.

Notwithstanding the king's unwillingness to permit this control of

parliament over his administration, he suffered, or rather solicited their

interference in matters which have since been reckoned the exclusive
province of the crown. This was an unfair trick of his policy. He
was desirous, in order to prevent any murmuring about subsidies, to
throw the war upon parliament as their own act, though none could
have been commenced more selfishly for his own benefit, or less for

the advantage of the people of England. It is called '' the war which
our lord the king has undertaken against his adversary of France by
common assent of all the lords and commons of his realm in divers
parliaments." And he several times refeiTcd it to them to advise upon
the subject of peace. But the commons showed their humility or dis-

cretion by treating this as an invitation which it would show good
manners to decHne, though in the i8th of the king^s reign they had
joined with the lords in imploring the king to make an end of the war
by a battle, or by a suitable peace. "Most dreaded lord,'"' they say
upon one occasion, " as to your war and the equipment necessary for

it, we are so ignorant and simple that we know not how, nor have the
power to devise ; wherefore we pray your grace to excuse us in this

matter, and that it please you, with advice of the great and v.ise per-

sons of your council to ordain what seems best to you for the honour
and profit of yourself and your kingdom ; and whatever shall be thus
ordained by assent and agreement for you and your lords, we readily

assent to, and will hold it firmly established." At another time, after

their petitions had been answered, '' it was showed to the lords and
commons by Bartholomew de Burghersh, the king's chamberlain, how
a treaty had been set on foot between the king and his adversary of

France ; and how he had good hope of a final and agreeable issue with

God's help ; to which he would not come without assent of the lords

and commons. Wherefore the said chamberlain inquired on the

king's part of the said lords and commons, whether they would assent

and agree to the peace, in case it might be had by treaty between the

parties. To which the said commons Avith one voice replied, that

whatever end it should please the king and lords to make of the treaty

would be agreeable to them. On which answer the chamberlain said

to the commons, then you will assent to a perpetual treaty of peace if

it can be had. And the said commons answered at once and unani-

1 Rymer, t. v. p. 282. This instrument betrays in its langiiage Edward's consciousness of

the violent step he was taking, and his wish to excuse it as much as possible.

ri
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mously, Yes, yes." The lords were not so diffident. Their great sta-

tion as hereditary counsellors gave them weight in all deliberations of

government ; and they seem to have pretended to a negative voice in

the question of peace. At least they answer, upon the proposals made
by David, king of Scots, in 1368, which were submitted to them in

parhament, that, " saving to the said David and his heirs the articles

contained therein, they saw no way of making a treaty which would
not openly turn to the disherison of the king and his heirs, to which
they would on no account assent ; and so departed for that day."i A
few years before, they had made a similar answer to some other pro-

positions from Scotland. It is not improbable, that in both these
cases, they acted with the concurrence and at the instigation of the
king ; but the precedents might have been remembered in other cir-

cumstances.
A third important acquisition of the House of Commons during this

reign was the estabUshment of their right to investigate and chastise

the abuses of administration. In the fourteenth of Edward III., a
committee of the lords' house had been appointed to examine the
accounts of persons responsible for the receipt of the last subsidy ; but
it does not appear that the commons were concerned in this. The
unfortunate statute of the next year contained a similar provision,
which was annulled with the rest. Many years elapsed before the
commons tried the force of their vindictive ami. We must pass on-
ward an entire generation of man, and look at the parliament as-

sembled in the fiftieth of Edward III. Nothing memorable as to the
interference of the commons in government occuis before, unless it be
their request, in the forty-fifth of the king, that no clergyman should
be made chancellor, treasurer, or other great officer ; to which the
king answered, that he would do that which best pleased his council.

It will be remembered by every one who has read our history, that
in the latter years of Edward's life his fame was tarnished by the
ascendency of the duke of Lancaster and Alice Ferrers. The former,
a man of more ambition than his capacity seems to have warranted,
even incurred the suspicion of meditating to set aside the heir of the
crown, when the Black Prince should have sunk into the grave.
Whether he were wronged or not by these conjectures, they certainly
appear to have operated on those most concerned to take alarm at
them. A parliament met in April 1376, wherein the general unpopu-
larity of the king's administration, or the influence of the Prince of
Wales, led to very remarkable consequences.^ After granting a sub-
sidy, the commons, " considering the evils of the country, through so
many wars and other causes, and that the officers now in the king's
service are insufficient without further assistance for so great a charge,
pray that the council be strengthened by the addition of ten or twelve
bishops, lords, and others, to be constantly at hand, so that no busi-

l Carte says, " the lords and commons giving this advice separately, declared," &c. I can
find no mention of the commons doing this in tne roll of parliament.

- Most of our general historians have slurred over this important session. The best view,
perhaps, of its secret history will be found in Lowth's Life of Wykeham ; an instructive and
elei^ant work, only to be blamed for marks of that acadcmicnl point of honoiir, which make^
a fellow of a college too indiscriminate an encomiast of its founder. Another modem book
may be named with commendation, though very inferior in ii.s execution, Godwin's Life of
Chancer, of which the dtihc of Lancaster is tl-c noliti ::il hrrn.
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ncss of weight should be despatched without the consent of all ; nor
smaller iiiiiltcrs without that of four or six." 'Ihr • 1 to

come willi alacrity into this measure, which was i , - rict

restraint on them and all other officers from taking presents in the

course of their duty. After this, " the said commons appeared in pnr-

liament, proiestini; that they had the same j^ood-will as ever to ass;st

the kin^ with their lives and fortunes ; but that it seemed to f

their said liege lord had always possessed about him faithful -

lors and good officers, he would have been so rich that he would have
had no need of charging his commons with subsidy and tallage, con-

sidering the great ransoms of the P rench and Scotch kings, and of so

many other prisoners ; and that it appeared to be for the private ad-

vantage of some near the king, and of others by their collusion, that

the king and kingdom are so impoverished, and the commons so

ruined. And they promised the king that if he would do speedy jus-

tice on such as should be found guilty, and take from them what law
and reason permit, with what had been already granted in parliament,

they will engage that he should be rich enough to maintain his wars
for a long time, without much charging his people in any manner.'
They next proceeded to allege three particular grievances : the removal
of the staple from Calais, where it had been fixed by parliament,

through the procurement and advice of the said private counacil

about the king; the participation of the same persons in lenc;i ,,

money to the kmg at exorbitant usury ; and their purchasing at a lov/

rate for their own benefit old debts from the crown, the whole of which
they had afterwards induced the king to repay to themselves. For
these and for many other misdemeanours, the commons accused and
impeached the lords Latimer and Nevil, with four merchants, Lyon?,
Ellis, Peachey, and Bury. Latimer had been chamberlain, and Nevil
held another office. The former was the friend and creature of the

duke of Lancaster. Nor was this parliament at all nice in touching a
point where kings least endure their interference. An ordinance was

, made, that '' whereas many women prosecute the suits of others in

\ courts of justice by way of maintenance, and to get profit thereby,

\ which is displeasing to the king, he forbids any woman henceforward,
* and especially Alice Ferrers, to do so, on pain of said Alice forfeiting

I all her goods, and suftering banishment from the kingdom."
The part which the prince of Wales, who had ever been distinguished

for his respectful demeanour towards Edward, bore in this unprece-
dented opposition, is strong evidence of the jealousy with which he
regarded the duke of Lancaster ; and it was led in the House of Com-
mons by Peter de la Mare, a servant of the earl of March, who, by his

marriage with Philippa, heiress of Lionel, duke of Clarence, stood next

after the young prince Richard in lineal succession to the crown. The
proceedings of this session were indeed highly popular. But no house
of commons would have gone such lengths on the mere support of

popular opinion, unless instigated and encouraged by higher authority.

Without this, their petitions might perhaps have obtained, for the sake
of subsidy, an immediate consent ; but those who took the lead in

preparing them must have remained unsheltered after a dissolution,

to abide the vengeance of the crown, with no assurance that another
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parliament would espouse their cause as its own. Such, indeed, was
their fate in the present instance. Soon after the dissolution of par-

liament, the prince of Wales, who, long sinking by fatal decay, had
rallied his expiring energies for this domestic combat, left his inherit-

ance to a child ten years old, Ricliard of Bourdeaux. Immediately
after this event, Lancaster recovered his influence ; and the former
favourites returned to court. Peter de la Mare was confined at Not-
tingham, where he remained two years. The citizens indeed attempted
an msurrection, and threatened to burn the Savoy, Lancaster's resi-

dence, if De la Mare was not released ; but the bishop of London
succeeded in appeasing them. A parliament met next year, which!
overthrew the work of its predecessor, restored those who had becnf
impeached, and repealed the ordinance against Alice Ferrers.^ So
little security will popular assemblies ever afford against arbitrary

power, when deprived of regular leaders, and the consciousness of

mutual fidelity.

The policy adopted by the prince of Wales and carl of March, in

employing the House of Commons as an cnj^ine of attack against an
obnoxious ministry, was perfectly novel, and indicates a sensible

change in the character of our constitution. In the reign of Edward
II., parliament had little share in resisting the government ; much
more was effected by the barons, through risings of their feudal

tenantry. Fifty years of authority better respected, of law better

enforced, had rendered these more perilous, and of a more violent

appearance than formerly. A surer resource presented itself in the

increased weight of the lower house in parliament. And this indirect

aristocratical influence gave a surprising impulse to that assembly, and
particularly tended to establish beyond quesiion its control over pub-
lic abuses. Is it less just to remark, that it also tended to preserve
the relation and harmony between each part and the other, and to

prevent that jarring of emulation and jealousy, which, though gener-

ally found in the division of power between a noble and a popular
estate, has scarcely ever caused a dissension, except in cases of little

moment, between our two houses of parliament .^

The commons had sustained, with equal firmness and discretion, a
defensive war against arbitrary power under Edward III.: they ad-
vanced with very different steps towards his successor. Upon the
king's death, though Richard's coronation took place without delay,

and no proper regency was constituted, yet a council of twelve, whom
the great officers of state were to obey, supplied its place to every
effectual intent. Among these the duke of Lancaster was not num-
bered ; and he retired from court in some disgust. In the first par-

liament of the young king, a large proportion of the knights who
had sat in that which impeached the Lancastrian party were re-

turned.- Peter de la Mare, now released from prison, was elected

Speaker ; a dignity which, according to some, he had filled in the

Good Parliament, as that of the fiftieth of Edward III. was popularly

' Not more than six or seven of the knights who had sat in the last parliament were re-

turned to this, as appears by the writs given in Prynne's 4th Register.
' Walsingham, says pene omnes; but the list published in Prynne induces me to qualify

this loose expression. Alice Perrers had bribed, he tells u-^, many of the lords, and ail tho
lawyers of England; yet by the perseverance of these kaights she was convicted.
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styled ; ihouj^li the rolls do not mention cither him or any other as
bcarin;; that h(jiiourablc name before Sir '

parliament ol" the following; year. The pr* ,, . a Li

rers was now revived ; not, as far as appears, by direct impeachment
of the commons ; but articles wore exhibited against her in the I-Io ;

of Lords on the kinj^'s part, for breaking the ordinances made aga.;

licr intermeddling at court ; upon which she received judgment of

banishment and forfeiture. At the request of the lower house, the
lords, in the king's name, appointed nine persons of different ranks

;

three bishops, two carls, two bannerets, and two bachelors, to be a
permanent council about the king, so that no business of importance
should be tranh)actcd without their unanimous ' The kin

;

was even compelled to consent that, during his j ), the chan-
cellor, treasurer, judges, and other chief officers should be made in

parliament ; by which provision, combined with that of the parlia-

mentary council, the whole executive government was transferred to

the two houses. A petition, that none might be employed in the

king's service, nor belong to his council, who had been formerly ac-

cused upon good grounds, struck at Lord Latimer, who had retained

some degree of power in the new establishment. Another, suggesting
that Gascony, Ireland, Artois, and the Scottish marches were in dan-
ger of being lost for want of good officers, though it were so generally

worded as to leave the means of remedy to the king's pleasure, ye:

shows a growing energy, and self-confidence in that assembly, which
not many years before had thought the question of peace or war too
high for their deliberation. Their subsidy was sufficiently liberal

;

but they took care to pray the king that fit persons might be assigned
for its receipt and disbursement, lest it should in any way be diverted

from the purposes of the war. Accordingly, Walworth and Philpot.

two eminent citizens of London, were appointed :o this office, and
sworn in parliament to its execution.

But whether through the wastefulness of government, or rather

because Edward's legacy, the French war, like a ruinous and inter-

minable lawsuit, exhausted all public contributions, there was an
equally craving demand for subsidy at the next meeting of parliament.

The commons now made a more serious stand. The speaker, Sir

James Pickering, after the protestation against giving offence, which
has since become more matter of form than perhaps it was then con-
sidered, reminded the lords of the council of a promise made to the

last parliament, that if they would help the king for once with a large

subsidy, so as to enable him to undertake an expedition against the

enemy, he trusted not to call on them again, but to support the w?.r

from his own revenues ; in faith of which promise there had been
granted the largest sum that any king of England had ever been suf-

fered to levy within so short a time, to the utmost loss and inconveni-

ence of the commons
;

part of which ought still to remain in the

treasury, and render it unnecessary to burthen anew the exhausted
people. To this Scrope, lord steward of the household, protesting that

he knew not of any such promise, made answer by order of the king,

that, saving the honour and reverence of our lord the king, and the

lords there present, the commons did not speak truth in asserting that
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part of the last subsidy should be still in the treasury ; it being notori-

ous that every penny had gone into the hands of Walworth and Philpot,

appointed and sworn treasurers in the last parliament, to receive and
expend it upon the purposes of the war, for which they had in eftect

disbursed the whole." Not satisfied with this general justilication, the

commons pressed for an account of the expenditure. Scrope was again

commissioned to answer, that " though it had never been seen, that

of a subsidy or other grant made to the king in parliament or out of

parliament by the commons, any account had afterwards been rendered
to the commons, or to any other except the king and his officers, yet

the king to gratify them, of his own accord, without doing it by way of

right, would have Walworth, along with certain persons of the council,

cxlnbit to them in writing a clear account of the receipt and expendi-

ture, upon condition that this should never be used as a precedent, nor
inferred to be done otherwise than by the king's spontaneous com-
mand." The commons were again urged to provide for the public

defence, being their own concern, as much as that of the king. But
they merely shifted their ground, and had recourse to other pretences.

They requested that five or six peers might come to them, in order to

discuss this question of subsidy. The lords entirely rejected this pro-

posal, and affirmed that such a proceeding had never been known
except in the three last parliaments ; but allowed that it had been the

course to elect a committee of eight or ten from each house, to confer

easily and without noise together. The commons acceded to this,

and a committee of conference was appointed, though no result of

their discussion appears upon the roll.

Upon examining the accounts submitted to them, these sturdy com-
moners raised a new objection. It appeared that large sums had been
expended upon garrisons in France and Ireland, and other places

beyond the kingdom, of which they protested themselves not liable to

bear the charge. It was answered that Gascony and the king's other
dominions beyond sea were the outworks of England, nor could
the people ever be secure from war at their thresholds, unless these
were ma^intained. They lastly insisted that the king ought to be rich

through the wealth that had devolved on him from his grandfather.

But this was affirmed, in reply, to be merely sufficient for the payment
of Edward's creditors. Thus driven from all their arguments, the

commons finally consented to a moderate additional imposition upon
the export of wool and leather, which were already subject to consider-

able duties, apologising on account of their poverty for the slenderness

of their grant.

The necessities of government, however, let their cause be what it

might, were by no means feigned ; and a new parliament was assembled
about seven months after the last, wherein the king, without waiting

for a petition, informed the commons that the treasurers were ready
to exhibit their accounts before them. This was a signal victory after

the reluctant and ungracious concession made to the last parliament.
Nine persons of different ranks were appointed at the request of the
commons to investigate the state of the revenue, and the disposition

which had been made of the late king's personal estate. They ended
by granting a poll-tax, which they pretended to think adequate to the
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supply required. But in those times no one possessed any statistical

knowlcd;;c, and every calculalion which required it was subject to
enormous error, of which wc have already sfcn an eminent cx-impl'^.

In the next parhament (3 Ric. II.) it was set forlh, that only ^22,000
had l;een collected by the poll-tax, while the pay of the kin^^'s troops
hired for the expedition to Britany, the pretext of the grant, had
amounted for but half a year to ^50,000. '1 he kinf^, in short, was
more btrailcncd than ever. His distresses ^ave no small advanta;^e to

the commons. Their speaker was instructed to declare that, as it ap-

peared to them, if the affairs of their liege lord had been properly
conducted at home and abroad, he could not have wanted aid of his

commons, who now are poorer than before. They pray that as the
king was so much advanced in age and discretion, his perpetual council
(appointed in his first parliament) might be discharged of their labours ;

and that instead of them, the five chief officers of state, to wit, the
chancellor, treasurer, keeper of the privy seal, chamberlain, and steward
of the household, might be named in parliament, and declared to the
commons, as the king's sole counsellors, not removable before the next
parliament. They required also a general commission to be made
out similar to that in the last session, giving powers to a certain num-
ber of peers and other distinguished persons, to inquire into the state

of the household, as well as into all receipts and expenses since the
king's accession. The former petition seems to have been passed over ;

^

but a commission as requested was made out to three prelates, three

earls, three bannerets, three knights, and three citizens.'^ After guard-
ing thus, as they conceived, against malversation, but in effect rather

protecting their prosperity than themselves, the commons prolonged
the last imposition on wool and leather for another year.

It would be but repetition to make extracts from the rolls of the two
next years ; we have still the same taie ; demand of subsidy on one
side, remonstrance and endeavours at reformation on the other. After

the tremendous insurrection of the villeins, in 1382, a parliament was
convened to advise about repealing the charters of general manumis-
sion, extorted from the king by the pressure of circumstances. In this

measure all concurred ; but the commons were not afraid to say, that

the late risings had been provoked by the burthens which a prodigal

court had called for in the preceding session. Their language is un-
usually bold. " It seemed to them after full deliberation," they said,
" that unless the administration of the kingdom were speedily reformed,

the kingdom itself would be utterly lost, and ruined for ever, and
therein their lord the king, with all the peers and commons, which
God forbid. For true it is that there are such defects in the said ad-

ministration, as well about the king's person, and his household, as in

his courts of justice ; and by grievous-oopressions in the country through
maintainers of suits, who are, as it were, kings in the countr}', that

right and law are come to nothing, and the poor commons are from

1 Nevertheless, the commons repeated it in their schedule of petitions : and received aa
evasive answer, referring to an ordinance made in the first parliament of the king, the appli-

cation of which is indefinite.
2 In Rymer, the archbishop of York's name appears among these commissioners, which

makes their number sixteen. But it is plain by the instrumentj that only fifteen were meant
to be appointed.
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time to time so pillaged and ruined, partly by the kin^j^'s purveyors of

the household, and others who pay nothing for what they take, partly

by the subsidies and tallages raised upon them, and besides by the

oppressive behaviour of the servants of the king and other lords, and
especially of the foresaid maintiiners of suits, that they are reduced to

greater poverty and discomfort than ever they were before. And, more-
over, though great sums have been continually granted by and levied

upon them, for the defence of the kingdom, yet they are not the better

defended against their enemies, but every year are plundered and
wasted by sea and land, without any relief. Which calamities the said

poor commons, who lately used to live in honour and prosperity, can
no longer endure. And to speak the real truth, these mjuries lately

done to the poorer commons more than they ever suffered before,

caused them to rise, and to commit the mischief done in their late

riot ; and there is still cause to fear greater evils, if sufiicient remedy
be not timely provided against the outrages and oppressions aforesaid.

Wherefore may it please our lord the king, and the noble peers of the

realm now assembled in this parliament, to provide such remedy and
amendment as to the said administration, that the state and dignity

of the king in the first place, and of the lords may be preserved, as the

commons have always desired, and the commons may be put in peace
;

removing as soon as they can be detected, evil ministers and counsel-

lors, and putting in their stead the best and most sufticient, and taking
away all the bad practices which have led to the last rising, or else

none can imai^ine that this kingdom can longer subsist without greater

misfortunes than it ever endured. And for God's sake let it not be
forgotten, that there be put about the king and of his council, the best

lords and knights that can be found in the kingdom.
''And be it known (the entry proceeds) that after the king our lord

with the peers of the realm and his council had taken advice upon
these requests made to him for his good and his kingdom's as it really

appeared to him, willed and granted, that certain bishops, lords and
others, should be appointed to survey and examine in privy council both
the government of the king's person, and of his household, and to

suggest proper remedies wherever necessary, and report them to the

king. And it was said by the peers in parliament, that as it seemed
to them, if reform of government were to take place throughout the

kingdom, it should begin by the chief member, which is the king him-
self, and so from person to person, as well churchmen as others, and
place to place, from higher to lower, without sparing any degree." A
considerable number of commissioners were accordingly appointed,
whether by the king alone, or in parliament, does not appear ; the

latter, however, is more probable. They seem to have m ide some
pro;4ress in the work of reformation, for we find that the officers of the

household were sworn to observe their regulations. But in all likeli-

hood these were soon neglected.

It is not wonderful, that with such feelings of resentment towards
the crown, the commons were backward in granting subsidies. Per-
haps the king would not have obtained one at all, if he had not
withheld his charter of pardon for all oft'ences committed during the
insurrection. This was absolutely necessary to restore quiet among
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ihc people ; and though the members of the commons had certainly

not been iiisur^'cnls, yet inevitable irrc;^ularitics had occurred in

quelling the tumults, which would have put them too much in tiv

power of those unworthy men who filled the benches of justice und'-r

J<ichard. The king declared that it was unusual to grant a pardon
without a subsidy ; the commons still answered, that they would
consider about that matter ; and the king instantly rejoined, that he-

would consider about his pardon, (s'aviseroitde sa dite grace,) till they
had done what they ought. They renewed at length the usual tax on
wool and leather.

This extraordinary assumption of power by the commons was not
merely owin;* to the king's poverty. It was encouraged by the natural
feebleness of a disunited government. The high rank and ambitious
spirit of Lancaster gave him no little influence, though contending
with many enemies at court, as well as the ill-will of the jjcopie,

Thomas of Woodstock, the king's youngest uncle, more able and
turbulent than Lancaster, became, as he grew older, an eager com-
petitor for power, which he sought through the channel of popularity.

The earls of March, Arundel, and Warwick bore a considerable part,

and were the favourites of parliament. Even Lancaster, after a few
years, seems to have fallen into popular courses, and recovered some
share of public esteem. He was at the head of the reforming com-
mission in the fifth of Richard IL, though he had been studiously

excluded from those preceding. We cannot hope to disentangle the

intrigues of this remote age, as to which our records are of no service,

and the chroniclers are very slightly informed. So far as we may
conjecture, Lancaster, finding his station insecure at court, began to

solicit the favour of the commons, whose hatred of the administration

abated their former hostility towards him.^

The character of Richard IL was now developing itself, and the

hopes excited by his remarkable presence of mind in confronting the

rioters on Blackheath were rapidly destroyed. Not that he was
wanting in capacity, as has been sometimes imagined. For if we
measure intellectual power by the greatest exertion it ever displays,

rather than by its average results, Richard IL was a man of con-

siderable talents. He possessed, along with much dissimulation, a

decisive promptitude in seizing the critical moment for action. Of
this quality, besides his celebrated behaviour tow^ards the insurgents,

he gave striking evidence in several circumstances which we shall

have shortly to notice. But his ordinary conduct belied the abilities

which on these rare occasions shone forth, and rendered them ineffec-

tual for his security. Extreme pride and violence, with an inordinate

partiality for the most worthless favourites, were his predominant
characteristics. In the latter quality, and in the events of his reign,

he forms a pretty exact parallel to Edward II. Scrope, lord chan-

cellor, who had been appointed in parliament, and was understood to

be irremovable without its concurrence, lost the great seal for refusing

1 The commons granted a subsidy, 7 R. II., to support Lancaster's war in Ca--ti"e.

Whether the populace changed their opinion cf him, I know not. He was still disliked by
them two years before. The insurgents of 13S2 are said to have compelled men to swear that

they would obey king Richard and the commons, and that they would accept no king named
John. Walsingham.
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to set it to sonic prodigal grants. Upon a slight quarrel with arch-

bishop Courtney, the king ordered his temporalities to be seized, the

execution of which Michael de la Pole, his new chancellor, and a
favourite of his own, could hardly prevent. This was accompanied
with indecent and outrageous expressions of anger, unworthy of his

station, and of those whom he insulted.

Though no king could be less respectable than Richard, yet the con-

stitution invested a sovereign with such ample prerogative, that it was
far less easy to resist his personal exercise of power than the unsettled

councils of a minority. In the parliament 6 R. II. sess. 2, the com-
mons pray certain lords whom they name to be assigned as their

advisers. This had been permitted in the two last sessions without
exception. But the king, in granting their request, reserved his right

of naming any others. Though the commons did not relax in their

importunities for the redress of general grievances, they did not venture

to intermeddle as before with the conduct of administration. They did
not even object to the grant of the marquisate of Dublin, with almost a
princely dominion over Ireland ; which enormous donation was con-
firmed by act of parliament to Vere, a favourite of the king. A petition

that the officers of state should annually visit and inquire into his

household, was answered, that the king would do what he pleased.^

Yet this was little in comparison of their former proceedings.

There is nothing, however, more deceitful to a monarch, unsupported
by an armed force, and destitute of wary advisers, than this submission
of his people. A single effort was enough to overturn his government.
Parliament met in the tenth year of his reign, steadily determined to

reform the administration, and especially to punish its chief leader,

Michael de la Pole, earl of Suffolk, and lord chancellor. According to

the remarkable narration of a contemporary historian, too circumstan-
tial to be rejected, but rendered somewhat doubtful by the silence of
all other writers, and of the parliamentary roll, the king was loitering

at his palace of Eltham, when he received a message from the two
houses requesting the dismissal of Suffolk, since they had matter to
allege against him that they could not move while he kept the office of
chancellor. Richard, with his usual intemperance, answered that he
would not for their request remove the meanest scullion from his

kitchen. They returned a positive refusal to proceed on any public
business, until the king should appear personally in parliament, and
displace the chancellor. The king required forty knights to be de-
puted from the rest, to inform him clearly of their wishes. But the
commons declined a proposal in which they feared, or affected to fear,

some treachery. At length the duke of Gloucester and Arundel bishop
of Ely were commissioned to speak the sense of parliament, and they
delivered it, if we may still believe what we read, in ver>' extraordinary
language, asserting that there was an ancient statute, according to
which, if the king absented himself from parliament without just cause
during forty days, which he had now exceeded, every man might return
without permission to his own country ; and, moreover, there was an-

i It is asserted in the articles of impeachment against Suffolk, and admitted by his defence,
th.it nine lords had been appointed in the last parliament, 9 R. II., to inquire into the state of
the household, and reform whatever was amis-;. I^ut nolliing of this appears in the rolL
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other st.itutc, .and (as ihcy mij^ht more truly say) a precedent of no
remote date, that if a kin^% by bad counsel, or his own folly and obsti-

nacy, alienated himself from his people, and would not govern accord-
ing' to the laws of the land, and the advice of the peers, but madly and
wantonly followed his own single will, it should be lawful for them, w ith

the common assent of the people, to expel him from his throne, and
elevate to it some near kinsman of the royal blood. By this discourse
the kinf^ was induced to meet his parliament, where Suffolk was re-

moved from his office, and the impeachment against him commenced.^
The charges a^^ainst this miinster, without being wholly frivolous,

were not so weighty as the clamour of the commons might have led us
to expect. Besides forfeiting all his grants from the crown, he was
committed to prison, there to remain till he should have paid such fine

as the king might impose ; a sentence that v.ould have been outrage-
ously severe in many cases, though little more than nugatory in the
present.

This was the second precedent of that grand constitutional resource,
parliamentary impeachment ; and more remarkable, from the eminence
of the person attacked, than that of Lord Latimer, in the fiftieth year
of Edward IIL^ The commons were content to waive the prosecution
of any other ministers ; but they rather chose a scheme of reforming
the administration, which should avert both the necessity of punish-
ment, and the malversations that provoked it. They petitioned the
king to ordain in parliament certain chief officers of his household, and
other lords of his council, with power to reform those abuses, by which
his crow^n was so much blemished, that the laws were not kept, and his

revenues were dilapidated, confirming by a statute a commission for a
year, and forbidding, under heavy penalties, any one from opposing, in

private or openly, what they should advise. With this the king com-
plied, and a commission founded upon the prayer of parliament was
established by statute. It comprehended fourteen persons of the high-
est eminence for rank and general estimation

;
princes of the blood and

ancient servants of the crow^n, by whom its prerogatives were not likely

to be unnecessarily impaired. In fact, the principle of this commis-
sion, without looking back at the precedents in the reign of John,
Henry III., and Edward II., which yet were not without their weight
as constitutional analogies, was merely that which the commons had
repeatedly maintained during the minority of the present king, and

* Upon full consideration, I am much inclined to give credit to this passage of Knyghton,
as to the main facts; and perhaps even the speech of Gloucester and the bishop of Ely is

more likely to have been made public by them, than invented by so jejune an historira;.

Walsingham indeed says nothing of the matter; but he is so unequally informed, and so fre-

quently defective, that we can draw no strong inference from his si ence. What most weii;hs

with me, is that parliament met on Oct. i, 13S7, and was not dissolved till Nov. 28, a :onger
period than the business done in it seems to have required ; and also that Suffolk, who opened
the ses'^ion as chancellor, is styled "darrein chancellor" in the articles of impeachment
against him; so that he must have been removed in the interval, which tallies with Knygh*
ton's story. Besides, it is plain from the famous questions subsequently put by the king to

his judges at Notiingham, that both the right of retiring without a regular dissolution, and the

precedent of Edward II. had been discussed in parliament, which does not appear anywhere
else than in Knyghton.

3 Articles had been exhibited by the chancellor before the peers, in the seventh of the kingj

against Spencer, bishop of Norwich, who had led a considerable army into a disastrous ex-

pedition against the Flemings, adherents to the antipope Clement in the schism. This crusade
had been exceedingly popular, but its ill success had the usual effect. The commons were
not parties in this proceeding.
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which had produced the former commissions of reform in the third and
fifth years of his rei;_;n. These were upon the whole nearly the same in

their operation. It must be owned there was a more extensive sway
virtually given to the lords now appointed, by the penalties imposed
on any who should endeavour to obstruct what they mi;:;ht advise ; the

desi<^ni as well as tendency of which was no doubt to throw the whole
administration into their hands durin;^ the period of this commission.
Those who have written our history with more or less of a Tory

bias exclaim a.i^ainst this parliamentary commission as an unwarrant-
able violation of the king's sovereignty, and even impartial men arc

struck at fust sight by a measure that seems to overset the natural

balance of our constitution. But it would be unfair to blame either

those concerned in this commission, some of whose names at least

have been handed down with unquestioned respect, or those high-

spirited representatives of the people, whose patriot firmness has been
hitherto commanding all our sympathy and gratitude, unless we could
distinctly pronounce by what gentler means they could restrain the

excesses of government. Thirteen parliaments had already met since

the accession of Richard ; in all, the same remonstrances had been
repeated, and the same promises renewed. Subsidies, more frequent

than in any former reign, had been granted for the supposed exigen-

cies of the war ; but this was no longer illuminated by those dazzling

victories which gave to fortune the mien of wisdom ; the coasts of

England were perpetually ravaged, and her trade destroyed ; while the

administration incurred the suspicion of diverting to private uses that

treasure which they so feebly and unsuccessfully aj^plied to the public

service. No voice of his people, until it spoke in thunder, would stop

an intoxicated boy in the wasteful career of dissipation. He loved
festivals and pageants, the prevailing folly of his time, with unusual
frivolity : and his ordinary living is represented as beyond comparison
more showy and sumptuous than even that of his magnificent and
chivalrous predecessor. Acts of parliament were no adequate barriers

to his misgovernment. " Of what avail are statutes,'' says Walsing-
ham, " since the king with his privy council is wont to abolish what
parliament has just enacted !" The constant prayer of the commons
in every session, that former statutes might be kept in force, is no
slight presumption that they were not secure of being regarde.l. It

may be true that Edward lll.'s government had been full as arbitrary,

though not so unwise as his grandson's ; but this is the strongest

argument, that nothing less than an extraordinary remedy could pre-

serve the still unstable liberties of England.
The best plea that could be made for Richard w-as his inexperience,

and the misguided suggestions of favourites. This, however, made it

more necessary to remove those false advisers, and to remedy that in-

experience. Unquestionably the choice of ministers is reposed in the
sovereign ; a trust, like every other attribute of legitimate power, for

the public good ; not, what no legitimate power can ever be, the
instrument of selfishness or caprice. There is something more sacred
than the prerogative, or even than the constitution ; the public weal,
for which all powers are granted, and to which they must all be
referred. For this public weal it is confessed to be sometimes ncces-

2 I
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sary to shake the possessor of the throne out of his scat j could it

never be pcrmiltcd to suspend, thouj^'h but indirectly and for a time,

the positive exercise of misapplied prcr(>:^'atives < He has learned in

a very different school from myself, \v]. -.to pat"

prci^eiit day a preventive as well as vindi' mtrol o\

tration of affairs ; a right of resisting, by those means which lie wuhm
its sphere, the appointment of unfit ministers. These means arc now
indirect ; they need not be the less effectual, and they are certainly

more salutary on that account, liut we must not make our notions of

the constitution, in its perfect symmetry of manhood, the measure of

its infantine proportions, nor expect from a parliament just strugglin;^

into life, and " pawing to get free of its hinder parts," the regularity of

delinite and haljitual power.

It is assumed rather too lightly by some of those hisi > whom
I have alluded, that these commissioners, though but a^^ 1 for a
twelvemonth, designed to retain longer, or would not m fact have
surrendered their authority'. There is certainly a danger in these

delegations of pre-eminent trust ; but I think it more formidable in a

repulDlican form, than under such a government as our own. The
spirit of the people, the letter of the law, were both so decidedly

monarchical, that no glaring attempt of the commissioners to keep the

helm continually in their hands, though it had been in the king's name,
would have had a fair probability of success. And an oligarchy of

fourteen persons, different in rank and profession, even if we should

impute criminal designs to all of them, was ill calculated for permanent
union. Indeed, the facility with which Richard reassumed his full

powers two years afterwards, when misconduct had rendered his cir-

cumstances far more unfavourable, gives the corroboration of exper-

ience to this reasoning. By yielding to the will of his parliament, and
to a temporary suspension of prerogative, this unfortunate prince might
probably have reigned long and peacefully ; the contrary course of

acting led eventually to his deposition and miserable death.

Before the dissolution of parliament, Richard made a verbal protest-

ation, that nothing done therein should be in prejudice of his rights
;

a reservation not unusual when any remarkable concession was made,
but which could not decently be interpreted, whatever he might mean,
as a dissent from the statute just passed. Some months had inter-

vened, when the king, who had already released Suffolk from prison

and restored him to his favour, procured from the judges, whom he
had summoned to Nottingham, a most convenient set of answers to

questions concerning the late proceedings in parliament. Tresihan
and Belknap, chief justices of the King's Bench and Common Pleas,

with several other judges, gave it under their seals, that the late statute

and commission were derogatory to the prerogative ; that all who pro-

cured it to be passed, or persuaded or compelled the king to consent to

it, were guilty of treason ; that the king's business must be proceeded
upon before any other in parliament ; that he may put an end to the
session at his pleasure ; that his ministers cannot be impeached vdth-
out his consent ; that any members of parliament contravening the
three last articles, incur the penalties of treason, and especially he who
moved for the sentence of deposition against Edward II. to be read ;
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and that ihc judgment against the carl of Suffolk might be revoked as
alto.£;ether erroneous.

These answers, perhaps extorted by menaces, as all the judges,

except Tresilian, protested before the next parliament, were for thd

most part servile and unconstitutional. The indignation which thej

excited, and the measures successfully taken to withstand the king's

designs, belong to general history ; but I shall pass slightly over that

season of turbulence, which afforded no legitimate precedent to our
constitutional annals. Of the five lords appellant, as they were called,

Gloucester, Derby, Nottingham, Warwick, and Arundel, the three

former, at least, have little claim to our esteem ; but in every age, it is

the sophism of malignant and peevish men to traduce the cause of
freedom itself, on account of the interested motives by which its osten-

sible advocates have frequently been actuated. The parliament, who
had the country thoroughly with them, acted no doubt honestly, but
with an inattention to the rules of law, culpable indeed, yet from which
the most civilised of their successors, in the heat of passion and
triumph, have scarcely been exempt. Whether all with whom they

dealt severely, some of them apparently of good previous reputation,

merited such punishment, is more than, upon uncertain evidence, a
modern writer can profess to decide.^

Notwithstanding the death or exile of all Richard's favourites, and
the oath taken not only by parliament, but by every class of the people,

to stand by the lords appellant, we find him, after about a year, sud-

denly annihilating their pretensions, and snatching the reins again
without obstruction. The secret cause of this event is among the

many obscurities that attend the history of his reign. It was con-

ducted with a spirit and activity which broke out two or three times
in the course of his imprudent life ; but we may conjecture that he
had the advantage of disunion among his enemies. For some years

after this, the king's administration was prudent. The great seal,

which he took away from Archbishop Arundel, he gave to Wykeham,
bishop of Winchester, another member of the reforming commission,
but a man of great moderation and political experience. Some time
after, he restored the seal to Arundel, and reinstated the duke of

Gloucester in the council. The duke of Lancaster, who had been
absent during the transactions of the tenth and eleventh years of the

king, in prosecution of his Castilian war, formed a link between
the parties, and seems to have maintained some share of public

favour.

There was now a more apparent harmony between the court and
the parliament. It seems to have been tacitly agreed that they should
not interfere with the king's household expenses ; and they gratified

him in a point where his honour had been most wounded, declaring

his prerogative to be as high and unimpaired as that of his predecessors,

and repealing the pretended statute by virtue of which Edward II. was
said to have been deposed. They were provident enough, however, to

grant conditional subsidies, to be levied only in case of a royal expedi-

^ The judgment against Simon ilc Burlcy, one of those who were executed on this occasion,

up^n impeachment of the commons, was reversed uuder Hcurv IV. : a fair oresnmption of its

inju-tice. K"t. P.xil.
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tion ajjainst tlic enemy ; and several were accordingly remitted by
proclamation, this condition not bcin;; fulfilled. Richard never ven-
tured to recall his favourites, though he testified his unabated affection

for Vcrc by a pompous funeral. Few complaints, unequivocally affect-

i\v^ the ministry, were presented by the commons. In one parliament,
the chancellor, treasurer, and council resigned their offices, submittin;;

themselves to its judgment, in case any matter of accusation should be
allcj^ed against them. The commons, after a day's deliberation, pro-

bably to make their approbation appear more solemn, declared in full

parliament, that nothing amiss had been found in the conduct of

these ministers, and that they held them to have faithfully discharged
their duties. The king reinstated them accordingly ; with a protesta-

tion that this should not be made a precedent, and that it was his right

to change his servants at pleasure.

But this summer season was not to last for ever. Richard had but
dissembled with those concerned in the transactions of 1388, none of

whom he could ever forgive. These lords in lapse of time were divided
among each other. The earls of Derby and Nottingham were brought
into the king's interest. The earl of Arundel came to an open breach
with the duke of Lancaster, whose pardon he was compelled to ask for

an unfounded accusation in parliament. Gloucester's ungoverned
ambition, elated by popularity, could not brook the ascendancy of his

brother Lancaster, who was much less odious to the king. He had
constantly urged and defended the concession of Guienne to this

prince, to be held for life, resei'ving only his liege homage to Richard,

as king of France— a grant as unpopular among the natives of that

country as it was derogatory to the crown ; but Lancaster was not

much indebted to his brother for assistance, which was only given in

order to diminish his influence in England. The truce with France,
and the king's French marriage, which Lancaster supported, wer.?

passionately opposed by Gloucester. And the latter had given keener
provocation, by speaking contemptuously of that mis-alliance with
Katharine Swineford, which contaminated the blood of Plantagenet.

To the parliament summoned in the twentieth of Richard, one object

of which was to legitimise the duke of Lancaster's ante-nuptial chil-

dren by this lady, neither Gloucester nor Arundel would repair. There
passed in this assembly something remarkable, as it exhibits not only

the arbitrary temper of the king, a point by no means doubtful, but
the inefficiency of the commons to resist it, without support from poli-

tical confederacies of the nobility. The circumstances are thus related

in the record.

During the session, the king sent for the lords into parliament one
afternoon, and told them how he had heard of certain articles of com-
plaint made by the commons in conference with them a few days before,

some of which appeared to the king against his royalty, estate, and
liberty, and commanded the chancellor to inform him fully as to this.

The chancellor accordingly related the whole matter, which consisted

of four alleged grievances ; namely, that sheriffs and escheators, not-

withstanding a statute, are continued in their offices beyond a year ;
^

1 Hume has represented this, as if the commons had petitioned for the continuance of

sheriffs beyond a yearj and grounds upon this mistake part cf his defence of Richard II. Fn
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that the Scottish marches were not well kept ; that the statute against

wearing great men's liveries was disregarded ; and lastly, that the

excessive charges of the king's household ought to be diminished,

arising from the multitude of bishops, and of ladies who are there

maintained at his cost.

Upon this information the king declared to the lords, that through
God's gift he is by lineal right of inheritance king of England, and will

have the royalty and freedom of his crown, from which some of these

articles derogate. The first petition, that sheriffs should never remain
in office beyond a year, he rejected ; but, passing lightly over the rest,

took most offence, that the commons, who are his lieges, should take

on themselves to make any ordinance respecting his royal person or

household, or those whom he might please to have about him. He
enjoined therefore the lords to declare plainly to the commons his

pleasure in this matter ; and especially directed the duke of Lancaster
to make the speaker give up the name of the person who presented a
bill for this last article in the lower house.

The commons were in no state to resist this unexpected promptitude
of action iu the king. They surrendered the obnoxious bill, with its

l)roposer, one Thomas Haxey, and with great humility made excuse,

that they never designed to give offence to his majesty, nor to interfere

with his household or attendants, knowing well that such things do not

belong to them, but to the king alone ; but merely to draw his atten-

tion, that he might act therein as should please him best. The king
forgave these pitiful suppliants ; but Haxey was adjudged in parlia-

ment to suffer death as a traitor. As, however, he was a clerk,i the

archbishop of Canterbury, at the head of the prelates, obtained of the
king that his life might be spared, and that they might have the custody
of his person

;
protesting that this was not claimed by way of right, but

merely of the king's grace.

-

This was an open defiance of parliament, and a declaration of arbi-

trary power. For it would be impossible to contend, that after the
repeated instances of control over public expenditure by the commons
since the fiftieth of Edward III., this principle was novel and un-
authorised by the constitution ; or that the right of free speech
demanded by them in every parliament was not a real and indisput-

able privilege. The king, however, was completely successful, and

this he refers to Cotton's Abridgement ; whether rightly or not, I cannot say, being little ac-
t]u;\inteJ with that inaccurate book, upon which it is unfortunate that Hume relied so much.
'ihe passage from W.ilsingham in the same note is also wholly perverted ; as the reader will

discover without further observation. An historian must be strangely warped, who quotes a
passage explicitly complaining of illegal acts in order to infer that those very acts were le:;al.

' The church would perhaps have interfered in behalf of Haxey, if he had only received the
tonsure. But it seems that he was actually in orders; for the record calls him Sir I'homas
Haxey, a title at that time regularly given to the parson of a parish. If this be so, it is a re-

markable authority for the clergy's capacity of sitting in parliament.
'-* In Henry IV. 's first parliament the commons petitioned for Haxey's restoration, and truly

say that his sentence was en aneantissement des custumes de la commune. His judgment was
reversed by both houses, as having past de volonte du Roy Richard en contrc droit, et la

course quel avoit este dcvant en parlement. There can be no douLt with any man who looks
attentively at the passages relative to Ha.\ey, that he was a member of parliament, though
this was questioned a few years ago by the committee of the house of commons, who made a
report on the right of the clergy to be elected—a right wi;ich, I am inclined to believe, did
exist down to the Reformation, as the grounds alleged for Nowell's expulsion in the first of
M.iry, besides this instance of Ha.xey, conspire to prove, though it has since been lost by
disuse.
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having proved tlic feebleness of the commons, fell noitt upon tlu)f lir

more clrendcd. liy a skilful piece of ti

Gloucester, and spread consternation ai;

was summoned, in which the only strui,';,de was to outdo the kin-^'s

wishes, and lluis to efface their former trans;^ressions.* Glouce?*' •
'

had been murdered at Calais, was attainted after his death
;

was beheaded, his brother the arch])ishop of Canterbury f'

banished, Warwick rmd Cobham sent beyond sen. The «

<

of the tenth, the proceedings in parliament of the eleventh year of the
kinj?, were annulled. The answers of the judges to the questions put
at Noltin;^hnm, which had been punished with death and exile, w^^rc

pronounced by parliament to be just and le,c;al. It w.-;

treason to procure the repeal of any judgment against
]

impeached. Their issue male were disabled from ever sitting in parlia-

ment, or holding place in council. These violent ordinances, as if the
precedent they were then overturnin;T had not shielded itself with the
same sanction, were sworn to by parliament upon the cross of Canter-
bury, and confirmed by a national oath, with the penalty of excom-
munication denounced against its infringers. Of those recorded to

have bound themselves by this adjuration to Richard, far the greater
part had touched the same relics for Gloucester and Arundel ten
years before, and two years afterwards swore allegiance to Henry of
Lancaster.

In the fervour of prosecution this parliament could hardly go beyond
that whose acts they were annulling ; and each is alike unworthy to

be remembered in the way of precedent. But the leaders of the former,

though vindictive and turbulent, had a concern for the public intere-'
;

and after punishing their enemies, left the government upon its ri.i.i

foundation. In this, all regard for liberty was extinct ; and the com-
mons set the dangerous precedent of granting the king a subsidy upon
wool during his life. This remarkable act of severity was followed by
another, less unexampled, but, as it proved, of more ruinous tendency.
The petitions of the commons not having been answered during the
session, which they were always anxious to conclude, a commission
was granted for twelve peers and six commoners to sit after the dis-

solution, and " examine, answer, and fully determine as well all the

said petitions, and the matters therein comprised, as all other matters
and things moved in the king's presence, and all things incident thereto

not yet determined, as shall seem best to them." The " other matters''

mentioned above, were, I suppose, private petitions to the king's coun-
cil in parliament, Avhich had been frequently despatched after a dis-

solution. For in the statute which establishes this commission, 21 R.

II. c. 16, no powers are committed, but those of examining petitions
;

which, if it does not confirm the charge afterwards alleged against

Richard of falsifying the parliament roll, must at least be considered

as limiting and explaining the terms of the latter. Such a trust had
been committed to some lords of the council eight years before, in

very peaceful times ; and it was even requested that the same might
be done in future parliaments. But it is obvious what a latitude this

* This assembly, if we may trust the anonymous author of the life of Richard II., published

by Hearne, was surrounded by the king's troops.

1
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fjnve to a prevailing faction. These eighteen commissioners, or some
of them, (for there were who dishkcd the turn of affairs,) usurped the

full rights of the legislature, which undoubtedly were only delegated in

respect of business already commenced. 1 They imposed a perpetual

oath on prelates and lords for all time to come, to be taken before ob-

taining livery of their lands, that they would maintain the statutes and
ordinances made by this parliament, or " afterwards by the lords and
knights having power committed to them by the same." They declared

it high treason to disobey their ordinances. They annulled the patents

of the dukes of Hereford and Norfolk, and adjudged Henry liowet, the

former's chaplain, who had advised him to petition for his inheritance,

to the penalties of treason. And thus, having obtained a revenue for

life, and the power of parliament being notoriously usurped by a knot
of his creatures, the king was little likely to meet his people again, and
became as truly absolute as his ambition could require.

It had been necessary for this purpose to subjugate the ancient
nobility. For the English constitution gave them such paramount
rights, that it was impossible either to make them surrender their

country's freedom or to destroy it without their consent. But several

of the chief men had fallen or were involved with the party of Glou-
cester. Two, who having once belonged to it, plunged into the depths
of infamy to ruin their former friends, were still perfectly obnoxious to

the king, who never forgave their original sin. These two, Henry of
liolingbroke, earl of Derby, and Mowbray, earl of Nottingham, now
dukes of Hereford and Norfolk, the most powerful of the remaining
nobility, were by a singular conjunction thrown, as it were, at the
king's feet. Of the political mysteries which this reign affords, none
is more inexplicable than the quarrel of these peers. In the parlia-

ment at Shrewsbuiy, in 1398, Hereford was called upon by the king to

relate what had passed between the duke of Norfolk and himself, in

slander of his majesty. He detailed a pretty long and not improbable
conversation, in which Norfolk asserted the king's intention of destroy-
ing them both for their old offence in impeaching his ministers. Nor-
folk had only to deny the charge and throw the gauntlet at the accuser.
It was referred to the eighteen commissioners who sat after the dis-

solution, and a trial by combat was awarded. But when this, after
many delays, was about to take place at Coventry, Richard interfered
and settled the dispute by condemning Hereford to banishment for ten
years, and Norfolk f6r life. This strange detennination, which treated
both as guilty, where only one could be so, seems to admit of no other
solution than the king's desire to rid himself of two peers whom he

1 This proc'jeding was made one of the articles of charge against Richard in tlie followinc:
tcmis

: Item, in parliamento ultimo celcbrato apud S.ilopiam, idem Rex proponens opprimero
populum suum procuravit subtiliter et fecit concedi, quod potestas pailiamcnti de consensu
omniutn statuum regni sui remancret apud quasdam certas personas ad tcrminandum, dis'-

soluto parliamento, certas petitiones in eodem parliamento porrectas protunc minuno expe-
ditns. Ciijus conccssionis colore personae sic dcputata; proccsscrunt ad alia generalltcr
parliamentuin illud tangentia ; et hoc dc voluntate regis ; in derogationeni status parliamcnti,
et in magnum incommodum totius regni et pemiciosum excmplum. Et ut super factis eoroni
hujusmodi aliquem colorcm et auctoritatem viderentur habere, rex fecit rotulos parliamenti
pro voto suo mutari et deleri, contra eflectum consensionis pracdicta;. Wiiether the last
accusation, of altering the parliamentary- roll, be true or not, there is enough left in it to prove
cverythmg I have asserted in the text. From this it is sufficiently manifest, how unfairlv
Carte and Hume have drawn a parallel between this self-deputed legislative commission aoU
that ai'pointca hy parliament to reform the administration eleven years before.
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fcaicd and hated at a blow. But it is difficult to understand by what
means he drew the crafty Bolingbroke into his snarc.^ However ihit

mi^'lit have been, he now threw away all appearance of moderate
government. The indij^nities he had suffered in the eleventh year of

his rei^^n were still at his heart, a desire to rcvenj^c which seems to

have been the main-sprinj:; of his conduct. Thou^^h a general pardon
of those proceedings had been granted, not only at the time, but in his

own last parliament, he made use of them as a pretence to extort money
from seventeen counties, to whom he imputed a share in the rebellion.

He compelled men to confess under their seals that they had been
guilty of treason, and to give blank obligations, which his officers filled

lip with large sums. Upon the death of the duke of Lancaster, who
had passively complied throughout all these transactions, Richard
refused livery of his inheritance to Hereford, whose exile implied no
crime, and who had letters patent enabling him to make his attorney

for that purpose during its continuance. In short, his government for

nearly two years was altogether tyrannical ; and, upon the same prin-

ciples that cost James \\. his throne, it was unquestionably far more
necessary, unless our fathers would have abandoned all thought of

liberty, to expel Richard H. Far be it from us to extenuate the

treachery of the Percys towards this unhappy prince, or the cruel cir-

cumstances of his death, or in any way to extol cither his successor,

or the chief men of that time, most of whom were ambitious and faith-

less ; but after such long experience of the king's arbitrary, dis-

sembling, and revengeful temper, I see no other safe course in the

actual state of the constitution than what the nation sincerely con-

curred in pursuing.

The reign of Richard II. is, in a constitutional light, the most
interesting part of our earlier history ; and it has been the most
imperfectly written. Some have misrepresented the truth through
prejudice, and others through carelessness. It is only to be under-
stood, and indeed there are great difficulties in the way of understand-
ing it at all, by a perusal of the rolls of parliament, with some
assistance from the contemporary historians, Walsingham, Knyghton,
the anonymous biographer published by Hearne, and Froissart.

These, I must remark, except occasionally the last, are extremely

hostile to Richard ; and although we are far from being bound to

acquiesce in their opinions, it is at least unwarrantable in modem
writers to sprinkle their margins with references to such authority in

support of positions decidedly opposite.2

The revolution which elevated Henry IV. to the throne was certainly

1 Besides the contemporary' historians, we may read a full narrative of these proceedings in

the rolls of parliament. It appears that Mowbray was the most offending partj-, since, inde-

pendently of Hereford's accusation, he is charged with openly maintaining the appeals made
in the false parliament of the eleventh of the king. But the banishment of his accuser was
wholly unjustifiable by any motives that we can discover. It is strange that Carte should
ex-press surprise at the sentence upon the duke of Xorfo'k, while he seems to consider that

upon Hereford as very equitable. But he viewed the whole of this reign, and of those that

ensued, with the jaundiced eye of Jacobitism.
2 It is fair to observe that Froissart's testimony makes most in favour of the king, or rather

against his enemies, where it is most valuable, that is, in his account of what he heard in the
English court in 1395, where he gives a ver\' indifferent character of the duke of Gloucester.
In general this writer is ill informed of English affairs, and undeserving to be quoted as an
authority.
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so far accomplished by force, that the king was in captivity, and those

who might still adhere to him in no condition to support his authority.

But the sincere concurrence, which most of the prelates and nobility,

with the mass of the people, gave to changes that could not have been
otherwise effected by one so unprovided with foreign support as Henry,
proves this revolution to have been, if not an indispensable, yet a
national act, and should prevent our considering the Lancastrian kings

as usurpers of the throne. Nothing indeed looks so much like usurpa-

tion in the whole transaction, as Henry's remarkable challenge of the

crown, insinuating though not avowing, as Hume has justly animad-
verted upon it, a false and ridiculous title by right line of descent,

and one equally unwarrantable by conquest. The course of proceed-

ings is worthy of notice. As the renunciation of Richard might well

pass for the effect of compulsion, there was a strong reason for propping
up its instability by a solemn deposition from the throne, founded
upon specific charges of misgovernment. Again, as the right of

dethroning a monarch was nowhere found in the law, it was equally

requisite to support this assumption of power by an actual abdication.

But as neither one nor the other filled the duke of Lancaster's wishes,

who was not contented with owing a crown to election, nor seemed
altogether to account for the exclusion of the house of March, he
devised this claim, which was preferred in the vacancy of the throne,

Richard's cession having been read and approved in parliament, and
the sentence of deposition, " out of abundant caution, and to remove
all scruple," solemnly passed by seven commissioners appointed out of

the several estates. "After which challenge and claim," says the

record, " the lords spiritual and temporal, and all the estates there

present, being asked separately and together, what they thought of the

said challenge and claim, the said estates, with the whole people,

without any difliculty or delay, consented that the said duke should
reign over them." The claim of Henry, as opposed to that of the earl

of ALTrch, was indeed ridiculous ; but it is by no means evident that,

in such cases of extreme urgency as leave no security for the common
weal but the deposition of a reigning prince, there rests any positive

obligation upon the estates of the realm to fill his place with the nearest

heir. A revolution of this kind seems rather to defeat and confound all

prior titles, thoui;h in the new settlement it will commonly be prudent
as well as equitable, to treat them with some regard. Were this other-

wise, it would be hard to say, why William II L reigned to the exclu-

sion of Anne, or even of the Pretender, who had surely committed no
offence at that time ; or why (if such indeed be the true construction
of the Act of Settlement) the more distant branches of the royal stock,

descendants of Henry VH. and earlier kings, have been cut oft" from
their hope of succession by the restriction to the heirs of the princess

Sophia.

In this revolution of 1399, there was as remarkable an attention

shown to the formalities of the constitution, allowance made for the
men and the times, as in that of i688. The parliament was not opened
by commission ; no one took the office of president ; the commons did
not adjourn to their own chamber ; they chose no speaker ; the name
of parliament was not taken, but that only of estates of the realm.
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Ikit us it would have been a violation of constitutional principles to

assume a parliamentary character without the king^s commission,
llioui;h summoned by his writ, so it was still more essential to limit

iheir exercise of power to the necessity of f

'

unces. Upon the

cession of the kin^, as ujoon his death, the i ,-nt was no more;
its existence, as the council of the sovereign, being dependent upon
his will. The actual convention, summoned by the writs of Richard,

could not legally become the parliament of Henry ; and the validity

of a statute declaring it to be such would probably have been ques-

tionable in that age, when the power of statutes to alter the original

principles of the common law was by no means so thoroughly
reco^mised as at the Restoration and Revolution. Yet Henry- was too

well pleased with his friends to part with them so readily ; and he had
much to effect before the fervour of their spirits should abate. Hence
an expedient was devised, of issuing writs for a new parliament,

returnable in six days. These neither were nor could be ca:n plied

with ; but the same members as had deposed Richard sat in the new
parliament, which was regularly opened by Henry's commissioner as it

they had been duly elected^ In this contrivance, more than in all the

rest, we may trace the hand of lawyers.

If we look back from the accession of Henry IV. to that of his pre-

decessor, the constitutional authority of the House of Commons will

be perceived to have made surprising progress during the course ot

twenty-two years. Of the three capital points in contest while Ed-
ward reigned, that money could not be levied, or laws enacted, with-

out the commons' consent, and that the administration of government
was subject to their inspection and control, the first was absolutely

decided in their favour, the second was at least perfectly admitted in

principle, and the last was confirmed by frequent exercise. The com-
mons had acquired two additional engines of immense efficiency ; one,

the right of directing the application of subsidies, and calling account-

ants before them ; the other, that of impeaching the king's ministers

for misconduct. All these vigorous shoots of liberty throve more and
more under the three kings of the house of Lancaster, and drew such
strength and nourishment from the generous heart of England, that

in after-times and in a less prosperous season, though checked and
obstructed in their growth, neither the blasts of arbitrary pov.er could
break them off, nor the mildew of senile opinion cause them to

wither. I shall trace the progress of parliament till the civil wars of

York and Lancaster:— i. In maintaining the exclusive right of taxa-

tion ; 2. In directing and checking the public expenditure
; 3. In

making supplies depend on the redress of grievances
; 4. In securing

the people against illegal ordinances and interpolations of the statutes
;

5. In controlling the royal administration ; 6. In punishing bad minis-

ters ; and lastly, in establishing their own immunities and privileges.

I. The pretence of le\'ying money without consent of parliament
expired with Edward III., who had asserted it, as we have seen, in the

very last year of his reign. A great council of lords and prelates, sum-
moned in the second year of his successor, declared that they could

^ If proof be required of anything so self-evident as that these assemblies consisted of ex-
actly the same persons, it may be found in their '.vrits of expenses as published by Prynne.
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ndvise no remedy for the king^s necessities, without laying taxes on the

people, which could only be granted in parliament. Nor was Richard
ever accused of illegal tallages, the frequent theme of remonstrance
under Edward, unless we may conjecture that this charge is implied in

an act (i i R. II. c. 9) which annuls all impositions on wool and leather,

without consent of parliament, if miy there be}- Doubtless his inno-

cence in this respect was the effect of weakness ; and if the revolution

of 1399 ^^"^^ ^°^ P^i^ ^^ ^^^^^ t° ^^s newly-acquired despotism, this, like

every other right of his people, would have been swept away. A less

])alpable means of evading the consent of the commons was by the

extortion of loans, and harassing those who refused to pay, by sum-
monses before the council. These loans, the frequent resource of

arbitrary sovereigns in later times, are first complained of in an early

parliament of Richard II. ; and a petition is granted that no man shall

be compelled to lend the king money. This did not find its way to

the statute book. But how little this was regarded, we may infer from
a writ directed in 1386, to some persons in Boston, enjoining them to

psscss every person who had goods and chattels to the amount of

twenty pounds, in his proportion of two hundred pounds, which the

town had promised to lend the king ; and giving an assurance that

this shall be deducted from the next subsidy to be granted by parlia-

ment. Among other extraordinary parts of this letter is a menace of

forfeiting life, limbs, and property, held out against such as should not
obey these commissioners. After his triumph over the popular party
towards the end of his reign, he obtained large sums in this way.
Under the Lancastrian kings, there is much less appearance of

raising money in an unparliamentary course. Henry IV. obtained an
aid from a great council in the year 1400 ; but they did not pretend to

charge any besides themselves ; though it seems that some towns after-

wards gave the king a contribution,- A few years afterwards, he directs

the sheriffs to call on the richest men in their counties to advance the

money voted by parliament. This, if any compulsion was threatened,

is an instance of overstrained prerogative, though consonant to the

l)ractice of the late reign. There is, however, an instance of very
arbitrary conduct with respect to a grant of money in the minority of

Henry VI. A subsidy had been granted by parliament upon goods
imported, under certain restrictions in favour of the merchants, with a
provision, that if these conditions be not observed on the king-'s part,

then the grant should be void and of no effect. But an entry is made
on the roll of the next parliament, that " whereas some disputes have
arisen about the grant of the last subsidy, it is declared by the duke of

Bedford, and other lords in parliament, with advice of the jud-^es and
others learned in the law, that the said subsidy was at all events to be
collected and levied for the king's use ; notwithstanding any conditions

in the grant of the said subsidy contained." The commons, however,
in making the grant of a fresh subsidy in this parliament, renewed their

former conditions, with the addition of another, that " it ne no part

1 It is positively laid down by the assertors of civil liberty in the grent cise of impositions
that no precedents for arbitrary taxation of exports or imports occur from the accession ot

Richard II. to the reign of Marj'.
- Sir M. Hale observes that he finds no complaints of illegal impositions under the kings of

tlio house of Lanca^'ter.
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thereof bo beset no dispendcd to no other use, but only in and for the
defense of the said roialmc."

2. The ri^lit of ^'rantin^ supphcs would have been very incomplete,
had it not been accompanied with that of dircctin;^ their application.

This principle of ap[)ropri.-itin;^ public monies be;^an, as we have seen,

in the minority of Richard ; and was among the best fruits of that

period. It was steadily maintained under the new dynasty. The
parliament of 6 H. IV. granted two-fifteenths and two-tenths, with a tax
on skins and wools, on condition that it should be expended in the
defence of the kingdom, and not otherwise, as Thomas Lord Furnival
and Sir John Pelham, ordained treasurers of war for this parliament,
to receive the said subsidies, shall account and answer to the commons
at the next parliament. These treasurers were sworn in parliament to

execute their trust. A similar precaution was adopted in the next
session.

3. The commons made a bold attempt in the second year of Henry
IV. to give the strongest security to their claims of redress, by inverting

the usual course of parliamentary proceedings. It was usual to answer
their petitions on the last day of the session, which put an end to all

further discussion upon them, and prevented their making the redress

of grievances a necessary condition of supply. They now requested
that an answer might be given before they made their grant of subsidy.

This was one of the articles which Richard II.'s judges had declared
it high treason to attempt. Henry was not inclined to make a conces-

sion which would virtually have removed the chief impediment to the

ascendency of parliament. He first said, that he would consult with

the lords, and answer according to their advice. On the last day of the

session, the comnions were informed that " it had never been known
in the time of his ancestors, that they should have their petitions

answered before they had done all their business in parliament, whe-
ther of granting money, or any other concern ; wherefore the king will

not alter the good customs and usages of ancient times."

Notwithstanding the just views these parliaments appear generally

to have entertained of their power over the public purse, that of the

third of Henry V. followed a precedent from the worst times of Richard
II., by granting the king a subsidy on wool and leather during his life.

This, an historian tells us, Henry IV. had vainly laboured to obtain
;

but the taking of Harfleur intoxicated the English with new dreams of

conquest in France, which their good sense and constitutional jealousy

were not firm enough to resist. The continued expenses of the war,

however, prevented this grant from becoming so dangerous as it might
have been in a season of tranquillity. Henry V., like his father, con-

voked parliament almost in ever}' year of his reign.

4. It had long been out of all question that the legislature consisted

of the king, lords, and commons ; or, in stricter language, that the

king could not make or repeal statutes without the consent of parlia-

ment. But this fundamental maxim was still frequently defeated by
various acts of evasion or violence ; which, though protested against

as illegal, it was a difficult task to prevent. The king sometimes ex-

erted a power of suspending the observance of statutes ; as in the ninth

of Richard II., when a petition that all statutes might be confirmed is
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.qranlcd with an exception ns to one passed in the last pailiament, for-

bidding the judges to take fees, or give coiinscl in cases where the l<ing

was a party ; which, " because it was too severe, and needs declaration,

the king would have of no effect till it should be declared in parlia-

ment." The apprehension of this dispensing prerogative and sense of

its illegality, are manifested by the wary terms wherein the commons,
in one of Richard's parliaments, " assent that the king make such suf-

ferance respecting the statute of provisors, as shall seem reasonable to

him, so that the said statute be not repealed ; and moreover, that the

commons may disagree thereto at the next parliament, and resort to

the statute ;" with a protestation that this assent, which is a novelty,

and never done before, shall not be drawn into precedent
;
praying the

king that this protestation may be entered on the roll of parliament.

A petition in one of Henry IV.'s parliaments, to limit the number of

attorneys, and forbid filazers and prothonotaries from practising, having

been answered favourably as to the first point, we find a marginal entry

in the roll, that the prince and council had respited the execution of

this act.

The dispensing power, as exercised in favour of individuals, is quite

of a different character from this general suspension of statutes, but

indirectly weakens the sovereignty of the legislature. This power was
exerted, and even recognised, throughout all the reigns of the Planta-

genets. In the first of Henry V. the commons pray that the statute for

driving aliens out of the kingdom be executed. The king assents, sav-

ing his prerogative, and his right of dispensing with it when he pleased.

To which the commons replied, that their intention was never other-

wise, nor, by God's help, ever should be. At the same time, one Recs
ap Thomas petitions the king to modify or dispense with the statute

prohibiting Welshmen from purchasing lands in England, or the Eng-
lish towns in Wales ; which the king grants. In the same parliament

the commons pray that no grant or protection be made to any one in

contravention of the statute of provisors, saving the king's prerogative.

He merely answers, " Let the statutes be observed :'^ evading any allu-

sion to his dispensing power.

It has been observed under the reign of Edward III. that the prac-

tice of leaving statutes to be drawn up by the judges, from the petition

and answer jointly, after a dissolution of parliament, presented an op-

portunity of falsifying the intention of the legislature, whereof advan-
tage was often taken. Some very remarkable instances of this fraud
occurred in the succeeding reigns.

An ordinance was put upon the roll of parliament, in the fifth of

Richard II., empowering sheriffs of counties to arrest preachers of

heresy, and their abettors, and detain them in prison till they should
justify themselves before the church. This was introduced into the

statutes of the year ; but the assent of lords and commons is not ex-

pressed. In the next parliament, the commons, reciting this ordinance,

declare that it was never assented to or granted by them, but what had
been proposed in this matter was without their concurrence, (that is, as

I conceive, had been rejected by them,) and pray that this statute be
annulled, for it was never their intent to bind themselves or their de-

scendants to the bishops more than their ancestors had been bound in
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times past. The kin^' returned an answer, agreeing to this petition.

Nevertheless, tlic pretended statute was untouched, and remains still

.among our laws,i unrepealed, except by desuetude, and by inference
from the acts of much later times.

This commendalilc reluctance of the commons to let the clergy forjjf;

chains for them produced, as there is much appearance, a similar vio-
lation of their legislative rights in the next reign. The statute against
heresy in the second of Henry IV. is not grounded upon any petition
of the commons, but only upon one of the clergy. It is said to be
enacted by consent of the lords, but no notice is taken of the lower
house in the parliament roll, though the statute reciting the petition
asserts the commons to have joined in it.2 The petition and the
statute are both in Latin, which is unusual in the laws of this time. In
a subsequent petition of the commons, this act is styled " the statute
made in the second year of your majesty's reign, at the request of the
prelates and clergy of your kingdom;" which affords a presumption,
that it had no regular assent of parliament. And the spirit of the
commons during this whole reign being remarkably hostile to the
church, it would have been hardly possible to obtain their consent to

so penal a law against heresy. Several of their petitions seem designed
indirectly to weaken its efficacy.3

These infringements of their most essential right were resisted by
the commons in various ways, according to the measure of their power.
In the fifth of Richard IL, they request the lords to let them see a cer-

tain ordinance before it is ingrossed. At another time they procured
some of their own members, as well as peers, to be present at ingross-

ing the roll. At length they spoke out unequivocally in a memorable
petition, w^hich, besides its intrinsic importance, is deserving of notice

as the earliest instance in which the House of Commons adopted the

English language. I shall present its venerable orthography without
change.

'• Ourc soverain lord, youre humble and trewc lieges that ben come
for the comunc of youre lond bysechin onto youre rizt riztwesnesse.

That so as hit hath ever be thair libte and fredom, that thar sholde no
statut no lawe be made offlase than they yaf therto their assent : con-

sideringe that the comune of youre lond, the whiche that is, and ever

hath be, a membre of youre parlemente, ben as well assenters as

peticioners, that fro this tyme foreward, by compleynte of the comunc
of any myschief axknyge remedie by mouthe of their speker for the

comune, other ellys by petition writen, that ther never be no lawe made

1 Instances of the commons attempting to prevent these unfair practices are adduced L

y

Rufthead in his preface to the statutes, and in PrjTine's preface to Cotton's Abridgment c:

the Records. The act 13 R. II., that the king's castles and gaols which had been separated

from the body of the adjoining counties should.be re-united to them, is not foiuided upon a;iy

petition that appears on the roll ; and probably, by making search, other instances equally

flagrant might be discovered.
'^ There had been, however, a petition of the commons on the same subject, expressed in

very general terms, on which this terrible superstructure might artfully be raised.
3 We find a remarkable petition in 8 H. IV., professedly aimed against the Lollard?, but

intended, as I strongly suspect, in their favour. It condemns persons preaching agair.st the
catholic faith or sacraments to imprisonment till the next pariiament, where they were to

abide such judgment as should be rendered by the king andpeers o/tfu: realm. This seems
to supersede the burning statute of 2 H. IV., and the spiritual cognisance of heresy. The
petition was expressly granted ; but the clergy, I suppose, prevented its appearing on the
statute roll.
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thcruppon, and engrossed as statiit and lawc, nother by addicions,

nother by diminucions, by no manner of termc no lermcs, the whichc

that sholdc chaunge the sentence, and the entente axked by the :;pcker

mouthe, or the petitions bcforesaid yeven up yn writyng by the manere

forsaid, withoute assent of the forsaid comunc. Consideringe ourc sove-

rain lord, that it is not in no wysc the entente of youre comunes, zif

yet be so that they aske you by spekyng, or by writyng, two thynges

or three, or as manyc as theym lust : But that ever it stande in the

frcdom of youre hie regalie, to graunte whichc of thoo that you lust,

and to wcrune the remanent.
" 'I'he kyng of his grace especial graunteth that fro hensforth nothyng

be enacted to the peticions of his comune, that be contrarie of hir

askyng, wharby they shuld be boundc withoutc their assent. Savyng
alwey to our liege lord his real prerogatif, to graunte and denye what
him lust of their petitions and askynges aforesaide.''^

Notwithstanding the fulness of this assent to so important a petition,

wc find no vestige of either among the statutes, and the whole transac-

tion is unnoticed by those historians who have not looked into our

original records. If the compilers of the statute-roll were able to keep
out of it the very provision that was intended to check their fraudulent

machinations, it was in vain to hope for redress without altering the

established practice in this respect ; and indeed where there was no
design to falsify the roll, it was impossible to draw up statutes which
should be in truth the acts of the whole legislature, so long as the king
continued to grant petitions in part, and to engraft new matter upon
them. Such was still the case, till the commons hit upon an effectual

expedient, for screening themselves against these encroachments, which
has lasted without alteration to the present day. This was the intro-

duction of complete statutes, under the name of bills, instead of the old

petitions ; and these containing the royal assent, and the whole form
of a law, it became, though not quite immediately,- a constant prin-

ciple, that the king must admit or reject them without qualification.

This alteration, which -wrought an extraordinary effect upon the char-

acter of our constitution, was gradually introduced in Henry VI. 's

reign.-^

From the first years of Henry V., though not, I think, earlier, the
1 It is curious that the authors of the Parliamentary history say that the roll of this parlia-

ment is lost, and consequently suppress altogether this important petition. Instead of which
they give, as their fashion is, impel tineut speeches out of Holingshed, certainly not genuine,
.and of no value if they were so.

- Henry IV. and Edward IV. in some cases passed bills with sundry provisos annexed by
themselves. Thus the act for resumption of grants, 4 E. IV., was encumbered with 289 clauses
in favour of so many persons whom the king meant to e.\cmpt from its operation ; and the
same was done in other acts of the same description. Rot. Pari,

3 The variations of each statute, as now printed, from the parliamentary roll, whether in

form or subst.T.nce, are noticed in Cotton. It may be worth while to consult the preface to
KulYhead's edition of the Statutes, where this subject is treated at some length.
Perhaps the triple division of our legislature may be dated from this innovation. For as it

is impossible to deny that, while the king promulgated a statute founded upon a mere peti-
tion, he was himself the real legislator, so 1 think it is equally fair to assert, notwithstanding
the formal preamble of our statutes, that haws brought into either house of parliament in a
perfect shape, and receiving first the assent of lords and commons, and finally that of the king,
•who has no power to modify them, must be deemed to proceed, and derive their efficacy, from
the joint concurrence of all the three. It is s.aid indeed, at a much earlier time, that le ley de
la terre est fait en parliament par Ic roi, et les seigneurs espirituels et temporels, et tout la

communaute du royaume. Uiit tl'.is, I must allow, was in the violent session of zi Rich. II.,
the constitutional authority of Nvhich is not to be hi-hly pri;^'.d.
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commons l;c;;an to concern themselves wiili llie peltliotis of indivi-

duals to the lords or council. The nature of the jurisdiction exercised

by tlie latter will be treated more fully hereafter; it is only ncccs ary

to mention in this place, that many (jf the requests preferred to tli< in

were such as could not be j^rantcd without transcending the boundarj' -

of law. A just inquietude as to the encroachments of the kin^'.:,

council had long been manifested by the commons ; and findin*;

remonstrances ineffectual, they took measures for preventing such
usurpations of legislative power, by introducing their own consent fo

private petitions. These were now presented by the hands of the
commons, and in very many instances passed in the form of statutes,

with the express assent of all parts of the legislature. Such was the
origin of private bills, which occupy the greater part of the rolls in

Henry V. and VI. 's parliament. The commons once made an ineffec-

tual endeavour to have their consent to all petitions presented to the
council in parliament rendered necessary by law ; if I rightly appre-
hend the meaning of the roll in this place, which seems obscure or

corrupt.

5. If the strength of the commons had lain merely in the weakness
of the crown, it might be inferred that such harassing interference

\nth the administration of affairs as the youthful and frivolous Richard
was compelled to endure would have been sternly repelled by his

experienced successor. But, on the contrary, the spirit of Richard
might have rejoiced to see that his mortal enemy suffered as hard
usage at the hands of parliament as himself. After a few years, the

government of Henry became extremely unpopular. Perhaps his dissen-

sion with the great family of Percy, which had placed him on the

throne, and was regarded with partiality by the people,^ chiefly con-

tributed to this alienation of their attachment. The commons re-

quested, in the fifth of his reign, that certain persons might be removed
from the court ; the lords concurred in displacing four of these, one
being the king's confessor. Henry came down to parliament and
excused these four persons, as knowing no special cause why they
should be removed

;
yet, well understanding, that what the lords and

commons should ordain would be for his and his kingdomi's interest,

and therefore anxious to conform himself to their v/ishes, consented to

the said ordinance, and charged the persons in question to leave his

palace ; adding that he would do as much by any other about his

person, whom he should find to have incurred the ill affection of his

people. It was in the same session that the archbishop of Canterbury
was commanded to declare before the lords the king's intention

respecting his administration ; allowing that some things had been
done amiss in his court and household ; and therefore, wishing to

conform to the will of God and laws of the land, protested that he
would let in future no letters of signet or privy seal go in disturbance

of law, beseeched the lords to put his household in order, so that every

one might be paid, and declared that the money granted by the com-
mons for the war should be received by treasurers appointed in parlia-

ment, and disbursed by them for no other purpose, unless in case of

1 The House of Commons thanked the king for pardoning Northumberland, whom, as it

proved, he had just cause to suspect.

I
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rebellion. At the request of the commons, he named the members of

his privy council ; and did the same, with some variation of persons,

two years afterwards. These, thouj^'h not nominated with the express
consent, seem to have had the approbation of the commons ; for a sub-

sidy is granted, in 7 H. IV., among other causes, for the great trust

that the commons have in the lords lately chosen, and ordained to be
of the king's continual council, that there shall be better management
tlian heretofore.

In the sixth year of Henry, the parliament, which Sir E. Coke de-

rides as unlearned, because lawyers w^re excluded from it, proceeded
to a resumption of grants, and a prohibition of alienating the ancient
inheritance of the crown without consent of parliament ; in order to

ease the commons of taxes, and that the king might live on his own.
This was a favourite, though rather chimerical project. In a later

parHament, it was requested that the king would take his council's

advice how to keep within his own revenue. He answered, that he
would willin^uly comply, as soon as it should be in his power.

But no parliament came near, in the number and boldness of its

demands, to that held in the eighth year of Henry IV. The commons
presented thirty-one articles, none of which the king ventured to refuse,

though pressing very severely upon his prerogative. He was to name
sixteen counsellors, by whose advice he was solely to be guided, none
of them to be dismissed without conviction of misdemeanour. The
chancellor and privy seal to pass no grants or other matter contrary to

law. Any persons about the court stirring up the king or queen's
minds against their subjects, and duly convicted thereof, to lose their

ofrtccs, and be fined. The king's ordinary revenue was wholly appro-
priated to his household and the payment of his debts ; no grant of
wardship or other profit to be made thereout, nor any forfeiture to be
pardoned. The king, " considering the wise government of other
Christian princes, and conforming himself thereto," was to assign two
days in the week for petitions, " it being an honourable and necessary
thing that his lieges who desired to petition him should be heard."

No judicial officer, nor any in the revenue or household, to enjoy his

place for life or term of years. No petition to be presented to the
king by any of his household, at times when the council were not
sitting. The council to determine nothing cognisable at common
law, unless for a reasonable cause and with consent of the judges.
The statutes regulating purveyance were affirmed ; abuses of various
kinds in the council and in courts of justice enumerated and forbidden ;

election of knights for counties put under regulation. The council

and officers of state were sworn to observe the common law, and all

statutes, those especially just enacted.

It must strike every reader, that these provisions were of themselves
a noble fabric of constitutional liberty, and hardly, perhaps, inferior to

the petition of right under Charles I. We cannot account for the sub-

mission of Henry to conditions far more derogatory than ever were
imposed on Richard, because the secret politics of his reign are very
imperfectly understood. Towards its close he manifested more vigour.

The speaker. Sir Thomas Chaucer, having made the usual petition for

liberty of speech, the king answered that he might speak as others had
2 K.
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done in the time of his (Henry's) ancestors, and his own, but not (»'

wise ; for he would by no means have any innovation, but be as 1., >

at his hbcrty as any of his ancestors had ever Ijeen. Some time after

lie sent a messa<^e to the commons, com[>laininj^ of a law passed at

the last parliament, infrin;,Mn<; his liberty and prerocjative, wliich he
requested their consent to repeal. To this the commons agreed, and
received the king's thanks, who declared at the same time that h*^

would keep as much freedom and prerogative as any of his ancestors.

It does not appcnr what was the particular subject of complaint ; but
there had been much of the same remonstrating spirit in the last par-

liament, that was manifested on preceding occasions. The commons,
however, for reasons we cannot explain, were rather dismayed. Before
their di'-solution they petition the king, that, whereas he was reported
to be offended at some of his subjects in this and the p ' par-

liament, he would openly declare, that he would hold l .1 for

loyal subjects. Henry granted this, " of his special grace •/' and thus
concluded his reign more triumphantly with respect to his domestic
battles than he had gone through it.

Power deemed to be ill-gotten is naturally precarious ; and the in-

stance of Henry IV. has been well quoted to prove that public liberty

flourishes with a bad title in the sovereign. None of our kings seem
to have been less beloved ; and indeed he had little claim to affection.

But what men denied to the reigning king, they poured in full measure
upon the heir of his throne. The virtues of the prince of Wales are

almost invidiously eulogised by those parliaments who treat harshly
his father, and these records afford a strong presumption, that some
early petulance or riot has been much exaggerated by the vulgar minds
of our chroniclers. One can scarcely understand at least, that a prince,

who was three years engaged in quelling the dangerous insurrection ot

Glendour, and who in the latter time of his father's reign presided at

the council, was so lost in a cloud of low debauchery as common fame
represents.! Loved he certainly was throughout his life, as so intrepid,

affable, and generous a temper well deserved ; and this sentiment was
heightened to admiration by successes still more rapid and dazzling

than those of Edward III. During his reign, there scarcely appears
any vestige of dissatisfaction in parliament ; a circumstance very
honourable, whether we ascribe it to the justice of his administration,

or to the affection of his people. Perhaps two exceptions, though they
are rather one in spirit, might be made : the first, a petition to the

duke of Gloucester, then holding parliament as guardian of England,
that he would move the king and queen to return, as speedily as might
please them, to the relief and comfort of the commons ; the second, a

request that their petitions might not be sent to the king beyond the

sea, but altogether determined " within this kingdom of England,
during this parliament ;" and that this ordinance might be of force in

all future parliaments to be held in England. This prayer, to which
the guardian declined to accede, evidently sprang from the apprehen-

sions excited in their minds by the treaty of Troyes, that England
might become a province of the French crovvn, which led them to obtain

2 This passage was %vritten before I was aware that the same opinion had been maintained
Tjy Mr Luders, in one of his valuable e-r-ays upon points of constitutional history.
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a renewal of the statute of Edward III., declaring the independence ot

this kingdom.
It has been seen already, that even Edward III. consulted his par-

liament upon the expediency of negotiations for peace ; though at that

time the commons had not acquired boldness enough to tender their

advice. In Richard II.'s reign they answered to a similar proposition

with a little more confidence, that the dangers each way were so con-

siderable they dared not decide, though an honourable peace would be
the greatest comfort they could have ; and concluded by hoping that

the king would not engage to do homage for Calais or the conquered
country. The parliament of the tenth of his reign was expressly sum-
moned in order to advise concerning the king's intended expedition

beyond the sea ; a great council, which had previously been assembled
at Oxford, having declared their incompetence to consent to this mea-
sure without the advice of the parliament. Yet a few years afterwards,

on a similar reference, the commons rather declined to give any opinion.

They confirmed the league of Henry V., with the emperor Sigismund.
And the treaty of Troyes, which was so fundamentally to change the

situation of Henry and his successors, obtained, as it evidently re-

quired, the sanction of both houses of parliament. These precedents,
conspiring with the weakness of the executive government, in the
minority of Henry VI., to fiing an increase of influence into the scale

of the commons, they made their concurrence necessary to all impor-
tant business, both of a foreign and domestic nature. Thus commis-
sioners were appointed to treat of the deliverance of the king of Scots,

the duchesses of Gloucester and Bedford were made denizens, and
mediators were appointed to reconcile the dukes of Gloucester and
Burgundy, by authority of the three estates assembled in parliament.
Leave was given to the dukes of Bedford and Gloucester, and others
in the king's behalf, to treat of peace with France, by both houses of
parliament, in pursuance of an article in the treaty of Troyes, that no
treaty should be set on foot with the dauphin without consent of the
three estates of both realms. This article was afterwards repealed.^
Some complaints are made by the commons, even during the first

years of Henry's minority, that the king's subjects underwent arbitrary
imprisonment, and were vexed by summonses before the council, and
by the newly invented writ of subpoena out of chancery. But these arc
not so common as formerly ; and so far as the rolls leads us to any
inference, there was less injustice committed by the government under
Henry VI. and his father, than at any former period. Wastefulness
indeed might justly be imputed to the regency, who had scandalously
lavished the king's revenue. This ultimately led to an act resuming
all grants since his accession, founded upon a public declaration of all

the great officers of the crown, that his debts amounted to ^372,000,
and the annual expense of the household to ^24,000, while the ordi-

nary revenue was not more than ^5000.

* There is rather a curious instance in 3 H. VI. of the je.ilousy with which the commons
regarded any proceedings in parliament where they were not concerned. A controversy arose
between the earls Marshal and of Warwick respecting their precedence, founded upon the
royal blood of the first, and lonj; possession of the second. In this the commons could not
aflect to interfere judicially ; bm they found a singular way of meddling, by petitioning the
kinj to confer the dukedom of Norfolk on the earl-marshal.
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6, IJut before this time the sky had begun to darken, and disconK lU

with the actual administration pervaded every rank. The causes of

this arc familiar ; the unpopularity of the kinjj's marriage with Mar-
garet of y\njou, and her impolitic violence in the conduct of affair,

particularly the im[)uted murder of the people's favourite, the duk': of

Gloucester. This provoked an attack upon her own creature, the duke
of Suffolk. Impeachment had lain still, like a sword in the scabbard,
since the accession of Henry IV. ; when the commons, though not

preferring formal articles of accusation, had petitioned the king tl:

justice Kickhill, who had been employed to take the duke of Glou' '

-

tcr's confession at Calais, and the lords appellant of Richard II.'s last

parliament, should be put on their defence before the lords. In Suf-

folk's case, the commons seem to have proceeded by bill of attainder,

or at least to have designed the judgment against that minister to b :

the act of the whole legislature. For they delivered a bill containin
;

articles against him to the lords, with a request that they would pray
the king's majesty to enact that bill in parliament, and that the sai^!

duke might be proceeded against upon the said articles in parliamen:
according to the law and custom of England. These articles con-

tained charges of high treason ; chiefly relating to his conduct in

France, which, whether treasonable or not, seems to have been grossly

against the honour and advantage of the crown. At a later day, the

commons presented many other articles of misdemeanour. To the

former he made a defence, in presence of the king as well as the lords

both spiritual and temporal ; and indeed the articles of impeachment
were directly addressed to the king, which gave him a reasonable pre-

text to interfere in the judgment. But, from apprehension, as it is

said, that Suffolk could not escape conviction upon at least some part

of these charges, Henry anticipated with no slight irregularity, the

course of legal trial ; and summoning the peers into a private chamber,
informed the duke of Suffolk, by mouth of his chancellor, that, inas-

much as he had not put himself upon his peerage, but submitted
Avholly to the royal pleasure, the king, acquitting him of the first

articles containing matter of treason, by his own advice, and not that

of the lords, nor by way of judgment, not being in a place where judg-
ment could be delivered, banished him for five years from his do-
minions- The lords then present besought the king to let their protest

appear on record, that neither they nor their posterity might lose their

rights of peerage by this precedent. It was justly considered as an
arbitrary sti'etch of prerogative, in order to defeat the privileges of par-

liament, and screen a favourite minister from punishment. But the

course of proceeding by bill of attainder, instead of regular impeach-
;ment, was not judiciously chosen by the commons.

7. Privilege of parliament, an extensive and singular branch of our

constitutional law, begins to attract attention under the Lancastrian
princes. It is true, indeed, that we can trace long before by records,

and may infer with probability as to times whose records have not sur-

vived, one considerable immunity, a freedom from arrest for persons

transacting the king's business in his national council.^ Several autho-

1 If this were to rest upon antiquity of precedent, one might be produced that would chal-

ienge all competition. In the laws of Ethelbert, the first Christian king of Kent, a: the end
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rities may be found in Mr Hatsell's precedents ; of which one, in the

ninth of Edward II., is conclusive. But in those rude times, members
of parliament were not always respected by the officers executing legal

process, and still less by the violators of law. After several remon-
strances, which the crown had evaded, the commons obtained the

statute II H. VI. for the punishment of such as assault any on their

way to the parliament, giving double damages to the party. ^ They
had more difficulty in establishing, notwithstanding the old prece-

dents in their favour, an immunity from all criminal process, except in

charges of treason, felony, and breach of the peace, which is their pre-

sent measure of privilege. The truth was, that with a right pretty

clcnrly recognised, as is admitted by the judges in Thorp's case, the

House of Commons had no regular compulsory process at their com-
mand. In the cases of Lark, servant of a member, in the eighth of

Henry VI., and of Gierke, himself a burgess, in the thirty-ninth of the

same king, it was thought necessary to effect their release from a civil

execution by special acts of parliament. The commons, in a former
instance, endeavoured to make the law general, that no members nor
their servants might be taken, except for treason, felony, and breach
ol" peace ; but the king put a negative upon this part of their petition.

The most celebrated, however, of these early cases of privilege is

that of Thomas Thorp, speaker of the commons in 31 H. VI. This
person, who was moreover a baron of the exchequer, had been im-
prisoned on an execution at suit of the duke of York. The commons
bent some of their members to complain of a violation of privilege to

the king and lords in parliament, and to demand Thorp's release. It

was alleged by the duke of York's counsel, that the trespass done by
Thorp was since the beginning of the parliament, and the judgment
thereon given in time of vacation, and not during the sitting. The
lords referred the question to the judges, who said, after deliberation,

that " they ought not to answer to that question, for it hath not been
used aforetime, that the judges should in any wise determine the privi-

lege of this high court of parliament ; for it is so high and so mighty
in his nature, that it may make law, and that that is law it may make
no law ; and the determination and knowledge of that privilege be-
longeth to the lords of the parliament, and not to the justices." They
went on, however, after observing that a general writ of supersedeas ot

all processes upon ground of privilege had not been known, to say
that, "if any person that is a member of this high court of parliament
be arrested in such cases as be not for treason or felony, or surety of
the peace, or for a condemnation had before the parliament, it is used
that all such persons should be released of such arrests and make an
attorney, so that they may have their freedom and liberty, freely to

intend upon the parliament."

Notwithstanding this answer of the judges, it wns concluded by the
lords, that Thorp should remain in prison, without regarding the
alleged privilege ; and the commons were directed in the king's name
to proceed " with all goodly haste and speed " to the election of a new
of the sixth century, we find this provision, " If the king call his people to him

—

i.e., in the
wittcnagemot—and any one does an injury to one of them, let him pay a fine."

* The clergy had got a little precedence in this. An act passed, 8 H. VI., granting privi-
lege from arrest for themselves and servants on their way to convocation.
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speaker. Ii is curious to observe, that the commons, forgettinf^ their

grievances, or content to drop tlum, made such h •

'
'

accordin;^ to this command, that they presented a new
probation the next day.

This case, as has been strongly said, was begotten by the iniquity of

tlic times. The state was verj^ing fast towards civil war ; and Thorpe
who afterward::; distinguished himself for the Lap' 'i cause, was
an inveterate enemy of the duke of York. That pj. <.ms to have
been swayed a Httle from his usual temper, in ])rocuring so unwarrant-
able a determination. In the reign of Edward IV., the commons
claimed privilege against any civil suit during the time of their session

;

but they had recourse, as before, to a particular act of parliament xn.

obtain a writ of supersedeas in favour of one Atwell, a member, who
had been sued. The present law of privilege seems not to have been
fully established, or at least effectually maintained, before the reign of

Henry VIII.
No privilege of the commons can be so fundamental as liberty of

speech. This is claimed at the opening of every parliament by their

speaker, and could never be infringed without shaking the ramparts of

the constitution. Richard I I.'s attack upon Haxey has been already
mentioned as a flagrant evidence of his despotic intentions. No other

case occurs until the thirty-third year of Henry VI., when Thomas
Young, member for IJristol, complained to the commons, that, " f^r

matters by him showed in the house accustomed for the commons in

the said parliaments, he was therefore taken, arrested, and rigorously

in open wise led to the Tower of London, and there grievously in great

duress long time imprisoned against the said freedom and liberty/'

with much more to the like effect. The commons transmitted this

petition to the lords, and the king " willed that the lords of his council

do and provide for the said suppliant, as in their discretions shall be
thought convenient and reasonable." This imprisonment of Young,
however, had happened six years before, in consequence of a motion
made by him, that the king then having no issue, the duke of York
might be declared heir apparent of the crown. In the present session,

when the duke was protector, he thought it well-timed to prefer his

claim to remuneration.^
There is a remarkable precedent in the ninth of Henry IV., and per-

haps the earliest authority for two eminent maxims of parliamentary
law, that the commons possess an exclusive right of originating money-
bills, and that the king ought not to take notice of matters pending in

parliament. A quarrel broke out between the two houses upon this

ground ; and as wc have not before seen the commons venture to clash

openly with their superiors, the circumstance is for this additional rea-

son worthy of attention. As it has been little noticed, I shall translate

the whole record.
" Friday the second day of December, which was the last day of the

parliament, the commons came before the king and the lords in parlia-

ment, and there by command of the king, a schedule of indemnity
touching a certain altercation moved between the lords and commons

1 Mr Hatsell seems to have overlooked this case, for he mentions that of Strickland in 1571,
as the earliest instance of the crown's interference with freedom of speech in parliamrat.
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was read ; and on this it was commanded by our said lord the king,

that the said schedule should be entered of record in the roll of parlia-

ment ; of which schedule the tenor is as follows : be it remembered,
that on Monday the 21st day of November, the king, our sovereign lord,

being in the council-chamber in the abbey of Gloucester, (this parlia-

ment sat at Gloucester,) the lords spiritual and temporal for this present

parliament assembled, being then in his presence, a debate took place

among them about the state of the kingdom, and its defence to resist

the malice of the enemies who on every side prepare to molest the said

kingdom and its faithful subjects, and how no man can resist this malice,

unless for the safeguard and defence of his said kingdom, our sovereign

lord the king has some notable aid and subsidy granted to hin\ in his

present parliament. And therefore it was demanded of the said lords,

by way of question, what aid would be sufficient and requisite in these

circumstances ? To which question it was answered by the said lords

severally, that considering the necessity of the king on one side, and the

poverty of his people on the other, no less aid could be sufficient than
one-tenth and a half from cities and towns, and one-fifteenth and a
half from all other lay persons ; and besides, to grant a continuance
of the subsidy on wool, woolfells, and leather, and of three shillings on
the tun, (of wine,) and twelve pence on the pound, (of other mer-
chandise,) from Michaelmas next ensuing for two years thenceforth.

Whereupon, by command of our said lord the king, a message was
sent to the commons of this parliament, to cause a certain number of

their body to come before our said lord the king and the lords, in order
to hear and report to their companions what they should be commanded
by our said lord the king. And upon this the said commons sent into

the presence of our said lord the king and the said lords twelve of their

companions ; to whom, by command of our said lord the king, the said

question was declared, with the answer by the said lords severally

given to it. Which answer it was the pleasure of our said lord the

king, that they should report to the rest of their fellows, to the end that

they might take the shortest course to comply with the intention of the

said lords. Which report being thus made to the said commons, they
were greatly disturbed at it, saying and asserting it to be much to the
prejudice and derogation of their liberties. And after that our said

lord the king had heard this, not willing that anything should be done
at present, or in time to come, that might anywise turn against the
liberty of the estate, for which they are come to parliament, nor against
the liberties of the said lords, wills, and grants, and declares, by the
advice and consent of the said lords, as follows : to w'it, that it shall

be lawful for the lords to debate together in this present parliament,

and in every other for time to come, in the king^s absence, concerning
the condition of the kingdom, and tlie remedies necessary for it. And
in like manner it shall be lawful for the commons, on their part, to

debate together concerning the said condition and remedies. Provided
always that neither the lords on their part, nor the commons on theirs,

do make any report to our said lord the king of any grant granted by
the commons, and agreed to by the lords, nor of the communication's
of the said grant, before that the said lords and commons are of one
ircord and agreement in this matter, and then in mnnncr .nnd form
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accustomed, ihnt is to say, by the mouth of the speaker of the said

commons for tlie time bcin;,% to the end that the said lords and com-
mons may have what they desire (avoir puisscnt leur ^Tce) of our said
lord ih(j kinc,'. Our said lord the kin^ willin;^ly, moreover, by the
consent of the said lords, thit the communicalir;n had m this present
parli imcnt as above be not drawn into prccedint in time to come, nor
be turned to the prejudice or derogation of the libertv of the estate, for

which the said commons arc now come, neither in this present parlia-

ment nor in any other time to come. But wills that himself, and ..!1

the other estates, should be as free as they were before. Also, the s.i. I

last day of parliament, the said speaker prayed our said lord the king,

on the part of the said commons, that he would grant the said com-
mons that they should depart in as great liberty as other commons
had done before. To which the kin;; answered, that this pleased him
well, and that at all times it had been his desire."

Every attentive reader will discover this remarkable passage to

illustrate several points of constitutional law. P'or hence it may be
perceived : first, That the king was used in those times to be present
at debates of the lords, personally advising with them upon the public
business ; which also appears by many other passages on record ; and
this practice, I conceive, is not abolished by the king's present declara-

tion, save as to grants of money, which ought to be of the freewill of

parliament, and without that fear or influence which the presence of

so high a person might create : secondly. That it was already the

established law of parliament, that the lords should consent to the

commons' grant, and not the commons to the lords ; since it is the

inversion of this order whereof the commons com.plain, and it is said

expressly that grants are made by the commons, and agreed by the

lords : Thirdly, That the lower house of parliament is not, in proper
language, an estate of the realm, but rather the image and representa-

tive of the commons of England ; who, being the third estate, wiih the

nobility and clergy, make up and constitute the people of this kingdom
and liege subjects of the crown.

i

1 A notion is entertained by many people, and not without the authority of some vcrj' re-

spectable nam.'s, that tlie king is one of the three estates of the realm, the lords spiritual aad
tempoial forming logeiher the second, as the commons in parliament do the third. This is

contradic;ed hy the general tenor of our ancient records and law books ; and, indeed the
analogy of other governments ought to have the greatc'^t weight, even if more reason for

doubt appeared upon tlie face of our own authorities. But the instances where the three
estates are declared or implied to be the nobility, clergy, and commons, or at least their re-

presentatives ill parliament, are too numerous for insertion. This land standeth, says the
chancellor Stillington, in seventh Edward IV., by three states, and above that one prin-

cipal, that is to wit, lords spiritual, lords temporal, and commons, and over that, state royal,

as our sovereign lord the king. Thus too it is declared that the treaty of Staple in 1492 was
to be confirmed per tres status regni Anglise rite et debite convocatos, videlicet per prelatos

et clerum, nobiles et communitates ejusdem regni.

I will not, liowever, suppress one passage, and the only instance that has occurred in my
reading, where the king does appear to have been reckoned among the three estates. The
commons say, in the second of Henry IV.. that the states of the realm may be compared to a
trinit}', that is, the king, the lords sriritual and temporal, and the commons. In this e.xprcs-

sion, however, the sense shows, that by estates of the realm, they meant members or necessary
parts of the parliament.
Whitelocke argues at length that the three estates are king, lords, and commons, which

seems to have been a current doctrine among the popular lawyers of the seventeenth centurj*.

His reasoning is chiefly grounded on the baronial tenure of bishops, the validity of acts passed
against their consent, and other arguments of the same kind ; which might go to prove that
there are only at present two estates, but can never turn the king into one.

The source of this error is an inattcntien l« the primary sense of the word estate, (status,)
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At the next meetinfj of parliament, in allusion probably to this dis-

agreement between the houses, the king told them, that the states of

parliament were come together for the common profit of the king and
kingdom, and for unanimity's sake and general consent ; and therefore

he was sure the commons would not attempt nor say anything, but
what should be fitting and conducive to unanimity ; commanding
them to meet together, and communicate for the public service.

It was not only in money bills that the originating power was sup-

posed to reside in the commons. The course ot proceedings in parlia-

ment, as has been seen, from the commencement at least of Edward
HI.'s reign, was that the commons presented petitions, which the

lords by themselves, or with the assistance of the council, havmg
duly considered, the sanction of the king was notified or withheld.

This was so much according to usage, that, on one occasion, when the

commons requested the advice of the other house on a matter before

them, it was answered, that the ancient custom and form of parliament
had ever been for the commons to report their own opinion to the

king and lords, and not to the contrary ; and the king would have the

ancient and laudable usages of parliament maintained. It is singular

that in the terror of innovation, the lords did not discover how materi-

ally this usage of parliament took off from their own legislative influ-

ence. The rule, however, was not observed in succeeding times
;

bills originated indiscriminately in either house ; and indeed some
acts of Henry V., which do not appear to be grounded on any petition,

may be suspected, from the manner of their insertion in the rolls of

parliament, to have been proposed on the king's part to the commons,
lint there is one manifest instance in the eighteenth of Henry VI.,

where the king requested the commons to give their authority to such
regulations! as his council might provide for redressing the abuse of

purveyance ; to which they assented.

which means an order or condition into which men are classed by the institutions of society
ll is only in a secondary, or rather an elliptical application that it can be referred to their re-

present ives in parliament or national councils. The lords temporal, indeed, of England arc
)dcntical with the estate of the nohility; but the house of commons is not, strictly speaking,
the estate ot commonality, to which its members be ong, and from which they are deputed.
So tliC whole body of the clergy are, properly speaking, one of the estates, and are described
as such in the older authorities, 21 Ric. II. : though latterly the lords spiritual in parliament
acquired, with less correctness, that .ippcilation. The bishops, indeed, may be said, con-
structively, to represent the whole of the clergy, with whose giievanccs they are supposed to

be best acquainted, and whose rights it is their peculiar duty to defend. And I do not find

the inferii)r clergy had any other representation in the cortes of Castile and Aragon, where
the ccclesi.islic.il order was always cumted among the estates of the realm.

' It appears by a c.ise in the year-book of thirty-third of Henry VI., that, where the lord.s

made only some minor alterations in a bill sent up to them from the common^, even if it re-

lated to a grant of money, the custom was not to remand it for tiicir assent to the amendment.
The p.issage is worth extracting, in order to illustrate inc course of proceeding in parliament
at that time. Ca-c fuit que Sir J. P. fuit attaint dc certeyn tiespas par ncte de parliament,
dont Ics commons furent assentu.s que sil ne vient cins per tiel jour que il forfeytcra tic!

summc, et Ics seigneurs done plus l-mge jour, ct Ic bil nient rebaile al conmonsarrerc ; et per
Kirby, clerk des roles del parliament, I'use del parliament est, que si bil vient primes a Ics

commons, ct ils passcnt ceo, il est use d'cndorscr ceo en tiel forme : Soit baylc as seigniors;
et si les seigniors, ne le toy nc altcront Ic bil, donques est use a liveier ceo al cierke del par-
liament dcstrc enrol saunz endorser ceo. . . . Et si Ics seigniors volent alter un bil in ceo que
poet cstoyer ore le bil, ils poyent saunz rcmandre ceo al commons, come si les commons
graunte poundage pur quatuor ans, et les grantent nisi par deux ans, quo ne serr.i rebiiylc al

commons ; mes si les conunons grauntent nisi pur dcu.v ans, ct les seigneurs, pur qualre ans, la
ceo serra reliver al commons, et en ccst case les seigniors doyent fairc un scdulc de lour
intent, ou d'cndorscr Ic bil en ceste forme, Les seigneurs ceo asscntent pur durcr par quatuor
ans : ct quant les commons cunt le bil arrcre, ct nc volent asscntcr a ceo, ceo ne poet cstrc un
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If wc arc to choose constitutional precedents from seasons of tran-

quillity rather than disturbance, which surely is the only means of pre-

serving justice or consistency, but little intrinsic authority can be ^n\eii

to the iollowini,^ declaration of parliamentary law in the eleventh ol

Richard II. "In this parliament (the roll says) all the lords, as well

spiritual and temporal, there present, claimed as their liberty and privi-

le^% that the ^Tcat matters moved in this parliament, and to be moved
in other parliaments for time to come, touchin;^ the peers of the land,

should be treated, adjud'L^^cd, and debated accordinj; to the course of

parliament, and not by the civil law, nor the common law of the land,

used in the other lower courts of the kingdom ; which claim, liberty,

and privileges, the king graciously allowed and granted them in full

parliament." It should be remembered that this assertion of paramount
privilege was made in very irregular times, when the king was at the

mercy of the duke of Gloucester and his associates, and that it had a
view to the immediate object of justifying their violent proceedings
against the opposite party, and taking away the restraint of the com-
mon law. It stands as a dangerous rock to be avoided, not a light-

house to guide us along the channel. The law of parliament, as deter-

mined by regular custom, is incorporated into our constitution ; but

not so as to warrant an indefinite, uncontrollable assumption of power
in any case, least of all in judicial procedure, where the form and the

essence of justice are inseparable from each other. And, in fact, this

claim of the lords, whatever gloss Sir E. Coke may put upon it, was
never intended to bear any relation to the privileges of the lower house.

I should not, perhaps, have noticed this passage so strongly, if it had
not been made the basis of extravagant assertions as to the privileges

of parliament, the spirit of which exaggerations might not be ill adapted
to the times wherein Sir E. Coke lived, though I think they produced
at several later periods no slight mischief, some consequences of which
we may still have to experience.

The want of all judicial authority, either to issue process or to

examine witnesses, together v^'ith the usual shortness of sessions, de-

prived the House of Commons of what is now considered one of its

most fundamental privileges, the cognisance of disputed elections.

Upon a false return by the sheriff, there was no remedy but through
the king or his council. Six instances only, I believe, occur during the

reigns of the Plantagenet family, wherein the misconduct or mistake of

the sheriff is recorded to have called for a specific animadversion, though
it was frequently the ground of general complaint, and even of some
statutes. The first is in the twelfth of Edward II., when a petition

was presented to the council against a false return for the county of

Devon, the petitioner having been duly elected. It was referred to the

actre, mes si les commons volent assenter, donques ils indorse leur respons sur le mer^ent de
basse deins le bil en tiel forme, Les commons sont assentans al sedul des seigniors, a mesme
cesty bil annexe, et donques sera bayle ad clerke del parliament, ut supra. Et si un bil soit

primes liver al seigniors, et le bil passe eux ils ne usont de fayre ascun endorsement, mess de
mitter le bil as commons, et donques si le bil passe les commons, il sst use destre issint en-
dorce, Les commons sont assentants, et ceo prove que il ad passe les seigniors devant, et lour

assent est a ccst passer del seigniors ; et ideo cest acte supra nest bon, pur ceo que ne fuit

rebaile as commons.
A singular assertion is made in the year-book 21 E. IV., that a subsidy granted by the

commons without assent of the peers is good enough. This cannot surelj' have been la\r at
that time.
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Court of Exchequer to summon the sheriff before them. The next
occurs in the thirty-sixth of Edward III., Avhen a writ was directed to

the sheriff of Lancashire, after the dissoUition of parhament, to inquire

at the county-court into the vahdity of the election ; and upon his

neglect, a second writ issued to the justices of the peace, to satisfy

themselves about this in the best manner they could, and report the

truth into chancery. This inquiry after the dissolution was on account
of the wages for attendance, to which the knights unduly returned

could have no pretence. We find a third case in the seventh of

Richard II., when the king took notice that Thomas de Camoys, who
was summoned by writ to the House of Peers, had been elected knight

for Surrey, and directed the sheriff to return another. In the same
year, the town of Shaftesbury petitioned the king, lords, and commons,
against a false return of the sheriff of Dorset, and prayed them to

order remedy. Nothing further appears respecting this petition. This
is the first instance of the commons being noticed in matters of elec-

tion. But the next case is more material : in the fifth of Henry IV.,

the commons prayed the king and lords in parliament, that because
the writ of summons to parliament was not sufficiently returned by
the sheriff of Rutland, this matter might be examined in parliament,

and in case of default found therein, an exemplary punishment might
be inllicted ; whereupon the lords sent for the sheriff and Oneby, the

knight returned, as well as for Thorp, who had been duly elected, and
having examined into the facts of the case, directed the return to be
amended, by the insertion of Thorp's name, and committed the sheriff

to the Fleet, till he should pay a fine at the king's pleasure. The last

passage that I can produce is from the roll of 18 H. VI., where " it is

considered by the king, with the advice and assent of the lords

spiritual and temporal," that whereas no knights have been returned

for Cambridgeshire, the sheriff shall be directed, by another writ, to

hold another court, and to proceed to an election, proclaiming that no
person shall come armed, nor any tumultuous proceeding take place ;

something of which sort appears to have obstructed the execution of

the first writ. It is to be noticed, that the commons are not so much
as named in this entry. But several provisions were made by statute

under the Lancastrian kings, when seats in parliament became mucli
more an object of competition than before, to check the partiality of

the sheriffs in making undue returns. One act (11 H. IV.) gives the

justices of assize power to inquire into this matter, and inflicts a
penalty of one hundred pounds on the sheriff. Another (6 H. VI.)

mitigates the rigour of the former, so far as to permit the sheriff, or

the knights returned by him, to traverse the inquests before the jus-

tices ; that is, to be heard in their own defence, which, it seems, had
not been permitted to them. Another (23 H. VI.) gives an additional

penalty upon false returns to the party aggrieved. These statutes

conspire, with many other testimonies, to manifest the rising import-

ance of the house of commons, and the eagerness with which gentle-

men of landed estates (whatever might be the case in petty boroughs)
sought for a share in the national representation.

Whoever may have been the original voters for county representa-

tives, the first statute that regulates their election, so far from limiting
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the privilc;^c lo tenants in capilc, appears to place it upon a very
hirj^c and dcniocralical foundation. For, ('ns I rather conceive, thouj;h
not without much hesitation,) not only all freeholders, but all persons
^vhatevcr present at the county-court, were dcclnrcd, or rendered,
capable ol votin*,' for tlie kni;4ht of their shire. Such at least seems to

be the inference from the expressions of 7 H. IV., "all who are there
present, as well suitors duly summoned for that cause as others."

^

And this acquires some degree of confirmation from the later statute,

8 II. VI., which, reciting that "elections of knights of shires have now
of late been made l)y very great, outrageous, and excessive number of
people dwelling within the same counties, of the which most part was
people of small substance and of no value," confines the elective

franchise to freeholders of lands or tenements to the value of forty

shillings.

The representation of towns in parliament was founded upon two
principles ; of consent to public burthens, and of advice in public
measures, especially such as related to trade and shipping. Upon
both these accounts it was natural for the kings who first summoned
them to parliament, little foreseeing that such half- emancipated
burghers would ever clip the loftiest plumes of their prerogative, to

make these assemblies numerous, and summon members from every
town of consideration in the kingdom. Thus the writ of 23 E. I.

directs the sheriffs to cause deputies to be elected to a general council

from every city, borough, and trading town. And although the last

w ords arc omitted in subsequent writs, yet their spirit was preserved
;

many towns having constantly returned members to parliament by
regular summonses from the sheriffs, which were no chartered boroughs,
nor had apparently any other claim than their populousness or com-
merce. These are now called boroughs by prescription.^

I The hypothesis, embraced by Prynne, is, I confess, much opposed to general opinion

;

and a very respectable living writer treats such an interpretation of the statute 7 H. IV'. as
chimerical. The words cited in the te.\t, "as others," mean only, according to him, suitors

not duly summoned. But, as I presume, the summons to freeholders was by general procla-

mation ; so that it is not easy lo perceive what difference there could be between summoned
and unsummoned suitors. And if the words are supposed to glance at the private summonses
to a few friends, by means of which the sheriffs were accustomed to procure a clandestine
election, one can hardly imagine that such per.sons would be styled "duly summoned." It

is not unlikely, however, that these large expressions were inadvertently used, and that they
led to that inundation of voters without property which rendered the subsequent act of

Henry VI necessary. That of Henry IV. had itself been occasioned by an opposite evil, the
close election of knights by a few persons in the name of the county.
Yet the consequence of the statute of Henry IV. was not to let in too many voters, or to

render elections tumultuous in the largest of English counties, whatever it micht be in others.

Prynne has pubHshed some singular sheriff's indentures for the county of York, all during
the interval between the acts of H. IV. and H. VI., which are sealed by a few persons calling

themselves the attorneys of some peers and ladies, who, as far as appears, had solely returned
the knights of that shire.

* The majority of prescriptive boroughs have prescriptive corporations, which carry tlie

legal, which is not ahvays the moral, presumption of an original charter. But "many
boroughs and towns in England have burgesses by prescription, that never were incorporate."

And Mr Luders thinks, I know not how just!}', that, in the age of Edward I., which is most
to our immediate purpose, "there were not perhaps thirtj' corporations in the kingdom."
But I must allow that, in the opinion of man}' sound lawyers, the representation of unchartered,
or at least unincorporated boroughs was rather a real privilege, and founded up'jn tenure,

than one arising out of their share in public contributions. This inquiry is very obscure ; and
perhaps the more so, because the learning directed towards it has more frequently been that

of advocates pleading for their clients, than of unbiassed antiquaries. If this be kept in view,

the lover of constitutional history will find much information in several of the reported cases
i>n controverted elections ; particularly those of Tewksburj- and Liskeard ia Peckwell'^
Reports.
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Besides these respectable towns, there were some of a less eminent
figure, which had writs directed to them, as ancient demesnes of the

crown. During times of arbitrary taxation, the crown had set tallages

alike upon its chartered boroughs and upon its tenants in demesne.
When parliamentary consent became indispensable, the free tenants in

ancient demesne, or rather such of them as inhabited some particular

vills, were called to parliament among the other representatives of the

commons. They arc usually specified distinctly from the other classes

of representatives in grants of subsidies throughout the parHaments of

the two first Edwards, till, about the beginning of the Third's reign,

they were confounded with ordinary burgesses. This is the founda-
tion of that particular species of elective franchise incident to what we
denominate burgage tenure ; which, however, is not confined to the

ancient demesne of the crown.

The proper constituents, therefore, of the citizens and burgesses in

parliament appear to have been :— i. All chartered boroughs, whether
the^ derived their privileges from the crown, or from a mesne lord, as

several in Cornwall did from Richard king of the Romans ; 2. All

towns which were the ancient or the actual demesne of the crown
;

3. All considerable places, though unincorporated, which could aftbrd

to defray the expenses of their representatives, and had a notable in-

terest in the public welfare. But no parliament ever perfectly corre-

sponded with this theory. The writ was addressed in general terms to

the sheriff, requiring him to cause two knights to be elected out of the

body of the county, two citizens from every city, and two burgesses
from every borough. It rested altogether upon him to determine what
towns should exercise this franchise ; and it is really incredible, with
all the carelessness and ignorance of those times, what frauds the

sheriffs ventured to commit in executing this trust. Though parlia-

ments met almost every year, and there could be no mistake in so

notorious a fact, it was the continual practice of sheriffs to omit
boroughs that had been in the recent habit of electing members, and to

return upon the writ that there were no more within their county.
Thus in the twelfth of Edward III. the sheriff of Wiltshire, after re-

turning two citizens for Salisbury, and burgesses for two boroughs,
concludes with these words : "There are no other cities, or boroughs
within my bailiwick." Yet in fact eight other towns had sent members
to preceding parliaments. So in the sixth of Edward II., the sheriff

of Bucks declared that he had no borough within his county except
Wycomb ; though Wendover, Admondesham, and Mariow had twice
made returns since that king's accession.^ And from this cause alone
it has happened, that many towns called boroughs, and having a
charter and constitution as such, have never returned members to par-

liament ; some of which are now among the most considerable in Eng-
land, as Leeds, Birmingham, and Macclesfield.

It has been suggested indeed by Brady, that these returns may not
1 Pn-nne argues that this power of omitting ancient boroughs was legally vested in tha

sheriff before the fifth of Richard II. And, though the language of that act implies the
contrary of tl us position, yet it is more than probable, that most of our parli.imcntary boroughs
by prescriptii n, especially >-iich a-^ wete then unincorporated, are Indebted for their privileges
to the excrciae of the sheriff's discretion ; not founded on parti.ility, which would rather have
led him to omit them, but on the broad principle that they were sufficiently opulent and im-
portant to send representatives to parliament.
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appear so false and collusive, if wc suppose the sheriff to mean only
that there were no resident burfjcsscs within these boi ' "

returned, or that the expense of their waj;es would be t'

place to supi)ort. And, no doubt, the latter j)lea, whether implicfl f>r

not in the return, was very frequently an inducement to the sheriffs to

spare the smaller boroupjhs. The wages of knights were four shillings

a day, levied on all freeholders, or at least on all holding by kni; ' '-

service, within the county.^ Those of burgesses were half that suii. :

-

but even this pittance was raised with reluctance and difficulty from
miserable burghers, little solicitous about political franchises. Poverty,
indeed, seems to have been accepted as a legal excuse. In the sixth

of E. II,, the sheriff of Northumberland returns to the writ of sum-
mons, that all his knights are not sufficient to protect the county ; an'l

in the first of E. III., that they were too much ravaged by their encr. • ;

to send any members to parliament. The sheriffs of Lancashire, alie,

several returns that they had no boroughs within their count)', though
Wigan, Liverpool, and Preston were such, alleged at length, that r/

ought to be called upon, on account of their poverty. This return ..

constantly made, from 36 E. III. to the reign of Henry VI.
The elective franchise was deemed by the boroughs no privilege or

blessing, but rather, during the chief part of this period, an intolerabl.

grievance. Where they could not persuade the sheriff to omit sending
his writ to them, they set it at defiance by making no return. And this

seldom failed to succeed, so that after one or two refusals to comply,
which brought no punishment upon them, they were left in quiet en-

joyment of their insignificance. The town of Torrington, in Devon-
shire, went further, and obtained a charter of exemption from sending
burgesses, grounded upon what the charter asserts to appear on the

rolls of chancery, that it had never been represented before the twenty-
first of E. III. This is absolutely false, and is a proof how little wc
can rely upon the veracity of records, Torrington having made not less

^ It is a perplexing question, whether freeholders in socage were liable to contribute to-

wards the wages of knights; and authorities might be produced on both sides. The more
probable supposition is, that they were not exempted. See the various petitions relating to

the payment of wages in Prynne. This is not unconnected with the question as to their r'^ht

of suffrage. Freeholders within franchises made repeated endeavours to exempt themselves
from payment of wages. Thus in 9 H. IV., it was settled by parliament, that, to put an end
to the disputes on this subject between the people of Cambridgeshire, and those of the isle of

£1}% the latter should pay two hundred pounds and be quit in future of all charges on that

account. By this means the inhabitants of that franchise seem to have purchased the right

ofsuftrage, which they still enjoy, though not, I suppose, suitors to the county court. In
most other franchises, and in many cities erected into distinct counties, the same privi'c~j

of voting for knights of the shire is practically exercised ; but whether this has not proceed -J

as much from the tendency of returning officers, and of parliament to favour the right of elec-

tion in doubtful cases, as from the merits of their pretensions, may be a question.
- The wages of knights and burgesses were first reduced to this certain sum by the writs De

levandis expensis, 16 E. II. These were issued at the request of those who had served, after the

dissolution of parliament, and included a certain number of days, according to the distance of

the country whence they came, for going and returning. It appears by these that thirty-five

or forty miles were reckoned a day's journey ; which may correct the exaggerated notions of

bad roads and tardy locomotions that are sometimes entertained.

The latest entries of writs for expenses in the close roKs are of 2 H. V. ; but they may be
proved to have issued much longer; and Prynne traces them to the end of Henry VIII. 's

reign. Without the formality of this writ, a very few instances of towns remunerating their

burgesses for attendance in parliament are known to have occurred in later times. Andrew
Marvel is commonly said to have been the last who received this honourable salarj-. A
modern book asserts that wages were paid in some Cornish boroughs as late as the eighteenth

century ; but the passage quoted in proof of this is not precise enough to support so unlikely

a fact.
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than twenty-two returns before that time. It is curious, that in spite

of this charter, the town sent members to the two ensuing parliaments,

and then ceased for ever. Richard II. (^ave the inhabitants of Col-

chester a dispensation from returning burgesses for five years, in

consideration of the expenses they had incurred in fortifying the town.

But this immunity, from whatever reason, was not regarded, Colchester

having continued to make returns as before.

The partiality of sheriffs in leaving out boroughs, which were accus-

tomed in old time to come to the parliament, was repressed, as far as

law could repress it, by a statute of Richard II., which imposed a fine

on them for such neglect, and upon any member of parliament who
should absent himself from his duty. 13ut it is, I think, highly pro-

bable that a great part of those who were elected from the boroughs
did not trouble themselves with attendance in parliament. The sheriff

even found it necessary to take sureties for their execution of so

burthensome a duty, whose names it was usual, down to the end of the

fifteenth century, to indorse upon the writ along with those of the

elected.^ This expedient is not likely to have been very successful

;

and the small number, comparatively speaking, of writs for expenses

of members for boroughs, which have been published by Prynne, while

those for the knights of shires are almost complete, leads to a strong

presumption that their attendance was very defective. This statute of

Richard II. produced no sensible eliect.

By what person the election of burgesses was usually made is a
question of great obscurity, which is still occasionally debated before

committees of parliament. It appears to have been the common
practice for a very few of the prhicipal members of the corporation to

make the election in the county-court, and their names, as actual

electors, are generally returned upon the writ by the sheriff. But we
cannot surely be warranted by this to infer, that they acted in any other
capacity than as deputies of the whole body, and indeed it is fre-

quently expressed that they chose such and such persons by the assent
of the community ;- by which word, in an ancient corporate borough,
it seems natural to understand the freemen participating in its general
franchises, rather than the ruling body, which, in many instances at

present, and always, perhaps, in the earliest age of corporations, derived
its authority by delegation from the rest. The consent, however, of
the inferior freemen we may easily believe to have been merely
nominal ; and from being nominal, it would in many places come by
degrees not to be required at all ; the corporation, specially so deno-
minated, or municipal government, acquiring by length of usage an ex-

clusive privilege in election ofmembers ofparliament, as they did in local

administration. This, at least, appears to me a more probable hypo-
thesis than that of Dr Brady, who limits the original right of election

in all corporate boroughs to the aldermen or other capital burgesses.
The members of the House of Commons, from this occasional dis-

use of ancient boroughs, as well as from the creation of new ones,
underwent some fluctuation during the period subject to our review.

* Somstimes an elected burgess absolutely refused to go to parliament, and drove his con-
Btitucnts to a fresh choice.

s De assensu totins commimitatis predicts clegeruat R. W., so in several other instances
quoted in the ensuinp pa^cs.
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Two hundred citizens and burr^cascr, snl in llic parliament licld by
Kdward 1. in his twcnty-tiiird year, the carhcst epoch of ncknowledgc-cl
representation. But in the reigns of Edward III. and his three suc-
cessors, about ninety places, on an average, returned members, so that

we may reckon tliis part of the commons at one hundred and eighty.

These, if rcj^ular in their duties, might appear an over-balance for the
seventy-four knights who sat with them, liut the dignity of ancient
lineage, territorial wealth, and military character, in times when the
feudal spirit was hardly extinct, and that of chivalry at its height, made
these burghers vail their lieads to the landed aristocracy. It is pretty

manifest, that the knights, though doubtless with some support from the
representatives of towns, sustained the chief brunt of the battle against
the crown. The rule and intention of our old constitution was, that

each county, city, or borough, should elect deputies out of its own
body, resident among themselves, and consequently acquainted with
their necessities and grievances.^ It would be very interesting to dis-

cover at what time, and by what degrees, the practice of election

swerved from this strictness. But I have not been able to trace many
steps of the transition. The number of practising lawyers who sat in

parliament, of which there are several complaints, seems to afford an
inference that it had begun in the reign of Edward III. Besides several

petitions of the commons, that none but knights or reputable squires

should be returned for shires, an ordinance was made in the forty-sixth

of his reign that no lawyer practising in the king's court, nor sheriff

during his shrievalty, be returned knight for a county ; because these

lawyers put forward many petitions in the name of the commons, which
only concerned their clients. This probably was truly alleged, as we
may guess from the vast number of proposals for changing the course
of legal process, which fill the rolls during this reign. It is not to be
doubted, however, that many practising lawyers were men of landed
estate in their respective counties.

An act in the first year of Henry V. directs that none be chosen
knights, citizens, or burgesses, who are not resident within the place

for which they are returned on the day of the writ. This statute appa-
rently indicates a point of time when the deviation from the line of

law was frequent enough to attract notice, and yet not so established

as to pass unavoidable irregularity. It proceeded, however, from great

and general causes, which new laws, in this instance, ver)- fortunately,

are utterly incompetent to withstand. There cannot be a more appo-

site proof of the inefficacy of human institutions to struggle against the

steady course of events, than this unlucky statute of Henry* V., which
is almost a solitary instance in the law of England, wherein the prin-

ciple of desuetude has been avowedly set up against an unrepealed

enactment. I am not aware, at least, of any other, which not only the

House of Commons, but the Court of King's Bench has deemed itself

at liberty to declare unfit to be observed. Even at the time when it

1 In 4 Edw. II. the sheriff of Rutland made this return : Eligi feci in pleno comitatu, loco

diiorum militum, eo quod miiites non sunt in hoc comitatu commorantes, duos_ homines de
comitatu Rutland, de discretioribus et ad laborandum potentioribus, &c. But this deficiency

of actual knights soon became'very common. In 19 E. II. there were twenty-eight members
l-eturned from shires who were not knights, and but twenty-seven who were such. The
former had at this time only two shillings or three shillings a day for their wages, while tho

real kniglus had four shillings. Bui in the next reign their wages were put on a level.
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was enacted, this law had probably as such very little effect. But still

the plurality of elections were made, according to ancient usage as well

as statute, out of the constituent body. The contrary instances were
exceptions to the rule ; but exceptions increasing continually, till they

subverted the rule itself. Prynne has remarked, that we chiefly find

Cornish surnames among the representatives of Cornwall, and those of

northern families among the returns from the north. Nor do the mem-
bers for shires and towns seem to have been much interchanged ; the

names of the former belonging to the most ancient families, while

those of the latter have a more plebeian cast.^ In the reign of Edward
IV., and not before, a very few of the burgesses bear the addition of

esquire in the returns ; which became universal in the middle of the

succeeding century.2

Even county elections seem in general, at least in the fourteenth cen-

tury, to have been ill attended, and left to the influence of a few power-
ful and active persons, A petitioner against an undue return in the

twelfth of Edward II. complains that, whereas he had been chosen
knight for Devon, by Sir William Martin, bishop of Exeter, with the

consent of the county, yet the sheriff had returned another. In several

indentures of a much later date, a few persons only seem to have been
concerned in the election, though the assent of the community be ex-

pressed. These irregularities, which it would l)e exceedingly erroneous

to convert, with Hume, into lawful customs, resulted from the abuses

of the sheriff's power, which, when parliament sat only for a few weeks
with its hands full of business, were almost sure to escape with impu-
nity. They were sometimes also countenanced, or rather instigated,

by the crown, which, having recovered in Edward Il.'s reign the pre-

rogative of naming the sheriffs, surrendered by an act of his father,^

filled that office with its creatures, and constantly disregarded the

statute forbidding their continuance beyond a year. Without search-

ing for every passage that might illustrate the interference of the crown
in elections, I will mention two or three leading instances. When
Richard II. was meditating to overturn the famous commission of re-

form, he sent for some of the sheriffs, and required them to permit no
knight or burgess to be elected to the next parliament, without the

approbation of the king and his council. The sherifis replied, that the

commons would maintain their ancient privilege of electing their own
representatives. The parliament of 1397, which attainted his enemies,

and left the constitution at his mercy, was chosen, as we are told, by
dint of intimidation and intluence.* Thus also that of Henry VI., held

1 By 23 H. VI., none but gentlemen born, gcncrosi a n.itivitate, are capable of sitting in

pixrliainent as knights of counties ; an election was set aside 39 H. VI., because the person re-

turned was not of gentle birth.
'^ A letter in that .luthentic and interesting accession to our knowledge of .incient times,

the Paston collection, shows that eager canvass was sometimes made by country' gcntLmcn
in Edward IV. 's reign to represent boroughs. This letter throws light at the same time on
the creation or revival of boroughs. The writer tells Sir John Paston :

" If ye miss to be
burgess of Maiden, and my lord chamberlain will, ye may be in another pbcc ; there be a
dozen towns in Kngland that choose no burgess, which ought to do it, ye may be set in for

one of those towns an' ye be friended." This was in 1472.
3 28 E. I. It is s.^id that the sheriff was elected by the people of his county in the Anglo-

Saxon period ; no instance v{ this, however, according to Lord Littleton, occurs after the con-
quest. Shrievalties were commonly sold by the Norman kings.

* Otterbourne says of the knights returned on this occasion, that they were not elected pei
communitatem, ut mos exej^it, sed per rcgiam vuluutatem.

2 L
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at Coventry in 1460, wherein tlic duke of York nnd his party were at-

tainted, is said to liave been unduly returned by the hke means. 'Ihis

is rendered probable by a petition presented to it by the sheriffs, pray-
in;T indemnity for all which they had done in relation thereto contrary
to law. An act passed according to their prayer, and in confirmation
of elections. A few years before, in 1455, a singular letter under the
king's signet is addressed to the sheriffs, reciting that " we be cn-
fourmed there is busy labour made in ^ondry wises by certainc persons
for the chcsying of the said knights, .... of which labour we mar-
vaillc greatly, insomuche as it is nothing to the honour of the laborers,

but aycnst tlieir worship ; it is also ayenst the lawes of the lande," with
more to that effect ; and enjoining the sheriff to let elections be free

and the peace kept. There was certainly no reason to uonder that a
parliament, which was to shift the virtual sovereignty of the kingdom
into the hands of one whose claims were known to extend much far-

ther, should be the object of tolerably warm contests. Thus in the

Paston letters we find several proofs of the importance attached to

parliamentary elections by the highest nobility.

The House of Lords, as we left it in the reign of Henry III., was
entirely composed of such persons holding lands by barony as were
summoned by particular writ of parliament.^ Tenure and summons
were both essential at this time in order to render any one a lord ot

parliament ; the first by the ancient constitution of our feudal mon-
archy from the Conquest ; the second by some regulation or usage of

doubtful origin, which was thoroughly established before the conclusion
of Henry Ill.'s reign. This produced of course a very marked differ-

ence between the greater and the lesser or unparliamentar)- barons.

The tenure of the latter, however, still subsisted, and though too incon-

siderable to be members of the legislature, they paid relief as barons,
they might be challenged on juries, and, as I presume, by parity of

reasoning, were entitled to trial by their peerage. These lower barons,
or, more commonly, tenants by parcels of baronies,^ maybe dimly traced

to the latter years of Edward 1 11.^ But many of them were succes-

sively summoned to parliament, and thus recovered the former lustre

of their rank ; while the rest fell gradually into the station of common-
ers, as tenants by simple knight-service.

As tenure without summons did not entitle any one to the privileges

' Upon this dry and obscure subject of inquiry, the nature and constitution of the House of
Lords during this period, I have been much indebted to the first part of Prj'nne's Register,
and to West's Inquiry into the manner of creating peers ; which, though written with a motive,
to serve the minist^A' of rjig in the peerage bill, deserves, for the perspicuity of the method
and style, to be reckoned among the best of our constitutional dissertations.

2 Baronies were often divided by descent among females into many parts, each retaining

its character as a fracticn.tl member of a barony. The tenants in such case were said to hold
of the king by the third, fourth, or twentieth part of a barony, and did service or paid relief

in such proportion.
^ That a baron could only be tried by his fellow-barons was probably a rule as old as the

trial per piis of a commoner. In 4 E. III. Sir Simon iiercford, having been accused befi^re

the lords in parliament of aiding and advising Mortimer in his treasons, they declared with

cne voice that he was not their peer; wherefore they were not bound to judge him as a peer
of the land ; but, inasmuch as it was notorious that he had been concerned in usurpation of
royal powers and murder of the liege lord, (as they style Edward II.,) the lords, as judges of
parliament, by a.^sent of the king in par.lament, awarded and adjudged him to be hanged. A
like sentence with a like protestation was passed on Mauiravers and Goumay. There is >
verj' remarkable anomaly in the case of Lord Berkley, who, though undoubtedly a taron, his

ancestors having been summoned from the earliest date of writs, put himself on his trial iu

parliament by twelve knights of the county of Gloucester.
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of a lord of parliament, so no spiritual person at least ought to have

been summoned without baronial tenure. The prior of St James at

Northampton, havinj^ been summoned in the twelfth of Edward II.,

was discharged upon his petition, because he held nothing of the king

by barony, but only in frankahnoign. The prior of Bridlington, after

frequent summonses, was fmally left out, with an entry made in the

roll, that he held nothing of the king. The abbot of Leicester had
been called to fifty parliaments : yet, in the twenty-fifth of Edward
III., he obtained a charter of perpetual exemption, reciting that he
held no lands or tenements of the crown by barony, or any such
service as bound him to attend parliaments or councils. But great

irregularities prevailed in the rolls of chancery, from which the writs

to spiritual and temporal peers were taken : arising in part, perhaps,

from negligence, in part from wilful perversion : so that many abbots

and priors, who like these had no baronial tenure, were summoned
at times and subsequently omitted, of whose actual exemption we have
no record. Out of one hundred and twenty-two abbots, and forty-one

priors, who at some time or other sat in parliament, but twenty-five of

the former, and two of the latter were constantly summoned : the

names of forty occur only once, and those of thirty-six others not more
than five times. Their want of baronial tenure, in all probability,

prevented the repetition of writs, which accident or occasion had
caused to issue.^

The ancient temporal peers are supposed to have been intermingled
with persons who held nothing of the crown by barony, but attended
in parliament solely by virtue of the king's prerogative exercised in the

writ of summons.- These have been called barons by writ ; and it

seems to be denied by no one, that, at least under the three first

Edwards, there were some of this description in parliament. But
after all the labours of Dugdalc and others in tracing the genealogies

of our ancient aristocracy, it is a problem of much difficulty to dis-

tinguish these from the territorial barons. As the latter honours
descended to female heirs, they passed into new families and new
names, so that we can hardly decide of one summoned for the first

time to parliament, that he did not inherit the possession of a feudal

barony. Husbands of baronial heiresses were almost invariably sum-
moned in their wives' right, though frequently by their own names.
They even sat after the death of their wives, as tenants by the courtesy.

Again, as lands, though not the subject of frequent transfer, were,

especially before the statute de donis, not inalienable, we cannot
positively assume that all the right heirs of original barons had pre-

1 It is worthy of observation that the spiritual peers summoned to p-irliament were in gene-
ral considerably more numerous than the temporal. This appears, amon^ other causc>;, to

have saved the church from that sweeping reformation of its wealth, and perhaps of its doc-
trines, which the commons were thoroughly inclined to make under Richard II. and Henry
IV. Thus the reduction of tlic spiritual lords by the dissolution of monasteiics was indis-

pensably required to bring the ecclesiastical order into due subjection to the st.itc.

^ Perhaps it can hardly bo .said that th^ king's prerogative compelled the party summoned,
not being a tenant by b.irony, to take his seat. Hut though several spiritual persons appear
to have been discharged from attendance on account of their holding nothing by barony, as
h.as been justly observed, yet there is, I believe, no instance of any layman's making such a.n

application. The terms of the ancient writ or summons, however, in fide et Iu-<mas:o quibus
nobis tenemini, afford a presumption that a feudal tenure was, in construction of law. the
basis of every lord's attendance in parliament. This f >rm was not fiualiy choCQcd to tlic

present, in fide ct U^entUi, till the forty-si.vth of Edw. HI.



served those estates upon wliich their barony had ticjA j.icd.' If wc
jiul^c, liovvevcr, by the list of those summoned, according to the best

means in our power, it will apjjear that the regular barons by tenure
were all along very far more numerous than those called by writ : and
that from the end of Edward lll.'s rei},'n, no spiritual persons, and
few if any laymen, except peers created by patent, were summoned to

parliament, who did not hold territorial baronies.""^

With respect to those who were indebted for their scats amonj^ the

lords to the king's writ, there are two material questions : v.hether

they acquired an hereditary nobility by virtue of the writ ; and if this

be determined against them, whether they had a decisive, or merely
a deliberative voice in the house. Now, for the first question, it seems
that, if the writ of summons conferred an estate of inheritance, it must
have done so either by virtue of its terms, or by established construc-

tion and precedent. But the writ contains no words by which such an
estate can in law be limited ; it summons the person addressed to

attend in parliament in order to give his advice on the public business,

but by no means implies that his advice will be required of his heirs,

or even of himself on any other occasion. The strongest expression

is "vobiscum et c(Bteris prailatis, magnatibus et proccribus,'' which
appears to place the party on a sort of level with the peers. But the

word magnates and proceres are used very largely in ancient lan-

guage, and, down to the time of Edward III., comprehend the king's

ordinary council, as well as his barons. Nor can these, at any raie,

be construed to pass an inheritance, which, in the grant of a private

person, much more of the king, would require express words of limita-

tion. In a single instance, the writ of summons to Sir Henry de
Bromflete, (27 H. VI.,) we find these remarkable words : Volumus
enim vos et ha^redes vestros masculos de corpore vestro legitime

exeuntes barones de Vescy existere. But this Sir Henry de Bromflete
was the lineal heir of the ancient barony de Vesci.3 And if it were
true that the writ of summons conveyed a barony of itself, there seems
no occasion to have introduced these extraordinary words of creation

or revival. Indeed, there is less necessity to urge these arguments
from the nature of the writ, because the modern doctrine, which is

entirely opposite to what has here been suggested, asserts that no one

J Prynne speaks of " the alienation of baronies by sale, gift, or marriage, after which the
new purchasers were summoned instead," as if it frequently happened. And several instances

are mentioned in the Bergavenny case, where land-baronies having been enLiiled by the
owners on their heirs male, the heirs general have been excluded from inheriting the dignity.

It is well known, notwithstanding these ancient precedents, that the modem doctrine does
not admit anj' right in the purcha-er of a territorial peerage, such as Arundel, to a writ of
summons, or consequently to any privilege as a lord of parliament. But it might be a specu-
lative question whether such a purchaser could not become a real, though unparliamentary
baron, and entitled as such to a trial by the peers. For though the king, assisted, if he
please, by the advice of the house of lords, is finally and exclusively to decide up>on claims
to parliamentary privileges, yet the dignity of peerage, whether derived under ancient tenure
or royal patent, is vested in the possessor by ace of law, whereof the ordinary courts of jus-
tice may incidentally take cognisance.

2 This must be understood to mean that no new families were summoned ; for the descend-
ants of some who are not supposed to have held land-baronies may constantly be found in

later lists.

5 Prynne, who takes rather lower ground than West, and was not aware of Sir Henry de
Bromflete's descent, admits that a writ of summons to any one, naming him baron, or
dominus, as Baroni de Greystocke, Domino de Furnival, did give an inheritab.e peerage

:

not so a writ generally worded, naming the party knight or esquire, unless he held by barony.



is ennobled by the mere summons, unless he has rendered it operative

by taking^ his seat in parliament ; distinguishing; it in this from a patent

of peerage, which requires no act of the party for its completion. But
this distinction could be supported by nothing except long usage. If,

however, we recur to the practice of former times, we shall find that

no less than ninety-eight laymen were summoned once only to parlia-

ment, none of their names occurring afterwards ; and fifty others, two,

three, or four times. Some were constantly summoned during their

lives, none of whose posterity ever attained that honour.^ The course
of proceeding, therefore, previous to the accession of Henry VII., by
no means warrants the doctrine which was held in the latter end of

Elizabeth's reign, and has since been too fully established by repeated

precedents to be shaken by any reasoning. The foregoing observa-

tions relate to the more ancient history of our constitution, and to the

plain matter of fact as to those times, without considering what
political cause there might be to prevent the crown from introducing

occasional counsellors into the House of Lords.

It is manifest by many passages in these records that bannerets were
frequently summoned to the upper house of parliament, constituting a
distinct class, inferior to barons, though generally named together, and
ultimately confounded with them. IJarons are distinguished by the

appellation of Sire, bannerets have only that of Monsieur, as le Sire

de Berkeley, le Sire de Fitzwaltcr, Monsieur Richard Scrop, Monsieur
Richard Stafford. In the seventh of Richard II., Thomas Camoys
having been elected knight of the shire for Surrey, the king addresses
a writ to the sheriff, directing him to proceed to a new election, cum
hujusmodi bannerctti ante ha^c tempora in milites comitatus ratione

alicujus parliamenti eligi minime consueveiimt. Camoys was sum-
moned by writ to the same parliament. It has been inferred from
hence, by Selden, that he was a baron, and that the word banneret is

merely synonymous.^ But this is contradicted by too many passages.
liannerets had been so far considered as commoners some years before,

that they could not be challenged on juries.^ But they seem to have
been more highly estimated at the date of this writ.

The distinction, however, between barons and bannerets died away
by degrees. In the second of Henry VI. Scrope of Bolton is called le

Sire de Scrop ; a proof that he was then reckoned among the barons.
The bannerets do not often appear afterwards by that appellation as

members of the upper house. Bannerets, or, as they are called, ban-
rents, are enumerated among the orders of Scottish nobility in the year

1428, when the statute directing the common lairds or tenants in capite

to send representatives was enacted ; and a modern historian justly

calls them an intermediate order between the peers and lairds.

Perhaps a consideration of these facts, which have frequently been

' Elsynge, who 5;trenuou<5ly contends against the writ of summons conferring an hereditary
nobility, is of opinion that the party summoned was never omitted in subsequent parliaments,
and consequently was a peer for life. But more regard is due to Prynne's later imiiiiries.

' Selden s opinion that bannerets in the lords' house were the same as barons, may seem to

call on me for some contrary authorities, in order to support my own assertion, bc-ides the
passages above quoted from the rolls, of which he would naturally be suppesed a more com-
petent judge. I refer therefore to Spelman, Whitelocke, and Elsynge.

' Puis un fut chaleng^ puree qu'il fut n banniers, ct non allocatur, car s'i! soit a bannicrei
et uc licut pas p.ir baronic, il sera en Tassise. Year Book, 22 Edw. III.
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overlooked, may tend in some measure to explain the occasional dis-

continuance, or sometimes the entire cessation, of writs of summons v.

an individual or his descendants ; since wc may conceive that ban-
nerets, l)ein^^ of a dignity much inferior to that of barons, had no suf.h

inheritable nobihty in their blood as rendered their parhamentar>- pri-

vileges a matter of right. But whether all those who without any
baronial tenure received their writs of summons to pnrliament belonged
to the order of bannerets, I cannot pretend to affirm ; though sonv-
passages in the rolls might rather lead to such a supposition.
The second question relates to the right of suffrage possessed by

these temporary members of the upper house. It might seem plausible

certainly to conceive, that the real and ancient aristocracy would not
permit their powers to be impaired by numbering the votes of such as

the king might please to send among them, however they might allow

them to assist in their debates. But I am much more inclined to sup-
pose that they were in all respects on an equality with other peers
during their actual attendance in parliament. For, i. They are sum-
moned by the same writ as the rest, and their names are confused
among them in the lists ; whereas the judges and ordinary counsellors

are called by a separate writ, vobiscum et caeteris de consilio nostro,

and their names are entered after those of the peers.^ 2. Some who
do not appear to have held land-baronies were constantly summoned,
from father to son, and thus became hereditary lords of parlia-

ment, through a sort of prescriptive right, which probably was the

foundation of extending the same privilege afterwards to the descend-
ants of all who had once been summoned. There is no evidence that

the family of Scrope, for example, which was eminent under Edward
III. and subsequent kings, and gave rise to two branches, the lords 01

Bolton and Masham, inherited any territorial honour.^ 3. It is very

difficult to obtain any direct proof as to the right of voting, because
the rolls of parliament do not take notice of any debates ; but there

happens to exist one remarkable passage, in which the suffrages of the

lords are individually specified. In the first parliament of Henry IV,,

they were requested by the earl of Northumberland to declare what
should be done with the late king Richard. The lords then present

agreed that he should be detained in safe custody ; and on account of the

1 West, whose business it was to represent the barons by writ as mere assistants without
suffrage, cites the writ to them rather disingenuously, as if it ran vobiscum et cum prelatis

magnatibus ac proceribus, omitting the important word caeteris. Prjmne, from whom West
has borrowed a great part of his arguments, does not seem to go the length of denying the
right of suffrage to persons so summoned.

2 These descended from two persons, each named Geoffrey le Scrope, chief justices of KB.
and C.B. at the beginning of Edward III.'s reign. The name of one of them is once found
among the barons, but I presume this to have been an accident, or mistake in the roll, as he
is frequently mentioned afterwards among the judges. Scrope, chief justice of K. B., was
made a ba^ineret in 14 E. III. He was the father of Henry Scrope of Masham, a cons-iderable

person in Edward III. and Richard II.'s government, whose grandson, lord Scrope of Masham,
was beheaded for a conspiracy against Henry V. There was a family of Scrope as old as the

reign of Henry II. ; but it is not clear, notwithstanding Dugdale's assertion, that the Scropes
descended from them, or at least that they held the same lands ; nor were the Scropes barons,

as appears by their paying a relief of only sixty marks for three knights' fees.

The want of consistency in old records throws much additional difficulty over this intricate

subject. Thus Scrope of Masham, though certainly a baron, and tried next year by the peers,

is called Chevalier in an instrument of i H. V. So in the indictment against Sir John Old-

castle, he is constantly styled knight, though he had been summoned several times a* Lord
Cobham, in right of his wife, who inherited that barony.
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importance of this matter, it seems to have been necessary to enter

their names upon the roll in these words • The names of the lords con-

curring in their answer to the said question here follow ; to wit, the

archbishop of Canterbury, and fourteen other bishops ; seven abbots
;

the prince of Wales, the duke of York, and six earls ; nineteen barons,

styled thus ; le Sire de Roos, or le Sire de Grey dc Ruthyn. Thus far

the entry has nothing singular ; but then follow these nine names :

Monsieur Henry Percy, Monsieur Richard Scrop, le Sire Fitz-hugh,

le Sire de Bergeveny, le Sire de Lomley, le Baron de Greystock, le

]Jaron de Hilton, Monsieur Thomas de Erpyngham, Chamberlayn,
Monsieur Mayhevve Gournay. Of these nine, five were undoubtedly
barons, from whatever cause misplaced in order. Scrop was sum-
moned by writ ; but his title of Monsieur, by which he is invariably

denominated, would of itself create a strong suspicion that he was no
baron, and in nnothcr place, we find him reckoned among the ban-
nerets. The other three do not appear to have been summoned, their

writs probably being lost. One of them, Sir Thomas Erpyngham, a
statesman well known in the history of those times, is said to have
been a banneret, certainly he was not a baron. It is not unlikely that

the two others, Henry Percy (Hotspur) and Gournay, an officer of the

household, were also bannerets ; they cannot at least be supposed to

be barons, neither were they ever summoned to any subsequent par-

liament. Yet in the only record we possess of votes actually given in

the house of lords they appear to have been reckoned among the

rest.

The next method of conferring an honour of peerage was by crea-

tion in parliament. This was adopted by Edward III. in several in-

stances, though always, I believe, for the higher titles of duke or earl.

It is laid down by lawyers, that whatever the king is said, in an ancient

record, to have done in full parliament, must be taken to have pro-

ceeded from the whole legislature. As a question of fact, indeed, it

might be doubted whether, in many proceedings where this expression

is used, and especially in the creation of peers, the assent of the com-
mons was specifically and deliberately given. It seems hardly con-

sonant to the circumstances of their order under Edward III. to sup-

pose their sanction necessary in what seemed so little to concern their

interest. Yet there is an instance, in the fortieth year of that prince,

where the lords individually, and the commons with one voice, are de-

clared to have consented, at the king's request, that the lord de Coucy,
who had married his daughter, and was already possessed of estates

in England, might be raised to the dignity of an earl, whenever the

king should determine what earldom he would confer upon him.
Under Richard II. the marquisate of Dublin is granted to Vere by
full consent of all the estates. But this instrument, besides the un-
usual name of dignity, contained an extensive jurisdiction and autho-
rity over Ireland. In the same reign, Lancaster was made duke of

Guienne, and the duke of York's son created earl of Rutland, to hold
during his father's life. The consent of the lords and commons is ex-

pressed in their patents, and they are entered upon the roll of parlia-

ment. Henry V. created his brotiiers dukes of Bedford and Gloucester,

by request of the lords and commons. But the patent of Sir John
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Cornwall, in the tenth of Henry VI., declares him to be made lord
Fanhopc "by consent of the lords, in the i)resence of the three estates
of parliament ;" as if it were designed to show that the commons had
not a legislative voice in the creation of peers.

'Ihc mention I have made of creating peers by act of parliament has
partly anticipated the modern form of letters patent, with which the
other was nearly allied. The first instance of a barony conferred by
patent was in the tenth year of Richard II., when Sir John Molt, a
judge of the Common Pleas, was created Lord Beauchamp of Kidder-
minster. Holt's patent, however, passed while Richard was endea-
vouring to act in an arbitrary manner ; and in fact, he never sat in

parliament, having been attainted in that of the next year by the name
of Sir John Holt. In a number of subsequent patents, down to the
reign of Henry VII., the assent of parliament is expressed, though it

frequently happens that no mention of it occurs in the parliamentary
roll. And in some instances, the roll speaks to the consent of parlia-

ment, where the patent itself is silent.^

It is now, perhaps, scarcely known by many persons not unversed in

the constitution of their country, that, besides the bishops and baronial
abbots, the inferior clergy were regularly summoned at every parlia-

ment. In the writ of summons to a bishop, he is still directed to cause
the dean of his cathedral church, the archdeacon of his diocese, with
one proctor from the chapter of the former, and two from the body of
his clergy, to attend with him at the place of meeting. This might by
an inobservant reader be confounded with the summons to the convo-
cation, which is composed of the same constituent parts, and, by
modern usage, is made to assemble on the same day. But it may
easily be distinguished by this difference ; that the convocation is

provincial, and summoned by the metropolitans of Canterbury and
York ; whereas the clause commonly denominated pra^munientes,
(from its first word,) in the writ to each bishop, proceeds from the
crown, and enjoins the attendance of the clergy at the national council

of parliament.

The first unequivocal instance of representatives appearing for the

lower clergy is in the year 1255, when they are expressly named by the

author of the Annals of Burton. 2 They preceded, therefore, by a few
years, the house of commons ; but the introduction of each was
founded upon the same principle. The king required the clergy's

money, but dared not take it without their consent. In the double
parliament, if so we may call it, summoned in the eleventh of Edward
I. to meet at Northampton and York, and divided according to the two
ecclesiastical provinces, the proctors of chapters for each province, but
not those of the diocesan clergy, were summoned through a royal writ

addressed to the archbishops. Upon account of the absence of any

1 West does not allow that the king possessed the rirerogative of creating new peers without
consent of parliament. But Prynne, who generally adopts the same theory of peerage as
West, strongly asserts the contrary'- ; and the party views of the latter's treatise, which I

mentioned above, should be kept in sight. It was his object to prove that the pending bill to

limit the members of the peerage was conformable to the original constitution.
- Atterbury endeavours to show that the c'ergy had been represented in parliament from

the Conquest, as well as before it. Many of the passages he quotes are very inconclusive

.

but possibly there may be some weight in one from Matthew Paris, ad ann. 1247, and two or

three writs of the reign of Henry III.
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deputies from the lower clergy, these assemblies refused to grant a
subsidy. The proctors of both descriptions appear to have been sum-
moned by the prasmunientes clause in the 22d, 23d, 24th, 28th, and
35th years of the same king ; but in some other parliaments of his

reign the pra^munientes clause is omitted. The same irregularity

continued under his successor ; and the constant usage of inserting

this clause in the bishop's writ is dated from the twenty-eighth of

Edward III.

It is highly probable that Edward I., whose legislative mind was
engaged in modelling the constitution on a comprehensive scheme,
designed to render the clergy an effective branch of parHament, how-
ever their continual resistance may have defeated the accomplishment
of this intention. We find an entry upon the roll of his parliament at

Carlisle, containing a list of all the proctors deputed to it by the several

dioceses of the kingdom. This may be reckoned a clear proof of their

parliamentary attendance during his reign under the pracmunientes
clause ; since the province of Canterbury could not have been present

in convocation at a city beyond its limits. And, indeed, if we were to

found our judgment merely on the language used in these writs, it

would be hard to resist a very strange paradox, that the clergy were
not only one of the three estates of the realm, but as essential a mem-
ber of the legislature by their representatives as the commons.^ They
are summoned in the earliest writ extant, (23 E. I.,) ad tractandum,
ordinandum ct faciendum nobiscum, et cum cantoris prselatis, proceri-

bus, ac aliis incohs regni nostri ; in that of the next year, ad ordinan-

dum de quantitate et modo subsidii ; in that of the twenty-eighth, ad
faciendum et consentiendum his, qua^ tunc de communi consilio

ordinari contigcrit. In later times, it ran sometimes ad faciendum et

consentiendum, sometimes only ad consentiendum ; which, from
the fifth of Richard II,, has been the term invariably adopted. Now,
as it is usual to infer from the same words when introduced into the

writs for election of the commons, that they possessed an enacting
power, implied in the words ad faciendum, or at least to deduce the
necessity of their assent from the words ad consentiendum, it should
seem to follow, that the clergy were invested, as a branch of the parlia-

ment, with rights no less extensive. It is to be considered how we
can reconcile those apparent attributes of political power with the un-
questionable facts, that almost all laws, even while they continued to

attend, were passed without their concurrence, and that, after some
time, they ceased altogether to comply with the writ.^

The solution of this difficulty can only be found in that estrangc-

1 The lower house of convocation, in 1547, terrified at the progress of reformation, peti-

tioned, that " according to the tenor of the king's writ, and the ancient customs of the realm,
tliey might have room and place, and be associated with the commons in the nether house of
this present parliament, as members of the commonwealth and the king's most humble sub-
jects." This assertion that the clergy had ever been associated as one body with the com-
mons is not borne out by anything that appears on our records, and is contradicted by many
l>;issages. But it is said, that the clergy were actually so united with the commons in the
Irish parliament till the Reformation.

* The pra;munientes clause in a bishop's writ of summons was so far regarded down to the
Reformation, that proctors were elected, and their names returned upon the writ ; thouj^h
the clergy never attended from the beginning of the fifiecnth century, and gave their money
oilv in CDU vocation. Since the Rcform.aion, tlic clause has been preserved f&r form merely
ill tiie writ.
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mcnt from the common law and the temporal courts, which the clcrpry

ihrou^^hout Europe were disposed to affect. In this country, their

ambition defeated its own ends ; and while they endeavoured by
jjrivilc^^es and immunities to separate themselves from the people, they
(lid not perceive that the line of demarcation thus strongly traced
Mould cut them off from the sympathy of common interests. Every-
thing which they could call of ecclesiastical cognisance was drawn
into their own courts ; while the administration of what they con-
temned as a barbarous system, the temporal law of the land, fell into

the hands of lay judges. But these were men not less subtle, not less

ambitious, not less attached to their profession than themselves ; and
M'iclding, as they did in the courts of Westminster, the delegated
sceptre of judicial sovereignty, they soon began to control the spiritual

jurisdiction, and to establish the inherent supremacy of the common
law. From this time an inveterate animosity subsisted between the
two courts, the vestiges of which have only been effaced by the liberal

wisdom of modern ages. The general love of the common law, how-
ever, with the great weight of its professors in the king's council and
in parliament, kept the clergy in surprising subjection. None of our
kings after Henry III. were bigots ; and the constant tone of the
commons serves to show that the English nation was thoroughly
averse to ecclesiastical influence, whether of their own church or the

see of Rome.
It was natural, therefore, to withstand the interference of the clergy

summoned to parliament in legislation, as much as that of the spiritual

court in temporal jurisdiction. With the ordinary subjects, indeed, ot

legislation, they had little concern. The oppressions of the king's

purveyors, or escheators, or officers of the forests, the abuses or

defects of the common law, the regulations necessary for trading
towns and seaports, were matters that touched them not, and to which
their consent was never required. And, as they well knew there was
no design in summoning their attendance but to obtain money, it was
with great reluctance that they obeyed the royal writ, which was
generally obliged to be enforced by an archiepiscopal mandate.^
Thus, instead of an assembly of deputies from an estate of the realm,

they became a synod or convocation. And it seems probable that in

most, if not all instances, where the clergy are said in the roll of parlia-

ment to have presented their petitions, or are otherwise mentioned as

a deliberative body, we should suppose the convocation alone of the

province of Canterbury to be intended.^ For that of York seems to

have been always considered as inferior, and even ancillary to the

greater province, voting subsidies, and even assenting to canons,

without deliberation, in compliance with the example of Canterbur.-,

the convocation of which province consequently assumed the import-

ance of a national council. But in either point of view, the proceed-

1 In 1314, the clergy' protest even against the recital of the king's •wnx. to the archbishop,

directing him to summon the clerg>' of his province, in his letters mandator}', declaring that

the English clergy had not been accustomed, nor ought by right, to be convoked by the

king's authority.
' Atterburj' seems to think that the clerg}-- of both provinces never actually met in a na-

tional council, or house of parliament, under the prsemunientes writ, after the reign of Edw.
II., though the proctors were duly returned. But Hody does not go quite so far, and Attcr-

bury had a particular motive to enhance the influence of the convocation for Canterbury.
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ings of this ecclesiastical assembly, collateral in a certain sense to

parliament, yet very intimately connected with it, whether sitting by
virtue of the pra^munientes clause or otherwise, deserve some notice

in a constitutional history.

In the sixth year of Edward II!., the proctors of the clergy arc

specially mentioned, as present at the speech pronounced by the king's

commissioner, and retired, along with the prelates, to consult together

upon the business submitted to their deliberation. They proposed,

accordingly, a sentence of excommunication against disturbers of the

peace, which was assented to by the lords and commons. The clergy

are said afterwards to have had leave, as well as the knights, citizens,

and burgesses, to return to their homes ; the prelates and peers con-

tinuing with the king. This appearance of the clergy in full parlia-

ment is not perhaps so decisively proved by any later record. But in

the eighteenth of the same reign several petitions of the clergy are

granted by the king and his council, entered on the roll of parliament,

and even the statute roll, and in some respects are still part of our
law.l Xo these it seems highly probable that the commons gave no
assent ; and they may be reckoned among the other infringements of

their legislative rights. It is remarkable that in the same parliament
the commons, as if apprehensive of what was in preparation, besought
the king that no petition of the clergy might be granted, till he and his

council should have considered whether it would turn to the prejudice

of the lords or commons.
A series of petitions from the clergy, in the twenty-fifth of Edward

III., had not probably any real assent of the commons, though it is

once mentioned in the enacting words, when they were drawn into a
statute. Indeed, the petitions corresponded so little with the general

sentiment of hostility towards ecclesiastical privileges manifested by
the lower house of parliament, that they would not easily have obtained
its acquiescence. The convocation of the province of Canterbury pre-

sented several petitions in the fiftieth year of the same king, to which
they received an assenting answer ; but they are not found in the
statute-book. This, however, produced the following remonstrance
from the commons at the next parliament :

" Also the said commons
beseech their lord the king, that no statute or ordinance be made at

the petition of the clerg)', unless by assent of your commons ; and that

your commons be not bound by any constitutions which they make
for their own profit without the commons' assent. For they will not
be bound by any of your statutes or ordinances made without their

assent."^ The king evaded a direct answer to this petition. But the
province of Canterbury did not the less present their own grievances
to the king in that parliament, and two among the statutes of the year
seem to be founded upon no other authority.

In the first session of Richard II., the prelates and clergy of both
provinces are said to have presented their schedule of petitions which
appear upon the roll, and three of which are the foundation of statutes

* 18 E. III. is the parliament in which it is very doubtful whether any deputies from cities

and boroughs had a place. The pretended statutes were therefore every way null, being
fal.sely imputed to an incomplete parliament.

^ The word they is ambiguous ; Whitclocke interprets it of the commons. I should rathei
suppose it to mean the clergy.
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iinasscntcd to in all probability by the commons.^ If the clergy of

both provinces were actiuilly present, as is here asserted, it must of

course have been as a house of parliament, and not of convocation.
It rather seems, so far as wc can trust to the phraseology of records,

that the clergy sat also in a national assembly under the kin^'*s writ in

the second year of the same king. Upon other occasions during the
same reign, where the representatives of the clergy are alluded to as a
deliberative body, sitting at the same time with the parliament, it is

impossible to ascertain its constitution ; and indeed even from those
already cited, wc cannot draw any positive inference.^ But whether
ill convocation or in parliament, they certainly formed a legislative

council in ecclesiastical matters, by the advice and consent of which
alone, without that of the commons, (I can say nothing as to the lords,)

tLdward III. and even Richard II. enacted laws to bind the laity. I

have mentioned in a different place a still more conspicuous instance
of this assumed prerogative ; namely, the memorable statute against
heresy in the second of Henry IV. ; which can hardly be deemed any-
thing else than an infringement of the rights of parliament, more
clearly established at that time than at the accession of Richard II.

Petitions of the commons relative to spiritual matters, however, fre-

quently proposed, in few or no instances obtained the king's assent so

as to pass into statutes, unless approved by the convocation. But, on
the other hand, scarcely any temporal laws appear to have passed by
the concurrence of the clergy. Two instances only, so far as I know,
are on record : the parliament held in the eleventh of Richard II. is

annulled by that in the twenty-first of his reign, " with the assent of
the lords spiritual and temporal, and the proctots of the clergy, and the

commons ;"3 and the statute entailing the crown on the children of

Henry IV. is said to be enacted on the petition of the prelates, nobles,

clergy, and commons. Both these were stronger exertions of legisla-

tive authority than ordinary acts of parliament, and were very likely to

be questioned in succeeding times.

The supreme judicature, which had been exercised by the king's

1 A nostre tres excellent seigneur le roy supplient humblement ses devotes oratours, les pre-
lat5 et la clergie de la province de Canterbirs et d'Everwyk, stat. i Richard II.

- It might be argued from a passage in the parliament-roll of 21 R. II., that the clergy of
both provinces were not only present, but that they were accounted an essential part of par-
liament in temporal matters, which is contrary to the whole tenor of our laws. The commons
are there said to have prayed, that " whereas many judgments and ordinances formerly made
in parliament had been annulled because the estate of clergy Jiad not been present tlureat,

the prelates and clergy might make a proxy with sufficient power to consent in their name to

all things done in this parliament. Whereupon the spiritual lords agreed to intrust their

powers to Sir Thomas Percy, and gave him a procuration commencing in the following words :

" Nos Thomas Cantuar* et Robertus Ebor' archiepiscopi, ac prselati et clerus uiriiisque pro-
':'i7icicE Cantuar^ et Ebor' jure ecclesiiriini 7wstraru7n et tentporalium earundem Jiabentes

jus interessendi in singulis parliaine>itis domini nostri regis et regni Anglise pro tempore
celebrandis, necnon tractandi et e.vpediendi in eisdem quantum ad singula in instanti parlia-

mento pro statu et honore domini nostri regis, necnon regalise suse, ac quiete, pace, et tran-

quillitate regni judicialiter justificandis, venerabiii viro domino Thomae de Percy militi,

nostram plenarie committimus potestatem." It may be perceived by these expressions, and
more unequivocally by the nature of the case, that it was the judicial power of parliament
which the spiritual lords delegated to their proxy. Many impeachments for capital offences

were coming on at which, by their canons, the bishops could not assist But it can never be
conceived that the inferior clergy had any .share in this high judicature. And, upon iOoking
attentively at the words above printed in italics, it wlil be evident that the spiritual lords hold-

ing by barony are the only persons designated, whatever may have been meant by the singular

phrase, as applied to them, clerus utriusque provinciae.

^ Burnet's History of Reformation lea me to tliis act, which I had overlooked.
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court, was diverted, about the reign of John, into three channels ; tlic

tribunals of King's Bench, Common Pleas, and the Exchequer.^ These
became the regular fountains of justice, which soon almost absorbed
the provincial jurisdictions of the sheriff and lord of manor. But the

original institution, having been designed for ends of state, police and
revenue, full as much as for the determination of private suits, still

preserved the most eminent parts of its authority. For the king's

ordinary or privy council, which is the usual style from the reign of

Edward I., seems to have been no other than the king^s court (curia

regis) of older times, being composed of the same persons, and having,

in a principal degree, the same subjects of deliberation. It consisted

of the chief ministers ; as the chancellor, treasurer, lord steward, lord

admiral, lord marshal, the keeper of the privy seal, the chamberlain,
treasurer, and comptroller of the household, the chancellor of the ex-

chequer, the master of the wardrobe ; and of the judges, king's Ser-

jeant, and attorney-general, the master of the rolls, and justices in

eyre, who at that time were not the same as the judges at Westminster.
When all these were called together, it was a lull council ; but when
the business was of a more contracted nature, those only who were
fittest to advise were summoned ; the chancellor and judges, for mat-
ters of law ; the officers of state, for what concerned the revenue or
household.
The business of this council, out of parliament, may be reduced

to two heads : its deliberative office, as a council of advice, and its

decisive power of jurisdiction. With respect to the first, it obviously
comprehended all subjects of political deliberation, which were usually

referred to it by the king ; this being in fact the administration or

governing council of state, the distinction of a cabinet being introduced
in comparatively modern times. But there were likewise a vast num-
ber of petitions continually presented to the council, upon which they
proceeded no farther than to sort, as it were, and forward them by indorse-

ment to the proper courts, or advise the suitor what remedy he had to

seek. Thus some petitions are answered ;
" this cannot be done

without a new law ;" some were turned over to the regular court, as

the Chancery or King's Bench ; some of greater moment were in-

dorsed to be heard "before the great council ;" some, concerning the
king's interest, were referred to the Chancery or select persons of the
council.

The coercive authority exercised by this standing council of the
king was far more important. It may be divided into acts legislative

and judicial. As for the first, many ordinances were made in council

;

sometimes upon request of the commons in parliament, who felt them-
selves better qualified to state a grievance than a remedy ; sometimes
without any pretence, unless the usage of government, in the infancy
of our constitution, may be thought to afford one. These were always
of a temporary or partial nature, and were considered as regulations
not sufficiently important to demand a new statute. Thus in the
second year of Richard II., the council, after hearing read the statute-

1 The ensuing sketch of the jurisdiction exercised by the king's council has been chiefly
derived from Sir Matthew Hale's Treatise of the Jurisdiction of the Lords' House in Parliu-
»icut, published by Mr Haruravc.
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roll of an act recently passed conferring a criminal jurisdiction in cer-

tain cases upon justices of the peace, declared that the intention of
])arlianicnt, though not clearly expressed therein, had ])een to extend
that jurisiliciion to certain other cases oinitled, which accordin;4ly they
caused to be inserted in the commissions made to these justices under
the ^'rcat seal. But they frequently so much exceeded what the grow-
ing spirit of public hberty would permit, that it gave rise to complaint
in parliament. The commons petition, in 13 R. II., that "neither
the chancellor nor the kmg's council, after the close of parliament,
may make any ordinance against the common law, or the ancient
customs of the land, or the statutes made heretofore or to be made in

this parliament ; but that the common law have its course for all the
people, and no judgment be rendered without due legal process." The
king answers, " Let it be done as has been usual heretofore, saving the
prerogative ; and if any one is aggrieved, let him show it specially,

and right shall be done him." This unsatisfactory answer pioves the
arbitrary spirit in which Richard was determined to govern.
The judicial power of the council was in some instances founded

upon particular acts of parliament, giving it power to hear and deter-

mine certain causes. Many petitions, likewise, were referred to it from
parliament, especially where they were left unanswered by reason of a
dissolution. 13ut, independently of this delegated authority, it is cer-

tain that the king's council did anciently exercise, as well out of parlia-

ment as in it, a very great jurisdiction, both in causes criminal and
civil. Some, however, have contended, that whatever they did in this

respect was illegal, and an encroachment upon the common law, and
Magna Charta. And be the common law what it may, it seems an in-

disputable violation of the charter, in its most admirable and essential

article, to drag men in questions of their freehold or liberty before a
tribunal which neither granted them a trial by their peers, nor always
respected the law of the land. Against this usurpation the patriots of

those times never ceased to lift their voices. A statute of the fifth year
of Edward III. provides that no man shall be attached, nor his pro-

perty seized into the king's hands, against the form of the great charter,

and the law of the land. In the twenty-fifth of the same king, it was
enacted, that " none shall be taken by petition or suggestion to the

king or his council, unless it be by indictment or presentment, or by
writ original at the common law, nor shall be put out of his franchise

or freehold, unless he be duly put to answer, and forejudged of the

same by due course of law."i This was repeated in a short act of the

twenty-eighth of his reign ; but both, in all probability, were treated

with neglect ; for another was passed some years afterwards, providing

that no man shall be put to answer without presentment before justices,

or matter of record, or by due process and writ original, according to

the old law of the land. The answer to the petition whereon this

statute is grounded, in the parliament-roll, expressly declares this to

1 See the petition which extends farther than the king's answer or the statute. Probably
this fifth statute of the 25th of Ed. III. is th- most extensively beneficial act in the whole
body of our laws. It established certainty in treasons, regulated pur^'eyance, prohibited

arbitrary imprisonment, and the determination of pleas of freehold before the council took
away the compulsory finding of men-at-arms and other troops, confirmed the reasonacle aid

of the king's tenants fixed by 3 E. I., and provided that the king's protection should not

binder civil process or execution.
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te an article of the great charter.^ Nothing, however, would prevail

on the council to surrender so eminent a power, and, though usurped,

yet of so long a continuance. Cases of arbitrary imprisonment fre-

quently occurred, and were remonstrated against by the commons.
The right of every freeman in that cardinal point was as indubitable,

legally speaking, as at this day ; but the courts of law were afraid to

exercise their remedial functions in defiance of so powerful a tribunal.

After the accession of the Lancastrian family, these, like other griev-

ances, became rather less frequent ; but the commons remonstrate

several times, even in the minority of Henry VI., against the council's

interference in matters cognisable at common law.'- In these later

times, the civil jurisdiction of the council was principally exercised in

conjunction with the Chancery, and accordingly they are generally

named together in the complaint. The chancellor having the great

seal in his custody, the council usually borrowed its process from his

court. This was returnable into Chancery, even where the business

was depending before the council. Nor were the two jurisdictions less

intimately allied in their character ; each being of an equitable nature
;

and equity, as then practised, being little else than innovation and en-

encroachment on the course of law. This part, long since the most
important, of the chancellor's judicial function, cannot be traced beyond
the time of Richard II., when the practice of fcoftments to uses having
been introduced, without any legal remedy to secure the cestui qui use,

or usufructuary, against the feoffees, the Ccurt of Chancery undertook
to enforce this species of contract by process of its own.^

Such was the nature of the king's ordinary council in itself, as the

organ of his executive sovereignty ; and such the jurisdiction which it

habitually exercised. But it is also to be considered in its relation to

the parliament, during whose session, either singly, or in conjunction
with the lords' house, it was particularly conspicuous. The great

officers of state, whether peers or not, the judges, the king's serjeant,

and attorney-general, were, from the earliest times, as the latter still

continue to be, summoned by special writs to the upper house. But
while the writ of a peer runs, ad tractandum nobiscum et cum cxteris

pra:latis, magnatibus et proccribus ; that directed to one of the judges

1 It U not surprising that the king's council should have pcr.->isted in these transgressions of

their lawful authority, when we find a similar jurisdiction usurped by the officers of inferior

persons. Complaint is made in the 1 8th of Richard II. that men were compelled to answer
before the council ofdivers lords and Uidies, for their freeholds and other matters cognisable
at common law, and a remedy for this abuse is given by petition in chancery. This act is

contirmed with a penalty on its contraveners the next year, i6 R. II. The private gaols which
some lords were permitted by law to possess, and for which there was always a provision in

their castle-;, enabled them to render this oppressive jurisdiction effectual.
2 To one " that none should l>c put to answer for his freehold in parliament, nor before any

court or council w here such things are not cogni.s,ible by the law of the land," the king gave a
denial. As it was less u^^al to refuse promises of this kind than to forget them afterwa:ds, I

do not understand the motive of this.

3 Ha!e's Jurisdiction of Lords' House. The last author places this a little later. There is

a petition of the commons, in the roil of the 4th of Henry IV., that whereas many grantee*
and feoffees, in trust for their grantors and fcofTcrs, alienate or charge the tenements granted,
in which case ihrre is no remedy, unless one is ordered by farlianient, that the king and
lords would provide a remedy. This petition is referred to the king's council to advise of a
remedy against the ensuing parliament. It may, perhaps, be referred from hence, that the

writ of subpoena out of chancery had not yet been .tpplied to protect the cestui que use. Dut
it is equally possible that the commons, being disinclined to what they would deem an illegal

innovation, were endeavouring to reduce these fiduciary estates within the pale of the commou
law, as was afterwards done by the statute of uses.
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is only, .nd trnctnndum nobiscum ct cum ca.-tcris de concilio nostro ;

and the scrils of ilic latter are upon the woolsacks at one extremity of

the house of lords.

In the reigns of Edward I. and II. the council appear to have been
the regular advisers of the king in passing laws, to which the houses
of parliament had assented. The preambles of most statutes during
this period express their concurrence. Thus, the statute VVestm. I. is

said to be the act of the king, by his council, and by the assent of

archbishops, bishops, abbots, priors, earls, barons, and all the com-
monalty of the realm being thither summoned. The statute of

escheaters, 29 E. I., is said to be agreed by the council, enumerating
their names, all whom appear to be judges or public officers. Still

more striking conclusions are to be drawn from the petitions addressed
to the council by both houses of parliament. In the eighth of Edward
II., there arc four petitions from the commons to the kmg and his

council, one from the lords alone, and one in which both appear to

have joined. Later parliaments of the same reign present us with
several more instances of the like nature. Thus in 18 E. II., a peti-

tion begins: "To our lord the king, and to his council, the arch-

bishops, bishops, prelates, earls, barons, and others of the commonalty
of England, show," &c.

But from the beginning of Edward III.'s reign, it seems that the

council and the lords' house in parliament were often blended together

into one assembly. This was denominated the great council, being
the lords spiritual and temporal, with the king's ordinary council an-

nexed to them, as a council within a council. And even in much
earlier times, the lords, as hereditary councillors, were, either when-
ever they thought fit to attend, or on special summonses by the king,

(it is hard to say which,) assistant members of this council, both for

advice and for jurisdiction. This double capacity of the peerage, as
members of the parliament or legislative assembly, and of the delibe-

rative and judicial council, throws a very great obscurity over the

subject. However, we find that private petitions for redress were,

even under Edward I., presented to the lords in parliament, as much
as to the ordinary council. The parliament was considered a high
court of justice, where relief was to be given in cases where the course

of law was obstructed, as well as where it was defective. Hence the

intermission of parliaments was looked upon as a delay of justice, and
their annual meeting is demanded upon that ground. " The king,"

says Fleta, " has his court in his council, in his parliaments, in the

presence of bishops, earls, barons, lords, and other wise men, where
the doubtful cases of judgments are resolved, and new reaiedies are

provided against new injuries, and justice is rendered to every man
according to J)is desert." In the third year of Edward II., receivers

of petitions began to be appointed at the opening of every parliament,

who usually transmitted them to the ordinary but in some instances

rto the great council. These receivers were commonly three for Eng-
lland, and three for Ireland, Wales, Gascony, and other foreign do-

irriinioiBts. There were likewise two corresponding classes of auditors,

or triers of petitions. These consisted partly of bishops or peers,

partly of judges and other mernbers of the council ; and they seem to
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have been instituted in order to disburthen the council, by giving

answers to some petitions. But about the middle of Edward III.'s

time they ceased to act juridically in this respect, and confined them-
selves to transmitting petitions to the lords of the council.

The Great Council, according to the definition we have given, con-

sisting of the lords spiritual and temporal, in conjunction with the

ordinary council, or, in other words, of all who were severally sum-
moned to parliament, exercised a considerable jurisdiction, as well

civil as criminal. In this jurisdiction, it is the opinion of Sir M. Hale,

that the council, though not peers, had the right of suffrage ; an
opinion very probable, when we recollect that the council by them-
selves, both in and out of parliament, possessed, in fact, a judicial

authority little inferior ; and that the king's delegated sovereignty in

the administration of justice, rather than any intrinsic right of the

peerage, is the foundation on which 'the judicature of the lords must
be supported. But in the time of Edward III. or Richard II., the

lords, by their ascendency, threw the judges and rest of the council

into shade, and took the decisive jurisdiction entirely to themselves,

making use of their former colleagues but as assistants and advisers,

as they still continue to be held in all the judicial proceedings of that

house.

Those statutes which restrain the king's ordinary council from dis-

turbing men in their freehold rights, or questioning them for misde-
meanours, have an equal application to the lords' house in parliament,

though we do not frequently meet with complaints of the encroach-
ments made by that assembly. There was, however, one class of cases

tacitly excluded from the operation of those acts, in which the coercive

jurisdiction of this high tribunal had great convenience ; namely,
where the ordinary course of justice was so much obstructed by the

defending party, through riots, combinations of maintenance, or over-

awing influence, that no inferior court would find its process obeyed.
Those ages, disfigured, in their quietest season, by rapine and oppres-
sion, afforded no small number of cases that called for this intyposi-
tion of a paramount authority.^ They do not occur so frequently,

however, in the rolls of parliament after the reign of Henry IV. ;

whether this be attributed to the gradual course of civilisation, and to

the comparative prosperity which England enjoyed under the line of

Lancaster, or rather to the discontinuance of the lords' jurisdiction.

Another indubitable branch of this jurisdiction was in writs of error

;

but it may be observed, that their determination was very frequently
left to a select committee of peers and counsellors. These, too, cease
almost entirely with Henry IV. ; and were scarcely revived till the
accession of James I.

Some instances occur in the reign of Edward III., where records
have been brought into parliament and annulled with assent of the
commons as well as the rest of the legislature.^ But these were

1 This is remarkably expressed in an article agreed in parliament, S H. VI., for the regu-
lation of the council "Item, that alle the bilies that comprehend matters terminable attc
I he common lawc, shall be remitted thcr to be determined ; but if so be that the discretion of
rhc counseill fcle to grete myght on that o sydc, and mimyght on that other, or elles other
cause resonable yat shal mov liim."

- The judgment agaicst Mortimer was reversed at the suit of his son, 28 £. III., because

2 M
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attainders of treason, which it seemed gracious and solemn to rcvcisr
in the most authentic manner. Certainly the commons had neither

by the nature of our constitution, nor the practice of parhamcnt, any
ri^ht of intermeddling in judicature, save where something was required
beyond the existing law, or where, as in the statute of treasons, an
authority of that kind was particularly reserved to both houses. This
is fully acknowledged by themselves in the first year of Henry IV,
liUt their influence upon the balance of government became so com-
manding in a few years afterwards that they contrived, as had been
mentioned already, to have petitions directed to them, rather than to

the lords or council, and to transmit them either with a tacit appro-
bation, or in the form of acts, to the upper house. Perhaps this en-

croachment of the commons may have contributed to the disuse of

the lords' jurisdiction, who would rather relinquish their ancient and
honourable but laborious function, than share it with such bold
usurpers.

Although the restraining hand of parliament was continually grow-
ing more effectual, and the notions of legal right acquiring more
precision from the time of Magna Charta to the civil wars under Henry
VI., we may justly say, that the general tone of administration was not
a little arbitrary. The whole fabric of English liberty rose step by
step, through much toil, and many sacrifices ; each generation adding
some new security to the work, and trusting that posterity would per-

fect the labour as well as enjoy the reward. A time, perhaps, was even
then foreseen, in the visions of generous hope, by the brave knights of

parliament, and by the sober sages of justice, when the proudest minis-

ters of the crown should recoil from those barriers which were then
daily pushed aside with impunity.

There is a material distinction to be taken between the exercise of

the king's undeniable prerogative, however repugnant to our improved
principles of freedom, and the abuse or extension of it to oppressive

purposes. For we cannot fairly consider as part of our ancient con-

stitution, what the parliament was perpetually remonstrating against,

and the statute-book is full of enactments to repress. Doubtless the

continual acquiescence of a nation in arbitrary government may
ultimately destroy all privileges of positive institution and leave them
to recover, by such means as opportunity shall offer, the natural and
imprescriptible rights for which human societies were established.

And this may, perhaps, be the case at present with many European
kingdoms. But it would be necessary to shut our eyes with deliberate

prejudice against the whole tenor of the most unquestionable authori-

ties, against the petitions of the commons, the acts of the legislature,

the testimony of historians and lawyers, before we could assert that

England acquiesced in those abuses and oppressions, which it must be
confessed she was unable fully to prevent.

The word prerogative is of a peculiar import and scarcely under-

stood by those who come from the studies of political philosophy.

he had not been put on his trial. The peers had adjudged him to death in his absence upon
common notoriety of his guilt, 4 E. III. In the same session of 28 E. III., the eaxl of
Arundel's attainder was .I'so reversed, which had passed in i E. III., when Mortimer was at

the height of his power. These precedents taken together seem to have resulted from no par-

tiality, but a true sense of justice in respect of treasons, animated by the recent statute.
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We cannot define it by any theory of executive functions. All these

may be comprehended in it, but also a great deal more. It is best,

perhaps, to be understood by its derivation ; and has been said to be
that law in case of the king, which is law in no case of the subject.

Of the higher and more sovereign prerogatives I shall here say nothing

;

they result from the nature of a monarchy, and have nothing very

peculiar in their character. But the smaller rights of the crown show
better the original lineaments of our conh.titulion. It is said commonly
enough, that all prerogatives are given for the subject's good. I must
confess that no part of this assertion corresponds with my view of the

subject. It neither appears to me that these prerogatives were ever

given, nor that they necessarily redound to the subject's good. Pre-

rogative, in its old sense, might be defined an advantage obtained by
the crown over the subject, in cases where their interests came into

competition, by reason of its greater strength. This sprang from the

nature of the Norman government, which rather resembled a scramble
of wild beasts, where the strongest takes the best share, than a system
founded upon principles of common utility. And, modified as the

exercise of most prerogatives has been by the more liberal tone which
now pervades our course of government, whoever attends to the com-
mon practice of courts of justice, and still more, whoever consults the

law-books, will not only be astonished at their extent and multiplicity,

but very frequently at their injustice and severity.

The real prerogatives that might formerly be exerted were some-
times of so injurious a nature, that we can hardly separate them from
their abuse. A striking instance is that of purveyance, which will at

once illustrate the definition above given of a prerogative, the limits

within which it was to be exercised, and its tendency to transgress

them. This was a right of purchasing whatever was necessary for the

king's household, at a fair price, in preference to every competitor, and
without the consent of the owner. By the same prerogative, carriages

and horses were impressed for the king's journeys, and lodgings pro-

vided for his attendants. This was defended on a pretext of necessity,

or at least of great convenience to the sovereign, and was both of high
antiquity and universal practice throughout Europe. But the royal
purveyors had the utmost temptation, and, doubtless, no small store

of precedents, to stretch this power beyond its legal boundary ; and
not only to fix their own price too low, but to seize what they wanted
without any payment at all, or with tallies which were carried in vain
to an empty exchequer.^ This gave rise to a number of petitions from
the commons, upon which statutes were often framed ; but the evil

was almost incurable in its nature, and never ceased till that preroga-
tive was Itself abolished. Purveyance, as I have already said, may

' Letters are directed to all the sheriffs, 2 Edw. I., enjoining them to send up a certain
number of beeves, sheep, capons, &c., for the king's coronation. By the statute 21 Edw.
III., c. 12, goods taken by the purveyors were to be paid fur on the spot if under twenty
shillings' value, or within three months' time if above that value. But it is not to be imagined
that this law was or could be observed.
Edward III , impelled by the exigencies of his French war, went still greater lengths, and

seized large quantities of wool, which he sold beyond sea, as well as provisions for the supply
of his army. In both cases the proprietors had tallies or other securities ; but their despair
of obtaining payment gave rise, m 1338, to an insurrection. There is a singular apulogetical
letter of Edward to the archbishops on this occasion. Rymer.
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serve to distinguish the defects from the abuses of our constitution.

It was a rcproacli to the law, that men sliould be compelled to s' il

their goods without their consent ; it was a reproach to the adminii-
tration, that they were deprived of them without payment.
The right of purchasing men's goods for the use of the king was

extended by a sort of analogy to their labour. Thus Edward 111.

announces to all sheriffs, that William of Walsingham had a commis
sion to collect as many painters as might suffice lor "our works in St
Stephen's chapel, Westminster, to be at our wages as long as shall be
necessary ;" and to arrest and keep in prison all who should refuse or

be refractory ; and enjoins them to lend their assistance. Wmdsor
Castle owes its massive magnificence to labourers impressed from
every part of the kingdom. There is even a commission from Edward
IV. to take as many workmen in gold as were wanting, and employ
them at the king's cost upon the trappings of himself and his house-
hold.

Another class of abuses intimately connected with unquestionable,
thoui^h oppressive rights of the crown, originated in the feudal tenure
which bound all the lands of the kingdom. The king had indisputably

a right to the wardship of his tenants in chivalry, and to the escheats
or forfeitures of persons dying without heirs or attainted for treason.

But his officers, under pretence of wardship, took possession of lands
not held immediately of the crown, claimed escheats where a right

heir existed, and seized estates as forfeited, which were protected by
the statute of entails. The real owner had no remedy against this

dispossession, but to prefer his petition of right in Chancery, or, which
was probably more effectual, to procure a remonstrance of the House
of Commons in his favour. Even where justice was finally rendered
to him, he had no recompense for his damages ; and the escheators

were not less likely to repeat an iniquity by which they could not
personally suffer.

The charter of the forests, granted by Henry III. along with Magna
Charta,! had been designed to crush the flagitious system of oppres-

sion which prevailed in those favourite haunts of the Norman kings.

They had still, however, their peculiar jurisdiction, though, from the

time at least of Edward III., subject in some measure to the control

of the King's Bench.2 The foresters, I suppose, might find a compen-
sation for their want of the common law, in that easy and licentious

way of life which they affected ; but the neighbouring cultivators

frequently suffered from the king's officers, who attempted to recover

those adjacent lands, or, as they vv^ere called, purlieus, which had been
disafforested by the charter, and protected by frequent perambulations.

Many petitions of the commons relate to this grievance.

1 Matthew Paris asserts that John granted a separate forest-charter, and supports his posi-

tion by inserting that of Henry III. at full length. In fact, the clauses relating to the forests

were incorporated with the great charter of John. Such an error as this shows the precarious-

ness of historical testimony, even where it seems to be best grounded.
^ The forest domain of the king, says the author of the Dialogue on the E.xchequer under

Henry W., is governed by its own laws, not founded on the common law of the land, but the

voluntary enactment of princes ; so that whatever is done by that law is reckoned not legal

in itself, but legal according to forest law, p. 29, non justum absolute, sed justum secundum
legem forestse dicatur. I believe my translation of jztstujtt is right ; for he is not writing

saiirically.
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The constable and marshal of England possessed a jurisdiction, the

proper limits whereof were sufficiently narrow, as it seems to have
extended only to appeals of treason committed beyond sea, which
were determined by combat, and to military offences within the realm.

But these high officers frequently took upon them to inquire of

treasons and felonies cognisable at common law, and even of civil

contracts and trespasses. This is no bad illustration of the state in

which our constitution stood under the Plantagenets. No colour of

ri,^ht or of supreme prerogative was set up to justify a procedure so

manifestly repugnant to the great charter. For all remonstrances
against these encroachments, the king gave promises in return ; and
a statute was enacted, in the thirteenth of Richard II., declaring the

bounds of the constable and marshal's jurisdiction. It could not be
denied, therefore, that all infringements of these acknowledged limits

were illegal, even if they had a hundredfold more actual precedents in

their favour than can be supposed. But the abuse by no means ceased
after the passing of this statute, as several subsequent petitions, that

it might be better regarded, will evince. One, as it contains a special

instance, I shall insert. It is of the fifth year of Henry IV. " On
several supplications and petitions made by the commons in parlia-

ment to our lord the king for Bennet Wilman, who is accused by
certain of his ill-wishers, and detained in prison, and put to answer
before the constable and marshal, against the statutes and the com-
mon law of England, our said lord the king, by the advice and assent

of the lords in parliament, granted that the said Bennet should be
treated according to the statutes and common law of England, not-

withstanding any commission to the contrary, or accusation against
him made before the constable and marshal." And a writ was sent

to the justices of the King's Bench with a copy of this article from the

roll of parliament, directing them to proceed as they shall see fit

according to the laws and customs of England.
It must appear remarkable, that, in a case so manifestly within their

competence, the court of King's Bench should not have issued a writ

of habeas corpus, without waiting for what may be considered as a
particular act of parliament. But it is a natural effect of an arbitrary

administration of government, to intimidate courts of justice.^ A
negative argument, founded upon the want of legal precedent, is cer-

tainly not conclusive, when it relates to a distant period, of which all

the precedents have not been noted
;
yet it must strike us, that in the

learned and zealous arguments of Sir Robert Cotton, Mr Seldcn, and
others, against arbitrary imprisonment, in the great case of the habeas
corpus, though the statute law is full of authorities in their favour, we
find no instance adduced, earlier than the reign of Henry VI 1., where

1 The npprehcnsion of this compliant spirit in the ministers of justice led to an excellent act
in 2 E. III., that the judges shall not omit to do right for any command under the great or
privy seal. And the conduct of Richard II., who sought absolute power by corrupting or in-

timidating them, rroduced another statute in the eleventh year of his reign, providing that
neither letters of the king's signet nor of the privy seal should from thenceforth be sent in dis-
turbance of the law. An ordinance of Charles V., king of France, in is'Sg, directs the parlia-
ment of Paris to pay no regard to anj' letters under his seal susi)etidiiig the course of legal
procedure, but to consider them as surreptitiously obtained. 'I'his ordinance, which was
sedulously observed, tended very much to confirm the independence and iutegrity of lU^l
tribunaL
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the King's Bench has released, or even bailed, persons committed by
the council, or the constable, ihoii^'h it is unquestionable that such
committals were both frequent and ille;^al.*

If I have faithfully represented thus far the history of our constitu-

tion, its essential character will appear to be a monarchy greatly

limited by law, though retaininj^ much power that was ill calculated

to promote the public good, and swervin;^ continually into an irrc;:jular

course, whicli there was no restraint adequate to correct. But of all

the notions that have been advanced as to the theory of this constitu-

tion, the least consonant to law and history is that which represents

the king as merely an hereditary executive magistrate, the first officer

of the state. What advantages might result from such a form cf
government, this is not the phice to discuss. But it certainly was not
the ancient constitution of England. There was nothin;^ in this,

absolutely nothing, of a republican appearance. All seemed to grow
out of the monarchy, and was referred to its advantage and honour.
The voice of supplication, even in the stoutest disposition of the com-
mons, was always humble ; the prerogative was always named in

large and pompous expressions. Still more naturally may we expect
to find in the law-books even an obsequious deference to power ; from
judges who scarcely ventured to consider it as their duty to defend
the subject's freedom, and who beheld the gigantic image of preroga-
tive, in the full play of its hundred arms, constantly before their eyes.

Through this monarchical tone, which certainly pervades all our legal

authority, a writer like Hume, accustomed to philosophical liberality

as to the principles of government, and to the democratical language
which the modern aspect of the constitution and the liberty of printing

have produced, fell hastily into the error of believing that all limita-

tions of royal power during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries were
as much unsettled in law and in public opinion as they were liable to

be violated by force. Though a contrary position has been sufficiently

demonstrated, I conceive, by the series of parliamentary proceedings
which I have already produced, yet there is a passage in Sir John
Fortescue's treatise De Laudibus Legum Anglias, so explicit and
weighty that no writer on the English constitution can be excused
from inserting it. This eminent person, having been chief justice of
the King's Bench under Henry VI., w^as governor to the young prince

of Wales during his retreat in France, and received at his hands the

office of chancellor. It must never be forgotten, that in a treatise

purposely composed for the instruction of one who hoped to reign over
England, the limitations of government are enforced as strenuously

1 Hume quotes a grant of the office of constable to the earl of Rivers in 7 Edw. IV., and
infers, unwarrantably enough, that "its authority was in direct contradiction to Magna
Charta ; and it is evident that no regular liberty cou^d subsist with it. It involved a full

dictatorial power, continually subsisting in the state." But by the very words of this patent
the jurisdiction given was only over such causes qusein curia constabularii Ang'iaeabaniiquo
-—viz., tempore dicti Gulielmi conquaestoris, seu aliquo tempore citra, tractari, audiri, e.xami-

nari aut decidi consueverunt aut jjcre debuerafit aut debe?it. These are expressed, though
not very perspicuously, in the statute of 13 Ric. II., that declares the constable's jurisdiction-

And the chief criminal matter reserved bj' law to the court of this officer was treason com-
mitted out of the kingdom. In violent and revolutionary' seasons, such as the commencement
of Edward IV. 's reign, some persons were tried by martial law before the constable; but, ia

general, the exercise of criminal justice by this tribunal, though one of the abuses of the

times, cannot be said to warrant the strong language adopted by Hume.
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by Fortescue, as some succeeding lawyers have inculcated the doc-

trines of arbitrary prerogative.
" A king of England cannot at his pleasure make any alterations in

the laws of the land, for the nature of his government is not only

regal, iDut political. Had it been merely regal, he would have a power
to make what innovations and alterations he pleased in the laws of

the kingdom, impose tallages and other hardships upon the people

whether they would or no, without their consent, which sort of govern-

ment the civil laws point out, when they declare Quod principi pacuit

legis habct vigorem. But it is much otherwise with a king whose
government is political, because he can neither make any alteration

or change in the laws of the realm without the consent of the subjects,

nor burthen them against their wills with strange impositions, so that

a people governed by such laws as are made by their own consent and
approbation enjoy their properties securely, and without the hazard of

bemg deprived of them, either by the king or any other. The same
things may be effected under an absolute prince, provided he do not

degenerate into the tyrant. Of such a prince, Aristotle, in the third

of his Politics says, ' It is better for a city to be governed by a good
man than by good laws.' But because it docs not always happen
th.it the person presiding over a people is so qualified, St Thomas, in

the book which he writ to the king of Cyprus, De Regimine Princi-

pum, wishes, that a kingdom could be so instituted as that the king
might not be at liberty to tyrannise over his people ; which only comes
to pass in the present case ; that is, when the sovereign power is re-

strained by political laws. Rejoice, therefore, my good prince, that

such is the law of the kingdom which you are to inherit, because
it will afford, both to yourself and subjects, the greatest security and
satisfaction." ,

The two great divisions of civil rule, the absolute, or regal, as he
calls it, and the political, Fortescue proceeds to deduce from the seve-

ral originals of conquest and compact. Concerning the latter, he de-

clares emphatically a truth not always palatable to princes, that such
governments were instituted by the people, and for the people's good

;

quoting St Augustine for a similar definition of political society. " As
the head of a body natural cannot change its nerves and sinews,

cannot deny to the several parts tiieir proper energy, their due
proportion and aliment of blood ; neither can a king, who is the

head of a body politic, change the laws thereof, nor take from the

people what is theirs, by right, against their consent. Thus you have,

sir, the formal institution of every political kingdom, from whence
you may guess at the power which a king may exercise with respect

to the laws and the subject. For he is appointed to protect his sub-

jects in their lives, properties, and laws ; for this very end and purpose
he has the delegation of power from the people, and he has no just

claim to any other power but this. Wherefore, to give a brief answer
to that question of yours, concerning the different powers which kings
claim over their subjects, I am firmly of opinion that it arises solely

from the different natures of their original institution, as you may
easily collect from what has been said. So the kingdom of England
had its original from Brute and the Trojans, who attended him from
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Italy and Greece, and became a mixed kind of government, com-
jjoiindcd of the rc;;al and political."

It would occupy too much space to quote every other passajjc of

the same nature in this treatise of Fortcscuc, and in that entitled, Of
the Difrcrcncc between an Absolute and Limited M(jnarchy, which,
so far as these points are concerned, is nearly a translation from
the former,^ But these, corroborated as they are by the statute-

book and by the rolls of parliament, arc surely conclusive ajjainst

the notions which pervade Mr Hume's History. I have already re-

marked that a sense of the glarin^^ prejudice by which some Whig
writers had been actuated, in representing the English constitution

from the earliest times as nearly arrived at its present perfection, con-
spired with certain prepossessions of his own to lead tiiis eminent
historian into an equally erroneous system on the opposite side. And
as he traced the stream backwards, and came last to the times of the
Plantagenet dynasty, with opinions already biassed, and even pledged
to the world in his volumes of earlier publication, he was prone to seize

hold of, and even exaggerate, every circumstance that indicated im-
mature civilisation, and law perverted or infringed.^ To this his

ignorance of English jurisprudence, which certainly in some measure
disqualified him from writing our history, did not a little contribute

;

misrepresentations frequently occurring in his work, which a moderate
acquaintance with the law of the land would have prevented.

It is an honourable circumstance to England that the history of no
other country presents so few instances of illegal condemnations upon
political charges. The judicial torture was hardly known and never
recognised by law.^ The sentence in capital crimes, fixed unalterably

by custom, allowed nothing to vindictiveness and indignation. There
hardly Occurs an example of any onQ being notoriously put to death
without form of trial, except in moments of flagrant civil war. If the

right of juries were sometimes evaded by irregular jurisdictions, they
were at least held sacred by the courts of law : and through all the

vicissitudes of civil liberty, no one ever questioned the primary right

1 The latter treatise having been written under Edward IV., whom Fortescue, as a restored
Lancastrian, would be anxious not to offend, and whom in fact he took some pains to con-
ciliate both in this and other writings, it is evident, that the principles of limited monarchy
were as fully recognised in his reign, whatever particular acts of violence might occur, as
they had been under Lancastrian princes.

2 The following is one example of these prejudices:—In the ninth of Richard II., a tax on
wool granted till the ensuing feast of St John Baptist was to be intermitted from thence to

that of St Peter, and then to recommence ; that it might not be claimed as a right. Mr
Hume has noticed this provision, as " showing an accuracy beyond what was to be expected
in those r7ide times." In this epithet we see the foundation of his mistakes. The age of

Kichard II. might perhaps be called rude in some respects. But assuredly in prudent anrl

circumspect perception of consequences, and an accurate use of language, there could be no
i-eason why it should be deemed inferior to our own. If ^Ir Hume had ever deigned to glance
at the legal decisions reported in the Year-books ot those times, he would have been surprised,

not only at the utmost acctiracy, but at a subtile refinement in verbal logic, which none of his

own metaphysical treatises could surpass.
^ During the famous process against the knights templar in the reign of Edward II., the

archbishop of York, having taken the examination of certain templars in his province, felt

-some doubts which he propounded to several monasteries and divines. Most of these relate

to the main subject. But one question, fitter indeed for lawyers than theologians, was.
whereas many would not confess without torture, whether he might make use «f this means,
licet hoc in regno Atiglice minqicani vismn fuerit vel auditutnt Et si torquendi sunt,

utrum per clericos vel laicos? Et dato, quud nulliis o7>inino iorior inveniri valeat in Angaa,
utrum pro tortoribus mitendiim sit ad partes transmarinas?
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of every freeman, handed down from his Saxon forefathers, to the trial

by his peers. A just regard for piibHc safety prescribes the necessity

of severe penalties against rcbclHon and conspiracy; but the interpre-

tation of these offences, when intrusted to sovereigns and their coun-
sellors, has been the most tremendous instrument of despotic power.

In rude ages, even though a general spirit of political liberty may pre-

vail, the legal character of treason will commonly be undelined ; nor
is it the disposition of lawyers to give greater accuracy to this part of

criminal jurisprudence. The nature of treason appears to have been
subject to much uncertainty in England before the statute of Edward
III. If that memorable law did not give all possible precision to the

offence, which we must certainly allow, it prevented at least those

stretches of vindictive tyranny which disgrace the annals of other
countries. The praise, however, must be understood as comparative.
Some cases of harsh, if not illegal convictions, could hardly fail to

occur, in times of violence and during changes of the reigning family.

Perhaps the circumstances have now and then been aggravated by
liistorians. Nothing could be more illegal than the conviction of the
earl of Cambrid>;e and Lord Scrope in 1415, if it be true, according to

Carte and Hume, that they were not heard in their defence. But
whether this is to be absolutely inferred from the record, is perhaps
open to question. There seems at least to have been no sufficient

motive for such an irregularity ; their participation in a treasonable
conspiracy being manifest from their own confession. The proceed-
ings against Sir John Mortimer in the second of Henry VI., are called

by Hume highly irregular and illegal. They were, however, by act of

attainder, which cannot well be styled illegal. Nor are they to be con-
sidered as severe. Mortimer had broken out of the Tower, where he
was confined on a charge of treason. This was a capital felony at

common law ; and the chief irregularity seems to have consisted in

having recourse to parliament, in order to attaint hini of treason, when
ho had already forfeited his life by another crime.

I would not willingly attribute to the prevalence of Tory dispositions,

what may be explained otherwise, the progress which Mr Hume's
historical theory as to our constitution has been gradually making
since its publication. The tide of opinion, which since the Revolution,
and indeed since the reign of James I., had been flowing so strongly
in favour of the antiquity of our liberties, now seems, among the higher
and more literary classes, to set pretty decidedly the other way.
Though we may still sometimes hear a demagogue chattering about
the wittenagcmot, it is fiir more usual to find sensible and liberal men
\\\\o look on Magna Charta itself as the result of an uninteresting

squabble between the king and his barons. Acts of force and injustice,

wliich strike the cursory inquirer, especially if he derives his knowledge
from modern compilations, more than the average tenor of events, are
selected and displayed as fair samples of the law and of its adminis-
tration. We are deceived by the comparatively perfect state of our
present liberties, and forget that our superior security is far less owing
to positive law, than to the control which is exercised over government
by public opinion through the general use of printing, and to the dif-

fusion of liberal principles in policy through the same means. Thus,
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disgusted at a contrast which it was hardly candid to institute, wc turn
away from the records that attest the real, thou;^h imperfect, freedom
of our ancestors ; and are wilhn^ to be persuaded, that the whole
scheme of ICnglish pohty, till the commons look on themselves to assert

their natural rights aj,'ainst James I., was at best but a mockery ot

popular privile;;es, hardly recognised in theory, and never regarded in

effect.

This system, when stripped of those slavish inferences that Brady
and Carte attempted to build upon it, admits perhaps of no essential

objection but its want of historical truth. God forbid that our rights

to just and free government should be tried by a jury of antiquaries !

Yet it is a generous pride that intertwines the consciousness of heredi-

tary freedom with the memory of our ancestors ; and no trifling argu-
ment against those who seem indifferent in its cause, that the charac-
ter of the bravest and most virtuous among nations has not depended
upon the accidents of race or climate, but been gradually wrought by
the plastic influence of civil rights, transmitted as a prescriptive in-

heritance through a long course of generations.

By what means the English acquired and preserved this political

liberty, which, even in the fifteenth century, was the admiration of

judicious foreigners,! is a very rational and interesting inquiry. Their
own serious and steady attachment to the laws must always be reckoned
among the principal causes of this blessing. The civil equality of all

freemen below the rank of peerage, and the subjection of peers them-
selves to the impartial arm of justice, and to a just share in contribu-

tion to public burthens, advantages unknown to other countries, tended
to identify the interests, and to assimilate the feelings of the aristocracy

with those of the people ; classes whose dissension and jealousy has
been in many instances the surest hope of sovereigns aiming at arbi-

trary power. This freedom from the oppressive superiority of a privi-

leged order was peculiar to England. In many kingdoms the royal

prerogative was at least equally limited. The statutes of Aragon are

more full of remedial provisions. The right of opposing a tyrannical

government by anns was more frequently asserted in Castile. But no-
where else did the people possess by law, and I think upon the whole,

in effect, so much security for their personal freedom and property.

Accordingly, the middle ranks flourished remarkably, not only in com-
mercial towns, but among the cultivators of the soil. " There is scarce

a small village," says Sir J. Fortescue, " in which you may not find a

knight, an esquire, or some substantial householder, (paterfamilias.)

commonly called a frankleyn,^ possessed of considerable estate ; be-

sides others who are called freeholders, and many yeomen of estates

sufficient to make a substantial jury." I would, however, point out

1 Philip de Comines takes several opportunities of testifying his esteem for the English
government.

^ By a frankleyn in this place we are to understand what we call a country squire, like the
frankleyn of Chaucer ; for the word esquire in Fortescue's time was only used in its li/nited

sense, for the sons of peers and knights, or such as had obtained the title by creation or some
other legal means.
The mention of Chaucer leads me to add, that the prologue to his Canterbury' Tales is ot

itself a continual testimony to the plenteous and comfortable situation of the middle ranks in

England, as well as to that fearless independence and frequent originality of character amongst
them which liberty and competence have consoired to produce.
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more particularly two causes which had a very leading efficacy in the

gradual development of our constitution : first, The schemes of conti-

nental ambition in which our government was long engaged; secondly,

The manner in which feudal principles of insubordination and resist-

ance were modified by the ample prerogatives of the early Norman
kings.

I. At the epoch when William the Conqueror ascended the throne,

hardly any other power was possessed by the king of France than
what he inherited from the great fiefs of the Capctian family. War
with such a potentate was not exceedingly to be dreaded, and William,
besides his immense revenue, could employ the feudal services of his

vassals, which were extended by him to continental expeditions.

These circumstances were not essentially changed till after the loss of

Normandy; for the acquisitions of Henry II. kept him fully on an
equality with the French crown, and the dilapidation which had taken
place in the royal demesnes was compensated by several arbitrary

resources that filled the exchequer of these monarchs. But in the
reigns of John and Henry III., the position of England, or rather of
its sovereign with respect to France, underwent a very disadvantageous
change. The loss of Normandy severed the connection between the

English nobility and the continent ; they had no longer estates to

defend, and took not sufficient interest in the concerns of Guienne, to

fight for that province at their own cost. Their feudal service was
now commuted for an escuage, which tell very short of the expenses
incurred in a protracted campaign. Tallages of royal towns and de-

mesne lands, extortion of money from the Jews, every feudal abuse
and oppression, were tried in vain to replenish the treasury, which
the defence of Eleanor's inheritance against the increased energy
of France was constantly exhausting. Even in the most arbitrary

reigns, a general tax upon landholders in any cases but those pre-

scribed by the feudal law, had not been ventured ; and the standing
bulwark of Magna Charta, as well as the feebleness and unpopularity
of Henry III., made it more dangerous to violate an established prin-

ciple. Subsidies were therefore constantly required ; but for these it

was necessary for the king to meet parliament, to hear their com-
plaints, and, if he could not elude, to acquiesce in their petitions.

These necessities came still more urgently upon Edward I., whose
ambitious spirit could not patiently endure the encroachments of

Philip the Fair, a rival not less ambitious, but certainly less distin-

guished by personal prowess than himself. What advantage the
friends of liberty reaped from this ardour for continental warfare is

strongly seen in the circumstances attending the Confirmation of the
Charters.

But after this statute had rendered all tallages without consent of

parliament illegal, though it did not for some time prevent their being
occasionally imposed, it was still more difficult to carry on a war with
France or Scotland, or to keep on foot naval armaments, or even to

preserve the courtly magnificence which that age of chivalry aficctcd,

without perpetual recurrence to the House of Commons. Edward 111.

very little consulted the interests of his prerogative when he stretched
forth his hand to seize the phantom of a crown in France. It com-
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pdlcd him to assemble parliament almost annually, and often to hold
more than one session within the year. Here the representatives (,f

Kn;4land learned the habit of remonstrance and conditional supply
;

and ihoui^h, in the meridian of Edward's age and vi;;our, they often

failed of immediate redress, yet they gradually swelled the statute-roll

with provisions to secure their country's freedom ; and acquiring self-

confidence by mutual intercourse, and sense of the public opinion,

they became able, before the end of Edward's reign, and still more in

that of his grandson, to control, prevent, and punish the abuses of

administration. Of all these proud and sovereign privileges, the right

of refusing supply was the key-stone. But for the long wars in which
our kings were involved, at first by the possession of Guienne, and
afterwards by their pretensions on the crown of France, it would have
been easy to suppress remonstrances by avoiding to assemble parlia-

ment. For it must be confessed, that an authority was given to the

king's proclamation, and to ordinances of the council, which differed

but little from legislative power, and would very soon have been inter-

preted by complaisant courts of justice to give them the full extent of

statutes.

It is common indeed to assert, that the liberties of England were
bought with the blood of our forefathers. This is a very magnanimous
boast ; and in some degree is consonant enough to the truth. But it

is far more generally accurate to say that they were purchased by
money. A great proportion of our best laws, including Magna Charta
itself, as it now stands confirmed by Henry III., were, in the most
literal sense, obtained by a pecuniary bargain with the crown. In
many parhaments of Edward III. and Richard II. this sale of redress

is chaftered for as distinctly, and with as little apparent sense of dis-

grace, as the most legitimate business between two merchants would be
transacted. So little was there of voluntary' benevolence in what the

loyal courtesy of our constitution styles concessions from the throne
;

and so little title have these sovereigns, though we cannot refuse our
admiration to the generous virtues of Edward III. and Henry V., to

claim the gratitude of posterity as the benefactors of their people !

2. The relation established between a lord and his vassal by the

feudal tenure, far from containing principles of any servile and implicit

obedience, permitted the compact to be dissolved in case of its viola-

tion by either party. This extended as much to the sovereign as to

inferior lords ; the authority of the former in France, where the system
most flourished, being for several ages rather feudal than political.

If a vassal was aggrieved, and if justice was denied him, he sent a

defiance, that is, a renunciation of fealty to the king, and was entitled

to enforce redress at the point of the sword. It then became a contest

of strength as between two independent potentates, and was terminated

by treaty, advantageous or otherwise, according to the fortune of war.

This privilege, suited enough to the situation of France, the great

peers of which did not originally intend to admit more than a nominal
supremacy in the house of Capet, wms evidently less compatible with

the regular monarchv of England. The stern natures of William the

Conqueror and his successors kept in control the mutmous spirit of

their nobles, and reaped the profit of feudal tenures, without submitting
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to their reciprocal obli^^ations. They counteracted, if I may so say,

the centrifugal force of that system by the application of a stronger

power ; by preserving order, administering justice, checking the growth

of baronial influence and riches, with habitual activity, vigilance, and
severity. Still, however, there remained the original principle, that

allegiance depended conditionally upon good treatment, and that an
appeal might be lawfully made to arms against an oppressive govern-

ment. Nor was this, we may be sure, left for extreme necessity, or

thought to require a long enduring forbearance. In modern times, a
king compelled by his subjects' swords to abandon any pretension,

would be supposed to have ceased to reign ; and the express recogni-

tion of such a right as that of insurrection has been justly deemed
inconsistent with the majesty of law. But ruder ages had ruder

sentiments. Force was necessary to repel force ; and men accustomed
to see the king's authority defied by private riot were not much
shocked when it was resisted in defence of public freedom.

The Great Charter of John was secured by the election of twenty-

five barons, as conservators of the compact. If the king or the jus-

ticiary in his absence, should transgress any article, any four might
demand reparation, and on denial carry their complaint to the rest of

their body. " And those barons, with all the commons of the land,

shall distrain and annoy us by every means in their power ; that is, by
seizing our castles, lands, and possessions, and every other mode, till

the wrong shall be repaired to their satisfaction ; saving our person,

and our queen, and children. And when it shall be repaired, they

shall obey us as before." It is amusing to see the common law of dis-

tress introduced upon this gigantic scale ; and the capture of the

ki«ng's castles treated as analogous to impounding a neighbour's horse
for breaking fences.

A very curious illustration of this feudal principle is found in the

conduct of William, earl of Pembroke, one of the greatest names in

our ancient history, towards Henry III. The king had defied him,
which was tantamount to a declaration of war ; alleging that he had
made an inroad upon the royal domains. Pembroke maintained that

he was not the aggressor, that the king had denied him justice, and
been the first to invade his territory ; on which account he had thought
himself'absolved from his homage, and at liberty to use force against
the malignity of the royal advisers. " Nor would it be for the king's

honour," the earl adds, " that I should submit to his will against

reason, whereby I should rather do wrong to him and to that justice

which he is bound to administer towards his people : and I should
give an ill example to all men, in deserting justice and right, in com-
pliance with his mistaken will. For this would show that 1 loved my
worldly wealth better than justice." These words, with whatever
dignity expressed, it may be objected, prove only the disposition of an
angry and revolted earl. But even Henry fully admitted the right of
taking arms against himself, if he had meditated his vassal's destruc-
tion, and disputed only the application of this maxim to the earl of
Pembroke.
These feudal notions, which placed the moral obligation of allegiance

very low, acting under a weighty pressure from the real strength of the
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crown, were favourable to constitutional liberty. The great vassals of

France and (icrmany aimed at living independently on their f'
'

no further concern for tiie rest than as useful allies having a <

interest against the crown. But in England, as there was no prospect
of throwing off subjection, the barons endeavoured only to lighten its

burthen, fixing limits to prerogative by law, and securing their obser-

vation by parliamentary remonstrances, or by dint of arms. Hence, as
all rebellions in England were directed only to coerce the government,
or, at the utmost, to change the succession of the crown, without the
smallest tendency to separation, they did not impair the national

strength, nor destroy the character of the constitution. In all these

contentions, it is remarkable that the people and clergy sided with the
nobles against the throne. No individuals are so popular with the

monkish annalists, who speak the language of the populace, as Simon,
carl of Leicester, Thomas, carl of Lancaster, and Thomas, duke of

Gloucester, all turbulent opposers of the royal authority, and probably
little deserving of their panegyrics. Very few English historians of

the middle ages arc advocates of prerogative. This may be ascribed
both to the equality of our laws and to the interest which the aristo-

cracy found in courting popular favour, when committed against so

formidable an adversary as the king. And even now, when the stream,

that once was hurried along gullies, and dashed down precipices,

hardly betrays, upon its broad and tranquil bosom, the motion that

actuates it, it must still be accounted a singular happiness of our con-

stitution, that, all ranks graduating harmoniously into one another, the

interests of peers and commoners are radically interwoven ; each in a
certain sense distinguishable, but not balanced like opposite weights,

not separated like discordant fluids, not to be secured by insolence or

jealousy, but by mutual adherence and reciprocal influences.

From the time of Edward L the feudal system and all the feelings

connected with it declined very rapidly. But what the nobility lost in

the number of their military tenants was in some degree compensated
by the state of manners. The higher class of them, who took the chief

share in public affairs, were exceedingly opulent ; and their mode of hfe

gave wealth an incredibly greater efficacy than it possesses at present.

Gentlemen of large estates and good families, who had attached them-
selves to these great peers, who bore offices which we should call

menial in their households, and sent their children thither for educa-
tion, were of course ready to follow their banner in a rising, with-

out much inquiry into the cause. Still less would the vast body of

tenants and their retainers, who were fed at the castle in time of

peace, refuse to carry their pikes and staves into the field of battle.

Many devices were used to preserve this aristocratic influence,

which riches and ancestry of themselves rendered so formidable.

Such was the maintenance of suits, or confederacies for the pur-

pose of supporting each other's claims in litigation, which was the

subject of frequent complaints in parliament, and gave rise to several

prohibitory statutes. By help of such confederacies, parties were
enabled to make violent entries upon the lands they claimed, which
the law itself could hardly be said to discourage.^ Even proceedings

' If a man was disseised of his land, he might enter upon the disseisor and reinstate himself
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in courts of justice were often liable to intimidation and influence.!

A practice much allied to confederacies of maintenance, though osten-

sibly more harmless, was that of giving liveries to all retainers of a

noble family ; but it had an obvious tendency to preserve that spirit

of factious attachments and animosities, which it is the general policy

of a wise government to dissipate. From the first year of Richard II.

we find continual mention of this custom, with many legal provisions

against it, but it was never abolished till the reign of Henry VII.^

These associations under powerful chiefs were only incidentally

beneficial as they tended to withstand the abuses of prerogative. In

their more usual course, they were designed to thwart the legitimate

exercise of the king's government in the administration of the laws.

All Europe was a scene of intestine anarchy during the middle ages
;

nnd though England was far less exposed to the scourge of private

M-ar than most nations on the continent, we should find, could we re-

cover the local annals of every country, such an accumulation of petty

rapine and tumult, as would almost alienate us from the liberty which
served to engender it. This was the common tenor of manners, some-
times so much aggravated as to find a place in general history,^ more
often attested by records, during the three centuries that the house of

riantagenet sat on the throne. Disseisin, or forcible dispossession of

freeholds, makes one of the most considerable articles in our law-books.*

without course of law. In what case tliis right of entry was taken away, or tolled, as it was
expressed, by the death or alienation of the dissei^or, is a subject extensive enough to occupy
two chapters of Littleton. What pertains to our inquiry is, that by an entry in the old law-
books, wc must understand an actual re-possession of the disseisee, not a suit in ejectment,
as it is now interpreted, but which is a comparatively modern proceeding. The first remedy,
says Britton, of the dissci-ce is to collect a body of his friends, (recoillcr amys et force,) and
without delay to cast out the disseisors, or at least to maintain himself in possession along
with them. This entry ought indeed by 5 Ric. II. to be made peaceably; and the justices
might assemble the posse comitatus, to imprison persons entering en lands by violence, (15
Ric. II.,) but these laws imply the facts that made them necessary.

1 No lord, or other person, by 20 Ric. II., was permitted to sit on the bench with the justices

of assize. Trials were sometimes overawed by armed parties, who endeavoured to prevent
their adversaries from appearing.

* From a passage in the Paston Letters it appears that, far from these acts being regarded,
it was considered as a m.irk of respect to the king, when he came into a county, for the noble-
men and geiitr>' to meet him with as many attendants in livery as they could muster. 5-ir

iohn Paston was to provide twenty men in their livcry-KOwns, and the duke of Norfolk two
undred. This illustrates the well-known story of Henry VII. and the earl of Oxford, and

shows the mean and oppressive conduct of the king in that affair, which Hume has pretended
to justify.

In the first of Edward IV. it is said in the roll of parliament that, "by yevying of liveries

and signes, contrary to the statutes and ordinances made aforeiyme, maintcnaunce of quarrels,
extortions, robberies, murders have been multiplied and continued within this reame, to the
gretc disturbance and inquietation of the same.'

3 Thus, to select one passage out of many: Eodem anro (1332) quidam maligni, fulti

quorundam magnatuin prsedsidio, rcijis adolescentiam spermentes, et regnum perturbare
intcndentcs, in tantam turbam creverunt, nemora et saltus occupaverunt, ita quod toti regno
tcrrori cssent. Walsingham.

* I am aware that in many, probably a great majority of reported cases, this word was
trchnically used, where some unwarranted conveyance, such ns a feoffment by the tenant for

life, was held to have wrought a disseisin ; or where the plaintiff was allowed, fur the purpose
of a more convenient remedy, to feign himself disseised, which was called disseisin by elec-

tion. But several proofs might be brought from the parliamentary petitions, and I doubt not,

if nearly looked at from the Year-books, that in other cases there was an actual and violent
expulsion. And the definition of disseisin in all the old writers, such as Britton and Littleton,

is obviously fraiiietl upon its primary meaning of violent disi ossession, which the word had
probably acquired long before the more peaceful disseisins, if I may use the expression, be-
came the subject of the rcmeiiy by assi/e.

I would speak with deference of Lord Mansfield's el.aborate judgment in Taylor dem.
Atkins V. Horde, i Burrow, 107, &c. ; but ^ome positions in it appear to me rather too
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Mij^liwny n)l>l)cry was from the earliest times a sort of national crime.

Capital i)Uiiishincnts, thou;^h very frequent, made little impression on a
bold and licentious crew, who had at least the sympathy of those who
had nothint; to lose on their side, and flattcrin'^' prospects of impunity.
We know how long the outlaws of Sherwood lived m tradition ; men
who, like some of their l:)ctters, have been pennitted to redeem by a
few acts of generosity the just ignominy of extensive crimes. These
indeed were the heroes of vulgar applause ; but when such a judge as
Sir John Fortescue could exult that more Englishmen were hanged for

robbery in one year, than French in seven, and that " if an English-
man be poor, and sec another having riches, which may be taken from
him by might, he will not spare to do so," it may be perceived how
thoroughly these sentiments had pervaded the public mind.
Such robbers, I have said, had flattering prospects of impunity.

Besides the general want of communication, which made one who had
fled from his own neighbourhood toleraljly secure, they had the ad-
vantage of extensive forests to facilitate the depredations and prevent
detection. When outlawed or brought to trial, the worst offenders

could frequently purchase charters of pardon, which defeated justice

in the moment of her blow.i Nor were the nobility ashamed to

patronise men guilty of every crime. Several proofs of this occur in

the rolls. Thus, for example, in the second of Edward III,, the com-
mons pray, that " whereas it is notorious how robbers and malefactors

infest the country, the king would charge the great men of the land,

that none such be maintained by them, privily or openly, but that they
lend assistance to arrest and take such ill-doers."

2

strongly stated, and particularly that the acceptance of the disseisor as tenant by the lord

was necessary to render the disseisin complete—a condition which I have not found hinted in

anylaw-book. See Butler's noteon Co. Lit., p. 330, where thateminent lawyer expresses similar

doubts as to Lord Mansfield's reasoning. It may, however, be remarked, that constructive
or elective disseisins, being of a technical nature, were more likely to produce cases in the
Year-books than those accompanied with actual violence, which would commonly turn only
on matters of fact, and be determined by a jury.

A remarkable instance of violent disseisin, amounting in effect to a private war, may be
found in the Pa->ton Letters, occupying most of the fourth volume. One of the Paston family,

claiming a right to Caister Castle, kept possession against the duke of Norfolk, who brought
a large force, and laid siege to the place, till it surrendered for want of provisions. Two of
the besiegers were killed. It does not appear that any legal measures were taken to prevent
or punish this outrage.

^ The manner in which these were obtained, in spite of law, may be noticed among the
violent courses of preroi^ative. By statute 2 E. III., confirmed by 10 E. III., the king's

power of granting pardons was taken away, except in cases of homicide per infortunium.
Another act, 14 E. III., reciting that the former laws in this respect have not been kept,
declares that all pardons contrary to them shall be holden as null. This, however, was disre-

garded like the rest ; and the commons began tacitly to recede from them, and endeavoured
to compromise the question with the crown. By 27 E. III., without adverting to the existing

provisions, which may therefore seem to be repealed by implication, it is enacted that in

ever^' charter of pardon, granted at any one's suggestion, the suggestor's name, and the
grounds of his suggestion shall be expressed, that if the same be found untrue, it may be dis-

allowed. And in 13 R. II., we are surprised to fmd the commons requesting that pardons
might not be granted, as if the subject were wholly unknown to the law ; the king protesting

in reply, that he will save his liberty and legality, as his progenitors had done before, but
conceding some regulations, far less remedial than what were provided already by the 27th of
Edward II. Pardons make a pretty large head in Brook's Abridgment, and were undoubtedly'
granted without scruple by every one of our kings. A pardon obtained in a case of peculiar
atrocity is the subject of a specific remonstrance in 23 H. VI.

2 A strange policy, for which no rational cause can be alleged, kept Wales, and even
Cheshire, distinct from the rest of the kingdom. Nothing could be more injurious to the
adjacent countries. Upon the credit of their immunitj' from the jurisdiction of the king's

courts, the people of Cheshire broke with armed bands into the neighbouring coimties, and
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It is perhaps the most meritorious pnrt of Edward I.'s c^overnment,

that he hunt all his power to restrain these breaches of tranquillity.

One of his salutary provisions is still in constant use, the statute of

coroners. Another more extensive, and, thou^jh partly obsolete, the

foundation of modern laws, is the statute of Winton, which, reciting',

that " from day to day robberies, murders, burnings, and theft be more
often used than they have been heretofore, and felons cannot be
attainted by the oath of jurors, which had rather suffer robberies on
strangers to pass without punishment, than indite the offenders, of

whom great part be people of the same country, or at the least, if the

offenders be of another country, the receivers be of places near," enacts

that hue and cry shall be made upon the commission of a robbery, and
that the hundred shall remain answerable for the damage, unless the

felons be brought to justice. It may be inferred from this provision,

that the ancient law of frank-pledge, though retained longer in form,

had lost its efficiency. By the same act, no stranger or suspicious

person was to lodge even in the suburbs of towns ; the gates were to

be kept locked from sunset to sunrising ; every host to be answerable
for his guest ; the highways to be cleared of trees and underwood for

two hundred feet on each side ; and every man to keep arms, accord-

ing to his substance, in readiness to follow the sheriff on hue and cry

raised after felons.^ The last provision indicates that the robbers
])lundered the country in formidable bands. One of these, in a subse-

quent part of Edward's reign, burned the town of Boston during a fair,

and obtained a vast booty, though their leader had the ill fortune not
to escape the gallows.

The preservation of order throughout the country was originally in-

trusted, not only to the sheriff, coroner, and constables, but to certain

magistrates, called conservators of the peace. These, in conformity to

the democratic character of our Saxon government, were elected by
the freeholders in their county court. But Edward I. issued commis-
sions to carry into effect the statute of Winton ; and from the be-

ginning of Edward 1 1 I.'s reign, the appointment of conservators was
vested in the crown, their authority gradually enlarged by a series of
statutes, and their title changed to that of justices. They were em-
powered to imprison and punish all rioters and other offenders, and
such as they should find by indictment or suspicion to be reputed
thieves or vagabonds ; and to take sureties for good behaviour from

perpetrated all the crimes in their power. As to the Welsh frontier, it was constantly almost
in a state of war, which a very little good sense and benevolence in any one of our shepherds
would have easily prevented, by admitting the conquered people to partake in equal privi-

leges with tlicir fellow subjects. Instead of this, they satisfied themselves with aggravating
the mischief by granting legal reprisals upon Welshmen. Welshmen were absolulclv ex-
cluded from bearing offices in Wales. The English living in the English towns of Wales
earnestly petition, 23 H. VI., that this exclusion may be kept in force. Complaints of the
disorderly state of the Welsh frontier are repeated as late as 12 Edw. IV.

It is curious that, so early as 15 Edw. II., a writ was addressed to the earl of Arundel,
justiciary of Wales, directing him to cause twenty-fnur discreet persons to be chosen from the
north, and as many from the south of that principality to serve in parliament. And we find

a similar writ in the solh of the same king. Willis says, that he has seen a return to one of
these precepts, much obliterated, but from which it appears that Conway, lieaumaris, and
Carnarvon returned members.

1 The statute of Winton was confirmed, and proclaimed afresh by the sherifTs, 7 R. II.,

after an era of great disorder.

2 N
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persons of evil famc.i Such a jurisdiaion was hardly more arbitrary

tluin, in a free and civilised n;,'c, it has been thought fit to vest in

maj^islrales ; but it was ill endured by a people who placed their

notions ol liberty in personal exemption from restraint, ratner than any
political theory. An act having been passed (2 R. II.; in consequence
of unusual riots and outrages, enabling magistrates to commit the
ringleaders of tumultuary assemblies without waiting for legal process
till the next arrival of justices of gaol delivery, the commons petitioned

next year against this " horrible grievous ordinance," by which " every
freeman in the kingdom would be in bondage to these justices," con-
trary to the great charter, and to many statutes, which forbid any man
to be taken without due course of law.^ So sensitive was their jealousy
of arbitrary imprisonment, that they preferred enduring riot and
robbery to chastising them by any means that might afford a precedent
to oppression, or weaken men's reverence for Magna Charta.

There are two subjects remaining to which this retrosjject of the

state of manners naturally leads us, and which I would not pass un-
noticed, though not absolutely essential to a constitutional histor)-

:

because they tend in a very material degree to illustrate the progress
of society, with which civil liberty and regular government are closely

connected. These are, first. The servitude or villenage of the peasan-
try, and their gradual emancipation from that condition ; and secondly.

The continual increase of commercial intercourse with foreign coun-
tries. But as the latter topic will fall more conveniently into the next

part of this work, I shall postpone its consideration for the present.

In a former passage I have remarked of the Anglo-Saxon ceorls,

that neither their situation nor that of their descendants for the earlier

reigns after the Conquest appears to have been mere servitude. But
from the time of Henry IL, as we learn from Glanvil, the villein so

called was absolutely dependent upon his lord's will, compelled to un-
limited services, and destitute of property, not only in the land he
held for his maintenance, but in his own acquisitions. If a villein pur-

chased or inherited land, the lord might seize it ; if he accumulated
stock, its possession was equally precarious. Against his lord he had no
right of action ; because his indemnity in damages, if he could have
recovered any, might have been immediately taken away. If he fled

from his lord s service, or from the land which he held, a writ issued

de nativitate probanda, and the master recovered his fugitive by law.

His children were born to the same state of servitude ; and contrary

to the rule of the civil law, where one parent was free, and the other

in villenage, the offspring followed their father's condition.^

* The institution excited a good deal of ill-will, even before these strong acts were passed,
Many petitions of the commons in the 28th E.- III., and other years, complain of it

2 It may be observed that this act, 2 E. II., was not founded on a petition, but on the king's

answer; so that the commons were not real parties to it, and accordingly call it an ordinance
in their present petition. This naturally increased their animosity in treating it as an in-

fringement of the subject's right.

3 According to Bracton, the bastard of a nief, or female villein, was bom in servitude ; and
where the parents lived on a villein tenement, the children of a neif, even though married to

a freeman, were villeins. But Littleton lays down an opposite doctrine, that a bastard was
necessarily free ; because, being the child of no father in the contemplation of law, he could
not be presumed to inherit servitude from any one ; and makes no distinction as to the parent's

residence. I merely take notice of this change in the law between the reigns of Henrj- III.

and Edward IV., as an instance of the bias which the judges showed in favour cf personal
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This was certainly a severe lot
;
yet there are circumstances which

materially distinguish it from slavery. The condition of villenage, at

least in later times, was perfectly relative ; it formed no distinct order

in the political economy. No man was a villein in the eye of law,

unless his master claimed him : to all others he was a freeman, and
might acquire, dispose of, or sue for property without impediment.
Hence Sir E. Coke argues, that villeins are included in the 29th

article of Magna Charta :
" No freeman shall be disseised nor impri-

soned." 1 For murder, rape, or mutilation of his villein, the lord was
indictable at the king's suit ; though not for assault or imprisonment,
which were within the sphere of his seignorial authority.'-

This class was distinguished into villeins regardant, who had been
attached from time immemorial to a certain manor, and villeins in

gross, where such territorial prescription had never existed, or had
been broken. In the condition of these, whatever has been said by
some writers, I can find no manner of difference ; the distinction was
merely technical, and affected only the mode of pleading.^ The
term, in gross, is appropriated in our legal language to property held
absolutely, and without reference to any other. Thus it is applied to

rights of advowson or of common, when possessed simply, and not as

incident to any particular lands. And there can be no doubt that it

was used in the same sense for the possession of a villein. But there

was a class of persons, sometimes inaccurately confounded with vil-

leins, whom it is more important to separate. Villenage had a double
sense, as it related to persons or to lands. As all men were free or

villeins, so all lands were held by a free or villein tenure. This great

division of tenures was probably derived from the bocland and folk-

freedom. Another, if we can rely upon it, is more important. In the reign of Henry II., a
freeman marrying a nief and settling on a villein tenement, lost the privileges of freedom
during the lime of his occupation ; legem terrae qua^i nativus amittit. This was consonant to

the customs of some other countries, some of which went further, and treated such a person
for ever as a villein. But, on the contrary', we find in Britton, a century later, that the nief
herself by such a marriage became free during the coverture.

1 I must confess that I have some doubts how far this was law at the epoch of M.agna
Charta. Glapvil and Bracton both speak of the status villctitis^ii, as opposed to that of
liberty, and seem to consider it as a civil condition, not a merely personal rcl.ation. The civil

law and the French treatise of Bcaumanoir hold the same language. And Sir Kobert Cotton
maintains without hesitation, that villeins arc not within the 29th section of Magna Charta,
" being c-vcludcd by the word liber." Britton, however, a little after Bracton, says that in an
action the villein is answerable to all men, and all men to him. And later judges, in favorem
libertatis, gave this construction to the villein's situation, which must therefore be considered
as the clear law of England in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

2 Littleton speaks only of an appeal in the two former cases ; but an indictment is h
fortiori ; and he says, sect. 194, that an indictment, though not an appeal, lay against the
lord for maiming his villein.

3 Gurdon supposes the villein in gross to have been the I^zzus or Servus of early times, a
domestic serf, and of an inferior species to the cultivator, or villein regardant. Unluckily,
Bracton and Littleton do not confirm this notion, which would be convenient enough ; for in
Domesday-book there is a marked distinction between the Scrvi and Villani. Biackstone
expresses himself inaccurately when he says the villein in gross was annexed to the person
of the lord, and transferable by deed from one owner to another. By this means indeed a
villein regardant would become a villein in gross, but all villeins were alike liable to be sold
by their owners. Mr Hargrave supposes that villeins in gross were numerous, drawing this

inference from the few c.vses relative to them that occur in the Year-books. And certainly
the form of the writ de naiivitate probanda, and the peculiar evidence it required, which ma>'
be found in Fitzherbert's Natura Brevium, or in Mr H.'s argument, are only applicable to th«.

other species. It is a doubtful point whether a freeman could, in contemplation of law, become
a villein in gross, thoujjh his confession in a court of record, upon a suit already commenced,
(for this was requisite,) would stop him from claiming his liberty ; and hence Bracton speaks
of this proceeding as a caodc by which a freeman might fall into servitude.
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land of Saxon times. As a villein might be enfeoffed of freeholds,

though they lay at the mercy of his lord, so a freeman might hold
tenements m villenage. In this case, his personal liberty subbisieil

along with the burthens of territorial servitude. He was bound to

arbitrary service at the will of the lord, and he might by the same will

be at any moment dispossessed ; for such was the condition of his

tenure. But his chattels were secure from seizure, his person from
injury, and he might leave the land whenever he pleased.

From so disadvantageous a condition as this of villenage, it may
cause some surprise that the peasantry of England should have ever
emerged. The law incapacitating a villein from acquiring property,

placed, one would imagine, an insurmountable barrier in the way of
his enfranchisement. It followed from thence, and is positively said

by Glanvil, that a villein could not buy his freedom, because the price

he tendered would already belong to his lord. And even in the case
of free tenants in villenage, it is not easy to comprehend how their

uncertain and unbounded services could ever pass into slight pecu-
niary commutations ; much less how they could come to maintain
themselves in their lands, and mock the lord with a nominal tenure
according to the custom of the manor.

This, like many others relating to the progress of society, is a very
obscure inquiry. We can trace the pedigree of princes, fill up the

catalogue of towns besieged and provinces desolated, describe even
the whole pageantry of coronations and festivals, but we cannot recover
the genuine history of mankind. It has passed away with slight and
partial notice by contemporary writers ; and our most patient industry

can hardly at present put together enough of the fragments to suggest

a tolerably clear representation of ancient manners and social life. I

cannot profess to undertake what would require a command of books
as well as leisure beyond my reach ; but the following observations

may tend a little to illustrate our immediate subject, the gradual ex-

tinction of villenage.

If we take what may be considered as the simplest case, that of a
manor divided into demesne lands of the lord's occupation, and those

in the tenure of his villeins, performing all the services of agriculture

for him, it is obvious that his interest was to maintain just so many of

these as his estate required for its cultivation. Land, the cheapest of

articles, was the price of their labour ; and though the law did not
compel him to pay this or any other price, yet necessity, repairing in

some degree the law's injustice, made those pretty secure of food and
dwellings, who were to give the strength of their arms for his advan-
tage. But in course of time, as alienations of small parcels of manors
to free tenants came to prevail, the proprietors of land were placed in

a new situation relatively to its cultivators. The tenements in villen-

age, whether by law or usage, were never separated from the lordship,

while its domain w^as reduced to a smaller extent, through sub-infeud-

ations, sales, or demises for valuable rent. The purchasers under
these alienations had occasion for labourers ; and these would be fiee

servants in respect of such employers, though in villenage to their

original lord. As he demanded less of their labour, through the

diminution of his domain, they had more to spare for other masters
;
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nnd retaining the character of villeins and the lands they held by that

tenure, became hired labourers in husbandry for the greater part of

the year. It is true, that all their earnings were at the lord's disposal,

and that he might have made a profit of their labour, when he ceased

to require it for his own land. But this, which the rapacity of more
commercial times would have instantly suggested, might escape a

feudal superior, who, wealthy beyond his wants, and guarded by the

haughtiness of ancestry against the love of such pitiful gains, was
better pleased to win the affection of his dependants than to improve
his fortune at their expense.

The services of villenage were gradually rendered less onerous and
uncertain. Those of husbandry mdeed are naturally uniform, and
might be anticipated with no small exactness. Lords of generous
tempers granted indulgences, which were either intended to be, or

readily became perpetual. And thus, in the time of Edward I,, we
find the tenants in some manors bound only to stated services, as

recorded in the lord's book.^ Some of these, perhaps, might be
villeins by blood ; but free tenants in villenage were still more likely

to obtain this precision in their services ; and from claiming a cus-

tomary right to be entered in the court-roll upon the same terms as

their predecessors, prevailed at length to get copies of it for their

security. Proofs of this remarkable transformation from tenants in

villenage to copyholders are found in the reign of Henry III. I do
not know, however, that they were protected, at so early an epoch, in

the possession of their estates. But it is said in the year-book of the

forty-second of Edward III,, to be " admitted for clear law, that if the

customary tenant or copyholder does not perform his services, the lord

may seize his land as forfeited."2 It seems implied herein, that so

long as the copyholder did continue to perform the regular stipulations

of his tenure, the lord was not at liberty to divest him of his estate
;

and this is said to be confirmed by a passage in Britton, which has
escaped my search ; though Littleton intimates that copyholders could
have no remedy against their lord.^ However, in the reign of Edward
IV., this was put out of doubt by the judges, who permitted the copy-
holder to bring his action of trespass against the lord for dispos-

session.

While some of the more fortunate villeins crept up into property as

well as freedom under the name of copyholders, the greater part en
franchised themselves in a different manner. The law, which treated

1 A passage In local history rather seems to indicate that some kind of delinquency w.nj

usually alleged, and some ceremony employed, brforc the lord entered on the villein's Kind.

In Gissing manor, 39 E. III., the jury present that W. G., a villein by blood, w.ts a rebel,

and uiigratctul toward his lord, for which all his tenements were seized. His ofifence wai
the Having said that the lord kept four stolen sheep in his field.

- By the extent-roll of the manor of Brisingham in Norfolk in 1254, it appears that thert
were then ninety-four copyholders, and six cottagers in villenage ; tlie former performing
in.iny but determinate services of labour for the lord.

3 A copyholder without legal remedy may seem little better than a tenant in mere villenage,

except in name. But though from the relation between the lord and copyholder the latter

might not be permitted to sue his superior, yet it does not follow that he might not bring his

action against any person acting under the lord's direction, in which the defendant could not
set up an illegal authority ; just as, although no writ runs against the king, his ministers or
officers arc not justified in acting under his command contrary to law. I wish this note to be
< onsidered as correcting one in p. 102, where I have said that a similar law in France ren-
licred the distinction between a serf and a homme de poote little more than theoretical.
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them so harslily, did not take away the means of escape, nor was this

a muUcr of diniculty in such a country as J-.n^'land. To this indeed
tlic unequal progression of agriculture and popuhition in different coun-
ties would have naturally contributed. Men emigrated, as they always
must, in search of cheapness or employment, according to the tide of

human necessities, liut the villein, who had no additional motive to

urge his steps away from his native place, might well hope to be for-

gotten or undiscovered, when he breathed a freer air, and engaged his

voluntary labour to a distant master. The lord had indeed an action

against him ; but there was so litilc communication between remote
parts of the country, that it might be deemed his fault or singular ill-

lortunc if he were compelled to defend himself. Even in that case,

the law inclined to favour him ; and so many obstacles were thrown in

the way of these suits to reclaim fugitive villeins, that they could not
have operated materially to retard their general enfranchisement.*^ In
one case, indeed, that of unmolested residence for a year and a day
within a walled city or borough, the villein became free, and the lord

was absolutely barred of his remedy. This provision is contained even
in the laws of William the Conqueror, as contained in Hoveden, and
if it be not an interpolation, may be supposed to have had a view to

strengthen the population of those places which were designed for

garrisons. This law, whether of William or not, is unequivocally men-
tioned by Glanvil. Nor was it a mere letter. According to a record
in the sixth of Edward II., Sir John Clavering sued eighteen villeins

of his manor of Cossey, for withdrawing themselves therefrom with
their chattels ; whereupon a writ was directed to them ; but six of the

number claimed to be freemen, alleging the Conqueror's charter, and
offering to prove that they had lived in Norwich, paying scot and lot,

about thirty years ; which claim was admitted.^

By such means, a large proportion of the peasantr}-, before the

middle of the fourteenth century, had become hired labourers instead

of villeins. We first hear of them, on a grand scale, in an ordinance
made by Edward III., in the twenty-third year of his reign. This was
just after the dreadful pestilence of 1348 ; and it recites that the num-
ber of workmen and servants having been greatly reduced by that

calamity, the remainder demanded excessive wages from their em-
ployers. Such an enhancement in the price of labour, though founded
exactly on the same principles as regulate the value of any other com-
modity, is too frequently treated as a sort of crime by lawgivers, who
seem to grudge the poor that transient melioration of their lot which
the progress of population, or other analogous circumstances, will,

without any interference, very rapidly take away. This ordinance
therefore enacts, that every man in England, of whatever condition,

bond or free, of able body, and within sixty years of age, not living ot

his own, nor by any trade, shall be obliged, when required, to serve any
master who is willing to hire him at such wages as were usually paid

three years since, or for some time preceding
;
provided, that the lords

of villeins or tenants in villenage shall have the preference of theii

i See the rules of pl.^ading and evidence in questions of villenage fully stated in Mr Mar-
grave's argument in the case of Somerset.

- I know not how far this privilege was supposed to be impaired by the statute 34 E. lil.,

which, however, might. I should conceive, very well stand along with it.
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labour, so that they retain no more than shall be necessary for them.

More than these old wages is strictly forbidden to be offered, as well

as demanded. No one is permitted, under colour of charity, to give

alms to a beggar. And, to make some compensation to the inferior

classes for these severities, a clause is inserted, as wise, just, and
practicable as the rest, for the sale of provisions at reasonable

prices.

This ordinance met with so little regard that a statute was made in

parliament two years after, fixing the wages of alP artificers and hus-

bandmen, with regard to the nature and season of their labour. From
this time it became a frequent complaint of the commons, that the

statute of labourers was not kept. The king had in this case, probably,

no other reason for leaving their grievance unredressed than his in-

ability to change the order of Providence. A silent alteration had been
wrought in the condition and character of the lower classes during the

reign of Edward 111. This was the effect of increased knowledge and
refinement, which had been making a considerable progress for full half-

a-century, though they did not readily permeate the cold region of

poverty and ignorance. It was natural that the country people, or

outlandish folk, as they were called, should repine at the exclusion

from that enjoyment of competence, and security for the fruits of their

labour, which the inhabitants of towns so fully possessed. The
fourteenth century was, in many parts of Europe, the age when a
sense of political servitude was most keenly felt. Thus the insurrec-

tion of the Jacquerie in France about the year 1358 had the same
character, and resulted in a great measure from the same causes as

that of the English peasants in 13S2. And we may account in a similar

manner for the democratical tone of the French and Flemish cities,

and for the prevalence of a spirit of liberty in Germany and Switzer-

land.

I do not know whether we should attribute part of this revolutionary

concussion to the preaching of Wiclitte's disciples, or look upon both
one and the other as phenomena belonging to that particular epoch in

the progress of society. New principles, both as to civil rule and re-

ligion, broke suddenly upon the uneducated mind, to render it bold,

presumptuous, and turbulent. But at least I make little doubt that

the dislike of ecclesiastical power, which spread so rapidly among the

people at this season, connected itself with a spirit of insubordination
and an intolerance of political subjection. Both were nourished by
the same teachers, the lower secular clergy ; and however distinct wc
may think a religious reformation from a civil anarchy, there was a
good deal common in the language, by which the populace were in-

flamed to either one or the other. Even the scriptural moralities

which were then exhibited, and which became the foundation of our
theatre, afforded fuel to the spirit of sedition. The common original,

and common destination of mankind, with every other lesson of
equality which religion supplies to humble or to console, were dis-

played with coarse and glaring features in these representations. The
familiarity of such ideas has deadened their effect upon our minds

;

but when a rude peasant, surprisingly destitute of religious instruction
during that corrupt age of the church, was led at once to these ini-
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pressivc truths, wc cannot be astonished at the intoxication of mind
they produced.^

Though 1 bcHcvc that, compared at least with the aristocracy of

other countries, the Enghsh lords were guilty of very little cruelty or
injustice, yet there were circumstances bclon^Mn^ to that period which
niij^dit tempt them to deal more hardly than before with their peas-
antry. The fourteenth century was an age of greater magnificence
than those which had preceded, in dress, in ceremonies, in buildings

;

foreign luxuries were known enough to excite an eai?cr demand among
the higher ranks, and yet so scarce as to yield inordinate prices ; while
the landholders were on the other hand impoverished by heavy and
unceasing taxation. Hence it is probable that avarice, as commonly
happens, had given birth to oppression ; and if the gentry, as 1 am
inclined to believe, had become more attentive to agricultural im-
provements, it is reasonable to conjecture that those whose tenure
obliged them to unlimited services of husbandry were more harassed,
than under their wealthy and indolent masters in preceding times.

The storm that almost swept away all bulwarks of civilised and
regular society seems to have been long in collecting itself. Perhaps
a more sagacious legislature might have contrived to disperse it ; but
the commons only presented complaints of the refractoriness with
which villeins and tenants in villenage received their due services,

and the exigencies of government led to the fatal poll-tax of a groat,

which was the proximate cause of the insurrection. By the demands
of these rioters, we perceive that territorial servitude was far from
extinct ; but it should not be hastily concluded that they were all per-

sonal villeins, for a large proportion were Kentish-men, to whom that

condition could not have applied ; it being a good bar to a writ de
nativitate probanda, that the party's father was born in the county of

Kent.
After this tremendous rebellion, it might be expected that the legis-

lature would use little indulgence towards the lower commons. Such
unhappy tumults are doubly mischievous, not more from the imme-
diate calamities that attend them, than from the fear and hatred of

the people which they generate in the elevated classes. The general
charter of manumission extorted from the king by the rioters at Black-
heath was annulled by proclamation to the sheriffs ;2 and this revoca-

tion approved by the lords and commons in parliament ; who added,
as was very true, that such enfranchisement could not be made with-

out their consent ;
" which they would never give to save themselves

"11 have been more influenced by natural probabilities than testimony in ascribing this effect

to Wicliffe's innovations, because the historians.are prejudiced witnesses against him. Several
of them depose to the connexion between his opinions and the rebellion of 1382 ; esi>ecialiy

Walsingham. This implies no reflection upon Wicliffe, any more than the crimes of the ana-
baptists in Munster do upon Luther. Every one knows the distich of John Ball, which com-
prehends the essence of religious democracy :

—

" When Adam delved and Eve span,

Where was then the gentleman?''

The sermon of this priest, as related by Walsingham, derives its argument for equality from
the common origin of the species. He is said to have been a disciple of WicIifTe.

- The king holds this bitter language to the villeins of Essex, after the death of Tyler and
execution of the other leaders had disconcerted them : Rustici quidem fuistis et estis, in bon-

dagio permanebitis, noii ut hactenus, sed incomparabiliter viliori, &c.
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from perishing altogether in one day." Riots were turned into trea-

son by an act of the same parhament.^ By a very harsh statute in the

twelfth of Richard II., no servant or labourer could depart, even at the

expiration of his service, from the hundred in which he lived, without

permission under the king's seal ; nor might any who had been bred
to husbandry till twelve years old exercise any other calling. A few
years afterwards, the commons petitioned that villeins might not put

their children to school, in order to advance them by the church
;

"and this for the honour of all the freemen of the kingdom." In

the same parliament they complained, that villeins fly to cities and
boroughs, whence their masters cannot recover them ; and, if they

attempt it, are hindered by the people ; and prayed that the lords

might seize their villeins in such places, without regard to the fran-

chises thereof. But on both these petitions the king put in a negative.^

From henceforward we find little notice taken of villenage in parlia-

mentary records, and there seems to have been a rapid tendency to its

entire abolition. But the fifteenth century is barren of materials ; and
we can only infer that as the same causes, which in Edward III.'s

lime had converted a large portion of the peasantry into free labourers,

still continued to operate, they must silently have extinguished the

whole system of personal and territorial servitude. The latter indeed
was essentially changed by the establishment of the law of copyhold.

I cannot presume to conjecture in what degree voluntary manumis-
sion is to be reckoned among the means that contributed to the aboli-

tion of villenage. Charters of enfranchisement were very common
upon the continent. They may perhaps have been less so in England.
Indeed the statute de donis must have operated very injuriously to

prevent the enfranchisement of villeins regardant, who were entailed

along with the land. Instances, however, occur from time to time
;

and we cannot expect to discover many. One appears as early as the
fifteenth year of Henry III,, who grants to all persons born or to be
born within his village of Contishall, that they shall be free from all

villenage in body and blood, paying an aid of twenty shillings to knight
the king"'s eldest son, and six shillings a year as a quit rent. So, in the
twelfth of Edward III., certain of the king's villeins are enfranchised
on payment of a fine. In strictness of law, a fine from the villein for

the sake of enfranchisement was nugatory, since all he could possess
was already at his lord's disposal. But custom and equity might
easily introduce different maxims ; and it was plainly for the lord's in-

terest to encourage his tenants in the acquisition of money to redeem
themselves, rather than to quench the exertions of their industry by
availing himself of an extreme right. Deeds of enfranchisement occur
in the reigns of Mary and Elizabeth ;^ and perhaps a commission of

the latter princess in 1574, directing the enfranchisement of her bond-
J The words are, riot et rumour n autres semblabUs : rather a general way of creating a

new treason ; but panic puts an end to jealousy.
^ The statute 7 H. IV. enacts that no one shall put his son or daughter apprentice to any

trade in a borough, unless he have land or rent to the value of twenty shillings a year, but
that any one may put his children to school. The reason assigned is the scarcity of labourers
in husbandry, in consequence of people living in i '//<»«</ apprenticing their children.

3 It is said in a modern book that villenage was very rare in Scotland, and even that no in-

stance exists in records of an estate sold wiih the Hbourers and their families att.-^ched to the
soil. But Mr Chalmers, in his Caledonia, has br.ujht several proofs that tliis assertion la

loo general.
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men and l)ondwomcn on certain manors upon payment of a fine, is

the lar.l unequivocal tcsliiiKmy to the existence of villcna;^c,—/y^rr/>/^f-
ion^ ubi supra, from J\y»icr,—though it is hi;,dily probable that it

existed in remote parts of the country some time lonjjcr.*

From this general view of the English constitution, as it stood about
the time of Henry VI., we must turn our eyes to the political revolu-
tions wiiich clouded the latter years of his reign. The minority of this

prince, notwithstanding the vices and dissensions of his court, and the
inglorious discomfiture of our arms in France, was not, perhaps, a
calamitous period. The country grew more wealthy ; the law was, on
the whole, better observed ; the power of parliament more complete
and effectual than in preceding times. But Henry's weakness of under-
standing, becoming evident as he reached manhood, rendered his reign

a perpetual minority. His marriage with a princess of strong mind,
but ambitious and vindictive, rather tended to weaken the government,
and to accelerate his downfall ; a certain reverence that had been paid
to the gentleness of the king's disposition being overcome by her un-
popularity. By degrees, Henry's natural feebleness degenerated almost
into fatuity ; and this unhappy condition seems to have overtaken him
nearly about the time when it became an arduous task to withstand
the assault in preparation against his government. This may properly
introduce a great constitutional subject, to which some peculiar cir-

cumstances of our own age have imperiously directed the consideration

of parliament. Though the proceedings of 1788 and 18 10 are un-
doubtedly precedents of far more authority than any that can be de-

rived from our ancient history, yet as the seal of the legislature has not

yet been set upon this controversy, it is not perhaps altogether beyond
the possibility of future discussion ; and, at least, it cannot be unin-

teresting to look back on those parallel or analogous cases, by which
the deliberations of parliament upon the question of regency were
recently guided.

While the kings of England retained their continental dominions,
and were engaged in the wars to which those gave birth, they were, of

course, frequently absent from this country. Upon such occasions,

the administration seems at first to have devolved officially on the

justiciary, as chief servant of the crown. But Henry HI. began the

practice of appointing lieutenants, or guardians of the realm, (custodes

regni,) as they were more usually termed, by way of temporary substi-

tutes. They were usually nominated by the king without consent of

parliament ; and their office carried with it the right of exercising all

the prerogatives of the crown. It was, of course, determined by the

king's return ; and a distinct statute was necessary in the reign of

Henry V., to provide that a parliament called by the guardian of the

realm, during the king's absence, should not be dissolved by that event.

The most remarkable circumstance attending those lieutenancies was,

that they were sometimes conferred on the heir-apparent during his

infancy. The Black Prince, then duke of Cornwall, was left guardian

I There are several later cases reported wherein villenage was pleaded, and one of them as

iHte as the fifteenth of James I. It is obvious that judgment was in no ca<e given in favour
of the plea ; so that we can infer nothing as to the actual continuance of viilcuage.

It is remarkable, and may be deemed a proof of le^al pedantrj', that Sir E. Co'<e, while he
dilates on the law of villenage, never intimates that it was become antiquated.
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of the realm in 1339, when he was but ten years old ;
^ and Richard,

his son, when still younger, in 1372, during Edward lll.'s last expedi-

tion into P>ance.

These do not, however, bear a very close analogy to regencies in the

stricter sense, or substitutions during the natural incapacity of the

sovereign. Of such there had been several instances, before it became
necessary to supply the deficiency arising from Henry's derangement.
I. At the death of John, William Earl of Pembroke assumed the title

of rector regis et regni, with the consent of the loyal barons who had
just proclaimed the young king, and probably conducted the govern-

ment in a great measure by their advice. But the circumstances were
too critical, and the time is too remote, to give this precedent any
material weight. 2. Edward 1. being in Sicily at his father's death,

the nobility met at the Temple church, as we are informed by a con-

temporary writer, and, after making a new great seal, appointed the

archbishop of York, Edward earl of Cornwall, and the earl of Glou-
cester, to be ministers and guardians of the realm ; who accordingly

conducted the administration in the king's name until his return. It

is here observable, that the earl of Cornwall, though nearest prince of

the blood, was not supposed to enjoy any superior title to the regency,

wherein he was associated with two other nobles. But while the crown
itself was hardly acknowledged to be unquestionably hereditary, it

would be strange if any notion of surh a right to the regency had been
entertained. 3. At the accession of Edward III,, then fourteen years

old, the parliament, which was immediately summoned, nominated
four bishops, four earls, and six barons as a standing council, at the

head of which the earl of Lancaster seems to have been placed, to

advise the king in all business of government. It was an article in the

charge of treason, or, as it was then styled, of accroaching royal power,
against Mortimer, that he intermeddled in the king's household with-

out the assent of this council. They may be deemed therefore a sort

of parliamentary regency, though the duration of their functions does
not seem to be defined. 4. The proceedings at the commencement of

the next reign are more worthy of attention. Edward III. dying June
21, 1377, the keepers of the great seal next day, in absence of the
chancellor beyond sea, gave it into the young king's hands before his

council. He immediately delivered it to the duke of Lancaster, and
the duke to Sir Nicholas Bonde for safe custody. Four days after-

wards, the king in council delivered the seal to the bishop of St
Davids, who affixed it the same day to divers letters patent. Richard
was at this time ten years and six months old ; an age certainly very
unfit for the personal execution of sovereign authority. Yet he was
supposed capable of reigning without the aid of a regency. This
might be in virtue of a sort of magic ascribed by lawyers to the great
seal, the possession of which bars all further inquiry, and renders any
government legal. The practice of modern times, requiring the con-
stant exercise of the sign-manual, has made a public confession of

incapacity necessary in many cases, where it might have been con-
cealed or overlooked in earlier periods of the constitution. But, though

' This prince having been sent to Antwerp, six commissioners were appointed to open
parliament.
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jio one wns invested with the office of regent, a council of twelve was
named by the prelates and peers at the king's coronation, July i6,

1377, witliout whose concurrence no public measure was to be carried

into effect. I have mentioned in another place the modifications
introduced from time to time by parliament, which mi;^ht itself be
deemed a great council of regency during the first years of Richard.

5. The next instance is at the accession of Henry VI. This prince
was but nine months old at his father's death ; and whether from a
more evident incapacity for the coYiduct of government in his case
than in that of Richard II., or from the progress of constitutional prin-

ciples in the forty years elapsed since the latter's accession, far more
regularity and deliberation were shown in supplying the defect in the

executive authority. Upon the news arriving that Henry V. was dead,
several lords, spiritual and temporal, assembled, on account of the

imminent necessity, in order to preserve peace, and provide for the

exercise of offices appertaining to the king. These peers accordingly
issued commissions to judges, sheriffs, escheaters, and others for

various purposes, and writs for a new parliament. This was opened
by commission under the great seal directed to the duke of Gloucester,
in the usual form, and with the king's teste. Some ordinances were
made in this parliament by the duke of Gloucester as commissioner,
and some in the king's name. The acts of the peers who had taken
on themselves the administration, and summoned parliament, were
confirmed. On the twenty-seventh day of its session, it is entered
upon the roll, that the king, " considering his tender age, and inability

to direct in person the concerns of his realm, by assent of lords and
commons, appoints the duke of Bedford, or, in his absence beyond
sea, the duke of Gloucester, to be protector and defender of the king-

dom and English church, and the king's chief counsellor." Letters

patent were made out to this effect ; the appointment being, however,
expressly during the king's pleasure. Sixteen counsellors were named
in parliament to assist the protector in his administration ; and their

concurrence was made necessary to the removal and appointment of

officers, except some inferior patronage specifically reserved to the

protector. In all important business that should pass by order of

council, the whole, or major part, w-ere to be present ;
" but if it were

such matter that the king hath been accustomed to be counselled of,

that then the said lords proceed not therein without the advice of my
lords of Bedford or Gloucester. A few more counsellors were added
by the next parliament, and divers regulations established for their

observance.
This arrangement was in contravention of the late king's testament,

which had conferred the regency on the duke of Gloucester, in exclu-

sion of his elder brother. But the nature and spirit of these proceed-

ings will be better understood by a remarkable passage in a roll of a

later parliament ; where the House of Lords, in answer to a request of

Gloucester, that he might know what authority he possessed as protec-

tor, remind him that in the first parliament of the king,^ " ye desired

1 I follow the orthography of the roll, which I hope will not be inconvenient to the reader.

Why this orthography, from obsolete and difficult, so frequently becomes almost modem, as

vill appear in the course of these extracts, I cannot conjecture. The usual irregularity of
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to have had ye governaunce of yTs land ; affermyng yat hit belonged
unto you of rygzt, as well by ye mene of your birth, as by ye lastc wylle

of ye kyng yat was your broyer, whome God assoilc ; alleggyng for you
such groundcs and motyves as it was yought to your discretion made
for your intent ; whereupon, the lords spiritual and temporal assembled
there in parliament, among which were there my lordes your uncles,

the bishop of Winchester that now liveth, and the duke of Exeter,

and your cousin the carl of March that be gone to God, and of War-
wick, and other in great number that now live, had great and long
deliberation and advice, searched precedents of the governail of the

land in time and case semblable, when kings of this land have been
tender of age, took also information of the laws of the land, of such
persons as be notably learned therein, and finally found your said

desire not caused nor grounded in precedent, nor in the law of the

land ; the which the king that dead is, in his life nor might by his last

will nor otherwise altre, change, nor abroge, without the assent of
the three estates, nor commit or grant to any person governance or

rule of this land longer than he lived ; but on that other behalf, the

said lords found your said desire not according with the laws of this

land, and against the right and fredome of the estates of the same
land. Howe were it, that it be not thought, that any such thing
wittingly proceeded of your intent ; and nevertheless to keep peace
and tranquillity, and to the intent to case and appease you, it was ad-

vised and appointed by authority of the king, assenting the three
estates of this land, that ye in absence of my lord, your brother of
Bedford, should be chief of the king's council, and devised unto you a
name different from other counsellors, not the name of tutor, lieutenant,

governor, nor of regent, nor no name that should import authority of

governance of the land, but the name of protector and defensor, which
importcth a personal duty of attendance to the actual defense of tha

land, as well against enemies outward, if case required, as against
rebels inward, if any were, that God forbid

;
grantmg you therewith

certain power, the which is specitied and contained in an act of the
said parliament, to endure as long as it liked the king. In the which
if the intent of the said estates had been, that ye more power and
authority should have had, more should have been expressed therein

;

to the which appointment, ordinance, and act, ye then agreed you
as for your person, making nevertheless protestation, that it was not
your intent in any wise to deroge, or do prejudice unto my lord your
brother of Bedford by your said agreement, as toward any right that
he would pretend or claim in the governance of this land, and as
toward any pre-eminence that you might have or belong unto you as
chief of council, it is plainly declared in the said act and articles, sub-
scribed by my said lord of Bedford, by yourself and the other lords of
the council. But as in parliament, to which ye be called upon your
faith and ligeance as duke of Glocestcr, as other lords be, and not
otherwise, we know no power nor authority that ye have, other than
ye as duke of Glocester should have, the king being in parliament, at

years of mest discretion : We marvailing with all our hearts, that con-

ancient spelling is hardly sufficient to account for such variations; but if there be any crior,
it belongs to the superintendents of that publication, and is not mine.
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sidcrinjj the open dcclnrntion of the authority and power belonging to

my lord of licdford, and to you in his absence, and also to the king's

council, subscribed purely and simply by my said lord of Bedford, and
by you, that you should in any wise be stirred or moved not to content
you therewith, or to pretend you any other : Namely considering that

the king, blessed be our lord, is sith the time of the said power
granted unto you, far gone and grown in person, in wit and under-
standing, and like with the grace of God to occupy his own royal
power within few years : And forasmuch considering the things and
causes abovesaid, and other many that long were to write. We lords

aforesaid pray, exhort, and require you, to content you with the power
abovesaid and declared; of the which my lord your brother of Bedford,
the king's eldest uncle, contented him ; and that ye none larger power
desire, will, nor use

;
giving you this that is aboven written for our

answer to your foresaid demand, the which we will dwell and abide
with, withouten variance or changing. Over this beseeching and
praying you in our most humble and lowly wise, and also requiring

you in the king's name, that ye, according to the king's commandment,
contained in his writ sent unto you in that behalf, come to this his

present parliament, and intend to the good effect and speed of matters
to be demesned and tretcd in the same, like as of right ye owe to do."

It is evident that this plain, or rather rude address to the duke of

Gloucester, was dictated by the prevalence of cardinal Beaufort's

party in council and parliament. But the transactions in the former
parliament are not unfairly represented ; and comparing them with
the passage extracted above, we may perhaps be entitled to infer : i.

That the king does not possess any constitutional prerogative of ap-

pointing a regent during the minority of his successor ; and 2. That
neither the heir presumptive, nor any other person, is entitled to exer-

cise the royal prerogative during the king's infancy, (or, by parity of

reasoning, his infirmity,) nor to any title that conveys them ; the sole

right of determining the persons by whom, and fixing the limitations

under which the executive government shall be conducted in the king's

name and behalf, devolving upon the great council of parliament.

The expression used in the lords' address to the duke of Gloucester,

relative to the young king, that he was far gone and grown in person,

wit, and understanding, was not thrown out in mere flattery. In two
years the party hostile to Gloucester's influence had gained ground
enough to abrogate his office of protector, leaving only the honorary
title of chief counsellor. For this the king's coronation at eight years

of age, was thought a fair pretence ; and undoubtedly the loss of that

exceedingly limited authority, which had been delegated to the protec-

tor, could not have impaired the strength of government. This was
conducted as before by a selfish and disunited council ; but the king's

name was sufflcient to legalise their measures, nor does any objection

appear to have been made in parliament to such a mockery of the

name of monarchy.
In the year 1454, the thirty-second of Henry's reign, his unhappy

malady, transmitted perhaps from his maternal grandfather, assumed
so decided a character of derangement or imbecility, that parliament

could no longer conceal from itself the necessity of a more efficient
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ruler. This assembly, which had been continued by successive proro-

gations for nearly a year, met at Westminster on the 14th of February,

when the session was opened by the duke of York, as king's commis-
sioner. Kemp, archbishop of Canterbury aud chancellor of England,
dying soon afterwards, it was judged proper to acquaint the king at

Windsor by a deputation of twelve lords with this and other subjects

concerning his government. In fact, perhaps, this was a pretext

chosen in order to ascertain his real condition. These peers reported

to the lords' house, two days afterwards, that they had opened to his

majesty the several articles of their message, but " could get no
answer ne sign for no prayer ne desire," though they repeated their

endeavours at three different interviews. This report, with the in-

struction on which it was founded, was, at their prayer, entered of

record in parliament. Upon so authentic a testimony of their sove-

reign's intirmity, the peers, adjourning two days for solemnity or deli-

beration, " elected and nominated Richard, duke of York, to be
protector and defender of the realm of England during the king's

pleasure." The duke, protesting his insufficiency, requested " that in

this present parliament, and by authority thereof, it be enacted, that

of yourself and of your ful and mere disposition, ye desire, name, and
call me to the said name and charge, and that of any presumption of

myself, I take them not upon me, but only of the due and humble
obeisance that I owe to do unto the king, our most dread and sove-

reign lord, and to you the peerage of this land, in whom, by the occa-
sion of the infirmity of our said sovereign lord, resteth the exercise of
his authority, whose noble commandments I am as ready to perform
and obey as any his liegeman alive, and that at such time as it shall

please our blessed Creator to restore his most noble person to health-

ful disposition, it shall like you so to declare and notify to his good
grace." To this protestation the lords answered, that for his and their

discharge, an act of parliament should be made, conformably to that

enacted in the king's infancy, since they were compelled by an equal
necessity again to choose and name a protector and defender. And to

the duke of York's request to be informed how far the power and
authority of his charge should extend, they replied, that he should be
chief of the king's council, and " devised therefore to the said duke a
name different from other counsellors, not the name of tutor, lieu-

tenant, governor, nor of regent, nor no name that shall import
authority of governance of the land, but the said name of protector
and defensor ;" and so forth, according to the language of their former
address to the duke of Gloucester. An act was passed accordingly,
constituting the duke of York protector of the church and kingdom,
and chief counsellor of the king during the hatter's pleasure ; or until

the prince of Wales should attain years of discretion, on whom the
said dignity was immediately to devolve. The patronage of certain
spiritual benefices was reserved to the protector, according to the pre-
cedent of the king's minority, which parliament was resolved to follow
in every particular.

It may be conjectured, by the provision made in favour of the prince
of Wales, then only two years old, that the king's condition was sup-
posed to be beyond hope of restoration. But in about nine months he
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recovered sufficieiU speech and recollection to supersede the duke of

York's protectorate.^ The succeeding transactions are matter of

familiar, thou^^h not, perhaps, very perspicuous history. The king was
a prisoner in his enemies' hands after the affair at St Albans,' when
parliament met in July 1455. In this session little was done, except
rencwinj^ the strongest oaths of allegiance to Henry and his family,

liut the two houses meeting again after a prorogation to November 12,

during which time the Duke of York had strengthened his party, and
was appointed by commission the king's lieutenant to open the parlia-

ment, a proposition was made by the commons, that " whereas the
king had dcj)uted the duke of York as his commissioner to proceed in

this parliament, it was thought by the commons, that if the king here-

after could not attend to the protection of the country, an able person
should be appointed protector, to whom they might have recourse for

redress of injuries ; especially as great disturbances had lately arisen

in the west through the feuds of the earl of Devonshire and lord Bon-
ville. The archbishop of Canterbury answered for the lords, that they
would take into consideration what the commons had suggested.
Two days afterwards, the latter appeared again with a request con-
veyed nearly in the same terms. Upon their leaving the chamber, the

archbishop, who was also chancellor, moved the peers to answer what
should be done in respect of the request of the commons ; adding that

"it is understood, that they will not further proceed in matters of par-

liament, to the time that they have answer to their desire and request."

This naturally ended in the re-appointment of the duke of York to his

charge of protector. The comrr.ons indeed were determined to bear
no delay. As if ignorant of what had been resolved in consequence ot

their second request, they urged it a third time, on the next day of

meeting ; and received for answer that " the king, our said sovereign
lord, by the advice and assent of his lords spiritual and temporal being
in this present parliament, had named and desired the Duke of York
to be protector and defensor of this land." It is worthy of notice that

in these words, and indeed in effect, as appears by the whole transac-

tion, the house of peers assumed an exclusive right of choosing the

protector, though in the act passed to ratify their election, the com-
mons' assent, as a matter of course, is introduced. The last year's

precedent was followed in the present instance, excepting a remarkable
deviation ; instead of the words "during the king's pleasure," the duke
was to hold his office " until he should be discharged of it by the lords

in parliament."

This extraordinary clause, and the slight allegations on which it was
thought fit to substitute a vicegerent for the reigning monarch, are

sufficient to prove, even if the common historians were silent, that

whatever passed as to this second protectorate of the duke of York was

* Paston Letters. The proofs of sound mind given are not very decisive, but the wits of

sovereigns are never weighed in golden scales.
^ This may seem an improper appellation for what is usually termed a battle, wherein five

thousand men £,re said to have fallen. But I rely here upon my faithful guide, the Paston
Letters, one cf which, written immediately after the engagement, says that only six score

were killed. Surely this testimony outweighs a thousand ordinary chroniclers.
_
And the

nature of the action, which was a sudden attack on the town of St Albans, without any
pitched combat, renders the larger number improbable. Whethamstede, abbot of St AJbans
ikt the time, makes the duke cf York's army but three thousand fighting men.
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altogether of a revolutionary complexion. ^ In the actual circumstances

of civil blood already spilled and the king in captivity, we may j-istly

wonder that so much regard was shown to the regular forms and pre-

cedents of the constitution. But the duke's natural moderation will

account for part of this, and the temper of the lords for much more.

That assembly appears for the most part to have been faithfully

attached to the house of Lancaster. The partisans of Richard were
found in the commons, and among the populace. Several months
elapsed after the victoiy of St Albans, before an attempt was thus made
to set aside a sovereign, not labouring, so far as we know, under any
more notorious infirmity than before. It then originated in the com-
mons, and seems to have received but an unwilling consent from the

upper house. Even in constituting the duke of York protector over

the head of Henry, whom all men despaired of ever seeing in a state

to face the dangers of such a season, the lords did not forget the rights

of his son. By this latter instrument, as well as by that of the preced-

ing year, the duke's office was to cease upon the prince of Wales
arriving at the age of discretion.

But what had been propagated in secret, soon became familiar to

the public ear ; that the duke of York laid claim to the throne. He
was unquestionably heir general of the royal line, through his mother,
Anne, daughter of Roger Mortimer, earl of March, son of Philippa,

daughter of Lionel, duke of Clarence, third son of Edward III. Roger
Mortimer's eldest son, Edmund, had been declared heir presumptive
by Richard II. ; but his infancy during the revolution that placed Henry
IV. on the throne had caused his pretensions to be passed over in

silence. The new king, however, was induced by a jealousy natural

to his situation to detain the earl of March in custody. Henry V.

restored his liberty ; and, though he had certainly connived for a while

at the conspiracy planned by his brother-in-law, the earl of Cambridge,
and lord Scrope of Masham, to place the crown on his head, that

magnanimous prince gave him a free pardon, and never testified any
displeasure. The present duke of York was honoured by Henry VI.
with the highest trusts in France and Ireland ; such as Beaufort and
Gloucester could never have dreamed of conferring on him, if his title

to the crown had not been reckoned obsolete. It has been very per-

tinently remarked, that the crime perpetrated by Margaret and her
counsellors in the death of the duke of Gloucester was the destruction
of the house of Lancaster. From this time the duke of York, next heir

in presumption while the king was childless, might innocently contem-
plate the prospect of royalty ; and when such ideas had long been
passing through his mind, we may judi^e how reluctantly the birth of

prince Edward, nine years after Henry's marriage, would be admitted
to disturb them. The queen's administration unpopular, careless of

national interests, and partial to his inveterate enemy, the duke of

Somerset ;i the king incapable of exciting fear or respect ; himself
conscious of powerful alliances and universal favour ; all these circum-
stances combined could hardly fail to nourish these opinions of here-
ditary right which he must have imbibed from his infancy.

' The ill-will of York and the queen began as early as 1449, *s we learn from an unequivo-
cal tc&timony, a letter of that date in the Paston collection.

2 (1
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The duke of York preserved through the critical season of r
' '

-i

such moderation and humanity, that we may pardon liim thai

favour of his own pretensions to wliich he became himself a victim,
Margaret, perhaps, by her sanguinary violence in the Coventry parlia-

ment of 1460, where the duke and all his adherents were attainted, lefi

him not the choice of remaining a subject with impunity. But v.
'

us, who are to weigh these ancient factions in the balance of wis*,

and justice, there sliould be no hesitation in deciding that the house of

Lancaster were lawful sovereigns of England. I am indeed astonished,
that not only such historians as Carte, who wrote undisguisedly upon
a Jacobite system, but even men of juster principles, have been in-

advertent enough to mention the right of the house of York. \{ the
original consent of the nation, if three descents of the crown, if repeated
acts of parliament, if oaths of allegiance from the whole kingdom, and
more particularly from those who now advanced a contrary pretension

;

if undisturbed, unquestioned possession during sixty years, could not
secure the reigning family against a mere defect in their genealogy,
when were the people to expect tranquillity? Sceptres were com-
mitted, and governments were instituted, for public protection and
public happiness, not certainly for the iDcnefit of rulers, or for the
security of particular dynasties. No prejudice has less in its favour,

and none has been more fatal to the peace of mankind, than that which
regards a nation of subjects as a family's private inheritance. F'or, as

this opinion induces reigning princes and their courtiers to look on the
people as made only to obey them, so when the tide of events has
swept them from their thrones, it begets a fond hope of restoration, a
sense of injury and of imprescriptible rights, which give the show of

justice to fresh disturbances of public order, and rebeHions against

established authority. Even in cases of unjust conquest, which are far

stronger than any domestic revolution, time heals the injury of wounded
independence, the forced submission to a victorious enemy is changed
into spontaneous allegiance to a sovereign, and the laws of God and
nature enjoin the obedience that is challenged by reciprocal benefits. But
far more does every national government, however violent in its origin,

become legitimate, when universally obeyed and justly exercised, the

possession drawing after it the right ; not certainly that success can alter

the moral character of actions, or privilege usurpation before the tribunal

of human opinion, or in the pages of history, but that the recognition

of a government by the people is the binding pledge of their allegiance

so long as its corresponding duties are fulfilled.^ And thus the law of

England has been held to annex the subject's fidelity to the reigning

monarch, by whatever title he may have ascended the throne, and
whoever else may be its claimant. But the statute of nth of Henry
VII., has furnished an unequivocal commentary upon this principle;

when, alluding to the condemnations 2.nd forfeitures by which those

alternate successes of the white and red roses had almost exhausted

the noble blood of England, it enacts that " no man for doing true

* Upon this great question the fourth discourse in Sir Michael Foster's Reports ought par-

ticularly to be read. Strange doctrines have been revived lately; and though not exactly

referred 10 the constitution of this country, yet, as general principles, easily applicable to it;

which, a century since, wuuld have tended to shake the present family in thetiirone.
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and faithful service to the kinj:^ for the time being, be convict or

attaint of high treason, nor of other offences, by act of parHament or

otherwise."

Though all classes of men and all parts of England were divided

into factions by this unhnppy contest, yet tiic streui^th of the Yorkists

lay in London and the neighbouring counties, and generally among
the middling and lower people. And this is what mii^ht naturally be
expected. For notions of hereditary right take easy hold of the popu-
lace, who feel an honest sympathy for those whom they consider as

injured ; while men of noble birth and high station have a keener

sense of personal duty to their sovereign, and of the baseness of de-

serting their ;.llegiance. Notwithstanding the wide-spreading influence

of the Nevils, most of the nobility were well affected to the reigning

dynasty. We have seen how reluctantly they acquiesced in the second
protectorate of the duke of York, after the battle of St Albans. Thirty-

two temporal peers took an oath of fealty to Henry and his issue in

the Coventry parliament of 1460, which attainted the duke of York
and the earls of Warwick and Salisbury. And, in the memorable cir-

cumstances of the duke's claim, personally made in parliament, it

seems manifest, that the lords complied not only with hesitation, but
unwillingness ; and, in fact, testified their respect and duty for Henry
by confirming the crown to him during his life.^ The rose of Lan-
caster blushed upon the banners of the Staflbrds, the Percics, the

Veres, the Hollands, and the Courtncys. All these illustrious families

lay crushed for a time under the ruins of their party. But the course
of fortune, which has too great a mastery over crowns and sceptres to

be controlled by men's affection, invested Edward IV. with a posses-

sion which the general consent of the nation both sanctioned, and
secured. This was effected in no slight degree by the furious spirit of

Margaret, who began a system of extermination by acts of attainder,

and execution of prisoners, that created abhorrence, though it did not
prevent imitation. And the barbarities of her northern army, whom
she led towards London after the battle of Wakefield, lost the Lancas-
trian party its former friends,^ and might justly convince reflecting

men that it were better to risk the chances of a new dynasty than
trust the kingdom to an exasperated faction.

A period of obscurity and confusion ensues, during which we have
as little insight into constitutional as general history. There are no
contemporary chroniclers of any value, and the rolls of parliament, by
whose light we have hitherto steered, become mere registers of private
bills, c>r of petitions relating to commerce. The reign of Edward IV.
is the first during which no statute was passed for the redress of griev-

1 This cntr>' in the roll is highly interesting: .ind import.int. It ought to be read in prefer-
rnce to any of our historians. Hume, who drew from inferior sources, is not altogether ac-
curate. Yet one remarkable circumstance, told by Hall .ind other chroniclers, that the duke
of York stood by the throne, as if to claim it, though omitted entirely in the roll, is confirmed
by Whcthamstcdc. abbot of St Albans, who was probably then present. This shows that we
should only doubt and not reject, unless upon real grounds ol su>picion, the assertions of
secondary writers.

'^ The Abbey of St Albans was stripped by the queen and her army after the second battle
fought at that place, Feb. 17, 1461 ; which changed Whethamstede, the abbot and historio-
graper, from a violent Lancastrian into a Yorkist. His change of party is quite sudden, and
amuMng enough. The Paston family were originally Lancastrian, and reiuned to thai
^Je in 1470.
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ances, or maintcnnncc of the subject's liberty. Nor is there, if I am
correct, a sin;;le petition of this nature upon the roll. Whether it were
that the commons had lost too much of their ancient courage to pre-

sent any remonstrances, or that a wilful omission has vitiated the
record, is hard to determine ; but we certainly must not imagine, that

a government cemented with blood poured on the scaffold as well

as on the field, under a passionate and unprincipled sovereign, wouI(4

afford no scope for the just animadversion of parliament.^ The reign

of Edward IV. was a reign of terror. One-half of the noble families

had been thinned by proscription ; and though generally restored in

blood by the reversal of their attainders, a measure certainly deservin;^

of much approbation, were still under the eyes of vigilant and invete-

rate enemies. The opposite faction would be cautious how they re-

sisted a king of their own creation, while the hopes of their adversaries

were only dormant. And indeed, without relying on this supposition,

it is commonly seen, that when temporary circumstances have given
a king the means of acting in disregard of his subjects' privileges, it is

a very difficult undertaking for them to recover a liberty, which has no
security so effectual as habitual possession.

Besides the severe proceedings against the Lancastrian party, which
might be extenuated by the common pretences, retaliation of similar

proscriptions, security for the actual government, or just punishment
of rebellion against a legitimate heir, there are several reputed in-

stances of violence and barbarity in the reign of Edward IV,, which
have not such plausible excuses. Every one knows the common
stories of the citizen who was attainted of treason for an idle speech
that he would make his son heir to the crown, the house where he
dwelt ; and of Thomas Burdett, who wished the horns of his stag ia

the belly of him who had advised the king to shoot it. Of the former
I can assert nothing, though I do not believe it to be accurately re-

ported. But certainly the accusation against Burdett, however iniqui-

tous, was not confined to these frivolous words ; which indeed do not
appear in his indictment,^ or in a passnge relative to his conviction in

a passage relative to his conviction in the roll of parliament. Burdett
was a servant and friend of the duke of Clarence, and sacrificed as a
preliminary victim. It was an article of charge against Clarence that

he had attempted to persuade the people that " Thomas Burdett his

servant, which was lawfully and truly attainted of treason, was wrong-
fully put to death." There could indeed be no more oppressive usage
inflicted upon meaner persons, than this attainder of the duke of

Clarence, an act for which a brother could not be pardoned, had he
been guilty ; and which deepens the shadow of a tyrannical age, if, as

it seems, his offence toward Edward was but levity and rashness.

1 There are several instances of violence arid oppression apparent on the rolls during this

reign, but not proceeding from the crown. One of a remarkable nature was brought forward
to throw an odium on the duke of Claience, who had been concerned in it. Several passages
indicate the character of the duke of Gloucester.

2 See the indictment against Burdett for compassing the king's death, and for that purpose
conspiring with Stacie and Blake to calculate his nativity and his son's, ad sciendum quando
iidem rex et Edwardus ejus filius morientur. Also for the same end dispersing d;vers rhymes
and ballads de murmurationibus, seditionibus et proditoriis excitationibus, factas et fabricatas

apud Holbourn, to the intent that people might withdraw their love from the king and desert

him, ac erga ipsum regem insurgerent, et guerram erga ipsum regem levarent, ad finalem de-

siructiouem ipsorum regis ac domini principis, &c.
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But whatever acts of injustice we may attribute, from authority or

conjecture, to Edward's government, it was very far from being un-
popular. His love of pleasure, his affability, his courage, and beauty,

gave him a credit with his subjects, which he had no real virtues to

challenge. This restored him to the throne, even against the prodi-

gious influence of Warwick, and compelled Henry VH. to treat his

memory with respect, and acknowledge him as a lawful king.^ The
latter years of his reign were passed in repose at home after scenes of

unparalleled convulsions, and in peace abroad, after more than a cen-

tury of expensive warfare. His demands of subsidy were therefore

moderate, and easily defrayed by a nation who were making rapid

advances towards opulence. According to Sir John Fortescue, nearly

one-fifth of the whole kingdom had come to the king's hand by forfeiture,

at some time or other since the commencement of his reign. Many
indeed of these lands had been restored, and others lavished away in

grants, but the surplus revenue must still have been considerable.

Edward IV. was the first who practised a new method of taking his

subjects' money without consent of parliament, under the plausible

name of benevolences. These came in place of the still more plausible

loans of former monarchs, and were principally levied on the wealthy
traders. Though no complaint appears in the parliamentary records

of his reign, which, as has been observed, complain of nothing, the

illegality was undoubtedly felt and resented. In the remarkable ad-

ress to Richard by that tumultuary meeting which invited him to

assume the crown, we find, among general assertions of the state's

decay through misgovernment, the following strong passage :
" For

certainly we be determined rather to aventure and committe us to the

perill of owre lyfs and jopardie of deth, than to lyve in such thraldome
and bondage as we have lyved long tyme heretofore oppressed and in-

jured by extortions and newe impositions, ayenst the lawes of God and
I The rolls of Henry VII. 's first parliament are full of an absurd confusion in thought and

language, v hich is tendered odious by the purposes to which it is applied. I'.oth Henry VI.
and Edward IV. are considered as lawful kings ; except in one instance, where Alan Cot-
terell, petitioning for the reversal of his attainder, speaks of Edward " late called Edward IV."
But this is only the language of a private Lancastrian. And Henry VI. passes for having
been king during his short restoiation in 1470, when Edward had been nine years upon the
throne. For the earl of Oxford is said to have been attainted " for the true allegiance and
service he owed and did to Henry VI., at Barnet field and otherwise." This might be rea-

{onable enough on the tnie principle, that allegiance is due to a king de facto: if indeed we
iiould dctcrmuie who was the king de facto on the morning of the battle of Barnet. But this

t)rinciple was not fairly recognised- Richard III. is always called, "in deed and not in right

cing of England." Nor was this merely founded on his usurpation as against his nephew.
For that unfortunate boy is little better treated, and in the act of resumption, i H. VII.,
while Edward IV. is styled "late king," appears only with the denomination of ''Edward
his son, late called Edward V. Who then was king after the death of Edward IV.? And
was his son really illegitimate, as an usurping uncle pretended? Or did the crime of Richard,
though punished in him, inure to the benefit of Henry? 'Ihese were points which, like the
fate of the young princes in the Tower, he chose to wrap in di^creet silence. But the first

3uestion he seems to have answered in his own favour. For Richard himself, Howard,
ukc of Norfolk, lord Lovel, and some others, are attainted for '* traitorously intending,

compassing, and imagining" the death of Henry ; of course before or at the battle of Bos-
worth ; and while his right, unsupported by possession, could havo rested only on an here-
ditary title, which it was an insult to the nation to prefer. The'-e monstrous proceedings
explain the ncccss ty of that conservative statute to which I have already alluded, which
passed in the eleventh year of his reign, and afforded as much security for men following
the plain line of rallying round the standard of their country as mere law can offer. There
is some extraordinary re.asoning upon this act in Carte's History, vol. ii. p. 644, for the pur-
pose of proving that the adherents of George II. wjuld not be protected by it on tJie restont*
tion of tnc true blood.
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nnn nnd ll)c libcrlic, old policic, and lawcs of this realmc, whcrcyn
every J"n;^lisliinan is inherited." Accordirj^^ly, in Richard 1 1

1. 's only

parliament, an act was passed, which, after recitinj; in the stronj^ebt

terms the grievances lately endured, abrogates and annuls for ever ail

exactions under the name of benevolence. The liberties of this country
•were at least not directly impaired by the usurpation of Richard. But
from an action so deeply tainted with moral guilt, as well as so violent

in all its circumstances, no substantial benefit was likely to spring.

Whatever difficulty there may be, and I confess it is not easy to be
surmounted, in deciding upon the fate of Richard's nephews after they
>vere immured in the Tower, the more public parts of the transaction

bear unequivocal testimony to his ambitious usurpation. It would
therefore be foreign to the purpose of this chapter to dwell upon his

assumption of the regency, or upon the sort of election, however curious

and remarkable, which gave a pretended authority to his usurpation of

the throne. Neither of these has ever been alleged by any party in

the way of constitutional precedent.

At this epoch I terminate these inquiries into the English constitu-

tion ; a sketch very imperfect, I fear, and unsatisfactory, but which may
at least answer the purpose of fixing the reader's attention on the prin-

cipal objccts,and of guiding him tothe purest fountains of constitutional

knowledge. From the accession of the house of Tudor a new period is

to be dated in our history ; far more prosperous in the diffusion of opu-
lence and the preservation of general order than the preceding, but
less distinguished by the spirit of freedom and jealousy of tyrannical

power. We have seen, through the twilight of our Anglo-Saxon records,

a form of civil polity established by our ancestors, marked, like the

kindred governments of the continent, w-ith aboriginal Teutonic
features ; barbarous indeed, and insufficient for the great ends of

society, but capable and worthy of the improvement it has received,

because actuated by a sound and vital spirit, the love of freedom and
of justice. From these principles arose that venerable institution,

which none but a free and simple people could have conceived, trial by
peers ; an institution common in some degree to other nations, but
which, more widely extended, more strictly retained, and better modi-
fied among ourselves, has become perhaps the first, certainly among
the first, of our securities against arbitrary government. We have seen
a foreign conqueror and his descendants trample almost alike upon
the prostrate nation, and upon those who had been companions of

their victory, introduce the servitudes of feudal law with more than
their usual rigour, and establish a large revenue by continual prece-

dents upon a system of universal and prescriptive extortion. But the

Norman and English race, each tinfit to endure oppression, forgetting

their animosities in a common interest, enforce by arms the concession
of a great charter of liberties. Privileges, wrested from one faithless

monarch, are preserved with continual vigilance against the machina-
tions of another ; the rights of the people become more precise, and
their spirit more magnanimous during the long reign of Henry III.

W^ith greater ambition and greater abilities than his father, Edward I,

attempts in vain to govern in an arbitrar}- manner, and has the morti-

fication of seeing his prerogative fettered by still more important
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limitations. The great council of the nation is opened to the repre-

sentatives of the commons. They proceed by slow and cautious steps

to remonstrate against public grievances, to check the abuses of

administration, and sometimes to chastise public delinquency in the

officers of the crown. A number of remedial provisions are added to

the statutes ; every Englishman learns to remember that he is the

citizen of a free state, and to claim the common law as his birthright,

even though the violence of power should interrupt its enjoyment. It

were a strange misrepresentation of history to assert, that the consti-

tution had attained anything like a perfect state in the fifteenth century
;

but I know not whether there are any essential privileges of our
countrymen, any fundamental securities against arbitrary power, so far

as they depend upon positive institution, which may not be traced to

the tine when the house of Plantagenet filled the Enghsh throne.

CHAPTER IX.

ON THE STATE OF SOCIETY IN EUROPE DURING THE MIDDLE AGES.

PART I.

It has been the object of every preceding chapter of this work either to

trace the civil revolutions of states during the period of the middle ages,

or to investigate, with rather more minute attention, their political

institutions. There remains a large tract to be explored, if we would
complete the circle of historical information, and give to our knowledge
that copiousness and clear perception which arise from comprehending
a subject under numerous relations. The philosophy of history

embraces far more than the wars and treaties, the factions and cabals
of common political narration ; it extends to whatever illustrates the

character of the human species in a particular period, to their reason-

ings and sentiments, their arts and industry. Nor is this comprehen-
sive survey merely interesting to the speculative philosopher ; without
it the statesman would form very erroneous estimates of events, and
find himself constantly misled in any analogical application of them to

present circumstances. Nor is it an uncommon source of error to

neglect the general signs of the times, and to deduce a prognostic from
some partial coincidence with past events, where a more enlarged

comparison of all the facts that ought to enter into the combination
would destroy the whole parallel. The philosophical student, how-
ever, will not follow the antiquary into his minute details ; and though
it is hard to say what may not supply matter for a reflecting mind,
there is always some danger of losing sight of grand objects in his-

torical disquisition, by too laborious a research into trifles. I may
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j)Ossibly be thouglit to furnish, in some instances, an example of the
error 1 condemn. liiit in tlie choice and disposition of topics to which
the present cliaptcr relates, some have been omitted on account of

their comparative insignificance, and others on account of their want
of connexion with the leading subject. Even of those treated I can
only undertake to give a transient view ; and must bespeak the reader's

candour to remember that passages which, separately taken, may often

appear superficial, are but parts of the context of a single chapter, as
the chapter itself is of an entire work.
The middle ages, according to the division I have adopted, com-

prise about one thousand years, from the invasion of P'rance by Clovis

to that of Naples by Charles VIII. This period, considered as to the

state of society, has been esteemed dark through ignorance, and bar-

barous through poverty and want of refinement. And although this

character is much less applicable to the two last centuries of the period,

than to those which preceded its commencement, yet we cannot ex-

pect to feel, in respect of ages at best imperfectly civilised and slowly

progressive, that interest which attends a more perfect development of

human capacities, and more brilliant advances in improvement. The
first moiety indeed of these ten ages is almost absolutely barren, and
presents little but a catalogue of evils. The subversion of the Roman
empire, and devastation of its provinces by barbarous nations, either

immediately preceded, or were coincident with, the commencement of

the middle period. We begin in darkness and calamity ; and though
the shadows grow fainter as we advance, yet we are to break off our
pursuit as the morning breathes upon us, and the twihght reddens into

the lustre of day.

No circumstance is so prominent on the first survey of society during
the'earlier centuries of this period as the depth of ignorance in which
it was immersed ; and as from this, more than any single cause, the

moral and social evils which those ages experienced appear to have
been derived and perpetuated, it deserves to occupy the first place in

the arrangement of our present subject. We must not altogether

ascribe the ruin of literature to the barbarian destroyers of the Roman
empire. So gradual and, apparently, so irretrievable a decay had long
before spread over all liberal studies, that it is impossible to pronounce
whether they would not hav^e been almost equally extinguished, if the

august throne of the Caesars had been left to moulder by its intrinsic

weakness. Under the paternal sovereignty of Marcus Aurelius, the

approaching declension of learning m.ight be scarcely perceptible to an
incurious observer. There was much indeed to distinguish his times

from those of Augustus ; much lost in originality of genius, in correct-

ness of taste, in the masterly conception and consummate finish of art,

in purity of the Latin, and even of. the Greek language. But there

were men who made the age famous, grave lawyers, judicious historians,

wise philosophers ; the name of learning was honourable, its professors

were encouraged ; and along the vast surface of the Roman empire
there was perhaps a greater number, whose minds were cultivated by
intellectual discipline, than under the more brilliant reign of the first

emperor.
It is not, I think, very easy to give a perfectly satisfactorj' solution of
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the rapid downfall of literature between the ages of Antonine and of

Diocletian. Perhaps the prosperous condition of the empire from Trajan

to Marcus Aurclian, and the patronage which those good princes

bestowed on letters, gave an artificial health to them for a moment, and
suspended the operation of a disease which had already begun to

undermme their vigour. Perhaps the intellectual energies of mankind
can never remain stationary ; and a nation that ceases to produce
original and inventive minds, born to advance the landmarks of know-
ledge or skill, will recede from step to step, till it loses even the se-

condary merits of imitation and industry. During the third century,

not only there were no great writers, but even few names of indifferent

writers have been recovered by the diligence of modern inquiry.^ Law
neglected, philosophy perverted till it became contemptible, history

nearly silent, the Latin tongue growing rapidly barbarous, poetry

rarely and feebly attempted, art more and more vitiated ; such
were the symptoms by which the age previous to Constantine an-

nounced the decline of human intellect. If we cannot fully account
for this unhapi)y change, as I have observed, we must, however,

assign much weight to the degradation of Rome and Italy in the

system of Severus and his successors, to the admission of barbarians

into the military and even civil dignities of the empire, to the dis-

couraging influence of provincial and illiterate sovereigns, and to the

calamities which followed for half a century the fust invasion of the

Goths and the defeat of Decius. To this sickly condition of literature

the fourth century supplied no permanent remedy. If under the house
of Constantine the Roman world suftered rather less from civil warfare

or barbarous invasions, than in the preceding age, yet every other

cause of decline just enumerated prevailed with aggravated force ; and
the fourth century set in storms, sufficiently destructive in themselves,

and ominous of those calamities which humbled the majesty of Rome
at the commencement of the ensuing period, and overwhelmed the

Western Empire in absolute and final ruin before its termination.

The diffusion of literature is perfectly distinguishable from its ad-
vancement, and whatever obscurity we may find in explaining the

variations of the one, there are a few simple causes which seem to

account for the other. Knowledge will be spread over the surface of

a nation in proportion to the facilities of education, to the free circu-

lation of books, to the emoluments and distinctions which literary

attainments are found to produce, and still more to the reward which
they meet in the general respect and applause of society. This cheer-

ing incitement, the genial sunshine of approbation, has at all times
promoted the cultivation of literature in small republics, rather than
large empires, and in cities compared with the country. If these are

the sources which nourish literature, we should naturally expect that

they must have become scanty or dry, when learning languishes or

expires. Accordingly, in the later ages of the Roman empire, a
general inditTerence towards the cultivation of letters became the

characteristic of its inhabitants. Laws were indeed enacted by Con-

' The authors of ITistoIre Littiiaire de la France can only find three writers of Gaul, no
Inconsiderable part of the Roman empire, mentioned upon any authority ; two of whom aro
Dow lo:it. In like preceding century the number wa^ con<>tderaLly greater.
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stantinc, Julian, Thcodosius, and other emperors, for the cncoiiragc-
incnt of learned men and the promotion of hbcral education. But
these laws, which would not perhaps have been thou;4ht n- ' in

iK'ttcr times, were imavailin;,' to counteract the lethargy of . ,cc

in which even the native citizens of the empire were contented to

repose. This alienation of men from their national literature may
doubtless be imputed, in some measure, to its own demerits. A jar^jon

of mystical philosophy, half fanaticism and half imposture, a barren
and inflated eloquence, a frivolous philology, were not amonj; those
charms of wisdom by which man is to be diverted from pleasure or
aroused from indolence.

In this temper of the public mind, there was little probability that
new compositions of excellence would be produced, and much doubt
whether the old would be preserved. Since the invention of printing,

the absolute extinction of any considerable work seems a danger too

improbable for apprehension. The press pours forth in a few days a
thousand volumes, which scattered, like seed in the air, over the re-

public of Europe, could hardly be destroyed without the extirpation of

its inhabitants. But in the times of antiquity, manuscripts were copied
with cost, labour, and delay ; and if the diffusion of knowledge be
measured by the multiplication of books, no unfair standard, the most
golden ages of ancient learning could never bear the least comparison
with the three last centuries. The destruction of a few libraries by
accidental fire, the desolation of a few provinces by unsparing and
illiterate barbarians, might annihilate every vestige of an author, or

leave a few scattered copies, which, from the public indifference, there

was no inducement to multiply, exposed to similar casualties in

succeeding times.

We are warranted by good authorities to assign, as a collateral

cause of this irretrievable revolution, the neglect of heathen literature

by the Christian church. I am not versed enough in ecclesiastical

writers to estimate the degree of this neglect ; nor am I disposed to

deny that the mischief was beyond recovery before the accession of
Constantine. From the primitive ages, however, it seems that a dis-

like of pagan learning was pretty general among Christians. Many of

the fathers undoubtedly were accomplished in liberal studies, and we
are indebted to them for valuable fragments of authors whom we have
lost. But the literary character of the church is not to be measured
by that of its more illustrious leaders. Proscribed and persecuted, the
early Christians had not perhaps access to the public schools, nor in-

clination to studies which seemed, very excusably, uncongenial to the

character of their profession. Their prejudices, however, survived

the establishment of Christianity. The fourth council of Carthage, in

398, prohibited the reading of secular books by bishops. Jerome
plainly condemns the study of them, except for pious ends. All

physical science, especially, was held in avowed contempt, as incon-

sistent with revealed truths. Nor do there appear to have been any
canons made in favour of learning, or any restriction on the ordination

of persons absolutely illiterate.^ There was, indeed, abundance of

1 Tiraboschi endeavours to elevate higher the learning of the early Christians. Jcrtin,

however, asserts that many of the bishops in the general councils of Ephesus and Chaictdon
could not write their names.
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what is called theological learnin<^ displayed in the controversies of

the fourth and fifth centuries. And those who admire such disputa-

tions may consider the principal champions in them as contributing^

to the glory, or at least retarding the decline of literature. But I

believe rather that polemical disputes will be found not only to corrupt

the genuine spirit of religion, but to degrade and contract the faculties.

What keenness and subtlety these may sometimes acquire by such
exercise is more like that worldly shrewdness we sec in men whose
trade it is to outwit their neighbours, than the clear and calm dis-

crimination of philosophy. However this may be, it cannot be doubted
that the controversies agitated in the church during these two centuries

must have diverted studious minds from profane literature, and nar-

rowed more and more the circle of that knowledge which they were
desirous to attain.

The torrent of irrational superstitions, which carried all before it in

the fifth century, and the progress oif ascetic enthusiasm, had an influ-

ence still more decidedly inimical to learning. I cannot, indeed, con-
ceive any state of society more adverse to the intellectual improvement
of mankind, than one which admitted of no middle line between gross
dissoluteness and fanatical mortification. An equable tone of public

morals, social and humane, verging neither to voluptuousness nor
austerity, seems the most adapted to genius, or at least to letters, as it

is to individual comfort and national prosperity. After the introduc-

tion of monkery and its unsocial theory of duties, the serious and re-

flecting part of mankind, on whom science most relies, were turned to
habits which, in the most favourable view, could not quicken the
intellectual energies ; and it might be a difficult question, whether the
cultivators and admirers of useful literature were less likely to be found
among the profligate citizens of Rome and their barbarian conquerors^
or the melancholy recluses of the wilderness.

Such, therefore, was the state of learning before the subversion of

the Western Empire. And we may form some notion how little pro-

bability there was of its producing any excellent fruits, even if that

revolution had never occurred, by considering what took place in

Greece during the subsequent ages \ where, altlwugh there was some
attention shown to preserve the best monuments of antiquity, and dili-

gence in compiling from them, yet no one original writer of any
superior merit arose, and learning, though plunged but for a short

period into mere darkness, may be said to have languished in a middle
region of twilight for the greater part of a thousand years.

liut not to delay ourselves in this speculation, the final settlement of

barbarous nations in Gaul, Spain, and Italy consummated the ruin of

literature. Their first irruptions were uniformly attended with devas-

tation ; and if some of the Gothic kings, after their establishment,

proved humane and civilised sovereigns, yet the nation gloried in its

original rudeness, and viewed, with no unreasonable disdain, arts

w^hich had neither preserved their cultivators from corruption, nor
raised them from servitude. Theodoric, the most famous of the

Ostrogoth kings in Italy, could not write his name, and is said to have
restrained his countrymen from attending those schools of learning, by
which he, or rather perhaps his minister, Cassiodorus, endeavoured to
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revive the studies of the Itahan subjects. Scarcely one of the bar-
barians, so lon^ as they continued unconfused with the native inhabi-
tants, ac(|uircd the sli^'htcst tincture of letters ; and the praise of
ccju.d i;.niorancc was soon aspired to and attained by the entire mass
of the Roman laity. Tiicy, however, could hardly have divested them-
selves so completely of all acquaintance with even the elements of

learninjj, if the lanjjua^e in which books were written had not ceased
to be their natural dialect. This remarkable change in the speech of
I'rance, Spain, and Italy, is most intimately connected with the extinc-

lion of IcarnJFij^'; and there is enough of obscurity, as well as of

interest, in the subject, to deserve some discussion.

It is obvious, on the most cursory view of the French and Spanish
languages, that they, as well as the Italian, are derived from one
common source, the Latin. That must, therefore, have been at some
period, and certainly not since the establishment of the barbarous
nations in Spain and Gaul, substituted in ordinary use for the original

dialects of those countries which are generally supposed to have been
Celtic, not essentially differing from that which is spoken in Wales and
Ireland. Rome, says Augustin, imposed not only her yoke, but her
language upon conquered nations. The success of such an attempt is

indeed very remarkable. Though it is the natural effect of conquest,
or even of commercial intercourse, to ingraft fresh words and foreign

idioms on the stock of the original language, yet the entire disuse of

the latter, and adoption of one radically different, scarcely takes place
in the lapse of a far longer period than that of the Roman dominion in

Gaul. Thus, in part of Britany, the people speak a language which
has perhaps sustained no essential alteration from the revolution of

two thousand years ; and we know how steadily another Celtic dialect

has kept its ground in Wales, notwithstanding English laws and
government, and the long line of contiguous frontier which brings the

natives of that principality into contact with Englishmen. Nor did

the Romans ever establish their language, I know not whether they
wished to do so in this island, as we perceive by that stubborn British

tongue which has survived two conquests.^

In Gaul and in Spain, however, they did succeed, as the present

state of the French and peninsular languages renders undeniable,

though by gradual changes, and not, as the Benedictine authors of the

Histoire Littdraire de la France seem to imagine, by a sudden and
arbitrary innovation. This is neither possible in itself nor agreeable
to the testimony of Irenaeus, bishop of Lyons, at the end of the second
century, who laments the necessity of learning Celtic. ^ But, although

the inhabitants of these provinces came at length to make use of Latin

1 Gibbon roundly asserts that '' the language of Virgil and Cicero, though with some in-

evitable mixture of corruption, was so universally adopted in Africa, Spain, Gaul, Great
Britain, and Pannonia, that the faint traces of the Punic or Celtic idioms were preser\'ed

only in the mountains or among the peasants." For Britain he quotes Tacitus's Life cf

A^ricola as his voucher. But the only passage in this work that gives the least colour to

Gibbon's assertion, is one in which Agricola is said to have encouraged the children of British

chieftains to acquire a taste for liberal studies, and to have succeeded so much by judicious

commendation of their abilities, ut qui modo linguam Romanam abnuebant, eloquentiam cor-

cupiscerent. This, it is sufficiently o'uvious, is very different from the national adoption of

Latin as a mother-tongue.
2 It appears, by a passage quoted from the digest by M. Bonamy, that Celtic was spoken

in Gaul, or at least parts of it, as well as Punic in Africa.
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so completely as their mother-tongue, that few vestiges of their original

Celtic could perhaps be discovered in their common speech, it does

not follow that they spoke with the pure pronanciation of Italians, far

less with that conformity to the written sounds which we assume to

be essential to the expression of Latin words.

It appears to be taken for granted that the Romans pronounced
their language as we do at present, so far at least as the enunciation

of all the consonants, however we may admit our deviations from the

classical standard, in propriety of sounds, and in measure of time.

Yet the example of our own language, and of French, might show us

that orthography may become a very inadequate representative of

pronunciation. It is indeed capable of proof that in the purest ages

of Latinity some variation existed between these two. Those numer-
ous changes in spelling which distmguish the same words in the

poetry of Ennius and of Virgil, arc best explained by the supposition

of their being accommodated to the current pronunciation. Harsh
combinations of letters, softened down through delicacy of ear, or

rapidity of utterance, gradually lost their placi.' in the written language.

Thus exfregit and adroi:;avit assumed a form representing their more
liquid sound ; and aiictor was laf.erly spelled alitor^ which has been fol-

lowed in French and Italian. A:tior\\:is probably so pronounced at all

times ; and the orthography was afterwards corrected or corrupted,

whichever we please to say, according to the sound. We have the

best authority to assert that the final m was very faintly pronounced,
rather, it seems, as a rest and short interval between two syllables than
an articulate letter ; nor indeed can we conceive upon what other

ground it was subject to elision before a vowel in verse : since we can-

not supi)ose that the nice ears of Rome would have submitted to a
capricious rule of poetry, for which Greece presented no analogy.^

A decisive proof, in my opinion, of the deviation which took place,

through the rapidity of ordinary elocution, from the strict laws of

enunciation, may be found in the metre of Terence. His verses,

which are absolutely refractory to the common laws of prosody, may
be readily scanned by the application of this principle. Thus, in the

first act of the Heautontimorumenos, a part selected at random, I

have found :— I. Vowels contracted or dropped, so as to shorten the
word by a syllable ; in rei, z'/d, diutius^ ci^ solius, cam^ u/iiiis, suam^
divitias^ scncx^^ioluptateni^ illius^scmel. II. The proceleusmatic foot,

or four short syllables, instead of the dactyl ; seen. i. v. 59, 73, 76, 88,

109, seen. ii. v. 36. III. The elision of s in words ending with us^ or

is short, and sometimes even of the whole syllable, before the next
word beginning with a vowel; in seen. i. v. 30, 81, 98, loi, 116, 119,
seen. ii. v. 28. IV. The first syllable of ille is repeatedly shortened,
and indeed nothing is more usual in Terence than this licence ; whence
we may collect how ready this word was for abbreviation into the

French and Italian articles. V. The last letter of apiid is cut off",

seen. i. v. 120, and seen. ii. v. 8. VI. Hodie is used as a pyrrhichius
in seen. ii. v. 11. VII. Lastly, there is a clear instance of a short

• Atquj eadem ilia litera, quolies ultima est, ct vocalem vcrbi scqucntis ita contingit, ut in

e »ni transire possit, etiani si scribitur, tamcn paruru cxpriinitur, ut Multutn ille, et Qitantutn
erat: atieo ut pene cujusdam novae literae sonum rcddat. Ncque enim eximitur, sed ob-
scuralur, et tanti^in aliqua inter duos vocales vclunt nota e^t, ne ipsac cocant. (^uintilian.
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syll»iblc, the antepenultimate of ivipulcrim^ lengthened on account of
the accent, at the Ii3ih verse of the first scene.

These licences are in all probability chiefly colloquial, and would not
have been adopted in public haranj^ucs, to which the precepts of rhe-
torical writers commonly relate. But if the more ele;,'ant language oi

the Romans, since such we must suppose to have been copied by
Terence for his higher characters, differed so much in ordinary dis-

course from their orthography, it is probable that the vulgar went into
much greater deviations. The popular pronunciation errs generally,
we might say perhaps invariably, by abbreviation of words, and by
liquefying consonants, as is natural to the rapidity of colloquial speech.^
It is by their knowledge of orthography and etymology that the more
educated part of the community are preserved from these corrupt modes
of pronunciation. There is always, therefore, a st.mdard by which
common speech may be rectified ; and, in proportion to the diffusion

of knowledge and politeness, the deviations from it will be more slight

and gradual. But in more distant provinces, and especially where the
language itself is but of recent introduction, many more changes may be
expected to occur. Even in France and England, there are provincial
dialects, which, if written with all their anomalies of pronunciation as
well as idiom, would seem strangely out of unison with the regular

language ; and in Italy, as is well known, the varieties of dialect are
still more striking. Now, in an advancing state of society, and espe-
cially with such vigorous political circulation as w^e experience ia

England, language will constantly approximate to uniformity, as pro-

vincial expressions are more and more rejected for incorrectness or
inelegance. But, where literature is on the decline, and public mis-
fortunes contract the circle of those who are solicitous about refine-

ment, as in the last ages of the Roman empire, there will be no longer
any definite standard of living speech, nor any general desire to con-
form to it, if one could be found ; and thus the vicious corruptions of

the vulgar will entirely predominate. The niceties of ancient idiom
will be totally lost ; while new idioms will be formed out of violations

of grammar sanctioned by usage, which, among a civilised people,

would have been proscribed at their appearance.
Such appears to have been the progress of corruption in the Latin

language. The adoption of words from the Teutonic dialects of the

barbarians, which took place very freely, would not of itself have de-

stroyed the character of that language, though it sullied its purity.

The worst law Latin of the middle ages is still Latin, if its barbarous
terms have been bent to the regular inflexions. It is possible, on the

other hand, to write whole pages of Italian, wherein every word shall

be of unequivocal Latin derivation, though the character and person-

ality, if I may so say, of the language be totally dissimilar. But, as I

1 The following passage of Quintilian is an evidence both of the omission of harsh or super-

fluous letters by the best speakers, and of the corrupt abbreviations usual wiih the worst.

Dilucida vero erit pronunciation primum, &i verba tota exegerit, quorum pars devorari, pars
destituti solet, plerisque extremas syllabas non proferentibus, dum priorum sono indulgenL
Ut est autem necessaria verborum expianatio, ita omnes computare et velut adnunierare
literas, molestum et odiosum.—Nam et vocales frequentissime coeunt, et consonantium
qusedam insequente vocali dissimulantur ; utriusque exemplum posuimus ; Multum ille et

terris. Vitatur etiam duriorum inter se congressus, \xxiQ.& pellexit ctcollegit, et quae alio loco

dicta sunt.
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conceive, the loss of literature took away the only check upon arbi-

trary pronunciation, and upon erroneous grammar. Each people inno-

vated, through caprice, imitation of their neighbours, or some of these

indescribable causes which dispose the organs of different nations to

different sounds. The French melted down the middle consonants
;

the Italians omitted the final Corruptions arising out of ignorance
were mingled wiih those of pronunciation. It would have been mar-
vellous, if illiterate and semi-barbarous provincials had preserved
that delicate precision in using the inflexions of tenses which
our best scholars do not clearly attain. The common speech of
any people whose language is highly complicated will be full of
solecisms. The P^rench inflexions are not comparable in number or
delicacy to that of the Latin, and yet the vulgar confuse their most
ordinary forms.

liut, in all probability, the variation of these derivative languages
from popular Latin has been considerably less than it appears. In
the purest ages of Latinity, the citizens of Rome itself made use of

many terms which we deem barbarous, and of many idioms which we
should reject as modern. That highly complicated grammar, which
the best writers employed, was too elliptical and obscure, too deficient

in the connecting parts of speech, for general use. We cannot, indeed,

ascertain in what degree the vulgar Latin differed from that of Cicero
or Seneca. It would be highly absurd to imagine, as some are said to

have done, that modern Italian was spoken at Rome under Augustus.^
But I believe it may be asserted, not only that much the greater part

of those words in the present language of Italy which strike us as in-

capable of a Latin etymology, are in fact derived from those current in

the Augustine age, but that very many phrases which offended nicer

ears prevailed in the same vernacular speech, and have passed from
thenCe into the modern French and Italian. Such, for example, was
the frequent use of prepositions, to indicate a relation between two
parts of a sentence which a classical writer would have made to de-
pend on mere inflexion.-

From. the difficulty of retaining a right discrimination of tense seems
to have proceeded the active auxiliary verb. It is possible that this

was borrowed from the Teutonic languages of the barbarians, and
accommodated both by them and by the natives to words of Latin
origin. The passive auxiliary is obtained by a very ready resolution

of any tense in that mood, and has not altogether been dispensed with
even in Greek, while in Latin it is used much more frequently. It is

not quite so easy to perceive the propriety of the active habeo or teneo,

one or both of which all modern languages have adopted as their

auxiliaries in conjugating the verb. But, in some instances, this analy-

sis is not improper ; and it may be supposed that nations, careless of

' Tiraboschi imputes this paradox to Bembo and <^uadrio ; but I can hardly believe that
either of thorn c^ uld maintain it in a literal sense.

* M. Bonamy has produced several proofs of this from the classical writers on agriculture
and other arts, though some of his instances are not in point, as any schoolboy would have
told him. This ess:iy, which, by some accident, hnd escaped my notice till I had nearly
finished the observations in my text, contains, I think, the best view that I have seen of the
process of tran^-ition by which Latin was changed into trench and Italian. Add, however,
the preface to Tiraboschi's third volume and the thirty-second disscrt:ition of Mumtori.
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ct>molo;:;y or correctness, applied the snmc verb by a rude analogy to

cases where it ought not strictly to have been employed.
Next to the ch.ingcs founded on pronuncintion and to the substitu-

tion of auxiliary verbs for inflexions, the usage of the definite and
indefinite articles in nouns appears the most considerable step in the
transmutation of Latin into its derivative languages. None but Latin,

I believe, has ever wanted this part of speech ; and the defect, to which
custom reconciled the Romans, would be an insuperable stumbling-
block to nations who were to translate their original idiom into that

language. A coarse expedient of applying unus^ iP^^i or ille to the

purposes of an article might perhaps be no unfrequent vulgarism of

the provincials ; and after the Teutonic tribes brought in their own
grammar, it \vas natural that a corruption should become universal,

which in fact supplied a real and essential deficiency.

That the quantity of Latin syllables is neglected, or rather lost in

modern pronunciation, seems to be generally admitted- Whether in-

deed the ancient Romans, in their ordinary speaking, distinguished

the measure of syllables with such uniform musical accuracy as

we imagine, giving a certain time to those termed long, and exactly

half that duration to the short, might perhaps be questioned ; though
this was probably done, or attempted to be done, by every reader

of poetry. Certainly, however, the laws of quantity were forgotten,

and an accentual pronunciation came to predominate, before Latin

had ceased to be a living language. A Christian writer, named
Commodianus, who lived before the end of the third century, accord-
ing to some, or, as others think, in the reign of Constantine, has left

us a philological curiosity, in a series of attacks on the pagan super-

stitions, composed in what are meant to be verses, regulated by accent
instead of quantity, exactly as we read Virgil at present.^

It is not improbable that Commodianus may have written in Africa,

the province in which, more than any, the purity of Latin was debased.
At the end of the fourth century, St Augustin assailed his old enemies,
the Donatists, with nearly the same arms that Commodianus had
wielded against heathenism. But as the refined and various music of

^ No description can give so adequate a notion of this extraordinnry performance as a short
specinr.en. Take the introductory lines, which really, prejudices of education apart, are by
no means inharmonious :

—

Praefatio nostra viam erranti dc-monstrat,
Respectumque bonum, cum venerit saeculi meta,
Sternum fieri, quod discredunt inscia corda.
Ego similiter erravi tempore multo,
Fana prosequendo, parentibus insciis ipsls.

Abstuli me tandem inde, legendo de lege

Testificor Dominum, doleo, proh ! civica turba
Inscia quod perdit, pergens deos quaerere vanos.

Ob ea perdoctus ignoros instruo verum.

Commodianus, however, did not keep up to this e.ccellence in ever>' part. Some of his lines

are not reducible to any pronunciation, without the summary rules of Procrustes ; as for

instance

—

Paratus ad epulas, et refugiscere praecepta ; or,

Capillos inficitis, oculos fuligine relinitis.

It must be owned that his text is exceedingly corrupt, and I should not despair of seeing a
truly critical editor improve his lines into unblemished hexameters. Till this time arrives,

however, we must consider him either as utterly ignorant of metrical distinctions, or at least

is aware that the populace whom he addressed did not observe them in speaking. Com-
modianus is published by Dawes at the end of his edition of Minucius Felix.
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hexameters was unlikely to be relished by the vulgar, he prudently

adopted a different measure. ^ All the nations of Europe seem to love

the trochaic verse ; it was frequent on the Greek and Roman stage
;

it is more common than any other in the popular poetry of modern
languages. This proceeds from its simplicity, its liveliness, and its

ready accommodation to dancing and music. In St Austin's poem,
he united to a trochaic measure the novel attraction of rhyme.
As Africa must have lost all regard to the rules of measure in the

fourth century, so it appears that Gaul was not more correct in the

two next ages. A poem addressed by Auspicius, bishop of Toul, to

Count Arbogastes, of earlier date probably than the invasion of Clovis,

is written with no regard to quantity.- The bishop by whom this was
composed is mentioned by his contemporaries as a man of learning.

Probably he did not choose to perplex the barbarian to whom he was
writing (for Arbogastes is plainly a barbarous name) by legitimate

Roman metre. In the next century, Gregory of Tours infonns us that

Chilperic attempted to write Latin verses ; but the lines could not be
reconciled to any division of feet ; his ignorance having confounded
long and short syllables together.** Now, Chilperic must have learned
to speak Latin like other kmgs of the P>anks, and was a smatterer in

several kinds of literature. If Chilperic, therefore, was not master of

these distinctions, we may conclude that the bishops and other Ro-
mans with whom he conversed did not observe them ; and that his

blunders in versification arose from ignorance of rules, which, how-
ever fit to be preserved in poetry, were entirely obsolete in the living

Latin of his age. Indeed, the frequency of false quantities in the poets

even of the fifth, but much more of the sixth century, is palpable.

Fortunatus is quite full of them. This seems a decisive proof that the

ancient pronunciation was lost. Avitus tells us, even at the beginning
of the same age, that few preserved the proper measures of syllables in

singing. Yet he was bishop of Vienne, where a purer pronunciation
mi.^ht be expected than in the remoter parts of Gaul.

Defective, however, as it had become in respect of pronunciation,

Latin was still spoken in France during the sixth and seventh cen-
turies. We have compositions of that time, intended for the people, in

grammatical language. A song is still extant, in rh}mc and loose

* Archxologia. The following are the first lines :

—

Abundantia peccatorum solct fr.itrcs conturbare

;

Propter hoc Dominus noster voluit nos prxmonere,
Comparans rcgnum coclorum reticule misso in m.arCf

Coiigrei;anti niultos pisces, oninc genus liinc et inde,

Quos cum traxisvent ad littus, tunc c<Tcperunt separarc,
Bonos in va.sa miscrunt, rcliiiuos uialos in mare.

This trash seems below the level of Augustin; but it could not have been much later than
his age.

* It begins in the following manner:

—

Pr.xccIso cxpectabili bis Arbogasto comiti
Auspicius, qui diligo, salutcm dico plurimam.
Magnas ccrfcsti Domino rcpendo cordc gratias
C^)uod te Tullensi proxime magnum in urbc vidimus,
Multis me tuis artibus litificabas antea,
Sed nunc fecisti maximo me exultare gaudio.

* Chilpericus rex .... confecit duos Ubros, quorom versiculi debiles nuliis pedibus sub-
sistcre possunt ; in quibus, dnm nou inlclligcbat, pro longis syllabas breves posuit, et pro
brcvibus longas staluebat.

2?
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accentual measure, written upon a victory of Clotairc II. over the
Saxons in 622, and obviously intended for circulation amon;^ ilic

people. 1 ForUinatus says, in his life of St Auljin of Angers, that he
should take care not to use any expression unintelligible to the people.''

Baudemind, in the middle of the seventh century, declares, in his

life of St Amand, that he writes in a rustic and vul;;ar style, that the
reader may be excited to imitation.^ Not that these legends were
actually perused by the populace, for the very art of readin;; was con-
fined to a few. But they were read publicly in the churches, and
probably with a pronunciation accommodated to the corruptions of

ordinary language. Still the Latin syntax must have been tolerably

understood ; and we may therefore say that Latin had not ceased to

be a living language in Gaul during the seventh centur)'. P'aults

indeed against the rules of grammar, as well as unusual idioms, per-

petually occur in the best writers of the Merovingian period, such as
Gregory of Tours ; while charters drawn up by less expert scholars
deviate much farther from purity.

The corrupt provincial idiom became gradually more and more
dissimilar to grammatical Latin ; and the lingua Romana rustica, as
the vulgar patois (to boiTow a word that I cannot well translate) had
been called, acquired a distinct character as a new language in the

eighth century.^ Latin orthography, which had been hitherto pretty

well maintained in books, though not always in charters, gave way to

a new spelling, conformably to the current pronunciation. Thus we
find lui, for illius, in the Formularies of Marculfus ; and Tu lo juva in

a liturgy of Charlemagne's age, for Tu ilium juva. When this barrier

was once broken down, such a deluge of innovation poured in, that all

the characteristics of Latin were effaced in writing as well as speaking,

and the existence of a new language became undeniable. In a councd
held at Tours in 813, the bishops are ordered to have certain homilies
of the fathers translated into the rustic Roman, as well as the German
tongue. After this it is unnecessar}- to multiply proofs of the change
which Latin had undergone.

In Italy, the progressive corruptions of the Latin language were
analogous to those which occurred in France, though we do not find

in writings any unequivocal specimens of a new formation at so early

a period. But the old inscriptions, even of the fourth and fifth cen-

turies, are full of solecisms and corrupt orthography. In legal instru-

ments under the Lombard kings, the Latin inflexions are indeed used,

but with so little regard to propriety, that it is obvious the writers had
not the slightest tincture of grammatical knowledge. This observation

extends to a very large proportion of such documents down to the

twelfth century, and is as applicable to France and Spain as it is to

Italy. In these charters the peculiar characteristics of Italian ortho-

1 One stanza of this song will suffice to show that the Latin language was yet imchanged.

De Clotario est canere rege Francorum,
Qui ivi pugnare cum gente Saxonum,
Quam graviter provenisset missis Saxonum,
Si non fuisset inclitus Faro de gente Burgundionum.

2 Prsecavendum est, ne ad aures popuH minus aliquid intelligible proferatur.
3 Rustico et plebeio sermone propter exemplum et imitationem.
* It is mentioned by name even in the seventh centurj', which is verj' natural, as the cor«

ruption of Latin had then become striking.
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graphy and grammar frequently appear. Thus wc find, in the eighth

century, diveatis for debeatis, da for de in the ablative, avendi for

habcndi, dava for dabat, cedo a dco, and ad ecclesia, among many
similar corruptions. Latin was so changed, it is said by a writer of

Charlemagne's age, that scarcely any part of it was popularly known.
Italy indeed had suffered more than France itself by invasion, and was
reduced to a lower state of barbarism, though probably from the

greater distinctness of pronunciation habitual to the Italians, they lost

less of their original language than the P'rcnch. I do not tind, how-
ever, in the writers who have treated this subject, any express evidence

of a vulgar language distinct from Latin, earlier than the close of the

tenth century, when it is said in the epitaph of Pope Gregory V., who
died in 999, that he instructed the people in throe dialects—the Prank-
ish or German, the vulgar, and the Latin.^

When Latin had thus ceased to be a living language, the whole
treasury of knowledge was locked up from the eyes of the people.

The few who might have imbibed a taste for literature, if books had
been accessible to them, were reduced to abandon pursuits that could
only be cultivated through a kind of education not easily within their

reach. Schools confined to cathedrals and monasteries, and exclu-

sively designed for the purposes of religion, aftbrded no encourage-
ment or opportunities to the laity. The worst effect was that, as the
newly-formed languages were hardly made use of in writing, Latin
being still preserved in all legal instruments and public correspondence,
the very use of letters, as well as of books, was forgotten. For many
centuries, to sum up the account of ignorance in a word, it was rare for

a layman, of whatever rank, to know how to sign his name.^ Their
charters, till the use of seals became general, were subscribed with the

mark of the cross. wStill more extraordinary it was to find one who
had any tincture of learning. Even admitting every indistinct com-
mendation of a monkish biographer, (with whom a knowledge of

church-music would pass for literature,)^ we could make out a very
short list of scholars. None certainly were more distinguished as
such than Charlemagne and Alfred. But the former, unless we reject

a very plain testimony, was incapable of writing ;* and Alfred found
difficulty in making a translation from the pastoral instruction of St
Gregory, on account of his imperfect knowledge of Latin.

Whatever mention, therefore, we find of learning and the learned,

1 Usus Francises, vulgari, ct voce LatinS.
Instituit populos cloquio triplici.

—Fortanini dell' FJoqucnza It.iliana.
' This became much less unusual about the end of the thirteenth century; a pretty late

period! A few kipnatures to deeds appear in the fourteenth century ; in the next they are
more frequent. The emperor Fredorie Barkixossa could not read. Struvius, Cori)U.-> ili.si.

(lerman. Nor John, king of linhcmia, in the middle of the fourteenth century. Sismoudi.
Nor Philip the Hardy, king of France, although the son of St Louis. Velly.

^ Louis IV., kin:4 of France, i.iughin;^ at Fulk, count of Anjou, who .sang anthems among
the choristers of Tours, receivod the following piiliy epistle from his le.irned vassal : Noveritis,
domine, quod re.x illiteratus est asinus coronatus. Gesta (Jomitum Andegavensium. In the
same book, Geoffrey, father of our Henry II., is said to be optiine literatus; which perhaps
imports little more learning than his ancestor Fulk possessed.;

•* A passage in Eginhard has occasioned much dispute. Tentabat et scribcrc, tabul-
asque et codicillos ad hoc in lecticula sub ccrvicalibus circumferre solebat, ut, cum vacuum
tcmpus essct, manum cffigiaudis Uteris assuefaccret ; &cd parum prosperb succcssit labor
prxpostcrus ac scrO iuchoatus.
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during these dark af^cs, must be understood to relate only to such as
were within ihc pale of clergy, which indeed was pretty extensive, and
comprehended many who did not exercise the offices of religious

ministry. IJut even the clergy were, for a long period, not very mate-
rially superior, as a body, to the uninstructed laity. An inconceivable
cloud of ignorance overspread the whole face of the church, hardly
broken by a few glimmering lights, who owe almost the whole of their

distinction to the surrounding darkness. In the sixth century the best

writers in Latin were scarcely read, and perhaps from the middle of

this age to the eleventh, there was, in a general view of literature, little

difference to be discerned. If we look more accurately, there will

appear certain gradual shades of twilight on each side of the greatest

obscurity. France reached her lowest point at the beginning of the

eighth century ; but England was at that time more respectable, and
did not fall into complete degradation till the middle of the ninth.

There could be nothing more deplorable than the state of letters in

Italy and in England during the succeeding century ; but France
seems to have been uniformly, though very slowly, progressive from
the time of Charlemagne.^
Of this prevailing ignorance it is easy to produce abundant testi-

mony. Contracts were made verbally, for want of notaries capable of

drawing up charters ; and these, when written, were frequently bar-

barous and ungrammatical to an incredible degree. For some consi-

derable intervals, scarcely any monument of literature has been pre-

served, except a few jejune chronicles, the vilest legends of saints, or

verses equally destitute of spirit and metre. In almost every council,

the ignorance of the clergy forms a subject for reproach. It is as-

serted by one held in 992, that scarcely a single person was to be found
in Rome itself who knew the first element of letters. Not one priest

of a thousand in Spain, about the age of Charlemagne, could address
a common letter of salutation to another. In England, Alfred de-

clares that he could not recollect a single priest south of the Thames,
(the most civilised part of England,) at the time of his accession, who
understood the ordinary prayers, or could translate Latin into his

mother-tongue.^ Nor was this better in the time of Dunstan, when it

is said, none of the clergy knew how to write or translate a Latin letter.^

^ These four dark centuries, the eighth, ninth, tenth, and eleventh, occupy five large

quarto volumes of the Literary History^ of France, by the fathers of St Maur. But the most
useful part will be found in the general view at the commencement of each volume ; the
remainder is taken up with biographies, into which a reader may dive at random, and some-
times bring up a curious fact.

~ The drift of Alfred's preface to this translation is to defend the expediency of rendering
books into English, on account of the general ignorance of Latin. The zeal which this excel-

lent prince shows for literature is delightful. Let us endeavour, he says, that all the EnglLsh
youth, especially the children of those who are free-born and can educate them, may learn

to read English before they take to any employment. Afterwards such as please maj' bs
instructed in Latin. Before the Danish invasion, indeed, he tells uf, churches were well

furnished with books ; but the priests got little good from them, being written in a foreign

language which they could not understand.
^ Odericus Vitalis, a more candid judge of our unfortunate ancestors than other contem-

porary annalists, says that the English were, at the Conquest, rude and almost illiterate,

which he ascribes to the Danish invasion. However, Ingulfus tells us that the library of
Croyland contained above three hundred volumes till the unfortunate fire that destroyed that

abbey in 1091. Such a library was very extraordinary in the eleventh century-, and could not
have been equalled for some ages afterwards. Ingulfus mentions at the same time a nadir,

as he calls it, or planetarium, executed in various metals. This had been pre.^ented to abbut
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The homilies which they preached were compiled for their use by some
bishops, from former works of the same kind, or the writings of the

Christian fathers.

This universal ignorance was rendered unavoidable, among other

causes, by the scarcity of books, which could only be procured at an
immense price. From the conquest of Alexandria by the Saracens, at

the beginning of the seventh century, when the Egyptian papyrus
almost ceased to be imported into Europe, to the close of the tenth,

about which time the art of making paper from cotton-rags seems to

have been introduced, there were no materials for writing except parch-

ment, a substance too expensive to be readily spared for mere purposes

of literature.! Hence an unfortunate practice gained ground, of erasing

a manuscript in order to substitute another on the same skin. This
occasioned the loss of many ancient authors, who have made way for

the legends of saints, or other ecclesiastical rubbish.

Ifwe wouldlisten to some literary historians, we should believe that the

darkest ages contained many individuals, not only distinguished among
their contemporaries, but positively eminent for abilities and knowledge.

A proneness to extol every monk, of whose productions a few letters or

a devotional treatise survives, every bishop, of whom it is related that

he composed homilies, runs through the laborious work of the Bene-
dictines of St Maur, the Literary History of France, and, in a less

degree, is observable even in Tiraboschi, and in most books of this

class. Bede, Alcuin, Hincmar, Raban, and a number of inferior names,
become real giants of learning m their uncritical panegyrics. But one
might justly say, that ignorance is the smallest defect of the writers of

these dark ages. Several of them were tolerably acquainted with

books ; but that wherein they are uniformly deficient is original argu-

ment or expression. Almost every one is a compiler of scraps from
the fathers, or from such semi-classical authors as Boethius, Cassio-

dorus, or Martianus Capella.2 Indeed, I am not aware that there

appeared more than two really considerable men in the republic of

letters, from the sixth to the middle of the eleventh century
; John,

surnamed Scotus or Erigena, a native of Ireland ; and Gerbert, who
became pope by the name of Silvester II. : the first endowed with a
bold and acute metaphysical genius ; the second excellent, for the

Turkctul in the tenth century by a king of France, and was, I make no doubt, of Arabian, or
perhaps tiroek manufacture.

1 Parclnnentwas so scarce, that none could be procured about iizoforan illuminated copy
of the Hibie. I suppose the deficiency was of skins beautiful enough for this purpose ; it

cannot be meant that there was no parchment for legal instruments.
Manuscripts written on papyrus, as may be supposed from the fragility of the material, as

well as the difficulty of procuring it, are of extreme rarity. That in the British Museum,
being a charter to a church at Ravenna in 572, is in every respect the most curious ; and
indeed both Mabillon and Muratori seem never to have seen anything written on papyrus ;

though they trace its occasional use down to the eleventh or twelfth centuries. The authors
of the Nouveau Traitti de Diplomatique speak of several manuscripts on this material as
extant in France and Italy.

As to the general scarcity and high price of books in the Middle Ages, Robertson's Hist.
Charles V., and Warton, not to quote authors less accessible, h.we collected some of the lead-
ing facts: to whom I refer the reader.

* Lest I should seem to have spoken too peremptorily. I wish it to be understood that I
pretend to hardly any direct acquaintance with these writers, and found my censure on the
authority of others, chiefly indeed on the admissions of those who arc too disposed to fall into
a strain of panegyric.
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time when he lived, in mathematical science and useful mechanical
inventions.^

If it l)c demanded, l^y wli.it cause it happened, tliat a few sparks of

ancient learning survived throughout this long winter, wc can only
ascribe their preservation to the establishment of Christianity. Religion
alone made a bridge, as it were, across the chaos, and has linked the
two periods of ancient and modern civilisation. Without this con-
necting; principle, Europe might indeed have awakened to intellectual

pursuits, and the genius of recent times needed not to be invigorated
by the imitation of antiquity. But the memory of Greece and Rome
would have been feebly preserved by tradition, and the monuments of

those nations might have excited, on the return of civilisation, that
vague sentiment of speculation and wonder with which men now con-
template Persepolis or the Pyramids. It is not, however, from rehgion
simply that we have derived this advantage, but from religion as it was
modified in the dark ages. Such is the complex reciprocation of good
and evil in the dispensations of Providence, that we may assert, with
only an apparent paradox, that, had religion been more pure, it would
have been less permanent, and that Christianity has been preserved by
means of its corruptions. The sole hope for literature depended on the

Latin language ; and I do not see why that should not have been lost,

if three circumstances in the prevailing religious system, all of which
we are justly accustomed to disapprove, had not conspired to maintain
it ; the papal supremacy, the monastic institutions, and the use of a
Latin liturgy, i. A continual intercourse was kept up in consequence
of the first, between Rome and the several nations of Europe : her laws
were received by the bishops, her legates presided in councils ; so that

a common language was as necessary in the church as it is at present

in the diplomatic relations of kingdoms. 2. Throughout the whole
course of the middle ages there was no learning, and ver)- little regu-

larity of manners, among the parochial clergy. Almost every distin-

guished man was either the member of a chapter or of a convent. The
monasteries v/ere subjected to strict rules of discipline, and held out,

at the worst, more opportunities for study than the secular clerg>- pos-

sessed, and fewer for worldly dissipations. But their most important
service was as secure repositories for books. All our manuscripts have
been preserved in this manner, and could hardly have descended to

us by any other channel ; at least, there were intervals, when I do not
conceive that any royal or private libraries existed. 3. Monasteries,

however, would probably have contributed very little towards the pre-

servation of learning, if the Scriptures and the liturgy had been trans-

lated out of Latin when that language ceased to be intelligible. Every
rational principle of religious worship called for such a change ; but

it would have been made at the expense of posterity. One might pre-

sume, if such refined conjectures were consistent with historical caution,

that the more learned and sagacious ecclesiastics of those times, deplor-

ing the gradual corruption of the Latin tongue, and the danger of its

1 John Scotus, who must not be confounded with the still more famous metaphysician Duns
Scotus, lived under Charles the Bald, in the middle of the ninth century. Silvester II. died
in 1003. Whether he first brought the Arabic numeration into Europe, as has been com-
monly said, seems uncertain ; it was at least not much practised for some centuries after his

death.
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absolute extinction, were induced to maintain it as a sacred language,
and the depositary, as it were, of that truth and that science which
would be lost in the barbarous dialects of the vulgar. But a simpler

explanation is found in the radical dislike of innovation which is

natural to an established clergy. Nor did they want as good pretexts,

on the ground of convenience, as are commonly alleged by the op-

ponents of reform. They were habituated to the Latin words of the

church-service, which had become, by this association, the readiest

instruments of devotion, and with the majesty of which the Romance
jargon could bear no comparison. Their musical chants were adapted
to these sounds, and their hymns depended, for metrical effect, on the

marked accents and powerful rhymes which the Latin language affords.

The vulgate Latin of the Bible was still more venerable. It was like

a copy of a lost original ; and a copy attested by one of the most
eminent fathers, and by the general consent of the church. These are

certainly no adequate excuses for keeping the people in ignorance
;

and the gross corruption of the middle ages is in a great degree assign-

able to this policy. But learning, and consequently religion, have
eventually derived from it the utmost advantage.

In the shadows of this universal ignorance, a thousand superstitions,

like foul animals of night, were propagated and nourished. It would
be very unsatisfactory to exhibit a few specimens of this odious brood,
when the real character of those times is only to be judged by their

accumulated multitude. In every age, it would be easy to select proofs

of irrational superstition, which, separately considered, seem to degrade
mankind from its level in the creation ; and perhaps the contem-
poraries of Swedenborg and Southcote have no right to look very con-
temptuously upon the fanaticism of their ancestors. There are many
boolcs, from which a sufficient number of instances may be collected,

to show the absurdity and ignorance of the middle ages in this respect.

I shall only mention two, as affording more general evidence than any
local or obscure superstition. In the tenth century, an opinion pre-

vailed everywhere, that the end of the world was approaching.. Many
charters begin with these words :

" As the world is now drawing to

its close." An army marching under the emperor Otho I. was so

terrified by an eclipse of the sun, which it conceived to announce this

consummation, as to disperse hastily on all sides. As this notion
seems to have been founded on some confused theory of the millennium,
it naturally died away when the seasons proceeded in the eleventh
century with their usual regularity. A far more remarkable and per-

manent superstition was the appeal to heaven in judicial controversies,

whether through the means of combat or of ordeal. The principle of

these was the same ; but in the former, it was mingled with feelings

independent of religion ; the natural dictates of resentment in a brave
man unjustly accused, and the sympathy of a warlike people with

the display of skill and intrepidity. These, in course of time, almost
obliterated the primary character of judicial combat, and ultimately

changed it into the modern duel, in which assuredly there is no mix-
ture of superstition. 1 But in the various tests of innocence, which

' Duelling, in the modern sense of the word, c.tclnsive of casual frays and single combats
during war, was unknown before tbc sixteenth century. But wc find one anecdote, which
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were called ordeals, this stood undisguised and unqualified. It is not
necessary to describe wlint is so well known ; the ceremonies of trial

by handling; hoi iron, by plun^jin^ the arm into boiling fluids, by float-

ing; or sinking in cold water, or by swallowing a piece of consecrated
bread. It is observable that, as the interference of heaven was relied

upon as a matter of course, it seems to have been reckoned nearly in-

different whether such a test was adopted, as must, humanly consid-
ered, absolve all the guilty, or one that must convict all the innocent.
The ordeals of hot iron or water were, however, more commonly used,
and it has been a perplexing question, by what dexterity these tre-

mendous proofs were eluded. They seem at least to have jjlaced the
decision of all judicial controversies in the hands of the clergy, who
must have known the secret, whatever that might be, of satisfying the

spectators that an accused person had held a mass of burning iron

•with impunity. For several centuries, this mode of investigation was
in great repute, though not without opposition from some eminent
bishops. It docs discredit to the memory of Charlemagne that he was
one of its warmest advocates.^ But the judicial combat, which indeed
might be reckoned one species of ordeal, gradually put an end to the

rest ; and as the church acquired better notions of law, and a code of

her own, she strenuously exerted herself against all these barbarous
supcrstitions.2

But the religious ignorance of the middle ages sometimes burst out
in ebullitions of epidemical enthusiasm, more remarkable than these

superstitious usages, though proceeding in fact from similar causes.

For enthusiasm is little else than superstition put in motion, and is

equally founded on a strong conviction of supernatural agency without
any just conceptions of its nature. Nor has any denomination of

Christians produced, or even sanctioned, more fanaticism than the

church of Rome.^ These epidemical frenzies, however, to which I am
alluding, were merely tumultuous, though certainly fostered by the

seems to Hlnstrate its deriviation from the judicial combat. The dukes of Lancaster and
Brunswick having some diflferences, agreed to decide them by duel before John, king of France.
The lists were prepared with the solemnity of a real trial by battle ; but the king interfered

to prevent the engagement. The barbarous practice of wearing swords as a part of domestic
dress, which tended very much to the frequency of duelling, was not introduced till the latter

part of the fifteenth century. I can only find one print in Montfau9on*s Monuments of the
French monarchy where a sword is worn without armour before the reign of Charles VIII. ;

though a {e.v}, as early as the reign of Charles VI., have short daggers in their girdles. The
exception is a figure of Charles VII.

' It was abolished by Louis the Debonair, a man, as I have noticed in another place, not
inferior, as a legislator, to his father.

^ Ordeals were not actually abolished in France, notwithstanding the law of Louis above
mentioned, so late as the eleventh century, nor in England, till the reign of Henry III.

Some of the stories we read, wherein accused persons have passed triumphantly through
these severe proofs, are perplexing enough ; and perhaps it is safer, as well as easier, to deny
than to explain them. For example, a writer in the Archaeologia has shown that Emma, queen
of Edward the Confessor, did not perform her trial by stepping between, as Blackstone
imagines, but 7ipon nine red-hot ploughshares. But he seems not aware that the whole story

is unsupported by any contemporary or even respectable testimony. A similar anecdote is re-

lated of Canegunda, wife of the emperor Henr>' II., which probably gave riseWthat of Emma.
There are, however, medicaments, as is well known, that protect the skin to a certain de-

gree against the effect of fire. This phenomenon would pass for miraculous, and form the

basis of those exaggerated stories in monkish books.
3 Besides the original lives of popish saints, and especially that of St Francis in Wadding's

Annales Minorum, the reader will find amusement in bishop La^ngton's Enthusiasm of Me-
thodists and Papists compared.
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creed of perpetual miracles, which the clergy inculcated, and drawing
a legitimate precedent for religious insurrection from the crusades.

For these, among their other civil consequences, seem to have prin-

cipally excited a wild religious fanaticism that did not sleep for several

centuries.^

The first conspicuous appearance of it was in the reign of Philip

Augustus, when the mercenary troops, dismissed from the pay of that

prince and of Henry II., committed the greatest outrages in the south

of France. One Durand, a carpenter, deluded, it is said, by a con-

trived appearance of the Virgin, put himself at the head of an army of

the populace, in order to destroy these marauders. His followers were
styled Brethren of the White Caps, from the linen coverings of their

heads. They bound themselves not to play at dice, nor frequent

taverns, to wear no affected clothing, to avoid perjury and vain swear-

ing. After some successes over the plunderers, they went so far as to

forbid the lords to take any dues from their vassals, on pain of incur-

ring the indignation of the brotherhood. It may easily be imagined
that they were soon entirely discomfited, so that no one dared to own
that he had belonged to them.

During the captivity of St Louis in Egypt, a more extensive and ter-

rible ferment broke out in Flanders, and spread from thence over great

part of France. An impostor declared himself commissioned by the

Virgin to preach a crusade, not to the rich and noble, who, for their

pride, had been rejected of God, but to the poor. His disciples were
called Pastoureaux, the simplicity of shepherds having exposed them
more readily to this delusion. In a short time they were swelled by
the confluence of abundant streams to a moving mass of a hundred
thousand men, divided into companies, with banners bearing a cross

and a lamb, and commanded by the impostor's lieutenants. He as-

sumed a priestly character, preaching, absolving, annulling marriages.

At Amiens, Bourges, Orleans, and Paris itself, he was received as a
divine prophet. Even the regent Blanche, for a time, was led away by
the popular tide. His main topic was reproach of the clergy for their

idleness and corruption, a theme well adapted to the ears of the people,

•who had long been uttering similar strains of complaint. In some
towns his followers massacred the priests and plundered the monas-
teries. The government at length began to exert itself ; and the public

sentiment turning against the authors of so much confusion, this rabble
was put to the sword or dissipated. Seventy years afterwards, an in-

surrection almost exactly parallel to this burst out under the same pre-

tence of a crusade. These insurgents, too, bore the name of Pastour-

eaux, and their short career was distinguished by a general massacre
of the Jews.

2

But though the contagion of fanaticism spreads much more rapidly

among the populace, and in modern times is almost entirely confined

' The most singular cflTcct of this crusading'spirit was witnessed in 1211, when a multitude,
amounting, as some say, to ninety thous.ind, chiefly composed of children, and commanded
by a child, set out for the purpose of recovering the Holy Land. They came for the most
part from Germany, and reached Genoa without harm. Hut finding there an obstacle which
ihcir imperfect knowledge of geography had not anticipated, they soon dispersed in various
directions. Thirty thousand arrived at Marseilles, where part were murdered, part probably
siarved, and the rest sold to the Saracens.

^ The continuator of Nangis s.iys, sicut fumus subit5 cvanuit tota ilia comotio. Spicilegium.
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to it, there were examples, in the middle ajjes, of an epidemical rHi-

;;i()iis lunacy, from wliich no cln nt. One of thr-

about the year 1260, when a 1. 1 every rank, a;;

marchin^^ two by two in procession aionp the streets and public roads,

min^Mcd groans and dolorous hymns with the sound of leathern scourges,
which they exercised upon their naked backs. From this mark of peni-

tence, which, as it bears at least all the appearance of sincerity, is not
imcommon in the church of Rome, they acquired the name of Flagel-

lants. Their career began, it is said, at Perugia, whence they spread
over the rest of Italy, and into Germany and Poland. As this spon-
taneous fanaticism met with no encouragement from the church, and
was prudently discountenanced by the civil magistrate, it died away
in a very short time. But it is more surprising that, after almost a
century and a half of continual improvement and illumination, another
irruption of popular extravagance burst out under circumstances ex-

ceedingly similar.^ In the month of August 1399, says a contem-
porary historian, there appeared all over Italy a description of persons,

called Bianchi, from the white linen vestments that they wore. They
passed from province to province, and from city to city, crying out

Misericordia ! with their faces covered and bent towards the ground,
and bearing before them a great crucifix. Their constant song was,

Stabat Mater dolorosa. This lasted three months ; and whoever did
not attend their processions was reputed a heretic. Almost every
Italian writer of the time takes notice of these Bianchi ; and Mura-
tori ascribes a remarkable reformation of manners (though certainly a
very transient one) to their influence.^ Nor were they confined to

Italy, though no such meritorious exertions are imputed to them in

other countries. In France their practice of covering the face gave
such opportunity to crimes as to be prohibited by the government, and
we have an act on the rolls of the first parliament cf Henry IV., for-

bidding any one, " under pain of forfeiting all his worth, to receive the

new sect in white clothes, pretending to great sanctity," which had
recently appeared in foreign parts.

The devotion of the multitude was wrought to this feverish height
by the prevailing system of the clergy. In that singular polytheism,
which had been grafted on the language rather than the principles of

Christianity, nothing was so conspicuous as the belief of perpetual
miracles ; if indeed those could properly be termed miracles, which by
their constant recurrence, even upon trifling occasions, might seem
within the ordinary dispensations of Providence. These superstitions

arose in what are called primitive times, and are certainly no part of

Popery, if in that word we include any especial reference to the

Roman see. But successive ages of ignorance swelled the delusion to

such an enormous pitch, that it was as difficult to trace, we may say

without exaggeration, the real religion of the gospel in the popular

belief of the laity, as the real history of Charlemagne in the romance

1 Something similar is mentioned by G. Villani, under the 3'ear 1310.
2 Sudden transitions from profligate to austere manners were so common among indivi-

duals, that we cannot be surprised at their sometimes becoming in a manner nationaL
Azarius, a chronicler of Milan, after describing the almost incredible dissoluteness of Pavia,

gives an account of an instantaneous reformation WTOught by the preaching of a certain friar.

This was about i-;6o.
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of Turpin. It must not be supposed that these absurdities were pro-

duced, as well as nourished, by ignorance. In most cases, they were
the work of dehberatc imposture. Every cathedral or monastery had
its tutelar saint, and every saint his legend, fabricated in order to

enrich the churches under his protection, by exaggerating his virtues,

his miracles, and consequently his power of serving those who paid

liberally for his patronage.^ Many of those saints were imaginary
persons ; sometimes a blundered inscription added a name to the

calendar ; and sometimes, it is said, a heathen god was surprised at

the company to which he was introduced, and the rites with which he
v/as honoured.'

It would not be consonant to the nature of the present work to

dwell upon the crroneousness of this religion ; but its effect upon the

moral and intellectual character ofmankind was so prominent, that no
one can take a philosophical view of the middle ages without attend-

ing more than is at present fashionable to their ecclesiastical history.

That the exclusive worship of saints, under the guidance of an artful

though illiterate priesthood, degraded the understanding, and begot a
stupid credulity and fanaticism, is sufficiently evident. But it was
also so managed as to loosen the bonds of religion, and pei*vert the
standard of morality. If these inhabitants of heaven had been repre-

sented as stern avengers, accepting no slight atonement for heavy
offences, and prompt to interpose their control over natural events for

the detection and punishment of guilt, the creed, however impossible
to be reconciled with experience, might have proved a salutary check
upon a rude people, and would at least have had the only palliation

that can be offered for a religious imposture, its political expediency.
In the legends of those times, on the contrary, they appeared only as
perpetual intercessors, so good-natured, and so powerful, that a sinner
was more emphatically foolish than he is usually represented, if he
failed to secure himself against any bad consequences. P^or a little

attention to the saints, and especially to the Virgin, with due liberality

to their servants, had saved, he would be told, so many of the most
atrocious delinquents, that he might equitably presume upon similar
luck in his own case.

This monstrous superstition grew to its height in the twelfth cen-
tury. For the advance that learning then made was by no means
sufficient to counteract the vast increase of monasteries, and the op-
portunities which the greater cultivation of modem languages aftbrded
for the diffusion of legendary tales. It was now, too, that the venera-
tion paid to the Virgin, in early times very great, rose to an almost
exclusive idolatry. It is difficult to conceive the stupid absurdity, and
disgusting profaneness of these stories, which were invented by the

monks to do her honour, some examples of which have been thrown
into a note.3

1 I need not quote Mosheim, who more than confirms every word of my text.

2 Middlcton's Letter from Rome. If some of our elo<^uent countrvm.in's positions be dis-

puted, there arc abundant Catholic testimonies that imagmary saints have been canonised.
3 Le Grand d'Aussy has given us several of the rclij^ious tales by which the monks endea-

voured to withdraw the people from romances of cliivalry. Tiiu fcil.uwin;^ specimens will

abundantly confirm my assertions, which may perhaps appear harsh and extravagant to the

reader:

—

There was a man whose occup.itlon was hij^hw.-^y roljbcr>' ; but whenever he set out on any
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Whether the superstition of these dark ages had actually passed
that jjoinl wlicii ii becomes more injurious to public morals and the
\velf;ire of society than tlie entire absence of all reli;;ious notions, is a
very complex question, upon which I would by no means pronounce
an affirmative decision. A salutary influence, breathed from the spirit

of a more genuine religion, often displayed itself among the corrup-
tions of a degenerate superstition. In the original principles of mon-
astic orders, and the rules by which they ought at least to have been
governed, there was a character of meekness, self-denial, and charity,

that could not wholly be effaced. These virtues, rather than justice

and veracity, were inculcated by the religious ethics of the middle
ages ; and in tlic relief of indigence, it may, upon the whole, be as-

serted, that the monks did not fall short of their profession. ^ This
eleemosynary spirit, indeed, remarkably distinguishes both Christi-

anity and Mohammcdism from the moral systems of Greece and Rome,

such expedition he was careful to address a prayer to the Virgin. Taken at last, he wa»
sentenced to be hanged. While tlic cord was round his neck he made hi> usual prayer, nor
was it inefTectual. The Virgin supported his feet "with her white hands," ancl ihus k'/j •-

him alive two days, to the no small surprise of the executioner, who attempted to complet ;

his work with strokes of a sword. But the same invisible hand turned aside the weapon, an i

the executioner was compelled to release his victim, acknowledging the miracle. The thici

retired into a monastery, which is always the termination of these deliverances.

At the monastery of St Peter, near Cologne, lived a monk f>erfectly dissolute and irreligious

but very devout towards the Apostle. Unluckily he died suddenly without confession. J :: ;

fiends came as usual to seize his soul. St Peter, vexed at losing so faithful a votary, besought
God to admit the monk into Paradise. His prayer was refused, and though the whole body
of saints, apostles, angels, and martyrs joined, at his request, to make interest, it was of no
avail. In this extremity he had recourse to the Mother of God. " Fair lady," he said, " my
monk is lost if you do not interfere for him ; but what is impossible for us will be but sport to

you, if you please to assist us. Your Son, if you but speak a word, must yield, since it is in

your power to command Him." The Queen Mother assented, and, followed by all the
virgins, moved towards her Son. He who had Himself given the precept. Honour thy father

and thy mother, no sooner saw His own parent approach, than He rose to receive her; and,
taking her by the hand, inquired her wishes. The rest may be easily conjectured. Com-
pare the gross stupidity, the atrocious impiety of this tale, wit.h the pure theism of the Arabian
Nights, and judge whether the Deity was better worshipped at Cologne or at Bagdad.

It is unnecessary to multiply instances of this kind. In one tale the Virgin takes the
shape of a nun, who had eloped from the convent, and performs her duties ten j-ears, t:ll,

tired of a libertine life, she returns unsuspected. This was in consideration of her having
never omitted to say an Ave as she passed the Virgin's image. In another, a gentleman, in

love with a handsome widow, consents, at the instigation of a sorcerer, to renounce God and
the saints, but cannot be persuaded to give up the Virgin, well knowing that, if he kept her
his friend, he should obtain pardon through her. Accordingly, she inspired his mistress
with so much passion that he married her within a few days.
These tales, it may be said, were the production of ignorant men, and circulated among the

populace. Certainly they would have excited contempt and indignation in the more en-

lightened clergy. But I am concerned with the general character of rehgious notions among
the people ; and for this it is better to take such popular compositions, adapted to what the

laity already believed, than the writings of comparatively learned and reflecting men. How-
ever, stories of the same cast are frequent in the monkish historians. Matthew Paris, one of

the most respectable of that class, and no friend to the covetousness or relaxed lives of the

priesthood, tells us of a knight who was on the point of being damned for frequenting tourna-

ments, but saved by a donation he had formerly made to the Virgin.
1 I am inclined to acquiesce in this general opinion ; yet an account of expenses at Bolton

Abbey, about the reign of Edward II., published in Whitaker's History of Craven, makes a
very scanty show of almsgiving in this opulent monaster}'. Much, however, was no doubt
given in victuals. But it is a strange error to conceive that English monasteries before the dis-

solution fed the indigent part of the nation, and gave that general relief which the poor-laws

are intended to afford.

Piers Plowman is indeed a satirist ; but he plainly charges the monks with want of charity—
" Little had lordes to do to give landes from their heires.

To religious that have no ruthe though it rain on their aultres ;

In many places there the parsons be themself at ease.

Of the poor they have no pitie, and that is their poor charitie."
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which were very deficient in general humanity and sympathy with suf-

fering. Nor do we find in any single instance during ancient times, if

I mistake not, those public institutions for the alleviation of human
miseries, which have long been scattered over every part of Europe.
The virtues of the monks assumed a still higher character, when they

stood forward as protectors of the oppressed. By an established law,

founded on very ancient superstition, the ])rccincts of a church afforded

sanctuary to accused persons. Under a due administration of justice,

this privilege would have been simply and constantly mischievous, as

wc properly consider it to be in those countries where it still subsists,

liut in the rapine and tumult of the middle ages, the right of sanctuary
might as often be a shield to innocence as an immunity to crime. We
can hardly regret, in reflecting on the desolating violence which pre-

vailed, that there should have been some green spots in the wilderness,

where the feeble and the persecuted could find refuge. How must this

right have enhanced the veneration for religious institutions ! How
gladly must the victims of internal warfare have turned their eyes from
the baronial castle, the dread and scourge of the neighbourhood, to

those venerable walls, within which not even the clamour of arms
could be heard, to disturb the chant of holy men, and the sacred ser-

vice of the altar ! The protection of a sanctuary was never withheld.

A son of Chilperic, king of France, having fled to that of Tours, his

father threatened to ravage all the lands of the church unless they
gave him up. Gregory, the historian, bishop of the city, replied in the
name of his clergy, that Christians could not be guilty of an act un-
heard of among pagans. The king was as good as his word, and did
not spare the estate of the church, but dared not infringe its privileges.

He had indeed previously addressed a letter to St Martin, which was
laid on his tomb in the church, requesting permission to take away his

son by force ; but the honest saint returned no answer.
The virtues, indeed, or supposed virtues, which had induced a credu-

lous generation to enrich so many of the monastic orders, were not long
preserved. We must reject, in the excess of our candour, all testimo-
nies that the middle ages present, from the solemn declaration of
councils, and reports of judicial inquiry, to the casual evidence of com-
mon fame in the ballad or romance, if we would extenuate the general
corruption of those institutions. In vain new rules of discipline were
devised, or the old corrected by reforms. Many of their worst vices

grew so naturally out of their mode of life, that a stricter discipline

could have no tendency to extirpate them. Such were the frauds I

have already noticed, and the whole scheme of hypocritical austerities.

Their extreme licentiousness was sometimes hardly concealed by the
cowl of sancity. I know not by what right wc should disbelieve the
reports of the visitation under Henry VIII,, entering as they do into a
multitude of specific charges, both probable in then- nature and con-
sonant to the unanimous opinion of the world.^ Doubtless, there were

* See Fosbrookc's British Monacliism for a farrago of evidence against the monks. Cle-
mangis, a French theologian of considerable eminence at the beginning of the fifteenth cen-
tury, spc.iks of nunneries in the following terms:—Quid aliud sunt hoc tempore pucilarum
monasteria, niai qua;dam non dico Dei sancturia, scd Veneris exccranda ptostibula, sed lasci-
vorum et impudiconim juvenum ad libidines explendas reccptacula? ut idem sit hodie puellam
vclarc, quud ct publicc ad scurtaudum cxponcrc. William Trynuc, from whose records, vol.
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many communities, as well as individuals, to whom none of t1i'"':o

reproaches would apply. In the very
"

taken of nionnsteries, their existence i' I

morals of a nation. They withdraw men of pure conduct and conscien-
tious principles from the exercise of social duties, and leave the com-
mon mass of human vice more unmixed. Such men are always inclined

to form schemes of ascetic perfection, which can only be fulfilled in

retirement ; but, in the strict rules of monastic life, and under the in-

fluence of a grovellinj^ superstition, their virtue lost all its usefuln

They fell implicitly into the snares of crafty priests, who made submis-
sion to the church not only the condition but the measure of all praise.

He is a good Christian, says Eligius, a saint of the seventh century,
who comes frequently to church ; who presents an oblation that it may
be offered to God on the altar, who does not taste the fruits of his land
till he has consecrated a part of them to God ; who can repeat the
Creed or the Lord's Prayer. Redeem your souls from punishment
while it is in your power; offer presents and tithes to churches, li.;ht

candles in holy places, as much as you can aftbrd, come more fre-

quently to church, implore the protection of the saints ; for, if you
observe these things, you may come with security at the day of judg-
ment to say, Give unto us, Lord, for Ave have given unto thec.^

With such a definition of the Christian character, it is not surprising

that any fraud and injustice became honourable when it contributed to

the riches of the clergy and glory of their order. Their frauds, how-
ever, were less atrocious than the savage bigotry with which they main-
tained their own system and infected the laity. In Saxony, Poland,
Lithuania, and the countries on the Baltic Sea, a sanguinary persecu-

tion extirpated the original idolatry. The Jews were everywhere the

objects of popular insult and oppression, frequently of a general mas-
sacre, though protected, it must be confessed, by the laws of the church,
as well as, in general, by temporal princes.2 Of the crusades it is only
necessary to repeat that they began in a tremendous eruption of fana-

ii., p. 229, I have taken this passage, quotes it on occasion of a charter of King John, ban-
ishing thirty nuns of Ambresbury into different convents, propter vitae sua; turpiiudi nem.

1 Mosheim. Robertson has quoted this passage, to whom perliaps I am immediately in-

debted for it. Hist. Charles V.
I leave this passage as it stood in former editions. But it is due to justice that this extract

from Eligius should never be quoted in future, as the translator of Mosheim has induced
Robertson and many others, as well as myself, to do. Dr Lingard has pointed out that it is

a very imperfect representation of what Eligius has written ; for though he has dwelt on these
devotional practices as parts of the definition of a good Christian, he certainly adds a great
deal more to which no one could object. Yet no one is, in fact, to blame for this misrepresen-
tation, which, being contained in popular books, has gone forth so widely. Mosheim, as will

appear on referring to him, did not quote the passage as containing a complete definition of
the Christian character. His translator, Maclaine, mistook this, and ^vrote, in consequence,
the severe note which Robertson has copied. I have seen the whole passage in D'Acher^.-'s

Spicilegium, and can testify that Dr Lingard is perfectly correct. Upon the whole, this is a
striking proof how dangerous it is to take any authorities at secondhand.

- Mr Turner has collected many curious facts relative to the condition of the Jews, especial!}-

in England. Hist, of England. Others may be found dispersed in Vclly's History of Fr;;ncc ;

and many in the Spanish writers, Mariana and Ziurica. The following are from Vaisbcti -'.>

History of Languedoc. It was the custom at Toulouse to give a blow on the face to a Jc .,-

every Easter ; this was commuted in the twelfth century for a tribute. At Beziers another
usage prevailed, that of attacking the Jews' houses with stones from Pahn Sunday to Easter.

No other weapon was to be used ; but it generally produced bloodshed- The populace wers
regularly instigated to the assault by a sermon from the bishop. At length a prelate wisef
than the rest abolished this angient practice, but not without receiving a good sum from the

Jews.
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ticism, and ceased only because that spirit could not be constantly

kept alive. A similar influence produced the devastation of Languc-
doc, the stakes and scaffolds of the Inquisition, and rooted in the

relii(ious theory of Europe those maxims of intolerance which it has so

slowly, and still, perhaps, so imperfectly renounced.

From no other cause is the dictates of sound reason and the moral
sense of mankind more confused than by this narrow theological

bigotry. For as it must often happen that men, to whom the arrogance
of a prevailing faction imputes religious error, arc exemplary for

their performance of moral duties, these virtues gradually cease to

make their proper impression, and are depreciated by the rigidly ortho-

dox, as of little value in comparison with just opinions in speculative

points. On the other hand, vices are forgiven to those who arc zealous

in the faith. I speak too gently, and with a view to later times ; in

treating of the dark ages, it would be more correct to say, that crimes
were commended. Thus Gregory of Tours, a saint of the church,

after relating a most atrocious story of Clovis, the murder of a prince
whom he had previously instigated to parricide, continues the sen-

tence :
'' For God daily subdued his enemies to his hand, and increased

his kingdom ; because he walked before Him in uprightness, and did
what was pleasing in His eyes."i

It is a frequent complaint of ecclesiastical writers, that the rigorous

penances, imposed by the primitive canons upon delinquents, were
commuted in a laxer state of discipline, for less severe atonements, and
ultimately, indeed, for money. VV^e must not, however, regret that the

clergy should have lost the power of compelling men to abstain fifteen

years from eating meat, or to stand exposed to public derision at the
gates of a church. Such implicit submissiveness could only have pro-

duced superstition and hypocrisy among the laity, and prepared the
road for a tyranny not less oppressive than that of India or ancient

Egypt. Indeed, the two earliest instances of ecclesiastical interference

with the rights of sovereigns, namely, the deposition of Wamba in

Spain, and that of Louis the Debonair, were founded upon this austere
system of penitence. But it is true that a repentance redeemed by
money, or performed by a substitute, could have no salutary effect on
the sinner ; and some of the modes of atonement which the church
most approved, were particularly hostile to public morals. None was
so usual as pilgrimage ; whether to Jerusalem or Rome, which were
the great objects of devotion ; or to the shrine of some national saint,

a James of Compostella, a David, or a Thomas Bccket. This licensed

vagrancy was naturally productive of dissoluteness, especially among
the women. Our English ladies, in their zeal to obtain the spiritual

^ Of Thcodebcrt, ijrandson cf Clovis, the ?amc historian says, mp-""'" '^'^ ^t in omni boni"
tate pnucipiuim reddidit. In the next paragraph we find a story oi two wives, and
looking so tenderly on the daughter of one of tiicm, that her mothr- r over a bridjic

into the river. This indeed is a trifle to the pass.agc in the text. Tlicrc .u-e continual proofs
of immoraUty in the monkish hi-^torians. In the history of Ramsey Abbey, one of our best
documents for Annlo-S.i , we have an a; '

' -hop who m.idc a Danish
roblenian drunk, t::.u Ik ,i hinx of an c.->' 1 with much approbation.
Walter dc Hcmingford rc^ .:h excessive deh.,.- .. '" •^'-"x- . tti,.. !,.>. „ ',

,,

were persuaded by the captain of their vessel to v^-alk on ;

tide drowned them ; and add^ ih.it the capt.iin w.as both i

king, gratiam promeruit et prscmium. This is a mistake, iua&much jls he was handed : but i/

exhibits the character of the historian.
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treasures of Rome, arc said to have relaxed the necessary caution
about one that was in their own custody. There is a capiiuUry of

Charlcmn^'nc directed against itinerant penitents, who probably con-
sidered the iron chain around their necks an expiation of future as
well as past offences.^

The crusades may be considered as martial pilgrimages on an enor-
mous scale, and their influence upon general morality seems to have
been altogether pernicious. Those who served under the cross would
not, indeed, have lived very virtuously at home ; but the confidence in

their own merits, which the principle of such expeditions inspired,

must have aggravated the ferocity and dissoluteness of their ancient
habits. Several historians attest the depravation of morals which
existed both among the crusaders and in the states formed out of their

conquests.

While religion had thus lost almost every quality that renders it

conducive to the good order of society, the control of human law was
still less efficacious. But this part of my subject has been anticipated

in other passages of the present work ; and I shall only glance at the
want of regular subordination, which rendered legislative and judicial

edicts a dead letter, and at the incessant private warfare, rendered
legitimate by the usages of most continental nations. Such hostilities,

conducted, as they must usually have been, with injustice and cruelty,

could not fail to produce a degree of rapacious ferocity in the general
disposition of a people. And this certainly was among the character-

istics of every nation for many centuries.

It is easy to infer the degradation of society during the dark ages
from the state of religion and police. Certainly there are a few great

landmarks of moral distinctions so deeply fixed in human nature that

no degree of rudeness can destroy, nor even any superstition remove
them. Wherever an extreme corruption has, in any particular society,

defaced these sacred archetypes that are given to guide and correct

the sentiments of mankind, it is in the course of Providence that the

society itself should perish by internal discord, or the sword of a con-
queror. In the worst ages of Europe there must have existed the
seeds of social virtues, of fidelity, gratitude, and disinterestedness,

sufficient at least to preser\'e the public approbation of more elevated

principles than the public conduct displayed. Without these imperish-

able elements there could have been no restoration of the moral ener-

gies, nothing upon which reformed faith, revived knowledge, renewed
la\v, could exercise their nourishing influences. But history, which
reflects only the more prominent features of society, cannot exhibit the

virtues that were scarcely able to struggle through the general deprava-
tion. I am aware that a tone of exaggerated declamation is at all

times usual with those who lament the vices of their own time ; and
writers of the middle ages are in abundant need of allowance on this

score. Nor is it reasonable to found any inferences as to the general

condition of society on single instances of crimes, however atrocious,

especially when committed under the influence of violent passion.

^ Du Cange, v. Peregrinatio. Non sinantur vagari isti nudi cum ferro, qui dicunt se data
poenitentia ire vagantes. Melius videtur, ut si aliquod inconsuetum et capitale crimen com-
jniserint, in uno loco permaneant laborantes et servientes et poeaitentiam agCQtes, secundum
quod canonice iis impositum sit.
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Such enormities are the fruit of every ag^c, and none is to be measured
by them. They make, however, a strong impression at the moment,
and thus find a place in contemporary annals, from which modern
writers arc commonly glad to extract whatever may seem to throw
light upon manners. I shall, therefore, abstain from producing any
particular cases of dissoluteness or cruelty from the records of the

middle ages, lest I should weaken a general proposition by offering an
imperfect induction to support it, and shall content myself with observ-

ing, that times to which men sometimes appeal, as to a golden period,

were far inferior in every moral comparison to those in which we are

thrown. 1 One crime, as more universal and characteristic than others,

may be particularly noticed. All writers agree in the prevalence of

judicial perjury. It seems to have almost invariably escaped human
punishment ; and the barriers of superstition were in this, as in every
other instance, too feeble to prevent the commission of crimes. Many
of the proofs by ordeal were applied to witnesses as well as those whom
they accused ; and, undoubtedly, trial by combat was preserved, in a
considerable degree, on account of the difficulty experienced in securing
a just cause against the perjury of witnesses. Robert, king of France,
perceiving how frequently men forswore themselves upon the relics of

saints, and less shocked, apparently, at the crime than at the sacrilege,

caused an empty reliquary of crystal to be used, that those who
touched it might incur less guilt in fact, though not in intention.

Such an anecdote characterises both the man and the times.-

The favourite diversions of the middle ages, in the intervals of war,

were those of hunting and hawking. The former must in all countries

be a source of pleasure ; but it seems to have been enjoyed in moder-
ation by the Greeks and the Romans. With the northern invaders,

however, it was rather a predominant appetite than an amusement ; it

was their pride and their ornament, the theme of their songs, the

object of their laws, and the business of their lives. Falconry, un-
known as a diversion to the ancients, became from the fourth century
an equally delightful occupation. From the Salic and other barbarous
codes of the fifth century to the close of the period under our review,

every age would furnish testimony to the ruling passion for these two
species of chase, or, as they were sometimes called, the mysteries of

woods and rivers. A knight seldom stirred from his house without a
falcon on his wrist or a'greyhound that followed him. Thus are Harold
and his attendants represented in the famous tapestry of Bayeux.
And in the monuments of those who died anywhere but on the field of

1 Henry has talccn pains in drawing a picture, not very favourable, of Anglo-Saxon man-
ners. Tliis pcrh.-ips is the best chapter, as the volume is the best volume, of his unequal
work. His account of the Anglo-Saxons is derived in a great degree from William of Malms-
bury, who does not spare them. Their civil history, indeed, and their laws speak sufficiently

against the character of that people. But the Normans had little more to boast of in respect
of moral correctness. Their luxurious and dissolute habits are as much noticed as their inso-

lence : ct peccati cujusdam, ab hoc solo admodum alieni, fiagrSssc infamiu testantur vctcres.

Ordericus Vit.ilis. The state of manners in France under the two first races of kings, and in

Italy both under the Lombards and the subsequent dynasties, may be collected from their his-

tories, their laws, and those miscell.aneous facts which books of every description contain.
'^ It has been observed, that Quid mores sine legibus? isas just a question as that of Horace ;

and that bad laws must produce bad morals. The strange practice of rer^uiring numerous
compurgators to prove the innocence of an accused person had a most obvjous tendency to
incitase perjury.

2Q
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battle, it is usual to find the greyhound lyiny^ at their feet, or the bird
upon tluir wrists. Nor arc the tombs of Indies without their falcon ;

for this diversion, being of less danger and fatigue than the chase, wa'-

sharcd by the delicate sex.

Jl was impossible to repress the ca.^^emess with which the clergy,

especially after the barbarians were tempted by rich bishoprics to lake
upon them the sacredfunctions, rushed into these secular amusements.
Prohibitions of councils, however frequently repeated, produced little

effect. In some instances, a particular monastery obtained a dispensa-
tion. Thus that of St Denis, in 774, represented to Charlemagne that

the flesh of hunted animals was salutary for sick monks, and that their

skins would serve to bind the books in the library. Reasons equally
cogent, we may presume, could not be wanting in every other case.

As the bishops and abbots were perfectly feudal lords, and often did
not scruple to lead their vassals into the field, it was not to be expected
that they should debar themselves of an innocent pastime. It was
hardly such, indeed, when practised at the expense of others. Alex-
ander III., by a letter to the clergy of Berkshire, dispenses with their

keeping fthe archdeacon in dogs and hawks during his visitation.

This season gave jovial ecclesiastics an opportunity of tr>-ing different

countries. An archbishop of York, in 132 1, seems to have carried a
train of two hundred persons, who were maintained at the expense of

the abbeys on his road, and to have hunted with a pack of hounds from
parish to parish. The third council of Lateran, in 1 180, had prohibited
this amusement on such journeys, and restricted bishops to a train of

forty or fifty horses.

Though hunting had ceased to be a necessary means of procuring
food, it was a very convenient resource on which the wholesomencss
and comfort, as well as the luxury, of the table depended. Before the
natural pastures were improved, and new kinds of fodder for cattle dis-

covered, it was impossible to maintain the summer stock during the
cold season. Hence a portion of it was regularly slaughtered and
salted for winter provision. We may suppose, that when no alternative

was offered but these salted meats, even the leanest venison was de-

voured with relish. There was somewhat more excuse therefore for

the severity with which the lords of forests and manors preserved the

beasts of chase, than if they had been considered as merely objects of

sport. The laws relating to preservation of game were in every country
uncommonly rigorous. They formed in England that odious system
of forest-laws w-hich distinguished the tyranny of our Norman kings.

Capital punishment for killing a stag or wild boar was frequent, and
perhaps warranted by law, until the charter of John.i The French
code was less severe, but even Henry IV. enacted the pain of death
against the repeated offence of chasing deer in the royal forests. The
privilege of hunting was reserved to the nobility till the reign of Louis

IX., who extended it in some degree to persons of lower birth.

This excessive passion for the sports of the field produced those evils

which are apt to result from it ; a strenuous idleness, which disdained

* John of Salisbury inveighs against the game-laws of his age, with an odd transition from
the Gospel to the Pandects. Nee veriti sunt hominem pro una bestiola perdere, quern uni-

genitus Dei Filius sanguine redemit suo. Quae ferae naturse sunt, et de jure occupantium
fiunt, sibi audet humana t^meritas vindicate.
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all useful occupations, and an oppressive spirit towards the peasantry.

The devastation committed under the pretence of destroyinij wild

animals, which had been already protected in their depredations, is no-

ticed in serious authors, and has also been the topic of popular ballads.*^

What effect this must have had on agriculture, it is easy to conjecture.

The levelling of forests, the draining of morasses, and the extirpation

of mischievous animals which inhabit them, are the first objects of

man's labour'in reclaiming the earth to his use ; and these were for-

bidden by a landed aristocracy, whose control over the progress of

agricultural improvement was unlimited, and who had not yet learned

to sacrifice their pleasures to their avarice.

These habits of the rich, and the miserable servitude of those who
cultivated the land, rendered its fertility unavailing. Predial servitude

indeed, in some of its modifications, has always been the great bar to

improvement. In the agricultural economy of Rome, the labouring

husbandman, a menial slave of some wealthy senator, had not even
that qualified interest in the soil which the tenure of villenagc afforded

to the peasant of feudal ages. Italy, therefore, a country presenting

many natural impediments, was but imperfectly reduced into cultiva-

tion before the irruption of the barl)arians.- That revolution destroyed

agriculture with every other art, and succeeding calamities during live

or six centuries left the finest regions of Europe unfruitful and desolate.

There are but two possible modes in which the produce of the earth

can be increased ; one by rendering fresh lands serviceable ; the other

by improving the fertility of that which is already cultivated. The
last is only attainable by the application of capital and of skill to agri-

culture ; neither of which could be expected in the ruder ages of

society. The fomier is, to a certain extent, always practicable while

waste lands remain ; but it was checked by laws hostile to improve-
ment, such as the manorial and commonable rights in England, and
by the general tone of manners.

Till the reign of Charlemagne there were no towns in Germany, ex-

cept a few that had been erected on the Rhine and Danube by the

Romans. A house with its stables and farm-buildings, surrounded by
a hedge or enclosure, was called a court, or, as we find it in our law-

books, a curtilage ; the toft or homestead of a more genuine English
dialect. One of these, with the adjacent domain of arable fields and
woods, had the name of a villa or manse. Several manses composed
a march ; and several marches formed a pagus or district.^ From

' The injuries which this people sustained from the sei^orial rights of the chase, in the
eleventh century. This continued to be felt in France down to the revolution, to which it

did not perhaps a little contribute. The monstrous privilege of free-warren—monstrous, I

mean, when not orijjinally founded upon the property of the soil—is recognised by our own
laws, though, in this age, it is not often that a court and jury will sustain its exercise. Sir
Walter Scott's ballad of the Wild Huntsman, from a German original, is well known ; and I
believe there are several others in that countrj' not dissimilar in subject.

2 Muratori contains ample evidence of the wretched .state of culture in Italy, at least in the
northern parts, both before the irruption of the barbarians, and, in a much greater degree,
under the Lombard kings.
'^ The following passage seems to illustrate Schmidt's account of German villages, in the

ninth century, though relating to a different age and country-. " A toft," says Dr Whitakcr,
" is a homestead in a village, so called from the small tufts of maple, elm, ash, and other
wood, with which dwelling-houses were anciently overhung. Even now it is impossible to
enter Craven without being struck with the insulated homesteads, surrounded by their httla
garths, and overhung with tufts of trees. These are the genuine tofts and crofts of our an-
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these elements, in the progress of population, arose villages and tounc.

In France undoubtedly there were* always cities of some importance.
Country parishes contained several manses or farms of arable land,

around a common pasture, where every one was bound by custom to

Iced his cattlc.i

The condition even of internal trade was hardly preferable to that

of ajTriculture. There is not a vestige, perhaps, to be discovered for

several centuries of any considerable manufacture ; I mean, of work-
ing up articles of common utility to an extent beyond what the
necessities of an adjacent district required.'-^ Rich men kept domestic
artisans among their servants ; even kings, in the ninth century, had
their clothes made by the women upon their farms, but the peasantry
must have been supplied with garments and implements of labour
by purchase, and every town, it cannot be doubted, had its weaver,
its smith, and its currier. But there were almost insuperable impedi-
ments to any extended traffic ; the insecurity of movable wealth, and
difficulty of accumulating it ; the ignorance of mutual wants ; the
peril of robbery in conveying merchandise, and the certainty of extor-

tion. In the domains of every lord, a toll was to be paid m passing
his bridge, or along his highway, or at his market. These customs,
equitable and necessary in their principle, became in practice oppres-
sive, because they were arbitrary, and renewed in every petty terri-

tory which the road might intersect. Several of Charlemagne's capitu-

laries repeat complaints of these exactions, and endeavour to abolish

such tolls as were not founded on prescription. One of them rather

amusingly illustrates the modesty and moderation of the landholders. It

is enacted that no one shall be compelled to go out of his way in order

to pay toll at a particular bridge, when he can cross the river more
conveniently at another place.^ These provisions, like most others of

that age, were unlikely to produce much amendment. It was only the

milder species, however, of feudal lords who were content with the

tribute of merchants. The more ravenous descended from their

fortresses to pillage the wealthy traveller, or shared in the spoil of
inferior plunderers, whom they both protected and instigated. Proofs
occur, even in the later periods of the middle ages, when government
had regained its energy, and civilisation had made considerable pro-

gress, of public robberies systematically perpetrated by men of noble
rank. In the more savage times, before the twelfth century, they were
probably too frequent to excite much attention. It was a custom in

some places to waylay travellers, and not only to plunder but to sell

them as slaves, or compel them to pay a ransom. Harold, son of

Godwin, having been wrecked on the coast of Ponthieu, was imprisoned

cestors, with the substitution only of stone to the wooden crocks and thatched roofs of anti-

quity." Hist, of Craven.
* It is laid down in the Speculum Sa.\onicnm, a collectionof feudal customs which prevailed

over most of Germany, that no one might have a separate pasture for his cattle, unless he
possessed three mansi. Du Cange, Mansus. There seems to have been a price paid, I suppose
to the lord, for agistment in the common pasture.

- The only mention of a manufacture, as early as the ninth or tenth centuries, that I re-

member to have met with, is in Schmidt, who says that cloths were exported from Friseland

to England and other parts. He quotes no authority', but I am satisfied that he has not
advanced the fact gratuitously.

3 Ut nullus cogatur ad pontem ire ad fluvium transeundem propter telonei causas quando
ille in alio loco compendiosius illud flumen transire potest.
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by the lords, says an historian, according to the custom of that tcrri-

tory.i Germany appears to have been, upon the whole, the country

where downright robbery was most unscrupulously practised by the

great. Their castles, erected on almost inaccessible heights among the

woods, became the secure receptacles of predatory bands, who spread
terror over the country. From these barbarian lords of the dark ages,

as from a living model, the romancers are said to have drawn their

giants and other disloyal enemies of true chivalry. Robbery, indeed,

is the constant theme both of the Capitularies and of the Anglo-Saxon
laws ; one has more reason to wonder at the intrepid thirst of lucre,

which induced a very few merchants to exchange the products or

different regions, than to ask why no general spirit of commercial
activity prevailed.

Under all these circumstances, it is obvious that very little of orien-

tal trade could have existed in these western countries of Europe.
Destitute as they have been created, speaking comparatively, of natu-

ral productions fit for exportation, their invention and industry are the

great resources from which they can supply the demands of the east.

Before any manufactures were established in Europe, her commercial
intercourse with Egypt and Asia must of necessity have been very
trifling ; because, whatever inclination she might feel to enjoy the

luxuries of those genial regions, she wanted the means of obtaining
them. It is not therefore necessary to rest the miserable condition ot

oriental commerce upon the Saracen conquests, because the poverty of

Europe is an adequate cause ; and, in fact, what little traffic remained
was carried on with no material inconvenience through the channel of

Constantinople. Venice took the lead in trading with Greece and
more eastern countries.^ Amalfi had the second place in the com-
merce of these dark ages. These cities imported, besides natural

productions, the fine cloths of Constantinople
;

yet, as this traffic

seems to have been illicit, it was not probably extensive.-* Their
exports were gold and silver, by which, as none was likely to return,

the circulating money of Europe was probably less in the eleventh
century than at the subversion of the Roman empire ; furs, which
were obtained from the Sclavonian countries ; and arms, the sale ot

which to pagans or Saracens was vainly prohibited by Charlemagne
and by the Holy See.-* A more scandalous traffic, and one that still

more fitly called for prohibitory laws, was carried on in slaves. It is

an humiliating proof of the degradation of Christendom, that the

1 Eadmer. Pro ritu illius loci, a domino terrae cnptivitati addicitiir.
* Hceren has Ircqucntly referred to a work published in 1789, by Marini, entitled, Storia

civile e politica del Commcr/io de' Vcncziani, which casts a new light upon the early relations
of Venice with the East. Of this book I know nothing ; but a memoir by Dc Guigncs, in tho
thirty-seventh volume of the Academy of Inscriptions, on the commerce of France with the
East before the crusades, is singularly unproductive ; the fault of the subject, certaialy not
of the author. '

3 There is an odd passage in Luitprand's relation of his embassy from the emperor Otho to
Nicephorus Phocas. The Greeks making a display of their dress he told them that in Lom-
bardy the common people wore as good clothes as they. How, they said, can you procure
them ? Through the Venetian .ind Amalfitan dealers, he replied, who gain their subsistence by
selling them to us. The foolish Greeks were very angry, and declared that any dealer pre-
suming to export their fine cloths should be flogged.

•• One of the main .-\dvant.iges which the Christian nations possessed over the Saracens was
the coat of mail, and other defensive armour ; so that this prohibition was founded upon very
good political reasons.
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hiiprovcuunt of the Countries of Europe,

Vcncti.ms were reduced to purchase the luxuries of Asia by supplying
the slave-market of the Saracens.^ Their apology 'vould p( rliaps

have been, that these were purchased from their heathen n-
'

rs
;

iMit a slave-dealer was probably not very inquisitive as to v ; or
ori^Mn of his victim. This trade was not peculiar to Venice, in Lng-
laiid, it was very common, even after the Con([uest, to export slaves to
Ireland ; till, in the reign of Henry II., the Irish came to a non-impor-
tation agreement which put a stop to the practice.^

From this state of degradation and poverty, all the countries of

Kuropc have recovered, with a progression in some respects tolerably

unifomi, in others more unequal ; and the course of their improve-
ment more gradual, and less dependent upon conspicuous civil revolu-

tions than their decline, affords one of the most interesting subjects

into which a philosophical mind can inquire. The commencement of
this restoration has usually been dated from about the close of the
eleventh century ; though it is unnecessary to observe, that the subject
does not admit of any thing approximating to chronological accuracy.
It may therefore be sometimes not improper to distinguish the six first

of the ten centuries which the present work embraces, under the appel-

lation of the dark ages ; an epithet which I do not extend to the twelfth

and three following. In tracing the decline of society from the sub-
version of the Roman empire, we have been led, not without connexion,
from ignorance to superstition, from superstition to vice and lawless-

ness, and from thence to general rudeness and poverty. J shall pursue
an inverted order in passing along the ascending scale, and class the

various improvements which took place between the twelfth and fif-

teenth centuries, under three principal heads, as they relate to the

wealth, the manners, or the taste and learning of Europe. Different

arrangements might probably be suggested, equally natural and con-

venient ; but in the disposition of topics that have not always an un-

broken connexion with each other, no method can be ascribed as

absolutely more scientific than the rest. That which I have adopted
appears to me as philosophical and as little liable to transition as any
other.

PART II.

The geographical position of Europe naturally divides its maritime
commerce into two principal regions ; one comprehending those coun-

1 In Baluze we find a law of Carloman, brother to Charlemagne: Ut mancipia Christiana
paganis non vendantur. CapituLiria.

- William of Malmsburj' accuses the Anglo-Saxon nobility of selling their female servants,

even when pregnant by them, as slaves to foreigners. I hope there were not many of these
Yaricoes ; and should not perhaps have given credit to an historian rather prejudiced against

the English, if I had not found too much authority for the general practice. In the canons
of a council at London in 1102, we read: Let no one from henceforth presimie to carrj' on
that wicked traffic, by which men of England have hitherto been sold liks brute animals.

Giraldus Cambrensis says that the English before the Conquest were generally in the habit

of selling their children and other relations to be slaves in Ireland, without having even the
pretext of distress or famine, till the Irish, in a national synod, agreed to emancipate all the
English slaves in the kingdom. This seems to have been designed to take away all pretext
for the threatened invasion of Henry II.
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tries whicli border on the Baltic, the German, and the Atlantic oceans

;

another, those situated around the Mediterranean Sea. Durinj^ the

four centuries which preceded the discovery of America, and espe-

cially the two former of them, this separation was more remarkable
than at present, inasmuch as their intercourse, either by land or sea,

was extremely limited. To the first region belonged the Netherlands,

the coasts of France, Gennany, and Scandinavia, and the maritime
districts of England. In the second we may class the provinces of

Valencia and Catalonia, those of Provence and Langucdoc, and the

whole of Italy.

I. The former, or northern division, was fiist animated by the woollen

manufacture of Flanders. It is not easy either to discover the early

beginnings of this, or to account for its rapid advancement. The fer-

tility of that province and its facilities of interior navigation were
doubtless necessary causes ; but there must have been some tem-
porary encouragement from the personal character of its sovereigns,

or other accidental circumstances. Several testimonies to the flourish-

ing condition of Flemish manufactures occur in the twelfth century,

and some might perhaps be found even earlier.^ A writer of

the thirteenth century asserts that all the world was clothed from
Knglish wool wrought in Flanders. This indeed is an exagger-

ated vaunt ; but the Flemish stuffs were probably sold wherever the

sea or a navigable river permitted them to be carried. Cologne was
the chief trading city upon the Rhine ; and its merchants, who had
been considerable even under the Emperor Henry IV., established a
factory at London in 1220. The woollen manufacture, notwithstand-

ing frequent wars and the impolitic regulations of magistrates, con-

tinued to flourish in the Netherlands, (for Brabant and Hainault
shared it in some degree with Flanders,) until England became not only

capable of supplying her own demand, but a rival in all the marts of

Europe. All Christian kingdoms, and even the Turks themselves,

says an historian of the sixteenth century, lamented the desperate war
between the Flemish cities and their count Louis, that broke out in

1380. For at that time Flanders was a market for the traders of
all the world. Merchants from seventeen kingdoms had their domi-
ciles at Bruges, besides strangers from almost unknown countries who
repaired thither.^ During this war, and on all other occasions, the
weavers, both of Ghent and Bruges, distinguished themselves by a
democratical spirit, the consequence no doubt of their numbers and
prosperity. Ghent was one of the largest cities in Europe, and in the

opinion of many the best situated."^ But Bruges, though in circuit

1 Meyer ascribes the origin of Flemish trade to Baldwin, Count of Flanders, in 958, who
est.iblishcd markets at Bru^jcs and oilier cities. Excliangcs were in that age, he says, chiefly
effected by barter, little money circulating in Flanders.

' Such regulations scared away those Flemis!' .. •> .v--.-s who broii""'^* t''"'' -"• •"f-i y.- 1 -rl

under Edward III. Several years later, the i. of Ghent i

iniposed a tax on every loom. Though the so: _ rit of the v
. :

hitps justly provoked them, such a tax on their staple manufacture wu:> a piece uf maducss,
when Enijiish goods were just coming into rompffition.

3 Terra m.ari(iue raercatura, rcrumque >

"

!. Non solum totius

Europsc mcrcatore<, verum etiam ipsi I ics ob bcUum i.«itnd

Flandri;c maii^no afficicb.Tntur dolorc. Er.iL ucmii. iiiMun. i wa^ )'i"|>re orbis .stabile nier-
catoribus emporium. Septcmtlecim rcgnoruni nc.;uti:itorcs tiim r.ru:;is su.i certa liabuorc donii-
cilia ac scdcs, prxtcr coniplures incognitas pa;nc gcntcs qu^c uudique cuullucbaut. Meyer.
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but half the former, was more splendid in its buildings, and the scat of

far more trade ; being the great staple both for the Mcdittj / '
i

and northern merchandise.^ Antwerp, which early in the si

century (hew away a large part of this commerce from IJrugcs, was not
considerable in the preceding ages ; nor were the towns of Zealand
and Holland much noted except for their fisheries, though those pro-
vinces acquired in the fifLccnth century some share of the woollen
manufacture.

For the two first centuries after the Conquest, our English towns,

as has been observed in a different place, made some forward steps

towards improvement, though still very inferior to those of the conti-

nent. Their commerce was almost confined to the exportation of

wool, the great staple commodity of England, upon which, more than
any other, in its raw or manufactured state, our wealth has been
founded. A woollen manufacture, however, indisputably existed under
Henry II. ; 2 it is noticed in regulations of Richard I. ; and by the
importation of woad under John, it may be inferred to have still

flourislicd. The disturbances of the next reign, perhaps, or the rapid
elevation of the Flemish towns, retarded its growth ; though a re-

markable law was passed by the Oxford parliament in 1261, prohibit-

ing the export of wool, and the importation of cloth. This, while it

shows the deference paid by the discontented barons who predomi-
nated in that parliament, to their confederates the burghers, was evi-

dently too premature to be enforced. We may infer from it, however,
that cloths were made at home, though not sufficiently for the peoples
consumption.*^

Prohibitions of the same nature, though with a different object,

were frequently imposed on the trade between England and Flanders
by Edward I. and his son. As their political connexions fluctuated,

these princes gave full liberty and settlement to the Flemish mer-
chants, or banished them at once from the country. Nothing could
be more injurious to England than this arbitrary vacillation. The
Flemings were in every respect our natural allies ; but besides those
connexions with France, the constant enemy of Flanders, into which
both the Edwards occasionally fell, a mutual alienation had been pro-

duced by the trade of the former people with Scotland, a trade too

lucrative to be resigned at the king of England's request.'* An early

instance of that conflicting selfishness of belligerents and neutrals,

1 It contained, according to Ludovico Guicciardini, 35,000 houses, and the circuit of its

walls was 45,640 Roman feet. Part of this enclosure was not built upon. The population of
Ghent is reckoned by Guicciardini at 70,000, but in his time it had greatly declined. It is

certainly, however, much exaggerated by earlier historians. And I entertain some doubt.s as
to Guicciardini's estimate of the number of houses. If at least he was accurate, more than
half of the city must since have been demolished, or become uninhabited, which its present
appearance does not indicate : for Ghent, though rot very flourishing, by no means presents

the decay and dilapidation of an Italian town.
^ Blomefield thinks that a colony of Flemings settled as early as this reign at Worsted, a

village in that county, and immortahsed its name by their manufacture. It soon reached
Norwich, though not conspicuous till the reign of Edward I. There were several guilds of
weavers in the time of Henry II.

3 Macpherson's Annals of Commerce. I am considerably indebted to this laborious and
useful publication, which has superseded that of Anderson.

* A Flemish factory was established at Berwick about 1286.
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which was destined to aggravate the animosities and misfortunes of

our own time !
^

A more prosperous era began with Edward III., the father, as he
may almost be called, of English commerce—a title not indeed more
glorious, but by which he may perhaps claim more of our gratitude

than as the hero of Crecy. In 1331, he took advantage of discontents

among the manufacturers of Flanders to invite them as settlers into his

dominions. 2 They brought the finer manufacture of woollen cloths,

which had been unknown in England. The discontents alluded to re-

sulted from the monopolising spirit of their corporations, who oppressed
all artisans without the pale of their community. The history of cor-

porations brings home to our minds one cardinal truth, that political

institutions have very frequently but a relative and temporary useful-

ness, and that what forwarded improvement during one part of its

course may prove to it in time a most pernicious obstacle. Corpora-
tions in England, we may be sure, wanted nothing of their usual char-

acter ; and it cost Edward no little trouble to protect his colonists

from their selfishness, and from the blind nationality of the vulgar.

The emigration of Flemish weavers into England continued during
this reign, and we find it mentioned, at intervals, for more than a cen-

tury.

Commerce now became, next to liberty, the leading object of parlia-

ment. Far the greater part of our statutes from the accession of
I'ldward III. bear relation to this subject ; not always well devised, or
liberal, or consistent, but by no means worse in those respects than
such as have been enacted in subsequent ages. The occupation of a
merchant became honourable ; and notwithstanding the natural

jealousy of the two classes, he was placed in some measure on a foot-

ing with landed proprietors. By the statute of apparel, in 37 Edw.
III., merchants and artificers who had five hundred pounds value in

goods and chattels might use the same dress as squires of one hundred
pounds a year. And those who were worth more than this might dress

like men of double that estate. Wool was still the principal article of

export and source of revenue. Subsidies granted by every parliament
upon this article were, on account of the scarcity of money, commonly
taken in kind. To prevent evasion of this duty seems to have been
the principle of those multifarious regulations which fix the staple, or

market for wool, in certain towns, either in England, or, more com-
monly, on the continent. To these all wool was to be carried, and the

tax was there collected. It is not easy, however, to comprehend the

drift of all the provisions relating to the staple, many of which tend to

benefit foreign at the expense of English merchants. By degrees, the

exportation of woollen cloths increased so as to diminish that of the

raw material, but the latter was not absolutely prohibited during the

I In 1205, Edward I. made masters of neutral ships in English ports find security not to
trade with France. Rymer.

- Rymer. Fuller dr.iws a notable picture of the inducements held out to the Flemings.
"Here they should feed on fat beef and mutton, till nothinsj but their fulness should stmt
their stomachs; their beds should be good, and their bedfellows better, seeing the richest

yeomen in England would not disdain to m.irry their daughters unto them, and such the
English beauties, that the most envious foreigners could not but commend them."
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period under review ;i although some restrictions were imposed upon
it by ICdward IV. For a much earlier statute, in the nth of Edwad
III., makinj^^ the exportation of wool a capital felony, was in its tcnn>
provisional, until it should be otherwise ordered by the council ; and
the king almost immediately set it asidc.^

A manufacturing district, as wc see in our own country, sends out,

as it were, suckers into all its neighbourhood. Accordingly, the
woollen manufacture spread from Flanders along the banks of the
Rhine, and into the northern provinces of France. I am not, however,
prepared to trace its history in these regions. In Germany, the privi-

leges conceded by Henry V. to the free cities, and especially to their

artisans, gave a soul to industry ; though the central parts of the
empire were, for many reasons, very ill calculated for commercial
enterprise during the middle ages.* But the French towns were never
so much emancipated from arbitrary power as those of Germany or
Flanders ; and the evils of exorbitant taxation, with those produced by
the English wars, conspired to retard the advance of manufactures in

France. That of linen made some little progress ; but this work was
still perhaps chiefly confined to the labour of female servants.*

The manufactures of Flanders and England found a market, not
only in these adjacent countries, but in a part of Europe which for

many ages had only been known enough to be dreaded. In the middle
of the eleventh century, a native of Bremen, and a writer superior to

most others of his time, was almost entirely ignorant of the geography
of the Baltic ; doubting whether any one had reached Russia by that

sea, and reckoning Esthonia and Courland among its islands. But in

one hundred years more, the maritime regions of Mecklenburg and
1 In 1409, woollen cloths formed great part of our exports, and were extensively used over

Spain and Italy. And in 1449, English cloths having been prohibited by the duke of Bur-
gundy, it was enacted that, until he should repeal this ordinance, no merchandise of his

dominions should be admitted into England. 27 H. VI. The system of prohibiting the
import of foreign wrought goods was acted upon very extensively in Edward IV. 's reign.

'^ Stat. II E. III. Blackstone says that transporting wool out of the kingdom, to the
detriment of our staple manufacture, was forbidden at common law, not recollecting that we
had no staple manufactures in the ages when the common law was formed, and that the
export of wool was almost the only means by which this country procured silver, or any other
article of which it stood in need, from the continent. In fact, the landholders were so far

from neglecting this source of their wealth, that a minimum was fixed upon it, by a statute of

1343, (repealed indeed the next year, 18 E. III.,} below which price it was not to be sold ;

from a laudable apprehension, as it seems, that foreigners were getting it too cheap. And
this was revived in the thirty-second of H. VI., though the act is not printed among the
statutes. The exportation of sheep was prohibited in 1338 ; and by act of parliament in 1425.

3 H. VI. But this did not prevent our improving the wool of a foreign country to our own
loss. It is worthy of notice, that English wool was superior to any other for fineness during
these ages. Henry II., in his patent to the Weavers' Company, directs that if any weaver
mingled Spanish wool with English, it should be burned by the lord maj-or. An English
flock transported into Spain about 1348 is said to have been the source of the fine Spanish
wool. But the superiority of English wool, evs^i as late as 1438, is proved by the laws of

Barcelona, forbidding its adulteration. Another exportation of English sheep to Spain tool:

place about 1465, in consequence of a commercial treaty. In return, Spain supplied England
with horses, her breed of which was reckoned the best in Europe ; so that the exchange was
tolerably fair. The best horses had been very dear in England, being imported from Spain
and Italy.

3 Considerable woollen manufactures appear to have existed in Picardy about 1315.
* The sheriffs of Wiltshire and Susse.x are directed, in 1253, to purchase for the king 1000

cUs of fine linen—linea; telse pulchrse et delicatae. This Macpherson supposes to be of

domestic manufacture, which, however, is not demonstrable. Linen was made at that time

in Flanders ; and as late as 1417 the fine linen used in England was imported from France
and the Low Countries. Velly's history is defective in giving no accoimt of French com»
merce and manufactures, or at least none that is at all satisfactorj'.
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Pomcrania, inhabited by a tribe of heathen Sclavonians, were subdued
by some German princes ; and the Teutonic order, some time after-

wards, having conquered Prussia, extended a hnc of at least compara-
tive civilisation as far as the Gulf of Finland. The first town erected

on the coasts of the Baltic was Lubcc, which owes its foundation to

Adolphus, count of Holstein, in 1140. After several vicissitudes, it

became independent of any sovereign but the emperor in the thirteenth

century. Hamburgh and Bremen, upon the other side of the Cimbric
peninsula, emulated the prosperity of Lubec ; the former city pur-

chased independence of its bishop in 1225. A colony from Bremen
founded Riga in Livonia, about 1192. The city of Dantzic grew into

importance about the end of the following century. Koningsberg was
founded by Ottocar, king of Bohemia, in the same age.

But the real importance of these cities is to be dated from their

famous union into the Hanseatic confederacy. The origin of this is

rather obscure, but it may certainly be nearly referred in point of time
to the middle of the thirteenth century,^ and accounted for by the

necessity of mutual defence, which piracy by sea and pillage by land
had taught the merchants of Gc^rmany. The nobles endeavoured to

obstruct the formation of this league, which indeed was in gieat

measure designed to withstand their exactions. It powerfully main-
tained the influence which the free imperial cities were at this time
acquiring. Eighty of the most considerable places constituted the

Hanseatic confederacy, divided into four colleges, whereof Lubec,
Cologne, Brunswick, and Dantzic were the leading towns. Lubec
held the chief rank, and became, as it were, the patriarchal see of the
league ; whose province it was to preside in all general discussions for

mercantile, political, or military purposes, and to carry them into exe-

cution. The league had four principal factories in foreign parts, at

London, Bruges, Bergen, and Novogorod ; endowed by the sovereigns
of those cities with considerable privileges, to which every merchant
belonging to a Hanseatic town was entitled. In England the German
guildhall or factory was established by concession of Henry III. ; and
in later periods the Hanse traders were favoured above any others in

the capricious vacillations of our mercantile policy. The English had
also their factories on the Baltic coast as far as Prussia, and in the
dominions of Denmark.
This opening of a northern market powerfully accelerated the growth

of our own commercial opulence, especially after the woollen manu-
facture had begun to thrive. From about the middle of the fourteenth
century, we find continual evidences of a rapid increase in wealth.

Thus, in 1363, Picard, who had been lord mayor some years before,

entertained Edward III. and the Black Prince, the kings of France,
Scotland, and Cyprus, with many of the nobility, at his own house in

the Vintry, and presented them with handsome gifts. Philpot, another
eminent citizen in Richard II.'s time, when the trade of England was
considerably annoyed by privateers, hired one thousand armed men,
and despatched them to sea, where they took fifteen Spanish vessels
with their prizes. We find Richard obtaining a great deal from private

merchants and trading towns. In 1379, he got ^5cxx> from London,
J Maqjherson thinks they were not known by the name of Hanse so early.
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looo marks from Piristol, and in proportion from smaller places. In
1386, London gave /4000 more, and 10,000 marks in 1397. The latter

sum was obtained also for the coronation of Henry VI. Nor were the
contributions of individuals contemptible, considering the hij*h value
of money. Hinde, a citizen of London, lent to Henry IV. £2000 m
1407, and Whittington one-half of that sum. The merchants of the

stai)le advanced £^000 at the same time. Our commerce continued
to be regularly and rapidly jjrogressive during the fifteenth century.
The famous Canynges of 13ristol, under Henry VL and Edward IV.,

had ships of nine hundred tons burthen. The trade and even the
internal wealth of ICnL,dand reached so much higher a pitch in the
reign of the last-mentioned king than at any former period, that we
may perceive the wars of York and Lancaster to have produced no
very serious effect on national prosperity. Some battles were doubt-
less sanguinary; but the loss of lives in battle is soon repaired by a
flourishing nation ; and the devastation occasioned by armies was both
partial and transitory.

A commercial intercourse between these northern and southern
regions of Europe began about the early part of the fourteenth century,

or, at most, a little sooner. Until indeed the use of the magnet was
thoroughly understood, and a competent skill in marine architecture,

as well as navigation, acquired, the Italian merchants were scarce
likely to attempt a voyage perilous in itself, and rendered more for-

midable by the imaginary difficulties which had been supposed to

attend an expedition beyond the straits of Hercules. But the English,
accustomed to their own rough seas, were always more intrepid, and
probably more skilful navigators. Though it was extremely rare, even
in the fifteenth century, for an English trading vessel to appear in the

Mediterranean,! yet a famous military armament, that destined for the
crusade of Richard L, displayed at a very early time the seamanship
of our countrymen. In the reign of Edward II., v/e find mention in

Rymer's collection of Genoese ships trading to Flanders and England.
His son was very solicitous to preserve the friendship of that opulent
republic ; and it is by his letters to the senate, or by royal orders

restoring ships unjustly seized, that we come by a knowledge of those
facts which historians neglect to relate. Pisa shared a little in this

traffic, and Venice more considerably ; but Genoa was beyond all

competition at the head of Italian commerce in these seas during the

1 Richard III., in 1485, appointed a Florentine merchant to be English consul at Pisa on
the ground that some of his subjects intended to trade to Italj'. Perhaps we cannot posi-

tively prove the existence of a Mediterranean trade at an earlier time ; and even this instru-

ment is not conclusive. But a considerable presumption arises from two documents in

Rymer, of the year 1412, which informs us of a great shipment of wool and other goods made
by some merchants of London for the Mediterranean, under supercargoes, whom, it being a

new undertaking, the king expressly recommended to the Genoese republic. But that people,

impelled probably by commercial jealousy, seized the vessels and their cargoes, which induced

the king to grant the owners letters of reprisal against all Genoese property. Though it is

not perhaps evident that the vessels were English, the circumstances render it highly prc>-

bable. The bad success, however, of this attempt might prevent its imiution. A Greek

author about the beginning of the fifteenth centur>' reckons the \'-/y\rivoi among the nations

who traded to a port in the Archipelago. But these enumerations are generally swelled by
vanity or the love of exaggeration ; and a few English sailors on board a foreign vessel would
justify the assertion. Benjamin of Tudela, a Jewish traveller, pretends that the port of

Alexandria, about 1160, contained vessels not only from England, but from Russia, and
even Cracow.
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fourteenth century. In the next, her general decline left it more open
to her rival ; but I doubt whether Venice ever maintained so stronjr a

connexion with England. Through London, and Bruges, their chief

station in Flanders, the merchants of Italy and of Spain transported

oriental produce to the farthest parts of the north. The inhabitants

of the Baltic coast were stimulated by the desire of precious luxuries

which they had never known ; and these wants, though selfish and
frivolous, are the means by which nations acquire civility, and the

earth is rendered fruitful of its produce. As the carriers of this trade,

the Hanseatic merchants resident in England and Flanders derived

profits through which eventually of course those countries were en-

riched. It seems that the Italian vessels unloaded at the marts of

London or Bruges, and that such part of their cargoes as were in-

tended for a more northern trade came there into the hands of the

German merchants. In the reign of Henry VI., England carried on
a pretty extensive traffic with the countries around the Mediterranean,

for whose commodities her wool and woollen cloths enabled her to

pay.

The commerce of the southern division, though it did not, I think,

produce more extensively beneficial effects upon the progress of

society, was both earlier and more splendid than that of England and
the neighbouring countries. Besides Venice, which has been men-
tioned already, Ainalfi kept up the commercial intercourse of Chris-

tendom with the Saracen countries before the first crusade.^ It was
the singular fate of this city to have filled up the interval between two
periods of civilisation, in neither of which she was destined to be dis-

tinguibhed. Scarcely known before the end of the sixth century,

Amalfi ran a brilliant career, as a free and trading republic, which
was- checked by the arms of a conqueror in the middle of the twelfth.

Since her subjugation by Roger king of Sicily, the name of a people

who for a while connected Europe with Asia has hardly been
repeated, except for two discoveries falsely imputed to them, those of

the Pandects and of the compass.
But the decline of Amalh was amply compensated to the rest of

Italy by the constant elevation of Pisa, Genoa, and Venice, in the
twelfth and ensuing ages. The crusades led immediately to this

growing prosperity of the commercial cities. Besides the profit

accruing from so many naval armaments which they supplied, and the
continual passage of private adventurers in their vessels, they were
enabled to open a more extensive channel of oriental traffic than had
hitherto been known. These three Italian republics enjoyed immuni-
ties in the Christian principalities of Syria

;
possessing separate

quarters in Acre, Tripoli, and other cities, where they were governed

* The Amalfitans are thus described by William of Apulia, apud Muratori, Dissert. 30:

—

Urbs ha:c dives opum, populoquc rcferta vidctur,
NuU.i magis lociipies argcnto, vcsiibus, auro.
Partibus innumcris ac piuriraus urbc moratur
Nauta, maris cocliquc vias aperirc peritus.

Hue et Alexandri diversa fcruntur ab urbc.
Rc>;is ct Antioclii. Haec [eiiamV] freta plurima transtti
Hie Arabcs, Indi, Siculi noscuntur, ct Afri.

llxc gens est totum prope nobilitata per orbcm,
£t mcrcanda fercns, et omons mcrcata rcferre.
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by their own laws and ma^^istratcs. 'riioujjh the projp'css of com-
merce must, from the condilion of European industry, have Ix^cn

slow, it was uninterrupted ; and the settlements in Palestine were bc-

comin;^^ imj)orlant as factories, an use of which Godfrey and Urban
little dreamed, wlu.n they were lost through the K^ih and imprudence
of their inhabitants.^ Villani laments the injury sustained by com-
merce in consequence of the capture of Acre, " situated, as it was, on
the coast of the Mediterranean, in the centre of Syria, and, as we
mi^^iit say, of the habitable world, a haven for all merchandise, both
from the East and the West, which all the nations of the earth fre-

quented for this trade." But the loss was soon retrieved, not, per-

haps, by Pisa and (}enoa, but by Venice, who formed connexions
with the Saracen governments, and maintained her commercial
intercourse with Syria and Egypt by their licence, though subject,

probably, to heavy exactions. Sanuto, a Venetian author at the

beginning of the fourteenth century, has left a curious account of the

Levant trade which his countrymen carried on at that time. Their
imports it is easy to guess, and it appears that timber, brass, tin, and
lead, as well as the precious metals, were exported to Alexandria,

besides oil, saffron, and some of the productions of Italy, and even
wool and woollen cloths. The European side of the account had there-

fore become respectable.

The commercial cities enjoyed as great privileges at Constantinople
as in Syria, and they bore an eminent part in the vicissitudes of the

Eastern empire. After the capture of Constantinople by the Latin

crusaders, the Venetians, having been concerned in that conquest,

became of course the favoured traders under the new dynasty
;
pos-

sessing their own district in the city, with their magistrate or podesta,

appointed at Venice, and subject to the parent republic. When the

Greeks recovered the seat of their empire, the Genoese, who from,

jealousy of their rivals had contributed to that revolution, obtained

similar immunities. This powerful and enterprising state, in the four-

teenth century, sometimes the ally, sometimes the enemy of the Byzan-
tine court, maintained its independent settlement at Pera. From
thence she spread her sails into the Euxine, and, planting a colony at

Caffa in the Crimea, extended a line of commerce with the interior

regions of Asia which even the skill and spirit of our own times has
not yet been able to revive.^

The French provinces which border on the Mediterranean Sea

1 The inhabitants of Acre were noted, in an age not very pure, for the excess of their vices.

In 1291, they plundered some of the subjects of a neighbouring Mohammedan prince, and
refusing reparation, the city was besieged and taken by storm. Muratori. Gibbon.

2 It appears from Balducci that the route to China was from Azoph to Astrakan, and thence

by a variety of places which cannot be found in modem maps, to Cambalu, probably Pekin,

the capital city of China, which he describes as being one hundred miles in circuniference.

The journey was of rather more than eight mon'thG, going and returning; and he assures us

it was perfectly secure, not only for caravans, but for a single traveller with a couple of inter-

preters and a servant. The Venetians had also a settlement in the Crimea, and appear, by a
passage in Petrarch's letters, to have possessed some of the trade through Tartary. In a
letter written from Venice, after extolling in too rhetorical a manner the commerce of that

republic, he mentions a particular ship that had just sailed for the Black Sea. Et ipsa quidem
Tanaim it vi sura, nostri enim maris navigatio non ultra tenditur; eorum vero aliqui, quos
haec fere, illiciter [instituent] earn egressuri, nee antea substituri, quam Gauge et Caucaso
Euperato, ad Indos atque extremos Seres et Orientalem perveniatur Oceanum. En quo
ardens et ine.xplebilis habendi sitis hominum meates rapit!
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partook in the advantages which it offered. Not only Marseilles,

whose trade had continued in a certain degree throughout the worst

ages, but Narbonnc, Nismes, and especially Montpeher, were distin-

guished for commercial prosjjcrity. A still greater activity prevailed

in Catalonia. From the middle of the thirteenth century, (for we need
not trace the rudiments of its history,) Barcelona began to emulate the

Italian cities in both the branches of naval energy, war, and commerce.
Engaged in frequent and severe hostilities with Genoa, and sometimes
with Constantinople, while their vessels traded to every part of the

Mediterranean, and even of the English Channel, the Catalans might
justly be reckoned among the first of maritime nations. The com-
merce of Barcelona has never since attained so great a height as in

the fifteenth century.

The introduction of a silk manufacture at Palermo, by Roger Guis-
card in 1148, gave, perhaps, the earliest impulse to the industry of

Italy. Nearly about the same time the Genoese plundered two
Moorish cities of Spain, from which they derived the same art. In
the next age, this became a staple manufacture of the Lombard and
Tuscan republics, and the cultivation of mulberries was enforced by
their laws.^ Woollen stuffs, though the trade was, perhaps, less

conspicuous than that of Flanders, and though many of the coarser
kinds were imported from thence, employed a multitude of work-
men in Italy, Catalonia, and the south of France.^ Among the
trading companies into which the middling ranks were distributed,

those concerned in silk and woollen manufacture were most numerous
and honourable.*'^

A property of a natural substance, long overlooked, even though it

attracted observation by a different peculiarity, has influenced by its

accidental discovery the fortunes of mankind more than all the deduc-
tions of philosophy. It is, perhaps, impossible to ascertain the epoch
when the polarity of the magnet was first known in Europe. The
common opinion, which ascribes its discovery to a citizen of Amalfi,

in the fourteenth century, is undoubtedly erroneous. Guiot de Provins,

a French poet, who lived about the year 1200, or, at the latest, under
St Louis, describes it in the most unequivocal language. James de
Vitry, a bishop in Palestine, before the middle of the thirteenth cen-

tury, and Guido Guinizzelli, an Italian poet of the same time, are

equally explicit. The P>ench, as well as Italians, claim the discovery
as their own ; but whether it were due to cither of these nations, or

rather learned from their intercourse with the Saracens, is not easily

to be ascertained.* For some time, perhaps, even this wonderful im-

* Dcnina is of opinion that mulberries were not cultivated as an important object till after

1300, nor even to any great extent till after 1500; the Italian manufacturers buying most of
their silk from Spain or the Levant.

* The history of Italian states, and especially Florence, will speak for the first country.
Capmany attests the woollen manufactiure of the second, and Vaissette that of Carcassonne
and its vicinity.

•'' None were admitted to the rank of burgesses in the towns of Arapon, who used any
manual trade, with the exception of dealers in fine cloths. The woollen manufacture of
Spain did not at any time become a considerable article of c-vport, nor even supply the in-

ternal consumption, as Capmany has well shown. Memorial Historicas.
* Boucher, the French translator of II Consolato del ALirc, says, that Edristi, a Saracca

geographer, who lived about iico, gives an account, thoucjh in a confused manner, of the
polarity of the magnet. However, the lines of Guiot de Provins are decisive. These arc
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provcmcnt in the art of navigation might not be universally adopted
by vessels sailing within the Mediterranean, anrl accustomed to their

old system of obscrvati(jns. Ikit when it became more established, it

naturally inspired a more fearless spirit of adventure. It was not, as

has been mentioned, till the beginning of the fourteenth century that

the Genoese, and other nations around that inland sea, steered into

the Atlantic ocean towards England and Flanders. This intercourse

with the northern countries enlivened their trade with the Levant, by
the exchange of productions which Spain and Italy do not supply,

and enriched the merchants, by means of whose capital the exports

of London and of Alexandria were conveyed into each other's har-

bours.

The usual risks of navigation, and those incident to commercial ad-
venture, produce a variety of questions in every system jof jurispru-

dence, which though always to be determined, as far as possible, by
principles of natural justice, must in many cases depend upon esta-

blished customs. These customs of maritime law were anciently re-

duced into a code by the Rhodians, and the Roman emperors pre-

served or reformed the constitutions of that republic. It would be
hard to say how far the tradition of this early jurisprudence survived

the decline of commerce in the darker ages ; but after it began to

recover itself, necessity suggested, or recollection prompted, a scheme
of regulations resembling in some degree, but much more enlarged

than those of antiquity. This was formed into a written code, II Con-
solato del Nare, not much earlier, probably, than the middle of the

thirteenth century ; and its promulgation seems rather to have pro-

ceeded from the citizens of Barcelona, than from those of Pisa or

Venice, who have also claimed to be the first legislators of the sea.*-

quoted in Hist. Litt^raire de la France, and several other works. Guinizzelli has the follow-

ing passage in a canzone quoted by Ginguen»?, Hist. Litter, de I'ltalie :

In quelle parti sotto tramontana,
Sono li monti della calamita,
Che dan virtute all' acre
Di trarre il ferro ; ma perchd lontano
Vole di simil pietra aver aita,

A far la adoperare,
E dirizzar lo ago in ver la stella.

We cannot be diverted by the nonsensical theory these lines contain, from perceiving th»

Eositive testimony of the last verse to the poet's knowledge of the polarit>' of the magnet.
lut, if any doubt could remain, Tiraboschi has fully established, from a series of passages,

that this phenomenon was well known in the thirteenth century ; and put an end altogether to

the pretensions of Flavio Gioja, if such a person ever e>dsted, It is provoking to find an his-

torian like Robertson asserting without hesitation, that this citizen of Amalfi was the inventor

of the compass, and thus accrediting an error which had long before been detected- It is a
singular circumstance, and only to be explained by the obstinacy with which men are apt to

reject improvement, that the magnetic needle was not generally adopted in naWgation till

very long after the discovery of its properties ; and even after their peculiar importance had
been perceived. The writers of the thirteenth century, who mention the polaritj' of the

needle, mention also its use in navigation ; yet Capmany has found no distinct proof of its

employment till 1403, and does not believe that it was frequently on board Mediterranean
ships at the latter part of the preceding age. Perhaps, however, he has inferred too much
from his negative proof; and this subject seems open to further inquiry.

1 Boucher supposes it to have been compiled about 900 ; but his reasonings are inconclu-

sive, and indeed, Barcelona at that time was little if at all better than a fishing to^^Ti. Some
arguments might be drawn in favour of Pisa from the expression of Henry IV. 's charter
granted to that city in 1081. Consuetudines, quas habent de mari, sic iis obser%-abimus sicut

illorum est consuetudo. Giannone seems to think the collection was compiled about the

reign of Louis IX. Capmany, the last Spanish editor, whose authority ought perhaps tj
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Besides regulations simply mercantile, this system has defined the

mutual rights of neutral and bclli{^ercnt vessels, and thus laid the basis

of the positive law of nations in its most important and disputed cases.

The king of France and count of Provence solemnly acceded to this

maritime code, which hence acquired a binding force within the Medi-
terranean Sea ; and in most respects the merchant law of Europe is

at present conformable to its provisions. A set of regulations, chiefly

borrowed from the Consolato, was compiled in France under the

reign of Louis IX., and prevailed in our own country. These have
been denominated the laws of Olcron, from an idle story that they

were enacted by Richard I., while his expedition to the Holy Land lay

at anchor in that Island.^ Nor was the north without its peculiar

code of maritime jurisprudence ; namely, the ordinances of Wisbuy,
a town in the isle of Gothland, principally compiled from those

of Oleron, before the year 1400, by which the lialtic traders were
governed."''

There was abundant reason for establishing among maritime nations

some theory of mutual rights, and for securing the redress of injuries,

as far as possible, by means of acknowledged tribunals. In that state

of barbarous anarchy which so k»ng resisted the coercive authority

of civil magistrates, the sea held out even more temptation and more
impunity than the land ; and when the laws hnd regained their

sovereignty, and neither robbery nor private warfare was any longer

tolerated, there remained that great common of mankind, unclaimed
by any king, and the liberty of the sea was another name for the

security of plunderers. A pirate, in a well-armed quick-sailing vessel,

must feel, I suppose, the enjoyments of his exemption from control more
exquisitely than any other freebooter ; and darting along the bosom of

the ocean, under the impartial radiance of the heavens, may deride the

dark concealments and hurried llights of the forest robber. His occu-
pation is indeed extinguished by the civilisation of later ages, or con-
fined to distant climates. But in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,

a rich vessel was never secure from attack ; and neither restitution nor
punishment of the criminals was to be obtained from governments, who
sometimes feared the plunderer and sometimes connived at the

offence.^ Mere piracy, however, was not the only danger. The mari-
time towns of Flanders, France, and England, like the free republics

of Italy, prosecuted their own quarrels by arms, without asking the
leave of their respective sovereigns. This practice, exactly analogous
to that of private war in the feudal system, more than once involved

outweigh every other, asserts, and seems to prove, them to have been en.icted by the mer-
cantile magistrates of Barcelona, under the rcipn of James the Conqueror, which is nnich
the s.ime period. Hut, by whatever nation they were reduced into their j)rescnt form, these
laws were certainly the ancient and established usages of the Mediterranean states ; and Pisa
may very probably have taken a great share in first practising what a century or two after-
wards was rendered more precise at Barcelona.

* Boucher supp<iscs them to be registers of actual decisions.
" I have only the authority of Boucher for referring the Ordinances of Wisbuy to the

year 1400. Beckman imagines them to be older than those of Oleron. But Wisbuy was
not enclosed by a w.i 11 till 1288, a proof that it could not h.ave been previously a town of
much importance. It flourished chicJlv in the first p.irt of the fourteenth century, and was
Rt that time an independent republic ; but fell imdcr the yoke of Denmark before the end of
the same age.

3 Hugh Despcnscr seized a Genoese vessel valued at 14,300 marks, for which no restitu-
tion was ever mad«. Rymcr.

2 R
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the kings of France and England in hostility.* But where the quarrel
did not proceed to such a length as absolutely to engage two oj)i>ositc

towns, a modification of this ancient right ot revenge formed part of
the re<;iilar law of nations, under the name of reprisals. Whoever was
plundered or injured l)y the inhabitant of another town obtained
authority from his own magistrates to seize the property of any other
person belonging to it, until his loss should be compensated. This
law of reprisal was not confined to maritime places. It prevailed in

Lombardy, and probably in the German cities. Thus if a citizen of

Modcna was robbed by a Bologncse, he complained to the nv -c-s

of the former city, who represented the case to those of .. :ia,

demanding redress. If this were not immediately granted, letters of
reprisals were issued, to plunder the territory of Bologna till the injured
party should be reimbursed by sale of the spoil. In the laws of
Marseilles it is declared, " If a foreigner take anything from a citizen

of Marseilles, and he who has jurisdiction over the said debtor or un-
just taker does not cause right to be done in the same, the rector or
consuls, at the petition of the said citizen, shall grant him reprisals

iipon all the goods of the said debtor or unjust taker, and also upon
the goods of others, who are under the jurisdiction of him who ought
to do justice, and would not, to the said citizen of Marseilles.'"'

Edward III. remonstrates, in an instrument published by Rymer,
against letters of marque granted by the king of Aragon to one
Berenger de la Tone, who had been robbed by an English pirate of

^2000 ; alleging, that inasmuch as he had always been ready to give
redress to the party, it seemed to his counsellors that there was no just

cause for reprisals upon the king's or his subject's property.^ This
passage is so far curious, as it asserts the existence of a customary law
of nations, the knowledge of which was already a sort of learning. Sir

E. Coke speaks of this right of private reprisals, as if it still existed,

27 E. III., and, in fact, there arc instances of granting such letters as

late as the reign of Charles I.

A practice founded on the same principles as reprisal, though rather

less violent, was that of attaching the goods or persons of resident

foreigners for the debts of their countrymen. This indeed, in England,
was not confined to foreigners until the statute of Westminster, which
enacts that " no stranger who is of this realm shall be distrained in

any town or market for a debt wherein he is neither principal nor
surety." Henry III. had previously granted a charter to the burgesses
of Lubcc, that they should not be arrested for the debt of any of their

countrymen, unless the magistrates of Lubec neglected to compel pay-

ment. But by a variety of grants from Edward II., the privileges of

English subjects under the statute of Westminster were extended to

1 The Cinque Ports and other trading towns of England were in a constant state of hostility

with their opposite neighbours during the reigns of Edward I. and II. One might quote
almost half the instruments in Rymer in proof of these conflicts, and of those with the
mariners of Norway and Denmark. Sometimes mutual envy produced frays between diiferent

English towns. Thus, in 1254, the Winchelsea mariners attacked a Yarmouth galley, and
Idlled some of her men.

2 Videtur sapientibus et perites, quod causa, de jure, non subfuit marcham seu reprisaliam

in nostris, seu subditorum nostrorum, bonis concedendi. See, too, a case of neutral goods on
board an enemy's vessel claimed by the owners, and a legal distinction taken in favour of
the captors.
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most foreign nations.^ This unjust responsibility had not been con-

fined to civil cases. One of a company of Italian merchants, the

Spini, having killed a man, the officers of justice seized the bodies and
effects of all the rest.

If, under all these obstacles, whether created by barbarous manners,
by national prejudice, or by the fraudulent and arbitrary measures of

princes, the merchants of different countries became so opulent as

almost to rival the ancient nobility, it must be ascribed to the great-

ness of their commercial profits. The trading companies possessed

citlier a positive or a virtual monopoly, and held the keys of those

eastern regions, for the luxuries of which the progressive refinement of

manners produced an increasing demand. It is not easy to determine
the average rate of profit ;2 but we know that the interest of money
was exceedingly high throughout the middle ages. At Verona, in

1228, it was fixed by law at twelve and a half per cent. ; at Modcna,
in 1270, it seems to have been as high as twenty. The republic of

Genoa, towards the end of the fourteenth century, when Italy had
grown wealthy, paid only from seven to ten per cent, to her creditors.^

But in France and England the rate was far more oppressive. An or-

dinance of Philip the Fair, in 131 1, allows twenty per cent, after the

first year of the loan. Under Henry III., according to Matthew Paris,

the debtor paid ten per cent, every two months, but this is absolutely

incredible as a general practice. This was not merely owing to scarcity

of money, but to the discouragement which a strange prejudice oj>

])osed to one of the most useful and legitimate branches of commerce,
Usury, or lending money for profit, was treated as a crime by the

theologians of the middle ages ; and though the superstition has been
eradicated, some part of the prejudice remains in our legislation.

This trade in money, and indeed a great part of inland trade in gene-
ral had originally fallen to the Jews, who were noted for their usury so

early as the sixth century. For several subsequent ages they continued
to employ their capital and industry to the same advantage, with little

molestation from the clergy, who always tolerated their avowed and
national infidelity, and often with some encouragement from princes.

In the twelfth century we find them not only possessed of landed pro-

perty m Languedoc, and cultivating the studies of medicine and
Rabbinical literature in their own academy at Montpelier under the

l)rotcction of the count of Toulouse, but invested with civil offices.

Raymond Roger, viscount of Carcassonne, directs a writ " to his

bailiffs. Christian and Jewish.' It was one of the conditions imposed
by the church on the count of Toulouse, that he should allow no Jews
to possess magistracy in his dominions. In Spain they were placed
by some of the municipal laws on the footing of Christians, with re-

spect to the composition for their lives, and seem in no other European
country to have been so numerous or considerable. The diligence

and cxpertness of this people in all pecuniary dealings recommended

1 See the ordinances of the staple, in 27 Edw. III., which confirm this among other pri-

vile^cs, and contain manifold evidence of the regard paid to commerce in that rcigu.

3 In the remarkable speech of the Doge Moci:ni>;<>, quoted in p. 3jo, the annual profit made
by Venice on her mercantile capital is reckoned at fuity per cent.

3 The rate of discount on bills, which may not have exactly corresponded to the average
annual intcrcit ul money, was leu per cent at Barcelona in 1433.
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them to princes who wcrd" soHcitous about the improvement of their
revenue. We find an article in the j;eneral charter of privileges panted
by IVtcr 1 1 1, of Araj^'on, in 1283, that no Jew should hold the office of
baylc or judge. And two kin:4s of Castile, Alonzo XI. and Peter the
Cruel, incurred much odium by employing Jewish ministers in their

treasur)'. ]^ut, in other parts of Europe, their condition had, before
that time, begun to change for the worse

; partly from the fanatical
spirit of the crusades, which prompted the populace to massacre, and
partly from the jealousy which their opulence excited. Kings, in order
to gain money and popularity at once, abolished the debts due to the
children of Israel, except a part which they retained as the price of
their bounty. One is at a loss to conceive the process of reasoning in

an ordinance of St Louis, where, " for the salvation of his own soul
and those of his ancestors, he releases to all Christians a third part of
what was owing by them to Jews." Not content with such edicts, the
kings of France sometimes banished the whole nation from, their do-
minions, seizing their effects at the same time ; and a season of alter-

nate severity and toleration continued till, under Charles VI., they
were finally expelled from the kingdom, where they never afterwards
possessed any legal settlement. In England they were not so harshly
treated ; but they became less remarkable for riches after the thirteenth

century. This decline of the Jews was owing to the transference of
their trade in money to other hands. In the early part of the thirteenth

century, the merchants of Lombardy and of the south of France ^ took
up the business of remitting money by bills of exchange,- and of making
profit upon loans. The utility of this was found so great, especially

by the Italian clergy, who thus in an easy manner drew the income of

their transalpine benefices, that in spite of much obloquy, the Lombard
usurers established themselves in every country ; and the general pro-

gress of commerce wore off the bigotry that had obstructed their re-

ception. A distinction was made between moderate and exorbitant

interest ; and though the casuists did not acquiesce in this legal regu-
lation, yet it satisfied, even in superstitious times, the consciences of

provident traders.-^ The Italian bankers were frequently allowed to

1 The city of Cahors, in Quercy, the modem department of the Lot, produced a tribe of
money-dealers. The Caursini are almost as often noticed as the Lombards. In Lombardy,
Asti, a city ofno great note in other respects, was famous for the same department of commerce.

2 There were three species of paper credit in the dealings of merchants: i. General letters

of credit, not directed to any one, which are not uncommon in the Levant. 2. Orders to pay
money to a particular person. 3. Bills of exchange regularly negotiable. Instances of the

first are mentioned by Macpherson about 1200. The second species was introduced by the
Jews about 1183, but it may be doubtful whether the last stage of the progress was reached
nearly so soon. An instrument in Rymer, however, of the year 1364, mentions literae cambi-
torise, which seem to have been negotiable bills ; and by 1400 they were drawn in sets, and
worded exactly as at present. Macpherson and Beckman give from Capmaiiy an actual pre-

cedent of a bill dated in 1404.
3 Usury was looked upon with horror by our English divines long after the Reformation.

Isaac Walton, if I remember right, tells us that bishop Sanderson would not take interest for

his money, but would give ;^ioo on condition of receiving;^ 20 for seven years, which he was
pleased to consider a different thing. Fleury has shown the subterfuges to which men had
recourse in order to evade this prohibition. It is an unhappy truth that great part of the

attention devoted to the best of sciences, ethics and jurisprudence, has been employed to

weaken principles that ought never to have been acknowledged.
One species of usury, and that of the highest importance to commerce, was always per-

mitted on account of the risk that attended it. This was marine insurance, which could not
have existed until money was considered in itself as a source of profit. The earliest regula-

tions on the subjegt of insurance are those of Barcelona in 1433 ; but the practice waa of
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t.-.rm the customs in England, as a security, perhaps, for loans which
were not very j)unctually repaid. ^ In 1345 the Dardi at Florence, the

greatest company in Italy, became bankrupt, Edward 111. owing them,
in principal and interest, 900,000 gold florins. Another, the Peruzzi,

failed at the same time, being creditors to Edward for 600,000 florins.

The king of Sicily owed 100,000 florins to each of these bankers. Their
failure involved, of course, a multitudc^of Florentine citizens, and was
a heavy misfortune to the state.-

The earliest bank of deposit, instituted for the accommodation of

private merchants, is said to have been that of Barcelona, in 1401.

The banks of Venice and Genoa were of a different description.

Although the former of these two has the advantage of greater anti-

quity, having been formed, as we are told, in the twelfth century, yet

its early history is not so clear as that of Genoa, nor its political im-
portance so remarkable, however similar might be its origin. ** During
the wars of Genoa in the fourteenth century, she had borrowed large

sums of private citizens, to whom the revenues were pledged for re-

payment. The republic of Florence had set a recent, though not a
very encouraging example of a public loan, to defray the expense of

her war against Mastino dclla Scala, in 1336. The chief mercantile
firms, as well as individual citizens, furnished money or an assignment
of the taxes, receiving fifteen per cent, interest ; which appears to have
been above the rate of private usury. The state was not unreasonably
considered a worse debtor than some of her citizens ; for in a few
)ears these loans were consolidated into a general fund, or Dionte,

with some deduction from the capital, and a great diminution of in-

terest ; so that an original debt of one hundred florins sold only for

twenty-five. But I have not found that these creditors formed at Flo-

rence -a corporate body, or took any part, as such, in the affairs of the
republic. The case was different at Genoa. As a security, at least,

for their interest, the subscribers to public loans were permitted to

receive the produce of the taxes by their own collectors, paying the

excess into the treasury. The number and distinct classes of these

subscribers becoming at length inconvenient, they were formed, about
the year 1407, into a single corporation, called the bank of St
Cieorge, which was from that time the sole national creditor and mort-
gagee. The government of this was entrusted to eight protectors. It

soon became almost independent of the state. Every senator, on his

admission, swore to maintain the privileges of the bank, which were
confirmed by the pope, and even by the emperor. The bank inter-

posed its advice in every measure of government, and generally, as is

admitted, to the public advantage. It equipped armaments at its own
expense, one of which subdued the island of Corsica ; and this acqui-

course earlier than these, though not of great antiquity. It is not mentioned in the Consolato
del Mare, nor in any of the Hanseatic laws of the fourteenth century. This author, not
being aw .irc of the Rircelonese laws on this subject published by Capmany, supposes the first

provisions regulating marine assurance to have been made at Florence in 1523-

'They had probably excellent bargains: in 1329 the Bardi farmed all the customs in

England for £,-:lo a day. IJut in 1282 the customs had produced ^8411, and half-a-century of
great improvement had elapsed.

a Villani. He c.ills these two banking-houses the pillars which sustained great part of th«
commerce of Christendom.

^ The bank of Venice is referred to X171.
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sition, like those of our ^rcat Indian corporation, was lon^ subject to

a company of merchants, without any active interference of the
motlicr-country.

'J'hc increasing wealth of Europe, whether derived from internal im-
provement, or foreign commerce, displayed itself in more expensive
consumption, and jjreatcr refinements of domestic life. But these
effects were for a long time very gradual, each generation making a
few steps in the progress, which are hardly discernible except by an
attentive inquirer. It is not till the latter half of the thirteenth cen-

tury that an accelerated impulse appears to be given to socict)'. The
just government and suppression of disorder under St Louis, and the

peaceful temper of his brother, Alfonso, count of Toulouse and Poitou,

gave France leisure to avail herself of her admirable fertility, England,
that to a soil not perhaps inferior to that of France, united the inesti-

mable advantage of an insular position, and was invigorated, above all,

by her free constitution, and the steady industriousness of her people,

rose with a pretty uniform motion from the time of Edward I, Italy,

though the better days of freedom had passed away in most of her re-

publics, made a rapid transition from simplicity to refinement. " In

those times," says a writer about the year 1300, speaking of the age of

Frederic II,, " the manners of the Italians were rude. A man and his

wife ate off the jsame plate. There were no wooden-handled knives,

nor more than one or two drinking cups, in a house. Candles of wax
or tallow were unknown ; a servant held a torch during supper. The
clothes of men were of leather unlined : scarcely any gold or silver

was seen on their dress. The common people ate flesh but three

times a week, and kept their cold meat for supper. Many did not
drink wine in summer. A small stock of corn seemed riches. The
portions of women were small ; their dress, even after marriage, was
simple. The pride of men was to be well provided with arms and
horses ; that of the nobility to have lofty towers, of which all the cities

in Italy were full. But now frugality has been changed for sumptu-
ousness ; everything exquisite is sought after in dress

;
gold, silver,

pearls, silks, and rich furs. Foreign wines and rich meats are re-

quired. Hence usury, rapine, fraud, tyranny," 1 &c. This passage is

supported by other testimonies nearly of the same time. The con-
quest of Naples by Charles of Anjou, in 1266, seems to have been the
epoch of increasing luxury throughout Italy. His Provencal knights,

with their plumed helmets and golden collars, the chariot of his queen
covered with blue velvet, and sprinkled with lilies of gold, astonished
the citizens of Naples. Provence had enjoyed a long tranquillity, the

natural source of luxurious magnificence ; and Italy, now liberated

from the yoke of the empire, soon reaped the same fruit of a condition

more easy and peaceful than had been her lot for several ages. Dante
speaks of the change of manners at Florence, from simpHcity and

I Muratori endeavours to extenuate the authority of this passage, on account of some more
ancient UTiters who complain of the luxury of their times, and of some particular instances of
magnificence and expense. But Ricobaldi alludes, as Muratori himself admits, to the mode
of living in the middle ranks, and not to that of courts; which in all ages might occasionally
display considerable splendour. I see nothing to weaken so explicit a testimony of a contem-
porary, which in fact is confirmed by many writers of the next age, who, according to the
practice ofltalian chroniclers, have copied it as their o^\ti.
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virtue to refinement and dissoluteness, in terms very nearly similar to

those quoted above.^

Throughout the fourteenth century there continued to be a rapid

but steady progression in England of what we may denominate
elegance, improvement, or luxury ; and if this was for a time sus-

pended in France, it must be ascribed to the unusual calamities which
befell that country under Philip of Valois and his son. Just before the

breaking out of the English wars, an excessive fondness for dress is

said to have distinguished not only the higher ranks, but the burghers,

whose foolish emulation at least indicates their easy circumstances."'^

Modes of dress hardly perhaps deserve our notice on their own
account

;
yet so far as their universal prevalence was a symptom of

diffused wealth, we should not overlook either the invectives bestowed
by the clergy on the fantastic extravagances of fashion, or the sump-
tuary laws by which it was endeavoured to restrain them.
The principle of sumptuary laws was partly derived from the small

republics of antiquity, which might perhaps require that security for

public spirit and equal rights, partly from the austere and injudicious

theory of religion disseminated by the clergy. These prejudices united
to render all increase of general comforts odious under the name of

luxury ; and a third motive, more powerful than either, the jealousy
with which the great regard anything like imitation in those beneath
them, co-operated to produce a sort of restrictive code in the laws of

Europe. Some of these regulations are more ancient ; but the chief

part were enacted, both in France and England, during the fourteenth

century ; extending to expenses of the table, as well as apparel. The
first statute of this description in our own country was, however,
repealed the next year ;

^ and subsequent provisions were entirely dis-

regarded by a nation which valued liberty and commerce too much to

obey laws conceived in a spirit hostile to both. Laws indeed designed
by those governments to restrain the extravagance of their subjects

may well justify the severe indignation which Adam Smith has poured
upon all such interference with private expenditure. The kings of

France and England were undoubtedly more egregious spendthrifis

than any others in their dominions ; and contributed far more by their

love of pageantry to excite a taste for dissipation in their people than
by their ordinances to repress it.

Mussus, an historian of Placentia, has left a pretty copious account
of the prevailing manners among his countrymen about 138S, and

* Bellincion Bcrti vid' io andar cinto
Di cuojo e d'osso, c venir dallo specchio
L.1 donna sua senra 'I viso dipinto.

E vidi quel di Ncrii, c quel del Vccchio
Esscr contenti all;i pcllc scovcrta,
E sue donnc al fuso cd al penncchio.—Pandis, Canto xv.

See, too, the rest of this canto. But this is put in the mouth of d '

".i, the poet's
ancestor, who lived in the former half of the twelfth century. The • wcvcr, was
probably subsequent to 1250, when the times of wealth " ' "• '

' - •• • -ice.
'"' The second continuator of Nangis vehemently invci short

breeches of his age ; after the introduction of which n , ^
. s, the

French were much more disposed to run away from their cuemies llian Lclurc.
* 37 E. III. Rep., 38 E. III. Several other statutes of n similar nature were passed in

this and the ensuing; rci>;n. In France, there wcr^ .vs as old as Chariem-ignr,
prohibitiiip or taxini; the use of furs ; but the first tion was under Philip tho
I'.iir. These attem^Jts to restrain what cannot be iv.ji..w..v^4 ^. w^i.iucd even down to i7>jo.
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expressly contrasts their more luxurious living with the style of their

ancestors seventy years before ; when, as we have seen, th<
'

already made considerable steps towards refinement. This j.

is hi^dily intereslin;; ; because it shows the rc^^ular tenor of d(jniesln:

economy in an Italian city, rather than a mere display of individual

maj^nificcncc, as in most of the facts collected by our own and the
French antiquaries. But it is much too long for inscrlion in this place.

No other country, perhaps, could exhibit so fair a picture of middle
life ; in France the l^urghers and even the inferior gentry were for the

most jjart in a stale of poverty at this period, which they concealed by
an affectation of ornament ; while our English yeomanry and trades-

men were more anxious to invigorate their bodies by a generous diet,

than to dwell in wcU-furnishcd houses, or to find comfort in cleanliness

and elegance.^ The German cities, however, had acquired with liberty

the spirit of improvement and industry. From the time that Henry
V. admitted their artisans to the privileges of free burghers, they be-

came more and more prosperous, while the steadiness and frugality of

the German character compensated for some disadvantages arising

out of their inland situation. Spire, Nuremberg, Ratisbon, and Augs-
burg, were not indeed like the rich markets of London and Bruges,

nor could their burghers rival the princely merchants of Italy ; but
they enjoyed the blessings of competence diffused over a large class

of industrious freemen, and, in the fifteenth century, one of the politest

Italians could extol their splendid and well-furnished dwellings, their

rich apparel, their easy and affluent mode of living, the security of

their rights, and just equality of their laws.^

No chapter in the history of national manners would illustrate so

well, if duly executed, the progress of social life, as that dedicated to

domestic architecture. The fashions of dress and of amusements are

generally capricious and irreducible to rule ; but every change in the

dwellings of mankind, from the rudest wooden cabin to the stately

^ These English, said the Spaniards who came over with Philip II., have their houses
made of sticks and dirt, but they fare commonly so well as the king. Harrison's Description
of Britain, prefixed to Holingshed.

2 i^neas Sylvius, de Moribus Germanorum. This treatise is an amplified paneg^yric upon
Germany, and contains several curious passages. They must be taken, perhaps, with some
allowance ; for the drift of the whole is to persuade the Germans that so rich and noble a
country could afford a little money for the poor pope. Civitates quas vocant liberas, cum
Imperatori solilm subjiciuntur, cujus jugum est instar libertatis ; nee profecto usquam gen-
tium tanta libertas e?;t, quanta fruuntur hujuscemodi civitates. Nam populi quos Itali vocant
liberos, hi potissimum serviunt, sive Venetius inspectes, sives Florentiam aut Caenas, in

quibus cives, prseter paucos qui reliquos ducunt, loco mancipiorum habentur. Cum nee
rebus suis uti, ut libet, vel fari qua velint, et gravissimis opprimuntur pecuniarum exac-

tionibus. Apud Germanos omnia laeta sunt, omnia jucunda ; nemo suis privatur bonis.

Salva cuique sua haereditas est, nulli nissi nocenti magistratus nocent. Nee apud eos fac-

tiones sicut apud Italas urbes grassantur. Sunt autem supra centum civitates hac libertate

fruentes.

In another part of his work he gives a specious account of Vienna. The houses, he says,

had glass windows and iron doors. Fenestras undique vitrese perlucent, et ostia plerumque
ferrea. In domibus multa et munda supelle.x-. Altae domus magnificaeque visuntur.

_
Unum

id dedecori est, quod tecta plerumque tigno contegunt, pauca latere. Csetera sediricia muro
lapideo consistunt. Pictas domus et exterius et interius splendent. Civitatis popuius 50,000
cotnmiinicantiuvi creditur. I suppose this gives at least double for the total population.

He proceeds to represent the manners of the city in a less favourable point of view, charging
the citizens with glutton^' and libertinism, the nobility with oppression, the judges wth cor-

ruption, &c. Vienna probably had the vices of a flourishing city ; but the love of amplifica-

tion in so rhetorical a writer as iEneas Sylvius weakens the value of his testimony, on which-
ever side it is given.
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mansion, has been dictated by some principle of convenience, neat-

ness, comfort, or magnificence. Yet this most interesting field of

research has been less beaten by our antiquaries than others compa-
ratively barren. I do not pretend to a complete knowledge of what
lias been written by these learned inquirers ; but I can only name one
book in which the civil architecture of our ancestors has been sketched,

loosely indeed, but with a superior hand ; and another in which it is

partially noticed. I mean by the first a chapter in the Appendix to

Dr Whitaker's History of Whalley ; and by the second, Mr King's

Essays on Ancient Castles in the Archa?ologia,—vols. iv. and vi. Ot
these I shall proceed to make free use in the following paragraphs.

The most ancient buildings which we can trace in this island, after

the departure of the Romans, were circular towers of no great size,

whereof many remain in Scotland ; erected either on a natural emi-
nence, or on an artificial mound of earth. Such arc Conisborough
Castle in Yorkshire, and Castleton in Derbyshire, built perhaps before

the Conquest. 1 To the lower chambers of those gloomy keeps there

was no admission of light or air, except through long narrow loop-

holes, and an aperture in the roof. Regular windows were made in

the upper apartments. Were it not for the vast thickness of the walls,

and some marks of attention both to convenience and decoration in

these structures, we might be induced to consider them as rather in-

tended for security during the transient inroad of an enemy, than for

a chieftain's usual residence. They bear a close resemblance, except

by their circular form and more insulated situation, to the peels, or

square towers of three or four stories, which arc still found conti-

guous to ancient mansion-houses, themselves far more ancient, in the

northern counties, and seem to have been designed for places of refuge.

In course of time, the barons, who owned these castles, began to

covet a more comfortable dwelling. The keep was either much en-

larged, or altogether relinquished as a place of residence, except in time
of siege ; while more convenient apartments were sometimes erected

in the tower of entrance, over the great gateway, which led to the inner

ballium or courtyard. Thus at Tunbridge Castle, this part of which
is referred by Mr King to the beginning of the thirteenth century, there

was a room, twenty-eight feet by sixteen, on each side of the gateway
;

another above, of the same dimensions, with an intermediate room
over the entrance ; and one large apartment on a second floor occu-
pying the whole space, and intended for state. The windows in this

class of castles were still little better than loopholes on the basement
story, but in the upper rooms often large and beautifully ornamented,
though always looking inwards to the court. Edward 1. intro-

duced a more splendid and convenient style of castles, containing
many habitable towers, with communicating apartments. Conway and

1 Mr Lysons refers Castleton to the age of William the Conqueror, but without giving any
rca'ions. Mr King had satisfied himself that it was builr during the Heptarchy, and even
before the conversion of the Saxons to Christianity ; but in this he gave the reins, as usual,

to his imagination, which as much exceeded his learning as the latter did his judgment.
Cuiu>borough should seem, by ilic name, to l\avc been a royal residence, which it certainly
never was after the Conquest. Hut if the engravings of the decorative parts in Archa:ologia
are not remarkably inaccurate, the architecture is too elegant for the Dane^, much more for
the luiconvcrted Saxons. Doth these castles are enclosed by a court, or ballium, with a
fortified entrance, like those erected by the Normans.
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Carnarvon will l)c familiar examples. The next innovation was tlic

castle-pnlacc ; of which Windsor, if not quite the earhcst, is the mo<>t

maj^niliccnt instance. Alnwick, Naworth, Harcwood, Spoflforth, Kcn-
ilworlh, and Warwick, were all built upon this scheme durinjj the

fourteenth century, but subsequent cnlargementslhavc rendered caution

necessary to distinguish their original remains. "The odd mixture,"

says Mr King, " of convenience and magnificence which cautious de-

signs for protection and defence, {and with the inconveniences of the

former confined plan of a close fortress, is very strikin;::." The provi-

sions for defence became now, however, little more than nugatory
;

large arched windows like those of cathedrals were introduced into

halls, and this change in architecture manifestly bears witness lo the
cessation of baronial wars, and the increasing love of splendour in the

reign of Edward III.

To these succeeded the castellated houses of the fifteenth century ;

such as Herstmonceux in Sussex, Haddon Hall in Derbyshire, and the

older part of Knowlc in Kent.^ They resembled fortified castles in

their strong gateways, their turrets and battlements, to erect which a
royal licence was necessary, but their defensive strength could only

have availed against a sudden affray or attempt at forcible dispossession.

They were always built round one or two courtyards, the circumference
of the first, when there were two, being occupied by the offices and
servants' rooms, that of the second by the state-apartments. Regular
quadrangular houses, not castellated, were sometimes built during the

same age, and under Henry VH. became universal in the superior style

of domestic architecture. The quadrangular form, as Avell from
security and convenience as from imitation of conventual houses,

which were always constructed upon that model, was generally pre-

ferred ; even where the dwelling-house, as indeed was usual, only took
up one side of the enclosure, and the remaining three contained the

offices, stables, and farm-buildings, with walls of communication.
Several very old parsonages appear to have been built in this manner.
It is, however, very difficult to discover any fragments of houses inha-

bited by the gentry, before the reign, at soonest, of Edward III., or

even to trace them by engravings in the older topographical works

;

not only from the dilapidations'of time, but because ver)'few consider-

able mansions had been erected by that class. A great part of Eng-
land affords no stone fit for building ; and the vast, though unfortu-

nately not inexhaustible, resources of her oak forests were easily applied

to less durable and magnificent structures. A frame of massive
timber, independent of walls, and resembling the inverted hull of a
large ship, formed the skeleton, as it were, of an ancient hall ; the

principal beams springing from the ground naturally curved, and
forming a Gothic arch overhead. ' The intervals of these were filled up
Avith horizontal planks ; but in the earlier buildings, at least in some
districts, no part of the walls was of stone. Stone houses are, how-
ever, mentioned as belonging to citizens of London, even in the reign

of Henry II.,—and, though not often perhaps regularly hewn stones,

1 The niins of Herstmonceux are, I believe, tolerably authentic remains of Henry VI.'s aje,

but a modern antiquary asserts that only one of the courts at Haddon Hali is of tas fifteenth

centurJ^ Lysons's Derbj-shire.
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yet those scattered over the soil, or du;:^ from flint quarries, bound
together with a very strong and durable cement, were employed
in the construction of manorial houses, especially in the western

counties, and other parts where that material is easily procured.^

(Gradually, even in timber buildings, the intervals of the main beams,
which now became perpendicular, not throwing off their curved
springers till they reached a considerable height, were occupied by
stone walls, or, where stone was expensive, by mortar or plaster, inter-

sected by horizontal or diagonal beams, grooved into the principal

jncrs. This mode of building continued for a long time, and is still

famiUar to our eyes in the older streets of the metropolis and other

towns, and in many parts of the countr)'.^ Early in the fourteenth

century, the art of building with brick, which had been lost since the

Roman dominion, was introduced, probably from Inlanders. Though
several edifices of that age arc constructed with this material, it did

not come into general use till the reign of Henr)' VI. Many consider-

able houses, as well as public buildings, were erected with bricks

during his reign and that of Edward IV., chiefly in the eastern

counties, where the deficiency in stone was most experienced. Few,
if any, brick mansion-houses of the fifteenth century exist, except in a
dilapidated state ; but Queen*s College and Clare Hall at Cambridge,
and part of Eton College, arc subsisting witnesses to the durability of
the material as it was then employed.

It is an error to suppose that the English gentry were lodged in

stately or even in well-sized houses. Generally speaking, their dwell-

ings were almost as inferior to those of their descendants in capacity
IS they were in convenience. The usual arrangement consisted of an
entrance-passage running through the house, with a hall on one side,

a parlour beyond, and one or two chambers above, and on the oppo-
site side, a kitchen, pantry, and other offices.^ Such was the ordinary
manor-house of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, as appears not
only from the documents and engravings, but, as to the latter period,

from the buildings themselves, sometimes, though not very frequently,

occupied by families of consideration, more often converted into farm-
houses, or distinct tenements. Larger structures were erected by men
of great estates during the reigns of Henry VI. and Edward IV. ; but
very few can be traced higher ; and such has been the effect of time,

still more through the advance or decline of families, and the progress
of architectural improvement, than the natural decay of these build-

ings, that I should conceive it difficult to name a house in England,
still inhabited by a gentleman, and not belonging to the order of

' Harrison says that few of the houses of the cammonaHty, except here and tlicrc in the
west country towns, were made of stone. This was about 1570.

2 The ancient nmnours and houses of our gentlemen, says Harrison, are yet, and for the
most part of strong timber, in framing whereof our carpenters have been and arc worthily pre-
ferred before those of like science among all other nations. Howbeit such as are lately builded
are either of brick or hard stone, or both.

3 In Strutt's View of Manners wc have an invcntury of furniture i:
' " ise of Mr

Ricliard Fcrnior, ancestor of the earl of Point ret, at K.istun in Nor' .ire. and
another in that of Sir Adri.in Foskewe. 1'.^ '- > .^f.i,,

, ^ iMcdimcn-
sions and arrangement mentioned. And > ';nt, the bisec-
tion of the ground-plot by an entrance p.i .1 . is a proof of
antiquity. Haddon Hall and Penshurst siill liisjilay this ancient arrun.^L-nient, which has
1) ;en altered in some old houses. About the r-i^n of J.ames I., or perhaps a little sooner,
architects began to perceive the additional grandeur of entering the great hall at once.
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castles, llic jjiinripal apartments of which are oldcT than the reign of

Henry VII. 'llic instances at least must be extremely few.*

France by no means appears to have made a j^reater progress than
our own country in domestic architecture. Kxcept fortified castles, I

do not find in the work of a very miscellaneous, but apparently diligent

writer,- any considerable dwellings mentioned before the reign of
Charles VII., and very few of so early a date.^ Jacques Coeur, a
famous merchant, unjustly persecuted by that prince, had a handsome
house at Paris, as well as another at Beaumont-sur-Oise. It is obvious
that the long calamities which France endured before the expulsion
of the English must have retarded this eminent branch of national

improvement.
Even in Italy, where from the size of her cities, and social refine-

ments of her inhabitants, greater elegance and splendour in building
were justly to be expected, the domestic architecture of the middle
ages did not attain any perfection. In several towns, the houses were
covered with thatch, and suffered consequently from destructive fires,

Costanzo, a Neapolitan historian near the end of the sixteenth century,

remarks the change of manners that had occurred since the reign of

Joanna II., one hundred and fifty years before. The great families

under the queen expended all their wealth on their retainers, and
placed their chief pride in bringing them into the field. They were ill

lodged, not sumptuously clothed, nor luxurious in their tables. The
house of Caracciolo, high steward of that princess, one of the most
powerful subjects that ever existed, having fallen into the hands of

persons incomparably below his station, had been enlarged by them,
as insufficient for their accommodation. If such were the case in the

city of Naples so late as the beginning of the fifteenth centur}', we
may guess how mean were the habitations in less polished parts of

Europe.
The two most essential improvements in architecture during this

period, one of which had been missed by the sagacity of Greece and
Rome, were chimneys and glass windows. Nothing apparently can be
more simple than the former

;
yet the wisdom of ancient times had

been content to let the smoke escape by an aperture in the centre of

the roof; and a discovery, of which Vitruvius had not a glimpse, was
made perhaps in this country by some forgotten semi-barbarian.

1 Single rooms, windows, doorways, &c., of an earlier date may perhaps not unfrequently
be found ; but such instances are always to be verified by their intrinsic evidence, not by the
tradition of the place. The most remarkable fragment of early building which I have any-
where found mentioned is at a house in Berkshire, called Appleton, where there exists a sort

of prodigy, an entrance-passage with circular arches in the Saxon stj-le, which must probably
be as old as the reign of Henry II. No other private house in England, as I conceive, can
boast of such a monument of antiquity. Lysons's Berkshire.

2 It is to be regretted that Le Grand d'Aussy never completed that part of his "Vie privee

des Francais, which was to have comprehended the history of civil architecture. Villaret has
noticed its state about 1380.

3 Chenonceau.x in Touraine was built by a nephew of Chancellor Duprat; Gaillon in the

department of Eure by Cardinal Amboise ; both at the beginning of the sixteenth cen:urj'.

Tiiese are now considered, in their ruins, as among the most ancient houses in France. A
work by Ducerceau gives accurate engravings of thirty houses ; but, with one or r\vo excep-
tions, they seem all to have been built in the si.vteenth century. Even in that age defence
was naturally an object in constructing a French mansion-house ; and where defence is to be
regarded, splendour and convenience must give way. The name oi chateauyiz.% not retained
without meaning.
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About the middle of the fourteenth century the use of chimneys is

distinctly mentioned in Enjrland and in Italy; but they are found in

several of our castles which bear a much older date.^ This country

seems to have lost very early the art of making gh'iss, which was pre-

served in France, whence artificers were brought into England to fur-

nish the windows in some new churches in the seventh century. It is

said that in the reign of Henry III., a few ecclesiastical buildings had.

glazed windows. Suger, however, a century before, had adorned his

great work, the abbey of St Denis, with windows, not only glazed, but
painted, and I presume that other churches of the same class, both in

France and England, especially after the lancet-shaped window had
yielded to one of ampler dimensions, were generally decorated in a
similar manner. Yet glass is said not to have been employed in the

domestic architecture of France before the fourteenth century, and its

introduction into England was probably by no means earlier. Nor
indeed did it come into general use during the period of the middle
ages. Glazed windows were considered as movable furniture, and
probably bore a high price. When the earls of Northumberland, as

late as the reign of Elizabeth, left Alnwick Castle, the windows were
taken out of their frames, and carefully laid by.-

But if the domestic buildings of the fifteenth century would not
seem very spacious or convenient at present, far less would this luxu-

rious generation be content with their internal accommodations. A
gentleman's house containing three or four beds was extraordinarily

well provided ; few probably had more than two. The walls were
commonly bare, without wainscot or even plaster ; except that some
great houses were furnished with hangings, and that perhaps hardly so

soon as the reign of Edward IV. It is unnecessary to add, that nei-

ther libraries of books nor pictures could have found a place among
furniture. Silver plate was very rare, and hardly used for the table.

A few inventories of furniture that still remain exhibit a miserable defi-

ciency.3 And this was incomparably greater in private gentlemen's
houses than among citizens, and especially foreign merchants. We
have an inventory of the goods belonging to Contarini, a rich Venetian
trader, at his house in St liotolph's Lane, A.D. 1481. There appear to

1 Beckman's History of Inventions, a work of very preat research, cannot trace any
explicit mention of chimneys beyond the writings of John Villani, wherein, however, they are
not noiicod as a new invention. Piers Plowman, a few years later than Villani. speaks of a
"chambrewith a chimney," in which rich men usually dined. But in the account-book of
Bolton Abbey, under the year 1311, there is a charge pro faciendo camino in the rectorv-
house of G.ar^rave. This may, I think, have been only an iron stove or fire-pan, though Dr
W. without hesitation translates it a chimney. However, Mr King, in his observations on
ancient castlc-i, Archa:ol.. and Mr Strutt, describe chimneys in castles of .1 very old con-
struction. Th.it at Coni>borough in Yorkshire is peculiarly worthy of attention, and carric«
back this import.iut invention to a remote .intiquily. Chimneys are still more modem in

France; and scciii, according to Paulmy, to have come into common use since tlic middle of
the sevcnleenlh centur>-. Jadis nos p^res n'avoient qu'un unique chauffoir, ((ui etoit commuu
Ji toute une famille, ct quelquefois h plusieurs, t. iii. p. 133. In another place, however, he
lys: II parait que les tuyau.v de chcmine'cs etaient deji tr<is en usage en France.
» Bishop Percy says, on liie authority of Harrison, that glass was not commonly used in the

reign of Henry VI 11.

3 See some curious v.aluations of furniture and stock in trade at Colchester in 1396 and 1301.
A carpenter's stock was valued at a shilling, and consisted of five tools. Other tradesmen
were almost as poor ; but a t.inner's stock, if there is no mistake, was worth £c), 7s. rod., more
than ten times any other. Tanners were principal tradesmen, the chief part of dress bcin^
made of leather. A few silver cups and spoons are theonly articles of plate ; and as the former
arc valued but At one or two shillings, they had, I suppose, but a little silver on the rim.
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have been not less than ten beds, and ^dass windows arc specially

noticed as niovaljle furniture. No 1 , however, is 1

chairs or lookin.Lj-jjlnsses.i If we c- iliis account, 1

trifling in our estimation, with a similar inventory of furniture 111

Skipton castle, the ;jreat honour of the earls of Cumberland, and
amon}^ the most splendid mansions of the north, not at the sam;
period, for I have not found any inventory of a nobleman's furniture

so ancient, but in 1572, after almost a century of continual improve-
ment, we shall be astonished at the inferior provision of the baronial

residence. There were not more that seven or eijjht beds in this great

castle ; nor had any of the chambers either chairs, glasses, or carpets.-

It is in this sense, probably, that we must understand /tneas Sylvius,

if he meant anything more than to express a traveller's discontent,

when he declares that the kings of Scotland would rejoice to be as
well lodged as the second class of citizens at Nuremberg.^ Few
burghers of that town had mansions, I presume, equal to the palace >

of l3unfermlinc or Stirling, but it is not unlikely that they were bettc.

furnished.

In the construction of farm-houses and cottages, especially the latter

there have probably been fewer changes ; and those it would be morv,

difticult to follow. No building of this class can be supposed to exist

of the antiquity to which the present work is confined ; and I do not
know that we have any document as to the inferior architecture of

England so valuable as one which M. de Paulmy has quoted for that

of France, though perhaps more strictly applicable to Italy, an illu-

minated manuscript of the fourteenth century, being a translation of

Crescentio's work on agriculture, illustrating the customs, and, among
other things, the habitations of the agricultural class. According to

Paulmy, there is no other difference between an ancient and a modern
farm-house, than arises from the introduction of tiled roofs. In the
original work of Crescentio, a native of Bologna, who composed this

treatise on rural affairs about the year 1300, an Italian farm.-housc,

when built, at least, according to his plan, appears to have been com-

1 NichoU's Illustrations. Among several interesting facts of the same class, we have another
inventory of the goods of "John Port, late the king's servant," who died about 1524- Hj
seems to have been a man of some consideration, and probably a merchant. The house con-
sisted of a hall, parlour, buttery, and kitchen with two chambers, and one smaller, on the
floor above ; a napery, or linen room, and three garrets, besides a shop, which was probably
detached. There were five bedsteads in the house, and on the whole a great deal of furniture

for those times ; much more than I have seen in any other inventory. His plate is valued at

;^94; his jewels at;^23 : his funeral expenses come t0;^73, 6s. 8d.
^ A better notion of the accommodations usual in the rank immediately below may be co'-

Iccted from two inventories published by Strutt, one of Mr Termor's house at Easton, ti.

.

other Sir Adrian Foskewe's. I have mentioned the size of these gentlemen's houses alreadj*.

In the former the parlour had wainscot, a table, and a few chairs ; the chambers above had
two best beds, and there was one servant's bed ; but the inferior ser\-ant5 had only mattre^st5
on the floor. The best chambers had window-shutters and curtains. Mr Fermor, being a
merchant, was probably better supplied than the neighbouring gentry. His plate, however,
consisted only of sixteen spoons, and a few gobiefs and ale-pots. Sir Adrian Foskewe's
opulence appears to have been greater: he had a service of silver plate, and his parlour was
furnished with hangings. This was in 1539. ^^ ^s not to be imagined that a knight of the

shire a hundred years before would have rivalled even this scantj- provision of movables.
These details, trifling as they may appear, are absolutely necessary in order to give an idea
with some precision of a state of national wealth so totally different from the present.

3 Cuperent tem egregid Scotorum reges quam mediocres Nurembergse cives habitare. X.xl,

Sylv. apud Schmidt, Hist, des Allemands.
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modious both in size and arrangement.^ Cottages in England seem
to have generally consisted of a single room without division of stories.

Chimneys were unknown in such dwellings till the early part of

Elizabeth's reign, when a very rapid and sensible improvement took

place in the comforts of our yeomanry and cottagers.-

It must be remembered that I have introduced this disadvantageous
representation of civil architecture as a proof of general poverty and
backwardness in the refinements of life. Considered in its higher

departments, that art is the principal boast of the middle ages. The
common buildings, especially those of a public kind, were constructed

with skill and attention to durability. The castellated style displays

these qualities in greater perfection ; the means arc well adapted to

their objects, and its imposing grandeur, though chiefly resulting, no
doubt, from massiveness and historical association, sometimes indicates

a degree of architectural genius in the conception. But the most
remarkable works of this art are the religious edifices erected in the

twelfth and three following centuries. These structures, uniting sub-

limity in general composition with the beauties of variety and form,

intricacy of parts, skiljful, or at least fortunate, eft'ects of shadow and
light, and in some instances with extraordinary mechanical science,

are naturally apt to lead those antiquaries who are most conversant
with them, into too partial estimates of the times wherein they were
founded. They certainly are accustomed to behold the fairest side of

the picture. It was the favourite and most honourable employment
of ecclesiastical wealth, to erect, to enlarge, to repair, to decorate
cathedral and conventual churches. An immense capital must have
been expended upon these buildings in England between the Conquest
and the Reformation. And it is pleasing to observe how the seeds of

genius,. hidden as it were under the frost of that dreary winter, began
to bud to the first sunshine of encouragement. In the darkest period
of the middle ages, especially after the Scandinavian incursions into

France and England, ecclesiastical architecture, though always far

more advanced than any other art, bespoke the rudeness and poverty of
the times. It began towards the latter part of the eleventh century,

when tranquillity, at least as to former enemies, was restored, and some
degree of learning reappeared, to assume a more noble appearance.
The Anglo-Norman cathedrals were perhaps as much distinguished
above other works of man in their own age as the more splendid edifices

of a later period. The science manifested in them is not, however,
very great ; and their style, though by no means destitute of lesser

beauties, is upon the whole an awkward imitation of Roman architec-

ture, or perhaps more immediately of the Saracenic buildings in Spain,

and those of the lower Greek empire.' But about the middle of the

1 Crcsentius in Commodum Ruralium. This old edition contains many C0.11-SC wooden
cuts, possibly t.ikcn from the illuminations which P.iulmy found in his manuscript.

^ Ciiimneys were not used in the farm-houses of Cheshire till within forty years of the
publication of King's Vale-royal, 1636: the fire was in the midst of the house, against a hob
of cl.-iy, and the oxen lived under the same roof.

' The Sar.iccnic architecture was once conceived to have been the parent of the Gothic.
But the pointed arch does not occur, I believe, in ar- ^' —

'

' > ' • -^ . ^bile the great
mosque of Cordova, built in the eighth century, rcsci- iperior bcauly and
m.agnificence, one of our oldest cathedrals ; the n:ivc c. 1 . . ;.. _ . m.'r -;- Durham.
Even the vaulting is similar, and seems to indicate some imitation, th( -is of a
common model. Compare Archaologia, vol. xvii., plates z and 2, with . .\nibian
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twelfth century this manner bc^an to give place to what is improperly
(Icnoniinnitd tlic (iothic architecture ;i of which the pointed nrch,

formed by the sc;;ments of two intersecting; semicircles, struck from
points equidistant from the centre of a common diameter, has been
deemed the essential characteristic. We are not concerned at present
to iiKjuire whether this style originated in France or Germany, Italy or

Kngland, since it was certainly almost simultaneous in all these coun-
tries ;

- nor from what source it was derived ; a question of no small
difficulty. I would only venture to remark, that whatever may be
the origin of the pointed arch, for which there is more than one mode
of accounting, we must perceive a very oriental character in the vast
profusion of ornament, especially on the exterior surface, which is as

distinguishing a mark of Gothic buildings as their arches, and con-
tributes in an eminent degree both to their beauties and to their de-
fects. This, indeed, is rather applicable to the later than the earlier

stage of architecture, and rather to continental than PInglish churches.

Amiens is in a far more florid style than Salisbur}', though a contem-
porary structure. The Gothic species of architecture is thought by
some to have reached its perfection, considered as an object of taste,

by the middle of the fourteenth century, or at least to have lost some-
Antiquitlcs, plate 5. The pillars indeed .it Cordova are of the Corinthian order, Tv^rfc-t'y

executed, if we may trust the engraving, and the work, I presume, of Christian -

'

while those of our Anglo-Norman cathedrals are generally an imitation of the Tu
the builders not venturing to trust their roofs to a more slender support, though L
foliage is common in the capitals, especially those of smaller ornamental columns. In f < t,

the Roman architecture is universally acknowledged to have produced what we ca 1 th-;

Saxon or Norman ; but it is remarkable that it should have been adopted, with no variation
but that of the singular horse-shoe arch, by the Moors of Spain.

The Gothic, or pointed arch, though very uncommon in the genuine Saracenic of Spain -n !

the Levant, may be found in some prims from Eastern buildings ; and is particularly stri .
,•

in the facade of the great mosque at Lucknow, in Salt's designs for Lord Valentia's Tra. .^ .

The pointed-arch buildings in the Holy Land have all been traced to the age of the CrusTd-.--.

Some arches, if they deserve the name, that have been referred to this class are not pointcl
by their construction, but rendered such by cutting oflf and hollowing the projections of

horizontal stones.
1 Gibbon has asserted, what might justify this appellation, that "the image of Theodoric*'-

palace at Verona, still extant on a coin, represents the oldest and most authentic model of
Gothic architecture." For this he refers to Maffei, Verona Illustrata, where we find an
engraving, not indeed of a coin, but of a seal, the building represented on which is in a
totally dissimilar style. The following passages in Cassiodorus, for which I am indebted to

M. Ginguene, would be more to the purpose : Quid dicamus columnarum junceam proceri-

tatem? moles illas sublimissimas fabricarum quasi quibusdam erectis hastilibus contineri.

These columns of reedy slenderness, so well described by juncea proceritas, are said to be
found in the cathedral of IMontreale in Sicily, built in the eighth century. They are not,

however, sufficient to justify the denomination of Gothic, which is usually confined to the
pointed-arch style.

^ The famous abbot Suger, minister of Louis VI., rebuilt St Denis about iixo. The
cathedral of Laon is said to have been dedicated in 11 14. I do not know in what style the
latter of these churches is built, but the former is, or rather was, Gothic. Notre Dame at

Paris was begun soon after the middle of the twelfth century, and completed under St Louis.

Melanges tires d'une grande bibliotheque, t. xxxi. p. 108. In England, the earliest specimen
I have seen of pointed arches is in a print of St Botolph's Priory at Colchester, said by Struit

to have been built in iiio. View of Manners, vol. i., plate 30. These are apertures formed
by excavating the space contained by the intei'section of semicircular or Saxon arches,

Avhich are perpetually disposed, by way of ornament, on the outer as well as inner surface of

old churches, so as to cut each other, and consequently to produce the figure of a Gothic

church; and if there is no mistake in the date, they are probably among the most ancient of

that style in Europe. Those at the church of St Cross, near Winchester, are of the reign ci

Stephen; and, generally speaking, the pointed style, especially in vaulting, the most import-

ant object in the construction of a building, is not considered older than Heiuy II. The nave
of Canterbury cathedral, of the erection of which by a French architect about 1176 we have
a full account in Gervase, and the Temple church, dedicated in 1183, are the mo::t ancient

EngUsh buildings altogether in the Gothic manner.
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1

thing of its excellence by the corresponding part of the next age ; an
effect of its early and rapid cultivation, since arts appear to have, like

individuals, their natural progress and decay. Yet this seems, if true

at all, only applicable to England ; since the cathedrals of Cologne
and Milan, perhaps the most distinguished monuments of this archi-

tecture, are both of the fifteenth century. The mechanical execution,

at least, continued to improve, and is so far beyond the apparent
intellectual powers of those times that some have ascribed the princi-

pal ecclesiastical structures to the fraternity of freemasons, deposita-

ries of a concealed and traditionary science. There is, probably, some
ground for this opinion ; and the earlier archives of that mysterious
association, if they existed, might illustrate the progress of Gothic
architecture, and perhaps reveal its origin. The remarkable change
into this new style that was almost contemporaneous in every part of

Europe, cannot be explained by any local circumstances, or the capri-

cious taste of a single nation.^

It would be a pleasing task to trace with satisfactory exactness the

slow, and almost perhaps insensible progress of agriculture and inter-

nal improvement during the latter period of the middle ages. But no
diligence could recover the unrecorded history of a single village

;

though considerable attention has of late been paid to this interesting

subject by those antiquaries who, though sometimes affecting to de-

spise the lights of modern philosophy, are unconsciously guided by
their effulgence. 1 have already adverted to the wretched condition
of agriculture during the prevalence of feudal tenures, as well as before

their general establishment. 2 Yet even in the least civilised ages,

there were not wanting partial encouragements to cultivation, and the

ameliorating principle of human industry struggled against destructive

revolutions and barbarous disorder. The devastation of war from the
fifth to the eleventh century rendered land the least costly of all gifts,

though it must ever be the most truly valuable and permanent. Many
1 The curious subject of freemasonry has unfortunately been treated only by panegyrists

or calumniators, both equally mendacious. I do not wish to pry into the mysteries of the
craft ; but it would be interesting to know more of their history during the period when they
were literally architects. They are charged by an act of Parliament, 3 H. VI., with fixing

the price of their labour in their annual chapters, contrary to the statute of labourers, and
such chapters are consequently prohibited. This is their first persecution : they have since
undergone others,, and are perhaps reserved for still more. It is remarkable that mxsons
were never legally incorporated lilce other traders, their bond of union being stronger than
any charter. The article Masonry in the Encyclopa;dia Britannica is worth reading.

* I cannot resist the pleasure of transcribmg a lively and eloquent passage from Dr
Whit.akcr : "Could a curious observer of the present day carry himself nine or ten centuries
back, and ranging the simimit of Pendle, survey the forked vale of Calder on one side, and
the bolder margins of Kibble and Hadder on the other, instead of poi)ulous towns and vil-

lages, the castle, the old tower-built house, the elegant modern mansion, the artificial plan-

tation, the enclosed park and pleasure-ground, instead of uninterrupted inclosures which
have driven sterility almost to the summit of the fells, how great must then have been the
contrast, when, ranging cither at a distance, or immediately beneath, his eye must have
caught vast tracts of forest ground stagnating with bog or dariccncd by native woods, where
the wild ox, the roc, the stac, and the wolf, had .scarcely learned the supremacy of man,
^hen, directing his view to tlie intermediate spaces, to the windings of the valleys, or the
expanse of plains beneath, he could only have distinguished a few insulated patchesof culture,
each encirclin;: a village of wretched cabins, among which would still be remarked oric rude
mansion of wood, scarcely equal in comfort to a modern cottage, yet then rising proudly
eminent above the rest, where the Saxon lord, surrounded by his faithful cotarii, enjoyed a
rude and solitary independence, owning no superior but his sovereign." About a fourteenth
part of this parish of Whalley was cultivated at the time of Domesday. This proportion,
however, would by no means hold in the coivi'iw south of Trent.

2 S
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of the pjmnts to monasteries, which strike us as enormous, were 01

dislricls absolutely wasted, which would probably have been reclaim' 'I

by no other means. We owe the a^'ricultural restoration of great pari

of Europe to the monks. They chose, for ih sake of retirement,

secluded re.[,nons which they cultivated with the labour of their

hands.l Several charters are extant, granted to convents, and some-
times to laymen, of lands which they had recovered from a desert

condition, after the rava<^'es of the Saracens.^ Some districts were
allotted to a body of Spanish colonists, who emigrated, in the reign of

Louis the Debonair, in search of a Christian soverci;;n.* Nor is this

the only instance of a;^ricultural colonics. Giarlemaj^nc transplanted
part of his conquered Saxons into Flanders, a country at that time
almost unpeopled ; and at a much later period, there was a remark-
able reflux from the same country, or rather from Holland, to the

coasts of the Baltic Sea. In the twelfth centur}', great numbers of

Dutch colonists settled along the whole line between the Ems and th*"-

Vistula. They obtained grants of uncultivated land on condition cf

fixed rents, and were governed by their own laws under magistrates of

their own election.*

There cannot be a more striking proof of the low condition of Eng-
lish agriculture in the eleventh century, than is exhibited by Domesday
book. Though almost all England had been partially cultivated, and
we find nearly the same manors, except in the north, which exist at

present, yet the value and extent of cultivated ground are inconceivably
small. With every allowance for the inaccuracies and partialities of

those by whom that famous survey was completed,^ we are lost in

amazement at the constant recurrence of two or three carucates in

demesne, with folklands occupied by ten or a dozen villeins, valued
altogether at forty shillings, as the return of a manor, which now
would yield a competent income to a gentleman. If Domesday book
can be considered as even approaching to accuracy in respect of these

estimates, agriculture must certainly have made a very material pro-

gress in the four succeeding centuries. This, however, is rendered
1 "Of the Anglo-Saxon husbandry we may remark," says Mr Turner, "that Domesday

Survey gives us some indication that tlie cultivation of the church lands was much superior

to that of any other order of society. They have much less wood upon them, and less com-
mon of pasture ; and what they had appears often in smaller and more irregularpieces ; while
their meadow was more abundant, and in more numerous distributions."

^ In Marca Hispanica, we have a grant from Lothaire I., in 834, to a person and his brother

of lands which their father, ab eremo in Septiniania trahens, had possessed by a charter tf

Charlemagne.
^ They were permitted to decide petty suits among themselves, but for more important

matters were to repair to the county-court. A liberal policy runs through the whole charter.

^ I owe this fact to M. Heeren. An inundation in their own country is supposed to have
immediately produced this emigration ; but it was probably successive, and connected with

political as well as physical causes of greater permanence. The first instrument in v/bich

they are mentioned is a grant from the Bishop of Hamburgh in 1106. This colony has

affected the local usages, as well as the denomination of things and places along the northern

coast of Germany. It must be presumed that a large proportion of the emigrants were
diverted from agriculture to people the commercial cities which grew up in the twelfth cen-

tury upon that coast.
^ Ingulfus tells us that the commissioners were pious enough to favour Croyland, returning

its possessions inaccurately, both as to measurement and value ; non ad veruni pretium, nee

ad verum spatium nostrum monasterium librabant misericorditer, praecaventes in futuruni

regis txactionibus, p. 79. I may just observe by the way, that Ingulfus gives the plain

meaning of the word Domesday, which has been disputed. The book was so called, he says,

pro sua generalitate omnia tenementa totius terric intcgrS contineute ; that is, it was as general

and conclusive as the last judgiuent will be.
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probable by other documents. Inj^ulfiis, abbot of Croyland under tlic

Con((ucror, supplies an early and interesting evidence of improvement.
Richard de Rules, lord of Deeping, he tells us, being fond of agricul-

ture, obtained permission from the abbey to enclose a large portion of

marsh for the purpose of separate pasture, excluding the Wclland by a

strong dike, upon which he erected a town, and rendering those stag-

nant fens a garden of Eden. In imitation of this spirited cultivator,

the inhabitants of Spalding, and some neighbouring villages, by a
common resolution divided their marshes amongst them ; when some
converting them to tillage, some reserving them for meadow, others

leaving them in pasture, found a rich soil for every purpose. The
abbey of Croyland and villages in that neighbourhood followed this

example.^ This early instance of parochial enclosure is not to be
overlooked in the history of social progress. By the statute of Merton,
in the 20th of Henry III., the lord is jiermittcd to approve, that is to

enclose, the waste lands of his manor, j)rovided he leave sufticient

common of pasture for the freeholders. Higden, a writer who lived

about the reign of Richard II., says, in reference to the number of

hydes and vills of England at the Conquest, that by clearing of woods,
and ploughing up waste, there were many more of each in his age than
formerly. And it might be easily presumed, independently of proof,

that woods were cleared, marshes drained, and wastes brought into

tillage, during the long period that the house of Plantagenet sat on the

throne. From manorial surveys, indeed, and similar instruments, it

appears that in some places there was nearly as much ground culti-

vated in the reign of P'dward III. as at the present day. The condi-

tion of different counties, however, was very far from being alike, and
in general the northern and western parts of England were the most
backward.

2

The culture of arable land was very imperfect. Hela remarks, in

the reign of Edward I. or II., that unless an acre yielded more than
six bushels of corn, the farmer would be a loser and the land yield no
rent. And Sir John Cullum, from very minute accounts, has calcu-

lated that nine or ten bushels were a full average crop on an acre of
wheat. An amazing excess of tillage accompanied, and partly, I sup-
pose, produced this imperfect cultivation. In JIawslcd, for example,
under Edward I., there were thirteen or fourteen hundred acres of
arable, and only forty-five of meadow ground. A similar disproportion
occurs almost invariably in every account we possess. This seems
inconsistent with the low price of cattle. But we must recollect that

the common pasture, often the most extensive part of a manor, is not
included, at least by any specific measuiement, in these surveys. The
rent of land differed of course materially ; sixpence an acre seems to

have been about the average for arable land in the thirteenth century,^
J Communi plebiscito viritim inter se diviserunt, et qiiid.im suas portiones agricol.intes,

quidam .id fcenum conservant«^5, quidam ut prius ad paituram suorum animaliuin separaliter
jacere permittcntes^ ten 1 1 ubcrcm ri

;

' A good deal of inf o former .< culture will be found in Cullum's
History of Hawsted. 1 -..^.v. .. ^.urfolk ii in i...-^ .^ j^^t. among the most valuable of our
local histories. Sir Frederic Eden, in his excellent work on the poor, h;is collected several
interesting facts.

3 I infer this from a number of p.x«:sire!i in Blomcfield, Cullum, and other writers. Hcame
says that an acre was often callcu Solidata icrra;, because ihc yearly real of one on the l^»t
land was a shilliDS.
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lliouijh meadow was at double or treble that sum. But the landlords
were naturally solicitous to augment a revenue that became more and
more inadequate to their luxuries. They grew attentive to agricul-

tural concerns, and perceived that a high rate ofjjroduce, against which
their less enlightened ancestors had been used to clamour, would
bring much more into their coffers than it took away. The exporta-

tion of corn had been absolutely prohibited. But the statute of the

15th Henry VI., c. 2, reciting that "on this account, farmers, and
others who use husbandry, cannot sell their corn but at a low price,

to the great damage of the realm," permits it to be sent anywhere but
to the king's enemies, so long as the quarter of wheat shall not exceed
6s. 8d. in value, or that of barley 3s. The price of wool was fixed in

the thirty-second year of the same reign at a minimum, below which
no person was suffered to buy it, though he might give more,—a pro-

vision neither wise nor equitable, but obviously suggested by the

same motive. Whether the rents of land were augmented in any
degree through these measures, I have not perceived ; their great rise

took place in the reign of Henry VHL, or rather afterwards.^ The
usual price of land under Edward IV. seems to have been ten years'

purchase.
It may easily be presumed that an English writer can furnish very

little information as to the state of agriculture in foreign countries.

In such works relating to France as have fallen within my reach, 1

have found nothing satisfactory, and cannot pretend to determine,
whether the natural tendency of mankind to ameliorate their condition

had a greater influence in promoting agriculture, or the vices inherent

in the actual order of society, and those public misfortunes to which
that kingdom was exposed, in retarding it.^ The state of Italy was
far different ; the rich Lombard plains, still more fertilised by irrign-

tion, became a garden, and agriculture seems to have reached the
excellence which it still retains. The constant warfare indeed of neigh-
bouring cities is not very favourable to industry ; and upon this

account we might incline to place the greatest territorial improve-
ment of Lombardy at an era rather posterior to that of her republican
government ; but from this it primarily sprung ; and without the sub-
jugation of the feudal aristocracy, and that perpetual demand upon
the fertility of the earth which an increasing population of citizens pro-

duced, the valley of the Po would not have yielded more to human
/abour than it had done for several preceding centuries. Though
Lombardy was extremely populous in the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries, she exported large quantities of corn. The very curious

treatise of Crescentius exhibits the full details of Italian husbandry
about 1300, and might afford an interesting comparison to those who
are acquainted with its present state. That state indeed in many
parts of Italy displays no symptoms of decline. But whatever myste-
rious influence of soil or climate has scattered the seeds of death on

1 A passage in Bishop Latimer's sermons, too often quoted to require repetition, shov.s

that land was much underlet about the end of the fifteenth century. His father, he says,

kept half-a-dozen husbandmen, and milked thirty cows, on a farm of three or four pounds
a year. It is not surprising that he lived as plentifully as his son describes.

2 Velly and Villaret scarcely mention the subject ; and Le Grand merely tells us that it

was entirely neglected ; but the details of such an art even in its state of neglect might be
intcrcstins,"
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the western regions of Tuscany had not manifested itself in the middle
ajres. Amonj]^ uninhabitable plains, the traveller is struck by the ruins

of innumerable castles and villages, monuments of a time when pes-

tilence was either unfelt, or had at least not forbade the residence of
mankind. Voltcrra, whose deserted walls look down upon that tainted

solitude, was once a small but free republic ; Siena, round whom,
though less depopulated, the malignant influence hovers, was once
almost the rival of Florence. So melancholy and apparently irresis-

tible a decline of culture and population, through physical causes, as
seems to have gradually overspread a large portion of Italy, has not
perhaps been experienced in any other part of Europe, unless we
except Iceland.

The Italians of the fourteenth century seem to have paid some atten-

tion to an art, of which, both as related to cultivation and to architec-

ture, our own forefathers were almost entirely ignorant. Crescentius
dilates upon horticulture, and gives a pretty long list of herbs both
esculent and medicinal. His notions about the ornamental department
are rather beyond what we should expect, and I do not know that his

scheme of a flower-garden could be much amended. His general
arrangements, which are minutely detailed with evident fondness for

the subject, would of course aj)pcar too formal at present
;
yet less so

than those of subsequent times ; and though acquainted with what is

called the topiary art, that of training or cutting trees into regular
figures, he does not seem to run into extravagance. Regular gardens,
according to Paulmy, were not made in France till the sixteenth or
even the seventeenth century

;
yet one is said to have existed at the

Louvre of much older construction. England, I believe, had nothing
of the ornamental kind, unless it were some trees regularly disposed in

the orchard of a monastery. Even the common horticultural art for

culinary purposes, though not entirely neglected, since the produce of
gardens is sometimes mentioned in ancient deeds, had not been culti-

vated with much attention. The esculent vegetables now most in use
were introduced in the reign of Elizabeth, and some sorts a great deal
later.

I should leave this slight survey of economical history still more
imperfect, were I to make no observation on the relative values of
money. Without something like precision in our notions upon this

subject, every statistical inquiry becomes a source of confusion and
error. But considerable difficulties attend the discussion. These
arise principally from two causes ; the inaccuracy or partial represen-
tations of historical writers, on whom we are accustomed too implicitly

to rely, and the change of manners, which renders a certain command
over articles of purchase less adequate to our wants than it was in for-

mer ages.

The first of these difficulties is capable of being removed by a cir-

cumspect use of authorities. When this part of statistical history
began to excite attention, which was hardly perhaps before the publi-
cation of Bishop Fleetwood's Chronicon Preciosum, so few authentic
documents had been published with respect to prices, that inquirers
were glad to have recourse to historians, even when not contemporary,
for such fixcts as they had thought fit to record. But these historians
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were sometimes too distant from the limes in which they wrote, and
too careless in their ^'cneral character, to merit much regard ; and
even when contemporary, were often credulous, remote from the con-
cerns of the world, and, at the best, more apt to ref^ister some extra-

ordinary phenomenon of scarcity or cheaj, " in the average rate

of pecuniary dealings. The one ought, in j ion, to be absolutely
rejected as testimonies, the other to be sparingly and diffidently ad-
mitted.^ For it is no longer necessary to lean upon such uncertain
witnesses. During the last century a very laudable interest has been
shown by antiquaries in the publication of account-books belr >

private persons, registers of expenses in convents, returns of , .
,

valuations of goods, tavern-bills, and in short every document, how-
ever trifling in itself, by which this important subject can be illustrated.

A sufficient number of such authorities, proving the ordinary tenor of

prices rather than any remarkable deviations . from it, are the true

basis of a table, by which all changes in the value of money should i:»c

measured. I have little doubt but that such a table might be con-
structed from the data we possess, with tolerable exactness, sufficient

at least to supersede one often quoted by pohtical economists, but
which appears to be founded upon very superficial and erroneous in-

quiries.2

It is by no means required that I should here offer such a table of

values, which, as to every country except England, I have no means of

constructing, and which even as to England would be subject to many
difficulties. But a reader, unaccustomed to these investigations, ought
to have some assistance in comparing the prices of ancient times with
his own. I will, therefore, without attempting to ascend very high, for

we have really no sufficient data as to the period immediately subse-

quent to the Conquest, much less that which preceded, endeavour at a
sort of approximation for the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries. In
the reigns of Henry III. and Edward I., previously to the first debase-
ment of the coin by the latter in 1301, the ordinary price of a quarter
of wheat appears to have been about four shillings, and that of barley
and oats in proportion. A sheep was rather sold high at a shilling,

and an ox might be reckoned at ten or twelve.^ The value of cattle is,

1 Sir F. Eden, whose table of prices, though capable of some improvement, is perhaps the
best that has appeared, would, I think, have acted better by omitting ail references to mere
historians, and relying entirely on regular documents. I do not, however, include local

histories, such as the Annals of Dunstable, when they record the market-prices of their

neighbourhood, in respect of which the book last mentioned is almost in the nature of a register.

Sr Whitaker remarks the exactness of Stowe, who says that wheat sold in London, a.d.

ItI4, at 20s. a quarter; whereas it appears to have been at gs. in Lancashire, where it was
always dearer than in the metropolis. It is an odd mistake into which Sir F. Eden has fallen,

when he asseits, and argues on the supposition, that the price of wheat fluctuated in the
thirteenth century from is. to £6, 8s. a quarter. Certainly if any chronicler had mentioned
such a price as the latter, equivalent to ;^i50 at present, we should cither suppose that his

text was corrupt or reject it as an absurd exaggeration. But. in fact, the author has through
haste mistaken 6s. 8d. for £6, 8s., as will appear by referring to his o^ti table of pnces,
where it is set down rightly. It is observed by Mr ^lacpherson, a vcr>- competent judge,
that the arithmetical statements of the best historians of the middle ages are seldom correct,

owing partly to their neglect of e.xamination and partly to blunders of transcribers.
2 The table of comparative values by Sir George Shuckburgh is strangely incompatible

with every result to which my own reading has led me. It is the hasty attempt of a man
accustomed to different studies; and one can neither pardon the presumption of obtrudmg
such a slovenly performance on a subject where the utmost diligence was required, nor the
affectation with which he apologises for "descending from the dignity of philosophy."

3 Blomefield and Sir J. Cullum furnish several prices even at tiiis early period. Most of
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of Course, dependent upon their breed and condition ; and we have
unluckily no early account of butcher's meat ; but we can hardly take

a less multiple than about thirty for animal food, and eighteen or twenty
for corn, in order to bring the prices of the thirteenth century to a level

with those of the present day.i Combining,' the two, and setting the

comparative dearness of cloth against the cheapness of fuel and many
other articles, we may perhaps consider any given sum under Henry
III. and Edward I. as equivalent in general command over commo-
dities to about twenty-four or twenty-five times their nominal value at

present. Under Henry VI., the coin had lost one-third of its weight
in silver, which caused a proportional increase of money prices -,' but,

so far as I can perceive, there had been no diminution in the value of

that metal. We have not much information as to the fertility of the

mines which supplied Europe during the middle ages ; but it is pro-

bable that the drain of silver towards the East, joined to the ostenta-

tious splendour of courts, might fully absorb the usual produce. By
the statutes 15 H. VI. c. 2, the price up to which wheat might be ex-

ported is fixed at 6s. 8d., a point no doubt above the average ; and the
private documents of that period, which are sufficiently numerous, lead

to a similar result. ^ Sixteen will be a proper multiple, when we would
bring the general value of money in this reign to our present standard.*

But after ascertaining the proportional values of money at different

periods by a comparison of the prices in several of the chief articles of

expenditure, which is the only fair process, we shall sometimes be sur-

prised at incidental facts of this class, which seem irreducible to any
rule. These difficulties arise not so much from the relative scarcity of

thom arc collected by Sir F. Eden. Flcta reckons four shillings; the average price of a quarter
of v.hciit in his time. This writer has a digression on agriculture, whence, however, lc&.s i»

to be culltfctc-d than we shjuld expect.
i The fluctuations of price have unfortunately been so grsat of late years, that it is almost

as difficult to determine one side of our equation as the other. Any reader, however, has it

in his power to correct my proportions, and adopt a greater or less nuiUiplc, according to hi»

own estimate of current prices, or tlie changes that may take place from the time when this

is written (1816.

)

^ I have sometimes been surprised at the facility with which prices adjusted themselves to

the c^uantity of silver contained in the current com, in ages which appear too iguorant and
too little commercial for the application of this mercantile principle. But the extensive deal-
ings of the Jewish and Lombard usurers, who had many debtors in almost all parts of the
country, would of itself introduce a knowledge that silver, not its stamp, was the measure of
value. I have mentioned in another place, (see p. 108,) the heavy discontents excited by
this debus jincnt of the coin in France ; but the more gradual enh.incement of nominal prices
in England seems to have prevented any strong manircstations of a similar spirit at the suc-
cessive reductions in value which the coin experienced from the year 1300. The connexion,
however, between commodities and silver was well understood. Wykes, an annalist of
Edward I.'s age, tells us that the Jews clipped our coin, till it retained hardly half its due
weight, the effect of which was a general enchancement of prices, and decline of foreign
trade : Mercatores transmarini cum rncrcimoniis suis rcgnum Anglix minus soiito frcquenta-
b.uit ; necnon quod omnimoda venalium gener.i incomparabilitcr soiito fuenmt cariora.

Another chronicler of the same age complains of bad foreign money, alloyed with copper;
nee erat in quatuor aut quinque ex iis pondus unius denarii argcntl. . . . Eratqiie pessimum
sa'culum pro tali monetA, et tiebant coramutationes plurimac in cinptione et vcndirione rerum.
Edward, as the historian informs us, bought in this bad money .it a rate below its value, in

order to m.ake a proht : and fined som^' p -rsons who interfered with his traffic.

^ These will chiefly be found in Sir F. Eden's table of prices ; the followi: r-- 1 e added
from the account-book of a convent between 1415 and 1425. Wheat >'ar: . to 6s. ;

barley from 3s. 2d. 1045. lod. ; oats from is. 8d. to 2s. 4d. ; oxen from 1. . .; sheep
from is. 2d. to IS. 4d. ; butter, }d. per lb. ; eggs, twenty-five for id. ; cheese, ^d. per lb.

Landsdowne MSS., vol. i., Nos. 28 and 29. These prices do not always agree with those
given in other documents of equal authority in the same period ; but the value of provisions
varied in dilTcrent countries and still more so in different seasons of «he year.

* I insert the followinr; comparative triblc of English money from Sir Frederick Eklcn. The
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particular commodities, which it is for the most part easy to explain,

as from the chan^jc in manners and in the usual mode of living. Wc
have reached in this aj^c so hij;h a pitch of luxury, that wc can hardly
believe or comprehend the frugality of ancient times ; and have in

jTcncral formed mistaken notions a.3 to the habil.s of expenditure which
llien prevailed. Accustomed to judge of feudal and chivalrous ages
by works of fiction, or by historians who embellish their writings with
accounts of occasional festivals and tournaments, and sometimes inat-

tentive enough to transfer the manners of the seventeenth to the four-

teenth century, we are not at all aware of the usual simplicity with which
the gentry lived under Edward I. or even Henry VI. They drank
little wine ; they had no foreign luxuries ; they rarely or never kept
male servants, except for husbandry; their horses, as wc may guess
by the price, v/ere indifferent ; they seldom, travelled beyond their

county. And even their hospitality must have been greatly limited, if

the value of manors were really no greater than we find it in many
surveys. Twenty-four seems a sufficient multiple when wc would raise

a sum mentioned by a writer under Edward I. to the same real value
expressed in our present money, but an income of £\o or £10 was
reckoned a competent estate for a gentleman ; at least the lord of a
single manor would seldom have enjoyed more. A knight who pos-

sessed ;/,'i50 per annum passed for extremely rich. Yet this was not
equal in command over commodities to ^4000 at present. But this

income was comparatively free from taxation, and its expenditure
lightened by the services of his villeins. Such a person, however,
must have been among the most opulent of country gentlemen. Sir

John Fortescue speaks of five pounds a year as " a fair living for a

yeoman," a class of whom he is not at all inclined to diminish the

importance. So, when Sir William Drury, one of the richest men in

Suffolk, bequeaths in 1493 fifty marks to each of his daughters, we
must not imagine that this was of greater value than four or five hundred
pounds at this day, but remark the family pride, and want of ready

unit, or present value, refers of course to that of the shilling before the last coinage, which
reduced it :—

r

Conquest, 1066
28 E. I., 1300
18 E HI 1344

Value of pound
sterling present

money.

Proportion.

2 18 li

2 17 5
2 12 5t
2 II 8266
I 18 9
I II

\\%
13 iii

9 si047*
1 6|

108100

2 006
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2'622
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i"55
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1-163
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0-466
0'232

I -028

I '024

I '033
I 000

20 E. III., 1346
27 E III i^";"?

13 H. IV., 1412

4 E. IV., 1464
18 H. VIII., 1527

34 H. VIII. 1543
36 H. VIII., 1545
37 H. VIII., 1546
SE. VI., 1551
6E. VI., 1552
1 Mary, 1553
2 Eliz., 1560

43 Eliz., 1601
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money, which induced country j^cntlcmcn to leave their younger chil-

dren in poverty. Or, if we read that the expense of a scholar at the

university in 15 14 was but five pounds annually, we should err in sup-

posing that he had the liberal accommodation which the present age
deems indispensable, but consider how much could be afforded for

about sixty pounds, which will be not far from the proportion. And
what would a modern lawyer say to the following entry in the church-
warden's accounts of St Margaret, Westminster, for 1476 : "Also paid

to Roger Fylpott, learned in the law, for his counsel giving, 3^. 8//.,

luith/ourpcficefor his dinner"'^ Though fifteen times the fee might
not seem altogether inadequate at present, five shillings would hardly

furnish the table of a barrister, even if the fastidiousness of our man-
ners would admit of his accepting such a dole. Hut this fastidiousness,

which considers certain kinds of remuneration degrading to a man of

liberal condition, did not prevail in those simple ages. It would seem
rather strange that a young lady should learn needlework and good-
breeding in a family of superior rank, paying for her board

;
yet such

was the laudable custom of the fifteenth and even sixteenth centuries,

as we perceive by the Paston Letters, and even later authorities.

There is one very unpleasing remark which every one who attends

to the subject of prices will be induced to make, that the labouring
classes, especially those engaged in agriculture, were better provided
with the means of subsistence in the reign of Edward III. or of Henry
VI. than they are at present. In the fourteenth century, Sir John
Cullum observes, a harvest man had fourpencc a day, which enabled
him in a week to buy a comb of wheat ; but to buy a comb of wheat, a
man must now (1784) work ten or twelve days. So, under Henry VI.,

if meat was at a farthing and a half the pound, which I suppose was
about the truth, a labourer earning threepence a day, or eighteen pence
in the week, could buy a bushel of wheat, at six shillings the quarter,

and twenty-four pounds of meat for his family. A labourer at present,

earning twelve shillings a week, can only buy half a bushel of wheat, at

eighty shillings the quarter, and twelve pounds of meat at sevenpence.
Several acts of parliament regulate the wages that might be paid to

labourers of different kinds. Thus the statute of labourers in 1350
fixed the wages of reapers during harvest at threepence a day without
diet, equal to five shillings at present ; that of 23 H, VI., c. 12, in 1444,
fixed the reapers' wages at fivepence, and those of common workmen
in building at 3^d., equal to 6s. 8d. and 4s. 8d. ; that of 1 1 H. VI I., c. 22,

in 1496, leaves the wages of labourers in harvest as before, but rather

increases those of ordinary workmen. The yearly wages of a chief

hind or shepherd by the act of 1444 were £1^ 4s., equivalent to about
^20, those of a common servant in husbandry, i8s. 4d., with meat and
drink ; they were somewhat augmented by the statute of 1496.—See
these rates more at length in Eden's State ofthe Poor. Yet, although

' NichoU's Illustrations. One fact of this class did, I own. st.iggcr me. The jrreat earl of
Warwick writes to a orivate Rcntlcman, Sir Thomas Tudenham, bcKginc the loan of ten or
twenty pounds to maxc up a sum he had to pay. Paston Letters. What way shall we
make this commensurate to the present value of money? But an ingenious friend suggested,
what I do not question is the case, that this was one of m.iny letters addressed to the
adherents of War\vick in order to raise by their contributious a considerable sum. It U
curious, in this light, as an illustration of maimers.
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these wages arc regulated, as a maximum, by acts of parliament, which

may naturally be supposed to have had a view rather towards diminiih-

ing than enhancing the current rate, I am not fully convinced that

they were not rather beyond it
;
private accounts at least do not always

correspond with these statutable prices.^ And it is necessary to remem-

ber, that the uncertainty of employment, natural to so imperfect a

state of husbandry, must have diminished the labourer's means of sub-

sistence. Extreme dearth, not more owing to adverse seasons than to

improvident consumption, was frequently endured.^ But after every

allowance of this kind, I should fmd it difficult to resist the conclusion,

that however the labourer has derived benefit from the cheapness of

manufactured commodities, and from many inventions of common
Titility, he is much inferior in ability to support a family than were

his ancestors four centuries ago. I know not why some have supposed
that meat was a luxury seldom obtained by the labourer. Doubtless
he could not have procured as much as he pleased But, from th',

greater cheapness of cattle, as compared with corn, it seems to follow,

that a more considerable portion of this ordinary diet consisted of

animal food than at present. It was remarked by Sir John Fortescuc
that the Enghsh lived far more upon an animal diet than their rivals

the French ; and it was natural to ascribe their superior strength and
courage to this cause. 3 I should feel much satisfaction in being con-
vinced that no deterioration in the state of the labouring classes has
really taken place

;
yet, it cannot, I think, appear extraordinary to

those who reflect, that the whole population of England, in the year

1377, did not much exceed two million three hundred thousand souls,

about one-fifth of the results upon the last enumeration, an increase

with which that of the fruits of the earth cannot be supposed to have
kept an even pace.-^

The second head to which I referred the improvements of European
society in the latter period of the middle ages, comprehends several

changes, not always connected with each other, which contributed to

inspire a more elevated tone of moral sentiment, or at least to restrain

the commission of crimes. But the general effect of these upon the

human character is neither so distinctly to be traced, nor can it be
arranged with so much attention to chronology as the progress of com-
mercial wealth, or of the arts that depend upon it. We cannot, from
any past experience, indulge the pleasing vision of a constant and
parallel relation between the moral and intellectual energies, the virtues

and the civilisation of mankind. Nor is any problem connected with

1 In the Archseologia, vol. xviii,, we have a bailiffs account of expenses in 13S7, where it

appears that a ploughman had sixpence a week, and five shillings a year, with an allowance
of diet ; which seems to have been only pottage. These wages are certainly not more than
fifteen shillings a week in present value ; whicli, though materially above the average rate of
agricultural labour, is less so than some of the statutes would lead us to expect. Other facts

may be found of a similar nature.
- See that singular book, Piers Plowman's Vision, ^Vhitaker's edition, for the different

modes of living before and after harvest. The passage may be found in Eiiis's Speciinen5.
' The passages in Fortescue which bear on his favourite theme, the liberty and consequent

happiness of the English, are very important, and triumphantly refute those superticial

writers who would make us believe that they v»ere a set of beggarly slaves.

* Besides the books to which I have occasional!}' referred, Mr Ellis's Specimens of English
Poetry contain a short digression, but from well-selected materials, on the private life of the

English in the middling and lower ranks about the fifteenth century.
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philosophical history more difficult than to compare the relative charac-

ters of different generations, especially if we include a large geoj^ra-

phical surface in our estimate. Rclincmcnt has its evils as well as

barbarism ; the virtues that elevate a nation in one century pass in

the next to a different region ; vice changes its form without losing its

essence ; the marked features of individual character stand out in relief

from the surface of history, and mislead our judgment as to the general

course of manners ; while political revolutions and a bad constitution

of government may always undermine or subvert the improvements to

which more favourable circumstances have contributed. In compar-
ing, therefore, the fifteenth with the twelfth century, no one would deny
the vast increase of navigation and manufactures, the superior refine-

ment of manners, the greater diffusion of literature. But should I

assert that man had raised himself in the later period above the moral
degradation of a more barbarous age, I might be met by the question,

wliether history bears witness to any greater excesses of rapine and
inhumanity than in the wars of France and England under Charles
VII., or whether the rough patriotism and fervid passions of the

Lombards in the twelfth century were not better than the systematic

treachery of their servile descendants three hundred years afterwards,

'i'he proposition must therefore be greatly limited
;
yet we can scarcely

hesitate to admit, upon a comprehensive view, that there were several

changes during the four last of the middle ages, which must naturally

have tended to produce, and some of which did unequivocally produce
a meliorating effect, within the sphere of their operation, upon the

moral character of society.

The first and perhaps the most important of these was the gradual
elevation of those whom unjust systems of polity had long depressed

;

of the people itself, as opposed to the small number of rich and noble,

by the abolition or desuetude of domestic and prandial servitude, and
by the privileges extended to corporate towns. The condition of

slavery is indeed perfectly consistent with the observance of moral
obligations

;
yet reason and experience will justify the sentence of

Homer, that he who loses his liberty loses half his virtue. Those who
have acquired, or may hope to acquire, property of their own, are most
likely to respect that of others ; those whom law protects as a parent
are most willing to yield her a filinl obedience ; those who have much
to gain by the good-will of their fellow-citizens are most interested in

the preservation of an honourable character. I have been led, in dif-

ferent parts of the present work, to consider these great revolutions in

the order of society under other relations than that of their moral
efficacy ; and it will therefore be unnecessary to dwell upon them

;

especially as this efficacy is indctenninate, though, I think, unques-
tionable, and rather to be inferred from general reflections, than capable
of much illustration by specific facts.

We may reckon, in the next place, among the causes of moral im-
provement, a more regular administration of justice according to fixed

laws, and a more effectual police. Whether the courts of judicature
were guided by the feudal customs of the Roman law, it was necessary
for them to resolve litigated questions with precision and uniformity,
llcncc a more distinct theory of justice and good faith was gradually
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apprehended ; and the moral sentiments of mankind were corrected, as
on such subjects tlicy often require to be, by clearer and better grounded
inferences of rcasoninj;. Again, though it cannot be said that lawless
rapine was perfectly restrained, even at the end of the fifteenth century,

a sensible amendment had been everywhere experienced. Private
warfare, the licensed robbery of feudal manners, had been subjected
to so many modifications by the kings of France, and especially by St
Louis, that it can hardly be traced beyond the fourteenth century. In
Germany and Spain it lasted longer ; but the varied associations for

maintaining tranquillity in the former country had considerably dimi-
nished its violence before the great national measure of public peace
adopted under Maximilian.^ Acts of outrage committed by powerful
men, became less frequent as the executive government acquired more
strength to chastise them. We read that St Louis, the best of French
kings, imposed a fine upon the lord of Vernon for permitting a mer-
chant to be robbed in his territory between sunrise and sunset. F^or,

by the customary law, though in general ill observed, the lord was
bound to keep the roads free from depredators in the day-time, in con-
sideration of the toll he received from passengers.2 The same prince
was with difficulty prevented from passing a capital sentence on
Enguerrand de Coucy, a baron of France, for a murder.'* Charles the
Fair actually put to death a nobleman of Languedoc for a series ot
robberies, notwithstanding the intercession of the provincial nobility.

The towns established a police of their own for internal security, and
rendered themselves formidable to neighbouring plunderers. Finally,

though not before the reign of Louis XI., an armed force was esta-

blished for the preservation of police. Various means were adopted
in England to prevent robberies, which, indeed, were not so frequently

perpetrated as they were on the continent, by men of high condition.

None of these, perhaps, had so much efficacy as the frequent sessions
of judges under commissions of jail deliver)'. liut the spirit of this

country has never brooked that coercive police, which cannot exist

without breaking in upon personal liberty, by irksome regulations, and
discretionary exercise of power ; the sure instrument of tyranny, which
renders civil privileges at once nugatory and insecure, and by which
we should dearly purchase some real benefits connected with its slavish

discipline.

I have some difficulty in adverting to another source of moral im-
provement during this period, the growth of religious opinions adverse
to those of the established church, both on account of its great ob-

^ Besides the German historians, see Du Cange, v. Ganerbium, for the confederacies in
the empire, and Hermandatum for those in Castile. These appear to have been merely
voluntary associations, and perhaps directed as much towards the prevention of robberA', as
of what is strictly called private war. But no man can easily distinguish offensive war from
robbery except by its scale ; and where this was so considerably reduced, the two modes of
injury almost coincide. In Aragon, there was a distinct institution for the maintenance of
peace, the kingdom being divided into unions or juntas, with a chief officer, called Supra-
junctarius, at their head.

^ The institutions of Louis IX. and his successors relating to police, form a part, though
rather a smaller part than we should expect from the title, of an immense work, replete with
miscellaneous information, by Delamare, Traite de la Police, 4 vols, in folio. A sketch of
them may be found in Velly.

3 Velly, where this incident is told in an interesting manner from William de Nangis.
Boulainvilliers has taken an extraordinary view of the king's behaviour. In his eyes princci
and plebeians were made to be the slaves of a feudal aristocracy.
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scurity, and because many of these heresies were mixed up with an
excessive fanaticism. liut llicy fixed themselves so deeply in tlie hearts

of the inferior and more numerous classes, they bore, generally speak-

in.L,% so immediate a relation to the state of manners, and they illustrate

so nuich that more visible and eminent revolution which ultimately

arose out of them in the sixteenth century, that I must reckon these

among the most interesting phenomena in the progress of European
society.

Many ages elapsed during which no remarkable instance occurs of

a popular deviation from the prescribed Ime of belief; and pious
Catholics console themselves by reflecting that their forefathers in

those times of ignorance, slept, at least, the sleep of orthodoxy, and
that their darkness was interrupted by no false lights of human reason-
ing. But from the twelfth century this can no longer be their boast.

An inundation of heresy broke in that age upon the church, which no
persecution was able thoroughly to repress, till it finally overspread
half the surface of Europe. Of this religious innovation we must seek
the commencement in a different part of the globe. The Manicheans
afford an eminent example of that durable attachment to a traditional

creed, which so many ancient sects, especially in the East, have
cherished through the vicissitudes of ages, in spite of persecution and
contempt. Their plausible and widely-extended system had been in

early times connected with the name of Christianity, however incom-
patible with its doctrines and its history. After a pretty long obscu-
rity, the Manichean theory revived with some modification in the
western parts of Armenia, and wis propagated in the eighth and ninth
centuries by a sect denominated Paulicians. Their tenets are not to

be collected with absolute certainty from the mouths of their adver-
saries,- and no apology of their own survives. There seems, however,
to be sufficient evidence that the Paulicians, though professing to

acknowledge and even to study the apostolical writings, ascribed the
creation of the world to an evil deity, whom they supi)osed also to be
the author of the Jewish law, and, consequently, rejected all the Old
Testament. Believing, with the ancient Gnostics, that our Saviour
was clothed on earth with an impassive celestial body, they denied the
reality of his death and resurrection.^ These errors exposed them to

The most .Tuthentic .nccount of the P.inlicians is found in a little treatise of Pctrus
SicuUis, who lived about 870, under Basil the Macedonian. He h.id been employed on an
embassy to Tephrico, the principal town of these heretics, so that he might easily he well
informed; and, though he is sufficiently bigoted, I do not see any reason to question the
general truth of his testimony, especially as it tallies so well with what we learn of the pre-
decessors and successors of the Paulicians. They h.ad rejected several of the Manichean
doctrines, those, I believe, which were borrowed from the Oriental, Gnostic, and Cabbalistic
philosophy of emanation; and therefore readily condemned Manes, Trpo^i'/iwy at'a(?f/ia-

Ti^ovaL Mai'T/TO. But they ret.iined his capital errors, so far as regarded the principle ot

dualism, which he had taken from Zerdusht's religion, and the consequences he had de-
rived from it. Petrus Siculus enumerates six Paulician heresies, i. Tney maintained the
existence of two deities, the one evil, and the creator of this world, the other good, called

Trarrjp eirovpavioi, the author of that which is to come. 2. They refused to worship the

Virgin, and .isscrtcd that Christ brought his body from heaven. 3. They rejected the
Lord's supper. 4. And the adoration ofthe cross. 5. They denied the authority of the Old
Testament, but admitted the New, except the epistles of St Peter, and, perhaps, the Apo-
calypse. 6. They did not acknowledge the order of priests.

There seems every reason to suppose that the Paulicians, notwithstandinsj their mistakes,
were endowed with sincere .and zealous piety, and studious of the Scriptures. A Paulician
woman asked a young man if he had read the Gospels : he replied that laymen were not
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ji lonj^ and cruel persecution, during which a colony of exiles was
planted by one of the (ireek emperors in liulparin.* From this settle-

ment they silently propagated their Manichcan creed over the western
regions of Christendom. A large part of the commerce of those
countries with Constantinople was carried on for several r hy
the channel of the Danube. This opened an immediate i irse

with the Paulicians, who maybe traced up that river through Hun-
gary and liavaria, or sometimes taking the route of Lombardy into

Switzerland and France.2 In the last country, and especially in its

southern and eastern provinces, they became conspicuous under a
variety of names ; such as Catharists, Picards, Paterins, but above all,

Albigenscs. It is beyond a doubt that many of these sectaries owed
their origin to the Paulicians ; the appellation of Bulgarians was dis-

tinctively bestowed upon them ; and, according to some writers, they
acknowledged a primate or patriarch resident in that country.^ The
tenets ascribed to them by all contemporary authorities coincide so re-

markably with those held by the Paulicians, and in earlier times by
the Manichcans, that I do not see how we can reasonably deny what
is confirmed by separate and uncontradicted testimonies, and contains

no intrinsic want of probability.^

permitted to do so, but only the clergy: ouK i^^ajiv ijfiii' TOii Koa^iKOts ov<n Toxra
avayivcvaKdiu, ei fir) rots lepevai /xovois, P- 57- A curious proof that the Scriptures were

already forbidden in the Greek church, which, I am inclined to believe, notwithstanding the
leniency with which Protestant writers have treated it, was always more corrupt and more
intolerant than the Latin.

^ Gibbon, c. 54. This chapter of the historian of the Decline and Fall upon the Pauli-
cians appears to be accurate, as well as luminous, and is at least far superior to any modem
work on the subject

^ It is generally -agreed that the Manicheans from Bulgaria did not penetrate into the
west of Europe before the year 1000; and they seem to have been in small numbers till

about 1 140. We find them, however, early in the eleventh century. Under the reign <!

Robert in 1007 several heretics were burned at Orleans for tenets which are represented as

Manichcan. These are said to have been imported from Italy; and the heresy began to

strike root in that country' about the same time The Italian Manicheans were generally
called Paterini, the meaning of which word has never been e.vplained. We find few traces of
them in France at this time ; but about the beginning of the twelfth century, Guibert. bishop
of Soissons, describes the heretics of that city, \vl:o denied the reality of the death and resur-

rection of Jesus Christ, and rejected the sacraments. Before the middle of that age, the
Cathari, Henricians, Pctrobussians and others appear, and the new opinions attracted uni-

versal notice. Some of these sectaries, however, were not Manicheans. Mosheim.
The acts of the inquisition of Toulouse, published by Limborch, from an ancient manu-

script, (stolen, as I presume, though certainly not by himself, out of the archives of that city,)

contain many additional proofs that the Albigenses held the Manichean doctrine. Limborch
himself will guide the reader to the principal passages. In fact, the proof of Manicheism
among the heretics of the twelfth century is so strong, (for I have confined myself to those of

Languedoc, and could easily have brought other testimony as to the Cathari,) that I should
never have thought of arguing the point, but for the confidence of some modern ecclesiastical

writers. What can we think of one who says, " It was not usual to stigmatise new sects

with the odious name of Manichees, though / know no evidence that there were any real

remains of that ancient sect in the twelfth century." Milner's Historj' of the Church.
Though this writer was by no means learned enough for the task he undertook, he could not
be ignorant of the acts related by Mosheim and other common historians.

I will only add, in order to obviate cavilling, that I use the word Albigenses for the Mani-
chean sects, without pretending to assert that their doctrines prevailed more in the neigh-

bourhood of Albi than elsewhere. The main position is, that a large part of the Langiie-

docian heretics against whom the crusade was directed had imbibed the Paulician opinions.

If any one chooses rather to call them Catharists, it will not be material,
^ Mat, Paris, (a.d. 1223.) Circa dies istos, hseretici Albigenses constituerunt sibi Anti-

papam in finibus Bulgarorum, Croatise et Dalmatise, nomine Bartholomaeum, &c. We are

assured by good authorities that Bosnia was full of Manicheans and Arians as late as the
middle of the fifteenth century, ./En, Syl. Spondanus, ad ann. 1460. Mosheim.

* There has been so prevalent a disposition among English divines to vindicate not only the
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But though the derivation of these heretics called Albigenses from
Bulgaria is sufficiently proved, it is by no means to be concluded that

all who incurred the same imputation either derived their faith from
the same country, or had adopted the Manichean theory of the Pauli-

cians. From the very invectives of their enemies, and the acts of the

Inquisition, it is manifest that almost every shade of heterodoxy was
found among these dissidents, till it vanished in a simple protestation

against the wealth and tyranny of the clergy. Those who were abso-

lutely free iVom any taint of Manicheism are properly called Wal-
denses ; a name perpetually confounded in later times with that of

Albigenses, but distinguishing a sect probably of separate origin, and
at least of different tenets. These, according to the majority of writers,

took their appellation from Peter Waldo, a merchant of Lyons, the

parent, about the year 11 60, of a congregation of seceders from the

church, who spread very rapidly over France and Germany.^ Accord-
morals and sincerity, but the orthodoxy of these Albigenses, that I deem it necessary to con-
firm what I hnvo said in the text by some authorities, especially as few readers have it ia

their power to examine this very obscure subject. Petrus lllonachus, a Cistercian monk who
wrote a history of the crusades against the Albigenses, gives an account of the tenets main-
tained by the diflfercnt heretical sects. Many of them asserted two principles or creative
beings ; a yood one for things invisible, an evil one f '' • ' ''•

; the former author of

the New Testament, the latter of the Old. Novum : -ni^o dco, vctus vcro
nualigno attribuebant ; ct illud omnino repudiabant,

\ ,
;ii auctoritatcs, quas dc

Veteri Testamcnto, Novo sunt inserter, quas ob Novi revcrenti.im Testament!, recipere
dignum arstimabant. A vast number of strange errors are imputed to them, most of wnich
arc not mentioned by Alanus, a more dispassionate writer. 1 his Alanus dc Insulis, whose
treatise against heretics, written about 1200. was published by Mas-^on at Lyons in 1612, has
left, I thmk, conclu<^i' -' <

•' -
^T .:,i.

.
... r.i'

\ 1 - rises. He states their

argument upon every < refutation is of course
more at length. It ap, - . ,^ , .

-J among these heretics,

but the general tenor of their doctrines is evidently Manichean. Aiunt hicrctici tcmporis
nostri quod duo sunt princip'a rerum, principium lucis et principium tenebrarum, &c. This
opinion, strange as we mny think it, was supported by scriptural texts; so insufficient i.s^a

mere acquaintance with tlie sacred writings to .secure unlearned and prejudiced minds from
the wildest pcr^•crsions rf their meaning! Some denied the reality of Christ's body; others
his being the Son of God ; many the resurrection of the body ; some even of a future .'•tate.

They asserted in general the Alosaic law to have proceeded from the devil, proving this by the
crimes committed during its dispensation, and by the words of St Paul, " the law entered that
sin might abound." They rejected infant baptism, but were divided as to the reason; some
saying that infants could not sin, and did not need b.aptism ; others, that they could not be
saved without faith, and consequently that it was useless. They held sin after baptism to be
irrcmissiblc. It t' -. . y that they rejected cither of the sacraments. They laid great
stress upon the in Is, which sccins to have been their distinctive rite.

One circumstaii._
,

; Alanus and Robcrtus Monachus mention, and which other
aiithorities confirm, is their division into two classes : the Perfect and Cretlcntcs, or Consolati,
both of which appellations are used. The former abstained from animal food and from mar-
riage, and led in every respect an austere life. The latter were a kind of lay brethren, living

in a secular manner. This distinction is thoroUjjhly Manichean, and leaves no doubt as to

th- -- - - oT the Albigenses. See Peausobre. This candid writer represents the early
M .IS .1 harmless and austere set of enthusiasts, exactly what the Paulicians and
Ali..^ - - .tiipcar to have been in succeeding ages. As many calumnies were vented against
one as the other.

1 The contemporary writers seem uniformly to represent Waldo as the founder of the Wal-
denses ; and I am not aware that they refer the locality of that sect to the valleys of Piedmont,
between Exiles and Pienerol, (see Leger's map,) which have so long be:.n distinguished as
the native country of the Vaudois. In the acts of the inquisition we find W.i' '

^ive

paupercs de Lugduno, used as equivalent terms ; and it can hardly be doubted lor

men of Lyons were the diiciples of Waldo. Alanus, the second book of whose tr _ ^ ;nst

heretics is an attack upon the Waklenses, expressly derives them from Waldo. Petrus
Monachus does the same. These seem strong an: orities, as it is not easy to perceive what
adv.antage they could derive from misrepresent. iti.n. It has been, however, a position

zealously nuiintaincd by some modem writers of icspectable name, that the people of the
valleys had preserved a pur '•' '"

" ' 'orethcayr ' V.' ' ' Thive
read wh.at is advanced on i .Allix, but - nt
proof for this supposition, w . .....o be rejccli. --. ......;, i...iJi;,LabIc.
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ing to others, the orij^nnal Waldcnscs were a race of uncorrupted shep-
herds, wlio, in the valleys of the Alps, had shaken off, or perhaps never
learned, the system of superstition on which the Catholic cliurch de-

l>ended for its ascendancy. I am not certain whether their existence
can be distinctly traced beyond the preaching of Waldo, but it is well

known that the proper seat of the VValdenses or Vaudois has lon;^ con-
tinued to be in certain valleys of Piedmont. These pious and innocent
sectaries, of whom the very monkish historians speak well, appear to

have nearly resembled the modern Moravians. They had ministers of
their own appointment, and denied the lawfulness of oaths and of
capital punishment. In other respects, their opiijions probably were
not far removed from those usually called Protestant A simplicity of

dress, and especially the use of wooden sandals, was affected by this

peoplc.i

I have already had occasion to relate the severe persecution which

Their best argument is deduced from an ancient poem called La Noble Loifon, an original
manuscript of which is in the public library of Cambridge. This poem is alleged to bear date
in 1 100, more than half a century before the appearance of Waldo. But the lines that contain
the date ;are loosely e.xprcssed, and may very well suit any epoch before the termination of
the twelfth century.

Ben ha mil et cent ans compli enticrament,
Che fu scritta loro que sen al derier temp.

Eleven hundred years are now gone and past,

Since thus it was written ; these times are the last.

I have found, however, a passage in a late work wl^ich remarkably illustrates the antiquity of
Alpine Protestantism, if we may depend on the date it assigns to the quotation. Mr Planta's
History of Switzerland contains the following note :

—" A curious passage, singularly descrip-
tive of the character of the Swiss, has lately been discovered in a ^IS. chronicle of the Abbey
of Corvey, which appears to have been written about the beginning of the twelfth centurj'.

Rcligionem nostram, et omnium Latinae ecclesiac Christianorum fidem, laici ex Suavia, Suicia,
et Bavaria humiliare voluerunt ; homines seducti ab antiqua progenie simplicium hominum, qui
Alpes et viciniam habitant, et semper amant antiqua. In Suaviam, Bavariam et Italiam
borealem sa;pc intrant illorum (ex Suicia) mercatores, qui biblia ediscunt memoriter, et ritus

ecclesise aversantur, quos credunt essenovos. Nolunt imagines venerari, reliquias sanciorura
aversantur, olera comedunt, rar6 masticantes carnem, alii nunquam. Appellamus cos idcirco

Manicha;os. Horum quidam ab Hungaria ad eos convenerunt," &c. It is a pity that the
quotation has been broken off, as it might have illustrated the connexion of the Bulgarians
with these sectaries.

1 The Waldenses were always considered as much less erroneous in their tenets than the
Albigenses, or Manicheans. Erant prseterea alii haeretici, says Robert Monachus in the pas-
sage above quoted, qui Waldenses dicebantur, a quodam Waldio nomine Lugdunensi. Hi
quidem mali erant, scd comparatione aliorum haereticorum longe minus per\'ersi ; in multis enim
nobiscum conveniebant, in quibusdam dissentiebant. The only faults he seems to impute to

them are the denial of the lawfulness of oaths and capital punishment, and the wearing wooden
shoes. By this peculiarity of wooden sandals (sabots) they got the name of Sabbatati or Insab-
batati. (Du Cange.) William de Puy, another historian of the same time, makes a similar

distinction. Errant quidam Ariani, quidam Manichaci, quidam etiam Waldenses si%'e Lugdun-
cnses, qui licet inter se dissides, omnes tamen in animarum perniciem contra fidem CathoHcam
conspirabant ; et illi quidem Waldenses contra alios acutissime disputant. Alanus, in his

second book, where he treats of the Waldenses, charges them principally with disregarding
the authority of the church and preaching without a regular mission. It is evident, however,
from the acts of the Inquisition, that they denied the existence of purgatory ; and I should
suppose that, even at that time, they had thrown off most of the popish system of doctrine,

which is so nearly connected with clerical wealth and power. The difference made in the;,:e

records between the Waldenses and the Manichean sects shows that the imputations cast

upon the latter were not indiscriminate calumnies.
The History of Languedoc, by Vaissette and Vich, contains a very good account of the

sectaries in that country ; but I have not immediate access to the book. I believe that proof

will be found of the distinction between the Waldenses and Albigenses. But I am satisfied

that no one who has looked at the original authorities will dispute the proposition. These
Benedictine historians represent the Henricians, an early sect of reformers, condemned by
the council of Lombez in 1165, as Manicbees. RIosheim considers them as of the Vaudoi*
school. They appeared some time before Waldo.
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nearly exterminated the Albigenses of Langiiecloc at the close of the

twelfth century, and involved the counts of Toulouse in their ruin.

The Catharists, a fraternity of the same Paulician origin, more dis-

persed than the Albigenses, had previously sustained a similar trial.

Their belief was certainly a compound of strange errors with truth

;

but it was attended by qualities of a far superior lustre to orthodoxy,
by a sincerity, a piety, and a self-devotion, that almost purified the age
in which they lived.^ It is always important to perceive that these

high moral excellencies have no necessary connexion with speculative

truths ; and upon this account 1 have been more disposed to state ex-

plicitly the real Manicheism of the Albigenses ; especially as Protes-

tant writers, considering all the enemies of Rome as their friends, have
been apt to place the opinions of these sectaries in a very f.dse light.

In the course of time, undoubtedly, the system of their Paulician

teachers would have yielded, if the inquisitors had permitted the ex-

periment, to a more accurate study of the Scriptures, and to the know-
ledge which they would have imbibed from the church itself. And, in

fact, we find that the peculiar tenets of Manicheism died away after

the middle of the thirteenth century, although a spirit of dissent from
the established creed broke out in abundant instances during the two
subsequent ages.

We are in general deprived of explicit testimonies in tracing the re-

volutions of popular opinion. Much must therefore be left to conjec-

ture ; but I am inclined to attribute a very extensive effect to the

preaching of these heretics. They appear in various countries nearly

during the same period, in Spain, Lombardy, Germany, Flanders, and
P^ngland, as well as France. Thirty unhappy persons, convicted of

denying the sacraments, are said to have perished at Oxford by cold

and famine in the reign of Henry II. In every country the new sects

appear to have spread chietly among the lower people, which, while it

accounts for the imperfect notice of historians, indicates a more sub-

stantial influence upon the moral condition of society than the conver-

sion of a few nobles or ccclesiastics.-

* The general testimony of their enemies to the purity of morals among the Langucdocian
and Lyonc.se sectaries is abundantly sufficient. One Regnicr, who had lived among them,
and became afterwards an inquisitor, does ihem justice in this respect. It must be confessed
tliat the Catharists are not free from the imputation of promiscuous licentiousness, iiut

whether this was a mere calumny, or partly founded upon truth, I cannot determine. Their
prototypes, the ancient Cinostics, are said to have been divided into two parties, the austere
and the rela.xcd ; both condenuiing marriage for opposite reasons. Alanus, in the book above
quoted, seems to have taken up several vulgar prejudices against the Cathari. He gives an
etymology of their name a catta ; quia osculantur posteriora catti : in cujus specie, ut aiunt,

apparcrct iis Lucifer, p. 146. This notable charge was brought afterwards against the
'lemplars.

As to the Waldenscs, their innocence is out of ail doubt. No book can be written in a
more edifying manner than La Noble Loi^on, of which large extracts are given by Le^cr, in

las Histoire des Egli^es Vaudoiscs. Four lines are quoted by Voliaire as a specimen i-f the
Provencal langu.igc, though they belong rather to the patois of the valleys Bi.t ;«s hr has
not copied them rightly, and as they illustrate the subject of this note, I .shall repeat them
here from Legcr, p. 28.

Que sel se tmba alcun bon que vollia amar Dio e temer Jeshu Xrist,
(^ue non \o\\.\ maudire, ni jum, ni meniir,
Ni avoutrar, ni aucire, ni pcnre de I'autruy,
Ni vcnjar se de li sin ennemie,
I Hi dison quel es Vaudes e degne de murir.

* It is difficult to S'pccify all the (ii^yersed authorities which attest the existence of the

2T
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lint oven where men did not absolutely enlist under the banners of

any now sect, ihcy were stimulated by the temper of their age to more
zealous and independent discussion of their relij^ious system. A
curious illustration of this is furnished by one of the letters of Inno-

cent III. He had been informed by the bishop of Mentz, as he states

to the clergy of the diocese, that no small multitude of laymen and
women, having procured a translation of the gospels, epistles of St
l^aui, the ])saltcr. Job, and other books of Scripture, to be made for

them into French, meet in secret conventicles to hear them read, and
preach to each other, avoiding the company of those who do not join

in their devotion, and having been reprimanded for this by some of

their parish priests, have withstood them, alleging reasons from the
Scriptures why ihey should not be so forbidden. Some of them, too,

deride the ignorance of their ministers, and maintain that their own
books teach them more than they can learn from the pulpit, and that

they can express it better. Although the desire of reading the Scrip-

tures, Innocent proceeds, is rather praiseworthy than reprehensible,

yet they are to be blamed for frequenting secret assemblies, for usurp-

ing the office of preaching, deriding their own ministers, and scorning
the company of such as do not concur in their novelties. He presses

the bishop and chapter to discover the author of this translation,

which could not have been made without a knowledge of letters, and
what were his intentions, and what degree of orthodoxy and respect

for the holy see those who used it possessed. This letter of Innocent
III., however, considering the nature of the man, is sufficiently tem-
perate and conciliatory. It seems not to have answered its end, for

in another letter he complains that some members of this little asso-

ciation continued refractory, and refused to obey either the bishop or

the pope.i

In the eighth and ninth centuries, when the Vulgate had ceased to

sects derived from the Waldenses and Paulicians in the twelftL, thirteenth, and fourteenth
centuries.

Upon the subject of the Waldenses and Albigenses generally, I have borrowed some light

from Mr Turner's Hi-^tory of England. This learned writer has seen some books that have
not fallen into my wa^' ; and I am indebted to him for a knowledge of Alanus' treatise,

which I have since read. At the same time I must observe that Mr Turner has not perceived
the essential distinction between the two leading sects.

The name of Albigenses docs not frequently occur after the middle of the thirteenth cen-
tury; but the Waldenses, or sects bearing that denomination, were disf)ersed over Europe.
a\s a term of different reproach was derived from the word Bulgarian, %ovauderie, or the pro-
fession of the Vaudois, was sometimes applied to witchcraft. Thus in the proceedings of the
Chambi^ Brulante at Arras in 1459, against persons accused of sorcery, their crime is deno-
minated faiiderie. The fullest account of this remarkable story is found in the Memoirs of
Du Clcrcq. It exhibits a complete parallel to the events that happened in 1602 at Salem in

New England. A few obscure persons were accused of vauderie or witchcraft. After their

condemnation, which was founded on confessions obtained by torture, and afterwards re-

tracted, an epidemical contagion of superstitious dread wns diffused all around. Numbers
were arrested, burned alive by order of a tribunal instituted for the detection of this offc-'--.

or detained in prison ; so that no person in Arras thought himself safe. It was believed :

many were accused for the sake of their possessions, which were confiscated to the use of : :;

church. At length the duke of Burgundy interfered and put a stop to the persecutions. The
whole narrative in Du Clercq is interesting as a curious document of the tyranny of bigots,

and of the facility with which it is turned to private ends.
The principal course of the emigration of the Waldenses is said to have been into Bohemia,

where, in the fifteenth century, tiie name was borne b}'- one of the seceding sects. By their

profession of faith, presented to Ladislaus Posthumus, it appears that they acknowledged the
corporal presence in the eucharist, but rejected purgatory and other Romish doctrines.

1 A translation of the Bible had been made by direction of Peter Waldo ; but whether this

used in Lorraine was the same does not appear. Metz was full of the Vaudois.
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be generally intelligible, there is no reason to suspect any intention

in the church to deprive the laity of the Scriptures. Translations

were freely made into the vernacular languages, and perhaps read in

churches, although the acts of saints were generally deemed more
instructive. Louis the Debonair is said to have caused a German
version of the New Testament to be made. Otfrid, in the same cen-

tury, rendered the gospels, or rather abridged them, into Gemian
verse. This work is still extant, and is in several respects an object

of curiosity. In the eleventli or twelfth century, we find translations

cf the Psalms, Job, Kings, and the Maccabees into French. But after

the diffusion of heretical opinions, or what was much the same thing,

of free inquiry, it became expedient to secure the orthodox faith from
lawless interpretation. Accordingly, the council of Toulouse, in 1229,

prohibited the laity from possessing the Scriptures ; and this pre-

caution was frequently repeated upon subsequent occasions.

The ecclesiastical history of the thirteenth or fourteenth centuries

teems with new sectaries and schismatics, various in their aberrations

of opinion, but all concurring in detestation of the established church.

1

They endured severe persecutions with a sincerity and lirmness which
in any cause ought to command respect. But in general we find an
extravagant fanaticism among them ; and I do not know how to look
for any melioration of society from the P'ranciscan seceders, who
quibbled about the property of things consumed by use, or from the

mystical visionaries of different appellations, whose moral practice was
sometimes more than equivocal. Those who feel any curiosity about
such subjects, which are by no means unimportant, as they illustrate

the history of the human mind, will find them very fully treated by
"Mosheim. But the original sources of information are not always
accessible in this country, and the research would perhaps be more
fatiguing than profitable.

I shall, for an opposite reason, pass lightly over the great revolution

in religious opinion wrought in England by Wicliffe, which will gene-
rally be familiar to the reader from our common historians. Nor am
I concerned to treat of theological inquiries, or to write a history of

the church. Considered in its effect upon manners, the sole point

which these pages have in view, the preaching of this new sect cer-

tainly produced an extensive reformation. But their virtues were by
no means free from some unsocial qualities, in which, as well as in

their superior attributes, the Lollards bear a very close resemblance to

the Puritans of Elizabeth's reign ; a moroseness that proscribed all

cheerful amusements, an uncharitable malignity that made no distinc-

tion in condemning the established clergy, and a narrow prejudice

that applied the rules of the Jewish law to modern institutions.- Some
of their principles were far more dangerous to the good order of so-

' The application of the visions of the Apoc.ilypse to the corruptiops of Rome lias com-
monly bet n s.-ii'l to have been first made bv the Franciscan seceders. But it may be traced
higher, and i» lemarkably p ' ' '' ^^ '

'

I ' '1 Vangelista,

<^ , - ia sovra I'acque,

Puttaneg^iar co' regi a lui fii vista.

Inferno, Cant* xix.

' Bishop Peacock's answer to the Lollards of his time contains passages well worthy of
Hooker, both for weight of matter and dignity of style, scuiug forth the necessity and im*
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cicty, and cannot justly be ascril)cd to the Puritans, though they grew
afterwards out of the same soil. Such was the notion, which is imputed
also to the Albigenses, that civil magistrates lose their right to govern
by committing sin, or, as it was quaintly expressed in the seventeenth
century, that dominion is founded in grace. These extravagances,
however, do not belonc:^ to the learned and politic Wicliffe, however
they might be adopted by some of his enthusiastic disciples. Fostered
by the general ill-will towards the church, his principles made vast

progress in England, and, unlike those of earlier sectaries, were em-
braced by men of rank and civil influence. Notwithstanding the

check they sustained by the sanguinary law of Henry IV., it is highly
probable that multitudes secretly cherished them down to the era of

the Reformation.
From England the spirit of religious innovation was propagated

into Bohemia ; for though John Huss was very far from embracing all

the doctrinal system of Wicliffe, it is manifest that his zeal had been
quickened by the writings of that reformer.^ Inferior to the English-
man in ability, but exciting greater attention by his constancy and
sufferings, as well as by the memorable war which his ashes kindled,

the ]3ohemian martyr was even more eminently the precursor of the

Reformation. But still regarding these dissensions merely in a temporal
light, I cannot assign any beneficial effect to the schism of the Hus-
sites, at least in its immediate results, and in the country where it ap-

peared. Though some degree of sympathy with their cause is inspired

by resentment at the ill faith of their adversaries, and by the associa-

tions of civil and religious liberty, v/e cannot estimate the Taborites
and other sectaries of that description but as ferocious and desperate

fanatics. Perhaps beyond the confines of Bohemia more substantial

good may have been produced by the influence of its reformation, and
a better tone of morals inspired into Germany. But I must again re-

peat that upon this obscure and ambiguous subject I assert nothing
definitely, and little with confidence. The tendencies of religious dis-

sent in the four ages before the Reformation appear to have generally

conduced towards the moral improvement of mankind ; and facts of

this nature occupy a far greater space in a philosophical view of so-

ciety during that period, than we might at first imagine ; but every

one who is disposed to prosecute this inquiry will assign their charac-

ter according to the result of his own investigations.

But the best school of moral discipline which the middle ages
afforded was the institution of chivalry. There is something perhaps to

portance of "the moral law ofkinde, or moral philosophic," in opposition to those who derive

all morality from revelation.

This great man fell afterwards under the displeasure of the church for propositions, not
indeed heretical, but repugnant to her scheme of spiritual power. He asserted, indirectly,

the right of private judgment, and wrote on theological subjects in English, which gave
much offence. In fact, Peacock seems to have hoped that his acute reasoning would con-

vince the people, without requiring an implicit faith. But he greatly misunderstood the

principle of an infallible church.
1 Huss does not appear to have rejected any of the peculiar tenets of popery. He em-

braced, like Wicliffe, thepredestinarian system of Augustin, without pausing at any of those

inferences, .apparently deducible from it, which, in the hands of enthusiasts, may produce
such extensive mischief. These were maintained by Huss, (id., p. 328,) though not perhaps
so crudely as by Luther. Everything relative to the history and doctrine of Huss and his

followers will be foimd in Lenfant's three works, on the councils of Pisa, Constance, and
Basle.
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1

allow for the partiality of modern writers upon this interesting^ subject

;

yet our most sceptical criticism must assign a decisive influence to

this great source of human improvement. The more deeply it is con-

sidered, the more we shall become sensible of its importance.

There are, if I may so say, three powerful spirits, which have from
time to time moved over the face of the waters, and given a predomi-
nant impulse to the moral sentiments and energies of mankind. These
are the spirits of liberty, of religion, and of honour. It was the princi-

pal business of chivalry to animate and cherish the last of these three.

And whatever high magnanimous energy the love of liberty or religious

zeal has ever imparted, was equalled by the exquisite sense of honour
which this institution preserved.

It appears probable, that the custom of receiving arms at the age of

manhood with some solemnity was of immemorial antiquity among the

nations that overthrew the Roman empire. For it is mentioned by
Tacitus to have prevailed among their Oerman ancestors ; and his ex-

pressions might have been used with no great variation to describe the

actual ceremonies of knighthood. ^ There was even in that remote age
a sort of public trial as to the lUness of the candidate, which, though
perhaps confmed to his bodily strength and activity, might be the germ
of that refined investigation which was thought necessary in the perfect

stage of chivalry. Proofs, though rare and incidental, might be adduced
to show, that in the time of Charlemagne, and even earlier, the sons of

monarchs at least did not assume manly arms without a regular inves-

titure. And in the eleventh century, it is evident that this was a
general practice.^

This ceremony, however, would perhaps of itself have done little

towards forming that intrinsic principle which characterised the
genuine chivalry. But in the reign of Charlemagne we find a military

distinction, that appears, in fact, as well as in name, to have given birth

to that institution. Certain feudal tenants, and I suppose also allodial

proprietors, were bound to serve on horseback, equipped with the coat
of mail. These were called Caballarii, from which the word chevaliers

is an obvious corruption. ^ But he who fought on horseback, and had
been invested with peculiar arms in a solemn manner, wanted nothing
more to render him a knight. Chivalry therefore may, in a general
sense, be referred to the age of Charlemagne. We may, however, go
fiirther, and observe that these distinctive advantages above ordinary
combatants were probably the sources of that remarkable valour and
that keen thirst for glory, which became the essential attributes of a
knightly character. For confidence in our skill and strength is the

usual foundation of courage ; it is by feeling ourselves able to sur-

mount common dangers, that we become adventurous enough to en-

counter those of a more extraordinary' nature, and to which more glory

' Nihil ncqiic publicrc ncquc pr.'vatx rei nisi .nrm.iti .Tgunt. Scd arm.i sumcrc non ante
cuiquam nioris quiim civitas suffccturum probaverit. Turn in ipso concilio, vel principum
aliquis, vel pater, vel propinnuiis sculo framc.nqui; juvencm ornant ; hacc apud cos toga, hie
primus jvivcnta; honos; ante hoc domus jiars vidcntnr, mox rcpublica:.

^ William of Malmsbury says, that AhVcd conferred knighthood on Athelstan, don.atum
chlamydc coccinea, gcmmato baltco, ensc Saxonico cum vaginS aurca. St Palayc mentions
other instances.

3 Comites ct vassalli no^triqui bcneficia habere noscuntur, ct caM/arii omnc% ad phcituiB
no-^lnuu vcniant bone prcparaii.
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is attached. The reputation of superior personal prowess, so difficult

to be attained in the course of modern warfare, and so liable to errone-
ous rcpn-sentations, was always uitliiii the r<'a<h (.f ' '

'

',

and was founded on claims which could be nj a

accuracy. Such is the subordination and mutual dependence in a
modern army, that every man must be content to divide his glory with
his comrades, his general, or his soldiers, liut the soul of chivalry was
individual honour, coveted in so entire and absolute a perfection that
it must not be shared with an army or a nation. Most of the virtues
it inspired were what we may call independent, as opposed to those
which arc founded upon social relations. The knif^hts-errant of
romance perform their best exploits from the love of renown, or from
a sort of abstract sense of justice, rather than from any solicitude to

promote the happiness of mankind. If these springs of action are less

generally beneficial, they are, however, more connected with elevation
of character than the systematic prudence of men accustomed to social

life. This solitary and independent spirit of chivalry, dwelling, as it

were upon a rock, and disdaininj,^ injustice or falsehood from a con-
sciousness of internal dignity, without any calculation of their conse-
quences, is not unlike what we sometimes read of Arabian chiefs or the
North-American Indians.^ These nations, so widely remote from each
other, seem to partake of that moral energy, which among European
nations, far remote from both of them, was excited by the spirit of

chivalry. But the most beautiful picture that was ever portrayed of
this character is the Achilles of Homer, the representative of chivalry

in its most general form, with all its sincerity and unyielding rectitude,

all its courtesies and munificence. Calmly indifferent to the cause in

which he is engaged, and contemplating with a serious and unshaken
look the premature death that awaits him, his heart only beats for

glory and friendship. To this sublimiC character, bating that imagi-
nary completion, by which the creations of the poet, like those of the

sculptor, transcend all single works of nature, there were probably
many parallels in the ages of chivalry ; especially before a set educa-
tion and the refinements of society had altered a little the natural un-
adulterated warrior of a ruder period. One illustrious example from
this earlier age is the Cid Ruy Diaz, whose history has fortunately been
preserved much at length in several chronicles of ancient date, and in

one valuable poem ; and though I will not say that the Spanish hero
is altogether a counterpart of Achilles in gracefulness and urbanity,

yet was he inferior to none that ever lived in frankness, honour, and
magnanimity.2

^ We must take for this the more favourable representations of the Indian nations. A de-

teriorating intercourse with Europeans or a race of European extraction has tended to efiEace

those virtues, which possibly were rather exaggerated by earlier writers.
2 Since this passage was written, I have found a parallel drawn by Mr Sharon Turner, in

his valuable History of England, between Achilles and Richard Coeur de Lion ; the superior

justness of which I readily acknowledge. The real hero does not indeed excite so much
interest in me as the poetical ; but the marks of resemblance are very striking, whether we
consider their passions, their talents, their virtues, their vices, or the waste of their heroism-

The two principal persons in the Iliad, if I may digress into the obser%-ation, appear to me
representatives of the heroic character in its two leading varieties ; of the energy which has
its sole principle of action within itself, and of that which borrows its impulse from e.vternal

relations ; of the spirit of honour, in short, and of patriotism. As everj' sentiment pf Achilles

is independent and self-supported ; so those of Hector all bear reference to his kindred and
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In the first state of chivalry, it was closely connected with the mili-

tary service of fiefs. The Caballarii in the Capitularies, the Milites of

the eleventh and twelfth centuries, were landholders who followed their

lord or sovereign into the field. A certain value of land was termed in

England a knight's fee, or, in Normandy, fcudum loricae, fief de hau-

bert, from the coat of mail which it entitled and required the tenant to

wear; a mihtary tenure was said to be by service in chivalry. To
serve as knights, mounted and equipped, was the common duty of

vassals ; it implied no personal merit, it gave of itself a claim to no
civil privileges. But this knight service founded upon a feudal obliga-

tion is to be carefully distinguished from that superior chivalry, in

which all was independent and voluntary. The latter, in fact, could
hardly flourish in its full perfection till the military service of feudal

tenure began to decline ; namely, in the thirteenth century. The
origin of this personal chivalry 1 should incline to refer to the ancient

usage of voluntary commendation, which I have mentioned in a former
chapter. Men commended themselves, that is, did homage and pro-

fessed attachment to a prince or lord
;
generally indeed for protection

or the hope of reward, but sometimes probably for the sake of distin-

guishing themselves in his quarrels. When they received pay, which
must have been the usual case, they were literally his soldiers, or sti-

pendiary troops. Those who could afford to exert their valour without
recompense were like the knights of whom we read in romance, who
served a foreign master through love, or thirst of glory, or gratitude.

The extreme poverty of the lower nobility, arising from the subdivision

of fiefs, and the politic generosity of rich lords, made this connexion as
strong as that of territorial dependence. A younger brother, leaving
the paternal estate, in which he took a slender share, might look to

wealth and dignity in the service of a powerful count. Knighthood,
which he could not claim as his legal right, became the object of his

chief ambition. It raised him in the scale of society, equalling him in

dress, in arms, and in title, to the rich landholders. As it was due to

his merit, it did much more than equal him to those who had no pre-

tensions but those arising from wealth ; and the territorial knights
became by degrees ashamed of assuming the title till they could chal-

lenge it by real desert.

This class of noble and gallant cavaliers, serving commonly for pay,

but on the most honourable footing, became far more numerous

through the crusades ; a great epoch in the history of European

society. In these wars, as all feudal service was out of the question,

it was' necessary for the richer barons to take into their pay as many
knights as they could afford to maintain ; speculating, so far as such

motives operated, on an influence with the leaders of the expedition,

his country. The ardour of the one might have been extinguished for want of nourishment

in Thcss.-xly; but that of the other might, we fancy, have never been kindled but for the

dangers of Troy. Peace could have brought no delii;ht to the one but from the memory of

warl war had no alleviation to the other but from the images of peace. Compare, for ex-

ample, the two speeches, beginning II. z. 441, and II. ii. 49; or r.ithcr compare the two char-

acters throughout th- Iliad. So wonderfully were those two great springs of human sym-
pathy, variously interesting according to the diversity of our tempers, furst touched by that

ancient patriarch—
k quo, ecu fonte pcrenni,

Vatum Pieriis ora rigantur aquls.
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and on a share of plunder, proportioned to the number of their fol-

h)\vcrs. During the period of the crusades, we find the institution of

chivalry accpiire its full vi^'our as an order of personal nobility ; and
its orij;inal connexion with feudal tenure, if not altogether effaced, be-

came in a great measure forj^'olten in the splendour and dignity ol the

new form which it wore.

'Jhe crusades, however, changed in more than one respect the char-

acter of chivalry, lieforc that epoch it appears to have had no par-

ticular reference to religion. Ingulfus indeed tells us that the Anglo-
Saxons preceded the ceremony of investiture by a confession of their

sins, and other pious rites, and they received the order at the hands of
a priest, instead of a knight. liut this was derided by the Normans as

cfrcminacy, and seems to have proceeded from the extreme devotion of

the English before the Conquest.^ We can hardly perceive, indeed,

why the assumption of arms to be used in butchering mankind should
be treated as a religious ceremony. The clergy, to do them justice,

constantly opposed the private wars in which the courage of those ages
wasted itself; and all bloodshed was subject in strictness to a canoni-

cal penance. But the purposes for which men bore arms in a crusade
so sanctified their use, that chivalry acquired the character as much of

a religious as a military institution. For many centuries, the recover)'

of the Holy Land was constantly at the heart of a brave and supersti-

tious nobility ; and every knight was supposed at his creation to pledge
himself, as occasion should arrive, to that cause. Meanwhile, the

defence of God's law against infidels was his primary and standing
duty. A knight, whenever present at mass, held the point of his

sword before him w^hile the Gospel was read, to signify his readiness

to support it. Writers of the middle ages compare the knightly to

the priestly character in an elaborate parallel, and the investiture of

the one was supposed analogous to the ordination of the other. The
ceremonies upon this occasion were almost wholly religious. The
candidate passed nights in prayer among priests in a church ; he
received the sacraments ; he entered into a bath, and was clad with a
Avhite robe, in allusion to the presumed purification of his life ; his

sword was solemnly blessed ; everything, in short, was contrived to

identify his new condition with the defence of religion, or at least with

that of the church.

2

To this strong tincture of religion which entered into the composi-
tion of chivalry from the twelfth century Avas added another ingredient

equally distinguishing. A great respect for the female sex had always
been a remarkable characteristic of the Northern nations. The Ger-
man women were high-spirited and virtuous

;
qualities which might

be causes or consequences of the veneration with which they were re-

garded. I am not sure that we could trace very minutely the condi-.

tion of w^omen for the period between the subversion of the Roman em-
pire and the first crusade ; but apparently man did not grossly abuse his

superiority ; and in point of civil rights, and even as to the inheritance

of property, the two sexes were placed, perhaps, as nearly on a level

* William Rufus, however, was knighted by archbishop Lanfranc, which looks as if the
ceremony was not absolutely repugnant to the Norman practice.

^ A curious original illustration of this, as well_ as of other chivalrous principles, will be
found in I'Ordene de Chevalerie, a long metrical romance published in Barbazan's Fabliaux,
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as the nature of such warlike societies would admit. There seems,

however, to have been more roughness in the social intercourse between

the sexes than we find in later periods. The spirit of gallantry, which

became so animating a principle of chivalry, must be ascribed to the

progressive refmement of society during the twelfth and two succeed-

ing centuries. In a rude state of manners, as among the lower people

in all ages, woman has not full scope to display those fascinating

graces by which nature has designed to counterbalance the strength

and energy of mankind. Even where those jealous customs that de-

grade alike the two sexes have not prevailed, her lot is domestic seclu-

sion ; nor is she fit to share in the boisterous pastimes of drunken
merriment to which the intercourse of an unpolished people is confmed.
15ut as a taste for the more elegant enjoyments of wealth arises, a taste

which it is always her policy and her delight to nourish, she obtains

an ascendancy at first in the lighter hour, and from thence in the

serious occupations of life. She chases, or brings into subjection, the

god of wme, a victory which might seem more ignoble were it less

difficult, and calls in the divinities more propitious to her ambition.

The love of becoming ornament is not, perhaps, to be regarded in the

light of vanity ; it is rather an instinct which woman has received from
nature to give effect to those charms that are her defence ; and when
commerce began to minister more effectually to the wants of luxury,

the rich furs of the North, the gay silks of Asia, the wrought gold of

domestic manufacture, illumined the halls of chivalry, and cast, as if

by the spell of enchantment, that incflable grace over beauty which
the choice and arrangement of dress is calculated to bestow. Courtesy
had always been the proper attribute of knighthood

;
protection of the

weak its legitimate duty ; but these were heightened to a pitch of en-

thusiasm when woman became their object. There was little jealousy
shown in the treatment of that sex, at least in France, the fountain of

chivalry ; they were present at festivals, at tournaments, and sat pro-
miscuously in the halls of their castles. The romance of Perceforest

(and romances have always been deemed good witnesses as to manners)
tells of a feast where eight hundred knights had each of them a lady
eating off his plate.i For to eat off the same plate was an unusual
mark of gallantry or friendship.

Next therefore, or even equal to devotion, stood gallantry among
the principles of knighthood. But all comparison between the two
was saved by blending them together. The love of God and the ladies

was enjoined as a single duty. He who was faithful and true to his

mistress was held sure of salvation in the theology of castles, though
not of cloisters. Froissart announces that he had undertaken a collec-

lection of amorous poetry, with the help of Ciod and of love ; and
Boccaccio returns thanks to each for their assistance in the Decameron.
The laws sometimes united in this general homage to the fair. We
will, says James II. of Aragon, that every man, whether knight or no,
who shall be in company with a lady, pass safe and unmolested, unless
he be guilty of murder." Louis II., duke of Bourbon, instituting the

* Y cut huit ccns chevaliers sc.int a ublc ; ct 5,i n'y cust celui aui n'cust unc dame ou une
pucellc a son ecuelle. In Lancelot du Lac, a lacy who was troubled with a jealous husband,
complains that it was a long time since a knight had eaten off her plate. Lc Grand.

- St.atuimiis, quod omnis homo, sive miles sive alius, qui iverit cnin domina gencros5, salvui
iiit atque sccurus, nisi fucrit homicida.
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order of the golden shield, enjoins his knights to honour above all the
ladies, rind not to permit any one to slander them, " because from them
after (lod comes all the honour that men can acquire."
The ;,'allantry of those ages, which was very often adulterous, had

certainly no right to profane the name of religion : but its union with
valour was at least more natural, and became so intimate, that the
same word has served to express both qualities. In the P>ench and
English wars especially, the knights of each country brought to that
serious conflict the spirit of romantic attachment which had been
cherished in the hours of peace. They fought at Poitiers or Verneuil
as they had fought at tournaments, bearing over their armour scarves
and devices, as the livery of their mistresses, and asserting the para-
mount beauty of her they served, in vaunting challenges towards the
enemy. Thus, in the middle of a keen skirmish at Cherbourg, the
squadrons remained motionless, while one knight challenged to a
single combat the most amorous of the adversaries. Such a defiance
was soon accepted ; and the battle only recommenced when one of the
champions had lost his life for his love. In the first campaign of

Edward's war, some young English knights wore a covering over one
eye, vowing, for the sake of their ladies, never to see with both, till

they should have signalised their prowess in the field. These extra-

vagances of chivalry are so common that they form part of its general
character, and prove how far a course of action which depends upon
the impulses of sentiment may soon come to deviate from common sense.

It cannot be presumed that this enthusiastic veneration, this de-
votedness in life and death, were wasted upon ungrateful natures.

The goddesses of that idolatry knew too well the value of their wor-
shippers. There has seldom been such adamant about the female
heart as can resist the highest renown for valour and courtesy, united
with the steadiest fidelity. " He loved, (says Froissart of Eustace
d'Auberthicourt,) and afterwards married Lady Isabel, daughter of the

count of Juliers. This lady too loved Lord Eustace foF the great

exploits in arms which she heard told of him, and she sent him horses
and loving letters, which made the said Lord Eustace more bold
than before, and he wrought such feats of chivalry, that all in his

company were gainers." It were to be wished that the sympathy
of love and valour had always been as honourable. But the morals
of chivalry, we cannot deny, were not pure. In the amusing
fictions which seem to have been the only popular reading of the

middle ages there reigns a licentious spirit, not of that slighter kind
which is usual in such compositions, but indicating a general dissolute-

ness in the intercourse of the sexes. This has often been noticed of

Boccaccio and the early Italian novelists ; but it equally characterised

the tales and romances of France, whether metrical or in prose, and in

all the poetry of the Troubadours.^ The violation of marriage vows
passes in them for an incontestable privilege of the brave and the fair

;

and an accomplished knight seems to have enjoyed as undoubted pre*

rogatives, by general consent of opinion, as were claimed by the bril-

liant courtiers of Louis XV.

1 The romances will speak for themselves : and the character of the Provengal moralitymay
be collected from Millot, Hist, des Troubadours, and from Sismondi.
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But neither that emulous valour which chivalry excited nor the

rclifjion and gallantry which were its animatincj principles, alloyed as

the latter were by the corruption of those ages, could have rendered its

institution materially conducive to the moral improvement of society.

There were, however, excellences of a very high class which it equally

encouraged. In the books professedly written to lay down the duties

of knighthood they appear to spread over the whole compass of human
obligations. But these, like other books of moraUty, strain their

schemes of perfection far beyond the actual practice of mankind. A
juster estimate of chivalrous manners is to be deduced from romances.

Yet in these, as in all similar fictions, there must be a few ideal touches

beyond the simple truth of character ; and the picture can only be in-

teresting when it ceases to present images of mediocrity or striking

imperfection. But they referred their models of fictitious heroism to

the existing standard of moral approbation ; a rule which, if it gene-

rally falls short of what reason and religion prescribe, is always

beyond the average tenor of human conduct. From these, and from

history itself, we may infer the tendency of chivalry to elevate and
purify the moral feelings. Three virtues may particularly be noticed

as essential, in the estimation of jr.ankind, to the character of a knight,

—loyalty, courtesy, and munificence.

The first of these, in its original sense, may be defined fidelity to

engagements ; whether actual promises, or such tacit obligations as

bound a vassal to his lord, and a subject to his prince. It was
applied also, and in the utmost strictness, to the fidelity of a lover

towards the lady he served. Breach of faith, and especially of an ex-

press promise, was held a disgrace that no valour could redeem.

False, perjured, disloyal, recreant, were the epithets which he must be
compelled to endure who had swerved from a plighted engagement,
even towards an enemy. This is one of the most striking changes
produced by chivalry. Treachery, the usual vice of savage as well

as corrupt nations, became infamous during the vigour of that dis-

cipline. As personal rather than national feelings actuated its heroes,

they never felt that hatred, much less that fear, of their enemies which
blind men to the heinousness of ill faith. In the wars of Edward III.,

originating in no real animosity, the spirit of honourable as well as

courteous behaviour towards the foe seems to have arrived at its

highest point. Though avarice may have been the primary motive of

ransoming prisoners, instead of putting them to death, their permis-

sion to return home on the word of honour, in order to procure the

stipulated sum—an indulgence never refused—could only be founded
on experienced confidence in the principles of chivaln,-.

A knight was unfit to remain a member of the order if he violated

his faith ; he was ill acquainted with its duties if he proved wanting
in courtesy. This word expressed the most highly refined good-
breeding, founded less upon a knowledge of ceremonious politeness,

though this was not to be omitted, than on the spontaneous modesty,
self-denial, and respect for others, which ought to spring from his

heart. Besides the grace which this beautiful virtue threw over the
habits of social life, it softened down the natural roughness of war,
and gradually introduced that indulgent treatment of prisoners which
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was almost unknown to antiquity. Instances of this kind are con-

linunl in tlic later period of the middle aj;es. An Italian writer blames
the soldier who wounded JCccelin, the famous tyrant of Padua, after

he was taken. He deserved, says he, no praise, but rather the ;;reatest

infamy for his baseness ; since it is as vile an act to wound a prisoner,

whether noble or otherwise, as to strike a dead body.* Considcrinjj

the crimes of Eccelin, this sentiment is a remarkable proof of gene-
rosity. The behaviour of J.ldward III. to Eustace dc Kibaumont,
after the capture of Calais, and that, still more exquisitely beautiful,

of the Black I'rince to his royal prisoner at Poitiers, arc such eminent
instances of chivalrous virtue, that I omit to repeat them only because
they arc so well known. Those great princes too mi^^ht be ima;,'inec

to have soared far above the ordinary track of mankind. But, in

truth, the knights who surrounded them, and imitated their excel-

lences, were only inferior in opportunities of displaying the same virtue.

After the battle of Poitiers, " the English and Gascon knights," says

Froissart, " having entertained their prisoners, went home each of

thcni with the knights or squires he had taken, whom he then ques-

tioned upon their honour, what ransom they could pay without incon-

venience, and easily gave them credit ; and it was common for men
to say, that they would not straiten any knight or squire so that he
should not live well, and keep up his honour." 2 Liberality indeed,

and disdain of money, might be reckoned, as I have said, among the

essential virtues of chivalry. All the romances inculcate the duty of

scattering their wealth with profusion, especially towards minstrels,

pilgrims, and the poorer members of their own order. The last, who
were pretty numerous, had a constant right to succour from the

opulent ; the castle of every lord, who respected the ties of knighthood,
was open with more than usual hospitality to the traveller whose

armour announced his dignity, though it might serve also to con-

ceal his poverty.^

Valour, loyalty, courtesy, munificence, formed collectively the char-

acter of an accomplished knight, so far as was displayed in the ordin-

ary tenor of his hfe, reflecting these virtues as an unsullied mirror.

Yet something more was required for the perfect idea of chivalry, and

enjoined by its principles ; an active sense of justice, an ardent indig-

nation against wrong, a determination of courage to its best end, the

prevention or redress of injury. It grew up as a salutary antidote in

the midst of poisons, while scarce any law but that of the strongest

obtained regard, and the rights of territorial property, which are only

right as they conduce to general good, became the means of general

oppression. The real condition of society, it has sometimes been

thought, might suggest stories of knight-errantry, which were wrought

up into the popular romances of the middle ages. A baron, abusing

^ Non laudem meruit, sed summse potius opprobrium viiitatis ; nam idem facinus est putan-

dum captum nobilem vel ignobilem oflfendere, vel ferire, quam gladio caedere cadaver.

Rolaadinus, in Script. Rer. Ital. ... ,, . „„»
- Froissart remarks that all English and French gentlemen treat their pnsonera well

,
not

so the Germans, who put them in fetters, in order to extort more money.
_

3 It was the custom in Great Britain, (says the romance of Perceforest. speaking ot course

in an imaginary history,) that noblemen and ladies placed a helmet on the highest point ot

their castles, ns a sign that all persons of such rank travelling that road might boldly enter

their houses like their own.
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the advantage of an inaccessible castle in the fastnesses of the Black
Forest or the Alps, to pillage the neighbourhood, and confine travel-

lers in his dungeon, though neither a giant nor a Saracen, was a mon-
ster not less formidable, and could perhaps as little be destroyed with-

out the aid of disinterested bravery. Knight-errantry indeed, as a pro-

fession, cannot rationally be conceived to have had any existence be-

yond the precincts of romance. Yet there seems no improbability in

supposing that a knight, journeying through uncivilised regions in his

way to the Holy Land, or to the court of a foreign sovereign, might
find himself engaged in adventures not very dissimilar to those which
are the theme of romance. We cannot indeed expect to find any his-

torical evidence of such incidents.

The characteristic virtues of chivalry bear so much resemblance to

those which eastern writers of the same period extol, that I am a little

disposed to suspect Europe of liaving derived some improvement from
imitation of Asia. Though the crusades began in abhorrence of inti-

dels, this sentiment wore off in some degree before their cessation ; and
the regular intercourse of commerce, sometimes of alliance, between
the Christians of Palestine and the Saracens, must have removed part

of the prejudice, while experience of their enemy's courage and genero-
sity in war would with those gallant knights serve to lighten the re-

mainder. The romancers expatiate with pleasure on the merits of

Saladin, who actually received the honour of knighthood from
Hugh of Tabaria his prisoner. \n ancient poem, entitled the

Order of Chivalry, is founded upon this story, and contains a
circumstantial account of the ceremonies as well as duties which
the institution required. One or two other instances of a similar

kind bear witness to the veneration in which the name of knight
was held among the eastern nations. And certainly, excepting
that romantic gallantry towards women, which their customs would
not admit, the Mohammedan chieftains were for the most part abun-
dantly qualified to fulfil the duties of European chivalry. Their manners
had been polished and courteous, while the western kingdoms were
comparatively barbarous.
The principles of chivalry were not, I think, naturally productive of

many evils. For it is unjust to class those acts of oppression or dis-

order among the abuses of knighthood, which were committed in spite

of its regulations, and were only prevented by them from becoming
more extensive. The licence of times so imperfectly civilised could
not be expected to yield to institutions which, like those of religion,

fell prodigiously short in their practical result of the rcfonnation which
they were designed to work. Man's guilt and frailty have never ad-

mitted more than a partial corrective. But some bad consequences
may be more fairly ascribed to the very nature of chivalry. I have
already mentioned the dissoluteness which almost unavoidably resulted

from the prevailing tone of gallantry. And yet we sometimes find, in

the writings of those times, a spirit of pure but exaggerated sentiment

;

and the most fanciful refinements of passion are mingled by the same
poets with the coarsest immorality. An undue thirst for military re-

nown was another fault that chivalry must have nourished ; and the

love of war. sufficiently pernicious in any shape, was more founded, as
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I have observed, on personal feelings of honour, and less on public

spirit, than in the citizens of free states. A third reproach may be
made to the character of knighthood, that it widened the separation

between the different classes of society, and confirmed that aristocra-

tical spirit of hi^h birth by which the large mass of mankind were kept

in unjust degradation. Compare the generosity of Edward II. towards
Eustace de Ribaumont at the siege of Calais with the harshness of his

conduct towards the citizens. This may be illustrated by a story from
Joinvillc, who was iiimself imbued with the full spirit of chivalry, and
felt like the best and bravest of his age. He is speaking of Henry,
count of Champagne, who acquired, says he, very deservedly the sur-

name of Liberal, and adduces the following proof of it. A poor knight
implored of him on his knees one day as much money as would serve

to marry his two daughters. One Arthault dc Nogcnt, a rich burgess,

willing to rid the count of this importunity, but rather awkward, wc
must own, in the turn of his argument, said to the petitioner :

" My
lord has already given away so much that he has nothing left." " Sir

Villain," replied Henry, turning round to him, "you do not speak
truth in saying that I have nothing left to give, when I have got

yourself. Here, Sir Knight, I give you this man, and warrant your
possession of him." Then, says Joinville, the poor knight was not at

all confounded, but seized hold of the burgess fast by the collar, and
told him he should not go till he had ransomed himself. And in the

end he was forced to pay a ransom of five hundred pounds. The
simple-minded writer who brings this evidence of the count of Cham-
pagne's liberality is not at all struck with the facility of a virtue that

is exercised at the cost of others.

There is perhaps enough in the nature of this institution and its

congeniality to the habits of a warlike generation to account for the

respect in which it was held throughout Europe. But several collateral

circumstances served to invigorate its spirit. Besides the powerful
efficacy with which the poetry and romance of the middle ages stimu-

lated those susceptible minds which were alive to no other literature,

we may enumerate four distinct causes tending to the promotion of

chivalry.

The first of these was the regular scheme of education, according to

which the sons of gentlemen from the age of seven years were brought
up in the castles of superior lords, where they at once learned the

whole discipline of their future profession, and imbibed its emulous
and enthusiastic spirit. This was an inestimable advantage to the

poorer nobility, who could hardly otherwise have given their children

the accomplishments of their station. From seven to fourteen these

boys were called pages or varlets ; at fourteen they bore the name of

esquire. They were instructed in the management of arms, in the art

of horsemanship, in exercises of strength ard activity. They became
accustomed to obedience and courteous demeanour, serving their lord

or lady in offices which had not yet become derogator)- to honourable
birth, and striving to please visitors, and especially ladies, at the ball

or banquet. Thus placed in the centre of all that could awaken their

imaginations, the creed of chivalrous gallantry-, superstition, or honour,

must have made indelible impressions. Panting for the glory which
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neither their strength nor the estabhshcd rules permitted them to

anticipate, the young scions of chivalry attended their masters to the

tournament, and even to the battle, and riveted with a sigh the armour
they were forbidden to wear.

It was the constant policy of sovereigns to encourage this institution,

which furnished them with faithful supporters, and counteracted the

independent spirit of feudal tenure. Hence they displayed a lavish

magnificence in festivals and tournaments, which may be reckoned a
second means of keeping up the tone of chivalrous feeling. The kings
of France and England held solemn or plenary courts at the great

festivals, or at other times, where the name of knight was always a
title to admittance ; and the masque of chivalry, if I may use the

expression, was acted in pageants and ceremonies, fantastical enough
in our apprehension, but well calculated for those heated understand-
ings. Here the peacock and the pheasant, birds of high fame in

romance, received the homage of all true knights. The most singular

festival of this kind was that celebrated by Philip duke of liurgundy,

in 1453. In the midst of the banquet a pageant was introduced, repre-

senting the calamitous state of religion in consequence of the recent

capture of Constantinople. This was followed by the appearance of a
pheasant, which was laid before the duke, and to which the knights

present addressed their vows to undertake a crusade, in the following

very characteristic preamble :
" I swear before God my creator in the

first place, and the glorious Virgin his mother, and next before the

ladies and the pheasant." Tournaments were a still more powerful

incentive to emulation. These may be considered to have arisen

about the middle of the eleventh ccntur>'; for though every martial

people have found diversion in representing the image of war, yet the

.name of tournaments, and the laws that regulated them, cannot be
traced any higher.^ Every scenic performance of modern times must
be tame in comparison of these animating combats. At a tournament,
the space enclosed within the lists was surrounded by sovereign princes

and their noblest barons, by knights of established renown, and all

that rank and beauty had most distinguished among the fair. Covered
with steel, and known only by their emblazoned shield, or by the

favours of their mistresses, a still prouder bearing, the combatants
rushed forward to a strife without enmity, but not without danger.

Though their weapons were pointless, and sometimes only of wood,
though they were bound by the laws of tournaments to strike only upon
the strong armour of the trunk, or, as it was called, between the four

limbs, those impetuous conflicts often terminated in wounds and death.

The church uttered her excommunications in vain against so wanton
an exposure to peril ; but it was mere easy for her to excite than to

restrain that martial enthusiasm. Victory in a tournament was little

less glorious, and perhaps at the moment more exquisitely felt, than in

the field ; since no battle could assemble such witnesses of valour.
" Honour to the sons of the brave I'"' resounded amidst the din of

martial music from the lips of the minstrels, as the conqueror advanced

^ Godfrey de rreuilly, a French knight, is said by several contempowry writers to have
invented tournaments, which must of course be understood in a limited sense. The German:>
ascribe them to Henry the Fowler, but lhi<;, according to Du Canyc, is on no authority.
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to receive the prize from his queen or his mistress ; while the sur-

rounding' mullilude acknowledged in liis prowess of that day an aujjury

of triumphs that might in more serious contests be blended with those

of his country.

]>f)ih honorary and substantial privileges belonged to the condition of

knii'.hthood, and had of course a material tendency to preserve its credit.

A kni;^'ht was dislinguislied abroad by his crested helmet, his weighty
armour, whether of mail or plate, bearing his heraldic coat, by his

gilded spurs, his horse barbed with iron, or clothed in housing of gold
;

at home, l)y richer silks and more costly furs than were permitted to

squires, and by the appropriated colour of scarlet. He was addressed
by titles of more respect.^ Many civil offices, by rule or usage, were
confined to his order. But perhaps its chief privilege was to form one
distinct class of nobility, extending itself throughout great part of

Europe, and almost independent, as to its rights and dignities, of any
particular sovereign. Whoever had been legitimately dubbed a knight
in one country became, as it were, a citizen of universal chivalry, and
might assume most of its privileges in any other. Nor did he require

the act of a sovereign to be thus distinguished. It was a fundamental
principle that any knight might confer the order ; responsible only in

his own reputation if he used lightly so high a prerogative. But as all

the distinctions of rank might have been confounded, if this right had
been without limit, it was an equally fundamental rule that it could
only be exercised in favour of gentlemen.^

* Selden. There was not, however, so much distinction in England as in France.
* It is, however^ capable of abundant proof. Gunther, in his poem called Ligurinus, ob-

serves of the MiL'jiese republic :

Quoslibet ex humili vulgo, quod Gallia foedum
Judicat, accingi gladio concedit equestri.

Otho of Frlsingen expresses the same in prose. It is said, in the Establishments of St Louis,
that if any one, not being a gentleman on the father's side, was knighted, the king or baron
in whose territory he resides may hack off his spurs on a dunghill. The count de Nevers,
having knighted a person who was not noble ex parte paterna, was fined in the king's court.
The king, however, (Phiiip III.,) confirmed the knighthood. Fuit propositum, says a pas-
sage quoted by Daniel, contra comitem Flandriensem, quod non poterat, nee debebat facere
de villano militem, sine auctoritate regis, ibid. Statuimus, says James I. of Arragon. in

1234, ut nullus faciat militem nisi filium militis. Se!den produces other evidence to the same
effect. And the Emperor Sigismund, having conferred knighthood, during his stay at Paris
in 1415, on a person incompetent to receive it for want of nobility, the French were indig-
nant at his conduct, as an assumption of sovereignty. We are told, however, by Giannone,
that nobility was not in fact required for receiving chivalry at Naples, though it was in
France.
The privilege of every knight to associate qualified persons to the order at his pleasure,

lasted very long in France ; certainly down to the English wars of Charles VII., and, if I

am not mistaken, down to the time of Francis I. But in England, where the spirit of inde-
pendence did not prevail so much among the nobilitj', it soon ceased. Selden mentions one
remarkable instance in a writ of the twenty-ninth year of Henry III., summoning tenants in

capite to come and receive knighthood from the king, ad recipiendum a nobis arma militaria

;

and tenants of mesne lords to be knighted by whomsoever they pleased, ad recipiendum arma
de quibuscunque voluerint. But soon after this time, it became an established principle of our
law that no subject can confer knighthood except by the king's authoritj*. Thus Edwaid III.

grants to a burgess of Lyndia in Guienne (I know not what place this is" the privilege of
receiving that rank at the hands of any knight, his want of noble birth notwithstanding. It

seems, however, that a different law obtained in some places. Twenty-three of the chief in-

habitants of Beaucaire, partly knights, partlj' burgesses, certified in 1298 that the immemo-
rial usage of Beaucaire and of Provence had been for burgesses to receive knighthood at the
hands of noblemen, without the prince's permission. Burgesses in the great commercial
towns, were considered as of .1 superior class to the roturiers, and possessed a kind of dcmi-
nobility. Charles V. appears to have couceded a similar indulgence to the citizens of Paris.
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The privileges annexed to chivalry were of peculiar advantage to

the vavassors, or inferior gentry, as they tended to counterbalance the

influence which territorial wealth threw into the scale of their feudal

suzerains. Knighthood brought these two classes nearly to a level
;

and it is owing perhaps in no small degree to this institution that the

lower nobility saved themselves, notwithstanding their general poverty,

from being confounded with the common people.

Lastly, the customs of chivalry were maintained by their connexion
with military service. After armies, which we may call comparatively
regular, had superseded in a great degree the feudal militia, princes

were anxious to bid high for the service of knights, the best equipped
and bravest warriors of the time, on whose prowess the fate of battles

was for a long period justly supposed to depend. War brought into

relief the generous virtues of chivalry, and gave lustre to its distinctive

privileges. The rank was sought with enthusiastic emulation through
heroic achievements, to which, rather than to mere wealth and station,

it was considered to belong. In the wars of France and England, by
far the most splendid period of this institution, a promotion of knights

followed every success, besides the innumerable cases where the same
honour rewarded individual bravery. It may here be mentioned, that

an honorary distinction was made between knights-banneret and
bachelors.! The former were the richest and best accompanied. No
man could properly be a banneret, unless he possessed a certain

estate, and could bring a certain number of lances into the field. '-

His distinguishing mark was the square banner, carried by a squire

at the point of his lance ; while the knight-bachelor had only the

cornet or pointed pendant. When a banneret was created, the general
cut oft" this pendant to render it square.^ 15ut this distinction, how-
ever it elevated the banneret, gave him no claim to military command,
except over his own dependants or men-at-arms. Chandos was still

a knight-bachelor when he led part of the prince of Wales's army into

Spain. He first raised his banner at the battle of Navarette ; and the

narration that Froissart gives of the ceremony will illustrate the man-
ners of chivalry, and the character of that admirable hero, the con-'

queror of Du Guesclin and pride of English chivalry, whose fame witl

posterity has been a little overshadowed by his master's laurels.

What seems more extraordinary is, that mere squires had frequentl)'

• The word bachelor h.is been commonly derived from bas chevalier, in opposition to ban
nerct. But this, however plausible, is unlikely to be riqht. We do not find any authority for

the expression bas chevalier, nor any equivalent in I^tin, baccalaureus certainly not suggest-
in;^ that sense ; and it is strange that the corruption should obliterate every tr.ice of the
original term. Bachclouris a very old word, and is used in early French poetry for a'young
man, as bachelette is for a girl. So also in Chaucer,

"A yongc Squire,

A lover, and a lusty bac/telor.'*

' The number of men-at-arms whom a banneret ought to command was properly fifty. But
Olivier dc la Marche speaks of twenty-five' asfsufficient ; and it appears that in fact knights-
banneret often did not bring so many

^ Olivier tie la Marche gives a particular example of this, and makes a distinction between
the bachelor created a banneret on account of his estate, and the hereditary banneret who
took a public opportunity of requesting the sovereign to unfold his family banner which he
had before borne wountl round his lance. The first w.is said relevcr bannicre, the second
entrcr en banniere. This difference is more fully explained by Daniel. (Jhandos's banner
was unfolded, not cut, at Navarette. Wc read somciuues of csquires banneret, that is of
bannerets by descent, not yet knighted.

2 U
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the command over kni^jhts. I'roofs of this arc almost continual in

Froissart. iiut the vast estimation in which men held the dignity of
knighthood led them sometimes to defer it for great part of their

lives, in liope of sij^nalising their investiture by some eminent exploit.

These appear to liavc been the chief means of noui: rin-

ciples of cliivalry among the nobility of Europe. iJut i ' ing

all encouragement, it underwent the usual destiny of human institutions.

St Palaye, to whom we are indebted for so vivid a picture of ancient
manners, ascribes the decline of chivalry in France to the profusion

with which the order was lavished under Charles VI,, to tl, h-

mcnt of the companies of ordonnancc by Charles VII., an ex-

tension of knightly honours to lawyers, and other men of civil occupa-
tion by Francis I. J3ut the real principle f" f decay was something dif-

ferent from these three subordinate circumstances, unless so far as it

may bear some relation to the second. It was the invention of gun-
powder that eventually overthrew chivalry. From the time when the

use of fire-arms became tolerably perfect, the weapons of former war-
fare lost their efficacy, and physical force was reduced to a very sub-
ordinate place in the accomplishments of a soldier. The advantages
of a disciplined infantry became more sensible ; and the lancers, who
continued till almost the end of the sixteenth century to charge in along
line, felt the punishment of their presumption and indiscipline. Even
in the wars of Edward III., the disadvantageous tactics of chivalry

must have been perceptible ; but the military art had not been suffi-

ciently studied to overcome the prejudices of men eager for individual

distinction. Tournaments become less frequent ; and, after the fatal

accident of Henry II., were entirely discontinued in France. Not-
withstanding the convulsions of the religious wars, the sixteenth cen-

tury was more tranquil than any that had preceded ; and thus a large

part of the nobility passed their lives in pacific habits, and, if they as-

sumed the honours of chivalry, forgot their natural connexion with
military prowess. This is far more applicable to England, where,
except from the reign of Edward III. to that of Henry VI., chivalry,

as a military institution, seems not to have found a very congenial soil.^

To these circumstances, immediately affecting the military condition
of nations, we must add the progress of reason and literature, w^hich

made ignorance discreditable even in a soldier, and exposed the follies

of romance to a ridicule, which they were very ill calculated to endure.

The spirit of chivalry left behind it a more valuable successor. The
character of knight gradually subsided in that of gentleman ; and

^ The prerogative exercised by the kings of England of compelling men sufficiently quali-

fied in point of estate to take on them the honour of knighthood, was inconsistent with the

true spirit of chivalry. This began, according to Lord Littleton, under Henry III. Inde-
pendently of this, several causes tended to- render England less under the influence of

chivalrous principles than France or Germany ; such as, her comparatively peaceful state,

the smaller shai-e she took in the crusades, her inferiorit}' in romances of knight-errantr^',

but, above all, the democratical character of her laws and government. Still this is only to

be understood relatively to the two other countries above-named ; for chivalry was always in

high repute among us, nor did any nation produce more admirable specimens of its e.xcel-

lences.
I am not minutely acquainted with the state of chivalry in Spain, where_ it seems to have

flourished. Italy, except in Naples, and perhaps Piedmont, displayed little of its spirit,

which neither suited the free republics of the twelfth and thirteenth, nor the jealous tyrannies
ol the following centuries.
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the one distinguishes European society in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, as much as the other did in the preceding ages. A
jealous sense of honour, less romantic, but equally elevated, a ceremo-
nious gallantry and politeness, a strictness in devotional observances,

an high pride of birth, and feeling of independence upon any sovereign

for the dignity it gave, a sympathy for martial honour, though more
subdued by civil habits, are the lineaments which prove an indisput-

able descent. The cavaliers of Charles 1. were genuine successors of

Edward's knights ; and the resemblance is much more striking, if we
ascend to the civil wars of the League. Time has eftaced much also

of this gentlemanly, as it did before of the chivalrous character. From
the latter part of the seventeenth century its vigour and purity have
undergone a tacit decay, and yielded, perhaps in every country, to in-

creasing commercial wealth, more diffused instruction, the spirit of gene-

ral liberty in some, and of servile ob.sec[uiousness in others, the modes
of life in great cities, and the levelling customs of social intercourse.^

It is now time to pass to a very different subject. The third head
under which I classed the improvements of society during the four last

centuries of the middle ages was that of literature. But I must apprise

the reader not to expect any general view of literary histor)-^, even in

the most abbreviated manner. Such an epitome would not only be
necessarily superficial, but foreign in many of its details to the pur-

poses of this chapter, which, attempting to develop the circumstances
that gave a new complexion to society, considers literature only so fai

as it exercised a general and powerful intluence. The private re-

searches, therefore, of a single scholar, unproductive of any mate-
rial effect in his generation, ought not to arrest us, nor indeed would a
series of biographical notices, into which literary history is apt to fall,

be very instructive to a philosophical inquirer. But I have still a more
decisive reason against taking a large range of literary history into the

compass of this work, founded on the many contributions which have
been made within the last forty years to that department, some of them
even since the commencement of my own labour.^ These have diffused

so general an acquaintance with the literature of the middle ages, that

I must, in treating the subject, either compile secondary information
from well-known books, or enter upon a vast field of reading, with little

hope of improving upon what has been already said, or even acquiring

credit for original research. I shall therefore confine myself to four

points,—the study of civil law ; the institution of universities ; the

* The well-lcnown Memoirs of St Palayc are the best repository of interesting and illustra-

tive facts respecting chivalry. Possibly he may have relied a little too much on romances,
whose pictures will naturally be overcharged. JFroissart himself has somewhat of this partial

tendency, and the maimers of chivalrous times do not make so fair an appearance in Mon-
strelet. In the Memoirs of la Trcmouiile, we have perhaps the earliest delineation from the

life of those severe and stately virtues in high-born ladies, of which our own country furnished
so many examples in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and which were derived from
the influence of chivalrous principles. And those of Bayard in the same collection, (t. xiv.

and XV.,) are a beautiful exhibition of the best effects of that discipline.
" Four very recent publications (not to mention that of Buhlc on modem philosophy) enter

much at large into the middle literaturej; those of M. Gingucne, and M. Sismondi, the His-
tory of F-nglai\d by Mr Sharon Turner, and the Literary History of the Middle Ages by Mr
Bcrington. Ail of these contain more or less useful information and judicious remarks; but
that of Gingueni is amoii^ the most learned and important works of this century. I have DO
hebilatioa to i>rcfcr it, as far as il.s subjects extend, to Tiraboschi.
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application of modern languages to literature, and especially to poctrj'
;

and the revival of ancient learning.

The Roman law had been nominally preserved ever since the de-

struction of the empire ; and a great portion of the inhabitants of

France and Spain, as well as Italy, were governed by its provisions.

Jkit this was a mere compilation from the Theodosian code ; which itself

contained only the more recent laws promulgated after the establish-

ment of Christianity, with some fragments from earlier collections.

It was made by order of Alaric, king of the Visigoths, about the year

500, and is frequently confounded with the Theodosian code by writers

of the dark ages. The code of Justinian, reduced into system after

the separation of the two former countries from the Greek empire,
never obtained any authority in them ; nor was it received in the
part of Italy subject to the Lombards. But that this body of laws
was absolutely unknown in the West during any period seems to

have been too hastily supposed. Some of the more eminent eccle-

siastics, as Hincmar and Ivon of Chartrcs, occasionally refer to it, and
bear witness to the regard which the Roman church had uniformly paid
to its decisions.

The revival of the study of jurisprudence, as derived from the laws
of Justinian, has generally been ascribed to the discovery made of a
copy of the Pandects at Amalfi, in 1 135, when that city was taken by
the Pisans. This fact, though not improbable, seems not to rest upon
sufficient evidence. But its truth is the less material, as it appears to

be unequivocally proved that the study of Justinian's system had re-

commenced before that era. Early in the twelfth century, a professor

named Irnerius^ opened a school of civil law at Bologna, where he
commented, if not on the Pandects, yet on the other books, the Insti-

tutes and Code, which were sufficient to teach the principles and in-

spire the lov^e of that comprehensive jurisprudence. The study of law,

having thus revived, made a surprising progress ; within fifty years
Lombardy was full of lawyers, on whom Frederic Barbarossa and
Alexander III., so hostile in every other respect, conspired to shower
honours and privileges. The schools of Bologna were pre-eminent
throughout this century for legal learning. There seem also to have
been seminaries at Modena and Mantua ; nor was any considerable
city without distinguished civilians. In the next age they became
still more numerous, and their professors more conspicuous, and uni-

versities arose at Naples, Padua, and other places, where the Roman
law was the object of peculiar regard.

There is apparently great justice in the opinion of Tiraboschi, that

by acquiring internal freedom and the right of determining controver-

sies by magistrates of their own election, the Italian cities were led to

require a more extensive and accurate code of written laws than they
had hitherto possessed. These municipal judges were chosen from
among the citizens, and the succession to offices was usually so rapid,

that almost every freeman might expect in his turn to partake in the

public government, and consequently in the administration of justice.

The latter had always indeed been exercised in the sight of the people
1 Irnerlus is sometimes called Guarnerlus, sometimes Warnerius : the German \V is changed

into Gu by the Italians, and occasionally omitted, especially in Latinising, for the_sake of

euphony or purity. ~

"
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by the count and his assessors under the Lombard and Carlovingian

sovereigns ; but the laws were rude, the proceedings tumultuary, and
the decisions perverted by violence. The spirit of liberty begot a
stronger sense of right ; and right, it was soon perceived, could only

be secured by a common standard. Magistrates, holding temporary
offices, and little elevated, in those simple times, above the citizens

among whom they were to return, could only satisfy the suitors, and
those Avho surrounded their tribunal, by proving the conformity of

tiieir sentences to acknowledged authorities. And the practice of

alleging reasons in giving judgment would of itself introduce some
uniformity of decision, and some adherence to great rules of justice

in the most arbitrary tribunals ; while, on the other hand, those of a
free country lose part of their title to respect, and of their tendency to

maintain right, whenever, either in civil or criminal questions, the

mere sentence of a judge is pronounced without explanation of its

motives.

The fame of this renovated jurisprudence spread very rapidly from
Italy over other parts of Europe. Students flocked from all parts to

liologna ; and some eminent masters of that school repeated its les-

sons in distant countries. One of these, Placentinus, explained the

digest at Montpclier before the end of the twelftii century ; and the

collection of Justinian soon came to supersede the Theodosian code in

the dominions of Toulouse. Its study continued to flourish in the uni-

versities of both these cities ; and hence the Roman law, as it is exhi-

bited in the system of Justinian, became the rule of all tribunals in the

southern provinces of France. I:s authority in Spain is equally great,

or at least is only disputed by that of the canonists ; and it forms the

acknowledged basis of decision in all the Germanic tribunals, sparingly

modified by the ancient feudal customaries, which the jurists of the

empire reduce within narrow bounds. In the northern parts of France,
where the legal standard was sought in local customs, the civil law met
naturally with less regard. But the code of St Louis borrows from
that treasury many of its provisions, and it was constantly cited in

pleadings before the parliament of Paris, cither as obligatory by way of

authority, or at least as written wisdom, to which great deference was
shown. 1 Yet its study was long prohibited in the university of Paris,

from a disposition of the popes to establish exclusively their decretals,

though the prohibition was silently disregarded.

As early as the reign of Stephen, Vacarius, a lawyer of Bologna,
taught at Oxford with great success ; but the students of scholastic

theoU)gy opposed themselves, from some unexplained reason, to this

new jurisprudence, and his lectures were interdicted. About the time
of Henry III. and Edward I., the civil law acquired some credit in

England ; but a system entirely incompatible with it had established

itself in our courts of justice ; and the Roman jurisprudence was not
only soon rejected, but became obnoxious.- Everywhere, however, the

' Flcury says, that it w.is a great question among lawyers, and still undecided, (/.a in

1674,) whether the Roman law was the common law in the pays coutumicrs, as to those
pouits wherein their local customs were silent. And, if I understand Denisart,'the affirmative
prevailed. It is plain at least by the Causes Ce'lcbres, that appeal was continually made to
the principles of the civil law in i\\ti /ncturns of Parisian advocates.

' Notwithstanding Sclden's authority, I am not satisfied that he has not extenuated the
effect of Braclon's predilection for the maxims of Komau jurisprudence. No early law^'cr
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clergy combined its study with that of their own canons ; it was a
maxim that every canonist must be a civiUan, and that no one could
be a jiood civilian unless he were also a canonist In all universities

degrees are ^jranted in both laws conjointly ; and in all courts of eccle-

siastical jurisdiction the authority of Justinian is cited, when that of

Gregory or Clement is wanting.

I should earn little gratitude for my obscure diligence were I to dwell

on the forgotten teachers of a science, that is likely soon to be forgot-

ten. These elder professors of Roman jurisprudence are infected, as

"wc arc told, with the faults and ignorance of their time ; failing in
•

'

exposition of ancient law through incorrectness of manuscripts . . i

want of subsidiary learning, or perverting their sense through the ver-

bal subtleties of scholastic philosophy. It appears that, even a hun-
dred years since, neither Azzo and Accursius, the principal civilians of

the thirteenth century, nor Bartolus and Baldus, the more conspicuous
luminaries of the next age, nor the later writings of Accolti, Fulgosius.

and Panormitanus, were greatly regarded as authorities ; unless it were
in Spain, where improvement is always odious, and the name of Bar-
tolus inspired absolute deference. In the sixteenth century, Alciatus.

and the greater Cujacius, became, as it were, the founders of a new
and more enlightened academy of civil law, from which the later jurists

derived their lessons. But their names, or at least their writings, are

rapidly passing to the gulph that absorbed their predecessors. The
stream of literature, that has so remarkably altered its channel within

the last century, has left no region more deserted than those of the civil

and canon law. Except among the immediate disciples of the papal
court, or perhaps in Spain, no man, I suppose, throughout Europe,
will ever again undertake the study of the one ; and the new legal

systems which the moral and political revolutions of this age have pro-

duced and are likely to diffuse will leave little influence or importance
to the other. Yet, as their character, so their fate will not be altogether

similar. The canon law, fabricated only for an usurpation that can
never be restored, will become absolutely useless, as if it had never
existed ; like a spacious city in the wilderness, though not so splendid
and interesting as Palmyra. But the code of Justinian, stripped of its

impurer alloy, and of the tedious glosses of its commentators, will form
the basis of other systems, and mingling, as we may hope, with the new
institutions of philosophical legislators, continue to influence the social

relations of mankind long after its direct authority shall have been
abrogated. The ruins of ancient Rome supplied the materials of a
new city ; and the fragments of her law, which have already been
wrought into the recent codes of France and Prussia, will probably,

under other names, guide far-distant generations by the sagacity of

Modestinus and Ulpian.^

has contributed so much to form our own system as Bracton ; and if his definitions and rules

are sometimes borrowed from the civilians, our common law may have indirectly received
greater modification from that influence than its professors were ready to acknowledge, or
even than they knew. A full view of this subject is still, I think, a desideratum in the history

of English law, which it would illustrate in a very interesting manner.
1 Those, if any such there be, who feel some curiosity about the civilians of the middle

ages, will find a concise and elegant account in Gravina. Tiraboschi contains perhaps more
information, but his prolixity on a theme so unimportant is very wearisome. Of what use
could he think it to discuss the dates of all transactions in the lives of Bartolus and Baldus
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The estal)lishment of public schools in France is owing to Charle-

magne. At his accession, we arc assured that no means of education
existed in his dominions ;^ and in order to restore in some degree the

spirit of letters, he was compelled to invite strangers from countries

where learning was not so thoroughly extinguished. Alcuin of Eng-
land, Clement of Ireland, Thcodulf of Germany, were the true Paladins

who repaired to his court. With the help of these he revived a few
sparks of diligence, and established schools in different cities of his

empire, nor was he ashamed to be the disciple of that in his own
palace under the care of Alcuin.*'^ His two next successors, Louis the

Debonair, and Charles the Bald, were also encouragers of letters ; and
the schools of Lyons, I'ulda, Corvey, Rheims, and some other cities

might be said to flourish in the ninth century. In these were taught
the trivium and quadrivium, a long established division of sciences ;

the first comprehending grammar, or what we now call philology, logic,

and rhetoric ; the second music, arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy.^

But in those ages scarcely anybody mastered the latter four ; and to

be perfect in the three former was exceedingly rare. All those studies,

however, were referred to theology, and that in the narrowest manner;
music, for example, being reduced to church chanting, and astronomy
to the calculation of Easter. Alcuin forbade the Latin poets to be read,

and this discouragement of secular learning was very general ; though
some, as for instance Raban, permitted a slight tincture of it, as sub-

sidiary to religious instruction.^

About the latter part of the eleventh century, a greater ardour for

intellectual pursuits began to show itself in Europe, which in the

twelfth broke out into a llame. This was manifested in the numbers
who repaired to the public academies, or schools of philosophy. None
of these grew so early into reputation as that of Paris. This cannot
indeed, as has been vainly pretended, trace its pedigree to Charlemagne.
The first who is said to have read lectures at Paris was Remigius of
Auxerre, about the year 900. For the two next centuries the history

of this school is very obscure ; and it would be hard to prove an un-
broken continuity, or at least a dependence and connexion of its pro-

fessors. In the year 1 100, we find William of Champeaux teaching
logic, and apparently some higher parts of philosophy, with much
credit. Ihit this preceptor was eclipsed by his disciple, afterwards his

rival and adversary, Peter Abclard, to whose brilhant and hardy
genius the university of Paris appears to be indebted for its rapid ad-
vancement. Abclard was almost the first who awakened mankind in

the ages of darkness to a sympathy with intellectual excellence. His
bold theories, not the less attractive perhaps for treading upon the
bounds of heresy, his imprudent vanity, that scorned the regularly

(to say nothing of obsoircr n.i: " '
' " ' "

i> and P>;ir:
'

were? Besides this f.uilt, it i \^', and h;

read the civilians of whom Xxn i. . ., »m h. i . i n.md.i ..i->. i,^-._^ i,-.i ..imiIs not only »itii

Ic^nl knowledge, but with nn actitcncss of criticism which, to say the truth, Tiraboschi never
^hows except on a date or a n.ii;ic.

' Ante ipsum dominum Camluni r
'

". illid niiHum Aitt studium liheralium artium.
' There Avas a sort of Htrirr)' cluK n, where the members assunictj ancient names.

Charlemagne was called David; Alcuiii, Jit iMce; another, Demetas, &c.
3 This division of the sciences is ascribed to Si Augustiii ; and was certainly established

early in the sixth ccnlury.
< Raban Maurus was chief of the cathedral school at Fulda in the ninth century.
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acquired reputation of older men, allured a multitude of disciples, who
would jicvcr have listened to an ordinary teacher. It is said that
twenty cardinals and fifty bishops had been amon^ his hearers. Even
in the wilderness, where he had erected the monastery of Paraclete, he
was surrounded by entliusiastic admirers, relinquishing the luxuries, if

so they might be called, of Paris, for the coarse living and imperfect
accommodation which that retirement could afford. Hut the whole of
Abelard's life was the shipwreck of genius ; and of genius, both the
source of his own calamities, and unserviceable to posterity. There
arc few lives of literary men more interesting, or more diversified by
success and adversity, by glory and humiliation, by the admiration of
mankind and the persecution of enemies ; nor from which, I may add,
more impressive lessons of moral prudence may be derived. One ot

Abclard's pupils was Peter Lombard, afterwards archbishop of Paris,

and author of a work called " The Book of Sentences," which obtained
the highest authority among the scholastic disputants. The resort of
students to Paris became continually greater ; they appear, before the

year 1169, to have been divided into nations ;i and probably they had
an elected rector and voluntary rules of discipline about the same
time. This, however, is not decisively proved ; but in the last year of

the twelfth century, they obtained their earliest charter from Philip

Augustus.2
The opinion which ascribes the foundation of the university of

Oxford to Alfred, if it cannot be maintained as a truth, contains no
intrinsic marks of error. Ingulfus, abbot of Croyland, in the earliest

authentic passage that can be adduced to this point,^ declares that he
was sent from Westminster to the school at Oxford, where he learned
Aristotle, and the two first books of Tully's rhetoric.-* Since a school

for dialectics and rhetoric subsisted at Oxford, a town of but middling
size, and not the seat of a bishop, we are naturally led to refer its

foundation to one of our kings ; and none who had reigned after Alfred

appears likely to have manifested such zeal for learning. However, it

is evident that the school of Oxford was frequented under Edward the

Confessor. There follows an interval of above a century, during which
we have, I believe, no contemporary evidence of its continuance. But
in the reign of Stephen, Vicarius read lectures there upon civil law

;

and it is reasonable to suppose that a foreigner would not have chosen

^ The faculty of arts in the university of Paris was divided into four nations—those of
France, Picardy, Normandy, and England. These had distinct suffrages in the affairs of
the university, and consequently, when united, out-numbered the three higher faculties of
theology, law, and medicine. In 1169 Henry II. of England offers to refer his dispute with
Becket to the provinces of the school of Paris.

- The first statute regulating the discipline of the university was given by Robert de
CourQon, legate of Honorius III., in 1215.

3 No one probably would choose to rely on a passage found in one manuscript of Asseriu^,

which has all appearance of an interpolation.' It is evident from an anecdote in Wood's
Hist, of Oxford, that Camden did not believe in" the authenticity of this passage, though he
thought proper to insert it in the " Britannia."

* The mention of Aristotle at so early a period might seem to throw some suspicion on this

passage. But it is impossible to detach it from the conte.\t ; and the works of Aristotle in-

tended by Ingulfus were translations of parts of his logic by Boethius and Victorin. A pas-

sage, indeed, in Peter of Blois's continuation of Ingulfus, where the study of Averroes is said

to have taken place at Cambridge some years before he was born, is of a different complexion,

and must of course be rejected as spurious. In the Gesta Comitum Andegavensium, Fulk,

count of Anjou, who lived about 920, is said to have been skilled Aristotelicis et Ciceronianis

mtiocinationibus.
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1

that city, if he had not found a seminary of learning already esta-

blished. It was probably inconsiderable, and might have been inter-

rupted during some part of the preceding century. ^ In the reign of

Henry II., or at least of Richard I., Oxford became a very flourishing

university, and in 1201, according to Wood, contained three thousand
scholars. 2 The earliest charters were granted by John.

If it were necessary to construe the word university in the strict sense

of a legal incorporation, Bologna might lay claim to a higher antiquity

than either Paris or Oxford. There are a few vestiges of studies

pursued in that city even in the eleventh century, but early in the next
the revival of the Roman jurisprudence, as has been already noticed,

brought a throng of scholars round the chairs of its professors.

Frederic Barbarossa in 1158, by his authentic or rescript entitled

Habita, took these under his protection, and permitted them to be
tried in civil suits by their own judges. This exemption from the

ordinary tribunals, and even from those of the church, was naturally

coveted by other academies ; it was granted to the university of Paris,

by its earliest charter from Philip Augustus, and to Oxford by John.
From this time the golden age of universities commenced ; and it is

hard to say whether they were favoured most by their sovereigns or by
the see of Rome. Their history indeed is full of struggles with the

municipal authorities, and with the bishops of their several cities,

wherein they were sometimes the aggressors, and generally the con-
querors. From all parts of Europe students resorted to these renowned
seats of learning with an eagerness for instruction which may astonish

those who reflect how little of what we now deem useful could be im-
parted. At Oxford, under Henry III., it is said that there were thirty

thousand scholars ; an exaggeration which seems to imply that the
real number was very great. 3 A respectable contemporary writer

asserts that there were full ten thousand at Bologna about the same
time."* I have not observed any numerical statement as to Paris during
this age ; but there can be no doubt that it was more frequented than
any other. At the death of Charles VII. in 1453, it contained twenty-
five thousand students.^ In the thirteenth century, other universities

sprang up in different countries : Padua and Naples under the patron-
age of Frederic II., a zealous and useful friend to letters, Toulouse
and Montpelier, Cambridge and Salamanca.*^ Orleans, which had

' It may be remarked that John of Salisbury, who wrote in the first years of Henry ll.'s

reign, since his Policraticus is dedicated to Beckcl, before he became archbishop, makes no
mention of Oxford, which he would probably have done, if it had been an eminent seat uf
learning at that time.

2 The Hencdictins of St Maur say, that there was an eminent school of canon law at Oxford
about the end of the twelfth centurVi to which many students repaired from P.iris.

•* " Hut among these," says Anthony Wood, ".i company of varlets, who pretended to be
scholars, shuftlcd themselves in, and did act much villany in the university by thieving, whor-
ing, quarrelling, &c. They lived under no discipline, neither had they tutors; but only for

fashion's sake would sometimes thrust themselves into the schools at ordinary lectures, and
when they went to perform any mischief, then would they be accounted scholars, that so they
might free themselves from the jurisdiction of the burghers." If we allow three varlets to one
scholar, the univcr>ity will still have been very fully frequented by the latter.

* Azarius, about the middle of the fourteenth century, says, the number was about thirteen
thousand in his time.

* Paris owes a great part of its buildings on the southern bank of the Seine to the university.
The students are said to have been about twelve thousand before 1480.

* The earliest authentic mention of Cambridge as a place of learning, if I mistake not, is in

Matthew Palis, who informs us, that in 1209, John having caused llirec clerks of Oxlbrd to
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long been distinguished as a school of civil law, received the privileges

of incorporation early in the fourteenth century ; and Angers before

the expiration of the same age. Prague, the earliest and most eminent
of German universities, was founded in 1350 ; a secession from thence
of Snxon students, in consequence of the nationality of the Bohemians
and the llussilc schism, gave rise to that of Leipsic. The fifteenth

century produced several new academical foundations in France and
Spain.

A large proportion of scholars, in most of those institutions, were
drawn by the love of science from foreign countries. The chief universi-

ties had their own particular departments of excellence. Paris was
unrivalled for scholastic theology ; Bologna and Orleans, and after-

wards Bourges, for jurisprudence ; Montpelicr for medicine. Though
national prejudices, as in the case of Prague, sometimes interfered with
this free resort of foreigners to places of education, it was in general a
wise policy of government, as well as of the universities themselves, to

encourage it. The thirty-fifth article of the peace of Bretigni provides
for the restoration of fonner privileges to students respectively in the

French and English universities. Various letters patent will be found
in Rymer's collection, securing to Scottish as well as French natives a
safe passage to their place of education. The English nation, includ-

ing, however, the Flemings and Germans, had a separate vote in the

faculty of arts at Paris. But foreign students were not, I believe, so

numerous in the English academies.
If endowments and privileges are the means of quickening a zeal for

letters, they were liberally bestowed in the three last of the middle ages.

Crevier enumerates fifteen colleges, founded in the university of Paris

during the thirteenth century, besides one or two of a still earlier date.

Two only, or at most three, existed in that age at Oxford, and but one
at Cambridge. In the next two centuries, these universities could
boast, as every one knows, of many splendid foundations ; though
much exceeded in number by those of Paris. Considered as ecclesias-

tical institutions, it is not surprising that the universities obtained,

according to the spirit of their age, an exclusive cognisance of civil or

criminal suits affecting their members. This jurisdiction was, how-
ever, local as well as personal, and in reality encroached on the regular

police of their cities. At Paris, the privilege turned to a flagrant abuse,

and gave rise to many scandalous contentions. Still more valuable
advantages were those relating to ecclesiastical preferments, of which
a large proportion was reserved in France to academical graduates.

Something of the same sort, though less extensive, may still be traced

in the rules respecting the plurality of benefices in our English church.

This remarkable and almost sudden transition from a total indiffer-

ence to all intellectual pursuits, cannot be ascribed, perhaps, to any
general causes. The restoration of the civil, and the formation of the

canon law, were, indeed, eminently conducive to it, and a large pro-

be hanged on suspicion of murder, the whole body of scholars left that city, and emigrated,
some to Cambridge, some to Reading, in order to carry on their studies. But it may be con-
jectured with some probability, that they were led to a town so distant xs Cambridge by the
previous establishment of academical instruction in that place. The incorporation of Cam-
bridge is in 1231, (15 Henry III.,) so that there is no great difference in the legal antiquity of
cur two univoFsities.
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poition of scholars in most universities confined themselves to juris-

prudence. But the chief attraction to the studious was the new
scholastic philosophy. The love of contention, especially with such

arms as the art of dialectics supplies to an acute understanding, is

natural enough to mankind. That of speculating upon the mysterious

questions of metaphysics and theology is not less so. These disputes

and speculations, however, appear to have excited little interest, till,

after the middle of the eleventh century, Roscelin, a professor of logic,

revived the old question of the Grecian schools respecting universal

ideas, the reality of which he denied. This kindled a spirit of meta-
physical discussion, which Lanfranc and Anselm, successively arch-

bishops of Canterbury, kept alive ; and in the next century, Abelard
and Peter Lombard, especially the latter, completed the scholastic

system of philosophising. The logic of Aristotle seems to have been
partly known in the eleventh century, although that of Augustin was,

perhaps, in higher estimation; in the twelfth, it obtained more decisive

influence. His metaphysics, to which the logic might be considered

as preparatory, were introduced through translations from the Arabic,

and, perhaps, also from the Greek, early in the ensuing century.^ This
work, condemned at tirst by the decrees of popes and councils, on
account of its supposed tendency to atheism, acquired by degrees an
influence, to which even popes and councils were obliged to yield.

The Mendicant Friars, established throughout Europe in the thirteenth

century, greatly contributed to promote the Aristotelian philosophy
;

and its final reception into the orthodox system of the church may
chiefly be ascribed to Thomas Aquinas, the boast of the Dominican
order, and certainly the most distinguished metaphysician of the middle
ages. His authority silenced all scruples as to that of Aristotle, and
the two philosophers were treated with equally implicit deference by
the later schoolmen.

2

This scholastic philosophy, so famous for several ages, has since

passed away and been forgotten. The history of literature, like that

of empire, is full of revolutions. Our public libraries arc cemeteries

* TiraboEchi conceives that the translations of Aristotle made by command of Frederic II.

were directly from the Greek, and censures Bruckcr for the contrary opinion. Jiuhle, how-
ever, appears to agree with Bruckcr. It is almoet certain that versii»iis were made from the

Arabic Aristotle ; whicli itself was not immediately taken from the Greek, but from a Syriac
medium.

It was not only a kn'nvl'-.l.'.- r.r \i\', i',- tliat the scholastics of V^ . '-• .! .'v. ' r,-,.!,, ft,e

Arabic lan:4un!:jo. Hi^ \ d in the flourishing " x

vast number ofcomme Hi .>sicians trained in t < '. .-,

Averroes, a u.itivc of Coiuov.i, wiio died cariy in the thirteenth cciiiuiy, w.is ihe ujosl emi-
nent. It would bf* curious to examine more minutely than hns hithfrrn brcn done the ortciiial

writings of tl
' "

'
'

' '
•

.

" ii

Al Ga/cl, wi. .1

dnii!-' • ! ' ' w,

of >" called << ij

moi -^ and prci . > , ;d

in 11^0, and consequently might luivc suggested this tlieury to Abelard, which however is

not probable.
2 I luivc foimd II •

' '

' ;'i.in Bruckcr. But 1.

'
' " "' ' ' \<\

the original writiii. lies; .in admission \ c

quite necessary. C (..^ ...., lie gives us rather a v ,..,.;, j-

sophy than any clear view of its character. Of the v. mi Ger-
many on the history' of philosophy, I have only seen th. into my
hands till I had nearly written these pages. Ticdeman and Tt;uuumaa are, I Uilicve, still

untranslated.
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of departed reputation ; and the dust accumulating upon their un-
touched volumes speaks as forcibly as the j^rass that waves over the
ruins of liabyion. Few, very few, for a hundred years past, have
broken the repose of the immense works of the schoolmen. None
perhaps in our own country have acquainted themselves particularly

with their contents. Leibnitz, however, expressed a wish that some
one conversant with modern philosophy would undertake to extract

the scattered particles of gold which may be hidden in their abandoned
mines. This wish has been at len;;th partially fulfilled by three or four
of those industrious students and keen metaphysicians who do honour
to modern Germany. ]5ut most of their works are unknown to me
except by repute ; and as they all appear to be formed on a very ex-

tensive plan, I doubt whether even those laborious men could afford

adequate time for this ungrateful research. Yet we cannot pretend to

deny that Roscclin, Ansclm, Abelard, Peter Lombard, Albertus Mag-
nus, Thomas Aquinas, Duns Scotus, and Ockham, were men of acute
and even profound understandings, the giants of their own generation.

Even with the slight knowledge we possess of their tenets, there appear,
through the cloud of repulsive technical barbarisms, rays of metaphy-
sical genius which this age ought not to despise. Thus in the works
of Anselm is found the celebrated argument of Des Cartes for the ex-

istence of a Deity, deduced from the idea of an infinitely perfect being.

One great object that most of the schoolmen had in view was to esta-

blish the principles of natural theology by abstract reasoning. This
reasoning was doubtless liable to great difficulties. But a modern
writer, who seems tolerably acquainted with the subject, assures us
that it would be difficult to mention any theoretical argument to prove
the divine attributes, or any objection capable of being raised against
the proof, which we do not find in some of the scholastic philosophers.^

The most celebrated subjects of discussion, and those on which this

class of reasoners were most divided, were the reality of universal

ideas, considered as extrinsic to the human mind, and the freedom of

will. These have not ceased to occupy the thoughts of metaphysicians

;

but it will generally be allowed that the prevalence of the Realists in

the former question does not give a favourable impression of the

scholastic system.

^

But all discovery of truth by means of these controversies was ren-

dered hopeless by two insurmountable obstacles, the authority of Aris-

totle, and that of the church. Wherever obsequious reverence is sub-

stituted for bold inquiry, truth, if she is not already at hand, will never
1 Buble raises upon the whole a favourable notion of Anselm and Aquinas; but he hardly

notices any other.
- Mr Turner has, with his characteristic spirit of enterprise, examined some of the writings

of our chief English schoolmen, Duns Scotus and Ockham, and even given us some extract?,

from them. They seem to me very frivolous, so far as I can collect their meaning. Ockham
in particular falls very short of what I had expected ; and his nominalism is strangely different

from that of Berkeley. We can hardly reckon a man in the right, who is so by accident, and
through sophistical reasoning. However, a well-known article in the Edin. Review, No.
LIU., gives from Tenneman a more favourable account of Ockham.
Perhaps I may have imagined the scholastics to be more forgotten than they really are.

Within a short time, I have met with four living English writers who have read parts of
Thomas Aquinas—Mr Turner, Mr Berington, Mr Coleridge, and the Edinburgh Re\-iewer.

Still I cannot bring myself to think, that there are four more in this country who could say

the same. Certain portions, however, of his writings are still read in the course of instructioa

of some Catholic universities.
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be attained. The scholastics did not unclcrstandAristotle, whose original

writings they could not read ;
^ but his name was received with implicit

faith. They learned his peculiar nomenclature, and fancied that he had
given them realities. The authority of the church did them still more
harm. It has been said, and probably with much truth, that their meta-

physics were injurious to their theology. But I must observe in return,

that their theology was equally injurious to metaphysics. Their disputes

continually turned upon questions either involving absurdity and con-

tradiction, or at best inscrutable by human comprehension. Those
who assert the greatest antiquity of the Roman Catholic doctrine as

to the real presence, allow that both the word and the definition of

transubstantiation are owing to the scholastic writers. Their subtleties

were not always so well received. They reasoned at imminent peril

of being charged with heresy, which Roscelin, Abclard, Lombard, and
Ockham did not escape. In the virulent factions that arose out of

their metaphysical quarrels, either party was eager to expose its ad-

versary to detraction and persecution. The Nominalists were accused,

one hardly sees why, with reducing, like Sabellius, the persons of the

Trinity to modal distinctions. The Realists, with more pretence, in-

curred the imputation of holding a language that savoured of atheism.-

In the controversy which the Dominicans and Franciscans, disciples

respectively of Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus, maintained about
grace and free-will, it was of course still more easy to deal in mutual
reproaches of heterodoxy. But the schoolmen were in general prudent
enough not to defy the censures of the church ; and the popes, in re-

turn for the support they gave to all exorbitant pretensions of the Holy
See, connived at this factious wrangling, which threatened no serious

mischief, as it did not proceed from any independent spirit of research.

Yet with all their apparent conformity to the received creed, there

was, as might be expected from the circumstances, a great deal of real

deviation from orthodoxy, and even of infidelity. The scholastic mode
of dispute, admitting of no termination, and producing no conviction,

was the sure cause of scepticism ; and the system of Aristotle, espe-

cially with the commentaries of Averroes, bore an aspect very unfa-
vourable to natural religion.-'^ The Aristotelian philosophy, even in

the hands of the Master, was like a barren tree, that conceals its want
of fruit by profusion of leaves. But the scholastic ontology was much
worse. What could be more trifling than disquisitions about the
nature of angels, their modes of operation, their means of conversing-,

or (for these were distinguished) the morning and evening state of their

J Roger Bacon, by far the truest philosopher of the middle ages, complains of the ignorance
of Ariitotle's translators- Every translator, he observes, ought to understand his author's
subject, and the two languages from which and into wliich he is to render the work, but
none hitherto, except Hocihius, have suft'iciently known the languages; nor has one, except
Robert (trostele, (the famous bishop if Lincoln,/ had a competent act|uaintance with science.
The rest make ci^rcgious errors in botii respects. And there is so much misapprehension and
obscurity in the Aristotelian writings as thus translated, that no one understands them.

' Mr Turner has fallen into some confusion as to this point, .ind supposes the nominalist
system to have had a pantheistical tendency, not clearly apprehending its characteristics.

3 Petrarch gives a curious account of the irreligion that prev.iiled among the learned at
Venice and Padua, in consequence of their unbounded admiratimi for Aristotle and Averroes.
One of this school, conversing with him, after expressing much contempt for the Apostles
and Fathers, exclaimed : Utinam tu Avcrroim pati posses, ut vidcres quanto illc tiiib his
nugatoribus major sii !
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undcrstandinfjs ? Into such follies the schoolmen appear to have
launched, ]);irily because there was less dan^'cr of runnin '

,t

an heresy, in a matter where the church had defined
;

partly from their presumption, which disdained all inquiries mto
the human mind, as merely a part of physics ; and in no small
degree through a spirit of mystical fanaticism, derived from the
oriental pliilosophy, and the later Platoni f with
the cold-blooded technicalities of the I\^ -.a this

unproductive waste of the faculties could not last for ever. Men dis-

covered that they had given their time for the promise of wisdom, and
been cheated in tlie bargain. What John of Salisbury observes of the
Parisian dialcctitians in his own time,'that after several years' absence
he found them not a step advanced, and still employed in urging and
parrying the same arguments, was equally applicable to the period of
centuries. After three or four hundred years, the scholastics had not
untied a single knot, nor added one unequivocal truth to the domain
of philosophy. As this became more evident, the enthusiasm for that

kind of learning declined ; after the middle of the fourteenth century,
few distinguished teachers arose among the schoolmen, and at the
revival of letters, their pretended science had no advocates left, but
among the prejudiced or ignorant adherents of established systems.
How different is the state of genuine philosophy, the zeal for which
will never wear out by length of time or change of fashion, because
the inquirer, unrestrained by authority, is perpetually cheered by the

discovery of truth in researches, which the boundless riches of nature
seem to render indefinitely progressive !

Yet, upon a general consideration, the attention paid in the uni%'er-

sities to scholastic philosophy may be deemed a source of improvement
in the intellectual character, when we compare it with the perfect ig-

norance of some preceding ages. Whether the sams industry would
not have been more profitably directed, if the love of metaphysics had
not intervened, is another question. Philology, or the principles of
good taste, degenerated through the prevalence of school-logic. The
Latin compositions of the twelfth century are better than those of the

' This mystical philosophy appears to have been introduced into Europe by John Scotus,
whom Buhle treats as the founder of the scholastic philosophy ; though, as it made no 'xn-
sible progress for two centuries after his time, it seems more natural to give that credit to
Roscelin and Ansclm. Scotus, or Erigena, as he is perhaps more frequently called, took up,
through the medium of a spurious work, ascribed to Dionysius the Areopagite, that remark-
able system, which has from time immemorial prevailed in some schools of the East, wherein
all external phenomena, as well as all subordinate intellects, are considered as emanating
from the Supreme Being, into whose essence they are hereafter to be absorbed. This system,
reproduced under various modifications, and combined with various theories of philosophy
and religion, is perhaps the most congenial to the spirit of solitar}'- speculation, and conse-
quently the most extensively diffused of any which those high themes have engendered.
It originated no doubt in sublime conceptions of divine omnipotence and ubiquity. But
clearness of expression, or indeed of ideas, being not easily connected with mysticism, the
language of philosophers adopting the theory of emanation is often hardly distinguishable

from that of the pantheists. Brucker, very unjustly, as I imagine from the passages he
quotes, accuses John Erigena of pantheism. The charge would, however, be better grounded
against some who.se style might deceive an unaccustomed reader. In fact the philosophy of
emanation leads very nearly to the doctrine of an universal substance, which begot the
atheistic system of Spinoza, and which appears to have revived with similar consequences
among the metaphysicians of Germany. How very closely the language of this oriental

philosophy, or even of that which regards the Deity as the soul of the world, may verge upon
pantheism, will be perceived (without the trouble of reading the first book of Cudworth) from
two famous passages of Virgil and Lucan. Georg. I. vi. 219. Pharsalia, 1. viii. 578.
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three that followed ; at least on the northern side of the Alps. I do
not, however, conceive that any real correctness of taste, or general

ekj^ance of style, were likely to subsist in so imperfect a condition of

society. These qualities seem to require a certain harmonious corre-

spondence in the tone of manners, before they can establish a prevalent

influence over literature. A more real evil was the diverting studious

men from mathematical science. Early in the twelfth century, several

persons, chiefly Kni^lisli, had broui;ht into Europe some of the Arabian
writings on geometry and physics. In the thirteenth the works of

Euclid were commented upon by Campano, and Roger Bacon was
fuHy acquainted with them.i Algebra, as far as the Arabians knew it,

extending to quadratic equations, was actually in the hands of some
Italians at the commencement of the same age, and preserved for

almost three hundred years as a secret, though without any conception

of its importance. As abstract mathematics require no collateral aid,

they may reach the highest perfection in ages of general barbarism ;

and there seems to l)e no reason why, if the course of study had been
directed that way, there should not have arisen a Newton or a La
Place, instead of an Aquinas or an Ockham. The knowledge dis-

played by Roger liacon, and by Albertus Magnus, even in the mixed
mathematics, under every disadvantage from the imperfection of instru-

ments, and the want of recorded exjjerience, arc sufticient to inspire us
with regret that their contemporaries were more inclined to astonish-

ment than to emulation. These inquiries indeed were suljject to the

ordeal of tire, the great puriher of books and men ; for if the meta-
physician stood a chance of being burned as a heretic, the natural

philosopher was in not less jeopardy as a magician.
A far more substantial cause of intellectual improvement was the

development of those new languages that sprang out of the corruption

of Latin. For three or four centuries after what was called the romance
tongue was spoken in France, there remain but few vestiges of its

employment in writing ; though we cannot draw an absolute inference

from our want of proof, and a critic of much authority supposes trans-

lations to have been made into it for religious purposes from the time
of Charlemagne. During this period tlie language was split nito two

* There is a very copious and sensible account of Rotjer Bacon in Wood's History of
Oxford. I am a little surprised that Antony should have found out Bacon's merit. It is

like an oyster judging of a linc-of-battlc ship. I'.ut I ouyht not to gibe at the poor antiquary,
wlicu he •'

1 sense.

The ri between Roger Bacon and his greater namesake is very remarkable.
Whether i in ever read the Opus M.-ijus, I know not, but it is singular that liis

favourite ({uiint expression, f>ricrogntivcc scicntiarum, should be found in that work, though
not w'-A with the «;ame allusion to the Roman rnmitia. And whoever reads the sixth part of
the (

'^
in expcrin ruck by it as the prototype, in .spirit,

of il .num. Ti .times rash, confidence in the effect
of jiliN -u-.ii I.1-. scries, the s.uiii- ioiRiHc- . ! ' ' - * reference of inductive
to al)stract rer>sonin<», pc^^•ad"• both works. I' il spirit may be illus-

trated by the foUowii) r t)!'- ;i.;c: Duo sunt i:._ - ^- -i per ar^mcntum ct
cxperimentum. Ai concludit ct facit nos concludcre questionem ; scd non ccrti-

ficat neque rcmovet tcm, ul quiescat animus in intuitu veritatis, nisi cam inveniat
via expirrientiae ; quia niulti habent argumci\la ad s( ihilla, sed quia non habent expericntiani,
negligunt ca, neque vitant nociva nee persc(|utiiitur l>oua. Si enim aliquis homo, qui nun-

auam vidit ii;iicm, probavit ]
- nta sulticicntia • ' nburit ct la:dit res ct

estruit, luiiKpi.iin propter i. et animus aii' m vitarct antequaiu
poneret ni.nnum vel rein comlr ..i id ijjncm, ut jj(.: . ., _ i prolxirct quod ar^u-
mentum edoccbat; sed assumta experientiA combust! >nis certilicatur animits et quicscit in
fulgorc veritatis, quo argimientum non ^ullicit, scd expcrientio.
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very separate dialects, the regions of which maybe considered, though
by no means strictly, as divided by the Loire. '1 hesc were called the
Languc d'Oil, and the Lan;^iic d'Oc : or in more modern tenns, the

French and Provcngal dialects. In the latter of these 1 know of no-
thin^^ which can even by name be traced beyond the year i lOO. About
that time, C]rcc,'ory de IJechada, a gentleman of Limousin, recorded the
memorable events of the first crusade, then recent, in a metrical history

of ^rcat length. 1 This poem has altogether perished ; which, con-
sidering the popularity of its subject, as M. Sismondi justly remarks,
would probably not have been the case if it had possessed any merit,

liut very soon afterwards a multitude of poets, like a swarm of summer
insects, appeared in the southern provinces of France. These were
the celebrated Troubadours, whose fame depends far less on their

positive excellence, than on the darkness of preceding ages, on the
temporary sensation they excited, and their permanent influence on
the state of European poetry. P^rom William, count of Poitou, the
earliest troubadour on record, who died in 1126, to their extinction

about the end of the next century, there were probably several hundred
of these versifiers in the language of Provence, though not always
natives of France. Millot has published the lives of one hundred and
forty-two, besides the names of many more whose history is unknown

;

and a still greater number, it cannot be doubted, are unknown by name.
Among those poets are reckoned a king of England, (Richard L,) two
of Aragon, one of Sicily, a dauphin of Auvergne, a count of Foix, a
prince of Orange, many noblemen, and several ladies. One can hardly
pretend to account for this sudden and transitory love of verse ; but it

is manifestly one symptom of the rapid impulse which the human mind
received in the twelfth century, and contemporaneous with the severer

studies that began to flourish in the universities. It was encouraged
by the prosperity of Languedoc and Provence, undisturbed, compara-
tively with other countries, by internal warfare, and disposed by the

temper of their inhabitants to feel with voluptuous sensibility the

charm of music and amorous poetry. But the tremendous storm that

fell upon Languedoc in the crusade against the Albigeois shook off the

flowers of Provencal verse ; and the final extinction of the fief of Tou-
louse, with the removal of the counts of Provence to Naples, deprived
the troubadours of their most eminent patrons. An attempt was made
in the next century to revive them, by distributing prizes for the best

composition in the Floral Games of Toulouse, which have sometimes
been erroneously referred to a higher antiquity. This institution per-

haps still remains ; but, even in its earliest period, it did not establish

the name of any Provencal poet. Nor can we deem those fantastical

solemnities, styled Courts of Love, where ridiculous questions of meta-
physical gallantry were debated by poetical advocates, under the

presidency and arbitration of certain ladies, much calculated to bring

forward any genuine excellence. They illustrate, however, what is

^ Gregorius, cognomento Bechada, de Castro de Turribus, professione miles, subtilissimi

ingenii vir, aliquantulum imbutus literis, horum gesta prcEliorum matema lingnS r^-thmo

vulgari, ut populus pleniter intelligeret, ingens volumen decenter composuit, et ut vera et

faceta verba proferret, duodecim annorum spatiurti super hoc opus operam dedit Ne verb

velesceret propter verbum vulgare, non sine praecepto episcopi Eustorgii, et consilio Gauberti
Normanni hoc opus aggressus est. I transcribe this from M. Heeren's Essai sur les Croi-

sades ; whose reference is to Labbe, Bibliotheca nova MSS.
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more immediately my own object, the general ardour for poetry, and
the manners of those chivalrous aj^cs.^

The f^rcat reputation acquired by the troubadours, and panej!:yrics

lavished on some of them by Dante and Petrarch, excited a curiosity

amoni^ literary men, which has been a ^ood deal disappointed by
further acquaintance. An excellent French antiquary of the last age,

La Curne de St Palaye, spent great part of his life in accumulating
manuscripts of Provencal poetry, very little of which had ever been
printed. Translations from part of this collection, with memorials of
the writers, were published by Millot ; and we certainly do not often

meet with passages in his three volumes which give us any poetical

pleasure. Some of the original poems have since been pubHshcd, and
the extracts made from them by the recent historians of southern
literature are rather superior. The troubadours chiefly confined them-
selves to subjects of love, or rather gallantry, and to satires (sirventes),

which are sometimes keen and spirited. No romances of chivalry,

and hardly any tales are found among their works. There seems a
general deficiency of imagination, and especially of that vivid descrip-

tion which distinguishes works of genius in the rudest period of society.

In the poetry of sentiment, their favourite province, they seldom attain

any natural expression, and consequently produce no interest. I speak
of course on the presumption that the best specimens have been ex-

hibited by those who have undertaken the task. It must be allowed,

however, that we cannot judge of the troubadours at a greater disad-

vantage than through the prose translations of Millot. Their poetry
was entirely of that class which is allied to music, and excites the

fancy or feelings rather by tlie power of sound than any stimulancy of

imagery and passion. Possessing a flexible and harmonious language,
they invented a variety of metrical arrangements, perfectly new to the
nations of Europe. The Latin hymns were striking but monotonous,
the metre of the northern French unvaried : but in Provencal poetry
almost every length of verse, from two syllables to twelve, and the
most intricate disposition of rhymes were at the choice of the trouba-
dour. The canzoni, the sestine, all the lyric metres of Italy and Spain,
were borrowed from his treasury. With such a command of poetical

sounds, it was natural that he should inspire delight into ears not yet
rendered familiar to the artifices of verse ; and even now the frag-

ments of these ancient lays, quoted by M. Sismondi and M. Ginguene,
seem to possess a sort of chami that has evaporated in translation.

Upon this harmony, and upon the facility with which mankind are
apt to be deluded into an admiration of exaggerated sentiment in

poetry, they depended for their influence. And, however vapid the
Bongs of Proven(^e may seem to our apprehensions, they were un-
doubtedly the source from which poetry for many centuries derived a
great portion of its habitual language.^

^ For the Court<i of Love, sec De Sadc, Vie de P^trarque, Le Grand, Fabliaux, Roquefort,
Etat de la Pocsic Francois. I have never had patience to look at the older writers who have
treated this tiresome bubjcct. It is a satisfaction to reflect that the country which has pro-
duced more eminent and original poets than any other has never been infected by the fop-
peries of academies and their prizes. Such an institution ai the Society dcgli Arcadi could
at no time have endured public ridicule in England for a fortnight.

2 Two very modern French writers, M. Ginguene and M. Sismondi. have revived the
poetical history of the troubadours. To them, still more than to Millot and Tiraboschi, I

2 X
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It has been maintained by some antiquaries that the northern
romance, or what we properly call French, was not formed until the
tenth century, the common dialect of all France havinjj previously
resembled that of Languedoc This hypothesis may not be indisput-
able ; but the question is not likely to be settled, as scarcely any
written specimens of romance, even of that age, have survived.^ In
the eleventh century, among other more obscure productions, both in

prose and metre, there appears what, if unquestioned as to authenticity,

would be a valuable monument of this language, the laws of William
the Conqueror. These are preserved in a manuscript of Ingulfus's

History of Croyland, a blank being left in other copies where they
should be inserted. They are written in an idiom so far removed from
the Provcn9al, that one would be disposed to think the separation be-
tween these two species of romance of older standing than is commonly
allowed. But it has been thought probable that these laws, which in

fact w^ere a mere repetition of those of Edward the Confessor, were
originally published in Anglo-Saxon, the only language intelligible to

the people, and translated at a subsequent period, by some Is^orman
monk into French. This, indeed, is not quite satisfactory, as it would
have been more natural for such a transcriber to have rendered them
into Latin ; and neither William nor his successors were accustomed
to promulgate any of their ordinances in the vernacular language ot

England.
The use of a popular language became more common after the year

1100. Translations of some books of Scripture and acts of saints

were made about that time, or even earlier, and there are French ser-

mons of St Bernard, from which extracts have been published, in the
royal library at Paris. In 11 26, a charter was granted by Louis
VI. to the city of Beauvais in French.^ Metrical compositions
are in general the first literature of a nation, and even if no distinct

proof could be adduced, we might assume their existence before the
twelfth century. There is, however, evidence, not to mention the
fragments printed by Le Boeuf, of certain lives of saints translated into

French verse by Thibault de Vernon, a canon of Rouen, before the
middle of the preceding age. And we are told that Taillefer, a Nor-
man minstrel, recited a song or romance on the deeds of Roland, be-

wou'.d ackno'.vledge my obligations for the little I have learned in respect of this forgotten
school of poetry. Notwithstanding, however, the hea%nness of Millet's work, a fault not im-
putable to himself, though Ritson, as I remember, calls him in his own polite st>-le, "a block-
head," it will always be useful to the inquirer into the manners and opinions of the middle
ages, from the numerous illustrations it contains of two general facts—the extreme dissolute-

ness of morals among the higher ranks, and the prevailing animosity of all classes again-
the cler!;y.

^ Le BcEufhas published some poetical fragments of the tenth century ; and the Benedictines
quote part of a charter as old as 940, in romance. But that antiquary, in a memoir printed

in the seventeenth volume of the Academy of Inscriptions, which throws more light ou ih

.

infancy of the French language than anything within my knowledge, says only that the ear-

liest specimens of verse in the royal library are of the eleventh century au plus tard, p. 717.

M. de la Rue is said to have found some poems of the eleventh century in the British

Museum. Roquefort, Etat de la Po€sie Francoise. Le Boeuf's fragm.ent may be found in

this work. It seems nearer to the Provencal than the French dialect.
^ Mabillon speaks of this as the oldest French instrument he had seen. But the Bene-

dictins quote some of the eleventh centurj". This charter is supposed by the authors of
Nouveau Traite de Diplomatique to be translated from the Latin. French charters, they
say, are not common before the age of Louis IX. ; and this is confirmed by those published
in Martenne's Thesaurus Anecdotorum, which are very commonly in French from his reign,.

but hardlj' ever before.
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fore the army of his countrymen, at the battle of Hastings in 1066.

Philip dc Than, a Norman subject of Henry I., seems to be the earhcst

poet, whose works as well as name have reached us, unless we admit a

French translation of the work of one Marbode upon precious stones

to be more ancient.^ This de Than wrote a set of rules for compu-
tation of time, and an account of different calendars. A happy theme
for inspiration without doubt ! Another performance of the same
author is a treatise on birds and beasts, dedicated to Adelaide, queen
of Henry I. But a more famous votary of the muses was Wace, a
native of Jersey, who, about the be;^innin<^- of Henry H.'s rei^^n, turned
Geoffrey of Monmouth's history into French metre. Besides this

poem, called le lirut d'Angleterre, he composed a series of metrical

histories, containin<^ the transactions of the dukes of Normandy,
from Rollo, their great progenitor, who gave name to the Roman de
Kou, down to his own age. Other productions arc ascribed to Wace,
who was at least a prolific versifier, and if he seem to deserve no
higher title at present, has a claim to indulgence, and even to esteem,

as having far excelled his contemporaries without any superior advan-
tages of knowledge. In emulation, however, of his fame, several Nor-
man writers addicted themselves to composing chronicles, or devo-
tional treatises in metre. The court of our Nomian kings w^s to the

early poets in the Langue d'Oil what those of Aries and Toulouse were
to the troubadours. Henry I. was fond enough of literature to obtain

the surname of Bcauclerc ; Henrv' H. was more indisputably an
encourager of poetry ; and Richard I. has left compositions of his own
in one or other (for the point is doubtful) of the two dialects spoken in

France.-

If the poets of Normandy had never gone beyond historical and re-

ligious subjects they would probably have had less claim to our atten-

tion than their brethren of Provence. But a different and far more
interesting species of composition began to be cultivated in the latter

part of the twelfth century. Without entering upon the controverted
question as to the origin of romantic fictions, referred by one party to

the Scandinavians, by a second to the Arabs, by others to the natives

of Britany, it is manifest that the actual stories upon which one early

and numerous class of romances was founded are related to the

traditions of the last people. These are such as turn upon the fable

of Arthur ; for though we are not entitled to deny the existence of such
a personage, his story seems chietly the creation of Celtic vanity.

Traditions current in Britany, though probably derived from this

island, became the basis of Geoffrey of Monmouth's Latin prose,

wliicli, as has been seen, was transfused into French metre by Wace.^
The vicinity of Normandy enabled its poets to enrich their narratives

with other Armorican fictions, all relating to the heroes who had sur-

' Ravaliere doubts the age of this transLitlon.
' Millet says, that Rirhrtrd's sirventes 'satirical siongs) have appeared in French, as well as

Proven9al, but t' l> probably a tiansLiiion. Yet I have met with no writer who
quotes ihcm in age, and M. GiDgucn^, as well as Lc Grand d'Aussy, con-
sider P' ^"- '

^ l' "tic stones of Arthur, which Le Grand d'Aussy ridiculously
attrilu.

. __ ^ . lined by the English of the renown of Charlcmaene, is stated
in a very perspicuous and satisfactor)' manner by Mr Ellis in his Specimens of Early English
Mctriral Rom.inccs.
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rounded the tabic of tin* son of Uthcr. An equally imaginary history
of Charlemagne gave rise to a new family of romances. The authors
of these fictions were called Trouveurs, a name obviously identical

with that of Troubadours. Hut, except in name, there was no resem-
blance between the minstrels of the northern and southern dialects.

The invention of one class was turned to description, that of the other
to sentiment ; the first were epic in their form and style, the latter

almost always lyric. We cannot perhaps give a better notion of their

dissimilitude than by sayiniij that one school produced Chaucer, and
the other Petrarch. Hesid( s these romances of chivalry, the trouveurs
displayed tlieir powers of lively narration in comic tales or fabliaux,

(a name sometimes extended to the higher romance,) which have aided
the imagination of I3occaccio and la Fontaine. These compositions
are certainly more entertaining than those of the troubadours ; but,

contrary to what I have said of the latter, they often gain by appear-
ing in a modern dress. Their versification, which doubtless had its

charm, when listened to around the hearth of an ancient castle, is very
languid and prosaic, and suitable enough to the tedious prolixity into

vhich the narrative is apt to fall ; and though we find many sallies of

that arch and sprightly simplicity which characterises the old lan-

guage of France as well as England, it requires, upon the whole, a
factitious taste to relish these Norman tales, considered as poetry in the
higher sense of the word, distinguished from metrical fiction.

A manner very different from that of the fabliaux was adopted in

the Roman de la Rose, begun by William de Noris about 1250, and
completed by John de Meun half a century later. This poem, which
contains about sixteen thousand lines in the usual octo-syllable verse,

from which the early French writers seldom deviated, is an allegorical

vision, wherein love, and the other passions or qualities connected with

it, pass over the stage, without the intervention, I believe, of any less

abstract personages. Though similar allegories were not unknown to

the ancients, and, which is more to the purpose, may be found in other

productions of the thirteenth century, none had been constructed so

elaborately as that of the Roman de la Rose. Cold and tedious as we
now consider this species of poetry, it originated in the creative power
of imagination, and appealed to more refined feeling than the com-
mon metrical narratives could excite. This poem was highly popular
in the middle ages, and became the source of those numerous alle-

gories which had not wholly ceased in the seventeenth century.

The French language was employed in prose as well as in metre.

Indeed it seems to have had almost an exclusive privilege in this re-

spect. The language of Oil, says Dante, in his treatise on vulgar speech,

prefers its claim to be ranked above those of Oc and Si, (Provencal and
Italian,) on the ground, that all translations or compositions in prose

have been written therein, from its greater facility and grace ; such as the

books compiled from the Trojan and Roman stories, the delightful fables

about Arthur, and many other works of histoiy and science.^ I have
1 Dante's words, biblia cum Trojanorum Romanorumque gestibus compilata, seem to bear

no other meaning than what I have given. But there may be a doubt whether biblia is ever
used except for the Scriptures; and the Italian translator renders it: cioe la bibbia, i fatti

de i Trojani, e de i Romani. In this case something is wrong in the original Latin, and
Dante will have alluded to the translations of parts of Scripture made into French, as men-
tioned in the text.
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mentioned already the sermons of St Bernard, and translations from
Scripture. The laws of the kingdom of Jerusalem purport to have
been drawn up immediately niter the fust crusade ; and though their

language has been materially altered, there seems no doubt that they

were originally compiled in French. ^ Besides some charters, there are

said to have been prose romances before the year 1200.2 Early in the

next age, Ville Hardouin, seneschal of Champagne, recorded the cap-

ture of Constantinople in the fourth crusade, an expedition, the glory

and reward of which he had personally shared, and, as every original

work of prior date has cither perished, or is of small importance, may
be deemed the father of French prose. The establishments of St Louis,

and the law treatise of Beaumanoir, till up the interval of the thirteenth

century, and before its conclusion, we must suppose the excellent

memoirs of Joinville to have been composed, since they are dedicated
to Louis X. in 13 15, when the author could hardly be less than ninety

years of age. Without prosecuting any farther the history of French
literature, I will only mention the translations of Livy and Sallust,

made in the reign and by the order of John, with those of Ccesar, Sue-
tonius, Ovid, and parts of Cicero, which are due to his successor,

Charles V.3

I confess myself wholly uninformed as to the original formation of

the Spanish language, and as to the epoch of its separation into the

two principal dialects of Castile and Portugal or Gallicia ;* nor should
I pcrhaj)s have alluded to the literature of that peninsula, were it not
for a remarkable poem which shines out among the minor lights of

those times. This is a metrical life of the Cid Ruy Diaz, written in a
barbarous style and with the rudest inequality of measure, but with a
truly Homeric warmth and vivacity of delineation. It is much to be
regretted that the authoi-'s name has perished, but its date seems to be
not later than the middle of the twelfth century, while the hero's

actions were yet recent, and before the taste of Spain had been cor-

rupted by the Provencal troubadours, whose extremely different man-
ner would, if it did not pervert the poet's genius, at least have impeded
his popularity. A very competent judge has pronounced the poem of

• The Assises de Jerusalem have undergone two revisions ; one, in 1250, by order of John
(J'lbclin, count of Jafta, and a second in 1369, by sixteen commissioners chosen by the
suites of the kingdom of Cyprss. Their language seems to be such as might be expected
frim the time of the former revision.

- Several prose romances were written or translated from the Latin about 11 70, and after-

wards. Mr Lliis seems inclined to dispute their antiquity. But, besides the authorities of
L.i Ravaliire and Tressan, the latter of which is not worth much, a late very extensively in-

formed writer seems to have put this matter out of doubt. Roquefort Flamericourt, Etat de
la Poe'sic Fr.mcaisc dans les i2'"c et i3n>c siiclcs. Paris, 1815.

•' Charles V. hail more Icarnini; than most princes of his lime. Christine de Pisan, a lady
who has written memoirs, or rather an eiilo;;)' of liim, says that his father ie fist iutrodire ea
lettres moult suffisammcnt, et tant que competemmcnt entcndoit son Latin, et souffisammcnt
scavoit Ics regies de gnuiimaire ; la quelle chose pleust a dicu qu'ainsi fust accoutumife cntre
Ics princes.

* The earliest Spanish that I remember to have ?ccn is an Instrument in Martenne, the
date of which is 1095. Persons more conversant with the antiquities of that country may
possibly po farther back. Another, of iioi, is published in Marina. It is in a Vidimus
Dv Peter the Cruel ; and cannot, I presume, have been a translation from the Latin. Yet the
editors of Nouve.iu Tr. de Diplom. mention a charter of 1243 as the earliest they are acquainted
with in the Spanish language.

Charters in the German language, .according to the s.imc work, fir'^t appear In the time of
the emperor Rodolph after 1272, and became usual in the next century. Hut Struvius men-
ti>)ns an instrument of 1235 as the earliest in German. Corp. Hist. (.ier.
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the Cifl to 1)e " decidedly and beyond comparison the finest in the
Sp;\nish lani^ua^^e." It is at least superior to any that was written in

Europe before the appearance of Dante.^
A strange obscurity envelops the infancy of the Italian languaj^e.

Though it is certain that grammatical Latin had ceased to be em-
ployed in ordinary discourse, at least from the time of Charlema;;nc,
we have not a single passage of undisputed authenticity, in the current
idiom, for nearly four centuries afterwards. Though Italian phrases arc
mixed up in the barbarous jargon of some charters, not an instrument
is extant in that language before the year 1200 ; unless we may reckcjn

one in the Sardinian dialect, (which, I believe, was rather Provincial
than Italian,) noticed by Muratori. Nor is there a vestige of Italian

poetry older than a few fragments of CiuUo d'Alcamo, a Sicilian, who
must have written before 1 193, since he mentions Saladin as then
living. This may strike us as the more remarkable, when we consider
the political circumstances of Italy in the eleventh and twelfth cen-
turies. From the struggles of her spirited republics against the

emperors, and their internal factions, we might, upon all general
reasoning, anticipate the early use and vigorous cultivation of their

native language. Even if it were not yet ripe for historians and
philosophers, it is strange that no poet should have been inspired with
songs of triumph or invective by the various fortunes of his country.

But, on the contrary, the poets of Lombardy became troubadours, and
w^asted their genius in Provengal love-strains at the courts of princes.

The Milanese and other Lombard dialects were indeed exceedingly
rude ; but this rudeness separated them more decidedly from Latin,

nor is it possible that the Lombards could have employed that lan-

guage intelligibly for any public or domestic purpose. And indeed
in the earliest Italian compositions that have been published, the new
language is so thoroughly formed, that it is easy to infer a very long
disuse of that from which it was derived. The Sicilians claim the

glory of having first adapted their own harmonious dialect to poetr>-.

Frederic II. both encouraged their art and cultivated it; among the

very first essays of Italian verse we find his productions, and those of

his chancellor Piero delle Vigne. Thus Italy was destined to owe the

beginnings of her national literature to a foreigner and an enemy.
These poems are very short and few ; those ascribed to St Francis

about the same time are hardly distinguishable from prose ; but after

the middle of the thirteenth century, the Tuscan poets awoke to a
sense of the beauties which their native language, refmed from the

impurities of vulgar speech,^ could display ; and the genius of Italian

^ An extract from thir. poem was published in 1808 by Mr Southey, at the end of his
" Chronicle of the Cid," the materials of wliich it partly supplied, accompanied by an excel-

lent version by a gentleman who is distinguished, among many other talents, for an unrivalled

felicity in expressing the peculiar manner of authors whom he translates or imitates. M. Sis-

mondi has given other passages in the third volume of his essay on Southern Literature.

This popular and elegant work contains some interesting and not very common information

as to the early Spanish poets in the Proven5al dialect, as well as those who wrote in Cas-
tilian.

' Dante, in his treatise De vulgari Eloquentia, reckons fourteen or fifteen dialects spoken
in different parts of Ita:y, all of which were deliased by impure modes of expression. But
the " noble, principal, and courtty Italian idiom" was that which belonged to every city, and
seemed to belong to none, and which, if Italy had a court, would be the language of that

court.

Allowing for the metaphysical obscurity in which Dante chooses to envelop the subjecti
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literature \va. rocked upon the restless waves of the Florentine de-

mocracy. R!v.jrdano Malespini, the first historian, and nearly the

first prose writer in Italian, left memorials of that republic down to

the year 1281, which was that of his death, and it was continued by
Giacchetto Malespini to 1286. These are little inferior in purity of

style to the best Tuscan authors ; for it is the singular fate of that

language to have spared itself all intermediate stages of refinement,

and starting the last in the race, to have arrived almost instantane-

ously at the goal. There is an interval of not much more than half a
century between the short fragment of Ciullo d'Alcamo mentioned
above, and the poems of Guido Guinizzelli, Guitone d'Arezzo, and
Guido Cavalcante ; which, in their diction and turn of thought, are

sometimes not unworthy of Petrarch.^

But at the beginning of the next age arose a much greater genius,

the true father of Italian poetry, and the first name in the liferature of

the middle ages. This was Dante, or Durante Alighieri, born in 1265,

of a respectable family at Florence. Attached to the Guclf party,

which had then obtained a final ascendency over its rival, he might justly

promise himself the natural reward of talents under a free government,
public trust and the esteem of his compatriots. But the Guclfs unhap-
pily were split into two factions, the Bianchi and the Ncri, with the for-

mer of whom, and, as it proved, the unsuccessful side, Dante was
connected. In 1300, he filled the office of one of the Priori, or chief

magistrates at Florence; and having manifested in this, as was alleged,

some partiality towards the Bianchi, a sentence of proscription passed
against him about two years afterwards, when it became the turn of

the opposite faction to triumph. Banished from his country, and baffled

in several efforts of his friends to restore their fortunes, he had no re-

source but at the courts of the Scalas at Verona, and other Italian

princes, attaching himself in adversity to the imperial interests, and
tasting, in his own language, the bitterness of another's bread.- In
this state of exile he finished, if he did not commence, his great poem,
the Divine Comedy ; a representation of the three kingdoms of futurity,

Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise, divided into one hundred cantos, and
containing about fourteen thousand lines. He died at Ravenna in

1321.

Dante is among the very few who have created the national poetry

this might perhaps be said at present. The Florentine dialect has its peculiarities, which
distinguish it from the general Italian language, though these arc seldom discerned by
foreigners nor always by natives, with whom Tuscan is the proper denomination of their
national tongue.

* The style of the Vit.i Nnova of Dante, written soon after the death of his Beatrice,
which happened in 1290, is hardly distinguishable by a foreigner from that of Machiavel or
Castiglione. Yet so recent was the adoption of this language that the celebrated master of
Dante, Brunctlo Latini, had written his Tcsoro in French, and gives as a reason for it that it

was a more agreeable and usual language thin his own. Et se aucuns demandoit pourouoi
chis livre est ccris en romans, selon la raison de France, pour chose que nous sommes ytahen,
)C diroic que ch'cst pour chose que nous sommes en France ; I'autrc pour chose que la fnir-
Ifure en at plus deliiablf et plus comtnur.c a toutc-s c'xs. There is said to be a m.inuscript
history of Venice down to i:!75 in the Florentine library, written in French by Martin de
Canalu, who says that he has chosen that language )>arccque la langue franceutt Cort parmi
Ic muude, ct est la plus dclitabic a lire et a oir que nulle autre.

' Tu proverai si, (says Cacciaguida to him,) come s^ di sole
II pane altrui, e come i duro calle

II scendcrc c '1 sulir per altrui scale.

—Faradis.t Cant. 161.
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of their country. F'or notwithstanding the polished elegance of some
earlier Italian verse, it had been confined to amorous sentiments ; and
it was yet to be seen that the languaj^e could sustain, for a greater

length than any existing poem except the Iliad, the varied style of nar-

ration, reasoning, and ornament. Of all writers, he is the most un-
questionably original. Virgil was indeed his inspiring genius, as he
declares himself, and as may sometimes be perceived in his diction

;

but his tone is so peculiar and characteristic, that few readers would
be willing at first to acknowledge any resemblance. He possessed, in

an extraordinary degree, a command of language, the abuse of which
led to his obscurity and licentious innovations. No poet ever excelled

him in conciseness, and in the rare talent of finishing his pictures by a
few bold touches— the merit of Pindar in his better hours. How prolix

would the stories of Francesca or of Ugolino have become in the hands
of Ariosto, or of Tasso, or of Ovid, or of Spenser! This excellence

indeed is most striking in the first part of his poem. Having formed
his plan so as to give an equal length to the three regions of his spi-

ritual world, he found himself unable to vary the images of hope or

beatitude, and the Paradise is a continual accumulation of descrip-

tions, separately beautiful, but uniform and tedious. Though images
derived from light and music are the most pleasing, and can be borne
longer in poetry than any others, their sweetness palls upon the sense

by frequent repetition, and we require the intermixture of sharper fla-

vours. Yet therc]are detached passages of great excellence in this third

part of Dante's poem ; and even in the long theological discussions

which occupy the greater proportion of its thirty-three cantos, it is im-
possible not to admire the enunciation of abstract positions with re-

markable energy, conciseness, and sometimes perspicuity. The twelve

first cantos of the Purgatory are an almost continual flow of soft and
brilliant poetry. The seven last are also very splendid, but there is

some heaviness in the intermediate parts. Fame has justly given the
preference to the Inferno, which displays throughout a more vigorous
and masterly conception ; but the mind of Dante cannot be thoroughly
appreciated without a perusal of his entire poem.
The most forced and unnatural turns, the most barbarous licences

of idiom, are found in this poet, whose power of expression is, at other

times, so peculiarly happy. His style is indeed generally free from
those conceits of thought, which discredited the other poets of his

country ; but no sense is too remote for a word which he finds conve-
nient for his measure or his rhyme. It seems indeed as if he never
altered a line on account of the necessity of rhyme, but forced another
or perhaps a third into company with it. For many of his faults no
sufficient excuse can be made. But it is candid to remember that

Dante, writing almost in the infancy, of a language, which he contri-

buted to create, was not to anticipate that words, \vhich he borrowed
from the Latin, and from the provincial dialects, would by accident, or

through the timidity of later writers, lose their place in the classical

idiom of Italy. If Petrarch, Bembo, and a few more, had not aimed
rather at purity than copiousness, the phrases which now appear bar-

barous, and are at least obsolete, might have been fixed by use in

poetical language.
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The great characteristic excellence of Dante is elevation of senti-

ment, to which his compressed diction, and the emphatic cadences of

his measure admirably correspond. We read him, not as an amusing
poet, but as a master of moral wisdom, with reverence and awe.

Fresh from the deep and serious, though somewhat barren studies of

philosopy, and schooled in the severer discipline of experience, he
has made of his poem a mirror of his mind and life, the register of his

solicitudes and sorrows, and of the speculations in which he sought to

escape their recollection. The banished magistrate of Florence, the

disciple of Brunetto Latini, the statesman accustomed to trace the

varying fluctuations of Italian faction, is for ever before our eyes. For
this reason, even the prodigal display of erudition, which in an epic

poem would be entirely misplaced, increases the respect we feel for

the poet, though it does not tend to the reader's gratiiication. Except
Milton, he is much the most learned of all the great poets, and, rela-

tively to his age, far more learned than Milton. In one so highly
endowed by nature, and so consummate by instruction, we may well

sympathise with a resentment which exile and poverty rendered per-

petually fresh. The heart of Dante was naturally sensible, and even
tender ; his poetry is full of simple comparisons from rural life ; and
the sincerity of his early passion for Beatrice pierces through the veil

of allegory which surrounds her. But the nicmory of his injuries pur-

sues him into the immensity of eternal light ; and, in the company of

saints and angels, his stern, unforgiving spirit darkens at the name
of Florence.

This great poem was received in Italy with that enthusiastic admir-
ation which attaches itself to works of genius only in ages too rude to

listen to the envy of competitors, or the fastidiousness of critics. Al-
most every library in that country contains manuscript copies of the

Divine Comedy, and an account of those who have abridged or com-
mented upon it would swell to a volume. It was thrice printed in the

year 1472, and at least nine times within the fifteenth century. The
city of Florence, in 1373, with a magnanimity which almost redeems her
original injustice, appointed a public professor to read lectures upon
Dante ; and it was hardly less honourable to the poet's memory, that

the first person selected for this office was Boccaccio. The universi-

ties of Pisa and Piacenza imitated this example ; but it is probable
that Dante's abstruse philosophy was often more regarded in their

chairs, than his higher excellences. Italy, indeed, and all Europe, had
reason to be proud of such a master. Since Claudian, there had been
seen for nine hundred years no considerable body of poetry, except the

Spanish poem of the Cid, of which no one had heard beyond the penin-
sula, that could be said to pass mediocrity ; and we must go much far-

ther back than Claudian to find any one capable of being compared
with Dante. His appearance made an epoch in the intellectual history

of modern nations, and banished the discouraging suspicion which long
ages of lethargy had tended to excite, that nature had exhausted her
fertility in the great poets of Greece and Rome. It was as if, at some
of the ancient games, a stranger had appeared upon the plain, and
thrown his quoit among the marks of former casts which tradition

had ascribed to the demigods. But the admiration of Dante, though
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it gave a general impulse to the human mind, did not produce? imita-

tors. I nm unaware at least of any writer, in whatever 1 -., who
can be said to have followed the steps of Dante ; 1 mean .._: .. j much
in his subject, as in the character of his genius and style. His orbit

is still all his own, and the track of his wheels can never be confounded
with that of a rival.

1

In the same year that Dante was expelled from Florence, a notary,

by name Petracco, was involved in a similar banishment. Retired to

Arczzo, he there became the father of Francis Petrarch. This great
man shared, of course, durinj^ his early years, in the adverse fortune
of his family, which he was invincibly reluctant to restore, according
to his father's wish, by the profession of jurisprudence. The strong
bias of nature determined him to pohte letters and poetry. These are

seldom the fountains of wealth
;
yet they would perhaps have been

such to Petrarch, if his temper could have borne the sacrifice of liberty

for any worldly acquisitions. At the city of Avignon, where his parents

had latterly resided, his graceful appearance and the reputation of his

talents attracted one of the Colonna family, then bishop of Lombes, in

Gascony. In him, and in other members of that great house, never so

illustrious as in the fourteenth centur)', he experienced the union of

patronage and friendship. This, however, was not confined to the

Colonnas. Unlike Dante, no poet was ever so liberally and sincerely

encouraged by the great ; nor did any, perhaps, ever carry to that

perilous intercourse a spirit more irritably independent, or more free

from interested adulation. He praised his friends lavishly, because he
loved them ardently ; but his temper was easily susceptible of offence,

and there must have been much to tolerate in that restlessness and
jealousy of reputation, which is, perhaps, the inevitable failing of a poet.2

But everything was forgiven to a man who was the acknowledged boast

of his age and country. Clement VI. conferred one or two sinecure

benefices upon Petrarch,, and would probably have raised him to a
bishopric, if he had chosen to adopt the ecclesiastical profession. But
he never took orders, the clerical tonsure being a sufficient qualification

for holding canonries. The same pope even afforded him the post of

apostolical secretary, and this was repeated by Innocent VI. I know
not whether we should ascribe to magnanimity, or to a politic motive,

the behaviour of Clement VI. towards Petrarch, who had pursued a
course as vexatious as possible to the Holy See. For not only he m.ade

1 The source from which Dante derived the scheme and general idea of his poem ha? been
a subject of inquiry in Italy. To his original mind one might have thought the sixth .^neid
would have sufficed. But besides several legendary %'isions of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, it seems probable that he derived hints from the Tesoretto of his master in philo-

sophical studies, Brunetto Latini. Ginguen^.
^ There is an unpleasing proof of this qualitj'^ in a letter to Boccaccio on Dante, who.^e

merit he rather disingenuously extenuates ; and whose popularity evidently stung him to the
quick. Yet we judge so ill of ourselves, that Petrarch chose envy as the vice from which of
all others he was most free. In his di:-logue with St Augustin, he says, Quicquid libuerit,

dicito ; modo me non accuses invidise. Aug. Utinam non tibi magis superbia quam invidia
nocuisset: nam hoc crimine, me judice, liber es. Da Contemptu Mundi.

I have read in some modern book, but know not where to seek the passage, that Petrarch
did not intend to allude to Dante in the letter to Boccaccio mentioned above, but rather to

Zanobia Strata, a contemporary Florentine poet, whom, however forgotten at present, the
bad taste of a party in criticism preferred to himself. Matteo Villani mentions them together
as the two great ornaments of his age. This conjecture seems probable, for some expressions
»re not in the least applicable to Dante. But whichever was intended, the !e;ter equally
shows the irritable humour of Petrarch.
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the residence of the supreme pontiffs at Avijfnon, and the vices of their

court, the topic of invectives, too \vcll founded to be despised, but he

had ostentatiously put himself forward as the supporter of Nicola di

Rienzi in a project which could evidently have no other aim than to

wrest the city of Rome from the temporal sovereignty of its bishop.

Nor was the friendship and society of Petrarch less courted by the most
respectable Italian princes ; by Robert, kin<; of Naples, by the Visconti,

the Corrcg;^i of Parma, the famous doge of Venice, Andrew Dandolo,
and the Carrara family of Padua, under whose protection he spent the

latter years of his life. Stories are related of the respect shown to him
by men in humbler stations, which are, perhaps, still more satisfactory.^

But the most conspicuous testimony of public esteem was bestowed by
the city of Rome, in his solemn coronation, as laureate poet, in the

capitol. This ceremony took place in 1341 ; and it is remarkable that

Petrarch had at that time composed no works, which could, in our
estimation, give him pretensions to so singular an honour.
The moral character of Petrarch was formed of dispositions pecu-

liarly calculated for a poet. An enthusiast in the emotions of love, of

friendship, of glor)', of patriotism, of religion, he gave the rein to all

their impulses ; and there is not perhaps a page in his Italian writings

which docs not bear the trace of one or other of these affections. By
far the most predominant, and that which has given the greatest

celebrity to his name, is his passion for Laura, Twenty years of

unrequiited and almost unaspiring love were lightened by song ; and
the attachment, which, having long survived the beauty of its object,^

seems to have at one time nearly passed from the heart to the fancy,

was changed to an intenser feeling, and to a sort of celestial adoration,

by her death. Laura, before the time of Petrarch's first accidental

meeting with her, was united in marriage with another ; a fact which,

besides some more particular evidence, appears to me deducible from
the whole tenor of his poetry.^ Such a passion is undoubtedly not

1 A go'dsmith of Bergamo, by name Henry Capra, smitten with an enthusiastic love of
letters, and of Petrarch, earnestly requested the honour of a visit from the poet The house
of this good tradesmen was full of representations of his person, and of inscriptions with his

name and ami-^. No expense had been spared in copying all his works as they appeared.
He was received by Capra with a princely magnificence, lodged in a chamber hung with
purple, and a splendid bed in which no one before or after him was permitted to sleep.
QqI.k, ,,;.!,. .. ,, , ., ;,,.! ,^ ])y x\\\<, instance, were opulent persons; yet the friends of Pet-
rar 'visit, as derngatory to his own elevated station.

- > . Erano i capci d' oro all' aura sparsi. In a famous passage of
his Confca>ions, he says; Corpus illud egregium morbis et crebris nartubus exhaustum, mul-
tum pristini vi^oris ami'^it. Those who maintain the virginity of Laura arc forced to read
ff^rturbii ' iistcad of partubus. Two manuscripts in the royal library of Paris have
the con; •«•, which leaves the matter open fo controversy. De Sade contends,
that ** ci\.w. .^ . . less applic ible to " perturbationious" than to " partubus." I do not know
that there is much in tlii^ ; but I am clear that corpus exhaustum partubus is much the more
elegant Latin expression of the two.

3 The AbbJ de Sade, in those copious memoirs of the life of Petrarch, which illustrate in an
agreeable thouj^h rather prolix manner the civil and literary history of Provence and Italy in

the four; :'
i Laura, as tlie wife of

Hugues . IS since been received
withgeii^^i. .... .1... . ...^ • .. K

, • talent lay m
these petty b ; who had a pi _; that came
from France, isively pr >ved. . . question in

a mode; n pub. icatiuu by liic iatc loid Woodhoii^elec. I -sh.iil nut uiler any opinion as to the
identity of Petrarch's mistress with Laura de S.ide ; but the main position of lord W.'s essay,
that Laura was an unmarried wom.an. and the object of an honourable attachment in her
lover, seems in cconcilable with the evidence that his writings supply, i. There is no passage
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capable of a moral defence ; nor would I seek its palliation so much in

tiic prcvalciil manners of his a^c, by which, however, the conduct of

even good men is jjeneraily not a little influenced, as in the infirmity

of Petrarch's character, which induced him both to obey and to justify

the emotions of his heart. The lady too, whose virtue and prudence
we are not to question, seems to have tempered the li;,'ht and shadow
of her countenance so as to preserve her admirer from despair, and
consequently to prolong his sufferings and servitude.

The general excellences of Petrarch are his command over the music
of his native language, his correctness of style, scarcely two or three

words that he has used having been rejected by later writers, his ex-

quisite elegance of diction, improved by the perpetual study of Virgil
;

ill Petrarch, whether of poetry or prose, that alludes to the virgin character of Laura, or gives
her the usual appellations of unmarried women, puella in Latin, or donzclla in Italian ; even
in the Trionfo dclla Castith, where so obvious an opportunity occurred. Yet this was nntu-
rally to be expected from so ethereal an imagination as that of Petrarch, always inclined to

invest her with the halo of celestial purity. We know how Milton took hold of the mystical
notions of virginity ; notions more congenial to the religion of Petrarch than his own:

—

Quod tibi perpetuus pudor, et sine labe juventas
Pura fuit, quod nulla tori libata voluptas.

En etiam tibi virginei servantur honores.
—Epitaphium Damonis.

2. The coldness of Laura towards so passionate and deserving a lover, if no insurmountable
obstacle intervened during his twenty years of devotion, would be at least a mark that his

attachment was misplaced, and show him in rather a ridiculous light. It is not surprising
that persons believing Laura to be unmarried, as seems to have been the case with the Italian

commentators, should have thought his passion affected and little more than poetical. But
upon the contrary supposition, a thread runs through the whole of his poetrj', and gives it

consistency. A love on the one side, instantaneously conceived, and retained bj' the sus-

ceptibility of a tender heart and ardent fancy ; nourished by slight encouragement, and
seldom presuming to hope for more ; a mixture of prudence and coquetry on the other, kept
within bounds either by virtue or by the want of mutual attachment, yet not dissatisfied with
fame more brilliant and flattery more refined than had ever before been the lot of woman

—

these are surely pretty natural circumstances, and such as do not render the story less intel-

ligible. Unquestionably, such a passion is not innocent. But lord Woodhouseiee, who is

so much scandalised at it, knew little, one would think, of the fourteenth century. Kis
standard is taken, not from Avignon, but from Edinburgh, a much better place, no doubt,
and where the moral barometer stands at a very different altitude. In one passage he
carries his strictness to an excess of prudery. From all we know of the age of Petrarch,
the only matter of astonishment is the persevering virtue of Laura. The troubadours
boast of much better success with Provencal ladies. 3. But the following passage from
Petrarch's dialogues with St Augustin, the work, as is well known, where he most un-
bosoms himself, will leave no doubt, I think, that his passion could not have been
gratified consistently with honour. At mulier ista Celebris, quam tibi certissimam ducem
fingis, ad superos cur non hsesitantem trepidumque direxerit, et qucd caecis fieri solet,

manu apprehensum non tenuit, que) et gradiendum foret admonuit? Petr. Fecit hoc ilia

quantum potuit. Quid enim aliud egit, cum nullis mota precibus, nuUis ^^cta blanditiis,

muliebrem tenuit decorem, et adversus suam semel et meam aetatem, adversus multa
ct varia quae flectere adamantium spiritum debuissent, ine.vpugnabilis et firma perman-
sit ? Profecto animus iste foemineus quid virum decuit admonebat, praestabatque ne in

sectando pudicitiae studio, ut verbis utar Senecae, aut exemplum aut convitium deesset
;

postremb cum lorifragum ac praecipitem videret, deserere maluit potius quam sequi. Augvst.
Turpe i.situr aliquid interdum voluisti, quod supra ncgaveras. At iste vulgatus amantium,
ve!, ut dicam verius, amentium furor est, ut omnibus merito dici possit : volo nolo., nolo volo.

Vobis ipsis quid velitis, aut nolitis, ignotum est. Pet. Invitus in laquem offend:. Si quid
tamen olim aliter forte voluissem, amor astasque coSgerunt ; nunc quid velim et cupiam scio,

firmavique jam tandem animum labentem ; contra autem ilia propositi tena.x et semper una
permansit, quare constantium foemineam quo magis intelligo, magis admiror : idque sibi con-
silium fuisse, si unquam debuit, gaudeo nunc et gratias ago. Aug. Semel fallenti, non
facile rursus fides habenda est : tu prius mores atque habitum, vitamque mutavisti, quam
animum mutasse persuadeas ; mitigatur forte si tuus leniturque ignis, e.xtinctus non est. Tu
verb qui tantum dilectioni tribuis, non animadvertis, illam absolvendo, quantum te ipse con-
demnas ; illam fatcri libet fuisse sanctissimam, dum te insanum scelestumque fateare. De
Contemptu Mundi.
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but far above nil, that tone of pure and melancholy sentiment which has

something in it unearthly, and forms a strong contrast to the amatory
poems of antiquity. Most of these are either licentious or uninterest-

ing ; and those of Catullus, a man endowed by nature with deep and
serious sensibility, and a poet, in my opinion, of greater and more
varied genius than Petrarch, are contaminated, above all the rest, with

the most degrading grossncss. Of this there is not a single instance

in the poet of Vaucluse ; and his strains, diffused and admired as they

have been, may have conferred a benefit that criticism cannot esti-

mate, in giving elevation and rehnement to the imaginations of youth.

The great defect of Petrarch was his want of strong original concep-
tion, which prevented him from throwing off the affected and over-

strained manner of the Provencjal troubadours, and of the earlier

Italian poets. Among his poems, the Triumphs are perhaps superior

to the Odes, as the latter are to the Sonnets ; and of the Ipttcr, those

written subsequently to the death of Laura are in general the best.

But that constrained and laborious measure cannot equal the graceful

flow of the canzone, or the vigorous compression of the terza rima.

The Triumphs have also a claim to superiority, as the only poetical

composition of Petrarch that extends to any considerable length.

They are in some degree, perhaps, an imitation of the dramatic Mys-
teries, and form at least the earliest specimens of a kind of poetry not

uncommon in later times, wherein real and allegorical personages are

intermingled in a masque or scenic representation.

None of the principal modern languages was so late in its formation,

or in its application to the purposes of literature, as the English. This
arose, as is well known, out of the Saxon branch of the great Teutonic
stock, spoken in England till after the Conquest. P>om this mother
dialect, our English differs less in respect of etymology than of syntax,

idiom, and flexion. In so gradual a transition as probably took place,

and one so sparingly marked by any existing evidence, we cannot well

assign a definite origin to our present language. The question of iden-

tity is almost as perplexing in languages as in individuals. But, in the

reign of Henry II., a version of Wace's poem of Burt, by one Layamon,
a priest of Ernly upon Severn, exhibits, as it were, the chrysalis of the
English language, in which he can as little be said to have written, as

in Anglo-Saxon. 1 Very soon afterwards, the (new formation was
better developed ; and some metrical pieces, referred by critics to the
earlier part of the thirteenth century, differ but little from our legiti-

mate grammar. About the beginning of Edward I.'s reign, Robert, a
monk of Gloucester, composed a metrical chronicle from the history of

Geoffrey of Monmouth, which he continued to his own time. This
work, with a similar chronicle of Robert Manning, a monk of Brunne
(Bourne) in Lincolnshire, nearly thirty years later, stand at the head
of our English poetry. The romance of Sir Tristrem, ascribed to

Thomas of Erceldoune, surnamed the Rhymer, a Scottish minstrel,

has recently laid claim to somewhat higher antiquity. In the four-

teenth century, a great number of metrical romances were translated

* A sufficient extract from this work of Layamon has been published by Mr Ellis in hit
specimens of early English poetry. It contains, he observes, no word which we are undci
the necessity of aicribing to a French origin.
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from the Frcncli. It requires no small portion of indulgence to speak
favourably of any of these early lln^'lish pr^-'' s. A po' * ' nc
may no doubt occasionally be found; |jut i; il the n . i>

as heavy and prolix as the versification is unmusical. ^ The first Eng-
lish writer, who can be read with approbation, is William Langland,
the author of Piers Plowman's Vision, a severe satire upon the clergy.

Tlioui;h his measure is more uncouth than that of his predecessors,
there is real encrj,'y in his conceptions, which he caught not from the
chimeras of kiiight-crrantry, but from the actual manners and opin-
ions of his time.

The very slow progress of the English language, as an instrument
of literature, is chiefly to be ascribed to the effects of the Norman con-
quest, in dcirradin;^ the native inhabitants, and transferring all power
and riches to foreij^ners. The barons, without perhaps one exception,
and a large proportion of the gentry, were of French descent, and pre-
served among themselves the speech of their fathers. This continued
much longer than we should naturally have expected ; even after the
loss of Normandy had snapped the thread of French connexions, and
they began to pride themselves in the name of Englishmen, and in the
inheritance of traditionary English privileges. Robert of Gloucester
has a remarkable passage, which proves that, in his time, somewhere
about 1270, the superior ranks continued to use the French 1 c.2

Ralph Higden, about the early part of Edward III.'s reign, i- nis

expressions do not go the same length, asserts, that *' gentlemen's
children are taught to speak French, from the time they are rocked in

their cradle ; and uplandish (country) or inferior men will liken them-
selves to gentlemen, and learn with great business for to speak French,
for to be the more told of." Notwithstanding, however, this predo-
minance of French among the higher class, I do not think that some
modern critics are warranted in concluding that they were, in general,

ignorant of the English tongue. Men living upon their estates among
their tenantry, whom they welcomed in their lialls, and whose assist-

ance they were perpetually needing in war and civil frays, would
hardly have permitted such a barrier to obstruct their intercourse.

For we cannot, at the utmost, presume that French was so well known
to the English commonalty in the thirteenth century, as English is at

present to the same class in Wales and the Scottish Highlands. It

may be remarked also, that the institution of trial by jury must have
rendered a knowledge of English almost indispensable to those who
administered justice. There is a proclamation of Edward I. in R)Tner,

w here he endeavours to excite his subjects against the king of France
by imputing to him the intention of conquering the countr)% and
abolishing the English language, (hnguam delerc anglicanam,) and
this is frequently repeated in the proclamations of Edward III. In

his time, or perhaps a little before, the native language had become
1 Warton printed copious extracts from some of these. Ritson gave several of them entire

to the press. And Mr Eilis has adopted the only plan which cou.d render them palatable,

by intermingling short passages, where the original is rather above its usual mediocjity, with

his own lively analysis.
^ The evidences of this general emplojTnent and gradual disuse of French in conversation

and writing are collected by Tyrwhit, in a dissertation on the ancient English language, pre-

fixed to the fourth volume of his edition of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales ; a&d by Ritson, io

the nreface to his metrical Romances.
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more familiar than French in common use, even with the court and
nobility. Hence the numerous translations of metrical romances,

which are chiefly referred to his reign. An important change was
effected in 1362 by a statute, which enacts that all pleas in courts of

justice shall be pleaded, debated, and judged in English. But Latin

was, by this act, to be employed in drawing the record ; for there

seems to have still continued a sort of prejudice against the use of

English as a written language. The earliest English instrument

known to exist is said to bear the date of 1343. There is one in Rymer
of the year 1385. And there arc not more than three or four entries in

our own tongue upon the rolls of parliament before the reign of Henry
VI., after whose accession its use becomes very common. Sir John
Mandeville, about 1350, may pass for the father of English prose, no
original work bcin;^ so ancient as his travels. But the translation of

the Bible and other writings by Wicliffe, nearly thirty years afterwards,

taught us the copiousness and energy of which our native dialect was
capable ; and it was employed in the fifteenth century by two writers

of distinguished merit, Bishop Peacock and Sir John Fortescuc.

I5ut the principal ornament of our English literature was Geoffrey

Chaucer, who, with Dante and Petrarch, fills up the triumvirate of

great poets in the middle ages. Chaucer was born in 1328, and his

life extended to the last year of the fourteenth century. That rude
and ignorant generation was not likely to feel the admiration of native

genius as warmly as the compatriots of Petrarch ; but he enjoyed the

favour of Edward III., and still more conspicuously, of John duke of

Lancaster ; his fortunes were far more prosperous than have usually

been the lot of poets ; and a reputation was established beyond com-
petition in his lifetime, from which no succeeding generation has
withheld its sanction. I cannot, in my own taste, go completely
along with the eulogies that some have bestowed upon Chaucer, who
seems to me to have wanted grandeur, where he is original, both in

conception and in language. But in vivacity of imagination and case
of expression, he is above all poets of the middle time, and comparable
perhaps to the greatest of those who have followed. He invented, or
rather introduced from France, and employed with facihty the regular
iambic couplet ; and though it was not to be expected that he should
perceive the capacities latent in that measure, his versification, to

which he accommodated a very licentious and arbitrary pronuncia-
tion, is uniform and harmonious.^ It is chiefly, indeed, as a comic
poet, and a minute obser\'er of manners and circumstances, that
Chaucer excels. In serious and moral poetry he is frequently languid
and diffuse ; but he springs like Anticus from the earth, when his

subject changes to coarse satire, or merry narrative. Among his more
elevated comr s, the Knight's Talc is abundantly sufficient to

immortalise ^
, since it would be difficult to find anywhere a

story better conducted, or told with more animation and strength of

fancy. The second place may be given to his Troilus and Creseide, a
beautiful and interesting poem, though enfeebled by expansion. But

^ Sec T>TwhItt's essay on the language n t ion of Chaucer in the fourth volume
of his edition of the Canterbury Tales. 1

1

. of this eminent critic has lately bcea
controverted by Dr Nott, who m.oint.'iins the vcr.siticalion of Chaucer to havt bcea wholly
founded on .ncccntu:!! .ind not syllabic rcijulariiy.
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perhaps the most eminent, or .it any rate the most characteristic testi-

mony to his j^'cnius will be found in the Prolo;iuc to his C '/
Talcs ; a work entirely and exclusively his own, which can ;>c

said of his poetry, and the vivid delineations of which perhaps very
few writers but Shakespeare could have equalled. As the first

original English poet, if we except Langland, as the inventor of our
most approved measure, as an improver, thouc^h with too much in-

novation, of our lani^uagc, and as a faithful witness to the manners of
his age, Chaucer would deserve our reverence, if he had not also in-

trinsic claims for excellences, which do not depend upon any collateral

considerations.

The last circumstance which I shall mention as having contributed
to restore society from the intellectual degradation into which it had
fallen during the dark ages is the revival of classical learning. The
Latin language indeed, in which all legal instruments were drawn up,

and of which all ecclesiastics availed themselves in their epistolary

intercourse, as well as in their more solemn proceedings, had never
ceased to be familiar. Though many solecisms and barbarous words
occur in the writings of what were called learned men, they possessed
a fluency of expression in Latin which does not often occur at present.

During the dark ages, however, properly so called, or the period from
the sixth to the eleventh century, it is unusual to meet with quotations,

except from the Vulgate, or from theological writers. The study of
Rome's greatest authors, especially her poets, was almost forbidden.

But a change took place in the course of the twelfth century. The
polite literature, as well as the abstruser science of antiquity, became
the subject of cultivation. Several writers of that age, in different

parts of Europe, are distinguished more or less for elegance, though
not absolute purity, of Latin style ; and for their acquaintance with
those ancients, who are its principal models. Such were John of

Salisbury, the acute and learned author of the Policraticus, William of

Malmsbury, Giraldus Cambrensis, Roger Hoveden, in England ; and
in foreign countries, Otho of Frisingen, Saxo Grammaticus, and, the

best perhaps of all I have named as to style, Falcandus, the historian

of Sicily. In these we meet with frequent quotations from Livy,

Cicero, Pliny, and other considerable writers of antiquity. The poets

were now admired, and even imitated. All metrical Latin before the

latter part of the twelfth century, so far as I have seen, is extremely
bad ; but at this time, and early in the succeeding age, there appeared
several versifiers, who aspired to the renown of following the steps of

Virgil and Statius in epic poetry. Joseph Iscanus, an English-

man, seems to have been the earHest of these ; his poem on the Trojan
war containing an address to Henry IL He wrote another, entitled

Antiocheis, on the third crusade, most of which has perished. The
wars of Frederic Barbarossa were celebrated by Gunther in his Li-

gurinus ; and not long afterwards, Guillelmus Brito wrote the Philip-

pis, in honour of Philip Augustus, and Walter de Chatillon the

Alexandreis, taken from the popular romance of Alexander. None or

these poems, I believe, have much intrinsic merit ; but their existence

is a proof of taste that could relish, though not of genius that could

emulate antiquity.^

I The following lines from the beginning of the eighth book of the Philippis seem a fair, or
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In the thirteenth century there seems to have been some decline of

classical literature, in consequence probably of the scholastic philo-

sophy, which was then in its greatest vij^our ; at least we do not find

so many good writers as in the preceding age. But about the middle
of the fourteenth, or perhaps a little sooner, an ardent zeal for the

restoration of ancient learning began to display itself. The copying
of books, for some ages slowly and sparingly performed in monasteries,

had already become a branch of trade ;^ and their price was conse-

quently reduced. Tiraboschi denies that the invention of making
paper from linen rags is older than the middle of that century ; and
although doubts may be justly entertained as to the accuracy of this

position, yet the confidence with which so eminent a scholar advances
it is at least a proof that paper manuscripts of an earlier date are very

rare.2 Princes became far more attentive to literature when it was no
longer confined to metaphysical theology and canon law. I have
aheady mentioned the translations from classical authors made by
command of John and Charles V. of France. These French transla-

tions diffused some acquaintance with ancient history and learning

among our own countrymen. The public libraries assumed a more
respectable appearance. Louis IX. had formed one at Paris, in which
it does not appear that any work of elegant literature was found. At

rather a favourable, specimen of these epics. But I am very superficially acquainted with
any of ihcm :

—

Solvcrat intcrca zephyris mclioribus annum
Fi igorc depulso vcris tepor, et rencivari

Ccupcrat ft viriiii ..jreniio jiivcnesccrc tcllus:

Cum Roa Ia;ta Jovis ridcrct ad oscula mater.
Cum jam post tcrgum Phryxi vectorc relicto

Solis Agcnorei prcmcrct rota terjja juvcnci.

The tragedy of Eccerinus, (Eccelin da Romano,) by Albcrtinus Mussatus, a Paduan, and
author of a icspcctable history, deserves some attention, as the first attempt to revive the
regular tragedy. It was written soon after 1300. The language by no means wants .inima-
tion, notwiih.itanding an unskilful conduct of the fable.

1 liookscliers appear in the latter part of the twelfth century. Peter of Blois mentions a
law bi.ok which he had procured, a quodam publico niangone librorum. In the thirteenth
century there were many copyists by occupation in the Italian universities. The number of
these at Milan before the end of that aye is said to have been fifty. Hut a very small propor-
tion of their labour could have been devoted to purposes merely literary. By a variety of
ordinances, the first of which bears date in 1275, the booksellers of Paris were subjected to

the control of the university. The pretext of this was, lest erroneous copies should obtain
circulation. And this appears to have been the original of those restraints upon the freedom
of publication, which, since the invention of printing, have so much retarded the diffusion of
truth by means of that great instrument.

* Muratori carries up the invention of our ordinary paper to the year 1000. But Tiraboschi
contends that the paper used in manuscripts of so early an age was made from cotton raijs,

and, apparently frtun the inferior durability of that material, not frequently employed. The
cilitors of Nouveau Tr.iitc de Diplomatique are of the same opinion, and doubt the use of
linen paper before the year 1300. Meerni.in, well known as a writer upon the antiquities of
piinting, oJTercd a reward for the earliest manuscript upon linen paper, and, in a treatise

upon the subject, fixed the date of its invention htlween 1270 and 1300. But M. Schwandncr
of Vienna is said to h.ivc found in the imperial library a small charter bearing the date of

1243 on such paper. Tiraboschi, if he had known this, would probably h.ave maintained the

paper to be made of cotton, which he says it is difficult to distinguish. He assiijns the inven-

tion of linen p.aper to Pace da Fabianoof Trcviso. Hut more than one Arabian writer asserts

the m.mufacture of linen paper to have been carried on at Samarcand early in the eighth
century, having been brought thither from China. And what is more conclusive, Ca^iri i>osi-

tivcly declares many manuscripts in the Escurial of the eleventh and twelfth centuries to be
written on that substance. This authority appears much to outweigh the opinion of Tira-
boschi in favour of Pace de Fabiano, who must perhaps take his place at the table of fabu-

lous heroes with Bartholomew Schwartz and Flavio Gioja. But the material point, that

paper was very little known in Europe till the latter p.art of the fourteenth century, remains
as before.

2 Y
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tlic bcjiinnin^ of the fourtccntli century, only four classical manuscripts
existed in this collection ; of Cicero, Ovid, Lucan, and Boethius. 'ihc
acadcmiciil library of Oxford, in 1300, consisted of a few tracts kept in

chests under St Mary's church. That of Glastonbury Abbey, in 1240,
contained four hundred volumes, amonj^ which were Livy, Sallust,

Lucan, Virj^il, Claudian, and other ancient writers. But no other,

probably, of that npe was so numerous or so valuable. Richard of
Bury, chancellor of England, and PMward III., spared no expense in

collecting a library, the first perhaps that any private man had formed.
But the scarcity of valuable books was still so great, that he gave the
abbot of St Albans fifty pounds' weight of silver for between thirty and
forty volumes.^ Charles V. increased the royal library at Paris to

nine hundred volumes, which the duke of Bedford purchased and
transported to London, tlis brother Humphrey, duke of Gloucester,
presented the university of Oxford with six hundred books, which
seem to have been of extraordinary value, one hundred and twenty of

them having been estimated at one thousand pounds. This indeed
was in 1440, at which time such a library would not have been thought
remarkably numerous beyond the Alps,^ but England had made com-
paratively little progress in learning. Germany, however, was pro-

bably still less advanced. Louis, Elector Palatine, bequeathed, in

142 1, his library to the university of Heidelberg, consisting of one
hundred and fifty-two volumes. Eighty-nine of these related to theo-

logy, twelve to canon and civil law, forty-five to medicine, and six to

philosophy.

Those who first undertook to lay open the stores of ancient learning

found incredible difficulties from the scarcity of manuscripts. So
gross and supine was the ignorance of the monks, within whose walls

these treasures were concealed, that it was impossible to ascertain,

except by indefatigable researches, the extent of what had been saved
out of the great shipwreck of antiquity. To this inquiry Petrarch
devoted continual attention. He spared no pains to preserve the

remains of authors, who were perishing from neglect and time. This
danger was by no means passed in the fourteenth century. A treatise

of Cicero upon Glory, which had been in his possession, was after-

wards irretrievably lost.3 He declares that he had seen in his youth
the works of Varro ; but all his endeavours to recover these and the

1 Fifty-eight books were transcribed in this abbey under one abbot, about the year 1300.

Every considerable monastery had a room, called Scriptorium, where this work was per-

formed. More than eighty were transcribed at St Albans under Whethamstede, in the time

of Henry VI. Nevertheless, we must remember, fist, that the far greater part of these

books were mere monastic trash, or at least useless in our modern apprehension ; secondly,

that it depended upon the character of the abbut, whether the scriptorium should be occupied

or not. Every head of a monastery was not a Whethamstede. Ignorance and jollity, such

as we find in Bolton Abbej', were their more usual characteristics. By the account books of

this rich monastery, about the beginning of the fourteenth centurj', three books only appear

to have been purchased in forty years. One of those was the Liber Sententiarum of Peter

Lombard, which cost thirty shillings, equivalent to near forty pounds at present.

2 Niccolo Niccoli, a private scholar, who contributed essentially to the restoration of an-

cient learning, bequeathed a library of eight hundred volumes to the republic of Florence.

This Niccoli hardly published anj'thing of his own ; but earned a well-merited reputation by
copying and correcting manuscripts. In the preceding century, CoUuccio Salutato had pro-

cured as many as eight hundred volumes.
3 He had lent it to a needy man of letters, who pawned the book, which was never re-

covered.
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second Decade of Livy wore fruitless. He found, however, Quintilian,

in 1350, of which there was no copy in Italy. Koccaccio, and a man
of less general fame, Colluccio Salutato, were distinguished in the same
honourable task. The diligence of these scholars was not confined to

searching for manuscripts. Transcribed by slovenly monks, or by
ignorant persons who made copies for sale, they required the continual

emendation of accurate critics. Though much certainly was left for

the more enlightened sagacity of later times, we owe the fust intel-

ligible text of the Latin classics to Petrarch, Poggio, and their con-

temporary labourers in this vineyard for a hundred years before the

invention of printing.

What Petrarch began in the fourteenth century was carried on by a
new generation with unabating industry. The whole lives of Italian

scholars in the fifteenth century were devoted to the recovery of manu-
scripts and the revival of philology. For this they sacrificed theic

native language, which had made such surprising shoots in the pre-

ceding age, and were content to trace, in humble reverence, the foot-

steps of antiquity. For this, too, they lost the hope of permanent
glory, which can never remain with imitators, or such as trim the lamp
of ancient sepulchres. No writer, perhaps, of the fifteenth century,

except Politian, can aspire at present even to the second class in a just

marshalling of literary reputation. But we owe them our respect and
gratitude for their taste and diligence. The discovery of an unknown
manuscript, says Tiraboschi, was regarded almost as the conquest of

a kingdom. The classical writers, he adds, were chiefly either found
in Italy, or at least by Italians; they were first amended and first

printed in Italy, and in Italy they were first collected in public libraries.

This is subject to some exception when fairly considered ; several

ancient authors were never lost, and therefore cannot be said to have
been discovered ; and we know that Italy did not always anticipate

other countries in classical printing. But her superior merit is incon-

testable. Poggio Bracciolini, who stands perhaps at the head of the

restorers of learning, in the earlier part of the fifteenth century, disco-

vered in the monastery of St Gall, among dirt and rubbish, in a dun-
geon scarcely fit for condemned criminals, as he describes it, an entire

copy of Quintilian, and part of Valerius Flaccus. This was in 1414;
and, soon afterwards, he rescued the poem of Silius Italicus, and
twelve comedies of Plautus, in addition to eight that were previously

known ; besides Lucretius, Columella, Tcrtullian, Ammianus Mar-
cellinus, and other writers of inferior note. A bishop of Lodi brought
to light the rhetorical treatises of Cicero. Not that we must suppose
these books to have been universally unknown before

;
Quintilian, at

least, is quoted by English writers much earlier. But so little inter-

course prevailed among different countries, and the monks had so
little acquaintance with the riches of their conventual libraries, that

an author might pass for lost in Italy, who was familiar to a few
learned men in other parts of Europe. To the name of Poggio we
may add a number of others, distinguished in this memorable resur-

rection of ancient literature, and united not always indeed by friend-

ship, for their bitter animosities disgrace their profession, but by a sort

of common sympathy in the cause of learning ; Filelfo, Laurentius
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Valln, Niccolo Niccoli, Ambroj^io Travcrsari, more commonly called

il Camaldoknsc, and Leonardo Arctino.

From the subversion of the Western Empire, or at least from the
time when Rome ceased to pay obedience to the exarchs of Ravenna,
tlic ("reek lan;,'uaj^'e and literature had been almost entirely for^^'olten

within the pale of the Latin Church. A very few exceptions mi;^ht be
found, especially in the earlier period of the middle ages, while the
eastern emperors retained their dominion over part of Italy.^ Thus
Charlemaj^nc is said to have established a school for Greek at Osna-
bur^. John Scotus seems to have been well acquainted with the
lanj^ungc. And (}rcck characters may occasionally, thouj^h very
seldom, be found in the writings of learned men ; such as Lanfranc or
William of Malmsbury.2 It is said that Roger Bacon understood
Greek ; and his contemporary, Robert Grostelc, bishop of Lincoln, had
a sufficient intimacy with it to write animadversions upon Suidas.
Since Greek was spoken with considerable purity by the noble and
well educated natives of Constantinople, we may wonder that, even as

a living language, it was not better known by the western nations, and
especially in so neighbouring a nation as Italy. Yet here the ignorance
was perhaps even more complete than in France or England. In
some parts indeed of Calabria, which had been subject to the eastern

empire till near the year i loo, the liturgy was still performed in Greek ;

and a considerable acquaintance with the language was of course pre-

served. But for the scholars of Italy, Boccaccio positively asserts, that

no one understood so much as the Greek characters.^ Nor is there

probably a single line quoted from any poet in that language from the

sixth to the fourteenth century.

The first to lead the way in restoring Grecian learning in Europe
were the same men who had revived the kindred muses of Latium,

1 Bede extols Theodore, primate of Canterbury, and Tobias, bishop of Rochester, for their

knowledge of Greek. But the former of these prelates, if not the latter, was a native ot

Greece.
2 Greek characters are found in a charter of 943, published in Martenne. The title of a

treatise, Trcpt <f)vaeuv fiepia/xov, and the word deordKOS, occur in William of Malmsburj',

and one or two others in Lanfranc's Constitutions. It is said that a Greek psalter was
written in an abbey at Tournay about 1105. This wns, I should think, a very rare instance

of a Greek manuscript, sacred or profane, copied in the western parts of Europe before the

fifteenth centuiy. But a Greek psalter written in Latin characters at Milan in the ninth

century, was sold some years ago in London. John of Salisbur>- is said by Crevier to^ have
known a little Greek, and he several times uses technical words in that language. Yet he
could not have been much more learned than his neighbours; since having found the word

ovaia in St Ambrose, he was forced to aslc the meaning of one John Sarasin, an Englishman,

because, says he, none of our masters here (at Paris) understand Greek. Paris indeed,

Crevier thinks, could not furnish any Greek scholar in that age except Abelard and Heloise,

and probably neither of them knew much.
The ecclesiastical language, it may be observed, was full of Greek words Latinised.

_
Bnt

this process had taken place before the fifth century ; and most of them %vill befotmd in the

Latin dictionaries. A Greek word was now and then borrowed, as more imposing than the

correspondent Latin. Thus the English and ether kings sometimes called themselves

Basileus, instead of Rex.
It will not be supposed that I have professed to enumerate all the persons, of whose

acquaintance with the Greek tongue some evidence may be found ; nor have I ever directed

my attention to the subject with that view. Doubtless the list might be more than doubled.

But if ten times the number could be found, we should still be entitled to say, that the lan-

guage was almost unknown, and that it could have had no influence on the condition of

literature.
3 Nemo est qui Graecas llteras norit; at ego in hoc Latinitati compatior, qua sic ommno

Graeca abjecit studia, ut etiam non noscamus characteres literarum. Gcnealogiae Deorum,
apud Hpdium de Graecis lUustribus. . ..
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Petrarca, and Boccaccio. Barlaam, a Calabrian by birth, durinpj an
embassy from the court of Constantinople in 1335, was persuaded to

become the preceptor of the former, with whom he read the works of

Plato. Leontius Pilatus, a native of Thcssalonica, was cncourai^^ed

some years afterwards by Boccaccio to give public lectures upon Homer
at Plorence.i Whatever might be the share of general attention that

he excited, he had the honour of instructing both these great Italians

in his native language. Neither of them perhaps reached an advanced
degree of proficiency ; but they bathed their lips in the fountain, and
enjoyed the pride of being the first who paid llie homage of a new
posterity to the father of poetry. For some time little fruit appa-

rently resulted from their example ; but Italy had imbibed the

desire of acquisitions in a new sphere of knowledge, which, after

some interval, she was abundantly enabled to realise. A few years

before the termination of the fourteenth century, Emanuel Chryso-
loras, whom the emperor John Pala:ologus had previously sent into

Italy, and even as far as England, upon one of those unavailing

embassies by which the Byzantine court strove to obtain sympathy
and succour from Europe, returned to Florence as a public teacher

of Grecian literature.- His school was afterwards moved succes-

sively to Pavia, Venice, and Rome ; and during nearly twenty years

that he taught in Italy, most of those eminent scholars, whom I have
already named, and who distinguish the first half of that century,

derived from his instruction their knowledge of the Greek tongue.

Some, not content with being the disciples of Chrysoloras, betook
themselves to the source of that literature at Constantinople ; and
returned to Italy, not only with a more accurate insight into the Greek
idiom than they could have attained at home, but with copious treasures

of manuscripts, few, if any, of which probably existed previously in

Italy, where none had ability to read or value them ; so that the prin-

cipal authors of Grecian antiquity may be considered as brought to

light by these inquirers, the most celebrated of whom are Guarino of

Verona, Aurispa, and Filclfo. The second of these brought home to

Venice in 1423 not less then two hundred and thirty-eight volumes.
The fall of that eastern empire, which had so long outlived all other

pretensions to respect, that it scarcely retained that founded upon its

antiquity, seems to have been providentially delayed, till Italy was
ripe to nourish the scattered seeds of literature that would have
perished a few ages earlier in the common catastrophe. From the

commencement of the fifteenth century, even the national pride of

Greece could not blind her to the signs of approaching ruin. It was
no longer possible to inspire the European republic, distracted by
wars and restrained by calculating policy, with the generous fanaticism

of the crusades ; and at the council of Florence, in 1439, ^^'^^ court and
church of Constantinople had the mortification of sacrificing their

long-cherished faith, without experiencing any sensible return of pro-
tection or security. The learned Greeks were perhaps the first to

• Boccaccio spc.nks modestly of his own att.-iinments in Greek : ctsi non satis plenft pcrce-
perim, pcrccpi tamcn (luantuni potui ; ncc dubiuni si perma.nsisset homo illc vagus diutius
penes nos, ouiii plcniiis perccpisscm.

-* Hody places the ooinmcnccmcnt of Chrysolor.is's teaching as early as 1391. But Tira-
boschi, whose research was more precise, fixes it at the end of 1396, or beginning of xv^-
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anticipnfe, and cerlainly iiol the List to avoid their country's destruc-
tion. The council of Florence brought naany of thcin into Italian

connexions, and held out at least a temporary accommodation of their
conllictin;; r)[)inions. Thou;,di the Roman pontiffs did nothin;^, and
piol);il)Iy could have done nothin^^, effectual, for the empire of Con-
slant iii()j)lc, tlicy were very ready to protect and reward the learning of
individuals. To Eugenius IV., to Nicolas V., to Pius II., and some
other popes of this age, the Greek exiles were indebted for a patronage
which they repaid by splendid services in the restoration of their

native literature throughout Italy. Bessarion, a disputant on the
Greek side in the council of Florence, was well content to renounce
the doctrine of single procession for a cardinal's hat ; a dignity which
he deserved for his learning, if not for his pliancy. Theodore Gaza,
George of Trcbizond, and Gcmistus Pletho might equal Bessarion in

merit, though not in honours. They all, however, experienced the
patronage of those admirable protectors of letters, Nicolas V., Cosmo
dc' Medici, or Alfonso king of Naples. These men emigrated before
the final destruction of the Greek empire ; Lascaris and Musurus,
whose arrival in Italy was posterior to that event, may be deemed
perhaps still more conspicuous ; but as the study of the Greek language
was already restored, it is unnecessary to pursue the subject any further.

The Greeks had preserved, through the course of the middle ages,

their share of ancient learning with more fidelity and attention than
was shown in the west of Europe. Genius indeed, or any original ex-

cellence, could not well exist along with their cowardly despotism and
their contemptible theology, more corrupted by frivolous subtleties

than that of the Latin church. The spirit of persecution, naturally

allied to despotism and bigotry, had nearly, during one period, extin-

guished the lamp, or at least reduced the Greeks to a level with the

most ignorant nations of the West. In the age of Justinian, who ex-

pelled the last Platonic philosophers, learning began rapidly to decline
;

in that of Heraclius, it had reached a much lower point of degrada-
tion ; and for two centuries, especially while the worshippers of images
were persecuted with unrelenting intolerance, there is almost a blank
in the annals of Grecian literature.^ But about the middle of the ninth

century, it revived pretty suddenly, and with considerable success.-

1 The authors most conversant with Byzantine learning agree in this. Nevertheless, there

is one manifest difference between the Greek writers of the worst period, such as the eighth
century, and those who correspond to them in the west. Syncellus, for example, is of great
use in chronology, because he was acquainted with many ancient histories now no more.
But Bede possessed nothing we have lost ; and his compilations are consequently altogether
unprofitable. The eighth centurj', the sseculum iconoclasticum of Cave, low as it was in all

polite literature produced one man, St John Damascenus, who has been deemed the founder
of scholastic theology, and who at least set the e.xample of that style of reasoning in the East.

This person, and Michael Psellus, a philosopher of the eleventh century, are the only cod-
sidcrable men, as original writers, in the annals of Byzantine literature.

2,The honour of restoring ancient or heathen literature is due to the Caesar Bardis, uncle
and minister of Michael II. Cedrenus speaks of it in the following terms: eTre/jLeXrjdr} 5e

/cat TTjs e^cj (jocpias {rju yap €k ttoXXov xpovov irapappveicra, Kai tt/jos to fXTjdeu oXws

%aj/)77cracra ry tuv Kparovvrcov ap^/ia Kac a/JLadia) diaTpi^as e/cacT?; tuu enaTTjfXdJu

acpopiaas, tcjv fxev aWcov oiry irep ervx^, tv^ S' ^^ri iraaajv eiroxov (piXocrocpias Kar

avTa ra ^aaiXeia eu rrj Mayvavpa /cai ovtoj e^ €K€ipov avrj^acrKeiv ai enaTrjfiac

Tjp^avTO, K. T. X. Bardas found out and promoted Photius, afterwards patriarch of Con-

stantinople, and equally famous in the annals of the church and of learning. Gibbon passes
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Though, as I have obsei-ved, we find in very few instances an)' original

talent, yet it was hardly less important to have had compilers of such
erudition as Photius, Suidas, Kustathius, and Tzetzes. With these

certainly the Latins of the middle ages could not place any names in

comparison. They possessed, to an extent which we cannot precisely

appreciate, many of those poets, historians, and orators of ancient

Greece, whose loss we have long regretted, and must continue to deem
irretrievable. Great havoc, however, was made in the libraries of Con-
stantinople at its capture by the Latins, an epoch from which a rapid

decline is to be traced in the literature of the eastern empire. Sole-

cisms and barbarous terms, which sometimes occur in the old

liyzantine writers, are said to deform the style of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries.^ 71ie Turkish ravages and destruction of monas-
teries ensued ; and in the cheerless intervals of immediate terror, there

was no longer any encouragement to preserve the monuments of an
expiring language, and of a name that was to lose its place among
the nations.'-^

That ardour for the restoration of classical hterature which animated
Italy in the first part of the fifteenth century was by no means common
to the rest of Europe. Neither England, nor France, nor Germany

perhaps too rapidly over the Byzantine literature. In this, as in many other places the
masterly b*)ldness and precision of his outline, which astonish those wiio have trodden parts

of the .same held, arc apt to escape an uninformed rc.ider.

* Ann;i Conmicua ciiiotc:; some popular liu-.-s, wliicli seem to be the earliest specimen
extant of the Romaic dialect, or something approaching it, as they observe no jxr-^nunatical

inlloxion, and bear about the sajne resemblance to ancient Greek that the worst law-charters

of the ninth and tenth centuries do to pure Latin. In fact, the Greek l.uiguage seems to

have declined much in the same manner as the Latin did, and almost at as early a period

In the sixth century, Damascius, a Platonic philosopher, mentions the old language as dis-

tinct from that which was vernacular, ttjv a.pxa.La.v yXarrraf virtp tt/j* toturrTjj' /jLeXerodai.

It i-. well knuwn that tlie popular, or political, veibcs of T/clzc>, a writer uf the tw :;;;i

century, arc .iccentual—that is, are to be read, as the modem Greeks do, by treating \ :

acute or circumHex syllable as long, without re;j;ard to its original quantity. This innovaii ju,

which must have produced still greater confusion of metrical rules than it did in Latin, is

much older than the age of Tzetzes ; if, at least, the editor of some notes subjoined to

Meursius's edition of the Thcn.ata of Constantine Porpliyrogeniius is right in ascribing

certain political verses to that emperor, who died in 959. These verses are regular accentual
troche ics. But I believe ihcy have smcc been given to Constantine Man.isses, a writer of the
eleventh century.

According to the opinion of a modem traveller (Hobhouse's Travels in Albania), the chief
corruptions which distinguish the Romaic from its parent stock, especially the auxiliary verbs,

an: not older than the capture of Constantinople by Mahomet IL But it seems difhcult lu

obtain any satisfactory proof of this ; and the auxiliary verb is sd natural and convenient, that

the auv-ient Greeks may prob.ibly, in some of their local idioms, have fallen into the use of it

:

as Air H. admits they did with respect to the future auxiliary (^f Xoj. Sec some instances of

this in Lesbonax ire/jt cxr\li.a.Ti))V, ad frnem Ammonii, cura Valckcnacr.

* Photius (I write on the authority of AL H- T" is, Arian's history of
Alexander's successors, and of Parthia, Ctesi:i of Diodorus Sicu us,

Polybius. and Dionysius of H.tiic.irnasstis, tu\ii.,> -. •. ..n m^ >i:
•' ' • 1

hundred of Ly.>^ias, sixty-four of Ls^cus, about fifty of llyperides. 1

these works aitOi;ethcr to the I .itin cipiurc of Constantinople, no .

.

'
'

time having quoted them. It i>> ditlicu t, however, not to suppose that some part of the de-
struction was left for the Ottomans to perf'-rm. .^.neas Svlvins l>em>a;is, in his sjjeech before

the diet of Frankfort, the \
> of tiic Greek empire.

Quid de librib dicam, (|ui ui! . . . Nunc er,;o,

et Homero ot PiudaiocL .<,, ini„,i,i- \.\. .
' - crit. But

nothin.; in lie iiilLrred from this declam.i .v whether
Menander still existed or not. It is a p i.

_ ,
. _h Europe,

and especially Italy, was taking, that a pope s leg.itc should, on a solemn occadion, descant so
seriously on the injury sustained by profane literature.

A useful summary of the lower Greek literature, taken chiefly from the Bibliotbeca Grasca
of Fabriciu;, will be found in Berington's Literary History of the MiJ lie Agrs.
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seemed aware of the approachinjj change. We are told that Icarninjij,

bywhicli I l)i:licvc is only meant the scholnstic ontolop^y, hi' V i.ito

decline at Oxford from the lime of ICdward III. And the fii ' en-

tury, from wliatcvcr cause, is particularly barren of writers in the I^atin

lan^'uage. The study of (ireek was only introduced by Grocyn and
Linacer under Henry VII., and met with violent opposition in the uni-

versity of Oxford, where the unlearned party styled themselves Trojans,

as a jjretcxt for abusing and insulting the scholars. Nor did any clas-

sical work proceed from the respectable press of Caxton, France, at

the beginning of the fifteenth age, had several eminent theologians
;

but the reigns of Charles VII. and Louis XI. contributed far more to

her political than her literary renown. A Greek professor was first

appointed at Paris in 1458, before which time the language had not
been publicly taught, and was little understood. Much less had Ger-
many thrown off her ancient rudeness. yEneas Sylvius, indeed, a de-

liberate flatterer, extols every circumstance in the social state of that

country ; but Campano, the papal legate at Ratisbon in 1471, exclaims
against the barbarism of a nation, where very few possessed any learn-

ing, none any elegance.^ Yet the progress of intellectual cultivation,

at least in the two former countries, was uniform, though silent
;

libraries became more numerous, and books, after the happy invention

of paper, though still very scarce, might be copied at less expense.
Many colleges were founded in the English as well as foreign univer-

sities during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Nor can I pass
over institutions that have so eminently contributed to the literary

reputation of this country, and that still continue to exercise so con-

spicuous an influence over her taste and knowledge, as the two great

schools of grammatical learning, Winchester and Eton ; the one
founded by William of Wykeham, bishop of Winchester, in 1373 ; the

other, in 1432, by King Henry the Sixth.^

But while the learned of Italy were eagerly exploring their recent

acquisitions of manuscripts, deciphered with difficulty, and slowly cir-

culated from hand to hand, a few obscure Germans had gradually per-

fected the most imporlant discovery recorded in the annals of mankind.
The invention of printing, so far from being the result of philosophical

sagacity, does not appear to have been suggested by any regard to the

higher branches of literature, or to bear any other relation than that of

coincidence to their revival in Italy. The question, why it was struck

cut at that particular time, must be referred to that disposition of un-
known causes which we call accident. Two or three centuries earlier,

we cannot but acknowledge, the discovery would have been almost

1 Incredibilis ingeniorumbarbaries est ; rarissimi Hteras norunt, nu!li elegantiam. Papiensis
Epistolse. Campano's notion of elegance was ridiculous enough. Nobody ever carried

farther the pedantic affectation of avoiding modern terms in his latinity. Thus, in the life of
Braccio da ^Nlontone, he renders his meaning almost unintelligible by excess of classical

purity. Braccio boasts se nimquam deorum immortalium templa violasse. Troops coinmit-

ting outrages in a city are accused virgines vestales incestasse. In the terms of treaties, he
employs the old Roman forms ; exercitum trajicito—oppida pontificis sunto, &c. And with a
most absurd pedantry, the ecclesiastical state is called Romanum imperium.

~ A letter from Master William Paston at Eton proves that Latin versification was taucjht

there as early as the beginning of Edward IV. 's reign. It is true that the specimen he rather

proudly exhibits does not much differ from what we denominate nonsense verses. But a
more material observation is, that the sons of country gentlemen living at a considerable dis-

tance were already sent to public schools for grammatical education.
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equally acceptable. But the invention of paper seems to have natu-

rally preceded those of eni^raving and printinJ,^ It is generally a^'rccd,

that ])layini; cards, which have been traced far back in the fourteenth

century, gave the hrst notion of taking off impressions from engraved

figures upon wood. The second stage, or rather second application of

this art, was the representation of saints and other religious devices,

several instances of which are still extant. Some of these are accom-
I)anicd with an entire page of illustrative text, cut into the same wooden
block. This process is indeed far removed from the invention that has

given immortality to the names of Fust, Schceffer, and (kittenburg, yet

it probably led to the consideration of means whereby it might be ren-

dered less operose and inconvenient. Whether movable wooden char-

acters were ever employed in any entire work is very questionable
;

the opinion that referred their use to Laurence Coster of Haarlem not

having stood the test of more accurate investigation. They appear,

however, in the capital letters of some early printed books. IJut no
expedient of this kind could have fulfilled the great purposes of this

invention, until it was perfected by founding metal types in a matrix

or mould, the essential characteristic of printing, as distinguished from
other arts that bear some analogy to it.

The first book that issued from the presses of Fust and his asso-

ciates at Mentz was an edition of the Vulgate, commonly called the

Mazarine Bible, a copy having been discovered in the library that

owes its name to Cardinal Mazarine at Paris. This is supposed to

have been printed between the years 1450 and 1455. Several copies

of this book have come to light since its discovery. In 1457 an edi-

tion of the Psalter appeared, and in this the invention was announced
to the world in a boasting colophon, though certainly not unreason-
ably bold. Another edition of the Psalter, one of an ecclesiastical

book, Durand's account of liturgical offices, one of the Constitutions

of Pope Clement V., and one of a popular treatise on general science,

called the Catholicon, fill up the interval till 1462, when the second
Mentz Bible proceeded from the same printers.^ This, in the opinion

of some, is the earliest book in which cast types were employed : those

of the Mazarine Bible having been cut with the hand. But this is a
controverted point. In 1465, Fust and Schceffer published an edi-

tion of Cicero's Offices, the first tribute of the new art to polite litera-

ture. Two pupils of their school, Sweynheim and Pannartz, migrated
the same year into Italy, and printed Donatus's grammar, and the

works of Lactantius, at the monastery of Subiaco in the neighbour-
hood of Rome. Venice had the honour of extending her patronage
to John of Spira, the first who applied the art on an extensive scale to

the publication of classical writers.^ Several Latin authors came
forth from his press in 1470: and during the next ten years, a multi-

tude of editions were published in various parts of Italy. Though, as

we may judge from their present scarcity, these editions were by no
means numerous in respect of impressions, yet, contrasted with the

dilatory process of copying manuscripts, they were like a new mecha-

* Another cdiiion of the Bible is supposed to h.-ivc been printed by Pfistcrat B.inibcrg in 1459.

^ Saniito mentions an order of the senate in 1469, that John of Spira should print the
epistle:> of TuUy and Pliny for five years, and that no one else should do so.
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nicnl power in machinery, and {^avc a wonderfully accelerated i-

to the intellectual cuUivation of mankind. ?>om the era of ili<

editions proceeding from tlic Spiras, Zarat, Janson, or Sweynhcim and
Pannartz, literature must be deemed to have altojiethcr revived in Italy.

The sun was now fully above the horizon, though countries less for-

luiiately circumstanced did not immediately catch his beams, and the
restoration of ancient learning in France and Enghmd cannot be con-
sidered as by any means effectual even at the expiration of the fifteenth

century. At this point, however, I close the present chapter. 'Ihc
last twenty years of the middle ages, according to the date which
I liavc fixed for their termination in treating of political history,

might well invite me by their brilliancy to dwell upon that golden
morning of Italian literature. But, in the history of letters, they rather
appertain to the modern than the middle period ; nor would it become
me to trespass upon the exhausted patience of my readers by repeat-
ing what has been so often and so recently told, the story of art and
learning, that has employed the comprehensive research of a Tira-
boschi, a Ginguend, and a Roscoe.

INDEX.

Abelard (Peter), biographical notice of, 679.
Adventurers (military), companies of, 223.
Advocates of the church, their office, 103.

Agriculture, wretched state of, in the dark
ages, 611 ; in France and Italy, 643.

Aids (feudal), in what cases due, in."
Alfred the Great, extentofli is dominions, 407;
was not the inventor of trial by jury. 415.

Alienation of lands, fines on, 89.

Alienations in mortmain, restrained, 382.
Allodial lands, 72 ; tenures, 81.

Anglo-Saxons, historical sketch of, 407 : influ-

ence of provincial governors, 409 ; distribu-

tion of the people into thanes and ceorls,

410 ; their wittenagemot—^judicial power

—

division into counties, hundreds, and tyth-

ings, 411 ; their county-court, and suits, 413

;

trial by jury, 414 ; law of frankpledge, 416.
Appanages, the nature of, 61.

Appeals to the Roman see, established, 345.
Arabia at the appearance of Mohammed, 315.
Aragon (kingdom of\ originally a sort of regal

aristocracy—privileges of the ricos hombres
or barons, 275 ; of the lower nobility—of the
burgesses and peasantry, 275 ; liberties of
the Aragonese kingdom, 275.

Arbitration, determination of suits by, 336.
Archers (English), superior, 41 ; their pay, 55.

Architecture (civil), state of, in England—in

France, 632 ; in Italy, 636.

Aristotle, writings of, first known in Europe
through the Spanish Arabs, 682 ; irreligion

the consequence of the adrrJration of his

writings, 685.

Armorial bearings, the origin of, 97.
Army (English', in 14th centurj', 56, 144.
Army (French), first established, 145.

Assize, justices of, when instituted, 443.

Bacon (Roger), resemblance between him
and LordBacon—h is philosophical spi ri t, 686.

Baltic trade, state of—origin and progress of
the Hanseatic league, 618.

Banking, origin of, 627 ; Italian banks, 628.

Baronies (English), inquiry' into the nature of,

456 ; theory of Selden—theory of Madox,
458.

Barons of France, right of private war exer-
cised by them, 107 ; legislative assemblies
occasionally held by them, 114.

Barrister, fees of, in fifteenth century, 648.
Benefices (ecclesiastical), gross sale of, in the

eleventh century, 355 ; presentation to them,
in all cases, claimed by the popes, 374.

Bills in parliament, power of originating
claimed by the House of Commons, 510.

Bocland—analogy between it and freehold
land—to what burthens subject, 420.

Books, scarcity of, in the dark ages, 596 ; ac-

count of the principal collections of, 705 ;

notices of early printed books, 712.
_

Boroughs, cause of summoning deputies from,

474 ; nature of prescriptive boroughs—power
of the sheriff to omit boroughs—reluctanca
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of boroughs to send members— who the

electors in borou.Ljhs were, 522.

Canon law, origin and progress of, 169.

Capitular elections, when introduced, 361.

Castile (kingdom of), when founded;, 248

:

finally united with the kingdom of Leon,

252; civil disturbances of Qisti'e, 354 ; suc-

cession to the crown—national councils

—

spiritual and temporal nobility in cortcs, 260.

Castles, description of tlie baronial castles

—

successive improvements in them—account
of castellated mansions, 633.

Ceorls, condition of, under the Anglo-Saxons
—identity of them witii the villani and bor-

darii of Domesday Hook, 411.

Charlemagne (king of France), conquers Lom-
bardy—part of Spain —.iiid Saxony—extent
of his dominion, 14; sclicmc of jurisdiction

established, 125 ; payment of tithe> in

France, 333 ; maintained the supremacy of
the state over the church, ! I not
write, 595: established pub. . 678.

Charles VIII. ascends the tin .. ... ; i.ince,

68 ; marries the duchess of britany—and
consolidates F>ance into one great kingdom,
70 : his pretensions to Naples, 244.

Chartered towns, when first incorporated in

France, 137; their privileges— causes of
their incorporation, 138 ; tneir connexion
with the king of Fram • ' '

> '-nee of

maritime towns, 141

;

:is in

Spain, 250; proi^ressofii ''259-

Charters of the Norman kings, account of,

434 ; abstract of Magna Charta, 436 ', con-
firmation of charters by Edward I., 438.

Chaucer, account—cliaracter of his poetry, 703.
Chinmeys, when invented, 636.
Chivalry, origin of, 660 ; its connexion with

feudal services, 663 ; effects of the crusades
on chivalr>', 663 ; connexion of chivalry
with rcUgion, 66^ ; ajid with gallantry, 064 ;

the morals of chivalry not alway:> pure, 665.
Christianity, embraced by the Saxon-;, 14.

Chroniclers (old English), notice of, 700.

Church, wealth of, under the Roman empire,

331 ; when endowed with tithes, 334 ; spoli-

ation of church property, 335.
Civil law, revival of, 675 ; cultivated through-
out Europe, ^7^' ; its influence on the laws
of France and Germany, ("76 ; its introduc-
tion into F.nglanil, 677.

Classic authors neglected by the church dur-
ing the dirk ages, 704 ; account of the
revival of classical literature, 703 ; causes
that contributed to its diffusion, 707.

Clergy, state of, un' - • ^^jem^joo;
sources of their v nt of their

jurisdiction— tin i;
\

... .......1, ^37 ; pre-

tensions of the hierarchy in the nuuh cen-
tury. 340; corruption of their morals in tjie

tenth centurA", 353 ; their simony—taxation
of them by the popes, 376 ; state of ecclesi-

astical '
.1 in ilie t\

377 ; i claimed

379 ; ci...^.i. <... - ! '• ' V

tical tyranny in I

to sit in the Hon- - . • _
ranee of tlie clergy, jyj, >;-.

Coujj changes in the value of, 645-648.
Coining of money, a privilege of the vassals

of France—regulations of various sovereigns
concerning this right, 107.

Conjbat (trial by), in what cases allowed—how
fouglit—decline of this practice, i:.;8-i3o.

Commendation fpersonalj, origin and naliu-c

of—distinguished fiom feudal tenure, 83.

Commerce, progress of, in Germany, 014

;

Flanders— England, 616-619; the Ijaltic,

618 ; of the Mediterranean, 621.

Common law (Engli-'' •'in of, 444.
Compositions for 1 tiqniiy of, 108;

prcv.iilcd under i; \ .stem, 73.

Coi ^ illegal , rule in England, 552.

(Joi •, sitM.ition and Mate of, ixi the
.sf- 1 by the

I. ueks, 325;
it - .uil, 327.

Co!i 1 1 1, 135, 274 ; of Cas-
tii . ;

'U, 307 ; of Germany,
sy/~i"^ i oi Doiiciiiia, 312; of Hungary,
296; of Switzerland, 30*; ; of England du-
ring the Ai

'

i" Acrnment, 405,

424; Angl' ; lulion of Eng-
\.\- ' \-\ , K.i. I...- ,,iv..i..nt coubiitution

..I 453-582-,

Coi \ 'he, origin of, S63.

Councils (ecclesiastical) of Lyons, 168, 291 ;

of Frankfort, 346; of I'isa, 393; of Con-
stance, 395 ; of r>.

Counties, divi.sion ;'and), its anti-

i;;: •' • '
"-

.. ... county courts,

4 . in a county court

—

ii
.

' lurts, 415; represen-

tatives oi couuiie.s, by whom chosen, 523 ;

county elections b.idly nttendcd, 529.

Courts of justice in
''

". under the Nor-
man kings— the ', 1,442; the cx-

cl '
' • . v,^ . . .i^ii/c—die court t'f

c
I >•

Cro. ; 10, in Castile, 257; of Ara-
gon, 274 ; among the Anglo-Saxons, 408 ;

hereditary right to, when cst.Thlishcd in

Englantl, 447; cases of di 'wer,

claimed and executed by th 'n^;^,

5' •
•'' ce of, on C(iuni> . ,....ii..ii-., -

,

Cru list the Ali)igeo:s, 25; tii<

cr _; linst the Saracens, or '1 ;i' ; ,

^24 ; means resorted to to promote it, a8 ;

Its result, 29; the second crusade, 31 ; the
third ' •

: ; the two crusades of St
Louis. r attempted by Pope Pius,

93; tru-..ivi^ >,. «.Uildren in 1211, 116; im-
morality of the crusaders, 163.

review of
ty of his

097.
c ot papal

va „y the popes
>ry oaths, 372.

557-

Dantr, sketch of the life of, 694 ;

liis pr.ctiial chararfT— p'>i)tilari

d; • >•

Di

370.

Kis
. : . 557-

Dominican order, uiigiii and progress of,

Duelling, the origin of, SOO-

Eari., original meaning of the title, 409.
Edward the (•' ' • '' -
Edward I. k 1 of,

333 : disput< I
. \ IIL,

384 : confirms the ciiartcrs, 453.
Edward IIL (king of Enfcland;, unjust claim

of, to the crown of France, 3S; his r<^-
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Rotirccs, 41 ; and virlorics, 42 ; mcmorabl*:
IiroccecliriKs (jf {larliariicnt, in the fiftieth

ycnr of his rciRn, 45 ; by liii wise mea-
sures promotrd thcconiincrcc and manufac-
tures of Knyland, 17'j.

Kdward IV., character of his reign, 579.
Klcciions (episcopal), freedom of, paf>al en-
croachments on, 373.

Electors (seven), German Empire, their privi-

IcKcs, 292 ; augmented by tlie Golden Bull,

England, constitution of, during the Anglo-
Saxon government, 405 ; sketch of the
Anglo-Saxon history of England, 407 ; in-

fluence of provincial governors, 420.

England, conquest of England by William,
duke of Normandy—devastation and depo-
pulation of the country, 427 ; feudal system
established in England—difference between
it and the feudal policy in France, 430;
laws and charters of Norman kings—Magna
Charta, 436 ; the king's court—the court of
exchequer—institution of justices of assize

—the court of common pleas—origin of the
common law, 444 ; character and defects of
the English law, 445 ; hereditary right of the
crown established, 447 ; English gentry des-
titute of exclusive privileges, 450.

England.—On the present constitution of
England, 453; the spiritual peers— the
lay peers, earls, and barons, 455 ; whether
tenants in chief attended parliament under
Henry III., 459 ; origin and progress of
parliamentary representation, 460; whether
the knights were elected by freeholders in

general, 461 ; progress of towns, 464 ; towns
let in fee-farm—charters of incorporation,

466 ; prosperity of English towns, particu-

larly London, 468; towns, when first sum-
moned to parliament, 470; cause of sum-
moning deputies from boroughs, 474; parlia-

ment, when divided into two houses, 475.
England, state of the commerce and manu-

factures of England, 616, 617 ; singularly

flourishing state of its commerce in the
reigns of Edward II., Richard II., Henry
IV. and VI., and Edward IV., 618.

England, increase of domestic expenditure in,

during the fourteenth century, 630 ; ineffi-

cacy of sumptuary laws, 631 ; state of civil

architecture, from the time of the Saxons,

631, 636, 638; furniture of houses, 636;
state of ecclesiastical architecture, 638, 641;
wretched state of agriculture, 641, 643;
civil law, when introduced into England

—

state of literature, 676, 700, 703.
Escheats, nature of, in feudal system, 97.

Escuage. nature of, and when introduced,

142; when it became a parliamentary as-

sessment in England, 358.

Exchequer, court of, when instituted—its

powers and jurisdiction, 443.
Excommimication, original nature of, 349

;

punishments of excommunicated persons,

350 ;
greater and lesser excommunications,

350-

Fealtv, natiu-e of, in conferring fiefs, 85.

Feuds, proper and improper, 93.

Feudal system, history of, especially in

France, 71 ; gradual establishment of feu-

dal tenures, 77, fir; cuxtom of
;

conimrn'hiti'iii, f.v; the prin' iyl"'

dal

fc..

dal ... .

alicnali'

J

fciturc

—

.'
;

analoKicft to Uic T .i<;..l hybicin—ii^ i' Oil

extent, 95; the difOrfnt order>^ of "^ -ty
during the fci: '

'

of the Frcnc.li

legislative aut:

of the feudal f

justice—trial L • .-••.'•.
decline of the feudal i>>.<-ici:i, 13-^ ; ihc
commutation of military fcnd.Tl service
for money—the en.;'

'
: . r ,•

troops, 143 ; gen'

tages and disadvai:i_^. . .,. : .^. y,.
tem, 146, 148; diflfcrence between the feudal
policy in ?>igland and in France, 4^1 ;

abuses of feudal rights in England, 547;
connexion of the feudal services with chi-
valry, 662.

Fief, principles of, 85; ceremonies used in

conferring a fief, 85 ; fiefs of office, 93.
Field sports, passion for, in the dark ages, '^<r>.

Flemings, rebellion of, against their sove-
reign—its causes, 48; paid no taxes without
the consent of the three estates, 65 ; flour-

ishing state of their commerce and manu-
factures, 614; inducements held out to them
to settle in England, 616.

Florence (republic of), its government—the
commercial citizens divided into companies
or arts, 191 ; rise of the plebeian nobles, 193.

195; feuds of the Gueifs and Ghibelir.
,

198; revenues of the republic—population,

203, notes ; state of Florence in the fif-

teenth ceutury—rise of the family of Me-
dici, 240. t

Forest laws, sanguinary, of William the Con-
queror, 427 ; jurisdiction of, 547.

France, 35 ; unjust pretensions of Edward
III. to the throne of, 38; wretched con
dition of France after the battle of Poitiers,

42 ; the English lose all their conquests, 47.
France, constitution of the ancient Frank
monarchy, 75 ; gradual increase of the regal
power—different classes of subjects, 77 ;

power of the mayors of the palace, u ;

origin of nobility in France, 77; comparative
state of France and Germany at thediNnsion
of Charlemagne's empire—privileges of the
French vassals, 106 ; legislative assemblies
111 ; privileges of the subjects, 113 ; cours
pl€ni§res, 115 ; legislative power of the
crown increases, 116; convocation of the
states-general, 119; states-general of 1355
and 1356, 119 ; provincial states, 123 ; suc-
cessive changes in the judicial polity of
France, 125, 135.

Franciscan order, progress of, 370.
Frankleyn, condition of, in England, 513.
Frank-pledge, not invented by Alfred the

Great, 417 ; origin and progress of, 419.
Frederic III. (emperor', his device, 299.
Freeholders, different classes of, among the
Anglo-Saxons, 409; the elective fran-
chise when restricted to freeholders of forty
shillings per annum, 317, 525.
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F-i^emen, rank and privileges of, in the feudal

'system, 103 ; their privileges in England
under Magna Charta, 436.

Tree towns, institution of, in France, 136,

138 ; origin of them—their privileges—their

connexion with the king—the maritime
towns independent, 141 ; could confer free-

dom on runaway serfs, 140.

Gai.ucan' cluirch, liberties of, 402.

CJenoa (republic), conuncrcial prosperity of,

206, 621 ] war with Venice—decline of her

power, 209; government of Genoa, 210.

Gentlemen, rank of, in the feudal system, 97

;

gentility of blood, how ascertained—charac-

ter of, succeeded that of knight, 674.

Germany, when separated from France, 285

;

relation of the emperors with Italy, 1S5 ;

golden bull of Charles IV. — accession
of the house of Austria, 299; institution

and functions of the imperial chamber, 304;
establishment of circles, 305 ; of the aulic

council, 306; limits of the empire, 388.

Ghibclins, (faction of), origin of, 289; formed
to support the imperial claims ai^ainsl the

popes, 166; duration of this faction—their

decline, 181 : and temporary revival, 331.
Glass windows, when first used, 6;j6.

Gold passed chiefly by weight in the first

ages of the French monarchy, 107.

Greek lan.:;ua.;c, unknown in the west of
Europe during the dark ages, with a few
exceptions— its study revived in the four-

teenth century, 708.

Greek empire, state of, at the rise of Moham-
medanism, 318; its revival in the seventh
century, 321-323 ; crusades in its behalf,

J24
: conquest of Constantinople by the

^atins, 324; the partition of the empire—the
Greeks recover Constantinople, 326; its

fall, 320.
Gregory VII. (Hildebrand), pope, diflercnces

of, with the emperor Henry IV., 357; ex-
communicates and deposes him, 288, 358 ;

his humiliating treatment of the emperor,
358; driven from Rome by Henry IV.

—

and dies in e.xile—his general conduct, 361.
Guardianship in chivalry, nature of, gr.

Guelfs, faction of, origin of the name, 289

;

support the claims of the papal see, 402.
Gunpowder, when invented, 148, 229.

Hanseatic union, 301 ; progres.s. 618.

Haxey (Thoma.s) prosecuted by Richard II.

for proposing an obnoxious bill in parlia-

ment, 499; his] judgment afterwards re-

versed, 501.

Henry I. (Icing of England), laws of, not com-
piled till the reign of Stephen, 445.

Henry III. of F^n^land—misery of his king-
dom—the royal prerogative limited, 441.

Henry IV., memorable petition of the house
of commcns to him—his reply—his expen-
diture controlled by the house of commons,
511.

Henry VI., disa.strou-t events of his reign,

^69: his mental derangement, 574; duke of
York made Protector—deposed, 578.

Heraldic devices, the origin of, 97.
Heresy, statute against, in the fiftn of Richard

II. not passed by house of commons, 509.

Homage, ceremony of—homage per paragium
and liege homage, 85; and liege homage
and simple homage, 69.

House of Commons, when constituted a sepa-

rate house, 475; knights of the shire, when
first chosen for, 459: and by whom, 461;
burgesses, when summoned, 469 ; how
elected, 521 ; causes of their bemg sum-
moned, 474 ; proper business of the nouse,

476; rcmonstratt: against levying money
without consent, 4S0; advice required in

matters of war and peace, 485; their right

to inquire mUo public abuses, 486 ; great
increase of their power, during the mino-
rity of Richard II., 488; legislative rights

of this house established— impeach the
king's ministers—e.stablish the privilege of
pirliament, 515; and the right of determin-
ing contested elections, 520; fluctuations

in the number of its members, 526.

House of Lords, constitutent members of—
spiritual peers, 438 ; lay peers, earls, and
barons, 439; when fonned into a separate
house, 476 ; their consent necessarj' in legis-

lation, 483 ; their advice required in ques-
tions of war and peace, 486.

Houses (English) chiefly built with timber.

633 ; when built with bricks—meanness of
the ordinary mansion-houses—how built in

France and Italy, 635.
Huss (John), remarks on the violation of his

safe conduct, 398.

IcNORANCK, prevalent in Europe, in conse-
quence of the disuse of Latin, 594-596.

Immunities claimed by the clergy, 379 ;

attempts to rep.ess them in England, 380.

Impeachment (parliament.ary), first instance
of. in Lord Latimer, 496; of the carl of
Suffolk— of ministers, 515.

Insurance (marine), why permitted, 628.

Interdicts (papal), origin and effects of, 350.
Interest of money, high rates of. 626.

Investitures, diflTerent kinds of, 85 ; nature of
ecclesiastical investitures, 355.

Italy, northern part of, invaded by the Lom-
bards, 12; history of Italy from the extinc-
tion of the C.arlovingian emperors to the in-

vasion of Naples by Charles VIII. , 148;
league of Lombardy against Frederic, 160

;

battle of Legnano—peace of Constance,
161 ; conquest of Naples by Charles, count
of Anion—decline of the Ghibelin party,
181 ; the Lombard cities become severally
subject to usurpers, 183; relations of the
empire with Italy, 186; internal state of
Rome, 204 ; state of Lombardy at the be-
ginning of the fifteenth century, 210; wars
of Milan and Venice, 220; rebellion of
Sicily against Charles of Anjou, 232 ; rise

of the family of Meilici. t66; Lorenzo do'
Medici, 241-243 ; pretensions of France upon
Naples, 244 ; domestic manners, during the
same period, 631.

Jacqi'erie (or peasantry), insurrection of, 42.

Janizaries, account of the institution of, 330.
Jerusalem, kingdom of, military force of, 31

;

subverted by Saladin, 37 ; custom there,
rel.itive to the marriage of v.xssals, 92.

Jews, exactions from, by the kings of France,
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707; erpellcd from France, 107; pcrnecu-
tions offhciii ill tlic (l.irV • " ' ' < '.

Jubilee, when (iist cclcbr.i' |.

Juclicijl polity of France, . :cs

of, T25; trial by combat, i-^S; calablish-
mcnts of St Louis, 129; royal tribunals

—

court of peers—parliament of Paris, 132.

Jurisdiction (ecclesiastical], progress of— arbi-

trative, 336; coercive over the clergy in

civil matters—and also in criminal suits,

337 » rapid j)roKrcss in twelfth century, 377-
379; restrained in fourteenth century, 402.

Jury, origin and progress of trial by, among
the Anglo-Saxons, 415-417.

Justice (in England), venal, under the Nor-
man kings, 432 ; prohibited to be sold by
Magna Ghana, 437.

Knights banneret, and knights bachelor, 672.
Knights' fees, divisions of land, invented by
William the Conqueror—their value, 86.

Knights-templar, institution of the order of
— their pride and avarice, 33 ; the kingdom
of Aragon bequeathed to them, 251.

Labourers, hired, when first mentioned in

the English statute book—their wages regu-
lated, 566; impressed into the royal service,

547 ; were better paid in England in the
fourteenth century than now, 648.

Lands, possession of, constituted nobility in

the empire of the Franks, 77 ; inalienable
under the feudal system, without the lord's

consent, Sg," descent of lands during the
Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Norman kings, 445.

Latin language, the parent ofFrench, Spanish,
and Italian—its extent, 587 ; its ancient
pronunciation, 588 ; corrupted by the popu-
lace—and the provincials, 589; its pronun-
ciation no longer regulated by quantity,

592 ; change of Latin into Romance, 593

;

its corruption in Italy, 594; ignorance con-
sequent on its disuse, 594.

Laws, distinction of, in France and Italy, 73;
of the Anglo-Norman kings, 434-436.

Legislative authority in France, substitutes
for—of the crown, increase of, 114.

Libraries, account of the principal, in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, 704.

Literature, causes of the decline of, in the
latter period of the Roman empire, 583

;

neglect of heathen literature by the Chris-
tian Church, 586 ; the spread of superstition

—inroads of the barbarous nations—corrup-
tion df the Latin language, 5S7 ; ignorance
consequent on the disuse of Latin, 594 ;

want of eminent literary men—literature

preserved by religion, 596 ; influence of
literature in the improvement of society

considered—civil law, 674; public schools
and viniversities, 678 ; scholastic philosophy,
682 : cultivation of the new languages, 687

;

poetical character of the troubadours

—

northern French poetrj'^ and prose, 689

;

Norman romances and tales—Spanish lan-

guage and literature— Italian literature,

693; English literature, 700; revival of an-
cient learning, 703 ; state of learning in

Greece, 709 ; literature not much improved
oeyond Italy, 711 ; promoted by the inven- I

tion of printing, 712.
'

London, Mate of, b'^for< tlie Norm«ii'coTwj««Hf
4'5«; '
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stition,
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MacKA CltARTA. notir'- iJO..f r,rov'

43'j; confirm'
Mahomet Iff
Manners '('.

century,
Manufacti

611 ; of 1

the north , .

many 617 ; of itaiy, 621.
Manumission of serfs or s1av»r^, pr-;;^css of,

105 ; and of villeins in F. -;.

Manuscripts, transcriptio:. fifteenth
century, promoted revival ><i iif.raturc, 705.

Mariner's compass, when invented, 622.
Maritime laws, during the middle ages, 623.
Marriage, custom relative to, in the feudal
system, 93 ; prohibited to the clergj*, 352

;

but continued, especially in England, in

defiance of the papal prohibitions, 353; the
papal dispensation of marriage, 37i;withiu
what degrees prohibited, 371.

Medici family, rise of, 241 ; Cosmo de* Me-
dici, the first citizen of Florence—govern-
ment of Lorenzo de' Medici—his character
—and his government, 244.

Mendicant orders, origin and progress of—

a

chief support of the papal supremacy', 370.
Milanese, refused to acknowledge bishops
whom they disliked, 156 ; their city be-
sieged and captured by Frederic Earbarossa
—who violates the capitulation he had
given them—they renew the war, are de-
Jeated, and their city destroyed, 158.

Military service, limitations of, under the
feudal system—who were excused from it

—rates of pecuniary compensation estab-
lished for default of attendance, 86 ; mili-

tary service of feudal tenants commuted for

money, 141 ,' connexion of military services
with knighthood, 672.

Mohammed, first appearance of—causes of
his success, 315 ; of the religion taught by
him, 316; conquests of his followers, 318.

Monasteries, m.ischiefs of, 604 ; ignorance
and jolhty, their usual characteristics, 705.

Money, privilege of coining, enjoj'ed by the
French vassals— little money coined, ex-
cept for small payments—regulations of
various kings concerning the exercise of
this privilege, 107 ; the right of debasing
money, claimed by PhiUp the Fair, 109.

Murder, commuted for money consideration

in feudal system—when made capital, 73;
antiquity of compositions for murder, 108.

Naples, investiture of the kingdom of, coii-

ferred by the popes, 154 ; pretensions of
Charles A'lII. upon kingdom of Naples, 244.

Nobility, origin of, in France—was founded
on the possession of land or civil employ-^

ment, 77; different classes of—their privi-
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lec:e«!, 98, loC; how communicated, 07 ; let-

ters of nobility, when first ;;ranted—different

orders of, 100; pride and luxury of the

French nobility, bo.

Ordeal, trial by, in use in the time of Henry
I. king of England, 445.

Orleans, siege of, by the English—raised by
Joan of Arc—her cruel death, 57.

Paper linen, whrn and where invented, 705.
Paper credit, different species of, 627.

Pai)yrus, manuscripts written on, 596.

Patrician, rank and office of, in France, 74.

Peasantry (English), nature of their villenage

and its gradual abolition, 562, 569.
Peers (layj, how created, 534; their right to a

seat in parliament, 455.
Penances, commutations of, 606.

Petrarch, mistake of, corrected, 189 J review
of his moral character—his passion for Laura
considered, tcf)\ his poetry, 700.

Piers Plowman's Vision, character of, 701.

Piracy, the frequency of, 625.

Pisa (republic), naval power of—conquers Sar-
dinia, 203 ; her commercial prcisperity, 621.

Poetry of the troubadours, account of, 687 ; of
Northern France, 689; of the Normau.s,6go;
of the Italians, 680-700,

Popes, commencement of their power, 340

;

patriarchate of Rome, 342 ; their gradual
assum])tion of power, 343 ; false decretals
ascribed to the early popes, 346; encroach-
ments of the popes on the hierarchy—and
upon civil governments, 348 ; excommunica-
tions—interdicts, 350 ; degeneracy—simony,
^52 ; investitures, 355 ; authority of the ]>apal

legates, 362 ; the supremacy claimed by the
popes supported by promulr;ating the canon
Jaw, 3<>S ; by the m rders, 370; by
dispells. itiniuj of m I ; and by dis-

pensations fiom pro v.. , . aths, 372; en-
croachments of the popes on the freedom of
ecclesiastical elections, 373 ; by mandats or
requests forthc collation ofnifcrior benefices,

375 > by provisions, reserves, &c., 3751 their

taxations of the clergy—disaffection thus
produced against the church of Rome, 377 ;

spirit of resistance to pap.d usurpations, 388

;

rapacity of the Aviynon popes, 390; decline

of the papal influence in Italy, 403, 405.

PopuUtion of the free cities of Lonibanly

—

of Arai;on, 275 ; of Florence, 203 ; of Lon-
don, 4< 9 ; if Unices, 616.

Prero;;ative (rnytl , defined, 546,* limited In

England, during the rci "' »" H.-nry III.,

441 ; historians of the i; , why no
advocates for it, 614; ni! .'.ses 547.

Printing, account of the invention of—notices

of early printed books 7^'-

Private war, right of, a pri\
' '"'

,

of France—attempts of ^

prevails in Aragon—and ... - ..>. - ,.

303 ; suppressed by the diet of Worms, 304 ;

was never legal in England, 450.
Purveyance, a branch of the ancient royal pre-

rogative in England—its abuses, 547.

Rapine, prevalent habit of, in England, dur-
ing the middle ages, 558.

Kcgency in England, lu^iitorical instances of.

570; during the absences of the king"; in

France—at the accession of Henry III.

—

of Edward I. and Edward III., 570; of
Richard II., 571 ; of Henry VI., 571-J75.

Religion, contributed to the preservation of
literature, during the dark ages, 597 J con-
nexion of, with chiv.drj', 663.

Revenues of the church, under the Roman
empire, 33T ; increased after its subversion
—were sometimes improperly acquired

—

other sources of revenue*—tifhrs, 1^33.

Revenues of the V ' V i e« of
—augmented by <

1 w«

—

by debasing the c ... ...v., , i. ..%...;. ..n, 108 ;

of the various sovereigns of Europe in the
fifteenth century, 239.

Revolution in England, of 1389 and 1688

—

parallel between, 01?.

Rival popes, th " Rome, 39*.
Robber, the, n ;.

Robbery made .. . .. ,,, I r.ince, 73;
prev.dence of, in robbers there
frequently purcha . J'S 352-

Salic law, whether it excluded women from
the throne of France, 37 ; excluded them
from private succession in some cases, 72

;

qucstio! • • • • • •'
' V '^.

Saracens. east, 318;
and in \ 1 •, and are
defeated by Cluirics Martci, 11 ; ravage
that country again, 18 ; driven out of Italy

:'.nd Sicily by the Normans, 153 ; the pro-
bable inventors of gunpowder, 229 ; Spain
conquered by them, 318 ; decline of the
Saracens, 310 ; separation of Spain and
Africa from them, j20 ; decline in the east,

320 ; Saracenic arcnitecture, net the parent
of Gothic architecture, 639.

Scriptures, spread of the riesirc to read, (158

versions of, made in the eighth and ninth
centuries—the general reading of them not
prohibited until the thirteenth century, 658.

Sects, religious, sketch of, during the dark
ages, 652 ; Maiiichees—Paulicians, their

tenets and persecutions, 653 ; the Albigcn-
scs—proofs that they held Manichean tenets
—origin of the Waldenses, 655 ,' their tenets,

656 ; the Catharists, 657 ; other sects of the
same period, 658 ; the Lollards of England,
658 ; Hussites of Bohemia, 659.

Serfs, state of, in the feudal system, 103 ; pre-
dial servitude not abolished in France until

the Revolution, 105 ; became free by escap-
ing to chartered towns, 140.

Sheriff, power of, in omitting boroughs that
had sent members to parliament. 524.

Sicily (islnnd of) conquered by the Normans
under Roger Guiscard, 154 ; whom Leo IX.
rr»*:ite<: king of Sinly. I'lS ; rebellion against
<

"
•.

,:_ 2^1 ; massacre of
'•rs, 232.

. ..^ ill ..... ' into Italy, 622.

Silver pa- !it in the first

ages of t I y, 107.
Slave-trade during llw dark age*. 614,
Socacte and s"<-.i!jers. ]->rohahle derivation of

ili< id whether
fri to contri-

buit- I" ".>K' • ' ..iuj4...- ... |'..i>i.tment, 525.

Socagers, the yeomen of England, 443.
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Society, diflTfi'cnt classes of, under the feudal
system

—

iioliility, (yy ; clergy -freemen, loo;
serfs or villeins, ioj-io6 ; moral state of,

improved hy the feudal system, 2O3 ; ignor-
ance of :dl classes, 150-153 ; tlirir supcrnti-
tioi) ;ind f.iriaticism, 154 ; degraded slate iti

morals, \f>->,
\ love of field sports, 1C5; state

of iiitornai trade, 168.

Sp;iii), history of, to the con<iuest of fJranada,

247 ; kingdom of the Visiyolhs—conejucrcd
l>y the Saracens—decline of the Moorish
empire, 248 ; formation of the kingdom of
Leon—of Navarre—of Aragon, 248 ; and of
Castile—mode of settling the new conquests,

249 ; military orders instituted—expulsion
of the Moors, 252 ; succession f)f the crown,
258 ; right of taxation, 261 ; forms of the
cortes, 272 ; administration of justice, 2O9.

Statute of treasons, explained, 86.

Statute-law (English), observations on, 445.
Statutes, distinction between them and ordi-

nances, 483 ; sometimes drawn up by the
judges after a dissolution of parliament

—

fraudulently altered in consequence, 509.
Strength and wealth of the Milanese, 174.
Students, number of, at the universities of
Oxford, Bologna, and Paris, 680.

Subsidies (parliamentary), by whom assessed,
4G0 ; how granted, 555.

Suit in the county courts, ancient example,
414-

Sumptuary laws, observation on, 586 ; passed
to repress luxury, 631.

Supremacy of the state, 339 ; progress of the
papal supremacy—review of the circum-
staPices which favoured it, 347-379 J endea-
vours made to repress it in England, 466.

Switzerland, sketch of the early history of

—

insurrection of Swiss against Austria, 311 :

independence ofthe Swiss confederacy rati-

fied, 314.
Swords, when first generally worn, 599.

Tactics (military), of the fourteenth century',

227 ; invention of gunpowder and firearms
—use of infantry not fully established until

the sixteenth century, 230.

Tallage, oppressive, of the Norman kings, 433.
Taxation, excessive, eftects of, 49; taxation

originated in the feudal aids, 90 ; immunity
from taxation, claimed by the nobles of
France, 108 ; direct taxation a source of the
royal revenues, in J last struggle of the
French nation against arbitrary taxation,

125 ; taxation ofthe clergy by the popes, 376.
Tenants in chief by knight's service, whether
parliamentary barons by virtue of their

tenures, 457 ; whether they attended parlia-

ment under Henry III., 13.

Tenures (feudal), gradual establishment of,

77-81 ; tenure by grand serjeanty, 92.

Territorial jurisdiction, progress of, in France,
127 ; its divisions and administration, 128.

Thanes, two classes of, among the Anglo-
Saxons, 409; were judges of civil contro-

versies, 414 ; forfeited their military free-

f«h

'-r»

cir

hold* by tntucondiiet in baUlc-^th* term
• VI,,.. HI.,,., , ;,, itK derivation to vavsal, 42a.

1 'f, whcuand in what nunner

Torture, Ji'

'I'own*, |iro

cent I

. of i:

proi-...,
Trial by i)cers, t ,,.

Troubadours of ir,. cir
poetical character en .dcrcd, 6*7.

Trouveurs, Ics—Roman i\- h Rovr, fi^-.

Tuscany, Ic.i
'

''
rne—sL;ite of. ,e

cities of 1-.
, ,.-,, . ,, . . , .-.I, *,4,,.

Tything-man, powers of, 413.

Univf.rsitirs, when first estaWisJicd, C78 ; ac-
count of the univcrsitv of I'aris, d-jif ; Ox-
ford—of Bologna, (J60 \ cncoura^emciU.
given—their celebrity, 682-687.

Venice (republic oQ, origin of, 212 ; form of
government—powers of the doge, 213 ; the
great council, 214 ; tyranny of council of
ten—the government of Venire. ?i7-2i8.

Venice, war of this republic '
''

.,, 207 ;

the Genoese besieged in ( nd ob-
liged to surrender, 208 ; t^.. ,. . . . aquisi-
tions of Venice, 219 ; her wars with .Milan,

220; her commercial prosperity, 621 ; traded
with the Crimea and China, 621.

Vienna in the fifteenth century, 631.
Villenage, prevalence of, 103 ; causes of it

—

its gradual abolition, 104 ; vill'mage of the
English peasantry', and its extinction, 562-
569; was rare in Scotland, 569.

Villein service—escheats at death, 103; villein

tenure of lands, io5 ; villeins regardant^
and villeins in gross, 563.

Votes by ballot in republic of Florence, 192.

Wale.s ancient condition of, and its inhabi-

tants, 560 ; members of parliament, when
summoned from that country, 560.

Weavers (Flemish) settle in England, 616.

WiclifTe (John), influence of the principles
of, in restraining the power of the clergy
in England, 399 ; their influence in efi'ecting

the abolition of villenage^ 567.
Women, excluded from the throne of France
by the Salic law, 37 ; from inheriting the
lands assigned to the Salian Franks, on their

conquest of Gaid—but not from land, subse-
quently acquired—hov/ treated by the an-
cient Germans, 73 ; did not inherit fiefs, 93.

Wool (unwrought), e.vported from England,
616; penalties on such exportation, 617.

Woollen manufactures of Flanders, 614; causes
of their being carried into England, 615,
introduced by the Flemings, 616 ; progress
of English woollen manufactures—regula-
tions concerning their export, 617.

Writing, an accomplishment possessed by few
in the dark ages, 594.

Ballanfyne ^ Cofnpany^ Frinters^ Edinburgh,
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